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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute

a convenient book of general reference.

About 200,000 words will be defined. The
Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literature has existed,espe-

cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and
phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotest known origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
by small superior figures (1,

2
,

3
, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
English in origin. The superior numbers ap-

ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same
homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a

verb and a noun of the same origin and the
same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined
by well-established usage, and, however ac-
cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

maybe, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and have not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which
usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre),
in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ; those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with ce or ce (as hemorrhage, haimorrhage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been
necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be

accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-

crimination of sounds, and being designed to

be readily understood and used. (See Key to

Pronunciation on back cover.)

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, except that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of

non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in

the order in which the senses denned have en-
tered the language, has been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics
of the language have been drawn upon, and
valuable citations have been made from less
famous authors in all departments of litera-

ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collected by an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a very complete and
many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-
sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-
sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical sciences, of the mechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological

sciences, an equally broad method has been

adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of

the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual
intent of those who accept them. In defining

legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader, and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in a concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-

tion has also been paid to the definitions of

the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes ;
of

architecture, sculpture, archaeology, decorative

art, ceramics, etc.
;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of their

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,

however, been deemed desirable to go some-
what further in this- direction than these con-
ditions render strictly necessary.
Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information of a kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field

of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-

pal difference that the information given is

for the most part distributed under the indi-

vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few
general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.

The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-
pedic matter under a large number of words

will, it is believed, be found to be particularly
helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.

To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
in charge of the various departments, and have
in all cases been examined by them in proofs.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The
price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work.
The plan of the Dictionary is more fully de-

scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

part a condensation), which accompanies the
first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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The foreign policy ol to* lory party was nanny more nowors, fieiiower: see urjun
deflected i.\ di>h uabie motives than that of their ad- uav i I1(

, \mt its flowers: said of a plant, (b)
1.,,-kn, r.ng. m i ' . nt

, ,.

IIavillK Bhcd itg pollen
. 8aid of an anther.

,-, d,'flec, f
,i w hatever be the load it sup- defloration ( dcf-16-ra'shon), . [= F. dfflomisoH

/.. x. /;//, Up, i. Mechanics, p. IN, = ^ (/, sy/
, :/

.

( ,,. / ,, // = pg lleflor,,^
_ ft. <fc.

T'- , :;;,";;^v nr Mi ,iB . deviate >-<e, < AL. IM^MOO.-), < ^orr- <le-

A beam la always ilefi

ports.

Deflecting magnet. . .

II. iiitrtins. To turn away or aside; deviate

from a true course or a right line
;
swerve.

At some part of the Azores it (the needle
1 ilrjl'

i-lflli not,

lint lirth in the true meridian.
.-in- T. Droiene, Vulg. Err., il. -I.

All those actions which ./..*' anil err from the order

Of this Cllil are unnatural mid inordinate.
./, r. I'iiiilur, Works (cd. 183.'.), I. 7.

His BiilrMe ... is in no respect an unaccountable cir-

flower: see deflorate.] 1. The act of deflower-

ing; the act of depriving of the flower. 2. A
selection of the flower or most valuable part of

anything.
The laws of Normandy are, In a great measure, the dr.

/oration of the English laws. Sir M. Hale.

3. The act of depriving of virginity; ravish-

ment
; rape

ee deower.
down, + E.
See de- and

flow down.
the body.

, Vulg. Err., ill. 4.deflection

S^^I*!t?
1

|Sfator^
1

lIl^SS(^J
l

B deflower, deflour (de-flou'er, de-fl'')..
'

bending aside, < L. deflexus, pp. of deflectere, \ MK
rff/joMmi,

defloren, Or. ,1 r>
f <

bend afide: see dr/fecf.] 1. T&e act of turn-
.f''"'- *^S"f*l fc^1

P' ?%? =
tt

: *!. ,* /t,;^ t.,^,^ n=i^ t,nm tlcflt-tir = Sp. desflorar = Pg. deflorar = It.

deflorare, < LL. deflorare, deprive of flowers,

deflower, < dc- priv. + /fos (flor-), a flower: see

ing or the state of being turned aside from a

straight line or course ; a turning from a true

line or the regular course
;
deviation.

Needles ... at the very line . . . stand without de-

flection. An' T. Brotme, Vulg. Err., ii. i

They traverse even the largest faults, and cross from
one group of rocks into another without Interruption or

deflection. (ieikie, Oeol. Sketches, ii. 23.

2. Figuratively, deviation from the right, regu-
lar, or expected course of action or thought;
aberration.

I find no sufficient or competent collection of the works
of nature which have a digression and deflexion from the

ordinary course, llacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 121.

flower and flour.] 1. To deprive or strip of

flowers, or of the qualities or character of a

flower.

Rending the cedars, deflouring the gardens.
IK. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xix. ( 6.

Thrice had he pierced his target in the eye
At fifty paces ; twice defloured a rose,

Striking each time the very leaf he chose.
R. II. Stoddanl, Stork and Ruby.

Hence 2. To despoil of beauty or grace ; spoil
irance or nature of; damage; vitiate.

King David found out the dejleclinn and Indirectness of

our minds. W. Mwntayue, Devoute Essays, 1. 112.

Specifically 3. Naut., the deviation of a ship
from her true course in sailing. 4. In optics,
a deviation of the rays of light toward the sur-

face of an opaque body; inflection.

fraction.

the appearance
Now grizly Hair deflmetres his polish'd Skin,

Shewing what he to Satyrs is of kin.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, il. 171.

He died . . . before the sweetness of his soul was de-

Jloured. Jer. Taylor.

3. To deprive of virginity; ravish; violate.

See dif- deflowerer (de-flou'er-er), n. One who deflow-

ers. Up. Bale.

The deflections which the rays proceeding from any defluencyt (def'lij-en-si), H.
f< deflucnt: see

point experience are proportional to the distances of the defluent, and cf. fluency.] Fluidity; flow,

points of incidence from the axis of the mirror.

Lonnnel, Light (trans.), p. 54.

6. In elect., the deviation or swing of a mag-

The cold having taken away the defluency of the oil,

. . there appeared . . . cylinders consisting partly of

ncreted oil. Boyle, Hist, of Cold, xxi.

netic needle from the zero of its position: of- aefluent (def'li?-ent), a. [< L. defluen(t-)s, ppr.
ten measured in degrees. 6. In matt.: (a) Ine of aejiuere flow" down, < de, down, + fliicre,
distance by which a curve departs from another flow: see/wcni.] Running downward; decur-
curve, or from a straight line. (&) Any effect rent .

specincaiiy used in botany.
either of curvature or of discontinuous change ,jefluoust (def'lij-us), a. [< L. defluta, flowing
of direction. 7. In meek., the bending of ma-

down, < defluere, flow down: see deflucnt.]
terial under a transverse strain, as of a beam FIow jng down; falling off. JSailey.
under the weight of a load. 8. Inentom.: (a) d.e fiuvlum (de-flo'vi-um), n. [L., a flowing
The state of being bent downward: as, a de- down a famng off < defluere, flow down: see
flection of the side of the pronotum. (6) A ^fluent.] A falling off, as of the hair or the

dejlected part or margin. _ bark of a tree, from disease.

body I)

ally moves, in consequence of which it is made to deviate
from its course.

deflectometer (de-flek-tom'e-ter), n. [Irreg.
< L. deflectere, deflect, + metrum, a measure.]
An instrument for measuring the deflection of

a rail by a weight in rapid motion.

Knight.
deflector (de-flek'tor), . [< deflect + -or.] 1.

A plate, diaphragm', or cone in a lamp, furnace,
or stove, to bring the flame and gases into in-

timate contact and improve the combustion.
E. H. Knight. 2. A device for causing the
nozle of a hydraulic mining machine to move
in any desired direction.

deflex (de-fleks'), v. t. [< L. deflexus, pp. of de-

flectere, turn aside : seedcflcct.] To turn aside;
deflect ; specifically, iu sool., to bend down.

I have noticed that the smaller species, during flight,

deflex the extremity of their autemue. Westicood.

deflexed (do-fleksf), p. a. [< deflex + -ed"*.]

^
.

or off: see defluent.'] A flowing down; a run-

ning downward.
All inipostumes engendered either by way of gathering

and collection of humors, or by some deflux and rheuinat-
ike descent. Holland, It. of I'liny, xxii. 25.

E. H. defluxion (de-fluk'shpn), n. [= F. defluxion =
Pg. dcfluxSo', < LL. 'defluxio(n-), < L. defluere,

pp. defluxus, flow down : see deflux, defluent.] In

med., a flowing, running, or falling of humors
or fluid matter from an upper to a lower part
of the body ;

a discharge or flowing off of hu-
mors : as, a deflation from the nose or head in

catarrh: sometimes used as synonymous with

inflammation, from the increased flow of blood

(hyperemia) to an inflamed part.
Home, and there find my wife making of tea ; a drink

u hich Mr. Felling, the Fottlcary, tells her is good for her
cold and defluxions. Pepys, Diary, III. 175.

I have been much impaired In my health, by a defluxivn
which fell into one of my legs, caused by a slight scraze

on my shin-bone. Evelyn, To Mr. Wuttou.

as In many Diptera._
repose, cover the body like a roof, the internal edges of

the primaries meeting and the surfaces sloping down on
both sides, as in many moths and lloMvutem.

deflexion, . See deflection.
deflexure (de-flek'giir), n. [< tleflex + -lire:

see flexure.] A turning aside or bending; de-
viation.

Dftlcctfd: specifically, in _-o67., bent down: as, deflyt. adv. A corrupt form of deftly.
a defli'xed margin. - Deflexed antennae, antonme defcedationt, n. See defedation.
which have the apical portion constantly bent downward,

defollH, r. t. [< F. defeuiller (cf. Sp.
= Pg. desfolhar = It. disfogliare, < ML. w

<li(t-

ftiliiire), < ML. defoliare, deprive of leaves: see

defoliate and /oiA.] To strip the leaves from.

Over and beside, in disburdening and defnilinfj a vine,

you must beware how you pluck off those burgeons that

are like to beare the grape, or to go with it.

I/. ,!/>n,./. tr. of Pliny, xvil. 24.

deflorate (de-flo'rat), a. [= F. deflore = Sp. defoi!2t,
'' ' [ME. di-foiU-n, var. of difn/i .

datflorttilo = Pg. dt'florado = It. 'dcflorato, < < OF. defoler, etc,: see defouft.] To trample
LL. defloratus, pp. of deflorare, deprive of under foot.

95

deform

defoi!2t, n. [ME.; < dcfoiP, r.] A trampling
under foot.

Ther was fight In?, thcr was toile,

And vii'ler hoi>> kni^htes il>-i<:il<'.

Arthur and Merlin, I. 7909.

defoliate (df-fp'li-at),
v. t.

;
met. and pp. defo-

I in ifil, ppr. iltjiilintiiig. K ML. defoliatun, pp.
of deftiliin-i . ^ird leaves, < L. tic- priv. + folium,
a leaf: see foliate.] To deprive of leaves; cut
or pick off the leaves of.

The swarms of more robust May-l>eetle (Lachno*tern
fusca). which begin to defoliate oak-groves and poplar-
trees. Science, IV. 587.

defoliate (de-fo'li-at), a. [< ML. defoliates, pp. :

seethe verb'.] Deprived of leaves ; having cast

its leaves.

defoliation (de-fo-li-a'shon), n. [= F. defeuil-
Idi.ioH (ci.Vg.Jesfolltaya'o), <ML. 'defoliation*),
< defoliare, defoliate: see defoliate.] Loss of

leaves, as by the depredations of insects; spe-

cifically, the fall of leaves in autumn.

The foliation and defoliation of trees.

Nature, XXX. 558.

defoliator (de-fo'li-a-tor), n. [= Sp. desliojador
= Pg. dcsfolhador; us defoliate + -or.] That
which defoliates or strips of verdure ; specifi-

cally, in entom., an insect which destroys the

leaves of trees.

deforce (de-fors'), v. t.; pret. and pp. deforced,

ppr. deforcing. [< OF. deforcer, deforcier, def-

forcier, desforcier, < ML. difforciare, 'diffortiare,
take away by violence, < din- (OF. des-, de-) +
fortia ( > OF. force), force : see force.] In law :

(a) To withhold from or keep out of lawful pos-

session, as of an estate.

Putting and establishing armed men in townes, cartels,

and other places to defend the land against him, to deforce
him of his fee. Iloliiuihed, Edw. I., an. 1296.

(6) In Scots law, to resist (an officer of the law
in the execution of his official duty).

The herald was evil entreated in the execution of hi

summons, and was manifestly deforced, and his letters

riven. I'itscottie, t'hrou. of Scotland (cd. 1788), p. 137.

deforcet (de-fors'), n. Deforcement.
deforcement (de-fors'ment), M. [< OF. deforce-
ment (cf. ML. deforcianientum), < deforcer, de-

force: see deforce a.n<i-ment.] In law: (a) The

withholding of lands or tenements to which an.

other person has a right. It implies that the

latter has not had possession.
Keeping a man . . . out of a freehold office is construed

to be a deforcement. Blackgtone, Com., III. 10.

(6) In Scots laic, a resisting of an officer engaged
in the execution of the law.

deforceort (de-for'sor), w. [Also written defor-

scr, deforsor, deforsour; < OF.deforceor, < defor-

cer, deforce.] An obsolete form of deforciant.
deforciant (de-for'siant), n. [< OF. deforciant,

ppr. of deforcier, deforce : see deforce.] In law :

(a) One who keeps out of possession the right-
ful owner of an estate. (6) A person against
whom a fictitious action was brought in fine

and recovery: abolished by 3 and 4 Wm. IV.,
c. 74.

In levying a fine of lands, the person against whom the
fictitious action is brought upon a supposed breach of

covenant Is called the rfc/orrianf. Blaclutonr, Com., III. 10.

deforciation (de-for-gi-a'shon), H. [< ML. as
if "difforciatio(n-), < dijjforciure, deforce : see de-

force.] In law, a distress; a seizure of goods
for the satisfaction of a lawful debt.

deforest (de-for'est), r. t. [< de- priv. + forest.
Cf. disforest.] To deprive of forests ;

cut down
and clear away the forests of.

The settlement of the country and general deforesting
of such a large portion of it have driven these hawks to

more retired parts during the nesting-season.

Pop. Sri. Mo., XXVIII. 642.

deforestation (de-for-es-ta'shon), n. [< deforest
+ -ation.] The act of cutting down and clear-

ing away the forests of a region or a tract of

land.

Reasons may be assigned for the decreased fertility : for

instance, drought resulting from the decay of irrigation-

works, or from reckless deforentation, and the production
of marshes from the want of river-levees.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XIII. 268.

deform1 (de-f&rm'), v. t. [< ME. deformen, dif-

formen, < OF. deformer, F. deformer = Sp. Pg.
deformar = It. deformarc, diffomtarc, < L. de-

formare, put out of shape, disfigure, < de- priv.
'+ forma, shape: see form.] 1. To change or

alter the form of; convert into a new form or

shape.
One of the above forms [of knot) cannot *c deformed

into a circle. fncyc. Brit., XIV. 1*7.

Specifically 2. To mar the natural form or

shape of
; put out of shape ; disfigure, as by



deform

malformation of a limb or some other part of

the body.
A traveller, one so made out of the mixture of shreds of

forms, that himself is truly deformed.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Whose work is without labour, whose designs
No flaw deform*, no difficulty thwarts,
And whose beneficence no charge exhausts

Cowpei; Task, vi. 229.

The propensity to deform, or alter from the natural

1506

Deformed antennae, antenna? in which one or more

joints are greatly developed over the rest : generally re-

stricted to cases where the special development is con-

fined to one sex ;
if it is common to both sexes, the an-

tenna; are said to be irregular. =Syn. 1. Misshapen, un-

sightly, ill-favored.

deformedly (de-for'med-li ), adv. In a deformed
or disfiguring manner.
With these [rags] deformedly to quilt and interlace the

entire, the spotless, and undecaying robe of truth.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

defrication

There is likewise a portion of our lives which every
wise man may justly reserve to his own peculiar use, and

that without drfrnudim; his native country.
Dnjdtn, King Arthur, Ded.

A man of fortune who permits his son to consume the

season of education in hunting, shooting, or in frequent-

ing horse-races, assemblies, &c., defrauds the community
of a benefactor, and bequeaths them a nuisance. Paley.

2. To defeat or frustrate wrongfully.

Bv the duties deserted by the claims defrauded.
Paley.

marine beauty of";' spoil : as, to deform the per- disfigures,

son by unbecoming dress ;
to deform the charac-

ter by vicious conduct. the

o
They are now to be remov'd, because they have Iwen

le most certaine deformers nnd miners of the Church.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

fraudation = Sp. defraudaciou = Pg. defrauda-
s < LIj <lefrau(latio(n-), < L. defraudare, de-

g^ . ^ c^frm<J^ The act of defrauding, or

the state of being defrauded. [Rare.]
St. Paul permits [going to law] . . . only in the instance

of defraudattOH, or matter of interest.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 222.

defrauder (de-fra'der), . One who defrauds;
ta(t-)s, deformity, < deformis, deformed: see

being of an unnatural, distorted, or dispropor-
tioned form; displeasing to the eye.

Sight so deform what heart of rock could long
Dry-eyed behold? Milton, P. L., xi. 494.

deform2t,
* [ME. deformen, defformen, < L.

, form, shape, fashion, delineate, rep-

To make an envious mountain on my back,
Where sits deformity to mock my body.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

The practice of turning out the toes, so much insisted

Mrorman', lorm. snape, lasnioii, uenueaie, rep- - -
frnitier nav the pxni

resent, < de- intensive + formare, form: see 2. Lack of that which constitutes, or the pres- ^d F pi frais ex
form,v. Cf. deform^, t>.] To form; fashion; ence of that which destroys, beauty, grace, or

fl!^., '$X,
'

t

delineate; engrave. propriety; irregularity; absurdity; gross devia-
/Or a ^each of the i

Dc/ormyd [L. deformata] by lettris in stoones. tion from established rules : as, deformity in _ J

Wvdif. 2 Cor. iii. 7. an edifice : deformity of character. 3t. .Lack ,<,,_ ,..
'

_/., .

Defformi/d [L. deformata] by lettris in stoones.

WycKf, 2 Cor. iii.

deformability (de-f&r-ma-bil'i-ti), n. [< de-

formable : see -bility.] Capacity for change of

form; pliability.

Preliminary to deformability and elasticity.

Nature, XXXVII. 164.

I grant infirmities, but not outrages, not perpetual de-

fraudments of truest conjugal society. Milton, Divorce.

defray1
(de-fra''), . t- [< OF. defrayer, defraier,

deffrayer, desfraier, also deffraitier, desfraitier,

deffretier, mod. F. defrayer, dial. (Picard) de-

fraitier, pay the expense, < de-, des-, off, + frait,
'

expense, cost, < ML. freduin,
'

expense, tax, orig. a fine

tiou from established rules : as, deformity in

an
of uniformity or conformity.

Better it were to have a deformity in preaching, . . .

than to have such a uniformity that the silly people should
be thereby occasioned to continue still in their lamentable

fray, a breach of the peace : see affray, and cf .

OF. deffrei, deffroi, trouble, disturbance. For

us uiercuj us*,. t tu,,M..u ,,. ,., .,... ,<.,.^..v..>, the meaning, cf. pay, ult. < L. pax, peace. The
ignorance. Latimer, Sermons and Remains, ii. 347. ML. fractiun, fractiis, expense, is a later and er-

Whether the ministers pray before they study, or study roneous "restored" form of OF.frait, expense,eer e mnsers pray eore , ., ,

deformable (de-for'ma-bl), a. [< deform! + before they pray, there must needs be infinite deformity after the analogy of L. fractus, the source of
**v*y _ ~ \ ,. .- ,' , "

, , ;,, H... i.nUi,- 7n,.ohi oiirl oil fthtt lumaflta wtilnh hfiforp * *i T * . m '
____ i__

TT;7/i 1 PonoVilB nf \iern<r iWnrmprl canablfi of in tne public worship, and all the benefits which before
-able.] Capable ol Deing aetormea, capaoie 01

wei,e ^ COMequenta of conformity and unity will be

change of form. lust. jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 289.

deformatet, . [ME., < L. deformatus, pp. of
deforsert deforsort, . See deforceor.

dejormare, deform: see deform*, .] Deformed.
defossi<m

'

f (de-fosh'on), n. [< L. as if *defos-
And whan she sawe her visage so deformate,
If she in hart were wo, I ne wite, God wate.

Henryson, Complaint of Creseide, 1. 349.

deformation (def-6r-ma'shpn), n. [= F. Ai/or-
matiou = Sp. deformacion = Pg. deforntacSo, <

L. deformatio(n-), < deform are, deform: see de-

/GTMi
1
.] 1. The act of deforc

'

the form of; change of form.

In spite of the almost incredible deformation of the in-

dividual characters, the Arabic script has remained true

to all the really essential characteristics of the primitive
Semitic writing. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 165.

When its eggs are becoming mature, it finds its way into

one of these capsules and there undergoes a remarkable

deformation. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 450.

2. An altered form.

Lepsius, who considers Middle African languages as

deformations of Bantu languages.
Cust, Mod. Langs, of Africa, p. 59.

3. Deformity; disfigurement. 4. In geom. and

'*

, v'., defile^.] Defilement; soiling.
The water . . . taketh no defoul, but is clene inow.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, I. 109.

mech., a change ofshape of a body or surface defoul2t, v. t. [< ME. defoulen (also defoilen : see

without any breach of the continuity of its defoil^), < OF. defoter, defouler, defuler, deffoler,

parts, and generally without any alteration of desfoler = Pr. defolar, trample under foot, < de,

the size of them; relative displacement of down, +_/oter, trample upon, press : see^/o2.
parts; strain.

OF. frait, pp., broken.] "If. To make compen-
sation to or for; pay for the services or dis-

charge the cost of; pay or pay for.

Therefore (defraying the mariners with a ring bestowed

upon them) they took their journey together through La-

conia. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

i .
- The governour gave him a fair, red coat, and defrayed

ine punishment ot being his and his men's diet, and gave them corn to relieve them
homeward. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 319.

The Queen had gained the thirds of all Church Rents . . .

upon condition of making some allowance out of it to de-

fray the ministers. Heylin, Hist, of Presbyterians, p. 176.

2f. To satisfy; appease.
Can Night defray

The wrath of thuudring Jove, that rules both night and

day? Spenser, S. Q., I. v. 42.

The more it gauld and griev'd him night and day,
That nought but dire revenge his anger mote defray.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 31.

3. To meet or satisfy by payment, or by an

equivalent; liquidate; settle; discharge: as,
,
defile : see de-

to defray the cost of a voyage, or of a law-

suit; to defray a tavern-bill; the profits will

not defray the charges or expenses.
It is easye, Irenseus, to laye a charge upon any towne,

but to fore-see liowe the same may be answered and de-

frayed is the cheifest parte of good advisement.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

And making prize of all that he condemns,
With our expenditure defrays his own.

draper, Task, ii. 605.

sio(n-), < defossus, pp. of dcfodere, dig down,
bury in the earth, < de, down, + fodere, dig:
see /oss, fossil.']

ml- -

buried alive.

defouPt (de-foul' ), v. t. [< ME. defoulen (a var.

of defylen, E. defile, q. v.), < de- + foulen, make

make foul or unclean
; befoul; defile.

Ther was grete defoidinye of men and horse ; but there
the xlij felowes shewed merveiles with her bodies.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 207.

It is an unclene birde defouleth his neste.
liootce of Precedence (E. E. T. 8.), i. 110.

Ah, dearest God, me graunt, I dead be not defwtld !

Spenser, F. CJ., I. x. 42.

This verb was partly confused with defoul^."]

The energy actually expended in the deformation of in- To trample upon; press down; crush, as by defrav2t n. THE. < OF. deffrei, deffroi, trouble,
.i.-t i,. BiiUB+atiima iliivino -in imnaj't t.t*l IwYllTl Cf V* , **,

*
*

*-. , ., V/ J <i U J Jelastic substances during an impact.
Amer. Jour. Sci., Whole No. cxxx., p. 197.

Annular deformation of the skull, an artificial defor-
mation of the skull produced by pressure applied behind
the bregma and under the chin. Cuneiform deforma-
tion Of the Skull, an artificial deformation of the skull

produced by frontal and occipital pressure.

deformed (de-f6rmd'), p. a. [< ME. "deformed,
difformed; pp. of deform 1

, .] 1. H
form changed, with' loss of natural symmetry
or beauty; disfigured; distorted; crooked.

A Monstre is a thing difformed agen Kynde both of Man
or of Best or of ony thing elles : and that is cleped a Mon-
stre.

Cheated of feature by dissembling nature,
Deform'd, unfim'sh'd, sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up.

Shalt., Rich. III., i. 1.

Specifically 2. Inentom., exhibiting unusual

trampling.
She defowlith with hyr feet hyr metes.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 2.

n. [< defoufi + -ment."] Defile-

ment.

defoundt, > * [< OF. defondre, defwndre, melt

down, pour down, < L. defundere, pour down, <

Having the de, down, + fundere, pour: seefound'*.] To pour defrayal (de-fra'al), n. [< defray
down. Jamieson.

The son schene
Begouth defound his bemes on the grene.

Gavin Douylas, Virgil, p. 293.

disturbance, the same, with diff. prefix de-, des-,

as effrei, effroi, trouble, disturbance, affray: see

affray, n., and cf. defray^-, of the same ult. ele-

ments as defray
2
.] Wrong-doing.

Through my sin and my defray,
Ich am comen to mi last day.

Arthur and Merlin, 1. 9095.

-a?.] The
act of defraying; payment.
The national revenue is confined to the defrayal of na-

tional expenses. The American, VI. 37.

S^Tir: defraud (dMrM-), .,
t. r< ME. * < **S!L<fi2i* !=!;f^ One

OF. defrau'der, ."defraude~r = Sp. Pg. defrau-
wno

dar It. defraudare, < L. defraudare, defraud,
< de- + fraus (fraud-), fraud: see fraud.] 1.
To deprive of rip

1-'

thing by decept

or ^charges expenses.
The registers and records kept of the dtfraym of charges

of common [public] plays. Avrtli, tr. of Plutarch, p. 2/3.

basefdepraved
r SwellingS'- 3f ' Morally ll^ ' ating something wrongfully throng

trust, or by withholding from another by indi- fray1 and -mew*.] 'The act of defraying; pay-
From the rod and ferule I would have them free, as rection or device that which he has a right to ment, as of a charge or costs.

claim or obtain
; cheat; cozen: followed by of Let the traitor pay with his life's defrayment.

before the thing taken.
-"';""">

tr - of Don >*, iv. 7.

We have wronged no man, we have corrupted no man, defricationt (def-ri-ka'shon), n. [< LL. defn-
we have defrauded no man. 2 Cor. vii, 2, catK>(n-), a rubbing, < defricare, rub off, rub

from the ^lenace of them
;

for it is both deformed and
vile. B. Jontton, Discoveries.

You ne'er injured me, and that doth make
My crime the more deform'd.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, iii. 1.



defrication I .-07

priv.

degenerate

1/llllllHllH + -till-.] To deprive

defrutK
ii, perhaps

must), neut. of -ilifi-rritiix. \<\

boil down, < dr, down, + firnn. boil: see/er-

rrnt.] Must or now wine boiled down, making
a sweetmeat.

Defntt, carene, A sai in oon nianere

of must is made.
rallniliiiit. Husliondric(E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

deft (deft)

[< de-

of L

The ile.janr/lionated tissue under the, influence of mini-

mal faradaic stimulation manifrKtcd a perfectly regular

A ,l,f.n;r<; defunctivet (.Wvfuimk'tiv), a. [<l.. defunct^, *^'^'H
gtf&SStfS^ tt̂ f.m

pp.fs,, ,l,fH ,,,-n, + K. ..>r.] Of or pertaining
degarnish (de-gar'nish), ,-. <. [<QV.des{,<,r,nr,

to the dead; funereal.
V,l,,,,,rmr (= Pr. dixgarnir, dcsguarnir = Sp.

I., t the priest iii surplice white, p t̂guttrll tccr - It. sgui-ruin ), unfurnish, un-

^,e'S!,mS ,";.., garrison. < des- priv. + aarnir, furnish:, see^r-
Lest the requiem lack his right i.s/i.] 1. To unfunnsh ; stnp of furniture, or-

1

':., Phwnlx and Turtle. namentg) Or apparatus : as,torf<#nii*/iahouse.

with dafeiilic, gc-flfifenlic, also simply ge-dafen

becoming; gi'-defe (= Goth. fO-djM), becoming,
Ki'rmlv, meek, etc.; < 'ge-dafau (in once-occur-

ring pp. ge-tliifen before mentioned) = Goth.

ga-dtmm, beflt, behoove. See daft, a var. of

deft, in deflected sense.] If. Simple; meek;
modest.

That dtfte melden, Marie l>y name.

Bestiary (Old Eng. Misc., eil. Morris), 1. 36.

2. Apt or dexterous; neat in action or per-
formance

; subtly clever or skilful.

He was met of a deft yoimi! mini.

Rubin Hood aiul the Stranger (Chilli's Ballads, V. 405).

The limping god, so deft at his new ministry. Dryden.

With so sure a hand and so deft a touch.

D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together, i.

Scattered through the two plays are some of the curious

Latin, old French, and old English lyrics which the au-

thor was so deft at turning. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 386.

3f. Neat; spruce; trim. Bailey. 4t. Foolish;
daft. See daft.

deft. An abbreviation of defendant.
defterdar (def't6r-dar), n. [Pers., keeper of the

register.] The chief treasurer of a Turkish

province, sometimes acting as lieutenant of the

governor-general ; also, anciently, the Turkish

minister of finance,

deftly (deft'

ueously dejlt

< AS. ge-dteftlice, fitly,

daftig-like ('= D. deftiglijk), extended from dafte-

like; as deft + -ly*.] 1. Aptly; fitly; neatly;

dexterously; in a skilful manner.

The harp full deftly can he strike.

Scull, Marmion, ill. 8.

And all the rustic train are gathered round,
Each deftly dlzen'd in his Sunday's best,

Anil pleased to hail the day of piety and rest.

Southey.

Listen for a moment to the barbarous jangle which Lyd-

gate and Occleve contrive to draw from the instrument

their master had tuned so deftly.
Lotaell, Study Windows, p. 258.

2. Softly ; leisurely. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
deftness (deft'ues), n. 1. The quality of be-

ing deft ;
neat or subtle dexterity ; aptness.

There conies by division of labor a concentration of all

the powers of the Individual upon his vocation, and hence

the development of deftness or skill.

S. A. Rev, CXXVII. 283.

2t. Elegance; beauty.
deftster (deft'ster), n. One who is deft ; a pro-
ficient in his art or craft; a dabster. [Prov.]
defunct (de-fungkf), a. and n. [= F. defunt =
Pr. defunct, drffu>it= Sp.defunto,difunto=Pg.
defunto, defuncto = It. ttefunto, < L. defunctus (as

adj. equiv. to mortnus, dead), pp. of defungi,

discharge, perform, finish (an affair or an ob-

ligation, esp. an unpleasant one ; definigi vita,

or simply defungi, finish life, die), < de, off, +

renounce faith, withdraw confidence, repudi-

ate, defy, L. diffidere, distrust, < dis-, away, +
fides, faith : see faith, fidelity. Cf. affy, and

dijfide, diffident.] I. trans. If. To renounce;

reject ;
refuse ; repudiate ;

cast off.

The foweler we de/ye
Anil al his crafte. Chaucer, Good Women, L 138.

There was none of them that ever railed on him, and

came so far forth to say, "He was a deceiver: . . . we
iiefa him and all his works, false wretch that he was.

Ans.toSi,-T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., i860), p. 88.

uiture, apparatus, or equipment. [Rare.]

degendert (de-jen'der), p. [< OF. degenerer, F.

dfijfucrer, degenerate (cf. engender, < OF. eti-

i/i'nilrer): see degenerate, p.] I. intrant. To de-

generate.
And if then those may any worse lie red,

They into that ere long will be degendered.
Spcntcr, V. Q., V., Pro].

II. trans. To make degenerate ;
cause to de-

All studies here I solemnly defy
Save how to gall and pinch thisthis Boliugbroke.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., I. 3.

(de-jen'e-ra-si), n. [< degenerate:
see -cy.] "1. The tendency to degenerate or

deteriorate ;
decrease of excellence in essential

._., . _ , .. _

2t To revolt at; reject from dislike; disap- qualities; a downward course, as from better

ceased; extinct.

The anatomy is of a defunct patient.
/.'./... Advancement of Learning, 11. 196.

No effort to raisead/iif( iwst has ever led to anything
but just enough galvanic twitching of the limbs to remind
us unpleasantly of life. Lomll, Study Windows, p. 226.

prove.
I would kiss as many of you as had . . . breath* that I

defied not Shat., As you Like it, Epil.

3. To challenge to contest or trial with arms;
dare to meet in combat.

Edmunde bi messengers the erle lie difflei.

Rob. of Brunne, tr. of Langtof t'l Chron. (ed. Heanie), p. 46.

I once again

Defy thee to the trial of mortal fight
Hilton, S. A., 1. 1174.

4. To challenge to an action or procedure of

any kind
;
dare to do something (generally with

an implication of belief that it cannot be done,
or that the action will fail of its purpose).

I defy the enemies of our constitution to show the con-

trary.
Burke.

Since he has defied us to the proof, we will go fully into

5. To dare; bravo; manifest a contempt of or

indifference to (opposition, attack, or hostile

force); set at naught; resist successfully: as,

to defy the arguments of an opponent; to defy
the power of a magistrate.

The soul, secured In her existence, smiles

At the drawn dagger and defies its point
Addison, Cato.

The riches of scholarship, the benignities of literature,

defy fortune and outlive calamity.
Lowell, Books and Libraries.

Under pressures great enough to reduce them almost to

the density of liquids these elements have still defied all

efforts to liquefy them. //. Sjienecr, Prin. of Biol., { 1.

6f. To reject; eject; void: with OK f.

The defied out [things defied out (Purv.), tr. L. egefta]

thou shall cover with erthe. Wyclif, Deut xxiii. 13.

7f. To digest.
And more mete etc and dronke then kcnde [nature] mljt

defie.
1'iert florrmait (B), xiii. 404.

Wyne of Oreke, and muscadell, . . .

The reed [red] your stomake to defye,

Squyr of Lime, Deyre (Ritson's Met. Rom., IIL 176).

II.t intrans. To digest ;
be digested.

Shal neuere fysshe on the Fryday dejfen
in my wombe

[stomach].

There had been In the morning a
just

and tournament
of several! young gentlemen on a formal defy, to which
we had been invited. Evelyn, Diary, April 11, 1645.

At this the challenger, with fierce defy,
His trumpet sounds. Dryden.

7\\ defyert, . An obsolete form of defier.
The nameless contributors to defunct periodicals have jT** Jj

'

\ ., . __.,.. nnj ., arnneil nnr den
eparted, body and soul, awl left not a wreck behind. deg ((leg), r. , pret. and pp. rtcggeri, ppr. aea-

K. l\ Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 9. ginff. [K. dial. (North.), = dag 1
, bedew.J I.

H. n. A dead person, or dead persons col-

lectively; the dead: most commonly used of a

recently deceased person.
Nature doth abhor to make his bed
With the di-fuaet, or sleep upon the dead.

Shak., Cynibellne, Iv. 2.

defunctiont (de-fungk'shpn), n. [<

fitnctio(n-), performance, death, < dcfunctiis, pp.
of defungi, perform, die: see defunct.'] Death;
decease.

Nor ilM the French possess the Salii|ile land
I'ntil four hiiwlird mie-and-twenty \eai-x

After ttfunatimt of King Phtrmmond.
Shak., Hen. V

g. [E
tra'ns. To sprinkle; moisten.

A dozen pounds of brown vitriol to the hundredweight
is a good proj>ortion, mixed with about three gallons of

water previously to dfi'iiii't tin- spvnt ni:ulder with it

O'Xeill, 'Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 237.

II. intrans. To ooze out. [Prov. Eng.]
d6gage (da-ga-zha' ), a. [F.. pp. of degager, dis-

L.L. dc- engag6j take out of pawn, release : see disgage."]

Easy; unconstrtiini'd; indifferent to conven-
tional rules.

No dancing liear was so genteel,
<lr half so.' (.-;./"' (lf Himself.

deganglionate (de-gang'gli-on-at), *. t.
; pret

i. >. and pp. deijanylioHttted, ppr.

to worse, or from good to bad.

The ruin of a state is generally preceded by a universal

degeneracy of manners and contempt of religion.

Stvift, Against Abolishing Christianity.

2. The state of being or of haying become de-

generate ;
a deteriorated condition : as, the de-

generacy of the age.
There was plainly wanting a Divine Revelation to recover

mankind out of their universal corruption awl degeneracy.

Clarke, Nat and Rev. Religion, vll.

There is a kind of sluggish resignation as well as poor-
ness and degeneracy of spirit in a state of slavery.

Addvfon.
= Syn. Debasement, degenerateness.

degenerant (de-jen'e-raut), a. [< L. degene-

ran(t-)s, ppr. of degenerare: see degenerate, p.]

Becoming reduced^ or degraded in type ;
de-

generating. [Rare.]
degenerate (de-jen'e-rat), p. .; pret. and pp.

degenerated, ppr. degenerating. [< L. degenera-

tns, pp. of degenerare (> F. Aegenerer = 8p. Pg.

degenerar = It. degenerare), degenerate, < degc-

ner, ignoble, < de, from, down, + genus (gener-),

race, Kind: see genus, general.'] 1. To lose, or

become impaired with respect to, the qualities

proper to the race or kind, or to a prototype;
become of a lower type.
You degenerate from your father, if you find not your-

self most able in wit and body to do anything when you
be most merry. Sir 11. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 42).

Without art, the noblest seeds

Of flowers degenerate into weeds.
S. Butler, The Lady's Answer to the Knight.

Specifically 2. To decay in quality; pass to

an inferior or a worse state; suffer a decline

in character or constitution ;
deteriorate.

When wit transgresseth decency, it deyrneratet Into In-

solence and impiety. Tittottan.

Without that activity which Its greater perfection im-

plies and requires, the brain of the civilized man degener-
ttten. Huxley and Youmatu, Physlol., i 508.

= 8yn. To deteriorate, decline.

degenerate (de-jen'e-rat), a. [< L. degeneratus,

pp.: see the verb.]
"
l! Having lost, or become

impaired with respect to, the qualities proper
to the race or kind ; having been reduced to a

lower type.
The degenerate plant of a strange vine. Jer. 11. 21.

Specifically 2. Having fallen into a less ex-

cellent or a worse state ; havingdeclined in phys-
ical or moral qualities; deteriorated; degraded.

Farewell, faint-hearted and degenerate king,

In whose cold blood no spark of honour bides.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., I. 1.

The Ottoman race has become too degenerate through in-

dulgence to exhibit many striking specimens of physical

U-auty. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 155.

There is no doubt that many savage races as we at pres-

ent see them are actually degenerate, and are descended

from ancestors possessed of a relatively elaborate civilisa-

tion. K. R. Lanketter, Degeneration, p. 59.

3. Characterized by or associated with degen-

eracy; unworthy; debased: applied to inani-

mate objects.
such men as live In these degenerate days. Pope.

In comparison with the great orators and authors of

the past, we have fallen on degenerate times. J. Caird.

Degenerate form of an algebraic locus, a locus of any
order ur class i on-,i>liu^ of an agKregstion of lower form*.

Thus, two straight lines fonn a degenerate conic.



degenerately

degenerately (de-jen'e-rat-li), ndr. In a de-

generate or debased manner; unworthily.
That blindness worse than this,

That saw not how defftneraMN I served.

Milton, S. A., 1. 419.

degenerateness (de-jen'e-rat-nes), . A de-

generate state; a state in' which natural or

original qualities are decayed or lost.

degeneration (de-jeu-e-ra'shon), n. [= F. de-

generation Sp'. degeneration = Pg. degene-

raqao = It. degenernzione, < L. as if "degeiiera-

tio(n-), < degetierare, degenerate.] 1. A loss or

impairment of the qualities peculiar to the race

or kind, or to a type ;
reduction to a lower type

in some scale of being.
The hypothesis of Degeneration will, I believe, be found

to render most valuable service in pointing out the true

relationships of animals which are a puzzle and a mys-
tery when we use only and exclusively the hypothesis of

Balance, or the hypothesis of Elaboration.
E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. SO.

of kind without regard to whether the change was to per-
fect or to degrade ; but it is now used exclusively to de-

note a change from a higher to a lower kind : that is to

say, from a more complex to a less complex organisation ;

it is a process of dissolution, the opposite of that process
of involution which is pre-essential to evolution.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 240.

Specifically 2. Loss or impairment of natu-
ral or proper qualities ;

descent to an inferior

state
;
the act of becoming or the state of hav-

ing become inferior, especially with respect to

moral qualities. 3. Inphysiol., any process by
which a tissue or substance becomes replaced
by some other regarded as less highly organ-
ized, less complex in composition, of inferior

physiological rank, or less suited for the per-
formance of its original functions. Quoin,
Med. Diet., p. 334.

Degeneration may be denned as a gradual change of the
structure in which the organism becomes adapted to less

varied and less complex conditions of life.

E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 32.

4. A degenerate animal or plant; an organism
of a degraded type. [Bare.]
Those grains which generally arise among corn, as

cockle, aracus, eegilops, and other degenerations.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 17.

Albuminoid degeneration, albuminous degenera-
tion. Same as lardaceous degeneration. Amyloid de-
generation. See lardaceous disease, under lardaceous.

Calcareous degeneration, a morbid disturbance in the
nutrition of a tissue, resulting in the deposition in it of

salts of lime. Caseous degeneration, cheesy degen-
eration. See caseous. Colloid degeneration. Seecof-

loid. Fatty degeneration, in jiathol., the conversion
of protein elements into a granular fatty matter. As a
morbid process, this occurs most frequently iu the mus-
cles of the heart, in the walls of capillaries, and in the

urinary tubules ; but it may affect any part of the body.
Fibroid degeneration, the conversion of a tissue into

one of fibrous structure, or the substitution of a form of

connective tissue for some other tissue. Granular de-
generation. Same as cloudy swelling (which see, under
cloudy). Hypothesis of degeneration, the hypothesis
that certain organisms manifesting an inferior grade of

structural and physiological characteristics are the de-

generate descendants of higher forms. The theory makes
the degeneration chiefly the result of disuse of parts : thus,
the cetaceans are descendants from quadrupeds, aud have
assumed the fish-like form and lost their hind limbs in

better accommodating themselves to aquatic life; the

small-winged aud flightless birds are descendants from
those with well-developed wings, which, on account of

residence in places where they were not much disturbed,
have failed to exercise their wings, and finally lost the use
of them, and they have aborted ; the intestinal worms with-
out an intestine are descendants from those with an intes-

tine, but on account of their environments the skin has
assumed the function of a nutrient medium and the intes-

tine has been lost. Lardaceous degeneration. Same
as lardaceous disease (which see, under lardaceous). Mu-
COid degeneration, the conversion of cells or intercel-

lular substance into a semifluid translucent substance
containing mucin. Parenchymatous degeneration.
Same as cloudy swelling (which see, under cloudy). Pig-
mentary degeneration, disturbance of the nutrition of
a part, with deposition of pigment. Wallerian degen-
eration, the degeneration of nerve-fibers which have
been separated, as by section of a nerve, from certain gan-
glia which exercise a nutritive influence on them.

degenerationist (de-jen-e-ra'shon-ist), n. and
o. [< degeneration + -ist,] I. . One who ad-
vocates the theory of degeneration ;

one who
believes that the general tendency of organ-
ized beings, especially of man in his mental
and moral life, is to degenerate ;

one who main-
tains that the natural course of civilization is

downward rather than upward.
'With regard to the opinions of older writers on early

civilization, whether progressionists or degenerationists,
it must be borne in mind that the evidence at their dis-

posal fell far short of even the miserably imperfect data
now accessible. E. B. Tylur, Prim. Culture, I. 48.

II. a. Pertaining to the theory of degenera-
tion.
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The two works of Sir John Lubbock and Mr. Tylor, re-

spectively, appear to us to agree as to the main issues of

which they treat, both authors being alike opponents of

the doctrines which Mr. Tylor has styled (legrneratimiist.
Academy (London).

degenerative (de-jen'e-ra-tiv), a. [< degener-
ate + -ive] Tending to degenerate; of the

nature of degeneration.
We were able to note some slight degenerative process in

the gray substance. Tr. In Alien, and Neural., VIII. 195.

degeneredt (de-jen'erd), a. [Accom. form of

degenerate, with (E.) -ecft = (L.) -ate*. Cf. de-

gender, v.] Degenerate.
Yet of religion a degener'd seed
Industrious nature in each heart had sowen.

Stirling, Doomes-day, The Fifth Hour.

degenerescence (de-jen-e-res'ens), . Same as

degeneration.

degenerizet (de-jen'e-riz), v. i. [As degenerous
+ -ize] To degenerate; become degenerated.

Degeneriz'd, decaid, and withered quight.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

degeneroust (de-jen'e-rus), a. [< OF. degene-

reus, degenereux, witn' added suffix (E. -CMS), <

L. degener, ignoble, degenerated : see degener-

ate.] Degenerate.
I am thy handy-work, thy creature, Lord,
Stamp'd with thy glorious image, and at first

Most like to thec, though now a poor accurst,
Convicted caitiff and degen'rous creature.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 10.

degenerouslyt (de-jen'e-rus-li), adv. In a de-

generate manner; basely ; meanly.
How wounding a spectacle is it to see our greatest he-

roes, like Hercules at the distaff, thus degenerously em-

ployed ! Decay of Christian Piety.

degerminator (de-jer'mi-na-tor), n. [NL., <

L. de- priv. + germen (germin-), germ. Cf.

F. degermer, extract the germ.] In milling, a
machine consisting essentially of two corru-

gated disks of iron, one fixed and the other re-

volving, between which wheat is passed to split
the grains and extract the germs.
degestt, a. [Appar. < L. digestus, pp. of di-

gerere, arrange, dispose, digest : see digest.]

Grave; composed. Jamieson.

Furth held the stout and degest Auletes.
Gavin Douglas, Virgil, p. 321.

degestlyt. adv. [< degest + -ly"*.] Gravely;
composedly ; deliberately. Jamieson.

Agit Alethes, that na wysdome wantit,
Bot baith was ripe in counsele and in yeris,
Unto thir wourdis degestlie maid ansneris.

Gavin Douglas, Virgil, p. 284.

degger (deg'er),<. One who degs or sprinkles.

(lagging-machine (deg'ing-ma-shen"), n. [<

degging, verbal n. of deg, sprinkle, + machine]
A sprinkling-machine used in calendering cot-

ton.

degiset, v. and n. See deguise.

deglaze (de-glaz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. deglazed,

ppr. deglazing. [< de- priv. + glaze.] To re-

move the glaze from.

degloryt (de-glo'ri), v. t.
; pret. and pp. degloried,

ppr. deglorying. [< de- priv. + glory. Cf . dis-

glory, n.] To disgrace ;
dishonor.

His head
That was before with thorns degloried.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

deghlbet (de-glb'V), v. i. [< L. deglubere, peel
off, < de, off, -f glubere, peel.] To skin

; peel.
Now enter his taxing and deglubing face.

Cleaveland, Poems (1651). (E. D.)

Deglubitores (de-glo-bi-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., <

L. deglubere, peel off : see deglube] In Macgil-
livray's system of classification, the third order
of birds

;
the huskers or conirostral birds, it

included the finches and buntings, the tauagers, and the
American blackbirds, and was therefore equivalent to the
families now recognized as Fringillidce, Tanagridai, aud
Icteridts. BeeAtiMW. I Not in use.]

deglutinate (de-glo'ti-nat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

deglutinated, ppr. deglutinating. [< L. degluti-

iwtus, pp. of deglutinare (> F. deglutiner), un-

glue, < de- priv. + glutinare, glue, \ gluten, glue :

see gluten, glue] 1. To unglue ;
loosen or sepa-

rate by or as if by ungluing.
Sec, see, my Soule (ah, harke how It doth cracke !)
The Hand of Outrage that deghttinates

His Vesture, glu'd with gore-blood to His baeke.

Dames, Holy Roode, p. 16.

2. To deprive of gluten; extract the gluten
from.

deglutition (deg-lo-tish'on), n. [= F. deglu-
tition = Pg. deglittigSo = It. deglutizione (cf.

Sp. deglucion), < LL. *deglutitio(n-), < deglutire,
swallow down, < de, down, + glutire, swallow :

see glut] The act or power of swallowing.

degradation
The tongue serves not only for tasting, but also to assist

the mastication of the meat and deglutition.
Ray, Works of Creation, ii.

Muscles Of deglutition, those muscles which are em-

ployed in the act of swallowing ;
the muscles of the tongue,

palate, and pharynx.

deglutitious (deg-lo-tish'us), . Pertaining to

deglutition. [Rare.]

deglutitive (de-glo'ti-tiv), a. [As deglutit-iou
+ -ive] Pertaining to deglutition ;

concerned
in the act of swallowing ; deglutitious ; deglu-

titory.
[Asdeglutit-iondegllititory (de-glo'ti-to-ri), a. [A

+ -ory] Serving for deglutition.

deglycerin (de-glis'e-rin), v. t. [< de- priv. +
glycerin] To free from glycerin.
The French process, so largely adopted in America, for

deglycerining neutral fats before they are saponified.
W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 151.

degorder (deg'or-der), n. [Irreg. < deg(ree) +
order] The pair of numbers signifying the

degree and order of any mathematical form.

degote (de-got'), . [Buss, degotfi, birch-tar.]
Oil of birch, obtained from the white birch by a

process of dry distillation. It is used to give to Rus-
sia leather its peculiar odor, and to perfume imitations of

it. Also called elachert. Less correctly written degut, de-

degoutedt, a. [So. degoutit, < OF. degoute, de-

gute, spotted (cf. degouter, degoutter, drop, drop
down), < L. de- + gtittatus, spotted, < gutta, a

drop, spot: see guttate] Spotted.
A mantill . . .

Degoutit with the self in spottis blake.

King's Qnair, v. 10.

degradation (deg-ra-da'shon), n. [= F. degra-
dation= Pr. desgradatio = Sp. degradacion= Pg.
degradagao = It. degradazione = D. degradatie
= G. Dan. Sw. degradation, < ML. degrada-
tio(n-), a reducing in rank, < degradare : see de-

grade] 1. A reducing in rank; the act of de-

priving one of a degree of honor, of dignity, or
of rank

; deposition, removal, or dismissal from
rank or office: as, the degradation of a general.
Specifically (a) In eccles. law, the act of depriving an
ecclesiastic of his orders or privileges, or of both. The
Roman Catholic Church recognizes two methods of degra-
dation. By the simple or verbal degradation the accused
is deprived of all his orders and benefices. By the solemn
or real degradation he is with great ceremony stripped of
his ecclesiastical vestments and ornaments and publicly
reproached by the bishop, deprived of his orders and bene-
fices as in simple degradation, and of his various privileges.
He remains, however, a priest, and can iu special emergen-
cies consecrate and administer the sacraments. Degrada-
tion is now resorted to only in extreme cases. In the early
church the culprit was degraded by removal from a higher
to a lower grade of office. See deprivation, 4. (6) The act
of depriving a pel-son of his degree in a university, (c) In

early American colleges, when the students' names were
arranged according to the social rank of the parents, the

placing of a name, as a punishment, lower than it would
otherwise be placed. B. II. Hall, (d) In the University
of Cambridge, England, the postponement of a student's

candidacy for a degree, etc., for one year, owing to illness

or other unavoidable cause, (e) In the University of Ox-

ford, the solemn canceling in convocation of the degree
held by a member of the university.

2. The state of being reduced from a higher to

a lower grade of power, character, or estima-

tion; degeneracy; debasement.

Deplorable is the degradation of our nature. South.

The descent of Spain, once the first among monarchies,
to the lower depths of degradation, the elevation of Hol-

land, in spite of many natural disadvantages, to a position
such as no commonwealth has ever reached, teach the
same lesson [the tendency of Papal domination].

Macaulay.

3. The act of sinking to a lower level in space.
[Bare.]
Lycius has sunk on one knee and with closed eyes is

about to slip prone. Lamia leans over and supports his
head from further degradation, while her left hand com-
forts his shoulder. The Century, XXXI. 249.

4. Diminution or reduction, as of strength,
value, altitude, or magnitude. 5. In painting,
a lessening and obscuring of distant objects in
a landscape, to give the effect of distance.
6. In geol., the reduction or wearing down of

higher lands, rocks, strata, etc., by the action
of water or other causes.

7. In biol., abortive structural development ;

retrograde metamorphosis, such as that wit-
nessed in many parasites as a result of their

parasitism.
The degradation of the species man is observed in some

of its varieties. Dana.

The course of development may, in particular cases,
lead to numerous retrogressions, so that we may find the
adult animal to be of lower organization than the larva.

This phenomenon, which is known as retrogressive meta-
morphosis, corresponds to the demands of the selection



degradation

theory, since under more simple conditions of life, where
nourluunenl is more easily obtained (parasitism), derjra-

'lnf,'ii ami even the loss of part-* inav hr i.l" advantatir to

the organism. Claim, Zoology (trans.), I. l>.

8. In but., a change consisting of abstraction,

loss, abortion, or non-development of u.-tial or-

gans. 9. In lit-r., same as nlinli ini-iil. Degrada-
tion of energy. Sccr>i.T;;i/. =Syn. land 2. Debiisement,
:.li:i .fiuent, vitiation, depression, disgrace, dishonor, hu-

miliation.

degradational (deg-ra-da'shon-al), a. [< de-

gradation + -fl/.j In n<il. hint., due to degrada-
tion; lowered in type through degradation; de-

generated: as, a dtgrmlnliointl form; dryrada-
tioniil structures.

degrade idr-grad'), r. ; pret. and pp. degraded,
ppr. degrading. [< HE. dcgradi-n, < OF. degra-
der, V. (Uffraait = Pr. dugntditr. di'sijradttr =
8p. Pg. degradar = It. dvgradare = D. drgrn-
deren = G. dcgradiren = Dan. dugradtrc = Hw.

degradcra, < ML. degradnre, reduce in rank,
deprive of rank, < L. de, down, + gradus, step,

degree, rank: see grade and degree.'} I. trail*.

1. To reduce from a higher to a lower rank,

degree, or type. Specifically 2. To deprive
of any office or dignity; strip of honors: as, to

degrade a general officer.

When you disgrac'd ine in my ainhassade,
Then 1 degraded you from lieing king.

Shale., 3 lien. VI., iv. 3.

Both which have been (/<'//'/</<</ in the senate,
And must have their disgraces still new rubbed
To make them smart, und lationr of revenge.

B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

Prynnc was sentenced by the Star Chamber court to be

degrndi'd from the bar. Palfrey.

3. To lower in character ; cause to deteriorate
;

lessen the value or worth of
;
debase : as, drunk-

enuesB degrades a man to the level of a beast.

Nor shalt tln.ii. by descending to assume
Man's nature, lessen or degrade thine own.

Milton, V. L., ill. 304.

Shall we lose our privilege, our charter,
Ami wilfully dei/rade ourselves of reason
And piety, to live like beasts?

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, II. 2.

In the progress of moral truth, the animal passions
which degrade our nature are by degrees checked and
subdued. Sunnier, Orations, 1. 174.

4. In biul. : (a) To reduce in taxonomic rank ;

lower in the scale of classification : as, to de-

grade an order to the rank of a family. (6) To
reduce in complexity of structure or function;
simplify morphologically or physiologically: as,
an organism degraded by parasitic habit.

The degree to which many of the most important or-

gans in these degraded [cleistogamic] dowel's have been
reduced, or even wholly obliterated, is one of their most
remarkable peculiarities, reminding us of many parasitic
animals. Darwin, Different Forms of flowers, p. 336.

6. In geol.. to reduce in altitude or magnitude,
as hills and mountains or icebergs ;

wear down,
as by the weather.

Although the ridge is still there, the ridge Itself has
been degraded. Journal of Science.

The regions within reach of abrading and degrading
agencies were therefore of sufficient extent for the needed
Paleozoic sediment-making.

Amtr. Jmtr. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 338.

6. Iii o/ilics, to lower in position in the spec-
trum; increase the wave-length of (a ray of

light), and hence diminish (its) refrangibility,as
by the action of a fluorescent substance. See
Anon smii-i'. 7. To diminish the strength, pu-
rity, size, etc., of.

Hi-grading the brilliancy of dyed stuffs, or the purity of

whites. W'orkitluijt It'i-i-ijifit, 1st ser., p. 320.

= Syn. 1 and 2. It'litt*'-, /)/x.'/rr/<v, etc. (see a&rt*r) ; to dis-

honor, break, cashier, reduce to inferior rank. 5. To low-

er, sink, impair, Injure, pervert, pollute. See list under
dnoM,

II. intrans. 1. In nut. hint., to degenerate
in type; pass from a higher type of structure
to a lower. 2. To degenerate ;

become lower
in character

;
deteriorate.

No doubt vast eddies in the flood
Of onward time shall yet be made,
And tbri'in-.l rari-s may (l>-gntil>-.

Triiiiiiiain, In Menioriani, cxxviii.

8. In a university, to take, for some particular
reason, a lower degree than one is entitled to,
or to avoid taking a degree at the proper or
usual time

;
descend from a higher to a lower

degree.

Vtffradinff, or miinjr back a year, is not allowed, except
in case of illness (proved by 11 doctor's certificate). A man
d'-gi-tnlin-i for any other reason cannot go out afterwards
ill Honors. 0. A. Kritted, English Tlliversity, p. 128, note.

degraded (de-gra'ded), p. (i. 1. Reduced in

rank; deprived of an office or a dignity. 2.
Lowered iu character or value; debased; low.
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The Netherlands . . . were reduced practically to a

very </*.'/>'"/'/ position. Motley.

3. In hiol.. ivdiirod iii taxonomic rank, or in

complexity of structure or function ; brought
to or being in a state of degradation.

skulls of the very meanest and most degraded type.

t'arrar, Language, Iv.

'1 he I'roto/ou are the most degraded in organization.
Scunce, IV. 172.

4. Iii //<., placed upon steps. Also degreed.
Cross degraded and conjoined. Bee m>i.
degradement (d-grad'ment), n. [< OP. de-

gradement, F. dt-gradement (= It. degradameii-
io), < dujniili-r, degrade : see degrade.} Depri-
vation of rank or office. [Hare.]
So the words of Ridley at his deyradement, and hU letter

to Hooper, expressly shew.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., II.

degrading (de-gra'ding), p. a. 1. Dishonor-

ing; debasing'; disgraceful: as, degrading ob-

sequiousness.
The Inordinate love of money and of fame are bate and

degrading passions. Wirt.

2. Lowering; bringing to a lower level ;
wear-

ing down. -Degrading causes, in atol., those causes
which contribute to the dissolving and wearing down of

the elevated parts of the earth's surface, and the carrying
of these parts down into lower levels, as atmospheric in-

fluences and the action of rivers and of the ocean,

degradingly (de-gra'ding-li), adv. In a degrad-
ing manner, or in a way to depreciate.
This Is what Bishop Taylor degradinffly calls virtue and

precise duty. <',,,, ,,f, ,,, Philemon to Hydaspes, i.

degravatet (deg'ra-vat), v. t. [< L. degravare,
make heavy, weigh down, < de, down, + gra-
vis, heavy: see grave*.] To make heavy; bur-
den. Bailey, 1727.

degravationt (deg-ra-va'shon), n. [< L. as if

*aegravatio(n-), < degrarare, make heavy, weigh
down: see Aggravate."} The act of making
heavy.
degrease (de-gres'), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

greased, ppr. degreaging. [< de- priv. + grease,
after F. adgraisscr.] To remove the grease
from, as from bones in preparing skeletons,
or from feathers or hair in preparing skins.

[Rare.]
degree (de-gre'), [< ME. degre, degree, < OF.

degre, degret, F. degre= Pr. degrat= Pg. degrdo,
a degree, step, rank, < L. de, down, -f gradus,
a step, etc.: see graded and gree

1
. Cf. degrade.}

If. A step, as of a stair; a stair, or set of

steps.
Round was the schap, in manere of com]
Hnl of degreet, the heigh te of sixty paas,
That whan a man was set on o degre,
Be lette nought his felawe for to se.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, I. 1033.

It is made with Stages and hath Degrees aboute, that

every Man may wel se, and nou greve other.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 17.

But when he once attains the utmost round,
He then unto the ladder turns his hack,
Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees
By which he did ascend. Shak., J. C., IL 1.

2. A step or single movement toward an end;
one of a series of advances ; a stage of progress ;

a phase of development, transformation, or pro-

gressive modification.

We have feet to scale and climb
By slow degree*, by more and more,

The cloudy summits of our time.

Longfelloic, Ladder of St. Augustine.

Specifically 3. In gram., one of the three

stages, namely, positive, comparative, and MI-

perlatwe, in the comparison of an adjective or
an adverb. See comparison, 5. 4. The point of

advancement reached; relative position attain-

ed; grade; rank; station; order; quality.
Thenne the kerver or sewer most asserve every itlsshe In

his '''"'. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 360.

He shold serche, fro defrrc into dean,
Vn-to know wherhens he descendyd is,

Duke, Erie, or Baron, or markois if he be.

Bom. <>/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 113.

Great indeed
His name, and high was his degree in heaven.

Milton, P. L., v. 707.

5. In universities and colleges, an academical
rank conferred by a diploma, originally giving
the right to teach. The earliest degree was that of

maxtt-r, which In the university of Bologna, and others
modeled on that (as were the faculties of law in all the
ol-l nnivfiMtirs). was called the degree of doctor. After-
ward the lower degree of tl>-t>'nninattt (later called bache-

lor) was introduced, and the intrntu-dmte degree of licen.

tiate ; but these were not regular degrees, except in the

faculty of arts. The degree of bachelor was conferred by
the '* nation" of the f:u-nlty of arts; the others were
given by the chancellor, by authority of the pope. Thus,
the im-difval degrees were : (1) the degree of determinant,
or bachelor of arts, without a diploma; (2) the license;

(3) the degree of master if arts ; (4) the degree of fiutfr

degree
or doctor of theology ; (S) the degree of muter or doctor
of mcdii iin ; (ii> the degree of doctor of lawn. The degrees
now iiMiallv .inirrred are bachelor, master, and doctor:

as, bachelor of arts, divinity, music, or law; master of

arts; doctor of divinity, law, medicine, philosophy, mu-
sic, etc.

He [WolseyJ was imrn at Ipswich in Suffolk, tin- Son of
a Butcher, sent to Oxford by Reason of his Pregnancy of

Wit, so soon, that taking there th> in -t ii,.,,,. ,,t Art, he
was called the Hoy Uatchelor. Hater, Chronicles, p. 261.

The I'niverslties ceased to teach the systematic theol-

ogy of the Schools, and the systematic jurinprudem e of

the Decretals; and the ancient degrees of bachelor and
doctor of the canon law are known, except during the

reign of Mary, no more.
Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. .119.

6. In geneal., a certain distance or remove in

the line of descent, determining the proximity
of blood : as, a relation in the third or fourth

degree. See first extract, and forbidden degrees,
below.

In the canon law, degree of relationship is reckoned by
the number of steps from the person farthest from the
common ancestor to him ; in the civil law,\by the number
of steps from one person up to the common ancestor and
down to the other. Thus, a grand-uncle is related to his

grand-nephew In the third degree by the canon law. In the
fourth degree by the civil. Stinumi.

She was as familiar as a cousin ; but as a distant one
a cousin who had been brought up to observe defjreet.

U. Jamet, Jr., Harpers Mag., LXXVI. 342.

7. In alg., the rank of an equation, as deter-

mined by the highest power under which an un-
known quantity appears in it. Thus, if the expo-
nent of the highest power of the unknown quantity be 3

or 4, the equation is of the third or fourth degree.

8. One of a number of subdivisions of something
extended in space or time, specifically (o) One of

a number of equal subdivisions on the seale of a meteoro-

logical or other Instrument, as a thermometer. (6) A unit
for measuring circular arcs and the angles subtended by
them at their centers, being the 860th part of a circumfer-

ence, or the 90th part of aright angle. Considered as angu-
lar magnitudes, all degrees are equal ; considered as lengths
of arcs, they are directly proportional to the radii of the
circles of which they are parts. This manner of dividing
the circle originated with the Babylonians about 2000 B. c.,

and was brought into use in Greece by the mathematician

Hypslcles. It was perhaps in its origin connected with
an opinion that the year consisted of SOU days. The com-
mon abbreviation or sign (or "degrees

"
is a small circle ( )

placed to the right of the top of the last figure of the num-
ber of them : as, 45. The degree Ii subdivided into 60
minutes, and the minute into 60 seconds. The length of
a degree of latitude is the length of an arc of the section
of the figure of the sea-level by a meridian, the difference

of latitude between the extremities of this arc being one
degree. (See latitude.) It is 68.702 statute miles at the

equator, and 69.396 at the poles. The length of a degree
of longitude Is the length of an arc of the section of the

figure of the sea-level by a plane parallel to the equator, the
difference of longitude between the extremities of this arc

being one degree. This 1s nearly proportional to the cosine
of the latitude, and Is equal to 69.1G statute miles at the

equator.

Aftre the Auetoures of Astronomye, 700 Furlonges of
Erthe aasweren to a Degree of the Firmament.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 186.

(c) In firith., three figures taken together In numeration :

thus, the number 270,360 consists of two degrees (more
commonly called period*), (d) In mimic : (1) One of the
lines or spaces of the statf, upon which notes are placed.
Notes on the same degree, when affected by accidentals,
may denote different tones, as D, Df, and 1% ; and, simi-

larly, notes on different degrees, as bb and C$, may denote
identical tones, at least upon instruments of fixed Intona-
tion. (2) Tin- difference or step between a line and the

adjacent space on the staff (or vice versa). Occasionally,
through the use of accidentals, this difference is only
apparent (see above). (3) The difference, interval, or

step between any tone of the scale and the tone next
above or below it, as from do to re, from mi to /a. The
interval may be a whole step or tone, a half step or semi-

tone, or (in the minor scale) a step and a half, or augment-
ed tone. See ttep, tone, internal, ttaf, xale. (To distin-

guish between degrees of the stall and degrees of the

scale, the terms ttaf-degree and scale-degree are sometimes
used. ]

9. Intensive quantity; the proportion in which

any quality is possessed ;
measure

;
extent ;

grade.
joure barnes sail ilkon othir wrdde,
And worehippe god in gud deyre.

York Playt, p. 68.

But as there are degree* of sinning, so there are of folly

in It. Stilliiuijleet, Sermons, I. if.

Very different excellencies and degrees of perfection.
Clarke, The Attributes, rill.

The difference In mind between man and the higher

animals, great as it is, la certainly one of degree and not
of kind. burn-in. Descent of Man, I. 101.

10. Iii criminal law: (a) One of certain dis-

tinctions in the culpability of thedifferent par-

ticipants in a crime. The actual perpetrator
is said to be a principal in the first degree, and
one who is present aiding and abetting, a prin-

cipal in the second degree, (b) One of the

phases of the same kind of crime, differing in

gravity and in punishment. [U. S.] Accumu-
lation of degrees. See accumulation. By degrees,
step by step; gradually ; by little and little

; by moderate
advances.



degree

Th' innumerable effects to sort aright,

And bit degrees, from cause to cause to climb.

Sir J. Davifs, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

Where light, to shades descending, plays, not strives,

Dies by degrees, and bij dtyrees revives.

Dryden, Epistles, xiv. 70.

By due degreee, small Doubts create.

Congreue, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Chronic degree, one 360th part of a tropical year. Con-

junct degrees. s> ,ym-(.-Degree cut. See cut-

Degree of a curve, the same as its order, but the latter

term is preferable.- Degree of constraint. See con-

straint. Degree of freedom. See .freedom.- Discrete

degrees see discrete. Forbidden or prohibited de-

grees iu civil and in canon law, degrees of consanguin-

ity and affinity within which marriage is not allowed.

The determination of these in church or canon law was
founded on the prohibitions contained in Lev. xvlll.,

with adherence to the principle that a degree of rela-

tionship which bars marriage in one sex bars it equally

in the other and that by Christ's declaration (Mat. xix.

6 and Mark x. 8, confirming Gen. ii. 24) a man and his

wife become one flesh. The Roman law prohibited nearly
the same degrees, though marriage of a man with his niece

was permitted from the time of Claudius until forbidden hy

Nerva, and also from the time of Caracalla to that of Con-

stantine. Marriages with a deceased brother's wife and
a deceased wife's sister were forbidden by Constantius.

Theodosius the Great forbade them between first cousins,

and this was the general rule of the church from that time

on. From the sixth to the thirteenth century, marriages
within the seventh degree were prohibited; after the fourth

Lateral! Council (A. D. 1215), only those within the fourth

degree. Marriage between godparents and godchildren
was prohibited by Justinian, and this was afterward ex-

tended to include the parents of the children, and later still

other relations of these. The presenter for confirmation

was put on a par with the godparents. The Council of

Trent limited such spiritual relationship to sponsors, to

presenters at confirmation, to the persons baptized or con-

firmed, and the parents of these. In England marriage
between first cousins was forbidden till the Reformation.
The present English law of both church and state is con-

formed to a statute passed under Henry VIII., and re-

vised under Elizabeth, which forbids all marriages not

without the Levitical degrees. These degrees were tabu-

lated by Archbishop Parker in 1563, and his table is

adopted in the 99th canon of 1603, and ordered to be set

up publicly in every church. It will also be found printed
at the end of every English prayer-book. Its provisions
have been summarized as follows : A man may not marry
the mother or stepmother of his own or his wife's parents ;

the widow of his father, father-in-law, uncle, brother,

son, stepson, or nephew; the aunt, sister, daughter, or

niece of himself or his wife ; the daughter or stepdaugh-
ter of his own or his wife's children. A woman may not

marry the father or stepfather of her own or her hus-
band s parents ; the widower of her mother, mother-in-

law, aunt, sister, daughter, stepdaughter, or niece ; the

uncle, brother, son, or nephew of herself or her husband ;

the son or stepson of her own or her husband's children.

Marriage with a deceased wife's sister, whether expressly
forbidden by the Mosaic law or not, is prohibited as pre-

cisely analogous to that with a deceased husband's brother,
the marriage of a man with his brother's wife being ex-

plicitly prohibited iu Lev. xviii. Direct relationship, if

ill the ascending and descending line, is canonically reck-

oned as one degree, and marriage prohibited accordingly.
In canon law an illicit connection is held to involve the
same prohibitions as a marriage. In degree', greatly ;

to a degree.

He was greved in deyre,
And gretely moved in mynde.

York Plans, p. 53.

Local degree, one 360th part of the zodiac. Simeon's
degree, a certain early medieval degree, conjectured to
have been one of bachelor, and to have been conferred

upon masters in the fniversity of Oxford. The real mean-
ing of the phrase has been forgotten ; but down to 1827

every master of arts, inceptor in medicine, etc., in Oxford
was compelled to swear hatred of Simeon and renuncia-
tion of his degree. Song Of degrees, a title given to fif-

teen psalms, from cxx. to cxxxiv., inclusive. Biblical crit-

ics are not agreed as to the origin and significance of the
title. SeegradwU psalms, under gradual. To a degree,
to an extreme ; exceedingly : as, proud to a degree. [CoTloq. J

Assuredly, sir, your father is wrath to a degree ; he comes
down stairs eight or ten steps at a time muttering,
growling, and thumping the banisters all the way.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

Total degree, the sum of the degrees of an algebraic ex-

pression relatively to the different letters.

degreet (de-gre' ),.<. [< degree, n.] 1. To ad-
vance by a step or steps.
Thus is the soul's death degreed up. Sin gathers strength

by custom, and creeps like some contagious disease in the
body from joint to joint. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 230.

1 will degree this noxious neutrality one peg higher.
Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, II. 189.

2. To place in a position or rank.

We that are degreed above our people.
Heyicood, Rape of Lucrece.

degreed (de-gred'), a. [< degree + -eii2.] In

her., same as degraded, 4.

degreeinglyt, adc. By degrees ; step by step.

Degreeingly to grow to greatness.
Feltham, Resolves, i. 97.

degu (deg'6), n. [S. Arner.] A South Ameri-
can hystricomorphic rodent of the family Orto-

dontidtea.n& genus Octo<?o>i,suchas O. eiuniiigi.
See cut in next column.

deguiset, . t. [ME. deguisen, deyisen, deaysen,
vars. of desyisen, disguise: see disguise.] To
disguise.

1610

And ay to thame come Repentance amang,
And maid thame cliero dtgytit in his wede.

King's Quair, iii. 8.

degum (de-gum'), v.

med, ppr. degumming.
-

To free from gum ; deglutinate.

Degu (Octodon citmt'ttfil

deguiset, [ME. deguyse, degise, degyse; from
the verb.] Disguise.

In selcouthe mailers and sere degyse.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience (1517). (E. D.)

t.
; pret. and pp. dcgum-
[< de- priv. + gum 2

.]

Scouring renders all common silks, whether white or

yellow in the raw, a brilliant pearly white, with a delicate

soft flossy texture, from the fact that the fibres which
were agglutinated in reeling, being now degummed, arc

separated from each other and show their individual te-

nuity in the yarn. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 62.

degust (de-gust'), v. [< L. degustare, taste of, <

de- + gustare, taste: see gust-.] I. trans. To

taste; relish.

A soupe au vin, madam, I will degust, and gratefully.
C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, ii.

II. intrans. To have a taste
;
be relishing.

Two or three, all fervent, hushing their talk, degustinti

tenderly, and storing reminiscences for a bottle of good
wine, like a good act, shines ever in the retrospect.

R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 47.

degustate (de-gus'tat), v. t. [< L. degustatus,

pp. of degustare, taste of : see degust.] Same
as degust.

degustation (de-gus-ta'shon), n. [= Sp. de-

gustacion, < LL. degustatio(n-), < L. degustare,
taste of: see degust.] The act of tasting.

It is no otherwise even in carnal delights, the degusta-
tion whereof is wont to draw on the heart to a more eager

appetition. Bp. Hall, Soul's Farewell to Earth, 8.

Then he bustled about with the boy, and produced a va-

riety of gifts for grace, use, and degustation.
M. Bethain-Edwards, Next of Kin Wanted, xxxiv.

Good wine is not an optical pleasure, it is an inward
emotion ; and if there was a chamber of degustation on
the premises, I failed to discover it.

11. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 129.

degyset. *' &nd " See deguise.
denache (da-ha-sha'), a. [F. (in her.), pp. of

OF. dehacher, dehachier, cut off, < de- priv. +
hacher, cut: see hack1

, hash.] In her., having
the head, paws, and tuft of the tail cut off : said

of a beast used as a bearing. Encyc. Brit., XI.
698.

dehisce (de-his'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. dehisced,

ppr. dehiscing. [= It. deiscere, < L. dehiscere,

gape, open, < de, off, + hiscere, gape, yawn,
akin to hiare, yawn : see hiatus and yawn.] To
gape ; specifically, in bot., to open, as the cap-
sules of plants.
This [a legume or pod) is a superior, one-celled, one- or

many-seeded fruit, dehiscing by both ventral and dorsal

sutures, so as to form two valves.

R. Bentley, Manual of Botany, p. 304.

The anthers dehisced properly, but the pollen-grains
adhered in a mass to them.

Dai-win, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 329.

dehiscence (de-his'ens), . [= F. dehiscence

= It. deiscenzd, (. NL. "di-hisccntia, < L. dehis-

cen(t-~)s, dehiscent: see dehiscent.] I. A gap-
ing. 2. In bot., the opening of a pericarp for

of an anther to

dehydrate

ing to split apart : said especially of the elytra
when they are separated at the apices,

dehonestatet, *' ' [< L. </</<<" *'*s, pp. of

dchonestare, dishonor, disgrace, < de- priv. +
honestare, honor, < honestus, honorable, honest:

see honest, and cf. dishonest, v.] To impugn;
dishonor.

The excellent and wise pains he took in this particular,
no man can dehni'*tate or reproach.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 74.

dehonestationt, [< LL- dehonestatio(n-), <

L. dehuM-stiire, dishonor: see dehonestate.] A
disgracing; a dishonoring.
Who can expatiate the infinite shame, dehmiestatian, and

infamy which they bring? Bp. Oauden, Hieraspistes, p. 482.

dehors (de-h6rz' ;
F. pron. de-6r'), a. and n. [<

F. dehors,' < OF. defors, defore, dcffors, deffuerx,

defuer, desfuer= Pr. defors Sp. defuera, < ML.

deforis, outside, without, < L. de, from, + forts,

foras (> OF. fors,forz,foers, hors, F. hors = Pr.

fors = lt.fore,fuora,fuore,fuori), out of doors,

out, < foris, a door, = Gr. Bipa = AS. duru = E.

door: see door, and forum, foreign, foris-, etc.]

I. a. In law, without; foreign to; irrelevant.

II. n. In fort., any outwork beyond or out-

side of the main fortification,

dehortt (de-horf), v. t. [= Sp. Pg. dehortar,
< L. dehortari, dissuade, persuade, < de, from,
+ hortari, advise: see hortation, and cf. exhort.]

To dissuade ; advise to the contrary; urge not
to do or not to undertake a certain thing ;

deter.

If the wasting of our money might not dehort vs, yet
the wounding of our mindes should deterre vs.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 106.

The bold Galilean, St Peter, took the boldness to de-

hort his Master from so great an infelicity.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 297.

dehortation (de-hor-ta'shon), n. [< LL. dehor-

tatio(n-), < L. dehortari, dissuade: see dehort.]
Dissuasion

;
advice or counsel to the contrary

of some act or undertaking.
Dehortatiuns from the use of strong liquors have been

the favourite topic of sober declaimers iu all ages. Lamb.

The exhortation, which might almost be termed a dehor-

tation for its severity, was ordered to follow the sermon in

case of need. Ii. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

dehortative (de-hor'ta-tiv), a. [< LL. deltor-

tativus, < L. dehortari, dissuade : see dehort.]

Dissuasive; dehortatory. Coleridge.

dehortatory (de-hdr'ta-to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
deJiortatoriux, <'L. dehortari, dissuade: see de-

hort.] I. a. Dissuasive; belonging to dissuasion.

The text [Eph. iv. 30] you see is a dehortatory charge to

avoid the offence of God. lip. Hall, Remains, p. 103.

Il.t A dissuasion ; a dissuasive argument
or reason. Milton.

dehorter (de-h6r' ter), n. A dissuader; one
who advises' to the contrary.

So long as he (Carlyle) was merely an exhorter or df-

liorter, we were thankful for such eloquence, such humor,
such vivid or grotesque images, and such splendor of il-

lustration, as only he could give.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 127.

dehumanization (de-hu"man-i-za'shpn), 11. [<
dehumanize + -ation.] The act of dehumaniz-

ing, or the state of being dehumanized. Also

spelled dehumanisation.
Nature has put a limit to dehumanisation in the quali-

ties which she exacts iu order that the combination of two
individuals to produce a third may take place at all.

ilaudsleii. Body and Will, p. 245.

dehumanize (de-hu'man-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

dehumanized, ppr. dehumanizing. [< de- priv.
+ humanize. Cf. F. deshumaniser.] To deprive
of distinctively human qualities : as, dehuman-

izing influences; dehumanized speculation. Also

spelled dehumanise.
The grosser passions, originally conspicuous and care-

fully ministered to by devotees, gradually fade, leaving
only the passions less related to corporal satisfactions ;

and eventually these, too, become partially dehumanized.
II. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 343.

dehiscence in the case of capsules
is septicidal, through the septa, or

loculicidal, directly into the cells.

It is also said to be septifrayal when
the valves break away from the

septa. Irregular dehiscence may
be transverse, circumscissile, etc.,
or variously lacerated. The dehis-
ceuce of an anther is by longitudinal
slits, valves, pores, etc.

The dehiscence of the firm exter-
nal envelope.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 267. DebiK
lJ
n
|iu^e."

VCSS<:1

3. In pathol., a bursting open,
dehiscent (de-his'ent), a. [= F. dehiscent, <

L. dehiscen(t-)g, ppr. of dehiscere, gape: see de-

hisce.] 1. Opening, as the capsule of a plant.
2. In eiUom., divergent at the tips, as if tend-

Wheat . . .

Defaulted upon the floor.

Drawt, tr. of Horace, Ep. to Nilmilius.

dehydrate (de-hi'drat), . ; pret. and pp. dehy-
drated, ppr. dehydrating. [< L. de- priv. + Gr.

i&jp (iop-), water, + -ate2.] I. trans. To de-

prive of or free from water. Thus, calcium chl<n id.

by reason of its strong affinity for water, dehydrates moist

gases passing over it. Alcohol, for the same reason, dehy-
dmtes (dries) moist animal tissues which are placed in it.

The first and most obvious value of this reagent [alcohol]
is found in its strong affinity for water, this rendering it

of importance for whydrating purposes.
]'rnl,allou; Vegetable Histology, p. 9.

II. in tram. To lose water.
The celloid in layers are slow in dfhiidmtini.

Jour. Hoy. J/fcros. Hoc., 2d ser., VI. ii. 350.



dehydrater

dehydrater (de-hi'dni -I<'T), H. That which <le-

hydrittes.

dehydration (do-lu-dra'shon), . f< drliydratc
+ -inn.} Iii elicm., the removal of water as au
element in the composition of a substance.

dehydrogenization (de-hi"dr6-jen-i-/.a'shon),
n. [< deliydriMjenizc + -atiint.] The removal of

hydrogen, wholly or in part, from a compound
containing it.

The oxidations ami tin- (/. 'lunt /".'/"M'lh'om* play the most
important part in tin production of colour.

Un, Diet., IV. 77.

dehydrogenize (de-hi'dro-jen-iz), v. t. ; pret.
and pp. tteliydmgeitizefl, ppr. dcliy<lr<M/c>ii:ing.
To deprive of hydrogen ; remove hydrogen from
(a compound containing it).

dehydrogenizer (de-hi'dro-jen-i-zer), n. A re-

agent which effects the removal of hydrogen
from a compound containing it.

Thr action of dehydrwjeniiter* upon naphthylamine.
Un, Diet., IV. 932.

deiamba (da-iam'bS), H. [Native name.] Congo
tobacco, a plant growing wild in the marshy
districts of Oongo, western Africa, the flowers
ofwhich produce a narcotic effectwhen smoked.

deicide 1
(de'i-sid), n. [= F. dticide = Sp. Pg.

It. (teicuta, < ML. as if 'deicida, < L. deus, a god,+ -cida, a killer, < ceedere, kill. Cf. homicide1
.]

One who kills a god ; specifically, one concerned
in crucifying Jesus Christ. Craig. [Bare.]

In the Middle Ages the Jews were believed to be an ac-
cursed race of deicidei. The. Century, XXIV. 149.

deicide2 (de'i-sid), n. [= F. dticide = Sp. Pg.
It. deieidio, < ML. as if "deicidium, < L. deus, a
god, + -cidium, < cadere, kill. Cf. homicide'.]
The act of killing a god ; specifically, the cruci-
fixion of Jesus Christ. [Rare.]

Earth, profaned, yet blessed, with deicide.

Prior, I am that I am.

deictic (dlk'tik), a. [The reg. L. analogy would
require "dictic (cf. apodictic) ;

< Gr. deixriKof,

serving to show, < SeiKvi'mi, show, akin to AS.
tacan, E. teach: see teach.] In logic, direct:

applied to reasoning which proves directly, and
opposed to eleiu'hic, which proves indirectly.

Thirdly, into the "direct," and the "indirect "(or reduc-
tio ad absurdum) ; the deictic, and the elenctic, of Aristotle.

Whately, Rhetoric, i. 2.

deictically (dik'ti-kal-i), adv. With direct in-
dication

;
in the manner of one who indicates

or points out, especially with a finger or by a
gesture of the hand.
Our Saviour's prediction was . . . categorically enunci-

ative, verily I say unto you that one of you shall or will

betray me, and he that dippeth, at that time when Christ

spake it, deictically, 1. e., Judas, is that person,
Hammond, Works, I. 703.

deid (ded), a. A Scotch form of dead.

deid (ded), . A Scotch form of death.

Ilka thin); that lady took,
Was like to be her deid.
The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 117).

He was my father's dfid.
Lord Mamnell's Good-night (Child's Ballads, VI. 166).

deiflc (de-if'ik). a. [= F. detfiqne = Sp. deifco=
Pg. It. dcifico, < LL. deiflcus,< L. deus, god, + -fi-

CUK, < faeere, make : see deify.] Making divine
;

deifying.
They want some deifc impulse.

Hiitluirll, Sermons for New Life, p. <3.

deifical (de-if 'i-kal), a. Same as deiflc.
The ancient cathollck fathers were not afrayd to call

this supper ... a drijical communion.
lluiitilies, On the Sacrament, i.

deification (de'i-fi-ka'shon), H. [< ME. deifica-
ti<in. dcijifttcitin, < OF. deification, F. iii'-ijii-iitiini= Sp. deification = Pg. deiftcacao = It. deifica-
zioiie, < LL. as if *de(tirntii>(n-), < deificare, de-
ify: see deify.] The act of deifying; the state
of being raised to the rank of a deity; a deified
embodiment.
Buddha being in fact a deification of human intellect.

SirJ. K. Tennent, Ceylon, iv. 11.

deifler (de'i-fi-er), M. One who deifies.

The memory of so signal an interposition of Heaven
[the Hood) against the first ttriiii'rs of men should have
given an effectual check to the practice.

Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, ill.

deiform (de'i-form), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. deifomte,
< L. deus, a god, + forma, form.] 1. Like a
god; godlike in form.

If the final consummation
(If all things make the creature ilrifurm

Dr. U. More.

2f. Conformable to the character or will of
God.
" hat a pure imitation of God its life is, ami how exactly

dfijunti ull its motions unit actions art-.

J. Scutt, Christian Life, i. a.

1 .-, 1 1

deiformityt (de-i-for'mi-ti), n. [< tlfiform +
-it;/.] 1. The quality of being deiform or god-
like.

Thus the soul's mimeroiiH plurality
I have prov'd, and tdiow'd she is not very God ;

Hut yet a dermt <l,-,iu, ,/tifft

Hath given tier.

l>r. II. ilorr, Infinity of Worlds, st 27.

2. Conformity to the divine character or will.

The short and secure way to union and dri/urm ity be i ng
faithfully jicrformed. Spiritual Conquett.

ficare, deify, < L. deus, a god, + -ficare, < faeere,
make.] 1 . To make a god of

;
exalt to the rank

of a deity ;
enroll among the gods.

The seals of Julius Caesar . . . have the star of Venus
over them, ... as a note that he was deified. Dryden.

2. To regard as an object of worship; adore
or worship as a deity.
He did . . . extol and deify the pope. Bacon.

Persuade the covetous man not to deify his money, and
the proud man not to a<lore himself. South.

3. To make godlike ;
exalt spiritually.

By our own spirits we are deified. Wordtmtrth.

deign (dan), v. t. [< ME. deignen, deyncn, day-
nen.t OF. deigner, daigner, dtgner, F. daigner
= Pr. denlmr = Sp. Pg. dignar = It. degnare,
deign, < L. dignari, deem worthy, < dignus,
worthy : see dignity and dainty, and cf. dainl,
disdain, dedain*.] If. To think worthy ;

think
well of; think worthy of acceptance.
Thou hast estranged thyself and deignett not our land.

/.. Bi-ytkett (Arher's Eng. Garner, I. 206).

I fear my Julia would not deign my lines.

Shot., T. G. of V., i. 1.

2t. To grant or permit, as by condescension or
favor.

Nor would we driyn him burial of his men.
Shale.. Macbeth, I. 2.

3. To vouchsafe
;
condescend : with an infini-

tive for object.
But for their pride the! deyne not hyiu to knowe for her

lorde. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), IL 182.

O deign to visit our forsaken seats.

Pope, Summer, I. 71.

The Son of God deigned not to exert His power before
Herod, after Moses' pattern ; nor to l>e judged by the mul-
titude, as Elijah.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 301.

[Used impersonally in early English.

On her wo ne deyneth him not to thinke.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 184. J

deignoust, a. See dainous.

Dei gratia (de'i gra'shi-a). [L. : Dei, gen. of

Deus, God; gratia, abl. of gratia, grace.] By
the grace or favor of God : au expression usu-

ally inserted in the ceremonial statement of
the title of a sovereign : as, Victoria Dei gratia
Britanniarum regina (Victoria, by the grace
of God queen of the Britain*). It was originally
used by bishops and abbots as expressive of their divine
commission, afterward by secular rulers of various grades,
and finally by monarchs as a special mark of absolute

sovereignty and a divine legation.

Dei judicium (de'i j-dish'i-um). [L. : Dei, gen.
otDeus, God; judicium, judgment: see judicial.]
In law, the judgment of God : a phrase applied
to the old Saxon trial by ordeal.

deil (del), n. [Sc., = E. dial, deel, dule, etc., <
ME. del, etc.; a contr. of deril, q. v.] 1. The
devil. 2. A wicked, mischievous, or trouble-
some fellow.

They're a' run deili or jads thegither.
Ituriu, The Twa Dogs.

Dell's buckle. See buclcie. Deil's dozen. Same as
bakerg' dozen (which see, under baker). Deil's anuff-
box, the common puffbalL The dell gaes o'er Jock
Wabster, everything goes topsy-turvy ; there is the devil
to pay.

The deil gae o'er Jock Wabater, hame grows hell,
When Hate misca's ye waur than tongue can tell.

AsjMiOK
deil-. See dil-.

Deimos (di'mos), n. [< Gr. fa/ioc., fear, terror,

personified in the Iliad, and later regarded as
a son of Ares (Mars).] A satellite of Mars,
revolving about its primary in 30 hours and 18
minutes. It was discovered by Asaph Hall, of

Washington, in 1877.

deinH, v. t. An obsolete form of deign.
dein2 (den), ode. [Sc., also spelled deen; = E.

done.] Literally, done; hence, completely;
very. [Scotch (Aberdeenshire).]

What tho' fowk say that I can preach
.Nae that dein ill.

Skiimer't Jfwc. Poet., p. 179.

Deinacrida, n. See Dinacrida.
Deiuo.rn.is, '< See

deistically

deinosaur, Deinosauria, etc. Seerfino*nur,etc.
Deinotherium, . See ZMMAsvtah
deinoust, <>. Si <///(//s.

deinsularize (de-in'su-liir-iz), r. (. ; pret. and
pp. dei>ixnl<in:id, pat. dcinsularizing. [< de-

priy.
+ insular + -jc.] To deprive of insu-

larity.

deintet, deinteet, and a. Obsolete fonns of

dainty. Chaucer.

deintegratet (de-in'te-grat), v. t. [< LL. <IHH-

tegratus, pp. of il> itili-gntre, < de- priv. + intf-

grare, maKe whole: see integrate.] To disin-

tegrate.

deinteoust, . See dainteous.

deintetht, M. A Scotch and obsolete English
form of (tfti/tti/.

deintrellt, " See ddintrel.

Deipara (de-ip'a-ra), n. [= Sp. Pg. It. Deipara,
< LL. deipara, fern. adj. : see deiparous.] The
Mother of God; the Theotocos: a title of the

Virgin Mary. See Tlieotocos.

deiparoust (de-ip'a-rus), a. [< LL. deipara,
fern, adj., < L. deus, a god, + jmrere, bear, bring
forth.] Bearing or bringing forth a god : an

epithet applied to the Virgin Mary. Bailey.

Deipnosopnist (dip-nos'o-fist), . K Gr. Aei-

irvoaoipiaTiK, sing, of bemvoao^iaTai, Deipnoso-
phistae, the name of a work of Athenteus (see
the ilef.), lit. 'the learned men at dinner,' <

Selitvov, dinner, + eotpiorfa, a learned man : see

sophist."] One who converses learnedly at din-

ner: in allusion to the title (see the etymology)
of a celebrated work of Atheuteus, in which a
number of learned men are represented as at

dinner discoursing on literature and matters
of the table.

The eye is the only note-book of the true poet ; but a
patchwork of second-hand memories is a laborious futil-

ity, hard to unite and harder to read, witli about as much
nature in it as a dialogue of the DeipnowuhiMt*.

Loiivll, study Windows, p. 222.

deirbhflne, n. [Ir.] See geilfine.

deist, a. A Middle English form of dais.

deism (de'izm), n. [< F. dtisme = Sp. Pg. It. de-
I.SWIK = I ). G. iiiii-nin-1 Dan. <fei*e= Sw. deism,
< NL. deismus, (, L. Deus, God, + -ism us, E.

-ism.] 1. The doctrine that God is distinct
and separated from the world. See deist, 1.

2. Belief in the existence of a personal God,
accompanied with the denial of revelation and
of the authority of the Christian church. Deism
Is opposed to atheism, or the denial of any God ; to pan-
theism, which denies or ignores the personality of God ;

to theism, which believes not only in a God. but ID his

living relations with his creatures; and to Christianity,
which adds a belief in a historical manifestation of God,
as recorded in the Bible.

deist (de'ist), n. [< F. deiste (Viret, 1563), now
dewte = Sp. Pg. It. deista = D. G. Dan. Sw. de-

ist, < NL. deista, < L. Deus, God, + -ista, E. -ist.]

1. One who believes in the existence of a per-
sonal God, but in few or none of the more spe-
cial doctrines of the Christian religion ; one who
holds to some of the more general propositions
of the Christian faith concerning the Deity,
but denies revelation and the authority of the
church. The name in this sense is particularly appro-

Kriated
to a group of English writers, mostly of the first

alf of the eighteenth century. See freethinker.

A man who, on the account of theobscurityof Holy Writ,
shall pretend to reject the Christian religion, and turn

deist, must, upon the same account, reject deism too. and
turn atheist. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. x.

2. One who holds the opinion that there is a
God

;
but no divine providence governing the

affairs of men
;
one who holds that God is not

only distinct from the world, but also separated
from it.

Those who admit a transcendental theology are called

Deitti, those who admit a natural theology Theists. The
former admit that we may know the existence of an origi*
nal being by mere reason, but that our concept of it is tran-

scendental only, as of a being which possesses all reality,

but a reality that cannot be further determined. The lat-

ter maintain that reason is capable of determining that

object more accurately in analogy with nature : namely,
as a being which, through understanding and freedom, con-

tains within itself the original ground of all other things.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Mtiller.

= 8yn. Atheitt, Skeptic, etc. See infidel.

deistic (de-is'tik), a. [< deist + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to deism or to deists
j
of the nature of de-

ism
; embracing or containing deism : as, a de-

iftic writer; a deistic book.
deistical (de-is'ti-kal), a. Same as deistie.

Tliis very doctrine [that man is by nature wicked) . . .

has made the </.-Miml moralists almost unanimous In pro-

claiming the divinity of Nature, and setting up its fancied

dictates as an authoritative rule of action.
-V. .<. Krc., CXX. 482.

deistically (ile-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In a deistie

manner.



deisticalness

deisticalness (de-is'ti-kal-nes), . The char-

acter of being deistical ;
deism. [Rare.]

deitatet (de'i-tat), a. [Irreg. < L. deita(t-)s, de-

ity, + -ate1 .'] Possessing the nature of God;

divine; deified.

1512

In the midst of all my endeavours, there is but one

delactation

. .

One person and one Christ who is God incarnate, and dejectt (de-jekf), n. [< OF. deje .

man deitate, as Gregory Nazianzen saitli, without muta- _ jt ncifHo < L. dcjectus, pp. : Bee the verb.]
tion. Cmnmer, To Bp. Gardiner. Downc/gt .

1 w.S irited wretc

Take a ilejemif of muskadel and eggs.
B. Jonson, New Inn.

S

"sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 3.
(Jgjeuner (da-zhe-iia'), [F., prop. inf. dejeu-

Nor think to die dejects my lofty mind. wr< OF. dtsjrmirr, desjuner, break fast, < L. dis-

Pope, K. of theL.,v. 99.
iy_ + LL

'

jejul>nre (> F.jeuner), fast: see je-

Cf. ifiwe.] Breakfast; the morningjneal.Syn. 3. To sadden, make despondent, afflict, grieve.

[< OF. deject = Sp. deyecto

Deiters's cells. See cell.

deity (de'i-ti), w.
; pi. <?'< (-tiz). [< ME. rfc-

ite, dcyte, ( OF. <7e(/e, F. deite = Pr. deitat = Sp.
deidad = Pg. deidade = It. rfrifrf, < LL. deita(t-)

(for classical L. dwinita(t-)x, divinity), the di-

vine nature, < L. de,,* (> F. dicu == Pr. rf.w, dejecta (de-jek to
,

;^
<fes = Sp. *os = Pg. <feos = It. dio), a god, ^c"^, PP- 01 ae .re, a sre,

God. The L. dews (whence also E. dcifc, deify,

Downcast; low-spirited; wretched; dejected.

And I, of ladies most deject and wretched,
That snck'd the honey of his music vows,
Now see that noble and most sovereign reason,

Like sweet bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.

Shak., Hamlet, lii. 1.

nent. pi. of de-

thrown down:
see deject.] Excrements.

In France it is a midday meal, breakfast in the English

and American sense not being eaten, instead of which it

is usual to take, upon awaking in the morning, merely a

cup of coffee or chocolate and a roll. Dejeuner a la

fourchette (literally, breakfast with the fork), a set meal

in the middle of the day, with meat and wine ; a luncheon.

A form of entertainment much in favour with society

was the dejeuner <l la .fourchette. The "
breakfast," al-

ways of the most recherche' description, including the

choicest wines and every delicacy proem-able, usually be-

gan between 4.30 and 6 o'clock, and lasted for a couple of

hours, after which dancing was generally kept up until one

or two o'clock in the morning.
First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 118.

(de-jek'tant), a.

In lier., same as despectant.
'

logical and mythological relations are some-
what involved. The principal L. words of the In lier., sumeasdegpectant

group are: (1) L. deus, earlier dius (pi. di, dii, dej.ectedUde-jek tedXp-jz.
dat. and abl. pi. dis, diis, in inscriptions also

dibits.

deject

'thus, diibus, gen. pi. divom, dwum ; later nom.

pi. del, gen. pi. deortim), orig. *dius, *divus, a

god; cf . Skt. deva, heavenly, as n. a god, = Zend

daei-a, an evil spirit, => Lith. deva, a god ;
Gael,

and Ir. dia, God, = OW. Diu, W. rfww, God, =
Icel. tivi, a god; prob. not connected with Gr.

fc6c, a god (whence E. theism, tlteist, atheism,

atheist, thearclnj, theodicy, tlieology, etc.). (2) L.

dints, often dins (= Gr. Sioc, or *6i p6(, divine), adj.

to deus; hence L. divinus, divine (see dit'ine); cf.

Skt. ddiva, divine, divya, heavenly; L. dints,

dius, adj., as n. a god. (3) OL. Dwvis, later

Jovis (uom.
ter (see Jove,

for *Ar/i>s (gen
= Skt. dyam (gen. diras, stein div-), the sky.

heaven, day, personified Heaven ;
the same in

combination, OL. Joujriter, L. Jupiter, Juppiter, aejectedness (de-jek'ted-nes), n. 1. The state
in another form Diespiter, = Gr. voc. Zev T,arep of temg cast down; depression of spirits. 2.

O.I *mn TtitfTltoJl Hl//fl> lit TTaatmn hQ-tnOt1 * - ... ..

Long, with dejected look and whine,
To leave the hearth his dogs repine.

Scott, Marmion, iv., Int.

Dejected embowed, in her., embowed with the head
downward : said of a serpent use_d

as a bearing. Also

cinbmved dejected. = Syn. 2. Sad, disheartened, dispirited,
lownhearted.

a dejected

= Skt. voc. Dyausli pltar, lit. Heaven Father;
= OTeut. *Hi, in OHG. Zio = AS. Tiw = Icel.

Tjr, the Teutonic god of battle
;
the AS. Tiw

is still preserved in E. Tuesday, AS. Times dwg
(see Tiw and Tuesday). (4) L. Hies, a day, orig.

*dids, "divas; cf. Skt. dyaus (stem div-), day

names from the same root, see Diana, Janus,

Juno, and Dis. Cf. also demon.] 1. Godhead;
divinity ;

the attributes of a god ; especially, the
nature and essence of the one Supreme Being.

For what reason could the same deity be denied unto
Laureutia and Flora which was given to Venus? Raleigh.

So spake the Father ; and, unfolding bright
Toward the right hand his glory, on the Son
Blazed forth unclouded deity. Milton, P. L., x. 65.

2. [cap.] God; the Supreme Being, or infinite

self-existing Spirit: regularly with the definite

article.

An Atheist's laugh's a poor exchange
For Deity offended 1

Burns, Epistle to a Young Friend.

I seem ... to see the benevolence of the Deity more
clearly in the pleasures of my young children than in any-

thing else in the world. Paley, Moral Philos., ii. 5.

3. A god ; a divinity ;
a being to whom a divine

or godlike nature is attributed
;
an object or a

person worshiped as a god.
Even Buddha himself is not worshipped as a deity, or as

a still existent agent of benevolence and power. He is

merely reverenced as a glorified remembrance.
Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, iv. 11.

deject (de-jekf), v. t. [= OF. dejeter, degeter,

Thrown down
; Dekabristt, " [< Russ - DekaW, December, +

lying prostrate. [Rare.] 2. Low-spirited; _igf
-, game as Decembrist.

downcast
;

forlorn ; depressed ; melancholy deka(Jrachjn (dek'a-dram), n. [< Gr. <fe,

from failure, apprehension, or the like. ^ worth 10 drachmas, < MKU, = E.

'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother, . . . cW^jUi^adrach-
Nor the dejected haviour of the visage, . . . ,7,Y,/,;,_
That can denote me truly. Shale.

, Hamlet, I. 2.

J

!
.

sef
C'nc'l

He was much dejected, and made account we would have "'
, .y

1

killed him. Winthnp, Hist. New England, I. 319. An ancient 811-

ver coin of the
value of 10

drachms, oc-

casionally is-

sued at Syra-
cuse and in

other parts of

the Hellenic
world. The
specimen illus-

trated weighs
660.9 grains.
dekagram, .

See decagram.
dekass '(dek'-

iis), n. [G., <

Gr. Seta, = E.

ten, + L. as

(ass-), as: see

(ts^, ace.] A
unit of mass

;

, . . ten asses: in

deyeecion = Pg. dejec^So = It. dejezione, the grand
,.-..... ,1 *::.. .j.,.-

duchy of Ba-
den equal to 5

Dejectedly, and low, he bowed.
Scott, L. of L. M., i., Epil.

Abjectness ;
meanness of spirit ;

lowliness.

The text gives it to the publican's dejectedneis, rather

than to the Pharisee's boasting. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 2.

The dejectedness of a slave is likewise given him [Caliban],
and the ignorance of one bred up in a desert island.

Drydea, Grounds of Orlt. in Tragedy.

(the same as <fyas, the sky, etc., above), Anne- dejecter (de-jek'ter), n. One who dejects or

niau tiv, Ir. dia = W. dyw, day: see dial, diurnal, casts down.'

journal, journey. (5), etc. : For other L. deity- dejection (de-jek'shon), n. [= F. dejection =

L. dejectio(n-), < dejeciun', pp. of dcjieere, dei-
'

1. The act of castingcere, deject: see deject.]

down; a casting down ; prostration. [Rare.]
Such full-blown vanity he doth more loathe
Than base dejection. B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

Adoration implies submission and dejection. Pearson.

2. Depression; diminution. [Rare.]
The effects of an alkalescent state, in any great degree,

are thirst and a dejection of appetite, which putrid things
occasion more than any other. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3. In med. : (a) Fecal discharge; evacuation.
The matter discharged or voided ; dejecta :

Reverse.

Dekadrachtn of Syracuse, by Erainetos,

4th century B. c. British Museum. (Size
of the original.)

decigrams, or
1.1 grains troy.

dekastere, .

See decastere.

dekingt (de-king'), v. t.

To dethrone
; depose.

Edward being thus dekingcd, the embassie rode ioyfully
backe to London to the parliament.

Speed, Edward III., IX. xii. 75.

w. See deckle.

[< de- priv. +

watery dejections.
cast ; depression or lowness of spirits ;

melan-

choly.
What besides

Of sorrow, and dejection, and despair,
Our frailty can sustain, thy tidings bring.

Milton, P. L.,

A vague dejection
Weighs down my soul.

- M. Arnold, Consolation.

5. In astral., the house furthest removed from
the exaltation of a planet. =syn. 4. sadness, de-

ipondency, gloom.

or throw down
;
direct downward.

dejectory (de-jek'to-ri), a. [< deject + -on/.] In

^.,
having power or tending to promote evacu-

atlons by st o1 : as > dejectory medicines.

dejecture (de-jek'tur), . [< deject -ure.]
In med., that which is ejected; excrement; de-

Palladim, Hnsboudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 59.

The Austrian colours he doth here deject
With too much scorn.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers, jecta.
Sometimes she dejects her eyes In a seeming civility ; dejeratet (dej'e-rat), V. i.

and many mistake in her a cunning for a modest look.

Fuller, Profane State, i.

2f. To abate; lower; diminish in force or
amount.
Ere long she was able, though in strength exceedingly

dejected., to call home her wandering senses.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

,
. . [< L. dejerare, take

an oath, orig. dejurarc, a form restored in LL.,
< de + jurare, swear: see jurat, jury.]
swear solemnly.

.lei. An abbreviation of the Latin

(he) drew it, placed after an artist's name on a

picture.
Delabechea (del-a-besh'e-ii), . [NL., named

xi - * after the English geologist Sir H. T. De la

Beche (1796-1855).] A genus of trees, formed
for the bottle-tree, now included under Ster-

citlia. See cut under bottle-tree.

delabialize (de-la' bi-al-Iz ), v. t.; pret. and pp.
delabialized, ppr. delabiali:iiit/. [< de- priv. +
labialize.] To deprive of or change from a la-

bial character. H. Sweet.

delaceratet (de-las'e-rat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

delacerated, ppr. delacerating. [< L. delacera-

tits, pp. of delacerare, tear to pieces (but found

only in fig. sense 'frustrate'); cf. dilacerare, to

tear to pieces (> E. dilacerate), < de-, from, or di-,

away, apart, + lacerare, tear: see lacerate.] To
tear to pieces ;

lacerate.

delacerationt (de-las-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. *de-

laccrutio(n-), < delacerare, tear in pieces: see

; delacerate.] A tearing in pieces.
To delacrimationt (de-lak-ri-ma'shon), 11. [Also

written delacri/ntafioii ; < L. ilcl(icriniatii>(n-), <

delaerimarc, shed tears, < de, down, + lacri-
lejerationt (oiej-e-ra' snon), . i<. LI. atjera- lunuurmtuie, BUBU usars, \ , uunu. i .^..-

?/"(-), LL. dejiiratio(n-)',' < dejerare, take an mare, laerumare, weep, shed tears, <. toorima,

3. To depress the spirits of ; dispirit; discou-

rage ; dishearten : now chiefly in the past parti-
ciple used adjectively. See dejected.

oath: seedejerate.] Thetakingof asolemnoath.
Doubtless with many vows and tears and dejerationn lie

labours to clear his intentions to her person.
Bp. Hall, Hainan Hanged.

dejeunet, Same as dejeuner.

laeriinia, a tear: see lacnjmal.] Wateriness of

the eyes ; excessive secretion of tears
;
lacrima-

tion; epiphora.
delactationt (de-lak-ta'shon), n. [< de- priv.
+ lactation.] The act of weaning.



delaine

delaine Mo-Ian'), n. [Short for musliii-de-lfiinr,

< F, tHIHIXVlllttl tit [fliltf. llltlslitl of Wool: See

miinlin : F. Iniiir. < \i. limn, wool.
|
A litfht tc-x-

tili 1 fabric', originally of woo], aftprwanl more

commonly of mixed matorials, and frequently
printc'il. SIT ititix/iii-ili -l'ii t/i .

delamination (do-lain-i-na'shon), . [< L. de,

away. + liiiiiiini, a thin plate of metal : sec //-
inn, lamination.] A splitting apart in layers;
a laminar dehiscence: a term specifically ap-
plied in embryology to the splitting of a primi-

tively single-layered blastoderm into two lay-
ers of cells, thus producing a two-layered germ
without invaginatioii, embolism, or proper gas-
trulal ion.

delapidatet, delapidationt, etc. See dilapidate,
eta.

delapsationt (de-lap-sa'shon), . [< delapse +
-itlii>ii.~] The act of falling down,

delapset (de-laps' ), r. i. [< L. delapsus, pp. of

(Icliibi, fall or sink down, < de, down, + labi, fall :

see lapse.] 1. To fall or slide down. 2. To
be transmitted by inheritance.

Which Anne derived alone, the right iM-fore all other,
Of the detained erown, front Philip her fair mother.

Dttititim, Polyolhion, xxix.

delapsiont (de-lap'shon), ". [< L. delapsus, pp.
of tielabi : see delapse.] A falling down ; pro-
lapse.
delate1 (de-laf), v. t.

; pret. and pp. delated, ppr.
delalina. [= Sp. Pg. delatar, accuse, < ML. de-

latarc (also contr. deltire), accuse
; < L. dclatus,

pp. of deferre, bear, carry or bring down, bring,
give, deliver, report, announce, also, as a legal
term, with obj. nomeii, name, or later with per-
son as object, indict, impeach, accuse, denounce,
< de, down, +ferrc = E. bear1

: see defer
1
.] If.

To carry ; convey ; transmit.

Try extictly ttie time wherein sound is delated.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 209.

2f. To carry on; conduct; manage.
Uis warlike wife Kemiramls . . .

Long ruled in his stead,
Delating in a male's attyre
The empire new begoune.

Warner, Albion's England, I. 1.

3f. To publish or spread abroad
;
make public.

When tlie crime is delated or notorious.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 4.

4. To bring a charge against ; accuse; inform

against; denounce. [In this sense the word is

still used in the judicatories of the Scottish

Church.]
Yet, if I do it not, they may delate

My slackness to my patron, work me out
Of his opinion. B. jontton, Volpone, ii. 3.

As men were delated, they were marked down for such
a flue. B)>. Bui-net, Hist. Own Times, an. 1GU2.

Every inmate of a house [of Jesuitsl is liable to secret
accusation to its superior, while the superior himself may
be similarly delated to the provincial or the general.

Kticyc. Brit., XIII. 648.

delate2! (de-laf), v. t. [< ML. delatare, erro-

neous form of L. dilatare, dilate, extend, dilute:
see dilate and delay-.] To

allay;
dilute,

delator (de-la' ter), n. [< delate* + -erl
; equiv.

to delator."] Same as delator.

delation 1
(de-la'shon), n. [=F. delation = Sp.

iltlni-iini = Pg. ilt lii^So = It. delazione, accusa-
tion, < L. delatio(n-), an accusation (not found
in lit. sense 'carriage, conveyance'), < delatus,

pp. of deferre, bear, carry or bring down, ac-
cuse: sec ill lute1 .] If. Carriage; conveyance;
transmission.

The delation of li-lit is in an instant.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 209.

In delation of sounds the inclosure of them preserved!
them, anil eauseth them to be heard further.

lltif'ii. Nat. Hist

2. Accusation or criminal information ; spe-
cifically, interested accusation; secret or sinis-

ter denunciation.
A delation Riven in against him to the said committee

for unsound doc-trine.

.V'c'c'H.'i-. Hit. Troubles in Scotland, II. 91.

The accusers were Hot to be liable to the charge of de-
lation. Mitiiiini, Latin Christianity, ii. 4.

delation'-'t (de-la'shou), . [For dilation: see
dilution and delay

1
.] Extension; delay; post-

ponement.
This outrage micht sufflr na delacfottn, sen it was sa ner

approacheand tn the wallls and portis of the town.
liellf title it. tr. of Livy.

Although si.metimes the baptism of children was de-
ferred. . . . and although there might be some advantages
jiutten b> sin h i/,'/,iliun ; yet it could not be endured that

they should be sent out of the world without it.

Jfr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 407.

After this judgment there :i< no drl'itiim of sufferance
nor mercy. Iknure, tr. of r'roissart s t'hron., I. xxiii.
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delator (de-ln'tor), n. [= F. drlatrur = Sp. Pg.
di In/in- = It. delatore. < L. drliiim; an HCI-MM-I-,

inforiiior, < di-laliix, pp. of deferre, accuse: see

delate^.] A secret or interested accuser: an

evil-disposed informer; a spy. Also spelled
delater.

Be deaf unto the suggestions of talc-lienrcrs, calumnia-

tors, piekthank or malevolent (/./</'"/>, who. ulnl. .jiii- t

men sleep, sowing the tares <>f disci.r.l iiml division, dis-

tract the tranquillity of charity and all friendly society.
>'/< /'. Ham, !. Christian Murals, ii. 20.

Delator*, or political informer*, encouraged by the em-

perors, and enriched by the confiscated properties of those
whose condemnation they had secured, rose to great influ-

ence. Leeky, Europ. Morals, I. 246.

delatorian (del-a-to'ri-an), a. [< LL. delatori-

ux, < L. delator, an informer: see delator.] Of
or pertaining to an informer or a spy; of the
nature of an informer.
Delawarean (del-a-war'e-an), a. and . [<
Delaware (so called from ^Delaware bay and
river, named from Lord Delawarr, first colonial

governor of Virginia, 1609-18) + -an.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the State of Delaware.
H. a. A native or an inhabitant of Delaware.

delay1
(de-la'), v. [< ME. delat/m. id ///, >F.

delaier, delayer, deleter, delear, also dellaier, des-

luier, etc., dilaier, dilayer, etc., later delayer,
F. djlat/er = Sp. Pg. dilatar = It. dilatare, also

(afterF.)di/jre, < ML. dilatare (&\sodelatare),

put off, delay, extend the time of, lit. extend,

spread out, dilate, < L. dilattix, pp. associated
with differre, put off, defer, > ult. E. defer^, dif-

fer: see dilate, defer%, differ. Thus delay
1 is a

doublet of dilate, and practically of defer'*, dif-

fer, being ult. attached to the same L. inf.

differre. Ct.delayZ.] I. trans. 1. To put off;
defer ; postpone ; remit to a later time, as

something to be done.

My lord aela;ieth his coming. Mat. xxiv. 48.

Come, are you ready ?

You love so to delay time ! the day grows on.
Fletehet "/It without Money, ill. I.

In vain he may your fatal Absence mourn,
And wish in vain for your delay'd Return.

Congrerte, Iliad.

2. To retard
; stop, detain, or hinder for a time

;

obstruct or impede the course or progress of:

as, the mail is delayed by bad roads.

Thyrsis? whose artful strains have oft delay'd
The huddling brook to hear his madrigal ?

Milton, C'omus, 1. 494.

When the case is proved, and the hour is come, justice
delayed Is Justice denied.

(ilaiMiin,; Might of Right, p. 272.

TO delay creditors, in lair, to interpose obstacles in
their way, with fraudulent intent to hinder collection of
their demands. = Syn. 1. To stave off, postpone, adjourn,
procrastinate, protract, impede.

II. intrani. To linger; move slowly; stop
for a time

; loiter; be dilatory.
There are certain Iwunds to the quickness and slowness

of the succession of ideas, beyond which they can neither

ilftity nor hasten. Locke.

Dip down upon the northern shore,
O sweet new-year delaying long ;

Thou doest expectant nature wrong ;

Delaying long, delay no more.

Tennyfon, In Memoriam, Ixxxiil.

The wheeling moth delaying to be dead
Within the taper's flame.

William Morrif, Earthly Paradise, III. 140.

delayl (de-la'), n. [< ME. delay, < OF. delai,

delay, dilai, dilaig, F. delai, m.,OF. also delate,

f., = It. dilata, t., delay; from the verb.] 1.

A putting off ; a deferring ; an extension of the

time; postponement; procrastination: as, the

delay of trial.

And thus he seid withoute more delay.
Qeneryde* (E. E. T. S.X L 441.

All delay* are dangerous in war.

Dryden, Tyrannic Love, i. 1.

O love, why makest thou delay
Life comes not till thou comest.

William Morrif, Earthly Paradise, II. 182.

2. A lingering; loitering; stay; hindrance to

progress.
The government ought to lie settled without the ilflnit

of a day. Matatilai'/.

delay2t (de-la'), v. t. [< F. delayer, dilute, mix
with water, spin out a discourse, = Pr. dixlr-

guar = It. dili-aitare, dilute, < ML. "dialiquare,

*diliquare, the same, with slightly different pre-
fix (dig-, di-, instead of de-), as L. deliquare, also

delicare, clarify a liquid by straining it. < de, off,

+ liquare, liquefy: see delimitate, liquate, lii/niit.

Appar. more or less associated, erroneously,
with delay 1 (OF. delayer, etc.). deltite- (which.
though equiv. in sense to delay'*, is prop, a form
of dilate), dilate, and with oJteyl, ailny-.] To
alloy; dilute; temper; soften; weaken.

delectably
Wine ttefaitfil :in<l mivd with water. Xotiienctator,

Those dreailtllll llatnes sll.- ilNu fi.lllni -

And quenched quite like a r.msiimeil i

.v>.i..v, K. ().. Ml xu r.'

delayable (dv-la'a-bl), a. [< delay + -able.]

Capable of delay or of being delayed. Davien.

Law thus divisible, debateable, an.l iMiii/nMc, is bernrn.-

a greater grievance tlian all that it ua- intrnilril t"

ih. -. //. H(itk, . KIK.I ,.f Duality, I. 250.

delayedt (de-lad'), p. a. [Pp. of delay!, r.]
Mixed

; alloyed ;
diluted.

Tlie eye, for the upper halfe of ft a darke hrowne, for

the nether somewhat yellowish, like delayed gold.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Brit., p. 471).

delayer (de-la'er), . 1. One who lingers or

loiters
;
a procrastinator.

(fuintus Kablus ... Is often times called of them [the
Romans] Fablus Cunctator : that in to say, the tarrier or

delayer. Sir T. Klyot, The OoHnoor, i. S3.

2. One who or that which causes delay ;
one

who hinders or obstructs.
i oppressor of nobles, sullen, and a delayer of justice.

Sirift, Character of Hen. II.

delayingly (de-la'ing-li), adr. In a manner so
as to delay or detain.

And yet she held him on delayiiiffly,
With many a scarce-believable excuse.

Tennyiwn, Enoch Arden.

delaymentt (de-la'nient), H. [< ME. delaye-
ment, < OF. delaiement, delayeinent, deleement,

etc., < delaier, delay, + -men/.] A lingering;
stay; delay; loitering.

He made no delayciiteHt.
But goeth home in all hie.

Goteer, Conf. Amant., IV.

del credere (del kred'e-re). [It., lit. of be-
lief or trust: del, contr. of de il, of the (L. de,

of, ille, he, that) ; credere, < L. credere, believe :

see credit.] An Italian mercantile phrase,
similar in import to the English guaranty or
the Scotch tcarrandice. It is used among merchants
to express the obligation undertaken by a factor, broker,
or mercantile agent, when he liecomes IMXIIK) not only
to transact sales or other business for his constituent, but
also to guarantee the solvency of the persons v, ith whom
he contract*. Del credere commission, the increased

compensation paid or due to a factor or agent on such
an account.

,
n. and r. A Middle English form of rf(M.

dele-t, . An obsolete form of dell*.

dele3 (de'le), r. t. [L. dele, impv. of delere,
blot out, efface : see delete.] Take out ; re-

move : a word used in proof-reading as a direc-
tion to printers to remove a superfluous letter

or word, and usually expressed by its initial

letter in the distinctive script form
>,
or some

variation of it.

deleble, delible (del'e-bl, -i-bl), a. [= F. dtle-

bile = Sp. deleble = P'g. delevel = It. delebile, <

L. delebilis, < delere, blot out: see delete. Cf.

indelible.] That can be blotted out or erased.

[Rare.]
He that can And of his heart to destroy the deleblt, Im-

age of God would, if it lay in his power, destroy God
himself. Dr. H. More, Notes on Piychozoia.

Various is the use thereof (black-lead), ... for pens,
so usefull for scholars to note the remarkables they read,
with an Impression easily delettle without prejudice to the
iHxik. Fuller, Worthies, Cumberland.

delectability (de-lek-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= Sp. de-

leitabilidad ; as delectable + -ity.] The quality
of being delectable or pleasing ;

delectableness.

1 think they were not prevented . . . from looking at
the picture as a picture should always be regarded for

\tsdeleetability to the eye. Contemporary Kec., XLIX. 827.

delectable (df-lek'ta-bl), a. [(The ME. form
was delitable, q. v., < OF. delitable) = F. delec-

table = Sp. deleitable = Pg. deleitavel = It. delet-

tuliile, < L. delectabitis, delightful, < drlectare, de-

light: see delight.] Delightful, especially to

any of the senses ; highly pleasing; charming;
affording great enjoyment or pleasure : as, "de-
lectable bovrers," Qttarleg, To P. Fletcher.

We are of our own accord apt enough to give enter-
tainment to things delectable.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. ;_'.

Their most resounding denunciation thundered against
the enormity of allowing the rich precedence in catching
at the delectable baits of sin.

E. I'. Wht'i>i>le, Ess. and Rev., II. 10S.

Winter, at least, seemed to me to have put something
into these mediaeval cities which the May sun had melted
away a certain delectable depth of local color, an ex-
cess of duskiness and decay.

//. Jamet, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 21S.

delectableness (de-lek'ta-bl-nes), . Delight-
fulness; the quality of imparting pleasure.

Full of deleetablriiett and pleasantness. Barret.

delectably (de-lek'ta-bli), arfr. In a delecta-
ble manner; delightfully; charmingly.

Of myrrh, bunme. and iili.es they il. !'< r'.d/ smell.

Bl>. Bale, On Revelations, ii.. sig. A vli.
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admiralty court : so called because the judges were dele-

gated or appointed by the crown under the great seal.

This court is now abolished, and its powers and functions

are transferred to the sovereign in council. Also called

Commission of Delegates. House Of Delegates, in the

United States : (a) The lower house of the General Assem-

bly in Virginia, West Virginia, and Maryland. Formerly
called House of Burgestes. (b) The lower house of the

General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church

(in full, House of Clerical and Lay Delegates).

sent with authority to act for another; ap-

pointed.
Delegated Spirits comfort fetch

To her from height* --

please or charm, as the senses
;
render delecta-

ble
; delight.

delectation (de-lek-ta'shqn), n. [= F. delecta-

tion = Sp. delegation = Pg. deleitaytto = It. de-

lettazione, < L. delectatio(n-), < delectarc, please,

delight: see delectate.'] Great pleasure, par-

ticularly of the senses
; delight.

"
I ensure you, Master Raphael "(quoth I)," 1 took great _ ^ _ _ ^

delectation in hearing you : all things that you said were H e i eea fe rl (del'e-ca-ted). . . 1. Deputed;
spoken so wittily and so pleasantly." .,, \_ti_I_HI_ A _ 5*. *- ......fi,,^. . -r_

Sir T. J/o<v, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Poesy serveth and conferreth to magnanimity, morality,

and to delectation.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 142.

At the very moment, however, of these delectations, a

meeting was held at Brussels of men whose minds were

occupied with sterner stuff than sugar-work.
Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 492.

delectus persons (de-lek'tus per-so'ne). [L.,

the choice of a person : delectus, a choice, <

deligere, pp. delectus, choose out, select, < de,

from, + legere, pick, choose ; persona, gen. of

persona, a person : see person.~\ In law, the

choice or selection, either express or implied,
of a particular individual, by reason of some

personal qualification; particularly, the right
to choose partners in business; the regulation
which prevents a new partner from being ad-

mitted into a firm against the will of any mem-
ber of it.

delegacyt (del'e-ga-si), n. [< delegate) + -cy.]

1. The act of delegating, or the state of being
delegated.

By way of delegacy or grand commission.

Raleigh, Hist. World, v. 2.

2. A number of persons delegated ;
a delega- of a delegate,

tion.

deleterious.'] To blot out; expunge; erase.

I stand ready with a pencil in one hand and a sponge
in the other, to add, alter, insert, expunge, enlarge, and

delete, according to better information.

Fuller, General Worthies, xxv.

I have . . . inserted eleven stanzas which do not appear
in Sir Walter Scott's version, and deleted eight.

W. E. Aytoun.

It was not till 1879 that they [the German socialists]

were provoked by the persecutions to which they were

subjected by the German Government, to delete from their

statutes the qualification of seeking their ends by legal

means. Roe, Contemp. Socialism, p. 283.

2. Intrusted; committed; held by substitution.

Whose delegated cruelty surpasses
The worst acts of one energetic master.

r.in "a . Sardanapalus, 1. 2.

Faithfulness to conviction and all delegated trust.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

The system of provinces, of dependencies, of territories

which cannot be brought into the general system of gov-

ernment, which need to be administered by some special

delegated power, seems to me to be vicious in idea.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 349.

< Gr. 6rff.rrfi]nto^, noxious, deleterious, < <

a destroyer, < 6tifaia6at, hurt, damage, spoil,

waste.] 1. Having the quality of destroying
life

;
noxious ; poisonous : as, a deleterious plant.

In some places, those plants which are entirely poison-
ous at home lose their deleterious quality by being carried

abroad. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xc.

2. Hurtful in character or quality; injurious;

pernicious; mischievous; unwholesome: as, a

deleterious practice ;
deleterious food.

'Tis pity wine should be so deleterious,
For tea and coffee leave us much more serious.

Byron, Don Juan, iv. 52.

Probably no single influence has had so deleterimui an

effect upon the physique of the rapidly civilized peoples
as clothing. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 235.

Before any suit begin, the plaintiffe shall have his com-

plaint approved by a set delegacy to that purpose.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader.

delegate (del'e-gat), . t.; pret. and pp. dele-

gated, ppr. delegating. [< L. delegatus, pp. of

delegare (> It. delegare = Sp. Pg. delegar =
F. dtleguer), send, assign, depute, appoint, <

de, from, + legare, send, deputej appoint: see

legate.] 1. To depute; appropriately, to send
with power to transact business as a represen-
tative: as, he was delegated to the convention.

2. To intrust ;
commit

;
deliver to another's

care and management: as, to delegate author-

ity or power to a representative.
We can pretend to no further jurisdiction than what

he has delegated to us. Decay of Christian Piety.

Let him delegate to others the costly courtesies and
decorations of social life. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

The Iliad shows that it was usual for a Greek king to

delegate to his heir the duty of commanding his troops.
H. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 518.

delegate (del'e-gat), a. and n. [= F. &eUgu&
= Sp. Pg. delegado= It. delegato, < L. delegatus,

pp.: see the verb.] I. a. Deputed; commis-
sioned or sent to act for or represent another.

Delegated jurisdiction, in Scots law, jurisdiction which
is communicated by a judge to another who acts in his

name, called a depute or deputy : contradistinguished from

proper jurisdiction.

delegation (del-e-ga'shon), n. [= P. delega-
tion = Sp. delegation = Pg. delegacSo = It. dele-

gazione,< L. delegatio(n-), < delegare, depute: deleteriously(<lel-e-te ri-us-li), adv. In a dele-

see delegate.] 1. A sending or deputing; the terious manner; injuriously,

act of putting in commission, or investing with deletenousness (del
- e - te II-UB -nes), n. The

authority to act for another; the appointment quality or state of being deleterious or hurt-

deleteryt (del'e-ter-i), a. and n. [< ML. *dele-

terius, < Gr. (JijSlynJptof, deleterious : see delete-

rious.] L a. Destructive; poisonous.
Doctor epidemick,

. . . stor'd with deletery med'cines,
(Which whosoever took is dead since).

S. Butler, Hudibras, i. 2.

n. [< ML. deleterium, < Gr. oijtyTqpiov (BO.

i,
a poison, neut. of (nfKirrriP10^

' see I.]

Anything that destroys; a destructive agent.
Such arguments in general, and remedies in particular,

which are apt to become deleteries to the sin, and to abate
the temptation. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 110.

n. [< L. deletio(n-), < de-

The duties of religion cannot be performed by delegation.
S. Miller.

These only held their power by delegation from the peo-

ple. Brougham.

But of all the experiments in delegation to which the

spiritual jurisdiction of the English Crown has been sub-

jected, the most unhappy was the first the Vicar-Gen-

eralship of Thomas Crumwel.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., Iv.

2. A person or body of persons deputed to act

for another or for others
; specifically, in the

United States, the whole body of men who
represent a single district or State in a repre-

II.

. annually by
emperor to legislate on matters pertaining to

the whole empire. One delegation Is chosen by the
Austrian Reichsrath, the other by the Hungarian Reichs-

tag, and each consists of sixty members.

4. In civil law, the act by which a debtor, in

ing, blotting out, or erasing. 2. An erasure;
a word or passage deleted.

Some deletions, found necessary in consequence of the

unexpected length to which the article extended, have
been restored. Sir W. Hamilton.

order to be freed from his debt, offers in his 3. A blotting out, as of an object; oblitera-

stead to the creditor another person, who binds
himself for the debt. The delegation is said to be

perfect when the delegating debtor is discharged by his

creditor, imperfect when the creditor retains his rights
against his original debtor.

5. In French usage, a share certificate. 6. In

banking, an informal and non-negotiable letter

employed by bankers for the transfer of a debt
or credit.

[< delegate +

Princes in judgment, and their delegate judges, must
judge the causes of all persons uprightly and impartially.

Jer. Taylor.

H. n. 1. A person appointed and sent by ^^^^^(dere^-t^-ri),
a

another or by others, with power to transact
business as his or their representative ;

a dep-
uty ;

a commissioner
;
an attorney.

Legates and delegates with powers from hell.

Cowper, Expostulation.

tion; suppression; extinction.

The great extermination of the Jewish nation, and their

total deletion from being God's people, was foretold by
Christ. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 827.

We should in vain look for an example in the Spanish

deportation or deletion of the Moors.

Je/erson, Autobiog. , p. 40.

The better the man and the nobler his purposes, the

more will he be tempted to regret the extinction of his

powers and the deletion of his personality.
R. L. Stevenson, Ordered South.

Holding a delegated or dependent po- deletitioug (del.e-tish
;

us), a. [< LL. deletitius,
sitlon '

prop, deleticius, t. L. delere, erase: see delete.}
Some politique delegatory Scipio ... they would single f^om wnich anything has been or may be

forth, if it might bee, whom they might depose when they , ,. ,

list, if he should fcegin to tyranize.
erased : applied to paper.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Hart. Misc., VI. 170). deletive (de-le'tiv), a. [< delete + -ive.\ Per-

taining to deletion
; deleting or erasing.

._'_"_ ."

"~
;

'

-ry-~\

That which erases or blots out.

was most certainly intended as a dele-

Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, ii. 2.

Conscience speaks not as a solitary, independent guide, j-i -._.!_ /js i,,/,ia\ ; rr + ,,1 nf taining to deletion
; deleting or erasi

but as the delegate of a higher Legislator. delenda (de-len da), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of .
j

S >

r< delete
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 8. delendus, ger. of delere, blot out: see delete.]

a^et
,

or7- i

'

7. ii I... j i.-. ,. j 'I hat wniAh ovnp nr hints nut,.
In general, soldiers who should form themselves into Things to be erased or blotted out.

political clubs, elect delegates, and pass resolutions on delendung. n. Same as delundung. Confession

high questions' of state, Would' soon break loose from all delenificalt (del-e-nif'i-kal), a. [< L. delenificus,
""T of sin -

Macaulay. ofiritlnin(r < A,/* soothe, soften (< de + leuire, Dele-winet, n. A kind of wine, perhaps a spe-
1

cies of Rhenish : possibly so called from being
imported at Deal, England. Also Deal-wine.

Do not look for Paracelsus' man among them, that he

promised you out of white bread and Dele-trine.

B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated, vii. 253.

goothmg)
Specincally 2. In the United States: (a) A goften: see lenient), + -ficus, < facere, make.]
person elected or appointed to represent a Ter- Having the virtue to ease or assuage pain,
ritory in Congress, as distinguished from the Delesseria (del-e-se'ri-a), n. [NL., named af-

representatives of States. The territorial delegates
have seats in the House of Representatives and salaries

ter Benjamin Delessert (1773-1847), a French
botanical amateur.] A genus of red marine

>rganizatic

persons collectively represent. 3. In Great delessite (de-les'It), n. [After the French
Britain : (a) A commissioner formerly appoint- mineralogist Delesse.] A ferruginous chloritie
ed by the crown, under the great seal, to hear mineral of a dark-green color, occurring in cav-
and determine appeals from the ecclesiastical ities in amygdaloid.

And doune the pointe thre greynes therin doo.

Palladivs, Husbi.mlrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 119.

Some It'ssiT dfl.fr, the fountain's bottom sounding,
Draw out the baser streams the springs annoying.

h'letclier, I'urplc Island, iii. la



delf

2. A catch-water drain ; in a sea-cmlwnkment,
the drain on tho landward side. Also improper-
ly written <li'lj>h. 3. A bpd of coal or of iron-

stone. [Forest of Dean and Lancashire coal-

fields, Eng.] 4. In hir., a square supposed to

represent a sod of turf used as a bearing. It

is one of the so-called abatements of honor,
and as such is modem and false heraldry. See
abatement, 3.

delf-, delft (delf, delft), ii. [Also written di/i'li :

prop, tli-lft; short for Delftwure, named from
Delft in the Netherlands, whence such earthen-
ware was first or most commonly brought to

England.] Delftware. See u-iin-.

delfynt, . See ilelj>liin.

Delhi sore. Same as Aleppo ulcer (which see,
under ulcer).

Delian (do'li-an), a. [< L. Delius, < Gr. Ar/kof,

pertaining to t)elos, < Ai^of, Delos.] Of or per-
taining to Delos, a small island in the JEgean
sea, the reputed birthplace of Apollo and Ar-
temis (I)iaua), and the seat in antiquity of one
of the most famous sanctuaries of Apollo.
Delian Apollo. See A/iollo. Delian problem, the prob-
1 in of ih-' duplication of the cube that is, of finding a
cube having double the volume of a given cube : so called,
it was saiil. Ix-iansr tlirm -:n !, of Deux told the Athenians
that a pestilence would cease when they had doubled the
altar of Apollo, this altar being cubical. See duplication.

delibatet (del'i-bat), p. t. [< L. delibatus, pp.
of (Itlibare (> It. delibare = Pg. delibar), take of,

taste, < tie, from, + libitre, taste, sip, pour out :

see libation.'] To taste
;
take a sip or.

When he has tnivell'd and delibated the French and the
Spanish. Marmian, Antiquary, iii.

delibation (del-i-ba'shon), n. [< L. delibation-),
< delibare, taste: see delibate.~] A taste; a
skimming of the surface.

What they |<Bo)i/oi] were, our commentators do not
so fully inform us ; nor can it be understood without some
delibation of Jewish antiquity.

J. Mede, Discourses (1642), p. 82.

delibert, i>. . [OSe. also deliver, delyver; ME.
deliberen, < OF. deliberer, P. deliberer, < L. de-

liberare, deliberate : see deliberate."] To delib-

erate; resolve.

For which he gan delibenn for the beste
That ... he wolde lat hem graunte what hem liste.

Chaucer, Trollus, iv. 169.

deliberate (de-lib'e-rat), p.; pret. and,pp. de-

liberated, ppr. ilelib'erating. [< L. deliberatus,
pp. of deliberare (> It. deliberare = Pr. Sp.
Pg. deliberar = F. de'liberer), consider, weigh
well, < de + "liberare, librare, weigh, < "libera,

libra, a balance: see librate.] I. trans. To
weigh in the mind; weigh the arguments or
considerations for and against; think or reflect

upon; consider.

Surprised with a question without time to deliberate
an answer. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. S22.

King Ferdinand held a council of war at Cordova,
where it was deliberated what was to be done with Al-
hama. Iroinff, Granada, p. 63.

H. intrans. 1. To think carefully or atten-

tively; consider and examine the reasons for
and against a proposition ; estimate the weight
or force of arguments, or the probable conse-
quences of an action, in order to a choice or
decision

; reflect carefully upon what is to be
done; consider.

At such times as we are to deliberate for ourselves, the
freer our minds are from all distempered affections, the
Bounder and better is our judgment.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, iv. 9.

Kings commonly link themselves, as it were, in a nup-
tial bond, to their council, and deliberate and communi-
cate with them. Bacon, Political Fables, iii., Expl.
Hence to "ponder" Is to think over a subject without

the test of a proper experiment, while to deliberate im-
plies an accuracy like that which results from the use of
pair of scales. S. S. Haldeman, Etymology, p. 28.

2. More loosely, to pause and consider; stop
to reflect.

When love once pleads admission to our hearts
(In spite of all the virtue we can boast),
The woman that deliberates is lost.

Addition, Cato, Iv. 1.

= Syn. 1. To ponder, cogitate, reflect, debate, think, medi-
tate, ruminate, muse.

deliberate (de-lib'e-rat), a. [< L. deliberatus,

pp.: see the verb'.']

'

1. Weighing facts and
arguments with a view to a choice or decision;
carefully considering the probable conse-
quences of an action; circumspect; careful
and slow in deciding : applied to persons.

I) these ilelilierale fools ! when they do choose,
They have the wisdom by their wit to lose.

Shat., M. of V., Ii. 8.

2. Formed or done with careful consideration
and full intention

;
well weighed or considered ;

not sudden or rash : applied to thoughts or acts :

1 :, 1 r,

as, a deliberate opinion; a deliberate purpose;
a itrlibi-rutr falsehood.

Instead of rage,
Deliberate valour bn-iithf.l, linn, ami unmoved
With dread of death to flight or foul retreat.

Milton, l: L., 1. 654.

Their conduct takes its colour more from their acquired
tastes, inclinations, and habits, than from a deliberate

regard to their greatest good. K. Hall, Mod. Infidelity.

3. Characterized by slowness in decision or
action

;
slow.

Sertza Denghel having left all his baggage on the other

side, and passed the river, drew up his army in the same
deliberate manner in which he had crossed the March, and
formed opposite to the basha.

Drvce, Source of the Nile, II. 232.

His enunciation was so deliberate. Win.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Cautious, cool, wary, careful, thoughtful,

deliberately (de-lib'e-rat-li), adr. 1. With
careful consideration or deliberation

;
with full

intent; not hastily or carelessly: as, a deliber-

ately formed purpose.
Orchards which had been planted many years l-efore

were deliberately cut down.
Lecty, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

What would be thought of one who, for the sake of a
sweet fruit, should deliberately run the risk of bringing
a plague upon his family and his neighbours?

W. K. Cliford, Lectures, II. 184.

2. With slowness or deliberation.

I acquire deliberately both knowledge and liking: the

acquisition grows into my brain, and the sentiment into

my breast. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxvil.

deliberateness (de-lib'e-rat-nes), n. 1. Care-
ful reflection or consideration

; circumspection ;

due attention to the arguments for and against ;

caution.

They would not stay the ripening and season of conn*
sels, or the fair production of acts, in the order, gravity
and deliberattness befitting a parliament. Eikon Batrilike.

He would give the lords no more than the temporary
veto required to insure deliberateness In action.

The American, VIII. 277.

2. Slowness in decision or action.

deliberate^ deliberator (de-lib'e-ra-ter, -tor),
n. [= It. dfliberatore, < L. deliberator, < delibe-

rare, deliberate: see deliberate.'] One who de-
liberates.

The dull and unfeeling deliberatori of questions on
which a good heart and understanding can intuitively
decide. V. Knox, Essays, cxxxiii.

deliberation (de-lib-e-ra'shon), n. [< ME. de-

liberation, < OF. deliberation, F. deliberation =
Pr. deliberacio = Sp. deliberadon = Pg. delibe-

racSo = It. deliberazione, < L. deliberatio(n-), <

deliberare, deliberate : see deliberate.'] 1. The
act of deliberating; the act of weighing and
examining conflicting reasons or principles;
consideration

;
mature reflection.

And (if) the dome of yche dede were demyt before,
To grepe at the begynuyng what may grow after ;

To serene it full suerly, and se to the eude,
With due deleberacion for doutis of Angur ;

Who shuld hastely on hond an heuy charge take ?

Dettruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 2457.

But whom do I advise? The fashion-led,
The incorrigibly wrong, the deaf, the dead,
Whom care and cool deliberation suit
Not better much than spectacles a brute.

Cowper, Tirocinium.

As motives conflict and the evils of hasty action recur
to the mind, deliberation succeeds to mere invention and
design. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 85.

2. Mutual discussion and examination of the
reasons for and against a measure : as, the de-
liberations of a legislative body or a council.

They would do well to exclude from their deliberations
members of the House who had proved themselves un-

worthy of their position. Nineteenth Century, XXI. 120.

3. Slowness in decision or action : as, he spoke
with the greatest deliberation.

Hee is one that will not hastily runne into error, for hee
treds with great deliberation, and his judgment consists
much in his pace.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographle, An Alderman.

We spent our time in viewing the Ceremonies practis'd
by the Latins at this Festival, and in visiting the several

holy places ; all which we hail opportunity to survey with
as much freedom and deliberation as we pleased.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 68.

4. In criminal law, reflection, however brief,

upon the act before committing it
; fixed and

determined purpose, as distinguished from sud-
den impulse. =Syn. 1 ami 3. Thoughtfulness, medita-
tion, cogitation, circumspection, wariness, caution, cool-

ness, prudence. 2. Consultation, conference.

deliberative (df-lib'e-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

deliberatif = Sp. Pg. It. deliberativo, < L. deli-

berating, < deliberare, deliberate: see deliber-

ate.'] I. o. 1. Pertaining to deliberation or

meditation; consisting of or used in discussion;
argumentative ; reasoning: as, a deliberative

judgment or opinion ; territorial delegates have

delicacy

a ili'liln ruliri voiri> in Congress (that is, a right
to engage in debate, though not to vote).
An uT&tiun deliberat iitr in a ntcane \V!M i- i>> < ili*e per-

swade, en treatc, or rebuke, exhorte, ordt-lioru-, i <mmende,
or comforte any man.

>., T. Wilton, Art of Rhetoric (1553), p. 29.

2. Characterized by deliberation; proceeding
from or acting by deliberation, especially by
formal discussion: as, deliberative thought ;

the

legislature is a deliberative body.
Congress Is, properly, ^deliberative corps : and It forgets

itself wheu it attempts to play the executive.
A. Hamilton, Works, I. 104.

Mr. Riley took a pinch of snuff, and kept Mr. Tnlllver
in suspense by a silence that seemed deliberative.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, I. 1.

Deliberative oratory, In rift., that department of ora-

tory which comprises orations designed to discuss a course
of action and advise it or dissuade from it ; especially, ora-

tory used in deliberative assemblies ; parliamentary, con-

gressional, or political oratory.

H. n. If. A discourse in which a question ia

discussed or weighed and examined.
In deliberative*, the point is, what is evil ; and of good,

what is greater ; and of evil, what is less.

Bacon, Colours of Good and Evil.

2. In rhi-t., the art of proving a thing and con-

vincing others of its truth, in order to persuade
them to adopt it ; the art of persuasion.
deliberatively (de-lib'e-ra-tiv-li), adv. In a
deliberative manner; b'y deliberation.

None but the thanes or nobility were considered W ne-

cessary constituent parts of this assembly, at least while
It acted delibcratively. Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., II. 7.

deliberator, n. See deliberater.

delible, a. See deleble.

delibrationt (del-i-bra'shon), n. [< L. de, down,
-t- libratio(n-), a leveling, < librare, balance,
level: see lihrniinii.] A weighing down, as of

one pan of a balance. Sir T. Browne.

delicacy (del'i-ka-si), n. ; pi. delicacies (-siz). [<
ME. delicacy, deficacie; < delica(te) + -oa.] 1.

The quality of being delicate; that which is

delicate. Specifically 2. Exquisite agreeable-
ness to the sense of taste or some other sense

;

refined pleasantness; daintiness: as, delicacy
of flavor or of odor.

On hospitable thoughts intent
What choice to choose for delicacy best.

Milton, P. U, v. 333.

Be not troublesome to thyself or others In the choice of

thy meats or the delicacy of thy sauces. Jer. Taylor.

3. Something that delights the senses, partic-
ularly the sense of taste ; a dainty : as, the deli-

cacies of the table.

Yef we hadde but a mossell brede, we haue more ioye
and delyte than ye haue with alle the delicatyt of the
worlde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i- 6.

These itelicaciet

I mean of taste, sight, smell, herbs, fruits, and flowers,
Walks, and the melody of birds. Milton, P. L., viii. 626.

4. Pleasing fineness or refinement of detail;
minute perfection in any characteristic qual-
ity, as form, texture, tint, tenuity, finish, ad-

justment, etc. : as, the delicacy of the skin or
of a fabric; delicacy of contour; the delicacy of
a thread or of a watch-spring.
Van Dyck has even excelled him In the delicacy of his

colouring. Dryden.

5. That which is refined or the result of refine-

ment, especially of the senses ;
a refinement.

Mozart is certainly the composer who had the surest In-

stinct for the delicacies of his art.

Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), II. ill. 339.

6. Niceness; criticalness; equivocalness ;
the

condition of requiring care or caution : as. the

delicacy
of a point or question ; the delicacy of

a surgical operation. 7. Nicety of perception ;

exquisite sensitiveness or acuteness, physical
or mental ; exquisiteness ; fineness : as, delicacy
of touch or of observation

; delicacy of wit.

Some people are subject to a certain delicacy of passion,
which makes them extremely sensible to all the accidents
of life, and gives them a lively joy upon every prosperous
event, as well as a piercing grief when they meet with
misfortunes and adversity. Hume, Essays, I.

8. Acute or nice discrimination as to what is

pleasing or unpleasing; hence, a refined per-
ception of beauty and deformity, or the faculty
of such perception ;

critical refinement of taste ;

fastidiousness.

That Augustan deiicacy of taste which is the boast of the

great public schools of England. Macaulay.

Q. Civility or politeness proceeding from a nice
observance of propriety ; the quality manifest-
ed in care to avoid offense or what may cause
distress orembarrassment; freedom from gross-
ness . as, delicacy of behavior or feeling.

False delicacy is atltrtution, not politf nt-s*.



delicacy 1516 delight

We had a most delicious journey to Marseilles, thro' a
True delicacy . . . exhibits itself most significantly in deft! as, a delicate touch; a delicate performer ^Twee'teFdeciiniiig "to the" south and Mediterra-

ists. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 7, 1644.little tilings. Mary llowitt. or performance.
I do but say what she is : So delicate with her needle !

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

10. Sensitive reluctance; modest or consider-

ate hesitation; timidity or diffidence due to

refined feeling: as, I feel a great delicacy in g_ Njoe jn form s; regulated by minute observ-

approachiug such a subject. anee Of propriety, or by attention^
the opin-

And day by day she thought to tell Geraint,
But could not out ol bashful delicacy.

nian coast

What so delicious as a just and firm encounter of two,

in a thought, in a feeling? Emerson, Friendship.

Were not his words delicious, I a beast

To take them as I did? but something jarr'd.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.
ions and feelings of others; refined: as, delicate

behavior or manners; a delicate address. 9. 3f. Delicate; luxurious; dainty; addicted to

Susceptible to disease or injury; of a tender or seeking pleasure.
11. Tenderness, as of the constitution; sus- const,itution ; feeble; not able to endure hard- others, of a more deliciaus and airy spirit, retire them-

ceptibility to disease
; physical sensitiveness. ^ .

aS; a fcUcate frame or constitution ;
deli- selves to the enjoyment of ease and luxury.

An air of robustness and strength is very prejudicial^to ca fe health. 10. Nice in perception of what is =Syn. Delicious, Delightful, luscious, savory. Delicious

beauty. An appearance of delicaci/, and even of fragility,

is almost essential to it. Burke, Sublime and Beautiful. -o-- __,, "thoir
,

. . . .
j

, liarly sensitive to beauty, harmony, or their

opposites; dainty; fastidious: as, a delicate

J. T. Trowbi'idge, Coupon Bonds, p. 376,

12f. The quality of being addicted to pleasure ;

voluptuousness of life
;
luxuriousness.

Of the seconde glotonie
Which cleped is delicacie,
Wherof ye spake here to fore,
Beseche I wolde you therefore.

. , ,_p -Bhi. tn jr.- RPne.pS Or the intellect' D6CU- is highly agreeable to some sense, generally that of taste,
agreeabll r tne ] 3OI , pewu- 8om

*
tj^es that of smell or of hearlng.

taste
;
a delicate eye for color.

His familiarity with the customs, manners, actions, and

writings of the ancient, makes him a very delicate observer

of what occurs to him in the present world.

Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

.

Gower, Conf. Amant., VI.

13f. Pleasure
;
a diversion ;

a luxury.
He Koine breute for his delicacie.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1 489.

Our delicacies are grown capital,
And even our sports are dangers.

B. Jonson, To a Friend.

=Syn. 2. Daintiness, savorincss. 3. Delicacy, Dainty,
Tidbit. A delicacy is specifically something very choice lor

eating ; it may be cooked, dressed, or in the natural state :

It is capable of pleasing the most delicate Reader, with-

out giving Offence to the most scrupulous.
Addison, Spectator, No. 26.

Delightful is

agreeable to the mind; it is always supersensuous,

except perhaps as sight or hearing is sometimes the im-

mediate means to high mental pleasure. Delicious food,

odors, music; delightful thoughts, hopes, anticipations,

news.
O faint, delicious spring-time violet.

W. W. Story, The Violet.

What is there in the vale of life

Half so delightful as a wile?

Coutpcr, Love Abused.

Even the phrase "delicious music
"
implies the predomi-_ . EjVeil l/lle UIll <*3C uctumtm 111U*>* I.ll^l.^v v.i~ ,*.*..-

lit. Full of pleasure ; luxurious; sumptuous; nance of the sensuous element ill the pleasures of song.

delightful.
Dives lor his delicate life to the devil went.

Piers Plowman.

And comprehending goodly Groves of Cypresses inter

mixed with plaines, delicate gard
---<" <----*'"

all variety of fruit-trees, and wli

Haarlem is a very delicate town.

as, his table was abundantly supplied with all the delica- = gyn. 1. Pleasant, delicious, palatable, savory. 8. Fas-
nine, nf tha -...I^..IL tllo BntlAMU) nf UM lck 111:111 ball T.O llfi i:.J:_ j; n ..*:~~ ^ft Q .... ni ,- ..n

tidious, discriminating.- 10. Sensitive

Il.t 1. Something savory, luscious, or de-
cies of the season ;

the appetite of the sick man had to be

coaxed with delicacies. Dainty is a stronger word, indi-

cating something even more choice. A tidbit is a par-
-

ticularly choice or delicious morsel, a small quantity taken licious; a df icacy, a dainty.
from a larger on account of its excellence.

delicate (del'i-kat), a. and . [< ME. delicate,

A. Phelps, Eng. Style, p. 362.

Delightful task I to rear the tender thought,
To teach the young idea how to shoot.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 1149.

dens, artificial!! fountains, deliciously (de-lish'us-li), adv. In a delicious
lat not rare. manner; in a' manner to please the taste or
Sandys, Travailes, p. 25. ^.^ ihe mind; gwMtty

K
daintily; delight-

fully; luxuriously.
How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deli-

ciously, so much torment and sorrow give her.

Rev. xviii. 7.

deliciousness (de-lish'us-nes), n. 1. The quak
Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon . . . hath tilled

jtv of ke ing delicious or very grateful to the
his belly with my delicates. Jer. Ii. 34.

delicat, < OF. delieat, F. eUlieat = Pr. delicat = -Tis an excellent thing to be a prince ; he is served with !

"
I;;,,; ,' of a sonnet

Sp Pff delicado = It. delicato (cf. ME. delie,< OF. such admirable variety of fare, such innumerable choice

delie, delje, delgie, delge, deuge, the vernacular of delicate*. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 2.

form, = Pr. delguat = Sp. Pg. delgado, fine, 2. A fastidious person.

^^^^ of a repast
.

The rules among these false delicates are to be as coivslender), < L. delicatus, giving pleasure, de-

lightful, soft, luxurious, delicate, ML. also fine, tradictory as they can be to nature,

slender, < delicia, usually in pi. delicice, plea- delicately (del'i-kat-li), adv. In a

sure, delight, luxury, < delieere, allure, < de, manner, in any sense of that word.

away, + lacere, allure, entice. From the same
source are delicious, delectable, and delight, q. v.]

I. a. 1. Pleasing to any of the senses, espe-

cially to the sense of taste; dainty; delicious:

opposed to coarse or rough.

The sweetest honey
Is loathsome in his own deliciousness.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 6.

Tatler. 2f. That which is delicious; delicacies; lux-

delicate
uries

!
dainties.

The East sends hither her deliciousness.

Donne, Thomas Coryat.

Drynk nat ouer delicatliche, ne to depe neither. TT,rliil<>T.n in dolinnpipa- liivnrv
Piers Plowman (C), vii. 166. of- indulgence m I

To drive away all superfluity and delicioiisness, ... he
made another, third, law lor eating and drinking.

North, tr. of Plutarch.

They which . . . live delicately are in kings' courts.
Luke vii. 25.

Cer. Wrench it open ;

Soft ! it smells most sweetly in my sense.

2d Gent. A delicate odour. Shak.
, Pericles, iii. 2.

The choosing of a delicate before a more ordinary dish

is to be done . . . prudently.

There is nothing so delicately turned in all the Roman
language. Dryden. delict (de-likf), n. [= F. dellt = Sp. dehcto,

Fine by defect, and delicately weak. *>- ->->-- J-J.-4-. Ti j7.-^ / T ,?
delito = Pg. delicto, delito = It. detttto, < L. de-

Pope, Moral Essays, n. 43.
Uet a fault) offense, crime, prop. neut. pp.

Moves him to think what kind ol bird it is
f tfenn(<uere fa;i be wanting, commit a fault,

That S'"SS so Mlcatelv clear' re"'lj"""'' Geramt
offend, (de + Unquere, leave

;
cf. delinquent.]

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 2. delicateness (del'i-kat-nes), n. The state of A transgression; an offense; specifically, in

2. Agreeable; delightful; charming. being delicate; tenderness; softness; effemi-
civil and Scots toWj a misdemeanor. Delicts are

nacy. commonly understood as slighter offenses which do not

u^ .uu..* .u v..= T.*.. The tender and delicate woman among you, which immediately affect the public peace, but which imply an

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 2. would not adventure to set the sole ol her foot upon the obligation on the part ol the offender to make an atone-
*" 3 ..__!! m .....,, i tf* +liii nuKlin Kir cufftii'nicr Tmiiishll it'Mf ftTUI MM! T.(

Canst thou imagine where those spirits live

Which make such delicate music in the woods?

3. Fine in characteristic details
; minutely per-

wuuiu. nut iuivciimic Mf oci/ MIC ai/ic wi uti iwu H^n/u w o -- - r
,

-

. . , . , . .

ground for delicateness and tenderness. Deut. xxviii. 56. ment to the public by suffering punishment and also to

make reparation lor the injury committed. Ihe term de-

fe'ct in kind; exquisite in form, proportions, delicatesset (del-i-ka-tes'), . [< F. delicatesse, Unquency has the same signification.
A i. _ AI, _ !:!_. . f tl& Iiffii Halioata aao dpli.pn.tf> ~\ T>Alipa.p.v : ta.p.t. ! ._ -;*! i__ii

finish, texture, manner, or the "like; nice; < delicat, delicate: see delicate.] Delicacy ;
tact

;

dainty; charming: as, a delicate being ;
a deli- address.

cate skin or fabric
;
delicate tints

That we can call these delicate creatures purs,
And not their appetites.

All which required abundance ol finesse and delicatesse

to manage with advantage. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ii.

The supreme power either hath not power sufficient to

punish the delinquent, or may miss to have notice ol the

delict. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 208.

Every regulation of the civil code necessarily implies a
'-* '- " *

ol its violation. Jeffrey.

To me thou art a pure, ideal fl<

So delicate that mortal touch might mar.

0tnel?o, m . 3. delicet, n. [< ME. delice, pi. delices, < OF. de- /f<
in *e -ent ol it Jeffrey.

lower lices, F. delices, pi.. = Sp. Pg. delicia = It. de- deliet, a.- [ME. delie (three syllables), < OF.

might mar.
ligia, < L. delicia;, ace. delicias, pi., pleasure, delie, delje, delgie, F. delie, fine, slender, = Pr.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 94.
delight: see delicate.] A delight; a dainty; delguat = Sp. Pg. delgado, < L. delicatus, deli-

cate, etc., in ML. also fine, slender: see delicate.]

Thin; slender; delicate.
something delicately pleasing.

Quod man to Conscience,
"
jouthe axith delice ;

For Kouthe the course ol kinde [nature] wole holde."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

And the lily she dropped as she went is yet white,
With the dew on its delicate sheath.

Owen Meredith, The Storm.

The delicate gradation ol curves that melt into each
other by insensible transitions. J. Caird.

Lagoons and lagoon-channels are filled up by the growth
ol the delicate corals which live there.

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 151.

4. Of a fine or refined constitution ;
refined.

Thou wast a spirit too delicate

earthy and abhorr'd

comn^ids.^^
.

2 flights ;
feast

;
revel

; delight one's self.

5. Nice in construction or operation; exqui- tn
sitely adjusted or adapted ; minutely accurate
or suitable: as, a delicate piece of mechanism;
a delicate balance or spring. 6. Requiring
nicety in action; to be approached or per-
formed with caution

; precarious; ticklish: as,
a delicate surgical operation; a delicate topic of

conversation.

Hyr clothes weren maked ol riht delve thredes.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 1.

>

*

S delight (de-lit'), t-. [A wrong spelling, in imi-

r< ME delicious < tation of words like light, might, etc.; the ana-

-pf delie os-Sv logical mod. spelling would be delite, < ME.
"

L deliciosm de- *$**, delyten < OF. deleiter, deliter = Pr. de-

'M. ?ector L Sp. deleitar, delectar = Pg. deleitar =
emost It. delcttare, dilettare, < L. delectare, delight,e, m

And if I may mention so delicate a subject, endeavour im( , Oj;.r . /M,>;OMS' fruit or wine' m -

.
,

jfi;..f nlliirp- SPP delicate de-
sweet or grateful to the senses; affording ex- please, treq. ol aeltcere, allure, set

quisite pleasure : as, a delicious viand
;
a deli- lectable, delmous.] I. trans. To affect with

,

to check that little something, bordering on conceit and
impertinence, which your lady possesses.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 44.

No doubt slavery was the most delicate and embarrass-
ing question with which Mr. Lincoln was called on to
deal. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 166.

,
. .

great pleasure or rapture ; please highly ; give

She [Venice] ministred unto me more variety of remark- "r afford a high.
dee

,
e

.one i ejiiuej iiiiiiiM-icu UMLU me inure vitneiy 01 leinai i\- -' , .< i i ji

able and delicious objects than mine eyes ever surveyed in ment to : as, a beautiful landscape
any citie before. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 199. eye; harmony delights the ear; poetry delights
That is a bitter sweetness which is only delicious to the the mind.

palate, and to the stomach deadly. Ford, Line of Life.

7. Nice in perception or action; exquisitely 2. Most pleasing to the mind; yielding exqui-
acute or dexterous

; finely sensitive or exact
;

site delight ; delightful.

I will delight mysell in thy statutes. Ps. cxix. 16.

To me, what is this quintessence of dust ? Man delights

not me, no, nor woman either. Shah., Hamlet, ii. 2.



not fi-.i irbani thU eonn

Ps. xl. .

delight

II. iiilnins. To linvo or tnki- groat.pleasure: delightingly (de-li'ting-10, adv

be. greatly pli'iisod or rejoii-ed: followed by an

infinitive or by in.

Hi., siiuycr dfliti-'l untiling- t\u-r-inmr whan that he

I,, bis inaister, buthewisU;
to ll.\lll ri.lur.

I il.'li.iht t.. ilo thy 111,0

in my heart.

The labour we ili-Ii'ilit in physics pain.
Slink., Maclicth, li. .

delight (de-lit'), n. [A wrong spelling (see the
delightsome (de-lU's"um),rt. [< delight + -some.]

verb); earlierooKtoX M K. tottte, uHt, aelyt.<Oi
.

j535htfnl ; imparting delight.
,Hi-it, Mil = I 'r. iHicg, Mict = Sp. Pg. deMte = Tm .n (U.

(
.k thee w|th tny ,ooge ddinhtMme robes,

It. dilctlo, delight; from the verb.] 1. A high And on thy wings bring delicate perfumes,

degree of pleasure or satisfaction; joy; rapture.
His deliiiht is in the law of th.- l.oi-d. Ps. I. 2.

^^{"^"{^d^Te'wV*^^^^^
Tliiiseaincl int< i i:ni.'land with great Joy and hearts d- ' '

Dampitr Voyages, II. I. 31.

liiiht, both to my sclfe and all my acquaintance. ,,-,-*/ ,-\ j T l i;,l,i
Wfbbe, Travels (ed. Arlier), p. 81. delightsomely(de-ht'sum-h),

adv. Inane

The ancients and our own Kli/alx-thans, ere spiritual me- ful manner ;
in a way to give or receive delight.

deliquate

To delineate eharn. I. T h:i '' " liis |irlni-ipal aim.

(Joldniiith, Good-natured Man, Pn f.

Mr. [0. P. R.1 James is r,.nMil<il l>\ many In be a

greater man than Mr. Dickens, because he delineate* kinu~

and nobles. H liijipte, EM. and Rev., I. 130.

affords

meiit.
high degree of

And show the best of olll ~

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 1.

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise, . . .

To scorn delights, and live laborious days.
Milton, Lycidas, 1. 72.

3t. Licentious pleasure ;
lust. Chaucer. =Syn. 1.

Joy, Pleasure, etc. (see gladness), gratification, rapture,

transport, ecstasy, delectation.

delighted (de-li'ted), p. a. [Pp. of delight, v.]

1. Greatly pleased; joyous; joyful.
About the keel delighted dolphins play.

Wall,-,-, His Majesty's Escape.

Ay. but to die, and go we know not where,
To lie in cold obstruction, and to rot ;

This sensible warm motion to become
A kneaded clod ; and the delighted spirit

To bathe in fiery floods, or to reside

In thrilling regions of thick-ribbed ice.

Shak., M. for M., III. 1.

But thou, O Hope, with eyes so fair

What was thy delighted measure t

Collins, The Passions.

I
In the quotation from Shakspere the meaning of the

word is doubtful.]

2t. Delightful ; delighted-in.
If virtue no delighted beauty lack,
Your son-in-law is far more white than black.

Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Whom best I love I cross ; to make my gift,

The more delay'd, delighted. Shak. , Cymbellne, v. 4.

delightedly (de-ll'ted-li), adv. In a delighted

manner; with delight.

Delightedly dwells he 'mong fays and talismans,
And spirits ; and delightedly believes

Divinities, being himself divine.

Coleridge, tr. of Schiller's Death of Wallenstein.

delighter (de-ll'ter), n. One who takes delight.

[Bare.]
Ill-humoured, or a delighter In telling bad stories.

Barrow, Sermons, I. 250.

delightful (de-lit'ful), a.
[<_delight

+ -ful, 1.]

1. In a de-

lighting manner; so as to give delight. 2t.

With delight ; cheerfully ; cordially.

He did not consent clearly and drlightin ..;(.'/
t" Srqiilri's

death. Jtr. Taylor, Ductor Dnbitantluiu.

../, rtti (I'.. K. T. s.), iii. 4:;4.

delightless (de-lit'les), a. [< delight + Jess.]
delineation (. i.-lm-e-a shon), [=

,y God : yea, thy law is with-
u
SSngM pk-asun- or delight ;

cheerless. at
'.
n =

.

hl>'

< /' j'''''',^',',, ",,,,'f;, <"]'";,' i',,^,,,,'

^l*2?K&tt3Ul sleeu mark I"
t!'^ define,*&]' 1 TkeMt

Deform the day delightlets. Thomson, spring, process of delineating j
the act of represent-

ing, portraying, or depicting.
If It please the eare well, the same represented by de-

lineation to the view pleaseth the eye well.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 70.

2. Representation, whether pictorially or in

words
;
sketch ; description.

The softest delineations of female beauty. Irving.

= Syn. 2. Sketch,vtc.(teeoutline,n.); drawing, draft, por-
trait ; account, description.

delineator (de-lin'e-a-tor), n. [= F. delineateur

= Sp. Pg. de'lineador = It. delineatore, < L. as

if "delineator, < delineare, delineate : see deline-

ate.] 1 . One who delineates or sketches, either

pietorially or verbally.
A modern delineator of characters. V. Knox, Essays, HI.

Specifically 2. A tailors' pattern, made so as

to expand in certain directions to correspond to

the varying sizes of the garments. 3. A sur-

veying instrument on wheels, which, on being
moved over the ground, records the distance

traversed and delineates the slopes or profile

of the country ;
a perambulator.

grlms had become fashionable, perhaps made more out of

life by taking a frank delight in its action and passion.
I have not lived my life delightsumely.

Tmnyson, Balin and Halan.

The

I'.iit. man. what doste thou with alb- this?

Thowe doest the delytys of the devylle.

The delightsoineness of our dwellings shall not be envied.

Wheatly, Schools of the Prophets, Sermon at Oxford, p. 88.

delignatet (de-lig'nat), v. t. [< L. de-,Pv-
+

_lClltJllcttt?T ^uc-llg ua^j, v. *. |_x *J. vw j... .

'pMtieai"Pi>eiii, i
: tc. (.(l. Fiirnivail), p. 172. lignum, wood, + -ate* ([suggested by delajndtttc,

Come, sisters, cheer we up his sprites,

+ -ory.] Delineating; 'describing; drawing
the outline.

The delineatory part of his work affords the best speci-

men of his peculiar manner. Scott, Critical Essays, p. ML

dilapidate).] To deprive or strip of wood. Da-
vies. [Rare.]

It moves me much, his accusation of covctousness di-

lapidating, or rather delignating, his bishoprick, cutting

down the wood thereof, for which he fell into the Queens
displeasure. Fuller, Ch. Hist., IX. ill. 34.

delimit (de-lim'it), v. t. [< F. delimiter, < LL.

delimitare,'ma,Tk out the limits, < de- + limitare,

limit, bound: see limit.] To mark or fix the

limits or boundaries of
;
bound.

The sporangium is a large club-shaped cell delimited by
a transverse wall from the unicellular tubular sporangio- delmeatUTCt (de-hn e-a-tur), n. [= It. deltnea-

timi, < L. as if 'deltneatura, < delineare, mark
out: see delineate.] Delineation.

[= OF. delini-

delenimentum, <

limitation,~< iiL.'delimitare : see delimit.] The
^"je'+'lenir^, soften, '< "lenis, 'soft : see lenient,

marking; fixing, or prescribing of limits or
aelenifical.} 1. Mitigation. 2. A liniment,

boundaries. Bailey.
ime for ascertaining all the facts, delinltiont (del-i-nish'on), n. [Irreg. < L. de-
ict system otMtoAo(tatoB ^^ ^smew, < de + linerc^ 8mear: see lini-

ment, letter.] The act of smearing.

The delinition of the infant's ears and nostrils with the

spittle. Dr. II. More, Mystery of Iniquity, II. x. f 3.

phore. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 74.

The present system of delimiting the towns
andjpreserv-

fo

de

ng the memory of their bounds is an Inheritance from delinimentt (de-lin'i-ment), . [
ormer ages. - Science, v. -.46. ^ < L jfoHJfr^,,^ pl

.

op . del

elimitation (de-hm-i-ta shon), n. [< t. de-
falinire, prop . delenire, soothe, soft

imitation, < LL. delimitare: see delimit.] The
< de + i^ifg soften, < lenis soft

They had had ample ti

a"

Volumes of minute antiquarian investigation would be

needed to trace . . . the progress of nomenclature and
delimitation of the various dioceses of Britain from the

first establishment of them to the present day.
Eneyc. Brit., xii. 244. delinquency (de-ling^'kwen-si),

n

If the delimilatum of orders Is difficult, that of genera
is often Impossible, so that they are reduced to assem-

blages depending on the tact or taste of the author.

Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 421.

delinet (df-liu'), v. t. [= F. delineer =
Sp. Pg.

(lelinear =' It. delineare, < L. delineare, mark out,

sketch, delineate : see delineate.] To mark out ;

delineate. Otway.
A certain plan had been delined out for a farther pro-

ceeding, to retrieve all with help of the Parliament.

_ ... pi. delin-

quencies (-siz). [= OF. detinquance = Sp. de-

Unetiencia = It. delinquenza, < LL. delinquentia,
a fault, delinquency, < L. delinquents, delin-

quent : see delinquent.]
Failure or omission

of duty or obligation ; a dereliction ;
a fault; a

shortcoming ;
an offense.

Neither moral delinquencies nor virtuous actions are

declared to be the products of an inevitable necessity.
Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, v. 2.

= Syn. Wrong, Sin, etc. See crimt.
Roger Xorth, Examen, p. 523. delijliqnent'(de-ling

;

kwent), . and n . [= D. de-
^n /, ret. =o if *Hfn f. '

[le-lin'e-a-bl), a. [< L. as if "deline-

abilis, < delineare, mark out : see deline, deline-

ate.] Capable of delineation ;
liable to be de-

lineated.
Highly pleasing ; affording great pleasure am
satisfaction: as, a delightful thought; a delight-

ful prospect.
The house is delightful the very perfection of the old

Elizabethan style. Macaulay 's Life and Letters, I. 191. delineament (de-lin'e-a-ment), n. [= Sp. dc-

Afterall, \.u\te delightj'uHi tobeclassic, and the chaotic Uiieamicnto Pg. deliiiiamento = It. delincn-

In either vision there is something not deliiwabU.

Feltham, Letters, xvii. (Ord MS.).

never pleases long.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 204.

Syn. Delicious, Delightful (sue delicious) ; charming, ex-

quisite, enchanting, rapturous, ravishing,

delightfully (de-lit'ful-i), adi'. 1. In a delight-
ful manner : iii a manner to afford great plea-
sure: charmingly.

lion can you more profitably or more delightfully em-

Sloy
your Sunday leisure than In the performance of such

uties as these? Bp. Porteoui, Works, I. ix.

2t. With delight; delightedly.
O voice once heard

Delightfully, Increase and multiply;
Now death to hear ! Milton, P. L, x. 730.

delightfulness (de-lit' ful-ues), n. 1 . The qual-

ity of being delightful, or of affording great

pleasure: as, the wtfoMArfMM of a prospect or

of scenery; the deliijli1fiiliit-x* of leisure.

Q.'Sw. delinquent = Dan. delinkrent

= F. delinquant = Sp. delinvuente = Pg. It. de-

linqvente, < L. delinquen(t-')s, ppr. of delinquere,

fail, be wanting, commit a fault (see delict), <

de, away, + linqurre, leave. Cf. relinquent, re-

linquish.] I. a. Failing in duty; offending by
neglect of duty or obligation: as, a delinquent
tenant ;

a delinquent subscriber.K.

mento, < L. as if 'deliiteameiitum, < delineare,

mark out: see deline, delineate.] Representa-
tion by delineation ; picture ; graphic sketch.

The sunne's a type of that eternal! light
Which we call God, a fair delineament
Of that which Good In Plato's school ts bight

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasla, III. iii. 11.

lelineate (de-lin'e-at), r. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

lineated, ppr.' delineating. [< L. delineates, pp.
of delineare, also deliniare, mark out, sketch, <

de + lineare, mark out, < linea, a line : see Kne2 .

Cf. deline.] 1. To exhibit or mark out in lines ;

sketch or represent in outline : as, to delineate

the form of the earth or a diagram. 2. To rep-
resent pictorially ; draw a likeness of

; portray ;

depict. __g_ o/etuler. Delinquent (see ofender) ; wrong-doer.
They may delineate Nestor like Adonis^or Time with

delinquency (de-ling'kwent-li), adv. So as to

fail in duty or obligation.

He that practiseth either fur his own pront, or any other
sinister ends, may be well termed a delinquent person.

State Trials (1640), Earl Strafford.

II. . One who fails to perform a duty or

discharge an obligation ;
one guilty of a de-

linquency ;
an offender

;
a culprit.

Nor do I think his sentence cruel (for
'Gainst such delinifuents what can lie too bloody?)
But that it is abhorring from our state.

B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6.

A delinquent ought to be cited in the place of jurisdic-
tion where the delinquency was committed. Ayli/e.

Delinquents who confess,
And pray forgiveness, merit anger less.

Couyer, Elegies, iv.

Absalom's head.
,

""
Because it [deportment] is a nurse of peace and greatly ,

*" "* ^j v* vwig*/iw.
,.ontrihut,-stothe<;,".,;.r/in f society, [it] hath been 3. To describe ; represent to the mind or under-

deliquate (del'i-kwat), r. ; pret. and pp. deli-

aiwayi much commended. itarruu; Sermons, I. xxix. standing ; exhibit a likeness of m words : as, to
gua7erf, ppr. del/quoting. [< L. deliqttatus, pp.

2f. The state of being delighted ; great plea- delineate character. of dcliquare, clarify a liquid by straining it
;

SUIT ; delight.
The

i
ancients have

with^great
exactness delineated uni- ^ j;_ taken in a lit. sense (after deliquesce, q.

Hut our desires' tyrannical extortion

Doth force us there to set our chief delightfulness
Where but a baiting place is all our portion.

Sir P. Sidney.

versal nature, under the person of Pan.
llncun. Fable of Pan.

Customs or habits delineated with great accuracy.

Walpvte, Anecdotes of Painting. I. U.

v.), melt down, < de, down, + liqiiare, liquefy,
melt: see

liquate
and delay?.] I. in trans. To

melt or be dissolved.



deliquate

It will be resolved into a liquor, very analogous to that

which the chymists make of salt of tartar, left in moist
cellars to deliquate. Boyle, Chemical Principles.

II. trans. To cause to melt
;
dissolve,

deliquation (del-i-kwa'shou), n. [< deliquate +
-low.] A melting.

deliquesce (del-i-kwes' ), ?>. i.
; pret. and pp. deli-

quesced, ppr. deliquescing. [\ L. deliquescere,
melt away, dissolve, < de, down, + liquescere,
become liquid, inceptive of liquere, melt: see

liquid.'] 1. To melt or dissolve gradually, or

become liquid by absorbing moisture from the

air, as certain salts
;
melt away.

Chromic acid crystals deliquesce rapidly when exposed to

the air, and soon undergo a chemical change.
C. 0. Whitman, Microscopical Methods, p. 18.

Whose whole vocabulary had deliquesced into some half-

dozen expressions. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, x.

2. In vegetable histology, to liquefy or melt

away gradually, as part of the normal process
of growth: said of certain tissues, especially
the gills of fungi of the genus Coprinus. It dif-

fers from the analogous process in salts, being
a vital phenomenon.

deliquescence (del-i-kwes'ens), . [= P. deli-

quescence = Sp. delicuescencia = Pg. deliques-
cenc-ia = It. deliquesceitza, < L. as if "deliques-

centia, < deliquescen(t-)s, ppr. of deliquescere,
melt away: see deliquescent?] Liquefaction by
absorption of moisture from the atmosphere (a

property of certain salts and other bodies) ;
a

melting away or dissolving.
I am suffering from my old complaint, the hay-fever (as

it is called). My fear is, perishing by deliquescence; I
melt away in nasal and lachrymal profluvia.

Sydney Smith, To Dr. Holland, ix.

deliquescent (del-i-kwes'ent), a. and n. [= F.

deliquescent = Sp. delicuescente = Pg. deliques-
cente =It. deliquescente, < L. deliquescen( t-)s, ppr.
of deliquescere, melt away : see deliquesce.] I. a.

1. Liquefying in the air; capable of becoming
liquid by attracting moisture from the atmo-

sphere: as, deliquescent salts.

Regenerated tartar is so deliquescent that it is not easy
to keep it dry. Black, Lectures on Chemistry.

Hence 2. Apt to dissolve or melt away; wast-

ing away by or as if by melting.
Striding over the styles to church, . . . dusty and deli-

quescent. Sydney Smith, To Archdeacon Singleton, iii.

3. In vegetable histology, liquefying or melting
away gradually, as part of the normal process
of growth. 4. In bo t.

, branching in such a way
that the stem is lost in the branches.

II. . A substance which becomes liquid by
attracting moisture from the air.

deliquiate (de-lik'wi-at), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

deliquiated, ppr. deliquiating. [Improper form
of deliquate.] Same as deliquesce.

deliquiation (de-lik-wi-a'shon), n. [< deliqui-
ate + -ion.1 Same as deliquescence.

deliquium 1 (de-lik'wi-um), n. [= F. deliquium
= Sp. Pg. It. deliquio, < LL. deliquium, a flowing
down, < L. de, down, + liquere, melt

;
cf . deli-

quate,] 1. In chem., a melting or liquefaction by
absorption of moisture, as of a salt. 2. Fig-
uratively, a melting or maudlin mood of mind.
To fall into mere unreasoning deliquium of love and

admiration was not good. Carlyle.

The sentimentalist always insists on taking his emotion
neat, and, as his sense gradually deadens to the stimulus,
increases his dose till he ends in a kind of moral deliqui-
um. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 366.

deliquium'-'t (de-lik'wi-um), . [< L. deliquium,
an eclipse, lit. a want (cf. defectus, a lack, an
eclipse), < delinquere, fail, be wanting: see de-

linquent.] 1. An interruption or failure of the
sun's light, whether caused by an eclipse or
otherwise.
Such a deliquium we read of immediately subsequent to

the death of Caesar. J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 284.

2. In med., a failure of vital force; syncope.
He ... carries bisket, aquavits, or some strong waters,

about him, for fear of dehquiums, or being sick.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 181.

deliracyt (de-lir'a-si), . [< L. as if *deliratia,
< deliratus, pp. of delirare, be crazy, rave : see
delirate.] Delirium.
deliramentt (de-lir'a-ment), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

deliramento, < L. deliramentum, nonsense, ab-

surdity, < delirare, be crazy: see delirate.'] A
wandering of the mind

;
foolish fancy.

Of whose [Mohammed's] delirements further I proceed.
Heyieood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 286.

delirancyt (de-lir'an-si), n. [< deliran(t) + -cy.]
The state of being delirious

; delirium.
Extasies of delirancy and dotage, that bring men first

to strange fancies ; then, to vent either nonsense or blas-
phemous and scurrilous extravagancies.
Bp. Oauden, Sermon at Funeral of Bp. Brownrigg, p. 57.
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delirantt (de-li'rant), a. [< F. delirant = Sp.

Pg. It. delirante,"< L. drliran(t-)s, ppr. of deli-

rare (F. delirer), be crazy: see delirate.] De-
lirious.

deliratet (de-li'rat), v. i. [< L. deliratus, pp. of

delirare (> ft. delirare = Sp. Pg. delirar = F. de-

lirer), be crazy, rave, be out of one's wits,
deviate from a straight line, < delirus, crazy,

raving: see delirous, delirious.] To rave, as a

madman. Cockcram.
deliratioii (del-i-ra'shon), n. [< L. deliratio(n-),

< delirare, be crazy, rave : see delirate.] Mental

aberration; delirium; dementation. [Archaic.]

The masters of physick tell us of two kinds of delimtian,
or alienation of the understanding.

J. Mede, Discourses (1642), p. 122.

Repressed by ridicule as a delimtion of the human mind.
De Quincey.

deliriant (de-lir'i-ant), n. [< delirium + -ant1 .]
In mcd., a poison which causes delirium.

delirifacient (de-lir-i-fa'shient), a. and n. [< L.

delirare, rave, H- facere, ppr. facien(t-)s, make.]
1. a. Tending to produce delirium.

II. n. In med., a substance which tends to

produce delirium.

delirious (de-lir'i-us), a. [< delirium + -ous.

The older form was delirous, q. v.] 1. Wander-

ing in mind
; having ideas and fancies that are

wild, fantastic, or incoherent; light-headed;
flighty, raving. 2. Characterized by or pro-
ceeding from wild excitement, exaggerated
emotion, or rapture : as, delirious joy.

Their fancies first delirious grew,
And scenes ideal took for true.

M. Green, The Spleen.

Bacchantes . . . sing delirious verses. LongfeH&iv.

deliriously (de-lir'i-us-li), adv. In a delirious

manner.

Sweeps the Soul deliriously from life,

Byron, Marino Faliero, IV. i. 260.

deliriousness (de-lir'i-us-nes), . The state of

being delirious ; delirium.

delirium (de-lir'i-um), n. [= F. delire = Sp.
Pg. It. dflirlo = D. G. Dan. Sw. delirium, < L.

delirium, madness, delirium, < delirus, mad, rav-

ing: see delirate.] 1. A disordered state, more
or less temporary, of the mental faculties, occur-

ring during illness, especially in febrile condi-
tions. It may be the effect of inflammatory action af-

fecting the brain, or it may be sympathetic with disease
in other parts of the body, as the heart ; it may be caused
by long-continued and exhausting pain, or by inanition of
the nervous system.
2. Violent excitement; exaggerated enthusi-
asm

;
mad rapture.

The popular delirium caught his enthusiastic mind.

Irving.

3. A hallucination or delusion
;
a creation of

the imagination.
The poet's hand,

Imparting substance to an empty shade,
Imposed on gay delirium for a truth.

Camper, Task, iv. 628.

Delirium tremens, a disorder of the brain arising from
inordinate and protracted use of ardent spirits, and there-
fore almost peculiar to drunkards. The delirium is a con-
stant symptom, but the tremor is not always conspicuously
present. It is properly a disease of the nervous system.
= Syn. 1. Madness, Frenzy, etc. See insanity.

deliroust (de-li'rus), a. [< L. delirus, crazy,
raving, lit. being out of the furrow, < de, away,
from, + lira, a furrow. Cf. delirious.] Rav-
ing; delirious.

Delirous, that doteth and swerveth from reason.

Blount, Glossographia (ed. 1674).

delitt, n. A Middle English form of delight.
d61it (da-le'), . [F. delit, an offense : see de-

lict.] In law, an act whereby a person by fraud
or malice causes damage or wrong to another.
Quasi delit, an act by which a person causes damage

to another without malice, but by some inexcusable im-
prudence.

delitablet, a. [ME., < OF. delitable, < L. de-

lectabilis, delightful, whence later E. delectable,

q. v.] Delightful; delectable.

Many a tour and toun thou mayst biholde,
That founded were in tyme of fadres olde,
And many another delitalile syghte.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, I. 6.

delitablyt, adv. [ME., < delitable, q. v.] De-
lightfully. Chaucer.

delitet, v. and n. The earlier spelling of delight.

delitet, a. [< OF. delit, delightful, adj. of delit,

n., delight: see delite, n., delight.] Delightful;
blessed.

This lambe moste delyte,
That gave his body to man in forme of brede
On shreffe thursday to-forne or before he was dede.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Kurnivall), p. 16.

deliver

delitescence, delitescency (del-i-tes'ens, -en-

si), n. [= F. delitescence; < delitescent, q. v.]

1. The state of being concealed; seclusion; re-

tirement; repose. [Obsolete or archaic.]

1669 and 1670 I sold all my estate in Wilts. From 1670

to this very day (I thank God) I have enjoyed a happy
delitescency. Aubrey, Life, p. 13.

Every man has those about him who wish to soothe him
into inactivity and delitescence. Johnson.

The delitescence of mental activities. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Insurg., the sudden disappearance of inflam-

matory symptoms or the subsidence of a tumor.
Period of delitescence, in med., the period during

which certain morbid poisons, as smallpox, lie latent in

the system. See incuttation.

delitescent (del-i-tes'ent), a. [< L. delites-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of delitesccre, lie hid, < de, away,
4- latescere, inceptive of latere, lie hid: see la-

tent] Concealed ; lying hid.

delitigatet (de-lit'i-gat), v. i. [< L. delitigatus,

pp. of delitinare, scold, rail angrily, < de + li-

tigare, quarrel : see litigate.] To chide or con-
tend in words. Cockeram.

delitigationt (de-lit-i-ga'shon), n. [< delitigate
+ -ion.] A chiding; a brawl. Bailey.

deliver1
(de-liv'er), v. [< ME. deliveren, delyv-

eren, delivren, < OF. delivrer, F. delivrer = Pr.

deslivrar, desliuar, desUeurar^ delivrar= Sp. Pg.
deliberar = OSp. delibrar = It. diliberare, deli-

berare, dilibrare, < ML. deliberare, set free, de-

liver, < L. de, away, from, + liberare, set free,

liberate, < liber, free : see liberate, livery.] I.

trans. 1. To free; release or rescue, as from

captivity, oppression, or evil
;
set free

;
set at

liberty: as, to deliver one from captivity.
The noyse of foulis for to ben delycered
So loude ronge, "Have don and let us wende."

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 491.

Deliver me, O my God, out of the hand of the wicked.
Ps. Ixxi. 4.

Y magestrats used them courteously, and shewed them
what favour they could ; but could not deliver them, till

order came from y Counsell-table.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 12.

2. To give or hand over; transfer; put into
another's possession or power; commit; pass
to another : as, to deliver a letter.

And thanne the Delyved to every Pylgryme a candyll of
wax brennyng in his honde.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 25.

They were to haue none other commission, or author-

itie, but onely to deliuer their Emperonrs letter vnto the

Pope. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 70.

Thou shalt deliver Pharaoh's cup into his hand.
Gen. xl. 13.

3. To surrender; yield; give up: as, to deliver

a fortress to an enemy : often followed by up,
and sometimes by orer : as, to deliver up the

city; to deliver uj> stolen goods; to deliver over

money held in trust.

Deliver up their children to the famine. Jer. xviii. 21.

The constables have delivered her over to me.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4.

Thomas Piercy Duke of Northumberland, who first re-

bel'd and afterwards fled into Scotland, was for a sum of

Money delimr'd by the Earl of Morton to the Lord Huns-
don Governor of Berwick. Baker, Chronicles, p. 347.

4. To disburden of a child in childbirth
;
aid in

parturition; hence, figuratively, to disburden
of intellectual progeny.

On her frights, and griefs, . . .

She is, something before her time, delivered.

Shak., W. T., ii. 2.

His [Mahomet's] mother said, That shee was deliuered of
him without paine, and Angelicall Birds came to nourish
the child. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 247.

Tully was long before he could be delivered of a few
verses. Peacham, Poetry.

5. To discharge; cast; strike; fire: as, he de-
livered the blow straight from the shoulder

;
to

deliver a broadside.
An uninstructed bowler . . . thinks to attain the jack

by delivering his bowl straight forward upon it. Scott.

He'll keep clear of my cast, my logic-throw,
Let argument slide, and then deliver swift
Some bowl from quite an unguessed point of stand
Having the luck o' the last word, the reply !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 71.

Exposed to the fire of the two gun-boats, which was de.
livered with vigor and effect.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 367.

Other shorter swords seem to have been used like a fal-

chion only for delivering a chopping blow, as they have
only one edge. C. T. Neicton, Art and Archreol., p. 278.

6f. To make known
; impart, as information.

Wei. Oh, I came not there to-night.
Bob. Your brother delivered us as much.

B. Jonson, Every Man in Ills Humour, iii. 1.

Will you deliver how
This dead queen re-lives? Sfiak., Pericles, v. 3.

That mummy is medicinal, the Arabian Doctor Haly de-

iivereth, and divers confirm. Sir T. Browne, Mummies.



deliver

7. To utter, pronounce, or articulate, aR words
;

produce, as tours in sin^'intf; enunciate for-

mally, as before an assemblage : as, to drlirir

an oration
;
ho delivered the notes badly.

The vowell is alwa.ves more easily ili'[i''r<-<i then the
finiMinunt. I'l/tli'iilumi, Artc of Eng. I'oeslc, p. 101.

Both the Oracles of Delpho* ntul Sihillas prophecies
\\ere wholly ilrlitirretl in verses.

Hir I'. Xiilnrii, Apol. forPoetric.

To deliver battle, to deliver an attack, to give bat-

tie ;
at t.i.-k :ID enemy.

Masscna dclicernl two battles at Fuentes de Onoro.

fop. Encyc.
= Syn. 1. To set free, lilwrate, extricate. 3. To cede,
Kl'lUlt, relinquish, uivc Up. - 7. /Ve-m<f//<v, etc. See Ittti'r.

II. intrnns. In molding, to leave the mold
easily. Thus, plaster-of-Paris molds in {lotteries are
often left unoiled go as to absorb the water freely from
the clay which will then deliver. Molds for plaster casts
are oiled for the same reason. See draw.

deliver2 (de-liv'er), . [< ME. deliver, delyvere,
< OF. delicre, free, prompt, alert, < ML. 'de-
liber (cf. adv. delioere, promptly), < L. de +
liber, free ;

cf. adv. libere, freely. Cf. deliver*,
formed of the same elements.] Free; nimble;
active

; light ; agile. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Of his stature he was of evene lengthe,
And wonderly delyvere, and gret of strengthe.

Chaucer, Oen. Pro), to C. T., 1. 84.

Having chosen his soldiers, of nimble, leane, and delirrr
men. Unlimited.

Pyrocles, of a more fine and deliver strength, watching
his time when to give fit thrusts, . . . would . . . soon
liHve made an end of Anaxius. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

deliver3*,
''

'

See deliber. Chaucer.
deliverable (de-liv'er-a-bl), a. [< deliver! +
-able.} That may be or is to be delivered.

deliverance ((le-liv'er-ans), n. [< ME. deliv-

eraitee, drlirrra'ance, < OF. delivrance (F. deli-

vrance = Pr. delivransa = Sp. delibranza (obs.)
= It. deliberanza), < delivrcr, deliver: see de-
liver1 and -ance.'] 1. The act of setting free

;

release or rescue, as from captivity, oppression,
danger, or evil of any kind.

In hir standeth all your deliuerance,
Or elles your deth without doubt any.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1863.

Qod sent me ... to save your lives by a great deliver'
ance. Gen. xlv. 7.

He hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach
deliverance, to the captives. Luke iv. 18.

2. Acquittal of a prisoner by the verdict of a
jury. 3. Parturition; childbirth; delivery.

In the labour of women it helpeth to the easy deliver*

ance. Bacon.

Hence 4. The act of disburdening of any-
thing ; especially, the act of disburdening the
mind by uttering one's thoughts.
Assume that you are saying precisely that which all

think, and in the How of wit and love roll out your para-
doxes in solid column, with not the infirmity of a doubt
80 at least shall you get an adequate deliverance.

Kiitri-isiin, Essays, 1st ser., p. 217.

5. The act of giving or transferring from one
to another. 6. Utterance; declaration; also,
a particular statement^ especially of opinion ;

specifically, an authoritative or official utter-
ance by speech or writing ; a decision in a con-

troversy.
You have it from his own deliverance.

Ska*., All's Well, 11. 6.

To be of any use in the controversy, then, the immedi-
ate deliverance of my consciousness must lie competent
to assure me of the non-existence of something which by
hypothesis is not iu my consciousness.

W. K. Cliford, Lectures, II. 162.

Indeed, so incessant and persistent have been the de-
KnronMI of their lordships upon the subject, that it

might almost seem as though a bishop would have con-
sidered himself lacking in duty if he had omitted any op-
portunity of sounding the note of alarm

Brit. Quarterly Jiev., I.XXXIII. 99.

7. In Scots law, the expressed decision of a

judge or an arbitrator, interim or final. When
interim, it is technically called an interlocutor.

deliverer (de-liv'er-er), n. [< ME. delyverer;
< deliver + -er1.] 1. One who delivers, rescues,
or sets free

; a savior or preserver.
The Lord raised up a deliverer to the children of Israel.

Judges iii. 9.

2. One who delivers by transferring or hand-
ing over: as, a deliverer of parcels or letters.

3f. One who declares or communicates.
Tnlly, speaking of the law of nature, saith, that thereof

tiixl himself was inventor, . . . deviser, discusser, '/</<>-

fir. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viil. 460.

deliveress (de-liv'er-es), n. [< deliver + -ess.]A female deliverer. [Bare.]
Joan d'Arc, . . . the deliverer of the towne from our

country men when they beseiged it.

Evelyn, Memoirs, April 21. Kill.
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deliverly (<lo-liv'er-li), adr.
[<

ME. nrlyrrrli/,
-lirln : < ilil'inr- + -Iii'-.} Nimbly; cleverly;
jauntily; actively. [Obsolete or archaic.]
Whan Caheriessaugh his brother i ;uuein. he U-pie v]K,n

his feet, and sette on his heed his hatte delyuerly, ami h< nte

a-gein his swerde, and appareilede hym to diffende.
Merlin (K. E. T. 8.), 11. 196.

Where IK) your ribbands, maids? swim with your bodies,
And carry it sweetly and deliverly.

Fletcher (ant awithrr). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 5.

Every time we say a thing in conversation, we get a
mechanical advantage in detaching it well and ' '

Kmerson, Clubs.

delivernesst (de-liv'er-nes), . [< ME. delyrer-

nes, -nesse; < deliver'* + -ness.] Agility; nim-

bleness; speed. Chaucer.

This, for his delyueriicme and swiftenesse, was sumamed
Hcrefote. Fabyan, Chron., I. ccvili.

delivery (de-liv'er-i), n.
; pi. deliveries (-iz). [<

deliver* + -y, after livery.] 1. The act of set-

ting free; the act of freeing from bondage,
danger, or evil of any kind

; release ; rescue
;

deliverance.
He ... swore, with sobs,

That he would lalraur my delivery.

Shat., Rich. III., I. 4.

In the deliuery of them that suruiue, no mans particular
carefulnesse sailed one person, but the meere gooduesse
of Qod hlmselfe.

Quoted in Ca.pt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 70.

2. A giving or passing from one to another;
the act of transferring or handing over to an-
other : as, the delivery of goods or of a deed

;

the
delivery

of a parcel or a letter. 3. Surren-

der; a giving up.
The tlt'lirerffttt your royal father's person into the hands

of the army. Sir J. Denhatn.

4. In law, the placing of one person in legal

possession of a thing by another. 0. Aid givenm the act of parturition ;
the bringing forth of

offspring; childbirth. 6. Utterance; enuncia-
tion

;
manner of speaking or singing.

I was charmed with the gracefulness of his figure and
delivery. Addimn.

7. The act of sending or putting forth; emis-
sion ; discharge : as, the delivery of the ball iii

base-ball, cricket, etc. ; the delivery of fire or of
a charge in battle

;
the delivery of a blow from

the shoulder. 8. Capacity for pouring out or
disburdening of contents : as, the delivery of a
pipe. 9*. Free motion or use of the limbs;
activity; agility.
The duke had the neater limbs, and freer delivery.

SirH. Wotton.

10. In founding, allowance or free play given to
a pattern so that it can be readily lifted from
the mold. Also called draw-taper. Actual deliv-

ery, or delivery In fact, in law, a transfer of physical pos-
session. Constructive delivery, In law, such a change
in the situation as in legal effect imports a transfer of pos-
session. Delivery of juridical possession, in laic, a
terra used in parts of the United States acquired from
Mexico to denote the formal transfer of the possession of
land required by Mexican law, which was necessary to the
complete investure of title : corresponding to the common-
law livery of seizin. I'nder Mexican administration it was
performed by a magistrate of the vicinage, and it included
the establishment of boundaries when they were uncertain.
The purchaser, in the presence of the magistrate and wit-
nesses, pulled up grass and stones and threw them to the
four winds of heaven, in token of his legal and legitimate
possession. The magistrate made * record of these pro-
ceedings, duly attested by the witnesses, and gave a copy
to the new owner. Delivery-roller, In math., the last
of a series of rollers, or that which finally carries the ob-
ject from the operative parts of the machine. Delivery-
valve, the valve through which a pumped fluid Is dis-

charged. General delivery, the delivery of mail from
the delivery-window of a post-office upon application of
the persons to whom It is addressed. Good delivery, in
the law of sales, and particularly in the stock exchange, a
delivery or tender by the seller proper to fulfll his obliga-
tion. Jail delivery. See jailtlelirery. Symbolical
delivery, in law, the delivery of property by handing over
something else as a symbol, token, or representative of
it, as, for Instance, the key of the warehouse containing it
= Syn. 6. Elocution, Delivery. See elocution.

dell 1
(del), n. [< ME. delle = MD. delle, D. del,

a dale, vale, = G. dial, telle, a hollow
; a deriv.

(as dim.) of ME. dal, dale, E. dale: see dale*-.
For the relation of forms, cf. tell, tale.'} A
small valley between hills

;
a little dale

;
a glen ;

a ravine.

That break [in the forest] is a dell ; a deep, hollow cup
lined with turf. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xil.

In a little dell among the trees there is a small ruined
mosque. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 54.

del!2t (del), n. [Origin obscure.] A young girl;
a wench. [Thieves' cant.]

My ilrll and my dainty wild dell.

Middleton and. Deiker, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

Delia Crusca (del'ii krus'kS). [It,: deUa, of
the (< L. de, of, + ilia, that) ; cnisca, bran.]
The name of an academy founded at Florence

delphin

in lf>K2, mainly for promoting the purity of tho
Italian language. Its emblem was a sieve, and it*

name referred to its purpose of sifting out the bran or
refuse from the language. After a short period of Incor-

poration In the Florentine Academy, It was revived In the

early part of the nineteenth century.

Della-Cruscan (del-a-krus'kan), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or resem-
bling the Academy della Crusca or its methods.
The epithet Della-Cruscau was applied to a school of Rug-
llsh poetry started by certain Englishmen at Florence to-
ward the end of the eighteenth eentiuy, whose sentimen-
talities and affectations found many imitators in England.
Against it the satire of Gilford's "Baviad" (1794) was di-

rected.

The pent-np Imagination, which here and there had
trickled off In Della-Cnucan dilettantelsm.

Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 83.

II. H. A member of the Academy della Crus-

ca, or of the English school of poetry named
after it.

Della Robbia ware. See ware?.
'

delocalize (de-16'kal-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

localized, ppr. delocalizing. [< de- priv. + tocaf-

ize.] To free from the limitations of locality;
widen the scope or interests of.

We can have no St. Simons or Pepyses till we have a
Paris or London to delocalize our gossip ami give it his-

toric breadth. Lomll, Study Windows, p. 92.

The principle of representation was constantly delocaliz-

ing the town, and bringing into the arena subjects which
reminded men of their relationship to the state and the
crown. //. E. Scudder, Noah Webster, p. 20.

deloo (de-16"), n. [N. African.] A kind of
North African duykerbok, Cephalolophus grim-
mia, one of the pygmy antelopes, it is about s
feet long, of a fawn color with whitish flanks, black an-

kles, and a black stripe on the face running up to the tuft
of hair on the poll.

deloul, . See delul. Layard.
Deloyala (de-lo-ra-W), n. [NL., < Or. Ap-or,

clear, + iWof, glass.] A genus of tortoise-bee-
tles: a synonym of Cojitocycla.
The name was used by Chevrolet in De-

jean's catalogue without diagnosis. An
American species, Deloyala or Coptocycla
clavata, Is 7.6 millimeters long, very broad-
ly oval, pale, testaceous, and has the elytra
brown, tuberculate, and giblnus, with a

large hyaline spot in the middle of the
side margin and a similar small snbapf-
cal spot, whence the name. It feeds on

tato-vines. Clubbed Tor-
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Dejphacida (del-fas'i-da), . pi.
"

[NL., < Delpliax (-ac-) + -irfa.] A group of

hemipterous insects, typified by the genus Del-

)>hax, regarded as one of the numerous subfam-
ilies of fulgoridie, or referred to the C'iziidtf.

Delphai (del'faks), n. [NL., < Gr. iet.Qaf, a

young pig. ] Agenus of phytophthirious hemip-
terous insects, or plant-lice. I), saccharirora
is a West Indian species very injurious to the

sugar-cane.
Delphian (del'fi-an), a. and . [< Delphi + -an.]
I. a. 1 . Relating to Delphi, a town of ancient

Greece, on Mount Parnassus in Phocis, or to
the sanctuary of Apollo at that

place, the most
celebrated fane of Greek worship.

The Delphian vales, the Palestines,
The Meccas of the mini). llalleck.

2. Of or pertaining to Apollo (as Apollo Del-

phinius, of Delphi), or to his priestess (the
Pythoness) of the oracle of Delphi, who under
inspiration delivered the responses of the ora-

cle; hence, inspired.

An inward Delphian look.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ger., p. 822.

Also Delphinian.
H. n. 1. An inhabitant of Delphi.
The /Wi>Am/w contributed a fourth, and collected every-

where for It. C. 0. MiMer, Manual of Archaeol. (trans.), 1 80.

2. With the definite article, Apollo.

Delphic (del'fik), a. [< L. Delphictis, < Gr. AfP.-

0"(of, pertaining to Ac/^ot, Delphi.] Same as

Delphian.
For still with Delphic emphasis she spann'd
The quick invisible strings. Keatg.

dolphin1
! (del'fin), . [ME. delphin, delfyn,

<
L. delphinus, ML. also delfinus, < Gr. fatyif, later
also oetyiv, a dolphin (Delphinus delpliis). Hence
dolphin and dauphin, q. v.] A dolphin.
Thar huth oft ytake delphym, & se-calues, & balenes

(gret fysch, as hyt were of whaales kumle).
Trevita, tr. of Higden's Polychronlcon, 1. 41.

delphin1
(del'fin), a. [< L. delphinus, also delphin,

a dolphin (iu ML. applied to the eldest son of the

king of France : see dauphin): see delphinl, n.,
and <hl

j>li in.] 1. In jooV., pertaining to a dol-



delphin

phin, or to the Delphinida;. 2. Pertaining or

relating to the Dauphin of France.
Also dclpltine, dclpJiiiiian.

Delphin editions of the classics, a set of Latin classics

prepared by thlrty-niiieschiilarsunderthe superintendence
of Montausier, Bossuet, and Huet, for the use of the dau-

phin (ad usurn DelphinF), son of Louis XIV. They are not

now valued except for their indexes of words.

delphin2 (del'fln), n. [For delphinine (which is

in use in another chem. sense), < Delphinus +
-lite2.} A neutral fat found in the oil of several

members of the genus Delphinus.

Delphinapterinae (del-fi-nap-te-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Delphinapterus + -MA] A subfamily
of Delphinida; containing the beluga or white
whale (Delphinapterus) and the narwhal (Mono-
don), as together contrasted with other delphi-
noids collectively. They have the cervical

vertebree all distinct, and not more than 6 pha-
langes in any digit.

Delphinapterus (del-fi-nap'te-rus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. <!eA0tf, detylv, dolphin, + dirrf/wf , wingless
(taken as '

unless,' with ref. to the absence of

a dorsal fin), < a- priv. + nnpov, a wing, a fin :

see apterous.] 1. A genus of delphinoid odon-
tocete cetaceans, typical of the subfamily Del-
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Flower of Larkspur (Delphi-
ttinm Consolida}, cut longitudi-
nally.

Beluga, or White Whale (Delfhinaftents leucas).

phi>iapterina>, containing the beluga or white
whale (D. leucas). It is related to tlonndon, and re-

sembles the narwhal except in dentition. It lias 32 to 40

teeth ;
50 vertebne, the cervical vertebras being free ; 11

ribs
; short, broad, and rounded fins ; a low ridge in place

of a dorsal fin ; the head rounded ; and the snout very
slightly projecting, if at all. The species attains a length
of 12 feet, is white, and chiefly inhabits arctic seas. Eelwja
is a synonym.
2. A genus of dolphins (Delphininai) which have
no dorsal fin, as D. peroni : now called Leuco-

rhamphus. See Delphinus, 1.

delphinate (del'fi-nat), n. [< delphin-ie + -ate1 .]

A salt formed by the union of delphinic acid
with a base.

delphine, . See delphin^.

Delphinia (del-fin'i-a), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi., <

Gr. Ae/I0!wof (an epithet of Apollo), taken as
'of Delphi' (< AF^O/, Delphi), but in form <

6e/.<t>if, fefafiv, a dolphin: see dolphin, Delphic.}
A festival of Apollo Delphinius (the Dolphin or

protector of navigation, the god of Delphi), of

expiatory character, celebrated at Athens and
.33gina, and generally among Ionian colonies

along the Mediterranean coasts. At Athens it was
held on the 6th of Mounychiou (end of March), toward the
close of the period of winter storms at sea, and included
a procession in which seven boys and seven maidens bore
olive-branches, bound with fillets of white wool, to the

Delphiilian temple near the temple of the Olympian Zeus.

delphinia (del-fin'i-a), . Same as delphinine^.

Delphinian (del-fin'i-an), a. 1. Same as Del-

phian. Compare Pythian. 2. [I. c.} Same as

delphinl. Delphinian Apollo. See Apollo.

delphinic (del-fin'ik), a. [< L. delphimis, dol-

phin: see delphin^, n.} Noting an acid dis-

covered by Cheyreul first in dolphin-oil and af-

terward in the ripe berries of the Guelder-rose.
It isnow known to be identicalwith valeric acid.

Delphinida (del-fin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Del-

phinus + -idee.} A large family of odontocete
cetaceans. By recent authors it has been limited to
those having normally numerous teeth in both jaws ; a
short symphysis of the mandible, uot exceeding one third
the length of the jaw; no distinct lacrymal bones; the
pterygoids short, scroll-like, and involuted ; the capitular
articulations of the ribs disappearing backward

; the cos-
tal cartilages ossified ; and the blow-hole median, trans-

versely crescentic, and concave forward. In size and shape
the Delptiinid<z vary greatly. With few exceptions they
are marine. As above described, the family includes all

the marine cetaceans known as dolphins, porpoises, gram-
puses, etc., as well as the caaing- or pilot-whales, belugas
or white whales, and the narwhal. It has been divided
into Pontoporiitue, Delphinapterimx, Delphininai, and
GlobicephalinfK.

Delphininae (del-fi-ni'ne), . pi. [NL., < Del-

phimis + -ina;.} The typical subfamily of Del-

lihinidte, containing the dolphins and porpoises
proper, together with the killers, as distin-

guished from the belugas, narwhals, black-
fish, etc. They have no cervical constriction, the post-
axial cervical vertebra; are more or less consolidated, and
the second and third digits have from 5 to 9 phalanges.
See cuts under dolphin and porpoise.

delphinine 1
(del'fi-nm), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-

ing to or having the characters of the Delphi-

H. n. A species of Delphinince.
delphinine2 (del'n-nin), . [< delphin-ium +
- 2 A highly poisonous vegetable alkaloid

discovered in the plant Delphinium Staphisagria.
Its taste is bitter and acrid. When heated it melts, but on

cooling it becomes hard and brittle like resin. Applied
externally, its effects are analogous to those of veratrine,
and it has been used as a substitute for it in the treatment
of neuralgia. Also delphinia, delphia, delphimn, delphin.

Delphinium (del-fin'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. <5e/U

fiviav, larkspur (so called from the form of the

nectary, which resembles the ordinary repre-
sentations of the dolphin), < <5eA^i'f, oetyiv, a

dolphin : see dolphin.} An extensive genus of

the natural order Banunculacece, consisting of

annual or perennial herbaceous plants, with

usually blue, purple, or white flowers. The flow-

ers are in loose racemes, and
are very irregular, consisting
of five colored sepals and
only two conspicuous petals,
the spurs of which are in-

closed in the long spur of the

upper sepal. There are 50

species or more, scattered
over the northern temperate
zone, 20 of which are found
in the United States. Two
species peculiar to California

have red or yellowish flowers.

Many are cultivated in gar-
dens under the name of lark-

spur, chiefly Z*. Ajacis and
D. Consolida of Europe, and
D. elatum from Siberia, with
numerous hybrids. One spe-

cies, the D. Slaphiea/rria, commonly called stavesacrc,

yields the vegetable alkaloid delphinine.

delphinoid (del'fi-noid), a. and TO. [< Gr. fc%-

0<vo&7f, like a dolphin, < 6e%6if, ietjfriv, a dol-

phin, + cWof, form.] 1. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Delphinidce or Del-

phinoidea ; like or likened to a dolphin.
II. n. One of the Delphinidce or Delphinoidea ;

a dolphin, porpoise, or any other living toothed
cetacean not a cachalot.

Delphinoidea (del-fi-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Delphinus + -oidea. See delphinoid.} A super-
family group of odontoeete cetaceans, contain-

ing all the living toothed whales, porpoises,
dolphins, etc., excepting the sperm-whales or

cachalots. The families are the Iniidce, Platanistida,
DelpMnidce, and Ziphiidcu. The association is made en-

tirely on cranial characters.

delphinoidine (del-fi-noi'din), . [< Delphini-
um + -aid + -i'xe2.] An amorphous alkaloid
obtained from the seeds of Delphinium Staphis-

agria.

Delphinula (del-fm'u-la), . [NL., dim. of L.

delphinus, a dolphin; so called on account of

an imagined likeness to

the conventional dol-

phin.] A genus of gas-
tropods, typical of the

family DelpliinulidtE.
Delphinulidae (del-fi-

nuli-de), TO. pi. [NL.,
< Delphinula + -ida;.}
A family of rhipidoglos-
sate gastropods, typi-
fied by the genus Del-

phinula. They are destitute of cephalic lobes, but have
cirriform appendages to the foot, and otherwise theanimals
resemble those of the families Turbitiidte and Trochida.
The shell is turbinate or discoidal and has a circular aper-
ture. The operculum is multispiral and corneous, but
sometimes provided with a thin calcareous layer. The
living species are inhabitants of tropical seas. Numerous
extinct forms have been referred to the family,

delphinuloid (del-fin'u-loid), a. [< Delphinula
+ -oid.} Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Delphinulidae ; like a member of the

genus Delphinula.
Delphinus (del-fi'nus), TO. [L., a dolphin: see

delphin^ and dolphin.} 1. The typical genus of

the family Delphinidce, to which very different

limits have been assigned, (a) By the authors of
the Linuean school it was used for all the cetaceans with
teeth in both jaws, and consequently for the Delphinid<e
(except ifonodon), 1'latanistidce, and Iniidce. (6) By later
authors it was restricted to Delphinidce, but included at
first all except those of the genera Phoccena and Delphi-
napterus ; gradually others were excluded, (c) By recent
authors it is restricted to species of Delphininae whose
chief peculiarity is in the deep longitudinal grooves on the
sides of the palate, separating the alveolar border from
the median ridge. They have numerous (more than 80)
small pointed teeth, close set along each jaw ; from 50 to
90 vertebra? ; the rostral part of the skull longer than the
cranial portion, whence the head has a pointed snout
marked off from the forehead by a groove ; the dorsal fin

large, triangular or falcate, sometimes wanting ; and the

flippers of moderate size, narrow, pointed, and falcate,
with the lateral digits small or rudimentary. As thus de-

nned, the genus contains the animals to which the word
dolphin should be restricted, as the original dolphin of
the ancients, Delphinus delphis, but which are commonly
called porpoises by confounding them with the species of

Phocafna, sometimes called bottle-nosed or bay iiorpoises.
The tursio, D. tursio, is a larger and bulkier species. Sun-
dry dolphins marked with white, and having from 80 to 90

vertebra, constitute a group to which the name Laaeno-
rhynchus is applied. A Chinese species, with only about

Delfhimtla laciniata

deltoid

50 Vertebra, is called Steno sinenttix. A species from the
south seas, D. peroni, without a dorsal fin, has been called

Leucorhamphitii and Delphinapterus. See cut under dol-

phin.
2. One of the ancient constellations, represent-
ing a dolphin. It is situated east of Aquila.
delphisine (del'fi-sin), . An alkaloid obtained
from the seeds of Delphinium Staphisagria. It

appears in crystalline tufts.

delta (del'ta), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. F. Sp. Pg.
It., etc., delta, < L. delta, < Gr. dfr.ra, the name
of the 4th letter, also anything so shaped, esp.
a triangular island formed by the mouths of

large rivers, as of the Nile, Indus, etc.
;
< Heb.

daleth, the 4th letter of the alphabet, lit. a door:
see D.} 1. The name of the Greek letter A, d,

answering to the Latin and English D. See D.
2. A triangular island or alluvial tract included
between the diverging branches of the mouth of
a great river: as, the delta of the Nile, of the

Ganges, of the Mississippi, etc. 3. In anat.,
a triangular space or surface Delta fornicis,
in anat., the delta of the fornix; the triangular entocuj-

lian area of the inferopoaterior surface of the fornix, con-

stituting the roof of the aula. In the cat its base coin-

cides with a line between the purtce, and its two other sides

are ripse, or the lines of reflection of the endyma upon the
intruded auliplexus. Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p.
477. Delta mesoscapulfe, in anat., the delta of the

mesoscapula ; the triangular area at the root of the spine
of the scapular at the vertebral end of the mesoscapula.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 156.

deltafication (deFta-fi-ka'shon), n. [< delta +
-flcation, ult. < L. facere, mate: see //.] The
process of forming a delta at the mouth of a
river.

deltaic (del-ta'ik), a. [< delta + -ic.} 1. Per-

taining to or like a delta.

As in other deltaic districts, the highest land lies nearest
the rivers, and the lowest levels are found midway be-

tween the two streams. Encyc. Brit., XII. 147.

The Hugli is formed by the three most westerly of the
deltaic spill-streams of the Ganges.

Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 43.

2. Having or forming a delta.

It [Bhagirathi] now discloses the last stage in the decay
of a deltaic river. nineteenth Century, XXIII. 43.

delta-metal (del'ta-met'al), n. [< delta, a

triangular figure (in allusion to the three con-
stituent metals), + metal.} An alloy of copper
and zinc with a small percentage of iron, re-

cently introduced and put to use in England and
Germany. It resembles Aich metal and sterro-metal

(see these words), the principal difference being that in
the manufacture of delta-metal improvements have been
made by means of which a fixed percentage of iron can be

introduced, which was not the case with the other alloys
mentioned, whence these never came into general use.
Delta-metal is said to be as strong as luild steel, and to
have the great advantage of not rusting. A small steamer
has been constructed of this alloy for navigating the rivers
of Central Africa. It is said, also, that it has been intro-
duced as a material for rolls in powder-mills because not
liable to give rise to sparks as steel rollers do, and that it

is coming into use for many other purposes where strength
is desired, and where the facility with which steel rusts
makes its employment undesirable.

deltidhim (del-tid'i-um), TO. : pi. deltidia (-a).

[NL., dim. of Gr. dttra, _
the letter A: see delta.}
In zool., the triangular
space between the beak
and the hinge of bracbio-

pod shells. It is usually
covered in by a shelly
plate.
deltohedron (del-to-he'-

drqn), n.
; pi. deltohedra

(-dra). [< Gr. oeAra, del-

ta, Hr- Mpa, a seat, base.]
In crystal., a hemihedral
ISOmetriC SOIld DOUnded (ll'alM^mia flaftscens),

by twelve faces, each a 8howil* * d="idh""-

quadrilateral. The corresponding holohedral
form is a trigonal trisoctahedron.
deltoid (del'toid), a. and . [= F. deltoide= Sp.
deltoide = Pg. It. deltoide, < NL. deltoides, < Gr.

oetdfa, delta-shaped, < 6&.ra, delta (A), +
, form.] I. a. Resembling the Greek let-

ter A
; triangular.

A visit to the shore showed its mouth to be deltoid in

character, three mouths being noticed, and probably more
existing. Science, III. 70fi.

Specifically (a) In anal. : (1) Forming a triangular place
or part ; being triangular : as, the deltoid muscle. (2) Re-

lating to the deltoid muscle : as, the
dt'ltuid crest of the humerus. (6) In en-

torn., pertaining to or resembling the

pyralid moths, or Delloidejs. (c) In bot.,

triangular or trowel-shaped : as, a deltoid

leaf : also applied to the cross-section of

a leaf, etc. Deltoid moth, a popular
name given to various species of the

lepidopterous family Pyralidce, which
in repose spread their wings over the

back in the form of a triangle.
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if his policy of selfish and reckless ex-

perhaps his apprehension of coming dis

II. The large, coarse-fibered, triangular

muscle of tlio shoulder, covering and protecting cnce to the re8ultg

the joint, arising from the spine
of the scapula, travagance,

the acromion, and the clavicle, and inserted into aster,

the deltoid crest of the humerus. Its action deluge (del'uj), v. ; pret. and pp. deluged, ppr.

raises the arm away from the side of the body. delu</i>ig. [< deluge, .] I. trans. 1. To pour
over in a deluge ;

overwhelm with a flood
;

overflow; inundate; drown.

still the battering waves rush In,

Implacable, till, delugdhy the foam,

-al.]

See cut umliT //<.
deltoidal (del-toi'dal), a. [< deltoid +
Triangular; deltoid.

From ancient times down to the twelfth century, square,

m-tHiiKuhir, ardtitaidai Instruments of the harp kind ap-

(>r:n ]> him; lu-eii very cumiuoii.

W. K. Sullivan, Int. to O'Curry's Auc. Irish, p. dv.

deltoidei, . Plural of deltoideus.

deltoides (del-toi'dez), n. [NL. : see deltoid.']

1. In anal., the deltoid muscle. See deltoid, n.

The deltoidei proceeds from the clavicle and scapula to

the humiTiiii. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 48.

2. [cap.] [Used as a plural.] In entom., a di-

vision of nocturnal VfrMoptara ; the deltoid

Lepidoptera of early entomologists, inexactly

corresponding with the pyralid moths or family

Pyralidte of later systems.
deltoideus (del-toi'de-us), n. ; pi. deltoidei (-J).

[NL. : see deltoid.'] 'The deltoid muscle. See

tlfltoid, n.

delubrum (de-lu'brum), n. ; pi. delubra (-brft).

called

, ,

The ship sinks, found ring in the vast abyu.
Philips.

Lands deluged by unbridled floods.

Wordsworth, The Brownie's Cell.

2. To overrun like a flood; pour over in over-

whelming numbers: as, the northern nations

deluged the Koman empire with their armies.

3. To overwhelm ;
cause to sink under the

weight of a general or spreading calamity.

At length corruption, like a general flood, . . .

Shall deluge all. Pope, Moral Essays, 111. 187.

II. intrans. To suffer a deluge ;
be deluged.

[Rare.]
I'd weep the world to such a strain,
That It should deluge once again.

Marvuis of Montrose, Death of Charles I.

delul (de-181'), n. [Ar.] A female dromedary.
Also written deloul.

Bedouins bestriding naked-backed Deluls, and clinging
like apes to the hairy humps.

R. F. Burton, El-Medlnah, p. 259.

de lunatico inquirendo (de lu-nat'i-ko in-kwi-

ren'do). [L., of investigating a lunatic: de,

of; lunatico, abl. of lunaticus, a lunatic (see

lunatic) ; inyuirendo, abl. ger. of inquirers, in-

quire, question, investigate (see inquire).'] The
old title of the writ or commission (now com-

monly called an inquisition) issued formerly
out of Chancery, and now by various courts,

L. deluere, wash off, cleanse, < de, away,
htere, wash.] 1. In Bom. antiq., a temple or

sanctuary, by some scholars believed to have
contained a basin or fountain in which persons
coming to sacrifice washed. But the actual

distinction between delubrum and templum is

uncertain. 2. In eccles. arch., a church fur-

nished with a font. 3. A font or baptismal
basin. appointing commissioners to investigate, with
deludable (de-lu'da-bl), a. [< delude + -able.} tne aid o| a jurV) y^ mental condition of a
Susceptible of being deluded or deceived ; lia-

perBOn alleged to be of unsound mind, in order
ble to be imposed upon or misled. tilat

)
jf fourjd incapable of managing his own

For well understanding the omniscience of his nature, affairs, a committee may be appointed to take
he is not so ready to deceive himself as to falsify unto charge of them, and his dealing with others
bin, whose cognltfon Is inygf+ff^ , & who might impose upon him be interdicted.

. . , , , , , delundung (de-lun'dung), n. The native name
delude (de-lnd'), v.t.l pret. and pp. deluded, f th w|aseUat or ^Jang (Prionodon gra-
ppr. deluding. [< ME. deluden, < OF. deluder,pp
also deluer, < L. deludere, pp. delusus, mock,
make sport of, deceive, < de + ludere.pl&y,
jest. Cf. allude, collude, illude.'] 1. To de-

ceive ; impose upon ;
mislead the mind or judg-

ment of; beguile; cheat.

siuiulilst thou deluded feed

On hones so groundless, thou art mad indeed.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 103.

Peterborough wrote two letters to the governor, one of

which he contrived to have intercepted by the Spanish
general, with the result of debuting him into the belief

that he was surrounded by a large army.
Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 185.

2f. To frustrate or disappoint; elude; evade.

They which during life and health are never destitute

of ways to delude repentance, do notwithstanding often-

times, when their last hour draweth on, ... feel that

sting which before lay dead in them.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vl. 4.

Whate'er his arts be, wife, I will have thee
Delude them with a trick, thy obstinate silence.

/.'. Jotuton, Devil is an Ass, I. 3.

Delundung, or Linsang (PrioniKhm frarfit's*.

cilia) of Java and Malacca, of the subfamily
Prionodontino! and family riverridie. it is one of

the civets, but has no scent-pouches. It is beautifully

spotted, and has a long cylindrical tall and a slender body.
Also delendung.
delusion (de-lu'zhon), n. [= OF. delusion =

=
Syn. 1. Mislead, Delude (see mislead) ;

to cozen, dupe, ,-,_ j,i.._,\. -r.^ "j.v..-- * TA j.7..-.- f T

lead astray.

deluder (de-lu'der), n. One who deceives or

beguiles; an impostor; one who holds out false

pretenses.
And thus the sweet deluders tune their song. Pope.

deluge (del'uj), n. [< ME. deluge, < OF. deluge,

iMure, F. deluge = Pr. diluvi = Sp. Pg. It. d-
htrin, < L. di'litrium, a flood, < diluere, wash
away, < di-, dis-, away, + liters, wash. Cf.

diluvial.] 1. Any overflowing of water ; an in-

undation
;
a flood

; specifically, the great flood

or overflowing of the earth (called the uni-

n r.ial deluge) which, according to the account
in Genesis, occurred, in the days of Noah, or

any of the similar floods found in the tradi-

tions of most ancient peoples, accompanied by
a nearly total destruction of life. See flood.

The apostle doth plainly intimate that the old world
was subject to perish by a deluge, as this

Sp. dilusion'= Pg."delus3o = It. delusione, < L.

delusio(n-), < deludere, delude : see delude.] 1.

The act of deluding; a misleading of the mind ;

deception.
For Qod hath Justly given the nations up
To thy deluriont. Milton, f. R,

,

I l>y conflagration.
subject to

T. Burnet. Theory of the Earth.

2. Anything analogous to an inundation
; any-

thing that overwhelms or floods.

A fiery deluije fed
With ever-burning sulphur tmconsumed.

Milton, P. L., 1. 88.

Saw liabylon set wide her two-leav'd brass
To let the military delwie pass.

Cowper, Expostulation.
96

i.443.

The major's good judgment that Is, If a man may be
said to have good judgment who is under the influence of

love's dilution. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

2. The state of being deluded; false impres-
sion or belief; error or mistake, especially of a
fixed nature: as, his delusion was unconquer-
able. See the synonyms below.

God shall send them strong delusion, that they should
believe a lie. 2 Thes. II. 11.

Some angry power cheats with rare delusion*

My credulous sense.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. S.

I, waking, view'd with grief the rising sun,
And fondly mourn 'd the dear delusion gone. Prior.

Of all the delusion* against which history and historical

geography have to strive, there is none more deeply rooted
than the notion that there has always been a land called

Switzerland and a people called the Swiss.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lecto., p. 383.

= 8yn. 2. Illusion, Delusion, Hallucination. As now tech-

nically used, especially by the best authorities in medical

jurisprudence, illusion signifies a false mental appear-
ance or conception produced by an external cause acting

through the senses, the falsity of which is capable of de-

deluvie

tectlon by the subject of It by examination or reasoning.

Tims, a mirage, or the momentary belief that a reflection

in :i mirror is a real object, is an illusion. A delusion is

a fixed false mental conception, occasioned by an external

object acting upon the senses, but not capable of correc-

tion or removal by examination or reasoning. Thus, a

fixed Iwllef that an inanimate object is a living person,
that all one's friends are conspiring agalnit one, that all

food offered Is poisoned, and the like, are delations. A
hallucination Is a false conception occasioned by internal

condition without external cause or aid of the senses,
such as imagining that one hears an external voice when
there Is no sound to suggest such an Idea. If a person
walking at twilight, seeing a post, should Mleve it to be

a spy pursuing him, and should imagine he saw tt move,
this would be an illusion ; a continuous belief that every

person one tees Is a spy pursuing one, if such as cannot
be removed by evidence, Is a delation; a belief that one
sees such spies pursuing, when there is no object In sight

capable of suggesting such a thought. Is a hallucination.

Illusion* are not necessarily Indications of insanity ; delu-

sions and hallucinations, if fixed, are. In literary and

popular use an illusion is an unreal appearance presented
in any way to the bodily or the mental vision ; ft Is often

pleasing, harmless, or even useful. The word delusion ex-

presses strongly the mental condition of the person who
puts too great faith in an illusion or any other error : he
"labors under a delusion." A delusion is a mental error

or deception, and may have regard to things actually exist-

ing, as well as to illusions. Delusions are ordinarily repul-
sive and discreditable, and may even lie mischievous. We
speak of the illusions of fancy, hope, youth, and the like,

but of the delusions of a fanatic or a lunatic. A hallucina-

tion is the product of an imagination disordered, perhaps
beyond the Ixiunds of sanity ; a flighty or crazy notion or

belief, generally of some degree of permanence ; a special
aberration of belief as to some specific point: the central

suggestion In the word Is that of the groundlessness of the

belief or opinion.

Poetry produces an illusion on the eye of the mind, as

a magic lantern produces an illusion on the eye of the

body. Macaulay, Milton.

Dreams or illusions, call them what you will,

They lift us from the commonplace of life

To better things. Longfellow, Michael Angelo.

The people never give up their liberties but under some
delusion. Burke, Speech at County Meeting In Bucks, 1784.

Those other words of delusion and folly, Liberty first and
Union afterward. D. Webster, Reply to Hayne.

Mankind would be subject to fewer delusions than they
are, If they constantly bore In mind their liability to false

judgments due to unusual combinations, either artificial

or natural, of true sensations.

Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., | 292.

A few hallucinations about a subject to which the great-
est clerks have been generally such strangers may warrant
us to dissent from his opinion. Boyle.

delusional (de-lu'zhon-al), a. [< delusion +
-al.] 1. Pertaining to, characterized by, or of

the nature of delusion.

The hitherto recognized delusional Insanities.

Alien, and Keurol., VIII. 644.

2. Afflicted with delusions : as, the delusional

insane.

In a third case a systematized delusional lunatic had
delusions of persecution. Alien, and Keurol., IV. 462.

delusionist (de-lu'zhon-ist), n. [< delusion +
-ist.] One who causes or is a subject of delu-

sion
;
a deluding or deluded person.

The principles of evidence that have heretofore com-
manded the world's acceptance make no distinction in the

quality or quantity of testimony for different varieties of

claims. . . . Under this feature of current logic delusion-

isls of all kinds have consistently and persistently found

refuge. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 332.

delusive (de-lu'siv), a. [= Sp. delusivo, < L. as

if 'dflusivtts, < delusus, pp. of deludere, delude :

see ili'imii .] 1. Apt to delude; causing delu-

sion; deceptive; beguiling: as, delusive arts;
delusive appearances.

A fox
Stretched on the earth, with fine delusive sleights,

Mocking a gaping crow. B. Jonson, Volpone, L 1.

That fond, delusive, happy, transient spell.
That hides us from a world wherein we dwell.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 208.

2. Of the nature of a delusion; unreal; imagi-
nary. [Bare.]
There Is no such thing as a fictitious, or delusive, sensa-

tion. A sensation must exist to be a sensation, and if it

exists, it is real and not delusive.

Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., | 270.

= Syn. 1. See fallacious and deceptive.

delusively (de-lu'siv-li), adv. In a delusive

manner; so as to delude,

delusiveness (de-lu'siv-nes), n. The quality
of being delusive ; tendency to deceive.

When they have been driven out by opposite evidence,
. . then Indeed we may discover their delusiveness.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, I. 1. 11.

delusory (de-lu'so-ri), a. [= OF. delusoire, F.

delusoire = 'Sp. It^ delusorio. < LL. as if "delugo-

rius, < delusor, a deceiver, < L. deludere, pp. de-

lusus, deceive, delude: see delude.'] Apt to de-

ceive; deceptive; delusive.

These delusory false pretences, which have neither truth

nor substance in them. Prynne, Ulstriu-Mastlx, II. Iv. 2.

deluviet, " See dilurie.
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demagogue (dem'a-gog), . [< F. demagogue
= Sp. Pg. It. deniagogo = D. demagoog = G.

Dan. Sw. demagog = Euss. demagogu, < NL.

demagogus, < Gr. iriitayuyof, a leader of the peo-

pi. dulfon, pp. dolfen) = OFries.

toe, dig, = OS. bi-delbhan = OHG.

delvauxene

delvauxene, delvauxite (del-vo'zen, -zit), .

[After the Belgian chemist Delvaujc.] A variety
of dufrenite containing a large excess of water.

delve (delv), v.
; pret. and pp. delved (pret. for- u.^,,v.yi,y, ~... -. /-/-, -- i

rnerly dolve, pp. dolneu), ppr. delving. [< ME. ple,< at/iot, the people, the populace, + fyn(,
deffew (pret. rfoWj dotee, pp. dolven), < AS. <JeZ/a a leader, < dxi', lead: see agent, act.] 1. His-

torically, a leader of the people ;
a person who

sways the people by oratory or persuasion.

Demosthenes and Cicero, though each of them a leader,

or, as the Greeks called it, a demagogue, in a popular state,

yet seem to differ in their practice. Swift.

All the popular jealousies and alarms at regal authority
would have been excited by demagogues in the senate as

well as in the comitia ; for there are in all nations aristo-

cratical demagogues as well as democratical.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 524.

2. An unprincipled popular orator or leader;
one who endeavors to curry favor with the peo-

ple or some particular portion of them by pan-
dering to their prejudices or wishes, or by play-

ing on their ignorance or passions; specifical-

ly, an unprincipled political agitator ;
one who

seeks to obtain political power or the further-

ance of some sinister purpose by pandering to

the ignorance or prejudice of the populace.
A plausible insignificant word, in the mouth of an ex-

pert demagogue, is a dangerous and deceitful weapon.
South, Works, II. ix.

To lessen the hopes of usurping demagogues, we must
enlighten, animate, and combine the spirit of freemen.

Ames, Works, II. 273.

The doctrine of State rights can be so handled by an
adroit demagogue as easily to confound the distinction be-

tween liberty and lawlessness in the minds of ignorant
persons. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 169.

demagoguery (dem'a-gog-e-ri), n. [< dema-

gogue + -ery.] Action characteristic of a dema-

gogue; demagogism.
An element of demagoguery tampered with the Irish

vote in the person of Jerry, nominally porter.
The Century, XXXII. 258.

demagoguism, n. See demagogism.
demagogy (dem'a-goj-i), n. [= G. demagogie
= Dan. Sw. demdgogi, < F. demagogic = Sp. Pg.
It. demagogia, < Gr. Smiayuyia, < 6rjuayuy6(, a dem-

agogue : see demagogue.] Demagogism.
American demagogy . . . devotes more efforts to con-

vincing . . . the public conscience than to enlightening
the public mind upon the economic or sociological bear-

ings of the [Chinese] question. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 606.

(pret.
delva = D.

, ,

bi-telban, bury.] I. trans. 1. To dig; turnup
or excavate with a spade or some other tool.

Do delve up smal the moolde of every roote.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 77.

Delve of convenient depth your thrashing-floor.
Dryden.

2f. To bury.
Salamon for this cause made it to be taken vp and doluen

depe in the grouude. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 155.

H. intrans. 1. To practise digging; labor

with the spado.
The common people . . . doe dig and delve with unde-

fatigable toyle. Sandys, Travailes, p. 215.

When Adam delv'd and Eve span,
Who was then a gentleman ? Old rime.

Ever of her he thought when he delved in the soil of his

garden. Longfellow, Miles Standish, viii.

2. Figuratively, to carry on laborious or con-
tinued research or investigation, as one digging
for hidden treasure.

Not in the cells where frigid learning delves

In Aldine folios mouldering on their shelves.
0. W. Holmes, Poetry.

He remained satisfied with himself to the last, delving
in his own mine. Whipple, Ess. and Kev., II. 26.

delve (delv), n. [< ME. delve ; the same word as

del/
1

, q. v. ;
from the verb.] If. A place dug

or hollowed out; a pitfall; a ditch; a den; a
cave.

In delves deepe is sette thair [almonds'] appetite,
Thaire magnitude a larger lande requireth.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 67.

It is a darksome delve farre under ground.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 20.

2. That which is dug out : as, a delve of coals

(a certain quantity of coal dug from a mine).
[Prov. Eng.]

delver (del'ver), n. [< ME. deluere, < AS. del-

fere, a digger, < delfan, dig: see delve.] 1.

One who digs with or as if with a spade.
It is so goode that in the blossomynge
She wol not lese a tloure that forth is brought.
The delver is to help her with delvynge.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

He turned and looked as keenly at her
As careful robins eye the delaer's toil.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Figuratively, a patient and laborious inves-

tigator.

delving (del'ving), n. 1. Digging. 2. Figu-
ratively, search; laborious investigation; re-

search.
It was no ordinary delving which struck into the dis-

persed veins of the dim and dark mine of our history.
/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 279.

demagnetization (de-mag"net-i-za'shon), n.

[< demagnetize + -ation.] 1. The act or pro-
cess of depriving of magnetic polarity. 2.
In mesmerism, the act of restoring a person in

the mesmeric trance to a normal state of con-
sciousness ; demesmerization.
Also spelled demagnetisation.

demagnetize (de-mag'net-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. demagnetized, ppr. demagnetizing. [< de-

priv. + magnetize.] 1. To deprive of magnet-
ic polarity.
A thunder-storm demagnetized the compass of his Bri-

tannic majesty's ship Wren, in which I was then a midship,
man. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxix.

The induction of a magnet on itself always tends to di-

minish the magnetisation, and acts like a demagnetising
force. Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 386.

2. To demesmerize
;
restore from a mesmerized

state to normal consciousness.
Also

spelled demagnetise.
demagogic, demagogical (dem-a-goj'ik, -i-kal),
a. [= F. demagogique = Sp. demagdgico = Pg.
demagogico (cf. D. G. demagogisch = Dan. Sw.
demagogisk), < Gr. &i/iayoyiK6f, of or fit for a
demagogue, < %/ayu}<of ,

a demagogue : see dema-
gogue.] Relating to or like a demagogue ; given
to pandering to the rabble from self-interest.

Demagogic leaders from South Germany stumped the
province and stirred up the people. Lowe, Bismarck, 1. 363.

demagogism, demagoguism (dem'a-gog-izm),
n. [< demagogue + -ism.] The practices and
principles of a demagogue ;

a pandering to the
multitude for selfish ends.
There has been nothing of Cleon, still less of Strepsia-

des striving to underbid him in demagogism, to be found
in the public utterances of Mr. Lincoln.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 176.

demain (de-man'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-

maine, demean, dtmeasne, demesne (the last be-

ing the spelling now usual); < ME. demayn,
demaine, demeine, demeyne, demeigne, < OF. de-

maine, demeine, demagne, demoine, power, do-

minion, a var. of domaine (whence the other E.

form domain), < L. dominium, right of owner-

ship, power, dominion: see domain and de-

mesne, doublets of demain, and see dominion,

damage.] If. Power; dominion.
There nude I now that every creature
Somtime a yere hath .love in his demaine.

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. 349.

That al the worlde weelded in his [Alexander's] demeyne.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 675.

2t. Same as domain. 3. Same as demesne.

Come, take possession of this wealthy place,
The Earth's sole glory : take, (deer Son) to thee
This Farm's demains, leaue the Chief right to me.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

You know
How narrow our demeans are, and, what's more,
. . . we hardly can subsist.

ilassinfjer, The Picture, i. 1.

In bis demain (or demesne) as of fee, in old Eng. law,
the technical expression for an estate of fee simple in pos-
session.

In England there is no Land (that of the Crown only
excepted) which is not held of a Superiour ; for all depend
either mediately or immediately on the Crown : So that
when a Man in Pleading would signify his Lands to be his

own, he says. That he i-s or was seized or possessed thereof
in his Demaine as of Fee ; whereby he means, that altho'

his Land be to him and his Heirs for ever, yet it is not
true Demaine, but depending upon a Superioiir Lord.

E. Phillips, 1706.

demaine 't, . An obsolete form of demain.

demaine2
!, ". < An obsolete form of demean1

.

demand (de-mand'), v. [Early mod. E. also dc-

inautiil; < 'ME. "demanden (not found, but the
noun occurs), < OF. demander, F. demander =
Pr. Sp. Pg. demandar = It. demandare, < ML.
demandare, demand, L. give in charge, intrust,
< de, away, + mandare, intrust, commit : see

mandate, and cf. command, remand.] I. trans.

1 . To ask or require as by right or authority,
or as that to which one has some valid claim

;

lay claim to; exact: as, parents demand obedi-

ence; what price do you demand f

Ne ought demaunds but that we loving bee,
As he himselfe hath lov'd us afore-hand.

Spenser, Heavenly Lovu.

demand
The pound of flesh, which I demand of him.
Is dearly bought ; 'tis mine, and I will have it.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

We demand of superior men that they be superior in this

that the mind and the virtue shall give their verdict in

their day, and accelerate so far the progress of civiliza-

tion. Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

2. To ask or interrogate by authority or in a
formal manner. [Now rare.]
The officers of the children of Israel . . . were beaten,

and demanded, Wherefore have ye not fulfilled your task

in making brick? Ex. v. 14.

Will you, I pray, demand that demi-devil,
Why he hath thus ensnar'd my soul and body ?

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

He was demanded, if he were of the same opinion he
had been in about the petition or remonstrance.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 325.

And Guinevere . . . desired his name, and sent
Her maiden to demand it of the dwarf.

. Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To ask for with insistence or urgency; make
a positive requisition for; exact as a tribute or

a concession: as, the thief demanded my purse.

And when all things were ready, the people with shouts

demavnded the Sacrifice, which vsually was accustomed for

the health of their Nation. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 663.

A proper jest, and never heard before,
That Suffolk should demand a whole fifteenth,

For costs and charges in transporting her !

. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

4. To call for; require as necessary or useful:

as, the execution of this work demands great
care.

All that fashion demands is composure and self-content.

JSmerton, Essays, 2d ser., p. 131.

Sacrifices are not accomplished simply because occa-

sions demand them. X. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 305.

5. In law, to summon to court : as, being de-

manded, he does not come.=Syn. 1 and 2. Request,

.Be^etc.
See <!*!.

II. intrans. To make a demand ; inquire per-
emptorily; ask.

The soldiers likewise demanded of him, saying, And
what shall we do? Luke iii. 14.

demand (de-mand'), n. [< ME. demande, de-

maunde, < OF. demande, F. demande = Pr. Sp.
Pg. demanda = It. dimanda, a demand

;
from

the verb.] 1 . An asking for or a claim made by
virtue of a right or supposed right to the thing
sought; an authoritative claim; an exaction:

as, the demands of one's creditors.

He will give you audience : and wherein
It shall appear that your demand* are just,
You shall enjoy them. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

He that has the confidence to turn his wishes into de-

mands will be but a little way from thinking he ought to
obtain them. Locke.

2. An insistent asking or requisition ;
exaction

without reference to right: as, the demands of

a blackmailer. 3. That which is demanded or

required; something claimed, exacted, or ne-

cessary: as, what are your demands upon the
estate f the demands upon one's time; the de-

mands of nature.

The sufferings of the poor are not caused by their hav-

ing little as compared with the rich ; but by their having
little as compared with the simplest demands of human
nature. W. II. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 203.

4. The state of being in request or sought af-

ter; requisition; call.

In 1678 came forth a second edition [of the "
Pilgrim's

Progress"] with additions ; and then the demand became
immense. Nacaulay, John Bunyan.

Specifically 5. In polit. econ., the desire to

purchase and possess, coupled with the power
of purchasing: sometimes technically called

effectual demand: as, the supply exceeds the

demand; there is no demand for pig-iron.
Adam Smith, who introduced the expression effectual

demand, employed it to denote the demand of those who
are willing and able to give for the commodity what he
calls its natural price : that is, the price which will enable
it to be permanently produced and brought to market.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. ii. 3.

I would therefore define . . . Demand as the desire for

commodities or services, seeking its end by an offer of

general purchasing power. Cairns, Pol. Econ., I. ii. 2.

6. In law: (a) The right to claim anything
from another person, whether founded on con-
tract or tort, or superior right of property. (6)
The asking or seekingfor what is due or claimed
as due, either expressly by words, or by impli-

cation, as by seizure of goods or entry into

lands. 7. Inquiry; question; interrogation.
Than they axed hym many dt'tnauntlett, but he wolde

speke no more. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 16.

The good Anchises raised him with his hand,
Who, thus encouraged, answered our demand.

Diijden, JEneid, iii.

Alternative demand. See alternative. Demand and
supply, in I'ulit. ccvn., the relation between the desire to



demand
sell nnil that to liny, or IK-IH, . u tho-c thiu-s i.t evhancr-
llble value which are for sale allil those \\ hirli ran he pur
duiftcd : uscit most commonly in the expression
,1,1,mi til run! XN/'/'/I/, the law that as the ili-lnaiHl for a

Kiven ciimmoility increases. m 1 while thf ilemanil remains
the satin till' supply falls nit. thr price <>f that i niiim.'.liM

rises; ali'l as the liemanil falls olt, or the supply increases

without a corresponding increase of demand, the price
falls.

Jti'iinrnil iltnf xii/iff,/ ".overn the Value of all things
which i-aiin.it be Indcn'iilU'ly Increased.

J. S. MM, I'ol. Econ., III. 111. f 2.

Demand note, a note payable on ilemanil that is, on
presentation ; specifically, ill the tlimiieial history of the
I'nited States, one of the Mutes v. liieh composed tlie is>ue

of S.MI.IMNI.IMNI of pa pel- money authorized hy a law enacted
liy Congress in July, 1801, fur that purpose. Effectual
demand, in ///'. - <". See !*. In demand, In request ;

miieh sought after or courted : as, these goods are in de-

IIII'IK/ ; his company is in great dt.ina.nd. On demand,
mi heinK claimed ; on presentation : as, a hill payable on
iti'iniiii'l ; all cheeks are payable on demand.
demandable (de-man'da-bl), a. [< demand +
-able.] That may be demanded, claimed, ask-

ed for, or required: as, payment is demandable
at the expiration of the credit.

demandant (de-man'dant), n. [< F. deman-
dant (= Sp. P'g. It. demandante}, ppr. of de-

mander, demand: see demand.'] In law, one
who demands ; the plaintiff in a real action (so
called because he demands something); any
plaintiff.
demander (de-man'der), . [< demand + -/rl.

Cf. F. deman'deur = Pr. demamJatn, demanda-
ilur = Sp. Pg. demandador = It. dimandatore.]
One who demands.

Vet, to so fair and courteous a dtmandcr,
That promises compassion, at worst pity,
1 will relate a little of my story.

Beau, ini.i Ft., Captain, ii. 1.

demandress (de-man'dres), . [< demander +
-cxs.] In law, a female demandant.
demantoid (de-inan'toid), n. [< G. demant,
diamant, diamond, + -oid.] A light-green to

emerald-green variety of garnet, found in the
Ural mountains. It is transparent and of bril-

liant luster, and is classed as a gem.
demarcate (de-mar'kiit), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
demarcated, ppr. demarcating. [< NL. "demar-

catits, pp. of "demarcare, mark off, set the
bounds of: see demark.] 1. To mark off from
adjoining land or territory; set the limits or

boundaries of.

The thoughtful critics argue that it was a mistake for
us to demarcate the frontier of Afghanistan, for by so do-

ing we have defined and increased our res|mnsibilities.
Nineteenth Century, XXII. 477.

2. To determine the relative limits of; sepa-
rate or clearly discriminate.

Matter and motion, force and cause, have also their
transcendental elements, and it is the province of meta-

physics to demarcate these from the known anil Icnowable
elements. 0. II. Leuvi, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1. 1 43.

demarcation (de-miir-ka'shon), n. [Also writ-
ten demarcation; < F. demarcation = Sp. de-
mnrcaeioH = Pp. donarcacfto = It. demarcazione,
< NL. *demarcatio(n-), < *demarrare, set the
bounds of: see demarcate, demark.'] 1. The act
of marking off limits or boundaries; determi-
nation by survey of the line of separation
between adjoining lands or territories

;
delimi-

tation: as, the demarcation of the frontiers.

The Kussian ministers proposed that, before proceeding
to actual <li -111111 1 'at ion, we should settle with them the gen-
eral principles and cardinal points upon which the joint
commission should work. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 6.

2. In general, the act of determining the rela-
tive limits or extent of anything; separation;
discrimination.
The speculative line of demarcation, where obedience

ought to end and resistance must begin, is faint, obscure,
and not easily definable. Burke, Kev. In France.

demarchM (de-march/), n. [< F. demarche,
gait, walk, step, a step taken with the object
of securing anything, < OF. demarcher, march,
walk, advance, < de- + marcher, march: see
march8 .] March; excursion; manner of pro-
ceeding.
Imagination enlivens reason in its most extravagant

.//,'.-. London Journal. 17-21.

demarch2
(de'mark), n. [< L. demarches, < Gr.

Huafrof, < 6f//iaf, a district, deme, + op*" 1
',

rule. ] 1 . The ruler or magistrate of an ancient
Attic deme. 2. The mayor of a modern Greek
town.
demark (dO-miirk'), r. t. [< F. demarqiter =
Sp. ly. ih iiuirciir = It. demarcare, < NL. *de-

iiinrcare, mark off, set the bounds of, bound, <

L. de, off, + ML. wmi/-< . mark, < mnrca, bound,
mark, march: see mark 1

, march 1
.] To mark

i'IT: tix the limits or boundaries of
; demarcate.

demarkation, . See

1523

dematerialization (de-ma-te'ri-al-i-za'shon),
a. [< ilt iitalrriiilizi' + -tttioH.] 1. The act of de-

materiali/.ing, or divesting of material qualities.

Miss .lemima's dowry . . . would snttice to prevent that

U'laililal process of il?ii\<lti riali*"! inn w Inch the lengthened
itiet upon minnows anil sticklebacks had already made
apparent In the line and slow-evanishlng form of the

philosopher. Rulicrr, My Novel, iii. 17.

2. In mod. s/iiritHii/ixm, the alleged act or pro-
cess of dissolving and vanishing after materi-
alization (which see).
Also spelled dematcrialisation.

dematerialize (de-ma-te'ri-al-iz), v. ; pret. and
pj). (lemateriatizcd, ppr. denwterializing. [= F.

dematcnaliser ; as dc- priv. + materialize.] I.

tranx. To divest of material qualities or char-
acteristics.

Dematerialaing matter by stripping it of everything
which . . . has distinguished matter. Mtlman.

II. intrans. In mod. s]>iritualism, to dissolve

and disappear, as alleged, after materializa-
tion.

If he (the ghost] ever
"
materialized," he was careful to

dematerialize again before any one could get a sample of

his beautiful work. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIIL 410.

Also spelled dematerialise.

Dematieae, Dematiei (dera-a-tl'e-e, -i), .
]>l.

[NL.,< Dematium + -fa;, -ei.] The largestfamily
of hyphomycetous fungi. The mycelium Is usually
abundant, fuscous or black, and somewhat rigid. The
fertile hyphee and eonldia are typically colored like the

mycelium, though either, but not both, may be hyaline.
Conidia are borne at the top or sides of the fertile hyphie,
and are septate In a majority of the species. Many spe-
cies grow on dead wood and other organic matter ; but
many also grow on living plants, in some cases causing
serious injury to crops. Some are known to be conidial
forms of ascomycetous fungi. These fungi are popularly
railed black moldtt.

Dematium (de-mat'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

icpuTiw, dim. of 6t/ta(T-), a bundle, a bend, <

Metv, tie, bind.] A small genus of Dematiece,
in which the conidia are borne in chains on
the sides of the fertile hyphse.
demayt (de-ma'), . i. [ME. demayen, var. of

desmayen, 'dismay: see dismay.] To be dis-

mayed; fear.

Dere dame, to day demay yow neuer.
Sir Gawayne and the. Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 470.

demayneM, See demain, demesne.

demayne'2t, Same as demean1
.

deme't (dem), v. An obsolete (Middle Eng-
lish) form of deem1

. Chaucer.
deme2

(dem), n. [< Gr. 6i/uoc., a district, the

people.] 1. A subdivision of ancient Attica
and of modern Greece

;
a township.

The eponymous hero of a deme in Attica. Grote.

Eleusis was the only Attic deme which (perhaps on ac-
count of its sacred character) was allowed by Athens to
coin money. B. \

T
. Head, Hlstoria Numorum, p. 328.

2. Ill sool.i (a) The tertiary or higher indi-

vidual resulting from the aggregate integra-
tion of merides (see merix) ; a zo8id. (6) Any
uudifferentiated aggregate of plastids or mo-
nads. See extract.

The term colony, corm, or deme may Indifferently le ap-
plied to these aggregates of primary, secondary, tertiary,
or quaternary order which are not, however, integrated
into a whole. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

demean1
(de-men'), v. t. [< ME. demenen, de-

meyncn, demaynen, demaneu, < OF. demener,
deminer, demaner, demoner, drive, push, lead,

guide, conduct, manage, employ, direct, do, F.

ilcnicner, refl., throw one's self about, stir,

struggle, = Pr. demenar = It. dimcnare, < ML.
as if 'deminare, conduct, < de, down, away, +
miiiare, lead, L. drive, deponent minari, threat-
en: see menace, mine*.] If. To lead; guide;
conduct.

After that the swyniming oil doo gete
Into sum thing with fetheres faire and clene,
And in sum goodly vessel it detnene.

Palladium, Uusboudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 59.

And what ye think that I shall do trewly,
In this mater demeane me as ye list.

Generydrt (E. E. T. S.), 1. 788.

2f. To conduct ; manage ; control ;
exercise ; do.

Is it not a grete mischaunce,
To let a foole hav governaunce

I if thing that he cannot demeyne?
Chaucer, Rouse of Fame, L 959.

How doth the youthful general demean
His actions in these fortunes?

Ford, Broken Heart, i. 2.

Our obdurat clergy have with violence demean'd the
matter. Milton, Arcopagitica, p. 45.

3. Reflexively, to behave; carry; conduct.
And loke ye demrne ytne so, that noon knowc what wey

we ahull ride. Mrrlin (E. E. T. .*.), iii. SHI.

The king could not he induced to patronize the design,
ami promised only a connivance in it so long as they de-
meantd themelve peaceably. Everett, Orations, I. 220.

dement

demean 1
1 (de-men'), n. [Also archaically il< -

mill/in < ill niiiin 1

. i.; cf. mini.] 1. Dealing;
management; treatment.

AH the vile demesne, and usage bail

With which he had those two no ill Ix-stad.

Spenar, V. K., \ I. vl. 18.

Seckc . . . to wlnne fauour and liking of the people, by
Bift.1 ami friendly demraur. towards them.

llakhtyt'H Voyage*, I. 434.

2. Mien; demeanor; behavior; conduct.

Then, turning to the rainier, he gan spy
Where at his feet, with sorrowful! demaync
And deadly hew, an armed corse did lye.

Spetaer, F. Q., II. vill. 23.

You sewers, carvers, ushers of the court,
Sirnanied gentle for your fair demean.
Here I do take of you my last farewell.

Beau, and /'(., Woman Hater, 111. 3.

With grave demean and solemn vanity.
Wttt, On Travelling.

demean2 (de-men'), v. t. [Improp. < de- +
mean1

, base; orig. a misuse of demean1
.] To

debase; lower; lower the dignity or standing
of; bemean. [This is in origin a misuse of demean^ by
association with the adjective mean-. Being thus illegiti-

mate in origin and Inconvenient in use, from its tendency
to be confused with demrani in its proper sense, the word
is avoided by scrupulous writers. See bemean-.]

You base, scurrilous old but I won't demean myself by
naming what you are. Sheridan, The Duenna, 1. 3.

It was of course Mrs. Sedley's opinion that her son
would i/. i/i.-im himself by a marriage with an artist's daugh-
ter. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, vl.

demean :1

t, n. [Var. of demain, demesne, q. v.]
Same as demain.

demeanancet (de-me'nans), n. [< demean 1 +
-ance.] Demeanor; belavior.

demeanantt, a. [ME. demenaunt, < OF. deme-

nant, ppr. of demener, manage, conduct, de-

mean: see demean 1 and -ant1 .] Carrying on

business; trading; dealing.
That no citezen resident withyn the cite and demenaunt,

havynge eny proteceyon, or beynge outlawed or acursed,
bere non office w 'vn this cite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 393.

demeaningt (de-me'ning), n. [< ME. demening ;

verbal n. of demean1
,
v. ] Demeanor ;

behavior.

He was wild in all his demeniny,
Vnto the tyme he drew to more sadnesse ;

Thannc afterward he was withoute feynlng
A nobyll knyght. Generydei (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1345.

demeanor, demeanour (de-me'nor), n. [Prop.,
as in early mod. E., demeanure, < ME. demenure,
< demenen, E. demean1

, + -ure, E. -our, -or.] If.

Conduct; management; treatment.

Ood commits the managing so great a trust . . . wholly
to the demeanour of every grown man. Milton.

2. Behavior; carriage; bearing; deportment:
as, decent demeanor; sad demeanor.

This King Athore was a goodly personage, higher by a
foot and a halfe then any of the French, representing a
kinde of Maiestie and grauitle in his demeanure.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 771.

The men, as usual, liked her artless kindness and simple,
refined demeanour. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

A lad who has, to a degree that excites wonder and ail-

miration, the character and demeanour of an intelligent
man of mature age, will probably be that, and nothing
more, all his life.

Whateiy, Bacon's Essay, "Youth and Age."

= Syn. 2. Conduct, Deportment, etc. (see behavior), man-
ner, mien, l>caring, air.

demeanuret, n. See demeanor.
demembert (de-mem'ber), r. t. [< ME. demem-

bren, < ML. demcmbrare, deprive of a limb or
of the limbs (equiv. to disntembrarc, > OF. des-

membrer, F. demembrer : see dismember), < L. de-

priv. + membrum, member.] To dismember.
demembered (de-mem'berd), a. [< demembcr
+ -erf2 . Cf . F. demembre, pp. of demembrer, dis-

member: see dismember.] In her., same as de-

chauxse.

demembration (de-mem-bra'shon), n. [< ML.
demcmbratio(n-), < demembrare, deprive of a
limb : see demember.] In Scots law, the offense
of maliciously cutting off or otherwise separat-
ing any limb or member from the body of an-
other.

d6membr6 (da-mon'bra), a. [F., pp. of demem-
brer, dismember: see dismember, and cf. demem-

bration.] In her., same as dismembered.

demenauntt, a. Same as demeanant.

demency (de'men-si), n. [< F. demence = Sp.

Pg. demencia= ft. demenzia, < L. dementia, q. v.]
Same as dementia. [Rare.]
dement (de-menf), a. and . [= F. dement =
Sp. Pg. It.'demeute, < L. demen(t-)s, out of one's

mind, mad, demented, < de- priv. -I- men(t-)s,
mind: see mental.] L n. Out of one's mind;
insane; demented. J. H. Xetcman.



dement

II. H. A demented person; one affected by
loss of mental capacity.

It was difficult to keep his sensitive patients from com-

ing on a group of dements in their daily walks.

Alien, and Neural., VII. 600.

The congestion or inflammation of the brain that converts

a man of giant intellect into a maniac or a dement beyond
the hope of cure, also irreparably ruins the soul, which,
we are told, never dies. Pop. Sri. Mo., XXVI. 3.

dement (de-menf), v. t. [= Sp. Pg. dementar

= It. dementare, < L. dementare, drive mad, make
mad, also, like dementire, be mad, rave, < de-

men(t-)s, mad, out of one's mind : see dement,

a.] To bring into a state of dementia ; destroy
the mind of.

I dug eagerly, and now and then caught myself actually

looking ... for the fancied treasure, the vision of which
had demented, my unfortunate companion.

Poe, Tales, I. 62.

Do not the gods dement those whom they mean to de-

stroy? Lowe, Bismarck, II. 259.

dementate (de-men'tat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

dementated, ppr. dementating. [< L. dementatus,

pp. of dementare, make mad: see dement.'] To
make mad or insane

;
dement. [Bare.]

Many Antichrists and heretics were abroad, many sprung
up since, many now present, and will be to the world's

end, to dementate men's minds.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 623.

dementate (de-men'tat), a. [< L. dementatus,

pp.: see the verb.] Demented; mad.

Arise, thou detnentate sinner, and come to judgement.
Hammond, Works, IV. 622.

dementation (de-men-ta'shon), n. [< demen-
tate + -ion.] The act of making demented.

[Rare.]
Supposing the distemper under command from breaking

out into any other sins besides its own dementation or

stupidity. Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 512.

demented (de-men'ted), p. a. [Pp. of dement, v.

Cf. dement, a.] Having lost the normal use of

the reason ;
insane ; specifically, afflicted with

or characterized by dementia.

Demented persons are generally quiet and inactive.

Pritchard.

dementedness (de-men'ted-nes), n. The state

of being demented.

It is named by Pinel dementia or demence, demented-
ness. Pritchard, Cyc. Pract. Med.

dementia (de-men'shia), n. [< L. dementia,

madness, insanity, < d'emen(t-)s, mad, insane:

see dement, a. Cf. amentia.'] Anextremely low
condition of the mental function; profound
general mental incapacity. It may be congenital

ydiocy) or acquired. Acquired dementia may be a primary
insanity, or it may form the final stage of mania or melan-
cholia. Acute primary dementia, a form of temporary
and often extreme dementia occurring in the young, usu-

ally before the twentieth year, and more often in girls than
in boys, accompanied by general physical exhaustion, and

ensuing on conditions likely to produce exhaustion, such
as scanty or improper food, rapid growth, overwork, or

dissipation. The prospect of complete recovery under

proper treatment is very good. Dementia paralytlca, a
chronic insanity beginning in slight failure of mind, slight

change of character, and slight loss of muscular strength
and accuracy of muscular adjustment, and proceeding,
sometimes faster, sometimes slower, with occasional tem-

porary improvement, to complete dementia and general
paralysis. The sensory functions are likewise somewhat
impaired. In its well-developed stages the disease is marked
by delusions, especially of grandeur (megalomania), and by
epileptiform or apoplectiform attacks, often attended with
local paralysis, frequently mending rapidly. It occurs usu-

ally between the ages of 35 and 50, and in 7 or 8 males to 1
female. Anatomically there is atrophy of the fibers of ner-
vous network of the cerebral cortex and increase of the sus-

tentacular tissue of the brain. Also called general paraly-
sis, general paresis, progressive paralysis, paretic demen-
tia, cirrhosis of the brain, pericerebritis, periencephalo-
meningitis diffusa, chronica, encephalitis interstitialis cor-

ticalis, and popularly sqftening of the brain. Senile de-
mentia, the failure of mind which occurs in advanced life.

It depends probably in part on arterial obstruction.

demephitization (de-mef"i-ti-za'shqn), n. [<

demephitize + -ation.] The act of purifying
from mephitic or foul air.

demephitize (de-mef 'i-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

demephitized, ppr. demephitizing. [< de- priv.+ mephitis, foul air, + -fee.] To purify from
foul or unwholesome air.

demerget (de-merj'), v. t. [= OF. demergier, <
L. demergere = It. demergere, plunge into, < de,

down, + mergere, plunge: see merge, and cf.

demerse, immerse."] To sink or dip; immerse.
I found the receiver separated from its cover, and the

air breaking forth through the water in which it was de-
merged. Boyle, Works, IV. 619.

demerit1
! (de-mer'it), v. [< L. demerits, pp.

of demerei'e, also deponent, demereri, merit or
deserve (a thing), esp. deserve well of (a per-
son), < de, of, + merere, mereri, deserve, merit:
see merit. Cf. demerit*.] I. trans. 1. To de-

serve; merit; earn.
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They brought with them also besyde theyr trybute as-

signed them, further to demerite the favour of cure men,
great plentie of vytayles. Eden, tr. of P. Martyr.

Stella, a nymph within this wood, . . .

The highest in his fancy stood,
And she could well demerit this.

M . Roydon (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 285).

2. To deserve to lose from lack of merit or

desert.

In thy creation, although thou didst not deserve a be-

ing, yet thou demented it not.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 370.

II. intrans. To be deserving ;
deserve.

I will be tender to his reputation,
However he demerit. B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

demerit1
! (de-mer'it), n. [Cf . OF. demerite, de-

mirite, desert, merit (in neut. sense) ;
from the

verb : see demerit^, v.~] That which one merits
;

desert.

By many benefits and demerits whereby they obliged
their adherents, [they] acquired this reputation.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1101.

We have heard so much of your demerits,
That 'twere injustice not to cherish you.

Shirley, Humorous Courtier.

demerit2! (de-mer'it), v. t. [< F. demeriter =
It. demeritare, deserve ill, do amiss; from the
noun or as freq. of the earlier verb, OF. deme-

rir, < ML. demercre, deserve ill, do amiss, < L.
de- priv. + merere, mereri, deserve : see merit.

Cf. demerit^, v.] To lower the merit of
;
dis-

credit; depreciate.
Faith by her own dignity and worthiness doth not de-

merit justice and righteousness.
Bp. Woolton, Christian Manual, Big. c. iv.

demerit2 (de-mer'it), . [< OF. demerite, F.

demerite = Sp. Pg. demerito = It. demerito, de-

merto, < ML. demeritmn, fault, demerit, prop,
neut. of demeritus, pp. of demercre, deserve ill,

do amiss: see demerit2 ,
v. Cf. demerit^, .]

That which merits ill; censurable conduct;
wrong-doing; ill desert: opposed to went.

Mine is the merit, the demerit thine. Dryden, Fables.

He [William I.] took no Man's living from him, nor dis-

possess'd any of their Goods, but such only whose Demerit
made them unworthy to hold them.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 23.

Demerit mark, in schools, a mark for bad conduct or

deficiency. = Syn. Ill desert, delinquency,

demerlaikt, . [ME. demerJayk, earlier dweo-

merlak, < AS. *dwimor, in comp. gedwimor, ge-

dwimer, gedwomer, an illusion, a phantom, +
lac, play.] Magic ;

witchcraft
; sorcery.

That con dele wyth demerlayk, & deuine lettres.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1561.

demerset (de-mers'), v. t. [< L. demersus, pp.
of demeraere, plunge into: see demerge.'] To
plunge; immerse.
The receiver being erected, the mercury will again be

stagnant at the bottom of the phial, and the orifice of the
tube . . . will be found demerged in it.

Boyle, Works, IV. 516.

demerged (de-mersf), a. [< L. demersus, pp.:
see demerse.] In bot., situated or growing un-
der water : applied to leaves of plants : same
as submersed.

demersion (de-mer'shon), n. [< LL. demcr-

sio(n-\ < L. de'mersus, pp. of demergere : see de-

merse, demerge.'] 1. The act of plunging into

a fluid; immersion. 2. The state of being
overwhelmed. [Bare or obsolete in both uses.]
The sinking and demersion of buildings into the earth.

Kay, Diss. of World, v. 1.

demesmerization (de-mez-mer-i-za'shon), n.

The act of demesmerizing.
demesmerize (de-mez'mer-iz), v. t.

; pret. and

demi-bombard

among his tenants, originally called bookland or

charter-land, and folk-land or estates held in

villeinage, from which sprang copyhold estates.

Copyhold estates, however, have been accounted demesnes,
because the tenants are judged to have their estates only
at the will of the lord.

The defects in those acts ... have hitherto been wholly
ineffectual, except about the demesnes of a few gentlemen.

Swift.

3. Any estate in land.

A gentleman of noble parentage,
Of fair demesnes, vouthful, and nobly train'd.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5.

My father's dead ; I am a man of war too,

Moneys, demesnes ; I have ships at sea too, captains.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 5.

The demesnes of John, Lord of Biscay, . . . amounted
to more than eighty towns and castles.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

Ancient demesne, collectively, the manors that, accord-

ing to the Doomsday book, were actually in the hands of

the crown at the time of Edward the Confessor or William
the Conqueror, though they may have been subsequently

granted to tenants. Demesne lands, lands which the

lord has not let out in tenancy, but has reserved for his

own use and occupation.

The demesne lands of the crown . . . were abundantly
sufficient to support its dignity and magnificence.

Hallam, Middle Ages, viii. 2.

In his demesne as of fee. See demain.

demesnial (de-me'ni-al), a.. [< demesne + -ial.]

Pertaining to a demesne. [Bare.]
Demeter (de-me'ter), n. [L., < Gr.

Doric &a/tdnjp, usually explained as for *

TT/P, < 717, = Doric do, earth, + /if/r>ip = K. mother;
but the identification of <!a, which is found in-

dependently only in a few exclamatory phrases,
with yrj, earth, is very doubtful.] In anc. Gr.

myth., the goddess of vegetation and of useful

.

demi, half, <

pp. demesmerized, ppr. demesmerizing. [< de-

priv. + mesmerize.] To relieve from mesmeric
influence.

demesne (de-men'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-

measne, prop, demain, demean, < ME. demaine,
demeine, etc., < OF. demaine, demeine, etc., vars.
of domaine, right of ownership, power, domin-

ion, domain : see demain and domain. The cor-

rupt spelling demesne (cf. OF. demesne, demeisne,
corrupt spellings of demaine, demeine, adj., of a
domain) has been preserved through legal con-

servatism.] If. Power; dominion; possession.
See demain.

Whether from the circumstances of their original for-

mation, or from the prevalence of commendation to a lord
for purposes of protection, the bulk of English villages
were now "

in demesne
"

that is to say, in the " domin-
ion

"
or lordship of some thegn, or bishop, or in that of the

crown itself. J. It. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 315.

2. A manor-house and the land adjacent ornear,
which a lord of the manor keeps in his own
occupation, for the use of his family, as distin-

guished from his tenemental lands, distributed

Demeter of Cnichis, in the British Museui

fruits, protectress of social order and of mar-

riage; one of the great Olympian deities. She
is usually associated, and even confounded, in legend and
in cult, with her daughter Persephone (Proserpine) or

Kora, whose rape by Hades (Pluto) symbolizes some of the

most profound phases of Hellenic mysticism. The Romans
of the end of the republic and of the empire assimilated

to the Hellenic conception of Demeter the primitive Italic

chthonian divinity Ceres.

demi (de-mi'), . Same as demy, 2.

demi-.
'

[OF. F. demi-, < OF. F.

L. dimidius, half, < di-, apart, +
medins, middle: see medial, mid-
dle. Ct.demy.'] A prefix denoting
'

half.' It occurs especially in techni-

caltermstaken from the French,many of

them not Anglicized, especially in terms
of heraldry, fortification, etc. It is also

freely used as an English prefix. In

heraldry the half of an animal used as

a bearing is always the upper half, in- Demi-lion.

eluding the head and fore legs. Usually
the creature is in an upright attitude, rampant, comba-

tant, or the like.

demi-ass (dem'i-as), n. A book-name of the

hemione (Equtis hemionus), translating the spe-
cific name.
demi-bain (dem'i-ban), n. [F., < demi-, half,
+ bain, a bath.] Same as demi-bath.

demi-bastion (dem'i-bas"tiou), TO. [F., < demi-.

half, + bastion, bastion.] In fort., a bastion

that has only one face and one flank.

demi-bath (dem'i-bath), n. [< demi- + bath;
cf. demi-bain,'] A bath in which only one por-
tion of the body is immersed. Also demi-baiii.

demi-bombardt, n. A cannon used in the sec-

ond half of the sixteenth century, having some-
times a chamber, and sometimes a uniform
bore.



demi-brassart

demi-brassart (dem'i-l>ras"art), . In platc-
iirmiir, the partial covcringof the arm, usually
worn over the sleeve of the hauberk; especially,
that covering the tipper arm at the back, as

distinguished from the vambraco, which cov-
ered the arm below the elbow. Also demigarde-
lll'IIX.

demi-cadence (dem'i-ka'dens), n. In music, a
half cadence. It usually denotes the progres-
sion from tonic to dominant. See cadence.

demi-cannon (tlem'i-kan' on), n. A name given
to one of the larger kinds of heavy gun, as
used in the latter part of the sixteenth century.
It is said to have been a piece having a bore of 6} inches,
ainl throwlii); a shot weighing s:({ pounds. Some authors
describe it as l.ir ' T tlmu this.

demi-caponiere (dem'i-kap-o-ner'), n. In fort.,
a ditch so arranged that a fire can be delivered
from one side only. Also half-capontere.
demicarlino (dem'i-kar-le'no), n. A coin equal
in value to half a carlino.

demi-castpr (dem'i-kas'tor), n. 1. An infe-

rior quality of beaver. "Hence 2f. A hat
made of beaver of this quality.

I know in that more subtil air of yours tinsel some-
time* passes for tissue, Venice beads for pearl, and demi-
ivm/iii

1

* for lii'avers. Howtll, Letters, ill. 2.

demi-chamfron (dem'i-cham'fron), . A vari-

ety of the chainfron that covered the head be-
tween the ears and the forehead as far as below
the eyes. See chamfron.
demicircle (dem'i-ser-kl), . A simple instru-

ment for measuring and indicating angles,
sometimes used as a substitute for the theodo-
lite. It consists essentially of a graduated scale of half
a circle, a movable rule pivoted on the center so as to

sweep the graduated arc, and a compass to show the mag-
netic bearings. The two objects whose angle is to be
measured are sighted along the rule and along the diam-
eter of the scale. K. H. Knifflil.

demi-cuirass (dem
'
i - kwe "

ras), n. The demi-
plavate or pansiere.
demi-culverin (dem'i-kul'ver-in), n. A kind
of cannon in use in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. It is described as having a bore of

4J inches and throwing a shot weighing 9J pounds.

They had planted me three demi-ndoerins just in the
mouth of the breach.

/;. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 1.

One [piece of ordnance] . . . was exceeding great, and
about sixteene foote long, made of brasse, a demy culverlin.

Caryat, Crudities, I. 125.

demideify (dem-i-de'i-fi), v. t.
; pret.

and pp.
demuleijicd, ppr. demideifying. [< demi- + deify."]
To treat as a demigod. [Rare.]

Thus by degrees self-cheated of their sound
And sober judgment that he is but man,
They demideify and fume him so
That in due season he forgets it too.

Cotoper, Task, v. 266.

demi-distance (dem'i-dis'tans), n. In /or*., the
distance between the outward polygons and the
flank.

demi-ditone (dem'i-dl'ton), n. In music, a mi-
nor third.

demifarthing (dem-i-far'THing), n. A coin of

Ceylon current at the value of half an Eng-
lish farthing, or one fourth of a United States
cent.

demi-galoniert (dem'i-gal-o-ner*'), . A vessel
for table use, apparently of'the capacity of half
a gallon. See galonier.

demigarde-bras (dem'i-gard'bras), n. Same
as deiui-bwtxsiirt.

demi-gauntlet (dem'i-gant'let), n. In surg., a

bandage, resembling a glove, used in setting
disjointed lingers.

demigod (dem'i-god), n. [Formerly as dcmy-
(lod ; < demi- + god; cf. F. demi-dieu.] An in-
ferior or minor deity; one partaking of the
divine nature; specifically,

a fabulous hero
produced by the intercourse of a deity with a
mortal.

He took his leave of them whose eyes bad him farewel
with tears, making temples to him as to a demi-god.

Sir P. Sidney.
We . . . find ourselves to have been deceived, they de-

claring themselves hi the eml to lie frail men, whom we
judged demigod*. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

To be gods, or angels, demigods.
Milton, P. L, in. 937.

View him [Voltaire] at Paris iu his last career,
Surrounding throngs the demiaod revere.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 812.

demigoddess (dem'i-god'es), n. A female deity
of the minor or inferior order,

demi-gorge (di'iu'i-'.'orj), . In fort., that part
of the polygon which remains after the flank is

raised, and jjoes from the curtain to the angle
of the polygon. It is half of the vacant space
of or entrance into a bastion.
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demigratet (dem'i-grat), r. i. [< L. demigratm,
pp. of demigrare, migrate from, < de, from, +
tiniiriire, migrate: see migrate.] To emigrate;
expatriate one's self. Cockeram.

deinigrationt (Jern-i-gra'shon), n. [< L. demi-

i/nitto(it-), < di'inigrare, migrate from: see demi-
1
1 fa i'.

\ Emigration; banishment.

We will needs bring upon ourselves the curse of Cain,
to put ourselves from the side of Eden into the land of

Nod, that is, of demigration. Up. Hall, Quo Vadis V ( 22.

demi-grevieret (dem'i-gre-viar'), n. Same as

dcmi-jambe.

demi-hagt. n. [Also demi-hakc, demi-haque, <

demi- + "hag, 'hake, "haque, short for Itaybut,

hackbut.] A kind of firearm, a smaller kind of

hackbut, iu use in the second half of the six-

teenth century. See hackbut.

The short gun, the hagbut, and the demi-hakc were de-

rivatives, in the natural order of evolution, from the bom-
bards of Crecy and the more perfect pieces of artillery
that had enabled Henry VII. to establish his supremacy
over the remnant of the nobles left by the wars of the
Roses. S. Dowtll, Taxes in England, III. 282.

derni-islandt (dem'i-iland), n. A peninsula.
The place from which the Turks were to have had the

aforesaid l>ooty was almost in manner an island. . . .

Thus was the Persian armie quite discomfited in this demi-
iilninl. Knoltet, Hist. Turks.

demi-jambet, A piece of armor covering the
front of the leg only. Compare bainberg. Also
called demi-greviere.

demijohn (dem'i-oon), n. [An accom. (as if

demi- + John) of F. damejeanne, a demijohn, an
accom. (as if Dante Jeanne, Lady Jane) of Ar.

damagan, a demijohn, said to be so called from
Damagan, a town in northern Persia, once fam-
ous for its glass-works. The forced resemblance
to John is in accordance with the humorous
colloquial use of proper names as names for

vessels; examples are jacfc
1

, jilft, and (prob.)
jug1 : see these words. ] A large glass vessel
or bottle with a bulging body and small neck,
usually cased in wickerwork, but sometimes in
a wooden box with a notch in the top extend-

ing over the neck of the vessel, for convenience
in pouring out its contents.
demi-lance (dem'i-lans), n. 1. A short and
light spear introduced in the sixteenth century.

Light demi-lances from afar they throw,
Fasten'd with leathern thongs to gall the foe.

Dryden, JEaeld.

2. A lightly armed horseman, especially one
armed with a demi-lance. The demi-lances seem to
have succeeded the hobblers of the middle ages, and to
have been the prototypes of the more modern light horse.

Pedro, did you send for this tailor7 or you, Moncado?
This light French demi-lance that follows us?

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, 111. 2.

To equip, in especial, as many demi-lancet, or light
horsemen, as they could, and to meet the Duke at Walden.

H. W. Dixon, Hist Church of Em;., xv.

3. The armor worn by such a horseman, con-

sisting of open helmet, breast- and back-pieces,
usually fitted with pauldrons, tassets, and,
rarely, brassarts or demi-brassarts.

Also formerly dimilance.

demilune (dem'i-lun), n. and a. [F., < demi,
half

,
+ lune, moon : see fane.] I. n. 1. Acres-

cent.

It is an immense mass of stone of the shape of a demi-
lune with a bar in the middle of the concave.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, I. 228.

In some cases we find alveoli In which these small cells
are not arranged in demihi.net. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 872.

2. In fort., an outwork consisting of two faces
and two little flanks, constructed to cover the
curtain and shoulders of the bastion.

He laid his hand, as Drayton might have said, on that
stout bastion, horn-work, ravelin, or demilune which
formed the outworks to the citadel of his purple isle of
man. Kingtley, Westward Ho, rilL

Demilunes of Heldenhaln. Same as crencentt of Gia-
nnz:i (which see, under crescent).

H. a. Crescent-shaped.
The ili mil n in- cells and the serous cells which are present

in considerable number In the sub-maxillary gland of the
cat froc. Roy. Soc., XXXVIII. 215.

demi-mentonniere (dem'i-men-to-niar'),n- In
armor, a mentonniere for the tilt, protecting the
left side strongly, high and heavy, and secured
firmly to the breastplate, but leaving the right
side unprotected. Compare just.

demi-metamorphosis (dem
'

i -met-a-mor '
fo-

sis), M. Incomplete or imperfect metamorpho-
sis, as of an insect

; hemimetabolism.
demi-metope (dem'i-met'o-pe), n. In arch., a
half metope, sometimes found at the angles of

demise

a Doric frieze in Koman, Renaissance, or other
debased examples.
demi-monde (dem'i-mond), . [F., < demi, half,
+ monde, the world, society, < L. iiiimdun, the
world: see niiiiidinn:] 1. A term introduced

by Alexandra Dumas tbe younger to denote (as
defined by himself) that class of women who
occupy an equivocal position between women
of good reputation and social standing on the
one hand and courtezans on the other

;
women

of equivocal reputation and standing in society.
2. Commonly, but less correctly, courtezans

in general.
derniostage (dem-i-os'taj), . A variety of
tamin. Diet, of Needlework.

demi-parallel (dem'i-par'a-lel), . ID. fort., a

place of arms between the second and third

parallels, designed to protect the head of the

advancing sap. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet.

demi-parcelt (dem'i-par'sl), n. The half
;
the

half part.
My tongue denies for to set forth

The demi-parcel of your valiant deeds.

Greene, Alphonsus, Hi.

demi-pauldron (dem'i-p&l'dron), n. A defense
for the shoulder; the smaller pauldron of the
close of the fifteenth century.
demi-pectinate (dem'i-pek'ti-nat), a. Pecti-
nate on one side only, as the antenna of an in-

sect; semi-penniform.
demi-pike (dem'i-pik), n. Same as spontoon.
demi-placard (dem'i-plak'ard), n. In armor,
same as demi-placate.

demi-placate (dem'i-pla'kat), n. A piece of

plate-armor covering a part only of the breast
or of the back, used either alone or over a gam-
beson or similar coat of fence, or forming part
of an articulated breastplate. Compare pan-
siere.

demiquaver (dem'i-kwa'ver), n. In music, a
sixteenth note. Also called semiquaver.
demi-relief (dem'i-re-lef), n. Same as mezzo-
rilievo.

demirep (dem'i-rep), n. [Said to be short for

'demi-reputation.'] A woman of doubtful repu-
tation or suspected chastity.

The Sirens . . . were reckoned among the demigods as
well as the demi-reps of antiquity.

Dr. Burney, Hist Music, I. 306.

demirepdom (dem'i-rep-dum), n. [< demirep+ -dom.] Demireps collectively; the demi-
monde.

Him, Lady B., and demirepdom.
Carlyle, In Froude, I. 137.

demi-revetment (dem'i-re-vet'ment), n. In

fort., that form of retaining-wall for the face
of a rampart which is carried up only as high
as cover exists in front of it, leaving above it

the remaining height, in the form of an earthen
mound at the natural slope, exposed to but in-

vulnerable by shot.

demisability (de-mi-za-bil'i-ti), n. [< deniis-

able: see -liiliii/.] In law, the state of being
demisable.
demisable (de-mi'za-bl), a. [< demise + -able.]
That may be demised or leased : as, an estate
demisable by copy of court-roll.

demisang (dem i-sang), n. [< F. demisang; <

demi, half, + sang, blood.] In law, one who is

of half-blood.

demise (de-miz'), n. [< OF. demis, desmig, fern.

demise, F! demis, dimise, pp. of OF. demettre,
de&mettre, F. demettre, resign, < L. dimittere,
send away, resign, dismiss: see dan it- = dim it,

dismiss.] If. Transfer; transmission; devolu-

tion, as of a right or an estate in consequence
of death, forfeiture of title, etc.

The greate Convention resolved that King James hav-
ing deserted the kingdom . . . bad by demur abdicated
himself and wholly vacated his right

Eeetyn, Diary, Jan. 15, 1689.

2. In law, a conveyance or transfer of an es-
tate by will or lease in fee, for life or for a
term of years ; in modern use, a lease for years.
Hence 3. Death, especially of a sovereign
or other person transmitting important pos-
sessions or great fame: often used as a mere
euphemism for death, without other implica-
tion.

So tender Is the law of supposing even a possibility of
his (the king's] death, that his natural dissolution is gen-
erally called his demue. Blaekttone, Com., 1 7.

The crown at the moment of demite most descend to the
next heir. Mactmlay.

Demise and redemlse, a conveyance where there are
mutual leases made from one to another of the same land
or something out of it. = Svn. 3. Death, Deceate, Demitt.
Seedecean.
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demise (de-miz'), v.; pret. and pp. demised,

ppr. demising. [< demise, n.] I. trans. 1. To

bequeath; grant by will.

What state, what dignity, what honour
Canst thou demise to any child of mine?

Shak., Bich. III., iv. 4.

2. In law, to transfer or convey, as an estate,
for life or for years; lease.

The governour and treasurer, by order of the general

court, did demise to Edward Converse the ferry between
Boston and Charlestown.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 427.

The words grant and demise in a lease for years create

an implied warranty of title and a covenant for quiet en-

joyment. Justice Swayne, 92 U. 8., 109.

II. intrans. To pass by bequest or inheri-

tance
; descend, as property.

Now arose a difficulty whether the property of the
late King demised to the king or to the crown.

Greville, Memoirs, Jan. 8, 1823.

demisemiquaver (dem'i-sem-i-kwa'ver), n. In
musical notation, a note v m _ m m
relatively equivalent in Js g ^Sj p^
time-value to half of a a b c t
semiquaver ;

a thirty-sec-
ond note. Its form is either a or 6 when alone,
or c or A when in groups. Demisemiquaver
rest, in musical notation, a rest or sign for silence equiv-
alent in time-value to a demisemiquaver or J? thirty-second
note ; a thirty-second rest. Its form is : 1

demisentt (dem'i-sent), n. [< OP. demiceinct, a

half-girdle, < demi-, half, + ceinct, girdle : see

ceintr\ A form of girdle worn by women in the
sixteenth century.
demi-sheath (dem'i-sheth), n. In entom.. one
of a pair of plates or channeled setsB which,
when united, form a tube encircling an organ :

specifically applied to elongate organs which
cover the ovipositor of ichneumons and some
other insects.

demisphere (dem'i-sfer), n. [OF. demisphere,
< derm-, half, + sphere, sphere.] Same as hemi-

sphere. [Rare. ]

demiss (de-mis'), a. [= OF. dents, desmis =
Sp. demiso = Pg. demisso = It. dimisso, dimes-

so, humble, submissive, < L. demissus, pp. of de-

mittere, let down, cast down: see demit^.] 1.

Downcast
;
humble

; abject. [Rare.]
He downe descended, like a most demme
And abject thrall, in fleshes fraile attyre.

Spenser, Heavenly Love.

Neither is humility a virtue made up of wearing old

clothes, ... or of sullen gestures, or demiss behaviour.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 302.

2. In
bpt., depressed ; flattened. E. Tuckerman.

demission1
(de-mish'on), . [< OF. demission,

F. demission = Sp. demision = Pg. demissSo =
It. dimessione, a humbling, lowering, < L. de-

missio(n-), a letting down, lowering, sinking,
abatement, < demittere, let down, lower, demit:
see demit1.] A lowering; degradation; depres-
sion.

Demission of mind. Hammond, Works, I. 238.

Their omission or their demission to a lower rank.
The American, VI. 214.

demission2 (de-mish'on), n. [< OF. demission,
desmission, F. demission = Sp. dimiion = Pg.
dimissao = It. dimessione, a giving up, resigna-
tion, demising, dismission, < L. dimissio(n-), a
sending away, dismission, discharge, < dimit-

tere, send away, dismiss: see demitz = dimit,
dismiss, and of. dimission and dismission, doub-
lets of demission2.] A laying or letting down ;

relinquishment ; resignation; transference.

Even in an active life . . . some recesses and temporary
demissions of the world are most expedient.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 96.

Inexorable rigour is worse than a lasche demission of
sovereign authority. Sir R. L'Estrange.

demissionary1
(de-mish'on-a-ri), a. [< demis-

sion'i + -an/i.] Degrading;' tending to lower
or degrade.
demissionary2 (de-mish'on-a-ri), a. [< demis-
sion? + -aryi. Ci. F. demissionnaire = Pg. de-

missionario, one who has resigned an office.]
' human opinion.

Pertaining to the transfer or conveyance of an
estate by lease or will,

demissivet (de-mis'iv), a. [As demiss + -ive.]

Humble; downcast; demiss.
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fenses than tassets, and often without iron gauntlets, thus

closely resembling the corselet. See corselet, 3.

demit1
! (de-mif), v. t. [< L. demittere, pp. de-

missus, send down, drop down, cast down, low-

er, let fall, < de, down, + mittere, send: see

mission, and cf. admit, commit, emit, etc. Cf.

also demifi = dimit.] 1. To lower; cause to

droop or hang down
; depress.

They [peacocks] presently demit and let fall the same
[their trains). Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 27.

2. To submit
;
humble.

She, being heaven-born, demits hersell to such earthly

drudgery. NorriK.

demit2 (de-mif), v. t.\ pret. and pp. demitted,

ppr. demiiting. [= OF. demetre, desmetre, des-

mettre, F. demettre = Pr. demetre = Sp. Pg. di-

mitir = It. dimettere, < L. dimittere, send away,
dismiss, let go, release, < di-, dis-, away, apart,
+ mittere, send. Cf . dimit, a doublet of deniift,
and see dismiss, etc.] If. To let go; dismiss.

Let us here demit one spider and ten flise.

lleywood, Spider and Fly (1556).

2. To lay down formally, as an office
; resign ;

relinquish; transfer.

The rest of the lords enterprisers, after they had secured
the queen in Lochlevin, began to consult how to get her

majesty counselled to demit the government to the prince
her son. Melmll, Memoirs, p. 85.

General Conway demitted his office, and my commission

expired, of course. Hume, Private Correspondence.

demi-tint (dem'i-tint), . [< demi- + tint, after
F. demi-teinte. Cf. mezzotint.] In painting, a

gradation of color between positive light and
positive shade. Commonly called half-tint.
demitone (dem'i-ton), . In music, same as
semitone. [Little used.]

demiurge (dem'i-erj), n. [< L. demiurgus, < Gr.

<%iny>yo"f, contr. of earlier (Epic) dq/uoepyuf, lit.

a worker for the people, a handicraftsman, a
skilled workman, a maker, an architect, the
Maker of the world, the Creator (see def.), <

iqfuoc, of the people (< iwof, the people), + *lp-

yetv, work, Ipyov, a work, = E. work.] 1. A
maker or creator; the Creator of the world;
specifically, a supernal being imagined by some
as the creator of the world in subordination to
the Supreme Being. In the Gnostic system the Demi-
urge (also called Archon, and Jaldabaoth, or son of Chaos)
was represented as the chief of the lowest order of spirits
or eons of the Pleroma. Mingling with Chaos, he evolved
from it a corporeal, animated world. He could not, how-
ever, impart to man the true soul or pneuma, but only a
sensuous one, psyche. He was identified with the Jeho-
vah of the Jews, and was by some regarded as the origi-
nator of evil.

God defined as First Cause . . . would not be God, but
a demiurge, or subordinately creative deity, created to
create the world. Hodgson, Phil, of Reflection, III. xi. 6.

It is much easier to believe that in some way unknown
to our finite intelligence the power and goodness of God
are compatible with the existence of evil than that the
world is the work of an inferiordemiurgus or other demon.

Edinburgh Rev.

The Gnostics agreed in attributing the world in which
we live to an Angel, or a Demiurge, inferior to the infi-

nite God. G. P. fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 385.

2. In some Peloponnesian states of ancient

Greece, one of a class of public officers who
in some cases appear to have constituted the
chief executive magistracy.
demiurgeous (dem'i-er-jus), a. [< demiurge +
-OM*.] Of the nature of or resembling a demi-

urge ;
of demiurgic character. [Rare.]

There is, in our drunken land, a certain privilege ex-
tended to drunkenness. . . . Our demiurgeous Mrs. Grundy
smiles apologetically on its victims.
R. L. Stevenson, Familiar Studies of Men and Books, Pref.

demiurgic, demiurgical (dem-i-er'jik, -ji-kal),
a. [< L. as if *demitirgicus, < Gr. oy/uovp-ytKof,

^(^uowpyof, demiurge: see demiurge.] Pertain-

ing to a demiurge, or to the act or process of
creation.

Far beyond all other political powers of Christianity is

the demiurgic power of this religion over the kingdoms
De Quincey.

To play the part of a demiurge was a delight to Shelley ;

in to have an infevel

mean happiness.

terest in the demiurgic effort was no
E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 804.

They pray with demiesive eyelids, and sitting with their
knees deflected under them, to shew their fear and rever-
ence. Lord, The Banians, p. 72.

demisslyt (de-mis'li), adv. In a humble manner.
demissory (de-mis'o-ri), a. [Var. of dimissory,
q. v.] In Scots law, tending to the resignation
or laying down of an office.

demi-suit (dem'i-sut), . The suit of light ar-
mor common in the fifteenth century and later.
In its later form it was without jainbes or other leg-de-

demi-vambrace (dem'i-yam*'bras), n. In armor,
a plate of iron protecting the outside of the

forearm, and adjusted over a sleeve of mail or
a sleeve of gamboised work.
demi-villt (dem'i-vil), n. In law, a half-vill,

consisting of five freemen or frank-pledges.
demi-vol (dem'i-vol), . In her., a single wing
of a bird, used as a bearing.
demi-volt (dem'i-volt), n. [< F. demi-rolte, <

demi-,h&lf,+ volte, a leap, vault: seevaulft.] In
the manege, one of the seven artificial motions

democrat

of a horse, in which he makes a half turn with
the fore legs raised.

Fitz-Eustace, . . . making demi-rotte in air,

Cried,
" Where's the coward that would not dare

To fight for such a land ?
"

Scott, Marmion, iv. 30.

demi-wolf (dem'i-wulf), n.; pi. dani-icolt'es

(wulvz). A half-wolf
;
a mongrel between a

dog and a wolf.
Spaniels, curs,

Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolofs, are cleped
All by the name of dogs. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

demobilization (de-m6"bi-li-za'shon), n. [< F.

demobilisation, < dcmobitiser, demobilize : see

demobilize.] The act of disbanding troops ;
the

reduction of military armaments to a peace
footing; the condition of being demobilized,
and not liable to be moved on service. Also
written demobilisation. See mobilization.

demobilize (de-mo'bi-liz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

mobilized, ppr. demobilizing. [< F. demobiliser, <

de- priv. + mobiliser, mobilize: see mobilize.]
To disband; change from a condition of mobi-
lization. Also written demobilise.

democracy (de-mok'ra-si), TO.; pi. democracies

(-siz). [Formerly democrat!/, democratic; < OF.

democratic, F. democratic (t pron. s) = Sp. Pg.
democracia, = It. democrazia = D. G. demokratie
= Dan. Sw. demokrati, < Gr, <!i?/vo/(por/a, popular
government (cf. d>i/JOKpaTeic6ai, have popular
government), < Sfj/tof ,

the people,+ Kpareiv, rule,
be strong, < updroe, strength, < Kparvf, strong, =
Goth, hardus = E. hard, q. v.] 1. Government
by the people ; a system of government in which
the sovereign power of the state is vested in the

people as a whole, and is exercised directly by
them or their elected agents.
The majority, having the whole power of the commu-

nity, may employ all that power in making laws, and ex-

ecuting those laws; and there the form of the government
is a perfect democracy. Locke.

In this open democracy [of the town meeting], every
opinion had utterance; every objection, every fact, every
acre of land, every bushel of rye, its entire weight.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

2. A state or civil body in which the people
themselves exercise all legislative authority,
and confer all executive and judicial powers,
either by direct collective action or through
elected representatives. Athens and some of the
other ancient Greek states, and, within the limits of their

power, the canton of Appenzell in Switzerland and the
towns of the northern United States, are instances of de-

mocracies of the first class. In democratic republics gen-
erally, however, all power is exercised by delegated au-

thority. See republic.

3. Political and social equality in general; a
state of society in which no hereditary differ-

ences of rank or privilege are recognized: op-
posed to aristocracy.

Rank nor name nor pomp has he
In the grave's democracy.

Whittier, Grave by the Lake.

4. [cap.] In U. S.polit. hist.: (a) The system
of principles held by the Democratic party.
See democratic, (b) The members of the Demo-
cratic party collectively.

[The Missouri controversy) was a political movement
for the balance of power, balked by the Northern democ-

racy, who saw their own overthrow, and the eventual sep-
aration of the States, in the establishment of geographical
parties divided by a slavery and anti-slavery line.

T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 10.

5. In a collective sense, the people; especial-

ly, the people regarded as exercising political

powers.
Thence to the famous orators repair,
Those ancient, whose resistless eloquence
Wielded at will that fierce democratic.

Hilton, P. R., iv. 269.

Social democracy. See social.

democrat (dem o-krat), n. [= D. demokraat =
G. Dan. Sw. demokrat, < F. democrate = Sp. demd-
crata = Pg. democrata, < NL. *democrata, < Gr.

dr/ftoKpar-, base of oV/HC/>ar-//i-of, dr/fiOKpaT-ia : see

democratic, democracy.] 1. One who believes
in or adheres to democracy as a principle of

government or of organized society ;
one who

believes in political and natural equality ;
an

opponent of arbitrary or hereditary distinc-

tions of rank and privilege: opposed to aris-

tocrat.

Like most women of first-rate ability, she was at bottom
a democrat; rank was her convenience, but she had no
respect for it or belief in it. J. Hairthorne, Dust, p. 157.

2. [cap.] A member of the Democratic party
in the United States.

The name Democrat, now in use by one of the great
parties North and South, was originally a term of re-

proach, like that of Jacuhin. and subsequently like that of

I.ui'ufoco, and has been freely accepted at tin- Suuth only
since the Rebellion.

Quoted by Thurluw '<(, Autobiog., p. 136.
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3. A light wagon witln.ui ;i i"p.

i-ral seats, anil usually drawn

Originally called ili-iiincrnlic irni/i

and Middle U. S.]- Social democrat, see

democratic (dem-o-krat'ik), a. [= F. demo- Democritean (de-mok-n-te an), n

i = Sp. Pg.'lt. dciiiiM-niHco <rf. D. demo- tws + -can.] Of or pertaining to Democritus,
*,-. < f~ , \ * i_%___. _ _i i. A an m. f, A_ *!*.

demolera, < L. (lemoliri, throw down, pull down,
demolish, < de, down, + moliri, build, con-

(>/ = Sp. I'g. II. itciiiiM-nitico el. v. aemo- tun -t- -can.] ui or pertaining w j .">, ,^.. .!* ,

toft - ( dnniilralixck = Dan. Sw. rferno- a Greek philosopher born about 460 B. c., or to struct, set m motion exert oneself

fc . <NL. 'L!:,,-,-,,,,,-,,,, !r. ,!,_*, tto atomic theory associated with his name, deavpr,
< motes, a pUe huge mass whence E.

1,-i-iilixl;), < NL. 'ilfniiicralicii.i, < (ir.
.

/a, democracy: see democrat.] 1. Per- See nlnmic.

turning to or characteristic of democracy as a

prineiple of government.
The democratic theory is that those constitutions are

likely to prove steadiest which liavu the broadest base,

that the right to vote makes a safety-valve of every voter, - t /-i,\
andthat the best way of teaching a man how to vote to to DemOCritlC (dem-O-KTlt IK), a.

:
.'i\e liim tin- . hanee of practice. Loirntl, Democracy, mncrileiiH.

2 I </.. or /.c.l In U.S. politics, of, pertaining Democritical (dem-o-krit'i-kal), a..In the style
* ^ I . . J. . _ .f _^ '*. ,

" ^m TA,. **.*..*. . nY.l.nrl * l\ 11w.f-l>, 1 1 Itllt \t"mlr*J (\V

He [Xenocrates] seems to have identified the Platonic

ideas with number*, and the Democritean atoms with the

uniU of which the latter were composed, and to have re-

garded the soul as a certain tl&ot or nunil r.

J. U. Rigg, Mind, XL 89.

,

deavor, < moles, a pile, huge mass, whence I '..

mole*, q. v. Cf. amolish.'] 1. To throw or pull

down ; destroy the structural character of, as

a building or a wall ;
reduce to ruins.

The men who demolithed the images in cathedrals have

not always been able to demoluh those which were en-

shrined In their mlndB. Macaulay, Milton.

Same as De- g_
f>

destroy in general; put an end to; ruin

to, or characteristic of the Democratic party ;

being a supporter of the Democratic party: as,

a Democratic newspaper; the Democratic plat-
form

;
a Democratic convention.

He was democratic, not in the modern sense of the term,
as never bolting a caucus nomination, and never thinking

differently from the actual administration ; but on prin-

of Democritus : applied to incredible works or

fables on natural nistory, on account of his

writings on the language of birds, etc. Dories.

Not to mention democrilical stories, do we not flnd by

experience that there 1 a mighty disagreement between

an oak and an olive tree?

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 394.

e'i'p'i,-. as'fnunded'in a strict, in contradistinction to a'lati- Demodex (dem'o-deks), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.

tudiniirian, construction of the constitution.
tjjy/^of, the people, 4~ Ayi; (ov*'), a worm in wood,

T. U. Bentm, Thirty Years, II. 188. The typical genus of follicular

utterly ; lay waste.

Our family had now made several attempts to be flne;

but some unforeseen disaster demolithed each as soon u
projected. Gatdnaitk, Vicar, xili.

=8yn. Raze, DfmoHnh. Raze, to level with the ground ;

demoliik, to destroy by complete separation of part*. A
huii-e is ritznl win n it i- level! d. evi n if it hugely I. ..Ms

together ; It Is demolished If torn to pieces, even if some

parts of it stand In place.
He ...

Razeth your cities, and subverts your towns,
And in a moment makes them desolate.

SAot.,1 Hen. VI., it S.

In demolithing the temples at Alexandria, the Chris-

tians found hollow statues fixed to the walls, into which
the priests used to enter and thence deliver oracles.

Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

One who pulls

destroys or lays

construction of the Constitution with respect to the pow
era delegated to the general government and those re-

served to the States, and the least possible interference

of government with individual and local liberty of action.

Hence it has opposed national centralization, supported

arest account,

how the plucking down of churches conducetb to the set-

ting up of religion. Fuller, Worthies, Exeter
dex. These minute parasitic arachnids have an elongated
worm-like body, most of the length of which Is a circular-

ly ringed abdomen ; four pairs of short, two-jointed foot-

stumps- styliform jaws; and a suctorial proboscis. Also demolishmentt (de-mori8n.-me.nt), 11. [<
'

demolissement, desmolimiement, < demolir (demo-
llberal extensions of the electoral franchise,' advocated Demogorgon (de-mo-gdr'gon), n. [LL. Demo-

Jigj.), demolish : see demolish'&nA -ment.] The
low tariff duties with a view to revenue rather than pro- gorgoln-), first mentioned by Luctatms (or act of demolishing or shattering; demolition,
tection,.and contended for close

.limitation
of

tlwobjecta f^tantiusl Placidus. a Scholiast on Statius
Look on his honour, sister;

That bears no stamp of time, no wrinkles on it ;

No sad demolithment nor death can reach It.

of nubile expenditure. It was at nrst known as the Anti- Lactantius) Placidus, a scholiast on i

Federal party, then took the name of Republican, and (about A. D. 450); prop. < Gr. oaifujv, a
^dernon,,

-

finally (about 1795) that of Democratic-Republican, which
is still its formal designation ; but it was many years be Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

1810. See /iV;mWiI>l.

democratical (dem-o-krat'i-kal), a. and n. I.

a. Characterized by democracy; of a demo-
cratic nature or tendency ;

democratic.

Although their condition and fortunes may place them
many spheres above the multitude, yet are they still

M ii hin the line of vulgaritie, and tin

mies of truth. Sir T. Browne, Pseud,

in a democratical direction. Louxll, Democracy.

II. n. Same as democrat, 1. Hobbes.

democratically (dem-o-krat'i-kal-i), adv. In

a democratic manner.
The democratical embassy was democratically received.

Algernon Sidney.

democratiet, n. See dcmocraty.
democratiflable (dem*o-krat-i-fi'a-bl), a. [<

'dcmwratifij (< democrat + -i-fy) + -able.']

That may be made democratic. [Rare.]
The remnant of United Irishmen, whose wrongs make

them hate England, I have more hopes of. I have met
with no determined Republicans, but I have found some
who are democratijiaMe. Shelley, in Dowden, I. 245.

democratisation, democratise. See democrati-

:ntioH, democratize.

democratism (de-mok'ra-tizm), n. [= Sp.
dcmocrtitixmo; as democrat + -ism.'] The prin-

ciples or spirit of democracy. [Bare.]
democratist (de-inok'ra-tist), n. [< ilcnun-rnt

+ -int.] A believer in or supporter of democ-

racy ; a democrat. [Kare.]
He endeavours to crush the aristocratick party, and to

nourish one in avowed connexion with the most furious
<i, ,<i', t ',-iitixt,< in France.

Burke, Thoughts on French AlFairs.

democratization (dem'o-krat-i-za'shon), . [<
democratize + -tition.]

'

The act of rendering
or the process of becoming democratic : as, the
ili'iiincrnti'iit'im of European institutions. Also

spelled di niocriitisation.

democratize (de-mok'ra-tiz),t'. t.
; pret. and pp.

tit iiiiH-mtLi-il. mr* democratizing. [= F. demo-
cratiser = Pg. (It-morratizar; < democrat + -i;r.

Cf. Grr. fy/ioKimTi&iv, be on the democratic side.]
To render democratic; make popular or com-
mon; bring to a common level. Also spelled

urt. of furnishing innu-
The Atlantic, l.\. !<;>.

+ yopyof, grim, terrible, whence topyu, Gorgon :

see Gorgon.'] A mysterious divinity, viewed as

an object of terror rather than of worship, by demolition (dem-o-lish'on), n. [< OF. demoli-

some regarded as the author of creation, and
tion, F. demolition = Pr. "demolition = Sp. demo-

by others as a famous magician, to whose spell //,, = Pg. demolic/to = It. demolizione = D. de-

molitie, < L. dcmolitiotn-), < demoliri, pull down :

see demolish.] 1. The act of overthrowing,

pulling down, or destroying, as a structure;

hence, destruction or ruin in general : as, the

demolition of a house or of military works; the

demolition of a theory.
Even God's dftnolitiom are super-edifications, his anato-

mies, his dissections are so many recompactings, so many
resurrections. Donne, Sermons, xi.

Their one great object was the demolition of the Idols

and the purification of the sanctuary.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

After scattering all arguments forapolltical institution,

he often opposes its demolition, from expediency

all the inhabitants of Hades were subjected.
And by them stood

Orcus and Ades, and the dreaded name
Of Detnogorgon. Milton, V. L., it 966.

le bemocraticall ene- demographer (de-mog'ra-fer), n. One who is

L EPid. (1646), I. Iv. 13. Ver8ed in demography.
Every expansion of the scheme of government they [the demographic (dem-o-graf 'ik), a. Of or pertain-

fminers of the American Constitution] elaborated has been
j j demography.
The high value of vaccination and re-vaccination was

clearly shown in the Demographic Section of the Congress.
Nature, XXXVL 618.

demography (de-mog'ra-fl), n. [= F. demogra-
phie, < Gr. otfudr, people, + -yw'a, < ypoAcm,

write.] That department of anthropology
which relates to vital and social statistics and
their application to the comparative study of

races and of nations.

,

Whipfle, Ess. and Rev., I. 28.

2. In French law, abatement; annulment: as,

an action in demolition of a servitude or a

demoiselle (dem-wo-zel'), n. [F.: seedamsefl.] nuisance.

1. A young lady; a damsel.-2. A bird, tho demolltionist (dem-o-lish'ou-ist), . [< dem-
olition + -ist.] One who favors demolition or

It is a means of ilriiitn-i'ittiiin

meraMe impressions of a plate.

There \vas a ureat impetus iriven liy politics tn the ,1, -

mocrati:in;n>t the nation, and. in the rapid social changes
of the day, the educated elass found it>elf well shaken up
with the i ......hanie. //. i:. Hfwliirr. Noah Webster, p. 151.

virgv).

Numidian crane, Anthropoides rirgo: so called

from its gracefulness and symmetry of form.

The gall-bladder . . . [was) wanting in two out of six

demoisMet. Owen, Anat.. wii.

3. In entom., a damsel-fly; a dragon-fly. 4.

A shark, (f<ilci>crr<l<> tii/rinus, about 12 feet long.

riiii/fdir. 5. Afishof the genus Pomacattrux ;

one of the family I'inacfiitri<ln:

De Moivre's property of the circle, De Moi-
vre'S theorem. See circle, theorem.

ist.]

destruction, as of institutions ;
a radical revo-

lutionist. Carlyle.

demon(de'mon),n. [Also,inL. spelling, dtemon;
= D. demon = G. Sw. damon = Dan. da'mon =
OF. demon, F.demon (cf. Pr. demoni= Sp. Pg. It.

demonio, < LL. damonium, < Or. dai/j6viov, dim.),

< L. daemon, a spirit, genius, lar. eccles. an evil

spirit, < Gr. Saijtuv (iat^ov-), a god or goddess,

deity, a tutelary deity, a genius, lar, a god of

lower rank, later also a departed soul, a ghost,
in N. T. and eccles. an evil

spirit ;
of uncertain

origin : (1) by some identified with iat/fiuv,

knowing (which is also found, perhaps by error,

in the form daiuuv). < daf/vai, learn, teach, akin

to SiidoKeiv, teach, L. docere, teach (see diilm-ti/-

and docile, doctrine) : (2) by some derived, with

formative -puv, as 'the distributer of destinies,'

< iaifiv, divide, distribute; (3) by some re-

garded as for orig. *6aiF/iuv, < 'OCUF-, tiF-, as in

*d(fof, o7of, heavenly. L. divits, dirinufi, di\-ine,

deus, god, deita(t-)s, deity, etc.: see deity.] 1.

In Gr. myth., a supernatural agent or intelli-

gence, lower in rank than a god; a spirit hold-

ing a middle place between gods and men ; one

of a class of ministering spirits, sometimes re-

garded as including the souls of deceased per-

sons; a genius: as, the demon or good genius of

Socrates. Sometimes written daimon.

Thy damon (that's thy spirit w hli-h keeps thee) Is

Noble, courageous, high, unmatchahle.
Shall., A. andC., II. S.



demon
Those Demons that are found

In flre, air, flood, or under ground,
Whose power hath a true consent
With planet, or with element.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 93.

Soon was a world of holy demons made,
Aerial spirits, by great Jove design'd
To be on earth the guardians of mankind.

T. Cooke, tr. of Hesiod's Works and Days, i.

A daemon, in the philosophy of Plato, though inferior to

a deity, was not an evil spirit, and it is extremely doubtful
whether the existence of evil daemons was known either

to the Oreeks or Romans till about the time of the advent
of Christ. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 404.

2. An evil spirit; a devil: from the belief of

the early Christian world that all the divinities

of the pagans were devils.

If that same demon, that hath gull'd thee thus,
Should with his lion gait walk the whole world,
He might return to vasty Tartar back,
And tell the legions, I can never win
A soul so easy as that Englishman's.

Shak., Hen. V., 11. 2.

3. Figuratively, an atrociously wicked or cruel

person; one characterized by demoniac pas-
sions or conduct. 4. [caj>.] A certain genus
of Coleoptera.
demoness (de'mon-es), n. [< demon + -ess.] A
female demon.
The Sichemites . . . had a goddess or demoness, under

the name of Jephthah's daughter.
J. Mede, Apostasy of Latter Times, p. 31.

demonetization (de-mon*e-ti-za'shon), n. [<

demonetize + -ation ; = F. demonetisation.'] The
act of demonetizing; the condition of being
demonetized. Also spelled demonetisation.

The object to be accomplished, by diminishing the
amount of legal-tender paper, is precisely the same object
which was sought to be accomplished by the demonetiza-
tion of silver. N. A. See., CXXVII. 119.

demonetize (de-mon'e-tiz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
demonetized, ppr. demonetizing. [< L. de- priv.
+ moneta, money, + E. -ize; = F.demonetiser.]
To divest of standard monetary value; with-
draw from use as money ; deprive of the char-
acter of money. Also spelled demonetise.

They (gold mohurs] have been completely demonetized

by the [East India] Company. Cobden.

Germany and England, in demonetizing silver, have cre-

ated a money pressure there unparalleled in our times.
N. A. Re., CXLIII. 101.

demoniac (de-mo'ni-ak), a. and n. [< ME. demo-
niak = F. demoniaque = Pr. demoniayx, demo-
niat = Sp. Pg. It. demoniaco, < LL. darmoniacus,
< Gr. as if *6ai/iomaK6f, for which only daifioviKo^

(whence LL. damonicus, E. demonic), < da!/wv, a

god, genius, spirit: see demon.'] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to a demon or spirit.

He, all unarm'd,
Shall chase thee, with the terrour of his voice,
From thy demoniack holds. Milton, P. R., iv. 628.

2. Produced by demons; influenced by demons.
Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy.

Milton, P. L., xi. 485.

3. Of the character of a demon; acting as if

possessed by demons ; wild; frantic; extremely
wicked or cruel.

II. n. 1. One who is supposed to be pos-
sessed by a demon; one whose volition and
other mental faculties seem to be overpow-
ered, restrained, or disturbed in their regular
operation by an evil spirit; specifically, a luna-
tic.

Raving and blaspheming incessantly, like a demoniac,
he came to the court. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.
In the synagogue was a demoniac, a lunatic with that

dual consciousness which sprang out of a real or sup-
posed possession by an evil spirit.

d. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 437.

2. [cap.'] One of a section of the Anabaptists
who maintained that the devils would ultimate-

ly be saved. Imp. Diet
demoniacal (de-mo-ni'a-kal), a. Of demoniac
character or origin; lite a demon; demoniac.
Demoniacal possession, possession by demons or evil

spirits. In the New Testament, especially the Gospels,
persons are spoken of as being possessed with devils. By
the Rationalistic school of writers these are regarded as
insane persons, whose condition the popular belief of the
time ascribed to the influence of evil spirits ; by evangeli-
cal writers it is believed that evil spirits actually exercised
a controlling influence over the spirits of men in the time
of Christ, and that his superior power was attested by cast-
ing these evil spirits out.

demoniacally (de-mo-ni'a-kal-i), adv. In a de-
moniacal manner

;
as a demoniac.

demoniacism (de-mo-ni'a-sizm), n. [< demo-
niac + -ism.'] The state"of being a demoniac ;

the practices of demoniacs.
demonial (df-mo'ni-al), a. [< OF. demonial, <
ML. 'demonialis, < Gr. 6atfi6viof, of or belong-
ing to a demon, < Saiuav, demon: see demon.']
Of the nature or character of a demon

; relat-

1528

ing or pertaining to a demon
;
characteristic of

or performed by a demon or demons. [Rare.]
No man who acknowledges demonial things can deny

demons. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 264.

demonian (de-mo'ni-an), a. [As demonial +
-an.'] Having the qualities or characteristics

of a demon. [Rare.]
Demonian spirits now, from the element
Each of his reign allotted, rightlier call'd

Powers of flre, air, water, and earth beneath.

Milton, P. R., ii. 122.

demonianism (de-mo'ni-an-izm), n. [< demo-
nian + -ism.'] Tlie state of being possessed by
a demon. [Rare.]
The teachers of the gospel in the fullness of their in-

spiration must needs be secure from an error which so

dreadfully affected the religion they were entrusted to

propagate as demanianism did, if it were an error.

Warburton, Divine Legation, ix., notes.

demoniasm (de-md'ni-azm), n. [< Gr. as if

"Sai/iovtaaftof, < iai/ioviav, also fiaifiovav, be under
the power of a demon, \ dai/tuv, demon : see de-

mon.'] The state of being under demoniacal
influence

; possession by a demon. [Rare.]
What remained but to ascribe both to enthusiasm or

demoniasm? Warburton, Sermons, p. 255. (Latham.)

demonic (de-mon 'ik), a. [< Gr. Sai/u>viK6f, <

fal/uM, a demon: see demon."] Pertaining to
or like a demon

;
demoniac. Also daemonic.

He may even show sudden impulses which have a false

air of daemonic strength, because they seem inexplicable.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xv.

demonifuge (de-mou'i-fuj), n. [< LL. dmnon,
a demon, + fugare, put to flight.] A charm
or protection against demons.
Of these, Isabella ... I hope was wrapped in the fri-

ar's garment ; for few stood more in need of a demonifuge.
Pennant, London, p. 271.

demonism (de'mon-izm), n. [= F. demonisme;
as demon + -ism.'] Belief in the existence of

demons; character or action like that of de-

mons.
The established theology of the heathen world . . .

rested upon the basis of demonism.
Farmer, Demoniacs of New Testament, i. 7.

demonist (de'mon-ist), n. [< demon + -4st.'] A
believer in or worshiper of demons.
To believe the governing mind or minds not absolutely

and necessarily good, nor confined to what is best, but
capable of acting according to mere will or fancy, is to be
a Demonist. Shaftesbury.

demonize (de'mon-Iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

monized, ppr. demonizing. [< ML. daimonizare,
make demoniac, < Gr. 6cu/tovi&a6ai, be under the

power of a tutelary deity or spirit, in N. T. be
possessed by a demon.] To subject to the in-

fluence of demons; make like a demon
;
render

demoniacal or diabolical.

Man's choices free or fetter, elevate or debase, deify or
demonize his humanity. Alcott, Tablets, p. 184.

Christ is now [in his temptation] to have his part in a
state demonized by evil.

Bushnell, Forgiveness and Law, p. 158.

demonocracy (de-mon-ok'ra-si), n. [= F. d6-

monocratie, < Gr. Saifiuv, a demon, + -Kparia,

government, < Kparelv, rule, be strong.] The
power or government of demons.
demonographer (de-mon-og'ra-fer), n. [= F.

deinonographe ; < demonography + -eri.] A
writer on demons and demonology; a demon-
ologist.

The demonographers of the sixteenth to the eighteenth
century continually allude to the flight of Simon Magus
across the Forum as effected by the aid of demons.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 4.

demonography (de-mon-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. de-

monographte= Pg. demonograpMa, < Gr. 6ai\um,
demon, + -ypafyia, < ypa<j>civ, write.] The de-

scriptive stage of demouology. O. T. Mason.
[Rare.]
demonolaterJde-mon-ol'a^ter), . [= F. dt-

A demon-
worshiper.

Certain demonolators in the present day, as far as the
outward evidence of their affliction goes, display as plain
signs of demoniacal possession as ever were displayed 1800

years ago.

Bp. Caldwell, quoted in Oxeuham's Short Studies, p. 421.

demonolatry (de-mon-ora-tri), n. [= F. de-
monoldtrie = Sp. demonolatriu = Pg. demonoln-
tria, < Gr. dalfiuv, a demon, + harpeia, worship.]
The worship of evil spirits ;

the worship of evil

personified as a devil.

Demonolatry, Devil-dancing, and Demoniacal posses-
sion. Up. Caldwell, Contemporary Rev., Feb., 1876.

demonologert (de-mou-oro-jer), n. [< demon-
+ -er1 .] A demonologist. North.

demonstrate

demonologic, denionological (de' mou-o-loj'ik,
-i-kal), a. Pertaining to demonology.
demonologist (de-mgu-ol'o-jist), . [< demon-

ology + -int.'] One versed in demonology.
demonology (de-mon-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. de-

monologie, < Gr. Saifiuv, a demon, + -foyia, <

Uytiv, speak: see -ology.] 1. A discourse or
treatise on demons

;
an account of evil spirits

and their character, agency, etc.

Demonology, the branch of the science of religion which
relates to demons, is much obscured in the treatises of old
writers. Encye. Brit., VII. 54.

2. The study of popular superstitions concern-

ing demons or evil spirits.

demonomagy (de-mon-om'a-ji), n. [< Gr. tai-

/juv, a demon, + wojof, magic, a magician : see

magic.'] Magic dependent upon the agency of

demons. [Rare.]
The author had rifled all the stores of demonomagy to

furnish out an entertainment. Bp. Hurd.

demonomancy (de'mon-o-man-si), n. [< F. de-

monomancie, < Gr. 6ai/j.uv, demon, + /lavreia,

divination.] Divination while under the influ-

ence Or inspiration of the devil or of demons.
demonomania (de"mon-o-ma'ni-a), . [= F. de-

monomanie = Pg. demonomania, <. NL. demon-
omania, < Gr. SOJ.JIJM, a demon, + ftavia, mania.]
Inpathol., a kind of mania in which the patient
fancies himself possessed by devils.

demonomistt (de-mon'o-mist), n. [< demon-

omy + -ist.~] One who lives in subjection to

the devil or to evil spirits.

demonomy (de-mon o-mi), n. [< Gr. daifiuv,
a demon, + -vofiia (cf . PO//OC, law), < vepeiv, reg-
ulate.] If. The dominion of demons or evil

spirits. 2. The deductive and predictive stage
of demonology. O. T. Mason.

demonopathy (de-mon-op'a-thi), n. [< Gr.

6ai/juv, demon, + Trd^of, suffering.] Demono-
mania.

demonopolize (de-mo-nop'o-Hz), . t.
; pret. and

pp. demonopolized, ppr. denionopolizing. [< de-

priv. + monopolized] To destroy the monopoly
of

;
withdraw from the power of monopoly.

Since the expiry of the contract the mines [of Colombia]
have been demonopolized. Eneyc. Brit., VI. 154.

demqnry (de'mon-ri), n. [< demon + -ry.'] De-
moniacal influence. [Rare.]

What demonry, thinkest thou, possesses Varus?
J. Saillie.

demonship (de'mon-ship), n. [< demon + -ship.']
The state of being a demon.
demonstrability (de-mon-stra-bil'i-ti), n.

Demonstrableness.
demonstrable (de-mon'stra-bl), a. [= Sp. de-

mostrable = Pg. demonstravel, < LL. demonstra-

bilis, < L. demonstrare : see demonstrate."] Capa-
ble of being demonstrated ; susceptible of being
proved beyond doubt or contradiction.

The grand articles of our belief are as demonstrable as

geometry. Glanville, Seep. Set

It is demonstrable that light cannot reach our system
from the nearest of the fixed stars in less than five years,
and telescopes disclose to us objects probably many times
more remote.

Sir J. Ilerschel, in Tyndall's Light and Elect., p. 21.

demonstrableness (de-mon'stra-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being demonstrable.

demonstrably (de-mon 'stra-bli), adr. In a
demonstrable manner; so as to demonstrate;
beyond the possibility of doubt

; manifestly.
He should have compelled his ministers to execute the

law in cases that demonstrably concerned the public
peace. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

demonstrancet (de-mon'strans), n. [< ME. de-

monstraunce, < OF. demonstrance, demoustrance

(= It. dimostranza), < NL. as if "demonstrantia,
< L. demonstran(t-)s, ppr. of demonstrare, de-
monstrate : see demonstrate. Cf. monstrance.']

Demonstration; proof; exhibition of the truth
of a proposition. Holland.
He leyed them in the mydle of the cyte, and abode the

demonstraunce of god. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 158.

If one or a few sinfull acts were a sufficient demon-
strance of an hypocrite, what would become of all the

elect, even the best recorded in Scripture?
R. Junius, Cure of Misprision.

demonstratable (dem
' on - stra - ta -bl), a. [<

demonstrate + -able.'] Capable of being de-

monstrated; demonstrable. [Rare.]
It is a fact dynamically demonstratable that the total

amount of vis viva in any moving system abandoned to

the mutual reaction of its particles . . . has a maximum
value which it cannot exceed, and a minimum below
which it cannot descend. Herschel, Pop. Lectures, p. 469.

demonstrate (de-mon'- or dem'on-strat), v. t. ;

pret. and pp. demonstrated, ppr. demonstrat-

ing, [< L. demonstrate, pp. of demonstrare



demonstrate

(> Sp. dcmostrar = Pg. drnii'iixtnii- = It. tlinw-

strare = D. tlcmonstreren = ('. demoiutrirm
= Dan. ili-iHiinnln n : = S\v. ileniiiimtrera), point

out, indicate, designate, show, < de- + mon-

strare, show : see monstrtitimi, monster. Ct. re-

monstrate.] 1. To point out; indicate; make
evident

;
exhibit.

How he lov'd the People, nlher Arguments then affected

sayings must tlrmoiixtrat. Milton, Elkonoklastes, ix.

For the Gardens, one m;i> :it. !\ atlinn ttiat if Solomon
made them in the Kocky ground wliich is now ansi^n'd

for thiMii, he lit Hinnstrnti'il greater |H>WIT mill wealth in

finishing his design, than he did wisdom in choosing the

place for it. Minnnlrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 89.

Specifically 2. To exhibit, deseribo, and ex-

Elaiu,

as the parts of a dissected body ;
teach

y the ocular use of examples, as a physical
science, especially anatomy or any of its prin-

ciples. 3. To establish the truth of; fully es-

tablish by arguments ;
adduce convincing rea-

sons for belief in, as a proposition.
As the proving of these two things will overthrow all

atheism, so It will likewise lay a clear foundation for the

demonstrating of a deity distinct from the corporeal
world. Cutheorth, Intellectual System, p. 146.

demonstration (dem-on-stra'shon), n. [< ME.
(lci/xistracion, < OF. demonstration, demonstroi-

son, P. demonstration = Sp. demostracion = Pg.
tlcinonstracSo = It. dimostrazione = D. demon-
stratie= G. Dan. Sw. demonstration, < L. demon-

stratio(n-), < demonstrare, point out: see de-

monstrate.] 1. The act of pointing out or ex-

hibiting; an exhibition; a manifestation; a
show: as, a demonstration of friendship or sym-
pathy.

Did your letters pierce the queen to any demonttration
of grief .' Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

2. The exhibition and explanation of exam-

ples in teaching an art or a science, especially
anatomy. 3. Milit., an exhibition of warlike

intentions; a warlike attitude or movement:
specifically, a military operation of any kind
which may be performed for the purpose of

deceiving the enemy respecting the measures
which it is intended to employ against him.

He was compelled hy the national spirit to make a dem-
onstration of war. Hallow.

If any uncertainty remains as to the enemy's disposi-

tion, ileintinxtnitiiiu.1 should be made generally along the
front, to oblige him to show his hand.

Maaiouyall, Modern Warfare, vlil.

4. A public exhibition, by a number of persons,
of sympathy with some political or other cause,
as in a mass-meeting or a procession. 6" . Proof,
either (a) a process of stating in an orderly
manner indubitable propositions which evi-

dently cannot be true without the truth of the

conclusion so proved, or (b) the propositions
SO stated. Properly, demonstration is restricted to per-
fect proof, especially mathematical proof. (See the ex-

tract from Burgersdicius, l>elow.) According to the Aristo-

telian doctrine, which has greatly influenced the use of

the word, demonstration must be drawn from principles
not only self-evident, but also uuderived from any higher
irinciples ; and the conclusion must not only be shown to
'< true, but also to be a mere special case of the truth of

one or more of the principles from which it Is derived. It

was supposed that this was the character of the best
mathematical proofs ; but mathematical proof consists in

constructing a diagram or formula according to certain
rules which prescribe that certain relations shall exist
hriui . n the parts of that diagram, and then in showing
by observation (directly or indirectly) that certain addi-
tional relations exist between those parts ; and no impor-
tant mathematical proof Is of the nature of the Aristote-
lian demonstration. The word has consequently acquired
two significations : tlrst, its original sense of a perfect
mathematical proof ; second, the sense of a proof drawn
from principles, as in the Aristotelian theory. There is

also a third signification, according to which a demon-
stration is any proof which leaves no room for reason-
able doubt, such as Kepler a proof that the orbit of Mars
is an ellipse. Writers who adopt the Aristotelian view
hold that the redttctio ad alimrdum and the Kermatlan
mode of proof, though entirely convincing, arc not perfect
demonstrations.

Some an admirable delight drew to Musicke ; and some,
the certainty of demonstration to the Mathematickes.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Demonstration is a syllogism made of such propositions
as are true, first immediate, and manifestly known, and
be the causes of the conclusion. First and immediate here
is all one, signifying such propositions as need not be
proved or made nine < vident by any other former propo-
sitions. Blundfvutf.

Demonstration, in the f!reek ajro6<if, is amongst the
geometricians a delineation of a diagram, in wliich they
exhibit the truth of their propositions to be seen hy tin-

eye. lo that is opposed pseudonraphema : that is, a de-

scription or false delineation. Now these words, as many
others, whieh are used in the doctrine of syllogism. an
translated from geometry into logic; and Wan dMHOK
*ti-<titm is taken sometimes for any certain and perspicu-
ous proof, lint here in this place strictly for syllogism sci-

entitle, and pBendographema, or false syllogism, for syllo-

gism begetting error or contrary to science.
liiir

:ifraluiu, tr. by a Gentleman.
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Demonstration [is] nothing but the perception of nirli

agreement [of ideas] by the intervention t' other ideas or

mediums. /,<M'Jv, Mnman rnderntnnding, IV. iv. 7.

Direct demonstration, demonstration roD im, or

driin>u*iriiti '/i"", a ptoof proceeding from the true cause

of the fact proved. Imperfect demonstration, see

. n.ri'. Indirect demonstration, demonstration
TOU on, or d>'in"ii.*<i-iiti" ijtiid, a proof which does not show
the true cause of the fact proved. - Ostensive demon-
stration, in mnlh., a demonstration which plainly and

directly demonstrates the truth of a proposition.

demonstrative (de-mon'stra-tiv), . and . [<

ME. ilfiinniKtriitif, ^ F. (Umonstratif= Pr. demos-

tratiu = Sp. demostrativo = Pg. demonstrativo

= It. dimostrativo, < L. demonstrativus, < de-

monstrare, point out: see demonstrate.] I. a.

1. Exhibiting or indicating with clearness: as,

a demonstrative figure in painting. 2. In rltet.,

expressing or explaining with clearness, force,

and beauty. 3. Characterized by or given to

the strong exhibition of any feeling or quality ;

energetically expressive: as, a demonstrative

manner; a demonstra live person.

May hasn't been too officious about me and too dr.aon-

stratice. Dickent, Cricket on the Hearth.

4. Pertaining to or of the nature of proof;
having the power of proving or demonstrating;
indubitably conclusive : as, a demonstrative ar-

gument ;
demonstrative reasoning.

A syllogism demonstrative is that which is made of ne-

cessary, Immediate, true, certain, and infallible proposi-
tions, being first and so known as they need none other

proof. Blundeville.

It is Impossible by any solid or demonstrative reasons
to persuade a man to believe the conversion of the needle

to the north. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 48.

Probations are demonstrative In the stricter sense of that

term when the certainty they necessitate is absolute and

complete : that is, when the opposite alternative Involves

a contradiction. Sir W. Hamilton.

Demonstrative certainty. See certainty. Demon-
strative judgment, a judgment in which something i*

held to lie necessarily proved. Demonstrative legacy.
See legacy. Demonstrative pronoun, in gram.,& pro-
noun that points to, rather than defines or describes, the

object to which It relates : the name Is applied to English

this, that, you, and to their correspondents in other lan-

guages. Demonstrative root, a name sometimes ap-

plied to the pronominal roots in general, as implying posi-
tion and direction rather than quality.

II. n. A demonstrative pronoun,
demonstratively (de-mon stra-tiv-li), adv. 1.

In a manner to prove or demonstrate; with

proof which cannot be questioned ;
with cer-

tainty; convincingly.
First, I demonstratively prove
That feet were only made to move. Prior.

i;:;

No man, he (Plato] thought, could see clearly and de-

monstratively what was right and what was wrong and not
act accordingly. /li/ m Smith, Moral Sentiments, vll. 2.

2. In a demonstrative manner ; with energetic
exhibition of feeling: as, he spoke very demon-

stratively.
demonstrativeness (de-mon'stra-tiv-nes), n.

The quality of being demonstrative, in any of

its senses.

demonstrator (dem'on-stra-tor), n. [= P. de-

niiinatrateur, OF. demonstreuf= Sp. demostrn-
dor = Pg. denumstrador = It. dimostratore, < L.

demonstrator, < demonstrare, point out: see de-

monstrate.] 1. One who points out, exhibits, or

explains by examples; specifically, in anat.,
one who exhibits, describes, and explains the

parts when dissected; a teacher of practical

anatomy.
In 1805, he (Sir Benjamin Brodie] assisted Mr. Wilson in

teaching anatomy, and in IHOy officiated as demonstrator.

Gallery of Medicine, Sir B. Brodie.

2. One who demonstrates; one who proves
anything with certainty or with indubitable
evidence.

Whether an algebraist, fluxionist, geometrician, or dem-
onstrator of any kind, can expect indulgence for obscure

principles or incorrect reasonings.
Dp. Berkeley, Analyst, xliii.

3. The index finger. Dunglison.
demonstratorship (dem'on-stra-tor-ship), n.

[< demonstrator + -shij>.] The position or of-

fice of a demonstrator in anatomy.
When Valsalva was transferred to Parma, Morgagnl suc-

ceeded to his anatomical demonstratorship.
Encyc. Brit., XVI. 822.

demonstratory (de-mon'stra-to-ri), a. [< LL.
demonstratoriiis, < li. demonstrator: see demon-

xtnitnr.] Tending to demonstrate; demonstra-
tive. [Rare.]
demoraget, . An obsolete form of demurrage.
demoralization (de-mor'al-i-za'shon), n. [= F.

iii'-iiiiiriiiittiitiiin = Sp. dtttHtnUeaeton = Pg. des-

morali:aq8o = It. dr>m>riiU:;ii;iin' : as demoral-
i~c + -ntion.] The act of demoralizing, or the

state of being demoralized. Also spelled de-

moralisation.

dempt
The cause [of the crimes of the i reoles] ! t.. lie found In

the existence of slavery; and the invariable <t>'nir(iliiatwn

whieh thUareursi-d piaetici-] luce is not checked by any
system of religious teaching. Quarterly Jtrr., Nov., 1M"

The demoralization among the Confederates from their

defeats at Henry and Donelson, their lonx marches from
Bowling Green, Columbus, and Nashville, and their failure

at shiloh, . . . was so great that a stand for the time
would have U'eil imposMMc.

( . N. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 874.

demoralize (de-mor'al-Iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
iltmiiralized, ppr. demoralizing. [= F. demo-
raliser = Sp. Pg. desmoralizar = It. demoraUz-
zare = D. demoraliseren = G. demoralisiren =
Dan. demoralisere = Sw. dcmoralisera ; as de-

priv. + moral + -izc.] 1. To corrupt or un-
dermine the morals of: weaken or destroy the

effect of moral principles on.

When the Doctor [Noah Webster] was asked how many
words he had coined for his Dictionary, he replied, only
one, "to demoralize," and that ... in a pamphlet pub-
lished in the last century.

Sir C. Lyell, Travels in the United States, p. 63.

It is always demoralizing to extend the domain of senti-

ment over questions where it has no legitimate jurisdic-
tion. Lowell, Htudy Windows, p. 168.

2. To deprive of spirit or energy ; dishearten ;

destroy the courage, confidence, or hope of;
render incapable of brave or energetic effort :

specifically used in relation to troops : as, the

charge of our cavalry completely demoralized
the enemy's left wing.
But war often for a time exhausts and demoralizes, it

sometimes perpetuates injustice, it is occasionally under-
taken against the clearest provisions of the law of nations.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 5 208.

3. To throw into confusion in general; bring
into disorder; confuse mentally: as, he was

badly demoralized by fright. [Colloq.]
Also spelled demoralise.

demos (de'mos), n. [< Gr. <%jof, the people :

see rfcm*2.] 1. In Gr. antiq., the people; the

public ;
the commonwealth. 2. The populace ;

the common people.

Only thus is there hope of arresting the general defec-

tion from the religious life observable both in the intel-

lectual classes and through large strata of the Demos.

Contemporary Rev., L. 25.

Also demiis.

Demospongiae (de-mo-spon'ji-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. oi?//of ,

the people (see deme*, 2), + oir6yyof,

sponge.] In Sollas's classification of sponges,
a subclass of Silicispongia! in which sexradiate

spicules are absent. It is divided into two or-

ders, Monaxonida and Tetractinellida.

demospongian (de-mo-spon'ji-an), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining' to the Demospongwe.
H. 11. One of the Demospongia;.

Demosthenian, Demosthenean (de-mos-the'-

ni-an, de-mos-the-ne'an), a. Same as Demos-
thenic.

Emphatic and abnormal position of single words and

phrases was a distinctly Demosthrnian device, to prick
his hearers as it were, and keep their attention at a high

degree of tension. Tram. Amtr. Philol. Ass., XVI. 127.

Demosthenic (de-mos-then'ik), a. [< L. De-

mosthenicus, < Demosthenes, < Gr. ^tifiooBtv^f, a
celebrated orator. The name means 'strong
with the people,' < oij/iof , the people, + atitvof,

strength.] Pertaining to or characteristic of

Demosthenes, a celebrated Athenian orator and
patriot (384-322 B. c.), especially famous for

his "Philippics," or orations delivered against
the encroachments of Philip, king of Macedon.
demotic (de-mot'ik), a. [= F. demotique = Sp.

demotico, <'Gr. dti/urrtKof, of or for the common
people, popular, democratic, < dr//i6rrK, one of

the common people, < oijfiof, the common peo-
ple. Cf. democratic.] Popular; pertaining to

the common people: specifically applied to a
certain mode of writing used in Egypt for epis-
tolary and business purposes from about the
seventh century B. a, as distinguished from the
lii< rn tic and hieroglyphic. Also called enchorial.

In Egyptian writing the demotic or enchorial system Is

a corruption of the hieratic. Farrar, Language, xili

It (the Roaetta stone) was engraved in three sets of

characters, the first being in the ancient hieroglyphic*,
the second In the more recent and popular language and
characters called demotic, and the third in the Ureek.

H. S. Osbarn, Ancient Egypt, p. 18.

dempnet, r. t. An obsolete form of damn
Chaucer.

dempster, n. See deemster.

demptt (dempt). [ME. dempt, contr. of demed,

pp. of demen, deem, judge : see deem1
.] An ob-

solete preterit and past participle of deem 1
.

Till partial! Paris dempt it Venus dew.

Spenter, F. Q., II. vii. 55.

Therefore, Sir knight,

Aread what course of you Is safest dempt.
Spenter, f. Q., III. xi. 23.



demulce

demulcet (de-muls'), r. t. [= It. demulcere, < L.

demulcere, stroke down, soften, < dc, down, +
iintlcere, stroke, allay.] To soothe, mollify, or

pacify.
Wherewith Saturn was demulced and appeased.

Sir T. Elyot, The Goveruour, fol. 64.

demulcent (de-mul'sent), a. and n. [= Sp.

demulcente, < L. demulcen(t-)s, ppr. of demulcere:
see demulce.] I. a. Softening; mollifying;
soothing: as, a demulcent medicine.

There are other substances, which are opposite to both
sorts of acrimony, which are called demulcent or mild.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, v.

II. n. Any medicine which assuages the ef-

fects of irritation; that which softens, soothes,
or mollifies, as gums, oils, flaxseed, and other

mucilaginous substances.
It [gum-acacia] is much used in medicine as a simple

(tonwMnt. for lubricating abraded surfaces.
A. G. F. Eliot James, Indian Industries, p. 171.

demulsiont (de-mul'shpn), n. [An erroneous
form (by confusion with emulsion, q. v.) for *de-

mulction, < L. as if *demulctio(n-), < demulctus,
pp. of demulcere, stroke: see demulce.] 1. The
act of soothing or imparting comfort or con-
tent. 2. That which soothes or contents

;
flat-

tery.
Vice garlanded with all the soft demulsions of a pres-

ent contentment. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 57.

demur (de-mer'), v.
; pret. and pp. demurred,

ppr. demurring. [Early mod. E. also demurre;
< ME. "demoren, demeoren, demeren, < OF. de-

morer, demourer, demurer, demeurer, F. demeurer
= Pr. Sp. Pg. demorar = It. dimorare, < L. de-

morari, delay, retard, < de + morari, delay, <

mora, hesitation, delay.] I. intrans. If. To
delay; linger; tarry.
Yet durst they not demur nor abide upon the camp.

A'icolls, tr. of Thucydides, fol. 73.

2f. To hesitate; suspend proceedings; delay
conclusion or action.

3. To have or suggest scruples or difficulties
;

object irresolutely; take exception: as, they
demurred to our proposals.
My process was always very simple in their younger

days, 'twas "Jack, do this;" if he demurred, I knocked
him down

; and if he grumbled at that, I always sent him
out of the room. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

If he accepts it, why should you demur?
Bmuming, Ring and Book, I. 159.

4. In law, to interpose a demurrer.
Il.t trans. 1. To put off; delay; keep in sus-
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The demure parlour-maid, as she handed the dishes and

changed the plates, saw that all was not right, and was
more demure than ever. Trollope. The Warden, x.

demuret (<le-mur'), r. /. [< demure, a.] To look

with reserve or bashfulness.

Your wife Octavia, with her modest eyes, . . .

Demuring upon me. Shak., A. and C., iv. 13.

demurely (de-mur'li), adv. With a grave coun-
tenance

;
with a show of gravity.

Nay, to see how demurely he will bear himself before
our husbands, and how jocund when their backs are

turned. Dekker and Webster, Westward Hoe, i. 2.

Esop's damsel sat demurely at the board's end. Bacon.

demureness (de-mur'nes), . The state or as-

pect of being demure
; gravity of countenance

or demeanor, real or affected ;
a show of mod-

esty.

demurity (de-mu'ri-ti), x. [< demure + -ity.]

If. Demureness; decorum.

They pretend to such demurity as to form a society for
the Regulation of Manners. Tom Brown, Works, II. 182.

They placed their justification upon their patience and
suffering for their opinions, and on their righteous life

and retired demurity, and affected singularity both in

word and gesture.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 281.

2. An impersonation of demureness
;
one who

behaves demurely. [Humorous.]
She will act after the fashion of Richardson's demuri-

ties. Lamb, To Southey.

demurrable (de-mer'a-bl), a. [< demur +
-able.] That maybe demurred to

;
that excep-

tion may be taken to.

demurrage (de-mer'aj), n. [Formerly demor-

age; < OF. demorage, demourage,demoraige,<. de-

morer, delay: see demur and -age.] 1. In mari-
time law : (a) Any detention of a vessel by the

freighter in loading or unloading beyond the
time originally stipulated. When a vessel is

thus detained she is said to be on demurrage,
(b) The compensation which the freighter has
to pay for such delay or detention.

This day Captain Taylor brought me a piece of plate, a
little small state dish, he expecting that I should get him
some allowance for demorage of his ship William, kept

pense.
He demands a fee,

And then demurs me with a vain delay.
Quarter, Emblems, iv. 11.

2. To doubt of
; scruple concerning ; hesitate

about: as, "to demur obedience," Fenton.
demur (de-mer'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-

murre, demeure; < OF. demor, devour, demem;
m., demore, demeure, f., stop, delay; from the

verb.] 1. Stop; pause; hesitation as to pro-
ceeding or decision.

The suit we join'd in must not
Fall by too long demur. Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 2.

Works adjourned have many stays,

Long demurs breed new delays. Southwell.

2. Exception (taken) ; objection (urged).
Caesar also, then hatching Tyranny, injected the same

scrupulous demurrs to stop the sentence of death in full
and free Senat decreed on Leritalus and Cethegus.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

All my demurs but double bis attacks. Pope.
He yielded, wroth and red, with fierce demur.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

demure (de-mur'), a. [< ME. demure, < OF. de

murs, for de bounes murs (buens murs, boines

mours), lit. of good manners (in formation like

debonair, q. v.): de, < L. de, of; ban, < L. bonus,
good ; murs, mors, mours, m., f., F. mceurs, f.,

manners, < L. mores, manners : see moral.'] 1.

Sober; grave; modest; formally decorous : as,
a demure look.

I sawe there luges, sittyng fulle demvre,
With out semblant [regard], othir to moste or leest,
^otwithstandyng thei hadde them vnder cure.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 65.

Loe ! two most goodly Virgins came in place, . . .

With countenance demure, and modest grace.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 12.

His fashion and demure Habit gets him in with some
Town-precisian, and inaks him a Guest on Fryday nights.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Young Rawe Preacher.

2. Affectedly modest; making a demonstra-
tion of gravity or decorum. [This is the sense
in which the word is now chiefly used.]

,ong at Tangier, which I shall, and may justly do.

Pepys, Diary, II. 56.

The claim for demurrage ceases as soon as a ship is

cleared out and ready for sailing.

JU'Culloch, Diet, of Commerce.

2. (a) Detention of railway-wagons, etc. (b)
A charge of l^rf. per ounce, made by the Bank
of England in exchanging notes or coin for
bullion. [Eng.]
demurral (de-mer 'al), n. [< demur + -al.]
Hesitation in proceeding or decision

;
demur.

Soutliey.
demurrer1

(de-mer'er), n. [< demur + -er1 .]

One who demurs.

And is Lorenzo a demurrer still?

Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 1366.

demurrer2 (de-mer'er), n. [< OF. demorer, de-

murer, inf. as noun: see demur.] 1. In law, a

pleading in effect that, even conceding the
facts to be as alleged by the adversary, he is

not entitled to the relief he asks. A general de-
murrer is one that does not specify an objection, but
rests on some defect in substance ; a special demurrer is

one that specifies some defect in the form of the adver-
sary's allegation.

This demurrer our suit doth stay.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 629).

2. A demur; an objection. [Bare.]

"Surely you would not have this misery continue !

"
ex-

claims some one, if you hint a demurrer to much that is

now being said and done.
//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 28.

Demurrer ore tenus, an informal oral demurrer; an
objection taken orally, on the argument of some proceed-
ing in the cause, that the facts alleged do not constitute a
cause of action, that the court has no jurisdiction, or the
like. Demurrer to evidence, an admission, on the
trial, of the truth of the evidence offered by the other
party, coupled with an objection that it is insufficient, and
a submission of the controversy to the court thereon.
Demurrer to interrogatory, a reason given by a wit-
ness for refusing to answer an interrogatory. [Rare.]
Plea Of parol demurrer. Same as age-prayer.
demus (de'mus), w. [L.] See derne* and demos.

demy (de-mi'), a. and n. [< F. demi, half: see

demi-.] I. a. Half: used to indicate a particu-
lar size of paper. See II.

U.K.; pi. demies (-imz'). 1. A particular size
of paper. In America this name is applied only to writ-

ing-paper of the size 16 x 21 inches. In Great Britain the
printing-paper known as demy ism x 22 inches, and dou-
ble-demy is 26 x 38J inches. English writing-demy is 15 x
20 inches.

2. A holder of one of certain scholarships in

Magdalen College, Oxford. Also spelled demi.

denarius

He maintained his school attachment to Addison, then
n il/'tint at Magdalen. A. Dvbaon, Introd. to Steele, p. xiii.

3. A Scotch gold coin issued by James I. in

1433, and worth at that time 3s. 4d. English.
Obverse type, arms in a lozenge ; reverse, cross
in tressure. 4f. A short close vest. Fairholt.

He . . . stript him out of his golden demy or mandillion,
and Head him. Nashe, Lentu Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 166).

demy-pourpointt, . A pourpointed or stuffed

garment covering the body only, without skirts,
worn in the fourteenth century.
demyship (de-mi'ship), n. [< demy + -ship.]
In Magdalen College, Oxford, one of certain

scholarships, namely, eight Senior, of the an-
nual value of 100 each, open to members of

the university who have passed all the exami-
nations requisite for the degree of B. A., and
thirty Junior, of the annual value of 50 each.

Dr. Lancaster . . . obtained for him [Addison] in 1689
one of the demyships at Magdalen.

Diet. Nat. Biog., I. 122.

den1 (den), n. [Early mod. E. also denne; <

ME. den, denne, a den, lair, < AS. demi, a den,
lair (of wild beasts), = OD. denne, a den, cave;
perhaps connected with AS. denu, ME. dene, a

valley : see den2
,
dean1

. Cf. OD. denne, a floor,

deck, = OHG. tenni, denni, neut., MUG. tenne,
neut. and fern., G. tenne, fern., tenn, neut., a

floor, threshing-floor.] 1. A hollow place in

the earth or in a rock; a cave, pit, or subterra-
neous recess, used for concealment, shelter,

protection, or security : as, a lion's den.

The beasts go into dens. Job xxxvii. 8.

The children of Israel made them the dens which are in

the mountains. Judges vi. 2.

2f. A grave.
Whanne thei be doluen in her den.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 52.

3. Any squalid place of resort or residence
;
a

haunt : always used in a bad sense : as, dens of

misery.
Those squalid dens, . . . the reproach of large capitals.

JUacaulay.

4. A small or secluded private apartment; a
retreat for work or leisure. [Colloq.]

Mr. Jones has to go into his den again to serve the last

arrival. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 152.

Another door in the audience-room leads to Prince Bis-

marck's private apartments, the first of which is the li-

brary, containing books on all subjects of general interest,
and presenting by no means the character of a bookworm's
favourite den. Quoted in Lowe's Bismarck, II. 501.

den1 (den), v. i.
; pret. and pp. denned, ppr. den-

ning. [< ME. dennen; < den1
, n.] To dwell in

or as if in a den.

Sluggish salvages that den below.
G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

To den up, to retire into a den for the winter : said of

hibernating animals, as bears. [Colloq., U. 8.]

den2 (den), n. [A variant of dean 1
, < ME. dene,

< AS. denu, a valley: see dean1 .] A narrow
valley; a glen; a dell. [Chiefly Scotch.]
The dowie dens o' Yarrow. Old Ballad.

It's up and down in Tiftie's den,
Where the burn runs clear and bonny,

I've often gone to meet my love.
Andrew Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 193).

den3t (den), n. [In the phrase good den, in the

early dramatists; also written goodden, godden,
and in the fuller phrase God give you good den,
or God ye good den, and corruptly as one word,
Godgigoden, Godigeden (Shak., 1623); prop.j/ood
e'en, good even, and often so written: see good
and even1

, evening.] A corruption of even in the

phrase good even.

Xur. God ye good morrow, gentlemen.
Her. God ye good den, fair gentlewoman.
Xur. Is it yood den) Shak., R. and J., ii. 4.

denarcotize (de-nar'ko-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

denarcolised, ppr. denarcotizing. [< de- priv.
+ narcotize.] To deprive of narcotin: as, to
denarcotize opium,
denarius (de-na'ri-us), n.

; pi. denarii (-i). [L.
(sc. nummus, a coin), prop, containing ten

(asses), < deni, ten each, by tens, for "deem,
< decent = E. ten : see decimal, etc. Hence F.
denier (see denier^), Ar. dinar, etc.] 1. The

principal silver

coin of the Ro-
mans under the

republic and the

empire. It was first

minted in 269 or 268 B.

<'.. when it weighed 72
trains ; the weight wim
shortly afterward re-

Denarius, in the British Museum. (Size
duceil to < grains

of the original. troy. The obverse bore



denarius

the helmeU'il head of Koma and tlie murk of vnlile, .V

that is, ten asses ; til.' 1V\< ! 'se, la-tot jlllil I'ollllX. Other

mythological nnil historical types were substituted uiiiler

the later republic. The denarii of the empire IMITV tlie

< inpcrors' heads. Ahout A. h. '.>lf tlie denarius was BO de-

based that it contained onlyabout luper eeiit. of pure sil-

ver, nnil it ]ir-;iM t<> l>e supplanted about that time by the

urgcliteus. Ill A. P. l^Mi lliocletian applied the name dr-

iitirius to a copper coin issued l>y him. Tlie value of the
denarius nniler the republic and the earlier empire was
ahout 17 cents. The denarius (if Tiltcrius (see cut on piv-
eedinj; pane) is the penny of the New Testament (author-
ized version of 1011).

2. A Roman weight, the 80th or 94th of a Roman
pound. 3. In English monetary reckoning, a

penny, represented by the abbreviation (I., the

penny having been originally, like the Roman
denarius, tho largest silver coin : as, G. 8d. (six

shillings and eight pence).
denaro (da-nii'ro), n. [It., var. of denurio, < L.
ili-niiriii.i: see rffHflriMS.] An old Italian money
of account

; also, a weight. As a money, the denaro
was tlie twelfth part of the soldo that is, on the average,
ahout the twelfth part of a United States cent. Aa a

weiaht, the denaro varied, in different localities from 17
to 20 grains troy.

denary (den'a-ri), a. and n. [< L. denarius,

containing ten : see denarius.'} I. a. Contain-

ing ten ; tenfold.

The symbol 40 in our denary scale represents ten times
four : . . . generally, the binary scale would call for about
three and a half times as many figures as the denary.

/'.;.. Sei. Jfo.,XIII. 424.

II. n.
; pi.

denaries (-riz). 1. A division by
tens; a tithing: as, "tythiugs or denaries,"
Holinshed.

Centenaries that are composed of denaries, and they of
units. Sir K. Digby, Supp. to Cabala, p. 248. (Latham.)

2. A denarius.

An hnmlreth denaries, or pieces of syluer coyne.
J. Udall, On Mat. xix.

denationalization (de-nash'on-al-i-za'shou), n.

[= F. denationalisation; as denationalize +
-tttioti.] The act of denationalizing, or the con-
dition of being denationalized. Also spelled
denationalisation.

Mr. Chase, whose creed on slavery was in one word D<

natiiiualuatiuu. O. S. Merrtam, 8. Bowles, I. 139.

denationalize (de-nash'pu-al-iz), 0. t.; pret. and
pp. denationalized, ppr. denationalizing. [= F.

ilinntionaliser; as de- priv. + nationalize.} 1.

To divest of nationality, or of existing national
relations or rights ; subvert or change the na-

tionality of, as a ship, a person, a people, or a

territory, by change of nag, connection, or al-

legiance ; give a new national character or re-

lation to.

Another curious feature of tho denationalizing charac-
ter of the Feudal system in France is found in this, that
the King of England was the real governor or feudal sov-

ereign of nearly half of the present territory of France
during almost a century. StttU, Stud. Med. Hist, p. 148.

Hie i'aris journal,
" La France," which wrote "We are

Europe ;

"
and which had appealed for subscriptions in aid

of (lie tleiiiitioiiali.ml Danes. l.miv. Bismarck, I. 449.

2. To divest of national scope or importance ;

limit to a particular locality ;
render local : as,

to denationalize slavery or polygamy.
They |the Republicans] agreed . . . that the virgin soil

of our territories should be unpolluted by slavery, and
that this crime against humanity, and plague of our poli-
tics, should be denationalized. N. A. See., CXXVI. 260.

3. To deprive of national limitations or pecu-
liarities ; widen the relations, scope, or appli-
cability of; make cosmopolitan.

Tlie object Is to construe a belief In its most inclusive.
not exclusive, acceptation, ... to denationaliZ' 1 a purely
local faith by making it as universal as the limits of the
world and of humanity.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 84.

Also spelled denationalise.

denaturalize (de-nat'u-ral-iz), r. t.; pret. and
pp. (lrii<iturati:cd, ppr'.' denaturalizing. [< de-

priv. + naturalize.] 1. To render unnatural;
alienate from nature. 2. To deprive of natur-
alization or acquired citizenship in a foreign
country. 3. To deprive of citizenship; dena-
tionalize

; expatriate.
!>>' naturalizing themselves, or, in other words, . . . pub-

licly renouncing their allegiance to their sovereign, and
. . . enlisting under the banners of his enemies.

Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

1531

denayt (de-n'), . [(dcnuy, r.] Denial; re-

fusal.
Mv love eau give no place, bide no denay.

Shot., T. If., II. 4.

dendrachate (den'dra-kat), n. [< Or. itvipov,
a tree, + o^on??, agate: seej/nte2.] Arbores-
cent agate ; agate containing figures resembling
shrubs or parts of plants. Commonly called

Dendragapns (den-drag'a-pus), n. [NL., < Or.

fimi/xrt', a tree. + ay&irri,Jove.] Same as Canace.
dendral (den dral), a. [< Or. dtvoywc, a tree, +
-al.] Of or pertaining to trees; of the nature
of a tree. [Rare.]
The exquisite tracery of trees, especially of all such trees

as that dendral child of God, the elm.
//. W. Beecher, Christian Union, Jan. 23, 1874, p. 72.

dendranthropology (den-dran-thro-pol'o-ji), n.

[< Gr. Sevipov, a tree, + E. anthropology.] A
supposititious system or theory that man has

sprung from trees. Dar/ies. [Humorous.]
Although the Doctor traced many of his acquaintance

to their prior allotments in the vegetable creation, he did
not discover such symptoms in any of them as led him to
infer that the object of his speculations had existed in the
form of a tree. ... He formed, therefore, no system of

liriulranthrrrpology. Svuthey, The Doctor, ccxv.

Dendraspididae (den-dras-pid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Dendraxjiix (-jii'l-). the typical genus, + -'rfe.j
A family of venomous African serpents, of the

group Proteroglypha, represented only by the

genus Dendraspi*. They have a normal tail, un-

grooved fangs, and postfrontals, and are closely related
to the Elaptace, with which they are associated in one
family by some authors. Also Dendraspidw.

Dendraspis (den-dras'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6iv-

fpov, tree, + iunrit, asp/] 1. The typical genus
of the fami-

ly Dendraspid-
idte. Tlie best-
known species Is

Dendraspi* an-

ywstieepn the nar-
row-headed den-

draspis. Itisabout
6 feet long, slen-

der, and a good
(limber. Its col-

or is olive-brown
washed with
green.

2. [/. e.1 PI.

dendraHpidcs
(-pi-dez). A
serpent of this

genus.
Dendrerpeton
(den-drer'pe-
ton), n. [NL.,
< Gr. itvSpuv,

tree, + epirt-

r&v, reptile :

see herpetolo-

gy.~] A genus
of fossil laby-

rinthodont amphibians, from the lower coal-
measures of Nova Scotia : so called from being
based upon remains consisting of teeth and
bones found in the cavity of a sigillaria. It has
been referred to a group Microsauria of the or-

der Ltibyrintliodonta.
dendriform (den'dri-f6rm), a. [< Gr. iMpav,
a tree, + L. forma, form.] Resembling a tree

;

tree-like in form
; arborescent; dendritic. Also

dendrocoel

In these flue carves and strokes of deitdritic scripture
a graceful sylvan Idyl might imrehaucc Iw deciphered by
tin . mi,. n-. The Atlantic, LVIII. 384.

2 . Markcdby figures resembling shrubs, mosses,
ite.: said of certain minerals. See dendrite.

dendritically (den-drit'i-kal-i), adv. In a den-
dritic manner; as a tree: as, dendritii-nl///
branched.

In some species
(
Bacteria] the zooglcca Is daidritieaUy

ramified. A'. Klein, Micro-Organisms and Disease, p. 00.

dendritiform (den-drit'i-fdnn), a. [< NL. den~

ilriii-n, dendrite, + L. forma, form.] Same as
dendriform. [Rare.]
Dendrbbates (den-ofrob'a-tez). n. [NL. (cf.
Gr. itvipojJaTeiv, climb tree's), < Gr. Atvipov, tree,
+ ftarAf, verbal adj. (>/?arv, mount), < fiaivtm,

go. Cf. acrobat.'] 1. In Acrpet., a genus of South
American tree-frogs, typical of the family Den-
drobatidce. D, tinctorius is a species inhabiting
Cayenne. Wagler, 1830. 2. in ornith., a genus
of South American woodpeckers, of the family
I'ieidip. Sicainson, 1837.

Dendrobatidae (den-dro-bat'i-de), n.pl. ^NL.,
< Dendrobates + -ida.] A family of nrmister-

nial, salient, anurous amphibians, typified by
the genus Dendroba tes. They are without teeth, and
have suhcyliudrlcal sacral diapophyses. The family con-
tains a few species of tropical America and Madagascar,
having the toes diluted at the end. Also called llyla-

ptegiiate.

Dendrobium (den-dro'bi-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

iivdpov, a tree, + ftiof, life.] 1. An extensive

genus of orchidaceous epiphytes, distributed

through southeastern Asia from India to Japan,
Australia, and the islands of the South Pacific.

Tree-asp (Dendrasfis anfttstffefs

denayt (de-na'), r. t. [< ME. denayen, a var.
of (lc>ii/<')i, deny : see deny. The form denay in

mod. use is prob. in simulation of mil/.] To
deny; refuse.

What were those three,

dendrite (den'drit), n. [= F. dendrite = Sp. den-
drita = It. dendrite, < NL. dendritcs, < Gr. SevApi-

rqf, of a tree, tree-, < tMpov, a tree.] 1 . A stone
or a mineral on
or in which are

figures resem-

bling shrubs,
trees, or moss-
es. The appear-
ance is often due
to arborescent

crystallization, re-

sembling frost-

work on windows.
The figures are
most abundant on Dendrlte.

the surfaces of fis-

sures and iu Joints in rocks, where they are attributable
to the presence of the hydrous oxid of manganese, which
generally assumes such forms.

2. A complex crystalline growth of arborescent

form, such as is common with metallic silver

,

Tile which thy protfred enrtesie <l< naydl
Spenser, V. y..' III. vli. 57.

Let not wonted fealty be ilenayed.

and copper.
dendritic, dendritical (den-drit'ik, -i-kal), a.

[= F. dendritiquc = Sp. dendritico, < Gr. tievipi-

n?f ;
as dendrite + -ic, -icn/.] 1. Resembling a

tree ; tree-like
; arborescent in form

;
dendri-

01<I I'lay. form.

The species are very numerous, exceeding 300 In number,
varying extremely in habit, some being little larger than
the mosses among which they grow, while others are sur-

passed In height by few of the order. Upward of 80 spe-
cies have been cultivated in hothouses for the beauty of
their flowers.

2. In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects.
MuUant.
Dendrocalamus (den-dro-kara-muB

'

)
i
" [NL->

< Gr. itvipov, a tree, + nalafiof, a reed. ] A ge-
nus of arboreous grasses, distinguished from
the bamboo (liambusa) by a berry-like fruit.
There are 9 species, all of the East Indies, some of which
attain a height of over 100 feet. The stems of /'. ttrictnt,
known in India as the male bamboo, are very strong and
elastic, are nearly solid, and are In general use for spear-
handles, building purposes, and basketwork.

Dendrochelidon (den-dro-kel'i-don), n. [NL.
(Boie, 1828), < Gr. iMpov, a tree, + jf^oViv, a

swallow.] A genus of tree-swifts, of the fam-
ily Cypselidaiarul subfamily Cypselinie, the type
of which is /'. kleelio of Java, Sumatra, the

Malay peninsula, etc.

Dendrochirotae (den'dro-ki-ro'te), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. iMpov, tree, + xe'pwof ,

lit. handed, < xe'P>
hand. ] A group (generally ranked as a family )

of pedate holothurians, with dendrifonu branch-
ing tentacles. It includes such genera as Putin* and
Citnnnaria. and is equivalent to the family Pgolidtr. It

is contrasted with Aspidochirota.

The holothurians . . . feed on the smaller marine ani-

mals, which, in the Dendrochirotat, are carried to the
mouth by means of the branched tree-like tentacles.

Clav*, Zoology (trans.X I. a>.

dendrochirotous (den'dro-ki-ro'tus), a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Den-
drocnirotfF.

Dendrocitta (den-dro-sit'ft),
. [NL. (Gould,

1833), < Gr. afvApov, 'a tree, + lurro, xiaaa, a

chattering bird, the jay or magpie.] A genus
of Asiatic tree-crows, frequently included in

the genus Crypsirhina. The Chinese Z>. sinen-

sis is an example ;
there are several other spe-

cies.

dendrocoel, a. Same as dendroccelous.

Such Hat worms as the Drndrocael Planarians.

Event- Brit., XVI. 668.



Dendrocoela

Dendrocosla (den-dro-se'la), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pl.oldmulrocaliis: see dendroccelous.] A prime
division of turbellarian worms, forming a subor-
der of Turbella-

ria: contrasted
with Bhabdo-
ccela. They are
characterized by
a broad flat body,
often with plicat-
ed lateral mar-
gins, tentacular

processes at the
anterior end of

the body, a mus-
cular and usually
protrusile pha-
rynx, and an ar-

tiorescent or den-
driform alimen-

tary canal,whence
the name. They
are aproctous and
mostly hermaph-
rodite. There are
two subdivisions
of the group : Mo-
nogonopora, land
and fresh-water

planarians, with a

single sexual out-
let ; and Digonopo-
ra, mostly marine
forms, with don- Palyctlis (Leftaflana) Itnrigata, an

ble sexual open- aproctous dendrpcoslous turbellarian or pla-
narian (Planarida), magnified.

ing.
several families.

ge^'iorffic^-^^'trJccTv'it^^with /'/^T'^s
Commonly Called many cxcal 'ramifications;'/, ganglia;' f,
planarians. testes; It, vesicular seminales; i, male geni-

Hprtrlrnprpl JJT1 tal canal and penis ; k, oviducts; /, sperma-aenarOCGeian
,neca , dilatatioVat their junction ; m, vulva.

(den- dro -se -

Ian), n. '[< dendroccel + -an.] One of the Den-

droccela; a planarian.
dendrocoale (den'dro-sel), a. Same as dendro-
ccelous. Huxley.
Dendrocoelomata (den'dro-se-16'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. Sivdpav, a tree, 4- NL.' ccelomata,
q. v.] Sponges having branched extensions
or dendritic diverticula of the archenteron. A.

Hyatt, Origin of Tissue, p. 114.

dendroccelomatic (den-dro-se-lo-mat'ik), a.

[< Dendroccdomata + -ic.] Of or pertaining to
the Dendroucelomata.
dendrocoslomic (den"dro-se-lom'ik), a. Same
as dendroccelomatic.

dendrocoalous (den-dro-se'lus), a. [< NL. den-

droccelns, < Gr. Sevtipov, a tree, + KoMa, belly.]
Having a branched or dendriform intestine;
specifically, pertaining to the Dendrocoela. Also
dendroccel and (properly) dendroccele,

Dendroccelum (den-dro-se'lum), n. [NL.,
neut. of dendroccelus : see dendroccelous.] A
genus of dendrocoelous turbellarians, of the

family Planariidw, having lobed cephalic pro-
cesses and a sheathed copulatory organ. D.
lacteum is an example.
Dendrocolaptae (den"dro-ko-lap'te), n. pi.
[NL., pi. of dendrocolaptes: see Dendroco-
laptes.] In Merrem's classification of birds

(1813), a group coextensive with the Pici, Pi-

cidce, or Piciformes, and Saurognatlue of modern
authors ; the woodpeckers and wrynecks.
Dendrocolaptes (deu"dro-ko-lap'tez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 6ev6pov, a tree, + */to/lanT7/f, taken for

/coAaiTT^p, a chisel (taken in sense of 'pecker'),
, peck with the bill, chisel.] The typ-

mous with Anabatida (which see), in which usage it

covers an assemblage of about 50 current genera and 300

species. In Sclater's arrangement it includes the furnari-

ine, synallaxine, and sclerurine forms, as well as the den-

drocolaptine proper.

Dendrocolaptinae (den-dro-ko-lap-tl'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Dendrocolaptes +' -ince.] The South
American tree-creepers proper, or the hook-
billed creepers, typified by the genus Dendro-

colaptes. They have generally lengthened, slender, and
curved bills, stiff acuminate tail-feathers, and the scan-
sorial habit of woodpeckers. Leading genera, besides

Dendrocolaptes and its subdivisions, are Xiphorhynchus,
Picolaptes, Dendrocincla, Sittatomus, Glyphorhynchus,
and Pyfjarrhichug.

dendrocolaptine (den^dro-ko-lap'tin), a. [<

Dendrocolaptes + -tl.] Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the South American tree-

creepers or hook-billed creepers.

Dendrocolaptine birds are not, strictly speaking, song-
sters. Nature, XXXIII. 201.

Dendrocometes (den"dro-ko-me'tez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 6h6pov, a tree, '+ 'KOUJITW, hairy: see
comet. ] The typical genus of Dendrocometidce,
containing sessile animalcules with indurated
cuticle and many-branched tentacles. D. para-
doxus is a parasite of fresh-water crustaceans.

Dendrocometidae (den"dro-k6-met'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Dendrocometes + -idee.] Afamily of suc-
torial tentaculiferous infusorians, with simple
animalcules, which are multitentaculate and
have the tentacles branched.

Dendrocopus (den-drok'6-pus), . [NL., < Gr.
as if *6ev6poi(6m)f (cf. Ssvipoiumelv, cut down
trees), < ihSpov, a tree, + nfm-rnv, cut.] In or-

nith. : (a) A genus of tree-creepers, the Den-

drocolaptes. Vieillot, 1816. (ft) Agenus of wood-
peckers, like Picus major, Koch, 1816. (c) A
genus of American woodpeckers, like Picas

principalis; the ivory-bills. Bonaparte, 1838.

Dendrocygna (den - dro -
sig

'

na), n. [NL.
(Swainson, 1837), < Gr. oMpovj'a, tree, + L.

cygnus, cycnus, Gr. KVKVOC, a swan: see cygnet.]
A genus of arboricole duck-like geese ;

the tree-
ducks. The bill is longer than the head, and ends in a
prominent decurved nail ; the lamella do not project ;

dendrological
and individuals in the eastern United States. Upward of
23 species, a large majority of the mentis, inhabit .North
America. They are small birds, from 4A to 6 inches long,
endlessly varied in coloration, migratory, insectivorous,

Black-throated Green Warbler (Dcnttrorca firms).

and usually nesting in trees or bushes. The bill is conic-

acute, of moderate length, and garnished with bristles;
the wings are pointed and longer than the tail, which is

almost always blotched with white on the inner webs;
and the tarsus is longer than the middle toe and claw. See
warbler. Also spelled Dendroica. G. It. Gray, 1842.

Dendroecidae (den-dre'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dendrceca + -idee.'] A name of the American
fly-catching warblers, derived from that of the

largest genus. They are usually called Sylvi-
colidce or Mniotiltidce (which see).

Dendrogsea (den-dro-je'S), n. [< Gr. devSpov,

tree, + yam, the earth.]" In zoogeog., a prime
zoological division or realm of the earth's sur-

face, including Central America and the West
Indies, south of the Anglogffian or Nearctic

realm, and the tropical portions of South Amer-
ica. It is less comprehensive than the Neotropical re-

gion, since the latter includes all of South America. See
Amphigean, 2.

Dendrogean (den-dro-je'an), a. Of or relating
to Dendrogtea.
dendrography (den-drog'ra-fi), . [= F. den-

drographie, < Gr. ifadpov, a tree, + -ypatyia, <

yp&Qfiv, write.] Same as dendrology.

Dendrohyrax (den-dro'hi-raks), n. [NL., <

Gr. itvdpav, tree, + ty>af, hyrax.] A genus of the

family Hyracidw, including the arboreal conies
of Africa, such as D. arborcw and D. dorsalis.
The molar teeth are patterned somewhat as in Palatothe-

riwn, the upper incisors being separated by a wide di-

astema, and the lower being trilobate. The vertebra? are :

cervical 7, dorsal 21, lumbar 7, sacral 5, and caudal 10.

dendroid (den'droid), a. [= F. dendroide, <

Gr. devipoeidyf, also contr. 6ev6pufai<;, tree-like,
< fhSpov, a tree, + eMop , form.] Tree-like

;
den-

driform; ramified or arborescent; branching
like a tree.

dendroidal (den-droi'dal), a. [< dendroid +
-n7.] Same as dendroid.

DendrolagUS (den-drol'a-gus), . [NL., < Gr.

Shdpov, a tree, + Aayuf ','
a hare.] A genus of

kangaroos; the tree-kangaroos. They are adapted
for arboreal life, having the tail less robust than that of
the ground-kangaroos, and the limbs better proportioned,

Tree-creeper (Dendrocolaftes longirostris).

ical genus of South American tree-creepers,
of the family Dendrocolaptidw. The name was for-
merly used with much latitude, and was nearly equivalent
to Dendr,,colaptina>; it is now more restricted in applica-
tion. It is still an extensive genus, having as its type D.
ffiyantem, and being divided into sections called Dendro-
copus, Deiidi-exetastes, Dendroplex, Dendrornis, etc.

Dendrocolaptidae (den"dro-ko-lap'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Dendrocolaptes +' -idw.] A family of
South American non-oscine passerine birds;
the tree-creepers. It is a very extensive group, highly
characteristic ol the Neotropical fauna, but its characters
and limits are unsettled. The name is loosely synouy-

Australtan Tree-duck {Dendrocygna tytoni},

and the small oval nostrils are subbasal. The legs are
very long ; the tibiae are denuded below ; the tarsi are en-

tirely reticulate ; the hallux is lengthened ; and the feet
are adapted for perching. There are several species, of
various warm parts of the world ; the fulvous tree-duck (D.
fulva) and the autumnal tree-duck (D. autumnalis) occur
in the United States along the southern border. D. arborea
is a West Indian and D. eytoni an Australian species.

dendrodentine (den-dro-den'tin), n. [<Gr.
devSpov, a tree, + B. dentine."] That modifica-
tion of the fundamental tissue of the teeth
which is produced by the aggregation of many
simple teeth into a mass, presenting, by the

blending of the dentine, enamel, and cement,
a dendritic appearance.
dendrodont (den'dro-dont), a. and n. [< NL.
dendrodus (dendrodont-) : see Dendrodus.] I. a.

Pertaining to the genus Dendrodits; having
teeth consisting of dendrodentine, or present-
ing a dendriform or dendritic appearance on
section.

II. . A fossil of the genus Dendrodus.
Dendrodus (den'dro-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. tiiv-

Spov, a tree, + bdovf (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] A
genus of fossil fish-like vertebrates, from the
Devonian or Old Red Sandstone. It is generally
referred to the ganoids, and placed in a family variously
called Glyptodipterini, HuloptychUdai, and Cyclodipterini.

Dendroeca_(den-dre'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. AivApor,
a tree, + olnof, house.] The most extensive and
beautiful genus of American sylvicoline war-
blers, of the family Dendrcecidte, Sylvicolidte, or
Mniotiltida:. It is highly characteristic of the North
American bird-fauna, and is especially numerous in species

Tree-kangaroo ( Dendrolagiis fMustus).

with stronger claws. They move in the trees by leaping.
The species are peculiar to New Guinea and northern
Australia.

dendrolite (den'dro-Ht), n. [= F. dendrolithe.
< Gr. Aev&pav, a tree, + Aidof, a stone.] A pet-
rified or fossil shrub, plant, or part of a plant.

dendrological (den-dro-loj'i-kal), a. [< den-

drology + -is-al.] Of or pertaining to dendrol-

ogy-

Dendrological science has met with a great, an almost
irreparable, loss in the death of Alphonse Lavallee. the
best-known and most successful student and collector of
trees of this generation. Science, IV. 10.



dendrologist

dendrologist (den-drol'o-jist), w. [< dendrol-

i>!/!l
+ -in. ]

< >ne who is versed m dendrology.

dendrologous (den-drol'^-gn*), a. [< dendrol-

w/y + -OH*.] Kcliitini; (<> di-ndrology.

dendrology (don-drol'o-ji), n. [= F. dendro-

Inijic = l'K- dfitdrol<Kji<i, < Or. itvipov, a tree, +
-ioyia,< Myetv, speak: see -ology.] A discourse

or treatise on trees ;
the natural history of trees.

Also dMdrqprapfty.
dendrometer (den-drom'e-ter), . [= i . aen-

dromitrr, < Gr. SMpov. a tree, + fifrpov, a mea-

sure.] An apparatus for measuring the heights

of trees. It consists essentially of a square board piv-

oted at one corner to a stake set up at n known distance

from the tree to be measured. A sight on the board en-

ables the operator to tlx the instrument on a level with

the base of the tree ; then on sighting the top of the tree

its height is ascertained from the position of a plumb-line

and scab- "ii the faee of the board.

Dendrometridae (den-dro-met'n-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Or. SMpov, a tree, + -plrpiK, a mea-

sure, < fiirpov, a measure, + -idee.] A group
of geometrid moths, in some systems called a

family, represented by such genera as Geome-

tra, Abraxas, etc. The larvse are known as

measuring-worms or loopers, from their mode

of progression.
Dendromyinae (den"dro-mi-i'ne), n. pi. NL.,
< Dciiilrniiiiin + -ina:.] An Ethiopian subfamily

of rodents, of the family Muridce, including a

number of small mouse-like arboreal species.

The genera are Dendromya and Steatomya.

Dendromys (den'dro-mis), n. [NL., < Gr dlv-

ijmv, a tree, + uvf = E. mouse.] The typical ge-

nus of the subfamily Dendromyince. It is char-

acterized by grooved incisors, slender form, long scant-
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Dendrophryniscus (den'dro-fri-ms kus), n

fNL < Gr. ievipov, a tree, + $pvvn. , ,

toad, + dim. -7oc: see Phryniscus.]

denigrate

denerelt, - rl'- "ie sixth of a bushel.] In

Guernsey, formerly, a measure equal to one

sixth of a bushel.

The action was to enforce payment of an annual Chef

rente [In Guernsey) of 4 ore. dls. OJ denerel, one-half and

ree.ixtecntlu> of a flftft of a dtnerri1 of wheat, etc

X. andQ., 7th ser., IV. 844.

dengue (deng'ga), n. [A W. Ind. use of Sp.

cbMH* prudery, fastidiousness, lit. a refusing

(= It. diniego, refusal, denial), < Sp. denegar =
It. denegare, refuse, deny, < L. dencgare, deny :

see d<Wv/ /<,</<.'/. 'This disease, when it first

appeared in the British West India islands, was

called the dandy-fever from the stiffness and

constraint which it gave to the limbs and body.

The Spaniards of the neighboring islands mis-

took the term for their word dengue, denoting

prudery, which might also well express stiff-

ness, and hence the term dengue became, at last,

the name of the disease" (Tally, in Webster's

Diet.).] A febrile epidemic disease, occurring

especially in the West Indies and the southern

United States, characterized by severe pain,

particularly in the joints, and an eruption some-

what resembling that of measles. The attack

is violent but brief, and is seldom fatal. Also

called dandjr, daudy-ferer, breaktione fever .W"""4> " called dandi/, aanny-jerer, orw*BVHj~.A genus deniable (de-ni'a-bl), a. [< deny + -able.] Ca-

pable of bemg denied or contradicted.

The negative authority is also deniable by reason.

denial (de-ni'al), n. [< deny
+ -al] 1. The

act of denying or contradicting; the assertion

of the contrary of some proposition
or affirma-

tion; negation; contradiction.

A denial of the possibility of miracles is a denial of toe

possibility of God. //. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 285.

2. Refusal to grant ;
the negation or refusal of

a request or a petition ; non-compliance.

Here comes your father ; never make dtnial,

I must and will have Katharine to my wife.

Shak,, T. of the S., iL 1.

Dtndromys tyftu.

haired tall, and the first and fifth digits much shorter than

the others D typui or mesomelas is about 3 J inches long,

the tail 41 inches, of a grayish color, with a black stripe on

the back, arboreal In habit, and found in South Africa.
'

the bac, arorea n a, an o .

Dendronotidae (den-dro-not'i-de), n-.pl. [JNU,

< Dcndronotus + -Ida;.] A family of nudibran-

chiate opisthobranchiate gastropods. They have

dorsal gills, a small frontal veil, the tentacles laminated

and retractile within sheaths, the vent lateral, jaws dis-

tinct, and the lingual ribbon broad and with many rows

Dendronotus (den-dro-no'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Dtndronottts arboresctns.

Mvtpov, & tree, + roc, back.] The typical ge-

nus of the family />< itilr<niotida>.

Dendrophidae (den-drof'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
l + -id<r.] A family of harmless\ iseimrvpit H* T^ - t>.j **. iui".7 vj

colubriform or aglyphodont arboreal serpents ;

the Indian and African tree-snakes. They have

a very thin or slender elongate form, the head Hat and

distinct from the neck, the ventral scutes usually doubly

carinate and the subcaudal scutes In two rows. They are

very agile, live in trees, and feed chiefly on small reptiles,

as lizards. In color they vary with their surroundings.

There are two genera, Dendiophi* and Chrysopelea. By
most authors both genera are referred to the family CQ/M-

hrithr and quit.' widely separated.

Dendrophis (den'dro-fts), n. [NL., < Gr. fcv

fipov, a tree, + o^wf, 'a serpent,] The typical

genus of tree-snakes of the family DendropliMa;.
The K;st Indian D. pictu and />. cttudolineolata

are examples. See cut in next column.

Dendrophryniscidae (den*dro-fri-nis'i-de), n.

pi. {lsL..<.l><iiilri>iiliri/iiiKcus
+ -idit:] A fam-

ily of toads, typified by the genus J>< mlr<>i>ln-i/-

ll'ini'lix. Th.-v haM'ii axillary teeth, an-1 have sill icylin-

drlc sacral dtapophyws. The family contains a f.' Ne..-

troplcal toad-like secies. Also called Hatruchoyhryntda.

of tailless amphibians or toads, typical of the

family Dendrophryniscida.
Dendfortyx (den-dr6r'tiks), n. [NL. (Gould,

1845), < Gr. ScvSpov, a tree, + Jprwg a quail.] A
genus of American partridges; the tree-par-

tridges. D. leucophrys, D. macrurus, and JJ.

barbatvs, of Mexico and Central America, are

examples.
Dendrosaura (den-dro-sa'rS), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. 6ev6pov, a tree, + aaiipof, a lizard.]

many names applied to a division of Lacertilia,

or lizards, consisting of the Chanueleontida or

chameleons alone. Also called Vermilinguia,

Rhiptogtossa, Chamceleonida, etc.

Dendrosoma (den-dro-so'mS), . [NL., < ur.

tevSpov, a tree, + ao/ta, body.] The typical

genus of Dendrosomida:, containing multiten-

taculate animalcules forming branched, naked,

sessile colonies. It is one of the most remarkable

forms of the whole infusorial class, resembling a polyp in

many respects, and is the one compound or aggregate type

among the suctorial or tentaculiferous Infusorians. D.

radians, which grows on aquatic plants in fresh water, was

originally described by Ehrenberg as a kind of sun-ani-

malcule of the genus A ctinophryi.

Dendrosomidae(den-dro-som i-de), n.pl. \_NLi.,

< Dendrosoma + -idee."] A family of suctorial

tentaculiferous infusorians, typified by the ge-

nus Dendrosoma. The animalcules are multi-

tentaculate and form branching colonies.

dendrostyle (den'dro-stil), n. [NL., < Gr. tev-

6pav, tree, + <rrMoc, pillar: see style*.} The
axial style or stalk of the hvdroid stage of the

rhizostomous discophorous hydrozoana.

deneH, See dean1
,
den2 .

dene- (den), n. [Also dean; a var. of din: see

din.] Din. [Prov. Eng.]
deneert, deneeret, See denier*.

denegatet (den'e-gat), . t. [< L. df tiegatus, pp.

of drucijarc, deny: see deny.] To deny.

denegationt (den-e-ga'shon), n. [= F.denega-
tion = Sp. denegacion = Pg. denegacao = It.

denegazione, < L. as if *denegatio(n-), < dene-

qare, deny : see denegate.] Denial,

dene-hole (den'hol), n. [< denel = deal (or

rfe2) + Aofcl.] One of the many ancient arti-

ficial excavations or pits found in the Chalk

formation of the south of England

Begin, and somewhat loudly sweep the string.

Hence with denial vain, and coy excuse.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. IS.

3. Refusal to accept or acknowledge ;
a dis-

owning; rejection: as, a denial of God; & denial

of the faith or the truth.

We may deny God in all those acts that are capable of

being morally good or evil; those are the proper scenes,

in which we act our confessions or denial* of him. South.

4. In law, a traverse in the pleading of one

party of the statement set up by the other ;

a defense. Rapalje and Lawrence. =syn, 3. Dis-

avowal, disclaimer.

denier 1 (de-ni'er), .
f< deny

+ -eri.] 1. One

who denies or contradicts.

It may be I am esteemed by my denier sufficient of my-
self to discharge my duty to God as a priest though not

to men as a prince.

2. One who refuses or rejects. 3. One who

disowns; one who refuses to own, avow, or ac-

knowledge.
Paul speaketh sometimes of denien of God, not only

with their lips and tongue, but also with their deed anil

life. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc. , 1853), II. 2S3.

denier2 (de-ner'), n. [Early mod. E. also de-

nccr, deneere; < OF. denier, F. denier, a denier,

denarius, money, = Sp. Pg. It. denano, < L.

denarius : see de-

narius.] A sil-

ver coin (also
called the notus

denarius) intro-

duced by the Ca-

rolingian dynas-
ty into France,
and soon issued, ^^ d,A ltliM ^ Ellward m..
With varying British Museum. < Siie of the original.

types and le-

gends, by other countries. It weighed about 21

grains and was practically the sole silver coin of western

Europe till the middle of the twelfth century. In Eng-

land the corresponding silver coin was called a penny.

The name denier d'Aauilaitie was given by Edward III.

of England to a si!
~

French dominions.

ame ener auane a .

of England to a silver coin (see cut above) struck for his

ench

The general conclusion seems to be that these denehole*

were probably ned f,.r the secret storaue "f grain in Brit-

ish or Romano-British times. The Academy, Jan. 28, 1888.

Denelaget, An obsolete form of Danelaw.

.

Villa. Faith, 'tis somewhat too dear yet, gentlemen.

Sir Ruin. There's not a denier to be bated, sir.

Beau, and FL, Wit at several Weapons, v. S.

denigratet (den'i-grat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. deni-

grated, ppr. denigrating. [< L. demgratus, pp.

of denigrare (> F. denigrer = Sp. denigrar (cf.

Pg. deneqrir) = It. denigrare), blacken, < de -t

nigrare, make black, < niger, black : see negro.]

To blacken ;
make black.

By suffering some impression from fire, bodies are casu-

ally or artificially deniyratrd in their natural complexion.
Sir T. Brmunt, Vulg. Err., vi. 12.



denigration

denigration (den-i-gra'shon), H.
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[= OF. deni- denizen (den'i-zn), V. t. [Early mod. E. also
,

. . . .

gracion = Sp. denigration = Pg. denigrayao = ileniseii, denison ; < denizen, n.; cf. denize.} To
It. deniffi-azione, < LL. denigratio(n-), < L. deni-

grare, blacken: see denigrate.} The act of

making or becoming black, literally or figura-
tively ;

a blackening. [Archaic.]
Iu these several instances of denigration the metals are

wurn off, or otherwise reduced into very minute parts.

Boyle, Works, I. 714.

I do not care to occupy myself with the denigration of
a man [Comte] who, on the whole, deserves to be spoken
of with respect. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 151.

denigrator (den'i-gra-tpr), . [< L. as if *de- denizenship (den'i-zn-ship), . [< denizen

nigrator, < denigrare, blacken : see denigrate.} -ship.} The state of being a denizen.
One who or that which blackens. dent (dengk), a. Same as dink. [Scotch.]
denigraturet (den'i-gra-tiir), . [< denigrate Denmark satin. See satin.
+ -are.} A making black. Bailey, 1727. See dennet (deu'et), n. [Prob., like many other

denigration.
denim (den'im), n. [A trade-name

; origin un-
known.] A colored twilled cotton material
used largely for overalls.

denitrate (de-nl'trat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

nitrated, ppr. denitrating. [< de- priv. + nitr(ic)+ -ate2.} To free from nitric acid.

denitration (de-m-tra'shon), n. [< denitrate
+ -ion.} A freeing from'nitrie acid.

denitrification (de-ul"tri-fi-ka'shon), n. [As
denitrify + -ation. See nitrification .} The re-
moval or destruction of nitrates.

denotation
Their zeal was chiefly shown in the defence of their de-

nominational differences. Buckle, Civilization, I. iii.

make a denizen; admit to residence with cer- denominationalism (de -nom-i-na' shon -al-

izm), n. [< denominational + -ism.} Th'e ten-

dency to divide into sects or denominations
;

specifically, the inclination to emphasize the

distinguishing tenets of a religious denomina-
tion, in contradistinction to the general princi-
ples adhered to by the whole class

;
a denomi-

national or sectarian spirit.
The struggle going on between Secularism and Denomi-

nationalism in teaching.
//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 68.

"Politics" and "
theology

"
denominationalism, in

whatever form, educational or any other are the only
subjects against which the College shuts its doors.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 241

tain rights and privileges ;
endenizen.

Out of doubt, some new denizend lord.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

We have a word now denizened, and brought into fami-
liar use amongst us, compliment. Donne, Sermons, xvi.

The Hones, Williamsons, and Nicolsons were among the
first glass painters of the time ; all natives of Holland, or
born, as is said,

" in the Emperor's Dominions," but deni-
zened in England. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 482.

+

,
.

.,
, . .

names of vehicles, from a proper name (Den- denominationalist (de-nom-i-na'shon-al-ist)," "

netl).} A light, open, two-wheeled carriage for

traveling, resembling a gig.
In those days men drove "gigs" as they since have

driven stanhopes, tilbury*, dennets, and cabriolets.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, II. xi. (Latham.)

denominable (de-nom'i-na-bl), a.

denominabilis, ^ denominare, name : see de-

nominate.} Capable of being denominated or
named.
An inflammation either simple, consisting only of an

hot and sanguineous affluxion, or else denominable from
other humours. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 3.

n. [< denominational + -ist.} A member or an
adherent of a denomination

; one who favors
denominationalism or sectarianism.
To some of the thorough-going denominationalists this

seemed a good joke. The Century, XXV. 183.

[< L. as if denominationalize (de-nom-i-na'shon-al-Iz), v.

t.
; pret. and pp. denominationalized, ppr.denom-

inationalising . [< denominational 4- -ize.} To
render denominational in character and aims:
as, to denominationalize education. [Rare.]
The religious sentiment somewhat but not too much de-

nominationalized to coin a new word.
The Natian, March 11, 1869, p. 190.

sulphur or pyrites with nitrous fumes. It con-
sists of a tower in which strong oil of vitriol charged with

r and weak cham.
:id as drawn from the leaden cham- denominate (de-nom'i-nat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
denominated, ppr. denominating. [< L. denomi-
natus, pp. of denominare (>F.denommer= PT. de-
nommar = Sp. denominar = Pg. denomear = It.

denitrificator (de-ni'tri-fi-ka-tor), n. [As deni- ,

trify + -ator. See denitrification.} An appara- denommant (de-nom'i-nant), n. [< L. denomi- -
, , r

tus used in sulphuric-acid factories to impreg- nan(t-)s, ppr. of denominare, name: seedenomi- denominationally (de-nom-i-na'shon-al-i),
nate the sulphurous acid obtained from burning nate.} The abstract noun corresponding to an adv. In a denominational manner; by denomi-

adgective that signifies an accidental quality, nation or sect.
as bravery. Also denominator. See denomina- denominative (de-nom'i-na^tiv), a. and n. [=
tive - F. denominatif= 'Pr. denoniinatiu, = Sp. Pg. It.

denominatiyo, < LL. denominativus, pertaining
to

derivation, < L. denominare, name: see de-

nominate.'} I. a. 1. Capable of receiving a de-
nomination or name

; namable.
The least denominative part of time is a minute.

Cocker, Arithmetic.

2. Constituting a distinct appellation; appel-
Thisis the residence of the pasha of Tripoli, from which '- i: = -

city the whole pashalic is denominated.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 101.

The stuff which is denominated everlasting, and used
as pantaloons by careful parents for their children.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Holland, ix.

Adversity . . . has been wisely denominated the ordeal
of true greatness. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 423.

The minister was sometimes denominated the priest
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 218.

bers_
of the factory) are allowed to flow down over pieces

of flint or coke against the current of hot sulphurous gases.
The strong acid on dilution gives up its nitrous fumes,
which are swept on with the other gases into the acid-

denitrify (de-ni'tri-fi), v. i.
; pret. and pp. de-

nitrified, ppr. denitrifying. [< de- priv. T nitri-

fy.} To remove or destroy nitrates.

Nitrogen that may be present in a nitrified form, or in
a form easily nitrified, may escape assimilation by being
set free by the denitrifying ferment described by Gayon
and Dupetit and Springer. Science, IX. 111.

denization (den-i-za'shpn), n. [< AF. deniza-
tion; as denize + -ation.} The act of making
one a denizen, subject, or citizen.

A vast number of charters of denization were granted to
particular persons of Irish descent from the reign of Henry
II. downwards. Hallam.
At Venice he had himself gained the rights of citizenship

in 1476, only after the residence of fifteen years, which was
required of aliens before denization.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 10.

denizet (de-nlz'), v . t. [Formerly also dennize;

name
; give a name or epithet

to; call.

lative; naming!
Connotative names have hence been also called denomi-

native, because the subject which they denominate is de-
nominated by, or receives a name from, the attribute which
they connote. J. S. Mitt, Logic, I. iii. 6.

3. In gram., formed from a noun- or adjective-
stem: applied especially to verbs so made.

II. n. 1. That which has the character of
a denomination, or term that denominates or

=Syn. To call, style, entitle, designate, dub. describes. 2. Specifically, in gram., a word,
denominate (de-nom'i-nat), a. [< L. denomi- especially a verb, formed from a noun, either
natus, pp. : see the verb.] In arith., denoting substantive or adjective.
a number, and used with the name of the kind of Peter is said to be valiant ; here valiantness is the de-
unit treated of

; qualifying : opposed to abstract.

< rJeniepfv^ oiiniYlot
"~~

v.
' "V'rn V Thus

'
in the expression seven pounds, seven is a denomi-

<. aemze(n), simulating verbs in -ize. } To make nate number, while seven, without reference to concrete
a denizen, subject, or citizen of; naturalize. its

. 's
.
an abstract number. denominatively (de-nom'i-na-tiv-li) adv

There was a private act made for deniziwj the children Denomination (de-nom-i-na'shqn), n. [= F. denomination
of Richard Hill. Stnjpe, Edw. IV., 1552.

'"""*"* *- J ----..--

denizen (den'i-zn), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also denisen, denison, denizrm; < ME. denesyn,
dcnezen, denysen, denyzen, < AF. denzein, dens-
zein, denzeyn, denezyn, deincein, OF. deinzein,
denizen, a denizen that is, one within (ML.
intrinsecus), as opposed to forein, one without

, , -

nominator, valiant the denominative, and Peter the denom-
inated ; for Peter is the subject whereunto the denomi-
nator doth cleave. Bhmiieville.

By

which gives a name; one from whom or that
from which a name is derived.plants.

The witty denomination of his chief carousing cups.ntK/ Kioo^ao/, an uupuseu LO 1VTWn.vOJa WlcnOUT, * ^s l uuiw laiuiismg cups. Trimr *i, Q vn.Qwrtf *v. u r. j j

(ML. forinsecus) the privileges of the city fran-
ne "e ca"3 his buU

-
a"othev hi

l
be

,
ar

'
a"">er

iSSj ,,f^hTHebrewto.fgu^
' the HebreW8> and dfmm^tor

chise, < OF. deinz, deins, dens, F. dans, within, 9 A
B"e

' "' '

, Light/oot, Harmony of Old Testament, p. 27.

< L. de intus, from within : de, from- intus ?'
A "a

.

me <* appellation ; especially, a collee-

within, < in = E. in.} I.f a. Within the city
tlve deslgnatlon -

frn.il/iliicfi. Jia-irimr .,....,,;,....) nn 4.n j _:_i-i_ -_. Is there anv token
franchise; haying acquired certain rights or
privileges of citizenship.

Prouided also, that yf eny citezen denesyn or foreyn de-
parte out of the seid cite, and resorte ayein wtyn a yere
that then he haue benefice of alle libertees and priuylages
of the seid citee. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 393.

there any token, denomination, or monument of the
Gaules yet remaynyng in Ireland, as there is of the Scyth-

Spenser, State of Ireland.
From hence that tax had the denomination of ship-

money. Clarendon, Civil War, I. 68.

All these came under the denomination of Anabaptists.
Strype, Abp. Parker.II. n. 1. A stranger admitted to residence

and certain rights in a foreign country; in Eng.
law, an alien admitted to citizenship bv the T

"J
<-""" *r ^I^i opouiucaujr, ren-

utn Carolina. the subject, and something which is not in it, but belongsto it in consequence of a relation to another thing ; that
which is intrinsic, and that which is extrinsic.

A subject receives adjuncts internal into itself : as snow
whiteness ; the soul, science or knowledge : external to
itself ; as the sight, color

; soldiers, arms, etc. Internal
give to the subject internal denomination; external ex-
ternal: for when snow is denominated from whiteness, it
is an internal denomination ; but when a soldier is said
to be armed, or the eye to see anything, it is an external

Specifically 2. In math. : (a) In arith., that
term of a fraction which indicates the value of
the fractional unit ; that term of a fraction
which represents the divisor, and is, in common
fractions, written below the dividend or nu-
merator. See fraction. Thus, in j, 5 is the denomi-
nator, showing that the integer is divided into five parts
3 of which parts are taken,

(ft) In ajg a divisor

Hereupon all Frenchmen in England, not Denizens were
taken Prisoners, and all their Goods seiz'd for the King.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 306.
In the early Roman republic . . . the alien or denizen
ould have no share in any institution supposed to be co-

eval with the State. Maine, Ancient Law, p. 48.

2. A citizen; a dweller; an inhabitant.
He summons straight his denizens of air.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 55.
'le""n""atwn +

That may be 'denoted or marked.
In hot regions, and more spread and digested flowers, a

sweet savour may be allowed, denotable from several hu-
man expressions. Sir T. Bron-nr, Miscellanies, p. 25.

denotatet (de-no'tat), v. t. [< L. denotattts, pp.
of denotare, denote : see denote.} To denote

;

signify.
Those terms of all and for ever in Scripture, are not

eteruall, but only denotate a longer time, which by many
examples they prove. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 716.

Wherefore serve names, but to denotate the nature of
things? np. Hall, Against Romanists, 38.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, denotation (de-no-ta'shon), n. [= F. denotation
,
etc. See name, n. = Sp. denotation = Pg" denotacSo = It. deno-

(fl-^o^i-na'sbon-al),
a. [< tazione, < LL. denotatio(n-), a marking or point-

-al.\ 1. Pertaining^o or of the ing out, < L. denotare, mark out, denote: see

,
,

denomination. Vulgarly these denominations are called
intrmsical and extrinsical.



denotation

designation to an object; that function of a

name or other designation by which it mils n\<

to the mind addressed the idea of an object for

whii-li it mity stand.

\ [.mi iwd as ;i term "I" :l.-n,,iiiiinii is used "without

prejudice,' as English lawyers sometimes say, to the real

mMotagartnuc lUdoo tt term. irSWh to taft to

l,e ,i -ill. .1 afu-rwards. //i(//i, Hbd, IX. 58.

2 That which a word denotes, names, or marks,

in distinction from that which it means or sig-

nifies. See eoHiioiiiiniii.

We may either analyse Its (a general term's] connota-

tion or muster its denotation, as the context or the cast

of our minds may determine.
J. Ward, Encyo. Brit., XX. 77.

When a name 1ms fallen Into this state, lit) can only be

nirule HI IA i.-eaiile hy stripping It of some part of its mill-

dial-inns ,l,;iiiliilii:u. J. S. Will, Ixjgic, I. Hi. 7.

denotative (de-no'ta-tiv), a. [= Sp. It. deno-

toliro ; us ili-n'otate -r- -ire.] Having power to

denote.
What are the effects of sickness? The alteration It pro-

duces Is so denotative, that a person is known to be sick

by those who never saw him in health.

Letters upon Physiognomy, p. J21.

denotatively (de-no'ta-tiv-li), adv. In a deno-

tative manner; \>y way of denotation.

The classes, whether plural or individual, are all alike
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The great Matter of the Prussians sent an Herault to

,lf,i<niiu-e wiirri- lint, i the King, llakluiit'* I'. '//".,. I.14.

To the wicked, Ood hath dnwuuc'd ill success ill all

that they take in hand. Milton, Elkonoklastes, xxviii.

Ih.y impose their wild conjectures for laws upon others,

and drummer war against all that receive them not.

Decay of Christian l'i-t,,.

Tlie laws of the United States have denounced heavy

penalties against the traffic in slave*.

D. Webster, in Lodge, p. 276.

3. To proclaim censure or condemnation of;

brand publicly ; stigmatize; arraign: as.tocfc-

iiiiinicc one as a swindler, or as a coward.

To denounce the Immoralities of Julius Ctesar.

llrougham, Kox. (iMtham.)

No man is denounced for acting or thinking in the

sixteenth century what the sixteenth century acted and

thought. Whippie, Ess. and Rev., I. 26.

In terrible earnest he denounced the public crime, and

rnetcd out to every official, high and low, his due portion.

Kmrrton, Theodore Parker, p. 272.

I ... think they (the Puritans] were right in denouncing
the Court of High Commission and all its works.

Stubbt, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 326.

4. To make formal or public accusation against;
inform against ;

accuse : used especially where

knowledge of wrongful acts has oeen acquired

confidentially or stealthily: as, to denounce a

confederate in crime; to denounce one to the

represented denotatively by literal symbols, w, x, y, z.
Minritii

Venn, Symbolic Logic, p. 36. autnori 168.

He soon found that it was necessary for him openly to

denounce the Jacobins to the Legislative Assembly and

the nation, as the enemies of the country.

density

The boundless ether back to roll,

And to replace the cloudy barrier detue.

Carper, Iliad, T.

The decks were dense with stately forms.

"ii, MorU' d' Arthur.

2. In roo/., closely set; separated by very small

intervals: as, denne punctures, hairs, etc. 3.

In iilmtiMj., more or less opaque; strong in the

contrast of lights and shades: said of a nega-
tive exhibiting these characteristics, and ca-

pable of giving a brilliant print, or even, if

it be too dense, a harsh one, as distinguished
from a iceak or thin negative, the picture on

which presents small contrasts, while its film

is inclined to be more or less transparent, even

in the lights, and the resulting print is flat.

Also expressed by strong and intense.

With good dente negatives the printing may be conduct-

ed In direct sunshine. Workthop Receipt, 1st ser.
, p. 267.

4. Figuratively, without break or interruption ;

difficult to penetrate; solid and heavy: as,

dense ignorance ;
dense wit

;
dense

stupidity.
B. Thick-headed; obtuse; stolid; stupid; dull.

I must needs conclude the present generation of play-

goers more virtuous than myself, or more denu.
Lamb, Artificial Comedy.

-8yn. 1. Condensed, compressed.

Il.t n. A thicket.

Ctcon",ote\ 1 To mark off sufficiently worked ; hence, to claim the nght
to work (such a mine) by laying an informa-

tion against it. (6) To announce and register

I use the word given denotatively, to designate what I

mean, abstracting from that part of its connotation which

involves a giver and receiver. Uodgnon, Mind, IX. 63.

denote (de-nof), v. t.; pret. and pp. denoted,

ppr. denoting. [< OF. denoter, F. denoter = Sp.

Pg. denotar = It. denotare, < L. denotare, mark

out, denote, < de- + notare, mark, < nota, a

mark : see note.

from others; identify by a mark; designate;

name; signify by a sign, especially a visible

sign : as, the character X denotes multiplica-
tion. See connote.

Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother, . . .

That can denvtf me truly. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

The serpent with the tail In its mouth denote* the eter-

nity of Ood, that he is without beginning and without end.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 415.

On several Imperial coins we meet with the figure of a

funeral pile, without anything to denote the burning of it,

though indeed there is on some of them a flambeau stick-

ing out on each side, to let ns know it was to be consumed
to ashes. Addieon, Ancient Medals, ii.

The word man denote* Peter, James, John, and an in-

definite number of other individuals, of whom, taken as

a class, it is the name. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. ii. I 6.

2. To be the sign or symptom of
; show; indi-

cate : as, a quick pulse denotes fever.

Thy wild acts denote

The unreasonable fury of a beast.

Shak., R. and J., ill. 3.

=Syn 1. .Vote, Denote, Connote. See the definitions of

.hese words. 2. To betoken, imply.

The hog-ward who drove swine to the dente In the wood-

land paid his lord fifteen pigs at the slaughter-time, and

was himself paid by the Increase of the herd.
J. Jt. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 330.

!," Orations, I. 497. densely (dens'li), adv. In a dense manner;

5 In Mexican and Spanish mining-law : (a) To compactly,

lay an information against (a mine) as forfeit densen (den'sn), r. f. I

because of abandonment, or through being in-

< dense

make dense or more dense.

In 1800 there is some dautniny of population within the

old lines and .western movement along the Mohawk In

"
r ir Uiyginton, Harper's Mag., June, 1884.

to on the ground of discovery and registry.

Opals are frequent, principally in the vicinity of Tan-
densher (den'sher), v. t. ; pret. and

pp. denshired, denshcred, ppr. denshiring, den-

from Denshire, contr. of Devonshire.'} To im-K P
denouncement (de-nouns'ment), n. [< OF. de-

curse My iniquity is greater than I can bear.
Sir T. Browne.

He receiv'd his due denouncement from God.

Milton, Civil Power.

2. In Mexican and Spanish mining-law, applica-
tion to the authorities for the grant of the right

to work a mine, either on the ground of new

discovery, or on the ground of forfeiture of the

rights of a former owner, through abandonment
or contravention of the mining-law. See de-

nounce, 5.

these . . ,
.

denotement (de-nof ment), n. [< denote -t

-men i.] Sign; indication. [Bare.]
denouement (da-no'moii), n. [F., also denou-

ii/i at, < ili'iHiucr, untie, < de- priv. T nouer, tie,

knot, < L. nodare, tie, knot, < nodus = E. knot :

see node and knot.'} The solution of a mystery ;

the winding up or catastrophe of a plot, as of n denouncer (de-noun'ser), n.

novel, drama,"eto.; the issue, as of any course

of conduct ;
the event.

The end, the climax, the culmination, the surprise, the

discovery, are all slightly different in meaning from that

Ingenious loosening ol the knot of intrigue which the word
... lit implies. flMaraay Ret., No. 1474.

The title to these deposits is a denouncement as discov-

erer of four pertenencias twenty-four Mexican feet in

length, with an appropriate width, depending on the incli-

nation of the vein. Howry, Arizona and Sonora, p. 112.

1. One who de-

nounces ;
one who threatens or menaces.

Here comes the sad denouncer of my fate. Dryden.

2. One who endeavors to obtain possession of

or right to a mine or other land by denounce-
ment.

I grieve not to be able to [mint my tale with the ex- de UOVO (de no'vo). [L. : de, of; noi'O, abl. of

pected moral, though perhaps the true denouement may
lead to one as valuable.

denounce (de-nouns' )> v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

nounced, ppr! denouncing. [< ME. denouncen, <

OF. denonn-r, dcniincer, F. denoncer = Sp. Pg.
druHiiciar = It. deni(ii:iarc, < L. deniinciare, de-

iiiiHtiitrr (\>\>. di'iiitncidtits, whence the other E.

form denunriate), declare, announce, threaten,

denounce, < de- + num-nire, nuiitiare, announce,
< iiiinciiis, more correctly nuntiits, a messenger:

nwus = E . <,*.}

_. process ._.

under denshire. Also called burn-beating (which

see).

Burning of land, or burn-bating, is commonly called

denihiring, that is Devonshiring or Denbighshiring, be-

cause most used, or first invented there.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

Mr. Beshop of Merton first brought into the south of

Wiltshire the improvement by burn-beking, Denthering,
about 1639.

Aubrey, Wilts. Royal Soc. MS., p. 287. (Hattimtt.)

densimeter (den-sim'e-ter), n. [= Sp. densi-

metro, < L. densus, dense, + metriim, a mea-

sure.] An apparatus for ascertaining the spe-
cific gravity or comparative density of a solid

or liquid, as metals, gunpowder, or sea-water.
That used for testing the density of gunpowder consists

essentially of a vessel in which the gunpowder is weighed
in connection with mercury. The vessel is first partially

filled with mercury by creating a vacuum; It is then

emptied and a known weight of powder is placed in It,

ana the mercury again added under the Influence of the

same vacuum, less being admitted, however, In conse-

quence of the space occupied by the powder. A compari-
son of the amount of mercury admitted with the weight
of the powder gives the specific gravity of the powder.
The optical densimeter of ililgard consists of a glass prism
for holding salt water, and a collimating telescope for

examining a ray of light passing through the water in

the prism, the refraction of the light giving the density of

the water by comparison with the known angle of re-

fraction of distilled water or sea-water of a known density.

lluch't derutimrter is used for ascertaining the density of

syrups while boiling. See talometer.

see nuncio. Cf. announce, enounce, jironouin'c. dense (dens), a. and n. {= F. dense = Sp. Pg.

,] If. To make known in a formal

manner; proclaim; announce; declare.
It. denso, < L. densus, thick, close, set close,

, r , , _ dense
(opposed

to rarvs, thin, rare), = Gr. oa-

\ml ther the Aungell denmencyd to Zacharie the Na- aif, thick, dense, shaggy, hairy, rough : see

t i vile of seynt John the Baptyst. Dasya.} I. a. 1. Having great or unusual

consistency of elements or closeness of parts;

closely compacted or conglomerated ; compact :

close ;
thick : as, a dense body ;

a dense cloud

or fog ;
a dense panicle of flowers.

The cause of cold is the density of the body, for all dense

bodies are colder than most other bodies.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

This surrounding chaos . . . was far from lieing solid:

.

,
Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 71.

I i!,'iK:iinci- ami ile, 'hire, by the authority of Coil's word
and doctrine of t'hrist. that ye lie truly baptized within.

/'.I/IN'"'.'. ftOfctoMrT. More. el.. (i'arkerSoc.,1860),p.71.

2. To proclaim or declare as impending or

tluriiteneil
; formally or publicly threaten to do

or effect; make a menace of: as, to daiomn'i-

war: to tlt'Honncf punishment.
I ,1,,<,: unto \ou this day, that ye shall surely per-

ish. I lent XXX. 18.

Anew ; from the beginning.
Rentes (den'tez). [L. den(t-)s

In anat. and dentistry, a tooth.

2. In anat. and zool., a tooth-like or dentate

part or organ. See tooth. Dens blcuspls, a bi-

cuspid tooth; a premolar. Dens canlnus, a canine

tootb.-Dens incislvus, an incisor tooth.-Dens mo-
,

larls. (<i) A molar tooth ; a grinder whether molar proper
flen8jty (Jen'si-ti), n. [= F. densitf = Sp. den-

orpremolar. (d) The incus or anvil, one of the little bones uouoiujr v '^ . //>
of the ear, so called from iU shape in man.-Dens Bapl- *>*'<* = Pg- denstdadf'- It. densita, < L,. del

entise a wisdom-tooth; a last molar. Dens sectortus, ta(t-)s, thickness, < densus, thick: see dense.]

1. The quality of being dense, close, or com-

pact; closeness of constituent parts; compact-

ness, actual or relative.

The dennty of the ether is greater in liquids and solids

than in gases, and greater In gases than in vacuo.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 62.

2. The mass or amount of matter per unit of

bulk. The mass is the ratio of the living force or double

the energy of motion to the square of the velocity. Ex-

periments made by Newton upon the effect of attaching

masses of different materials to pendulums have shown

,

a scctorial tooth. Oiwn.

he resembles it to a dense though fluid atmosphere.
Ooldimith, Animated Nature, I. 29.

that the weights of bodies are precisely proportionate to

their masses ; consequently, the density is measured by
the specific gravity, or the weight of a unit bulk. The
unit of density is generally taken as that of water at its

temperature of maximum density (4 C., 39 F.) and under

ordinary pressure. Inasmuch as the gram was intended



density

to be, and within the limits of the probable error of the

best observations actually is, the mass of one cubic centi-

meter of water under these conditions, it follows that the

density as ordinarily expressed is, as closely as possible,

the number of grams in one cubic centimeter of the par-

ticular kind of matter in question. The following table

shows the density of several important substances : irid-

ium, 22.4; platinum, 21.4; gold, 19.3; liquid mercury,

13 6 lead, 11.3 ; silver, 10.5 ; copper, 8.9 ; nickel, 8.7 ; iron,

78- tin 7.3; zinc, 7.2; the earth, 5.6; solution of iodides

of mercury and potassium, 3.2 ; diamond, 3.5 ; rock, about

2.7; aluminium, 2.6; sulphur, 2.0; magnesium, 1.7; the

human body, 1.1; india-rubber, 1.0; alcohol, 0.8; ether,

07' lithium, 0.6; vapor of iodide of arsenic, 1.02; air,

0.0013; aqueous vapor, 0.0008; hydrogen, 0.00009. See

specific gravity, under gravity.

The quantity of matter per unit of space is defined as
the density of the mass filling that space.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 194.

The density of a body is measured by the number of

units of mass in a unit of volume of the substance.
Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 82.

3. In elect., the quantity of electricity per unit

of volume at a point in space, or the quantity
of electricity per unit of area at a point on a

surface.

The electric volume-density at a given point in space is

the limiting ratio of the quantity of electricity within a

sphere whose centre is the given point to the volume of

the sphere, when its radius is diminished without limit.

. . . The electric density at a given point on a surface is

the limiting ratio of the quantity of electricity within a

1536

Dentyn or yndentyn, [L.] indento.

Prompt. Pan., p. 118.

The sylour deir of the deise daytely was dent.

Oawan and Goloyras, i. 6.

dentagra (den-tag'ra), . [< L. e-ii-jB, = i^.

tooth, + Gr. Hypa, a n'unting, catching, taken in

the senses it has in noiaypa, a trap for the feet,

also gout in the feet (> E. podagra), x^paypa,

goutmthehands(>E.cWrajrra).] 1. Thetooth-

ache. 2. An instrument for drawing teeth
;
a

tooth-forceps.
dental (den'tal), a. and n. [= F. dental = Sp.

Pg. dental = It. dentale, < NL. dentalis, pertain-

ing to the teeth (L. only in neut., dentale, n.,

the share-beam of a plow), < L. den(t-)s = E.

tooth: see dent* and tooth.'] I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to the teeth. 2. In gram., formed
or pronounced at or near the front upper teeth,

with the tip or front of the tongue : as, d, t,
and

TO are dental letters. The name dental is very imper-

fectly descriptive, as the teeth bear no important part in

producing the sounds in question, and even, in the utter-

ance of many communities, no part at all. Hence some

phonetists avoid the term, using instead lingual, tongue-

point, or the like.

The Hebrews have assigned which letters are labial,

which dental, and which guttural. Bacon.

Clerk Maxwell, Elect and Mag., 64.

Gravimetric density of gunpowder, the weight of a
measured quantity of gunpowder. It is expressed by the

weight, in ounces, of a cubic foot of the powder.

dent1
(dent), . and a. [< ME. dent, a var. of

dint: see dint, dunt. In the sense of 'notch'

the word belongs rather to dent2
,
the two words

being partly confused.] I. n. If. A stroke;
a blow.

Whenne he com the cheyne too,
With hys ax he smot it in two ; . . .

It was a noble dent.
Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 2619.

All his mayle yriv'd, and plates yrent,
Shew'd all his bodie bare unto the cruell dent.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 15.

2f. Force; weight; dint.

Sle no man with yuel wille,

Ensaumple, or tunge, or strokis dent.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

3. A hollow mark made by a blow or by pres-
sure

;
a small hollow or depression on the sur-

face of a solid or a plastic body ;
an indented

impression ;
a dint.

The bullet, shot at the distance of 20 yards, made a very
considerable dent in a door. Hist. Royal Society, I. 367.

II. a. Marked by a dent or impression ;

dented: only in the phrase dent corn, Indian
corn which has a depression in each kernel.

[U.S.]
The few trials made with dent (or soft) corns lead me to

think their albuminoids have a higher digestion coefficient

than the flints. E. F. Ladd, Amer. Chem. Jour., VIII. 434.

dent1
(dent), v. [< ME. *denten, var. of dinten,

dunten, knock, strike, dint : see dint, v., and
dent1

,
n. Cf. indent1 .] I. trans. To make a

dent or small hollow in; mark with dents or

impressions.
Now Crummie's cloots

Dent a' the lone.

English, Scotch, and Latin Poems, p. 91.

I dente, Jenfondre. It was an horryble stroke; se

howe it hath dented in his harnesse. Palsgrave.

The street of the tombs, with its deeply dented chariot-

ruts. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 177.

Il.t intrans. To aim a denting or effective

blow.

My heart, although dented at with ye arrowes of thy
burning affections, . . . shall alwayeskeepe his hardnesse.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 373.

dent2 (dent), n. [< F. dent, OF. dent = Sp.
diente = Pg. It. dente, < L. den(t-)s = Goth.
tunthus = AS. toth, E. tooth: see tooth, and cf.

dental, dentist, etc. This word in E. is in part
confused with dent1

, n.] If. A notch; an in-

dentation.

High was his comb, and coral-red withal,
In dents embattled like a castle-wall.

Dryden, Cock and Fox.

2. A tooth of a comb, metallic brush, or card.
3. A salient tooth or knob in the works of a

lock. E. H. Knight. 4. A tooth of a gear-
wheel. E. H. Knight. 5. A cane or wire of
the reed frame in a weavers' loom.
dent2t (dent), v. t. [< ME. denten, by apheresis
for indenten, < OF. endenter, < ML. indenture,
tooth, notch, indent: see indent"2 and dent2

,
n.

This word is in part confused with dent1
, v.]

To notch
;
indent.

somewhat parabolic curve of this arch in man, and its

continuity, are among the diagnostic zoological characters

of the genus Homo. Dental canal. See canali. Den-
tal cartilage. See cartilage. Dental cavity, the nat-

ural hollow of a tooth ; the pulp-cavity (which see). Den-
tal chisel, cut, drill, file, foramen, etc. See the nouns.

Dental formula, a formal or tabular statement of the

number and kinds of teeth a mammal may have ;
a for-

mula of the dentition, in which the letters i.,c., pm., and m.

respectively denote incisor, canine, prenwlar, and molar,

merator of a fraction) referring to the upper jaw, those

below the line to the lower jaw. When the letter d is pre-
fixed to i., c., pm., and m., it signifies deciduous, and con-

sequently the formula is that of the milk-dentition. The
dental formula is usually written in full, as in the sub-

joined extract ; but since there are always the same num-
ber of teeth on each side of either jaw, sometimes only
each half jaw is indicated : thus, the formula for adult
man would be : i. |, c. J, pm. j, m. j x 2 = 32. See the

extract.

The dental formula of a child over two years of age is

thus 22 . 11 ,

^ ;,.
dc-

. ;
dm -

which meaiis that the child should have two incisors, one

canine, and two molars, on each side of each jaw. . . .

The formula of the permanent dentition in man is written :

22 1 1
, pm.

22
2 2'

3 3
' 33 = 32;

there being two incisors, one canine, two premolars, and
three molars on each side above and below.

Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 80.

Dental hammer. See hammer. Dental letter. See

II., i. Dental mallet. See mallet. Dental pulp, (a)
The soft, sensitive, nervous and vascular substance which
fills the cavity of a mature tooth, (b) The tissue or struc-

ture out of which a tooth is formed, and from which, as in

the case of rodents, it may continue to grow for an indefi-

nite period, in which case the teeth are said to have per-
sistent pulps. Dental sac, a closed dental follicle. See

the extract.

The teeth are moulded upon papillie of the mucous
membrane, which may be exposed, but are more usually
sunk in a fold or pit, the roof of which may close in so as

to form a dental sac. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 80.

II. . 1. A sound formed by placing the end
of the tongue against or near the upper teeth,
as d, i,and n (see J., 2). 2. In conch., a tooth-

shell
;
a shell of the family Dentaliidce.

Two small black and shining pieces seem, by the shape,
to have been formed in the shell of a dental. Woodward.

dentaliid (den-tal'i-id), . A solenoconch of

the family Dentaliidce.

Dentaliidae (den-ta-U'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Den-
talium + -idee.] A family of mollusks, consti-

tuting the class Scaphopoda (or order Cirribran-

chiata of Gastropoda) ;
the tooth-shells. They

are dioecious, headless, eyeless, with a trilobate foot, rudi-

mentary lateral jaws, the mouth surrounded with filiform

tentacles ; the shell slender, conical, curved, open at both

ends, with circular aperture and posterior attachment of

the animal ; the mantle saccular, open at both ends, the
foot being protruded through the larger opening. The
larva) are free-swimming and eiliate, with a somewhat bi-

valvular shell, which subsequently becomes tubular. There
are about 60 living and upward of 100 extinct species, the
latter mostly Devonian. The animals live buried in the

mud, where they crawl slowly about (See Scaphopoda,
tooth-shell.) The family has been divided by recent sys-
tematists into various genera, for which the names Denta-
lium, Antale, and Entalis have been used. Also Dentali-

dtx, Dentaliadce.

Dentalina (den-ta-li'na), n. [< NL. dentalis, of

the teeth (see dental), + -ina.] A genus of per-
forate foramiuifers.

dentation

dentalite (den'tal-it), TO. [< dental + -ite*.] A
fossil tooth-shell.

dentality (den-tal'i-ti), n. [< dental + -ity.]

The state or quality of being dental, as a con-

sonant.

Dentalium (den-ta'li-um), n. [< NL. dentalis,

< L. den(t-)s = E. tooth: see dental.] The typi-
cal and leading genus of the family Dentaliidce.
Different limits have been assigned to it. By the older

conchologists it was used for all the Dentaliidce, or forms
with tusk-like shells ;

but more recently it has been re-

stricted to Dentaliidee with the posterior end of the tusk-

like shell furnished with an internal slightly projecting
tube provided with a dorsoventrally elongated opening.

dentalization (den-tal-i-za' shon), n. [< dental

+ -tee + -ation.] Conversion to a dental, as to

d or t: said of articulate sounds.

The latter [Sanskrit k or c], usually designated by k2 (or

q), is frequently liable to labialization (or dentalization) in

Greek. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 270.

Dentaria (den-ta'ri-a), TO. [NL., fern, of LL.

dentarius, pertaining to the teeth: see den-

tary.'] A genus of cruciferous plants, natives

of the cooler portion of the north temperate
zone. It is nearly allied to Cardamine, with which it is

united by some authorities, differing mainly in its few

opposite or subverticillate cauline leaves, and in its scaly

creeping or tuberous rootstocks. From its toothed pun-

gent roots it derives the names of coral-root, toothwort,

pepper-root, etc. The flowers are large, white or light-

dentary (den'ta-ri), a. and n. [( LL. dentarius,

pertaining to tne teeth, < L. den(t-)s= E. tooth :

see denfi, dental] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the

teeth; dental. 2. Bearing teeth: as, the den-

tary bone. See II.

Each ramns of the lower jaw is composed of an articular

and a dentary piece. Owen, Anat, iv.

Dentary apparatus, in echinoderms, the oral skeleton.

See lantern of Aristotle, under lantern.

II. n.; pi. dentaries (-riz). The distal or

symphyseal piece or element of the compound
lower jaw of vertebrates below mammals : so

called because it bears or may bear teeth, it

commonly forms most of the lower jaw as visible from the

outside. In birds without teeth it forms about that part
of the under mandible which is sheathed in horn. The

dentary, as a rule, effects symphysis or unites with its

fellow of the opposite side at its distal end ; at its prox-
imal end it is articulated or ankylosed with other bones,

forming the proximal part of each half of the lower

jaw. See cuts under Cydodus, Oallince, and temporo-
mastoid.

dentata (den-ta'ta), TO. [NL., fern. (so. verte-

bra) of dentatvs, toothed: see dentate."] The
odontoid vertebra or axis ; the second cervical

vertebra: so called from the odontoid or tooth-

like process which forms a pivot about which
the atlas turns. See cut under axis.

dentate (den'tat), a. [= F. dentS = Pr. dentat

= Sp. Pg. dentado = It. dentato, toothed (=
E. toothed), < L. dentatus, < den(t-)s = E. tooth.]

Toothed ; notched. Specifically (a)
In bot., in a general sense, having a tooth-

ed margin ; more especially, having acute
teeth which project outward : as, a dentate
leaf

;
or having tooth-like projections : as,

a dentate root, (b) In zool. and a net., hav-

ing tooth-like processes or arrangements
of parts, especially in series along an edge,

margin, or border, like the teeth of a saw ;

serrate ; denticulate. Also dentated.

Dentate antennas, those antenna? in

which each joint has an angular projec-
tion on one side, near the apex. Dentate
body, the corpus dentatum (which see,
under corpus). Dentate mandible, a
mandible provided with blunt or sharp
projections on the inner side. Dentate
margin, properly, a margin having a se-

ries of sharp projections, the sides of which
are equal, with the apex opposite the mid-
dle of the base ; but the term is often ap-

plied to any toothed margin, whether the

projections are sharp or blunt Dentate
maxillae, maxilla; which are armed at the apex with sharp
teeth. Dentate wings, wings with dentate margins.

dentate-CJliate (den'tat-sil'i-at), a. [< dentate

+ eiliate.] In bot., having the margin dentate
and fringed or tipped with cilia or hairs.

dentated (den'ta-ted), a. Same as den tate.

dentately (den'tat-li), adv. In a dentate man-
ner.

dentate-serrate (den'tat-ser'at), a. In entom.,
both serrated and toothed : applied to a serrate

margin when each projection or denticulation

is toothed along its edge.
dentate-sinuate (den'tat-sin'u-at), a. In en-

tom., having angular teeth with incurved

spaces between them.
dentation (den-ta'shon), n. [< dentate + -ion.]

1. Dentate character or condition. [Rare.]

How in particular, did it get its barb its dentation >

Paley, Nat Theol., xiii.

2. In entom., an angular projection of a mar-

gin : used especially in describing the wings of

Lepidoptera.

Dentate Leaf.
(FromLeMaout
and Decaisne's
"Traite general
de Botanique.")
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dented 1 (den'tod), i>.
<i. L< <l>'t l + -<"&] Hav-

ing dents' iiiipivssi'd with little hollows.

dented- (den'trd), /,. a.
\
< <//?-' + -ctV.] Hav-

ing teeth or notches
;
notched.

dentel. dentelated. SM- di-ntn, etc.

dentelle (dcn-tol'), . |F., lace, edging < ML.
dentation, dim. of L. de>i(t-)n = E. (w(/i . *< dm-
///.

] 1. Lace. 2. In bookbinding, a style of

angular decoration, which in its simplest form
is like a row of saw-teeth, and in an ornate
form in like the points of point-lace.
dentelure (den'te-lur), . [< F. dentelure, den-

ticulation, indentation, < denteler, indent, notch,
< 'dentel, a tooth : see dentil.] In zoiil., same
as dentition, [kare.]
Dentex (den'teks), n. [NL., < L. dentix, a sort

of sea-fish, < de(t-)s = E. tooth.'} The typical
genus of Denticiine.

Denticinae (den-ti-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Dentex

(-tic-) + -iiue.] A subfamily of sparoid fishes,

typified by the genus Dentex, with all the teeth

conic, some of the anterior ones caniniform,
and the cheeks scaly. Also Deiiticiiii.

denticine (dcn'ti-siu), a. and . I. a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Denticince.

II. . One of the Denticince.

Denticini (den-ti-si'ni), n.pl. [NL.] Same as

Itrnticinie. Bonaparte.
denticle (den'ti-kl), n. [< L. denticulus, dim.
of dcn(t-)s = E. tooth. Cf. denticule, dentil.']

1. A small tooth or projecting point; a dentic-

eifically, one of the long slenderillation; spec!
elements of the morphologically compound
teeth of the Cape ant-eater, Orycteropus capen-
sis, the only example of such structure among
mammals.
The tooth Is really made up of a number of very elon-

gated ami slender denticle* anchylosed together Into onu
solid mass. Hivart, Elem. Anat., p. 270.

2. Any small toothed or tooth-like part : as, the

shagreen denticles of the shark.

Thin almury is cleped the denticle of caprlcorne or elles
the kalkuler. Chaucer, Astrolabe, 1. 23.

Dermal denticle, an enameled dentlnal tegumentary
structure, as a placoid scale of a selachian.

As they agree with teeth In structure, theymay be spoken
of as dermal denticles.

Qegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 424.

Denticrura (den-ti-kro'ra), n. pi [NL., < L.

den(t-)s, = E. tooth, + crits (crur-), leg.] In
Latreille's system of classification, the third
section of brachelytrous pentamerous Coleop-
tera, represented by such genera as Oxytelus,

Osorius, etc.

denticulate, denticulated (den-tik'u-lat, -la-

ted), a. [< L. denticulatus, furnished with
small teeth, < denticulus, a small tooth : see den-

ticle, denticule. Cf. denliUited.] 1. Finely den-
tate ; edged with minute tooth-like projections :

as, a denticulate leaf, calyx, etc.

Fringed with itaMttenticulate processes. Owen, Anat.

H. In arch., formed into dentils.

denticulately (den-tik'u-lat-li), adv. In a den-
ticulate manner: as, denticulately serrated.

denticulation (den-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< den-
ticulate + -ion.'] 1. A denticulated condition
or character.

He omits the dnticulation of the edges of the bill, or
those small oblique incisions matte for the better reten-
tion of the prey. N. Grew, Museum.

2. A denticle, or projection on a denticulate

margin ; a small tooth, or set of small teeth or
notches : frequently used in the plural.
denticule (den'ti-kul), n. [< F. denticule, a den-

ticule, < L. denticulus: see denticle and dentil.]
1. A dentil. 2. In her., one of a number of
small squares ranged in a row, or following the
outline of the shield in a sort of border. They
are supposed to represent the dentils of the
architectural entablature.

denticulus (deu-tik'u-lus), .
; pi. denticuli (-11).

[L. : see denticle.] 1. Same as denticle. 2. In
arch., a dentil.

dentifactor (den'ti-fak-tor), n. [NL., < L.

den(t-)s, = E. tooth,+ factor, a maker: see fac-
tor.] A machine for the manufacture of the
artificial teeth, gums, and palate used in me-
chanical dentistry.
dentiform (den'tf-fonn), a. [= F. dentiforme =
Pg. dcHtiJ'nrme, < L. (trn(t-)s, = E. tooth, + forma,
shape.] Having the form of a tooth

;
tooth-

like; odontoid; specifically, in entom., project-
ing and pointed, the section approaching an
equilateral triangle, as a process.
dentifrice (den'ti-fris). . [< F. dentifrice = Pg.
It. ilrntifririo, < L. dvntifricium, a tooth-powder,

9*
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< den(t-)s, = E. tooth, + fricarc, rub: see fric-

tion.] A powder or other substance used in

cleaning the teeth. The term is now also ap-
plied to liquid preparations for the same pur-

pose.
The shells of all sorts of shell-nsh, being burnt, obtain

a i -unstick nature ; most of them, so ordered and powdrrrd,
niakt- excellent d*?i/'.> A. ','ivw, Museum.

dentigerous (den-tij'e-rus), . [= P. denti-

(/i-re, < L. den(t-)s, = E". tooth, + gerere, carry.]
Bearing or supporting teeth; supplied with
teeth.

The cranial structure of the Murcenida, In which the
intermaxillaries are absent, and the nasal bone dentiyeroui.

Owen, Anat.

dentil, dentel (den'til, -tel), n. [< OF. "dentet,
"deuteil (cf. OF. dentel, var. of dental, dentail,
< L. dentale, part of a plowshare) = Pr. dentelh,
dentilh = It. dentello, < ML. dentellus, dentil-

lus. equiv. to L. denticulus, a little tooth, a mo-
il ill ion, dim. of den(t-)s = E. tooth: see dettft,

dental, and cf. dentelle, denticle, denticule.] 1.

In arch.j one
of a series of
little cubes in-

to which the

square mem-
ber in the bed-

molding of an
j Ionic, a Corin-

thian, a Com-
posite, or occa-

sionally a Ro-
man Doric cor-

nice is cut.

dentition

as ivory, for instance, as distinguished from en-

amel, cement, or pulp. Ucntln resembles bone, but
i- <lililliiril\ il, ]!-<) liliii h;ul'T 'I lie ililt, -It'll' i- M-> II '-h

miri MM-npir section, when a innltittlde of very fine close-

set tubules or eanulieuli (tin- d,-ntiii;il tubes) are seen fol-

lowing a parallel straight or wavy course, and no rorpui-
cles or lacunm appear, while bone-tissue shows abundant
corpuscles with the < analicull radiating In every direc-

tion. The corpuHculated parts of teeth are the softer

constituents, as the cement or pulp, for example, whence
the canalicull alone penetrate the dentin, which Is there-
fore comparable to the canalicular substance of bon, in

a state of extrei

tooth.

extreme density and hardness. See cut mcl

Ionic Dentils (rf). CaiyMid porch of the
Erechtheum, Athens. These [Corinthi-

an] pillars stand
on pedestals, which are very particular, as the lower mem-
ber of the cornlsh Is worked in tlentilt.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. II. 208.

Columns and round arches . . . support square win-
dows which are relieved from ugliness by a slight mould-
ing, the denlel, . . . which Is seen everywhere.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 213.

2. In her., one of the teeth or indents in any-
thing indented or dancett : used alike of the

projecting teeth and of the notches between
them.

dentilabial (den-ti-la'bi-al), a. and . [< L.

den(t-)s, = E. tooth, + labium, lip: see labial.]

I. a. Formed or articulated by means of the
teeth and lips, as a sound.

A dentilabial instead of a purely labial sound.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 64.

II. n. A sound formed by the combined ac-
tion of the teeth and lips, as English t'.

dentilated, dentelated (den'tfl-a-ted, -tel-a-

ted), a. [= Sp. dentellado = It. dentellato, <

ML. *dentellatus, equiv. to L. denticulatus, fur-

nished with small teeth, < denticulus, a little

tooth : see dentil, denticle, and denticulate.]

Having teeth or notches; marked with notches
or indentations. Also written dentillated.

An observation made by Berard at Toulon during the
then recent eclipse, "of a very fine red baud, Irregularly
dentelated, or, as it were, crevasaed here and there."

A. M. Clerte, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 90.

The Syrians restricted ornament to dentrllated leaves
of a conventional form deeply marked and sharply cut
out. C. C. Perkin*, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xxxi.

dentilation (den-ti-la'shon), n. [As "dentilate
+ -ion.] Same as dentition. [Rare.]

dentile (den'til), . [< ML. dentillus, a small
tooth: see dr>itil.] fa conch., a small tooth
like that of a saw.

dentilingual (den-ti-ling'gwal), a. and n. [<
L. den(t-)s, = E. tooth, + lingua = E. tongue:
see lingual. Cf. linguadental.] I. a. Formed
between the teeth and the tongue : said espe-
cially of the two /// sounds of thin and thin, less

properly of the sounds generally called dental

(which see). Also called linguadental.
II. n. A consonant formed between the teeth

and the tongue.
Real dentilinrriiali, produced between the tongue and

teeth. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 65.

Less properly dentolingual.

dentiloquist (d'en-til'o-kwist), .
[< dentiloquy+ -ist.] One who practises dentiloquy ; one

who speaks through the teeth,

dentiloquy (den-tfl'o-kwi), n. [< L. den(t-)s, =
E. tooth, T /in/Hi, speak: see locution.'] The act
or practice of speaking through the teeth, or
with the teeth closed,

dentin, dentine (den'tiu), n. [= F. dentine (=
It. driitina). < L. dcn(t-)s, = E. tooth, + -in-,
-im" ] The proper substance or tissue of teeth,

dentinal (den'ti-nal), a. [< dentin + -nl.] Of
or pertaining to dentin. Dentinal tubes, the mi-
nute tulies of the dentin or ivory tissue of the tooth. See

dentine, . See dentin.

dentiphone (den'ti-fon), . [< L. den(t-)s, =E.
tuotli, + Or. cx.'i'/,, voice, sound.] An instru-

ment for conveying sonorous vibrations to the
inner ear by means of the teeth. See audijihone.
dentiroster (den-ti-ros'ter), n. A bird of the
tribe Dentirostres.

dentirostral (den-ti-ros'tral), a. [< NL. denti-

rostris, toothed-billed (<
L. den(t-)s, = E. tooth, +
rostrum, a beak), 4- -a/.]

Having the character as-

signed to the Cuvierian
Dentirostres. The notch,
nick, or tooth of the bill of the
Dentirostres is not to be con-
founded with the tooth Of the Dentirostral BUI (Shrike!.
bill of certain birds of prey, as

falcons, nor with the series of teeth of the lamellirostral

birds, as ducks. In verymany technically dentirostral birds
there is no trace whatever of a notch or tooth.

dentirostrate(den-ti-ros'trat),o. [<L. den(t-)K,
= E. tooth, + rostratus, beaked, < rostrum, a
beak: see rostrum.] Same as dentirostral.

Dentirostres (den-ti-ros'tyez), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of dentirostris, toothed-billed: see dentiros-

tral.] 1. In Cuvier's system of classification,
the first family of his I'lisxerinte,

" wherein the

upper mandible is notched on each side towards
the point. It is in this family that the greatest number
of insectivorous birds occur, though many of them feed
likewise upon berries and other soft fruits." They are
contrasted with Fixsii-ustr?*, Conirvntres, and Temiiroetren.
The Immense assemblage of birds here indicated is defin-

able by no common character, least of all by the one as-

signed byCuvier, and the term consequently fell into dis-

use. It is still employed, however, in a modified sense,
for a superfamily group of osclne passerine birds approxi-
mately equivalent to the turdoid Paweret of U allace.
See Paneres, Tttrdiforme*.
2. In Sundevall's system of classification, a
phalanx of the cohort Cichlomorphw : synony-
mous with Laniiformes, as the name of a super-
family group embracing the shrikes and their
immediate relatives. 3. In SclatcFs arrange-
ment of 1880, a group of laminiplantar oscine

I'asseres, practically equivalent to the Cichlo-

morph(e of Sundeyall.
dentiscalp (den'ti-skalp), ii. [< L. den(t-)s, =
E. tooth, + scalpere, scrape.] An instrument
for scraping or cleaning the teeth.

dentist (den'tist), n. [= F. dentiste = Sp. Pg.
It. dentista, < NL. 'dentista, < L. den(t-)s = E.

tooth.] One whose profession it is to clean
and extract teeth, repair them when diseased,
and replace them when necessary by artificial

ones; one who practises dental surgery and
mechanical dentistry ; a dental surgeon.
dentistic, dentistical (den-tis'tik, -ti-kal), a.

[< dentist + -ie, -ical.] Relating to dentistry
or dentists.

Even the crocodile likes to have his teeth clean ; insects

get into thrin. and, horrible reptile though he be. he opens
his jaws inoffensively to a faithful dentittifal bird, who
volunteers his beak for a toothpick.

Buhner, My Novel, iv. 1. (Dat>i.)

dentistry (den'tis-tri), n. [< dentist + -ry.]
The art or profession of a dentist

;
dental sur-

gery.

Notwithstanding the merit possessed by a few of the
German works upon the teeth, practical dentistry has not
attained as high a degree of perfection in the German
states and provinces as it has in some other countries.

Harrit, Diet, of Dental Science.

dentition (den-tish'on), n. [= F. dentition =
Sp. denticion = Pg. dentiyio = It. dentizione, <

L. dentitio(n-), teething, < dentire. cut teeth. <

den(t-)s = E. tooth : see dent*, dental.] I. The
process of cutting teeth; teething. 2. The
time during which teeth are being cut. 3. The
kind, number, and arrangement of the teeth

proper to any animal : as, the carnivorous den-

tition, in which the teeth are normally special-
ized as incisors, canines, premolars, and molars;
the rodent drntit'mn. in which some or all of the
teeth grow indefinitely from persistent pulps,
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the incisors are scalpriform, and canines are

absent; the monophyodont dentition, in which
there is but one set of teeth; the dipliyodoiit

dentition, in which there are two sets of teeth,

etc. Many dentitions are known technically by the name
of the genus or other group of animals to which they per-

tain, as the diprotodont dentition, the polyprotodont den-

tition, the biinodont, bathnwdont, etc., the adjective in

such cases being frequently applied to the animals them-
selves as well as to the number and arrangement of their

teeth. See cuts under acrodont and ruminant. For

formulas of dentition, see dental formula, \\i\derdcntal, a.

Greatly as the dentition of the highest ape differs from
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rocks exposed by the action of denudation. See denuda-

tion.

denumerant (de-nu'me-raut), n. [< L. de- +
numeran(t-)s,f>pi: of nu'inerare, number, numer-

ate: see numerate.] The number of solutions

of a determinate system of equations.

The denumerant may be algebraical or arithmetical. In

estimating the former, all solutions count, whether or not

deducible from one another by interchange between the

unknowns. In estimating the latter, solutions which be-

come identical by permuting the unknowns are regarded
as one and the same solution. J. J. Sylvester, 1868.

. [< L. as

,
count over,

deny

denunciatory (de-nun'gi-a-to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg.

denuneiatorio, < LL. as if "denuntiatorius, < de-

nuntia tor, a denouncer: see denunciator.] Re-

lating to or implying denunciation
; containing

a public threat
; comminatory.

denutrition (de-nu-trish'on), n. [< de-priv. +
nutrition.'] Want or defect of nutrition: the

opposite of nutrition. Thomas, Med. Diet.

deny (de-ni'), v.; pret. and pp. denied, ppr. de-

nying.

'

[< ME. denyen, rarely denoyen, also de-

nayen (see denay), ( OF. denier, deneer, deneier,

denoier, F. denier = Pr. denegar, deneyar, desne-

gar, desnedar = Sp. Pg. denegar = It. denegare,

4. The state of being toothed or dentate
;
den-

ticulation Milk dentition, deciduous dentition,
the set of teeth which are shed anil replaced by another

set, as in man and other diphyodont animals.

dentize (den'tiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. dentized,

ppr. dentising. [With suffix -ize, < L. dentire,

get or cut teeth: see dentition.} To cut one's

teeth; teethe. Nares.

They tell a tale of the old Countesse of Desmonds, who
lived till she was seveuscore yeares old, that she did den-

ti&e twice, or thrice ; casting her old teeth, and others com-

ming in their place. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 755.

dentoid (den'toid), a. [< L. den(t-)s, = E. tooth,
+ Gr. cldof, form: see -oid.~\ Resembling a

tooth ; shaped like a tootli
;
tooth-like.

dentolingual (den-to-ling'gwal), a. and n. See

dentilingual.
den-tree (den'tre), n. An Australian name for

the Eucalyptus polyanthema.
denture (den'tur), n. [< F. denture, a set of

teeth, < dent({'L. den(t-)s = E. tooth) + -ure.}

The provision of teeth in the jaws ; specifically,
in dentistry, a set of artificial teeth, a whole
set being called a full denture.

denty (den'ti), a. A Scotch form of dainty.
denucleated (de-nu'kle-a-ted), a. [< de- priv.
+ nucleus + -ate 1 + -e$ : see nucleated.'] Char-
acterized by the disappearance of nuclei.

denudatet (den'u- or de-nu'dat), v . t.
; pret. and

pp. denudated, ppr. denudating. [< L. denudatus,

pp. of denudare, make bare, strip: see denude.']
To strip; denude. Hammond.

Till he has denudated himself of all incumbrances, he is

unqualified. Decay of Christian Piety.

denudate, denudated (den'u- or de-nu'dat,
-da-ted), a. [< L. denudatus, pp. : see the

verb.] 1. In bot., deprived of covering, as of

foliage or pubescence; naked; glabrate. 2.

In zool., destitute of scales, hair, or other cov-

ering; nude: specifically, in en torn., said of the

wings of Lepidoptera when they are clear in

parts, appearing as if the scales had been rub-
bed off. 3. In geol., denuded. See denudation.

denudation (den-u-da'shon), n. [= F. denuda-
tion = Sp. denudacion = Pg. denudaySo = It.

denudasione, < LL. denudatio(n-), < L. denudare,
denude: see denude.} 1. The act of stripping
off covering; a making bare.

There must be a denudation of the mind from all those

images of our phantasy, how pleasing soever, that may
carry our thoughts aside from those better objects.

Bp. Hall, Devout Soul, 10.

2. In geol., the wearing away and removal by
natural agencies, such as rain, rivers, frost,

ice, and wind, of a part of the solid matter of

the earth's surface. The matter thus carried away
is said to have been eroded, and the terms erosion and de-

nudation are alike as indicating the result of the work of

erosive or denuding agencies.

Prof. Geikie has calculated that, at the present rate of

denudation, it would require about 5J million years to re-

duce the British Isles to a flat plane at the level of the
sea. Huxley, Physiography, p. 148.

denude (de-nud'), v. t.; pret. and pp. denuded,
ppr. denuding. [= OF. denuer, F. denuer, also
denuder= Sp.*deit<far, desnudar= Pg. denudar
= It. denudare, < L. denudare, make bare, strip,
< de, off, + nudare, make bare, < nudus, bare :

see nude.] 1. To strip or divest of all cover-

ing ;
make bare or naked.

The eye, with the skin of the eyelid, is denuded, to
shew the muscle. Sharp, Surgery.

If in summer-time you denude a vine-branch of its

leaves, the grapes will never come to maturity.
Kay, Works of Creation.

Specifically 2. In geol., to wear away and re-
move surface or overlying matter, and thus
make bare and expose to view (the underlying
strata).

Where the rain copies down in a deluge, as often hap-
pens in the tropics, its power as a denuding agent is al-

most incredible. Huxley, Physiography, p. 131.

= Syn. To bare, lay bare, uncover.

denuded (de-nu'ded), p. a. Stripped ; divested
of covering; laid bareDenuded rocks, in geol.,

the spot.
d'eriuncia (Sp. pron. da-non'thi-a), N. [Sp., <

denunciar. denounce : see denounce.] In Mexico
and Spanish America : (a) The judicial proceed-

ings by which a person claims and secures the

right to a mine which he has discovered, or one
the title to which has been lost or forfeited by
the neglect of the owner to work it or by his

having violated the mining-ordinances. (6) A
similar judicial proceeding by which waste or

abandoned lands may be preempted.
denunciable (de-nun'si-a-bl), a. [= Sp. denun-

ciable, < NL. as if "denuniiabilis, < L. denuntiare,
denounce: see denounce."] Subject to denounce-
ment ; fit or proper to be denounced. See de-

nouncement.
denunciant (de-nun'si-ant), a. [< L. denun-

cian(t-)s, denuntian(t^)s,ppT. of denunciare, de-

nuntiare, denounce: see denunciate.} Ready or

prone to denounce ;
denunciative.

Of all which things a poor Legislative Assembly and
Patriot France is informed by denunciant Friend, by tri-

umphant Foe. Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 5.

denunciate (de-nun'si-at), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

denunciated, ppr. denunciating. [< L. denunciu-

tus, denuntiatus, pp. of denunciare, more cor-

rectly denuntiare, declare, denounce : see de-

nounce.} Same as denounce.

The vicinage of Europe had not only a right, but an in-

dispensable duty and an exigent interest, to denunciate
this new work before it had produced the danger we have
so severely felt. Burke, A Regicide Peace, i.

denunciation (de-nun-gi-a'shon), n. [= F. de-

nonciation = Pr. 'denunciation Sp. denunciation

= Pg. denuntiaqSo = It. denunziazione, < L. de-

nunciatio(n-), denuntiatio(n-), < denunciare, de-

nuntiare, pp. denunciatus, denuntiatus,denounce :

see denounce.} If. The act of denouncing or

announcing; announcement; publication; pro-

clamation; annunciation: as, a faithful denun-

ciation of the gospel.
She is fast my wife,

Save that we do the denunciation lack
Of outward order. Shak., M. for M., i. 3.

This publick and reiterated denunciation of bauns lie-

fore matrimony is an institution required and kept both

by the churches of the Roman correspondence and by all

the Reformed. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience.

2. Solemn or formal declaration accompanied
with a menace ;

a declaration of intended evil ;

proclamation of a threat
;
a public menace : as,

a denunciation of war or of wrath.

When they rejected and despised all his prophesies and
denunciations of future judgments, then follows the sen-

tence. Donne, Sermons, vi.

Christ tells the Jews that, if they believe not, they shall

die in their sins ; did they never read those denunciations ?

Bp. Ward.

Uttering bold denunciations of ecclesiastical error.

Motley.

3. In Scots law, the act by which a person who
has disobeyed the charge given on letters of

horning is outlawed or proclaimed a rebel. 4.
In civil law, accusation against one of a crime
before a public prosecuting officer.

denunciative (de-nun'si-a-tiv), a. [= F. denon-

ciatif= Pg. denunciatiro,<. LL. denuntiativus, <

L. denuntiare : see denunciate.} Partaking of

the character of a denunciation
; denunciatory ;

prone to denunciation
; ready to denounce.

The clamorous, the idle, and the ignorantly denuncia-
tive. Farrar, Language, iv.

denunciator (de-nun'gi-a-tor), . [= F. denon-
ciateur = Pr. Sp. Pg. denunciador = It. denun-

ziatore, < LL. denuntiator, < L. denuntiare: see

denounce, denunciate. } 1 . One who denounces ;

one who publishes or proclaims, especially in-

tended evil; one who threatens. 2. In civil

law, one who lays an information against an-
other.

The denunciator does not make himself a party in judge-
ment, as the accuser does. Ayli/e, Parergon.

or "nay" to; gainsay; contradict.

I put it all vpon yow, and kepe ye myn honoure as ye
owe to do. And what ye ordeyne I sha"

him
tvu way he will still have, and no one dare deny

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 127.

2. To declare to be untrue or untenable; re-

ject as false or erroneous ; refuse to admit, ac-

cept, or believe : as, to deny an accusation, or

the truth of a statement or a theory ;
to deny a

doctrine.

When the knewen all the cause, tho kynges bydene,
All denude it anon ;

no mon assentid.
. Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8009.

Reason, joining or disjoining, frames
All what we affirm or what deny.

Milton, P. L., v. 107.

But she loved Enoch ; tho
1

she knew it not,
And would if ask'd deny it.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

No one, except under constraint of some extravagant

theory, denies that pleasure is good.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 368.

3. To refuse ;
refuse to grant or give ;

with-

hold or withhold from : as, to deny bread to the

hungry ;
to deny a request.

To stande in fatte lande wol it not denye.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. llo.

He [St. Augustine] cannot mean simply that audience

should altogether be denied unto men, but either that if

men speak one thing and God himself teaches another,
then he, not they, to be obeyed.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 7.

Think not ill manners in me for denying
Your offer'd meat ; for, sure, I cannot eat

While I do think she wants.
Beau, and I'l., Coxcomb, Iv. 2.

'Twill be hard for us to deny a Woman any thing, since

we are BO newly come on Shore.

Wyeherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

4. To reject as non-existent or unreal; refuse

to believe in the existence of; disallow the re-

ality of. [Rare.]

Many deny witches at all, or if there be any they can do
no harm. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 128.

Though they deny two persons in the Trinity, they hold,

as we do, there is but one God.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 20.

5. To refuse access to; keep from being seen;
withhold from view or intercourse : as, he de-

nied himself to visitors.

The butler . . . ushered me very civilly into the par-

lour, and told me though my lady had given strict orders

to be denied, he was sure I might be admitted.

Steele, Taller, No. 26.

6. To refuse to acknowledge ;
disavow

;
re-

nounce ;
disown.

And if he do he shall be compelled incontynently to

denye his fayth and crystendome, or ellys he shalbe put
to execucion of deth by and by.

Sir Ii. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 44.

He that denieth me before men shall be denied before

the angels of God. Luke xii. 9.

Here's a villain, that would face me down . . .

That I did deny my wife and house.

Shak., C. of E., lii. 1.

7. To forbid.

I am denied to sue my livery here,
And yet my letters-patent give me leave.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 3.

You may deny me to accompany you, but cannot hin-

der me from following. Johnson, Rasselas, xiv.

8f. To contradict
; repel; disprove.

Nay, that I can deny by a circumstance.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1.

To deny one's self, to exercise self-denial ; refrain from

the gratification of one's desires ; refrain or abstain from :

as, to deny one's self the use of spirituous liquors ; to deny
one's self a pleasure.

If any man will come after me, let him denii himself,

and take up his cross, and follow me. Mat. xvi. 24.

Worthy minds in the domestic way of life deny them-

selves ma'nv udvantages, to satisfy a generous benevolence.

Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

=Syn. 6. To disclaim, renounce, abjure.

n. intrans. To answer in the negative ;
re-

fuse to comply.



deny
Sarah </;<'', wiyiiiK. I laiiKlii-d nut ; for she wu afraid.

On. xviii. 16.

If proudly he itrny,

Let ln-tti-r counsels lie Ills guides. Chapman.

denyt, . [< OF. deal, denie, denoi, F. deni, de-

nial, refusal
;
-from the noun. Cf. denay, n.]

Denial. [Rare.]
Yd vse no threats, nor nine them flat Denies.

s,il i ./,-. tr. of l>u Kartas's Weeks, II., The Schisme.

denyingly (de-ui'iug-li), aeto. In a manner in-

dioftting ilcnial.

How hard you look, and how demjingly I

Tennyion, Merlin ami Vivien.

deobstmct (de-ob-strukf), v. t. [< de-
priv.

+
obstruct.] To remove obstructions or impedi-
menta to (a passage) ;

in med., to clear from any-

thing that hinders passage : as, to deobstruct the

pores or lacteals.

It Is a singular good wound-herb, useful for deobttnict-

ing the pores of the body.
Dr. II. Mart, Antidote against Atheiam.

deobstruent (de-ob'stro-eut), a. and n. [< de-

priv. + obstruent] I. a. In med., removing ob-

structions. See II.

All sopes are attenuating and deobstruent, resolving vis-

cid substances. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

II. n. A medicine which removes obstruc-

tions and opens the natural passages of the

fluids of the body ;
an aperient : as, calomel is

a powerful deobstruent.

It [ tar-water) Is . . . a powerful and safe dtobttruent in

cachvctick ami hysterlck cases. Bp. Berkeley, Stris, f 6.

deoculate (de-ok'u-lat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

oculatcd, ppr. deoculating. [< L. de, from, +
ocultts, eye : see ocular.]

To deprive of eyes or

eyesight; blind. [Ludicrous.]

Dorothy, I hear, has mounted spectacles ; so you have
deofulated two of your dearest relations In life.

Lamb, To Wordsworth, April 9, 1816.

deodand (de'6-dand), n. [< ML. deodandum,
i. e., Deo dandum, a thing to be given to God :

Deo, dat. of Deus, God (see deity); dandum,
neut. of dandus, to be given, ger. of dare, give
(see date1

).] Formerly, in Eng. law, from the

earliest times, a personal chattel which had
been the immediate occasion of the death of a

rational creature, and for that reason given to

God that is, forfeited to the king to be applied
to pious uses and distributed in alms by his

hign almoner. Thus, if a cart ran over a man and
killed him, the cart was by law forfeited as a deodand,
and the coroner's jury was required to nx the value of the
forfeited property. The pious object of the forfeiture was
early lost sight of, and the king might and often did cede
his right to ill-inlands within certain limits as a private

perquisite. Deodamls were not abolished till 1846.

For love should, like a deodand,
Still fall to i If owner of the land.

S. Butler, The Lady's Answer to the Knight, 1. 103.

deodar (de-o-diir' ), n. [< NL. deodara, < Skt. de-

vaddru, divine tree. < deca, divine, a god (see

deva), + ddru, wood, a species of pine, related

to dru, a tree, and to E. tree.] In India, a name
given to different trees, principally of the natu-
ral order Ctiuifera, when growing at some place
held sacred by the Hindus. The tree more com-

monly known by this name, and often mentioned by the
Indian poets, is the Cednts Deodara, nearly related to the
cedar of Lebanon, a large tree widely distributed in the

Himalayas from Nepal to Afghanistan. The wood U very
extensively used on account of its extreme durability. At
Simla in India the name is given to the Cuprcmu tomtota.

We set out for a walk through a magnificent forest of

deodar, yew, flr, and oak.
r. //. Riuuell, Diary In India, II. 166.

deodatet (de'o-dat), . [< L. Deo datus, given
to (or by) Go'd: Deo, dat. of Deus, God: datus,

pp. of dare, give: see deodand and date l
.\ 1.

A gift or offering to God
;
a thing offered in the

name of God.

Long It were to reckon up particularly what God was
owner of under the Law : ... of this sort (was] whatso-
ever their Uorban contained, wherein that blessed widow's
deodale was laid p. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vli. 22.

2. A gift from God. Davies.

Be observed that the Dr. was born of New-Year's Day,
and that it was then presaged he would be a deodate, a lit

new-year's gift for God to bestow on the world.
U. Paman (1653), In D'Oyly's Bancroft, II.

deodorant (de-6'dor-ant), n. [< L. de- priv. +
odoran(t-)s, ppr. of odorare, smell, < odor, a
smell: see odor."] A deodorizer.

deodorization (de-6'dor-i-za'shon), n. [< deo-
tli>ri:r + -iition.] The act or process of cor-

recting or removing any foul or noxious efflu-

via through chemical or other agency, as by
quicklime, chlorid of lime, etc. Also spelled
i/( niliiri.ititioH.

deodorize (de-6'dor-iz). c. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

i><liiri:nl.
JIJPI-. dwoorMny, [< de- priv. + odor

+ -tee.] To deprive of odor or smell, espe-

cially of the fetid odor resulting from imjmri-
t ics :" as, charcoal or quicklime deodorizes night-
soil. Also spelled deodorise.

A rery minute proportion uf perchlorld of Iron added
to fresh sewage In a tank preserved tin- liquid from putre-
faction for nliiu days during very hot weather in July.
Such deodorized sewage soon becomes putrid when It Is

allowed to mingle with river water.
K. Fraulrland, Exper. in (.'hem., p. 684.

deodorizer (de-6'dor-i-zer), n. That which de-

prives of odor; specifically, a substance which
has the power of destroying fetid effluvia, as

chlorin, chlorid of zinc, nitrate of lead, etc.

Deo favente (de'6 fa-ven'te). [L., God favor-

ing: Deo, abl. of Deus, God; favente, abl. of

faven(t-)s, ppr. of favcre, favor: see favor.]
With God's favor; with the help of God.
Deo gratias (de'6 gra'shi-as). [L., thanks to

God : Deo, dat. of Deus, God ; gratias, ace. pi.

of gratia, grace, favor, thanks : see grace.] In

the Rom. Cath. Ch., the response at the end of

the epistle, and after the last gospel, in the Mo-
zarabic rite it follows the announcement of the epistle.
It Is also the response to the lie, mista ett or Benedicamui
Domino at the end of the mass.

deoneratet (de-on'er-at), v. t. [< L. deoneratus,

pp. of deonerare, unload, < de- priv. + onerare,

load, < onus (oner-), a load, burden: see oner-

ous. Cf. exonerate.] To unload.

deontological (de-on-to-loj'i-kal), a. Relating
to deontology.
deontologist (de-on-tol'6-jist), n. [< deontology
+ -ist.] One versed in 'deontology.

deontology (de-on-tol'o-ji), . [=F. deoittolo-

gie; < Gr. 6eov (itovr-)', that which is binding,
needful, right, proper (neut. ppr. of ici, it is

necessary, it behooves),+ -Aoyi'o,? Myeiv, speak :

see -ology.] The science of duty ;
ethics. The

word was invented by Bentham to express the utilitarian

conception of ethics, but has been accepted as a suitable

name for the science, Irrespective of philosophical theory.

Medical deontology treats of the duties and rights of phy-
sicians, including medical etiquette. Thomat, Med. Diet.

deoperculate (de-o-per'ku-lat), v. i. ; pret. and

pp. deoperculated, ppr. deoperculating. K NL.

"deoperculatus, pp. of "deoperculare, < L. de-

priv. + operculum, lid (operculum): see oper-

culum.] To cast the operculum ; dehisce: said

of some liverworts.

Capsule deoperculating above the middle.
Bulletin of III. State laboratory, II. 36.

deoperculate (de-o-per'ku-lat), a. [< NL. "deo-

pirculatus: see th'e verb.] In bot., having lost

the operculum : applied to the capsule of a moss
or liverwort after the operculum has fallen off.

deoppilatet (de-op'i-lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

deoppilated, ppr. deoppilating. [< de- priv. +
oppilate, q. v.] To free from obstruction; de-

obstruct ; clear a passage through.
deoppilationt (de-op-i-la'shou), . [< deoppi-
late + -ion.] The removal of obstructions.

Though the grosser parts be excluded again, yet are the
dissoluble parts extracted, whereby It becomes effectual

In deoppilationt. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., III. 22.

deoppilatiyet (de-op'i-la-tiv), a. and n. [< F.

deoppilatif; as deoppilate + -ive.] I. a. Deob-

struent; aperient.
Indeed I have found them generally to agree In divers

of them, as In their being somewhat diaphoretick and
very deoppilatioe. Boylt, Sceptical Chymlst, iii.

II. n. A medicine to clear obstructions.

A physician prescribed him a deoppilative and purgative
apozem. Harvey.

deordinationt (de-6r-di-na'shgn), n. [< ML. de-

ordinatio(n~), <.li.de- priv. +'ordinatio(n-), or-

dination.] 1. Violation of or departure from
the fixed or natural order of things.
Miraculous events to us are deordinationt, and the in-

tervention of them, had man been more perfect than he

ii, would have been unnecessary : they are no compliment
to the powers of human intellect.

Berington, Hist Abeillard, p. 186.

8. Lack of order; disorder.
Excess of riot and deurdination.

Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, I. 1.

Such a general deordination gives a taste and relish to

the succeeding government.
Abp. Bancroft (?), Modern Policies, 1 10.

deorganization (de-dr'gan-i-za'shon), n. [< de-

organize + -ation.] Loss or deprivation of or-

ganic or original character. Proc. Amer. Philol.

. I.<.-.

deorganize (de-6r'gan-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

deorganized, ppr. deorganizing. [<
de- priv. +

organize.] To deprive of organic or original
character. Proc. Amer. Philol. Ass.

deorsum (de-6r'sum), adv. [L., also deorsus,
downward, c-ontr. of derorsum. dernrsus, orig.

pp. of derortcrr, dci'crtcrc, turn down, turn away,

depalnt

< de, down, away, + vortere, cerlere, turn.]

Down; downward; hence, below; beneath: op-

posed to sursum. [Rare.]
deosculatet (de-os'ku-lat), r. t. [< L. deoscula-

tux, pp. of deosculari,'kisa, < de- + itsculari, kiss:

.
\

'\'nk\*>. I'nrl.ifiini.

deosculation (de-os-ka-la'shon), . [< dconcu-

late + -ion.] A kissing.
The several acts of worship required to be perfonm !

to images, viz., processions, geuuHectloiis, thurincatlous

and deoKulatiunt.

deossification (de-os'i-fi-kA'shon), n. [< deos-

sify + -ation. Cf. osittficatiun.] Progressive
diminution or reduction of ossification; disap-

pearance of ossification from parts normally
ossified.

The branchial apparatus has undergone, as In the eeli,

successive deouifcatian (by retardation).R D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 8S8.

deossify (de-os'i-E), r. t.
; pret. and pp. deot-

ifed, ppr. deossifying. [< de- priv. -f ossify.]
To deprive of bones; hence, to destroy the

strength of
;
weaken.

Deo volente (de'6 vo-len'te). [L. : Deo, abl.

of Detis, God ; rolente, abl. of volen(t-)s, ppr. of

velle = E. icill: see voluntary, etc.] God will-

ing; with God's permission : as, I start for Eu-

rope to-morrow, Deo rolente. Generally abbre-

viated!). V.

deoxidate (d-ok'si-dat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

deoxidated, ppr. deoxidating. [< de- priv. + oxi-

date.] To deprive of oxygen, or reduce from
the state of an oxid, as by heating a substance
with carbon or in a stream of hydrogen gas:

as, toHeoxidate iron or copper. Also deoxyaate,
disoxidate.

deoxidation(de-ok-si-da'shgn), n. [(.deoxidate
+ -ion.] The act or process of reducing from
the state of an oxid. Also spelled deoxydation.

Chemically considered, vegetal life Is chiefly a process of

de-uxiilaiion, and animal life chiefly a process of oxidation :

. . . animals, in some of their minor processes, are prob-

ably de-oxldizers. II. Spencer.

deoxidization (de-ok'si-di-za'shon), n. [< de-

oxidize + -ation.] Deoxidation. Also spelled
deoxidisatiim.

deoxidize (de-ok'si-diz), c. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

oxidized, ppr. deoxidizing. [< de- priv. + oxid
+ -ize.] To deoxidate. Also spelled deoxidise,

deoxydize.
Those metals which differ more widely from oxygen in

their atomic weights can lie de-oxidized by carbon at high

temperatures. //. Spencer, Prln. of Biol., 1 13.

deoxidizer (de-ok'si-di-zer), n. A substance
that deoxidizes.

The addition of oxidizers and deoxidizen.

Science, XI. 155.

deoxygenate (de-ok'si-jen-at), t'. t.
; pret. and

pp. deoxygenated, ppr. deoxygenating, [< de-

priv. + oxygen + -nte2.] To deprive of oxygen.
deoxygenation (de-ok'si-je-na'shon), n. [< de-

oxygenate
+ -ion.] The act or operation of de-

priving of oxygen.
deoxygenize (de-ok'si-jen-iz), r. /. ; pret. and

ppTdcoxygenized, ppr. deoxygenizing. [< de- prir.
+ oxygen + -ize.] To deprive of oxygen ;

de-

oxygenate.
The air is so much deoxygenized as to render a renewal

of it necessary. Kncye. Brit., XII. 687.

deozonize (de-6'zon-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. de-

ozonized, ppr. deozonizing. [< de- priv. + ozone
+ -ize.] To free from or deprive of ozone.

Ozonized air Is also ifcnzonunf by transmission over cold

peroxide of manganese, peroxide of silver, or peroxide of

lead. W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., I 338.

dep. An abbreviation of dejtuty : as, Dep. Q.
M. G., Deputy Quartermaster-General.
depaint (de-panf), v. t. [< ME. depeynten (pp.

depeynt, depeint, depeynted), < OF. dejieint, ae-

pint, later depeinct, pp. of dej>eindre, F. de-

peindre= Pr. aepenher, despenher= It. dipignere,

dipingere, < L. depingere, pp. depictus, paint,

depict, < de- + pingere, paint: see depict and

paint.] 1. To paint; depict; represent in

colors, as by painting the resemblance of.

In the Chirche, behynde the highe Awtere, In the Walle,
is a Table of black Wode, on the whlche somtyme was de-

peyntedvA VmageofoureLadv, that turnetheinto Fleache.

HanderilU, Travels, p. 124.

And doe unwilling worship to the Saint,
That on his shield depainled he did see.

Spetaer, F. <J., II. v. 11.

Or should, by the excellencie of that nature, depainled
in due colours, be carryed to worshipping of Angela.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 7.

2. To describe or depict in words.

In few words you shall there see the nature of many
memorable persons . . . depainled.

ifoUand, tr. of 1'lutarch, p. 331.



depaint
Thus [I] l>ut slightly shadow out your sins,

But if they were depainted out for life,

Alas, we both had wounds enough to heal !

Greene, James IV., v.

Can breath depaint my unconceivcd thoughts ?

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

8. To mark with or as with color; stain.

Silver drops her vermeil cheeks depaint. Fairfaix.

[Rare or obsolete in all uses.]

depaintert (de-pan'ter), n. A painter,

depardieuxt, / terj. [OF. : de, of ; par, by ; dieu,

dieux, God : &eepardieu,i>arde.~\ InGod'sname;
verily; certainly.

Depardieux, I assente. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1058.

deparochiatet (de-pa-ro'ki-at), v. i. [< L. de,

away, + parochia, parish (see parish), + -ate2
.']

To leave or desert a parish. Duties.

The culture of our lands will sustain an infinite injury
if such a number of peasants were to deparochiate.

Foote, The Orators, i.

depart (de-part'), v. [< ME. departen, deperten,
< OF. departir, depertir, deppartir, also despar-

tir, F. departir, divide, part, separate, refl. de-

part, go away, = Pr. departir = Sp. Pg. depar-

tir, also despai'tir = It. departire, dipartire, also

spartire, < L. dispurtire, divide, separate, dis-

tribute, < dis-, apart, + partire, divide, sepa-
rate, part, < par(t-)s, a part : see part. Cf. dis-

part, which is a doublet of depart. The Rom.
forms in de- are variants of the orig. forms in

dis-, des-, after L. de, away.] I. trans. If. To
divide

; separate into parts ; dispart.
This werke I departe and dele in seuen bookes.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychroniipn, I. 27.

Seye to my brother that he departs with me the eritage.

\Yyclif, Luke xii. 13.

Amonge your Freinds depart your Goods, but not your
Conscience.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 73.

2f. To separate ;
sunder ; dispart.

The Rede see . . . departeth the south side of Inde from
Ethiopia. Trecisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, II. 63.

He hastily did draw
To weet the cause of so uncomely fray,
And to depart them, if so be he may.

Spe-nser, F. Q., VI. ii. 4.

The Chetham Library possesses a fourteenth century MS.
which contains the Marriage Service in the old "swing-
ing" form. Here it reads, "IN [the head of a man com-
bined with the initial] take the N [the head here being
that of a woman] to my wedded wyyf ... til deth us de-

paarte." N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 315.

I N. take the N. to my wedded wyf to have and to holde
fro this day forwarde for better: for wors: for richere:
for poorer : in sykenesse and in hele : tyl dethe us departe,
if holy chyrche it woll ordeyne, and therto I plight the

my trouthe.

Marriaye Service, 1552 (Procter's Hist. Book of Common
[Prayer, p. 409).

[At the Savoy Conference (1661) the use of the word de-

part in the marriage service was objected to by the Non-
conformist divines. It was therefore changed (in 1662)
to do part, as in the present prayer-book.]
3. To depart from

; quit ;
leave (by ellipsis of

the usual from).
The Caraibes forbad the Women and Children to de-

part their houses, but to attend diligently to singing.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 845.

This answer not pleasing the King, an edict was pres-
ently issu'd forth, that Godwin and his Sons within five

days depart the Land. Hilton, Hist. Eng., vi.

He departed this life at his house in the country, after
a few weeks' sickness. Addison, Death of Sir Roger.

II. intrans. If. To share; give or take a part
or share.

I shall also in wurchippe the avaunce,
And largely departe with the also.

Genei-ydei (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3418.

Be content to departe to a man wylling to learne suche
thinges as thou knowest. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 107.

2f. To separate into parts ; become divided.

Lityll above Fferare the Poo departeth in to two parts
The oon goth to Fferare, And so in too the see, And the
other parte to Padow.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 6.

3f. To separate from a place or a person ; go
a different way ; part.

Here's my hand, my name's Arthur-a-Bland,We two will never depart.
Robin Hood and the Tanner (Child's Ballads, V. 228).

4. To go or move away ; withdraw, as from a

place, a person, etc.

The kyng knewe wele ther was non other way,
They must departe, and that was all his thought.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 207.

And you shall be married at this same time,
Before we depart away.

Robin Hood and Allin A Dale (Child's Ballads, V. 282).

Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire.

. Mat. xxv. 41.

He which hath no stomach to this flght
Let him depart. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3.
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5. To deviate
; go back or away, as from n

course or principle of action, authoritative in-

structions, etc.
;
desist.

He cleaved unto the sins of Jeroboam, ... he departed
not therefrom. 2 Ki. iii. 3.

Depart from evil, and do good. Ps. xxxiv. 14.

6. In law, to deviate in a subsequent pleading
from the title or defense in the previous plead-

ing. 7. To die; decease; leave this world.

[Biblical and poetic.]

Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, ac-

cording to thy word. Luke ii. 29.

To depart witht, to part with ; give up ; yield ; resign.

To a friend in want, he will not depart with the weight
of a soldered groat. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, ii. 1.

We must
Receive him like ourself, and not depart imth
One piece of ceremony. Magsinger, Renegado, i. 2.

Where I may have more money, I can depart imth the
more land. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 415.

departt (de-part'), n. [< OF. depart, F. depart;
from the verb.] 1. Division; separation, as
of a compound substance into its elements : as,
"water of depart," Hacon. 2. The act of going
away; departure.

Friends, fare you well ; keep secret my depart.
Greene, James IV., iii.

I had in charge at my depart for France . . .

To marry princess Margaret.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. i.

Hence 3. Death.

departablet (de-par'ta-bl), a. [< ME. depart-
able, < OF. departable, < departir, separate,
part: see depart and -able."] 1. That may be
divided into parts; divisible.

The kingdom shall go to the issue female ; it shall not
be departable amongst daughters.

Bacon, Case of the Postmaster.

2. That maybe separated; separable; distin-

guishable.
Abraham seith that he seigh [saw] holy the Trinite,
Thre person es in parcelles, departable fro other,
And alle thre but o [one] god.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 26.

departed (de-par'ted), p. a. Gone; vanished;
dead.

To pray unto saints de-parted I am not taught.
Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

His leave he took, and home he went ;

His wife departed lay.
The Seven Champions of Christendom (Child's Ballads,

[I. 85).

The departed, the deceased (person or persons) ; those
who have departed from the world, or one of them.

Read the names of those buried a couple of centuries

ago. . . . What a pitiful attempt to keep the world mind-
ful of the departed !

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 153.

departer (de-par'ter), n. [< ME. departer; <

depart + -t-i.] If. One who divides
;
a distrib-

uter or apportioner.
And oon of the puple seide to him, Maister, seye to my

brother that he departe with me the eritage. And he
seyde to him, Man, who ordeyned me a domesman or a
departer on you? Wyclif, Luke xii. 13, 14.

2. One who refines metals by separation. 3t.
In old law. See the extract.

Departer is a word properly used of him that, first

pleading one thing in barre of an action, and being replied
thereunto, doth in his rejoinder show another matter
contrary to his first plea. Ninsheu.

departing (de-par'ting), . [< ME. departynge;
verbal n. of depart, v.] If. Division; distribu-

tion; expenditure.
Lothest departyng where is grettest richesse.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 77.

2t. Separation; parting.
Take ye hym this ryng,

He gave it me atte our last departeng.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 362.

3. Departure; leave-taking.
By faith Joseph, when he died, made mention of the

departing of the children of Israel. Heb. xi. 22.

One there is

... to hold through woe and bliss
XI y soul from its departing.

William Morri-s, Earthly Paradise, II. 282.

departisont, [ME., also departson; < OF.
departison, vernacular form of *departition : see
<lepartition.~] Departure.

At ther departson had thay gret dolour.
Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 104.

departitiont (de-par-tish'pn), n. [< ME. depar-
tmon,<OF. 'departition, vernacularly departison
(see departison), < L. dispertitio(n-). a division,
destruction, < dispartire, dispertire, divide, sepa-
rate : see depart, and cf . departison.'] Division

;

distribution; partition.
Peraventure thel seke departysion of ther heritage.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 33.

department

departizanize (de-par'ti-zan-lz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. dej/artizaiiized, ppr. departizanizing. [< de-

priv. + partisan + -izc.~] To free from parti-
san influence and control

;
render uon-partizan.

[Rare.]
To departizanize the public service.

The American, IX. 198.

department (de-piirt'ment), . [= D. G. Dan.
Sw. departement, < OF." departement, depparte-

ment, despartement, F. departement= Pr. departi-

tnent, departement = OSp. despartimiento, Sp. de-

parlimiento = Pg. departimento, a division (also
in technical senses 2, 3, Sp. Pg. departamento,
after F.), = It. dipartimento, < ML. as if "dis-

partimentum, < L. dispartire, dispertire, depart,
divide: see depart and -ment.~] 1. A separate
part or division of a complex whole ;

a distinct

branch or province ;
a subdivision, as of a class

or group of activities, organizations, or the
like : as, the various departments of life, know-
ledge, science, business, etc.

;
the departments

of an army or a factory.
Each [Dante and Milton] in his own department is in-

comparable. Macaulay, Milton.

A handsome plate ofground glass in one door directs you
"To the Counting House," another to "The Bottle Depart-
ment," a third to "The Wholesale Department." Dickens.

2. A division of official duties or functions
;
a

branch of government ;
a distinct part of a gov-

ernmental organization: as, the legislative, ex-

ecutive, and judicial departments; the Depart-
men t of State, of the Treasury, etc. See phrases
below. The heads of the principal departments of the
United States government are members of the President's
cabinet. Abbreviated dept.

3. A division of territory ;
one of the provinces

or principal districts into which some countries
are divided for governmental or other purposes,
such as the departments of France and the mili-

tary administrative departments of the United
States: as, the department of Saone-et-Loire in
France ; the departmen t of the Platte.

The deputies of the department choose their deputies to
the national assembly. Burke, Rev. in France.

4f. A going away; departure.
The separation, department, and absenceof the soul from

the body. Barrow, Works, II. 382.

Those sudden departments from one extream to another.
Sir H. Wotton, Reliquire, p. 61.

Department of Agriculture, an executive department
of the United States government, the duties of which are
to acquire and diffuse among the people of the United
States useful information on subjects connected with agri-
culture, and to procure, propagate, and distribute among
them new and valuable seeds and plants. Its chief is the
Secretary of Agriculture, and under his direction are a stat-

istician, an entomologist, a botanist, a chemist, a micros
copist, and the ornithological and other divisions. De-
partment Of Justice, in the United States, a department
under the direction of the Attorney-General, who is re-

quired to give his advice and opinion on questions of law
whenever requested by the President or by the head of any
executive department. He exercises general superinten-
dence and direction over the district attorneys and mar-
shals of all the districts in the United States and Terri-

tories, and appears in person or by regular or special as-
sistants in all cases where the United States is a party. In
this department are also a solicitor-general and two as-
sistant attorneys-general. Department of Labor, an
executive department of the United States government,
under the charge of the Commissioner of Labor. See com-
missioner. Department of State, an executive division
of the United States government, presided over by the
Secretary of State, who ranks as first in importance among
the cabinet officers. He is the authorized organ of com-
munication for the government in all its relations with
foreign powers. He conducts all negotiations, and di-
rects the correspondence with all diplomatic and consular
agents of the government accredited to other countries.
In this department are also an assistant secretary and a
second and third assistant secretaries. Department of
the Interior, a division of the government of the Unit-
ed States, under charge of the Secretary of the Interior,
which has jurisdiction of various branches of internal ad-
ministration specifically assigned to it. Its principal di-
visions are the General Land Office, Patent Office, Pension
Office, Bureaus of Indian Affairs and of Education, the
decennial Census Bureau when in existence, the national
geological survey, government printing and publication,
etc. Besides the heads of these divisions, there are in
the department a commissioner of labor and a commis-
sioner of railroads, and several officers in charge of minor
matters. Department Of the Navy, an executive divi-
sion of the United States government, at the head of which
is the Secretary of the Navy, charged with the control and
administration of affairs connected with the navy and
navigation. Its principal functions are distributed among
the Bureaus of Navigation, Ordnance, Equipment and Re-
cruiting, Yards and Docks, Medicine and Surgery, Provi-
sions and Clothing, Steam Engineering, and Construction
and Repair. Besides the matters indicated by the titles

of these bureaus, the department has the control of the
Naval Observatory at Washington, the Nautical Almanac,
the Hydrography Office, etc. Department ofthe Trea-
sury, the division of the United States government having
charge of all matters concerning the public revenues and
disbursements, besides a number of others not directly re-

lated to finance. Its chief is the Secretary of the Treasury,
and the principal financial officers under him arc two as-

sistant secretaries, two controllers, six auditors, the United



department
States treasurer, register of the Treasury, commissioner
of Internal revenue, OTIU deputy commissioner, cumuli-
sioner of customs, controllt-T of the- currency, dejiiit\ i mi
troHcr, ami t!ii. .tor of the mint. The department also

has control of the itiireau of Engraving and Printing, a
Bureau ut Statistic, the revenue marine, tile coast sur-

vey, liylith-'ii.ses (through the Lighthouse Board), the life-

Bavin^ serviec, the iu^peetioii of steanilwats, tin- erection
of national buildings, etc. Department of War, the
executive military division (if the I'nited States BOVI-I-II

ment, under chance of the Secretary of War, having con-
trol of all alfairs relating to the general management and
administration of the army, under the supervision of the
President as conimander-in-chief. Its principal officers are
the adjutant-, inspector-, quartermaster-, paymaster-, com-
missary-, and surgeon-general, and judge-advocate-gen-
eral, chief medical purveyor, and chief of engineers. The
department :ilsi> has control of tho Signal Service Bureau

(Including the meteorological department), and the care
of the national building and grounds at Washington.
Medical department (inilit.), a non-combatant staff-

corps of an army, which has charge of all Held and gen-
eral hospitals, ami whose officers attend the sick and
wounded, and are responsible for all hospital and medical
stores. Ordnance department, a corps of officers in

the United States army concerned with the inspection and
fabrication of ordnance and ordnance stores, the inspec-
tion and repair of arms, and the manufacture of military
equipments of all kinds to l>e supplied to the regular army,
the militia of the several States and Territories, and to the
marine corps. Its officers determine all the details of gun
construction for the War Department. Post-offlce De-
partment, of the United States, a division of the govern-
ment, presided over by the Postmaster-General, whose duty
it is to conduct the postal service, to establish and discon-
tinue post-offices, to grant mail contracts, to appoint many
minor officials, and to superintend generally the business
of the department, and execute all laws relating to the

postal service. There are three assistant postmasters-
Kcneral.

departmental (de'-part-men'tal), a. [= F. de-

partemeiital ; as department -t- -al.] 1. Of or

pertaining to a department or division, as of a

country. ,
<

The game played by the Revolutionists In 1789 with

respect to the French guards of the unhappy king was
now played against the departmental guards.

Burke, Rev. in France.

2. Of or pertaining to a department or branch,
as of a government, a manufacturing or busi-
ness undertaking or concern, public office, and
the like.

The petty details of departmental business.
Sir If. S. Creasy, Hist. Turks, II. v.

departmentally (de-part-men'tal-i), adv. By
or with reference to departments; as regards
departments.
departsont, n. See departison.

departure (de-par'tur), n. [< OF. departeure,
ilt'n/iiirti itre, < di'parier, depart: see depart and
-im.'] If. The act of separating or parting;
separation.
No other remedy . . . but absolute departure. Milton.

2. The act of going away; a moving from a

place : as, his departure from home.

Fyndynge no sure conduyte, ... he retourned to Jheru-
salem, and aryued there byfore our departure from thens.

Sir R. Guulforde, Pylgrymage, p. 46.

Departure from this happy place. Milton, P. L., xi. 303.

3. The act of leaving the present life ; decease ;

death.

I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my de-

partun: is at hand. 2 Tim. fv. 6.

Sir, I thank you :

If noble spirits after their departure
Can know, and wish, certain his soul gives thanks too.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

It is not the mere absence of man, but the sense of his

departure, that makes a profound loneliness.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 286.

4. Deviation or divergence, as from a standard,
rule, or plan; a turning away, as from a pur-
pose or course of action.

Any departure from a national standard. Prescott.

The fear of the Lord and departure from evil are phrases
of like importance. Tatotson.

It is well known that the succession of classes of Verte-
brates is measured first by their adaptation to aeration in

water, and then by their successive departures from this

type in connection with the faculty of breathing air.

K. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 196.

6. In navigation : (a) The distance in nautical
miles made good by a ship due east or due
west: in the former case it is called easting,
and in the latter, irrnting. When the two places
are on the same parallel, the departure is the
same as the distance sailed. (6) Tho bearing
or position of an object from which a vessel
commences her dead-reckoning. 6. In lair.

the abandonment of one's former ground, in

pleading or process, which is implied by inter-

posing a pleading stating as the grounds of
action or dct'i-usc matter inconsistent with or

substantially different from that originally in-

dicated; the change involved or attempted
after beginning an action or a defense on one
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ground, in ciiilravoriiig to continue it on one

substantially different, incongruity between
ecssivc eauset of aetJOB OTdefeilMI i" "ii- alnl til.- -anie

pleading, when ilisallmw-,1. Is termed mujoindcr. Angle
of departure. See muii,-*. Departure of an Imagi-
nary quantity, its argument, see iir

: iiinifiit, n. New
departure, a IMIIL'I ,,i purpose or method ; a new course
of procedure : us, this constitutes a new departure in the

photographic art.

We candidly admit that In these remarkable works he
takes a new departure. Athenaeum, No. 3067, p. 186.

To take a departure, to determine the place of a ship
in starting on a voyage. This is done by referring to some
other position of known latitude and longitude. - Syn. 2.

Withdrawal, exit, retirement, removal,

depas (dep'as), n. [Gr. WTTOC.] In Gr. archtt-ol..

a drinking-cup or -bowl.
Depas amphurypellon, a

twofold or double cup; a cup
having two handles or ears, or
one divided into two parts by a

partition: sometimes interpret-
ed as a vessel consisting of two
bowls joined by their bottoms,
so that either can serve as a
foot for the other. It is gener-
ally agreed that the vessel so
called by Homer was a simple
two-handled cup of the same
class as that shown In the illus-

tration.

depascentt (de-pas'ent),
a. [< L. aepascen(t-)s,*- . , ,* Tl j. Depas Aniphlkypellon.fduml
ppr. of depascere (> It. rfi- in the -Bacnd city- at His.

pascere), also deponent
'

depaaci, feed upon, con-

sume, < de- + pasa, feed : see pasture, pastor.]
Feeding.
depasture (df-pas'tur), r. ; pret. and pp. de-

pastured, ppr. depasturing. [< de- + pasture;
cf. depascent.] I. trans. If. To eat up; con-

sume; strip.

They keep their cattle, and live themselves, in bodies

pasturing upon the mountains, and removing still to fresh

land, as they have depastured the former.

Sptnser, State of Ireland.

2. To pasture ; graze.
If 40 sheep yield 80 Ibs. of wool, and are depastured In

one parish for a whole year, the parson shall have 8 Ibs.

Ayli/e, Parergon.

Visions of countless flocks to be depastured, and wide
estates to be carved out of the bountiful land.

Contemporary Rev., I. III. 7.

II. intrans. To feed or pasture ; graze.
If a man takes in a horse, or other cattle, to graze and

drixuture in his grounds, which the law calls agistment.
Blackttone, Com.

After a given day the temporary fences were removed,
and the cattle of all the clansmen were allowed to depot-
turf on the stubble.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 225.

depatriate (de-pa'tri-at), v. t. or i.
; pret. and

pp. depatriate'd, ppr. depatriating. [< L. de,

from, + patria, one's country ;
cf. equiv. ML.

dispatriare and E. expatriate.} To leave one's

country ; go into exile
;

exile or expatriate
one's self. [Rare.]

A subject born in any state

May, if he please, depatriate.
Maurn, Dean and Squire.

depauperate (de-pa'per-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

depauperated, ppr. depauperating. [< ML. de-

/ HI ni
K rut it.-: pp. of depauperare (> OF. depau-

perer = Sp. depauperar = It. depauperare),
make poor, < L. de- + pauperare, make poor, <

pauper, poor: see pauper and poor.'] To make
poor; impoverish ; deprive of fertility or rich-
ness : as, to depauperate the soil.

Abjection and humility of mind, which depauperate!
the spirit, making it less worldly and more spiritual.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 192.

Great evacuations, which carry off the nutritious hu-
mours, depauperate the blood. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

depauperate (de-pa'per-at), a. [< ML. depau-
peratus, pp. : see the verb.] Impoverished ;

made poor. Specifically, In hot.
, imperfectly developed ;

diminutive from want of nourishment or other nnfavor-
able conditions.

depauperated (de-pa'per-a-ted), p. a. Same
as depauperate.
That struggle for existence against advene external con-

ditions . . . will give chiefly depauperated and degraded
forms. Ouirfuii, Origin of World, p. 228.

depauperization (de-pa'per-i-za'shon), n. [<

depauperize + -ation.~\ The act of depauperiz-
ing ; the state of being or becoming depauper-
ate.

After such extreme retrogression, the depauperization
of certain parts and organs observable in the Anomoura
is easily to be understood and admitted.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 656.

depauperize (de-pa'per-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

ilrpiiupcri^ed, ppr. depauperizing. [< de- priv. +
pauperize.] To emancipate from a condition

depend
of poverty or pauperism ;

free from paupers or

pauperism.
our efforts at depauperizing the children of paupers

would be more successful If the process were not carried
on in a lump. ftilinijui-yh Rev.

depeacht (df-pech'), v. t. [< OF. depeackier,
FT dtpfcher, despatch, discharge: see aesjtatch,
the present form of the verb. For the form, cf.

impeach,] To despatch ; discharge.
They shalbe first and forthwith heard, as soon as the

party which they slial sind la-fore our lustlces shalbe de-

peached, llakluvt't V'uyagrt, I. 267.

depectiblet (de-pek'ti-bl), a. [< L. depect-ere,
comb off (< de, off, + pectere, comb), + E. -iWe.j

Pliant; extensible; diffusible.

It may be also that some bodies ... are of a more de-

jirctMf nature than oil, ... for a small quantity of saf-

fron will tinct more than a very great quantity of brasil

or wine. Boron, Nat. Hist

depeculationt (de-pek-u-la'shon),
n. [< L. de-

pfciilatiia, pp. of aej>eculari, embezzle, < de- +
peculari, embezzle public money: seepeculate.]
A robbing or embezzling.

Also robbery and depeculatiun of the public treasure or
revenues Is a greater crime than the robbing or defraud-

ing of a private man. Hobbet, Commonwealth, xxvii.

depeinctt, depeintt, ' ' See depaint.

depelt, f. t. [< L. depellere, drive away, < de,

away, + pellerc, drive. Cf. dispel and deputes.]
To drive away ;

remove ; dispel.
Because through hunger the faults of the stomacke

which haue beene taken eyther by much drinking or sur-

fetting, or by any other nieanes, may be deprlled and re-

moued. Babeei Batik (E. E. T. S.), p. 258.

depellert, One who or that which removes
or dispels.

The very thought of her is mischief's bar,

Depeller of misdeeds.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, vL

depend (de-pend'), v. i. [< ME. dependen, < OF.
dependre, V. d^petidre = Sp. Pg. depender = It.

dipendere, dependere, < L. dependere, hang down,
hang upon, depend, < de, down, + pendere,
hang : see pendant, pendent, and cf. append,
impend, perpend, susj>end.] 1. To hang; be
sustained by being fastened or attached to

something above : used absolutely or followed

by from.
Th' heauy Water, pronest to descend,
Twlxt Air and Earth is able to depend.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, L 7.

From the frozen beard

Long Icicles depend. Dryden.

2. To be a conditional effect or result ; be con-

tingent or conditioned. The verb Is followed by on
or upon governing a designation of a condition or cause
without which the effect or result, the subject of the verb,
cannot exist or will not be produced : as, the price asked
for a commodity depends upon the amount on hand or the
amount that can profitably be supplied at that price, and
also depends upon the supposed amount that can be sold at
that price.

Our lives depend upon their gentle pities.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, III. 1.

The fate of Christendom depended on the temper in

which he [James II. ) might then flnd the Commons.
Macaitlay, Hist. Eng., vl.

Our happiness deptndt little on political institutions,
and much on the temper and regulation of our own minds.

Macaulay.
Success in battle does not depend wholly on relative

numbers or relative strengths.
H. Spencer, Prln. of Sociol., { 296.

3. To be in suspense ;
be undetermined : only

in the present participle : as, the suit is still de-

pending in court. See pending.
Matters of greatest moment were depending.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, v.

He informed me that . . . [the law-suit] had been de-

pending for several years.
Gottl*mith, Citizen of the World, xcviU.

While his cause was dependimj, the people took arms
to defend him against the signori.

J. Adams, Works, V. 21.

4. To rely; rest in full confidence or belief:
with OH or upon : as, you may depend upon the

accuracy of the report.

First, then, a woman will or won't defend on 't;

If she will do 't, she will ; and there's an end on t.

A. Hill, Zara, Epil.

Tills, you may depend on it, is the whole truth of the
matter. Sheridan, School tor Scandal, iv. 3.

5. To rely for that which is necessary or de-

sired; rest conditionally or in subordination;
be dependent : with on or upon : as, children

depend upon their parents; to depend upon a
foreign market for supplies ; we depend on the

newspapers for intelligence.
Tis foolish to depend on others' mercy.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iv. L

6*. To rest in suspense ; wait expectantly.



depend

Captain
with some i

ward-mari
who depended a yeare vpon hL r

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 149.

Have not I, madam, two long years, two ages, with hum-
blest resignation depended on your smiles ?

Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

7f. To hang in suspense over ; impend.

This day's black fate on more days doth depend ;

This but begins the woe, others must end.

Shak., R. and J., in. 1.

dependable (de-pen'da-bl), a. [< depend +
-able.'] Capable or worthy of being depended
on; reliable; trustworthy.

1542 dephlegmator

adv. a de-

We might apply these numbers to the case of giants

ry has risen Iron) a sme OI coiomai aepen

dency. D. Webster, Speech, Plymouth, Dec. 22, 1820.

(de-pen'ding-li),
2. That of which the existence presupposes the *

dent O1. submissive manner.
existence of something else; that which de-

If thou givest me this day supplies beyond the expense

pends for its existence upon something else.
^ this dâ j win use it thankfully ; and, nevertheless,

Of this frame the bearings and the ties,

The strong connections, nice dependencies.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 30.

depeople (de-pe'pl),
3. An accident or a quality ; something non- pied, ppr. depeopling
essential.

Modes I call such complex ideas . . . which are consid-

ered as dependencies, or affections of substances. Locke.

4. That which is subordinate to and dependent
upon something else

; especially, a territory sub-
To flx and preserve a few lasting dependable friendships.

Pope, To Gay.

,..-,. , iect to the control of a power of which it does
fi* atSStfS: otformanintegralpart;.adependent_stateorde?erdltHd^

de iirndinqli'i ; for I will renew my petition for my daily

bread still. Hale, On the Lord's Prayer.

t.
; pret. and pp. depeo-

[< OF. depeupler, depo-

'pler', also despeiipler, F. depeupler (see dispeo-

ple), < ML. depopulate, depopulate : see depop-

ulate.'] To depopulate ; dispeople. [Kare.]
All eyes

Must see Achilles in flrst sight depeopling enemies.

Chapman, Iliad, ix.

and dwarfs if we had any dependable da
ture and its probable dmean human stature

ascertained.

I kept within a foot of my dependable little guide, who

crept gently into the jungle.
Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 93.

dependableness (de-pen'da-bl-nes), . The

quality or state of being dependable ;
reliable-

ness.

The regularity and dependableness of a storage cistern

may very well make it desirable to put up with some waste

provided it be not excessive. Engin. Mag., XXXI. 480.

dependance, dependancy (de-pen'dans, -dan-

si), n. See dependence, dependency.

dependant (de-pen'dant), a. and n. See de-

pendent.

dependence (de-pen'dens), n. [Formerly some-
times spelled dependance, after F. dependence;
= Sp. Pg. dependencia = It. dipendenza. depen-

densa, < ML. dependentia, < L.
dependen(t-)s,

^j'jTersc^ coionyT^thelun^'it* dependencies; the otdeperdereO '.

deperdre),^
dependencies of Great Britain. + perdere, lose : see jMndKhm.]dependencies of Great Britain.

The rapidly rising importance of the Anglo-Indian and

Australian Colonies and dependencies.
Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 42.

lost or destroyed.
So reason can be given why, if these deperdits ever ex-

isted, they have now disappeared.

The great dependency of India, with its two hundred ,.f**
S^^^ V

^ /'
millions of people. Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 763. deperditelyt (de-per'dlt-h), adv. [< *deperdtte,

5f The subject or cause of a quarrel, when aS).(seedeperdit,n.), + -fy2.] Inthemannerof

duels were in vogue; the affair depending. one ruined ; desperately.

palace and all its dependencies were situated.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 446.

= Syn. Dependence, Dependency. These forms are now
seldom used interchangeably, as they were formerly, de-

waste; destruction; ruin. See perdition.
The old [body] by continual Deperdilion anil insensible

Transpirations evaporating still out of us, and giving Way
to fresh. Howell, Letters, I. i. 81.

self." [Rare.]
And made a long dependence from the bough. Dryden.

2. The relation of logical consequent to its pendent, ^
antecedent, of conclusion to premise, or of a tan
contingent fact to the condition upon which it

depends ;
the relation of effect to cause, in this

sense dependence is said to be in ferri, in esse, or in ope-
ran : in ferri, when the cause brings the effect into being ;

in esse, when the continued existence of the effect is due

and sometimes still spelled dependant (see note
OF. dependant, F. dependant = Sp. ality or of individuality from, as by ascribing

a work, like the Iliad or the Odyssey, to many
writers or authors, instead of to one writer or

author. Also spelled depersonalise.

Modern democracy, whatever political form it may as-

sume, . . . will have to ground its doctrine of human
right, not upon theories which depersonalise man, but

to the cause ; in operari, when the effect cannot itself act

as a cause without the cooperation of its cause. The word
is also applied in this sense to the relation of accident to

substance ; also, to the accident itself, as being in this re-

lation.

Causality and dependence: that is, the will of God, and
his power of acting. Clarke, The Attributes, iii.

3. The state of deriving existence, support,
or direction from another; the state of being
subject to the power and operation of some
extraneous force ; subjection or subordination
to another or to something else : as, dependence
is the natural condition of childhood ; the de-

pendence of life upon solar heat.

Having no relation to or dependence upon the court.

Clarendon, Civil War, III. 623.

All our dependance was on the Drafts, which only point-
ed out to us where such and such Places or Islands were,
without giving us any account, what Harbour, Roads, or

Bays there were. Dampier, Voyages, I. 416.

It [the word colony] suggests the notion of a body of

settlers from some country who still remain in a state of

greater or less dependence on the mother-country.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 24.

4. Reliance; confidence; trust; a resting on

something : as, we may have a firm dependence
on the promises of God.

When once a true principle of piety and of a religious

depetidance on God is duly excited in us, it will operate
beyond the particular cause from whence it sprang.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

The great dependence is upon the Duke ; the soldiers

adore him, and with reason. Walpole, Letters, II. 4.

5. In law: (a) The quality of being conditional
on something else. See dependent, 5. (6) Pen-

dency ;
the condition of awaiting determina-

tion.

My father is to advance me a sum to meet, as I have
alleged, engagements contracted during the dependence, of
the late negotiation. Shelley, in Dowden, II. 8.

An action is said to be in dependence from the moment
of citation till the flnal decision of the House of Lords.

Bell.

upon, depend: see depend."] I. a. 1. Hang-
ing down ; pendent : as, a dependent leaf.

The whole furrs in the tails were dependent. Peacham.

2. Subordinate; subject to, under the control

of, or needing aid from some extraneous source :

as, the dependent condition of childhood; all
depertiblet (de-per'ti-bl), a.

men are largely dependent upon one another.

upon the primary facts of free will and moral obligation,
which

Who for a poor support herself resign'd
To the base toil of a dependent mind.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 176.

England, long dependent and degraded, was again a pow-
er of the flrst rank. Macaulay.

This country is independent in government, but totally

dependent in manners, which are the basis of government.

ich constitute him a person.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 47.

.*. ._ ,- [For departable,

q. v., partly accommodated to L. dispertire, the

more common form of dispartire, the orig. of

ME. departen, deperten, E. depart: see depart."]
Divisible ; separable ;

diffusible.

It may be, also, that some bodies have a kinde of len-

tour, and more depertible nature than others, as we see it

evident in colouration. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 857.

N. Webster, in Scudder, p. 163. dephal (dep'hal), n. [The Bengali name.] Ar-

3 Contingent: resultant; derived from as a tocarpus Lakoocha, an Indian tree, of the same

;
related to some ground or condition : genus as the breadfruit and jack, and culti-

source,
as, an effectmay be dependent on some unknown
cause. 4. Relative: as, dependent beauty

vated for its fruit, which is of the size of an

orange. The juice is used for bird-lime.

(which see, under beauty). 5. In law, condi- dephlegm (de-flem'), v. t. [=F.deflegmer = Sp.

tioned on something else : as, the covenant of desflemar = Pg. desfleimar, deflegmar = It. de-

flemmare, < NL. dephlegmare or diiphlegmare,
< L. de- or dis- priv. + phlegma, phlegm: see

phlegm."] To deprive of or clear from phlegm;
del

the purchaser of land to pay for it is usually
so expressed in the contract of purchase as to

be dependent on performance of the vendor's

covenant to convey. Such covenants are usu-

ally mutually dependent Dependent covenant,
ens, etc. See the nouns.

another
the prince was
dependents.

Can you love me ? I am an heir, sweet lady,
However I appear a poor dependant.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iii. 5.

He lives in the family rather as a relation than a de-

pendant. Addison, Sir Roger at Home.

We are indigent, defenceless beings ;
the creatures of

his power, and the dependents of his providence. Rogers.

2. That which depends on something else
;
a

consequence ;
a corollary.

The parliament of 1 H. IV. c. 3, 4. repealed this parlia-
ment of 21 R. II. with all its circumstances and depen.
dents. Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty of Papists, i. 32.

[As the spelling of this class of words depends solely upon
whether they happen to be regarded as derived directly
from the French or directly from the Latin, and as usage is

divided
tinctio

ehydrate; desiccate; dephlegmate.
We have sometimes taken spirit of salt, and carefully

dephlegmed it.

as is done by many, the former being spelled dependant
and the latter dependent.}

Moral dependence, the relation of the will to the moral
law. =Syn. Dependence, Dependency. See dependency. .

dependency (de-pen'den-si), .; pi. dependen- dependently (de-pen'dent-li), adv.
cies (-siz). [Formerly also dependancy; an ex- pendent manner.
tension of dependence. See -ence, -ency."] 1. depender (de-pen'der), n. One who depends;
Same as dependence, a dependent.

fiydrate: see*dephlegm.'] To deprive of super-
abundant water, as by evaporation or distilla-

tion; rectify: said of spirits or acids.

We dephlegmated some by more frequent . . . rectifica-

tions. Boyle, Works, I. 329.

dephlegmation (de-fleg-ma'shon), n. [= F.

deregulation = Sp. desflemacion = Pg. deflegma-
cao= lt. deflemmazione, < Nii.*dephlegmatio(n-),

*disphlegmatio(n-), < dephlegmare, dtsphlegmare,

dephlegm: see depMegmate.'] The operation
of separating water from spirits

and acids by
evaporation or repeated distillation; concen-

tration.

In divers cases it is not enough to separate the aqueous
parts by dephlegmatian. Boyle.

vided, there is no good reason for insisting upon a"dis- dephleemator (de-fleg'ma-tor), n. A condens-
nction in spelling between the noun and the adjective, 5J V_ TR.

ing apparatus for stills, consisting sometimes
of broad sheets of tinned copper soldered to-

In a de- gether so as to leave narrow spaces between

them, the liquid flowing successively from one

space to the next, and sometimes of a worm or

continuous pipe in large coils.



dephlegmedness

'. ~ft."depilatorio, < L. as ifdephlegmednesst (de-flom'ed-nes), n. [< de- depilatory (de-pil'a-lo-ri), a. and w. [= F. de-

/7;/7<Tpp. "f <lrplil<'!,>
H

,
+ -ncgg.-] The state '-' e~ v" ft """'"""" < !''

of bi-iiif; I'lvcd from phlegm or watery matter.

The proportion betwixt the coralline solution and the

spirit of wine depends . . . much upon
the strength of

the former liquor and the deplili :/./"''<!' .:> "(the latter.

deplorer

+ plirare, fold: sec plml. ( '1. '/<i>loy.] An un-

folding, untwisting, or unpluiting. Bailey.iiilitloirr = Sp. I'K. It. ur.pilntorio, <. lj. as n >7TZli
i
depilatorius, < depilare, deprive of hair: see deplorability (de-plwr-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< aeplor-

depilate.] 1. a. Having the property of remov- able: see -bUity.] Deplorableness.

ing hair from the skin. Specious arguments of the deploraliility of war in gen-

Iluyle, Works, I. 442.

r.
dephlogisticate (de-flo-jis'ti-kat), v. t.-, pret.

and pp. tlcphliigisticated, ppr. deplilogisticating.

[< dc- priv. + phlogisticate, q. v.] To deprive
II.

per
lphhuman skin, as calx sulphurata.

The effects of the depilatory were soon seen.

T. Uook, Olllwrt Gurney.

depiloust (dep'i-lus), a. [< L. deptlis, without

hair, < de- pnv. + ptlus, hair.] Without hair;
hairless.

This animal is a kind of lizard, a quadruped corticated

and devilous: that U, without wool, fur, or hair.

Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., ill. 14.

of phlogiston, ^once supposed to exist as the texture of the skin; specifically,
a cosmetic

principle of inflammability. See phlogiston. employed to remove superfluous nairs from the

Dephlogisticated air. See curl.

Are we not authorized to conclude that water is com-

posed of depliloifMicated air and phlogiston deprived of

part of their latent . . . heat?

dephlogistication (de-flo-jis-ti-ka'shon), n. A
term applied by the older chemists to certain

processes by which they imagined phlogiston,
the supposed principle

of inflammability, to be

separated from bodies,

dephosphorization (de-fos'for-i-za'shon), n.

[< dtpKo.ii>litiri:e + -ation.] T!he act or process
of depriving of or freeing from phosphorus,
dephosphorize (de-fos'for-iz), . t.

; pret. and

pp. dephosphorized, ppr. dephosphorizing. [<
de- priv. + phosphorize."] To deprive of phos-

phorus; eliminate phosphorus from: as, to de-

pht>nplu>ri;e iron.

The problem of dephosphorMwj iron ores Is one of great

importance, as the most extensive deposits are nearly all

contaminated witli this impurity. Ure, Diet, IV. 450.

'n

|H,mL*y7tiratThV*ere depilatory, and, if macerated *'." Ti> (London) Jan. 18, UN.

In vinegar, wou.d take away ie bean! deplorable (de-plor'a-bl), a. [= t ,I,

,,1^,1,1,= Sp. deplorable = Pg. deploravel = It. deplora-

bile, < L. as if
*
deploralnlix, < deplorare, deplore :

see deplore.] 1 . That may or must be deplored
or lamented; lamentable; that demands or

causes lamentation; hence, sad; calamitous;

grievous; miserable; wretched: as, a deplorable

Chamber** Cyc., art. Urtica marina,

pi. depilatories (-riz). An applica-
tion used to remove hair without injuring the

calamity.
This was the deplorable condition to which the king was

reduced. Lord Clarendon, Great Relwllion.

Nothing could tie more deplorable than the state even

of the ablest men, who at that time depended for subsis-

tence on their writings. Maca\day, Boswells Johnson.

deulanate (dep'la-nat), a."

depict (de-pikf), v. t. [< ME. "depicten (only as

a pp., depict), < OF. dejncter, depict, < L. depic-

tes,pp. of depingere, paint, depict: see depaint.']

1. To portray; paint; form a likeness of in col-

ors: as, to depict a lion on a shield.

I founde a liknesse depict upon a walle,

Armyd in vertues. as I walkyd up and downe.
Political Poem*, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 28.

2. Pitiable; contemptible: as, deplorable non-

sense; deplorable stupidity. =8yn. 1. Distressing,

la-nat), . [< LL. deplanntus, dismal, mournful, melancholy regrettable.

>, make level, < de, down, +pla- deplorableness (de-plor'a-bl-nes), ii. The state

wre, Wei, < planus, level: see plane.} Flat- ofbeing deplorable ; misery; wretchedness; a

tened or expanded ;
made level : same as expla- miserable state.

.,!-, To discern the sadness and deplorablenet* of thta estate.

de piano (de pla'no). [L., from or on a level,

i e not on the bench: de, from; piano, abl. of deplorably (de-plor'a-bh), adv. In a manner

planum, a level, plane, neut. of planus, level, to be deplored; lamentably; miserably: as,

plane : see plane, plain. The phrase de piano manners are deplorably corrupt,

or f piano was used by the Romans with ref- Metaphysicians consider it deplorably superficial to ac-

erence to judgments in cases so evident that cept the appearance of things for realities

the judgment could be delivered by the pretor
0. 11. Lewe,, Proba. of Life and Mind, II. 395.

standing on a level with the suitors, without deploratet (de-plo'rat), a. [< L. deploratus, pp.

ascending the judgment-seat for the hearing of of deplorare, deplore : see deplore.'] Lament-

argument.] In law, by self-evident or mani- able; hopeless,
fest right ; clearly ; too plainly for argument. The case ls then most deplorate when reward goes over

deplant (de-plant'), v. t. [= F. deplanter, < L. to the wrong side.

(leplantare, take off a shoot or twig, set in the deplorationt(dep-lo-ra'shpn),n. [=f.deplora-
ground, < de, away. + plantare, plant, < planta, tion = Pg. deplora'cSo = It. deplorazione, < L.

.] To remove plant's ffom, as

2. To portray in words; describe: as, to depict
the horrors of war.

Cesar's gout was then depicted in energetic language.
Motley, Dutch Republic.

Syn. To delineate, sketch, set forth,

depicter (de-pik'ter), M. [< depict + -erl.] One
wno depicts or portrays.
The sculptor Canova, an accurate depicter of a certain

low species of nature. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 75.

depiction (de-pik'shon), n. [= OF. depiction, <

LL. depictio(n-), < L" depictus, pp. of depingere,

depict: see depict.'] The act of depicting or

portraying.
Even here, In the very sphere where Music is summoned

to take on the depiction of definable passions to the utmost
of her power, the vague but powerful expression of these

is but a fraction of what she has done and is ready to do
for word and scene. Nineteenth Century, March, 1883.

We must leave out of account that [instrumentality] of

depiction, as just Instanced, because its employment be-

SS or

[Rare.]

deplete (de-plef), *' t.
; pret. and pp. depleted,

ppr. depleting. [< L. depletus, pp. of deplere,

empty, < de- priv. + plere, fill, related topZenus,

full, = E./: see /uH1
, plenty, etc. Cf. com-

deploratio(ti-),< deplorare, deplore : see deplore.]

The act of lamenting; a lamentation.

He will leave to those her beneficiaries the farther search

of this argument and devloration of her fortune.

Speed, Henry VII., IX. M. I 18.

deplore (de-plor'), v. ; pret. and pp. deplored,

ppr. deploring. [= OF. depleurer, deplovrer,
F. deplorer = Sp. Pg. deplorar = It. deplorare,

< L. deplorare, lament over, bewail, < de- +
nlorare, wail, weep aloud; origin uncertain.u, = .: , ,

. .
-

morare, wuu, weep muuu, un^iu ,,,,.,.,.,..

nlete, replete.] 1. To empty, reduce, or ex- Cf. implore.] I. trans. 1. To lament; bewail;
haust by drawing away, as the strength, vital

powers, resources, etc. : as, to deplete a country
of inhabitants.

At no time were the Bank cellars deleted to any alarm-

ing extent Saturday Ref.

As a depleting outlet, therefore, of the river, the bayou
Manchac is utterly insignificant.

Got. Rep. on Mimimrippi River, 1861 (ed. 1876), p. 421.

2. In med., to empty or unload, as overcharged

vessels, by bloodletting, purgatives, or other

means.
To support the vital energies by suitable means, and to

deplete the vascular system at the same time.

Copland, Diet. Pract. Med., art. Apoplexy.
longs to a much more advanced state of cultivation, and ... ... ,

leads the way to the Invention not of speech, but of the deplethoric (de-pletn p-nk), n. [_< "- Pnv - *
analogous and auxiliary art of writing. plethoric.'] Characterized by an absence of

IrMMR Encyc. Brit, XVIII. 767.
plethora.

depicture (de-pik'tur), V. t.
; pret. and pp. de- Doubleday attempted to demonstrate that

pictured, ppr'. depicturing. [X de- + picture, af- plethoric state Is favorable to fertility.

ter depict?] To"portray"; paint ; picture.

Several persons were depictured in caricature.

Fielding, Journey from this World to the Next.

Anacreon depictures in glowing colours the uninter-

rupted felicity of this creature (the cicada).

Donovan, Insects of China, p. 397.

the de-

Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 39.

depletion (de-ple'shon), n. [= F. depiction =
Sp. depletion^ < L. as if 'depletio(n-), < deplere,

pp. depletus, empty : see deplete.'] 1. The act

of emptying, reducing, or exhausting: as, the

depletion of the national resources. Specifically
2. In med., the act of relieving congestionBy painting salntship I depicture sin,

Besfde theV^g^^^^^ , plethora by any remedial means, as"blood-

letting, purging, sweating, vomiting, etc.
; also,

any general reduction of fullness, as by absti-

nence.
Abstinence and a slender diet attenuates, because deple-

tion of the vessels gives room to the fluid to expand itself.

Arbuthnot.

depilate (dep'i-lat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. depi-

lated, ppr. depilating. K L. depilatus, pp. of

depilare (> F. dtpiler = Pr. depilar = It. depe-

lare, dipelare), pull
out the hair, < de, away_,

+
pilare, put forth hair, also deprive of hair, <

piltts, a hair: seepite-*.] To strip o* ^i*" *-
move the hair from.

The treatment [In tinea sycosis] consists In shaving producing depletion
every second or third day, together with the extraction of

the diseased hairs, for which purpose ;> pair "t '(./"''"'''".''

forceps should be used. Dii/m/w, Skin Diseases.

depletive (de-ple'tiv), a. and . [= F. depUtif; deploredlyt (de-plor'ed-li), adv.

as deplete + -ive.'] I. a. Tending to deplete ; way; lamentably. Jer. Taylor.

mourn
;
feel or express deep and poignant grief

for or in regard to.

But if Arcite thus deplore
His sufferings, Palamon yet suffers more.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., I. 442.

I learn 'd at last submission to my lot,

But, though I less deplor'd thee, ne'er forgot.

Cowper, My Mother's Picture.

I have no dreams of a golden age ; there will always be

more than enough to deplure, more than enough to mend.
Oladitone, Might of Right.

2f. To despair of; regard or give up as des-

perate.
The physicians do make a kind of scruple and religion

to stay with the patient after the disease Is deplored.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II.

In short, he Is an animal of a most <fcpfari understand-

ing, without reading and conversation.

Dryden, Pref. to Notes on Empress of Morocco.

A true Poetick State we had deplor'd.

Gangrene, To Lord Halifax.

St. To tell of sympathetically.
Never more

Will I my master's tears to you deplore.
Shot., T. N., lit L

-gyn. 1. To bemoan, grieve for, sorrow over.

fl. i n trans. To utter lamentations ; lament;
moan. [Rare.]

All Nature mourns ; the Floods and Rocks deplore.

Conarece, Death of Queen Mary.

Twas when the sea was roaring
Witli hollow blasts of wind,

A damsel lay deploring.
All on a rock reclined.

Gay, The What d'ye Call 't, II. 8.

In a deplored

depilation (dep-i-la'shon), n. [= F. depilation
= Pr. drpilacio = Pg. depilacSo = It. depila-

r>e, < L. as if *tlfi>ilittio(ii-), (.depilare, deprive
of hair: see depilate.] The act or process of

removing hair from the skill or from a hide; depletory (de-ple'to-ri), a. [<

loss of hair. Tending to deplete ; depletive.

Depletive treatment is contralndicated.

Wardrop, Bleeding.

II. That which depletes ; specifically, any
medical agent of depletion.
She had been exhausted by depletive*.

Wardrop, Bleeding.

[< dejtletf + -ory.']

depilator (dep'i-la-tor),

pulling out hairs.

An instrument for deplication (dep-li-ka'shon),
n.

*Oeplicatio(H-), < deplicare, unfold,
[< ML. as if

< L. de- priv.

deplorednesst (de-plor'ed-nes), n. The state

ofbeing deplored'; deplorableness.
But for thee, O blessed Jesu, so ardent was thy love to

us that it was not in the power of our extreme misery to

abate it; yea, so as that the deplorednei of our condition

did but hightcn that holy flame.

Bp. Hall, A Pathetlcal Meditation. I 2.

deplorer (de-plor'er), n. One who deplores or

deeply laments ; a deep mourner.

Not to be a mere spectator, or a laiy deplorer of the

,l;,,,t:,.| Coniidrratioia about Ruuon and Reltmm
10*75), Pref., p. vit



deploy

deploy (ile-ploi'), t'. [< F. deployer, unroll, un-

fold, < Of. desployer, earlier despleicr, displrier,

> ME. displayen, E. display, which is thus a

doublet of deploy : see display, and ef. depli-

cation.] I. trans. Milit., to expand; display;
extend in a line of small depth, as a division or

a battalion which has been previously formed
in one or more columns.

Carr's division was deployed on our right, Lawler's bri-

gade forming his extreme right and reaching through
these woods to the river above.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 524.

II. intrans. Milit., to open out
; extend; move

so as to form a more extended front or line : as,
the regiment deployed to the right.

A column is said to deploy when it makes a flank march
or unfolds itself, so as to display its front. Sullivan.

deploy (de-ploi'), [< deploy, v.] Milit.,' the

expansion or opening out of a body of troops
previously compacted into a column, so as to

present a more extended front.

deployment (de-ploi 'ment), n. [< F. deploie-

ment, < deployer', deploy: see deploy and -ment.']
The act of deploying.
deplumate (de-plo'mat), a. [< ML. deplumatus,
pp. of deplumare, pluck of feathers: see de-

plume.] In ornith., bare or stripped of fea-

thers; denudated.

deplumation (de-plij-ma'shon), n. [< ML. *de-

plumatio(n-), < deplumare, 'pluck of feathers:
see deplume.] 1. In ornith., the stripping or

falling off of plumes or feathers
; molting.

The violence of her moulting, or deplumation.
Stttlingfleet, Origines Sacrre, iii. 3.

2. In pathol., an affection of the eyelids in
which the eyelashes drop out.

deplume (de-plom'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

plumed, ppr. depluming. [< ME. deplumen = F.

deplumer = Sp. Pg. desplumar = It. spiumare,
< ML. deplumare, pluck of feathers, < L. de,

off, + plmnare, cover with feathers, < pluma, a

feather, plume : seeplume.] To strip or pluck
the feathers from

; deprive of plumage ; pluck.

And twies a yere deplumed may thai [geese] be.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

Fortune and Time fettered at their feet with adaman-
tine chains, their wings deplumed for starting from them.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

depolarization (de-p6"la-ri-za'shgn), n. [=
F. depolarisation = It. depolarlzzazione ; as de-

polarize + -ation.] The act of depriving of

polarity or removing the effects of polarization.
Specifically (a) In optics, the change in the direction of
the plane of polarization, as by a section of a crystal, so
that the polarized ray before arrested can pass through the
analyzer. (6) In elect., the removal of the polarizing film
of gas from the negative plate of a voltaic cell, (c) In

magnetism, the destruction of magnetic polarity in a mass
of iron or steel. See polarization. Also spelled dtpolari-
sation.

depolarize (de-po'la-riz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

depolarized, ppr. depolarising. [= F. depola-
riser = It. depolarizzare ; as de- priv. + polar-
ise."] To deprive of polarity; remove the ef-

fects of polarity from, (a) In optics, to cause to re-

appear, as a polarized ray before arrested by the analyzer.
(6) To destroy that polarity in (metallic electrodes im-
mersed in an electrolytic substance, or the metal plates
of a battery) which results from the passage of a current,
and opposes and weakens the current to which it is due.
(c) To deprive of magnetic polarity. Also spelled depo-
larise.

depolarizer (de-pp'la-rl-zer), n. That which
depolarizes; specifically, in elect., a substance
used in a battery-cell for the purpose of pre-
venting polarization. Depolarizers usually act by
entering into combination with the gases liberated, and
thus preventing their accumulating on the battery-plates

1544

What basins, most capacious of their kind,
Enclose her, while the obedient clement
Lifts or depones its burthen. Southey.

2f. To lay down as a pledge ; wager.
On this I would depone

As much as any cause I've known.
S. Butler, Hudihras.

3. To testify ;
state in a deposition.

Farther Sprat deponeth, that he entered himself there-

after in conference with Bour.
State Trials, George Sprot, an. 1606.

II. intrans. In Scots &nd old Eng. law, to give

testimony; bear witness; depose.
deponent (de-po'nent), a. and w. [< L. depo-

nen(t-)s, ppr.' of deponere, lay aside (LL. depo-

nen(t-)s, adj., also as a noun (sc. terbum), a

verb that 'lays aside' its proper passive sense:
tr. Gr. airoftrfKOf: see apothesis), ML. also tes-

tify: see depone.] I. a. Laying down Depo-
nent verb, in Latin gram., a verb which has a passive
form with an active signification, as logui, to speak : so

called because such verbs were regarded as having laid

down or dispensed with an active form and a passive
sense.

II. n. 1. In Latin gram., a deponent verb.

2. One who deposes or makes a deposition,
especially under oath

;
one who makes an affi-

davit; one who gives written testimony to be
used as evidence in a court of justice, or for

any other purpose. Abbreviated dpi.
He observed how the testimony of the other deponents

confirmed that of Houseman. Bulwer, Eugene Aram, vi. 5.

depopulacyt (de-pop'u-la-si), n. [< depopulate :

see -acy.] Depopulation.
Mars answered : Jove, neither she nor I,

With both our aids, can keep depopulacy
From off the frogs.

Chapman, tr. of Homer'a Batrachomyomachia.

depopularize (de-pop'u-la-riz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. depopularized, ppr. depopularizing. [= F.

depopulariser = Pg. depopularizar; as de- priv.
+ popularize.] To render unpopular. West-
minster Eev. [Rare.]
depopulate (de-pop'u-lat), v.; pret. and pp.
depopulated, ppr. depopulating. [< L. depopu-
latus, pp. of depopulari, ML. also depopulure (>
It. depopwlare = Sp. "depopular, despoblar =
Pg. depopular= Pr. depopular = OF. depopuler,
deppopuler, despopuler, also depeupler, depopler,
despeupler, F. depeupler, > E. depeople, dispeo-
ple), lay waste, ravage, plunder, ML. also de-

prive of people, dispeople, < de- + populari,
lay waste, ravage, plunder, destroy, a word
usually derived from populus, people, and ex-

plained as "prop, to spread or pour put in a
multitude over a region," or "to fill with (hos-
tile) people," or otherwise, in the comp. de-

s, alter t. aepoiir = fg. aepolir, depolish.]
To destroy the polish of; remove the glaze
from; dull.

The surface should now appear somewhat depolished.
Ure, Diet., II. 639.

depolishing (de-pol'ish-ing), n. The process
of removing polish or glaze ; specifically, in
ceram., a process whereby the glaze on ware is
removed. Ware with the resulting dull surface
is called ivory porcelain. It corresponds to the
deglazing of glass.

depone (de-pon'), v.
; pret. and pp. deponed,

ppr. deponing. [= Sp. deponer = Pg. depor =
It. deporre, diporre = D. deponereii = G. depo-
niren = Dan. deponere Sw. deponera, < L. de-
ponere, pp. depositus, lay down or aside, give
in charge, intrust, ML. also testify, < de, down,
away, + ponere, lay, place : see ponent and
pose%, and cf. depose, deposit, etc.] I.f trans.
1. To lay down; deposit.

depeople and dispeople). But the uses of the L.

populari throw doubt on the assumed original
connection with populus, people, and the word
is by some regarded as a kind of freq. of spoli-
are, spoil, despoil, plunder, being in this view
reduplicated (*spo-, *spol-) from the base *spol-
of spolium, spoil : see spoil.] I. trans. To de-

prive of inhabitants, wholly or in part, whether
by death or by expulsion; dispeople; reduce
the population of.

Many towns and villages upon the sea coasts are, of late

years, wonderfully decayed, and some wonderfully depopu-
lated. Privy Council (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 301).

Grim death, in different shapes,
Depopulates the nations

; thousands fall

His victims. Philips.

II. intrans. To become dispeopled. [Bare
or obsolete.]
This is not the place to enter into an inquiry whether

the country be depopulating or not.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL, Ded.

depopulate (de-pop'u-lat), a. [< L. depopula-
tus, pp.: see the verb.]' Depopulated. [Kare.]

When the sea-mew
Flies, as once before it flew,
O'er thine isles depopulate.
Shelley, Written among the Euganean Hills,

depopulation (de-pop-u-la'shon), re. [= F. depo-
pulation = Sp. depopulacion = Pg. depopulaqdo= It. depopulazione, < L. depopulatio(n-), a lay-
ing waste, plundering, < depopulari, lay waste :

see depopulate, v.] The act of depopulating, or
the state of being depopulated ; reduction of

population ; destruction or expulsion of inhab-
itants.

It [Milan] hath suffered many devastations and depopu-
lations. Coryat, Crudities, I. 130.

The only remedy and amends against the depopulation
and thinnesse of a Land within, is the borrow'd strength
of flrnie alliance from without.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

depose

depopulator (de-pop'u-la-tor), it. [= F. dfpo-

/ni/(itciir= Sp. depopulador= It. depopulatore, <

L. depopulator, a plunderer, marauder, < depo-

pulari, plunder: see depopulate.] One who de-

populates.
Our puny depopulators allege for their doings the king's

and country's good. Fuller, Holy State, p. 237.

deport (de-port'), r. t. [< OF. deporter, bear,

suffer, banish, refl. cease, desist, forbear, F. de-

porter = Pr. Sp. Pg. deportar = It. diportare =
D. deporteren = G. deportiren = Dan. deportere
= Sw. deportera, < L. departure, carry away, get,

acquire, carry off, banish, ML. also bear, suffer,

favor, forbear, < de, away, + portare, carry :

see port3 ,
and cf. apport, comport, export, im-

port, report, transport, and see esp. disport.]
1. To transport or carry off; carry away, or

from one country to another; specifically, to

transport forcibly, as to a penal colony or a

place of exile.

The only sure way of bringing about a healthy relation
between the two countries [England and America] is for

Englishmen to clear their minds of the notion that we are

always to be treated as a kind of inferior and deported
Englishman whose nature they perfectly understand.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 81.

2. To carry; demean; behave: with a reflexive

pronoun.
Let an ambassador deport himself in the most graceful

manner before a prince. Pope.

How do the Christians here deport them, keep
Their robes of white unspotted by the world?

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 212.

deportt (de-port'), n. [< OF. deport, depport,
m., deporte, f., deportment : from the verb.]

Deportment; mien.
But Delia's self

In gait surpass'.!, and goddess-like deport.
Hilton, f. L., ix. 389.

deportation (de-por-ta'shon), n. [< F. depor-
tation = Sp. deportation = Pg. deportagao = It.

deportazione = D. deportatie = G. Dan. Sw. de-

portation, < L. deportatio(n-), a carrying away,
< departure, carry away: see deport.] A car-

rying away; a removing from one country to

another, or to a distant place ; transportation ;

specifically, forcible transportation, especially
to a penal colony.
The wings seemed to be like the wings of a stork ; an-

other expression of that sudden transmigration and de-

portation. D. Stokes, Twelve Minor Prophets, p. 497.

In their [the Jews'] depttrtations, they had often the
favour of their conquerors.

B Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. v.

Emancipation [of the slaves], even without deportation,
would probably enhance the wages of white labor.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 325.

deportatort (de'por-ta-tor), H. [L. as if "depor-
tator, < deportare, deport : see deport.] One who
deports or transports. Davies.

This island of ours, within these late days, hath bred a
great number of these field-briers, . . . oppressors, en-

closers, depopulators, deportators, depravators.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 481.

deportment (de-port'ment), n. [< OF. deporte-
ment, F. deporiement = 'It. diportamento, < ML.
as if "deportamentum, < L. deportare, deport:
see deport.] Carriage or bearing in intercourse ;

manner of acting toward or before others
;
be-

havior; demeanor; conduct; management.
What's a fine person, or a beauteous face,
Unless deportment gives them decent grace?

Churchill, The Rosciad.

This produced such a change in his whole deportment,
that his neighbours took him to be a new man, and were
amazed at his conversion from prodigious profaneness to
a moral and religious life. Soitthey, Bunyan, p. 16.

At these primitive tea-parties the utmost propriety ami
dignity of deportment prevailed.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 170.

= Syn. Carriage, Conduct, etc. See behavior.

deporturet (de-por'tur), n. [< deport + -lire.]

Deportment. Speed.
deposable (de-po'za-bl), a. [= F. deposdblc;
as depose + -able.] Capable of being deposed
or deprived of office.

deposalt (de-po'zal), . [< depose + -al.] The
act of deposing or divesting of office.

The short interval between the deposal and death of

princes is become proverbial. Fox, Hist. James II., p. 14.

depose (de-poz'), v.
; pret. and pp. deposed,

ppr. deposing. [< ME. deposen, lay aside, de-

prive of office, also intrust, < OF. deposer, F.

deposer (= OSp. deposar), lay down, deposit,

testify, with senses of L. deponere, pp. deposi-
tus, lay down, etc. (see depone), but in form
confused with OF. poser, ML. pausare, place ;

so with the other compounds, oppose, compose,
expose, impose, propose, repose, suppose, trans-



in we :

fall; deposit.

depose

.] I. trans. 1. To lay down; lot

[Obsolete or archaic.]

Take leves ureen ynough of Citur tree, . . .

Ami nit-' must that yit not fervent be

Depone, unti i-hist 1 or faste it closed se.

PaUadini, llusbundrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 203.

I pray thee depose
Some small piece of silver ; it shall be no lout.

B, Jtinmni, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

The long-enduring ferns In time will all

Die and detione their ilust upon the wall.

CraMe, Works, II. 24.

2f. To lay aside.

God hath deposed his wrath towards all mankind.
term*.

3f . To remove ; eject ;
evict.

\\Y have summoned you hither, to dispossess you of

tin iso places and to depone you from those rooms, whereof
IndMd by virtue of our own grant, yet against reason,

you are possessed. Hooker, Eecles. Polity, v. 81.

4. To remove from office, especially from roy-

alty, or from high executive, ecclesiastical, or

judicial office; dethrone; divest of office: as,

to depose a king or a bishop.
Tims when the state one Edward did depose,
A greater Edward in his room arose.

Dryden, Epistles, x.
,
To Congreve.

The Jews well know their power: ere Saul they chose,
God was their king, and God they durst depose.

;</"'"'. Abs. and Achit., 1. 418.

They had depoted one tyrant, only to make room for a
thousand. J. Adams, Works, V. 40.

6t. To take away ; strip off (from one) ; divest

(one of).

You may my glories and my state devote,
But not my griefs ; still am I king of those.

Shot, Rich. II., iv. 1.

Your title speaks you nearest heaven, and points
You out a glorious reign among the angeU ;

Do not depose yourself of one, and be
Of the other disinherited. Shirley, The Traitor, iii. 8.

6. To testify to
;
attest.

To depose the yearly rent or valuation of lands. Bacon.

1 am ready to depose, when I shall be lawfully called,
that no European did ever visit those countries before
me. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 12.

7. To examine on oath; take the deposition
of.

Depose him in the justice of his cause.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

II. intrans. 1. To bear witness.

A man might reason with us all day long, without per-
suading us that we slept through the day, or that we re-

turned from a long journey, when our memory depones
otherwise. /. //. Newman, Parochial .Sermons, i. 191.

Specifically 2. To give testimony on oath:

especially, to give testimony which is embodied
in writing in a deposition or an affidavit; give
answers to interrogatories intended as evidence
in a court : as, he deposed to the following facts ;

the witness deposes and says that, etc.

'Twashethatmadeyouto depose. Shak. , 8 Hen. VI. ,
1. 2.

deposer (de-po'zer), n. 1. One who deposes
or degrades from office. 2. A deponent; a
witness.

of deponere, pp. depositus, lay aside, deposit:
see depone and depose, and cf. deposit, .] I.

trans. 1. To lay down; place; put: as, a croc-

odile deposits her eggs in the sand
;

soil de-

linnited by a river.

On both sides of these apartments [catacombs] are three
stories of holes, big enough to depogite the bodies in.

Pocockf, Description of the East, I. 9.

2. To lay away ; lay in a place for preservation
or safe-keeping ;

store : as, to deposit goods in

a warehouse.

Here might be the temple of Diana, a place of security,
where Hannibal deposited his vases of lead, as if they were
full of money, and left carelessly in his house some brass

statues, which he filled with his gold.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 2r>.".

Stow tells us that, in his memory, great part of Leaden
Hall was appropriated to the purpose of painting and de-

positing the pageants for the use of the city.

Strutt, SporU and Pastimes, p. 26.

3. To place for care or custody ; lodge in trust
;

place: as, to deposit money in a bank; to de-

posit bonds or goods with a creditor as security.
The people with whom God thought fit to deposit these

things for the benefit of the world.

Clarke, Works, II. clxiii.

4f. To lay or set aside ; get rid of.

If what is written prove usefull to you, to the depositing
that which I cannot but deem an errour.

Hiiiiiiiuimi, Works, I. 704.

It has been often alleged, that the passions can never
b wholly deposited. Qoidtmith, Tate.

I.vir,

II. intrans. To settle or be formed by deposi-
tion

;
descend and rest or become attached.

When the strata of the C'onlillcnis ITC ';< IttXf, tin i

were islands which even in the latitude of Northern Chile,
where now all is irreclalinably desert, supported large
coniferous forests. Darwin, Geol. Observations, It. 409.

When no more silver deposits on the copper, the opera-
tion Is completed. Workshop Receipts, 1st er., p. 198.

deposit (de-poz'it), it. [Formerly dcposite (in
ME. ilcpos't, < OF. depost, F. depot, > E. depot);
= 8p. Pg. It. depostto, < L. deposittim (ML.
also depontum), a thing laid aside or given in

trust, ncut. of depositus, pp. of deponere, lay
aside : see the verb.] 1. That whicn is laid or

thrown down; matter laid down or lodged in

a place, or settled by subsidence or precipita-

tion, as from a fluid medium.
Throws the golden sands,

A rich deposit, on the border lands.

Cowper, Charity.

Meanwhile the hours were each leaving their little de-

posit, and gradually forming the final reason for Inaction

namely, that action was too late.

George Eliot, Middleman*, I. 378.

Specifically (a) In yeol. , any mass of material which has
been thrown down from, or moved and gathered together
by, water, or which has been separated from a solution

by chemical agencies. Irregularity of form is rather a
characteristic of a deposit ; if the material be evenly and
uniformly distributed, it would more generally be termed
a bed or layer. The products of volcanic agencies are

rarely designated by the term deposit.

The most characteristic distinction between the lacus-

trine and marine deltas consists In the nature of the or-

gauic remains which become imbedded in their deposits.

Lyell.

(b) In mining, the most general term for an accumulation,
or "occurrence,

"
of ore, of whatever form or nature it may

be ; but the word ore is generally added. (See ore-deposit.)

By some authors the term deposit is used as meaning a mode
of occurrence of ore supposed to be less permanent in Its

character than a true vein. Thus, flat masses or sheets
would often be called deposits, especially

if not exhibit-

ing any of the special characters of true or fissure veins.

(See vein.) (c) The metallic coating precipitated by gal-
vanic action from a chemical solution upon a ground or

base, as the film of gold or silver on plated articles, or of

copper on copper-faced type, or the copper shell of an

electrotype plate.
2. Anything intrusted to the care of another;
something given into custody for safe-keeping;
specifically, money lodged in a bank for safety
or convenience.

It seems your church is not so faithful a guardian of her

deposit as her dear friends . . . would make us believe.

Hammond, Works, II. t 677.

I do not at all doubt that the arrangement is in a cer-

tain degree at haphazard, hut it seems to me that there
must have been a meaning in the prominence given to

Deposits in the Roman and Hindu law, and in the promi-
nence assigned to Thefts in the law both of the Romans
and of the Salian Franks.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 383.

3. A place where things are deposited ; a de-

pository. [Bare.] 4. The state or fact of be-

ing deposited or stored in the care of another ;

storage : as, to have money on deposit in a bank ;

safe deposit. 5. A pledge; a pawn; something
given as security. Specifically 6. In law:

(a) A sum of money which one puts into the
hands of another to secure the fulfilment of
some agreement, or as a part payment in ad-

vance. (6) A naked bailment of personal prop-
erty, to be kept for the bailor without recom-

pense, and to be returned when he shall require
it. (c) In Scots law, same as depositation. 7t.

Deposition.
I desire that this may not lie looked upon as a full and

finished character, but my solemn deposit of the truth, to

the best of my knowledge. Chesterjield, Miscellanies.

Certificate of deposit, see certificate. Contact de-
posit. See contact. Coralline deposits, in geol., a
term applied to those recent or alluvial strata which con-
sist of the marine banks, shoals, and islands entirely com*

posed of coral, and thence extended to the lower Pliocene

deposits of Suffolk, England, the white or coralline crag.
Melanic deposit. See melanic. Special deposit, a

deposit In a bank which the bank is not entitled to use,
but must keep specifically to be returned.

depositary (de-poz'i-ta-ri), a. and n. [= F.

depositaire = Sp. Pg. It. depositario, < LL. de-

positarius, only as a noun, one who receives a

trust, < L. deposition, a trust, deposit : see de-

posit, n.] I. a. Of deposit; receiving deposits:
said of banks.
No loss has resulted in this class of deposits for the past

eighteen years, although a number of failures have taken

place among the depositary banks.

Rep. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 88.

n. n.; pi. depositaries (-riz). 1. A person
with whom anything is left or lodged in trust;
one to whom a thing is committed for safe-

keeping, or to be used for the benefit of the

owner; a trustee; a guardian. Also depository.
For a hundred years they [the Puritans] were the sole

depositaries of the sacred fire of liberty in England.
R. Choate, Addresses, p. 47.

depositor
The I.ivprjiool house was the authorized dtfOtitm-f of
.niiriUritr funds in Europ*-.

./. It. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. IK.

The first apostles atone were the depositaries nl the pure
and perfect evangel.

Swinburne, Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XUI. 170.

2. In law, a bailee of personal property, to be

kept by him for the bailor without recompense,
depositatet (de-poz'i-tat), a. [< ML. deposita-

tus, pp. : see deposit,
< .

| Deposited.
A marble inscription . . . signifying that his corpse Is

depositate within. n<-. >,.,> r.,,,, . . !y( / .
,

.

,
MI -''

depositation (de-poz-i-ta'shon), . [< ML.
as if *depoKihitio(n-), < depositare, deposit: see

deposit, t'.] In Scots late, a contract by which

something belonging to one person is intrusted
to the gratuitous custody of another (called the

depositary)^ to be redelivered on demand. A
proper depositation is one where a special subject Is de-

posited, tn lie restored without alteration. An improper
depositation is one where money or other tangibles are de-

posited, to tie returned In kind. Also deposit.

depositing-dock (de-poz'i-ting-dok), H. See
dock3 .

deposition (dep-o-zish'on),
n. [< OF. deposi-

tion, F. deposition = 8p."deposicion = Pg. deposi-
c&o = It. deposizionc, < LL. depositio(n-), a lay-

ing down, < Li. deponere, pp. depositus, lay down,
deposit: see deposit, depose, depone.} 1. The
act of depositing; a laying down; lodgment or

precipitation : as, the deposition of stones by a

moving glacier, or of sediment by a river
|
the

deposition of a metallic coating by galvanism.
A benefactress to the convent, happening to die, was

desirous of being buried in the cloister. . . . The society
considered the deposition of their benefactress among
them as a very great honour.

Goldsmith, Cyrillo Padovano.

The sediment brought down from the land would only
prevent the growth of the coral in the line of its deposi-
tion. Dartein, Coral Reefs, p. 89.

The deponit/on of a delta is the work of tens of thou-
sands of years. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 878.

2. That which is deposited or placed ;
a de-

posit. [Rare.] 3f. The act oflaying down
or bringing to notice ; presentation.

The Influence of princes upon the dispositions of then-

courts needs not the deposition of their examples, since It

hath the authority of a known principle.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. Ix. i 2.

4. Declaration ;
assertion ; specifically, in late,

testimony taken under interrogatories, written

or oral, before an authorized officer, to be used
as a substitute for the production of the witness
in open court. The term is sometimes loosely used to

include affidavits, which are ex-parte statements in writ-

Ing, sworn to, but not taken judicially or quasl-judiclally,
as are depositions strictly so called. In a deposition there

may have been cross-examination ; in an affidavit, none.
A deposition is evidence ; an affidavit may be evidence.

If you will examine the veracity of the fathers by those
circumstances usually considered in depositions.you will

find them strong on their side. Sir K. Digby.

5. In civil and common law : (a) A deposit ; a
naked bailment of goods, to be kept for the
bailor without reward, and to be returned when
he shall require it, or delivered according to

the object or purpose of the original trust.

Story, Bailments, iv. 41. (6) The thing so de-

posited. 6. The act of deposing a person from
an office, or of depriving him of a dignity ; spe-
cifically, the act of dethroning, or of removing
from some important office or trust.

After his deposition by the council of Lyons, the affairs

of Frederic II. went rapidly Into decay.
Uallain, Middle Ages, vil. 2.

7f. In surg. ,
the depression of the lens of the eye

in the operation of couching. 8. The burial

of a saint's body, or the act of transferring his

remains or relics to a new resting-place or

shrine; the festival commemorating such buri-

al or translation: as, the Depositum of St. Mar-
tin Deposition from the cross, the taking down of

Christ's body from the cross, or the representation of that

act in a work of art. = 8yn. 4. Testimony, etc. See evidence.

depositiye (de-poz'i-tiv), a. [= OF. depositif;
as deposit + -ive.] Depositing; tending to de-

posit: in pafhol., applied to inflammation of

the corium when the effusion of lymph into that

membrane gives rise to small, hard elevations

or pimples on the surface.

depositor (de-poz'i-tor), n. [= F. depositevr, <

LL. depositor, < L. deponere, pp. depositus, de-

posit : see deposit."} One who makes a deposit :

specifically, one who deposits money in a Dank.

It is ordained by the sages of Hindustan that a deposi-

tor shall carefully enquire into the character of his in

tended depositary ; who, if he undertake to keep Uie good*,
shall preserve them with care and attention.

Sir W. Jones, Law of Bailment*.



depositor

Savings Banks where the smallest sums are placed in

perfect safety . . . and are paid . . . the moment they are

demanded by the depositors. McCulloch, Com. Diet.

depository (de-poz'i-to-ri), .
; pi. depositories

(-riz). [<.
ML. *depositorium, a place of de-

posit, < L. depositus, pp. of deponere, deposit.]

1. A place where anything is lodged for safe-

keeping: as, a warehouse is a depository for

goods.
It may be said . . . that the Constitutional Monarch is

only a depositor!/ of power, as an armory is a depository of

arms ;
but that those who wield the arms, and those alone,

constitute the true governing authority.
Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 169.

2. [Prop, depositary.] A person to whom a

thing is intrusted for safe-keeping; a deposi-

tary. [Bare.]
If I am a vain man, my gratification lies within a nar-

row circle. I am the sole depositm-y of my own secret,

and it shall perish with me. Junius, Letters, Ded.

One who was the director of the national finances, and

the depository of the gravest secrets of state, might ren-

der inestimable services. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxii.

deposit-receipt (de-poz'it-re-set"), A note

or an acknowledgment for money lodged with a

banker for a stipulated time, on which a higher
rate of interest is allowed than on the balance

of a current account.

depostt, . An obsolete form of deposit.

depot (de-po' or de'po), n. [< F. depot, a de-

posit, a place of deposit, a storehouse, depot,

< OF. depost, a deposit, pledge, < L. depositum,
a deposit: see deposit, n.] 1. A place of de-

posit; a depository; a warehouse or store-

house for receiving goods for storage, sale, or

transfer, as on a railroad or other line of trans-

portation.
t the
203.

The islands of Guernsey and Jersey are at present

great depdts of this kingdom. British Critic (1794), p.

Specifically 2. A railroad-station; a building
for the accommodation and shelter of passen-

gers and the receipt and transfer of freight by
railroad. [U. S.] 3. Milit. : (a) A military

magazine, as a fort, where stores, ammunition,
etc., are deposited ;

or a station where recruits

for different regiments are received and drilled,

and where soldiers who cannot accompany their

regiments remain. (6) The headquarters of a

regiment, where all supplies are received and
whence they are distributed, (c) In Great Brit-

ain, that portion of a battalion, generally con-

sisting of two companies, which remains at

home when the rest are ordered on foreign ser-

vice. 4. In fort., a particular place at the tail

of the trenches, out of the reach of the cannon
of the place, where the troops generally assem-

ble who are ordered to attack the outworks.

Sometimes written with the French accents,
d6]

" n "
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3. Depraved or corrupt quality or character;

degeneracy; depravity.
Notwithstanding this universal depravation of manners,

behold how untouched he [Noah] stood, and what a char-

acter he bore ! Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. iv.

4. A depraved tendency; inclination toward

evil or corruption. [Rare.]
What befell Asdrubal or Ca?sar Borgia is as much an il-

lustration of the mind's powers and depravations as what

has befallen us. Emerson, History.

=Svn Depravity, Depravation, deterioration, corruption,

vitiation, contamination, debasement. Depravation is

especially the act of depraving or the process of becoming

depraved; depravity, the state resulting from the act or

process. The use of depravation for depravity is uncom-

mon.

Its coarseness [that of Dryden's day] was not external,

like that of Elizabeth's day, but the outward mark of an in-

ward depravity. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 32.

I do not believe there ever was put upon record more

depravation of Man, and more despicable frivolity of

thought and aim in Woman, than in the novels which pur-

port to give the picture of English fashionable life.

Mara. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 139.

deprave (de-praV ), v. t.
; pret. and pp. depraved,

ppr. depraving. [< ME. aepraven, < OF. depra-

ver, pervert, calumniate, accuse, F. depraver =
Sp. Pg. depravar = It. depravare, < L. depra-

vare, pervert, distort, corrupt, < de- + pravus,

crooked, misshapen, wicked, depraved.] It. To

pervert; distort; speak evil of; misreport; ca-

lumniate; vilify.

See ! how the stubborne damzell doth deprave
My simple meaning with disdaynfull scorne.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxix.

Gone about to deprave and calumniate the person and

writings of Quintus Horatius Flaccus.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Unjustly thou depravest it with the name
Of servitude, to serve whom God ordains.

Milton, P. L., vi. 174.

2. To make bad or worse ; pervert ;
vitiate

;
'

: as, to deprave the heart, mind, under-
'

i.
;
to deprave the mor-

depreeative

emove the offender, to preserve society from those

ble depravity, is often one of the ends of punishment.
Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Specifically 2. In tkeal, the hereditary ten-

dency of mankind, derived from Adam through
his descendants, to commit sin

; original sin. By
many theologians depravity is distinguished from actual

sin, which they regard as consisting wholly in voluntary
action. Total depravity, in theol., the total unntuess of

man for the me iral purposes of his being until born again by
the influence of the Spirit of God. In defining the nature

of this unfltness theologians disagree. Some consider man
as "utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposed unto

all that is spiritually good, and wholly inclined to evil

and that continually
"

( West. Conf. of Faith). Others con-

cede to man certain natural traits of character which

are innocent, amiable, or even commendable, but hold

that the moral character is determined by the controlling

energy and disposition, which is by nature totally indif-

ferent or averse to the law of God. = Syn. 1 and 2. De-

Cvity,
Depravation. See depravation. 2. Profligacy,

iness, degeneracy, vice, demoralization.

deprecable (dep're-ka-bl), a. [= It. depreca-

bile, < LL. deprecabilis, that may be entreated,

< L. deprecari, pray against, pray for: see dep-

recate.] That is to be deprecated.

I look upon the temporal destruction of the greatest

king as far less deprecable than the eternal damnation of

the meanest subject. Eilmn Jiasilike.

Whose pryde depraves each other better part.

Spenser, Sonnets, xxxi.

All things proceed, and up to him return,

If not depraved from good. Milton, P. L., v. 471.

The ingenuity once so conspicuously displayed in every

department of physical and moral science has been de-

praved into a timid and servile cunning.
Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

The ceremony of kneeling at the Sacrament was included

among the rest : but the free and glad acknowledgment
of that ceremony was not to be expected from one who
had notoriously depraved it.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xx.

depraved (de-pravd'), p. a. 1. Perverted; vi-

tiated: as, a' depraved appetite.
Their taste in time became so depraved, that what was

pp. of deprecari (> Sp. Pg. deprecar), pray

against (a present or impending evil), pray for,

intercede for (that which is in danger), rarely

imprecate, < de, off, + precari, pray: seepray.]
1. To pray against; pray or entreat the re-

moval or prevention of
; pray or desire deliver-

ance from.

We are met here to acknowledge our sin, to express our

public detestation of it, and to deprecate the vengeance
which hath pursued, and doth still, I fear, pursue us on

the account of it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xiii.

The judgments which we would deprecate are not re-

moved. Bp. Smalridge.

2. To plead or argue earnestly against ; urge
reasons against ; express disapproval of : said
_r ~ i .......,,.

..^ and the like.

States, at first the places for landing railroad-passengers
and -freight were called depots, passenger-depots, freight-

depots; but the use of station for the landing-place of pas-

sengers is gradually increasing, while freight-house is the

most common word for a separate storage-place.

depotentiate (de-po-ten'shi-at), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. depotentiated, ppr. depotentiating. [< L. de-

priv. + potentia, power: see potency.] To de-

prive of potency or power.
The gospel of Christ himself we may therefore expect to

see greatly depotentiated. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 175.

depravate (dep'ra-vat), v. t.; pret. and pp.

depravated, ppr. depravating. [< L. depravatus,

pp. of depravare, deprave: see deprave.] It.

To defame ; vilify.

Whereat the rest, in depth of scorne and hate,
His Diuine Truth with taunts doe deprauate.

Davies, Holy Roode, p. 7.

2. To render depraved. [Bare.]
With natures depravated, and affinities already distem-

pered by the sin of progenitors.
Bushnell, Nat. and the Supernat., p. 178.

depravation (dep-ra-va'shpn), re. [= F. depra-
vation = Sp. depravacion = Pg. depravagao == It.

depravazione, < L. depravatio(n-), < depravare,

deprave : see deprave.] It. The act of pervert-

ing or distorting ; perversion ;
vilification.

Do not give advantage
To stubborn critics, apt, without a theme,
For depravation. Shak., T. and C., v. 2. depravmgly (de-pra vmg-h), adv. In a deprav-

That learning should undermine the reverence of laws inS manner.
and government . . . is assuredly a mere depravation and depravity (de-prav i-ti), n. [irreg. \ Ite-

calumny. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 23. -'*- - --*'** >*.,,, -i- .*..!

2. The act of making or becoming bad or worse
;

the act or process of debasement; deteriora-

tion.

His purpose was deprecated by all around him, and he

was with difficulty induced to abandon it. Scott.

The self-dependence which was honored in me is dep-

recated as a fault in most women.
Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 40.

O, still as ever, friends are they

Who, in the interest of outraged truth,

Deprecate such rough handling of a lie !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 227.

3t. To imprecate ;
invoke.

Upon the heads of these very mischievous men they

deprecated no vengeance, though that of the whole nation

was justly merited. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 442.

deprecatingly (dep're-ka-ting-li), adv. By dep-
*:,. . ,.-;*ti nvTwic,oir\TiQ or indications of

2. Morally bad; destitute of moral principle;

corrupt; wicked: as, a depraved nature. =Syn.
2. Illegal, Iniquitous, etc. (see criminal'), base, profligate,

abandoned, reprobate.

depravedly (de-pra'ved-li), adv. In a depraved
manner; with corrupt motive or intent.

The writings of both depravedly, anticipatively, coun- ^M>.J *.. *"V ,~v ~- ~j.,
--

terfeitly imprinted. as harm or disapproval ; counter-prayer or pe-
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, To the Reader.

tjt;on . earnest desire for exemption or deliv-

depravedness (de-pra'ved-nes), n. The state

of being depraved or vitiated; corruption;
taint.

uG*u.e^cui.t (dep-re-ka'shon), n. [= OF. de-

precation, F. deprecation = Sp. deprecacion =
Pg. deprecaqao = It. deprecazione, < L. depre-

catio(n-), < deprecari, deprecate : see depre-

cate.] 1. The act of deprecating something,

inal depravedness, and proneness of our eternal

evil. Hammond.

depravement (de-prav'meut), n. [< deprave +
-ment.] Perversion; vitiation. [Bare.]

He maketh men believe that apparitions . . . are either

deceptions of sight, or melancholy depravements of fancy.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 10.

depraver (de-pra'ver), re. It. One who per-
verts or distorts the character of a person ; a

traducer; a vilifier.

Do you think I urge any comparison against you? no, I

am not so ill-bred as to be a depraver of your worthiness.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

2. A corrupter ;
one who vitiates.

For depravers of the Prayer-Book it was ten pounds fine

or three months for the first offence.

I, with leave of speech implored,
And humble deprecation, thus replied.

Milton, P. L., viii. 378.

Sternutation they generally conceived to be a good sign,

or a bad one ; and so, upon this motion, they commonly
used a gratulation for the one, and a deprecation for the

other. Sir T. Browne.

They use no deprecations nor complaints,
Nor suit for mercy.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iv. 1.

Specifically 2. In litanies, a petition to be

delivered from some evil, temporal or spiritual.
In Latin litanies each single deprecation is usually fol-

lowed by the response,
" Libera nos, Domine

"
(Deliver us,

O Lord). In the Anglican litany the deprecations begin,
" From all evil and mischief," and end, "From hardness

of heart and contempt of thy Word and Commandment,
and are collected in groups, after each of which comes

the response, "Good Lord, deliver us." The obsecrations,

which succeed, have the same response. See litany.

3. A praying for removal or prevention; en-

treaty or earnest desire for an averting or

It is to these . . . [circumstances] that the depravation
of ancient polite learning is principally to be ascribed.

Goldsmith, Polite Learning, ii.

_ x-
--

.. L o
pravity, q. v.

;
as if < E. deprave + -ity.] 1.

The state of being depraved or corrupt; cor-

ruption ; degeneracy : as, depravity of manners
or morals.

Succeeding generations change the fashion of their

morals, . , . wonder at the depravity of their ancestors.

Macaulay, Machiavelli,

We may, with too much justice, apply to him the Scrip-

tural deprecation "He that withholdeth his corn, the

people shall curse him." "'. Gilpin, Sermons, III. xi.

leprecative (dep're-ka-tiv), a. [= OF. depre-

catif,
F. deprecatif '= Sp. Pg. It.

J



deprecative

LL. deprecations, < L. drpwtiri : see deprecate.']

Serving to deprecate ; deprecatory.
The form Itself Is very ancient, consisting ... of two

parts, the first deprecative, the second Indicative ; the one
intrc -;itinj! for pnrilon, the othrr dixprnslliK it.

L'tnnht',', < 'nmpjMiion to the Temple, I. 7''^.

deprecator (dep're-ka-tor), n. [< L. d _

< ilc/>recari, deprecate : see deprecate."] One who

deprecates.
deprecatory (dep're-ka-to-ri), o. and n. [= OF.

di-prcrntiri; V. di'/>ri t'liloirt' = Sp. Pg. It. dc-

precatorio, < LL. deprecatoriiis, < L. deprccari,

deprecate : see deprecator, deprecate.'] I. .

Serving or intended to deprecate or avert some
threatened evil or action

;
characterized by en-

treaty or protest intended to avert something
evil or painful.
Humble and deprecatory letters to the Scottish king.

Bacon.

The eyes of his little menial turned upon him that dep-
recaturv glance of inquiry so common to slave children.

G. W. Cable, Grandlssimes, p. 850.

n.t A deprecating speech or act.

There the author strutted like an Hector, now he is

passive, full of deftrecatorief anil apologetics.
Roger Xorth, Examen, p. 343.

deprecet, ' See depress.

depreciate (de-pre'shi-at), v. ; pret. and pp. de-

preciated, ppr. depreciating. [<fLL. depreciates,

pp. of depreciare, prop, depretiare (> P. depre-
cier = Sp. despreciar = Pg. depreciar; cf., with

equiv. prefix din-, It. dispreyiare = OP. desprei-

set; despriser, > E. dispraise, disprize), lower the

price of, undervalue, < L. de, down, + pretium,
price: see price, price

2
, precious, etc., and cf.

disprize. Cf. also appreciate.'] I. trans. 1. To
lessen the value of; bring down in value or rate :

as, to depreciate goods or prices; to depreciate
railroad stocks.

The disturbances in question are the same in character

as have always accompanied the use of a depreciated, fluc-

tuating currency. Contemporary Rev., HI. 802.

2. To undervalue or underrate
; represent as

of little value or merit, or of less than is com-

monly supposed; belittle.

It Is very natural for such as have not succeeded to de-

preciate the work of those who have. Spectator.

To prove the Americans ought not to be free, we are

obliged to depreciate the value of freedom itself. Burke.

We are all Inclined to depreciate whatever we have over-

praised, and, on the other hand, to show undue indulgence
where we have shown undue rigour.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Another injurious consequence, resulting, in a great
measure, from asceticism, was a tendency to depreciate

extremely the character and the position of women.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 357.

= 8yn. 1. To lower. 2. Disparage, Detractfrom, etc. (see

decrii) ; to traduce, underrate, slur.

II. intrans. To fall in value ; become of less

worth: as, a paper currency will depreciate un-
less it is convertible into specie; real estate

is depreciating.
The wealthy inhabitants opposed ... all paper cur-

rency, from the apprehension that it would de-precutte, as it

had done in New England. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 112.

depreciation (de-pre-shi-a'shon), n. [= P. de-

preciation = Pg. depreciafao, < L. as if "depre-
Hatio(n-), < depretiare, depreciate : see depreci-
ate.'] 1. The act of lessening or bringing down
price or value. 2. A fall in value ;

reduction
of worth.

This depreciation of their funds. Burke.

Paper continues to be Issued without limit, and then
comes depreciation. 11. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 436.

8. A belittling or running down of value or
merit

;
conscious undervaluation or underesti-

mation of the merits of a person, action, or

thing; unfavorable judgment or scant praise:
as, he is much given to the depreciation of even
his best friends.

I have received from some a degree of credit for having
kept silence, and from others some depreciation.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 83.

A statue of Handel by Roubiliac was erected In Vaux-
hall in 1738, but of the general depreciation and condem-
nation of his music there can be no doubt

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, iv.

depreciative (de-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. [< depreci-
ate + -f're.] Tending to depreciate or under-
value ; undervaluing or underrating.
depredator (cle-pre shi-a-tor), n. [= F. deprf-
clateur = Sp. despreciador = Pg. depreciador =
It. dispreziatore, < LL. depretiator, < depretiare,

depreciate : see depreciate.'] One who depreci-
ates.

No donht, in times past, kings have been the most no-
torious false coiners and a^prwfatffra of the currency, but
there is no danger of the like being done in modem times.

Jepons, Money and Mech. of Exchange.
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depreciatory (de-pre'shi-a-to-ri), a. [< depre-
ciate + -ory.] reading to depreciate.

depredable (dcp're-da-bl), a. [< LL. as if

*<lepra'dabili,< deiira-ifiiri, plunder: see depre-

date.'] Liable to depredation.
The two precedent intend tlds, That the spirit* and alre

in their actions may be the lesse depredatory ; and the

two latter that the blood and juice, of the body may be the

lesse deprrdaltle. Bncon, Hist. Life and Death.

depredate (dep're-dat), f.
; pret. and pp. depre-

(luii'tl, ppr. depredating. [> LL. depr&datug,

pp. of deprasdari (> OF. denreder, depreer, P.

di-iirfder = Pg. depredar = It. depredare), plun-
der, < L. de- + prtedari, rob, plunder, < prada,
prey: see prey.] I. trans. To prey upon, either

by consumption or destruction, or by plunder
and pillage; despoil; lay waste.

It maketh the . . . body more solid and compact, and
o less apt to be consumed and depredated by the spirits.

/;./.',, Nat. Hist.

That kind of war which depredates and distresses in-

dividuals. Marshall.

II. intrans. To take plunder or prey; com-
mit waste: as, wild animals depredate upon
the corn; thieves have depredated on my prop-
erty.

depredation (dep-re-da'shon), n. [= P. depre-
dation = 8p. depredation = Pg. depredacfio =
It. depredazione, < LL. depr&datio(n-), < depra>-

dari, plunder: see de]>redate.'] 1. The act of

plundering; a robbing; a pillaging.

I have now a plentiful estate, external affluence; what
if at this moment I were bereft of all, either by fire or

depredation' Sir M. Hale, Afflictions.

To guard against the depredations of birds or mice.
D. O. Mitchell, Wet Days.

2. Waste; consumption. 3. In Scots law, the

offense of driving away numbers of cattle or

other beasts by the masterful force of armed
persons : otherwise called hership.

depredator (dep're-da-tor), n. [= F. depre-
dateur = Sp. Pg. depredador = It. dej>redatore,
< LL. depredator, < deprasdari, plunder: see

depredate."] One who plunders or pillages; a

spoiler ;
a waster.

They [brlony and colewort] be both great depredators
of the earth, and one of them starveth the other.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, ; 492.

(dep're-da-to-ri), a. [< LL. as if

depressed
We mint conceal our actions from the surprises and

deprehentioni of suspicion.
Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 18S&X I. 279.

deprensiblet, Same as deprehentible.

Such [qualities] as are not discernible by sense, or de-

premnUe by certain experiments.
Sir W. Pettie, Advice to Hartllb (1848), p. 16.

depress (de-pres'). v. t. [< ME. depressen, de-

presen, dejtrecen, < OP. dejiresser, press down,
lower, < L. depressus, pp. of dcprimere (> F. de-

primer= Sp. Pg. deprimir= It. deprimere), press

down, < de, down, + premere, press: see press
1

.

Cf . compress, express, etc .] 1 . To press or move
downward

;
make lower: bring to a lower level:

as, to depress the muzzle of a gun; to depress
the eye.

Unless an age too late, or cold

Climate, or years, damp my Intended wine

Depress'd. Milton, t. L, U. 46.

2. To force or keep down
;
cause to fall to or

remain in a low or lower condition
;
lower in

vigor, amount, estimation, etc.: as, to depress
stocks or the price of merchandise ;

business is

depredatory (aep're-aa-to-n), a. L< L/LI. as u
'depr&datorius, \ deprasdari, plunder : see dep-
redator sad depredate.] Plundering; spoiling;

consisting in or involving pillage.

They are a stout, well-made, bold, warlike race of peo-

ple, redoubtable neighbours to both nations of the Korfacs,
who often feel the effects of their depredatory incursions.

Cook, Voyages, VII. v. 7.

deprehendt (dep-re-hend'), v. t. [< OF. depre-

hender, deprendre, catch, seize (cf. OF. despren-

dre, with prefix des- priv., let go, F. deprendre,

separate, detach), = Sp. deprender= Pg. depre-
hender= It. deprendere, < L. deprehendere, contr.

deprendere, seize upon, catch, find out, < de- +
prehendere, seize, take: seeprehend, apprehend,

comprehend, reprehend.'] 1. To catch; take un-

awares or by surprise ; seize, as a person com-

mitting an unlawful act.

As if thou wert persude,
Euen to the act of some light sinne, and deprehended so.

Chapman, Iliad, v.

Before the law was thoroughly established, when Moses
came down from God, and deprehended the people in that

idolatry to the calf. Donne, Sermons, i.

He Is one that sneaks from a good action, as one that
had pilferd and dare not instill,' it, and is more blushing-
ly deprehended in this then others in sin.

Bp. Kuril', Micro-cosmographie, A Modest Man.

For it were fitting you did see how I live when I am
by myselfe, . . . deprehrmling me (as yon did) at a t vine

when I was to gratifle so many curious persons.

Evelyn, To Dr. Jeremy Taylor.

2. To apprehend; learn.

But yet they (motions of minute parts of bodies] are to

be deprehended by experience. Bacon, Nat Hist.

deprehensiblet (dep-re-hen'si-bl), a. f< L.

deprehetis-us, pp. of deprehendere (see depre-

hend), + E. -ible.] Capable of being discov-

ered, apprehended, or understood. Also de-

prensibfe. E. Phillips.

deprehensiblenesst (dep-re-hen'si-bl-nes), w.

Capableness of being caught or discovered.

Bailey,
deprehensiont (dep-re-hen'shon), n. [= Pg. de-

prehensao, < L. dcprehensio(n-), <. deprehendere,
seize : see depreliend.'] A catching or seizing
unawares

;
a discovering. E. Phillips.

Her depreheiunon is made an aggravation of her shame :

such is the corrupt judgment of the world : to do ill trou-

bles not man, but to be taken In doing it

Bp. Hall, Woman taken in Adultery.

In any other man this had been boldneas,
And so rewarded. Pray depreti your spirit.

Beau, and Fl., Valentinlan, I. 3.

Slow rises worth by poverty depreued.
Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes, 1. 177.

It was soon found that the best way to depress an hatd
character was to turn it into ridicule.

Burke, Hints for Ess. on the Drama.

Revolutions of opinion and feeling . . . during the last

two centuries have alternately raised and depressed the

standard of our national morality. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

3. To weigh upon; lower in feeling; make dull

or languid; deject.
If the heart of man is dtprest'd with cares,
The mist is dispell'd when a woman appears.

Gay, Beggar's Opera, i. 1.

He ... admitted that his spirits were depretted.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 191.

But it was only natural . . . [that they) should be al-

ternately elated and depressed as the plot went on disclos-

ing itself to them. Macaulati, Sir J. Mackintosh.

4f. To depreciate ;
rate meanly ;

belittle.

For confidence, it Is the last but surest remedy ;
name-

ly, to depress and seem to despise whatsoever a man can-

not attain. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, IL 337.

5f. To repress.
I swim upon their angers to allay 'em,

And, like a calm, depress their fell intentions.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, it 1.

6. In alg., to reduce to a lower degree, as an

equation. 7f. To reduce to subjection ;
over-

power.
Hit wata Ennlas the athel, <fc his highe kynde
That sithen depreced prouinces, ifc patrounes blcovme
Welnege of al the wele in the west iles.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6.

8f. To pardon ;
release

;
let go.

Hot wolde ;e, lady lonely, then leue me grante,
& deprece your prysoun [prisoner], A pray hyra to ryse.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 1219.

To depress the pole (naut.), to cause the pole (that is,

the polar star) to appear lower or nearer the horizon, as

by sailing toward the equator. =8yn. 1. To sink. S. To
cast down, discourage, dishearten, dispirit, chill, dampen,

depresst (de-pres'), a. [< L. depressus, pp. : see

depress, v."]' Pressed down ;
hollow in the cen-

ter; concave.

If the seal be depreti or hollow, 'tis lawful to wear, but
not to seal with It Hammond, Works, I. 259.

Depressa (de-pres'ft), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. depressusjfp., depressed : see depress, r.] In
Latreille's system of classification, the fourth

section of brachelytrous pentamerous Coleop-

tera, containing such genera as Aleochara, etc.

depressant (de-pres'ant), n. [< depress+ -ant1.}
In mtd., a sedative.

The bromides have been considered deflbrinaton and
depressants. Alien, and Sewrol., VI. 536.

Depressaria (dep-re-sa'ri-ft), . [NL., < L.

depressus, pp., depressed: see depress, P.] A
genus of moths, family Tineidee, whose cater-

pillars do great mischief to various umbellifer-

ous plants, as carrots and parsnips, when left

for seed, by eating off the flowers and capsules,
sometimes also boring into the stems.

depressed (de-presf), P- a. [Pp. of depress, r.]

1. Pressed down; lowered; put on a level with
or below the surface: as, a depressed railroad.

Specifically 2. In anat. and ;ool., pressed

downward, or flattened from above, and there-

fore broader than high : as, a depressed flsh

for example, the skate ; the depressed bill of a

bird, as mat of the swallow : opposed to com-

pressed. 3. In but., flattened vertically ;
sunk

below the surrounding margin : as, a depressed
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birds and reptiles. It resembles the human digastric in

function, lint not in appearance.- Depressor nerve, an

atlen-nt branch of the vagus, running to the cardiac plexus,

which when stimulated lowers the vasomotor tone. De-

pressor palpebrse inferioris, the depressor of the low-

er eyelid, a muscle which in many animals, but not m man,
serves to pull down the lower eyelid.

They [hinged teeth] are, however, depressible in one <li- /Jenreter (dep're-ter), n. [Origin unknown.]" '- I-*,-
Jhi't., XII. 654. r,f__1 _..:_ . 1 _.^ j_ i- :_:

depressed

plant (one whose growth is lateral rather than

upward). 4. In her., surmounted or debruised.

See debruised. [Bare.]

depressible (de-pres'i-bl), a. [< depress + -ible.~\

Capable of being depressed.

rectioh only. Encyc.

depressingly (de-pres'ing-li), adv,

pressing manner.

depression (de-presh'on), . [<

siouii, < OF. depression, F. de

f . ...on = Pg. depressao = It. depression, < L,. .

depressio(n-), < depressus, pp. of deprimere, press
down: see depress.] 1. The act of pressing

Plastering made to imitate tooled ashler-work.
In a de- It is first pricked up and floated, as for set or stucco,

and then small stones are forced on dry from a board.

? rfpiires E- H- Kni'J
ht-

s. aepres- j__i_ _*/,;

depth
He [Robert South) was ordained l>y one of the deprived

bishops in 1658. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 75.

4. To hinder from possessing or enjoying ;
de-

bar; withhold.

God hath deprived her of wisdom. Job xxxix. 17.

The short time that I spent there deprived me of the

opportunity. Coryat, Crudities, I. 140.

From his face I shall be hid, deprived
His blessed countenance. Milton, P. L., xi. 316.

Svn 2 To dispossess, strip, rob, despoil.

JSSlon (de-presh on), n. H MX., aepres-
depriment (dep'ri-ment),a. [< L.deprimen(t-)s, deprivementt (de-priv'ment), . [< deprive +

t, < OF. depression, F. depression = Sp. de- *
of de])r t̂e,.e S down: see depress.] -ment.] The act of depriving, or the state of

presion = Pg. depressao = U. depremone,^
U.

|rvinc to depress : specifically applied to cer- being deprived ; deprivation.

. .

u
down, or the state of being pressed down. Spe-

cifically 2. In astron. : (a) The sinking of the

polar star toward the horizon, as the observer

recedes from the pole toward the equator. (6)

The angular distance of a starbelow the horizon ,

which is measured by an arc of the vertical cir-

cle passing through the star and intercepted
between the star and the horizon.

And than is the depressioun of the pole antartik : that is

to seyn, than is the pol antartik bynethe the orisonte the

same quantite of space, neither mor ne lasse.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 25.

3. In gun., the lowering of the muzzle of a gun, _ r _

corresponding to the raising of the breech. , . . ._ j/,ron
4. In surg., a kind of couchiug.-5. In music, depnval (d?-P ja

1)

the lowering or flatting of a tone : denoted in Deprivation. [Rare.]

printed music by a \>, or, after a f, by a J. 6.

A hollow ;
a sinking or falling in of a surface ;

a forcing inward : as, roughness consisting in

pression of the skull.

pull downward, as the rec-

draws down the eye-
Our Levites, undergoing no such law of deprivement,

can have no right to any such compensation.
Milton, Means to Remove Hirelings out of the Church.

The widower may lament and condole the unhappiness
of so many deprivements.

Sir P. Rucrmt, Pres. State of Greek and Armenian
[Churches, p. 306.

n. One who or that which

deprives, takes away, divests, or bereaves.

Depriver of those solid joys
Which sack creates.

Cleveland. Poems, etc., p. 38.

[L., out of the

Should he [one born blind ]
draw his hand over a picture,

where all is smooth and uniform, he would never be able

to imagine how the several prominences and depressions
of a human body could be shown on a plain piece of can-

vas, that has in it no unevenness or irregularity.
Spectator, No. 416.

7. Figuratively, the act of lowering or abasing :

as, the depression of pride.

Another very important moral result to which asceticism

largely contributed was the depression and sometimes al-

most the extinction of the civic virtues.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 148.

8. A sinking of the spirits ; dejection ;
a state

of sadness; want of courage or animation: as,

depression of the mind.

Lambert, in great depression of spirit, twice pray'd him
to let him escape, but when he saw he could not prevail,
submitted. Baker, Charles II., an. 1660.

9. A low state of strength; physical exhaus-
tion. .

It tends to reduce the patient's strength very much, and,
if persistent for any considerable time, almost invariably
occasions fatal depression.

West, Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, xxv.

10. A state of dullness or inactivity: as, de-

pression of trade
;
commercial depression An-

gle of depression, the angle by which a straight line

[< F. depriser, un-

~ize), + -ure.] Low esteem ;

contempt; disdain.

5ra$^S$fA 4ostS, o

+
r -Driver (de-pri'ver)

deposed.
Upon surmise . . . they gather that the persons that

enjoy them [certain grants and tolerations] possess them

wrongfully, and are deprivable at all hours !

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81. fle profundlS (de pro-fun'dis).

Or else make kings as resistable, censurable, deprivable, depths: de, of; profundis, abl. pi. of proflmdum.
,nd liable to all kinds of punishments. Prynne. depth: see profound, .] Out of the depths :

the first two words of the Latin version of the

130th Psalm, which in the Roman Catholic and

Anglican churches is one of the seven peni-
tential psalms: often used (with capitals) as a

name for this psalm.
deproperationt (de-prop-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. as

if *deproperatio(n-), < deproperare, make haste,
< de- + properare, hasten: see properate.] A

leprostratet (de-pros'trat), a. [< de- + pros-

trate.] Extremely prostrate ; very low; mean.

How may weak mortal ever hope to file

[< deprive + -al.]

The deprival of 's sight does render him incapable
Of future sovereignty.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour, la, 2.

(dep-ri-va'shon), n.

vn-), <. deprivare, deprive : sf

1. The act of depriving ;
a taking away.

Deprivation of civil rights is a species of penal inflic-

tion. Sir G. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion.

2. The state of being deprived; loss; want;
bereavement. His unsmooth tongue, and his rieprostrate style?

0. Fletcher.Fools whose end is destruction and eternal deprivation
f bei"8- Bentley.

fleprovincialize (de-pro-vin'shal-lz), v. t.
; pret.

3. Degradation from office, rank, or position ;

deposition : now used chiefly of the deposition
of a bishop or other clergyman. This is of two
kinds : deprivntion a benejicio, or deprivation of living or

preferment ; and deprivation ab oficio, or deprivation of

order, otherwise called deposition or degradation.

Hence haply it was that Assuerus would needs make
shew of Vashti the Queene in his magnificent feast, which
occasioned her depriuation and Esters succession.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 374.

The deprivation, death, and destruction of the queen's
majesty. State Trials, Duke of Norfolk, an. 1571.

and pp. deprovincialize'd, ppr. depropincializing
.

[< de- priv. + provincialize.] To divest of pro-
vincial characteristics ; expand the views or in-

terests of.

no record of such a step, we may gather that Robert was
himself deprived of his see.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 519.

They [the civil courts] would enforce the deprivation
of a Wesleyan minister by the authorities of his own
communion for preaching in an Anglican pulpit.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 397.

^-v.-^^v^.^^^,,^..-,.^.. ,..__ deprivative (dep'ri-va-tiv), a. [< deprive +
of the barometer, due to diminished atmospheric pressure, -ative. Cf. privative.] Depriving or tending to

and pp. deprived,

depressive (df-pres'iv), a. [== OF? depressif, < 'ML. 'deprivare, '"deprive of office, depose, < L.
'

Able or tend- de- + privare, deprive, pp. privatus, separate,

private : see private, privation.] If. To take
F. depressif; as depress + -ive.]

ing to depress or cast down.

May Liberty, . . .

Even where the keen depressive North descends,
Still spread, exalt, and actuate your powers. Thomson.

depressiyeness (de-pres'iv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being depressive ; tendency to depress.
To all his ... troubles, moreover, must be added this

continual one of ill-health, and its concomitant depressive-
ness. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 224.

depressor (de-pres'or), n. [= Sp. depresor =
Pg. depressor,[ < NL. 'depressor, < L. depressus, pp.
of deprimere, press down: see depress.] 1.

One who presses down ;
an oppressor.

The greatest depressors of God's grace, and the advancers
of men's abilities, were Pelagius and Celestius.

Abp. Ifssher, Religion of the Anc. Irish, ii.

2. PI. depressores (dep-re-so'rez). In anat.,
a muscle that depresses or draws down: as,
the depressor anguli oris (the muscle which
draws down the corner of the mouth). 3. In

surg., an instrument like a curved spatula used
for reducing or pushing a protruding part into

place. Depressor alaenasi, a muscle of the face which
draws down the nostrils. Depressor anguli oris, or

triangularis menti, a muscle of the face which draws down
the corner of the mouth. Depressor labii inferioris,
or qitadratus menti, a muscle of the face which draws down
the lower lip. Depressor mandibulas, the depressor of
the mandible, a muscle which depresses the lower jaw and
thus assists in opening the mouth in many vertebrates, as

The camp is deprooincializing us very fast.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 10.

The country had grown rich, its commerce was large,

and wealth did its natural work in making life softer and
more worldly, commerce in deprovincializing the minds
of those engaged in it.

Loieell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 237.

There had been recent instances of the deprivation of dept. A contraction of department.
bishops by a sentence of the Witan ; and though we have depth (depth), n. [< ME. depthe (not in AS.)

= D. diepte = Icel. dypt = Dan. dybde = Goth.

diupitha, depth: with formative -th, < ME. dep,
E. deep : see deep, a., and cf. deep, n.] 1. Deep-
ness; distance or extension, as measured (a)

From the surface or top downward : opposed to

height: as, the depth of the ocean, of a mine, a

ditch, etc.

As for men, they had buildings in many places higher
than the depth of the water. Bacon.

Her (the ship's] Depth from the Breadth is 19 Feet and
four Inches. Han-ell, Letters, I. vi. 33.

(6) Upward or forward from the point of view:

as, the depth of the sky. (c) From without

inward, or from the front to the rear : as, the

depth of a wound ;
the depth of a building.

2. A deep place, literally or figuratively; an

abyss; the sea.

The depth closed me round about. Jonah ii. 5.

away ;
end ; injure or destroy.
'Tis honour to deprive dishonour'd life.

Shall., Lucrece, 1. 1186.

Melancholy hath deprived their judgments.
Reginald Scot.

2. To digest ; strip ;
bereave : as, to deprive

one of pain, of sight, of property, of children,
etc.

In his [William I.'s] Time, Stigand, Archbishop of Can-

terbury, was for divers Causes deprived of his Dignity,
and kept private all his Life after in the Castle of Win-
chester. Baker, Chronicles, p. 28.

Most happy he
Whose least delight sumceth to deprive
Remembrance of all pains which him opprest.

Spenser.

As he [the prime minister] comes into power without

any formal election or nomination, so he can be deprived
of power without any formal deposition.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 194.

Hence 3. To divest of office
; degrade. See

deprivation, 3.

A minister, deprived for inconformity, said that if they
deprived him, it should cost an hundred men's lives.

Bacon.

He [Heath of Worcester] was called before the council

February 8, and after a month committed to the Fleet,
where he remained to the end of the reign ; and before
the reign came to an end he was deprived.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Bug., xvii.

Wolsey, that once trod the ways of glory,
And sounded all the depths and shoals of honour.

Shalt., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

The false tides skim o'er the cover'd land,
And seamen with dissembled depths betray.

Dri/den.

3. The deepest, innermost, or most central part
of anything; the part most remote from the

boundary or outer limits: as, the depth of win-

ter or of night ;
in the depths of a jungle or a

forest.

The Earl of Newcastle, in the depth of winter, rescued

the city of York from the rebels.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

4. Abstruseness
; obscurity ;

that which is not

easily explored : as, the depth of a science.

There are greater depths and obscurities in an elaborate

and well-written piece of nonsense, than in the most ab-

struse tract of school divinity. Additon, Whig Examiner.

5. Immensity; infinity; intensity.

O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and know-

ledge of God !
Rom. xi. 33.

Tears from the depth of some divine despair.
Tennyson, PrinoeM, IT.



[< ML. <!-

curate.] I.

a. Removing impurities ; depurative.
II. n. Tlmtwhich tends to remove impurilii-s.

as a medicine.

Meat broths and milk .

prove excellent dejntrantH.

arouse the emunctnrtesand
Therapeutic Gaz., IX. 17.

depth i

"

1 !"'

6. Profoundness; profundity; extent of pene- depurant (drp'u-rant), a. and .

tration, or of the capacity
of penetrating: as, )ii<rnii(t-).i, ppr. of depurare: seei

/l(/itli of understanding ; depth of skill.

He was n nirtn thut God endued with a clear and won-
derful iteptli : a discernerof others' spirits, and very much
a master of his own.

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

donoTix)iH)lto
l

n^wMtof<tiitt,oJUiuSnJlon, depurate (dep'u-rat), v.
t.j

pret. and pp. depu-
of spiritual vision. rated, ppr. depurating. [< ML. depuratus, pp.

F. T. Palgravc, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 84. - J '-*-- J n "* m - - --- :

7. Ill painting, darkness and richness of tone:

as, great depth of color. 8. In logic, the quan-
tity of comprehension ; the totality of those at-

tributes which an idea involves in itself, and
which cannot be taken away from it without

ilrsiroying it. This use of the word was bor-
rowed by Hamilton from certain late Greek

of depurare, purify: see depitrc.] 1. To puri-

fy ; free from impure or heterogeneous matter
;

clarify; cleanse.

< 'hemistry enabling us to depurate bodies, and in some
measure to analize them. Boyle.

I doubt whether

writers.

By the Informed depth of a term, I mean all the real impure. [Rare.]
characters (in contradiction to mere names) which can be
predicated of it (with logical truth on the whole) In a
supposed state of information ; no character being count

do not serve, as

Kreat mini

War, Pref.

2. [The prefix de- taken as priv.] To render

motion to waters, to depurate states of . . . a great num-
ber of vices. Goldtmith, Hist. Seven Years'^"

Priestley began by ascertaining that air depurated by
animals was purified by plants. Nature.

ed twice over knowingly in the supiiosed state of infor- depuratet (dep'u-rat), a. [< ML. depurates.
nation.. The *,,/*, Ifke the breadth, may be certain or

pp
.

?ee the verb.] Cleansed; pure: as, "a
very depurate oil," Boyle, Works, II. 209.

crete form which belongs to everything of which a term
i> preilieable with absolute truth. C. S. Peirce.

Beyond one's depth, in water too deep for safety; hence,
beyond one's ability or means.

I have ventur'd.
Like little wanton boys that swim on bladders,
This many summers in a sea of glory ;

But far beyond my depth. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2.

Be sure yourself and your own reach to know ;

How far your genius, taste, and learning go;
Launch not beyond your

doubtful, actual or potential. By the essential depth of a

term, 1 mean the really conceivable qualities predicated * f ---/ - * --, ,

of it In its definition. Substantial depth is the real con- depuration (dep-u-ra'shon), n. [= F. depura-
tion = Pr. depuracio ="Sp. depuration = Pg.
i/i/ii/racSo = It. depurazione, < ML. as if "de-

puratio(n-),<. depurare, purify: see depurate.]
The act of purifying, clarifying, or cleansing ;

a freeing from feculent, impure, or heterogene-
ous matter: as, the depuration of a fluid or of

a wound.
The ventilation and depuration of the blood, . . . one

of the principal and constant uses of respiration. Boyle.

'u, 1. 60. depurative (dep'u-ra-tiv), a. and . [= F. depu-
ratif= Pr. depuratiu = It. depurativo; as depu-
rate + -ire.] I. a. Cleansing; tending to or
connected with the removal of impurities.

The function of the segmental organ had l>een shown to
be excretory, depurative. Micros. Science, XXVIII. 239.

II. w. That which cleanses or purifies; spe-
cifically, in med., formerly, a remedy supposed

L f . j Ti^rfiT...! .
to purify the blood or humors.

.Ink used to n,T a tolJdSgT'cg depurator (dep'u-ra-tor), n. [= It. depuratore;
A tool used by watchmakers In gaging the distances of as depurate + -or.] One who or that which
pivot-holes in movement-plates. cleanses. Specifically -(n) In med., a depurant or de-

depthless (depth'les), a. [< depth + -less.] puratlve.

Wanting depth ;
shallow. The remedies Indicated to correct constructive diseases

Notions, the depthlesa abstractions of fleeting phenom-
are chlefly *""*" "< nutrients.

Alien, and Neural., VI. 540.

(6) An apparatus designed to assist the expulsion of mor-
bid matter through the excretory ducts of the skin. This
is accomplished by withdrawing from the surface of the

body the natural pressure of the air. (e) A machine for

cleansing and preparing cotton for spinning, invented In

France.

Depth Of a sail, the size of a sail between the head and
the foot-rope. It is also called the drop or hoist. Depth
Of the hold, in nhip-buUding, the depth from the upper
side of the lower deck-beams to the upper side of the floor-

timbers. Focal depth, the penetrating power of a lens
that is, the vertical range through which the parta of an

object, a scene, etc., viewed by the lens are seen with sat-

isfactory distinctness.

depthen (dep'thn), v. t. [< depth + -en*.] To

Coleridge.

depucelatet (de-pu'se-lat), v. t. [< F. depitceler

(\ de- priv. + pucelle, a maid: see pucel, pu-
celle) + E. -ate2!] To deflower; rob of virgin-

ity. Cotgrave; Bailey.
depudicatet (de-pu'di-kat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ,

delineated, p^depudicating. [?LL. depuai- depuratoryt (dep'u-ra-to-ri), a. and n. [= F.

catus, pp. of depudicare, < L. de- priv. + pudicus, &****** =
?P-_

PS-

chaste, modest.] To deflower; ravish. Wor.

depudoratet (de-pu'do-rat), v._
t. [< L. de-

It, depuratorio ; as de-

priv. + pudor,
(ae-pu do'

', shame, 4- E. -ate?.]
void of shame.

Partly depudorated or become so void of shame as that,

though they do jwrceive, yet they will obstinately and
Impudently deny the plainest things.

Cuduvrth, Intellectual System, p. 193.

depulper (de-pul'per), . [< de- priv. + pulp+ -efl.] An apparatus for freeing from pulpy
matter. See the extract.

That which purifies.

Co render depuret (de-pur'), v. t._ [< 2. depuren, < OF.
dcpurer, F. demirer = Pr. Sp. Pg. depurar = It.

depurare, < ML. depurare, purify, < L. de, off

(taken as intensive), + purare, make pure. <

purus, pure : see pure. Cf. depurate.] To make
pure; cleanse; purge.

Thouj breniiynge watlr be .7. tyines distillid, jltt It is

not fully depurid fro his brennynge heete.
Book of Quinte Kutenee (ed. Furnivall), p. 21.

He shall yrst ... be deputed and clensed, before that
he shall be lay le up for pure gold in the treasures of God.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 800.

The term depulper has been applied to a class of appa-
ratus rendered necessary by the inability of the ordinary
filters to completely remove the fine pulpy matters from
the juice (of beets). Spoils' Encyc. Manuf., p. 1839. depUTgatoryt (de-per'ga-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

depulsationt (de-pul-sa'shon), n. [< L. as if 'depurgatorius, <
depuyatus, pp. of depurgare,

*depnlsatio(n-), < depulsare, pp. depulsattts,
drive or thrust away, < de, away, +
drive, thrust: see pulsate. Cf. depu
thrusting or driving away; a repelling. Bailey, loTooiaepuration. raig.

1727. deputable (dep'u-ta-bl),
o. [< ilfpute -f -able.]

dep'ulset (de-puls'), v. t. [< L. depulsus, pp. of Capable of being or fit to be deputed.

depcllere, drive away : see depel and pulse.] A lnan deptitable to the London Parliament

To drive away. Coekeram. Carly'e - Mi8C- IV - 224 -

depulsiont (de-pul'shon), n. [<L. depulsio(n-), deputation (dep-u-ta'shon), n. [< ME. de]>u-
a driving away, < depellere, depulsus, drive tation = D. deputdtie = ti. Dan. Sw. deputation,

>.] A driving or thrusting < F. deputation = Sp. diputation = Pg. depu-
taqffo = It. deputazione, < ML. as if "deputa-
tio(n-), < deputare, pp. deputatus, select, ap-
point: see depute.] 1. Appointment or au-

thority to represent or act for another or others.

away: see

away; expulsion.
Thc> erroiir or \veaknesse of the Burgundian Dutchesse

anil her I'erkin, sntfering their enemy in this sort to

imrney for his owne security and their depultn'on.
>;,.,;, Hen. VII., IX. xx. 38.

depulsoryt (de-pul'so-ri), a. [< L. depulsoriiiK,

serving to avert, < depulsor, one who drives

away, < (lepcllere, drive away: see depufse.]

Driving or thrusting away ; averting. Xares.

Making supplication and prayer unto the gods by the
meanes of ccrtaiiit- ili'iniiforii' sacrlnces.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcellliius (1609).

V\' linve . . . given his dejnttation all the organs
Of our own power. Shot., M. for M , i 1.

Tin' favourites that the absent king
In deputation left behind him here,
When he was personal in the Irish war.

Shnk., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

Their . . . imputation to offices of power and dignity.
Barroic, Works, II. xxi.

deputy

2. The person or persons authorized to repre-
sent or act for another or others : as, the local

societies were represented by large deputations.
3. In Eng. forestry law, formerly, a license

conferring the rights of a gamekeeper. See
the extracts.

lie ... had Inquired alxmt the manor ; would be glad
of the deputation, certainly, but made no great point of
it ; said he sometimes took out a gun, but never killed.

Jane Awtten, Persuasion, iii.

The gamekeeper was a man appointed by a document
granted by a lord of a manor under statutory authority,
termed a deputation. This deputation enabled him t

kill game within the manor, and exercise the statutory
powers of a gamekeeper under the Acts for the preserva-
tion of game : but it was necessary that his name should
1* entered with the clerk of the peace of the county or
division where the manor was, who, on payment of Is.,

gave him a certificate of registration.
S. Dovrll, Taxes In England, III. 272.

deputatort (dep'u-ta-tor), . [< ML. as if *de-

putator, < L. deputare, pp. deputatus, select, de-

pute: see depute.] One who deputes ; one who
grants deputation. Locke.

depute (de-put'), t'. t.: pret. and pp. deputed,
ppr. deputing. [< ME. deputen, impute, = D.

deputercn = G. deputiren = Dan. deputere= Sw.

deputera, < OF. deputer, F. deputer = Sp. rfi-

putar = Pg. deputar = It. deputare, depute, <

L. deputare, cut off, prune down, count among,
I.I,, also destine, allot, ML. also select, ap-
point, < de, off, + pulare, cleanse, prune, also

estimate, think. Cf. compute, count 1
, repute.]

1. To appoint as a substitute or agent ; appoint
and send with a special commission or author-

ity to act in the name of a principal.

'I'll i re is no man deputed of the king to hear thee.
2 Sam. xv. 3.

The bishop may depute a priest to administer the sacra-
ment. Aylife, Parergon.

2f. To set aside or apart ; assign.
The most conspicuous places in cities are usually de-

puted for the erection of statues. Barrow.

3. To assign to a deputy; transfer: as, he de-

puted his authority to a substitute.

If legislative authority Is deputed, it follows that those
from whom it proceeds are the masters of those on whom
it Is conferred. /;. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 231.

4t. To impute.
The apostil . . . shewith nelthlr thurj his rlgtfulnesse

haue this deserued, but al what euere to )>c depute to the

grace of God. Wyclif, Pro], to Romans.

depute (dep'ut), n. [< depute, v. Cf. deputy.]
A deputy: as, a sheriff depute or an advocate

depute. [Scotch.]
The fashion of every depute carrying his own shell on

his back in the form of his own carriage Is a piece of very
modem dignity. I myself rode circuits, when I was advo-

citv-deputf, between 1807 and 1810.

Lord Cockburn, Memoirs.

deputize (dep'u-tiz), v. ; pret. and pp. deputized,

ppr. deputizing. [< depute or deputy + -ize; an
unnecessary substitute for depute.] I. trans.

To appoint as deputy; empower to act for

another, as a sheriff; depute. [U. S.]
It is only learned foreigners, who desire to study our

institutions, that suppose the affairs of the nation are

governed by a series of deputized expressions originating
in the town meeting and working upward.

S. A. Rrr., CXXXIX. 106.

II. intrant. To act as a deputy. [U. S.]

deputy (dep'u-ti), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

deputie, debyte, < OF. depute, F. depute = Sp.
diputado = Pg. deputado = It. deputato, < ML.
deputatus, a deputy, prop. pp. of deputare, de-

pute : see depute.] I. n. ; pi. deputies (-tiz).

1. A person appointed or elected to act for an-
other or others

;
one who exercises an office in

another's right ;
a lieutenant or substitute.

The vicar and ./.''.//'. of Christ
./. I'dall, On Revelations xvii.

He hath committed this other office of preserving in

healthful constitution the inner-man, which may lie trm'd
the spirit of the soul, to his spiritual deputy, the minister
of each Congregation. Hilton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

Specifically 2. One deputed to represent a

body of electors ; one elected to the office of

representative: as. the deputies to the French
Chamber of Deputies.
Each district has now its respective deputy to the gen-

eral diet, although the canton has but one vote, and con-

sequently loses Its voice if the two deputiei are of different

opinions. J. Adanu, Works, IV. 314.

That certain men have been chosen as deputiei of the

people that there Is a piece of paper stating such depu-
tiei to possess certain powers these circumstances in

themselves constitute no security for good government
Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

3. In laic, one who by authority exercises an-
other's office or some function, thereof, in the



deputy

name or place of the principal, but has no in-

terest in the office. A deputy may In general perform
all the functions of his principal, or those specially deput-

ed to him, but cannot again depute his powers. Specifi-

cally (a) A subordinate officer authorized to act in place

of the principal officer, as, for instance, in his absence.

If authorized to exercise for the time being the whole

power of his principal, he is a general deputy, and may
usually act in his own name with his official addition of

deputy etc. (i) A subordinate officer authorized to act in

a particular matter or service, as, for instance, to serve a

writ, or to aid in keeping the peace on a particular occa-

sion. In such case he is a special deputy. Chamber of

Deputies, the (English) title of the second house of the

national parliament or assembly in France, Italy, Spain,

Portugal, and Rumania. In Trance it consists of nearly
600 members, chosen by universal suffrage, each depart-
ment constituting an electoral district, and sending depu-
ties in the ratio of one deputy for each 70,000 inhabitants.

The number of members is 608 in Italy, 173 in Portugal,
178 in Rumania, and one for each 50,000 inhabitants in

Spain. The chamber is the popular branch of the legis-

lative assembly, and is in general the branch in which
financial measures originate. =8yn. Substitute, represen-

tative, legate, delegate, envoy, agent, factor, proxy.

II. a. Serving as a deputy; deputed: as, a

deputy sheriff.

dequacet, v. t. See dequass.

dequantitatet (de-kwon'ti-tat), v. t. [< L. de,

from, + quantita(t-)s, quantity: see quantity.']
To diminish the quantity of.

Brown has words still more extraordinary, as feriation,
for keeping holiday, . . . dequantitate, for diminish.

Beattie, Elem. of Mor. Science, v. 1.

dequasst, v. t. [ME. "dequassen.dequacen, < OF.

dequasser, decasser, decoder, desquasser, shat-

ter, throw down, overthrow, < ML. dequassare,
lit. shake down, < L. de, down, + quassare,

shake, shatter, quash: see quash."] To shake
down.
deracinate (de-ras'i-nat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
deracinated, p'pr. deracinating. [< F. deraci-

ner, OF. desraciner, desracener, uproot, < des-

priv. + ratine = Pr. racina, a root, < L. as if

'radicina, < radix (radic-), a root: see radix,

radical, and cf. eradicate.'] To pluck up by
the roots; eradicate; extirpate: as, to deraci-

nate hair.
The coulter rusts

That should deracinate such savagery.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Disemboweling mountains and deracinating pines!
The Century, XXVII. 188.

derseum (de-re'um), n. [NL., < Gr. fepcuov, a

collar, < fept, the neck.] In ornitJi., the root of

the neck. Illiger, 1811.

deraign 1

1, deraint (de-ran'), v. t. [Also writ-

ten, esp. in second sense, darraign, darrain,
the most correct spelling being derain; < ME.
derainen, deraynen, dereynen, sometimes der-

reynen, darreynen, < OF. deraisnier, deresnier, de-

rainier, deraigner, derenier, etc., desrainier, des-

resner, etc., < ML. derationare, disrationare, jus-

tify or vindicate, esp. by arms, < de-, dis-, + ratio-

nare, discourse, contend in law, < L. ratio(n-),
reason: see reason, ratio. Cf. arraign

1
.'] 1. In

old Eng. law, to prove; justify; vindicate, as an
assertion; clear one's self, either by proving
one's own case or by refuting that of an adver-

sary: sometimes used of an abstract or chrono-

logic tracing of a chain of title to real estate.

There was no buerne with that bold the batell to take,
The right to derayne with the ranke duke.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13084.

Desrener [F.], to dereine; to Justine, or make good, the
deniall of an act, or fact. Cotgrave.

When it is deraigned, then shall the plea pass in the
court Christian, as far forth as it is deraigned in the king's
court. Mount.

2. To claim and try to win by battle or com-
bat

; fight for.

Philip . . . brodes in haste
For to lache as lorde, the lond for to haue,
Or deraine it with dintes & deedes of armes.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 124.

3. To arrange (an army) ;
draw up in order of

battle. [This sense may have arisen from con-
fusion with arrange.]
And thus was Solyman victorious and happie, other-

where victorious and vnhappie, when he was forced to
darreine battaile against his owne bowels.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 286.

Darraign your battle, for they are at hand.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

deraign2! (de-ran'), v. t. [< OF. desraigner, des-

regner, erroneous form of desrenger, desranger,
derange, overthrow : see derange.'] To derange ;

disorder; disarrange. E. Phillips.

deraignmentH, derainmentt (de-ran'ment), .

[< OF. deraisnement, derainemeni, desrainement,
etc., < deraisnier, deraign : see deraign1.] In old

Eng. law, the act of deraigning; proof; justifi-
cation.

1650

deraignment2
t (de-ran'ment), M. [< deraign?

+ -ment.] 1. The act of disordering or dis-

arranging; a turning put of course. 2. A re-

nunciation, as of religious or monastic vows.

derail (de-ral'), v. [< L. de, from, + E. mill.]

1. trans. To cause to leave the rails or run off

the track, as a railroad-train: as, the engine
was derailed at the crossing.

II. intrans. To run off the track or rails.

The train, near Lake Ivanhoe, derailed on Tuesday.
Times (London), Sept. 15, 1887, quoted in N. and Q.,

[7th ser., IV. 365.

derailment (de-ral'ment), n. [< derail + -ment.']

The act of derailing, or causing to leave the rails,

as a railroad-train or -car.

Preventing them [the cars) from separating in case of

derailment. Set. Amer., N. S., LIV. 307.

deraint, derainmentt. See aeraign\ deraign-
menfl.

derange (de-ranj'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. deranged,

ppr. deranging. [< F. deranger, OF. desren-

gier, desrangier, desranger = Pr. desrengar, des-

rencar, desrancar, put out of order, < des- priv.
+ rengier, renger, ranger, put in order, range :

see range."] 1. To disturb the regular order

of; throw into confusion; disconcert; disar-

range : as, to derange plans or affairs.

The republic of regicide . . . has actually conquered
the finest parts of Europe; has distressed, disunited, de-

ranged, broke to pieces all the rest

Burke, A Regicide Peace.

Time and tide are strangely changed,
Men and manners much deranged.

Emerson, The Initial Love.

Self-regulating as is a currency when let alone, laws
cannot improve its arrangements, although they may, and
continually do, derange them.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 434.

2. To disturb the state, action, or functions of;

put out of proper order or condition; disorder;
unsettle : as, to derange a machine ; his health
is much deranged; to derange one's mind or

reason.

A casual blow, or a sudden fall, deranges some of our
internal parts, and the rest of life is distress and misery.

Blair, Sermons, IV. xviii.

All old philosophers knew that the fabric of the State
rested ultimately upon a way of thinking, a habit of opin-
ion, a "discipline,' which was a thing so delicate and
easily deranged that in the opinion of some of them new
tunes coming into vogue might be enough to cause a revo-
lution. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 198.

3. To disorder the mind of; unsettle the rea-
son of, as a person. =Syn. 1. To disarrange, displace,
unsettle, confuse, embarrass, discompose, disconcert.

derangeable (de-ran'ja-bl), a. [< derange +
-able. J Susceptible of being deranged ;

liable

to derangement : as, derangeable health. Syd-
ney Smith.

deranged (de-ranjd' ), p. a. Unsettled in mind
;

insane.

It is the story of a poor deranged parish lad.

Lamb, To Wordsworth.

derangement (de-ranj'ment), . [< F. Aerange-
ment, < deranger, derange : see derange and
-ment."] 1. The act of deranging, or the state of

being deranged; a putting out of order; dis-

turbance of regularity or regular course
;
dis-

order.

From the complexity of its mechanism . . . liable to

derangement. Paley, Nat. Theol., x.

2. Disorder of the intellect or reason
; insanity.

In all forms of mental derangement there are two un-

derlying pathological conditions: the one dynamical, being
a functional dissociation or severance of the nerve cen-
tres that have been organized to act together physiologi-
cally, whence naturally for the time being an incoherence
of function and a discontinuity of individual being ; the
other statical, consisting in a structural change in the
nerve cells or in their uniting fibre, whence a permanent
disintegration of the substance of ideas.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 264.

= Syn. 1. Irregularity, confusion. 2. Lunacy, madness,
etc. See insanity.

derayt (de-ra'), v. [< ME. derayen, deraien,
drayen, < OF. desreer, desreier, desroeier, des-

rayer, derroier, derange, disorder, confuse, trou-

ble, refl. go wild, quarrel, < des- priv. + rei, roi.

rai, order: see array, v., and cf. disarray, .]

I. trans. To derange; disorder; reflexively, to

go wild; rage.
He deraied him as a deuel & dede him oxit a-geine.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2061.

Thus despitusly the duk drayed him.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1210.

II. intrans. To rage.
Nectanabus anon right with his nices werkes,
Too begile the gome graithes hym soone,
Deraide as a dragoun dreedfull in fight.

Alieaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 883.

dere

deray (de-ra'), n. [< ME. deray, derai, and
contr. dray ; also disray, < OF. *desrei, desroy,
derei (= Pr. desrey), < desreer, desreier, desroier,

derange, disorder: see deray, v., and cf. array,

disarray, .] Tumult ; disorder.

Was neuir in Scotland hard nor sene
Sic dansing nor deray. Chr. Kirk, st. 1.

So have we found weddings celebrated with an outburst
of triumph and deray at which the elderly shook their

heads. Carlyle.

Derbe (der'be), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803), < (?)

Gr. Afp/3i?, a city in Lycaouia.] The typical

genus of the family Derbidce.

derbend (der'bend), . [Turk. ,
= Ar. darbend, <

Pers. darband, a narrow mountain pass, < dar,
a door, gate, + band, confinement, band.] A
wayside guard-house in Turkey, especially on
mountain roads.

Derbian (der'bi-au), . Relating or dedicated
to an earl of Derby. Also Derby. Derbian fly-

catcher, I'itangus derbianus, a large stout bird of the

family Tyraimidw, inhabiting Mexico and Texas. See

Pitangus. Derbian pheasant, Oreophanit derbianus, a
Central American bird of the family Cracidir, the only

representative of the subfamily Oreophasinw (which see).

Derbida (der'bi-da), n. pi. [NL., < Derbe +
-ida.'] The Derbidce rated as a subfamily of

Fnlgaridos. The regular form would be Derbi-

nce.

Derbidffi (der'bi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Derbe +
-<fcp.] A family of homopterous hemipterous
insects, typified by the genus Derbe.

derboun (der'biin), . A variety of black wolf
of Arabia and Syria.

Derby (der'bi or dar'bi), . and a. [The race is

named after the twelfth Earl of Derby. The
earldom takes its name from the county and
town of Derby, < ME. Dereby, Derebi, < AS. Deor-

by, Dedra by, a name of Scand. origin (the AS.
name having been Northwortltig), lit. appar.
habitation of deer (wild beasts), < AS. dedra,

fsn.
pi. of dedr= Dan. dyr, a deer, wild beast, +

S. (ONorth.) by, bu, a habitation (see deer and

by
2

) ;
but the first element is perhaps of oth-

er origin.] I. .; pi. Derbies (-biz). 1. The
most important annual horse-race of England,
founded in 1780 by the twelfth Earl of Derby,
and run at Epsom, Surrey, on the Wednesday
before Whitsuntide. 2. [I. c.~\ A masons' two-
handled float.

A derby or darby, which is a long two-handled float for

forming the floated coat of lime or hair.

jc. Brit., IV. 604.

3. [I. c.] A stiff felt hat with rounded crown
and more or less narrow brim, worn by men,
and sometimes also by women, for walking or

riding. It came in as a fashionable novelty in the year
1874, and is now (1888) commonly worn in England and
America. Derby day, the day on which the Derby sweep-
stakes is run. Derby dog, something that "turns up"
without fail, as the proverbial dog on the race-course on
Derby day, after the track is otherwise cleared for the
races. [Local, Eng.]

An eccentric, Quaker-sort of person who acts as a kind
of annual Derby-dog to the German diet, and may be met
with every year at the meetings of the Society for Pro-

moting International Arbitration.

Lowe, Bismarck, II. 404.

II. a. Same as Derbian.

Derbyshire drop. Same as llue-john.

Derbyshire neck, spar. See the nouns.
Dercetidae (der-set'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Zte
+ -idee.] A family of extinct fishes, typified by
the genus Dercetis : a synonym of Hoplopleuri-
d(e (which see).
Dercetis (der'se-tis), n. [NL., < L. Dercetis,

Dercete, < Gr. AepwYif, Atpxtrii, a Syrian god-
dess, also called Atargatis.'] A genus of fossil

ganoid fishes from the Chalk formation of Eng-
land, having an elongated eel-like body, and
commonly called petrified eel?.

Dercetum (der'se-tum), n. [NL. ;
cf. Dercetis.'}

A genus of myriapods: same as Heterostoma.

derdoingt, a. See daredoing.
dere 1

!, v. t. [ME. deren, derien, < AS. derian,

hurt, injure, = OS. derian = OFries. dera = D.
deren = OHG. terian, terraii, hurt. Cf. <?re2.]
To hurt

; injure ;
wound.

No thyng here sail the be derand.
In this blis sail be shour beeldyng.

York Plays, p. 2.

And the duke with a dynt dtrit hym agayn,
That the viser & the ventaile voidet hym fro.

Destruction of Trmj (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7030.

And ye shul bothe anon unto me swere,
That neveremo ye shul my corowne dere.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 964.

dere1
!, [ME., < AS. daru (= OHG. tara), in-

jury : see rfrre1 , /.] Hurt; harm.
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Tbcy drejji; him up to the -li'> <, and he na dere suflrd.

Kiiui Atimunder, p. 189.

Here fadir, lyff is full wetc,
The dredt- of dede dose all my dere.

\'i'k 1'laif*, p. 65.

,
a. and . A Middle English form of

rfrrtr.

dere :i
t, n. A Middle English form of deer.

derecho (Sp. pron. da-ra'cho), n. [Sp., right,

justice, < ML. dereftitm, right, justice: see direct

and limit.'] In Mexican ma &M*feft /'/': ()
Right; justice; just claim, () ;j/. Imposts;
taxes; customs-duties Derecho comun, common
law.

dereignmentt, Same as deraignmentl.
dereinet,

'

'. See deraignl.
derelict (dcr'e-likt), n. and it. [= Pg. derelicto
= It. del-ditto, < L. derelic.tus, pp. of derelin-

qncrc, forsake utterly, < de- + relintjitere, for-

sake, abandon: seeraicf, relinquent, relinquish.]
1. a. 1. Left; abandoned by the owner or guar-
dian. [Now rare except in law.]
Taking out a patent In Charles the Second's time for

derelict lands. Sir P. Pelt, Letters, To A. Wood, I. 811.

Tile affections which these exposed or derelict children
bear to their mothers have no grounds of nature or as-

siduity, but civility and opinion.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 40.

2. Unfaithful; neglectful of requirement or re-

sponsibility: as, derelict in duty.
The vacant, unoccupied, and derelict minds of his

friends. Burke, American Taxation.

It was generally admitted that Mr. Grant was hopelessly
derelict, and neglectful of his social duties.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 108.

II. n. 1. That which is abandoned; in late,
an article of goods or any commodity thrown
away, relinquished, or abandoned by the own-
er; specifically, a vessel abandoned at sea.

When I am a little disposed to a gay turn of thinking,
I consider, as 1 was a derelict from my cradle, I have the
honour of a lawful claim to the best protection In Europe.

Savage, Wanderer, v., note.

The crown [of Jerusalem] became a derelict ; the title
was borne after Conrad by his half-brother Henry, the
Bon of Isabella of England; and subsequently bya number
of ruling houses.

Stuubs, Medieval and .Modern Hist., p. 176.

The cruiser Atlanta towed into the Capes of Delaware
a dangerous derelict which had been drifting about off the
coast for weeks New York Tribune, Nov. 20, 1887.

2. Land left dry by a change of the water-line,
dereliction (der-e-lik'shon), n. [= Pg. dere-

lic^So, < L. derelictio(n-), an abandoning, < dere-

lictKS, pp. of derelinquere, abandon: see dere-

lict.] 1. The act of leaving with an intention
not to reclaim or resume ; an utter forsaking ;

abandonment. [Now rare except in law.]
When the man repents, he is absolved before God, be-

fore the sentence of the church, upon his contrition and
dereliction only. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 4.

2. The state of being forsaken or abandoned.
Hadst thou not been thus forsaken, we had perished ;

thy dereliction is our safety. Bp. Hall.

8. The gaining of land from the water by a
change of the water-line. 4. The land so

gained. 5. Unfaithfulness or remissness
; neg-

lect: as, a dereliction of duty.
The pretence was the Persian war, which Argos de-

clined. This was called a base dereliction, and excited, by
the help of Spartan emissaries, hatred nnd contempt.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 611.

= Syn. 1. Desertion, relinquishment. 8. Failure, unfaith-
fulness.

dereligionize (de-re-lij'qu-Iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
drrelitiioniznl, ppr. dereligionizing. [<de-priv.+ reli<jiiii~t'.] To make irreligious ; oppose
or discourage religion in or among. [Rare.]
He would dereligionize men beyond all others.

De Quincey.

derelingt, An obsolete form of darling.
dereynet, '. t. A variant form of deraignl.
derft, a. [ME., also durf, prob. (the AS. 'deorf,
ONorth. "dearf, not being authenticated) < Icel.

iljnrfr = Sw. djerf = Dan. dierv, bold, daring,= (with additional suffix) OS. derbhi = OPries.
<lirre, bold, fierce.] Bold

; brave
; strong ;

mighty; terrible.
" Do way," quoth that derf mon,

" my dere, that speche.
For that dnrst I nut do, lest I denayed were."
Sir Gairaime and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1492.

Doughty "f dedls, derfe of his hondes.
None wigliter in werre, ne of wille bettur.

Drxtntction o/7Voi/(E. E. T. S.), ]. 8816.

derflyt, nrfr. [ME., also derfliehc, derflike, etc.

(= Icel. djarttiya); < derf + -ty2.] Boldly;
bravely; sorely; greatly.

t <l;uv loke m> man in the face,
Derfdy for dole why ne were I di'de.

York I'layt, p. 107.
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derham (der'am), n. [Also dirliem ; Ar. derham,
dirhem, Turk, dirliem, I'ers. ilirham, diram, < Gr.

tipaxp'/, adrachma : see drachma, drachm, dram.]
An Arabian weight and silver coin, intended ori-

ginally to be two thirds of an Attic drachma
(44.4 grains troy) ;

a dram. Its value was fixed, not

by reference to a prototype, luit by the rule that ^ part
of a derham should weigh as much as 70 average grains of

mustard-seed. There was a difference between the mone-
tary and pouderal (Arabic ki-il) derham. The former, by

Obverse. Reverse.

Derham of Haroun-M-Raschid. struck in A, n. 177 ( A. D. 795),
in the British Museum. (Size of the original.)

weighings of numerous early coins, has been found equal
to 43.7 grains troy, making the value of the coin about 9
United States cents ; while the latter is said to be heavier
in the ratio of 10 to 9, so that It would lie 48 grains. This
is still approximately the mags of the derham (weight) in
most localities ; though in some places it sinks nearly to 46
and in others rises almost to 60 grains, and in Abyssinia is

even said to lie only 40 or 41 grains. There was in early
times a derham of half the usual weight, and two units of
this name now employed in Persia are equal to nearly 150
and 300 grains respectively. The Morocco coin, the der-

ham, is reckoned equivalent to 7} United States cents.

deric (der'ik), a. [< Gr. ifpot, skin, + -ic.] In

embryoL, of or pertaining to the ectoderm, or
outer germ-layer : the opposite of enteric.

The Fungi which spread In the deric tissues of the higher
animals. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 360.

deride (de-rid'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. derided, ppr.

deriding. [= OF. derider, derire, F. dial, derire
= It. deridere, diridere, < L. deridere, mock, laugh
at, < de- + ridere, laugh : see ridicule, risicle. Cf.

arride.] To laugh at in contempt ; turn to ridi-

cule or make sport of ; mock ;
treat with scorn

by laughter.
The Pharisees also . . . derided him. Luke xvi. 14.

Men have rather sought by wit to deride and traduce
much of that which is good in professions, than with judg-
ment to discover and sever that which is corrupt.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il. 281.

=8yn. Ridicule, etc. (see taunt), banter, rally, jeer, gibe,
scout, scoff at, insult.

derider (df-ri'der), . One who derides; a

mocker; a scoffer.

Execrable blasphemies, and like contempts offered by
dfriders of religion. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

deridingly (de-ri'ding-li), adv. By way of de-
rision or mociery.

His parasite was wont deridingly to advise him.
/;/' Reynolds, On the Passions, xxxvii.

derisible (de-riz'i-bl), a. [= It. derisibile, < L.
as if "deristbilis, < deridere, pp. derisus, laugh
at, deride: see deride.] Subject to derision;
worthy of derision.

In every point of intellectual character I was his hope-
less and deritible Inferior.

R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 71.

derision (de-rizh'on), n. [= F. derision = Pr.
derrizio = It. dei'isione, dirieione, < LL. deri-

sio(ti-), < L. deridere, pp. derisus, laugh at, de-
ride: see deride.] 1. The act of deriding; sub-

jection to ridicule or mockery ; contempt mani-
fested by laughter ;

scorn.

He that sitteth In the heavens shall laugh ; the Lord
shall have them in derition. I

1

-, ii. 4.

British
policy

is brought intorfrrui'ou in those nations
that a while ago trembled at the power of our arms.

Burte
, Present Discontents.

2. An object of derision or contempt; a laugh-
ing-stock.

I was a derision to all my people. Lam. ill. 14.

= 8yn. 1. Ridicule, mockery, gibes, scoffing, taunts, in-
sults.

derisionary (de-rizh'on-a-ri), a. [< derision +
-flry

1
.] Derisive. [Bare.]

There was a club that ate a calf's head on January 30,
in ridicule of the commemoration of Charles I.'s death.
This is spoken of as "that deruionary festival."

Tom Brown, Works, II. 215.

derisive (de-ri'siv), a. [= OF. derisif= It. de-

risiro, < L. as if 'dentfmt, < derisus, pp. of de-

riihrc, laugh at, deride : see deride.] Express-
ing or characterized by derision; mocking; ridi-

culing.
His [Christ's] head harrowed with the thorns, and his

derifive purple stained, yea drenched, witli Mood.
By. Gauden, On the sacrament, p. 98.
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Meantime, o'er all the dmnc they quaff, they feast,
Derisive taunts were spread from guest to guest,
Ami each in Jovial moud his mate addrcst.

Pope, Odyssey, It.

derisively (de-ri'siv-li), adv. With derision or

mockery.
The Persians . . . (were] thence called Mauussnl deri-

sively by other ethnicks.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels In Africa, p. 248.

derisiveness (de-ri'siv-nes), H. The state of

tiring derisive.
'

Imji. Diet.

derisory (de-ri'so-ri), a. [= P. derisoire = Pr.
derisort = It. dertsorio, < LL. derisorius, serving
for laughter, < L. deridere, pp. derisus, deride :

see deride.] Characterized by derision
;
mock-

ing; ridiculing.
The comlck or dtritory manner Is further still from

making shew of method.
Sha/teibury, Advice to an Author, 11. f 2.

derivability (le-ri-va-bil'i-ti). . [< derivable :

see -bility.] The character of being derivable.

A derirabilily of the one from the other.
Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXII. 360.

derivable (de-ri'va-bl), a. [= F. derivable =
Sp. derivable'; as derire + -able.] Capable of

being derived, received, or obtained, (a) obtain-
able, as from a source : as, income is derivable from land,

money, or stock
;
an estate derivable from an ancestor.

He here confounds the pleasure derivable from sweet
sounds with the capacity fur creating them.

Pot, Tales, I. 360.

Having disregarded the warning derivable from common
experience, he was answerable for the consequences.

//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 47.

(6) Traceable, as to a source ; obtainable by derivation :

as, a word derivable from the Greek, (c) Deducible, as
from premises.

The second sort of arguments . . . are derivable from
some of these heads. WiUcint.

derivably (de-ri'va-bli), adv. By derivation.

derivant (der'i-vant), n. [< L. deriran(t-)s,

ppr. of derivare, derive: see derice.] In math.,
a homogeneous and isobaric function off,-which
is a covariant of/, where /,- denotes

derivate (<ler'i-vat), a. and n. [= F. derirt =
Sp. Pg. derivado = It. derivato (= G. Dan. Sw.
derivatum, Sw. also derivat, n.), < L. deriratttx

(neut. derivatum, in NL. as a noun), pp. of de-

rivare, derive: see the verb.] I. a. Derived.

[Rare.]
Putting trust in Him

From whom the rights of kings are derivate,
In its own blood to trample treason out.

Sir H. Taylor, Edwin the Fair, i. 7.

II. . A word derived from another; a de-
rivative. [Rare.]
derivation (der-i-va'shon), H. [= OF. deritai-

son, derifoison, dirivesdn, F. derivation = Sp.
derivaeion = Pg. derivacao = It. derivazione =
G. Dan. Sw. derivation, < L. <lerivatio(n-), deri-

vation, < derivare, pp. derivatus, derive: see de-

rive.] 1. A drawing from or turning aside, as
a stream of water or other fluid from a nat-
ural course or channel; a stream so diverted.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
These issues and derivatnms being once made, and sup-

plied with new waters pushing them forwards, would con-
tinue their course till they arrived at the sea, just as other
rivers do. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

An artificial derivation of that river. Gibbon.

Specifically (a) In med.. revulsion, or the drawing away
of the fluids of an inflamed part, by applying blisters, ete.,
over it or at a distance from it. (6) In ttleg., a diversion
of the electric current.

In telegraphy, derivations generally arise from the wire
touching another conductor.

R. S. Culley, Pract. Teleg., p. 43.

2. The act or fact of deriving, drawing, or re-

ceiving from a source: as, the derivation of be-

ing ;
the derivation of an estate from ancestors,

or of profits from capital.

My derivation was from ancestors
Who stood equivalent with mighty kings.

Shot., Pericles, v. I.

shrubs and flowers, Indigenous or of distant derivation.
P. Robnuon, Under the Sun, p. 17.

3. In pJiilol., the drawing or tracing of a word
in its development or formation from its more
original root or stem

; a statement of the origin
or formative history of a word. See etymology.

Derivation, in Its broadest sense, includes all processes
words are formed from
G. P. Xareh, Lects. on

by which new words are formed from given root*.
on Eng. Lang., p. 193.

4. In ninth. : (a) The operation of finding the

derivative, or differential coefficient ; differen-
tiation. (6) The operation of passing from any
point on a cubic curve to that point at which the
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tangent at the first point cuts the curve, (c)

The operation of passing from any function to

any related function which may in the context

be termed its derivative. The word derivation, in

its first mathematical sense, was invented by Lagrange,
who thought it possible to develop the calculus without

the use of infinitesimals.

5. In biol., descent with modification of an or-

ganism from antecedent organisms ;
evolution :

as, the derivation of man
;
the doctrine of deriva-

tion that is, the derivative theory (which see,

under derivative).

According to the doctrine of derivation, the more com-

plex plants and animals are the slowly modified descen-

dants of less complex plants and animals, and these in turn

were the slowly modified descendants of still less complex
plants and animals, and so on until we converge to those

primitive organisms which are not definable either as ani-

mal or as vegetal, but which in their lowest forms are

mere shreds of jelly-like protoplasm.
J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 442.

6. In gun., the peculiar constant deviation of

an elongated projectile from a rifled gun, due to

its angular rotation about its longer axis and
to the resistance of the air. Sometimes called

drift. 7. The thing derived or deduced; a de-

rivative; a deduction. [Kare or obsolete.]
Most of them are the genuine derivations of the hypothe-

sis they lay claim to. Glanmlle.

Arbogast's calculus of derivations [named for the
French analyst L. F. A. Arboyast, 1769-1803], a method
of expanding and otherwise dealing with functions of

functions expressible as series in ascending powers of one
or more variables.

derivational (der-i-va'shpn-al), . [< deriva-

tion + -al.~] Relating to derivation.

derivationist (der-i-va'shon-ist), n. [< deriva-

tion + -ist.~\ Same as denvatist.

We have sometimes in the preceding pages used the

words evolutionist or derivationist.

Le Conte, Pop. Scl. Mo., XXXII. 311.

derivatist (de-riv'a-tist), n. [< derivative +
-ist.] A believer in the doctrine of derivation

or evolution; an evolutionist. [Bare.]
The doctrine of evolution of organic types is sometimes

appropriately called the doctrine of derivation, and its

supporters derivatists.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 21J.

derivative (de-riv'a-tiv), a. and n. [= F. deri-

vatif= Sp. Pg. It. 'derivativo, < LL. derivative,
derivative (in grammatical sense), < L. derivare,
derive: see derive.'] I. a. 1. Derived; taken or

having proceeded from another or something
preceding; secondary: as, a derivative word;
a derivative conveyance.
As it is a derivative perfection, so it is a distinct kind of

perfection from that which is in God. Sir M. Hale.

Exclusive sovereignty of ownership of the soil is a de-

rivative right. Story, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

Making the authority of law derivative, and not original.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 19.

2. In biol.
, relating to derivation, or to the doc-

trine of derivation : as, the derivative theory.
8. In med., having a tendency to lessen in-

flammation or reduce a morbid process.
It [a hot-air bath] is stimulating, derivative, depurative.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 644.

Derivative certainty. See certainty. Derivative
character. See character. Derivative chord, in mu-
sic, a chord derived from a fundamental chord ; specifi-

cally, a chord derived from
another by inversion ; an in-

version. Derivative convey-
ance. See conveyance. De-
rivative function, in math., a
function expressing the rate of

change of the value of another
function relatively to that of the variable. Derivative
theory, in biol., the view that species change in the
course of time by virtue of their inherent tendencies, not
by natural selection.

II. n. 1. In med., a therapeutic method or

agent employed to lessen a morbid process in
one part by producing a flow of blood or lymph
to another part, as cupping, leeching, blisters,

catharsis, etc. 2. That which is derived; that
which is deduced or comes by derivation from
another.

For honour,
Tis a derivative from me to mine.

Shak., W. T.,iii. 2.

Specifically 3. A word derived or formed
either immediately from another, or remotely
from a primitive or root: thus, 'verb,' 'verbal,'
'verbose' are derivatives of the Latin verbum;
'duke,' 'duct,' 'adduce,' 'conduce,' 'conduct,'
'conduit,' etc., are derivatives of the Latin du-

cere; 'feeder' is a derivative of 'feed,' and
' feed ' a derivative of ' food.' See derivation, 3.

4. In music : (a) The root or generator from
which a chord is derived. (6) Same as derivative
chord (which see, above). 5. In math. : (a) A
derivative function; a differential coefficient.

(6) The slope of a scalar function; a vector

imental and Deriv;
tive Chords.
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function whose direction is that of most rapid
increase of a scalar function (of which it is said

to be the derivative), and whose magnitude is

equal to the increase in this direction of the

scalar function per unit of distance, (e) More

generally, any function derived from another.
Derivative of a manifold of points, the aggregate

of all points having a number of points of the manifold

greater than any assignable number within any assign-

ed distance, however small. Rational derivative of a

point on a plane cubic curve, a point whose trilinear co-

ordinates are rational integral functions of those of the

former point. Schwartzian derivative of any func-

tion // of x, the function

C_! l^LV'
tf 2\y'l

where the accents signify differentiations relative to X.

derivatively (de-riv'a-tiv-li), adv. In a deriva-

tive manner ; by derivation.

The character which essentially and inherently belongs

only to him [Christ] will derivatively belong to them [his

disciples] also. Home, On Ps. xv.

derivativeness (de-riv'a-tiv-nes), n. The state

of being derivative. Imp. Diet.

derive (de-riv'), v.
; pret. and pp. derived, ppr.

deriving.

'

[< ME. deriven, < OF. deriver, F. de-

river = Sp. Pg. derivar = It. derivare = G. de-

riviren = Dan. derivere = Sw. derivera, < L. de-

rivare, lead, turn, or draw off (a liquid), draw

off, derive (one word from another, in last

sense for earlier ducere), < de, away, + rivus, a

stream : see rival.'] I. trans. If. To turn aside

or divert, aswaterorother fluid, from its natural

course or channel : as, to derive water from the

main channel or current into lateral rivulets.

The solemn and right manner of deriving the water.

Uolland, tr. of Livy, p. 190.

The whole pond is very great; but that part of It which
is derived towards this font is but little.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 36.

2f. Figuratively, to turn aside ;
divert.

And her dew loves deryv'd to that vile witches shayre.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 2.

That saving grace which Christ originally is or hath for

the general good of his whole Church, by sacraments he

severally deriveth into every member thereof.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 67.

The Siamites are the sinke of the Easterne Superstitions,
which they deriue to many Nations.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 460.

If we take care that the sickness of the body derive not
'

itself into the soul, nor the pains of one procure impa-
tience of the other, we shall alleviate the burden.

Jei: Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 332.

3. To draw or receive, as from a source or ori-

gin, or by regular transmission: as, to derive

ideas from the senses; to derive instruction

from a book
;
his estate is derived from his an-

cestors.
For by my mother I derived am
From Lionel duke of Clarence.

Shall., 1 Hen. VI., 11. 6.

Elizabeth clearly discerned the advantages which were to

be derived from a close connection between the monarchy
and the priesthood. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

It is from Home and Germany that we derive our do-

mestic law. W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 186.

Specifically 4. To draw or receive (a word)
from a more original root or stem : as, the word
'rule' is derived from the Latin; 'feed' is de-

rived from 'food.' See derivation, 3. 5. To
deduce, as from premises; trace, as from a
source or origin: involving a personal subject.

A sound mind will derive its principles from insight.

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

These men derive all religion from myths.
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 202.

I should be much obliged if any of your readers could

help me in deriving the name of the village of Allonley,
in Cumberland. N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 207.

6. To communicate or transfer from one to

another, as by descent. [Rare.]
His [Bathurst's] learning, and untainted manners, too,
We find, Athenians, are derived to you.

Dryden, Epilogue spoken at Oxford, 1. 22.

Our language has received innumerable elegancies and

improvements from that infusion of Hebraisms which are
derived to it out of the passages of Holy Writ. Addison.

The plaintiff could not prove the place in question to
be within his patent, nor could derive a good title of the

patent itself to Mr. Ttigby.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 314.

An excellent disposition is derived to your lordship from
the parents of two generations. Felton.

Derived conductors, in elect., the two or more branches,
reuniting further along, into which a conductor is some-
times divided. Derived current, in elect., a current

flowing through a derived conductor. Derived group.
Seeorowp.

II. intrans. To come, proceed, or be derived.

[Rare.]
It were but reasonable to admire Him, from whom

really all perfections do derive.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 22.

Dermaptera
Pow'r from heav'n

Derives, and monarchs rule by gods appointed.
Prior, Second Hymn of Uallimachus.

The wish, that of the living whole
No life may fail beyond the grave,
Derives it not from what we have

The likestGod within the soul?

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Iv.

The new school derives from Hawthorne and George
Eliot. Howells.

derivementt (de-riv'ment), M. [< OF. derive-

ment, derivation (in lit. sense), < deriver, de-

rive: see derive and -ment.] An inference or a

deduction.
I offer these derivements from these subjects, to raise

our affections upward.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. iv. 4.

deriver (de-ri'ver), n. I. One who derives or

deduces from a source. 2. One who diverts

a thing from its natural course to or upon
something else. [Rare.]
Such a one makes a man not only a partaker of other

men's sins, but also a deriver of the whole entire guilt of

them to himself. South, Sermons, II. 6.

clerkt, a., n., and v. An obsolete form of dark1
.

Chaucer.

derlingt, . A Middle English form of darling.
derm (derm), n. [< NL. derma, q. v.] Same
as derma.
derma (der'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. dipfia, the skin,
hide (of beasts, later of man), < depciv. skin,

flay, = E. teari, q. v.] 1. The true skin, or

cutisvera; the corium. 2. Skin; the skin in

general: synonymous with integument or tegu-
mentum.
Also derm, dermts.

dermad (der'mad), ado. [< Gr. dip/ia, skin, +
L. ad, to: see -ad3.] Toward the skin that

is, from within outward in any direction; ec-

tad. Barclay.
dermahemal, dermahsemal, a. See dermohe-
mal.

dermal (der'mal), a. [< derma + -/.] 1. In

zool., pertaining to skin, or the external cover-

ing of the body ; consisting of skin
;
cutaneous ;

tegumentary. The word properly relates to the derma
or corium : as, the dermal layer of the skin ; but it has also

acquired a more general sense : as, dermal appendages
that is, hair, feathers, etc. ; the dermal skeleton.

2. In bot., pertaining to the epidermis. Der-
mal bone, an ossification in the derma or cutis. Dermal
defenses, in ichth., the placoid exoskeleton ; the shagreen,
ichthyodorulites, etc., of elasmobranchiate fishes. Der-
mal denticle. See denticle. Dermal muscle, a cuta-

neous or subcutaneous muscle; a muscle developed in,

attached to, or specially acting upon the derma or skin

proper, as the platysma myoides of man.

As we regard the dermil muscles as primitively form-

ing a common complex with those which belong to the

skeleton, we must distinguish from it those which belong
to the integument as such.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 492.

Dermal musculature, the set or system of dermal mus-
cles as a whole ; cutaneous muscles, collectively consid-

ered.

The dermal musculature is more highly developed in

mammalia. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 493.

Dermal skeleton, the exoskeleton of an animal, or those
hard parts which cover the body, as the integument of an
insect or a crustacean.

dermalgia (der-mal'ji-a),
n. [NL., < Gr. dip-

pa, skin, + d/tyof, pam.'] iupathol., a painful
condition of the skin arising from nervous dis-

ease
; neuralgia of the skin. Msodermatalgia.

Dermalichus (der-ma-li'kus), . [NL., irreg.
< Gr. iepiia, skin,
+ Mxav, lick.]
A genus of par-
asitic mites
or acarids, of

the family Sar-

coptida;, or itch-

insects, found-
ed by Koch,
1843 : synony-
mous with Anal-

ges. The species are

mainly parasitic on
birds. The larva
are hexapod, the
adults octopod ; the

Dermalick*! mytilaspidis (highly mag- ",l
a'e

.'
s !arSer than

nified). a, ventral vieC ; , lateral view the female, and IS

often provided with

exaggerated legs, especially the third pair. The species
here figured feeds upon the oyster-shell bark-louse of the

apple. Also Dermaleiclnui.

dermaneural, a. See dermonewal.

Dermaptera (der-map'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., prop.

Dermoptcra (which is iii use in another appli-

cation), neut. pi. of dcrmopterus, < Gr. &p/j6-

Tn-fpof, with membranous wings, as a bat: see

dermopterou.s.'] If. An old and disused group
of insects

;
in De Geer's system, one of three

groups (the others being Hemiptera and Cole-



Dermaptera

<>jil< r<t} of his f'aginatii. 2. Tito earwigs, For-

fn-nliilti; as an order of Insreta: now usually
callcil l^nii/i .rii/itrra (which see). Kirby.
Also Derma ti> l< r,i.

dermapteran (iK-r-map'te-ran), a. and n. L a.

Of or pertaining to tho Dermaptera.
II. ii. One of the Dermaptera.

dermapterous (der-map'te-rus), a. Of or per-
taining to tho D< fni<i\il< ni.

dermatalgia (iler-ma-tarji-ji), n. Same as </< /-

Dermatemydidae (der'ma-te-mid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Dmtatemys (-temya-) H- -i'rf<e.] InGray's
classification, a family of cryptodirous tortoises,

typified by the genus Dcrmatemys. it includes
those which have the alveolar surface of the upper jaw sur-
mounted by a triangular ridge parallel to the proper edge
of the jaw, and a short transverse ridge attached in the
middle, in front and separated from the front by a deep
pit ; the lower jaw with 3 or 5 strong teeth in front fitting
Into a pit in the upper jaw ; and the alveolar surface Hut,
with a suhcentral groove along each side. The toes are
weak and broadly webbed. The group Includes several
fresh-water tortoises of Central and .South America, and
some fossil species have also been (erroneously) referred
to It By most chelonoloyists the group is referred to the

family Kuujditlir. Also Demiatrnii/'t'i'.

Dermatemydinae (der-ma-tem-i-di'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Di-rmiil' nii/s (-temyd-) + -t;we.] A sub-

family of emydoid tortoises. Also Dcrmatemy-
in/i:

Dermatemys (der-mat'e-mis), n. [NL. (J. E.
/i -IO^T\ s />_ it /_ \

girjj*
~i- r/iif (tiivf^-}

The typical genus
Gray, 1847), < Gr. c5fy//<r(r-), skin, +
the fresh-water tortoise.]

bears, the Podosomatn, and certain mitos, as
l)inii><li '. rli;ir;u'trri/rcl by tho alisi-ncc of ilis-

tinct respiratory organs. Also DfnMpifM,
dermatophyte (d6r'ma-to-fit), n. [< Gr. <><>-

fta(r-), skin, + <j>vr6v, a growth, plant.] A plant
that grows upon the skin; a fungus of a low

type which is parasitic upon the skin of men
and other animals, causing various diseases.
The best-known species are Aehorum ,vAr, /,;/,/, the fun-

gus of favus ; Tri<-linj>/ntton tttnsuruitx, the fungus of ring-
worm ; and M ifi'xiivron furfur.

dermatophytic (der"ma-to-fit'ik), a. [< dcrma-

litjihyte + -ic.] Of or pertaining to, or caused

by, dermatophytes : as, dermatophytic diseases.

Dermatopnoa (der-ma-top'no-a), w. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 6i/>/ia(T-), skin, H- irvai/, a flowing, < irvclv,

blow, breathe.] A group of gastropodous mol-
lusks with rudimentary gills or none. It consist!
of such genera as Limapontm, I'hyUirhw, and El'i*"'.

Also called Pellibrancliiaia, Altranchiata, Saeeoyloua, and
Apnritsta.

Dermatoptera (der-ma-top'te-ra), i. pi. [NL. ,

neut. pi. of dermatopterus, < Gr. 6tp/ia(T-), skir.,

HP nTf/jov, a wing. Cf. Dermoptera, dermopter-
ows.] 1. In entom., same as Dermaptera. 2.

In mammal., same as Dermoptera.
dermatorrhea, dermatorrhcea (der'ma-to-
re'a), n. [NL. dcrmatorrhaa, < Gr. 6(p/ut(T-),

skin, + poia, a flowing, < pf'v, How.] In patliol.,
a morbidly increased secretion from the skin.

dermatosclerosis (der^ma-to-skle-ro'sis), n. [<

dermoSssify

Dermobranchiata (<icr-mo-brang-ki-a'ttt), .

III. [Nlj., unit. pi. of dciiiiiil'i-iiiirltiiittix: see
ili riiKiliriiiK-hiiite.'] Same as Dirmnltrancliin.

dermobranchiate (der-mo-brang'ki-at), a. [<
NL. ilerniobraiicliiatiix, < ))crmohi-<i/n-liiii, <\. v. ]

Pertaining to the Dermobranchia; nudibran-
chiate.

Dermochelydidae (di-r'mo-ke-lid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Dermoi'lmlyx (-dicli/il-) + -idtf.~\ A fam-

ily of soft-shelled turtles, named from the ge-
nus Dermochelys : usually called Xjihargididai

(which see).

Dermochelys (der-mok'e-lis), w. [NL., < Gr.

icpfui, skin, HP ^tttiy, a tortoise.] The typical

genus of Dermoehelydidte : same as Sphargis,
and of prior date.

dermogastric (der-mo-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. Slp/ia,

skin, + -jaari/p, stomach.] Pertaining to the
skin and to the stomach; connecting the ali-

mentary canal with the integument ; furnish-

ing communication between the intestinal tube
and the exterior of the body : as, a dermogas-
tric pore.
The number of the pore-canals (dermo-ffiutric poresX

which have consequently a dermal and gastric orifice, it

generally very great.
Gryenbaur, Comp. Anat (trans.), p. 111.

demography (der-mog'ra-fi), n. Same as der-

/nit>//r<i]iTiy.

of Derinaleinydulai.
dermatic (der-mat'ik), . [< Gr. 6ep[MTiK6f, <

6cpiia(r-), skin : see derma.'] Dermal
; cutane-

ous; pertaining to the skin. Also dermatine.

dermatin, dermatine2 (der'ma-tin), . [< Gr.

6ipfia(r-), skin, 4- -i 2
,
-ine2 .] A dark olive-

green variety of hydrophyte, of a resinous lus-

ter, found in Saxony : so called because it fre-

quently occurs as a skin or crust upon serpen-
tine. It also occurs in reniform masses.
dermatine1 (der'ma-tin), a. [< Gr. teppdriva;, <

icpfia(T-), skin.] Same as dermatic.

dermatine2
,

. See dermatin.

dermatitis (dOr-ma-ti'tis), n. [NL.. < Gr. (!//>-

/ia(r-), skin, -I- -itis.] Inpathol., inflammation
of the skin. Also called cytitis.

Dermatobranchia,Dermatobranchiata(der*-
ma-to-brang'ki-a, -brang-ki-a'ta), ti.jjl. [NL.,
< Gr.' 6cp:ua(T-), skin, + (Ipa)'xta, gills.] Same
as Dermobranchid.

dermatogen (der-mat'o-jen), n. [<Gr. iep/ia(T-),

skin, +--}ei>i/f, producing: see -#<?.] Inftoi., the

primitive or nascent epidermis ; the primordial
cellular layer from which the epidermis is de-

veloped.

dermatography (der-ma-tog'ra-fi), . [< Gr.

6ippa(T-), skin, + -ypof/o, < ypaifciv, write.] The
anatomical description of the skin. Also der-

niii/ini/ilii/.

dermatoid (der'ma-toid), a. [< Gr. 'oepftaro-

eii'Kt contr. iep/iarudrif, like skin, < iepfiatr-),

skin, + elfSof, form.] Resembling skin
;
skin-

like.

dermatological (d6r'ma-to-loj'i-kal), n. Hav-
ing to do with dermatology ; pertaining or de-
voted to dermatology.
The case is one to which no precedent has been found

after a careful search of ilermatol<xjical literature.
Alien, and Xeuroi., VIII. 484.

dermatologist (der-ma-tol'o-jist), n. [< der-

matology HP -ist. ] One who is versed in der-

matology.
dermatology (der-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fcp-
/i(r-),skin. -I- -)j>)ia, </U>t(>', speak: see-otojjry.]
Tho science of the skin

; knowledge concerning
the skin and its diseases. Also ilcrmology.
dermatolysis (der-ma-tol'i-sis), . [< Gr. 6ip-
lta(r-), skin, + Moif, solution, dissolution, <
J.i-civ. loose.] Inpathol. : (a) A relaxed and
pendulous condition of the skin, (b) Pachy-
dermia.

dermatomycosis (der'ma-to-mi-ko'sis), n. [<
Gr. Sepua(r-), skin, H- ftinu/f, fungus, + -osis: see

mi/cnsis.] In path<il., any disease of the skin
rjiiisi-d by a vegetable parasite.
dermatonosis (der-ma-ton'o-sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. i!fp/wz(r-), skin, + i'6aof, disease.] Inpathol.,
any disease of the skin.

Defmatophili (der-ma-tof'i-li), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. ep/ia(T-), skin, + <fii).oc, loving.] A group
of minute parasitic arachnids or follicle mites,
corresponding to the family Demodicida.:

Dermatophysa (d^r'ma-to^fi'sa), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. tif'puafr-), skin, + $i<oa, a bellows.] In
Owen's system of classification, an order of

Araehnida, including the Arctisca or water-
98

Gr. 6ep[ia(T-), skin, + aKZypuotf, a hardening: see

sclerosis.] Same as sclerodermia.

dermatosis (der-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6ip-

//o(r-), skin, + -oi.] 1. The state or condi-
tion of having a bony integument, or osseous

exoskeleton, as exemplified by a sturgeon, tur-

tle, or armadillo. 2. la patliol., any disease of

the skin.

dermatoskeletal (der'ma-t6-skel'e-tal). . [<
dermatoskeleton + -al.~] Same as dermoskete-

tal

dermatoskeleton (der'ma-to-skel'e-ton), .

[NL. (Carus, 1828), < Gr. ama^r-). skin.'H- OKC-

/,er6v, skeleton.] Same as dermoskeleton.

dermatoxerasia (der-ma-tok-so-ra'si-il), .

[NL., < Gr. 6ep/ia(r-), skin, + Eiffiaaia, dryness,
, dry.] In patliol.,fypaivtiv, dry, parch,

same as xerodermia.

Dermestes (der-mes'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. 6ip/ia,

skin, + (irreg.) iaOietv, eat.] A genus of cole-

opterous insects, the type of the family Dermes-
tidce. The larvic devour dead bodies, skins, leather, and
other animal substances. One species, /'. lartMriux, is

known by the name of bacon-l>eette ; another, D.orAn-
threnm inusftornin, Is peculiarly destructive in museums
of natural history. See cut under bacon-btetlt.

dermestid (der-mes'tid), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Dermcstida;.

II. n. A member of the Dermestidw.

Dermestidte(der-mes'ti-de), n.pl. [NL. (Leach,
1817), < Dermestes + -t'rfw.] A family of clavi-
COrn Coleoptera. The dorsal segments of the abdomen
are partly membranous ; the ventral segments are free ;

lit. tarsi are 5-joiuted, at least in one pair ; the mentum
is moderate or small ; the palpi are approximate at the
base ; the anterior coxte are large, conical, and prominent;
the posterior coxae are not prominent ; the nntenine are
moderate in length, and capitate ; the posterior coxae are
sulcati- for the thighs; and the body Is usually scaly or

pubescent.

dermestoid (der-mes'toid), a. [< Dermestes +
-oid.] Resembling the genus Dermestes; of or

pertaining to the Dermestidce.
dermic (der'mik), a. [< derm or derma + -ic.]

1. In ana*., dermal; enderonic; of or pertain-

ing to the derm is: as, the dermic layer of the
skin.

When the dermic process is papillifonn, and sunk in a
pit of the dermis, the conical cap of modified epidermis
which coats it is either a hair or a feather.

Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 40.

2. In med., cutaneous; pertaining to the skin :

as, a dermic disease Dermic remedies, remedies
which act through the skin.

dermis (dor 'mis), n. [NL., < Gr. olp/ia, con-
formed in term, to epidermis.'] Same as derma.
Dermobranchia (der-mo-brang'ki-ft), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. oejtua, skin, + fipdyxta, gills.] A
group of marine opisthobranchiate gastropo-
dous mollusks. They respire hy means of external
gills in the form of dorsal membranous layers, tufts, or
filaments, and there is no mantle or shell in the adult
The common sea-lemon, Doris (which see), is an example.
It is an extensive and diversiform group, containing all

the opisthobranchiate gastropods excepting the PUuro
iiniiifhiala. It is subdivided into the A trranchiata and the
.\ii<iibranchiata or .\ni<i/,r<in<-li/'ittt, the largest and typi-
cal group, a synonym of Derinobranchia itself, which is

also divided into Ceratobranchw, Clatiubranthiti, and Py-
ffobram'hia. Also Dermatobrancfiia, Dertnatubnitichiata,
Dfrmobra nchiata.

dermbhemal, dermaheinal (der-mo-, der-ma-

he'mal), a. [Improper forms for 'dermemal,
'dermwmal, or *aermatltti'ial, < Gr. 6ep/ia(r-),

skin, + afy/a, blood.] Pertaining to the skin
on the hemal or ventral aspect of the body:
specifically applied to dermoskeletal elements
of the median ventral fins of fishes, as the bones

supporting the rays of these fins : contrasted
with dermoneural. Also spelled dermohcemal,
dermahavnal.

dermohemia, dermohaemia (d^r-mo-he'mi-a),
n. [NL. dermohaemia, iniprop. for 'dermtemut
or 'dermathcemia, < Gr. iepfia(r-), skin, + a't/ia,

blood.] In pathol., hyperemia of the skin.

dermohumeral (der-mo-hu'me-ral), a. K NL.
dermohumeralis, < Gr. ocpiia, tne skin, + L. Jtu-

merus, prop, umerus, hnmerus.] Connecting
the humerus with the skin ; specifically, per-
taining to the dermohumeralis.
dermohumeralis (der"m6-hu-me-ra'lis), n.

; pi.

derioliuierales(-\6z). [NL. : see dermohumer-
al.] That part of the panniculus carnosus, or

fleshy paunicle, by which the humerus is indi-

rectly attached to the skin: a muscle in many
animals, not represented in man.
dermoid (der'moid), o. [< Gr. iep/ia, skin, +
eliof, form. More accurately dermatoid, q. v.]
Same as dermal Dermoid cyst, a cystic tumor of

congenital origin, found in the ovary, the testicle, the re-

gion of the mouth, neck, and orbit, and rarely elsewhere,
containing sebaceous matter. Its walls resemble ^true
skin, and may develop haira and teeth.

dermology (der-mol'o-ji), n. Same as derma-
tology.

dermomuscular (der-m6-mus'ku-iar),. [< Gr.

i(p/ja, the skin, HP L. muttculus, muscle.] Per-

taining to skin and muscle ; consisting of der-
mal and muscular tissue : as, the dermomuscular
tube of a worm.
The suckers found in the Trematoda, Cestoda, and HI-

rudinea are special differentiations of the dfnno-iimnru-
lar tube. Geyenbaur, Comp. Anat (trans.), p. 143.

dermoneural (der-mo-nu'ral), a. [< Gr. MPIM,
the skin, + vcvpov, a nerve.] Pertaining to the
skin on the neural or dorsal aspect of the body :

specifically applied to the dermoskeletal ele-

ments of the median dorsal fins of fishes, as the
bones supporting the rays of these fins: con-
trasted with dermohemal. Also dermaneural,
derma toneural.

dermoosseous (der-mo-os'e-us), a. [< Gr. afpfia,

skin, H- L. os (oss-), bone.} Having the char-
acter of ossified integument or bony tissue de-

veloped in the skin
; bony, as the dermal skele-

ton; exoskeletal.
The gaseous, liquid, and solid molecular conditions, be-

ing characters distinguishing otherwise allied substances
in the same way morphologically (we can not say yet de-

velopmentally), as the cartilaginous, osseous, and exos-
tosed or dermoottrou* characters distinguish otherwise

nearly allied genera.
. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 40.

dermodssiflcation (der-md-os'
r

i-fi-ka'8hqn), n.

[< Gr. Aepfta, the skin, + E. ossification.^ Der-
mal ossification ; formation of bony tissue in

the integument as a part of the dermoskeleton,
or a bony exoskeletal element: as, "dermoos-

sification of the cranium," E. D. Cope, Origin of
the Fittest, p. 48.

dermoossify (d<T-m6-os'i-fi), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
dermoossijied, ppr. dermoossifying. [< Gr. oep/ta,



dermoossify

the skin, + ossify.] To ossify derrnally; be-

come dermoosseous; form a dermoossification

or a dermoskeleton. E. D. Cope.

dermopathic (der-mo-path'ik), a. [< dermopa-

Ihy + -ic.] Relating or pertaining to dermop-

athy.
dermopathy (der-inop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. iipfta,

skin, + jrufof, suffering'.'] Surgical treatment
of the skin.

Dermophysa (der-mo-fi'sa), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Derinatoj>liysa.

Dermoptera (der-mop'te-rii), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of dermo2>terits : see'clermopterous,] A sub-

order of Insectivora, containing the single fami-

ly Galeopithecidat (which see). Also Dermatop-
tera, Pterophora.
dermoptere (der'mop-ter), . A vertebrate of

the group Dermopteri.
Dermopteri (der-mop'te-ri), re. pi. [NL., pi.

of dcrmppterus: see der'inopteroiis."] In Owen's

system of classification, the lowest of five sub-

classes of the class Pisces, characterized by a
vermiform limbless body, a notoehordal mem-
brano-cartilaginous endoskeleton, and no skull,
or a skull with no lower jaw. It thus covered the

acranial, leptocardian, cirrostomous, or pharyngobranchi-
ate vertebrates, as the lancelets; and tlie monorhine, cy-

clostomous, or marsipobranchiate vertebrates, as the hags
and lampreys. It was divided into two orders, Cirrottomi
and Cyclostomi, respectively containing the lancelets and
the hags and lampreys. These groups are very distinct

from each other, and are now generally regarded as differ-

ent classes of Vertebrata. Also called Dermopterygii. [Not
in use.]

dermopterous (der-mop'te-rus), a. [< NL. der-

mopterus, < Gr. ifp/j6irTcpnf', havingmembranous
wings, as a bat (Aristotle), < fipua, the skin, +
KTep6v, wing.] Having the characters of the

Dermopteri.

dermopterygian (der-mop-te-rij'i-an), a. [As
Dermoptei-ygii + -an.] Same as dermopterous.

Dermopterygii (der-mop-te-rij'i-l), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. dsp/ia, skin, + KTtpvyiav or jrrtpvf (trrepvy-),

wing, fin, < KTfpov, wing.] Same as Dermopteri.

Dermorhynchi (der-mo-ring'ki), n. pi. [NL.,
pl.otdermorliynchus: seederniorhynchous."] The
lamellirostral birds ;

the duck tribe : so called

from the soft-skinned bill.

dermorhynchous (der-mo-ring'kus), a. [< NL.
dermorhynchus, < Gr. <5ep/ui, skin, + pi>yxS>

snout.] Having a skinny bill, as a duck
; spe-

cifically, pertaining to the Dennorliynchi.
dermosclerite (der-mo-skle'rit), n. [< Gr. Sipua,

skin, + m/.!?p<if, hard: see sclerotic.] A mass
of spicules occurring in the tissues of some of

the Actinozoa.

dermoskeletal (der-ino-skel'e-tal), a. [< der-

moskeleton + -al.~\ Pertaining to the dermo-

skeleton; exoskeletal.

dermoskeleton (der-ino-skel'e-ton), n. [NL.,
< Gr. depua, skin, + OKC^UTOV, skeleton.] The
coriaceous, crustaceous, testaceous, or bony
integument, such as covers many invertebrate
and some vertebrate animals. It serves more or
less completely the offices of protecting the soft parts of
the body and as a fixed point of attachment to the organs
of movement. In fishes and reptiles the dermoskeleton
is the skin with the scales ; in turtles it is the shell united
with parts of the endoskeleton, such as the vertebra; and
ribs ; insects and crustaceans have a dermoskeleton only.
See exotkeleton. Also derm-skeleton, dermatoskeleton.

dermotensor (der-mo-ten'sor), w. ; pi. dermoten-
sores (-ten-so'rez). [NL., < Gr. ieppa, skin, -f

NL. tensor, stretcher: see tensor."] A tensor
muscle of the skin.- Dermotensor patagii, the ten-
sor of the skin of the patagium, a propatagial muscle of
the wings of some birds. Ji. W. Shufeldt.

dermotomy (der-mot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. iepfia,

skin, + -ro/iz, < To/i6f, 'cutting : see anatomy."]
The anatomy or dissection of the skin.

derm-skeleton (derm'skel'e-ton), . Same as
dermoskeletou.

dernM (dern), a. [Also written (learn and darn;
< ME. derne, dern, dcerne, durne, < AS. dyrne,
rarely derne, secret, = OS. derni = OFries. dern,
dren (in comp.) = OHG. tarni, hidden, >F. term,
dull, > ternir, tarnish, > E. tarnish ; see tarnish.']

Hidden; secret; private.

In parfyte charitee,
That like derne dede do nomau ne sholde.

Piers Plowman (B), ix. 189.

Now with their backs to the den's mouth they sit,
Yet shoulder not all light from the dern pit.

Dr. H. More, Immortal, of the Soul, 1. 10.

Through dreary beds of tangled fern,
Through groves of nightshade dark and dern.

J. S. Drake, Culprit Fay.
In dern, in secret.

My dule in dern bot gif thow dill,
Doutles bot dreid I d<5.

Robene and Matyne (Cliild's Ballads, IV. 246).
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dern 1 (dern), v. [< ME. dernen, dcernen, < AS.

dyrnan = OS. dernian = OHG. "tarnjan, tarnen,

MHG. ternen, hide; from the adj.] I. trans.

To hide; secrete, as in a hole. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
He at length escaped them by derning himself in a fox-

earth, a. Miller.

II. intrans. To hide one's self; skulk.

But look how soon they heard uf Holoferne
Their courage quail'd, and they began to derne.

T. Hudson, tr. of Du Eartas, in England's Parnassus.

dern2 (dern), n. Same as dearrft.

dern3 (dern), v. t. Same as darn2 ,
a minced form

of damn. Also written durn. [Vulgar, U. S.]

dernfult (dern'ful), a. [Irreg. < derni + ./;.]

Solitary; hence, sad; mournful.

The birds of ill presage this lucklesse chance foretold

By dernfull noise.

L. Bryskett (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 268).

dernier (der'ni-er or, as F., der-nya'), a. [F.

dernier, < ML. as if "dcretranarins (cf. OF. der-

rain, > E. darrein, q. v.), < "deretramts, < L. de,

down, + retro, back: see rear'2 , retro-.] Last;
final; ultimate: now used only as French, as
in the phrase dernier ressort, last resort, final

resource.

After the dernier proof of him in this manner ... he
was dismissed. Roger North, Examen, p. 620.

dernlyt (dern'li), adv. [Also written dearnly ;

< ME. dernly, derneliche, secretly, < derne, se-

cret, + -ly, -liche: see dern1
, a., and -ly

2
.] 1.

Secretly.
Hit watj the ladi, loflyest to be-holde,
That drog the dor after hir ful dernly & stylle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1188.

2. Solitarily; hence, sadly; mournfully.
They heard a ruefull voice, that dearnly cride.

Spenser, F. Q., II. 1. 35.

derodontid (der-o-don'tid), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Dero-
dontidce.

II. n. One of the Derodontidce.

Derodontidae (der-o-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Derodontus + -i(te.J A family of clavicorn
beetles. The dorsal segments of the abdomen are partly
membranous ; the ventral segment* are free ; the tarsi are

5-jointed, at least in one pair; the mentum is moderate
or small ; the palpi are approximate at base ; and the an-
terior coxa: are conical, transverse, and seldom prominent.
Derodontus (der-o-don'tus), . [NL. (Le
Conte, 1861), < Gr. depr/, the neck, + 6Joi? (bSovr-)
= E. tooth.'] The typical genus of the family
Derodontidcs. They are moderately small beetles, two
species of which, D. maculatus and D. trisiynatus, are
North American.

derogant (der'o-gant), a. [< F. derogant, dero-

geant, now de'r'ogeant = It. derogante, < L. de-

rogan(t-)s, ppr. of derogare, derogate: see dero-

gate, v.'] Derogatory; disrespectful. [Obsolete
or rare.]
The other is both arrogant in man, and derogftnt to God.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 12.

derogate (der'o-gat), v.
; pret. and pp. dero-

gated, ppr. derogating. [< L. dcrogatus, pp. of

derogare (> It. derogare = Sp. Pg. Pr. derogar
= F. deroger), repeal part of a law, take away,
detract from, < de, from, + rogare, propose a

law, ask : see rogation. Cf . abrogate.] I. trans.

If. To destroy or impair the force and effect

of; lessen the extent, authority, etc., of.

Neither willeth he, nor may not do, any thing including
repugnance, imperfection, or that should derogate, min-
ish, or hurt his glory and his name.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 232.

By several contrary customs . . . many of those civil

and canon laws are controuled and derogated.
Sir M. Hale.

2. To detract from; abate; disparage. [Kare.]
There is none so much carried with a corrupt mind

. . . that he will derogate the praise and honour due to
so worthy an enterprise. Hooker.

3. To take away; retrench; remove (from).
[Rare.]
Just so much respect as a woman derogates from her

own sex, in whatever condition placed, . . . she deserves
to have diminished from herself on that score,

Lamb, Modern Gallantry.

II. intrans. 1. To take away a part; de-

tract; make an improper or injurious abate-
ment: v/ith from. [The word is generally used
in this sense.]
We should be injurious unto virtue itself, if we did

derogate from them whom their industry hath made great.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., ii.

The contemplation of second causes doth derogate from
our dependance upon God.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1. 7.

Queen Elizabeth answer'd, That tho' she would no way
derogatefrom her Right, yet she should be loth to endan-
ger her own security. Baker, Chronicles, p. 331.

Derostomum

2. To fall away in character or conduct ; de-

generate. [Rare.]
Would Charles X. derogate from his ancestors? Would

he be the degenerate scion of that royal line? Hazlitt.

Shall . . . man
Derogate, live for the low tastes alone,
Mean creeping cares about the animal life?

Browning, King and Book, II. 80.

= Syn. 1. Depreciate, Derogate from, etc. See decry.

derogate (der'o-gat), a. [< L. derogatus, pp.
of (Teroyare : see the verb.] Lessened in ex-

tent, estimation, character, etc.; invalidated;

degenerate; degraded; damaged. [Rare.]
The chief ruler beyng in presence, the nuthoritie of the

substitute was clerely derogate. Hall, Hen. VI., an. 10.

From her derogate body never spring
A babe to honour her ! Shak., Lear, 1. 4.

derogately (der'o-gat-li), adv. In a manner to

lessen or take from
; disparagingly.

That I should
Once name you derogately, when to sound your name
It not concern'd me. Shak., A. and C., il. 2.

derogation (der-o-ga'shon), n. [= F. deroga-
tion = Sp. derogacion = Pg. derogaqeto = It.

derogazione, < L. derogatio(n-), a partial abro-

gation of a law, < derogare, repeal a part of a

law, derogate : see derogate, v."] 1. The act of

impairing effect in whole or in part; limitation

as to extent, or restraints to operation: as, a
statute in derogation of the common law must
not be enlarged by construction.

Such a demand may not, in strictness, be in derogation
of public law. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 420.

2. The act of impairing or seeking to impair
merit, reputation, or honor ; a lessening of value
or estimation; detraction; disparagement.
What dishonor is this to God? Or what derogation is

this to heaven? Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The derogations therefore, which grow to learning from
the fortune or condition of learned men, are either in re-

spect of scarcity of means, or in respect of privateness of

life. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 25.

He counted it no derogation of his manhood to be seen
to weep. Robertson.

derogative (de-rog'a-tiv), a. [< L. as if *de-

rogatirus, < <?ero</aj-e,"derogate : see derogate, v.~]

Lessening; belittling; derogatory.
Absurdly derogative to all true nobility.

State Trials, Martinis of Argyle, an. 1661.

derogatively (de-rog'a-tiy-li),
adv. In a derog-

ative manner
; derogatorily.

derogatorily (de-rog'a-to-ri-li), adv. In a de-

tracting manner.
It is the petition of a people : I should act derogatorily

to its importance if I did not state that. Grattan.

derogatoriness (de-rog'a-to-ri-nes), )(. The

quality of being derogatory.
'

Bailey, 1727.

derogatory (de-rog'a-to-ri), a. and M. [= OF.

derogatmre, F. derogatoire = Sp. Pg. It. deroga-

torio,< LL. derogatorius, <~L. derogare: see dero-

gate, fl.] I. a. Detracting or tending to lessen

by taking something away ;
that lessens extent,

effect, estimation, etc. : with to, sometimes/row.
Derogatory from the wisdom and power of the Author

of nature. Clieyne.

His language was severely censured by some of his

brother peers as derogatory to their order.

ilacanlay, Hist. Eng., x.

Derogatory clause in a testament. See clause. = Syn.
Denreciative, discreditable, disgraceful.

Il.t . A derogatory act or statement ; a dis-

paragement. Cotgrave.

Deroptyus (de-rop'ti-us), n. [NL. (Wagler),
< Gr. oipri, neck, + KTVOV, a winnowing-shovel

or fan, < irrv-

eiv, spew out,
cast out, =
E. sjjf IP, q. v.]
A genus of
South Amer-
ican short-

tailed parrots,
having a large
erectile nu-
chal crest. D.
coronatus is

the crested
hawk - parrot,
alsocalled/iw.
Derostomidae
(der-o-stom'i-
de), n. pi.

[NL., < De-
rostomum +

-idee.'] A family of rhabdocoelous turbellari-

ans, having the mouth anterior and a dilated

pharynx.
Derostomum (de-ros'to-mum), n. [NL., < Gr.

Sipn, neck, + ar6ua, mouth.] The typical ge-

South American Hawk -parrot ( Deroptyus
accipitriHus}.



Derostomum

nus of tlio family llo-nxliHiii/lir. D. schmidli-

(iiniiii is .an example. Also Derostnma.
Oerotremata (dev-6-M'mf-t), . /,/. [NL., <

Or. KII, nook, + Ti~/iia(T-), a hole, < rtrpaivftv (^
"T/XL), bore.] A group of urodele batrachians.
They have im external EuT-tnRa. lint usually Kill-silts or
branrhi.il :t|"'i I MV-. 'lit. m.-iMll.irv anil vomerine teeth
are in sin-lf MTJ-X Thr xi. nip i* di^tiii^iii^ln-il oil the
one hand Ironi .Sir.'/*. /'/ - "-. itihl \>-< tnrtis, anti on the
other from the salainandhnes proper. Jt consists of the

genera . I m^/,iin/ni, l'>-ii/,i',li. nn<-l,u.-, and Mi->rtiItKltrui-hit*.

and corresponds to the families Cryptobranchidut and Am-
phinmidfc. Also DfratrMUh

Other (than perennihranchiatc] tTrodelanrc devoid of ex-
ternal Kills, but (as is the ease in Menoponm and Amphi-
unia) present m- two small gill-clefts on each side of
the neck, and are thence called Derotremata.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 162.

derotrematous (der-o-trem'a-tus), a. [< Dero-
trcHiata + -nun.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Derotremata.
derotreme (dor'o-trem), a. and . [< Gr. Sepn,

neck, + rpf/ua, hole.] I. a. In A mphibia, having
holes in the neck in which gills are conceal-

ed; cryptobranchiate, as an amphibian; dero-
trematous.

II. 11. One of the Derotremata.
derrick (der'ik), . [Formerly sometimes spell-
ed dcrric ; from Derrick, also written Derick, a

hangman employed at Tyburn, London, at tho

beginning of the 17th century, and often men-
tioned in contemporary plays: e. g.,

The theefe that dyes at Tyburne ... is not halfe so

dangerous ... as the Politick Bankrupt. I would there
were a Derick to hang him up too.

Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins (cd. Arber), p. 17.

He rides circuit with the devil, anil Derrick must be his

host, and Tyborne the inn at which he will light.
Tin' Bellman of London (161(1).

The name was applied to a gallows, and then
to a sort of crane. Tho name Derrick is < D.
Dierrijk, contr. Dirk, earlier Diederik, also (af-
ter G.) Dietrich = OHG. Diotrich, MHG. G.
Dietrich = AS. Tlietdric = Goth. "TMudareiks
(Latinized Tlicoiloricus, Tlicodericus), lit. chief
of the people, < thimiu (= AS. tliedd, etc.),

people, + rciks = AS. rice, chief, mighty, rich :

see Dutch and rich. The same term, -rick

appears in the proper name Frederick, and dis-

guised in Henry.] An apparatus for lifting
and moving heavy weights. It Is similar to the
crane, but dilters from It in having the boom, which cor-

responds to the jib of the crane, pivoted at the lower
end so that it muy tuko different inclinations from the

perpendicular. The weight Is suspended from the end of
the boom by ropes or chains that pass through a block at
the end of the boom and thence directly to the crab, a

winding-apparatus or motor at the foot of the post. An-
other rope connects the top of the boom with a block at
the top of the post, and thence passes to the motor be-
low. The motions of the derrick are a direct lift, n circu-
lar motion round the axis of the post, and a radial motion
within the circle described by the point of the boom.
On shipboard a derrick is a spar raised on end, with the
head steadied by guys and the heel by lashings, and hav-
ing one or more purchases depending from it to raise

heavy weights. Floating derrick, a movable derrick
erected on a special boat or vessel. Such derricks have a
single central post or support, and a horizontal Iroom sup-
ported at some elevation on the post and carrying a trav-

eling carriage which bears the block from which the load
Is suspended. Tile Ixwm is supported by stays from the
top of the post, and is also counterbalanced by means of

stays run from the opposite end of the boom to the deck
of the vessel on which the derrick is built. The lloatiug
derrick used by tho Department of Docks In New York has
a lifting capacity of 100 tons, and a clear lift of 50 feet.

derrick-car (der'tt-kkr), . A railroad-car

upon which a small derrick is mounted, used
especially for clearing the line of wrecks or
other obstructions.

derrick-crane (dt>r'ik-kran), . A crane in
which tho post is supportedby fixed stays in the
rear and the jib
is pivoted like
the boom of a
derrick, it has
the radial motion of
a derrick without
its freedom of circu-
lar motion, the trav-
el of the load heimi
limited by the fixed

stays.

derries (der'iz),
n. pi. [Prob. a
var. of dhurries,
tho Indian fab-
rics known in the
West by that

name.] A cot-

ton cloth, usual-

ly of blue and brown, or of either of these colors,
with white, made in very simple designs, such
as stripes.

derring-dot, See daring-do.

Derrick-crane.
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derring-doert, ". See darig-do<r.
derringer (der'iu-jer), n. [After tho inventor,
an American gunsmith.] A short-barreled pis-
tol of large caliber, very efficient at short range.
derry (der'i). [Kepr. Ir. doire, an oak-wood,
< ilnir (^<>n. ilnracli), daur (gen. daro), an oak,
= W. dar and dene, an oak, = Gr. <Spi>f, an oak,
orig. tree, = Goth, triu = AS. tredic, K. tree, q.

v.] A frequent element in Irish place-names :

as, Derry, Ito-rybrian, Londonderry.
The ancient name of LondoiKfcrn/ was />crn/calt;agli,

the oak-wood of Calgach. After St. Columba erected his

monastery there, in 546, it was called Cfr/7/-Colnnikille,
until James I. granted ft to a company of London mer-
chants, who named it Londonderry.

Sevtman (newspaper).

derryt, derry-downt. A meaningless refrain or
chorus in old songs.
dertht, . An obsolete form of dearth.

dertra, . Plural of dertrum.
dertron (der'tron), . Same as dertrum.
dertrotheca (der-tro-the'kft), . [NL., < Gr.

dtprpov, a vulture's beak (see dertrum), + 6f/K//,

a sheath.] In ornith., the integument of the

dertrum, however distinguished from the rest

of tho covering of the beak. It is quite dis-

tinct in some birds, as petrels.
dertrum (der'trum), >;.; pi. dertra (-tril). [NL.,
also dertron, < Gr. Aiprpov, the caul or membrane
enveloping the bowels (L. amentum), also later
used of a vulture's beak, < ic/iav, skin, flay, =
E. tear1

, q. v.] In ornith., tho extremity of the

upper mandible of a bird, in any way distin-

guished from the rest of the bill, as by the
hook in a bird of prey or a petrel, tho hard
part in a pigeon, or the nail in a duck.
dervish (der'vish), n. [Also formerly den-is, der-

vise, dervisse, derviche, darvise, etc.: = F. der-

riche, denis = Sp. Pg. derviche = It. dervis =
G. dertcisch, < Turk, derrish, Ar. darwish, < Pers.
darrish or daneish, a dervish, so called from his

profession of extreme poverty, lit. poor, indi-

gent, being equiv. to Ar. faqir, a fakir, lit.

poor, indigent : see fakir.'] A Mohammedan
monk, professing poverty, humility, and chas-

tity ; a Mohammedan fakir. There are thirty-slx or-
ders of regular dervishes, who for the most part observe
celibacy, and live in convents of not more than forty per-
sons, under the supervision of a sheik or elder. Some,
however, are permitted to marry and live with their fami-
lies, but are required to spend at least two nights of each
week in the monastery. The novitiate Is severe, and the
rules of the orders are strict. They are generally divided
into two classes, viz. : spinning or whirliny dervishes (Men-
levin) and liotdiny dervishes (Rn/au). To the violent cir-

cular dances and pirouetting of the spinning dervishes the
latter add vociferous shouting and cries to Allah. The
most important order of dervishes is that of the Mevlevis,
whose monasteries (Turkish tekye) are found at Konleh in
Asia Minor, at Constantinople, and elsewhere.

And many of these Dantiset there maintained, to look
to his Sepulchre, and to recelne the offerings of such as
come. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 308.

A small Gothic chapel ... Is now converted into a
mosque, belonging to a Mahometan convent, in which
there is only one df.rmche.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. L 28.

There were dervishes with lieards stained of a fiery-red
color, ami wearing queer conical hats, who. If they did not
regularly belong to the howling sect of Constantinople,
most decidedly showed themselves qualified for admission
to it by the fashion in which they yelled, screamed, and
groaned, exhorting me In the name of the blessed All, and
the Imams Hassan and Hussein, not forgetting Haziret
A bass, and many other holy people, to give them charity.

O'Donocan, Merv, x.

Desargues's theorem. See theorem.

desartt, . and H. An obsolete form of desert 1
.

descant (des'kant), n. [Also discant; < OF.
descant, descaunt, usually deschant, F. decliaiit

(as a historical term), descant, = Pr. desclianx,
descant, = Sp. discante= Pg. descantc= G. Dan.
Sw. diskant, descant, < ML. discantus, a part-
song, refrain, descant, < L. dis-, away, apart, +
cantus, song, a concert (see cant2 and eltanl);
or rather from the verb, ML. discantare, sing,
descant: see descant, v. The word has also been
explained as a variant (with dis-, Gr. iif-, it-,
for L. bis-) of an assumed ML. "biscantus; 'dou-

ble-song,' < L. bis-, bi-, two-, + cantus, song.]
If. In music: (a) A counterpoint added to a
given melody or cantus firmus, and usually
written above it. (6) The art of contriving
such a counterpoint, or, in general, of compos-
ing part-music. Descant was tho first stage
in the development of counterpoint; it began
about 1100. (c) In part-music, the upper part
or voice, especially the soprano or air.

He that alwayes singeth one note without drskant breed-
eth no delight. l./ily, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 137.

The merry Larke hir mat t ins sings aloft ;

The Thrush replyes ; the Mavis descant playes.
Speruer, Epithalamion. 1. 81.

descend

He ... should lien..v . . . .Mu.ild hear, as I have very often, the clear airs,
the sweet dt*canlt. I. WiiKnn, Co'mpk-te Angler, p. 26.

After the angel had told his message in plain song, the
whole chorua joined In dtxiini.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835). I. 43.

2. A varied song ;
a song or tune with various

modulations.
Late In an euen, I walked out alone,
To heare the descant of the Nightingale.

(jajtcoiyHe, Fhilomene (ed. Arber), p. 87.

Wee must have the descant you made upon our names,
ere you depart. Jlartlon, Antonio and Melllda, I., II. 1.

I hear the wood-thrush piping one mellow descant more,
Uri/anl, Waiting by the Gate.

The descant of the watch, relieved by violent cock-crows,
disturbed us all night. Harper'* May., LXI V. 643.

3. A continued discourse or series of comments
upon a subject ; a disquisition ;

comment ; re-

mark.
And look you, get a prayer-book In your hand,
And stand between two churchmen, good my lord ;

For on that ground I'll make a holv descant.

Shale., Rich. III., 111.7.

Upon this occasion . . . the disciples of Jesus In after-

ages have pleased themselves with fancies and imperfect
descants, as that he cursed this tree In mystery anu secret
Inteiidment. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1SS5), I. 289. -
But lHx>ks of jests being shown her, she could

read them well enough, and have cunning des-
cants upon them. C. Mother, Mag. Chris., vl. 7.

Descant clef, the soprano or treble clef that
Is, the ('clef when placed on the first line of the
staff. Plain, florid, double descant See
counterpoint.

descant (des-kanf), v. i. [= OF. descantcr,

deschanter, dechanter, later sometimes discanter,

sing, descant, also recant, F. ddchanter, change
one^s note, = Pr. deschantar = Sp. discantar =
Pg. descantar, chant, sing, compose or recite

verses, quaver upon an air, discourse copiously,
< ML. discantare, sing, descant, < L. dis-, apart,
+ cantarc, sing: see canft, chant, and cf. des-

cant, n. Cf. ML. discantare (> It. discantare =
OF. descanter, deschanter), disenchant, < L. dis-

priv. 4- caiitare, sing. Cf. also decantate*.] If.
In music, to run a division or variety with the

voice, on a musical ground in true measure;
sing.

Come, Philomel, that slng'st of ravishment, . . .

For burden-wise I'll hum on Tarquin still,

While thou on Tereus deicant'st better skill.

Slink., Lucrece, I. 1134.

2. To make copious and varied comments;
discourse ; remark again and again in varied

phrase ; enlarge or dwell on a matter in a va-

riety of remarks or comments about it : usu-

ally with on or upon before the subject of re-
mark: as, to descant vj>on the beauties of a

scene, or the shortness of life.

Affirming that he chased him from him. of which some
descant whether it |be| by exile or excommunication, or
some other punishment. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 151.

Thus old and young still descant on her name.
Dekker an<l Webster, Sir Thomas Wyat (ed. Hazlltt), p. 21.

A virtuous man should be pleased to find people dc*cnnt-

i,7 on Ills actions. Addison.

descanter (des-kan'ter), n. One who descants.
descant-viol (des'kant-vi'ol), n. The smallest
or treble viol; a violin: so called because it

is fitted to play the descant or upper part in
part-music.
Descartes's rule. See rule.

descemetitis (de-sem-e-ti'tis), n. [NL., < De-
scemet + -itis.] Inflammation of the membrane
of Descemet (which see, under membrane).
descend (de-send'), v. [< ME. decenden, < OF.
descendre, F. descendre = Pr. deisseiidre, dixsen-
dre = Sp. Pg. descender= It. descendere, discen-

dere, < L. descendere, pp. descensns, come down,
go down, fall, sink, < de, down, 4- scandere,
climb: see scan, scandent. Cf. ascend, conde-

scend, transcend.] I. intrans. 1. To move or

pass from a higher to a lower place; move,
come, or go downward ; fall ; sink : as. he de-

scended from the tower
;
the sun is descending.

The rain descended, and the floods came. Mat vii. 2S.

Thy glories now have touch'd the highest point,
And must descend.

Fletcher (and another), False One, v. 2.

From Cambrian wood and most
Druids descend, auxiliary of the Cross.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets. L 10.

[Bel, with holiest meditations fed,
Into himself descended. Milton. P. K., II. 111.

2. To come or go down in a hostile manner;
invade, as an enemy ; fall violently : with on.

The Grecian fleet descendiny on the town. Dryden.
And on the suitors let thy wrath descend.

Pope, Odyssejr.

8. To proceed from a source or original ; be de-
rived lineally or by transmission ; come or pass



descend

downward, as offspring in the line of genera-
tion, or as property from owner to heir.

From these our Henry lineally descends.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., HI. 3.

Another was Cardinal Pool, of a Dignity not much in-

ferior to Kings, and by his Mother descended from Kings.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 318.

To heirs unknown descends th' unguarded store,
Or wanders, heaven-directed, to the poor.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 149.

4. To pass, as from general to particular state-

ments: as, having explained the general sub-

ject, we will descend to particulars.

Omitting . . . introductions, I will descend to the de-

scription of this thrise worthy citie [Venice].

Cori/at, Crudities, 1. 199.

Historians rarely descend to those details from which
alone the real state of a community can be collected.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

5. To come down from a certain moral or so-

cial standard ;
lower or abase one's self morally

or socially: as, to descend to acts of meanness;
to descend to an inferior position; hence, to

condescend; stoop.
That your Grace would descend to command me in any

thing that might conduce to your Contentment and Ser-

vice. Houiell, Letters, I. iv. 14.

His birth and bringing vp will not suffer him to descend
to the meanes to get wealth.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Younger Brother.

6. In astron., to move to the southward, or to-

ward the south, as a star.

II. trans. To move or pass downward upon
or along; come or go down upon; pass from
the top to the bottom of: as, to descend a hill;
to descend an inclined plane.

But never tears his cheek descended.

Byron, Parisina, st. 20.

descendable (de-sen'da-bl), a. [< OF. descen-

dable, < descendre, descend: see descend and
-able.] Same as descendible.

descendant (de-sen'dant), a. and n. [< OF.
descendant, P. descendant = Sp. descendente, de-

scendiente = Pg. descendente = It. descendente,
discendente = D. G. Dan. Sw. descendent, < L.

descenden(t-)s, ppr. of descendere, descend : see

descend, descendent. The adj., not common in

either spelling, is usually spelled descendent,
after the L. : but the noun is nearly always de-

scendant. Cf. ascendant, ascendent, dependant,
dependent, etc.] I. a. See descendent.

ll. . 1. An individual proceeding from an
ancestor in any degree; issue; offspring, near
or remote.

It happeneth sometimes that the grandchild, or other

descendant, resembleth the ancestor more than the son.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 19.

As we would have our descendants judge us, so ought
we to judge our fathers. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

Are not improved steam engines or clocks the lineal de-
scendants of some existing steam engine or clock? Is
there ever a new creation in art or science any more than
in nature? A. K. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 295.

Before a cocoa-nut tree has ripened its first cluster of

nuts, the descendants of a wheat plant, supposing them
all to survive and multiply, will have become numerous
enough to occupy the whole surface of the earth.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 339.

2. In astral., the descending or western hori-
zon or cusp of the seventh house. =Syn. 1. See of-
spring.

descendent (de-seu'dent), a. and re. [The same
as descendant, conformed in spelling to the orig.
L. descenden(t-)s, ppr. of descendere, descend:
see descend, descendant.] I. a. 1. Going or

coming down; falling; sinking; descending.
There is a regress of the sap in plants from above down-

wards; and this descendent juice is that which principally
nourishes both fruit and plant. Ray, Works of Creation.

2. In )ier., flying downward and showing the
back: said of a bird used as a bearing. 3.

Proceeding or descending from
an original, as an ancestor.

More than mortal grace
Speaks thee descendent of ethereal race.

Pope.
Descendent displayed, in her., flying
downward with the wings displayed or
opened widely.

II. . See descendant.
descendentalism (de-sen-den'-

An Eagle Descen-
aent.

tal-izm), n. [< descendent + -al + -ism, after

transcendentalism.] A disposition or tendency
to depreciate or lower

; depreciation.
With all this Desctndentalism, he continues a Transcen-

dentalism no less superlative ; whereby if on the one hand
he degrade man below most animals, except those jacketedGouda cows, he on the other exalts him beyond the visible
heavens, almost to an equality with the gods.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, i. 10.

descent

descensive (de-sen'siv), a. [< ML. "descensivus

(adv. descensive), < L. descensus, pp. of descen-

dere, descend : see descend. ] Descending : tend-

ing downward ; having power to descend.

descensoryt, ' [ME., = OF. descensoire, de-

scensoir, < ML. "descensorium, prop. neut. of

LL. descensorius, descending, < L. descensus, pp.
of descendere, descend: see descend.'] A vessel

used in old chemistry in -which distillation by
descent was performed. Cliaucer.

descent (de-sent'), n. [< ME. descent, < OF. de-

scente, f., AF. also descent, m., F. descents, de-

scent, < descendre, descend: see descend. Cf.

ascent, ascend."] 1. The act of descending ; the
act of passing from a higher to a lower place by
any form of motion.

The descent of the mountaine I found more wearysome
. . . than the ascent Coryat, Crudities, I. 92.

2. A downward slope or inclination; a de-

clivity.

I see no danger yet ;
for the descent, methinks, is thus

far green, even, and easy.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 231.

Taught by the heavenly Muse to venture down
The dark descent, and up to reascend.

Milton, P. L., iii. 20.

3. A fall or decline from a higher to a lower
state or station ; declension

; degradation.
O foul descent ! that I, who erst contended
With gods to sit the highest, am now constrain 'd

Into a beast. Milton, P. L., ix. 163.

4. A sudden or hostile coming down upon a

person, thing, or place; an incursion; an inva-

sion; a sudden attack.

They feared that the French and English fleets would
make a descent upon their coasts.

Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

Ferdinand, who had already completed his preparations
in Sicily, made a descent on the southern extremity of Ca-
labria. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

In 1778 he [Paul Jones] made a descent upon Whitehaven,
in Scotland, set fire to the shipping, [and] took two forts.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

5. In law, the passing of real property to the
heir or heirs of one who dies without disposing
of it by will; transmission by succession or
inheritance

;
the hereditary devolution of real

property either to a single heir at law (com-
mon in England) or to the nearest relatives

in the same degree, whether in a descending,
ascending, or collateral line. See heir.

Jefferson . . . had taken care for the equal descent of
real estate, as well as other property, to children of both
sexes. Bancroft, Hist. Const., I. 113.

6. Genealogical extraction from an original or

progenitor ; lineage ; pedigree ; specifically, in

biol., evolution; derivation: said of species,

etc., as well as of individuals.

Trust me, Clara Vere de Vere,
From yon blue heavens above us bent

The gardener Adam and his wife
Smile at the claims of long descent.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

The researches of Professor Marsh into the paleontology
of the horse have established beyond question the descent
of the genus equus from a five-toed mammal not larger
than a pig, and somewhat resembling a tapir.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 366.

7f. A generation ;
a single degree in the scale

of genealogy, traced from the common ancestor.

No man living is a thousand descents removed from Adam
himself. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

From son to son, some four or five descents.

Shak., All's Well, iii. 7.

8f. Offspring ;
issue

;
descendants collectively.

If care of our descent perplex us most,
Which must be born to certain woe.

Milton, P. L., X. 979.

9f. A rank
;
a step or degree.

Infinite descents
Beneath what other creatures are to thee.

Milton, P. L., viii. 410.

There were about forty-three degrees of seats, and eleven
descents down from the top [of the theater], which are two
feet wide, and the uppermost are about fifty-five feet

apart ; those descents are made by dividing eat-h seat into
two steps. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 73.

10f. The lowest place.
From the extremest upward of thy head,
To the descent and dust beneath thy feet.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

11. pi. In fort., a hole, vault, or hollow place
made by undermining the ground. 12. In

music, a passing from a higher to a lower pitch,
descensional (de-sen'shon-al), a. [< descen- 13. In logic, an inference from a proposition
sion + -al.] Of or pertaining to descension or containing a higher term to a proposition con-

taining a lower term. This is also called arguitire

descent, in opposition to divisive descent, which is a prop-
osition dividing a genus into its species. Angle Of de-
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descendentalist (de-sen-den'tal-ist), n. [< de-

scendent + -al + -ist.] One given to descenden-

talism; a depreciator: as, "a respectable de-

scendentalist. Harper's Mag., LXV. 579.

descender (de-sen'der), M. 1. One who de-

scends. 2. That which descends, as a de-

scending letter (which see, under descending).

descendibility (de-sen-di-bil'i-ti), n. [< de-

scendible: see -bitity.] The quality of being
descendible, or capable of being transmitted
from ancestors : as, the descendibility of an es-

tate or of a crown.
descendible (de-sen'di-bl), a. [< descend +
-ible.] 1. Capable of being descended with

safety or comparative ease ;
that permits of a

safe downward passage : as, a descendible hill.

2. That can descend from an ancestor to a

descendant; capable of being transmitted, as
from father to son : as, a descendible estate.

There are some who . . . [assert that] the Benefices,
which at first were held for life, became at last descendi-
ble from father to son.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 132.

Also spelled descendable.

descending (de-sen'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of de-

scend, v.] 1. Moving or directed downward;
characterized by downward direction.

He cleft his head with one descending blow. Dryden.

Specifically (o) In bot., turned downward : as, a descend-

ing ovule ; the descending axis of a plant, the root, in dis-

tinction from the stem or ascending axis. (6) In entom.,
sloping steeply from the surface behind ; directed oblique-
ly downward or toward the ventral surface of the body :

as, the rostrum of a weevil with descending scrobes. (c)
In her., having the head turned toward the base of the
shield : said of an animal used as a bearing.

2. Characterized by descent or decrease as re-

gards the value or importance of its constituent
members

; indicating a continued lowering as

regards position, value, or importance: as, a
descending scale or series Descending axis. See
oxtsi, 8. Descending letters, in type-founding, letters
with a long stem that descends below the line, &sg,j,p,q,y.
Descending node, the point at which a planet passes

from the north to the south side of the ecliptic or of the

equator. Descending rhytlim, in pros., a rhythm com-
posed of feet in which the metrically unaccented part,
commonly known as the thesis, follows the metrically
accented part, commonly known as the arsis: so called
because the voice is regarded as rising on the first and
falling on the second part of each foot. According to the
ancient mode of pronunciation, however, the first part of
such feet took the stress, and the second not, regardless
of pitch. The trochee (-^ >-), dactyl (-

v
), Ionic a ma-

jore (- *< *), first pseon (-
^ ^ ~), and antibacchius

(-L ^) form cola or verses with descending rhythm, in
contrast with the iambus (-< *), anapest (~ ~ -9, Ionic a
minore (^ w ^ ), fourth pseon (~ ^ ^ -*), and Bacchius
(^ -*

), which form series or lines with ascending rhythm.
Descending series, in math., a series in which each

term is numerically less than that preceding it ; also, an
infinite series in descending powers of the variable that
is, a series of the form a + bx 1 + ex 2 +, etc.

descenset (de-sens'), n. [< OF. descense, de-

scence, f., descens, m., = Sp. Pg. descenso, < L.

descensus, a going down, descent, < descendere,
pp. descensus, descend: see descend.'] Descent.

A Reioynder to Doctor Hil concerning the Descense of
Christ into Hell. By Alexander Hume Maister of Artes.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), Pref., ix.

descension (de-sen'shon), n. [Formerly also

descention; < ME. descencioun, < OF. descension,

descention, F. descension = Sp. descension= Pg.
descensao = It. descensione, < L. descensio(n-), <

descendere, pp. descensus, descend: see descend.]
1. The act of going down or downward; de-

scent, either literal or figurative.
In Christ's descension, we are to consider both the place

from which it did commence, and the place to which ft did

proceed. South, Works, VII. i.

2. A falling or precipitation; fall; declension.

Whatsoever is dishonourable hath a base descention, and
sinks beneath hell.

Middleton, Sir R. Sherley Sent Ambassador.

3f. In old chem., the deposition or precipitation
of the essential juice dissolved from the dis-
tilled matter. See distillation by descent, un-
der descent. 4. In old astron., negative ascen-

sion, the angular amount by which the projec-
tion of a star from the pole upon the equinoc-
tial is below some horizon. If this horizon passes
through the poles and equinoctial points, the angle is

called right descension ; if the horizon passes through the
equinoctial points but not through the poles, the angle is

called oblique descension.

The lord of the assendent sey they that he is fortunat,
whan he is in god place, . . . and that he be nat retrograd,
. . . ne that he be nat in his descencioun, ne ioigned with
no planete in his descencioun. Chaucer.

descent Descensional difference*, in oldastron., the
difference between the right and the oblique descension of
the same star or point of the heavens.



descent

scent. " "/;(/:. Collateral descent, descent from a

collateral relative, as frnm hrolher or sister, uncle or aunt.

Descent cast, in/<i"'
T
the de volution of all estate in land

upon the heir ill Ihi- ileutll of the ancestor or possessor;
descent whii-li Inn apparently taken effect. The up. -i i:tl

siiiliillraih e of the term, a.s contrasted with i/csiviif, is in

its ii-' lo depilate the devolution of an estate of inherit-

:in rl;iini< d liy the heirs of a wrongful |K>.ssessor. While
the wrongful |H>sses.sor lived, the rightful owner coulil

enter :e-;iiji-t him. Alter his death, the right of entry
was tmid to lie tolled, or taken away, because not allnualtle

after descent ciwt. Descent of bodies, in mrch., their

motion or tendency toward the center of the earth, either

directly or obliquely alon^ inclined planes or curves. The
curve of swiftc.,1 descent is the cycloid. Descent Of

BOUlS, the supposed entrance of preexistent souls into

their bodies. Descents Into the ditch, cuts and exca-

vations made by means of saps in the counterscarp beneath
the covered way. WiUtelm, Mil. Diet.- Distillation by
descent, in '"'-' them., a mode of distillation in which the
fire was applied at the top and around the vessel, hose

orifice was at the bottom, by which means the vapors were
made to distil downward. In descent, in her., in the act

or attitude of descending : thus, a lion I'M descent ia one rep-
resented with tlie hind legs in one corner of the chief,
and t In- head and fore paws in the diagonally opposite
corner of the base. Lineal descent, descent from father
to son, through successive generations. = Syn. 2. Gradient,
grade. 3. Debasement. 4. Foray, raid. 6. Generation,
parentage, derivation.

descloizite (da-cloi'zit), n. [After A. L. O.

l)m_ Cliii-ciinx, a, French mineralogist (born
1S17).] A rare vauadate of lead and zinc, oc-

curring in small black or dark-brown crystals.
It is related in form and composition to the copper phos-
phate liiiei nenii .. and is found in the Argentine Republic,
:>IH| in various localities in Arizona and New Mexico.

describable (des-kri'ba-bl), a. [< describe +
-able.] That may be" described; capable of

description.

Keith has reckoned up in the human body four hundred
and forty-six muscles, dissectible and describable.

Palty, Nat. Theol., Ix.

describe (des-krlV), r.
; pret. and pp. described,

ppr. describing. [Earlier descrire (the form
describe being a reversion to the L. form), < ME.
descriven, descreven (see descrive), < OF. de-

scrivre, contr. descrire, F. decrire = Pr. de-

scriure = Sp. describir = Pg. descrever = It. de-

scrivere, < L. describere, copy off, transcribe,
sketch off, describe in painting or writing, < de,

off, + scribere, write: see scribe and snn're.j

1. trans. 1. To delineate or mark the form or

figure of ;
trace out

;
outline : as, to describe a

circle with the compasses.
lie that would hane a sight of these things, let him re-

sort to Thomaso Porcacchi his ! iincrali Antichi, where
these things are not only discoursed in words, but de-

tcribed in artificial! pictures. I'wchas, Pilgrimage, p. 396.

2. To form or trace by motion : as, a star de-

scribes an ellipse in the heavens.

The bucket, which was a substitute for the earth, de-

scribing a circular orbit round about the globular head
and ruby visage of Professor Von Poddlngcoft, which
formed no bad representation of the sun.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 39.

3f. To write down ;
inscribe.

His name was dexcribed in the book of life.

Je r. Taylor, Works (cd. 1835), I. 262.

4. To represent orally or by writing ; portray
in words ; give an account of : as, to describe

a person or a scene
;
to describe a battle.

Similes are like songs in love :

They much describe ; they nothing prove.
Prior, Alma, ill.

There are no hooks which I more delight in than in

travels, especially those that tlfsn ->>>' remote countries.

Addison, Frozen Words.

6f. To distribute into classes or divisions; di-

vide for representation.
The men went and passed through the laud, and de-

scribed it by cities into seven part* in a book.
Josh, xviii. 9.

=
Syn. 4. Describe, Narrate, portray, explain. Describe

applies primarily to what exist* space, and by extension
to hut nivtii - time, hut mirrittf applies only to the lat-

ter : as, to describe a view, a race, or a siege ; to narrate
an experience or a history. Describe implies often the
vividness of personal observation; narrate is more appli-
cable to long series of events. A single narrative may
contain many descriptions of separate events.

He Is described as a mighty warrior, wielding preter-
natural powers. N. A. Ken., CXL. 832.

Illustrating the events which they narrated by the

philosophy of a more enlightened age.

Macaulay, History.

II. intrans. To make descriptions; use the

power of describing.
describent (des-kri

;

bent), n. [< L. dcseribcn(t-)s,

ppr. of di-ncrib<rc, describe: see describe.] In

;/''!., the line or surface from the motion of
which a surface or a solid is supposed to be gen-
erated or described.

dftiCrfber (des-kri'ber), . One who describes
or depicts by words or signs.
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Seven of these stones [of the burnt pillar) now remain,
though an exact dencriber of Constantinople says there

were eight. /'..;.<, IX-.M ription of the rust, II. II. 131.

Our chronicler (the author of the book of Genesis) does
not profess to be a zoologist, but only an observer and
descritier of a passing scein

Boardman, Creative Week, p. 1 57.

deserter (des-kri'er), n. [< descry + -crl.]

One who discovers or comes in sight of; a dis-

coverer; a detector.

Streams closely sliding, erring in and out.

But seeming pleasant to the fond descrier.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 2.

description (des-krip'shou), n. [< ME. de-

scription, description!!, < OF. description, de-

scription, descrition.descrision, F. description =
Sp. description = Pg. dcscripcSo = It. descri-

-i(c, < L. descriptio(n-), a marking out, de-

lineation, copy, transcript, representation, de-

scription, < describere, pp. descriptus, describe :

see (k'scribe.] 1. The act of delineating or de-

picting; representation by visible lines, marks,

colors, etc.

The description is either of the earth and water both

together, and it is done by circles, or of the water con-
sidered by Itself ; and is not so much a description of that,
as of the mariner's course upon it, or to show the way of

a ship upon the sea. J. Gregory, Posthuma, p. 257.

2. The act of representing a thing by words
or signs, or the account or writing containing
such representation ; a statement designed to

make known the appearance, nature, attri-

butes, accidents, or incidents of anything: as,

a description of a house or of a battle.

The seventh species of Imperfect definition consists of

a coacervation or heaping up of circumstances and com-
mon adjuncts. And this is properly a description; al-

though use has now obtained that every imperfect defini-

tion be called a descriptwn. For example : Man is a two-
footed animal uncovered with hair or feathers, of an erect

countenance, and endued with hands: which formula of
definition is used by historians and poets in the description
of persons, facts, places, and the like singular tilings.

Buryergdiciux, tr. by a Gentleman.

The poet makes a most excellent description of it.

Shot., Hen. V., ill. .

For her own person,
It beggar'd all description. Shot., A. and ('., II. 2.

Milton has fine descriptions of morning. D. Webster.

Firdusi's . . . great work abounds throughout In bold
and animated descriptions, and in certain portions rises

to the highest sublimity. A'. A. Ken., CXL. 332.

3. The qualities expressed in a representation ;

the combination of qualities which go to con-
stitute a class or an individual, and would be
mentioned in describing it

; hence, a variety ;

sort; kind.

Double six thousand, and treble that,
Before a friend of this description
Shall lose a hair through Bassanio's fault

Shot., M. of V., III. 2.

The plates were all of the meanest description.
Macaulay.

He had received from Shelley, as a token of remem*
brance, the manuscript of three tales. . . . "They were
of a very wild and romantic description," he adds,

" but
full of energy." E. Doinden, Shelley, I. 94.

The entertainment is said by the press throughout the

country to be of the most interesting description.

Washington Chronicle.

Organic description of curves. See curve. =8yn. 2.

Relation, narrative, etc. (see account), delineation, por-
trayal, sketch. 3. Sort, cast, quality,

descriptive (des-krip'tiv), a. [= F. descrintif
= Sp. Pg. descriptifo = It. descrittii'o, < LL.
descriptirus, < L. descriptus, pp. of describere,
describe: see describe.] Containing descrip-
tion ; serving or aiming to describe

; having the

quality of representing: as, a descriptive dia-

gram; a descriptive narration.

Descriptive names of honour, . . . arising during early
militancy, become in some cases official names.

a. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 400.

Descriptive anatomy, anthropology, astronomy.
.See the nouns. Descriptive bOOk("'M.), arecord-book
of a military company, containing descriptive lists of its

men, also generally a record of the officers who have served
with it. Descriptive botany. See botany. Descrip-
tive definition, in logic. See definition. Descriptive
geography, geometry, etc. See the nouns. Descrip-
tive list, (a) Naval, a report or return made out when
men in the United States naval service are discharged,
or transferred from one tship to another. In it are noted
the previous service and a personal description of each
man. (6) Milit., a short military history of each enlisted

man, with a description of his person, and an abstract
of his account with the government. II*. S.) Descrip-
tive muster-roll, see, iutrr-ruU. Descriptive (op-
posed to metrical) property or proposition, in geom.,
usually denned to oe a property or proposition which
can be stated without Introducing the idea of magni-
tude. But it would be better to say that it is a property
or proj)i^ili"ii which relates to the incidence or coinci-

dence of points, lines, and other geometrical elements, in

general, or that it is one which does not depend upon the

particular system of measurement adopted. Thus, the

desecrate

proposition that two triangles are eimal if a side and two
of the one arc equal to the i in-responding side and

angles oi the other, may be regarded as d -< i iptive ; while
tii, proportion [hat through any jroint in space a single

parallel to a given line can be drawn, is indisputably met-

rical, not descriptive.

\Ve have in the plane a special line, the line Infinity;
and on this line two special (imaginary) points, the circu-

lar points at inhnity. A geometrical theorem has either

no relation to the sjiecial line and points, and it is then

descriptive ; or it has a relation to them, and It is then
metrical. Salmon.

descriptively (des-krip'tiv-li), adv. By de-

scription; so as to delineate or represent.

descriptiveness (des-krip'tiv-nes), n. The
character or quality of being descriptive.
descrive (des-kriv ), t>. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

scrired, ppr. datcriring. [< ME. descriren, de-

screcen, < OF. descrivre, < L. describere, describe :

see describe, which has taken the place in E. of

the older descrive.] To describe. [Old Eng.
and Scotch.]

Thenne cam Oouetyse, Ich can nat hym diteryue,
So hongerllche and so holwe.

Piers Plowman (C), vll. 198.

How shall fraylo pen descrire her heavenly face?

Sjie liter, F. Q., II. III. 25.

Let me fair nature's face describe.

Burns, To William Simpson.

descry (des-kri'), v. t.; pret. and pp. descried,

ppr. descrying. [< ME. descryen, discryen, <

OF. descrier, decryer, proclaim, announce, cry,v/r * i"-*ti"i, uecryvrj piucitniii, unii LUC, u/j
< des-, de-, + crier, cry : see cry, and cf . decry.
The word seems to have been partly confused
in ME. with descrire, q. v.] If. To proclaim;
announce; make known.

Harowdes [heralds] of annes than they went
For to dyscrye thys turnament
In eche iondys sende. Sir Eylamour, 1. 1177.

And senne we on this wise
Sehall his counsaile discrie,
Itt nedls we vs avise,
That we saye nojt sercly.

York Plays, p. 480.

He would to him descrie

Great treason to him meant.
Spenser, V. Q., VI. vll. 12.

His Purple Robe he had thrown aside, lest it should

descry him, unwilling to be found. Milton, Hist. Eng., II.

2. To detect; find out; discover (anything con-

cealed).
Of the king they got a sight after dinner In a gallery,

and of the queen-mother at her own table ; In neither

place descriied, no, not by Cadinet, who had teen lately
ambassador in England. Sir //. Wottun.

When she saw herself descried, she wept
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 447.

3f. To spy out
; explore ;

examine by observa-
tion.

The house of Joseph sent to descry Beth-el.

Judges I. 23.

It is the soul that sees ; the outward eyes
Present the object, but the mind descries.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 211.

4. To discover by vision ; get a sight of; make
out by looking: as, the lookout descried land.

I descry
Figures of men that crouch and creep unheard,
And bear away the dead. Bryant, The Fountain.

But, on the horizon's verge descried,

Hangs, touch 'd with light, one snowy sail !

M. Arnold, .stanzas composed at Carnac.

Cannot memory still descry the old school -house and Its

porch, somewhat hacked by jack-knives, where you spun
tops and snapped marbles? Kinerson, Works and Days.

There are Albanian or Dalmatian heights from which it

is said that, In unusually favourable weather, the Oarga-
nian peninsula may be descried.

X. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 316.

descryt (des-kri'), . [<dfscry, .] Discovery;
something discovered. [Kare.]

Edg. But, by your favour.
How near's the other army t

Gent. Near, and on speedy foot ; the main dcrcry
Stands on the hourly thought. Shot:., Lear, IT. 6.

desecrate (des'e-krat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. dese-

crated, ppr. desecrating. [< L. as if "desecratus,

pp. of *desecrare (> It. distiucrare, dissagrare =
OF. F. dessacrer), desecrate, < de- priv. + sa-

crare, make sacred, < sacer, sacred: see sacred;
formed as the opposite of consecrate. There is

a rare LL. desecrare, desacrare, with the posi-
tive sense '

consecrate,' < L. de- intensive +
sacrare, make sacred.] To divest of sacred or

hallowed character or office; divert from a sa-

cred purpose or appropriation ;
treat with sacri-

lege; profane; pollute.
The Russian clergy cannot suffer corporal punishment

without being previously desecrated. Toote.

Why should we desecrate noble and beautiful souls by
intruding on them? Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 192.



desecrate

There is a great friars' church on this side too, the dese-

crated church of Saint Francis.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 16.

As for the material universe, that lias long been almost

completely desecrated, so that sympathy, communion with
the forms of Nature, is pretty well conlined to |>oets, and
is generally supposed to be an amiable madness in them.

J. 11. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 48.

desecrater (des'e-kra-ter), n. One who dese-
crates. Also desecrator.

Man, the desecrater of the forest temple.
Harper's Mag., LXV. 74.

desecration (des-e-kra'shqn), . [< desecrate:
see -ation.~] The act of diverting from a hal-

lowed purpose or use
; deprivation of a sacred

character or office
; sacrilegious or profane

treatment or use.

Various profanations of the Sabbath have of late years
been evidently gaining ground among us so as to threaten
a gradual desecration of that holy day.

Bp. Porteous, Profanation of the Lord's Day.
= Syn. Sacrilege, etc. See profanation.

desecrator (des'e-kra-tor), n. Same as dese-

crater.

The tide of emotion [in Burke's breast] . . . filled to
the brim the cup of prophetic anger against the dese-
crators of the church and the monarchy of France.

J. Morley, Burke, p. 129.

desegmentation (de-seg-men-ta'shon), . [<
de- priv. + segment + -ation.] The process or
result of uniting several segments of the body
in one

;
the concrescence of several originally

distinct metameric segments into one compo-
site segment; the state or quality of not being
segmented. Thus, the thorax of an insect, or the cara-

pace of a lobster, or the cranium of a vertebrate, is a de-

segmentation of several segments.

A number of metameres may be united to form larger
segments in which the separate metameres lose their in-

dividuality. . . . This state of things results iu a dcseg-
mentation of the body.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 228.

desegmented (de-seg'men-ted), a. [< de- priv.+ segment + -e(fi.~\ Exhibiting or characterized

by desegmentation ; coalesced, as two or more
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desert 1

serter = P'r. Sp. Pg. dcscrtar = It. de'sertare,
disertare = D. deserteren = G. desertiren = Dan.
deserters= Sw. desertcra, < ML. desertare, desert

(also lay waste), freq. of L. deserere, pp. dcser-

tus, desert, abandon, forsake, lit. undo one's
connection with, < dc- priv. + serere, join, bind :

see series.'] I. trans. 1. To abandon, either in
a good or a bad sense; forsake

; hence, to cast
off or prove recreant to: as, to desert a falling
house

;
a deserted village ;

to desert a friend or
a cause.

Deserted at his utmost need
By those his former bounty fed.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast, 1. 80.

On one occasion he [Cervantes] attempted to escape by
land to Oran, a Spanish settlement on the coast, but was
deserted by his guide and compelled to return.

Sumner, Orations, I. 238.

Amidst an ancient cypress wood,
A long-dexerted ruined castle stood.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 324.

2. To leave without permission ; forsake
;
es-

cape from, as the service in which one is en-
gaged, in violation of duty : as, to desert an
army ;

to desert one's colors
;
to desert a ship.

Not one common soldier or common sailor is known to
have deserted his nag. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 149.

To desert the diet, in Scots criminal law, to abandon
proceedings in the particular libel in virtue of which a
panel has been brought into court. =Syn. Desert, Aban-
don, etc. (see forsake) ; to quit, vacate, depart from, run
away from. See list under abandon.
H. intrans. To quit a service or post without

permission ; run away : as, to desert from the
army.
The poor fellow had deserted, and was now afraid of be-

ing overtaken and carried back. Goldsmith, Essays.
Must I shoot a simple-minded soldier boy who deserts

while I must not touch a hair of a wily agitator who in-
duces him to desert >

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 359.

desert1
(dez'ert), a. and n. [Earlier often de-

sart; < ME. desert, deserte, dezert, desart, deserd,
diserd(on\y as noun), < OF. desert, dessert, de-
sert, P. desert, desert (as a noun, OF. desert
F. desert, m., OF. deserte, f., a desert), = Pr!
desert = Sp. desierto = Pg. deserto = It. deserto,
diserto, < L. desertns, deserted, solitary, waste
(neut. desertum, pi. deserta, a desert), pp. of de-
serere, desert, abandon, forsake : see desert*, t>.]La. 1. Deserted; uncultivated; waste; bar-
ren; uninhabited.
He found him in a desert land, and in the waste howling

lerness.
r>eut ^^^ 10

Stray all ye Flocks, and desart be ye Plains.

Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

Amidst thy desert walks the lapwing flies.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., I. 45.

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Gray, Elegy.

2. Pertaining to or belonging to a desert
;
in-

habiting a desert: as, the desert folk Desert
lands, in the land law of the United States, lands which
in their existing condition are unfit for cultivation, and
are sold on easy terms on condition of being made culti-

vable within a certain period.

II. n. A desert place or region ;
a waste

;
a

wilderness ; specifically, in gcog., a region of

considerable extent which is almost if not quite
destitute of vegetation, and hence uninhab-

ited, chiefly on account of an insufficient sup-
ply of rain : as, the desert of Sahara; the Great
American Desert. The presence of large quantities of
movable sand on the surface adds to the desert character
of a region. The word is chiefly and almost exclusively used
with reference to certain regions in Arabia and northern
Africa and others lying in central Asia. (See stepi>e.) The
only region in North America to which the word is applied
is the Great American Desert, a tract of country south and
west of Great Salt Lake, once occupied by the waters of that
lake when theyextended over a much larger area than theynow occupy. The name Great American Desert was ori-

finally
given to the unexplored region lying beyond the

lississippi, without any special designation of its lim-
its. Colonel Dodge, U. S. A., says in "The Plains of the
Great West" (1877):

" When I was a schoolboy my map of
the United States showed between the Missouri River and
the Rocky Mountains a long and broad white blotch, upon
which was printed in small capitals

' The Great American
Desert Unexplored.' . . . What was then regarded as a
desert supports, in some portions, thriving populations."
In Fremont's report the Great Basin is frequently spoken
of as "the Desert.

"
It is also called the Great Desert Baeitt.

Than the! seven the Pilgrimes of here Vitaylle, for to

passe with the Desertes, toward Surrye [Syria],

Mandeville, Travels, p. 63.

One simile that solitary shines
In the dry desert of a thousand lines.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 111.

Oh t that the desert were my dwelling-place,
With one fair spirit for my minister.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 177.

= Syn. Wilderness, Desert. Strictly, awiMernmisawild,
unreclaimed region, uninhabited and uncultivated, while
a desert is largely uncultivable and uninhabitable owing
to lack of moisture. A wilderiiess may be full of luxuriant
vegetation. In a great majority of the places where desert
occurs in the authorized version of the Bible, the revised
version changes it to wilderness.

A pathless u'ildcrness remains
Yet unsubdued by man's reclaiming hand.

Shelley, Queen Mab, ix.

Look to America. Two centuries ago it was a wilderness
of buffaloes and wolves. Macaulay, Speech, 1846.

A patch of sand is unpleasing ; a desert, has all the awe
of ocean. Lowell, Amung my Books, 1st ser., p. 318.

desert2 (de-zerf), n. [< ME. deserte, desert, dis-

sert, < OF. deserte, desscrtc, merit, recompense,
< deservir, desservir, deserve: see deserve."] 1.
A deserving ;

that which makes one deserving
of reward or punishment; merit or demerit;
good conferred, or evil inflicted, which merits
an equivalent return : as, to reward or punish
men according to their deserts. [When used abso-
lutely, without contrary indication, the word always has
a good sense. ]

A rare Example, where Desert in the Subject, and Re-
ward in the Prince, strive which should be the greater.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 124.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art :

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., 1. 560.

By what accident it matters not, nor upon what desert,
but just then . . . I had obtained a very considerable de-

gree of public confidence. Burke, To a Noble Lord.

Material good has its tax, and if it came without desert
or sweat, it has no root in me, and the next wind will blow
it away. Emerson, Compensation.

2. That which is deserved
;
reward or penalty

merited.

God of his grace graunte ech mane his deserte ;

But, for his love, a-mong your thoughtis alle
As think vp-on my wofulle sorowe smerte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 65.

Render to them their desert. Ps. xxviii. 4.

Those that are able of body and mind he leaves to their
deserts. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 18.

= Syn. 1. Desert, Merit, Worth. Desert expresses most
and worth least of the thought or expectation of reward.
None of them suggests an actual claim. He is a man
of great worth or excellence; intellectual worth; moral
worth ; the merits of the piece are small ; he is not likely
to get his deserts.

When I compare myself with other men, it seems as if

I were more favored by the gods than they, beyond any
deserts that I am conscious of. Thoreau, Walden, p. 143.

A Roman soldier was allowed to plead the merit of his
services for his dismission at such an age.

Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

Old letters breathing of her worth.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

desert-snake

desert3,
. See dessert.

desert-chough (dez'ert-chuf), n. A bird of the

genus 1'oiloces.

desertedness (de-zi-r'ted-nes), n. The state of

being deserted, uninhabited, or desolate.

It is this metaphysical desertednrss and loneliness of the

great works of architecture :uid sculpture that deposits a
certain weight upon the heart.

//. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 62.

deserter (de-zer'ter), n. [< desert1
, v., + -er*.

Cf . D. G. dcserteur = Dan. Sw. desertor, < F. de-

serteur = Sp. Pg. desertor = It. desertore, di-

sertorc, < L. desertor, a deserter, < deserere, pp.
desertus, desert: see desert^, u.] A person who
forsakes his cause, his duty, his party, or his
friends

; particularly, a soldier or seaman who
absents himself from his position without leave,
and without the intention of returning.
A deserter, who came out of the citadel, says the garri-

son is brought to the utmost capacity. Tatler, No. 59.

Thou, false guardian of a charge too good,
Thou, mean deserter of thy brother's blood !

Pope, Elegy on an Unfortunate Lady, 1. 30.

desert-falcon (dez'ert-fa'kn), n. One of sev-
eral large true falcons inhabiting deserts and
prairies of various parts of the world, some-
times grouped in a subgenus Genncea. They are

closely related to the peregrines, but share the dull gray-
ish or brownish coloration which characterizes many birds
of arid open regions. The well-known lanner of the old
world and the prairie-falcon of western North America,
Falco mexicanus or t'. polyagm*, are examples.

desertful (de-zert'ful), a. [< deserfl + -fill, 1.]
Ofgreat desert; meritorious; deserving. [Bare.]

When any object of desertful pity
Olfers itself.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, iv. 1.

Therein
He shows himself desertful of his happiness.

Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 1.

desertfullyt (de-zert'ful-i), adv. Deservedly.
Upon this occasion, Aristotle (and very d?.*?rtfnUy) call-

eth the common-wealth of the Massilians oligarchia and
not aristocrateia. Time's Storehouse, p. 58.

desertion (de-zer'shon), n. [= F. desertion =
Sp. desertion = Pg. desergao = It. deserzione, <

LL. desertio(n-), < L. deserere, pp. desertns, de-
sert: see desert*, t>.] 1. The act of forsaking or

abandoning, as a party, a friend, a cause, or the

post of duty ;
the act of quitting without leave,

and with an intention not to return.

In an evil hour for his fame and fortunes he [Fox] . . .

abandoned his connection with Pitt, who never forgave
this desertion. JIamulay, William Pitt.

2. The state of being deserted or forsaken.

[Rare.]
The desertion in which we lived, the simple benches,

the unhewn rafters, the naked walls, all told me what it

was I had done. Godwin, St. Leon, I. 211.

3. The state of being forsaken by God; spiri-
tual despondency. [Not now in use.]

Christ hears and sympathizes with the spiritual agonies
of a soul under desertion, or the pressures of some sting-
ing affliction. South.

4. In law, a wilful abandonment of an employ-
ment or a duty, in violation of a legal or moral

obligation. Bigelow, Ch. J. in the law of divorce,
the wilful withdrawal of one of the married parties from
the other, or the voluntary refusal of one to renew a sus-

pended cohabitation, without justification in either the
consent or the wrongful conduct of the other. Bishop.
Desertion of the diet, in Scots law, the abandoning ju-
dicially, in a criminal process, of proceedings on the par-
ticular libel in virtue of which a panel has been brought
into court.

desertless (de-zert'les), a. [< desert^ + -less.]
Without merit or claim to favor or reward ; un-

deserving.
I was only wond'ring why Fools, Rascals, and desertless

Wretches shou'd still have the better of Men of Merit
with all Women, as much as with their own common Mis-
tress, Fortune. Wijcherley, Plain Dealer, iv. 1.

desertlessly (de-zert'les-li), adv. Undeserv-
edly. [Rare.]

People will call you valiant desertlessly, I think ; yet,
for then? satisfaction, I will have you fight with me.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 2.

desertnesst (dez'ert-nes), n. [< deserfl, a., +
-ness.] Desert state or condition.

The desertncs* of the countrey lying waste & saluage did

nothing feare them from coming to him.
J. Mall, On Luke v.

desertricet (de-zer'tris), n. [< LL. ilesertrix

(desertric-), fern, of L. desertor, a deserter: see

deserter.] A female who deserts.

Cleave to a wife and let her be a wife, let her be a meet
help, a solace, not a nothing, not an adversary, not a de-
sertrice. Hilton, Tetrachordon.

desert-snake (dez'ert-snak), . A colubrifonn

serpent of the family PsammopMdce (or sub-



desert-snake

family l'xniino/>!iin<t' of the family Colubridff);

deserve (il<j-/.'Tv'), '.
; pret. and pp. deserved,

ppr. ili-.ti I'litiij. |< Ml 1

). ilinm<ii,iti;i}<erven,di8-

xcrci'ii, < OF. iliwrrii; ilrswrrir, deserve, < L.

deticrrire, servo devotedly, be devoted to, ML.
deserve, < rf?- intensive + sernirc, serve: see

MTM. <T. (//.v.vcn-e.] I. (ran*. 1. To merit; be

worthy of; iucui-, as something either desirable

or undesirable, on account of good or bad quali-
ties or actions; more especially, to have a just
cluim or right to, in return for services or meri-

torious actions
;
be justly entitled to, as wages

or a prize.
We deserve God's (trace no more than the vessel doth

deserve the water which is put into it.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

Ood exacteth of tliee less than thine iniquity deseneth.
Job xl. 6.

"Tis not in mortals to command success ;

But we'll do more, Sempronlus; we'll detent it.

Addison, Cato, 1. 2.

2f. To serve or treat well
;
benefit.

A man that hath so well deserved me. Masringer.

3f. To repay by service ;
return an equivalent

for (service rendered).
Thou hast BO moche don fur me,

That I nemay It nevere more deserve.

Chaucer, Trollus, iii. S87.

4f. To require ; demand the attention of.

I mention your noble brother, who is gone to Cleave,
not to return till toward* Christmas, except the business

deserve him not so long. Dimne, Letters, Ixxxvi.

II. in trans. To merit; be worthy or deserv-

ing: as, he deserves well of his country.

Those they honoured, as having power to work or cease,
as men deserved of them. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

deservedly (de-z6r'ved-li), adv. Justly; ac-

cording to desert, whether of good or evil.

God s Judgment had deservedly fallen down upon him
for his Blasphemies. Uotcell, Letters, I. v. 11.

A man deservedly cuts himself off from the affections of

that community which lie endeavours to subvert. Addition.

deserver (de-zer'ver), n. One who deserves or

merits; one' who is worthy: used generally in

a good sense.

Whose love is never Hnk'd to the deseroer,
'Till his deserts are passt. Shak., A. and C., I. '.

deserving (de-zer'ving), n. [ME. deserving;
verbal n. of deserve, . j The act of meriting ;

desert; merit or demerit.

Ye ... have done unto him according to the deserving
of his hands. Judges ix. 16.

All friends shall taste

The wages of their virtue, and all foes

The cup of their deserving*. Shale., Lear, v. 8.

He had been a person of great deserving! from the re-

public. Swrift, Nobles and Commons, ii.

deserving (de-zer'ving), p. a. [Ppr. of deserve,

v.] Worthy of reward or praise ; meritorious;
possessed of good qualities that entitle to ap-
probation : as, a deserving officer.

Cnurts are the places where best manners flourish,
Where the deserving ought to rise. Otway.

deservlngly (de-zer'ving-li), adv. Meritori-

ously; witn just desert.

We have raised Scjiinns from obscure and almost un-
known gentry to the highest and most conspicuous point
of greatness ; and we hope deservingly.

B. Jonson, Sejauus.

deshabille, n. See dishabille.

Deshler's salve. See salve.

deshonourt, and v. See dishonor.

desiccant (des'i-kant), a. and n. [< L. desic-

cdn(t-)s, ppr. of desiccare, dry up: see desiccate.]

I. a. Drying; desiccating.
H. . A medicine or an application that dries

the surface to which it is applied.
We endeavour by moderate detergents it desiccants to

cleanse and dry the diseased parts.
Wiseman, Surgery, vlii. 6.

desiccate (des'i-kat), r.; pret. and pp. desic-

cated, ppr. desiccating. [< L. dcsiccatus, pp. of

desiccare (> It. deseccare, diseccare, disseccare =
Sp. desecar = Pg. deseccar, dessecar = P. desse-

cher), dry up, < de- intensive + siccare, dry, <

siccus, dry: see siccous.] I. trans. To dry; de-

prive of moisture
; expel moisture from ; espe-

cially, to bring to a thoroughly dry state for

preservation, as various kinds of food.

In bodies desiccated by heat or age, when the native

spirit got-th forth, and the moisture with it, the air with
time gettcth into the pores. Bacon.

II. intrans. To become dry.
desiccatet (des'i-kat), a. [< ME. desiccate, < L.

desiecatns, pp. : see the verb.] Dry; dried.
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But dales thrc this seede Is goode )>ewett

In in} Ik or incth, and after desiccate

Sette hem.
Palladius, Huslmndrie (E. E. T. .), p. 110.

desiccation (des-i-ka'shon), n. [< OF. desicca-

tion = Sp. dcsecacion = Pg. deseccwj&n, desse-

cacSo, dcHfticagHo = It. disseccttzione, < L. as if

*deniccatiii(ii-), < desiccare, dry up: see desic-

cate, v.] The act of making dry, or the state of

being dry ;
the act or process of depriving of

moisture ; especially, the evaporation of the

aqueous portion of a substance, as wood, meat,
fruit, milk, etc., by artificial heat, as by a cur-

rent of heated air.

They affirm that much of this country is poorly fitted

for agriculture on account of the extreme desiccation of

the soil every summer. The Atlantic, XUX. 682.

desiccative (des'i-ka-tiv), a. and n. [= OF.

desiecatif= Sp. desecativo= Pg. deseccativo, des-

secativo = It. disseccativo; as desiccate + -ire.]

1. n. Drying ; tending to dry.
II. n. That which dries or evaporates; an

application that dries up secretions.

The ashes of a hedgehog are said to be a great desicca-

tive of fistulas. Bacon, Nat Hist, I 979.

desiccator (des'i-ka-tor), n. [< desiccate +
-or.] 1. One who or that which desiccates or

dries.
Specifically (a) One who prepares desiccated

foods. (6) A machine or an apparatus for drying some-

thing. A desiccator used in laboratories consists of a ]K>r-

celaln dish with depressions or saucers to receive the sub-
stances to be dried, with a closely fitting glass cover and
a recipient for some absorbent of moisture. Commercial
desiccators, or evaporators, for fruit, meat, vegetables,
milk, etc. operate by the agency of heat, applied either

directly or by means of a current of hot air.

2. Same as exsicca tor. Tan-bark desiccator, an

apparatus for drying leached tan-bark. The bark is re-

ceived on an endless apron, which passes through a hop-
per over the leachlng-vat and carries a second hopper,
from which it Is passed between hollow heated rollers,
which express the liquid. E. H. Knight.

desiccatoryt (des'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< desiccate +
-ory.] Desiccative.

Pork Is deitiecatiiry, but it strengthens and passes easily.
Travels o/ Anacharsis, II. 467.

desiderablet (de-sid'e-ra-bl), a. [ME. deside-

rable, desederabill, < 0>F. desiderable, desirable (>
E. desirable) = Sp. desiderable, < L. desiderabilis,

desirable, < desiderare, desire: see desiderate, v.,

and desirable.] Desirable ; to be desired.

Sothely, Iliesu, desederabill es tbi name, lufahyll and
comfortabyll. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

desiderata, n. Plural of desideratum.

desiderate (de-sid'e-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp.

desiderated, ppr. desiderating. [< L. desidera-

tus, pp. of desiderare, long for, desire : see de-

sire, the earlier form of the same word.] To
feel a desire for or the want of; miss

;
desire.

We cannot look that his place can ever in all respects
be so filled that there will not still be much, very much,
to desiderate. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 10.

What we desiderate is something which may supersede
the need of personal gifts by a far-reaching and infallible

rule. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 251.

desideratet (de-sid'e-rat), n. [Also desiderat;
< L. desideratum : see desideratum.] A desire;
a desired thing ; preference.
And really gentlemen . . . deprive themselves of many

advantages to Improve their tyme, and do service to the
desiderats of philosophy. Evelyn, To Mr. Maddox.

desideration (de-sid-e-ra'shon), n. [= It. de-

siderazione, < L. desideratio(n-), < desiderare,
desire: see desiderate, v.] 1. The act of desid-

erating, or of desiring with sense of want or

regret.
Desire is aroused by hope, while desideration is inflicted

by reminiscence. IT. Taylor.

2. The thing desiderated; a desideratum. [Bare
in both senses.]
desiderative (de-sid'e-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

desidcratif = It', desiderativo, < L/L. desiderati-

vus, desiderative, < L. desideratus, pp. : see de-

siderate, v.] I. a. 1. Having or implying de-

sire ; expressing or denoting desire : as, a de-

siderative verb. 2. Pertaining to a desidera-
tive verb.

Apart from the probable identity of origin between the
il?xiilrratire and the aoristic "s,' there are many cases

where any characteristic of desideratire formation is

wanting (in Sanskrit]. Amer. Jour, fhilol., VL 3.

II. n. 1. An object of desire ; something de-

sired. 2. In gram., a verb formed from an-
other verb, and expressing a desire of doing the
action implied in the primitive verb,

desideratum (de-sid-e-ra'tum), n. ; pi. deside-

rata (-ta). [= F". Sp. desideratum, < L. desidera-

tum, something desired, neut. of desideratus,

pp. : see desiderate.] Something desired or de-

sirable
;
that which is lacking or required.

design
The great iteiidcrata are taste ami common sense.

Coleridye, Table-Talk.

To feel that the last word has been said on any M
Is not a desideratum with the true philosopher, who knows
full well that the truth he announces to-day will open
half a dozen questions where It settles one.

J. t'islte. Evolutionist, p. 292.

desidioset, desidioust (df-sid'i-os, -us), a. [=
Sp. Pg. dcsidioso, < L. dcsidiosus, idle, lazy, < de-

sidia, idleness, slothfulness, < desidere, sit long,
continue sitting, be idle, < de, down, + sedere,
sit: see sit and sedentary.] Idle; lazy; indo-

lent.

Yea fight the battells of the Lord ; bee neither desidiota

nor perfidious. A". Want, Simple Cobler, p. 75.

desidiousnesst (df-sid'i-us-nes), n. Idleness;

laziness; indolence.

Now the Germans, perceiving our desidioutness and neg-

ligence, do send daily young scholars hither that poileui
them [ancient authors) and cutteth them out of libraries.

Leland, To .Secretary Cromwell.

desightment (de-sit'ment), n. [< de- priv. +
sight + *ment.]

'

The act of making unsightly;
disfigurement. [Bare.]

Substitute Jury-masts at whatever desightment or dam-
age In risk. Times (London).

design (de-zin' or -sin'), r. [< OF. designer, des-

seigner, F. designer = Pr. dcsignar, dezignar,

desegnar = Sp. Pg. designar = It. designare, <

L. designare, also dissignare, mark out, point
out, describe, design, contrive, < de- (or dis-) +
signarc, mark, < signum, a mark : see

ffjff".
and

cf. assign, consign, etc.] I. trans. 1. To draw
the outline or figure of, especially of a proposed
work of art; trace out

; sketch, as a pattern or

model.
In the Flore of one of the Octogone Towers they have

designed with great accurateness and neatness with Ink
an Universal Map in a vast Circle.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 63.

Thus while they speed their pace, the prince designs
The new-elected seat, and draws the lines. Dryden.

Hence 2. To plan or outline in general; de-

termine upon and mark out the principal fea-

tures or parts of, as a projected thing or act;

plan; devise.

The Roman bridges were designed on the same grand
scale as their aqueducts, though from their nature they
of course could not possess the same grace and lightness.

J. Fenjussan, Hist. Arch., I. 374.

3. To contrive for a purpose; project for the

attainment of a particular end ;
form in idea,

as a scheme.
Ask of politicians the end for which laws were originally

designed, and they will answer, . . . "Asa protection for

the poor and weak, against the oppression of the rich and
powerful." Burke, Vind. of Nat. Society.

The experimenter can only obtain the result which his

experiment is designed to obtain.
E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 9.

4. To devote to mentally; set apart in inten-

tion; intend.

One of those places was designed by the old man to his
son. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

I design him to be the refuge of the family In their dis-

tress. Stale, Tatler, No. SO.

We now began to think ourselves designed by the stars

to something exalted. Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

His lordship is patriarchal In his taste one wife at a
time was insufficient, and he designed us the honour of

his left hand. Scoff, Kenilworth, xl.

We fear that Allston andGreenough did not foresee and
design all the effect they produce on us. Kmerion, Art.

5. To purpose ;
intend ; mean : with an infini-

tive as object: as, he designs to write an essay,
or to study law.

In the afternoon . . . we took our leaves of Damascus
and shaped our course for Tripoli ; designing in the way
to see Balbeck, and the Cedars of Libanus.

Mnnndrrlt, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 133.

6f . To mark out by tokens
;
indicate ; point out ;

designate; appoint.
King Edward the Confessor being himself without Issue,

had In his Life-time sent into Hungary for his Nephew
Edward, called the Outlaw, the Hon of Edmund Ironside,
with a purpose to design him his .Successor in the Crown.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 19.

We examined the witnesses, and found them fall short
of the matter of threatening, and not to agree about the

reviling speeches, and, beside, not able to design certainly
the men that had so offended.

Winthrup, Hist New England, I. 172.

7t. To signify.
Tis much pity, madam,

You should have had any reason to retain

This sign of grief, much less the thing designed.
B. Jonton, Casels Altered, II. 3.

II. intrans. 1. To do original work in a

graphic or plastic art; compose a picture, or

make an original plan, as an architect, a land-

scape-gardener, or an inventor. 2. To invent.

3t. To set out or start, with a certain des-

tination in view ;
direct one's course.



design

From this citty she designed for Collin [Cologne], con-

ducted by the Earl of Arundell.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 10, 1041.

The venturous merchant who design'd more far ...
Shall here unlade him, and depart no more.

Drydf.n, Annus Miraliilis, 1. 1198.
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sign, designate.] 1. Capable of being designed
or marked out ; distinguishable. [Bare.]

The desii/naUe parts of these corpuscles are therefore

luuepanbte, because there is no vacuity at all intercepted

between them. Boyle, Works, I. 413.

th^s^^c^KKSng ^S^^$%^*
there we design d for Trinidada, au Island near the main, {(/Hated, ppr. designating. [< LJ. designatus, pp.
inhabited by the Spaniards. Damper, Voyages, I. 57. ^ designare, design: see design, i'.] 1. To mark

"- r~" - r /VC1 ->-" -*">-
out or indicate by visible lines, marks, descrip-

tion, name, or something known and determi-

nate : as, to designate the limits of a country ;
to

designate the spot where a star appears in the

heavens ;
to designa te the place where the troops

landed, or shall land. 2. To point out; dis-

tinguish from others by indication ; name; set-

tle the identity of: as, to be able to designate

every individual who was concerned in a riot

design (de-zin' or -sin'), n. [= OF. dessein, des-

seing, des'ing, F. dessein, design; from the verb.]

1. A drawing, especially in outline or little

more; any representation made with pencil,

pen, or brush. 2. A plan or an outline in gen-

eral; any representation or statement of the

main parts or features of a projected tiring
or

act; specifically, in arch., a plan of an edihce,

as represented by the ground-plans, elevations,

sections, and whatever other drawings may be

necessary to guide its construction.

Internally the architect has complete command of the

situation ;
he can suit his tlexiyn to his colours, or his

colours to his design. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 35.

3. Artistic invention in drawing or sculpture ;

the practical application of artistic principles
or exercise of artistic faculties ;

the art of de-

signing.

Design is not the offspring of idle fancy ; it is the studied

result of accumulative observation and delightful habit.
Ituskin.

4. The arrangement or combination of the de-

tails of a picture, a statue, or an edifice.

Silent light

Slept on the painted walls, wherein were wrought
Two grand designs. Tennyson, Princess, vn.

Though great elegance is found in parts, Italy can

hardly produce a single church which is satisfactory as a

design, or which would be intelligible without first ex-

3. To appoint ;
select or distinguish for a

desilverize

Most of the Egyptians often lie designedly.
J-:. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 398.

Art creates as imagination pictures, regularly without

conscious law, designedly without conscious aim.

Hclmholti, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p. 569.

designedness (de-zi'- orde-si'ned-nes), it. The
attribute or quality of being designed or in-

tended; contrivance. Barrow. [Rare.]

designer (de-zi'- or de-si'ner), . 1. One who

designs, plans, or plots; one who frames a

scheme or project ;
a contriver.

It has therefore always been both the rule and practice
for such designers to suborn the publick interest, to coun-

tenance and cover their private. Decay of Christian Piety.

2. In manuf. and the fine arts, one who con-

ceives or forms a design of any kind, including

designs for decorative work
;
one who invents

or arranges motives and patterns for ornamen-
tal or artistic purposes.
The Latin poets, and the designers of the Roman med-I * . .41. j? 4 Hie l.;u in |w:ta, am* v\\\, ,ji,.o,'jimi a v* v..

particular purpose ; assign : with jor, to, or an
a]s )ived very neal. one another, and were bred up to the

infinitive: as, to designate an officer for the same relish for wit and fancy. Addison.

A mere savage would decide the question of equality by
a trial of bodily strength, designatnig the man that could

lift the heaviest beam to be the legislator.

J. Barlow, Advice to the Privileged Orders, i. 27.

The state or quality of being designful or given
to artifice.

Base desuinfidnesx, and malitious cunning.
Barrow, Works, II. vii.

seethe verb.] Appointed; marked out

solete in general use.]

Richard Plantagenet, Duke of Glocester, . . . was the

younger son of Sir Richard Plantagenet, the fourth son of

that royal family, and King of England, designate by King
Henry the Sixth. Sir O. Buck, Hist. Richard III., p. 3.

Bishop designate, a priest nominated by royal or other

authority to a vacant bishopric, but not yet elected or con-

secrated.

designing (df-zi'- or de-si'ning), a. [< design

b_ + -!02
.] Artful; insidious; intriguing; con-

triving schemes.
Twould shew me poor, indebted, and compell'd,

Designing, mercenary ; and I know
You would not wish to think I could be bought.

Southern.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 428.

5. A scheme or plan in the, mind ; purpose ;

intention; aim.

Now, it is a Rule, that great Designs of State should be

Mysteries till they come to the very Act of Performance,
and then they should turn to Exploits.

llowell, Letters, I. iv. 17.

Envious commands, invented with design
To keep them low whom knowledge might exalt.

Milton, P. L.,iv. 624.

One might think the atmosphere was made transparent
with this design, togiveman, in the heavenly bodies, the per-

petual presence of the sublime. Emerson, Misc., p. 15.

Specifically 6. An intention or a plan to act

in some particular way; a project; especially,
in a bad sense, a plan to do something harmful
or illegal : commonly with upon.
He believes nothing to be in them thatdissentfrom him,

but faction, innovation, and particular designes.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

After Christmas we went back again to the Northward,

havingarfesi'srn upon Arica, astrong Town advantageously
situated in the hollow of the Elbow or bending of the

Peruvian Coast. Dampier, Voyages, I. iv., Int.

He uses no artifice in the world, but makes use of men's

designs upon him to get a maintenance out of them.

Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

7. Contrivance ; adaptation of means to a pre-
conceived end: as, the evidence of design in a

watch.
See what a lovely shell, . . .

With delicate spire and whorl,
How exquisitely minute,
A miracle of design .' Tennyson, Maud, xxiv.

The so-called intelligent design and execution of an act

neither implies the existence of a pre-designing conscious-

ness nor requires the intervention of any extra-physical

agency in the individual organism.
Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 85.

8. The purpose for which something exists or

is done ; the object or reason for something ;

the final purpose.

I have passed my days among a parcel of cool, designing

beings, and have contracted all their suspicious manner
in my own behaviour.

Goldsmith, To Rev. Henry Goldsmith.

. (des-ig-na shon), n. [= F. desi- = w cunnlngT crafty , tricky, sly.

gnation = Pr. dezignacio = Sp. designacwn = ^{guless (de-zin'- or de-sin'les), a. [< design
Pg. designacao It. designazione, < L. designa- + JJJ -j

Aimless ;
heedless.

That designless love of sinning and ruining his own soul.

Hammond, Works, IV. 513.
tio(n-), < designare, pp. designatus, design: see

design, v., designate, v.] 1. The act of pointing
or marking out ;

a distinguishing from others
;

designleggly (de-zin'- or de-sin'les-li), adv. Un-
indication: as, the designation of an estate by

u
7*n

u
tjonalfy

\
aimlessly ;

'without design.
boundaries.

This is a plain designation of the duke of Marlborough :

one kind of stuff used to fatten land is called marie, and

every body knows that borough is a name for a town.

2. Nomination ; appointment : as, a claim to a

throne grounded on the designation of a prede-
cessor.

He is an High-priest, and a Saviour all-sufficient. First,

by his Father's eternal designation.
Hopkins, Sermons, xxv.

3. A selecting and appointing; assignment: as,

the designation of an officer to a particular com-
mand. 4. The application of a word to indi-

cate or name a particular thing or things ;
de-

notation.

Finite and infinite seem to be . . . attributed primarily
in their first designation only to those things which have

parts.
Locke.

5. Description ;
character

; disposition.
Such are the accidents which, sometimes remembered,

and perhaps sometimes forgotten, produced that particu-
lar designation of mind, and propensity for some certain

science or employment, which is commonly called Genius.
Johnson.

6. That which designates ; adistinctiveappella-

In this great concert of his whole creation, the design-

lessly conspiring voices are as differing as the conditions

of the respective singers.

designmentt, " [< design + -ment.] 1. De-

sign; sketch; delineation.

For though some meaner artist's skill were shown
In mingling colours, or in placing light ;

Yet still the fair denignmfiit was his own.

Dryden, Death of Oliver Cromwell, 1. 96.

2. Purpose; aim; intent; plot.

Know his designments, and pursue mine own.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 2.

She received advice both of the king's desperate estate

and of the duke's designments against her.
Sir J. Hayward.

3. Enterprise; undertaking.
The desperate tempest hath so bang'd the Turks,
That their designment halts. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

desilicated (de-sil'i-ka-ted), a. [< de-
priv.

+
silica + -ate2 + -ed2.] Deprived of silica: as,

desilicated rock.

desilicidation (de-si-lis-i-da'shon), n. [< de-

prlv. + silic(on) + -id- + -dtion.'] The re-

moval from a substance of silicon or any of its

. w - compounds.
tion; specifically, an addition to a name, as of desiliciflcation (de-si-lis"i-fi-ka shon), n. [_<de-

title, profession, trade, or occupation, to distin- silicify : see -fij and -atton.] Same as desthm-

guish the person from others. 7. In Scots law, dation.

the setting apart of manses and glebes for the desilicify (de-si-hs'i-fj),
v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

clergy from the church lands of the parish by silicified, ppr. ^f*f/2/"'f _.J_< ^; Pnv - + <*<*-

>riv. + sil-

icon or its

Something must suggest the design, and present ideas
of the means tending thereto, before we can enter upon
the prosecution. A. Tucker, Light of Nature, III. viii.

tif= Pr. designatiu = Sp. Pg. designativo, < ML.
'designativits (adv. designative), < L. designatus,

pp. of designare, design, designate : see design,

be otherwise accounted for. School of design, or acad-
emy of design,

its compounds. Also desilicify.

The decarbonizing and desiliconizing of iron by the ac-

tion of an oxidizing atmosphere is the essential feature of

the processes of refining pig iron. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 333.

desilver (de-sil'ver), r. t. [< de-priv. + silrer.]

To deprive of silver; extract the silver con-

.
,

- who designates~or points out. 2. In Bom. tainedin: as, to desilver lead.

,
an institution iu which persons are in- m ti,<t., an officer who assigned to each person desilverization (de-sil"ver-i-za'shpn), . [< de-

"fttarr-
i

some\lmes
de

an'

1

as?o
I

chiio!,
y
of "' * and Plaee in Publlc shows and ceremo- *ili:eri:e + -<>.] The act or process of de-

arst chi^^riodS'aS^lubitlontaud'al^ nies; a marshal or master of ceremonies. priving lead of the silver present m its ore.

carries on courses of instruction in the fine arts, with the designatOiy (des'ig-na-to-ri), a. [< L. as if *de- Also spelled aesili'ensatioii.

object of educating artists, and of promoting art in general s if,>M torins, < desifinare, 'designate: see dcsig- desilverize (de-sil'ver-Iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
usmg know edge of,

f>d
ta-tefor .t See

od^, mi
'

-,
Tha

'

t designates ;designative. Imp.Dict. desilverized, ppr. desilverizing [< de- priv. +
eteTe"e S,^Tl^it^SSkTobjS" designedly (de-zi'- or disl'nld-li), adv. By de- silver + -p.] To separate silver from, as from

esignable (de-zi'- or de-si'na-bl), a. [< L. sign; purposely; intentionally: opposed to ac- its combination with other metals, and espe-

as if *designa6ilis, < designare',' design : see de- Mentally, ignorantly, or inadvertently. cially from lead. See pattinsontze, and Parkes



desilverize

process and ruttiiixoii pn>n:*s, under process,
Also spcllcil ili-silrrrifii:

desinence (des'i-nons), . [< OF. desinence, F.
di'-.iineaee = Sp. Pg. ilmim nan = It. desim n^n,

ending, termination, < NL. "desinentia, < L. ili-ai-

)<. dosing: HOC dent neii t. ] Ending; close;
termination; speciucally,

in ijrnin., the termi-
nation or formative or inflectional suffix of a
word.

Fettering together the series of the verses, with tlir

bonds of like cadence or desinenrr i.f ilium-.

lip. Hall, Satires, PosUcript.

desinent (des'i-nent), a. [< L. desinen(t-)s, ppr.
of desincrii, cease, end, close, < de, off, 4- si-

nere, leave.] Ending; terminal.
Six tritons, . . . tiieir upper pints human, . . . thfir

desinritt parts flsli. /;. Jonson, Masque of Blaukness.

desipience (df'-sip'i-ens), n. [= Sp. deftinicncia,
< L. desipientia, foolishness, < desipien(t-)s, fool-

ish: see desipient.] Silliness; trifling; non-
sense. [Rare.]
The desipieiice of such a 111:111 as John Ixtcke is never out

of place, and is as sweet to listen t" now as it could have
been to hi.s thoughtful and alfectiouate self to indulge in.

llr. J. Krintn, Spare Hours, 3d ser., Int., p. 37.

desipient (de-sip'i-ent), a. [= Sp. dexipirnli; <

L. <lesii>ie>i(t-)8, ppr'.' of desipere, be foolish, < de-

priv. + sapere, be wise: see sapient. ] Trifling;
foolish; playful. Smart. [Bare.]
desirability (de-zir-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< desirable:
see -bility.] The state or quality of being de-
sirable

; desirableness.

desirable (df'-y.ir'u-bl), a. [< ME. desirable, <

OF. desirable, F. desirable; OF. also uncontract-
ed desiderablc (> E. desiderable) = Sp. desidera-
ble (cf. Sp. deseable (= Pg. desejacel), < desear =
Pg. desejar: see desire, v.) = It. desiderabile, <

L. desiderabilis, desirable, < desiderare, long for,
desire: see desire, v.] Worthy to be desired;
that is to be wished for

;
fitted to excite a wish

to possess.
Oh deare, sweete, and degireable child, how shall I part

with all this goodness and virtue?

Evelyn, Diary, March 10, 16S5.

Here are also strong Currents, sometimes setting one
way, sometimes another ; which ... it is hard to describe
with that Accuracy which Is desirable.

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 2.

No school can avoid taking for the ultimate moral aim
a desirable state of feeling, called by whatever name
gratification, enjoyment, happiness.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, $ 15.

desirableness (de-zir'a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being desirable; desirability.
The human character ... Is so constituted that a man's

desire for things he does not possess is not in proportion
to their desirableness, but in proportion to the ease with
which they seem attainable.

W. II. Mallock, Social Equality, p. 205.

The desirableness of a pleasure must always express its

relation to some one else than the person desiring the en-

joyment of the pleasure.
T. 11. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 300.

desirably (de-zir'a-bli), adv. In a desirable
manner.

desirantt, a. [ME. dexiraunt, < OF. desirant,

ppr. of desirer, desire : see desire.] Desiring;
desirous.

desire (de-zir'), v.
; pret. and pp. desired, ppr. de-

siring. |X ME. desirtii, desyren, < OF. desirer,
earlier desirrer, F. desirer = Pr. dcsirar (cf. Sp.
desear = Pg. desejar, desire, appar. in part of
other origin) = It. desirare, desUtre, desiderare,
< L. desiderare, long for, desire, feel the want
of, miss, regret, appar. < de- + sidus (sider-), a
star (see sidereal), but the connection of thought
is not clear

;
cf. consider. Cf. also desiderate.] I.

trans. 1. To wish or long for; be solicitous for;
have a wish for the possession, enjoyment, or

being of; crave or covet: as, to desire another's

happiness; to desire the good of the common-
wealth

;
to desire wealth or fame.

Neither shall any man desire thy land. Ex. xxxiv. _'!.

Certainly that man were greedy of life who should de-
sire to live vvlu-n all the world were at an end.

Sir T. Brrnvne, KeliL-io Medici, Pref.

When one is contented, there is no more to he tlem'red ;

and where there is no mi>iv to be >/>>;,,./, tlu-re is ;ul end
of it. Cervantes, Don Quixote (trans.).

2. To express a wish to obtain
; ask; request;

pray for.

Then she said, Did I desire a son of my lord ?

2 Ki. iv. 28.

So desiniuj leave to visite him sometimes, I went away.
Kvelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1671.

I whispered him, and desired him to step aside a little

with me. Steele, Tatler, No. 178.

St. To invite.
I would </-

My famous cousin to our tJi-tviar. tents.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.
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4f. To require ;
claim ; call for.

A doleful raw desires a doleful! song.

Xiftutfr, Tears of the Muses.

5. To long for, as some lost object ; regret ;

miss. [Archaic.]
He

| .lehoram) reigned In Jerusalem eight years, and de-

p.ti ti-il ithont being desired. 2 Chrou. xxi. 20.

Site shall be pleasant while she lives, and desired when
she dies. Jer. Taylor, The Marriage Ring.

His chair desires him here In vain.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

= Syn, 1. To crave, want, hanker after, yearn for. 2. To
beg, solicit, entreat.

II. intrans. To be in a state of desire or long-
ing.

Tho desired\e\ the quene muche after the nailes thre
War-witli our lord was Inailed to the trr.

Holy Rootl (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

For not to desire or admire, if a man could learn it, were
more

Than to walk all day like the sultan of old In a garden of

spice. Tennyson, Maud, iv. 7.

desire (de-zir'), n. [< ME. desire, desir, desrre,
< OF. desir, dexter, F. desir (after the verb) =
Pr. desire, dezir (cf. Sp. deseo = Pg. desejo) =
It. desiro, desire, desira, desia, desio, desiderio, <

L. desiderium, desire, longing, regret, < deside-

rare, desiro, long for : see desire, v.] 1 . An emo-
tion directed to the attainment or possession
of an object from which pleasure, whether sen-

sual, intellectual, or spiritual, is expected; a

passion consisting in uneasiness for want of
the object toward which it is directed, and the

impulse to attain or possess it ; in the widest

sense, a state or condition of wishing.
But upon that Montayne to gon up this Monk had grct

desir; and so upon a day he wente up.
Maiulerillt, Travels, p. 148.

And warm tears gushing from their eyes, with passion-
ate desire

Of their kind manager. Chapman, Iliad, xvil. 380.

By this time the Pilgrims had a desire to go forward,
and the Shepherds a denire they should ; so they walked
together towards the end of the Mountains.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 182.

Desire is the uneasiness a man finds in himself upon the
absence of anything whose present enjoyment carries the
idea of delight with it. Locke.

He cared little for wine or for beauty, but he desired
riches with an ungovernable and insatiable desire.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

As desire is found to be the incentive to action where
motives are readily analyzable, it Is probably the universal
incentive. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 43.

Desire always in the first instance looks outward to the
object, and only indirectly through the object at the self;

pleasure conies of the realisation of desire, but the desire
is primarily for something else than the pleasure ; and
though it may gradually become tinctured by the con-
sciousness of the subjective result, it can never entirely
lose its objective reference. E. Caird, Hegel, p. 213.

2. A craving or longing; yearning, as of affec-

tion
; longing inclination toward something.

Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over
thec. den. iii. 16.

3. Appetency; sensual or natural tendency.

Fulfilling the desires of the flesh. Eph. il. 3.

The secretion [of Drosera] dissolves bone, and even the
enamel of teeth, but this is simply due to the large quan-
tity of acid secreted, owing, apparently, to the desire of the

plant for phosphorus. Dancin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 269.

4. A prayer ; petition ; request.
He will fulfil the desire, of them that fear him.

P. cxlv. 19.

5. The object of longing ;
that which is wished

for.

I knowe no better counseile, ne more trewe ; and so
shalt thow a-complisshe thy desere. of thyn herte that thow
art moste desiraunt. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I. 80.

The desire of all nations shall come. Hag. it 7.

Here Busca and the Emperourhad theit desire.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 26.

Baptism of desire. See baptism. = Syn. 1 to 3. Inclina-

tion, appetency, hankering, craving, eagerness, aspiration.
li.

desiredlyt (de-zir'ed-li), adv. In a desired man-
ner; with desire. [Rare.]
O that I hail my heat from thee, most holy fire ! how

sweetly dost thou burn ! how secretly dost thou shine !

how desiredly dost thou inflame me !

Quarlcs(tr. of S. August Soliloq., xxxiv.), Emblems, v.

desireful (de-zir'ful), a. [< desire + -j'nl. ].]
Full of desire or longing. [Rare. ]

desirefulness (de-zir'ful-nes), n. The state of

being desireful
; eager longing. [Rare.]

The pleasure of a goode turne is mnche diminished
whan it is at first obteyned. The desire.fulneut of our
mindes muchc augmenteth and encreaseth our pleasure.

Udall, Preface vnto the Kinj_'L-s Muirstie.

desireless (de-zir'les), a. [< desire + -less.]
Without desire

; indifferent.

desk

The appetite is dull and dfsirelets.

Donne, Devotions, p. 2&

desirer (<l<;-zir'er), . One who desires, asks,
or calls for; one who wishes or craves.

I will counterfeit the liewitehment of some popular
man, and give it bountifully to the deriren.

Shak., Cor., li. 8.

desirous (de-zir'us), a. [< ME. desirovs, < OF.
ili-simx, F. il*ircux = Pr. desina (cf. Sp. deteoto
= Pg. desejoso) = It. desideroso, < L. as if *de-

sideriosus, < desiderium, desire : see desire, n.]
1. Wishing to obtain; wishful; solicitous;

anxious; eager.
Be not desirmu of hli dainties : for they are deceitful

meat. Prov. xxlll. 3.

Jesus knew that they were desirous to ask him.
John xvi. 19.

Behold at the door stood a great company of men, u
desirous to go in, but durst not.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 106.

2f. Desirable.

The kynge de Cent chiualers hyiu socoured anoon with
ijmi nien, whiche was a wortlii knyght and drxiroute in
armes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 163.

desirously (de-zir'us-li^ adv. With desire;
with earnest wish or longing.
The people of Qod ... do with their hearts acknow-

ledge his right and title to them, ami do most desirously
close with him. Bates, Everlasting Rest of the Saint*.

desirousness (de-zir'us-nes), n. The state of

being desirous ; affection or emotion of desire.

We shall find a common desirousenes in all men to
secke their welfare.

Treimesse of the Christian Religion, p. 338 (Ord M.S.).

desist (de-sisf or -zist'), '. . [< OF. desister,
F. desister = Sp. Pg. desistir = It. dcsistere, <

L. dcsistere, iutr. leave off, cease, tr. set down,
< de, down, + sistere, set, place, causal of stare,

stand, = E. stand, q. v. Cf . assist, consist, ex-

ist, insist, persist, resist.] To stop ;
cease from

some action or proceeding ; forbear : used ab-

solutely or with/ro/B.
Ceres, however, desisted not, but fell to her entreaties

and lamentations afresh. Bacon, Physical Fables, xi.

What do we, then, but draw anew the model
In fewer offices ; or, at least, desist

To build at all ? SAa*., 2 Hen. IV., I. S.

Travelling after fortune is not the way to secure her ;

and, indeed, of late, I have desisted from the pursuit.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

= Syn. To pause, stay, desist (from), leave (off), discon-
tinue, give (over), break (off).

desistance, desistence (de-sis'tans, -tens, or

de-zis'taus, -tens), . [= Sp. Pg. desistencia;
as desist + -ance, -cnce.] A desisting; a ceasing
to act or proceed ; a stopping.
Men usually give freeliest where they have not given

before ; and make it both the motive and excuse of their
deristance from giving any more, that they have given
already. Boyle, Works, I. 269.

The creature's sensations will ever prompt desistance
from the more lalwrious course.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Blol., II. 364.

desistivet (de-sis'tiv or -zis'tiv), a. [= Pg. de-

sistiro; &s desist + -ire.] Ending; concluding.
[Rare.]

desitiont (de-sish'on), . [< L. as if *desi-

tw(n-),< desinere, pp. desitus, cease: see desi-

nence.] End; termination; conclusion.

The soul must l>e immortal and unsuhject to death or
desition. The Soul's Immortality Defended (1645), p. 27.

desitivet (des'i-tiv), a. and n. [< L. as if *de-

sitivtis, < desitus, j>p.
of

desinerCj cease: see desi-

nence.] I. a. Final
; conclusive.

Inceptive and desitive propositions are of this sort.

The fogs vanish as the sun rises, but the fogs have not
yet )>eguu to vanish : therefore the sun is not yet risen.

Watti.

II. . In logic, a proposition which relates
to an end or termination.

Inceptives and desiticet, which relate to the beginning
or ending of anything : as, the Latin tongue is not yet
forgotten. Watts, Logic, II. II. 6.

desk (desk), n. [< ME. deske, a desk, reading-
desk, < OF. 'desque, disque, F. disqtte = Sp.
Pg. disco = It. desco, a table, < L. discus, a
disk, quoit, ML. discus, also desca, a table,
desk, whence also AS. disc, E. dish, and mod.
E. disc, disk, and, through F., dais, which are
thus all ult. the same word: see rfi.A, disk,

dais.] A table specially adapted for conve-
nience in writing or reading, frequently made
with a sloping top, which may lift on hinges to

give access to an interior compartment, as in

the ordinary form of school-desk, or combined
with drawers, and sometimes with book-shelves;
also, a frame or case with a sloping top, in-

tended to rest on a table, and to hold a book
or paper conveniently for reading or writing.



desk

The name is sometimes extended to the whole structure
or erection to which such a sloping frame is attached, as

in the Church of England to the stall from which the morn-
ing and evening services are read, in Scotch churches to

the stall of the precentor, and in the United States to the

pulpit or the lectern in a church.

He is drawn leaning on a denfc, with his Bible before
him. /. Walton, Complete Angler.

Who first invented work, and bound the free
And holiday-rejoicing spirit down . . .

To that dry drudgery at the desk's dead wood ?

Lamb, Work.

The pulpit, or as it is here [in Connecticut] called, the

desk, was filled by three, if not four, Clergymen.
Kendall, Travels, I. 4.

They are common to every species of oratory, though of
rarer nse in the desk. Adams, Lectures on Rhetoric.

Roll-top desk. Same as cylinder-desk.

deskt (desk), v. t. [< desk, .] To shut up in
or as if in a desk; treasure up. [Kare.]
In a walnut shell was desked.

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, i. 3.

Or if you into some blind convent fly,

Yon're iiiquisitiou'd strait for heresy,
Unless your daring frontispiece can tell

News of a relic or brave miracle ;

Then yon are entertained and deskt up by
Our Ladle's psalter and the rosary.

John Hall, Poems, p. 2.

desk-cloth (desk'kloth), n. Eccles., the hang-
ing of the lectern.

desk-work (desk'wferk), n. Work done at a
desk ; habitual writing, as that of a clerk or a

literary man.
All my poor scrapings from a dozen years
Of dust and deskwurk. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

desma (des'ma), .
; pi. desmata (-ma-ta). [NL.,

< Gr. Ma/ia, a band, < ielv, bind.]
"

A' kind of

sponge-spicule of polyaxial or irregular figure.
See the extract.

Amongst one group of Li thi.stid sponges (Rhabdocrepi-
da) the normal growth of a strongyle is arrested at an
early stage ; it then serves as a nucleus upon which fur-
ther silica is deposited, and in such a manner as to pro-
duce a very irregularly branching sclere or desma, within
which the fundamental strongyle can be seen enclosed.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

desmachymatous (des-ma-ki'ma-tus), a. [<
desmacltyme (-chymat-) + "-ons.] Connective,
as a sponge-tissue ; specifically, of or pertaining
to desmachyme : as, a desmachymatous sheath.
Sollas.

desmachyme (des'ma-kim), n. [< Gr. Sea/ta, a
bond, fetter, 4- riy/df, juice, xi't'a (

r-), a liquid :

see chyme*-.] The proper connective tissue o

sponges, arising from desmacytes.
Desmacidon (des-mas'i-don), .. [NL.] The
typical genus of the family Desmacidonidce.

Eowerbantc, 1862.

Desmacidonidse (des-ruas-i-don'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Desmacidon + -idle.'] A family of ma-
rine sponges, of the order Cornacuspongia;, typ-
ified by the genus Desmacidon, having diversi-
form megascleres and chelato mioroscleres.
The genera are numerous, and the family is

divided into the subfamilies Esperellinte and
Mctyoninx.
desmacyte (des'ma-sit), n. [< Gr. Sia/ia, a band,
fetter, + Kiroc, a hollow.] One of the cells of
connective tissue which occur in most sponges.
Thcyare usually long fusiform bodies, consisting of acTear,
colorless, and often minutely flbrillated sheath, surround-
ing a highly refractive axial fiber, which is deeply stained
by reagents. In some cases the desmacyte is simply a
nucleated fusiform cell, with granular contents, flbrillated
toward the ends.

desman (des'man), . [Also sometimes dxs-
man; = F. desman = G. desman, < Sw. desman-
rdtta, a desman, lit. 'musk-rat,' < desman, musk ;

cf. Dan. desintr, musk ; Icel. des, musk, in comp.
des-hus (Cleasby), musk-box, smelling-box (Ims,
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(rdtta, rat) being ignored in the E., F., and G.

word.] 1. A musk-shrew or musk-rat: the
name of two distinct species 'of aquatic in-

sectivorous mammals of the genus Hyogale or

Galemys, constituting the subfamily Myogalmce
(which see). The Muscovitic desman, M. monchata or

muiscovitica, is common on the Volga and the Don
;
it is

about 8 inches long, swims and dives with great facility,
and lives in holes in the banks. The Pyrenean desman,
31. pyrenaica, is a smaller species with a relatively longer
tail, found in southwestern Europe.
2. [_cap.~\ [NL.] A generic name of the musk-
shrews. Lacepede.
desmata, n. Plural of desma.

Desmia (des'mi-a), n. [NL. (cf. Dasmia for

Desmia), < Gr. feo/itot;, binding, bound, < 6eo/i6t;,

a band, < <!i>, bind.] 1. A genus of the lepi-

dopterous family Pyralida;, characterized chief-

ly by the elbowed or knotted antennas of the
male. Of the two described North American species,
the more familiar is l>. maculalis, which is nearly one inch

Crape-leaf Folder (Desmia maculalis}.

I, caterpillar in folded leaf: 2, head and anterior joints, enlarged ;

3, chrysalis ; 4, male moth, and 5, female moth, natural size.

in expanse of wings. The general color is brownish black,
with a metallic luster. The fore wings bear two large
oval white spots, ami the hind wings one, usually divided
in the female. The larva folds grape-leaves, and is known
as the grape-leaffolder.
2. A genus of coelenterates, of the family Tur-
Unolidai. Edwards and Haime, 1848.

desmid, desmidian (des'mid, des-mid'i-an), n.
A plant of tho order Dcsmidiacece.

Desmidiaceae, Desmidieae (des-mid-i-a'se-e,
dos-mi-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Desmidiitm (<'Gr.
as if *deafiitiiov, dim. of Secfio^, a band, chain),
the typical genus, + -acea;, -en;.] A natural
order of microscopic unicellular fresh-water
algee, belonging to the class Conjugata;. They
are usually free, but sometimes united in chains which
are embedded in mucilage. The cells are cylindrical or
fusiform, and sometimes have horn-like processes; or
the general ou
divided, the pri
symmetrical halves. Many of the forms are very beauti-

pla

the general outline is circular or elliptic and variously
divided, the principal constriction in the middle forming
symmetrical halves. Many of the forms are very beauti-
ful. Reproduction takes place by cell-division at the mid-
dle and by conjugation. Demnidiaceai differ from Dialo-
inacecs in their green color and the absence of silex. See
cut under Closterium.

desmidian, n. See desmid.

Desmidieae, n. pi. See Desmidiaceae.

desmidiologist (des-mid-i-ol'o-jist), n. [< des-

midiology + -ist.~] A botanist who has made a
special study of the Desmidiacece.

desmidiology (des-mid-i-ol'o-ji), n. [< NL.
'. -/W

Muscovitic Desman (Myofale moschata).

house, case), des-kottr (Haldorsen), 'musk-cat '

civet-cat (kottr, cat), des-lygt (Haldorsen), tho
smell of musk (lygt, prop, lykt, = Dan. lugt,
smell); the second element of the Sw. name

, .

Desmidium (see Desmidiaceai) + Gr.
,

/.kyuv, speak: se&-ology.] The scientific study
of Desmidiacece.

desmine (des'min), n. [< Gr. tieapoc, a band,
ligament, also, as ticoyij?, a bundle (< Stlv, bind),+ -ine2.] A zeolitic mineral commonly occur-

ring in tufts or bundles of crystals. Also called
stilbite (which see).

Desmiospermeae (des"mi-o-sper'me-e), n. pi
[NL., < Gr. dtoyuof, binding (see Desmia), +
cTrepfia, seed, + -eo;.] A division of algffi, of
the order Floridece, in which the spores are ar-

ranged in definite series with respect to a pla-
centa or common point of attachment.
desmitis (des-ml'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. dca/i6f, a
band, ligament, + -itis.] Inpathol., inflamma-
tion of a ligament.
desmo-. [NL., etc., < Gr. dfa/io-f , a band or bond,
anything for binding or fastening, a halter,
cable, strap, chain, etc., < delv, bind, fasten.]
An element in compound words of Greek ori-

gin, meaning a 'baud,' 'bond,' or 'ligament.'

Desmodontes

Desmobacteria (des"mo-bak-te'ri-fi), 11. pi.

[NL., < Gr. tieafioc, a band, + /Soim^wo*. a staff

(mod. bacterium, bacteria). ] A group of genera
of filiform bacteria with elongated cylindrical
joints, isolated, or united into more or less ex-
tended chains. It includes the genera Bacillus,
Leptotlirix, etc.

Desmobrya (des-mob'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

6safi6f, a band, chain, + Bpimi, a kind of mossy
seaweed.] Ferns in which the fronds are pro-
duced at the tip of the rootstock or caudex, and
the stipes are continuous with it (not articu-

lated). This is the case with most ferns ; but in the tribe

represented by Polypodimii the stipes are articulated with
the rootstock (eremobryoid).

desmobryoid (des-mob'ri-oid), a. [< Desmobrya
+ -oiW.] Resembling or having the characters
of the Desmobrya.
Desmodactyli (des-mo-dak'ti-H), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of desmodactylus : see desmodactylous.] A
name given by Forbes to the family Euryltemi-
dte considered as a superfamily group of Pas-

seres, and distinguished from all other Passcres

(or Eleutlierodactyli) by having a strong band
joining the muscles of the hind toe, as in many
non-passerine birds.

desmodactylous (des-mo-dak'ti-lus), a. [< NL.
desmodactylus, < Gr. ta/i6f,.o, band, + idnru^of,
finger, toe.]

'

Having the flexor tendons of the
toes bound together, as in the Desmodactyli:
distinguished from cleutherodactylous.
Desmodidae (des-mod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Des-
modus (stem prop. Desmodont-) + -ida;.] The
Desmodontes as a family of bats.

Desmodium (des-mo'di-um). n. [NL., < Gr.
as if

*<5fo-/iiic5i?f, like a chain, < (Sfir/iof, a chain, +
ridoc, form. Cf.

dcsmoid."} A ge-
nus of legumi-
nous plants,h crbs
or shrubs, with

pinnately trifoli-

ate (rarely sim-

ple) leaves, small

flowers, and flat,

deeply lobed and
jointed pods.
Each joint of the pod
is one-seeded and
usually covered with
minute hooked hairs.
There are about 125 Teleraph-plant(.Dvrfi>/<>,i.r;.
species, tropical in

Asia, ami also extra-tropical in America, Africa, and Aus-
tralia. The United States flora includes 35 species. The
most remarkable member of the genus is an Indian spe-
cies, D. yyrans, the telegraph-plant, so called from the
spontaneous movement of its leaflets.

desmodont (des'mo-dont), o. and n. I. a. In
conch., of or pertaining to the Desmodonta.

II. n. One of the Desmodonta.
Desmodonta (des-mo-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. cSfoyio'f, a band, + Molf (odour-) = E. tooth,"]A group or order of bivalve mollusks, with the

hinge-teeth absent or irregular (in the latter
case connected by the ligamental processes),
two equal muscular impressions or ciboria, and
a sinuate pallial lino. It includes the families

Myid<e, Anatinidce, Mactrida; Solenida; etc.

Desmodontes (des-mo-don'tez), 11. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Desmodus. Cf. Dcsmodidce.'] A group of
Central and South American bats, represented
by the generaDesmodus and Dij>liyllii, and some-

times elevated to the rank of a

family, Desmodidic. They have a
long intestine-like ca?cal diverticnlum
of the stomach, into which the blood
that they suck flows and in which it

is stored ; incisors 1 in each upper and
2 in each lower half-jaw, the upper

Teeth of Blood-
sucking Bat (Desmo-
dus rn/its), much
enlarged.

pair being very
large and trench-

ant, and mak-
ing with the
lower an incised
or punctured
wound; the mo-
lars 1 in each half-

jaw (in jpuiAyila)
or none (in Des-

modus) ; no tail ;

small Interfemo-
ral membrane ; a
short calcar or
none ; and a short
conical snout
with distinct
nose-leaf. The
bats of this re-

markable group
True Vampire, or Blood-sucking Bat

(Vtsmofiits mjus].



Desmodontes
are the true vampires, In the sense of bloodsuckers, and
the only tines in the new uoi Id known to have the habit,
though the term mi/,i',v i. commonly applied like the
name of the pemis l'n,nfitrinf, to numerous large insec-

tivorous and frnxivorons sp* les of a diltcrcnt section.

Desmodus (des'mo-dus), M. [NL.,< Gr. (hoy/of,

a bund, chain, + iVWr (iifm-r-) = K. tooth.'] A
remarkable genus of South American phyllos-
tomino bats, typical of the group Desmodontes,
family I'lii/llo.i/oiiiiitid'a;, having no molar teeth
and no calear. D. rufus, a common and trou-

blesome blood-sucking species, is the type.

Desmognathae (des-mog'na-the), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. (sc. L. OM>, I'inls) of desmoijnathus :

see desmoffnrttlioiiH.] In Huxley's classification

of birds (1867), a group exhibiting what is call-

ed the ''bound-palate" type of structure of the

upper jaw, as in those wading and swimming
birds which are not schizognatnous, in the birds

of prey, and in various non-passerine perching
birds. See dcmniM/ntitliism.

Desmognathidaa (des-mog-nath'i-do), n. pi.

[NL., < Desinoi/ii/illnifi + -ida:'] A family of

gradient or tailed amphibians, typified by the

genus DcsmoijiM til us. The series of palatine teeth are

transverse, and on the posterior portion of vomers; the

dentigerous plates are on the parasphenoid ; the vertebra:
are opisthocujliaii ; the parasphenoid teeth are in twoelon-
gate patches ; and the tongue is free laterally and behind.

desmognathism (des-mog'na-thi/.m), n. [As
(ti'xiinx/itiit/i-itiis + -ism.] In oriiith. , the "bound-
palate" type of palatal structure, such as is ex-

hibited, for example, by a duck, pelican, hawk,
or parrot ;

the state or quality of being desmog-
nathous. The vomer is either abortive or very small

(when existing it usually taj>ers to a point in front); the

inaxillopalatims are united across the median line, either

directly or by means of ossifications in the nasal septum;
and the posterior ends of the palatines and the anterior
ends of the pterygoids
articulate directly
witli the rostrum of
the sphenoid (as In

schlzognathism). Rec-
ognized varieties of
this formation are : (a)
direct ; (6) indirect; (a)

imperfectly direct ; (d)

Imperfectly indirect ;

() double; (/) com-
pound. \V. K. Parker,
Encyc. Brit.

desmognathous
(des-raog'ua-thus),
a. [< NL. ih'smog-
nath us, < Gr. fca/iof,

a band, + )vd8of, a

jaw.] Having the
"bound - palate"
type of structure;

exhibiting des-

mognathism ; be-

longing or relat-

ing to the Dcsmog-
nathte: as, a des-

mognathousp&l&te;
a desmognathous
bird.

Desmognathus (des-mog'na-thus), H. [NL. (S.
F. Baird, 1849), < Gr. cVo^o'c, a baud, + > rafter,

jaw.] A genus of tailed amphibians, typical
of the family Desmognatliidce.

desmography (des-mog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. <Jroy/dr,

a band, ligament, + -ypafyia, < y/>a6ctv, write.] A
description of the ligaments of the body.
desmoid (des'moid), a. [< Gr. Sea/ioc,, a band,
bundle, ligament, T u<5or, form.] Resembling
a bundle. Specifically (n) In jmlliol., applied to cer-
tain linn and lou-h fibromata or tumors which, on section,
present numerous white, glistening fibers. Intimately in-

terwoven or arranged in bundles, constituting circles or
loops intercrossiii!: one another, (d) In zoril. and anal.,
liganicntons ; tendinous; aponeurotic; sinewy: said of
fibrous tissues which bind parts together.

desmology (des-mol'o-ji), . [< Gr. deodar, a
baud, ligament, + -'/oyia, < teynv, speak: see

-ology.] The anatomy of the ligaments.
Desmomyaria (des'mo-mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. deofiof,, a band, + '/'i'f, a muscle (see mouse,
muscle), + -aria.] A group of free-swimming
tuuicates or ascidian.s, the salps, regarded as
an order of Thaliaeea : opposed to Cyclomyaria.
See Sn/pidai.
Desuioncus (des-mong'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

ieaftof, a band, + oj'/iof, barb; so called from
the long, attenuate, and strongly hooked ends
of the leafstalks.] A genus of palms found in
the forests of tropical America. They have ion-

slender, flexible -stems, climbing among the "branches of
trees by the stout recurved spines which arm the elon-

gated rachis of the pinnate leaves. The fruit is small and
globose. There are about 25 species.

desmppelmous (des-mo-pel'mus), a. [< Gr.

if, a band, + TT^.^O, the sole of the foot, +

Desmognathous Skull (Secretary-bird).
/'"f.v, premaxilla ; PI. palatine ; Mxp,

pteryttold ; Bft, basipterygoid process.
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-!.] In nntilh., having the plantar tendons
bound together ; having the flexor hiillucis mus-
cle connected by a baud with tin' tloxor digito-

rum, so that the hind toe cannot be bent indepen-
dently of the front toes. Tim M'verni ways in which
UH- union ocelli's art; distinguished as antiopeliiiou*. gym-
peltnoux, nnil hfterojjelnwwt: opposed to tioinnptttnowt or

Hchizopelmuus: as, a ilf\nwpelmuiiit disposition of the ten-

<l'ins; :i >l>*/n<>i-!uitntg bird.

Desmoscolex (des-mo-sko'leks), n. [NL., < Gr.

(t7/iof, a band, + onu/r/, a worm, esp. the earth-

worm.] The typical genus of nematoid thread-
worms of the family Desmoscolicifhe, notable in

having the body much more distinctly seg-
mented than that of other Nematoidea, and
the papilla; and seta) resembling those of anne-
lids.

Desmoscolicidse (des'mo-sko-lis'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Desmoscolex (-lie-) + -ufYe.] An aber-
rant group of nematoid worms, typified by the

genus Desmoscolex.

Desmosticha (des-mos'ti-kS,), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. (Sfo-^of, a band, + ori^oc, a row, a line.]
The endocyclic or regular sea-urchins, having
the ambulacra equal and band-like, and not ex-

panded as in the I'etalosticha or spatangoids.
The group consists of the families Cidariace, Ecninidcn,
EchinoiHftridas, etc. See cuts under CUlaria unit Echinus.

desmostichous (des-mos'ti-kus), a. [< Desmos-
ticha + -ous.] Pertaining to or having the

characters of the Desmosticha.
desmoteuthid (des-mo-tu'thid), n. A squid of

the family Desmoteutfiidtr.

Desmoteiithidae (des-mo-tu'thi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Desiitoteuthis + -ida1

.] A family of decacerous

cephalopods, typified by the ge-
nus Desmoteuthis. The body is much
elongated, and the siphon has three pecu-
liar special thickenings, or raised pro-
cesses, in its basal portion.

Desmoteuthis (des-mo-tu'this), n.

[NL., < Gr. ika/j6f, a band, 4- mift'f ,

a squid.] A genus of squids, giv-
ing name to the family Desmoteu-
thiilas : a synonym of Taonius.

desmotomy (des-mot'o-mi), n.

[< Gr. 6ea/t6f, a band, ligament, +
-TO.UI'O, < ro/iuf, cutting: see anat-

omy.'] The act or art of dissect-

ing ligaments.
deserialization (de-sd*shal-i-za' -

shon), n. [< "desocialize ((. dc-

priv. 4- social + -tee) + -atio.~\
The act of rendering unsocial:
the derangement or loss of social

instincts or habits. Also spelled
desocialisation.

Their [hysterical women's] example proves also how the

derangement of the social sense leads naturally and inevi-

tably to a deterioration of moral feeling and will; it is

demoralization following detorialination.

Maudtley, Body and Will, p. 258.

desolate (des'o-lat), p. t.\ pret. and pp. deso-

lated, ppr. desolating. [< ME. desolaten, < L.

desolatus, pp. of desolare ()lt. desolare= Sp. Pg.
Pr. desolar = F. desoler), leave alone, forsake,
abandon, < de- intensive + solare, make lonely,
lay waste, desolate, < solus, alone : see sole^.j
1. To render lonely, as a place or region, by
depopulation or devastation

;
make desert; lay

waste; ruin; ravage.
The island of Atlantis was nut swallowed by an earth-

quake, but was desolated by a particular deluge. Bacon.

Those who with the gun, . . .

Worse than the season, titmlatt the fields.

Thornton, Winter.

Wind-blown hair
Of comets, desolating the dim air.

A. C. Swinburne, Anactoria.

We hear of storms washing away and demlatiivi the isl-

ets [atolls) to an extent which astonished the inhabitants.

Dtinrm, Coral Reefs, p. IGti.

2. To overwhelm with grief; afflict; make very
sorry or weary: as, his heart was desolated by
his loss; your misfortune desolates me; to be
desolated by ennui. [In the last example a
Gallicism.]
desolate (des'o-lat), a. [< ME. desolate, dcso-

lat, < L. rtesolatus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Soli-

tary; lonely; without companionship; forsaken.

Many a gentill lady be lefte wedowe, and many a gen-
till mayden dyeolat, and with-outen counseile.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), III. 596.

No one is so accursed by fate,
No one so utterly detolate,

But some heart, though unknown,
Responds unto his own.

Lonsifellotr, Endymioa.

Hope touched her heart ; no longer desolate,
Deserted of all creatures did she feel.

H'iUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 234.

Dtsmetettthil
Uttera.

desolator

2. Overwhelmed with grief ; deprived of com-
fort; afflicted.

And in hym self they stode soo detolate ;

Whanne kyng l^>yl>n saw they were putte to flight,
That iu nix) wise they wold no lenger tight.

(Jtnerydei (E. E. T. 8.), I. 308S.

So Tamar remained daolate In her brother Alisalom's
house. 2 Sam. xill. 20.

My heart within me is detolate. ft. cxliii. 4.

3t. Destitute; lacking.
I were ryght now of tales deiolat.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1, 33.

4. Destitute of inhabitants; uninhabited; lone-

ly; abandoned: as, a desolate wilderness; <fe#o-

late altars; desolate towers.

I will make the cities of Judith desolate, without an In-

habitant. Jer. if. 11.

Behold, your house Is left unto you detolate. For I say
unto you, Ye shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall say,
blessed Is he that cometh In the name of the Lord.

Mat xxill. 38, 39.

A detolate Island. Broome.

This delicious Plain is now almost detolate, lieing iuf-

fer'd, for want of culture, to run up to rank weed*.

Mautidrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 53.

Any one who sees the desolate country about Jerusalem

may conclude what a sad alteration all these parts have

undergone since the time of Josephus, who says that the
whole territory abounded in trees.

I'ococke, Description of the East, II. I. 24.

5f. Lost to shame ; abandoned ; dissolute.

Ever the heyer he Is of estaat,
The more is he holden drxolaat.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, I. 138.

= 8vn. 1. Companlonless. 2. Forlorn, cheerless, misera-

ble, wretched. 4. Abandoned, unfrequented, lonely,

waste, wild, barren, dreary.

desolately (des'6-lat-li), adv. In a desolate

manner; as one forsaken, abandoned, or over-
whelmed with ruin or grief.

Nehemlah, whom all the pleasures of the Persian court
could not satisfy, whilst Jerusalem was detolatfty misera-
ble. Balet, Works, IV. Iv.

desolateness (des'o-lat-nes), n. The state of

being desolate, in any sense of the word.

In so great discomfort It hath pleased God some ways to

regard my desolatenets. Bacon, Works, VI. 38.

desolater (des'o-la-ter), n. See desolator.

desolation (des-o-la'shon), . [= F. desolation
= Sp. desolation = Pg. desolai;So = It. desola-

zione, < LL. desolalio(n-), < L. desolare: see deso-

late, .] 1. The act of desolating ; destruction
or expulsion of inhabitants

;
devastation

;
a

laying waste.

What with yonr praysesof the eountrey, and what with
your discourse of the lamentable deviation thereof, made
by those . . . Scottes, you have titled me with great com-
passion. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Long e'er thou shalt be to Manhood grown,
Wide Desolation will lay waste this Town.

Congreee, Iliad.

2. A desolate place ;
a waste, devastated, or

lifeless place or region.
How is Babylon become a detolation among the nations 1

Jer. L 23.

Let the rocks
Groan with continual surges ; and behind me
Make all a desolation.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, It 2.

Some great world, as yet unknown, slow moving in the
outer denotation beyond the remotest of the present plan-
etary family. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVI. 55.

3. A desolate or desolated condition or state ;

destruction; ruin.

Every kingdom divided against Itself Is brought todi
lation. Mat. xii.

Between York and Durham, the space of 60 Miles, for
nine Years together, there was so utter Desolation, as that
neither any House was leftstanding, nor any Ground tilled.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 25.

Choose them for your lords who spoil and bum whole
countries and call desolation peace. t'ither.

The wide area of watery detolation was spread out in

dreadful clearness around them.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, T. 7.

4. Personal affliction ; the state of being deso-
late or forsaken

;
sadness.

The king shall mourn, and the prince shall be clothed
with denotation. Ezek. vli. 27.

This bosom's detolation. Byron.

She rested, and her detolation came
Upon her, and she wept beside the way.

Teniuism, Geraint

= Syn.l. Ravage. 3 and 4. Misery, wretchedness, gloom,

desolator (des'o-la-tor), n. [< LL. desolator, <

ii. desolare, desolate: see desolate, r.] One who
desolates or lays waste ;

that which desolates.

Also spelled desolater.

He shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease, and
commanding over a wing of abominations, be a desolater
or make desolation. J. Xcde, On Daniel, p. 39.

eto-

25.



desolator

The desolator desolate !

The victor overthrown !

The arbiter of others' fate
A suppliant for his own.

liyrun, Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte.

Pity, not scorn, I felt, though desolate
The desolator now.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, v. 25.

desolatory (des'o-la-to-ri), a. [< LL. desolato-

rius, making desolate) < L. desolatus, pp. : see

desolate, v.~\ Causing desolation. [Bare.]
The desolatory judgments are a notable improvement of

God's mercy. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 55.

desophisticate (de-so-fis'ti-kat), v. t.; pret.and
pp. desopliistieatcd, ppr. dcsophisticating. [< de-

priv. + sophisticate.] To clear from sophism
or error. Hare. Imp. Diet. [Bare.]
Desoria (de-so'ri-a), n. [NL., from Edouard
Desor (1811-82), a' Swiss geologist and paleon-
tologist.] 1. A genus of collembolous insects,
of the family Poduridce, or springtails ;

the gla-

cier-fleas, found on the glaciers of the Alps.
They differ from the common flea in that they jump by the
aid of a special apparatus provided for the purpose at the

posterior extremity, and not by means of the legs. Nino-

let, 1841.

2t. A genus of spatangoid sea-urchins: same
as L/intiiia. J. E. Gray, 1851.

desoxalate (des-ok'sa-lat), n. [< dcsoxal-ic +
-ate 1

.']
In chem.

,
a salt of desoxalic acid.

desoxalic (des-ok-sal'ik), a. [< "des- for dis-

priy.
+ oxalic.'] In chem., formed by the deoxi-

dation of oxalic acid Desoxalic acid, C5Hq08 ,
a

tribasic acid, when pure forming a crystalline deliques-
cent solid having a refreshing acid taste like that of tar-

taric acid. Also called raceitw-carbonic acid.

despair (des-par'), )'. [< ME. despayren, despey-
ren, despeiren, < OF. despercr, desesperer, mod.
F. dtsesperer = Pr. Sp. Pg. desesperar = It. des-

pcrare, disperare, < L. desperare, be without
hope, < de- priv. + sperare, hope, < spes, hope.
Cf. desperate, disesperate, etc.] I. intrans. To
lose hope ; be without hope ; give up all hope or

expectation: followed by of before an object.
We despaired even of life. 2 Cor. i. 8.

The ancients seem not to have despaired of discovering
methods and remedies for retarding old age.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

Never despair of God's blessings here or uf his reward
hereafter. Wake.

Nature, whose free, light, cheerful air,
Oft made thee, in thy gloom, despair.

M. Arnold, Morality.
= Syll. Despair, Despond. See despond.
H.t trans. 1. To give up hope of

;
lose con-

fidence in.

I would not despair the greatest design that could be
attempted. Milton.

2. To cause to despair ; deprive of hope.
Having no hope to despair the governour to deliver it

[the fprt|
into their enemies' hands.

Sir R. Williams, Actions of the Low Countries, p. 30.

despair (des-par'), n. [< ME. dispair, despeir,

despeyre, also desespeire, desespeyre, < OF. de-

sespeir, desespoir, F. desespmr = Pr. desesper,
despair; from the verb.] 1. Hopelessness; a
hopeless state

;
utter lack of hope or expecta-

tion.

We are perplexed, but not in despair. 2 Cor. iv. 8.

Despair is the thought of the unattainableness of any
good, which works differently in men's minds, sometimes
producing uneasiness or pain, sometimes rest and indo-

leucy. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 11.

Nothing is more certain than that despair has almost
the same effect upon us with enjoyment, and that we are
no sooner acquainted with the impossibility of satisfying
any desire, than the desire itself vanishes.

Hume, Human Nature, Int.

2. That which causes hopelessness ;
that of

which there is no hope.
The mere despair of surgery, he cures.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

The attempt of the Alexandrian Platonists to substitute
the visions of trances for the conclusions of intellect has
been called the despair of reason ; and modern spiritual-
ism, when it is not a drawing-room amusement, is too
often a moment in the despair of faith.

Encyc. Brit., II. 202.
= Syn. 1. Despondency, Despair, Desperation. Despon-
dency is a loss of hope sufficient to produce a loss of cou-
rage and a disposition to relax or relinquish effort, the de-
spondent person tending to sink into spiritless inaction.
Despair means a total loss of hope ; desimndency does not.
Despair naturally destroys courage and stops all effort,
but may produce a new kind of courage and fierce activ-
ity founded upon the sense that there is nothing worse to
be feared. In this despair is akin to desperation, which
is an active state and always tends to produce a furious
struggle against adverse circumstances, even when the sit-
uation is utterly hopeless.

The calmness of his temper preserved him alike from
extravagant elation and from extravagant despondency.

Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.
What reinforcement we may gain from hope ;

II not, what resolution from despair.

Milton, P. L., i. 191.
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Pride and despair have often been known to nerve the

weakest minds with fortitude adequate to the occasion.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

None of his division were made prisoners, though many
were killed ; a circumstance that testifies the desperation
of their resistance. Scoff, Marmion, vi. 35, note.

despatch
The Three First Books I have already dispatcJied, and

am now entring upon the Fourth.

Addison, Spectator, No. 321.

Hence 4. To finish or make an end of by
promptly putting to death

;
kill.

despairer (des-par'er), . One who despairs
or is without hope.

He cheers the fearful, and commends the bold,
And makes despairers hope for good success.

Drydcn, Anuns Mirabilis.

despairful (des-par'ful), a. [< despair + -ful, 1.]
Full of or indicating despair ; hopeless. [Bare.]
Other cries amongst the Irish savour of the Scythian

barbarism
;
as the lamentations of their burials, with de-

spairful outcries. Spenser, State of Ireland.

His conscience made despairfvtt.
Alarston, Dutch Courtezan, iii. 1.

despairing (des-par'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of despair,

.] 1. Prone to despair or lose hope: as, a de-

spairing disposition. 2. Characterized by or

indicating despair: as, a despairing cry.

despairingly (des-par'ing-li), adv. In a de-

spairing manner ; in a manner indicating hope-
lessness ; in despair.
He speaks severely and . . . despairingly of our society.

Boyle, Works, I. 237.

In our overcharged House of Commons, . . . for one
thing of consequence that is done, five or ten are despair-

ingly postponed. A'. A. Kev., CXXVII. 207.

despairingness (des-par'ing-nes), n. The state

of being despairing ; hopelessness. Clarke.

despatch, dispatch (des-, dis-pach'), v. [First
found in early mod. E. (also spelled dispach) ;

< OF. despechier, despeschier, despeechier, des-

peeschier, despecquier, despesquier, despeesquier,
also depeschier, deppaschier, dapauchier, later

despecher, depecher ( > ME. depechen, E. depeach,
q. v.), mod. F. depe'cher, rid, discharge, hasten,
expedite, despatch; cf. Sp. Pg. despachar, It.

dispacciare, spacciare, spicciare, despatch, etc.

If these forms had a common source, some con-
fusion or corruption must have occurred in

their development. (1) The F. form suggests
ML. "dispedicare, lit. disentangle, < dis- priv.
+ "pedicure (found in LL. impedicare, entangle,
catch, whence Pr. empedegar = OF. cmpechier,
empeechicr, empeescher, empescher, empegier, em-

piegier, etc., entangle, embarrass, hinder, stop,
bar, impeach, whence E. impeach, q. v.), < L.

pedica, a snare, trap, gin, shackle, fetter, < pes
(lied-) = Kfoot. (2) The Sp., Pg.,andlt. forms,
if not dependent on the F., would seem to

point to ML. "dispactare or *
dispactiare, lit.

unfasten, < dis- priv. + "pactare, freq. of L.

'anget'c, pp. pactus, fasten, bind: see pact.
.ccording to the first explanation, despatch is

coradicate with its equiv. expede, expedite, and
their opposites impede, impedite : see impeach,
in which the second syllable is the same as
the second syllable of depeach, an obs. var. of

despatch. The spelling dispatch is etymologi-
cally the more correct form, but despatch, rare
before its use in Johnson's dictionary, has

largely displaced it.] I. trans. It. To deliver;
rid; free; disentangle; discharge: usually re-
flexive.

I had clean dispatched myself of this great charge.
J. Udall, Pref. to Matthew.

2. To send to a destination
;
cause to start for

or go to an appointed place ; put under way :

usually implying urgent importance or haste
as to purpose, or promptness and regularity as
to time : as, to despatch a messenger or a let-

ter asking for assistance; to despatch an envoy
to a foreign court; to despatch a ship.
The King was at Beverly when be heard of his Brother's

Death, and presently thereupon dispatched away Edmund
Earl of Mortaigne into Normandy.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 176.

What peace of mind a sinner can have in this world
who knows not how soon he may be dispatched to that
place of torment. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. x.

Some hero must he dispatch'd, to bear
The mournful message to Pelides' ear.

Pope, Iliad, xvii.

Moses was . . . despatched to borrow a couple of chairs.

Goldsmith, Vicar, ix.

p
A

The company shall stone them with stones,
them with their swords. Ezek. xxiii. 47.

If 't please your grace to have me hang'd, I am ready ;

"Pis but a miller and a thief despatclt'd.
Fletcher and Kou'ley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

The infidel . . . was instantly dispatched, to prevent
his giving an alarm. In-ing, Granada, p. 31.

-Syn. 2. To hasten off. 3. To make short work of, dis-

pose of (quickly). 4. Slay, Murder, etc. See kill.

Il.t intrans. 1. To go expeditiously ;
be

quick.

Despatch, I say, and find the forester.

Shot., M. N. D., iv. 1.

2. To conclude or dispose of an affair or matter
;

make a finish.

They have despatch'd with Pompey, he is gone.
Shale., A. and C., iii. 2.

'Twill be
An hour before I can dispatch with him.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

I might have miish'd ere he went, and not

Delay'd his business much
;
two or three words,

And I had dispatch'd. Shirley, The Traitor, ii. 1.

despatch, dispatch (des-, dis-pach'), n. [=
D. depeche = Gt. Dan. dcpesche = Sw. depesch,
< OF. despeche, despesche, haste, riddance, dis-

charge, despatch, F. depeche, despatch ;
cf. Sp.

Pg. dcspacho, It. dispaccio, spaccio, despatch;
from the verb.] 1. A sending off or away; a

prompt or regular starting or transmission, as
of some one on an errand or a commission, or
of a ship, freight, etc., on its prescribed course
or toward its destination : as, the despatch of

the mails
;
the despatch of troops to the front.

The several messengers
From hence attend despatch. Shak., Lear, ii. 1.

But because it would have taken up a long time to
Load our Vessel with our own Boat only, we hired a Peri-

ago of the Logwood-cutters to bring it on Board
; and by

that means made the quicker dispatch.
Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 18.

2. A sending away or getting rid of something ;

a putting out of the way, or a doing away with
;

riddance
;
dismissal.

A despatch of complaints. Shah., M. for M., iv. 4.

Cato gave counsel in open senate, that they should give
him [Carneades] his dispatch with all speed, lest he should
infect and indium the minds and affections of the youth.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 14.

3. Prompt or expeditious performance ;
com-

plete or regular execution or transaction; the
act of bringing to a conclusion.

The daughter of the king of France,
On serious business, craving quick despatch,
Importunes personal conference with his grace.

Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1.

Despatch of each day's little growth
Of household occupation.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viii.

Their permanent residence was assigned in the old al-

cazar of Seville, where they were to meet every day for
the despatch of business. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 9.

4. Speed; haste; expedition; due diligence:
as, repairing done witn neatness and despatch;
go, but make despatch.

Sets down her babe, and makes all swift dispatch
In pursuit of the thing she would have stay.

Shak., Sonnets, cxliii.

Letters of greater consequence, that require dispatch,
are sent by foot messengers across the deserts directly to
Cairo. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 14.

Our axes were immediately set to work to cut down
trees, and, our men being dexterous in the nse of them,
great despatch was made. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 234.

The earl's utmost despatch only enabled him to meet
the queen as she entered the great hall.

Scott, Kenilworth, xv.

No two things differ more than hurry and despatch.
Hurry is the mark of a weak mind, despatch of a strong
one. Cotton, Lacon.

3. To transact or dispose of speedily or with

promptness; attend to; bring to an end; ac-

complish: as, to despatch business.

Speak with poor men when they come to your houses,
and despatch poor suitors.

Latimcr, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Ere we put ourselves in arms, despatch we
The business we have talk'd of.

Shale., A. and C., ii. 2.

Wheresoever they [merchants] go they certainly dis-

patch their business so as to return back again with the
next or contrary Monsoon. Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 22.

5f. Conduct
; management.

You shall put
This night's great business into my despatch.

Shak., Macbeth, L 5.

6. A written message sent or to be sent with

expedition: as, a telegraphic despatch. 7. An
official letter relating to public affaire, as from
a minister to an ambassador or a commander,
or from the latter to the former, usually con-

veyed by a special messenger or bearer of de-

spatches.
Thrice happy he whose name has been well spelt
In the despatch. Byron.

8. A conveyance or an organization for the ex-

peditious transmission of merchandise, money,
etc. : as, the Merchants' Despatch ; it was sent

by despatch. 9f. A decisive answer.



despatch
To-day we shall have our despatch,

On Saturday we will return to France.

SAot., L. L. L., Iv. 1.

Bearer of despatches, a person employed, either spe-

cially or regularly, in cunveying olncial despatches, as be-

tween a government nnd Its foreign envoys, or to or from
a military or naval commander. -Happy despatch, a
humorous name given to the form of judicial suicide

known iimuiii,' the .htp;im'.ir iw hara-kiri. Pneumatic
despatch. *<! /"" >n,iatic.

despatch-boat (des-pach'bot), n. A govern-
ment vessel for the conveyance of despatches.
despatch-box (des-pach'boks), n. A box or
case in which official despatches are carried by
a special messenger.
despatcher, dispatcher (des-, dis-pach'er), n.

One who despatches: as, a train-dispatcher; a

Ta&il-despatclier.

despatchfult, dispatchfult (des-, dis-pach'ful),
a. [< despatch, dispatch, + -ful, l.J Marked
by or exercising despatch ; energetic ; speedy.

Fall like a secret and despatchful plague
On your secured comforts.

MiddMon, Trick to Catch the Old One, II. 2.

So saying, with dispntchful looks In haste
She tunis, on hospitable thoughts intent,
What choice to choose for delicacy best.

Milton, P. L., v. 331.

Let one dispatchful bid some swain to lead
A well-fed bullock from the grassy mead. Pope.

despatch-tube (des-pach'tub). . The tube
or pipe of a pneumatic despatch sj

pneumatic.
despecificate (de-spe-sif'i-kat), v. t.

; pret. and
pp. despecificated, r>pr. despecificatiiig. [< de-

priv. + specificate^] To change the specific
use or meaning of

;
make specifically different

;

differentiate. [Bare.]
Inaptitude and ineptitude have been usefully despecifi-

I.M;.-,

2. Without care for safety; extremely rash;
reckless from despair, passion, or ferocity : as,
:i ilrn/H'rate man.

Proceed not to this combat. Be'st thou detperatt
Of thine own life? yet, dearest, pity mine!

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, v. 3.

Supposing that it was a Malaya Vessel, he ordered the
men not to go aboard, for they are accounted desperate
Fellows. Dumpier, Voyages, I. 401.

And when the pibroch bids the battle rave.

And level for the charge your arms are laid,
Where lives the desperate foe that for such onset staid ?

Scott.

3. Done or resorted to without regard to con-

sequences, or in the last extremity; showing
despair or recklessness

; extremely hazardous :

as, a i/r.'.'/imffr' undertaking; desperate remedies.

Som new disguised garment, or desperate hat, fond

[foolish] in faclou. Ascham, The Scholeinaster, p. 54.

Beware of detperatt steps. The darkest day,
Live till to-morrow, will have passed away.

Coicper, Needless Alarm.

His enthusiasm, barred from the career which It would
have selected for itself, seems to have found a vent in

desperate levity. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

The highest results are often accomplished by those who
work with desperate energy, quite regardless of self.

J. FMe, Evolutionist, p. 322.

l ; and only the latter now Imports "folly."
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 305.

despecification (de-spes"i-fi-ka'shpn), n. [< de-

specificate : see -ation.] Change of specific use
or meaning; differentiation. [Rare.]

It Is their despecification not the words themselves
that belongs to our period.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 306, note.

despect (de-spekf), n. [< L. despectus, a look-

ing down upon, contempt, < despicere, pp. de-

spectus, look down upon : see despise; and cf.

despite, a doublet of despect.] Despection; con-

tempt. Coleridge. [Bare.]

despectant(de-spek'tant),a. [< \j.despectan(t-)s,

ppr. of (lespec'tare, look down upon : see despite,

.] In her., looking downward; having the
head bent downward: said of an animal used
as a bearing. Also dejectant.

despection (<le-spek'shon), n. [= OP. despec-
tion, < L. despe'ctio(n-), < despicere, pp. despectus,
look down upon, despise : see despise.'] A look-

ing down upon; contempt; disdain. [Bare.]

They who take either of these guides, reason or grace,
to carry them up to this clitf of meditation, may cast down
their thoughts in a calm detection of all those shining
attractions which they see to be so transitory.

II". Muntayue, Dcvoute Essays, I. xlx. 6.

despencet, An obsolete form of dispense.

despendt, c. t. See dispcml.

despenset, An obsolete form of dispense.
desperado (des-pe-ra'do), n.

; pi. desperados or
-does (-doz). [< OSp. desperado, < L. desperatus,

pp., desperate : see desperate.] A desperate or
reckless man ; one urged by furious passions ;

one habituated to lawless deeds either for him-
self or for others.

This dismal tragedy, perpetrated not by any private
desperadoes of that faction.

The Cloak in its Colours, p. 9 (1679).

A frowzy desperado, shaggy as a bison, in a red shirt and
jack- boots, hnng about the waist with an assortment of six-

shootersand lm\vic knives. T. Ifinthrop, Love and Skates.

With a cool, professionally murderous look, like that of
our border desperadoes. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 26.

desperancet, [ME., also desperaunce, < OF.
i/n-'licrancc, desixtrance (also desesperanee, F.

desesperanee) (= It. desperanza, disperanza), <

ili'uperer, despair: see despair, .] Despera-
tion; despair.

I am in tristesse all amldde
And fulfilled of desperaunce.

Qamr, Conf. Amant., 11.119.

desperate (des'pe-rat), a. [= D. desperaat =
G. Dan. Sw. desperat = OF. despere = OSp.
desperado = It.

dis])crato, < L. desperatus, pp.
of desperare, be without hope, despair: see

despair, .] If. Having no nope; hopeless;
despairing.

I am desperate of obtaining her. ShaJt., T. O. of V., ill. 2.

May he not be desperate of his own merit to think himself
the only exiled abject, banished from out the acceptance
of u lady's favour? Ford, Honour Triumphant, 1st Pos.

4. Beyond hope of recovery ; irretrievable ; ir-

remediable; hopeless: as, desperate fortunes;
system. See a desperate situation or condition.

They are now
But desperate debts again, I ne'er look for 'em.

MidJleton (and others), The Widow, v. 1.

For e'en the perfect angels were not stable,
But had a fall more desperate than we.

Sir J. Daeies, Immortal, of Soul, viii.

They were fellows of desperate fortunes, forced to fly

from the places of their birth on account of their poverty
or their crimes. Sut(ft, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 4.

5. Such as to be despaired of; extremely dif-

ficult to do, manage, cure, or reclaim.

Your bended honesty we shall set right, sir ;

We surgeons of the law do desperate cures, sir.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ill. 1.

Concluding all were desp'rate sots and fools,
That durst depart from Aristotle's rules.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 271.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Headlong, violent, mad, wild, furious,
frantic.

desperately (des'pe-rat-li), adv. 1. In a des-

perate manner ; recklessly ;
without fear or re-

straint.

The French, rather than to endure the Arrows of the

English, or be taken, desperately leaped into the Sea.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 119.

Ye all want money, and you are literal captains,
And in this want will talk a little desperately.

Fletcher (and another), False 6ne, III. a.

2. Excessively; violently; unrestrainedly.
The heart Is deceitful above all things, and desperately

wicked. Jer. xvii. tf.

She fell desperately in love with him, and took a voyage
Into Sicily In pursuit of him. Aadison.

desperateness (des'pe-rat-nes), n. Madness
;

fury ;
rash precipitance ;'

violence.

You are too rash, you are too hot,
Wild desperateness doth valour blot.

Lust's Dominion, If. 3.

The foul elephantine leprosy, alleviated for an hour,
reappears In new force and desperatenesi next hour.

Carlyle.

desperation (des-pe-ra'shon), n. [< ME. des-

peration, < OF. desperation, desperation (cf. de-

sesperation = F. desesptration) = OSp. despera-
tion (Sp. desesperution = Pg. desesperacSo) = It.

dctt/ierazione, disperazione = G. Dan. Sw. despe-
ration, < L. desperatio(n-), hopelessness, despair,
< desperare, despair : see desperate, despair, c.]

If. A despairing ; hopelessness ; despair.
This desperation of success chills all our Industry, and

we sin on because we have sinned. Hammond.

2. A desperate state of mind, either active or

passive; recklessness arising from failure or

misfortune; despairing rashness or fury: as,
deeds of desperation.
Drede of desperation dryueth a-weye thanne grace,
That mercy in her inyndc may naujt thanne falle :

Qood hope, that helpe shulde, to wanhope [despair! torn-
eth. Piers Plowman (B), xvfl. 307.

The very place puts toys of desperation,
Without more motive, into every brain.

Shale., Hamlet, I. 4.

The Portuguese, evermindful of Don Christopher, fought
with a bravery like to desperation.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, U. 190.

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation. What
is called resignation is continued desperation.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 10.
= Syn. 2. See despair.

despicability (des'pi-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [< despi-
cable: see -biHty."] Despicableness; contempt-
ibleness. [Bare.]

despiser

Such courage we Indeed esteem an exceeding small

matter, capable of co-existing with a life full of falsehood,
feebleness, poltroonery, and despicti>>

Carlyle, Misc., III. 94.

despicable (des'pi-ka-bl), a. [= It. despicabile,
< LL. desnicaWis, contemptible, < despicari,

despise, < L. desinn ,-, . ilrspiae: see despise. Ct
despisable.'] That may be or deserves to be

despised; contemptible; base; vile: worth-
less : applicable equally to persons and things :

as, a despicable man ; a despicable gift.

It Is less despicaole to beg a supply to a man's hunger
than his vanity. Steele, Taller, No. 261.

In proportion as he became contemptible to others, he
became despicable to himself. Qoidsmith, Vicar, III.

Such a
disposition to fly to piecesu possessed the minds

of the Greeks would divide America Into thousands of

petty, despicable states. J. Adamt, Works, IV. 900.

= 8yn. Paltry, Pitiful, ete. See omlemptMe.
despicableness (des'pi-ka-bl-nes), n. The
quality or state of being despicable ; vileness ;

worthlessness.

Even In the vilest [creatures), the maker's art shines

through the despicableness of the matter.

Boyle, Works, II. 13.

despicably (des'pi-ka-bli), adv. Meanly; base-

ly ; contemptibly : as, despicably stingy.
Here wanton Naples crowns the happy shore.
Nor vainly rich, nor despicably poor. Aadison.

despiciencet, despiciencyt (de-spish'ens, -?.n-

si), n. [< despicient: see -enee, -enry.] A look-

ingdownupon; adespising; contempt. [Bare.]
It Is very probable, that to shew their despiciency of the

poore Gentiles, and to pride themselves on their preroga-
tive and discretion from them, they (the Jews] affected to

have such acts there done. /. Mede, Diatribe, p. 191.

despicientt (de-spish'ent), n. [< L. despiti-

en(t-)s, ppr. of despicere, look down, despise : see

despise, j Looking down upon. Bailey, 1731.

despightt, despightfulf. False spellings of

despite, despitejiil.

despiritualization (de-spir'i-tu-al-i-za'shon),
n. [< 'desjnritualize (< de- priv. -f- N/iiritn<tJi:i )

+ -ation.~] The act of lessening the force, or

impeding and removing the influences, of the
nobler or spiritual nature and relations ofmen

;

the state of being so affected.

Worldliness includes the materialism of sin, the despiri-
tualization of man. The Congreffationalist, Feb. 19, 1885.

despisable (des-pi'za-bl), a. [< OF. despisable,

le, <
degfriser, despise: see despise and

Deserving to be despised; despicable;
contemptible. [Colloq.]
despisalt (des-pi'zal), . [< despise + -al.]

Contempt.
No man is so mean but he is sensible of despital, and

may And means to shew his resentment.

Bp. Patrick, On Prov. xi. 12.

despise (des-piz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. despised,

ppr. despising. [\ ME. despisen, dispisen, < OF.
despiser, despicer, despise, < despis, desjtiz, pp.
of despire, dcspier, dispire, despise, < L. despi-

cere, look down upon, despise, scorn, < de,

down, + specerc, look at, behold : see species,

spectacle, spy. Cf. despicient, despect, despite.]
1 . To look down upon ; contemn

;
scorn

; dis-

dain.
Yf any Brother of the fforsayd ffraternyte and crafte

dysspysse anoder, callenge hym knatfr. or horson, or deffe,
or any yodur mysname, he schall pay, at the ffyrst def-

faute, xij. d. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 315.

Fools despise wisdom and instruction. Prov. 1. 7.

Men have despised to be conversant in ordinary and com-
mon matters. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 261.

Till ft [the fire] had gained so considerable a force that
it despised all the resistance [which] could lie made by the

strength of the buildings which stood in Its way.
Stillinftjleet, Sermons, 1. 1.

The Oriental Christians, who have been despised for cen-

turies, are, with some few exceptions, despicable enough.
/;. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 104.

Hence 2f. To reject ;
throw away.

In bareine lande to sette or foster vynes
Dispiseth alle the labour and exprnce.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 7.

St. To look upon; contemplate. [A forced
and doubtful use.]

Thy God reqnireth thee here the fulfilling of all his pre-
cepts, If thou despisest to live with him for ever. Bacon.

= Syn. 1. Contemn, Disdain, etc. See scorn.

despisedness (des-pi'zed-nes), n. The state of

being despised.
He sent foolishness to confute wisdom, weakness to

blind strength, despisedness to vanquish pride.
Milton, Church-Government, ii. 1.

despiser (des-pi'zer), n. [< ME. "despisere, de-

speysere; < despise + -erV] One who despises;
a scorner.

Behold, ye despiters. and wonder, and perish.
Acts xilL 4L



despisingly

despisingly (des-pi'zing-li), adv. With con-

tempt.
despite (des-plf), [Formerly often spelled,

erroneously, despight; < ME. despite, despit,

despyte, dispite, dispit, < OF. despit, despeit, F.

depit = Pr. despieyt, despicg = Sp. despecho =
Pg. despeito = It. dispetto, < L. despcctus, a look-

ing down upon, contempt, < despicere, pp. de-

spectus, look down upon, despise: see despise.

Hence by apheresis spite, q. v.] 1. Scorn;

contempt; extreme malice; malignity; con-

temptuous aversion ; spite.

Gawein vndirstode her manaces, and hir pride, and he

hadde ther-of grete dispite. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 462.

Wherin, as it is sayde, Absolon is buryed, and whan so

euer any Sarrasyn conietli by yt sepulcre he casteth a

stone tliereat with grete violence and despyte, bycause yt

the sayd Absolon pursued his father kyng Dauid and
caused hym to fle. Sir R. Oaylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

Thou hast . . . rejoiced in heart with all thy despite

against the land of Israel. Ezek. xxv. 6.

2. Defiance with contempt of opposition ;
con-

temptuous challenge.
Eeceive thy friend, who, scorning flight,

Goes to meet danger with despite,

Proudly as thou the tempests might,
Dark-rolling wave !

LrngftOaw, tr. of Evald's King Christian.

8. An act of malice or injury. [Poetic.]

Do not presume, because you see me young ;

Or caste despites on my profession.
Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ii. 3.

Which would be all his solace and revenge,
As a despite done against the Most High.

Hilton, P. L., vi. 906.

But, as I said to him, his own despites
Are for his breast the fittest ornaments.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante s Inferno, xiv. 71.

In despite Of, in defiance or contempt of ; in defiant op.

position to; notwithstanding: later abbreviated to in spite

of, or simply despite as a preposition.

Why doo I longer live in lifes despight,
And doo not dye then in despight of death ?

Spenser, Daphnaida, vi.

Seized my hand in despite of my efforts to the contrary.
Irving.

despite (des-pif), v. t.
; pret. and pp. despited,

ppr. despiting. [< OF. despiter^ML. despitare),

Y. depiter = Pr. despechar, despeytar = Sp. de-

spechar = Pg. tlespeitar It. dispettare, < L. de-

spectare, look down upon, despise, freq. of de-

spicere, pp. despectus, look down upon, despise :

see despise. Hence by apheresis spite, v. t.] 1.

To treat with contempt ;
set at naught; despise.

[Bare.]
Hee chuseth him as the fittest subiect in whose ruine

to despite his Maker. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

The great founder of Rome, I heard In Holland, slew

his brother for despiting the weakness of his walls.

Landor, Peter the Great and Alexis.

2. To vex; offend; spite. [Rare.]

Saturn, with his wife Rhea, fled by night, setting the

town on fire, to despite Bacchus. Sir W. Raleigh.

despite (des-plf), prep. [Short for in despite

of: see despite, n.] In despite of; notwithstand-

ing. See in despite of, under despite, n.

But archwyfes, eger in their violence,
Ferse as a tigre for to make affray,

They haf, despite and agayne conscience,
list not of pride theyre hornya cast away.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 40.

Plants of great vigor will almost always struggle into

blossom, despite impediments.
Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 49.

Faith held fast, despite the plucking flend.

Browning, King and Book, I. 199.

Xhe moon will draw the sea, despite the storms and
darkness that brood between.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p, 123.

= Syn. Notwithstanding, In spite of, Despite. See not-

withstanding.

despiteful (des-pit'ful), a. [Formerly often

spelled, erroneously, despightful; < despite +
-Jul, 1. Hence by apheresis spiteful.'] Full of

despite or spite; malicious; spiteful: as, a de-

spiteful enemy. [Bare.]

Backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud boasters.

Rom. i. 30.

Wrinkled face for looks delightful,
Shall acquaint the Dame despiteful.

Lodge (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 15).

despitefully (des-pit'ful-i), adv. With despite;
maliciously ; viciously.

Pray for them which despitefully use you and persecute
you. Hat. v. 44.

despitefulness (des-pit'ful-nes), . Malice;
ill will

; malignity.
Let us examine him with despitefulness and torture,

that we know his meekness, and prove his patience.

Wisdom, ii. 19.

despiteous, dispiteous (des-, dis-pit'e-us), a.

[Extended from earlier despitous, dispUous (as

despot

I should despair, or at least despond. Scott, Letters.

= Syn. Despair, Despond. Despair implies a total loss of

hope ; despond does not. Despondency produces a dispo-
sition to relax or relinquish elfort ; despair generally stops
all elfort. See despair, n.

I shall despair. There is no creature loves me.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

I have seen, without desponding even for a moment, the
hours which America has styled her gloomy ones.

Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 281.

despond (des-pond'), n. [< despond, v.] De-

spondency. [Archaic.]
This miry slough is the descent whither the scum and

filth that attends conviction for sin doth continually run ;

and therefore it is called the Slough of Despond.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

despondence (des-pon'dens}, )). [< desponden(t)
+ -ce.] A despondent condition; despondency.
[Rare.]
The people, when once infected, lose their relish for hap-

piness, saunter about with looks of despondence,
(foldsmith, Citizen or the World, Ixviii.

despondency (des-pon 'den-si), . [< despon-

den(t) + -ci/.] A sinking or dejection of spirits
from loss of hope or courage in affliction or diffi-

culty; deep depression of spirit.

Let not disappointment cause despondency, nor difficulty

despair. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Jlor.,i. 1.

We poets in our youth begin in gladness :

But thereof come in the end dettpontlency and madness.

Wordiworih, Resolution and Independence, St. 7.

= Syn. Desperation, etc. (see despair), discouragement,
melancholy, gloom.

despondent (des-pon'dent), a. [< L. despon-

de(*-)s, ppr. of despondere, despond: see de-

spond, v.] Losing courage; falling into dejec-

tion; depressed; spiritless.

A man might be despondent had he spent a lifetime on
a difficult task without a gleam of encouragement.

Jemns, Pol. Econ., II. 8.

despondently (des-pon'dent-li), adv. In a de-

spondent manner.
He thus despondently concludes.

Barrow, Sermons, p. 319.

desponder(des-pon'der),. Onewho desponds.
I am no desponder in my nature. Sw\ft.

desponding (des-pon'ding), p. a. Given to or

caused by despondency ; despondent.
There is no surer remedy for superstitious and despond-

ing weakness than, . , . when we have done our own parts,
to commit all chearfully, for the rest, to the good pleasure
of Heaven. Sir Ji. L Estrange.

despondingly (des-pon'ding-li), adv. In a de-

sponding manner ;
with dejection of spirits.

Swift, without a penny in his purse, was despondingly
looking out of his window to gape away the time.

Sheridan, Swift.

desponsaget (des-pon'saj), n. [As desponsate +
-age.] Betrothal.

Ethelbert . . . went peaceablie to King Offa for despon-

sage of Athilrid, his daughter. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 103.
And thei made despoile the queue to go to lur bedde. _ r . T ,

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 463. desponsatet (des-pon'sat), v. t. [< L. despon-

satits, pp. of desponsare (> It. disposare = Sp. Pg.

desposar), betroth, intensive of despondere, pp.

desponsus, promise to give : see spouse and de-

spond, v.] To betroth. Cockeram.

desponsationt (des-pon-sa'shon), . [< LL.

desponsatio(n-). < L. desponsare, betroth: see

desponsate.] A betrothing.

1566

piteous from earlier pilous), < ME. despitous:
see despitous. In mod. poet, use appar. re-

garded as < dis- priv. + piteous.'] Despiteful ;

malicious; furious. [Archaic.]
I Pilate am, . . that by unrighteous
And wicked doome, to Jewes despiteout
Delivered up the Lord of life to dye.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 62.

The most dispiteous out of all the gods.
A. C. Swinburne, Phaedra.

despiteouslyt (des-pit'e-us-li), adv. [Extended
from earlier despitously, q. v., as despiteous from

despitous.] Despitefully; cruelly. Spenser.

despitoust, dispitoust, a. [ME. despitous, dis-

pitous, < OF. despitous, despeitos, despitetis, later

despiteux, F. depiteux (= Sp. despechoso = Pg.

despeitoso = It. dispettoso), < despit: see despite,

n. Cf. despiteous, the later form of despitous.]
Same as despiteous.

And though he holy were, and vertuons,
He was to sinful man nought despitous.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 516.

Thei ben . . . more dispytous than in ony other place,
and han destroyed alle the Chirches.

tlandeville, Travels, p. 112.

despitouslyt, dispitquslyt,
adv. [ME. despi-

tously, despitusly, dispitously; < despitous + -ly*.]

Despiteously; maliciously; angrily; cruelly.
Out the child he hente

Despitously. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 478.

despoil (des-poil'), v. t. [< ME. despoilen, de-

spuilen, < OF. despoiller, despuiller (F. depouiller
= Pr. despuelhar, despolhar = Sp. despojar =
Pg. despojar = It. despogliare, dispogliare, spo-

gliare, despoil, < L. despoliare, plunder, < de- in-

tensive + spoliare, plunder, strip, rob, < spoli-

um, spoil: see spoil. Cf. depopulate.'} 1. To
spoliate ;

take spoil from ; strip of possessions ;

pillage : as, the army despoiled the enemy's
country.
The Dom schalle hegynne, snche houre as cure Lord de-

scended to Uelle and dispoyled it.

ilandeeille, Travels, p. 114.

2. To deprive by spoliation; strip by force;

plunder; bereave: with of: as, to despoil one

o/his goods or of honors.

The earl of March, following the plain path which his

father had trodden out, despoiled Henry the father and
Edward the son both of their lives and their kingdoms.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 12.

Waited with hellish rancour imminent
To intercept thy way, or send thee back

Despoil'd of innocence, of faith, of bliss !

Milton, P. L., ix. 411.

3. To strip; divest; undress: used absolutely
or with of. [Obsolete or archaic.]

He bad
That wommen sholde dispoilen hir ryght there.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 318.

And despoylled hym of alle hys clothes in to his sherte.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 164.

Though most were sorely wounded, none were slain,
The surgeons soon despoiid them of their arms,
And some with salves they cure, and some with charms.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc.

despoilt (des-poil'), n. [< despoil, v.] Spoil;

plunder; spoliation.

My houses be, by the oversight, despoil, .and evil behav-
iour of such as I did trust, in ruin and decay. Wolsey.

despoiler (des-poi'ler), . One who despoils or

strips by force
;
a plunderer.

Henry VIII.
,
the founder of the reformation in this coun-

try, and the despoiler of the clergy.
Petre, Reflections, p. 29.

despoilment (des-poil'ment), n. [< OF. de-

spoillement, depoillement, f. depouillement = Pr.

despoillament, despulhament; usdespoil + -ment.]
The act of despoiling; a plundering. Hob-
house.

despoliation (des-po-li-a'shon), n. [< OF. de-

spoliation, < LL. despoliatio(n-), < L. despoliare,

pp. despoliatus, despoil : see despoil, v.] The
act of despoiling, stripping, or plundering.
despond (des-pond'), v. i. [< L. despondere, give
up, yield (with or without animum, courage),
lose courage, despair, despond; also (with de-

intensive) promise, pledge ; < de, away, + spon-
dere, promise : see sponsor, spouse. Cf. respond.]
To lose heart, resolution, or hope; be cast

down; be depressed or dejected in mind.
The Pilgrims then, especially Christian, began to de-

spond, and looked this way and that, but could find no

way by which to escape the River.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 210.

Others depress their own minds [and] despond at the
first difficulty. Locke.

The men who labour and digest things most
Will be much apter to deapond than boast.

Itoscommvn, On Translated Verse, 1. 162.

For all this desponsation of her (Mary], according to the
desire of her parents, and the custom of the nation, she
had not set one step toward the consummation of her mar-

riage. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 28.

desponsoryt (des-pon'so-ri), n. [< LL. despon-

sor, one who betroths, < L. despondere, pp. de-

sponsus, betroth. See desponsate.'] A written

betrothal. Worcester.

despot (des'pot), n. [Formerly also despote; =
D. despoot = G. Dan. Sw. despot, < OF. despot,

despost, F. despote = Sp. despota = Pg. despota
= It. despota, despoto, < ML. despota, despotus,
< Gr. oeox6Tr/f, a master, lord, ruler, appar. orig.

comp., < <5t<7-, origin unknown, + *~oTif, later

rnkrif, husband, orig. master, = Skt. pati, lord,
= Lith. patis, lord, = L. potis, able, cf. L. po-
ten(t-)s, strong, potent: see potent, posse.] 1.

An absolute ruler; one who governs according
to his own will, under a recognized right or cus-

tom, but uncontrolled by constitutional restric-

tions or the wishes of his subjects ;
a sovereign

who is himself theoretically the source of all

law.

The case of Pausanias and other such cases were re-

garded by the Spartans themselves as showing the ten-

dency of generals to become despots.
II. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., I 250.

The nation knew that the king was not an arbitrary des-

pot, but a sovereign bound by oaths, laws, policies, and

necessities, over which they had sume control.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 5368.



despot

e 3. A tyrant; an oppressor; one who
or a body which exercises lawful power tyran-

nically or oppressively, as either sovereign or

master.
A despot is t In- itiiHvMual ur clans In whose favour ami

for whose benefit such n government Is carried on. A des-

pot may thus im-ludo any number o( persons from unity

upward from a monarch to a mob. Chambers'* Encyc.

S. An honorary title of the Byzantine emperors,
afterward of members of their families, and then
conferred as a title of office on vassal rulers and

governors : as, the despots of Kpirus.

I'alcologus was both by the patriarke anil the young em-

peror honored with the title of the desjnt, another step
Into the empire. Knolles, Uist. Turks, p. 112 (Ord MS.).

= 8vn. Autocrat, dictator.

despotat (des'pot-at), n. [< P. despotat; < des-

pot + -ate3 .] Government by a despot; the

territory governed by a despot. See despot, 3.

[Bare.]
The absence of all feudal organization . . . gave the da-

potat of Kpirus a Byzantine type.

t'inlay, Medieval Greece and Treblzond, vl. 1.

despotico (ef. D. G. despotixch = Dan. Sw. despo-

tisk'), < Gr. 6Vo-7roT<Kof, of a lord or despot, < <5e-

(7Tr<irw. a lord, despot: see desjiot.] Pertaining
to ov of the nature of a despot or despotism ;

unlimited; arbitrary; tyrannical: as, ^despotic

ruler; despotic government or power; a despotic
will.

We may see In a neighbouring government the 111 conse-

quences of having a dfspotick prince. Addison.

In a barbarous age the Imagination exercises a despotic

power. Macaulay, Dryden.

Despotic monarchy. SeeiMo>wrcA.v.=Syn. Autocratic,
Imperious, dictatorial.

despotically (rtes-pot'i-kal-i), adv. In a despot-
ic manner; with unlimited power; arbitrarily.

Alike In Hindu and in Russian village-communities we
find the group of habitations, each despotically ruled by a

pater-familias. J. Fiftke, Amer. I'ol. Ideas, p. 41.

despqticalness (des-ppt'i-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being despotic ;

absolute or arbitrary
authority.
despoticon (des-pot'i-kon), n. [< Gr. 6eoiroTtit6v

(sc. aufta, body), the Lord's body (the name be-

ing given by specialization to the largest por-
tion of the host), neut. of dWTromof, of the Lord,
of a lord or despot : see despotic.] In the Coptic

Ch., the central part of the corban or oblate,

occupying the intersection of the upright and
transverse pieces of the cross marked upon it.

The dospoticon itself is divided by a cross Into four divi-

sions, the whole oblate containing sixteen. Also isbodicon
and ftpoudicon.
The Priest . . . dips the despoticon in the chalice.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, I. 521.

despotism (des'pot-izm), . [= P. despotisms
= Sp. Pg. despotismo = It. despotismo = D. di'S-

jiotic, despotismus= G. despotismus = Dan. des-

potisms = Sw. despotism ; as despot + -ism.] 1.

Absolute power; authority unlimited and un-
controlled by constitutional restrictions, and

depending only on the will of the prince : as,
the despotism of Louis XIV.
We are ready to wonder that the best gifts are the most

sparingly bestowed, and rashly to conclude that deepoti&n
Is the decree of heaven, because by far the largest part of

the world lies bound in its fetters. Amen, Works, II. 258.

(Ciesar Borgia] tolerated within the sphere of his Iron

despotism no plunderer or oppressor but himself.

llacaulay, Machlavclll.

2. An arbitrary government ;
the rule of a des-

pot; absolutism; autocracy.
Kvrn the mighty Roman Republic, . . . after attaining

the highest point of power, passed, seemingly iiudi -r the

operation of irresistible causes, into a military despotism.
Calhouit, Works, I. 85.

The Roman government, at least from the time of Dio-
cletian and Constantine, was a pure and absolute despot-
ism. Stilli, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 33.

3. Figuratively, absolute power or controlling
influence.
Such Is the despotism of the imagination over unculti-

vated miiuls. Macanlait.

=Syn. 1. Di-spotixm, Tyranny, Autocracy, Absolutism.
All these words imply absolute power. Tyranny Is the
abuse of absolute power, legal or usurped, and implies
oppression. Dexjmtism, in its earlier and still frequent
meaning, docs not necessarily imply either regard or disre-

gard for the welfare of the subject ; but there is also a ten-
dency to give it essentially the same meaning as ti/rannu.
using almiliitiiin or autocracy where au unfavorable mean-
ing is not intended. .See oppression.
The cruelty and inhumanity which flourished In the

[Roman] republic, professing freedom, found a natural
home under the emperors the high-priests of despotism.

Sumner, Orations, I. 215.

Is there any tyranny anywhere equal t that which a
savage ruin exercises upon his subjects, with abject sub-
mission OH their part, in enforcing the sacred "customs"
of the tribe '! Miunlsley, Body and Will, p. 176.

1667
As a champion of Absolutism, and of the Church, Charles

Felix was naturally attracted towards Austria.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, v.

despotist (dos'pot-ist), n. [< despot + -ist.]

One who supports or who is in favor of despot-
ism. [Bare.J

I must become as thorough a despotist and Imperialist
as Stratford himself. Kinytley, Life, II. 06.

despotize (des'ppt-iz), r. .
; pret. and pp. des-

jinli-f'il, ppr. despotizing. [= F. despotiser ; as

despot + -ize.] To be a despot ;
act the part

of a despot ;
be despotic.

despotocracy (des-po-tok'ra-si), n. [< Gr.

<5ro-jror>7f, despot, + -Kparia, {' Kpartlv, govern:
see -cracy.] Government by a despot; des-

potism as a principle of government. [Bare.]

Despotocracy, the worst institution of the middle ages,
the leprosy of society, came over the water; the slave

survived the priest, the noble the king.
Theodore Parker, Works, V. 262.

despumate (de-spu'mat or des'pu-mat), v. ;

pret. and pp. 'despumated, ppr. despumating.
[< L. despumatus, pp. of despumare (> F. de-

spumer = Sp. despumar = It. dispumare), skim

off, deposit a frothy matter, < de, off, H- spu-
mare, foam, < spuma, foam: see spume.] I.

intrans. To throw off impurities; froth; form
froth or scum; clarify. [Bare.]
That discharge is a benefit to the constitution, and will

help It the sooner and faster to despumate and purify, and
so to get into perfect good health.

O. Cheyne, English Malady, p. 304.

H. trans. To throw off in froth. [Bare.]

They were thrown off and desjntmated upon the larger
emunctory and open glands.

0. Cheyne., English Malady, p. 300.

despumation (des-pu-ma'shon), n. [= F. des-

pumation = Sp. despumacion, < LL. despttma-
tio(n-), < L. dexpumare, skim off: see despumate.]
The rising of excrementitious matter to the
surface of a liquor in the form of froth or scum ;

a scumming.
desquamate (des-kwa'mat), r. '.

; pret. and pp.
desquamated, ppr. desquamating. [< L. desqua-
matus, pp. of desquamare (> F. desquamer), scale

off, < de, off, + squama, scale.] To scale off;

peel off; exfoliate; be shed, cast, or molted
in the form of scales or flakes.

The cuticle now begins to desquamate.
S. I'lumbe, Diseases of the Skin.

desquamation (des-kwa-ma'shon), n. [= F.

desquamation; as desquamate +"-ion.] The pro-
cess of desquamating; a scaling or exfoliation,
as of skin or bone; especially, separation of

the epidermis in scales or patches : a common
result of certain diseases, as scarlatina.

The separation of the cuticle in small branny fragment)
in one word, dewtiatnation.

Sir T. Watson, Lectures on Physic, xl.

desquamative (des-kwam'a-tiv), a.
[< desqua-

mate + -ice.] Relating to, consisting in, or par-
taking of the character of desquamation. De-
squamative nephritis, a nephritis In which the epithe-
lium of the urinary tubules and Malpighian bodies is shed
to a greater or less extent.

desquamatory (des-kwam'a-to-ri), a. and n. [<

desquamate + -ory.] I. a. 'Relating to desqua-
mation; desquamative.

II. n. PI. desquamatories (-riz). In surg., a
kind of trepan formerly used for removing the
lamina) of exfoliated bones.
dess (des), n. [E. dial, and Sc., also doss; <

Icel. des, a heap, mound (in comp. hey-des, a

hay-stack).] 1. A portion cut from a hay-
stack with a hay-knife for immediate use. 2.
The portion of a sheaf or lot of grain or of a
stack of hay which is left when a part is re-

moved for use.

dess (des), v. t. [E. dial, and Sc., < dess, n.] 1.

To lay close together; pile in order. 2. To cut

(a section of hay) from a stack. Halliicell.

desset, . [ME. des, dese, deis, a dais : see dais.]
An obsolete form

destination

The supper, with a handsome dessert, would do honour
tothetiuilclhall.

Quoted 111 Pint Year uf a Ktkru Kriyn, p. 109.

Dessert-service, the <1N -

plates, etc., used in servinK
.

dessert-spoon (de-zert'spOn), . A spoon inter-

mediate in size between a table-spoon and a

tea-spoon, used for eating dessert.

dessiatine, dessyatine (des'ya-tin), . [< Buss.

ilfsi/titina, a measure of land (see def.), lit. a

tenth, < desyati = E. ten, q. v.] A Russian hind
measure equal to 2.702 English acres. Also
written desiatine, dessatine, and (Latinized)
detsatina, and, improperly, deciatiiie.

The right of personal vote Iwlongs to those who posseu
100 male serfs, or 300 drtsiatints of ground. Brougham.

say,

The calculation Is made per Jrstyatine, or, as we should

y, per acre. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 518.

And next to her sate goodly Shamefastnesse,
Ne ever durst her eyes from ground upreare,
>'e ever once did looke up from her dctsc.

Spenter, t. Q., IV. x. 50.

dessert (de-zerf or -serf), n. [Sometimes spell-
ed desert; < OF. dessert, F. dessert, dessert, <

desservir, clear the table, < des-, de-, away, +
servir, serve: see serve.] A service of fruits
and sweetmeats at the close of a repast; the
last course at table : in the United States often
used to include pies, puddings, and other sweet
dishes.

At your dessert bright pewter comes too late,
When your ttrst course was well serv'd up in plate.

W. King, Art of Cookery.

It is singular, however, that where the extent of pro-
ductive forest in Russia Is smaller, the yield |>er deisiaiine

Is greater. Xature, XXX. 396.

dessus (de-sli'), n. [F. dessus, soprano, lit. up-

per part, noun use of desalts, over, upon, < de,

from, + sus, over, upon, < L. susunt, occasional
contr. of sursum, above, up, upward, coutr. of

"subvorsum, < sub, below, + vorsum, orig. neut.

pp. of vertere, turn ; cf. sub-ver-t.] The French
name for soprano, formerly used also by Eng-
lish musicians.

destancet, An obsolete form of distance.

destemper (des-tem'per), v. and n. See distem-

per%.

destint, . [< OF. destine, t., destiny, end,
destin, m., F. destin (= Pr. desti = Sp. Pg. It.

destino), destination, intention, < destiner, des-

tine: see destine. Cf. destiny.] Destiny: as,

"the destin's adamantine band," Alarston.

destinablet (des'ti-na-bl), a. [ME., < OF. desti-

nable, < destiner, destine: see destine and -able.]
Determinable by fate or destiny ; fated.

By the order of necessite destynalile.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

destinablyt (des'ti-na-bli), adr. In a destinable
manner. Chaucer.

destinalt (des'ti-nal), a. [ME., < destine + -al.]

Pertaining to destiny ;
determined by destiny ;

fated.

But I axe ylf ther lie any llberte of fre wil, In this ordre
of causes, that clyven thus toxidere In hymself, or elles

I wolde if that the destynal clieyne constreynitli the mov-
ynges of the corages of men. Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 2.

destinatet (des'ti-nat), r. t. [< L. destinatits, pp.
of dcstinare, destine: see destine.] To design
or appoint; destine.

A destructive God, to create our souls, and destinate

them to eternal damnation.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 652.

Decking their houses witli branches of cypresse : a tree

destinated to the dead. Sandys, Travalles, p. 65.

Birds are destinated to fly among the branches of trees

and bushes. Kay, Works of Creation.

destinatet (des'ti-nat), a. [< L. destinatus, pp. :

see the verb.] Appointed ; destined
; deter-

mined.
Ye are destinate to another dwelling than here on earth.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 223.

destination (des-ti-na'shon), . [< OP. desti-

nation, destinacion, F. destination = Pr. desti-

nacio = Sp. destinacion = Pg. destinac.Ho = It.

destinazione, (. L. destinatio(n-), < destinare, pp.
destinatus, destine: see destine.] 1. The act of

destining or appointing; appointment; desig-
nation.

Designed by nature . . . for the propagation of the spe-
cies: which deftiiuitian . . . appears to have been pre-
ordained by the author of mankind for the continuation
of It. Boyle, Works, V. 423.

2. The purpose for which anything is intended
or appointed ; end or ultimate design ; prede-
termined object or use: as, every animal is

fitted for its destination.

The passages through which spirits are conveyed to the

members, being almost Infinite, and each of them drawn
through so many meanders, it Is wonderful that they
should perform their regular destinations without losing
their way. Glanrillt, Seep. Sci.

3. The place to which a thing is appointed
or

directed; the predetermined end of a journey.

voyage, or course of transmission ; goal : as, the

ship's destination was unknown ; the destination

of a letter or package. 4. In Scots /air, a term.

generally speaking, applied to the series of heirs

called to the succession of heritable or mova-
ble property, by the provision of the law or title,

or by the will of the proprietor : but usually ap-
plied in a more limited sense to a nomination
of successors in a certain order, regulated by
the will of the proprietor. =syn. 3. Purpcwe, inten-

tion, lot, fate. 3. Goal, harbor, haven.



destine

destine (des'tin), v. t.
; pret. and pp. destined,

ppr. destining. [< ME. destenen, desteynen, < OP.

destiner, F. destiner = Pr. Sp. Pg. destinar = It.

destinare, < L. destinare, make fast, establish,

determine, design, intend, destine, appar. < de-

intensive + "stan-are, an assumed form, < stare,

stand: see stand."] 1. To set apart, ordain, or

appoint to a use, purpose, office, or place.
The rain conies down, it comes without our call,

Each pattering drop knows well its destined place.
Janes Very, Poems, p. 87.

The tyrant could not bear to see the triumph of those

whom he had destined to the gallows and the ooutertng-
block. Macaulay, Nngent'a Hampdeu.

What fitter use
Was ever husband's money destined to?

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 139.

2. To appoint or predetermine unalterably, as

by a divine decree
;
doom

;
devote.

And makes us with reflective Trouble see
That all is destin'd, which we fancy free.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

We are decreed,
Reserved, and destined to eternal woe.

MUton, P. L.,il. 160.

Not enjoyment and not sorrow
Is our destined end or way.

Longfellow, Psalm of Life.

=Syn. To intend, mark out, consecrate, dedicate, decree,
allot.

destinezite (des-ti-na'zit), . [After M. Det-

tinez.] A variety of diadochite from Yis6 in

Belgium.
destinism (des'ti-nizm), . [< destiny + -ism.]
Fatalism. E. D. [Rare.]
destinist (des'ti-nist), n. [< destiny + -ist.]

A believer in destiny. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

destiny (des'ti-ui), n.
; pi. destinies (-niz). [<

ME. destynie, destenye, destenee, destene, distyne,
< OF. dcstinee, F. destinee = Pr. destinada = It.

destinata, < ML. as if *destinuta, destiny, prop,
pp. fern, of lj. destinare, destine: see destine.'] 1.

An irresistible tendency of certain events to

come about by force of predetermination, what-
ever efforts maybe made to prevent them ;

over-

ruling necessity ; fate.

On mouday by goode distt/ne we shall meve alle to go
towarde Clarence.

'

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 682.

You are three men of sin, whom destiny
(That hath to instrument this lower world
And what is in't) the never-surfeited sea
Hath caus'd to belch up. Shale., Tempest, iii. 3.

With the Stoicks they [the Turks] attribute all accidents
to destiny, and constellations at birth.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 45.

Whate'er betides, by destiny 'tis done ;

And better bear like men than vainly seek to shun.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 249.

2. That which is predetermined and sure to
come true.

The kith that hee comme fro or hee com till,
Hee shall bee doluen [buried] & ded as denlenie falles.

Allsaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1026.

'Tis destiny unshunnable, like death.

Shut., Othello, iii. 3.

3. That which is to become of any person or

thing in the future
; fortune; lot; luck: often

in the plural.
Now wot i ueuer in this world of wham y am come,
ne what destene me is (list, but god do his wille !

William of Paleriie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 315.

As a Fish cannot live out of Water, no more was it in
the Destiny of this King [Stephen] to live out of Trouble.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 51.

The destinies of the human race were staked on the
same cast with the freedom of the English people.

Macaulay.
The revolutions in England could not but affect the des-

tinies of the colonies. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 195.

4. [cap.'] pi. In classical myth., the Fates or

Pares; the powers supposed to preside over
human life. See fate.

Destinies do cut his thread of life. Shak., Pericles, i. 2.

The destinies, or the natures and fates of things are
Justly made Pan's sisters. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

The Destinies, I hope, have pointed out
Our ends alike, that thou mayst die for love,
Though not for me.

Beau, and Fl, King and No King, iv. 2.

Manifest destiny, that which clearly appears destined to
come to pass ;

a future state, condition, or event which can
be foreseen with certainty, or is regarded as inevitable.
This phrase has been much used in American politics
especially about the time of the Mexican war, by those
who believed that the United States were destined in time
to occupy the entire continent.

The manifest destiny of the " Anglo-Saxon
"
race and the

huge dimensions of our country are favourite topics with
Fourth-of-July orators, but they are none the less inter-
esting on that account when considered from the point of
view of the historian. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 102.

=Syn. Destiny, Fate, Doom. Fate is stronger than des-
tiny, and less the appointment of a personal being or oth-
er discernible cause; but the words are often used inter-
changeably. Doom is an unhappy destiny.

1568

No man of woman bom,
Coward or brave, can shun his destiny.

Bryant, Iliad, vi.

Love is not in our choice, but in our /ate.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 328.

In the midst of its revels [the Greek world] trembled at

the thonelit of the doom that was awaiting it ; despair was
at its heart. Faiths of the World, p. 172.

destituentt (des-tit'u-ent), . [< L. destitu-

en(t-)s, ppr. of destifuc're',"forsake ; improp. used
in sense of 'wanting': see destitute.] Want-

ing; deficient.

When any condition ... is destituent or wanting, the

duty itself falls. Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, I. 44B.

destitute (des'ti-tut), . *. [< L. destitutus,

pp. of destituere (> F. destituer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
destituir = It. destituire), set down, put away,
leave alone, forsake, abandon, desert, < de,

down, away, + statucre, set, put, place, < status,
a position: see statute, state, and cf. constitute,

institute.] If. To forsake; desert; abandon;
leave to neglect.
We see also that the science of medicine, if it be desti-

tuted and forsaken by natural philosophy, it is not much
better than an empirical practice.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 182.

It is the sinfullest thing in the world to forsake or des-

titute a plantation [colony]. Bacon, Plantations.

2. To deprive, as of property, preferment, or
office

;
divest : used absolutely or with of. [Ar-

chaic.]
He was willing to part with his places, upon hopes not

to be destituted, but to be preferred to one of the baron's

places in Ireland. Bacon, Letters, p. 48 (Ord MS.).

I have given you . . . the amount of a considerable

fortune, and have destituted myself, for the purpose of

realizing it, of nearly four times the amount.
Shelley, To Godwin, in Dowden, II. 323.

3f. To disappoint.
It is good in all cases for every man to understand not

only his own advantages, but also his disadvantages ; lest

... he be needlessly offended when his expectation is

destituted. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 8.

destitute (des'ti-tut), a. and . [< ME. desti-

tute = F. destitue = Sp. Pg. destituido = It. de-

stituto, destituito,<.Ij. destitutus, pp. of destituere,

forsake, abandon, desert : see destitute, v.] I.

a. 1. Deprived; bereft; under complete lack or

privation, whether of what has been lost or of

what has never been possessed: with of: as,
destitute ofhonor or o/pmdence ;

destitute o/the
necessaries of life.

Of all places, Suez is the most destitute of every thing
that the earth produces. They have neither water, grass,

corn, nor any sort of herb or tree near it.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 13C.

Totally destitute of all shadow of influence. Burke.

The moon . . . has withered into a dry, volcanic cinder,
destitute of water and air.

Dauyon, Nature and the Bible, p. 90.

2. Without means
; indigent; needy; poor: as,

the family has been left destitute. =Syn, 2. Penni-

less, necessitous, pinched, distressed.

II. n. sing, and pi. A destitute person, or des-
titute persons collectively.
He will regard the prayer of the destitute. Ps. cii. 17.

Have pity on this poor destitute.

P. St. John, Sermons (1737), p. 224.

destituteness (des'ti-tut-nes), . The state of

being destitute
;
destitution. [Rare.]

destitution (des-ti-tu'shon), n. [= F. destitu-

tion = Sp. destitution = Pg. destituicSo = It.

destituzione, < L. destitutio(n-), a forsaking, < de-

stituere, forsake: see destitute.] 1. Depriva-
tion

; absence of anything desired.

I am unhappy thy mother and thyself at a distance
from me ; and what can compensate for such a destitution ?

Sterne, Letters, xci.

2. Deprivation of office
;
dismissal

; discharge.
See destitute, v., 2. [Rare.]
The man [the unjust steward] not so much as attempt-

ing a defence, his destitution follows : "Give an account
of thy stewardship : for thou mayest be no longer steward.

"

Abp. Trench, On the Parables, p. 328.

3. Deprivation or absence ofmeans; indigence;
poverty; want.

Left in so great destitution. Hooker.

=Syn. 3. Indigence, Penury, etc. (see poverty); privation,
distress.

desto (des'to), adv. [It., awaked, lively, ac-

tive, brisk, ^ destare, awake, rouse, renew, < L.

de, off, away, + stare, stand.] In a sprightly
manner: a direction in music.

destraint, '. An obsolete form of distrain.

destra mano (des'tra ma'no). [It.: destra,
fern, of destro, < L. dexter, right ; mano, < L. ma-
nus, hand: see dexter and manual.] In >.<ic,
the right hand: in pianoforte-music used as a
direction over a passage to be played with the

right hand. Abbreviated I). Af.

destreinet, v. A Middle English form of dis-

train.

destruct

destrert, [ME. dcstrer, destrere, dextrer, <
OF. destrier, dcstrer = Pr. destrier = It. destri-

ere, detstriero, < ML. dextrarins, a war-horse (so
called because led at the right hand until want-
ed in battle), < L. dexter, right hand : see dexter.]
A war-horse.

By him baiteth his dextrer
Of herbes fyue and goode.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 202.

As for the Duke, we left him on foot, an enemy as dan-

gerous on foot as when mounted on his destrier.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, III. 325.

destriet, T. t. A Middle English form of destroy .

destriert, See destrer.

destroy (des-troi'), v. t. [< ME. destroyen, de-

stroien, destruyen, destryen, destruen, destrien,

distroyen, etc. (also by apheresis stroyen : see

stray), < OF. destruire, F. detruire= Pr. Sp. Pg.
destniir = It. destruire, destruere, distruggere, <

L. destruere, pull down, ruin, destroy, < de- priv.
+ struere, build : see structure, construct, in-

struct, etc., and also destruct, destruction, etc.]
1 . To pull down ;

unbuild (that which has been
built or constructed) ;

demolish: as, to destroy
a building or a fortification ; to destroy a city.

On the west side the Cyclopean wall of the acropolis of

Mycenre is almost totally destroyed for a distance of forty-
five feet. N. A. Ken., CXXXIX. 622.

2. To overthrow ; lay waste
;
ruin

;
make des-

olate.

Sir, lo yonder theym by whos comaundement the londe
is destroied of yow and youre barouus.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 598.

Go up against this land, and destroy it. Isa. xxxvi. 10.

Solyman sent his army, which burnt and destroyed the

country villages. Kiwlles, Hist. Turks.

3. To kill; slay; extirpate: applied to men or
animals.
Ye shall destroy all this people. Num. xxxii. 15.

'Tis that unruly regiment within me, that will defttroy
me. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 10.

If him by force he can destroy, or, worse,
By some false guile pervert. Milton, P. L., iii. 91.

4. To bring to naught ; put an end to
;
anni-

hilate
;
obliterate entirely ;

cause to cease, or
to cease to be : as, to destroy one's happiness or

peace of mind by worry.
Ouer-plente pryde norsshetll, ther pouerte destrueth hit.

Piers Plumnan (C), xiii. 234.

Our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin

might be destroyed. Rom. vi. 6.

Venice is a still more remarkable instance : in her his-

tory we see nothing but the state ; aristocracy had de-

stroyed every seed of genius and virtue.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

The fury of a corrupt populace may destroy in one hour
what centuries have slowly consolidated.

Story, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

5. To counteract or render of no avail; take

away, detract from, or vitiate the power, force,

value, use, or beauty of
;
ruin

; spoil : as, to de-

stroy a person's influence.

The exceptions do not destroy the authority of the rule.

Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

6. To refute; disprove.
Destroy his fib or sophistry, in vain,
The creature's at his dirty work again !

Pojie, Prol. to Satires, 1. 91.

It is by making the unphilosophie inference that be-

cause we cannot know the objective reality therefore
there exists none, that idealism dextrous itself.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 79.

DestroyingangelS. See <;*. = Syn. Tocousume, throw

down, raze, subvert, dismantle, desolate, devastate, extin-

guish, quench, eradicate, root out.

destroyable (des-troi'a-bl), a. [< destroy +
-able.] Capable of being destroyed; destruc-
tible. [Rare.]
Propagating themselves in a manner everywhere, and

scarcely destroyable by the weather, the plough, or any
art. Derha-tn, Physico-Theol., iv. 11.

destroyer (des-troi'er), n. [< ME. destroyere,

distriere; < destroy + -erl.] One who or that

which destroys ;
one who or that which kills,

ruins, or makes desolate.

By powring-forth the pure and plentious Flood
Of his most precious Water-mixed Blood,
Preserue his People from the drad Destroyer.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

Neither murmur ye, as some of them also murmured,
and were destroyed of the destroyer. 1 Cor. x. 10.

To be styled great conquerours,
Patrons of mankind, gods, and sons of gods ;

Destroyers rightlier call'd, and plagues of men.
.Milieu. P. L., xi. 697.

destructt (de-strukt'), v. t. [< L. (testritctust.

pp. of destruere, destroy : see destroy. Cf. con-

struct, instmct.] To destroy.
The creatures Belonging to them . . . either wholly de-

structed or marvellously corrupted from that they were
before. J. Mede, Paraphrase on St. Peter (1642), p. 12.
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destructibility (ilv-stnik-ti-hii'i-ti), n. [=Sp.
ilfxli'iictihiliiliiil I'";, fjettructibilidadf ; MS il,

structiblc + -ily.] The quality of being capable
of di'st nil-lion.

destructible (<le-struk'ti-bl), a. [= F. destruc-
lililr = It. ili*/ru</i/ihilr, < LL. ilix/nictihi/ix, < L.

dcstructus, pp. of r/V wn y
, destroy.] Liable to

destruction; capable of being destroyed.
'rherefore forms, qllalili

by composition. ,l<:<t,-i'<-l,f<l'- liy ilissohltioil.

.1. Turk.,; l.ixlitof Nature, II. I. 2.

destructibleness (de-Ktruk'ti-bl-nes), w. The
quality of being destructible.

destructilet, " l< LL. </>..//<-, ,,/., destructi-

ble, <L. dcsiriii-tns, pp. of ili'struert, destroy: see

destroy.] That may bo destroyed; destructible.

Bailey, 1727.

destruction (do-struk'shon), il. [< ME. destruc-

tion, destrucciim, drslriicciouu, < OF. dislriicliini,

also destruinon, F. destruction = Sp. destruccion
= Pg. destrui^So = It. distruzione, < L. destruc-

tio(n-), a pulling down, destroying, < dcslrm r<
,

pp. destructus, pull down, destroy : see destroy.]
li The act of destroying; demolition; a pull-

ing down, as of a building ;
subversion or over-

throw, as of a government or a principle ; ruin,
as of a town, a crop, reputation, virtue, etc.:
annihilation or deprivation of existence, as of
a man or a forest.

And 5 myle fro Sarphcn is the Cytee of Sydon : of the
wliiclu- Citee Dydo was Lady, that was Eneas Wyf aftre
the Deitmccioun of Troye. Mandeottle, Travels, p. 30.

The messagers of Cornewailo and of Orcanye com to hem
and toldehem the losse anil the dittnuriunol the Sarazins
that dide thourgh ther loudcs. Merlin(E. E. T. S.), 11. 172.

There was a deadly destruction throughout all the city.
1 Sam. v. 11.

If material equality is ever to be secured at all, it will
be secured only by the destruction of civilization, not
by any distribution of the liner existing fruits of it.

If. II. ifallock, Social Equality, p. 39.

2. The state of being destroyed ;
ruin.

When that which we Immortal thought,
We saw so near destruction brought,
We felt what you did then endure,
And tremble yet, as not secure. Waller.

Such longings, as she knew,
To swift destruction all her glory drew.

William Morris, Earthly 1'aradlse, III. 114.

8. Cause of destruction ; a consuming plague or
ruinous infliction ; a destroyer.
The dcxtrm-tioii that wasteth at noon-day. Ps. xcl. 6.

The destruction of the poor is their poverty. Prov. x. 15.

=
Syn. 1 and 2. Overthrow, desolation, extirpation, eradi-

cation, extermination, extinction, devastation,

destructionist (de-struk'shon-ist), . [< de-
struction + -1st.'] 1. One who favors or en-

gages in destruction ; a destructive.

An Anarchist may or may not be a destructionist revo-

lutionistthough most of them are.

A'. A. Rer., OXI.III. 204.

2. In theol., one who believes in the final com-
plete destruction or annihilation of the wicked

;

an annihilationist.

destructive (de-struk'tiv), . and . [= F. de-

strnctif = Pr. (testntctiu = Sp. Pg. dcstructico =
It. distruttii-o, < LL. destructirus, < L. destruetus,
ip. of dfstrin-rc, destroy: see destroy.] I. .

. Causing destruction
; having a tendency to

destroy or the
quality of destroying ; ruinous ;

mischievous
; pernicious ; hurtful : with of or

to before an object : as, a destructire fire
;
a de-

xtructit'c disposition ; intemperance is destruc-
tire of health ; evil examples are destructive to

the morals of youth.
Rewards that either would to virtue bring
No joy, or be destructive o/ the thing.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. i v:.

Now I myself,
A Tory to the quick, was as a Iwy
ZMrtuMn, when I had not what I would.

Tenniitoii. Walking to the Mail.

2. In logir, refuting; disproving: as, a deatriic-

lirr dilemma. -Destructive dilemma. See
ma. Destructive distillation, si-e i/iw,i/nni. De-
structive hypothetical syllogism, see l,ii,a>ihrtical.
= Syn. 1. Mortal, deadly, fatal, malignant, Iwleful, fell,
deleterious, desolating, sobvershc.

II. n . ( )ne who or that which destroys ;
one

who favors the destruction of anything for
some ulterior purpose, as progress or public
convenience

; an overthrower of existing insti-

tutions, customs, or the like.

Applying to ca, -bother what ttcuthniu would have called
the dyslogistic names of the day, Anarchist, Detti
and the like. Fiuiay, Hist Greece.

Notwithstanding his skeptlcism.Ockam is not an extreme
destructive. J. Owen, Kvi ninns with skeptics, II. 400.

destructively (de-struk'tiv-li), </r. With de-
struction; ruinously; mischievouslv; with pow-
er to destroy.
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What remains but to breathe out MOM'S wish? n that

men uere nnt so ./. .! rr, '',,; -h/ foolish!

Decay of Christian I ''>,

The doctrine that states the time of repentance destruc-

(turfy to a pious life. ,S'>.H//I, Sermons, VII. vL

destructiveness (de-struk'tiv-nes). M. 1. The
quality of being destructive

; tendency to de-

stroy or ruin. 2. In pin-en., tin- tendency to

destroy or overthrow, supposed to be located
in a special organ of the brain. See cut under

destructor (do-struk'tor), w. [= F. deslructeur
= Pr. destruydor = Sp. Pg. destruidor = It. de-

xtruttore, < LL. destructor, a destroyer, < L. de-

slruere, pp. destructtts, destroy: see destroy.]
If. A destroyer; a consumer.

Belmont doth somewhere wittily call the fire the de-
structor and the artificial death of things.

Boyle, Works, I. 527.

2. Specifically, a furnace or crematory for the

burning of refuse.

Bearing in mind the undeslrabillty of filling up hollows
with refuse, and subsequently erecting buildings upon it,
the destructor becomes a most desirable means of dealing
with it. A. Uill, Sanitarian, XVII. 35.

destruiet, <. '. A Middle English form of de-

ting*
desudation (des-u-da'shon), n. [= F. de'suda-
tiim = Pg. desudacj&o, < LL. desudatio(n-), a vio-
lent sweating, < L. desudare ( > It. desudare= Sp.
ili-xinlar), pp. desudatus, sweat greatly, < de- in-
tensive + sudare, sweat, = E. sweat, q. v.] In

med., a profuse or morbid sweating, frequently
causing or accompanied by sudamina or heat-

pimples.

desudatoryt (de-su'dft-to-ri), . [< NL. *desu-

datorium, < L. desudare, sweat : see desudation.]
A sweating-bath. Bailey, 1727.

desuete (des-wef), a. [< L. desuetus, pp. of

desuescere, disuse, put out of use, grow out of

use, < de- priv. -I- suescere, inceptive of suere,
be used, be accustomed.] Out of use

;
fallen

into desuetude. [Rare.]
desuetude (des'we-tud), n. [= F. desuetude
= It. desuetudine, dissuetudine, < L. desuetudo,
disuse, < desuescere, pp. desuetus, disuse: see

desuete.] Discontinuance of use, practice, cus-

tom, or fashion; disuse: as, many words in

every language have fallen into desuetude.

The laws give place, and . . . disappear by desuetude.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 279.

The gradual desuetude of old observances.

Lamb, Ella, p. 82.

After the fourteenth century, the practice of cathedral
architecture of the old kind fell fast into desuetude.

C. E. Sortoa, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 103.

Of every form of sad desuetude and picturesque decay
Haddon 1 1 all contains some delightful example.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 28.

desulphur (de-sul'fer), v. t. [= F. desulfurer;
as de- priv. -t- sulphur.] To free from sulphur;
desulphurize.
A yellow tinge, which is deeper when the wool has pre-

viously been de.sulphured.
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 85.

desulphurate (de-sul'fu-rat), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. dcsulphtirated, ppr. desulphurating. [< de-

priv. + si/liilntr + -ate2.] Same as desulphurize.
desulphuration (de-sul-fu-ra'shon), n. [= F.

ili'xitlfuratioH ; as desulphurate -t- -ion.] Same
as drsulplinrization.

desulphureted, desulphuretted (de-sul'fu-ret-
ed), a. [< de- priv. + sulphuret + -ed2.]

'

De-
prived of sulphur.
The desulphuretted soda makes the best white-curd soap

Un, Diet, III. 847.

desulphurization (de-sul'ffi-ri-za'shon), fi.

[< desulphurize + -ation.] Tne act or process
of depriving (an ore, a mineral, etc.) of sulphur.
desulphurize (de-sul'fu-riz), r. t.

; pret. and pp.
desulphurized, ppr. desulphurizing. [< de-priv.+ sulphur + -tze.] To free from sulphur; re-
move the sulphur from (an ore, a mineral, etc.)
by some suitable process : as, iron ores contain-

ing pyrites may be desulphurized by roasting;
coke may be desulphurized by heating to redness
in a current of steam.

desultorily (des'ul-to-ri-li), adv. In a des-
ultory or random manner; without method;
loosely.
M inil or consciousness is supposed to follow, desultorily

and accidentally, after matter of fact
in shairp s culture and Religion, p. 187.

desultoriness (des'ul-to-ri-nes), n. The char-
acter of being desultory; disconnectedness;
discursiveness: as, the desultoriness of a speak-
er's remarks.

detach
It Is customary to reproach tin natives of Oceania with

invincible indolence; and, if it be a fault, I fear they
in'i-t I.e ci'im.te.l ,.t ,i:Knit,:,-i,i'ss and unsteadiness In
tbcir work. /,,. ,Sri'. M,,., XXX. 204.

desultorioust (di-s-ul-to'ri-us), a. [< L. desul-
turitis : see ilrsiiltnri/. ] Desultory. ,lir. Taylor,
desultory (<les'ul-t'o-ri), . [< L. dexultorius,
of or pertaining to a vaultcr or circus-rider,

inconstant, fickle, < desultor, a vaulter, circus-

rider, who leaped from horse to horse without
stopping, < desilire, pp. destiltus, leap down, <

de, down, + salire, leap: see salient.] 1.

Leaping; hopping about; moving irregularly.
[Archaic.]

It was amazing that the desultory and rapid motions of
this dam should not oblige her litter to quit their hold.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne.

2._ Swerving from point to point; irregularly
shifting in course

;
devious : as, desultory move-

ments
;
a desultory saunter.

The broken surface of the ground . . . was peculiarly
favorable to the desultory and illusory tactics of the Moorn.

Pracott, Ferd. and Isa., L 14.

Thenceforth their uncoinmunlcable ways
Follow the desultory feet of Death.

/'. (J. Rossetti, Sonnets, xxx., Known In Vain.

3. Veering about from one thing to another;
whiffling; unmethodical ; irregular; disconnect-
ed: as, a desultory conversation.

lie knew nothing accurately ; his reading had been des-
ulton/. Macaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

To turn these momenta to any profit at all, we must re-

ligiously methodize them. Desultory reading and desul-

tory reverie are to be forever abandoned.
R. Choate, Addresses, p. 212.

Desultory research, however it may amuse or benefit
the investigator, seldom adds much to the real stock of
human knowledge.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist. p. 41.

4. Coming suddenly, as if by leaping into
view

; started at the moment ; random.
"I'is not for a desultory thought to atone for a lewd

course of life, nor for anything but the super-Inducing of
a virtuous habit upon a vicious one, to qualify an effectual
conversion. sir R. L'Estrange.

Syn. 2 and 3. Rambling, roving, unsystematic, irregu-
lar. See irrettular.

desumet (de-sum'), v. t. [< L. desumere, pick
out, choose, take upon oneself, < de, from, +
sumire, take : see assume, consume, etc.] To
take from

; borrow.
Tills pebble doth suppose, as pre-existent to It, the more

simple matter out of which It Is drsuiaed.
Sir M. Hale, Orlg. of Mankind, p. 76.

desynonymization (de-si-non'i-mi-za'shon), w.

[< desynonymize + -ation.] The act or process
by which synonymous words come to oe dis-
criminated in meaning and use

;
the differenti-

ation of words. Coleridge.

desynonymize (de-si-non'i-mlz), r. t. ; pret. and
pp. detynonymized, ppr. desynonymizing. [< dc-

priv. + synonymi:e.] To deprive of synony-
mous character, as words of similar meaning ;

differentiate in signification ; discriminate (sy-
nonymous words or phrases). Also spelled <<-

xynonymise.
The process of desyiwnymizing, . . . that is, of gradually

coming to discriminate in use between words which have
hitherto 1 iceii accounted perfectly equivalent, and, as such,
indifferently employed.

Akp. Trench, Study of Words, p. 178.

In an eloquent, review of Qoethes I/eben, by Prof.

Klackie, . . . thoe two forms
| egoism and egotism I are

thus desynonymiad. A", and Q., 8th ser., IX. 426.

dett (det), n. A Middle English and early mod-
ern English form of debt.

detach (de-tach'), r. [First in the military
sense; < F. detacher, OF. destacher, destaehier,
destechier (= Pr. Sp. Pg. destacar = It. distac-

care), detach, separate
;
unfasten, < des- priv.+ -taclier, fasten, only in this verb and its op-

posite attacher: see attach.] I. trans. 1. To
unfasten; disunite; disengage and separate, as
one thing from another : as, to detach a locomo-
tive from a train; to detach a rock from its

bed; to detach the seal from a document; to
detach a man from his party.
Thus tragedy was gradually detached from its original

Institution, which was entirely religious.
Goldsmith, Origin of Poetry.

The ingenuity of man has always been dedicated to the
solution of one problem how to detach the sensual
sweet, the sensual strong, the sensual bright, etc., from
the moral sweet, the moral deep, the moral fair.

Kinrrfon. Compensation.
Sever once does he detach his eye
From those ranged there to slay him or to save.

Brotcning, Ring and Book, I. 36.

2. To separate for a special purpose or service ;

send away, as from a post of duty or a larger
body, on a distinct mission : chiefly in military
use : as, to detach a ship or a regiment for some
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special duty; to detach an officer from a ship
or station.

If ten men arc in war with forty, and the latter detach

only an equal number to the engagement, what benefit do

they receive from their superiority? Addison.

=Syn. 1. To sever, withdraw, draw off, disjoin, discon-

nect, unhitch. 2. To detail.

II. intrans. To become detached or separated;
separate or disunite itself crone's self. [Bare.]

Detaching, fold by fold,

From those still heights, and slowly drawing near,
A vapour heavy, hueless, formless, cold,
Came floating on. Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iii.

detachability (de-tach-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< detach-

able: see butty.]
The capability of being de-

tached ;
detachable character or condition : as,

the detachability of the parts of a thing.
It is believed that the feature of detachability, as ar-

ranged in the Lee system, will particularly commend itself

to the minds of military authorities.

Farrow, Mil. Encyc., II. 194.

detachable (de-tach'a-bl), a. [< detach + -able.']

Capable of being detached or separated.
Dante is not so absolutely individual as to seem to us de-

tachable from his time ; he was led up to through genera-
tions of Florentine history. W. Sharp, I). G. Rossctti, p. 39.

detached (de-tachf), p. a. [< detach + -ed*.]

1. Disjoined or dissociated; not united or not

contiguous ; being or becoming separate ;
unat-

tached: as, detached rocks or portions of rock;
a detached house

;
detached bodies of troops.

The Europeans live in detached houses, each surrounded

by walls inclosing large gardens. W. 11. Russell.

A detached body of the French lying in their way, there
followed a very sharp engagement.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1709.

2. Of a separate character; belonging to a
detached person or body : chiefly military : as,
to be employed on detached service or duty;
a detached mission. -Detached bastion, escape-
ment, etc. See the nouns. Detached coefficients,
in alg., coefficients written down without the literal fac-

tors, for the sake of brevity.

detachedly (de-tach'ed-li), adv. In a separate
or isolated form or manner; disconnectedly.

Brief notices of different particulars of this case are given
detachedly by Rushworth and Whitelocke.

State Trials, Judge Jenkins, an. 1647.

detaching-hook (de-tach'ing-huk), n. 1. A
safety-appliance for releasing a hoisting-cage
when the hoisting-rope is overwound. 2. A
device for releasing a horse from a vehicle.

3. A device for releasing a boat from a ship's
davits.

detachment (de-tach'raent), n. [< F. detache-

ment (= Sp. Pg. destacamento = It. distacca-

mento), < detacher, detach: see detach.] 1. The
act of detaching, unfastening, or disconnect-

ing. 2. The state of being detached or apart ;

in recent use, a state of separation or with-
drawal from association or relation with some-

thing.
The same quiet clearness, the detachment from error, of

a woman whose self-scrutiny has been as sharp as her de-
flection. The Century, XXX. 267.

Her detachment, her air of having no fatuous illusions,
and not being blinded by prejudice, seemed to me at times
to amount to an affectation.

H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 342.

3. That which is detached; specifically, a

body of troops selected or taken from the main
army or body, and employed on some special
service or expedition, or a number of ships
taken from a fleet and sent on a separate ser-

vice.

A strong detachment of Sarsfleld's troops approached.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ix.

Sparta . . . sent a detachment to support the partisans
of aristocracy in Argolis, Achaia, and Arcadia.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 497.

4. An order detaching an officer from duty at
a given station. Gun detachment, the men detailed
for the service of a gun or mortar.

detail (de-tal'), v. [< OF. detaillier, detainer,
detailher, destaillier, F. detailler (=Sp. detallar=
Pg. detalhar = It. distagliare, stagliare, cut up,
divide, cf. dettagliare, after F., detail, cut up,
retail, narrate in particulars), < de-, L. dis-,

apart, + tattler, cut : see taiP, tailor, tally, and
cf. retail.] I. trans. 1. To divide or set off;
specifically, to set apart for a particular ser-

vice; appoint to a separate duty: chiefly in

military use: as, to detail a corporal's guard
for fatigue duty or as an escort

;
to detail an

officer. 2. To relate, report, or narrate in

Earticulars
;
recite the particulars of

; particu-
irize

; tell fully and distinctly : as, to detail all
the facts in due order.

Strange as the events detailed in the succeeding narra-
tive may appear, they are ... true to the letter.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 176.
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He detailed to them the history of all the past transac-

tions. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

II. intrans. To give details or particulars
about something.
There were occasions when they (monastic writers] were

inevitably graphic, when they detail like a witness in

court. /. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 273.

TO detail on the plane, in arch., to appear in profile

or section on a plane, as a molding which abuts against
the plane, or is cut by it.

detail (de-tal' or de'tal), n. [= D. G. Dan.

detail = 'Sw. detalj, < OF. detail, F. detail (=
Sp. detalle = Pg. detallie = It. dettaglio), de-

tail, retail
;
from the verb.] 1. An individual

part; an item; a particular: as, the account is

accurate in all its details; the point objected
to is an unimportant detail; collectively (with-
out a plural), particulars; particulars consid-

ered separately and in relation to the whole:

as, a matter of detail.

It is a fact of history and of observation that all effi-

cient men, while they have been men of comprehension,
have also been men of detail.

Bus/null, Sermons for New Life, p. 288.

2. In the fine arts, etc., a relatively small, sub-

ordinate, and particular part, as distinguished
from a general conception or from larger parts
or effects

; also, such parts collectively (in the

singular).
One or two capitals show that the Ragusan architect

knew of the actual Renaissance. But it was only in that

one detail that he went astray.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 251.

The Assyrian honeysuckle . . . forms as elegant an ar-

chitectural detail as is anywhere to be found.
J. Fergwsson, Hist. Arch., I. 264.

In the works of Alma Tadema, the most careful study
of antiquarian detail is united to an artist's vivid recollec-

tion of the colour and sunshine of the South.
P. G. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, iv.

There is a castle at Nantes which resembles . . . that
of Angers, . . . but has, . . . within, much more interest

of detail. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 103.

3. A minute account; a narrative or report of

particulars: as, he gave a detail of all the trans-

action.

We spend the first five minutes in a detail of symptoms.
Kane, Sec. Orinii. Exp., II. 93.

4. Milit., the selection of an individual or a

body of troops for a particular service; the

person or persons so selected ; a detachment.
The force so organized will constitute the guard of the

line from Duckport to Milliken's Bend. They will fur-

nish all the guards and details required for general hos-

pitals. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 470.

Details of a plan, in arch., drawings or delineations
for the use of workmen. Otherwise called working-draw-
ings. In detail. () Circumstantially; item by item.

I was unable to treat this part of my subject more in
detail without becoming dry and tedious. Pope,

(b) Individually ; part by part.
' ' Concentrate your own force, divide that of your enemy,

and overwhelm him in detail," is the great principle of

military action. Macdougall, Modern Warfare, iii.

Office Of detail, in the United States Navy Department,
the office where the roster of officers is kept, and from
which orders to officers regarding their duty, leaves of

absence, etc., are issued. = Syn. 3. Relation, recital. 4.

detailed (de-tald'), p. a. [< detail + -ed2.~\ 1.

Belated in particulars ; minutely recited: as, a
detailed account. 2. Exact; minute; particu-
lar.

A detailed examination. Macanlay.

A detailed picture of the inhabitants of the largest Arab
city. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, Pref., p. iv.

detailer (de-ta'ler), . One who details.

Individuality was sunk in the number of detailers.

Seward, Letters, VI. 136.

detain (de-tan'), v. t. [< OF. detenir, detener,
F. detenir = Sp. detener (cf. Pg. deter) = It. di-

tenere, < L. detinere, hold off, keep back, detain,
< de, off, + tenere, hold: see tenable, tenant. Cf.

abstain, contain, obtain, pertain, retain, sustain,

etc.] 1. To keep back or away ;
withhold ; spe-

cifically, to keep or retain unjustly. [Bare.]
Detain not the wages of the hireling. Jer. Taylor.

2. To keep or restrain from proceeding; stay
or stop : as, we were detained by the rain.

Those theeves, which her in bondage strong
Detaynd. Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 2.

Let us detain thee, until we shall have made ready a
kid for thee. Judges xiii. 15.

Whole captive hosts the conqueror detains
In painful bondage and inglorious chains.

Addison, The Campaign.

3. In law, to hold in custody. =Syn. 2. To retard,
di-hiy, hinder, check, retain.

detain t (de-tan'), n. [< detain, .] Detention.
And gan enquire of him with mylder mood
The certaine cause of Artegals detaine.

Spemer, F. Q., V. vi. 15.

detectible

detainer 1 (de-ta'ner), ii. [< detain + -er'i, after
OF. deteneor, detcneur, one who detains.] One
who withholds

;
one who detains, stops, or pre-

vents from proceeding.
The detainers of tithes, and cheaters of men's inherit-

ances. Jer. Taylor.

detainer2 (de-ta'ner), n. [< OF. detener, inf.

(used as a noun) : see detain, T. Cf . retainer^. ]
In law : (a) A holding or keeping possession
of what belongs to another

;
detention of what

is another's, though the original taking may
be lawful. It usually implies wrongfulness.
(ft) In Great Britain, a process lodged with the
sheriff authorizing him to continue to hold a

person already in his custody; specifically, a
writ by which a prisoner arrested at the suit

of one creditor may be detained at the suit of

another Forcible detainer. See forcible.

cletainmentt (de-tan'ment), n. [< OF. deter-

ment, < detenir, detain: see detain and -ment.]
The act of detaining; detention.

Concerning our surprise, detainment, and escape.
R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 324).

Though the original taking was lawful, any subsequent
detainment of them after tender of amends is wrongful.

Blackstone.

Detarium (de-ta'ri-um), n. [NL., < detar, the
native name in Senegal.] A genus of legu-
minous trees of western Africa, of which only
two species are known, 1). Kenegalense and D.

mierocarpum. The former is a tree from 20 to 35 feet

high, bearing a somewhat oval, fleshy, one-seeded fruit
about the size of an apricot, of which there are two varie-

ties, the one bitter and the other sweet. The sweet fruit

is sold in the markets, and prized by the negroes, as well
as eagerly sought after by monkeys and other animals.
The bitter fruit is regarded as a violent poison. The
wood of the tree is hard, and resembles mahogany.
detastet (de-tasf), v. t. [Var. of distaste.'] To
distaste ; dislike ; loathe.

detect (de-tekf), v. t. [< L. detectus, pp. of

detegere, uncover, expose, < de- priv. + tegere,
cover: see tegument, tile, thatch.'] If. To un-

cover; lay bare; expose; show.
Sham'st thou not . . .

To let thy tongue detect thy base-born heart ?

Shah., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

There's no true lover in the forest, else sighing every
minute nnrt groaning every hour would detect the lazy
foot of time as well as a clock. Stiak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

Be sure, thou nothing of the Truth detect.

Congreoe, Hymn to Venus.

Where the divine vertue ... is not felt in the soul,
and waited for, and lived in, imperfections will quickly
break out, and shew themselves, and detect the unfaith-
fulness of such persons.

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, vi.

2. To discover
;
find out ; ascertain the exis-

tence, presence, or fact of: as, to detect an error
in an account

;
to detect the presence of arsenic.

Though, should I hold my peace, yet thou
Wouldst easily detect what I conceal.

Milton, P. L., x. 136.

Like following life through creatures you dissect,
You lose it in the moment you detect.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 30.

A good ear detects several gradations between tunes
which to a bad ear seem alike.

H. Spe.ncer, Prin. of Psychol., 92.

Look in his face to meet thy neighbor's soul,
Not on his garments, to detect a hole.

O. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

3. To find out the action or character of; dis-

cover a fault or wrong in
; unveil, as a person :

as, to detect a man in the act of cheating; to

detect a hypocrite.
I will prevent this, detect my wife, be revenged on Fal-

staff. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

4f. To reveal the guilt or alleged guilt of; in-

form against; complain of
;
accuse.

He was vntruly judged to have preached such articles

as he was detected of. Sir 2'. More, Works, p. 112.

But hast thou not betray 'd me, Foible ? Hast thou not
detected me to that faithless Aiirabell?

Conjreve, Way of the World, iii. r..

= Syn. 2. To find, ascertain, descry, make out, ferret out,

penetrate.

detectable, detectible (de-tek'ta-bl, -ti-bl), a.

[< detect + -able, -ible.] That may be detected.

Parties not detectable. Fuller.

These errors are detectible at a glance. Latham.

It is ... pretty well established . . . that in some of the
minuter details of the lunar topography there are real

changes in progress, detectable by just such observation

[microscopic]. Kew Princeton Rev., I. 57.

detected (de-tek'ted), a. [< detect, v., 1, + -/'-'.]

Incntom., uncovered: applied to the hemelytrn
of heteropterous Hemiptera when, as in most

species, they are not covered by the scutellum:

opposed to obtected.

detecter (de-tek'ter), n. See detector.

detectible, it. See detectable.
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detection (dfi-ti-k'shon), . [< \,\,. <lrtrrtin(n-),

a revealing, < !' iletei/ere.
|,|,.

<l. /,-/.<, uncover,
reveal : see detect. ] 1. Discovery ; finding by
search or observation.
Americus Ves|>ntins, :t Florrntin>-, lm. in tti

141I7, Ill.-nle ii further ilftiTtlKII of the more holltlieril Te-

gions in this c tim-nt. (', Mul/ifr, Mag. Chris., i. 1.

Tin- sea anil rivers are inMi uiiM-iital to tint detection t

amber mill oilier fossils, liy washing away the rarth that
comvaleil tin-in. \v<n*tward.

2. The act of detecting, finding out, or bring-
ing to light; a discerning ;

the state or fact of

bring detected or found out: as, the detection

of faults, crimes, or criminals.

detective (de-tek'tiv), a. and n. f< delict +
-ii'".] I. " 1. Fitted for or skilled in detect-

ing; employed in detecting: as, the detective

police. 2. Relating to detectives or to detec-
tion: as, a detective story . Detective agency or

bureau. See i,riratr, detectiw, under II. -Detective
camera. See camera.

II. . A person whose occupation it is to
discover matters as to which information is de-

sired, particularly concerning wrong-doers, and
to obtain evidence to be used against them.
His duties differ frum those of the ordinary policeman In

that he has no specific heat or round, and in that he 1ft

concerned with the investigation of specific cases, or the

watching of particular individuals or classes of offenders,
rather than with the general guardianship of the peace,
and does not wear a distinguishing uniform.

Kor once the police were not charged with stupidity,
nor were the detective* blamed for inahtllty to construct
bricks without straw. Saturday life., April 29, 1865.

Private detective, a person engaged unofficially In ob-

taining secret information for or guarding the private in-

terests of those who employ him. lu large cities private
detectives are often organized in considerable numbers,
uiuler a head or chief, in what are called detective agencies
or hitreatis.

detector (de-tek'tor), n. [Also detecter; < LL.
detector, a revealer, < L. aetegere, pp. delectus,

uncover, reveal: see detect.'] 1. One who or
that which detects or brings to light; one who
finds out what another attempts to conceal

;
a

revealer ; a discoverer.
A death-bed's a detector of the heart.

Ymnuj, Night Thoughts, ii. 641.

2. An instrument or a device for indicating the

presence or state of a thing. Specifically ~() An
arrangement of the parts of a lock by which any attempt
to tamper with it is frustrated and indicated. (n) A low-
water indicator for lioilers. (c) A form of galvanometer,
generally small and convenient for transportation, which
indicates the passage of a current of electricity, showing
its direction, but not its strength. Also called ffalvano-
scope. (d) An instrument for detecting the presence of

torpedoes in an enemy's harbor. Bank-note detector,
in the United States, a periodical publication containing
a description of all bank-notes in circulation, and a state-
ment of the standing of the banks represented by them,
to facilitate the detection of forged, worthless, or depre-
ciated notes. The public need of such an aid has greatly
diminished since the control of paper currency was trans-
ferred from the States to the national government in 1864.

See .\nli"iutf Bank Act, under />rtA:2.

Sometimes written detecter.

detector-lock (de-tek'tor-lpk),
n. A lock fitted

with a device for indicating any attempt to

pick or force it open.
detenebratet (de-ten'e-brat), r. t. [< L. de-

priv. + tenebratun, pp. of tenebrare
,
make dark,

< tenebrte, darkness : see tenebn?.] To remove
darkness from.
detent (de-tent'), n. [< LL. detentxs, a holding
back, < L. detinere, pp. detentus, hold back: see

detain.'} Anything used to check or prevent
motion or approach; a catch; specifically, a

pin, stud, or lever forming a check in a clock,
watch, tumbler-lock, or other machine. The de-
tent in a clock falls into the striking-wheel and stops It

when the right number of strokes have been ^ivi'ii The
ilrteiit of a r;itrliet-\\ heel prevents backward motion.

detention (df-ten'ahon), . [< F. detention =
Pr. detention '= Sp. <l< tendon = Pg. detencSo =
It. detenzione, < L. as if *detentio(n-), < detinerc,

pp. deteiitun, detain: see detain.'] 1. The act
of detaining or keeping back; a withholding
or keeping of what belongs to or is claimed by
another.

How goes the world that I am thus eneounter'd
With clamorous demands of date-broken bonds,
And the detention of long-sincc-due ile!>N,

Against my honour? .S'/mfr., T. of A., 11. 2.

2. The state of being detained or held back;
restraint : confinement.

This worketh liy </ '. nfinii of the spirits, and constipa-
tion of the tangible parts. Bacon.

Nothing i oulil assure the quiet of both realms . . . but
their tl<'t<'nti"ii under safe custody.

SpotsiriMul, Church of Scotland, an. 1570.

Kxrept for political offences, the old prisons were prin-
cipally employed as phiee* of il,'t.'ntin heforr trinl.

'it. Orations, II. 198.

3. Forced stoppage; hindrance; ilelay from

necessity or on account of obstacles. House of
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detention,'- i>l:n-' uhere oM'-ndern(and sometimes wit-
nesses) at- .1- hmx.l \vhile awaiting trial ; a lock-up.

detentive (d<;-ten'tiv), . [< L. detente, pp. of
ill innn, detain (see detent), + -ire.] Used in

ill tuining, as intruding insects; seizing and
holding.
The ittmtim surface [of the pitcher in A>pcn(A>-| Is

i< I-ieseiiU'd by the fluid secretion which is invariably
present. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 18.

detent-joint (de-tent'joint), n. In ichth., the

joint by which the pectoral spine of a siluroid
fish is kept erect or pointed from the side,

deter (de-ter'), r. /.
; pret. and pp. deterred, ppr.

deterring. [< OF. deterrer,(. L. deterrere, frighten
from, prevent, < de, from, + terrere, frighten:
see terrible, terrify, terror.] To discourage and
stop by fear ; hence, to stop or prevent from
acting or proceeding by any countervailing
motive : as, we are often deterred from our duty
by trivial difficulties

;
the state of the road or

a cloudy sky may deter a man from undertaking
a journey.
Unto laws that men do make for the benefit of men It

hath seemed always needful to add rewards which may
more allure unto good than any hardness deterreth from
it. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

Dragons and serpents were seen in the most hideous at-

titudes, to deter the spectator from approaching.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxxi.

A million of frustrated hopes will not deter us from new
experiments. ./. M. Htuun.
= Syn. To hinder, restrain, keep back.

deterge (de-terj'), v. t.; pret. and pp. deterged,

ppr. deterging. [= F. aeterger = Pg. detergir
= It. detergere, < L. detergere, wipe off, < de,

off, + tergere, pp. tersus, wipe, scour: see terse.]
To cleanse ; clear away foul or offensive matter
from, as from the body or from a wound or

ulcer.

detergence, detergency (de-ter'jens, -jen-si),
n. [< detergen(t) + -ce, -ft/.] The quality of

being detergent; cleansing or purging power.
Rath water . . . possesses that inilkiness, detergcncy,

and middling heat so friendly adapted to weakened ani-
mal constitutions,

Dffoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 290.

detergent (de-ter'jent), a. and n. [= F. Mtcr-

gcnt = Sp. Pg. It. Hetergente, < L. detergen(t-)n,

ppr. of detergere: see deterge.] I. a. Cleans-

ing; purging.
The food ought to lie nourishing and detergetti.

Arbuthnot.

H. n. Anything that cleanses.

The virtues of the most valuable preparation, I mean
salt of amber, are in a great degree answered by tar-water
as a detergent. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, 23.

detergible (de-ter'ji-bl), a. [< deterge + -ib!e.]

Capaole of lieing removed by any cleansing
process.
deteriorate (de-te'ri-o-rat), r. ; pret. and pp. de-

teriorated, ppri deteriorating. [< LL. deteriara-

<.?, pp. of deteriorare (> It. deteriorare= Sp. Pg.
Pr. deteriorar= F. deteriorer), make worse, < de-

tenor, worse, comp. of "deter, lit. lower, inferi-

or, comp. of de, down : see de-, and cf. exte-

rior, interior, inferior, etc.] I. trans. To niake
worse ; reduce in quality ;

lower the essential
character or constitution of : as, to deteriorate
a race of men or their condition.

At the expense of impairing the philosophical powers,
and, on the whole, deteriorating the mind.

Whately, Rhetoric, Int.

He knew that the sham Empire had deteriorated the
once puissant French army into nearly as great a sham as
itself. Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 51.

II. intranx. To grow worse; be or become
impaired in quality ; degenerate.

T'nder such conditions the mind rapidly deteriorate*.

Goldsmith, Essays.

deteriorated (de-te'ri-o-ra-ted), p. a. [< dete-

riorate, + -ed?.] Of degenerate character or

quality ; reduced to an inferior condition : as,
deteriorated bioplasm.
deterioration (de-te'ri-o-ra'shon), n. [= F.
deterioration = Sp. deterioration = Pg. deterio-

racSo = It. deteriorazione, < ML. deterioratio(n-),
< LL. deteriorare, make worse : see deteriorate.']
A growing or making worse ;

the state of grow-
ing worse.

Although, ... in a strictly mechanical sense, there Is a
conservation of energy, yet, as regards usefulness or tit-

ness for living beings, the energy of the universe is in pro-
cess of deterioration.

H. L. Caritenter, Energy in Nature, p. 57.

The moral deterioration attendant on a false and shallow
life. Uairlliiiriu; Blithcdale Romance, xii.

= Syn. Degeneracy, debasement, degradation, deprava-
tion.

deteriorative (de-tc'ri-o-ra-tiv), . [< deterio-
rate + -((<.] Causing or tending to deteriora-
tion.

determinant
The Deteriorative Power of Conventional Art over Na-

tions. ;y,. .!//,,/,, Xn. 316fl, p. 489.

deteriority (<lc-tf.-ri-or'i-ti), . [< L. as if 'de-
ii i inrita(t-)f, < deterior, worse: see deteriorate.]
Worse, state or quality. [Bare.]

I have shewn that this diminution of age Is to be attrib-
uted either to the change of the temperature of the air
as to salubrity or equality, or else to the dcterinriti/ of the

diet, or to both these causes. Ray, Dim. of the World, Hi.

determt. ''. t. [ME. determen, short for deter-

IIIIIICH, determine: see determine, and cf. term.]
To determine.

l.yniinil t ,v ordlnit be the thre estatis In parliament to
deterine all causes in the said parlyament.

Act. Audit, A. 1489, p. 145. (Jaiaictou.)

Nocht on held, without discrctionn,
Determe withouttfn lust cognitioun.

Louder, Dewtle of Kyngla (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4-J4.

determa (de-t6r'ma), n. A native wood of Gui-

ana, used for masts, booms, and as planking
for vessels. It is avoided by insects.

determent (de-ter'ment), w. [< deter + -ment.]
The act of deterring, or the state of being de-

terred; a cause of hindrance; that which de-
ters.

Nor will the ill success of some lie made a sufficient de-
terment unto others. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

These are not all the determents that opposed my obey-
ing you. I '.oil.

determinability (de-ter'mi-na-biri-ti), n. [<
dettrminable : see -bility.] The quality of be-

ing determinable.
determinable (de-ter'mi-na-bl), a. [< ME. de-

termynable, < OF. determinable, F. determinable
= Sp. determinable, < LL. determinabilis, that
has an end, < L. determinare, limit, determine:
see determine.] 1. Capable of being deter-

mined, fixed, or ascertained with certainty ;

able to be clearly defined or decided upon : as,
a determinable quantity ;

the meaning of Plato's

expression is not determinable.

In sauter [psalter] is sayd a verce ouerte
That spekej a poynt determinable.

Alliterative 1'ofms (ed. Morris), I. 593.

The point now before us is not wholly determinable
from the bare grammatical use of the words.

South, Sermons, IV. vl.

Social change is facile in proportion as men's places
and functions are detenninable by personal qualities.

//. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 8 44f>.

2. In law : (a) Subject to premature termina-
tion : as, a lease determinable at the option of the
lessor, (ft) Liable to be terminated by a contin-

gency yet uncertain or unknown : as, a deter-
minable fee. Thus, a devise being made to A, but In case
he should die without leaving issue, then to It. the estate
in A during his life Is a fee l>ecause it may be forever, but
is determinable by reason of the contingent limitation.

See/-2.
determinableness (de-ter'mi-na-bl-nes), H.

The quality of being determinable. [Rare.]
determinacy (de-ter'mi-na-si), n. [< determi-

na(te) + -cy.] f)eterminateness. [Rare.]
The ear solves its problem with the greatest exactness,

certainty, and determinacy.
llelmkolu. Pop. Scl. Lect. (trans.), p. 80.

determinance (de-ter 'mi -nans), . [< OF.
determinance, < ML. determinantia, an order,

decree, ordinance, conclusion, < L. determi-

nan( t-)s, ppr. of determinare, determine : see de-

termine, determinant.] In old universities, the

degree or grade of bachelor of arts. See de-

termination, 12.

determinant (de-ter'mi-nant), a. and H. [=
F. determinant == Sp. Pg'.' It. determinante, <

L. determinants, ppr. of determinare, deter-
mine: see determine.] I. a. Serving to deter-

mine; determinative. Coleridge.
II. . 1. That which determines, fixes, de-

fines, or establishes something.
However variable the visible antecedent* may be, the

real determinants the co-operant factors are in eai-h

case invariant.
(j. II. Lntes, Prolis. of Life and Mind. II. vi. ( 93.

2. In old universities, one who, having taken
the lowest degree in arts, had been admitted to

act as chief respondent in the Lenten disputa-
tions. See determination, 12.

Two years later, in due course of his academical studies,
this Guillelmus Lander appears among the Determinants
in that College (St. Leonard's, in St. Andrews VniversitT) ;

which shows that he had qualified himself for taking his

Masters degree.
Lander, Dew tic of Kyngis (E. E. T. 8.), Pref., vi.

3. In math., the sum of all the products which
can be formed of a square block of quantities,
each product containing as a factor one num-
ber from each row and one from each column
of tlie block, and each product being affected

by the plus or minus sign according as the ar-

raiigemeut of rows from which its factors are
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requires an even or an odd number of transpo-

sitions to reduce it to the arrangement in the

square. A determinant is conventionally denoted by

writing the square block of quantities between two verti-

cal lines. For example,

A, B| _
a, b\-

A&y A/5c +0/3C abC + aBc aBy.

The different products of which a determinant is the sum

are called its element*. The different quantities which

are multiplied to form the elements are called the con-

stituent* of the determinant. The oblique line of places

from the upper left-hand to the lower right-hand corner

is called the principal diagonal. The conjugate line of

places is called the secondary diagonal. The square root

of the number of constituents is the ordinal number of the

order or degree of the determinant. Adjugate determi-

nant one each of whose elements is the cofactor of the

corresponding term of the determinant to which it is ad-

jugate. Axlsymmetric determinant. Same as sym-
metric determinant. See below. Bialar determinant.
See bialar. Bordered determinant, a determinant

whose matrix is formed from another by adding new rows

and columns, especially where a single row and column

are added, with a zero at their intersection. Centrosym-
metric determinant, one which is symmetric with re-

A determinate number of feet.

Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

He talks of power, for example, as if the meaning of the

word power were as determinate as the meaning of the

word circle.

Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

2. Predetermined ;
settled ; positive : as, a de-

terminate rule or order.

Being delivered by the determinate counsel and fore-

knowledge of God. Acts 1L 23 -

3f. Decisive; conclusive.

I' the progress of this business,

Ere a determinate resolution, he

(I mean the bishop) did require a respite.

Shak., Hen. VIII., H. 4.

4f. Determined upon; intended.

My determinate voyage is mere extravagancy.
SftaK., j.. v.| li. 1.

5f. Fixed in purpose ;
resolute ;

determined.

Like men disused in a long peace ; more determinate to

do, than skilful how to do. Sir P. Sidney.

There are some curiosities so bold and determinate as

to tell the very matter of her prayer.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 29.

Determinate Idea, an idea not vague, hut distinguished
from every other. Determinate individual, in logic, a

particular individual, designated by name or otherwise, dis-

roblein. which admits of an infinite number of solutions.

__ "; ".. With
in a

l*AVUAl<u * J **""* .1..-, iem. 111 tIKVIIt,. M11U uL*tyot, n J.I.PI.I. in ......... .....-. -

a partial determinant, to which it is said to be comple- one s0]utjon oniV| or at ieast a certain and finite number
mentary, by having for its constituents all the coustitu-

f 80 iutjons : |je jng thus opposed to an indeterminate
ents of the total determinant which belong to rows and -

columns from neither of which any constituent of the par-

tial determinant has teen taken, the sign of the comple-

mentary determinant being determined by taking its ma-

trix as it stands in the lower right-hand corner of the ma-

trix of the total determinant, when the matrix of the par-

tial determinant has been brought to the upper left-hand

corner without altering the value of the total determi-

nant. Composite determinant, a sum of determinants

whose matrices are obtained by successively omitting all

the different combinations of n-columns from a rectan-

gular block of quantities having m-rows and in- and n-col-

umns. The composite determinant is usually denoted by

writing its oblong matrix with two vertical lines on each

side. Compound determinant, a determinant whose

constituents are themselves determinants. Cubic de-

terminant, a quantity formed on the analogy of a deter-

minant proper from a cube of quantities as constituents.

The principles of religion are ... determinately true

or false. Tillotlon.

I have inquired much about Dr. Mead, but can't tell you

any thing determinately. Walpole., Letters, II. 226.

We perceive the distance of visible objects more exactly
and determinately with two eyes than one.

Reid, Enquiry, vi. 5 22.

2. Resolutely ;
with fixed resolve.

Determinate^ bent that she would seek all loving means
to win Zelmane. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

Before the Reformation, not only were early marriages
imn;tm propei iium ** I;UWG ^i Hu,. l,im. . v~..ov.v..~...~.

determinately discouraged, but the opportunity for them
Cyclic determinant. Sameascirrafnnt. Determl- did not exist Froude, Sketches, p. 139.

nant of a linear transformation IT substitution, . , . .
t

the determinant whose constituents are the coefficients determmateness (de-ter ml-nat-nes), n. 1.

of the equations of transformation regularly arrayed. The state of being determinate, certain, or pre-
Functional determinant, one in which all the constit-

0jge
uents in each row are differential coefficients of one quan-

tity, while all the constituents in each column are differ-

ential coefficients with respect to one variable. Gauche
determinant. Same as skew determinant. See below.

Minor determinant, or minor of a determinant, a

On the whole, the variations in the object pursued as

good . . . have consisted in its acquisition of greater ful-

ness and dettnninateness.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 257.

determinant whose matrix is formed from the matrix of o ijjjg aualitv of being determined or of per-

um,r&TSn

r!a
b
S^^^ vow severingVedness of purpose ;

determination,

and one column ;
second minor, a minor formed by eras- jjis determinateness and his power seemed to make al-

ing two rows and two columns, etc. JV-dlmensional lies unnecessary. Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xiv.

ue^TSouf to\n
h

ordinary

a
denninant.-0rtho- determination (de-t6r-mi-na'shon), n. [< ME.

symmetric determinant, one all the constituents of determynation = OF. determinaison, determnot-

The kynge, by thadvise of his counsell and consent of

the parties, makethe a fyiiall ende and determynation.
English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 305.

And of the great appearance there was of a speedy de-

termination of that war. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 339.

Zeroaxial determinant. 3 Delimitation; the act of setting bounds to
nts of the principal diagonal . , , !_!,!_ tho limit* of- mppificallv
terminant in a narrower sense ol ot determining tne limits mcany,

determinant, one in which every ^,..,v.v ~. .

row and j"> column is in every case the negative of the estate.
one in the j^ row and i*h column, except on the principal

diagonal. Also called gauche determinant. Skew sym-
metric determinant, a skew determinant in which all

the constituents of the principal diagonal vanish. Sym-
metric determinant, one in which the constituent in

the i"> row and jth column is in every case equal to that in

the jth row anil i* column. Zeroaxial determinant,
one in which the constituent
are all zeros. [The name dete'mtirtuiti uiuimiiunGi acnac ,

~ . - ,

was introduced by Gauss, and was first applied in the assignment to the proper place in a classinca-

present sense by Cauchy.] tion or series.

determinantal (de-ter'mi-nan-tal), a. [< de- The pa ,.tjcular determination of the reward or punish-
terminant + -al.~\ In math., of or pertaining to ment belongeth unto them by whom laws are made,

determinants. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

The existence of a notation for the elements of a deter- 3. A determining or deciding, as after consid-
minantal product and a knowledge of the properties of eration or examination

; specifically, definite or
the elements facilitate very much the investigation of the authoritative iudicial settlement, as of a con-
laws of repeated determmanlal multiplication.
T. Muir, Bipartite Functions, Trans. Royal Soc. of Edin., troversy or suit.

[XXXII. 478. It may be a question who shal haue the determination

dptprmiTiatpt ( rip tpr-'mi natl w t K L dp- of such controuersie as may arise whether this or that
'' v -\ J; T t action or speach be decent or indecent.

termmatus, pp. of determtnare, limit, fix, deter- Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 220.

ShH5 Aeiermin^ T bring to an end;
4. A decision arrived at or promulgated; an
authoritative or final ruling; a determinate

For in every voluntary determination there are certain-

ly two elements : the consciousness of an energy or effort,

and a distinct feeling of satisfaction in making the effort.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 87.

What I affirm is that you have a power of determining
to act, a power of freely forming the internal act of de-

termination to do something.
Mi fart, Xature and Thought, p. 213.

6. A state of mental decision or resolution with

regard to something; determined purpose; fixed

intention: as, determination to succeed in an

enterprise ;
his determination was inflexible.

On the part of the people it [the moral sense] gives rise

to what we call a jealousy of their liberties a watchful

determination to resist anything like encroachment upon
their rights. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 266.

7. The quality of being determined ;
fixedness

of purpose; decision of character; resolute-

ness : as, a man of determination.

Violent impulse is not the same as a firm determination.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 177.

8t. In old med., the turning or determining

point ;
the crisis.

He carefully noted the determination of these maladies.

Swan, tr. of Sydenham.
9. Tendency or direction, (a) Of the intellect or

will toward some object or end by an antecedent mental

state (idea or motive), determination being in the mental
what causation is in the physical world.

Examination is consulting a guide. The determination

of the will, upon inquiry, is following the direction of that

guide. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 50.

(6) Of the blood : abnormal afflux or flow: as, determina-

tion of blood to the head.

10. The solution of a problem, mathematical
or other ;

an ascertainment of any magnitude or

the value of any quantity; especially, a scien-

tific evaluation based upon exact physical mea-
surements: as, a determination of the length
of the seconds-pendulum. 11. In logic: (a)

The process of adding characters to a notion,

and thus rendering it more definite, whether
this is done by limiting its scope or by an in-

crease of information.

This notion, in which ego and non-ego are thought as

mutually determining, is called by Fichte the category of

reciprocal determination (Wechselbestimmung).
Adamson, Fichte, p. 168.

In the most complete detennination within our reach,

the conception still does not suffice to enable any one to

say positively what the perfection of his life would be.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 370.

(ft) The differentiating character itself that is

added in this process.
The different determinations of a substance, which are

nothing but particular modes in which it exists, are called

accidents. Kant, tr. by Max Miiller.

12. [ML. determinatioqueEStionte, the answering
a question, the posting of theses to be defend-

ed.] In Oxford and other old universities: (a)

A solemn disputation in which the respondent
is a bachelor of arts, and which is preparatory
to graduation as master of arts. (6) A disqui-

sition or other act substituted in recent times

for the old disputation. The determinations were

kept in Lent, and hence often called the Lent determina-

tions. Originally, in the University of Pads (the model
of most of the old universities of northern Europe, and

especially of Oxford and Cambridge), there was but one

degree, that of master of arts, carrying with it the right to

lecture regularly in the university. The purpose of the

determinations was to enable the masters to judge whether

the candidate was flt to be presented to the chancellor as

candidate for the mastership; and since there were no

examinations, there was no other regular means of ascer-

taining the candidate's fitness. The baccalaureate was
at first called the determinate, and was originally not a

degree, nor conferred by the university, but merely a per-

mission to determine or act as chief respondent in the

Lent disputations, and was conferred by the "nation."

In consequence of this inseparable connection between
the baccalaureate and the determinations, the latter are

often considered as conditions of the former, although

they follow in time.

Hence 13f. A discussion of a question ac-

cording to the scholastic method, after the

model of a disputation.

The sly-slow hours shall not determinate
The dateless limit of thy dear exile.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

opinion or conclusion.

His [the Mufti's] authoritie is so esteemed that the Em-
perour will neuer alter a determination made by him.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 312.determinate (de-ter'mi-nat), a. [< ME. deter-

minat= F. determine = Sp. Pg. determinate,=
j have thu hour lwe[ved g de from our resi(,e|lt

It. aeternnnato, < L. determiiiatun, pp. : see the with tne determination of the republic on that point.
verb.] 1. Having defined limits

; fixed; defi- Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 21.

Another diversity of Method, which is likewise of great

weight, is the handling of knowledge by ... Questions
and their Determinations, the latter kind whereof, if it be

immoderately followed, is as prejudicial to the proceed-

ing of learning as it is to the proceeding of an army to go
about to besiege every little fort or hold.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ll.

He [Wyclif ) broached some singular opinions on several

abstruse points of metaphysics, which led to determina-

tions or treatises being published agalint him.

Encyc. Brit., VIII. 411.

= Syn. 3. Conclusion, settlement, termination. 7. Reso-

lution, etc. (sec deciuivn). firmness.
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terminatus, pp. of determinare, determine: see

determine.] I. . 1. Having power to deter-

mine, lix, or decide; tending or serving to shape
or direct ; conclusive.

Tim detri'ttiiitfitice power of a just cause.

Alip. liraitthall, Against Uobbes.

Incidents . . . determinative of their course. I.Taylor.

2. Of use in ascertaining the species; serving
to determine the precise kind of a thing: as, de-

trriiiinative tables in the natural sciences (that

is, tables arranged for determining the specific
character of minerals, plants, etc., and to assist

in assigning them to their species); determina-
tive signs in hieroglyphics; determinatiee orna-
ments or structures.

If the term added to make up the complex subject does
nut necessarily or constantly belong to it, then it is deter-
,,,,, it, ,-,

, and limits the subject to a particular part of its

extension : as, Every pious man shall be happy.
Wattt, Logic, It. 2.

Determinative Judgment, in loyic, a definitive judg-
ment; one in which lonMthtag is held as true: opposed
to prpvlematiftil or inti'ri'vfjatiot jvdrtment.

II. a. That which determines or indicates the
character or quality of something else. Specifi-

cally (a) In hieroglyphics, an ideographic sign annexed
to a word expressed by a phonetic sign, for the purpose of

denning its signillcation. Thus, the conventional figure
of a tree in the Egyptian hieroglyphics is determinative of

the general idea tree, the particular kind of tree being
expressed by the phonetic sign preceding it.

For Instance, the picture of a man squatting down is

used as the generic aetennituitioe for the proper names of

persons, for pronouns, and participles.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 60.

(6) In rrram., a determinative or demonstrative word.

determinate (da-ter-me-na'to), adv. [It., de-

termined, pp. of determiiiare, < L. determinare,
determine: see determinate, a., and determine,]
In music, with resolution or firmness.

determinator (de-ter'mi-na-tor), n. [= OF. de-

termineoi; deterniinour, also determinateur = It.

determinatore, < LL. determinator, < L. determi-

nare, pp. determinate, determine : see deter-

in inr.] One who determines or decides ; an ar-

bitrator. [Rare.]
Choose them an author out of all protestant divines,

whom they would make umpire and determinator between
us and them. Bp. Morion, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 29.

determine (de-ter'min), )'.
; pret. and pp. de-

tfrniiiiftl, ppr. determining. [< ME. determinen,
< OF. determiner, F. determiner = Pr. Sp. Pg.
determinar = It. determinare. < L. determinare,
bound, limit, prescribe, fix, determine, < de- +
terminare, bound, limit: see term, terminate, de-

terminate.] I. trans. 1. To fix the bounds of
;

mark off
;
settle ; fix

;
establish.

[God] hath made of one blood all nations of men for to
dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the
times before appointed, and the bounds of their habita-
tion. AcU xvil. 26.

2. To limit in space or extent; form the limits

of; bound; shut in: as, yonder hill determines
our view.

The knowledge of man hitherto hath been determined
by the view or sight.

3. To ascertain or state definitely; make out;
find out ;

settle ; decide upon, as after consid-
eration or investigation: as, to determine the

species of an animal or a plant ;
to determine

the height of a mountain, or the quantity of

nitrogen in the atmosphere.
New Holland is a very large tract of Land. It Is not yet

determined whether it is an Island or a main Continent.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 463.

It would be presumption to attempt to determine the

employments of that eternal life which good men are to

pass in God's presence.
J. U. Newman, Parochial Sermons, L 4.

Here be facts, charactery ; what they spell
Determine, and thence pick what sense you may !

Krti'nhi'i, King and Book, I. 124.

4. In logic, to explain or limit by adding dif-

ferences. 5. To bring to a conclusion; put an
end to

; end.

Death determineth the manifold incoramoditles and pain-
fulness of this wretchedness of this life.

Sir T. More, Life of Picus, in t'topla, Int., p. Kxx.

Those . . . would flourish but a short period of time,
and be out of vogue when that was determined.

Xti'ift, Gulliver's Travels, ill. 8.

An act of the will whereby an estate at will is deter-
' or put an end to. Blackxtfim', Com., II. 140.

Specifically 6. To find, as the solution of a

problem ; end, as a dispute, by judicial or other
final decision: as, the court determined the
cause.

They still besiege him, being ambitious only
To come to blows, and let their swords determine
Who hath the better cause.

Fletcher (and another), False One, I. 1.

1573

Milton's subject . . . does not determine the fate of tin-

gle persons or nations, but of a whole species. Additon.

In convocation, on the 31st, the question that the pope
has no more power than any other bishop was determined.

atuobt, Medieval and .Modem Hist., p. 286.

7. To fix or settle definitely; make specific or
certain

;
decide the state or character of.

The character of the soul is determined by the character
of its God. Kdirardf.

The outer and living margin of the reef grows up to a

height determined by the constant breaking of the waves.

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 170.

We all. each In hl> measure, help to determine, even If

quite unknowingly, what the spirit of the age shall be.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lefts., p. 216.

8. To come to a definite intention in respect
of; resolve on; decide: as, he determined to re-

main.
Paul had determined to sail by Ephes.ua. AcU xx. 16.

The surest way not to fail is to determine to succeed.
Sheridan.

Murder wag determined, dared and done.

Browniny, Ring and Book, I. 185.

9. To give direction or tendency to
; decide the

course of : as, impulse may determine a moving
body to this or that point.
In the tale of Mellbwus his [Chaucer's] Inimitable faculty

of story-telling comes to his aid, and determine! his sen-
tences to a little more variety and picturcsqueness.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 10.

Let celestial aspects admonish and advertise, not con-
clude and determine thy ways.

Sir T. Brotene, Christ Mor., Hi. 7.

Uneasiness Is the great motive that works on the mind
to put It upon action, which for shortness' sake we will

call determining of the will. Locke.

10. To influence the choice of; cause to come
to a conclusion or resolution: as, this circum-
stance determined him to the study of law.

Clara Clairmont . . . took credit to herself for having
determined Shelley to travel abroad.

E. Domlen, Shelley, II. 7.

= 8yn. 2. To limit. 6. To ascertain, find out 8. To de-

cide, conclude. 10. To Induce, influence, lead.

II. intrans. If. To come to a decision or

resolution; settle definitively on some line of

conduct.

Bind 'em fast : when fury hath given way to reason,
I will determine of their sufferings,
Which shall be horrid.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, lii. 1.

If you have laid my papers and books by, I pray let this

messenger have them ; I have determined upon them.

Donne, Letters, xxiil.

2. To come to a close; end; terminate.

Rather deye I wolde and determine.
Chaucer, froilus, 111. 379.

3. To come to a determinate end in time
;
reach

a fixed or definite limit
;
cease to exist or to be

in force.

Some estates may determine on future contingencies.
Elackttone.

The power of a magistrate was supposed to determine

only by his own resignation. ./. Adams, Works, IV. &30.

The Parliament, according to law, determined in six

months after the decease of the sovereign.
Lecky, Eng. In 18th Cent., I.

The tax [on sugar] was not imposed without consider*
able opposition from the merchants, and, granted for eight
years only, determined In 1693.

S. Dowell, Taxes In England, IV. 23.

determined (de-tfer'mind), p. a. [Pp. of deter-

mine, r.] 1. Limited; restricted; confined
within bounds

;
circumscribed.

His power is determined, he may terrify us, but not
hurt. Bui-ton, Auat. of Mel., p. 669.

2. Definite; determinate; precisely marked.
The person of a noun singular is determined or unde-

termined. A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 28.

Those many shadows lay in spots determined and un-
moved. Wordmcvrth.

3. Characterized by or showing determination
or fixed purpose ;

resolute : as, a determined

man; a determined countenance; a determined
effort. 4. Unfaltering; unflinching; unwav-
ering.

Strictly speaking, it is only Sparta and Athens that can
be regarded as determined enemies to the Persians.

Ton Ranke, Univ. Hist. (trans.X p. 171.

Syn. 3 and 4. Firm, inflexible, stanch, steadfast.

determinedly (de-ter'mind-li), adv. In a deter-
mined manner

;
with determination ;

unwaver-

ingly.
He [the Highlander] is courteous, dutiful, determinedly

pn ~r\ n in-, unflinching as a foe. unwearied as a friend.

Grikit. lii-nl. Sketches, ii. 50.

determiner (de-ter'mi-ner), . 1. One who de-
i-iilrs or determines.

No limn or body of men in these times can be the infal-

lible judges or detrriin/t' /.- in matters of religion to ;uiy

other mens consciences but tltir own. Miltun, Civil Power.

detersive

One might as well hope to dissect one's own body and be
merry In doing It, u to take molecular physics ... to
be your dominant guide, your determiner of motives, In
what is solely human. (jconjt Kliot, in Cross, III. xvii.

2. A determinant bachelor in a university.
See ill I' riiniiitiit, '2.

determining (de-tcr'mi-ning), H. [Verbal n. of
determine, r.] In medieval universities, the act
of qualifying for a degree by keeping the act.

See act. o.

determining (de-ter'mi-ning), p. a. [Ppr. of

determine, v. ] Having the power of fixing ; di-

recting, regulating, or controlling: as, deter-

iniiiiii// influences or conditions.

determinism (de-ter'mi-nizm), n, [< determine
+ -ixm.] I. A term invented by Sir William
Hamilton to denote the doctrine of the necessi-
tarian philosophers, who hold that man's actions
are uniformly determined by motives acting up-
on his character, and that he has not the power
to choose to act in one way so long as be prefers
on the whole to act in another way. Determinim
does not imply materialism, atheism, or a denial of moral
responsibility ; while it is in direct opposition to fatalism
and to the doctrine of the freedom of the will.

If man Is only a sample of the universal determinitin,

yet forms purposes, contrives for their accomplishment,
and executes them, definite causality and prospective
thought can work together, and the field which Is occupied
by the one U not preoccupied against the other.

J. Martineav, Materialism, p. 195.

2. In general, the doctrine that whatever is or

happens is entirely determined by antecedent

causes; the doctrine that the science of phe-
nomena consists in connecting them with the

antecedent conditions of their existence.

Such knowledge as we are capable of obtaining is strictly
limited to what Claude Bernard calls the determinitm of

phenomena ; that is to say, we can know only under what
determining conditions events capable of recognition
through our senses or through consciousness take place.

// Ml.ini,,-. Sept., 1878.

determinist (de-ter'mi-nist), n. and a. [< de-

termine + -ist.] I. . One who supports or

favors determinism.

He [man] knows how he himself, though conscious of self-

disposal as well as of subjection of nature, presents to the
determiniitt the aspect of a machine.

./. Martineau, Materialism, p. 196.

II. a. Relating to the doctrine of determin-
ism.

It seems to me that the root of the Positivlsts' scorn for

theology Is the dcterminist doctrine which, in spite of all

the evidence of the ages, denies the possibility, and of

course therefore the reality, of sin.

Contemporary Ree. t LI. 492.

deterministic (de-ter-mi-nis'tik), a. [< deter-

minist + -ic.] Pertaining to or imbued with
the philosophy of determinism.
The deterministic doctrine would stand on just as firm

a foundation as it does if there were no physical science.

Huxley, Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 801.

deterration (de-te-ra'shon), H. [< L. as if 'de-

terra fio(n-), < deterrare (> OF. deterrer, F. deter-

rer, dig up), < de, from, + terra, earth.] The
uncovering of anything which is buried or cov-
ered with earth

;
an unearthing. [Rare.]

This concerns the raising of new mountains, deterra-

tions, or the devolution of earth down upon the valleys
from the hills and higher grounds. Woodward.

deterrence (de-ter'ens), n. [< deterrentt) +
-ce.] The act' of deterring, or that which de-

ters; a hindrance; a deterrent. [Rare.]
Whatever punishment any crime required for deterrence

from its repetition. A'ineteenth Century, XXI. 111.

deterrent (de-ter'ent), a. and n. [< L. deter-

ren(t-)s, ppr. of deterrere, deter: see deter.] I.

a. Having the power or tendency to deter; hin-

dering through fear
; preventive.

The deterrent effect of such penalties Is In proportion
to their certainty. Bentham, Rationale of Punishment.

The punishments of a future state [have] lost much of

their deterrent influence.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 182.

H. . That which deters or tends to deter.

No deterrent Is more effective than a punishment which.
If incurred, ... Is sure, speedy, and severe.

Bent/tarn, Rationale of Punishment.

But long credits have always been known to be danger-
ous, and the danger has never proved an effectual deter-

rent. Contemporary Jtec., L. 262.

detersion (de-ter'shon), n. [= F. detersion =
Sp. detersion = Pg. detersSo, < L. as if 'deter-

sio(n-), < detergere, pp. detersus, wipe off: see

deterge.] The act of cleansing, as a sore.

I endeavoured detertion : but the matter could not be
discharged. U'ucman, Surgery.

detersive (de-ter'siv), a. and . [= F. dftersif
= Sp. Pg. It. deterxico, < L. as if 'detersitvs, <

iliti'1-niis, pp. of detergere: see deterge.] L a.

Cleansing; detergent.



detersive

The ashes . . . are so acrimonious that they make a lye

extreamly detersive.

Plutarch's Morals (trans.), iii. 319 (Ord MS.).

II. . A medicine which cleanses.

Painful sordid ulcers, if not timely relieved by deter-

sines and lenients. Wiseman, Surgery.

detersively (de-ter'siv-li), adv. In a detersive

manner.
detersiveness (de-ter'siv-nes), n. The quality
of being detersive.

detest (de-test'), v. t. [< F. detester = fep. Pg.
detestar = It. detestare, < L. detestari, imprecate
evil while calling the gods to witness, denounce,
hate intensely, < de- + testari, testify, bear wit-

ness, < testis, a witness: see tea ft, testify. Cf.

attest, contest, protest, obtest.] To hold worthy
of malediction; execrate; hate; dislike intense-

ly: as, to detest crimes or meanness.

How shall I lose the sin, yet keep the sense,

And love the offender, yet detest th' offence ?

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 192.

But they detest Venice as a place of residence, being

naturally averse to living in the midst of a people who
shun them like a pestilence. Howells, Venetian Life, i.

= Syn. Abhor, Detest, etc. (see hate) ; to execrate, view with

detestability (de-tes-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= OF. de-

testabilite; as detestable + -ity: see -bility.] The
state or quality of being detestable; detesta-

bleness.

Nevertheless it is plausibly urged that, as young ladies

(Madchen) are, to mankind, precisely the most delightful
in those years, so young gentlemen (Bubchen) do then

attain their maximum of detestability.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 88.

1574

The dethronement of a lawful king was held to be as lit-

tle of a crime as the deposition of a wrongful usurper.

and (to their power) blotted out the remembrance of the

regal and sacerdotal throne.

Arnway, The Tablet (ed. 1661), p. 176.

dethronizationt(de-thro-ni-za'shon),. [< ML.
as if *detlironizatio(n-), < dethronizare, pp. de-

thronizatus, equiv. to dethronare, dethrone: see

dethrone. Cf. disthronize.] The act of dethron-

ing. [Rare.]
As for the queene, when shee was (God knows how farre

guilty) advertised of her husband's dethronization, shee

outwardly expressed . . . great extremity of passion.

Speed, Edw. II., IX. xu. 73.

detinet (det'i-net), n. [L., he detains, 3d pers.

sing. pres. ind. act. of detinere, detain: see de-

tain.] An old action of debt at common law

(chiefly in the phrase action in the detinet),

founded on the allegation that defendant kept
back the money, whether it was money due as

his own debt (debet and detinet, he owes and

detains), or was merely withheld, as where he

was executor of the debtor. Sometimes used

similarly of replevin for a chattel.

detinue (det'i-nu), . [< OF. detinu, detenu, F.

detenu, pp. of detenir, F. detenir, detain, < L.

detinere: see detain.] In law, an old form of

session of specific articles of personal property
unlawfully detained.

By Action of debt, action of detinue., bill, plaint, infor-

nation, or otherwise. Haklutjt's Voyages, I. 371.

ni), . Detention;

= It. detestabile, < L. detestabilis, execrable,

abominable, < detestari, execrate, abominate,
detest : see detest.] To be detested ;

hateful
;

abominable ;
execrable

; very odious.

Thou hast defiled my sanctuary with all thy detestable

things. Ezek. v. 11.

Bad affairs and extortions always overtake you in this

detestable country, at the very time when you are about to

But this little detiny is great iniquity.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 145.

detonable (det'o-na-bl), a. [< deton(ate) +
-able.] Capable 'of detonating, or exploding on

ignition.
These grades of dynamite are only rendered detonable

by the admixture of explosive salts ;
and therefore the

presence of these explosive salts does serve to perform a

-
(det'o-nat),

detraction

The man drew a pistol from under his cloak, and fired

full in his face. Had it happened in these days of deto-

nators, Frank's chance had been small.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, p. 89.

+ -ation.] The act of detonating, as certain

combustible bodies.

detonize (det'o-niz), v.
; pret. and pp. detonized,

ppr. detonizing. [< L. detail-art', thunder (see

detonate), + -ize.] I. trans. To cause to ignite
with an explosion ;

detonate.

Nineteen parts in twenty of detonized nitre is destroyed
in eighteen days. Arbuthnot, Effects of Air.

II. intrans. To take fire with a sudden re-

port; detonate.

This precipitate . . . detanizes with a considerable noise.

Fourcroy,

detorsiont, See detortion.
'

.t. [< L. detortus, pp. of de-

),
turn aside, twist out

< de, away, + torquere, twist : see

tort. Cf. distort.] Same as distort.

They . . . have detorted texts of Scripture. Dryden.

detortiont (de-tor'shon), n. [= F. detorsion, <

L. as if *detortio(n-) or *detorsio(n-), < detor-

quere, pp. detortus or detorsits, turn aside, twist

out of shape : see detort.] Same as distortion.

Also spelled detorsion.

Cross those detorsimis, when it [the heart] downward tends,

And when it to forbidden heights pretends.
Donne, Poems, p. 327.

detour (de-t6r'), TO. [< F. detour, a turn, bend,

circuit, < detoitrner, turn aside: see deturn.]

A turning: a roundabout or circuitous way;
deviation from the direct or shortest road or

route.

The path reached an impassable gorge, which occasioned

a detour of two or three hours.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 162.

Rhymes . . . sometimes, even in so abundant a language
as the Italian, havedriven themost straightforward of poets
into an awkward detour. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 329.

detract (de-trakf), v. [< F. detracter = Sp. de-

tractor= It. detrattare,<. L. detractare, also (with

abominable. detonate (aer/ o-nai;, v.
; pret. and pp. deto-

detestableness (df-tes'ta-bl-nes), n. The qual- nated, ppr. detonating. [< L. detonatus, pp. of

detonare (> F. detoner= Sp. Pg. detonar), thun-

der, < de- intensive + tonare, thunder : see thun-

der.] I. trans. To cause to explode; specifi-

ity of being detestable
;
extreme hatefulness.

It is their intrinsic hatefulness and detestableness which

originally inflames us against them. ._, .. _ * .

Adam Smith, Moral Sentiments, ii. 2.
cally, to cause to explode with great sudden-

detestably (de-tes'ta-bli), adv. In a detestable ness and with a loud report,

manner; very hatefully ; abominably; exeera- II. intrans. To explode with great sudden-

bly. ness and with a loud noise : as, niter detonates

A temper of mind rendering men so detestably bad, with sulphur.
that the great enemy of mankind neither can nor desires detonating (det'6-na-ting), p. a. Exploding ;

to make them worse. South.
ign itingw"fth a sudden report.- Detonatingbulb,

detestant (de-tes'tant), n. [< L. detestan(t-)s, a small glass bulb cooled quickly as soon as made, ancj

ppr. of detestari, detest: see detest.] Same as

detester. [Rare.]
You know not what to term them, unless deteetants of

the Romish idolatry. Bp. Racket, Abp. Williams, i. 121.

detestatet (de-tes'tat), v. t. [< L. detestatus,

pp. of detestari : see detest.] To detest.

Whiche, as a nun-tall enemy, tile doctrine of the Ohospel
dooeth detestate & abhorre. J. Udall, On John, Pref. ,.
. . ,. .,. , .-, -

s rf -EI -,-t , of ammonia with silver and gold, and the fulminates of
detestation (de-tes-ta snon), n. [< X . detesta- 8JIver and mercury, detonate by slight friction, or by the

tion = Pr. detestatio = Sp. detestacion= Pg. de- agency of heat, electricity, or sulphuric acid. Detonat-

thus subjected to unequal strains of contraction. It will

bear considerable pressure, but the scratch of a sharp
grain of sand dropped upon it will cause it to fly into

pieces. Also called Prince Rupert's drop. Detonat-
ing powders, or fulminating powders, certain chemical

compounds which, on being exposed to heat or suddenly
struck, explode with a loud report, owing to the fact that
one or more of the constituent parts suddenly assume the

gaseous state. The chlorid and iodide of nitrogen are

very powerful detonating substances. The compounds

___-ated by two opposed wires for the purpose . ^

with of. an electric spark through the gases which are introduced

In how different a degree of detestation numbers of into it, and are confined within it over merciiry and water.

wicked actions stand there, tho' equally bad and vicious detonation (det-O-na shon),l. [=* . detonation
in their own natures I Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 18. = Sp. detonacion = Pg. detonaqao, < L. as if *de-

We are heartily agreed in our detestation of civil wars. tonatio(n-), < detonare, thunder: see detonate.]
Burke. An explosion or sudden report made by heat-

detester (de-tes ter), n. One who detests.

To rob men, and make God the receiver, who is the de-

tetter, and will be the puuisher, of such crimes.

Bp. Hopkins, Ou the First Commandment.

dethrone (de-thron'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

throned, ppr. dethroning. [< ML. dethronare, <

L. de- priv. + thronus, a seat, throne: see
throne. Ct. disthrone.] 1 . To remove or drive
from a throne

; depose ;
divest of royal author-

ity and dignity.

ing or striking certain combustible bodies, as

fulminating gold ; explosion in mass.

Detonation may be defined to be the instantaneous ex-

plosion of the whole mass of a body.
Kisiler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 84.

Demosthenes, in particular, exhibits consummate dex-

terity in this art [of ordering words with reference to ef-

fect]. At his pleasure, he separates his lightning and his

thunder by an interval that allows his hearer half to forget
the coming detonation.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xvi.

The former class demanded a distinct recognition of the J-tr-no-Htro fHot'n no ti^ n f< fletmintK +
right of subjects to dethrone bad princes.

OetOnatlVe ( t
O-na-tiy),

a. KOi
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., x. -'] Capable of detonating; explosive.

When the gunpowder is exploded by nitro-glycerine, its

explosion becomes instantaneous ; it becomes detonative ;

it occurs at a much higher temperature, produces a much
larger volume of gas, and consequently develops a very
much greater force than when exploded alone.

2. To divest of rule, or of supreme power or

authority.
The republicans, being dethroned by Cromwell, were

the party whose resentment he had the greatest reason to

apprehend. Ilunir, Hist. Eng., VI. l\i.

dethronement (de-thron'ment), n. [< dethrone detonator (det'o-na-tor), n. [< detonate + -or.]
+ -ment.] Removal from a throne

; deposition That which detonates
;
a detonating prepara-

of a king, an emperor, or any supreme ruler. tion; a percussion-cap.

JSissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 69.

i, also decline, refuse, freq. of detrahere

(> It. detrarre = Sp. detraer = Pg. detrahir =
Pr. detraire = OF. detraire, > ME. detrayen:
see defray), pp. detractus, pull down, take away,
disparage, detract from, < de, away, down, +
<raAere,draw: see tract1 .] I. trans. I. To take

away; withdraw; abate: now always with a

quantitative term as direct object, followed by
from : as, the defect detracts littlefrom the in-

trinsic value.

Shall I . . . detract so much from that prerogative,
As to be call'd but viceroy of the whole?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

The multitude of partners does detract nothing from
each man's private share. Boyle.

2f. To depreciate the reputation or merit of;

disparage; belittle; defame.

To malign, traduce, or detract the person or writings of

Quintus Horatius Flaccus. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Should I detract his worth,
'Twould argue want of merit in myself.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, i. 1.

= Syn. Decry, Depreciate, Detract from, etc. See decry.

II. intrans. To take away a part ; hence, spe-

cifically, to take away reputation or merit : fol-

lowed by from.
King Philip did not detract from the nation when he

said he sent his armado to fight with men, and not to com-
bat with the winds. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 17.

Such motives always detract from the perfect beauty
even of good works. Sumner, Fame and (ilory.

"Virtue" and "utility" are ideas not only fundamen-

tally distinct, but so far in natural opposition, that the ex-

istence of utility in an action may now and again detract

from its virtue. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 150.

detracter, . See detractor.

detractingly (de-trak'ting-li), adv. In a de-

tracting manner ; injuriously.
Rather by a hidden and oblique way insinuate his error

to him than dt'tnti'tiiiijhf blaze it.

Bp. Ilenshaw, Daily Thoughts (ed. 1651), p. 13.

detraction (df-trak'shon), ii. [< ME. detrac-

tion, -tioun, -r'ioan, < O"F. detraction, F. detrac-

tion = Pr. detraccio, detraetio = Sp. detraccion =
Pg. detracqao = It. detrazione, < L. detractio(n-),

a taking away, purging, LL. detraction, < de-

trahere, pp. detractus, take away, detract: see

detract.] If. A withdrawing ;
a taking away;

removal.
Yon shall enquire of the lawful taking of partridges,

and pheasants, ur fowl, the Aetractio* of the eggs of the

said wild fowl, Ac.

Bacon, Charge at Session for the Verge, p. 18.



detraction

2. The act of disparaging or belittling the rep-
utation or worth of a person, with the view to

lessen or lower him in the estimation of others
;

the act of depreciating the powers or perform-
ances of another, from envy or malice.

Speaking well of nil Mankind i.s the worst kind of Dt-
ir.i.tmn for it takes uway tin- Imputation of the (foodMm iu tin- \YorM, liy making all alike.

\\'ilflu-tlf>l, 1'lllill Dealer, i. 1.

Let malice and the base detraction of contetniMH'ary
jealousy say what it will, greater originality of genius,
more expansive variety of talent, never was exhibited
than in our country tiinue the year 1793.

De Quincey, Style, I1L

= Syn. 2. Depreciation, disparagement, slander, calumny,
defamation, dentation.

detractions! (df'-trak'shus), a. [< detraction;
cf. ambitions, < ambition.] Containing detrac-
tion

; lessening reputation. Johnson.
detractive (de-trak'tiv), a. [< OF. datrartif;
as detract + -ire.] If. Having the quality or

power of drawing or taking away.
Finding that his patient hath any store of herhes in his

garden, [the surgeon] straightway will apply a detractive

plaster. K. Knight, Tryall of Truth (1680), fol. 28.

2. Seeking or tending to lessen repute or esti-

mation; depreciative ; defamatory.
I lif iniquity of an envious and detractive adversary.

I>1'. Morton, Discharge of Imput., p. 270.

I'll not give
Such satisfaction to detractive tongues,
That publish such foul noise against a man
I know for truly virtuous.

Beau, and ft. (?), Faithful Friends, i. 1.

detractiyeness (de-trak'tiv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being detractive. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]
detractor (de-trak'tpr), n. [< ME. detractinir, <

L. detractor,' < iletrdliere, pp. detractus, dispar-
age : see detract.] One who detracts, or takes

away or injures the good name of another; one
who attempts to disparage or belittle the worth
or honor of another. Sometimes written de-
tractor.

His [Milton's] detractors, however, though outvoted,
have not been silenced. Macaulay, Miltoii.

There was a chorus of praise from former detractor!.

Literary Era, II. 152.

=Syn. Slanderer, calumniator, detainer, vlliner.

detractory (de-trak'to-ri), a. [< LL. detracto-

ritts, disparaging, < L. detractor, a detractor:
see detractor.] Depreciatory; calumnious; dis-

paraging.
This is ... detractory unto the intellect and sense of

man. Sir T. Srovme, Vulg. Err., i. 6.

The detractory lye takes from a great man the reputation
that justly belongs to him. Arbuthnot.

detractress (de-trak'tres), n. [< detractor +
-ess.] A fernale detractor; a censorious woman.
[Bare.]

If any shall detract from a lady's character unless she
be absent, the said detractretit shall be forthwith ordered
to the lowest place of the room. Addimn.

detrain (de-trau'), ? [< de- priv. + train.]
I. trans. To remove from or cause to leave a
railway train : said especially of bodies of men :

as. to detrain troops. [Of recent introduction.]
II. intrans. To quit a railway train: as, the

volunteers detrained quickly aud fell into line.

The English are using a uew word. Soldiers going out
of railway curs detrain.

West Chester (Pa.) Republican, V. 142.

detrayt, r. t. [ME. detrayen, < OF. detraire, de-

trere, draw away, detract: see detract.] To
draw away ; detract.

but ouere I passe, pra> yng withe spyrit gladde
Of this labour that no wilite me defray,

Babeel Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 8.

detrectt (de-trekf), r. [< L. detrectare, detrac-

tare, refuse, decline, also take away, detract:
see detract.] I. trans. To refuse

;
decline.

He [ Moses) detrerted his going into Egypt, upon pretence
that he was not eloquent.

Fothtrby, Atheomastix (1622), p. 194.

H. in trans. To refuse.

Do not detrect ; you know th' authority
Is mine. /.'. Joruon, New Inn, ii. G.

detrectationt (de-trek-ta'shon), n. [< L. de-

tnrtalii>(ii-), < dttrcctarc, pp. detrectatus, re-

fuse: see detrect.] The act of refusing ;
a de-

clining. Cocki'rani.

detriment (det'ri-ment), . [< OF. detriment,
F. detriment = Sp. Pg. It. detrimcnto, < L. de-

trimeiitum, loss, damage, lit. a rubbing off, < de-

tererc, pp. <l/ /riht.t. rub off, wear: see detritf."]

1. Any kind of harm or injury, as loss, damage,
hurt, injustice, deterioration, diminution, hin-

drance, etc., considered with specific referrniT,

i'\|nvsM-d or implied, both to its subject and to
its cause: as, the cause of religion suffers great

IB7H

detriment from the faults of its professors; let

the property suffer no detriment at your hands;
the consuls must see that the republic receives
no detriment; the detriment it has suffered is

past remedy.
Also, not to be passionate for small detriment* or of-

fences, nor to be a reuenger of them.
I'uttrnham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 249.

Being from the feeling of her own grief brought
liy deep surmise of others' detriment.

Shale., Lucrece, I. 1579.

That barefoot Augustinian whose report
O' the dying woman's words did detriment
To my best points.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 320.

2. That which causes harm or injury ; anything
that is detrimental: as, his generosity is a

great drtriiui-nt to his prosperity. 3. In Eng-
land, a charge made upon barristers and stu-
dents for repair of damages in the rooms they
occupy ; a charge for wear and tear of table-

linen, etc. 4. In astrol., the sign opposite the
house of any planet : as, Mars in Libra is in

his detriment; the detriment of the sun is Aqua-
rius, because it is opposite to Leo. It is a sign
of weakness, distress, etc. 5. In her. : (a) Same
as decrement, (b) The state of being eclipsed

that is, represented as partially obscured:
said of the sun or moon used as a bearing.
Syn. 1. Disadvantage, prejudice, hurt, evil. See injury

andfcuu.

detriment! (det'ri-ment), v. t. [< ML. detri-

mentari, cause loss, "< L. detrimentum, harm,
loss: see detriment, n.] To injure; do harm
to; hurt.

Others might be detrimented thereby. Fuller.

detrimental (det-ri-men'tal), a. and . [<
ML. *detrtienta/is,< L. detrimentum, harm : see

detriment."] I, a. Injurious ; hurtful
; causing

harm or damage.
Luxuries are rather serviceable than detrimental to an

opulent people. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

Political economy teaches that restrictions upon com-
merce are detrimental. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 501.

Syn. Prejudicial, disadvantageous, mischievous, perni-
cious.

EC. n. See the extract. [Slang.]

Perhaps, Mr. Speaker, you don't happen to know what
a detrimental is. He is a person who pays great atten-
tion to a young lady without any serious intentions, and
thereby discourages the intentions of others.

Auberon Herbert.

detrimentally (det-ri-men'tal-i), adv. In a
detrimental manner

; injuriously.
That the impoverishment of any country, diminishing

both its producing and consuming powers, tells detn.
mentally on the people of countries trading with it, is a
commonplace of political economy.

//. Spencer, Data of Kthics, { 81.

detrimentalness (det-ri-meu'tal-nes), . The
quality of being detrimental. Bailey, 1727.

[Rare.]
detrital (de-tri'tal), a. [< detritus + -a?.] Con-

sisting of fragments or particles broken or worn
away.
The detrital matter which is worn away from the land,

and carried along by rivers, contains materials of every
degree of coarseness. tluxley, Physiography, p. 132.

Detrital rock, a rock made up of the debris of other
rocks that is, of material derived from rocks previously
consolidated, then broken up by atmospheric or other
agencies, and more or less worn by friction or by the
action of water.

detrite (de-trif), a. [< L. detritus, pp. of de-

terere, rub' down or away, < de, down, away,
+ terere, rub : see trite. Ct. detriment.'] Worn
away ; worn out. Clarke.

detrited (de-tri'ted), a. [< detrite + -d2.] 1.

Worn away ;
reduced by detrition.

A halfpenny detrited. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 194.

2. Disintegrated ;
of the nature of detritus.

Long, symmetrical tables, two hundred feet long by
eighty broad, covered with large angular rocks and boul-

ders, and seemingly impregnated throughout with detrited
matter. Kane, Sec. Orinn. Exp., II. 157.

detrition (de-trish'qu), . [= F. detrition, <
ML. detritio(n-), < L'. deterere, pp. detritus, nib
off: see detrite, detritus.'] A wearing off; the
act of wearing away.
The brush of time is the gradual detrition of time.

Steeveiu, Note on Shakspere's 2 Hen. VI.

detritus (de-tri'tus), . [< L. detritus, a rub-

bing away, < deterere, pp. detritus, rub away:
see defritr.] 1. In gcol., loose, uncompacted
fragments of rock, either water-worn or angu-
lar. The term is esin-eially applicable to a material
which would be a breccia if consolidated into a rock.
See -ir.t'V/. jiini'l. and drift.

2. More comprehensively, any broken or com-
minuted material worn away from a mass by

deturn

attrition
; any aggregate of loosened fragments

or particles.
Here IT. Sehliemann encountered a great depth of sofl,

partly due to the accumulation of detrittu from the rocky
ground alwve. C. T. A'etfton, Art and Arclucol., p. 257.

Mieh natural agents as wind and water, frost ami tire.

are ever at work in destroying tile surface of the land and
transporting the resulting detritus.

Alhcncrum, No. 9067, p. 178.

Words which have thus for ages preserved their exact
form in the mass of detritus of which modern languages
are composed. r'arrar, Language, XT.

de trop (de tro). [P., too much, too many : de,

of; trop = It. troppo, too much, < ML. troppug,
tropus, a flock, troop: see troo]>.~] Literally,
too much

; hence, in the way ;
not wanted : ap-

plied to a person whose presence is inconve-
nient : as, he saw he was de trop, and therefore
retired.

detrude (de-trikl'), v . t.
; pret. and pp. detruded,

ppr. detruding. [= It. detrudere, < L. detrudere,

pp. detrunus, thrust down, < de, down, + tru-

dere, thrust. Cf. extrude, intrude, protrude.']
To thrust down or out

; push down with force ;

force into, or as if into, a lower place or sphere.
Such as are detruded down to hell,

Either, for shame, they still themselves retire,

Or, tied In chains, they in close prison dwelt
Sir J. Daviei, Immortal, of 8ouL

Those philosophers who allow of transmigration . . .

are of opinion that the souls of men may, for their mis-

carriages, be detruded into the bodies of beast*.

Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 27.

It [envy] . . . leadshlm into the very condition of devils,
to be detruded (from) Heaven for his meerly pride and
malice. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

detruncate (de-trung'kat), v . t.
; pret. and pp.

detruncated, ppr. detruncating. [< L. detrun-

catus, pp. of detruncare, lop off, < de, off, +
truncare, lop, shorten by cutting off, < truncus,
cut short: see trunk, truncate.] To reduce or
shorten by lopping or cutting off a part.
detruncation (de-trung-ka'shon), n. [< L. de-

truHcatin(n-), (. detruncare, lop off: see detrun-

cate.] 1. The act of reducing or shortening;
the cutting or lopping off of a part.

It may sometimes happen, by hasty detruncation. that
the general tendency of the sentence may be changed.

Juhnmn, Diet., Pref.

2. In obstet., separation of the trunk from the
head of the fetus. Dunalison.
detrusion (de-tro'zhon), . [< LL. detrusio(n-),
< L. detrudere, pp. deirusus: see detrude.] The
act of thrusting or driving down or away.
From this drtrusion of the waters towards the side, the

parts towards the pole must be much increased.

K'-ill, Buruet's Theory of the Earth.

Force Of detrusion, in mech., the strain to which a body,
as a beam, Is subjected when it is compressed in a direc-
tion perjiendlcular to the length of the fibers, the points
of support being very near to and on opposite sides of the

place at which the force is applied.

detrusor (de-trfi'sor), n. ; pi. detrusores (de-trij-

so'rez). [KL., < L. detrudere, pp. detrusus, ex-

pel : see detrude.] In ana t.
,
a muscle that ejects

or expels.
dettet, n. A Middle English and early modern
English form of debt.

detumescencet (de-tu-mes'ens), n. [= F. de-

tumescence, < L. detumescen( t-)s, ppr. of detu-

mescere, cease swelling, settle down, < de, down,
+ tumescere, inceptive of tumere, swell : see
1 1/ miil.\ Diminution of swelling: opposed to
intumescence.
The wider the circulating wave grows, still hath it the

more subsidence and detumecence.
Cudurorth, Intellectual System, p. 581.

detur (de'ter), n. [L., let it be given, 3d per*,
sing. pros. subj. pass, of dare, give; so called
from the first won! of the Latin inscription ac-

companying the gift : see dnte 1
.] A prize of

books given annually to a certain number of
meritorious students at Harvard College.
At one o'clock all those who were fortunate enough to

obtain detun went to the President (of Harvard College]
to receive them. .Ioniah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 50.

deturbt (de-terb'), . t. [< L. deturbare, drive,
thrust, or 'cast down, < de, down, + turbare,
throw into disorder, < turba, disorder, a crowd,
troop : see turbid. Cf. di'sturft.] To throw into
confusion

;
throw down with violence.

As soon may the walls of heaven be scaled and thy throne
deturbed as he can be foiled that is defenced with thy
power. Bp. Hall, Invisible World.

deturnt (de-tern'), r. t. [< F. detoumer, < OF.
ilixtintnifr, detttorner, turn away, < des-, away,+ tourner, turn. Cf. detour au'd dwtwrn.] To
turn away or aside ; divert.

His niajestiegrantit his express license . . . toalterand
'/.'.'/-/< a litill the said way, to the mair commodious &
better travelling for the lieges.

Actl Jot. VI., 1607 (ed. 1816X p. 388.



The sober

mi^ft^l
trine

deturn

ct and severity of bare preceps en
rpl^^wtoSe^SiOTne doc- her head to let out when those fellows are here. Dickens.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul, lii.

deucedly deusedly (du'sed-li), adt

deutoplasm

deturpatet (de-ter'pat), v. *.; pret. and pp. tie- ishly; confoundedly.

tiiriia

' i

It'll be a deuced unpleasant thing if she takes it into oild statement of the law : the name given to
ickens. the flfth book of the Pentateuch, consisting
Devil- chiefly of three addresses purporting to have

been made by Moses to Israel shortly before

his death. The Mosaic origin of the book is disputed

To defile.

Em,, superstitions, heresies, and impieties, which had

deturjxtted the face of the c'lmrch.

yr. Taylor, Mss. from Popery, i. i.

deturpationt (de-ter-pa'shon), [<
detnryte

:

see -ation.] The act of defiling or corrupting;
a corruption.

The books of the fathers have passed through the cor-

rections, and demons,
and mistakes of transcribers

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantmm, iv. 109.

deuce1 (dus), n. [Also formerly dense, ducc,

early mod. E. also dewce, dewse, < ME. dewes,

deus,< OF. Deus! later Dieux! i.e., God! (used,
like mod. P. mon Dieut Or. mein Gottl as an

ejaculation of sudden emotion or surprise), < L.

deiis, voc.of dens, God: see deity. The common
derivation from the Celtic (Bret.

"
dus, teitz, a

phantom, specter, goblin"; ML. "dusins, dsemo

apudGallos") is without sufficient support. Cf.

LG. dus, duns G. daus, taus, used like the E.

word: LG. deduits! G.derdaus! the deuce! d.

was der daus! what the deuce! doss dich der

dans! deuce take you! Cf. Fries, dus, a goblin

(Outzen)jD.droes, a giant, LG.rfroos, a lubber,
Holstein drums, a giant, used like dus; D. dc

droes! LG. de droos! the deuce! LG. dat dt dc

droos slaa ! Holstein Oat tt de drums hale ! deuce

takeyou! The particular use of theD.,LG., and

God be merciful: Deus, God; misereatur, M
pers. sing. pres. subj. of miseren, be n eiful :

see wwsewe.] The sixty-seventh psalm, so

caned from its first words in the Latin version.

ft^S.^Btt'SrSSJ?&fSS3&
Prayerj except on the twelfth day of the month, because

it then occurs as one of the appointed psalms for the day.

" A

. word,

An a)^reviati(m of Deuteronomy.

deutencephalic (du-ten-se-fal'ik or -sef 'a-lik),

a _ [< deutenceplutloii + -ic.] Same as dicncc-

phalic.

deutencephalon (du-ten-sef'a-lon), n. [NL.,<
(jr _ <5fMepof ), second,+ fy/rf^a/.of , brain.] Same
as dtenceplialan.
deuteriont (du-te'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. fevrtpiov,

or pi. favrtpia, the afterbirth, neut. of Stvrtpios,

< 6evrepos, second.] In anat., the afterbirth or

gecundines.
deutero-. [LL., NL., etc., deutero-, <Gr. oevre-

p<,fj second, < dvo, = E. two, + compar. suffix

.T p0f.] An element in words of Greek origin,

meaning
< second.'

deuterocanonical(du"te-r6-ka-uon'i-kal),n. [<

Qr. fcivepof, second, + canonical.] Forming or

belonging to a second canon.-Deuterocanonical
books, those books of the Bible as received by the Roman

deuteropatMa (du'te-ro-path'i-a), n. [NL.:
8et . ,,,,,.,,,/,,,.] game as deuieropatky.

deuteropathic (du"te-r6-path'ik), a. [=F.<feu-
u {l

*. ^ fa&rvpathy + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to delteropathy.
deuteropathy (du-te-rop'a-thi), n. [= 1 . aeu-

teropritllie, < NL. di-itteropathia, < Gr. Otvrepof,

second
'
+ ****> Buffering.] In pathol., a sec-

ondary affection, the result of another and an-

tecedent affection, as retimtis from nephritis.

deuterOSCOpy (du-te-ros'kp-pi), n. [= 1 .
-

teroscopie, < Gr. devrepoc, second, + -aumrta, <.

aitmrelv, view.] 1. Second sight. [Bare.]

i felt by anticipation the horrors of the Highland seers,

whom their gift of dmtemcopy compels to witness things
unmeet for mortal eyes.

2. The second view, or that which is seen upon
a second view; the meaning beyond the literal

sense
;
second intention. [Bare.]

Not attailling the deuteroscopy, or second intention of

the wor(j Sj they are fain to omit their consequences, co-

herences, figures, or tropologies. Sir T. Krmene, Vulg. Err.

deuterostoma (du-te-ros'to-ma), .
; pi. deute-

rostomatn (du"te-r6-st6'ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.

6e
-

mpo, second!' +' cr6iia, mouth.] A Secon-

dary blastopore; a blastopore formed after or

otherwise than as an archseostoma.''
prappar.. wor, u .

authorit Thege books are> ln the Oid Testament, most
lated and transposed torms, respectively, ot Of those called the Apocrypha in the King James Bible,

the word represented by OHG. durs, duns, Hut- and in the New Testament those known as antilegomena.

^nSs
?ssfsAS

if&a &S$3^^),*. c<*.^
'

g

stomatous.] A prime division of the phylum
vcrmes inoludinff those worms, such as most

which are

newhomarriesasecondtime.

(whence prob. E. ihrustf in Jiob-tlmisli, q. v.,

a hobgoblin). The giants or goblins of Ten-
tonic mythology, like^he gods ft classical my-
thology, became identified in popular thought
with the devils or demons of medieval Chris-

tianity. Like other wordsused in colloquial im-
nrppation deuce has lost definite meaning and
Eas^^been'stbTected (ta

^

LGG.,Td ScW
mixture

8

wlth
U
otlTe^wordf ^L^ de

v to V t dices' .LG

deuterogamy (du-te-rog'a-mi), ,, [= F,^-
terogamie, < Gr. ievrepayapla, a second marriage,
< ievTepof, second, + yd//of, man-iage.] A second

marriage after the death of the first husband
or wife, or the custom of contracting such mar-

riages.
You behold before you ... IJr. Primrose, the monoga-

"list.. . You here see that ... divine who has so long

P"

. . . deuterostomatmu Metazoa the ineso-

*"** "d

torv or interiectional Dhrase exnresshie mil-tory or mterjectionai pnrases, express

vou' 'JoTfce

i' Ta^Vou
Owe! dewee! all goes downe! York Plays, p. 4.

I wish you could tell what a Duce your Head ails.

Prior, Down-Hril.it 40.

It was the prettiest prologue as he wrote It;

We,, , ,he deuce take me ,f I ha n t forgot it.

To play the deuce, to do mischief or damage ; annoy or

injure a person or thing : often followed by with.

Three of them left the door open, and the other two
pulled it so spitefully in going out that the little bell

played the very deuce with Hepzibah's nerves.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, p. 73.

deuce2 (dus), . [Early mod. E. also dewce, dens;
= MLG. dm = OHG. dus, G. dans = Sw. Dan.

dus, deuce in cards, < OF. deus, dous, F. deux, <

L. duos, ace. of duo = E. two, q. v.] 1. In cards
and other games, two

;
a card or die with two

spots. 2. In lawn-tennis, a stage of the game in

which both players or sides have scored 40, and
one must score 2, or, if the other has vantage,
3 points in succession in order to win the game.
deuce-ace (dus'as), n. Two and one

;
a throw

of two dice, one of which turns up one and the
other two.

Moth. Then, I am sure, you know how much the gross
sum of deuce-ace amounts to.

Ann. It doth amount to one more than two.
Moth. Which the base vulgar call three.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 2.

deuced (du'sed), a. [Sometimes written deused,
and, for colloq. effect, doosed, doosid; < deucel
+ -ed?. The word combines in a mitigated form
the ideas of derilisli and damned.] Devilish; ex-
cessive ; confounded : as, it is a deuced shame :

often used adverbially. [Slang.]

Everything is so deuced changed.
Disraeli, Coningsby, viii. 4.

deuterogenic (du*te-ro-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. detre-

pof, second, + yevof, race (see genus), + -ie.]

Of secondary origin: specifically applied in

geology to those rocks which have been de-

rived from the protogenic rocks by mechanical
action.

deuteromesal (du'te-ro-me'sal), a. [< Gr. deit-

repof, second, + /uaof, middle, + -al.] Literal-

ly, second and median: applied in entomology,
by Kirby and other early entomologists, to a

series of cells in the wings of hymeuopterous
insects, called the first and third discoidal and
first apical cells by most modern hymenopter-
ists.

Deuteronomic (du
//

te-ro-nom'ik), a. [< Deuter-

onomy + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the book of

Deuteronomy: as, the Deuteronomic code.

Deuteronomical (du"te-ro-nom'i-kal), . Same
as Deuteronomic.

This is the second code, and is called the Deuteronomi-
cal Code, because it makes up the bulk of the liook of

Deuteronomy. Micart, Nineteenth Century, XXII. 39.

Deuteronomist (du-te-ron'o-mist), n. [< Deu-

teronomy + -ist.] 1. The writer or one of the
writers of the book of Deuteronomy.

It appears certain that the decalogue as it lay before

the Deuteronomist did not contain any allusion to the cre-

ation. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 125.

2. One of the school of criticism which regards
Deuteronomy as a product of an era of Jewish

history long subsequent to the days of Moses.
Deuteronomistic (du-te-ron-o-mis'tik), a. [<
Deuteronomist + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the
writer or writers of the book of Deuteronomy.
The word is used in that school of criticism which regards
Deuteronomy as a product of an era of J ewish history long
subsequent to the days of Moses.

The process of ' '

prophetic
"
or " Deuteronomistic

"
edit-

ing. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 111.

Deuteronomy (du-te-ron'o-mi), n. [= F. de/i-

teronome = Sp. Pg. It. deuteronomio, < LL. deu-

teronomium,CljGr. Sfvrtpov6^iov, the second law,
the fifth book of the Pentateuch, < Gr. AtiTe/xif,

second, + vouoc, law.] The second law, or sec-

Huxley, Encyc. Brit., II. 52.

Hpiitprozooid fdu'te-ro-zo'oid) IX Gr (Sefcre-ucl
^JtimnSULtiv ~\ A Rpcmidsrv VoSid-Pt, second, + ~ooia, q. V.J AE

a
zoeid^duced

by gemmation from a zooid
;

deuthydroguret deutohydroguret (dut-, du'-

to-hi-drog'n-ret), . [< Gr &w(tp0f) second,
+ hydrogen) + -uret.-] In cfcew. an oWI term for

a compound of two equivalents of hydrogen
with one of some other element,

deuto- TAbbr. of deutero-, < Gr. Mrtpof. sec-
<

W^Storf*0-.] In eke,,,., a. prefiS which
denotes strictly the second term in an order or

a series. Often used as equivalent to bi. or di- with

reference to the constitution of compounds, distinguish-
'" the

+deutohydroguret,

mala, cheek-bone, jaw, < mandere, chew, masti-

cate : see mandible.] The second pair of jaws,
or mouth-appendages, of the Myriapoda, form-

ing the so-called labium or under lip of Savigny
and later authors. In the chilognaths they have a su-

perficial resemblance to the labium of winged insects ; but

the corresponding pair of appendages in Chilopoda are

not only unlike the labium of Hexapotla, but entirely

different in structure from the homologous parts in chilog-

'

-,-,
/.,,-, t

- -^'is-n ,,deutomalal (thi-to-ma lal), .

HMitnmaVar fdu tt nfi'lar
1

)' f< deutomula +^ i Of or iiertainm? to the deutomala of a"'
;
J

J
or Perta

my
.+Q ^- t / , n K Or foi,deutomerite (du-tome, -i it) ,,, [< Gr

^
^.jgof),

se no, f
ptpof',

a it, -r (ce
i

in

zool., the larger posterior one of the

of a dicystidaii or septate ">&*,' &***
gashed from the smaller antei

J>rotomente.
deutoplasmfdii tp-plazm), .

| W.tetortepot),

second, + Tr'f-aafui, anything formed, < TAoffffHK,

form, mold.] In emlryol., secondary, nutritive

plasmi or food-yolk: a term applied by the

younger Van Beneden to that portion of the

yolk of an egg or ovum which furnishes food

for the nourishment of the embryo, but does

]10t enter directly into its formation or germi-
nation. The grent bulk of the yolk of meroblastic ova,
as birds' esss, consists of the nutritive deutoplasm or food-



deutoplasm

yolk, as distill;: ii i -In d tiom I In- ]>ntci|>lnsni or tread, which
niukt-B up ilit< the iKMlyof tile chick.

Ill fact, the eon tents of every egg consist of two parts
(l)iil' a viscous :ill lilK.ns protoplasm; and (2) of II fatty

S-anular
matter, tin il<'tit:>ji[(t*nt or food yolk. The first

iliTivcil ironi tin- ]ii<>tn]ia -in of tlic nij-inal germinal
cell, While tile )olk is ollh M-eiindarily developed With the

Ktailual m'owtli of the first ; and not unfreqiicntly it lit de-

rived from the secretion of special glands.

Ciaux, /oology (trans.), I. 111.

deutoplasmic (dii-to-plaz'mik), a. [< <i<ut<i-

iilitf-'in + -<<.] Of or pertaining to deutoplasm ;

having the character or quality of deutoplasm ;

consisting of deutoplasm. Also deutoplastic.
In the young unfertilized ova a small protoplasmic and

larger deittoplagmic portion are readily distinguished.
Jtntr. 7,'.ii/. J/iVro.v. ,SV., L'd wcr., VI. -!l.

deutoplasmigenous (du'to-plaz-mij'e-nus), a.

[NL., < deutoplasm + (-i)-genons, q. v.] Pro-

ducing deutoplasm, as a deutoplastie ovum, or

an animal whose ova are meroolastic. fiiiiith-

niiiiinii Report, 1881, p. 425.

deutoplastic (du-to-plas'tik), o. [< Or. oW>-

r(epof), second, + 7r/(aoT<if, verbal adj. of TrAao-

aeiv, form, + -ie: see plastic.] Same as deuto-

pltwmif.
deutopsyche (du-top-si'ke), . [NL., < Gr. <!'-

rlepof), second,+ tyx*!, breath, life, spirit, soul.]
Haeukel's name for that part of the brain which
is usually called the dtaMtptalM or thalamen-

cephalon; a part of the brain consisting chiefly
of the optio thalami.

deutoscplez (du-t6-sk6'leks)
?

n.
; pi. deutnsi-ii-

lices (-li-sez). [NL., < Gr. <Sfi>r(fpof), second, +
<ni/.J7f, worm.] A secondary scolex or daugh-
ter-cyst developed within or from a scolex or

cystic worm; a bladder-worm inclosed in an-

other, as, in an echinococcus, the hydatid of
Tienia ecliinococcus. See cut under Tatnia.

deutotergite (du-to-ter'jit), . [< Gr. teiT(ci>of),

second, T L. teri/nm, back, + -ite2.] In entom.,
the second dorsal segment of the abdomen.
deutova, . Plural of deutorum.

deutovertebra (du-to-ver'te-brft), n.
; pi. deuto-

n li/lini' (-bre). [NL., < Gr. df'iT(foof), second,
+ L. vertebra, vertebra.] In Carus's nomencla-
ture (1828), one of the segments of the verte-

bral column exclusive of ribs and limbs; a ver-

tebra in an ordinary sense.

He [Cams) makes what he calls proto-, deuto-, and trito-

vertebrte ; the first (ribs) enveloping the body and ita vis-

cera In relation with vegetative life ; the second (verte-

brae) protecting the nervous system ; and the third (limbs)
becoming the osseous framework which sustains the mus-
cular and locomotive organs.

,S'. Kiueland, Jr., timer. Cyc., XIII. 4-J4.

deutovertebral (du-to-ver'te-bral), a. [< deuto-

vertebra + -!.] Having the character or qual-

ity of a deutovertebra
;
vertebral in au ordinary

sense.

deutovum (du-to'vum), .
; pi. deutora (-va).

[NL., < Gr. ieir(epof), second, + L. orum, egg.]
Same as metortim.

deutoxid (du-tok'sid), n. [< Gr. SevT(cpof),

second, 4- oxid.] In them., a term formerly
employed to denote the second stage of oxida-

tion, or a compound containing two atoms of

oxygen to one or more of a metal : as, the deu-

toxid of copper: the deutoxid of mercury, etc.

Also deutoxide, binoxid, binoxide, and deutoxyde,
biiKi.ri/ili', ilin.riil.

Later in the earth's history arc the deutoxiden, trltox-

Ides, peroxides, etc.; in which two, three, four, or more
atoms of oxygen are united with one atom of metal or
other element. //. .^wHct-r, ("niversal Progress, p. 40.

Deutzia (doit' si -ii), . [NL., named after

Itvuts, a botanist of Amsterdam.] A saxifra-

gaeeous genus of handsome flowering shrubs
of China and Japan, frequent in cultivation,

bearing numerous panicles of white flowers.
There are six or seven species, the common enlthat.d
ones I 'em- D. crrnata and the smaller species It. yracilijt,
of which there are several varieties.

deux-temps(de'tou'), H. [F. : <Jcx,two; temps,
< L. tan/ius, time: see deuce'* and temporal.] A
rapid form of the waltz, containing six steps to

every two of the trois-temps or regular waltz.
The name is given lioth to the danee and to the music
composed for it. Also called valse d deux temps or io-f/.r-

IMttft

A girl who could ... sit in the saddle for a twenty-mile
ride and dance the 40y04*MH half the night afterward.

Harper's Mag., LXX\ I t;i

deuzant, . A kind of apple.
Nor is it ev'ry apple I desire,
Nor that which pleaseth ev'ry palate best

;

'Tin not the lasting deuzan I require,
Nor yet the red-cheek'd (]ileening I request.

(Juarlft, Emblems, v. 2.

dev (dev), n. [Hind, ilt-r, IVrs. dir. Zend dm i;i.

a demon, an evil spirit, Skt. <(<r, a god: see

1577

deva, deity.] In Version myth., an evil spirit;
a ministering demon of Ahriman. Sometimes
written deev (Pers. div). See deva.

Among the 1'erittans the Indian terminology Is trans-

posed, the great Asura representing the good creating

principle, ami the- ,1,-n l>eing the evil spirit*.
Amrr. Cyc., \. ~'.f.',.

deva (da'vii), . [8kt. (Hind., etc.), divine,
a divinity, a god: see deity.] 1. In Hindu

mi/th., a god or divinity; one of an order of

good spirits, opposed to the axurax, or wicked

spirits.
The Dem* knew the signs, and said,
r.ii.ldha will go again to help the World.

K. Arnold, Light of Asia, 1. 13.

2. [cap.] [NL.] In zool., a genus of lepidop-
terous insects. Walker, 1857.

devalgate (de-val'gat), a. [< NL. *devaluatus,
< L. tie, away, + valgus, bow-legged.] Having
bowed legs ; bandy-legged. Thomas, Sled. Diet.

devall (de-val'), v. i. [He., also written derald;

appar. < OF. devaller, < ML. devallare. descend,
send down, demit (cf. tlevallis, down-hill), < L.

de, down, + rwt, valley. Of. avale. The sense
in E. is appar. due in part to defnil, default.]
To intermit ; cease. Jamieson.

devall (de-val'). n. [Sc., also written devoid;
from the verb.] Stop: cessation; intermis-

sion : as, it rained ten days without devall.

Deva-nagari (da-va-na'ga-ri), n. [Skt., lit.

Nagari of the gods, < deva, a god, + nagari,
one of the alphabets of India, that in which
the Sanskrit is usually written : see Nagari.]
The Sanskrit alphabet : same as .\<i</<ui.

The term Devattagari, which would mean the divine or
sacred Nagari, is not used by the natives of India, and
seems to have been Invented by some Ingenious Anglo-
Indian about the end of the last century. It has, how-

ever, established itself in works on Indian Palaeography,
and may be conveniently retained to denote that particu-
lar type of the Xagari character employed in printed
books for the sacred Sanskrit literature, while the generic
term Nagari may serve as the designation of the whole
class of vernacular alphabet* of which the Devanaijari It

the literary type. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 349.

devaporation (de-vap-o-ra'shon), n. [< *de-

raporate, t'. (< de- pnv.'+ vapor + -ate
1

*): see

-ation, and cf. evaporate.] The change of vapor
into water, as in the formation of rain. Smart.

devastt (de-vast'), * [< P. tit-vaster = 8p.

Pg. devastar = It. devastare, < L. devastare, lay
waste: see devastate.] To lay waste; devas-

tate.

The thirty years' war that demited Germany did not

liegin till the eighteenth year of the seventeenth century,
but the seeds of it were sowing some time before.

Bolinybmke, Study of History.

devastate (dev 'as -tat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
devastated, ppr. devastating. [< L. devastatus,

pp. of devastare, lay waste (see devast), < de,

away, + vastare, lay waste, < vastus, waste,
desolate, vast: see i-nut and icnutr.] To lay
waste ; ravage ;

make desolate.

In the midst of war Cyprus was again, (or the third time
since the lilack Death, devastated by the plague.

Stutbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 800.

All the tides

Of death and change might rise

And devastate the world, vet I could see
This steady shining spark

Should live eternally.
C. Thaxter, Footprints In the Sand.

= Syn. To harry, waste, strip, pillage, plunder,

devastation (dev-as-ta'shon), n. [= F. devas-

tation = Sp. devasiacion = Pg. derastagao = It.

devastazione, < L. as if "devastatio(n-), < devas-

tare, devastate : see devastate.] 1. The act of

devastating, or the state of being devastated;
waste

; ravage ; havoc.

Even now the devattalwn is begun,
And half the business of destruction done.

OoidumM.

Simple devastation
Is the worm's task, and what he has destroyed
Els monument. Lowell, Oriental Apologue.

2. In late, waste of the goods of a deceased per-
son by an executor or administrator. =Syn. 1.

\\ aste. destruction, ruin, rapine.

devastator (dev'as-ta-tor), . [= F. devasta-

teur= Sp. Pg. devdstador= It. derastatore, < LL.

devastator, < L. devastare, lay waste: see devas-

tate.] One who or that which devastates or

lays waste. Emcrxmi.
devastavit (dev-as-ta'vit), n. [L., he has

wasted, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. act. of devas-

tare: see devastate.] In law, the waste or mis-

application of the assets of a deceased person
committed by an executor or administrator.

devastitationt (de-vas-ti-ta'shon), H. [Irreg.
for devunUition.] Devastation.

developable
Wherefore followed a pitiful demttitation of Churche*

and church-buildings in all parts of the realm.

llfylin. Hist. rrrabyterUns, p. 164.

devauntt (de-vanf), v. t. [< OF. desvanter,
boast much,'< des- 4- ranter, boast: see vaunt.]
To boast

;
vaunt. Dories.

To the most notable slaunder of Christ's holy evangel) .

hich in the forme of our profeuyou, we did ostentaU- and

uin-nly ilecaunl to keep moost exactly.

quoted in Fuller'! Ch. Hist., VL MO.

deveH, and v. A Middle English form of deaf
or deare.

deve" (dev), r. [Prov. Eng.] A dialectal form
of MM.
devel't, a. An obsolete spelling of devil.

devel- (dev'l), n. [Sc., also written devle, a

blow. Origin uncertain.] A very hard blow.

Death's glen the lodge an unco littel

Tain Samson s deld !

Burns, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

Ae gnde downright tlenel will split It, I'se warrant ye.

Scott, Antiquary, xxv.

devel2 (dev'l). v. t. ; pret. and pp. dereled, dwel-

led, ppr. deveting, dwelling. [< deveft, n.] To

give a heavy blow to.

develin (dev'e-lin). . See deviling, 3.

develop (dti-vel'iip), v. [Also derelope; < F. ai-

velopper, OF. desrelopper, desveloper, desvoleper,

desvolojier (> E. disveloped), unfold, unwrap,
set forth, reveal, explain, bring out, develop
(= Pr. Aesvolupar, devolupar = It. sviluppare),
< des-, L. dis-, apart, + "veloper, found else-

where only in em-eloper, wrap up: see envelop.]
1. trans. 1. To uncover or unfold gradually;
lay open by successive steps; disclose or make
known in detail, as something not apparent or

withheld from notice ; bring or work out in full :

as, the general began to develop the plan of his

operations ; to develop a plot ;
to develop an idea.

The character of Tiberius is extremely difficult to de-

veloj*. Cumberland.

From the day of his first appearance, (Pitt was] always
heard with attention; and exercise soon developed the great

powers which he possessed. Macaulay, William Pitt.

Would you learn at full

How passion rose thro' circumstantial grades

Beyond all grades develop'd >

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

In him [Keats] a vigorous understanding developed Itself

in equal measure with the divine faculty.

Luicell, Among my BOOKS, 2d ser., p. 326.

2. In photoy., to induce the chemical changes
in (the film of a plate which has been exposed
in the camera or of a gelatino-bromide print)

necessary to cause a latent image or picture to

become visible, and, in the case of a negative,
to assume proper densitv to admit of reproduc-
tion by a process of printing. 3. In biol., to

cause to go through the process of natural evo-

lution from a previous and lower stage, or from
an embryonic state to a later and more complex
or perfect one.

Where eyes are so little developed that approaching ob-

jects are recognized only as Intercepting the sunshine, It

is obvious that contrasts of light and shade which seem
marked to animals with developed eyes are quite imper-
ceptible. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., f 92.

4. In math.: (a) To express in an extended

form, as in a series, which lends itself more

readily to computation or other treatment. (6)
To bend, as a surface; especially, to unbend
into a plane. =Syn. L To uncover, unfold, disentangle,

exhibit, unravel.

n. intrans. 1. To advance from ono stage to

another by a process of natural or inherent evo-

lution; specifically, in 2>io/., to pass from the
lowest stage through others of greater maturity
toward the perfect or finished state : as, the fe-

tus develops in the womb; the seed develops
into the plant.

Because not poeta enough to understand
That life develops from within.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, il.

The peripheral cells of the developing wood become
those which have their liquid contents squeezed out lon-

gitudinally and laterally with the greatest force.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., I 282.

2. To become apparent; show itself: as, his

schemes developed at length; specifically, in

photog., to become visible, as a picture under
the process of development. See development,
5. 3. In biol., to evolve; accomplish an evo-

lutionary process or result.

developable (de-vel'up-a-bl), a. and n. [< de-

velop + -able, after F. MMNHMMlv] I. 1.

Capable of developing or of being developed.
Music at this time bounds forward in the joy of an Infl-

uitely developable principle.
S. LanUr. The English Novel, p. 143.



developable

2. In geom., reducible to a plane by bending:

applied to a particular species of ruled surface,
otherwise called a torse, which is conceived as

formed by an infinite succession of straight

lines, each intersecting the next Developable
lielicoicl. See heticoid.

II. n. In geom. ,
a singly infinite continuous

succession of straight lines, each intersecting
the next

;
a torse. The word developable is used as a

noun by modern geometers, because they do not consider

this locus to be properly a surface. It is rather a skew
curve regarded under a particular aspect. A developable
is generated by a line which turns about a point in itself,

while this point moves along the line. The locus of the

point is a skew curve, called the edge of regression of the

developable, to which the line is constantly tangent. The

developable is thus the locus of tangents of a skew curve.

Considering the osculating plane at any fixed point of this

curve, the moving tangent conies up to this plane so that

for an instant its motion is in the plane and then passes
off ; and the result is that the curve is a cuspidal edge of

the developable considered as a surface. Polar devel-

opable of a skew curve, the surface enveloped by its

normal planes. The locus of the center of curvature of

the skew curve is the edge of regression, while the axis

of curvature is the generator of the polar developable.

developed (df-vel'upt), p. a. [Pp. of develop, v.~\

1. Unfolded
;'
laid open ;

disclosed. 2. In her.,

same as disveloped.

developer (de-vel'up-er), n. One who or that

which develops or unfolds.

The first developers of jury trial out of the different pro-
cesses and judicial customs which various races and rulers

had imported into this island, or had created here.
Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const.

Specifically, in photog. ,
the chemical bath in which a sensi-

tized plate or paper is, after a photographic exposure to

the light, immersed to develop or bring out the latent

image. Developers for the ordinary dry-plate process may
be divided into two principal classes, alkaline developers
and ferroui-oxalate developers, the first generally employ-
ing carbonate of soda or potash in combination with pyro-
gallic acid, and the second using oxalate of potash with

protosulphate of iron. The results obtained are practi-

cally the same with either bath, the latent image in the
film being made visible, and the chemical changes induced

being fixed, or made permanent in the fixing bath, which
follows the developing bath. Many other chemicals may
be used in development, either in combination with some
of those mentioned above or in independent combina-
tions. See photography.

M. Balagny claims "that with this chemical he has de-

veloped plates without fog in such a light as would have
been impossible . . . with other known developers."

Philadelphia Ledger, Feb. 28, 1888.

development (de-verup-ment), n. [Also de-

velopement; < F. dtoeloppement, < developper, de-

velop: see develop and -went.] 1. A gradual
unfolding; a full disclosure or working out of

the detafls of something, as the plot of a novel
or a drama, an architectural or a military plan,
a financial scheme, etc.

;
the act of evolving or

unraveling. 2. The internal or subjective pro-
cess of unfolding or expanding; the coming
forth or into existence of additional elements,
principles, or substances; gradual advancement
through progressive changes ;

a growing out or

up; growth in general: as, the development of

the mind or body, or of a form of government ;

the development of the principles of art or of

civilization.

A new development of imagination, taste, and poetry.
Channing.

But this word development . . . implies not only out-
ward circumstances to educate, but a special germ to be
educated. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i. 7.

Specifically 3. In biol., the same as evolution :

applied alike to an evolutionary process and its

result.

Development, then, is a process of differentiation by
which the primitively similar parts of the living body be-
come more and more unlike one another.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 20.

4. In math.: (a) The expression of any function
in the form of a series; also, the process by
which any mathematical expression is changed
into another of equivalent value or meaning
and of more expanded form; also, the series

resulting from such a process. (6) The bend-
ing of a surface into a plane, or of all its in-

finitesimal parts into parts of a plane, (c)
The bending of a non-plane curve into a plane
curve. 5. In photog., the process by which
the latent image in a photographically exposed
sensitive film is rendered visible through a
chemical precipitation on that portion of the
sensitized surface which has been acted on by
light. The matter deposited varies with the nature of
the process. In the daguerreotype process it is mercury ;

in negative processes with salts of silver it is silver com-
bined with organic matter.

6. In music: (a) The systematic unfolding, by
a varied rhythmic, melodic, or harmonic treat-

ment, of the qualities of a theme, especially in
a formal composition like a sonata. (b) That
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part of a movement in which such an unfolding
of a theme takes place Alkaline development.
See alkaline. Binomial development. See binomial.

Theory of development. () In theul.
,
the theory that

man's conception of his relations to the infinite is progres-
sive but never complete. (b) In biol., the theory of evolu-

tion (which see, nnAer evolution). = Syn. 1. Unraveling, dis-

entanglement. 3. Growth, evolution, progress, ripening,

developmental (de-vel'up-men-tal), a. [< de-

velopment + -?.]
'

1. Pertaining to develop-

ment; formed or characterized by develop-
ment: as, the developmental power of a germ.

For, while the plant had first to prepare the pabulum
for its developmental operations, the animal has this al-

ready provided for it.

H'. B. Carpenter, in Grove's Corr. of Forces, p. 421.

2. In biol., the same as evolutionary.

The Greek nose, with its elevated bridge, coincides not

only with resthetic beauty, but with developmental per-
fection. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 148.

developmentally (de-vel'up-men-tal-i), adv.

In a developmental manner; by means of or

in accordance with the principles of the de-

velopment theory; as regards development.
I conceive then that the base of the skull maybe demon-

strated developmentally to be its relatively fixed part, the

roof and sides being relatively moveable.

Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 171.

developmentist (de-vel'up-men-tist), n. [< de-

velopmen t + -ist.~\ 'One who holds or favors the

doctrine of development ;
an evolutionist.

The assumption among religious developwentists is that

we cannot have the artistic and literary progress without
an increased complication of creeds and dogmas, but to

that I distinctly demur.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 220.

devemistatet, v. t. [< LL. devenustatus, pp. of

dei'enustare, disfigure, deform, < L. de- priv. +
LL. venustare, make beautiful, < L. venustus,

beautiful, < Venus, the goddess of love and

beauty: see Venus.'] To deprive of beauty or

grace.
Of beauty and order devenustated, and exposed to shame

and dishonour.

Waterhouse, Apol. for Learning (1653), p. 245.

devert, n. [Early mod. E. also devour, < ME.
dever, < AF. *

dever, OF. deveir, devoir, F. devoir,

debt, duty, homage, < deveir, devoir, F. devoir

= Pr. dever = Sp. Pg. deber = It. devere, owe,
< L. debere, owe: see debt, debit, and cf. devoir,

a mod. form of dever. Hence endeavor, q. v.]

Duty; obligation.
Than seide the kynge Carados, "I wote not what eche

of yow will do ; but as for me, I will go hym a-geyns, and
yef I haue nede of socour and helpe, so do ye youre dever."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 162.

devergence, devergency (de-ver'jens, -jen-si),

. Same as divergence, divergency. [Bare.]
deversoir (de-ver'swor), n. [< F. deversoir, <

d6verser, lean, bend, < devers, bent, curved, <

L. deversus, pp. of devertere, turn away, < de,

away, + vertere, turn: see verse.'} In hydraul.

engin., the fall of a dike. E. H. Knight.
devest (de-vest'), v. [= OF. devestir, F. devetlr

= Pr. devestir, desvestir = It. divestire, < L. de-

vestire (ML. also divestire), undress, < de- (or

dis-) priv. + vestire, dress, < vestis, dress, gar-
ment: see vent. Cf. divest, the more common
form.] I. trans. If. To remove vesture from ;

undress.
Like bride and groom

Devesting them for bed. Shak., Othello, 11. 3.

2f. To divest; strip; free.

Then of his arms Androgeus he devests,
His sword, his shield he takes, and plumed crests.

Sir J. Denham.

Come on, thou little inmate of this breast,
Which for thy sake from passions I devest. Prior.

3. In law, to alienate
; annul, as title or right ;

deprive of title.

What are those breaches of the law of nature and na-
tions which do forfeit and devest all right and title in a
nation to government? Bacon.

The rescinding act of 1796 . . . could not devest the

rights acquired under . . . [previous] contract.

Chief-Justice Marshall, quoted in H. Adams's Randolph,
[p. 106.

II. in trans. In law, to be lost or alienated, as

a title or an estate.

devext (de-veks'), a. and n. [< L. devexus, slop-

ing, shelving, orig. another form of devectus, pp.
otdevehere, carry down; passive in middle sense,

go down, descend; < de, down, + vehere, carry :

see vehicle, vex.~] I. a. Bending down.
Thai love lande devexe and inclinate.

Palladium, Husboudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 94.

II. . Same as devexity.

Following the world's dcvex, he meant to tread,
To compass both the poles, and drink Nile's head.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, x.

deviator

Devexat (de-yek'sft),
n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

devexus, sloping, steep (see devex) ;
in allusion

to the great stature and sloping neck of the gi-

raffe.] A family of ruminants, of which the

giraffe is the only living representative. See

Giraffidie. Illiyer.

devexityt (de-vek'si-ti), n. [< L. derexitii(t-)s,

< devexus, sloping: 'see devex."] A bending or

sloping down; incurvation downward. Also
devex.

That heaven's divexity [devexity].
Sir J. Dairies, Witte's Pilgrimage, sig. N i. b.

deviantt (de'vi-ant), a. [ME. dei'iaunt, < OF.

deviant, < LL. deiian(t-)s, ppr. of deviare, de-

viate: see deviate.'] Deviating; straying; wan-

dering. Mom. of the Hose.

deviate (de'vi-at), v.
; pret. and pp. deviated,

ppr. deviating. [< LL. deviatus, pp. of deviare

(> It. deviare = Sp. desviar= Pg. deviar, desviar

= OF. devier, desvier), go out of the way, < L. de-

vius, out of theiway : see devious.'] I. intrans.

1. To turn aside or wander from the way or

course ;
err

;
swerve : as, to deviate from the

common track or path, or from a true course.

What makes all physical or moral ill ?

There deviates nature and here wanders will.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 112.

2. To take a different course
; diverge ;

differ.

He writes of times with respect to which almost every
other writer has been in the wrong ; and, therefore, by
resolutely deviating from his predecessors, he is often in

the right. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

Deviating force. See force. =Syn. To stray, digress, de-

part, diverge, vary.

II. trans. If. To cause to swerve ;
lead astray.

A wise man ought not so much to give the reins to hu-
man passions as to let them deviate him from the right

path. Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, xxxv.

2. To change the direction or position of, as a

ray of light or the plane of polarization. See

biquartz.
deviation (de-vi-a'shon), n. [= F. deviation

= Sp. deviacion, desviacion = Pg. deviafSo = It.

deviazione, < ML. deviatio(n-), < LL. deviare,
deviate: see deviate.'] 1. The act of deviat-

ing ;
a turning aside from the way or course.

These bodies constantly move round in the same tracts,
without making the least deviation. Cheyne.

2. Departure from a certain standard or from
a rule of conduct, an original plan, etc.

;
varia-

tion
; specifically, obliquity of conduct.

Having once surveyed the true and proper natural al-

phabet, we may easily discover the deviations from it.

Holder.

The least deviation from the rules of honour introduces
a. train of numberless evils. Steele, Tatler, No. 251.

3. In com., the voluntary departure of a ship
without necessity, or without reasonable cause,
from the regular and usual course of the spe-
cific voyage insured. In the law of insurance it in-

cludes unreasonable delay on the voyage, as well as be-

ginning an entirely different voyage.
4. In astron., the oscillatory motion of a plane ;

especially, in the Ptolemaic system, the oscilla-

tion of the plane of the orbit of a planet, which
was supposed to account for certain inequalities
in the latitude Conjugate deviation, in paihol.,
the forced and persistent turning of both eyes toward one

side, without altering their relations to each other, seen
in some cases of brain lesion. Deviation of a falling
body, that deviation from the perpendicular line of de-

scent which is caused by the rotation of the earth on its

axis. Deviation of a projectile, its departure from a
normal trajectory. Deviation of a ray of light, in

opties, the change of direction a ray undergoes in pass-

ing from one medium to another. (See refraction.) The
minimum of deviation, or least change of direction, for

a ray passing through a prism, takes place when the

angles of incidence and emergence are equal. Devia-
tion of the compass, the deviation of the north point
of a ship's compass from the magnetic meridian, caused

by the counter-attraction of the iron in the ship. For

ships which are to remain in the same magnetic lati-

tude, this error may be coirected or compensated by
placing magnets near the affected compass. Compasses
are frequently elevated above the deck on tripods or

musts to obviate the effects of the ship's magnetism, the
direction and amount of which depends to a certain ex-

tent upon the position of the ship's head with reference

to the points of the compass while building. In iron

ships a careful determination of this error, with the

ship's head on every point of the compass successively,
is essential to safe navigation.- Primary deviation, in

ophthal., the deviation of the weaker eye from that position
which would make its visual line puss through the ol.jwt-

point of the healthy eye.- Secondary deviation, in oph-

thal., the deviation of the healthy eye from the posit i, m
which would make its visual line puss through the ulijVft

-

point of the weaker eye.

deviator (de'vi-a-tor), ii. [= F. deriateiir, adj.,

producing deviation; < LL. de-viator, one who
deviates, < deviare, deviate: see deviate."] One
who deviates.

The greatest men of genius ... do not stand forth in

their respective generations as dematorx from the Intel-



deviator

lectual life of their fellow-men, iilc mi ant 'dent as well

tu contemporary separation, hut an- e;ieh Hn 1 ""<' " '

ciivimislanees. '. X/nii-/., 1 1. I!. Hiwsctti. p. ::'.>.
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deviatory (dC^i-a-io-n), a. [< deewte + -on/.] forceful (de-vis'ful), . [< dwfce + -/'. 1.

Deviating iMllKiiii.
r

[Kare.J Full of il.vi'.-,.s; ingenious; cunning; curiou
device Oli-vis' , /..

I Kurly mod. h. a H,toi; curiou8iy contrived. [Bare.]*
[Early mod. E. also devise;

(i. Dan. S\v .' dcri.sr, < OF. di-risr, d/nxc, (//
,

I'.. il< fix, ilirix, m., division, difference, disppsi-
li.ui, will, opinion, plan, contrivance, device,

Overreaching device. Nee orerrearh. Point device.
See i^iiut. - Syn. 5. ' >'/'<>', ft- .'-

:,!-,.. in hur.
), wile, ruse, mannuver, trick. 7. I''

1

symliol.

curious

_'n tell the glorie of the feast that day,
The goodly service, the il< riceftdl sights,
The bridegromcs state, the bri'tes most rich aray.

Spemer, . (}., V. 111. 3.

..icefully (de-vis'ful-i), adr. [Early mod.
also (obs.) chat, talk, = Pr. dvrina, f., devis, in., E. also derigrfully ; < di-rirrfitl + -'//".] So as

= Sp. Pg. It. dirisa, f., a division, device, < ML. to form a design or device ; with skilful or cu-

(^/w<,f., a division, limit, difference, judgment, rious arrangement; with artistic skill.

mark, device, < L. dirimitt, fein. ilirixii, pp. of di- Klowers . . . devinefullu being set

I'nli'fi-, divide: see devixi and i/ir.ide.'} If. Dis- And lioiind up, might with speechless secresy

position; desire; will; pleasure.
Deliver errands mutely and

iiaturanv^ ^ v((

Yef the knyght he goode, he heth a horse at his device,

and l trow ey'ei he will do all his power that he sholde di- devil (dev'l), . [Also formerly derel ('linl/,

countite soche xx as be here. Merlin (E. E. T. s.), ill. 532. e tc. ), also and still dial, or colloq. divel (dirt II,

2f. Opinion; view.

Certis, as at my dews,
ThiT is no plate In I'liriitlys

So good lime for to dwelle.
Itniii. of the Rote, 1. 651.

3. The act or state of devising or inventing ;

invention ;
inventiveness ;

a contriving.
Your Inueiition being once deuised. take heede that nei-

ther pleasure of rime, nor varletie of dettise, do carle you
from it. <r(iwo(';;iii', Notes on Eng. Verse (ed. Arber), 1 1.

Yet he's gentle ; never schooled, and yet learned ; full

of noble device. Shak., As you Like it, i. 1.

M neh of our social machinery, academic, literary, philo-

sophic, is of his [Kranklin's] rfci-iV. .

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

4. An invention or a contrivance; something
devised or fitted for a particular

use or pur-

etc.)) and contr. deil, deel. deal, dealt, dale, etc. ;

< II 1 ). devil, devel, deceit, direll, deovel. contr.

deal, dule, del, etc., < AS. deofut, deofiil,
oldest

form didbal= OS. diubal = OFries. diovel, direl,

tiufal, tiut-al, ticj'al, MHG. tiucel, tiufel, tie/el,

tiu-fl, G. tfiiftl = Icel. djofull = Sw. djcfrul =
Dan. djterel = Goth, diabula, diabaulus, diabu-

lus = OF. diable, deable, F. diable = Pr. diable,

ili/ilxil = Sp. diablo = Pg. diabo = It. diavolo, <

LL. diabolits, a devil, the devil, = OBulg. diyu-

volu, dlyavolu, Bulg. diyavol = Serv. dyavo= Bo-

hem, d^abel = Pol. djabel, dyabel (barred I) =
Serbian dyabol = Russ. diyavolii, diacolu, devil,

< Gr. (Sio/jioXof, a slanderer, in New Testament
~.~,.~ f and eccl. use the devil, < diaftahfeiv, slander,

pose, especially something of a simple char- traduce, lit. throw across, < Ad, through, across,
acter or of little complexity : as, a device for + poJAuv, throw. Cf . diabolic, etc.] If. A false

checking motion. accuser; a traducer or slanderer.

Bale-tie, a device for fastening the ends of the hoops by ]nm anawerea them, Have not I chosen you twelve,
and one of you Is a devil/ He spake of Judas Iseariot the

for he it was that should betray him, being
which bales of cotton are held in compact form.

E. U. Knight.

5. A scheme or plan; something devised or

studied out for promoting an end ; specifically,

something contrived for an evil or a selfish pur-

pose ;
a wrongful project, stratagem, or trick.

Some witty deuite and fiction made for a purpose.
Putlenham, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 22.

He disappointeth the devices at the crafty. Job v. 12.

His device is against Babylon, to destroy it. Jer. 11. 11.

His [the Attorney-General's] Head is full of Proclama-
tions and Devices how to bring Money into the Exchequer.

7/omU, Letters, I. vi. 11.

6. Something fancifully designed, as a picture,
a pattern, a piece of embroidery, the cut or

ornament of a garment, etc.

And, lo, behold these talents of their hair,

With twisted metal amorously impleach'd,
I have received from many a several fair,

Their kind acceptance weepingly beseech'd. . . .

Lo, this device was sent me from a nun,
Or sister sanctified, of holiest note.

Sliak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 232.

7. The representation of some object, group of

objects, or scene, generally accompanied by a

"~\ motto or other le-

JeJ*V-W; i' 1 '

5J*$i

son of Simon;
one of the twelve. John vi. 70, 71.

IThis use of the original term oia/3oAot occurs several times

in the New Testament (1 Tim. iii. 11 ; 2 Tim. ill. 3 ; Tit. ii.

3), but this is the only instance in which, when so used, it

is rendered devil in the English versions.]

2. In Christian theology, a powerful spirit of

evil, otherwise called Satan (the adversary or

opposer) : with the definite article, and always
in the singular. He is frequently referred to as the

Evil One, the prince of the powers of the air, the prince of

darkness, Beelzebub, Belial, the tempter, the old serpent,
the dragon, etc. He is represented in the New Testament
as a person, the enemy of God and of holiness, and bent

on the ruin of man, but possessing only limited power,
subordinate to God, able to operate only in such ways as

God permits, and capable of being made subservient to

God's will. In this respect he differs from Ahriman, the

evil principle in the dnalistic system of the Persians, who
was coeval and coordinate with Ormuzd, the spirit of light

and goodness, and from the devil of the Gnostic and Mani-
chean systems. The medieval conception of the devil was

largely derived from pagan mythology.

Then was Jesus led up of the spirit into the wilderness

to be tempted of the devil. Slat. iv. 1.

Dost thou, in the name of this Child, renounce the devil

and all his works?
Book of Common Prayer, Public Baptism of Infants.

Lady it. Are you a man ?

Mac. Ay, and a bold one, that dare look on that

Which might appal the devil. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

Note, that the climax and the crown of things

Invariably is, the devil appears himself,
Armed and accoutred, horns and hoofs and tail !

Brotming, Ring and Book, I. 190.

3. [Used in the English versions of the New
Testament to translate the Greek iaifiovwv and

--
Device uf Francis I.

The (iVriir of our public seal is a crane grasping a pigmy
in his right foot Addisun, The Tall Club.

Hence 8. The motto attached to or suited

for such an emblem.
A youth, who bore, 'mid snow and ice,

A banner with the strange device,
i:\rclsior!

Lonyfellou; Excelsior.

9|. A spectacle ;
a show.

Nhisijues antl i!>
: t-n vs. wrlrome \

Shirley (and Fletcher
1

'), Coronation.

At devicet [<>K. a devis, a derisr, at will, iii good order],

choiecly; excellently.

Whan the two sones of kynge Vrieil henle sey that the

saisnes were passed, tllei weinle to bane no dowte. ami

armed hem wele and lepte on horse, ami rode oiite of the

gend, and used as
an expression of the
bearers aspirations
or principles, it is

usually emblematic in

character, and often con-
tains a puzzle or a very
recondite allusion. It

differs from the badge
and the cmrntzancelii not J.KOWHUCIHI i uouoiaro u

^^-^~.
.r-- -.

being necessarily public iai/juv, a spirit or demon: see demon.] Asubor-
and used for recognition, diliate evil spirit at enmity with God, and hav-
although the device or

j ,)Ower to afflict man bothwith bodily disease
'

and with spiritual corruption; one of the ma-

lignant spirits employed by Satan as his agents
in his work of evil; a demon. See demoniacal.

3 the Devylle that is with inne answere that he schalle

lyve, the! kepen him wel. Mandeville, Travels, p. 201.

He [Jesus] appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of

whom he had cast seven devils. Mark xvi. 9.

4. A false god ;
an idol. [In the authorized version

of the Old Testament the word devil occurs four times :

tw.ice (Lev. xvii. 7 ; 2 I'hron. xi. 15) translating Hebrew
sa'irim, rendered In the revised version "he-goats" or

"satyrs," and twice (Deut xxxii. 17 : Ps. cvi. 37) translat-

ing Hebrew shedim, rendered " demons "
in the revised

version. In the New Testament Saijioi'ux', or demon, U
in one instance (see extract) rendered "devil," in the sense

of an object of gentile worship, an idol, a false god.)

The things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to

dcmls. iiinl not to God. 1 l 'or. X. 20.

5. A person resembling a devil or demon in

a part of it,

used as a cognizance.
Book-plates formerly
often bore a device, ami
still occasionally display
one. See emblem, im-

(haracter; n malignantly wicked or cruel per-

son; a fierce or fiendish person: often used
with merely expletive or exaggerative force:

devil

Whan the criHtin saugh this grete druell [the gigantic
Saxon kinul I-OIIIMIU.-. thii dnuUtl (feared) for to mele

hym, the im-ie and tin- i le lianlyest of all the cristin

hoste. .W. .-(.(I ( r. E. T. S.), III. 442.

If Bevcrlcy should ask you what kind of a man your
fri'-nd Acres is, do tell him I am a devil of a fellow - will

you, Jack? Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

6. A fellow ; a rogue : used generally with an

epithet (little, //r, etc.), and expressing slight

contempt or pity: as, a shrewd little devil; a

poor devil (an unfortunate fellow). [Colloq.]

Is It not a pity that you should be so great a Coxcomb,
and I so great a Coquette, and yet be such poor Denis as

we are? Stale, Conscious Lovers, I. 1.

I am apt to be taken with all kinds of people at flrst

sight, but never more so than when a poor devil comes to

offer his service to so poor a devil as myself.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 32.

Why, sure, you are not the poor devil of a lover, are

you ? Sheridan, The Duenna, ill. 2.

7. As an expletive : (a) The deuce : now always
with the article the, but formerly sometimes
with the article a, or used absolutely, preceding
a sentence or phrase, and serving, like deuce

and other words of related import, as an ejacu-
lation expressing sudden emotion, as surprise,

wonder, vexation, or disgust. [Low.]
What a devil ails thee?

Dost long to be hang'd?
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, III. 3.

Within. Sir Giles, here's your niece.

Hor. My niece ! the devil she is !

Shirley, Love will Find out the Way, Iv.

The things, we know, are neither rich nor rare ;

But wonder how the devil they got there.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 172.

(b) Before the indefinite article with a noun, an

emphatic negative: as, devil a bit (not a bit).

Compare fiend, Scotch fient, in similar use.

It is a line thing to visit castles, and lodge in inns at a
man's pleasure, without paying the devil a cross.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 25.

The devil a good word will she give a servant.
Beau, and Ft., Coxcomb, v. S.

The devil was sick, the devil a monk would be ;

The devil was well, the devil a monk was he !

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, Iv. 24.

Why then, for fear, the devil a bit for love,
I'll tell you, Sir. Diijby, Elvira, iv. 1.

8. An errand-boy in a printing-office. See print-
er's devil, below. 9. A name of several in-

struments or mechanical contrivances, (a) A
machine for forming flocks of wool into a more uniform

mass, and at the same time removing the mechanical im-

purities. Also called willover, willy, (b) A temporary
mandrel or piece used by blacksmiths to till a hole, to pre-
vent it from collapsing or changing form under the ma-

nipulations of the workmen. When the work is completed,
the mandrel is punched out. (c) A machine for making
wooden screw s. E. H. Kniyht. (d) In ixiper-tualnny. a rag-

engine, or spiked mill for tearing woolen rags into shoddy,
or linen and cotton rags, to make paper-pulp, i'.//. Kniyht.

(The rags must be dusted] hy the devil, a hollow cone

with spikes projecting within, against which work the

spikes of a drum, dashing the rags alxmt at great speed.
Harpers Hay., LXXV. 119.

(f) Among jewelers, a bunch of matted wire on which the

parts of lockeU are placed for soldering. Goldsmiths'

Handbook, p. 87.

10t. Xaut., the seam of a ship which margins
the waterways : so called from its awkwardness
of access in calking. Hence the phrase the devil

to pay, etc. See below Cartesian devil. See Car-

Mm. Devil on two sticks, a toy consisting of a hollow
and well-balanced piece of

wood turned in the form
=sss"

-"l

"T
of an hour-glass. It U flrst ^ ""

\

placed upon a cord loosely ^^^ \

hanging from two sticks V"*l
held in the hands, and up- ^^^\ I
on being made to rotate by ^t^ \ /

the movement of the sticks ^^^ /"SJLXN
it exhibits effect* some- LJ^*J
what similar to those of a w^ ^sr
top. Devil's advocate.
See advocate.

^

Devil's

apron. See dfviis-aprvn,
Devil's claw. See cfa ir. Devil's coach-horse, the

popular English name of a large rove-beetle, Ocypus or
(V'Vriu* olens, belonging to the family
Staphylinidat and tribe Brachelutra of

the pentamerous Coleoptera ; it is com-
mon in Great Britain, where it is also

called cocktail, from its habit of cock-

ing up the long jointed abdomen when
alarmed or irritated. When it assumes
this attitude, standing its ground de-

fiantly with open jaws, it presents a

dialxilical appearance, which has sug-
gested the popular name. Also called

ocMtVepsK

As this atrocious tale of his turned

up joint by joint before her, like a det-

iCx coach-hone, mother was too much
amazed to do any more than look at

him, as if the earth must open.
K. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, IT.

Devil's cotton. See deriFt-cntton.

Devil's COW. See demft-cow.

Devil's dalsv. s me as oieye daity (which see, under
d<ii*n}. Devil's darning-needle, (a) The common

Devil on Two Sticks, showing the
manner of rotating it.

Devil's Coach-horse
{Otyfus elms), nat-
ural size.



devil

name in the United States of the dragon-flies of the

families LUxllululie, Agrimmlae, and jEschnidce: so call-

ed from their long, slender, needle-like bodies. (o) The

Venus's-comb, Scandix Pecten, from the long tapering
beaks of the fruit. Devil's dozen. Same as bakers' dozen

(which see, under baker). Devil's ear. See deml's-ear.

Devil's finger. See devils-finger. Devil's snuff-

bOX, the punball, a species of the fungus Lycoperdon,
from its supposed deleterious qualities, and from the

clouds of snuff-like spores that come from it. Forest

devil, the name given in some localities to a stump-
extractor. Go to the devil! clear out! be off! an ob-

jurgation expressing impatience and contempt. Like
the devil looking over Lincoln, or as the devil
looks over Lincoln, a proverbial expression the origin
of which is unknown. " Some refer this to Lincoln Min-
ster [England], over which, when first finished, the devil

is supposed to have looked with a fierce and terrific coun-

tenance, as incensed and alarmed at this costly instance

of devotion. Ray thinks it more probable that it took its

rise from a small image of the devil placed on the top of

Lincoln College, Oxford, over which he looks, seemingly
with much fury." (Grose, Local Proverbs.)

Thau wold ye looke ouer me with stomoke swolne
Like as the diuel lookt ouer Lincolne.

Heywood, Dialogues, ii. 9 (Spenser Soc., p. 75).

Lord Sp. Has your ladyship seen the dutchess since

your falling out 1

Lady Sm. Never, my lord, but once at a visit ;
and she

looked at me as the Devil look'd over Lincoln.

Swtft, Polite Conversation, i.

Printer's devil, an errand-boy in a printing-office ; origi-

nally, the boy who took the printed sheets from the tym-
pan of the press.

They do commonly so black and dedaub themselves that

the workmen do jocosely call them devils. Moxon.

Tasmanian or native devil, the ursine dasyure, Dasy-
urus or Sarcophilus ursinus, a carnivorous marsupial of

Tasmania. See dasyure.

That very fierce animal, called from its evil temper the
Tasmanian devil. J. G. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 22.

The devil on his neck. See the extract.

Certain strait irons called the divel on his neck being
after an horrible sort devised, straitening and winching
the neck of a man with his legs together in such sort as

the more he stirreth in it the straiter it presseth him, so

that within three or four hours it breaketh and crusheth
a man's back and body in pieces. Foxe.

The devil rides on a fiddlestick, a proverbial expres-

sion, apparently meant to express something new, unex-

pected, and strange.

Heigh, heigh ! the devil rides upon a fiddlestick ; What's
the matter? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

The devil's books. See book. The Devil's Own, a
name jocosely given to the 88th regiment of foot in the
British army on account of its bravery in the Peninsu-
lar war (1808-14), and also to the volunteer regiment of
the Inns of Court, London, the members of which are

lawyers. The devil's tattoo. See tattoo. The devil
to pay, great mischief afoot ; riotous disturbance ; any
serious and especially unexpected difficulty or entangle-
ment ; a difficulty to be overcome : often with the addition,
and no pitch hot, to express want of readiness or means
for the emergency. The whole phrase is of nautical origin,
the devil being a certain seam so called from its awkward-
ness of access in calking. See def. 10, and pay. To give
the devil his due, to do justice even to a person of sup-
posed bad character, or to one greatly disliked.

To give the devil his due, John Calvin was a great man.
Bp. Berkeley.

To go to the devil, to go to ruin. To hold a candle
to the devil, to abet an evil-doer. To play the devil
(or very devil) With, to ruin ; destroy ; molest or hurt
extremely.

He fights still,
In view o' the town ; he plays the devil with 'em,
And they the Turks with him.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 1.

And, in short, in your own memorable words, to play
the very devil ^vith everything and everybody.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xvi.

To say the devil's paternoster, to grumble.
What devills pater noster is this he is saying? What

would he? What saist thou honest man? Is my brother
at hand? Terence in English (1614).

To whip the devil round the stump, to get round or
dodge a difficulty or dilemma by means of a fabricated ex-
cuse or explanation.

devil (dev'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. deviled or dev-

illed, ppr. deviling or devilling. [< devil, .] 1.
To make devilish, or like a devil. 2. In cook-

ery, to season highly with mustard, pepper, etc.,
and broil.

A deviled leg of turkey. Irving.
The deviled chicken and buttered toast.

Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 2.

3. To bother; torment. [Colloq.] 4. To cut

up, as cloth or rags, by means of a machine
called a devil.

devil-bean (dev'1-ben), n. Same as jumping-
seed,

devil-bird (dev'1-berd), n. A name of the In-
dian drongo-shrikes, of the family Dicruridce.
devil-bolt (dev'1-bolt), n. A bolt with false

clinches, sometimes fraudulently used in ship-
building.

devil-carriage (dev'l-kar"aj), n. A carriage
used for moving heavy ordnance

;
a sling-cart.

E. H. Knight.
devil-dodger (dev'l-doj'-'er), . A ranting
preacher. [Humorous.]

1580

These devil-dodgers happened to be so very powerful

(that is, noisy) that they soon sent John home, crying out,

he should be damn'd. Life of J. Laclcington, Letter vi.

deviless (dev'l-es), . [< devil + -ess,'] A she-

devil. [Hare.]
Though we should abominate each other ten times worse

than so many devils and devilesses, we should ... be all

courtesy and kindness. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 188.

devilet (dev'l-et), n. [< devil + dim. -et.J A
little devil

;
a devilkin. [Bare.]

And pray now what were these Decilets call'd?

These three little Fiends so gay ?

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 392.

devil-fish (dev'1-fish), . In zool., a name of va-

rious marine animals of large size or uncanny
appearance, (a) The popular name of a large pediculate
fish, Lophius piscatorius, otherwise called angler, fishing-

frog, sea-devil, toad-fish, etc. See cut under angler. (6) In
the United States, a name applied chiefly to a gigantic

cephalopteroid ray, Mania birostris or Ceratoptera vampy-

Devil-fish, or Giant Ray (Manta birostris].

rus, which has very wide-spreading sides or pectoral fins,

long cephalic fins turned forward and inward, a terminal

mouth, and small teeth, in the lower jaw only. The width
of this great batoid fish sometimes exceeds 20 feet. It

progresses in the ocean by flapping its sides or pectorals
up and down, and is occasionally hunted by sportsmen with

harpoons. It is viviparous, and generally has but a single

young one at a birth, (c) In California, a name sometimes
given to the gray whale, Rhachianectes glaucus.
devilhood (dev'1-hud), n. [< devil + -hood.'] The
quality, nature, or character of a devil. E. D.
devil-in-a-bush (dev'l-in-a-bush'), n. A gar-
den-flower, Nigella damascena, so called from
its horned capsules looking out from the finely
divided involucre. Also called love-in-a-mist.

deviling (dev'1-ing), n. [< devil + dim. -ing.']

If. A little devil
;
a young devil.

Engender young deuilings.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

2. A fretful, troublesome woman. [Prov. Eng.]
3. The swift, Cypselus apus. Also called

devil-sereeclier. Also written develin. [Prov.
Eng.]
devilish (dev'1-ish), a. [= D. duivelsch = G.

tetiflisch = Sw. djefvulsk = Dan. djcevelsle; as
devil + -ishl. The earlier adj. was ME. deoflich,
< AS. deoflic for "dedfollic (= OHG. tiufallich =
Icel. djofulligr), < deofol, devil, + -lie, E. -Zj/.] 1 .

Characteristic of the devil
; befitting the devil,

or a devil or demon; diabolical; malignant: as,
a devilish scheme ;

devilish conduct.

Gynecia mistrusted greatly Cecropia, because she had
heard much of the devilish wickedness of her heart.

Sir P. Sidney.
We pronounce

Count Guido devilish and damnable ;

His wife Pompilia in thought, word, and deed
Was perfect pure, he murdered her for that.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 14.

2. Extreme; enormous. [Colloq. and ludi-

crous.]
Thy hair and beard are of a different die,
Short of one foot, distorted of one eye,
With all these tokens of a knave complete,
If thou art honest, thou'rt a devilish cheat.

Addison.
= Syn. 1. Satanic, infernal, hellish, impious, wicked, atro-

cious, nefarious.

devilish (dev'1-ish), adv. [< devilish, a.] Ex-

cessively; enormously. [Colloq. andludicrous.]
As soon as the bear felt the blow, and saw him, he turns

about, and comes after him, taking devilish long strides.

Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

Ha ! ha 1 'twas devilish entertaining, to be sure !

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

He's hard-hearted, sir, is Joe he's tough, sir, tough,
and de-vilish sly ! Dickens, Donibey and Son, vii.

devilishly (dev'1-ish-li), adv. 1. In a devilish

manner; diabolically; wickedly.
That which wickedly and devilishly those impostors

called the cause of God. Smith, Sermons, I. 450.

2. Greatly; excessively. [Colloq. and ludi-

crous.]
devilishness (dev'1-ish-nes), n. Resemblance
to the qualities of the devil

;
infernal or devil-

ish character.
Doubtless the very Devils themselves, notwithstanding

all the devilishness of their temper, would wish for a holy
heart, if by that means they could get out of hell.

Edwards, Freedom of Will, iii. 5.

Alas, how can a man with this devilishness of temper
make way for himself in life?

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 90.

devil's-dust

devilismt (dev'1-izm), n. [< devil + -ism.'] Di-

abolism; devilishness.

Did ever any seek for the greatest good in the worst of

evils ? This is not heresy, but meer devilisin.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 150.

devilize (dev'l-iz), v.
; pret. and pp. devilized,

ppr. demlizing. [Formerly also divelize; < devil

+ -4ze.~\ I. intrans. To act or be like a devil.

To keep their kings from divelizing.
N. Ward, Simple Cobler (1647), p. 48.

II. trans. To make a devil of
; place among

devils. [Bare.]
He that should deify a saint should wrong him as much

as he that should deeilize him. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 13.

devilkin (dev'1-kin), n. [< devil + dim. -kin.']

A little devil.

No wonder that a Beelzebub has his devilkins to attend
his call. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 14.

devil-may-care (dev'1-ma-kar'), a. [A sen-

tence, the devil may care (so. I don't), used as

an adj.] Reckless; careless. [Slang.]

Toby Crackit, seeming to abandon as hopeless any fur-

ther effort to maintain his usual devil-may-care swagger,
turned to Chitling and said,

" When was Fagin took, then?
"

Dickens, Oliver Twist, 1.

You know I don't profess to have any purpose in life

perfectly devil-may-care.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 292.

devilment (dev'1-ment), n. [Irreg. < devil +
-ment.~] Deviltry; trickery; roguishness; mis-
chief: often used in a ludicrous sense without

necessarily implying malice: as, he did it out
of mere devilment,

This is our ward, our pretty Rose brought her up to

town to see all the devilments and things.

Morton, Secrets worth Knowing, i. 1.

Somethin' to keep me hard at it away from all sorts of

devilment } W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 298.

devilry (dev'l-ri), n.
; pi. devilries (-riz). [<

devil + -ry ; cf. F. diablerie."] Devilish charac-
ter or conduct; extreme wickedness; wicked
mischief.

He calleth the Catholike church the Antichristian syn-

agogue, and the vnwritten verities starke lyes and deuilry.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 1129.

There's mair o' utter deevilry in that woman than in

a' the Scotch witches that ever flew by moonlight ower
North Berwick Law. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, iii. 97.

But better this honest simplicity than the devilries of

the Faust of Goethe. Hazlitt, Dram. Literature.

devil's-apron (dev'lz-a"prun), . A name given
in the United States to species of the genus
Laminaria, an olive-brown alga with a very
large, dilated, stipitate lamina, especially to L.

saccharina, in which the frond is elongated and

entire, with a wavy margin.
The stems of the devil's aprons, Laminariae, are used by

surgical-instrument makers in the manufacture of sponge-
tents. Farlow, Marine Alga;, p. 9.

devil's-bird (dev'lz-berd), n. A Scotch name
of the yellow bunting, Emberiza citrinella, the
note of which is translated "

deil, deil, deil

take ye." Macgillivray.
devil's-bit (dev'lz-bit), n. [Translating ML.
morsus diaboli (L. morsus, a bite

; diaboli, gen.
of LL. diabolus: see morsel and devil), G. Ten-

fels-aVbiss "so called," says the Ortus Sani-

tatis, on the authority of Oribasius, "because
with this root [the scabious] the Devil prac-
tised such power that the Mother of God, out
of compassion, took from the devil the means
to do so with it any more ;

and in the great vexa-
tion that he had that the power was gone from
him he bit it off, so that it grows no more to this

day."] The popular name of several plants,
(a) In Europe, a species of scabious, Scabiosa succisa, a
common pasture-weed with a fleshy premorse root and
heads of blue flowers. (6) In the United States, the blaz-

ing-star, Chamcelirium luteum, a liliaceous plant with a
thick premorse rootstock. (c) The button-snakeroot, Lia-
tris spicata.

devil's-claw (dev'lz-kla), n. A scorpion-shell,
Pteroceras Scorpio, found in the Indian ocean.

devil's-club (dev'lz-klub), n. A name given in

the northwestern parts of the United States to

the prickly araliaceous plant Fatsia horrida.

devil's-COtton (dev'lz-kot"n), 11. A small tree.

Abroma augusta, a native of India, the fibers of

which are used in some localities as a substi-

tute for hemp in cordage.
devil's-COW (dey'lz-kou),

n. Same as de-viPs

coach-horse (which see, under devil).

devil-screecher (dev^-skre'cher), n. Same as

deviling, 3.

devil's-dung (dev'lz-dung), n. An old phar-
maceutical name of asafetida.

devil's-dust (dev'lz-dust), . Flock made out
of old woolen materials by the machine called

a devil; shoddy. See devil, n., 9 (<?).



devil's-dust

Docs it beseem (bee t.. weave eloth of der-ifi dust in- = Syn. Circuitous r,miMl:ib,,ut. tortuous, indirect, erratic,

stead of true wonl'- Carlylf, Misc., IV. 2:t. roving, rambling, straying. See irregular.

devil'8-ear (dov'la-er), . So,- the extract, deviously (<lf"vi-u.s-li), nrfr. t" - T -.n.
See the extract.

It was a wake-robin, commonly kuown as dragon-root,

devil's ear, or Incllmi turnip. .S'. Judil, Margaret, i. 5.

devirs-
devils

*;(*/ i
"

W(K)<1 tl'fl' / "" ''''
'

wug8&ttrv& aseasxaiz
A nuthatch scaling deviously the tnmk of some hard-

wood tree. Lowell, <tildy Windows, p. 51.

Departure from

Bailey, 1727.

from the mischief they cause.

devilship (dev'1-Rhip) . [< ATI + -ship]
The person or character of a devil; the state

of being a devil His devilship, a ludicrous title of

address, on type of his lordship, to the devil.

hut I shall tiii'l out counter charms, devirginatet (de-v6r'ji-nat), a^ [< LL. devir-

ginatus

Cowley, Description of Honour, ginity.

devil's-horse (dev'lz-h6rs), n. One of the popu-

Thy airy devilship to remove
From this circle here of love.
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St. To plan or scheme for
; purpose to obtain.

Fooles therefore

They nre which fortunes doe by vowes devize.

Sptnur, F. Q., VI. ix. sn.

6. To give, assign, make over, or transmit

(real property) by will.

One half to thee I give and I derise.

Crabbe, Works, V. 21ft.

Was It ever intended that the king could empower his

subjects to devise their freeholds or to levy flues of their

entailed land*! Hallam.

=
Syn. 4. To concoct, concert.

II. intraiis. To consider
; lay a plan or plans ;

form a scheme or schemes
;
contrive.

Let us deeize of ease and everlasting rest

Spenser, F. Q., I. xli. 17.

Then shall we further devise together upon all things,

-g-inatM, ppT's see the Verb.] Deprived of vir- what order sha,n,e
bes^uke^^ ^^ Owner L^

restored in the blood of the L
timony, this assurance, that God is with him.

Donnf, Sermons, ii.

lar names applied to orthopterous insects of the

family Mantilla.-; a rear-horse.

devil's-milk (dev'lz-milk), n. 1. The sun-

spurge, Euphorbia helioscoyia : so called from
its acrid poisonous milk. 2. The white milky
juice of various other common plants.
d

Fair Hero, left deviryinatt,
Weighs, and with fury wails her state.

Chapman and Marlowe, Hero and Leander, Hi., Arg.

Even blushing brings them to their dev

Taste is nothing in the world except the faculty which
devises according to the laws of beauty, which executes

according to the laws of beauty.
Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 50.

devise (de-viz'), w. [A former spelling of device;

in legal senses due to the verb devise : see de-

vice, n., devise, v.] If (de-vis'). An obsolete

juice of various other common plants. devisable (de-vi'za-bl), a. [< devise + -able.]
*

eathme bTwill
Levil's-Shoestrings (dev'lz-sho'strmgz), n. The i CapaWe of being invented or contrived. I"6*"
iroat's-riip Tmlirotiit Uraiiiiana SO called from The alienation is made by devise in a last will only, and

8SK3&7 nota
9

?" ^^^VSt^^^SSytfJSSiAS^ the third part of these profits Is there demandab.e. Locke.
its tough slender roots.

devil-tree (dev'1-tre), . The Alstonia scolaris,

an apocynaceous tree of tropical Asia, Africa,

blc by curious or captious wits, against his dispensations.
Barrow, Works, II. II.

and Australia, a large evergreen with soft white wjjj

2. Capable of being bequeathed or assigned by

wood. Both wood and bark (called dita bark) are bitter,

and are used as a tonic and febrifuge. The milky Juice

yields a substance resembling gutta-percha.

It seems sufficiently clear that, before the conquest,
lands were devisable by will. Klackstone, Com.

deviltry"(dev'l-triXn.";pf. deviltries (-triz). [Ir- devisal (de-yl'zal),H. [< devise + -al] 1. The

reg. for devilry, q. v.] Diabolical action
;
ma- act of devising ;

a contriving or forming.
licious mischief ; devilry.

The rustics beholding crossed themselves and suspected
deciltries. C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xcv.

Would hear from deviltries as much as a good sermon.

Each word may lie not unfitly compared to an inven-

tion ; it has its own place, mode, and circumstances of

devisal. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 309.

2. The act of bequeathing; assignment by will

(b) A will or testament, (c) A gift of real prop-

erty by will : sometimes loosely used of per-
sonal property.
A gift by will of freehold laud, or of such rights arising

out of or connected with land as are by English law classed

with it as real property, is called a devise.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 124.

(d) The clause in a will by which such gift is

made. Executory devise, a future and contingent in-

terest in real property in contravention of the strict rules

of the old common law ; a future interest, created by will,

which is not preceded by an estate of freehold created by
the will of the same testator, or which, being so preceded,

cannot be split

A jS3STBSS-a5S. deviscerate (de-vis'e-rat); *. t.-, pret. and pp. %W*ZS?S3^^ZS5*3to^.
devil-WOOd (dev'1-wud), w. The Osmanthus dcviscerated, ppr. deviscerating. [< L. de- priv. ration of. such prior estate of freehold. Jarman; Bnm
Americanos, a small tree of the southern United + viscera, the.internal organs : see viscera. Cf. and Hartley

_

States allied to the European olive The wood eviscerate.] To eviscerate or disembowel. devisee (dev-i-ze ), n. [< deu.se + -eei.]

is very heavVand sfrong
P
and so tough that H devisceration (de-vis-e-ra 'shon), n. [< de- person to whom a devise is made; one to whom

' *
viscerate: see -ation.] The operation of re- real estate is bequeathed.

devisefult, devisefullyt. Obsolete forms of

deviceful, devirefully.
deviser (de-vl'zer), H. One who contrives or

_ invents ;
a' contriver ;

an inventor.

__ju"mption that the Deity does not trouble himself about distinguish," regulate, bequeath, talk, F. devi- Lydgat a translatour onely and no rfeuurr of thatwhich
the world, or that the powers of evil are as mighty as the er _ Pr Sn fobs ) Pe devisor = It divisare, he wrate. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 50.

Sua?ed
g00d ' a"d mU8t '" con8equence * bribed a"d

divide, share, describe; think, < ML. as if >di-

levil-WOrshiper (dev'l-wer'shi-per), n. One visare. < dirisa, a division of goods, portion of

who worships a devil, a malignant deity, or au land, bound, decision, mark, device: see device.]

evil spirit; specifically, a member of the tribe I. trans. If. To divide; distinguish.
Now thanne the Firmament Is

'

meres, in 12 Signes ; and every Sign

grees, that is 360 Degrees, that tl

aboven. Mandeville, Travels, p. 185.

2f. To say ;
tell ; relate ;

describe.

What sholde I more devise t

devisor (de-vi'zor), *. One who gives by will
;

properly called Yezidis, living in Mesopotamia,
Assyria, Kurdistan, and other parts of Turkey in

Asia, and noted for adding the worship of Satan
to a professed belief in the Old Testament, and

respect for the New Testament and the Koran.

The Izedis or Yezidis, the so-called Dfml-tmrehijipere,
still remain a numerous though oppressed people in Meso-

potamia and adjacent countries.
S. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 299.

devint, devinet, " Old forms of dirine.

b Is devysed, be Astrono- shun, avoid. Cf. rvitable.] Avoidable. Bailey.
Signe is demised in so De- devitalization (de-vi'tal-i-za'shon), w. [< de-

SLSL.S'SSSS* **$f vitalize + -ation,] The'act of depriving of vi-

tality: as, the dcritalization of tissue,

devitalize (de-vi'tal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
devitalized, ppr. devitalizing. [< de- priv. +

Chauctr Monk's Tale 1 ^^.^
'

To'deprive of vitality; tafie away
I schalle devise 3011 sum partle of thinges that there ,.,_ iX< *-;; ns *:.

principles of the resolution and composition of

rotations. "t'

Sire has descrilwd an apparatus, which he calls a demo-

scope, for ascertaining directly the relation which exists

between the angular velocity of the earth and that of a

horizon around the vertical of any place whatc\i '

Xuiilhtonian Report, 1881, p. 334.

ben, whan time schalle ben, aftre it may best come to my
mynde. Mandeville, Travels, p. 4.

After they had thus saluted and embraced each other,
' ' '

ardthe
they

,e (1588).

life or life-sustaining qualities from.

To air thus changed or deteriorated I gave the name of

devitalized air. B. H". Richardson, Prevent Med., p. 528.

The most finished and altogether favorable example of

this devitalized scholarship with many graceful additions

was Edward Everett The Xation, Dec. 23, 1869, p. 559.

"
devitationt(dev-i-ta'shon),. [< L. devita-

; conjecture ; guess, or guess at.
tto( n.) ;

< devitare, pp. deviiatus, avoid : see deri-
_i. . . . .k.. ......

table.] A warning off; warning: the oppositeForto reken al the arai in Rome that time,
Alle the men vpon mold ne mist hit device,
So wel In alle wise was hit arayed.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1603.

If it be I, of pardon I you pray ;

But if ought else that I mote not devyse,
I will, if please you it discure, assay
To ease you of that ill, so wisely as I may.

If there be any here that . . . will venture himself a

guest at the devils banquet, maugre all devitation, let

him stay and hear the reckoning.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 277.

He .

Rome.
. devise

devitrification (de-vit'ri-fl-ka'shon), n. [< F.
Spenter, F. Q., II. ix. 42.

dfritnfication; as devitrify + -ation. See-fica-
iseth first that this Brutus was a Consul of

tion
i Loss, either partial or entire, of the

Holland, tr. of Camden s Britain, p. 8
JJJJ or^^ co^itioD< or the process by

4. To think or study out: elaborate in the which this result is attained. The most conspicn-
mind ; invent ;

contrive ; plan : as, to derise a Ous illustration of devitrification is the production of

new machine, or a new method of doing any- "Reaumur porcelain" from glass by the long-continued

thing; to devise a plan of defense; to devise action of ^J^f^^J^ t^^^^

devious (de'vi-us), a. [< L. devius, lying off

the high road, out of the way, < de, off, away,
+ via, way. Cf. deviate.] 1. Out of the direct

or common way or track; circuitous; rambling:
as, a derious course.

The dteiotu paths where wanton fancy leads. .Rowr.

To bless the wildly devious morning walk. Thomson.

And pursuing
Each one its devious path, but drawing nearer anil nearer,
Rush together at last. Longfellow, Miles standish, viii.

2. Moving on or pursuing a winding or con-

fused course. [Rare.]
When a shoal

Of devious minnows wheel from where a pike
Lurks balanced 'ncath the lily-pads.

Liiirfll, Vnderthe Willow<.

3. Erring ; going astray from rectitude or the

divine precepts.
Fell here and there through the branches a tremulous

trlpaill of the moonliiiht Uiissive iiierei* uim tvmuicu uy tcnij*t.iiiiii, nuv itti/tn;/ \n 1*0 ui*gu . ...^vi.^ ^.....^-

Like the sweet thoughts of love on a darkened and devioui evil, and speaking hard things against God. duction of a purely lit

spirit. Longfellow, Evangeline, II. 3. J. H. Xevmtni, Parochial Sermons, I. 90. developed in the process ion, wl

schemes of plunder.
The! ben alle clothed in Clothes of Gold or of Tartaries

or of Camokas, so richely and so perfytly. that no man in

the World can amenden it, ue better devisen it

Mandeville, Travels, p. 233.

.

tion is much employed by lithologists in describing the

changes which have taken place in rocks consisting ori-

ginally, either wholly or in large part, of glass. (See lava

and obsidian.) It may be the result of cooling, dnrins
which crystalline products have developed themselves in

the glass in greater or less perfection ; or it may have

To devise curious works, to work in goid, and In silver, ^l&SSftttt&jgtfZg'iX
and in brass. Ex. xxxv. 32.

Devise but how you'll use him when he comes,
Anil let us two derise to tiring him thither.

>'/'.(., M. W. of W., Iv. 4.

Satan from without, and our hearts from within, not

passive merely and kindled by temptation, but devising

,

with or without the aid of heat after the rocks had be-

come solidified. Pressure is also regarded by many as

being an agent of high importance. The changes thus

indicated may be begun in a rock during its consolidation.

and afterward continued under the combined influence of

heat water and pn-sMire. even to tlie entire obliteration

f its original vitreous character, the result lieing the pro-
forms
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incipient crystals, or glass beginning to lose its miintli-

vidualizcd character, have received various names fn.ni

lithologists, according to their shape and manner of group-

ing. See inicrolifh and atobultte.

devitrify (de-vit'ri-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

nitrified, ppr. denitrifying. [< F. deritrifier; as

de- priv. + ritrifu.] To destroy or change,
either in part or wholly, the vitreous condition

of. See devitrification and glass.

devive (de-viv'), v. t.; pret. and pp. devived,

ppr. deriving. [< L. dc- priv. + vivits, living:

see vivid. Cf. revive.'] To deprive of life
;
ren-

der inert or unconscious. [Bare.]
Prof. Owen has remarked that " there are organisms

which we can devitalize and revitalize, devive and revive

many times." Bealf.

devocalization (de-v6"kal-i-za'shon), n. [<

devocalize + -ation.~\ The act of making voice-

less or non-sonant. Sweet.

devocalize (de-vo'kal-Iz), . t.
; pret. and pp.

devocalized, ppr. devocalizing. [< de- priv. 4-

vocal + -ize.] To make voiceless or non-so-

nant. Sweet.

devocatet (dev'o-kat), v. t. [< L. devocatus,

pp. of devocare, call away, call off, allure, < de,

away, + vocare, call: see vocation.] To call

away; entice; seduce.

The Commons of you doo complain
From them you devocate.

T. Preston, King Camhiscs.

devocationt (dev-o-ka'shon), n. [< ML. as if

*devocatio(n-),<,~Li.devoeare: see devocate.'] A
calling away ;

seduction.

To be freed and released from all its [sorcery's] bland-

ishments and flattering devocations.

Hallywell, Melampronooa, p. 97.

devoidt (de-void'), v. t. [< ME. devoiden, make
empty, leave, < OF. desvoidier, desvuidier, emp-
ty out, < des-, away, + voidier, vuidicr, void, <

void, vuid, vuit, empty, void : see void.'} I. To
avoid; leave; depart from.

He took hys donghter by the hand,
And had her swithe devoyde hys land.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Rom.),l. 1227.

2. To do away ; put aside
; destroy.

Ofte haf I wayted wyschande that wele,
That wont watg whyle deuayde my wrange [wrong].

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 15.

devoid (de-void'), a. [Short for devoidcd (pp.
of devoid, v.) ;

conformed to void, q. v.] If.

Empty ;
vacant

;
void.

I awoke, and found her place devoid. Simmer, F. Q.

2. Destitute; not possessing; lacking: with of:

as, devoid of understanding.
Her life was beastly and devoid of pity.

Shak.', Tit. And., v. 3.

No long dull daya devoid of happiness.
When such a love my yearning heart shall bless.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 335.

= Syn. 2. V
T
oid, etc. See vacant.

devoir (dev-wor'), n. [F., duty, < deroir, inf.,

owe, be obliged, < L. debere, owe, be obliged:
see debt. Cf. dever, earlier form of the same
word.] Duty or service; hence, an act of ci-

vility or respect ; respectful notice due to an-
other : as, we paid our devoirs to our host.

Content to vse their best deuoire,
In furdering eche honest harmelesse cause.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 70.

To do your highness service and devoir,
And save you from your foes, Berkeley would die.

Marlowe, Edward II., v. 2.

The time you employ in this kind devoir is the time that
I shall be grateful for. Mrs. Behn, Lover's Watch.

To ancient females his devoirs were paid.
Crabbe, Works, II. 39.

devolutet (dev'o-lut), v. t. [< L. devolutus,
pp. of devolvere, roll down: see devolve."] To
devolve.

Government was devoluted and brought into the priests'
hands. Faxe, Martyrs, p. 329.

devolution (dev-o-lu'shqn), n. [= F. devolu-
tion = Sp. devolucion = Pg. devolucSo = It. de-

voluzione, < ML. devolutio(n-), < L. devolvere,
pp. devolutus, roll down : see devolve."] 1. The
act of rolling down. [Rare.]
The raising of new mountains, deterrations, or the devo-

lution of earth down upon the valleys from the hills and
high grounds, will fall under our consideration.

Woodward.

2. The act of devolving, transferring, or hand-
ing over

;
transmission from one person to an-

other
; a passing or falling to a successor, as of

office, authority, or real estate.

There never was any devolution to rulers by the people
of the power to govern them. Brougham.

In all these Athenian rules, it is to be observed that,
while the ancestral sacrifices are constantly mentioned,
the object of special care is the devolution of the estate
in the household. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 95.
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3. In Scots lair: (a) The reference made by
two or more arbiters who differ in opinion to

an oversman or umpire to determine the differ-

ence. (A) The falling of a purchase made un-

der articles of roup to the next highest offerer,

on the failure of the highest bidder to find cau-

tion for payment of the price within the time

limited by the articles. 4. The opposite of

evolution; degeneration. [Rare.]

Not only its [speech's] evolution, but its devolution, its

loss and impairment in disease, have been wrought out.

Science, VII. 555.

Clause of devolution. See clause.

devolve (de-volv'), v.
; pret. and pp. devolved,

ppr. devolving. [= Sp. Pg. devolver = It. de-

volvere, < L. devolvere, roll down, < de, down,
+ volvere, roll : see voluble. Cf. evolve, revolve.]

1. trans. 1. To roll downward or onward.

[Rare.]
Every headlong stream

Devolves his winding waters to the main.

Akcmide, Pleasures of Imagination, ii.

He spake of virtue : . . .

And with a sweeping of the arm,
And a lack-lustre dead-blue eye,
Devolved his rounded periods.

Tennyson, A Character.

2. To transfer, as from one person to another;
turn over; transmit.

What madness is it for them who might manage nobly
thir own Affairs themselves, sluggishly and weakly to de-

volve all on a single Person. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

All men are passionate to live according to that state

in which they were born, or to which they are devolved,
or which they have framed to themselves.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 699.

They devolved their whole authority into the hands of

the council of sixty. Addisoii.

II. in trans. 1. To roll down; come or ar-

rive by rolling down or onward. [Rare.]
The times are now devolved

That Merlin's mystic prophecies are absolved.
B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

Streams that had . . . devolved into the rivers below.

Lord, The Banians, p. 18.

2. To be transferred or transmitted ; pass from
one to another

;
fall by succession or trans-

ference.

His estate is said to have been fifteen hundred a year,
which by his death devolved to Lord Somerville of Scot-

land. Johnson.

The melancholy task of recording the desolation and
shame of Italy devolved on Guicciardini.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

On King John's death, in 1495, the crown of Portugal
devolved on Emanuel. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 4.

3. To degenerate. [Rare.]
A gentleman and scholar devolving into the buffoon, for

example, is an xinseemly sight in the eye of the profound
moralist. Jon Bee, Ess. on Samuel Foote.

devolvement (de-volv'ment), n. [< devolve +
-meat.] The act of devolving. Imp. Diet.

Devonian (de-vo'ni-an), a. [< Devonia, Latin-
ized form of Devon, < AS. Defenas, Defnas, pi.,

the inhabitants of Devon, a name of Celtic

origin : W. Dyfnaint, Devon.] Of or pertaining
to Devonshire in England.

Eas'ly ambling down through the Devonian dales.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 284.

The term was applied specifically, in geol., by Murchison
to a great part of the Paleozoic strata of North and South

Devon, and used by him as synonymous with Old Red
Sandstone, for which term he substituted it, "because the
strata of that age in Devonshire lithologically very un-
like the old red sandstone of Scotland, Hereford, and the
South Welsh counties contain a much more copious and
rich fossil fauna, and were shown to occupy the same in-

termediate position between the Silurian and Carlxmifer-
ous rocks." Later geologists, however, do not use the
terms as identical, the conditions under which the strata

were deposited being very different.

Devonic (de-von'ik), a. Same as Devonian.
Devon kerseys. See kersey.
devonshire (dev'on-sher), v. t. Same as den-

shire.

Devonshire colic, lace, etc. See the nouns.

devorationt (dev-o-ra'shon), n. [< LL. devora-

tio(n-), < L. devorare, pp. devoratus, devour: see

devour."] The act of devouring.
They [bear-wards] have either voluntarilie, or for want

of power to master their sauage beasts, beene occasione
of the death and deuoration of manie children.

Holinshed, Description of England, x.

devorst, An obsolete form of divorce.

devotaryt (de-vo'ta-ri), n. [< ML. devotarius,
< L. ilevotus, devoted : see devote, a.

, and votary. ]

A votary.
To whose shrine [Diana's] there went up a more famous

and frequent pilgrimage of devotaries than to any holy
land of their's whatsoever. Gregory, Works, p. 50.

devote (de-vof), v. t.; pret. and pp. devoted, ppr.
devoting. [< L. devotus, pp. (> devotare, freq.)

devotedness

of ttevovere, vow, give up, devote, < de, away, +
vovere, vow: see roir and devoiit. Cf. devow."]
1. To appropriate by or as if by vow; set apart
or dedicate by a solemn act or with firm inten-

tion
;
consecrate.

No devoted, thing, that a man shall devote unto the Lord,
. . . shall be sold or redeemed : every devoted thing is

most holy unto the Lord. Lev. xxvii. 28.

For, since the substance of your perfect self

Is else devoted, I am but a shadow.
Shak., T. O. of V., iv. 2.

It behooves each to see, when he sacrifices prudence, to

what god he devotes it. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 286.

Hence 2. To doom; consign to some harm
or evil

;
doom to destruction : used absolutely,

to curse or execrate.

Let her, like me, of every joy forlorn,
Devote the hour when such a wretch was born.

Rowe.

Aliens were devoted to their rapine and despight.
Decay of Christian Piety.

Yet not for thy advice or threats I fly

These wicked tents devoted. Milton, P. L., v. 890.

Here I devote your senate ! Croly, Catiline.

3. To addict or surrender, as to an occupation
or a pursuit ; give or yield up ;

direct in action
or thought.
He hath devoted and given up himself to the contem-

plation, mark, and denotement of her parts and graces.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

Wise-seeming censors count that labour vain
Which is devoted to the hopes of love.

Ford, Honour Triumphant.

The hours between breakfast and dinner the ladies de-

voted to dress and study. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

They devoted themselves to leisure with as much assi-

duity as we employ to render it impossible.
Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 158.

= Syn. Devote, Dedicate, Consecrate, Hallow, destine, set

apart. In dedicate and the cognate words devote, devout,
etc., the root idea is always that of a complete mental
consecration ; thus, devotion (def. 2) is the consecration
of the entire mind to God and his worship; and a devout

(def. 1) spirit is one entirely absorbed in the worship or

service of God. To devote, indicates the inward act, state,
or feeling ; to dedicate is to set apart by a promise, and in-

dicates primarily an external act ;
to consecrate is to make

sacred, and refers to an act affecting the use or relations

of the thing consecrated ; to hallow is to make holy, and
relates to the character of the person or thing hallowed.

Thus, we devote ourselves by an act of the mind ; we dedi-

cate our lives or property by a more formal act ;
we conse-

crate to sacred uses a building not before sacred ; and we
hallow the name of God, recognizing in it its inherent

holy character.

Mysterious and awful powers had laid their unimagin-
able hands on that fair head and devoted it to a nobler ser-

vice. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 272.

Let no soldier fly :

He that is truly dedicate to war
Hath no self-love. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

Now go with me, and with this holy man,
Into the chantry by ; there, before him,
And underneath that consecrated roof,

Plight me the full assurance of your faith.

Shak., T. N., iv. 3.

And, from work
Now resting, bless'd and hallow'd the seventh day.

Milton, P. L., vii. 592.

3. Addict, Devote, etc. See addict.

devotet (de-vof ), a. and n. [< ME. devote, < OF.

devot, F. devot = Pr. devot = Sp. Pg. devoto =
It. divoto, < L. devotus, pp., devoted: see devote,
v. Doublet, devout, q. v.] I. a. Devoted

;
de-

vout.

We do offer the said Master of ours, and our whole com-

pany, vnto your highnes, as your perpetual and denote

friends. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 148.

Lawyers, physicians, philosophers, scholars are his,

wholly devote to his service.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 212.

II. n. A devotee.

One professeth himself a devote, or peculiar servant to

our Lord. Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

devoted (de-vo'ted), p. a. [Pp. of devote, .]

1. Set apart; given up, especially to some
harm or evil

;
doomed.

No wonder they revolted from accumulating new woes
on her devoted head. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11, note.

No more ignoble yet more dangerous creature had yet
been loosed upon the devoted soil of the Netherlands.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 530.

The workmen either perished in the flames, or fled from
the devoted spot in terror and despair.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, III. 4.

2. Ardent
;
zealous

;
assiduous ; strongly at-

tached or addicted: as, a devoted friend; a de-

voted student of philosophy.
The most devoted champion. Macattld;/.

devotedness (de-vo'ted-nes), 11. The state of

being devoted, attached, or addicted ;
zealous

faithfulness and attachment.

The owning of our obligation unto virtue may be styled
natural religion : that is to say, a devotedness unto God,
so as to act according to his will. Grew.



devotedness

In Inmiiiii Mill HIT tlirrr is a principle that delights ill hi'-

rule virtue, that admires ;iii'l revera inrri illt^tri"ii.> t"i

se.lf-Hn<Titiriiin il>'i-i>t<'iltu'*x. t'hnuuin;r. Perfect Lift 1

, p. 2:!fi.

devotee (dov-o-te'), [< devote + -eel.] One
who is devoted or self-dedicated to a cause
or practice ;

a votary ; specifically,
one given

wholly to religious devotion
;
an extravagantly

or superstitiously devout person.
A devotee is one of those who disparage religion by their

indiscreet ami unreasonable introduction of the mention
of virtue on all occasions. Steete, Spectator, No. 354.

Christianity has had, in all ages and in all sects, its devo-
fiv and niartyin. Story, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

= Syn. /calot, enthusiast.

devoteeism (dov-o-te'izm), n. [< devotee +
-ism.] The tendency or disposition to be or

become a devotee.

Ritualistic dcvoteeigin is the unhealthy development of

religious introspection.
J. Omn, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 477.

devotement (de-vot'ment), n. [< devote +
-ment.] The act of devoting or consecrating
by a vow; the state of being devoted. [Rare.]
Her [Iphigenia's] denotement was the demand of Apollo.

Bp. llurd, Notes on Horace's Art of Poetry.

devoter (de-vo'ter), n. 1. One who devotes.

2f. A worshiper. Piers Plowman.

deyoterert, . [A corrupt form of advoutrer.
Cf. derotorV.] An adulterer.

He that hreaketh wedlock with his neighbour's wife,
let him he slain, both the devoterer and the advouteress.

Becon, Works (ed. Parker Soc.), I. 450.

devotion (de-vo'shon), n. [< ME. devotiouii,

devotion, devocioun, < OF. devotion, F. devotion
= Pr. deeotio = Sp. devotion = Pg. devocSo =
It. divozione, < L. devotio(n-), devotion, <dcvo-

tus, pp. of devovere, devote: see devote.] 1.

The act of devoting ;
a definitive setting apart,

appropriating, or consecrating: as, the devo-

tion of one's means to a certain purpose; the
devotion of one's life to the service of God.

Its purpose [
Brook Farm] was so sincere, its conduct

so irreproachable, its devotion to ends purely humane so

evident, that malice could find no grounds for assailing it.

0. B. Frothingham, George Ripley, p. 191.

2. The state of being devoted, (a) Application to
or observance of religious duties and practices; especially,
earnestness in acts of worship ; devoutness.

Neverthelesse to them that with Devotion behold it [the

golden gate of the temple of Solomon] a tfar ys grauntyd
clene remission.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 30.

Devotion consists in an ascent of the mind towards God,
attended with holy breathings of soul.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxi.

There was still a sadness of heart upon her, and a depth
of devotion, in which lay all her strength. HH..I.H,.

(b) Earnest and faithful service arising from love, friend-

ship, patriotism, etc.
; enthusiastic manifestation of at-

tachment.

Sacrificing to the wishes of his Parliament a minister
whose crime had been a devotion too zealous to the inter-

ests of his prerogative. Moxavlay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The Plantagenet history can show no such instances of
enthusiastic devotion as lighted up the dark days of the
Stewarts. Stubbg, Const. Hist., 457.

(r) Close attention or application in general : as, his devo-
tion to this pursuit impaired his health.

He seeks their hate with greater devotion than they can
render it him. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

Their . . . tyrannic dUl inforce them to embrace my
offer with no small devotion.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 200.

3. An act of worship; a religious exercise, (a)
Practice of prayer and praise : now generally in the plural.

An aged, holy man, . . .

That day and night said his devotion.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 46.

Saying so many Ave-Maries and Pater-Nostcrs, as is their
devotion. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 7.

They returned again to our Lady Church, where was per-
formed very long and tedious devotion.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 39.

(b) Alms given as an act of worship; offerings made at
divine service. [Archaic.]

The Deacons, Church-wardens, or other fit persons . . .

shall receive the Alms for the Poor, and other Devotions
of the People, in a decent Basin.

Book of Common Prayer, Holy Communion.

4f. Something consecrated
;
an object of devo-

tion.

As I passed by and beheld your devotions (in the revised

version, "observed the objects of your worship"].
Acts xvii. 23.

rliurehes and altars, priests and all devotions,
Tumbled together into one rude chaos.

Bean, and Ft.

6f. Power of devoting or applying to use
;
dis-

posal; biddiug.
Take my keys,

liold, plate, and jewels, all's at thy devotion.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 2.

Arundel Castle would keep that rich corner of the coun-
try at his majesty's devotion. Clarendon.
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By tlies,' insinuations he (Colonel Nathaniel Bacon]
wrought his men into HO perfect an unanimity, that they
were one and all at his derntinn. l^rrrifii, Virginia,! 97.

= 8yn. 1. Consecration, dedication, devoteilness. 2 (n).

riftii. tiinl/inriu, etc. (See religion.) (b). Attachment,
Affr'ctiim, etc. (see low), zeal, fidelity, constancy.

devotionairt (de-vo-shon-ar'), n. [< F. as if

"dei-iitiiiiiiKiiri, t ilii-otion, devotion: see devo-

tion.] A devotee. Davies.

The Lord Chief Justice Hales, a profound common law-

yer, and both devotionair and moralist, affected natural

philosophy. Koycr Xorth, Lord Guilford, II. 264.

devotional (de-vo'shon-al), a. and n. [< devo-

tion + -/.] 1. a. Pertaining to religious devo-
tion

;
used in devotion

; suited to devotion : as,

a devotional posture ;
devotional exercises ;

a
devotional frame of mind.

How much the devotional spirit of the church has suf-

fered by that necessary evil, the Reformation !

Coleridge, Table-Talk.

=
Syn. Devout, Devotional. See devout.

fl.t n. pi. Forms of devotion.

Nor have they had cither more cause for, or better 'Me-

cess in, their disputing! against the devotwnali of the

Church of England.
Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 87.

devotionalist (de-vd'shon-al-ist), . [< devo-

tional + -int.] Same as "devotionist. [Rare.]
It i! but to give a religiou! turn to his natural softness,

and you have the complete image of a French devotional-

ist. Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, II.

devptionallv (de-vo'shon-al-i), adv. In a de-
votional manner; toward devotion: as, devo-

tionally inclined.

devotionist (de-vo'shon-ist), n. [< devotion +
-int.] A person given" to devotion

;
one who is

superstitiously or formally devout. Also devo-

tionalist. [Rare.]
devotiousnesst (de-vo'shus-nes), n. [< *devo-

tious (not used) (<; devotion + -ous) + -ness.]

Devoutness; piety. Hammond.
devotot (de-vo'to), n. [It., < L. devotus: see
devote and 'devout.] A devotee.

In confidence of this conceit, such numbers of devotoa in

all times have pretended enthusiasm and extraordinary
illapse from heaven.
J. Spencer, Vanity of Vulgar Prophecies (1665), Pref. a. 2.

devotor1
! (df-vo'tor), . [< LL. devotor, one who

devotes, < I*. devovere, devote: see devote."] One
who reverences or worships ; a devout person.
Beau, and Fl.

devotor2t, [A corrupt form of advouter.]
An adulterer.

devour 1
(de-vonr'), v. [< ME. detouren, < OF.

devorer, devurer, devorir, devourir, F. devorer =
Pr. Sp. Pg. devorar = It. devorare, < L. devo-

rare, devour, < de, down, + vorare, consume,
devour: see voratious, vorant.] I. trans. 1.

To eat up entirely ; eat ravenously ; consume
as food.

We will say, Some evil beast hath devoured him.
Gen. xxxvil. 20.

And ever and anon the wolf would steal

The children and devour.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

2. To consume destructively, recklessly, or

wantonly; make away with ; destroy; waste.

As SHI in as this thy son was come, which hath devoured

thy living with harlots. Luke xv. 30.

Devouring pestilence hanga in our air.

ShaJt., Rich. II., i. 3.

They never adventured to know any thing ; nor euer did

any thing but demure the fruits of other mens labours.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 145.

We all know . . . what a devouring passion it [the war
fever] becomes in those whom it assails.

O. W. Holrnet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 3.

3. To swallow up, literally or figuratively;
draw into conjunction or possession; absorb;
engorge ; take in : as, to devour a book ; the usu-
rers have devoured his estate.

I saw (alas) the gaping earth devoure
The spring, the place, and all cleane out of sight.

Spenser, Visions of Petrarch.

Which [the scribes] devour widows' houses, and for a shew
make long prayers. Luke xx. 47.

I perceive these lords
At this encounter do so much admire,
That they devoure their reason

; and scarce think
Their eyes do offices of truth. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

Now speak of the Haven ; rather devouring then en-
creased by a little river. Sandys, Travailes, p. 29.

Our ocean shall these petty brooks devour.
Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 6.

4. To gaze at absorbingly; look upon with

avidity; view with delight.
Longing they look, and gaping at the sight,
Devour her o'er and o'er with vast delight.

Dryden.
With an unguarded look she now deeour'd

My nearer Face. Prior, Solomon, ii

devoutful

Hence 6. To give delight to; charm; en-

chant. [Rare.]
Bravely the figure of this harpy hast thou

Perform'd, my Ariel
;
a grace it had, devouring.

Shak., Tempest, ill. 3.

To devour the ("r one'B) way, distance, r course, to

ooompUn the distance with impetuous haste.

He seem'd In running \n devour the way,
Staying no longer question.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., I. 1.

Wat was wouiuily angry with Sir John Newton, Knight
(Sword-bearer to the King then in presence), for devour-

ing /"'* distance and not making his approaches manner-

ly enough unto him. Suiter, Worthies, II. 346.

The signal once given, they [the horses] strike, devour
the course, hurrying along with unremitting velocity.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 101.

Syn. 1. Consume, etc. See eat.

H. intrans. To consume. [Rare.]
A lire devoureth before them, and behind them a flame

Inn net h. Joel il. 3.

devour2
t, . See dever.

devourable (de-vour'a-bl), a. [< devour1 +
-able. Cf. OF', devoraole, devourable, devour-

ing, voracious.] Capable of or fit for being
devoured.
A clear and undebauch'd appetite renders everything

sweet and delightful to a sound body, and (as Homer ex-

presses it) devourable. Plutarch, Morals, II. 116(Ord MS.).

devourer (de-vour'er), n. 1. One who de-

vours; one who or that which eats greedily,

consumes, or preys upon.
Carp and tench do best together, all other fish being

devourers of their spawn. Mortimer, Husbandry.

2. A local English name of the glutinous hag,

Myxine glutinosa.

devouresst, [ME. devouresse; < devour1 +
-ess, after equiv. OF. devoreresse, devoureresse."]
A female devourer. Wyclif.

devouringly (df-vour'ing-li), adv. In a devour-

ing manner.
devourment (de-vour'ment), n. [< detour +
-ment. Cf. OF. devoremeiit, devourement.] The
act or process of devouring or consuming.

Could not thy remorseless foeman brook
Time's sure devourment !

R. W. OUder, A Portrait of Servetus.

devout (de-vouf), a. and n. [< ME. devout, also

devote, < O'F. devot, devoult, F. devot= 8p. Pg. de-

voto = It. devoto, divoto, < L. devotus, devoted.

pp. of devovere, vow, devote : see devote, v. and
a. The adj. devote is a doublet of devout."] I. a.

1. Yielding a solemn and reverential devotion
to God in religious exercises, particularly in

prayer ;
devoted to the worship and service of

God ; pious ; religious ;
consecrated in spirit.

The same man was just and devout. Luke ii. 25.

The Spaniard is very devout in his Way, for I have seen
him kneel in the very Dirt when the Ave-Mary-bell rings.

Howell, Letters, I. ill. 32.

Let a man consider, . . . when he prays in private,
whether he be as composed, and reverent, and devout in

his behaviour as he is when the eyes of a great assembly
are upon him. Bp. Atterbury, Sermon!, II. xil.

And holy hymns from which the life devout
Of saints and martyrs has wellnigh gone out.

Whittier, On a Prayer-book.

2. Expressing devotion or piety.
I love a holy devout Sermon. Howell, Letters, I. vt 32.

With uplifted hands, and eyes /,""'.
Grateful to heaven. Milton, P. I.. . xi. 863.

3. Sincere ;
solemn

;
earnest : as, you have

my devout wishes for your safety. =8yn. 1. De-

vout, Devotional ; prayerful, godly, saintly. Devout per-
tains especially to the internal, devotional to the exter-

nal ; hut this distinction is not always observed. A de.

vout heart, a devout man, a devout look that Is, a look
such as would be produced by devout feeling (see ex-

tracts above) ; a devotional attitude, a devotional book.

There is something . . . natively great and good in a

person that is truly devout. Stale, Tatler, No. 211.

In Mr. Fairer, the head of the family, [was seen] a de-

rational energy, put forth In continual combat with the

earthly energies that tempted him away to the world.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

H.t n. 1. A devotee.

They are not to be the ordinary followers of Antichrist,
hut they are to be in his special devout*, and as it were
sworn slaves. Sheldon, Miracles, p. 247.

2. A devotional composition.
This is the substance of his first section till we come to

the devout of it, modelled Into the form of a private psal-
ter. Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

devoutet, adv. [ME.; < devout, a.] Devoutly.

devoutfalt (de-vont'ful), a. [Irreg. < devout +
-ftd, 1. A similar formation is grateful.] I.

Full of or characterized by devoutness; devout.

2. Sacred; solemn.

To take her from austerer check of parents,
To make her his by most devoutSul rights.

Marston and Webtter, Malcontent, i. S.



devoutless

devoutlesst (de-vout'les), . [< devout + -less.']

Destitute of devotion. E. D. [Rare.]
devoutlessnesst (de-vout'les-nes), n. Want of

devotion. [Rare.]
The last point of this armour be the darts of devoutless-

?u>'s, umnercifulness, and cpicurisme.
Up. of Chiehester, Two Sermons, sig. C 6 b.

devoutly (de-vout'li), adv. [< ME. devoutly,

dcrotly, -liche ; < deront + -ly
2
.] 1. In a devout

manner; with devout feelings; with solemn
reverence and submission to God ;

with ardent
devotion.

Sunday, the xix Day of Julii, we cam all to Mounte Syou
to Masse, which was song ther ryght Devowtly.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 25.

At length her grace rose, and with modest paces
Came to the altar : where she kneel'd, and, saint-like,
Cast her fair eyes to heaven, and pray'd devoutly.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

2. Religiously ;
with pious thoughts.

One of the wise men, having a while attentively and de-

voutly viewed and contemplated this pillar and cross, fell

down upon his face. Bacon.

3. Sincerely; earnestly; solemnly.
A consummation

Devoutly to be wish'd. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

devoutness (de-vout'nes), n. The quality or

state of being devout.

devovet (de-vov'), v. t. [< L. devovere, devote:
see devote, V. *.] To dedicate by vow ; devote

;

doom to destruction; destine for sacrifice.

'Twas his own son, whom God and mankind loved,
His own victorious son, whom he devomd.

Cowlfy, Davideis, iv.

devowt (de-vou'), r. t. [< OF. devouer, F. de-

vouer, devote, give up, < L. devotare, freq. of

devovere, devote : see devote. The second sense
is appar. taken from disavow.'] 1. To devote

;

apply.
Those clear causes, to the inquiry

And search of which your mathematical head
Hath so deoowed itself.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

2. To disavow
;
disclaim.

There too the armies angelic devow'd
Their former rage, and all to mercy bow'd.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Victory and Triumph.

dew1
(du), n. [Early mod. E. also dewe, deaw;

< ME. dew, den, deaw, < AS. deaw = OFries.
daw = D. dauw = MLG. dow, douwe, dawe, dau,
LG. dan = OHG. ton, tau (touw-), MHG. ton

(touw-), G. tau, tliau = Icel. dogg = Sw. dagg,
dew, cf . dugg, drizzling rain, = Dan. dug, dew
(ODan. dugregn, drizzling rain), = Goth. *dagg-
wus (?), not recorded. From the Scaud. is

derived E. dag1
,
dew: see dag1 , deg.~] 1. The

aqueous vapor which is deposited from the at-

mosphere by condensation, especially during
the night, in the form of small drops on the
surface of bodies. The formation of dew is explained
by the loss of heat by bodies on the earth's surface through
radiation at night, by which means they and the air im-
mediately about them are cooled below the dew-point
(which see). Dew is thus deposited chiefly on bodies which
are good radiators and poor conductors of heat, like grass ;

hence also it appears chiefly on calm and clear nights -
that is. when the conditions are most favorable for radia-
tion. It never appears on nights both cloudy and windy.
In winter dew becomes hoar frost.

They [in Pern] liaue large and deepe ditches, in which
they sow or set, and that which groweth is nourished
with the deaw. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 873.

Since dew is made of steams of the terrestrial globe,
which, whilst they retain that form, and were not yet con-
vened into drops, did swim to and fro in the air, and
made part of it ; the phenomena that shew the power of
dew in working on solid bodies may help to manifest how
copiously the air may be impregnated with subtile saline
parts. Boyle, Hist, of Air, xi.

She . . . wash'd her hands with the deic[s] of heav'n,
That on sweet roses fall.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VI. 296).

The dews of the evening most carefully shun,
Those tears of the sky for the loss of the sun.

Chesterfield, Advice to a Lady in Autumn.

2. Something likened to dew : (a) As falling
lightly, or as serving to refresh.

Never yet one hour in his bed
Did I enjoy the golden dew of sleep,
But with his timorous dreams was still awak'd.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1.

I thought for thee, I thought for all

My gamesome imps that round me grew,
The dews of blessing heaviest fall
Where care falls too. Jean Ingelow.

(b) As suggestive of the morning, and hence of
freshness and youth.
Fair-haired, azure-eyed, with delicate Saxon complexion,
Having the dew of his youth, and the beauty thereof.

Longfellow, Miles Standish, i.

3. Moisture standing in little drops on any-
thing.
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Next unto him was Neptune pictured. . . .

His face was rugged, and his hoarie bed

Dropped with brackish deaw.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 40.

Mountain dew, illicit whisky. [Slang.]

dew1
(du), v. t. [< ME. dewen, < AS. cledwian

= OFries. dawa = D. dauwen = LG. dauen =
OHG. touwon, towon, towen, MHG. touweti, G.

tauen, tliauen = Icel. doggva = Sw. dagga, dew,
cf. dugga, drizzle, = Dan. dugge, dew ; from the
noun. Cf. bedew.'] To wet with or as if with
dew

;
moisten

;
bedew.

Phoebus himself shall kneel at Ciesar's shrine,
And deck it with bay garlands dewed with wine.

B. Jomoii, Poetaster, v. 1.

Dew'd with showery drops,
Up-clomb the shadowy pine above the woven copse.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

dew2
ti " An obsolete spelling

dewan (de-wan'), . [Also written deewan, and
more correctly divan, diwdn, < Hind, diwdn, a

tribunal, council, minister, head officer of
finance and revenue, < Pers. divan: see divan.']
In India: (a) A financial officer formerly ap-

pointed under the Mohammedan governments
in each province for the purpose of superintend-
ing the collection of the revenue, etc.

Shah Alam gave letters patent to Lord Clive investing
the English Company with the office of Dtwan. . . . The
Dewan was the accountant-general or finance minister,
and looked solely after the revenue and expenditure.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist India, p. 311.

(6) The chief financial minister of a state, (c)
The prime minister of a native state, (d) The
chief native officer of certain government es-

tablishments, as the mint, (e) In Bengal, a
native servant in confidential charge of the

dealings of a house of business with natives, or
of the aft'airs of a large domestic establishment.
Yule and Burnett.

dewani, dewanny (de-wa'ni), n. [< Hind.
diwdni, prop, adj., relating to adiirdii; as noun,
the office, jurisdiction, etc. , of a diwdn : see de-

wan.'} The office of dewan.
dew-beater (du'be"ter), . 1. One who walks
out early and brushes off the dew.
The dew beaters have trod their way for those that come

after them. Up. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 57.

2. pi. A pair of oiled shoes. Halliwell.

dewberry (du'ber'i), n.
; pi. dewberries (-iz).

[< dew* + uerryl ; appar. in allusion to its be-

ing a low-lying shrub.] 1. In England, the

popular name of the Rubiis ccesiits, a bramble
which grows in woods, thickets, hedges, and the
borders of fields

;
the fruit of this plant. The

fruit is black, with a bluish dewy bloom, and
of an agreeable acid taste.

Feed him with apricocks and dew-
berries,

With purple grapes, green figs, and mul-
berries. Shak., M. X. D., iii. 1.

2. In the United States, the pop-
ular name of Bubns Canadennis,
the low blackberry, a trailing

plant which has a large sweet
fruit

;
the fruit of this plant.

dew-besprent (du'be-sprent"),
a. Sprinkled with dew.

The chewing flocks
Had ta'en their supper on the savoury

herb
Of knot-grass dew-besprent, and were in

fold. Milton, Comus, 1. 542.

dew-claw (du'kla), n. 1. The
rudimentary inner toe of the

foot, especially the hind foot,
Of SOme dogS. Left Fore Foot of

a Terrier. X, dew-
Ill domestic dogs a hallux is fre- claw.

quently developed, though often in a

rudimentary condition, the phalanges and claw being sus-

pended loosely in the skin, without direct connection with
the other bones of the foot ; it is called by dog-fanciers
the dew-claw. W. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 438.

2. The false hoof of deer and other ungulates.
dew-clawedt (du'klad), a. Furnished with
dew-claws; ungulate.
By Browuists I mean not Independents, but dew-clawd

Seperatists. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 11.

dew-cup (du'kup), n. 1 . The first allowance of
beer to harvest laborers. Mackay. Also dew-
drink. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A common name in
Scotland of the lady's-mantle, Alchemilla vul-

garis.
dew-drink (du'dringk), . Same as dew-cup, 1.

dewdrop (du'drop), n. [= D. dauwdropp-el =
G. tliautropfen = Dan. dugdraabe = Sw. dagg-
droppe.~\ A drop of dew.

I must go seek some dew-drops here,
And hang a pearl in every cowslip's ear.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

dewtry

deweH, and . An obsolete spelling of dew1
.

dewe2
t, <t. An obsolete spelling of duel.

dewe3
t, ' t- See due2 .

deweylite (du'i-lit), . [< Chester Dewcy, an
American scientist (1784-1867), + -lite.] A
hydrated silicate of magnesium occurring in

amorphous masses of a yellowish color and re-

sembling gum arabic. It is related to serpen-
tine, but contains more water.
dewfall (du'fal), n. [= Dan. dug/ald.] 1. The
falling of dew; a fall of dew.

Expanding while the dewfall flows.

Moore, Lalla Kookli, Light of the Harem.

Noiseless as dew-fall, heed it well

Thy Father s call of love !

Whittier, Call of the Christian.

2. The time when dew begins to fall
; early

evening.
dewfult, See due/id.

dew-grass (du'gras), n. The cocksfoot-grass,
Dactylis glomerata. [Eng.]
dewiness (du'i-nes), . [< dewy + -ness.'] The
state of being covered or damp with dew.

dewittt (de-wif ),r.t. [After two Dutch states-

men named De Witt, opponents of William III.,

Prince of Orange, massacred in 1672 by a mob,
without inquiry.] To lynch. [Rare.]

To her I leave thee, gloomy peer.
Think on thy crimes committed ;

Repent, and be for once sincere ;

Thou ne'er wilt be J)e-WUtcd.

Prior, The Viceroy, St. 65.

One writer, in a pamphlet which produced a great sen-

sation, expressed his wonder that the people had not,
when Tourville was riding victorious in the Channel, De-
witted the nonjuring prelates. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

dewlap (du'lap), . [< ME. dewlap, dewlappe
(= Dan. doglcep); < dew1 + lap

1 (= Dan. leap),
a loose hanging piece. Otherwise explained,
fancifully, as the part which laps or licks the
dew in grazing : see lap

3
.'] 1. The fold of skin

that hangs from the throat of oxen and cows
;

hence, the pendulous skin under the throat of

some other animals, as dogs.
Large rolls of fat about his shoulders slung,
And from his neck the double dewlap hung.

Add/son.

2. The flesh on the human throat when flaccid

with age. [Humorous and rare.]

And, when she drinks, against her lips I bob,
And on the wither'd dewlap pour the ale.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

3. The large median fleshy fold or single wattle
of the domestic turkey.
There is a great difference [between the wild and the

tame turkey] in the possession by the latter of an enormous
dewlap.

S. F. Baird, Birds of North America (ed. 1858), p. 616.

4. pi. In Jter., same as wattles.

dewlapped, dewlapt (du'lapt), a. Furnished
with a dewlap, or a similar appendage.

My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind
; . . .

Crook-knee'd and dew-lapp'd like Thessalian bulls.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

dew-plant (du'plant), /. 1. Same as ice-plant.
2. Same as xundetc.

dew-point (du'point), n. [= D. dauwpunt =
Dan. dugpunkt.'} The temperature indicated

by the thermometer when dew begins to be de-

posited ;
that temperature of the air at which

the moisture present in it just saturates it.

See saturation. The more humid the atmosphere,
the less the difference between its temperature and that
of the dew-point, and vice versa. When the air is satu-

rated with moisture and any colder body is brought into

contact with it, deposition of moisture or dew immediately
takes place on its surface. See hyyromfter.
When a body of moist air is cooled, the point of satura-

tion is gradually reached ; and when saturated, any fur-

ther cooling causes a deposition of dew : hence the tem-

perature at which this occurs is called
the_ date-point.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 57.

dew-retted (du'ref'ed), a. Betted or rotted

by exposure to dew.

dew-retting (du'refing), n. The exposure of

hemp or flax to the action of dew by spreading
it on grass, to render easier the separation of

the fiber from the feculent matter. Also dew-

rotting, dew-softening.
dew-shoe (du'sho), n. The heel of the sheath
of a sword, which touches the ground.
When the godlike Siguror strode through the full-grown

field of corn, the dew-shoe of his seven-span sword was
even with the upright ears.

Grimm, Tent. Mythol. (trans.), I. 387.

dewstone (du'ston), . A species of limestone

occurring in Nottinghamshire, England, which
is supposed to collect a large quantity of dew
on its surface.

dewtry (du'tri), . [Cf. Vatnra.~] The thorn-

apple, Datura Stramonium. S. Butler, Hudibras.



dew-worm

dew-worm (du'wi'-nii i, . The common earth-
uunii, l.iniilirii-iis li fi'i xtri.i.

dewy (d'i'i), [< ML. "di-iry, < AS. iliiiiriij (

(i. In Hi,!, Hi, mil/ = H\v. ilnt/i/ii/), < i/niir, dew, +
-iij, K. -01.] 1. Of or pertaining to dew.

I're the hot suu count
His dnicy rosary on the eglantine.

Keats, Isabella, st. 24.

'Tis a morning pure and sweet,
And a ili'ini splendour tails

On the little flower.

Tcnnymn, Maud, xxvi. 0.

2. Of tho nature or appearance of dew
;
like

dew: as, dewy tears.
A dewy mist

Went up, and water'd all the ground.
Milton, K L, vU. SS3.

3. Moist with or as if with dew.
His deity locks distill. I

Ambrosia. Ml/tun, F. L., v. M.

4. Accompanied with dew
; abounding in dew.
From morn

To noon he fell, from noon to deury eve,
A summer's day. Milton, P. L., L 743.

But now the sun
M'ith orient iwams had chased the denit night
From earth uiul heaven. Addition, ^Eneid, iii.

5. Falling gently, or refreshing, like dew: as,

"dewy sleep ambrosial," Cowper, Iliad, ii. 6.
In hot., appearing as if covered with dew.
Dexia (dek'si-tt), n. [NL., < Or. <Jff<df, on the

right hand or side: see dexter.] A genus of

flies, of the family Muscidte, or giving name to
a family Dexilda;.

Dexiariae (dek-si-a'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., < Dexia +
-ariiK.] Same as Dexiidit.

Dexiidae (dek-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dexia +
-idte.] A family of dipterous insects, typified
by the genus Dexia. It is a small group, allied to the
TackinuiiK, represented In North America by about 40
species, 80 of which belong to De.xin. It was founded by
M;irquurt in 18:15. Also called Dexiariee.

dexiotropic (dek"si-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. <Sff<6f,
on the right hand, + rpoxiKuc,, < rodn'of, a turning,
< Tpenciv, turn.] Dextral, as a shell

; turning or
turned to the right, as tho whorls of a spiral
shell; dextrotropous : opposed to too tropic.

In Planorbis, which is dexiotropic . . . instead of being
leiotropic, the osphradium is on the left side, and receives
its nerve from tile left visceral ganglion, the whole series
of unilateral organs being reversed.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 661.

dexter (deks'ter), a. and . [= P. dextre = Sp.
diestro = Pg. It. destro, < L. dexter, right, on the

right hand or side, handy, dexterous, also (ac-

cording to Greek notions of omens) fortunate,
= Gr. iScfd-epdf, right, comparative forms (with

cpmpar. suffix -ter= -repot) < L. dex-= Gr. deS-ioc,,

right, fortunate, dexterous, = Skt. daksha, able,
dexterous, strong (cf. dakshina, able, dexter-
ous, right, south), = Goth, taihswa, right, tiiilin-

wo, the right hand, = OHG. :eso (zetm*-), right,= \V. dehen, right, south, = Gael, and Ir. deas,
right, south (cf. deasil), = OBulg. desinu, destti.,

right, desfnitsa, the right hand, = Buss, desnitsa,
the right hand; referred to a root represent-
ed by Skt. / dakali, suit, be able, dexterous, or
strong.] I. a. Pertaining to or situated on the
right hand; right, as opposed to left: as, the
dexter side of a shield.

My mother's blood
Runs on the dexter cheek, and this sinister
Bounds-in my father's. Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

On sounding wings a dexter eagle flew. Pojif.

Dexter base, In her., the dexter side of the base of the
Held. Dexter base point, In her., a point supposed to
be half way between the base point and the dexter edge
of the field. See cut under point. Dexter chief, in Ji'-r..

the dexter side of the chief of the field. Dexter chief
point, In her., a point supposed to be half way between
the chief point and the dexter edge of the field. .See cut
under point. Dexter diagonal, In math. See diag-
onal.

II. . In her., that side of the shield which
is toward the right when the shield is braced
or fitted upon the arm; hence, the side of the
fiolil toward I lie left of the spectator.

'

i.-sr,

2. Manual skill; skill in using the hands, espe-
cially in ini-cliaiiical or artistic: work; hence,
physical suppleness or adroitness in general;
llint readiness in action which

jirocci-il-i
iMnn

experience or practice, united with activity or

precision of motion.

Dexterity of hand, even in common trades, cannot he
acquired without much practice and experience.

Ailn in Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 10.

The company being seated round the genial hoard,
and each furnished with a fork, evinced their dexterity in

launching at the fattest pieces in this mighty dish.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 109.

The Tahitians have the dexterity of amphibious animals
In the water. Darn-in, Voyage of Beagle, II. isi.

3. Mental adroitness or skill; cleverness;
promptness in devising expedients ; quickness
and skill in managing or conducting a scheme
of operations.

I have dlspatch'd some half a Dozen Duns with as much
Dexterity as a hungry Judge does Causes at Dinner-time.

Congreve, Love for Love, i. 2.

A thousand vexations . . . which nothing Is required
to remove but a little dexterity of conduct.

Johruon, Rambler, No. 137.

Byhisincomparable dexterity, he
[
Francis Sforza] raised

him-, If from the precarious and dependent situation of a
military adventurer to the first throne of Italy.

Maeaulay, Machlavelli.

= Syn. 3. Address, facility, faculty, tact, cleverness, apt-
ness, aptitude, ability, art, knaek.

dexterous, dextrous (deks'te-rus, deks'trus),
a. [< L. dcslrr, right, ready (see dexter), +
-otts.] 1. Having greater skill in using the

right hand than the left
; right-handed. [Rare. ]

2. Possessing manual skill; hence, skilful
or adroit in the use of the body in general ;

quick and precise in action.

Whether the Muzlings were stoln by our own lien, or
the Dutch, I cannot say ; for we had some very dextrous
thieves in our Ship. Dumpier, Voyages, I. 629.

For both their dext'roui hands the lance could wield.

Pope.

3. Having mental adroitness or skill ; ready
in the use of tho mental faculties

; prompt in
contrivance and management; clever; expert:
as, a dexterous manager.
The Coptis . . . are well acquainted with all affairs, are

very dextrous at keeping accounts which they do in a
sort of Coptic characters understood by no body else.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 176.

The dexterous Capuchins never choose to preach on the
life and n i i raeles of a saint, until they have aw akened the
devotional feelings of their auditors by exhibiting some
relic of him, a thread of his garment, a lock of his hair,
or a drop of his blood. Macatilay.

4. Exhibiting dexterity, in any sense; skilful;
artful

; clever : as, dexterous management.
Cnossus was also famous for its bows and arrows, and

for a dextrous use of that sort of arms.

Pocofke, Description of the East, II. i. 256.

The dexterous use of plausible topics for recommending
any opinion whatever to the favor of an audience.

De Quincey, Style, Iv.

= Syn. Expert, Skilfid, etc. (see adroit), nimble, brisk,
agile.

dey
It is a curious fact that the -path,-- are rolled up indlf-
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:
/ /;,,'., /;,,' and /'<, ,/, 1883, p. 237.

dextran, dextrane (deks'tran, -Iran), n. f<
L. dextir, right, + -, -//.]" A gum found in

unripe beet-root and in molasses, and formed,
together with mannite, by the mucic fermen-
tation of sugar. It is a white amorphous sub-
stance readily soluble in water, and dextro-

rotatory. It has the formula CgHjoOs.
dextrert, ". See destrer. Chaucer.
dextrine (deks'trin), n. [= F. dextrine, < L. ili-x-

l/ 1', right, -f- -iiii'-.] The soluble orgummy mat-
ters, haying tho general formula (CnHj Og )n,
into which starch is convertible by diastase or
by certain acids. It Is white, inipid, and without
smell, and is remarkable for the extent to which it turns
the plane of polarization to the right hand, whence its

name. Its composition la the same as that of starch. By
the action of hot diluted acids, or of an infusion of malt,
dextrine is finally converted into grape-sugar. It is used
as a snl,.-utute for gum arable in medicine and the arts.
Also called gommeline, inoift gum, ttut'cli-ytuu, Britith

ffunl, and Almce yum.
dextrocardia (deks-tro-kftr'di-a), n. [NL., <
L. dexter, right, + Gr. napAia = E. heart.] In
terato!., a congenital condition in which the
heart is turned toward the right instead of the
left side.

dextro-compound (deks'tro-kom'pound),n. [<
L. dexter, right, -I- E. compound1

.] In chem., a
compound body which causes the plane of a
ray of polarized light to rotate to the right.
Dextrine, dextrose, tartaric acid, malic acid,
and cinchonine are dextro-compounds.
dextroglucose (deks'tro-glo'kos), n. [< L.
dexter, right (see dextrose), + E. glucose.] Same
as dextrose.

dextrogyrate (deks-tro-ji'rat), a. [< L. dexter,

rightj
+ gyratus, pp. of gurare, turn : see gyrate.]

Causing to turn toward the right hand: as, a
dextrogyrate crystal (that is, a crystal which in
circular polarization turns the plane of polari-
zation to the right). See polarization. Also
dextrorotatory.

If the analyzer has to be turned towards the right, so
as to cause the colours to succeed each other In their
natural order red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,
violet the piece of quartz is called right-handed or dex-
trogyrate. Boduxlt.

dextrogyrous (deks-tro-ji'rus), a. [< L. dexter,
right, + gyrus, a circle: see gyre.] Gyrating
or circling to the right.

dextrorotatory (deks-tro-ro'ta-to-ri), a. [< L.
dexter, right, + E. rotatory.] "Same as dextro-

gyrate.
dextrorsal (deks-tr6r'sal), a. [< dextrorse +
-/.] Same as dextrorse.

dextrorse (deks-trors'), a. [< L. dextrorsum, un-

cpntracted dextrororsum, -rerstim, toward the

right, < dexter, right, + versus, versus, pp. of ror-

tere, vertere, turn : see rertex, rortex, verse. Cf.

xiiiiatrorsc.] Rising from right to left, as a

trus-li
j",

ad"-' With dexterity ; expertly ;
skil-

fully; artfully; adroitly.
The good parts lie hath he will learn to shew to the full,

and use them dexterously.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 96.

dexterousness, dextrousness (deks't-rus-nes,
deks'trus-nes), n. Dexterity ; adroitness. Bai-

ley, 1727.

dextrad (deks'trad), adv. [< L. dexter + -ad3,
toward: see -ad3 .] To the right hand ; to, on,
or toward the right side

; dextrally: opposed to

dextral (deks'tral), a. [< ML. dexteralis, "dex-

tralix, on the right, < L. dexter, right : see dex-

ter.] 1. Right, as opposed to left; right-hand.
Any tunlcles or skins which should hinder the liver

from enabling the dextral parts.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 5.

2. In conch., dextrorse: applied to univalve
shells whose aperture is on the right side when

dexterity (deks-ter'i-ti), n. T= Y.dexUrite = the she11 is he 'd in front of the observer with

Pg. drj-ii rtilmli = tk."degtfritiL< L. dextcrita( f-).,
tne apex upward and the aperture downward

' J *--- -* -i-* -j-tii j , . . toward him: opposed to sin istral. Most shells
are dextral.

< dexter, right, right-hand: see dexter.] 1.
Greater facility in using tho right hand than
the left

; right-handedness. [Not in common
use.]
The proportion of left-hand drawings [of the cave-men

of France) is grettljr in ex,, s*,,i what would now he found ;

but there is still a distinct preponderance of the ri^lit
hand, whieh. however originated, lias snthYed to deter-
mine the universal duct, riti/ of the "hole hi-torie period.

Xi-ii not, V. 4ii.

Dexterity appears to be confined to the human nice for
the monkey tribes use the right and left limbs indiscrimi-
nately. Lancet.
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dextrality (deks-tral'i-ti), n. [< dextral +
-ity.] 1. The state of^beiug on the right side,
as opposed to the left. 2. Superiority in

strength and facility in action of the right side
of the body ; right-handedness.

Did not institution, but nature, determinei,
there \ionld be many more ScKvolas than are delivered in

tory. sir T. Browne, Vnln. Err., iv. 5.

dextrally (deks'tral-i), adr. By or toward the

right side, as opposed to the left; dextrad.

Ham, Hooker, Darwin, firay, etc., use It as above de-
nned. UmiHMis, Miami the De Candolles, and many others
give it the opposite meaning.)
dextrose (deks'tros), . [< L. dexter, right, +
-ose.] A sugar (C6Hj 2O6 ) belonging to the

glucose group, which crystallizes from aqueous
solution with one molecule of water in nodular
masses of six-sided scales. It is readily solvent In
water and alcohol, has a taste less sweet than ordinary
cane-sugar, and directly reduces alkaline copper solution.
It is dextrorotatory to polarized light. Dextrose Is wjlely
distributed, being found In most sweet units, grapes,
raisins, cherries, etc., usually associated with levulose.
It also occurs sparingly in various animal tissues and
juices, and in excessive quantity in dlalwtic urine. Dex-
trose is manufactured from starch in large quantity by the
action of sulphuric acid. It is used for making cheap
syrup, called glucose syrup, in the manufacture of beer,
and for adulterating molasses. Also called dextroylucose,
<irujie-sitffttr, and starch-sugar. BiTOtatOry dextrose.
See binii

dextrotropous (deks - trot 'ro- pus), a. [< L.
ill 'j-ler, right, + Gr. -rpmror, (cf. rpomi, a turning),
< Tptveiv, turn.] Turning to the right : opposed
to Iteotropous. Also dextrotropic.

dextrous, dextrously, etc. SW dexterous, etc.

deyH, . [ME. dey, dei/e, deie, date, a maid-
servant (sometimes applied to a man-servant)
about a farm, a milkmaid, < Icel. deigja, a
maid-servant, . esp. a dairymaid, = Sw. deja. a

dairymaid, = Norw. deigja, deia, deie, a maid-
servant, usually in comp., as in bu-deigja, a
maid in charge of the cattle (fru, household,
farmstead, live stock), bakster-deigja, a baker
(bakster, baking), rakster-deigja, a maid em-
ployed in raking hay (rakster, raking), = ODan.
deje, in comp. ma-lkedeje, milkmaid (maelke,



dey2 (da), n. [< F. dey, < Turk, day, a mate
uncle, also " a friendly title formerly give

dey

milk), munkedeje, monk's concubine

monk), etc. Usually referred to leel. deig =
Sw. (leg = Norw. deig, dough, = E. dough, as

if the deigja were orig. a 'baker' (cf. bakster-

delgja, above) ;
but there is no evidence of this

except the perhaps accidental similarity of

form. Among the duties of the dey is men-
tioned that of feeding the young and weak of a

flock or herd with foreign milk
; this, in connec-

tion with the regular duty of milking the cows,

gives some color to the phonetically doubt-
ful derivation from Sw. da;gga, OSw. datggja,

suckle, = Dan. dmgge, feed with foreign milk,

cade, coddle (prob. not connected with Sw. dia

= Dan. die, suck, = AS. ppr.
"
*diende, lactan-

tes "
(only in Benson's Lex.) : see dug2 . Hence

dairy, q. v.] A female (sometimes a male) ser-

vant who had charge of a dairy and all things
pertaining to it; a female servant in general.

She was as it were a maner deye.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 26.

There my father he is an auld cobler,
My mother she is an auld dey.

Lizie Lindsay (Child's Ballads, IV. 65).

The dey or farm-woman entered with her pitchers to
deliver the milk for the family.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxxii.

,
a maternal

ven to

middle-aged or old people, esp. among the
Janissaries ;

and hence in Algiers consecrated
at length to the commanding officer of that

corps, who frequently afterwards became pasha
or regent of the colony ; hence, our misnomer of

dey as applied to the latter officer " (Bedlionse,
Turk. Diet.).] The title of the governor of Al-

giers under Turkish suzerainty from 1710 till

its conquest by the French in 1830. From 1600
the deys were the elected chiefs of the janissaries of the

country, who divided power with the pashas appointed by
the Porte, and in 1710 superseded them. Tripoli and
Tunis were in former times also sometimes ruled by deys,
in place of their legitimate beys.

deye1
!,

* A Middle English form of die1 .

deye2t,
* A Middle English form of dye2 .

deyert, . A Middle English form of dyer.

deyhouse (da'hous), n. [Also dayhouse; < dey
1

+ house.] A dairy. [Prov. Eng.]
deymaidt, . See daymaid.
deynet, v. t. An obsolete form of deign.
deynoust, a. See dainous.

deyntet, deynteet, n. and a. Obsolete forms of

dainty.

deyst, n. An obsolete form of dais.

dezincification (de-zingk"i-n-ka'shon), n. [< de-

priv. + zinc + -(i)fication.~] Separation of zinc
from a composition or an alloy in which it is

present.

dezymotize (de-zi'mo-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

dezymotized, ppr. dezymotizing. [< de- priv. +
zymot(ic) + -ize,~\ To free from disease-germs.
D. F. An abbreviation of the Latin defensor
fidei, defender of the faith. See defender.

dlt. A contraction (a) of draft, used in com-
mercial writings ; ( V) sometimes, of defendant.
D. G-. An abbreviation of the Latin Dei gratia,
by the grace of God.
dha (da), n. [Burmese.] A measure of length
used in Burma; a rod, equal to 154 English
inches.

dhabb (dab), n. [Ar. dhabb, a lizard (the
skink).] The dried flesh of the skink, Seincus

officinalis, used as a medicine.
dhadium (da'di-um), n. A weight of Ballari in

India, one fourth of the Ballari maund, or 6

pounds 5 ounces 8 drams avoirdupois.
dhak (dak), n. [Hind, dhdk, dhakd, or dhakha
(Anglo-Ind. dawk) ; also called palasa.~] A
handsome leguminous tree of India, Suteafron-
dosa, the wood, leaves, and flowers of which
are used in religious ceremonies. See Sutea.
dhal (dal), n. Same as dholl.

dhalee (dal'e), . A necklace, usually of gold
beads, worn in the Levant.
dhamuoo (dam'nS), n. [E. Ind.] A tiliaceous
tree of India, Grewia elastica, the wood of which
is very tough and elastic.

dhan (dan), n. [Hind. Beng. dhan.'] A gold
and silver weight of Bengal, the 384th part of
a tola. It is now, by law, 0.469 of a grain troy,
but was formerly 0.585 of a grain.

diiar (dar), n. [Burmese.] The curved sword
of the Burmese, also used as a chopping-imple-
ment.
The Burmese dropped their lances and dhars, and fled

yelling back toward the pagoda.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 421.

dharri (dar'i), n. [Hind, dhari, also dhara, a
weight (5 seers).] An East Indian unit of
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weight, always a quarter of a maund, but rang-

ing from 6 to 15 pounds; a stone. Also called

dhuddali.

dhauri (da'ri), n. [E. Ind.] A lythraceous
shrub, Wooftfnrdiafloribv.nda, common through-
out India. Its long spreading branches are

covered with brilliant red flowers in the hot
season.

dhobie, dhoby (do'bi), n. [Hind, dhobi, a

washerman, < dhob, a wash.] In India and the

East, a native washerman. Also dobie, dobee.

In 1877 the introduction of a steam laundry broke the

monopoly of the dhoby. Encyc. Brit., XII. 142.

Dhobie's itch, Tinea circinata, a kind of ringworm
common in hot, moist climates. Also called ivasherman's

itch, Indian rintjicortn ,
etc.

dhobieman, dhobyman (do'bi -man), n.; pi.

dhobiemen, dhobymen (-men). In the East, a
washerman.

[The] dhobt/man was waiting outside, and in a few mo-
ments made his appearance a black washerman, dressed
in cotton. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 110.

dhole (dol), re. [E. Ind.] A kind of East In-
dian dog, the wild dog of the Deccan, Canis

diabetes

usually in fringed squares, without positive
atterns or briht colors. See derries.

"'
J

'"

Dhole (
Canis ctttk&unertsis).

dulckunensis. It is of moderate size and a rich bay color.

It hunts in packs, and is capable of running down large
game.
dholl (dol), n. The East Indian name for Caja-
nus Indicus, or pigeon-pea, a kind of pulse,
dried and split, much used in India as a por-
ridge. Also dhal.

dhoney, dhony, n. See doni.

dhotee, dhoty (do'te, -ti), n. [Anglo-Ind. , repr.
Hind, dhoti."] A garment worn by men in India,

consisting of a long narrow cloth passed round
the waist, thenbetween the thighs, andreturned
under itself at the waist behind, it is sometimes
drawn close in all its parts, and sometimes the parts sur-

rounding the thighs are allowed to hang loosely almost to
the knees. Also dhotie, dotie.

dhourra1
. n. See durra.

Dhourra2
(do'ra), n. Same as Durio.

dhow (dou), n. An Arab vessel, generally with
one mast, of from 150 to 250 tons' burden, em-

Dhow. From Model in South Kensington Museum. London.

Di. () The chemical symbol of the metal di-

dymmm, (6) [/. c.] An abbreviation of Latin

dimidius, half.

di-1 . [L. di-: see dis-. Cf.de-.] A prefix of
Latin origin, the form of dis- before certain con-
sonants : see dis-. In some words in earlier English
the prefixes di- and de- often interchanged ; whence in
modern English some with original de- have uow also or

only di-, as divest, while others with original di- have now
de-, as devise, device, etc.

di-2. [L., etc., di-, < Gr. Si-, two-, double, com-
bining form of iif, adv., twice, doubly (= L. bis,
bi- = Skt. dvi- = E. twi-, etc.), < 6i;o = E. two :

see bi-2
, twi-, two.] A prefix of Greek origin,

cognate with bi-2 (which see), and meaning
'two-,' 'twofold,' 'double,' as in dipterous, two-

winged, diptych, a two-leaved tablet, diarchy,
governmentby two, etc. In chemistry it denotes that
a compound contains two units of the element or radical
to which di- is prefixed: as, manganese da'oxid, MnOg, a

compound of one atom of manganese and two of oxygen.
di-3 . A prefix of Greek origin, the form of dia-
before a vowel. See dia-.

dia-. [L., etc/, dia-, (. Gr. fta-, prefix, 6ia, prep.,
through, throughout, during, across, over, by,
etc., orig. *6Ftya, < *<!FO, ivo = E. two, con-
nected with Sif, doubly, and L. dis-, di-, apart,
asunder: see di-1

,
di-2

,
di-3

, dis-.] A prefix of
Greek origin, meaning in Greek, and so, with
modifications, in modern speech,

'

through, right
through, in different directions, asunder, be-

tween,' etc. : often intensive,
'

thoroughly, ut-

terly,' etc.

diabantite (di-a-ban'tit), n. [Irreg. < diabase

(altered as if GV. Siapdr; (Sia/lavr-), 2d aor. part,
of Siafiaivuv, go through or over: see diabase) +
-ite2 . ] A chloritic mineral found filling cavities
in basic eruptive rocks, like basalt and diabase.
diabase (di'a-bas), n. [< dia-, erroneously for
di-2

, double) + base2 . The form simulates Gr.

diaflaaic, a crossing over, < Siafiaiveiv, go through
or over, < dia, through, + (iaivfiv, go: see basis.]
The name originally given by A. Brongniart
to a rock which Hauy later designated as dio-

rite, which name Brongniart himself adopted
in preference to that of diabase. Later (in 1842)
Hausmann again introduced the word diabase, and by it

designated a variety of pyroxenic rock, occurring in the

Harz, and characterized by the presence of chlorite in
considerable quantity. At the present time the name dia-
base is used to designate a crystalline-granular rock, con-

sisting essentially of augite and a triclinic feldspar, with
more or less magnetite or titaniferous iron, or both, and
occasionally apatite or olivin, to which is added chloritic
matter in varying amount. To this chloritic material the
name viridite is frequently applied, this being the sub-
stance which gives the mass the greenish color which it

frequently has. Diabase is one of the rocks included
under the popular designation of greenstone, and also un-
der that of trap. It is an altered form of basalt. "The
main difference between diabase and basalt appears to be
that the rocks included under the former name have un-
dergone more internal alteration, in particular acquiring
the diffused 'viridite' so characteristic of them" (Geikie,
1885). See greenstone, trap, diorite, and melaphyre.

diabase-porphyrite (di'a-bas-por'n-rlt), n.

See porpliyrite.
diabasic (di-a-ba'sik), a. [< diabase + -ic.]

Pertaining of relating to, or composed of, dia-
base.

Limestones, well proved to be of carboniferous age, cut
by diabasic eruptives. Science, III. 762.

diabaterial (dl'a-ba-te'ri-al), a. [< Gr. &iafia-

Tijpia (so. kpd), offerings before crossing the
border or a river, < Sta/3aT6(, verbal adj. of 6ia-

ployed in trading, and also in carrying slaves
from the east coast of Africa to the Persian
Gulf and the Red Sea. Also spelled dow.
dhu (do). [The common form (erroneously sup-
posed to be the Gael, spelling) in E. works
of the Gael, and Ir. dubh (bli scarcely sounded)
= W. du, black.] A common element in Celtic
local and personal names, meaning

'

black,' as
in Dim Loch, black lake

;
Roderick Dhu, black

Roderick (Scott, Lady of the Lake). The proper
form (Gaelic and Irish) is dubh (see etymology): Dublin.
originally dubh linn, black pool ; Irish Dnbh-abhainn, a
river in Ireland, now called Blackwater (abh, a river).

dhunchee (dun'che), . [E. Ind.] A tall an-
nual leguminous plant of the tropics of the
old world, Sesbania aculeata. It is cultivated in
India for the fibers of its bark, which are used as a coarse
substitute for hemp.
dhurra, n. See dnrra.
dhurries (dur'iz), n. pi. [E. Ind.] A kind of
coarse but durable carpeting made in India,

, , .

ftaivuv, cross over, < &ta, across, 4- fjcuvhv, go,= L. venire E. come."} Passing beyond the
borders of a place. Mitford. [Rare.]
diabetes (di-a-be'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

diabetes, also a compass, a siphon, < tiiaj-laivftv,

make a stride, walk or stand with the legs apart,
also cross over, pass through: see diabaterial.]
In pathol., the name of two different affections,
diabetes mellitus, or persistent glucosuria, and
diabetes insipidus, or polyuria, both character-
ized in ordinary cases by an abnormally large

discharge of urine. The former is distinguished by
the presence of an excessive quantity of sugar in the urine,
and to it there is a strong tendency to restrict the name.
Light and evanescent grades of glncosuria are not consid-

ered as diabetes, and doubtless frequently have an entire-

ly different causation. The disease is chronic and gener-
ally fatal. Its essential pathology is unknown. It is not
an affection of the kidneys, but depends upon the accumu-
lation of sugar in the blood, or glucohemia. (See glucosii-

ria.) Diabetes insipidus, or polyuria, is characterized by
the discharge of abnormally large quantities of ordinary
or watery urine.
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diabetic (di-a-brt'ik), a. and H. [< ilinln tin +
-ii'.\ I. ". I. Of or pertaining to diabetes.

2. AliVc-lrcl with diabetes: a, a duibetic pa-
tient. Diabetic sugar, Y,Hi.jO i; ,

the s\\rrt in-im-ipl*'

of iliahi-tu- iirini-. \\hirh oftni rnritains from s t4i 10 per
iviil. of it. It is identical with sturrli-suj-iir, grain- sugar,
xii^ar uf fruits, etc., tlie liaiuu common tu all of whirh is

/rl ii'-'i*i\ Scr ;/J ii'-'t.ii'.

II. n. A person suffering from diabetes.

After following ft strict diet for two or three weeks, dia-
f'tn-* li is,- tlirir craving for prohibited articles of food.

X. }'. Med. Jour., XL. 671.

diabetical (di-a-bet'i-kal), a. Same as diabetic.

diablerie, diablery (di'-ii'ble-ri), n. [< F. dia-

blerie, OF. diiiblt-rii; diablerie (= Pr. di/ililin

= Sp. (litiblura = Pg. diabrura = It. diavokria),
devilry, sorcery, < (liable, devil: see devil. Cf.

devilry.] 1. Mischief; wickedness; devilry.
2. Magic arts

;
incantation

; sorcery.
Those were the times when men believed in witchcraft

and every kind of diaUrrie,
J. E. Cuoke, Virginia Comedians, I. liv.

I pinched my arm to make sure that I was not the subject
of some diablerie. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 272.

diabolarch (di-ab'o-lark), n. [< Gr. (5l/?o/loc,

devil, + p,;oCi ruler, < Apxeiv, rule.] The ruler

of the devils; the chief devil. [Rare.]

Supposing, however, this Satan to bo meant of a real

nngd, there will be no need to expound it of the diabo-

larch. J. Oxlcc, Confutation of the Diaholarchy, p. 9.

diabolarchy (di-a-borg,r-ki), n. [< Gr.

devil, + -apxia, (. &pxf
n', rule. ] The rule of the

devil. J. Oxlce. [Rare.]
diabolic, diabolical (di-a-bol'ik, -i-kal), a. [<
LL. diiibiiliciiH, < Gr. (5<a/5oA//cor, devilish, < Sia-

/foXof, devil : see deril.] Pertaining to the
devil

; partaking of the qualities of the devil ;

devilish; hence, infernal; impious ; atrocious;
outrageously wicked: as, a diabolic plot ; a dia-

bolical temper.
Which, in other beasts observed,

Doubt might beget of diabolic power
Active within, beyond the sense of brute.

Milton, P. L., ix. 95.

The practice of lying is a diabolical exercise, and they
that uc it are the devil's children. Hay.
= Syn. See list under devilixh.

diabolically (di-a-bol'i-kal-i), adv. In a dia-

bolical manner; very wickedly ; atrociously.
So diabolically absurd ... as to denie that to be ...

viilawfull unto Christians, which they hauc renounced . . .

In their baptism. I'rynne, Histrlo-Mastix, I. ii. (cho.).

diabolicalness (di-a-bori-kal-nes), n. The state

or quality of being diabolical; devilishness;
atrocity.

I wonder he did not change his face as well as his body,
hut that retains its primitive diabolicitlnes*.

J. Warton, Satire on Ranclagh House.

diabolify (di-a-bol'i-fi), v. t.
; pret.

and pp.
ilinlnilijiid, pp'r. diabotifytag. [< LL. diabolus,

devil, '+ -fy.] To ascribe diabolical qualities
to ;

treat as a devil. [Rare.]
The Lutheran [turns] against the Calvinist, and diflboli-

fiet him. Farindmi, Sermons (1647), p. 69.

diabolish (di-ab'o-lish), adv. [Humorously
substituted for derilish, < LL. diabolus, devil, +
-is/i 1

: see devilish.] Devilishly. [Humorous.]
A diabolish good word. O. W. Hairnet.

diabolism (di-ab'o-lizm), n. [< LL. diabolus,

devil, + -ism.'] 1. The actions or influence of

the devil
;
conduct worthy of the devil.

While thon so hotly disclaimest the devil, be not guilty
of diabolism. Sir T. Brotme, Christ. Mor., i. 18.

2. Possession by the devil.

He was now projecting . . . the farce of diabolisms and
exorcisms. Warburton, Doctrine of Orace, li. 238.

3. In occultism, black magic ; sorcery ;
invoca-

tion of evil spirits.
diabolize (dl-ab'o-liz), t;. t. ; pret. and pp. diab-

<>li~rd, i>pr. <ii(ilnili-iinj. [< LL. dialiolux, devil,
+ E. -i:c.] To render diabolical or devilish;

impart diabolical ideas to. [Rare.]
Hf [the reformer] should resolve, witli all his might, to

divinize instead of diabolize public life.

A'. A. Ren., CXXVII. 249.

There wore two things, when I was a boy, that diafto-

lized my imagination I mean, that gave me a distinct

apprehension of :i formidable bodily shape which prowled
round the neighlwi hood where I was lH>rn and bred.

0. W. Holmes, ITofessor, p. 235.

diabology (di-a-bol'o-ji), n. [A contr. of *dia-

liololiHiu, < Gr. iiajjofof, the devil, + -faryia, <

'/t-.nv, speak: see -ology.] The doctrine of the

devil; diabolical lore : as, the diiibohnjy of Mil-
ton's "Paradise Lost." [Rare.]

ReiiK'UilK'l 1 the tlu'uloi,'y and tlie tlialxtlo'jii of the time.
O. II". Ili'lit'' v, \l,.L I. "ays, p. 355.

diabolus (di-ab'o-lus), n. [LL., < Gr. dm/to^or,
an accuser, adversary, the devil: see devil and
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dinlmlir.] 1. In ocruttixm, tho spirit of evil per-
sonified; tlie devil. 2. [''(/>.] In ~oiil.

,
a gt--

niis of marsupials, containing the ursine dasy-
ure or Tasmanian devil, Dasyurus or fiarco-

/iliilun urxiniiH.

diabrotic (di-a-brot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. iia-
'

; able to eat through, corrosive, < oiafti-

(<Jz/3pt>-), eat through, < Aid, through,
JKCIV (-\/ *fi/xj), eat : see Aroma.] I. a.

Haying the quality of corroding; corrosive: as,
a diabrotic substance; diabrotic action.

II. ii. In med., a corrosive.

Diabrotica (d!-a-brot'i-ka), n. [NL., < Or.

, HjriKof, being able to eat through : see dia-

limlii:] A. genus of phy-
tophagous beetles, of the

family Chrysomelidte and
subfamily Galerueina;. They
have the claws acutely toothed,
tile tibia? not sulcate, the front

carinate, and the prothorax with
two deep impressions. There are
numerous new.world species, of
rather small size. Their larvK are
more elongate than the typical
ChryaomeUdcK, and live under
ground on the roots of plants. A
verycommon North Americanspe-
cies is D. vittata (Kabricius), of a

bright-yellow color, the head and
two stripes on each wing-cover
black, as are tho abdomen and
parts of the legs; the elytra are

Sunctate
in rows. The species is

ijurious to squashes and allied

plants, and is known as the striped
cucumber-beetle. D. duodecim-
punctata, another common spe-
cies, has 12 large black spots Oil a. Striped Cucumber-

the elytra
beetle (

Diabrotica vitta-

diacatholicon (di'a-ka- /i< //.' both natural

trirtl'i k-tnil t TNT. V ftr size; c, lanra of />. vittata
tnpl 1-KOn), n. LH14..SW. (line shows natural size).

ota, through, -r Kam^mof,
universal: see catholicon.] A kind of purga-
tive medicine formerly in use, compounded of

many substances : so called from its supposed
general usefulness.

diacaustic (di-a-kas'tik), o. and n. [< Gr. Sid,

through, + E."caustic, in math, sense.] I. a.

In math., belonging to a species of caustic
curves formed by refraction, if rays PMI, issuing
from a luminous point P, be refracted by the curve AmB,
so that the sines of incidence are to the sines of refraction

diacritical

Diacaustic Curve.

AB, refractine curve : P, radiant ; VmD, PmD, rays refracted at m.
CDDH, the envelop of all such rays, Is the diacaustic.

in a given ratio, the curve CDDH, which touches all the
refracted rays, is called the diacaustic cune, or caustic by
refraction. Brandt and Cox. See cnustie, n,, 8.

The principle, being once established, was applied to

atmospneric refractions, optical instruments, diacauftic
curves (that is, tho curves of intense light produced by
refraction), and to various other eases. Whemll.

H. n. [In math, sense, from the adj. diacaus-

tic, above ;
in med. sense, of same formation,

with reference to caustic in its literal sense.]
If. In med., a double-convex lens, employed to

cauterize a part. 2. A diacaustic curve. See I.

diacetin (di-a-se'tin), n. [< rfi-2 + acet-ic +
-in2.] A

liquid having a biting taste, formed

by the combination of two acetic-acid radicals
with the trivalent alcohol glycerol or glycerin.
Also called acetidin.

diachenium (di-a-ke'ni-um), n.
; pi. diachmia

(-a). [NL., < <i-2 + achenium: see achene.]
In bot., same as cremocarp: so called from its

resemblance to a doubled achene.
diachorial (di-a-ko'ri-al), a. [Irreg. < Gr. oraju-

pciv, go through. < itd, through, + ^upriv, make
room, go. ] Passing through.
diachylon, diachylum (di-ak'i-lon, -lum), n. ;

pi. diachyla (-la). [NL., < Gr. dia^vXoc, very
juicy, < fid, through, + ^f/Wc, juice : see rln/li:]

In med. : (a) Formerly, an emollient plaster

composed of the juices of herbs.

The common plaister called diachylon.
Boyle, Works, I. 7.

He thought it better, as tetter it was, to assuage bis

bruised dignity with half a yard square of balmy diplo-
inutu -k :ii'i,-lii/l<m. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

(6) Now, another name for lead-plaster.

diachyma (di-ak'i-ma), n. [NL., < <5r. <W,

through, + ,vi

'

ua, liquid, juice : see chymel.] In

hot., the parenchyma or green cellular matter of
leaves : a term proposed by Link, but not in use.

dlacid ((H-as'id), . [<rfi-
2 + nnrf.] Capable of

satiinitiiij; two inolci'iilcs of u monobasic acid:

applii'd to certain hydroxids and basic oxids.

diaclasis (di-a-kla'sig), n. Refraction.

diacodium (di-a-ko'di-um), n. [NL., < L. dia-

t'odion, a sort of'medicine prepared from poppy-
juice, < Gr. <!J KuAnijv, from poppy-heads :

through ; KuAna, the head, esp. of a plant, a pop-
py-head.] In med., a syrup made of poppies.
diacoalia (di-a-se'li-a), n. [< Gr. Sia, through,
between, + noMa, a hollow, < xoiXof, hollow.] In

/null., the third or middle ventricle of the brain.

diaconal (di-ak'6-nal), a. [< ML. diaconalis, <

LL. diaconus, a deacon : seedeacmi.] Pertain-

ing to a deacon; of the nature of a deacon's

duties: as, the diaconal office ; diaconal minis-

trations.

diaconate' (dl-ak'o-nat), a. [< LL. diaconu*,
a deacon, + -ate1.]' Superintended or managed
by deacons. [Rare.]
There should be a common treasury for this one great

diaainate church. Goodwin, Works, IV. Iv. 189.

diaconate2 (dl-ak'o-nat), n. [= F. diaconat =
Sp. Pg. It. diaconato, < LL. diaconatvs, the

office of a deacon, < diaconus, a deacon: see

deacon.] 1. The office or dignity of a deacon.
2. A body of deacons.

diaconica (di-a-kon'i-k&), . pi. [< Gr. iituamiKa,

neut. pi. of iianoviKbf, <J fianovof, a deacon: see

deacon.] In the Gr. Ch., the suffrages at the

beginning of the liturgy ;
the deacon's litany.

Also called irenica and synapte. See irenica

and cctene.

diaconicon, diaconicum (di-a-kon'i-kon,
-kum), i.; pi. diaconica (-kil). [<^ Gr. Sianovmav,
neut. of iuuioviKOf, < St&KOVOt, a deacon : see dia-

conica.] In Greek churches, a room, usually
on the south side of the bema or sanctuary,
answering to the prothesis on the north side.

It communicates by a door with the bema, and generally
has an outside door besides. Sometimes it is placed in a

different part of the church ; or there may be two. It is

used to contain vestments, sacred vessels, etc., and thus

corresponds to the sacristy of a Western church. Other
names for it are nwtalonlMI and sceuophylaciuiit. The
dfaconicon and prothesis are found in early times com-

prehended under the common name of pastophoria. See
cut under bema.

On the opposite side of the bema was the diaconicon or

sacristy. J. M. Xtalr, Eastern Church, i. 191.

diacope (dl-ak'o-pe), n. [LL., < Gr. <Jucom, a

fash,
cleft (MGr. NGr. interruption, cessation),

itaxlnmtv. cut in two, < Sid, asunder, + Koirrtiv.

cut.] 1. Ingram., same as tmesis. 2. [cap.]

[NL.] A genus of percoid fishes having the

operculum notched and tuberculate. There are
several large and beautiful species in the Indian seas, some
of them upward of 3 feet long. Currier, 1817.

3. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of lepidopterous
insects. Hubnrr, 1810. 4. In surg., a deep
wound, particularly of the skull and its integ-
uments ;

an incision, a fissure, or a longitudinal
fracture. [Rare.]
diacoustic (di-a-kos'tik or -kous'tik), a. [< Gr.

tid, through, -)- aKmvriKOf, < duoveiv, hear: see

acoustic.] Pertaining to the science or doctrine
of refracted sounds. Also diaphonic, diaphoni-
cal.

diacoustics (di-a-kSs'tiks or -kous'tiks), n. [PI.
of diacoustic: see -ic.?.l The science or doc-
trine of refracted sounds

;
the consideration of

the properties of sound refracted by passing
through media of different density. Also called

diaphonies.
diacranterian (dl^a-kran-te'ri-an), a. [< Gr.

Si&, through, apart, + Kpavrypfc, the wisdom-

teeth, so called as completing the set, lit. com-

pletere, < xpaivctv, accomplish, complete.] Hav-

ing teeth in rows separated by an interval : ap-

plied to the dentition of serpents in which the

posterior teeth are separated by a considerable
interval from the anterior: opposed to syn-
cranterian. Also dicranterian.

diacrisiography (di-a-kris-i-og'ra-fi),
n. [< Gr.

iidxpiaic, separation (secretion) (j<
ttoKpiveiv,

separate: see diacritic) + -ypiu/ua, < ipaQciv,

write.] A description of the organs of secre-

tion. Dungfison.
diacritic (dJ-a-krit'ik), a. and . [< Gr. diaxpt-

TtKof, able to distinguish, separative, < iianplvetv,

distinguish, separate, < iid, between, + Kplvttv,

separate, distinguish : see critic. Cf. discern,

discreet, which are of similar formation.] I. a.

Serving to distinguish: same as diacritical

(which is the more common form).
II. n. A diacritical mark (which see, under

diacritical (di-a-krit'i-kal), a. Serving to dis-

tinguish ; distinguishing ;
distinctive : as, a



diacritical

diacritical mark, point, or sign Diacritical

mark, point, or sign, a dot, line, or other mark added
or put adjacent to a letter or sign in order to distinguish
it from another of similar form, or to give it a different

phonetic value, or to indicate some particular accent,

tone, stress, or emphasis, as in schemes for the trans-

literation of foreign languages into Roman letters, or for

indicating the exact pronunciation of words, as in the

scheme of marking pronunciation used in this dictionary.

Thus, the marks attached to a ill the forma a, a, a, are di-

acritical marks, or diacritics. So in the angular German
running-hand the letter u (u) is written thus, ft, to distin-

guish it from n (n) ; and the dot over the i, formerly used
also over y, has a like office. Diacritical marks and points
are regularly used as a part of the alphabetical systems
of many languages.

From "f," in the Icclandick alphabet, "v" is distin-

guished only by a diacritical point.

Johnson, Grammar of the English Tongue.

Any system of diacritical marks which aims at being
universal must necessarily be either cumbrous, incom-

plete, or inconsistent. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I.,Pref.

diact (di'akt), a. A contracted form of diactine.

diactinal (dl-ak'ti-nal), a. [< diactine + -al.]

Same as diactine.

diactine (dl-ak'tin), a. [< Gr. Si-, two-, + d/cri'f

(OKTIV-), a ray.] Having two rays ; sharp-point-
ed at each end, as a sponge-spicule of the mo-
naxon,biradiate, or rhabdus type. W. J. Sollas.

diactinic (di-ak-tin'ik), a. [<Gr. Std, through,
+ o/v-rif (OKTIV-), a ray : see actinic.] Capable
of transmitting the actinic or chemical rays of

the sun.

diadelph (di'a-delf), n. [< NL. "diadelplms :

see diadelphous.~] In bot., a plant the stamens
of which are united into two bundles or sets

by their filaments.

Diadelphia (di-a-del'fi-ii), n. pi. [NL., < *di-

adel/thus : see diadelphous.] The name given
by Linna3us to his seventeenth class of plants.
It consists chiefly of leguminous genera.
diadelphian (di-a-del'fi-au), a. [< NL. Diadel-

phia, q. y.]
Same as diadelphous.

diadelphic (di-a-del'fik), a. [As diadelph-ous
+ -ic.] Being one of a group of two.

diadelphite (di-a-del'fit). n. [< Gr. 61-, two-,
+ aticA^df, brother, + -ite%.] A manganese ar-

seniate occurring in red rhombohedral crystals
at Nordmark in Sweden. The name has reference to

its close relation to synadelphite and other similar min-
erals from the same locality. Also called hematolite.

diadelphous (di-a-del'fus), a. [< NL. *dia-

delpltuis, < Gr. 61-, two-, + d<5f/l0of, brother.]
In bot., having stamens
united in two sets by their

filaments, the sets being
equal or unequal ; group-
ed together in two sets:

as, diadelphous stamens.
In papilionaceous flowers, out of ten stamens
nine are often united, while one (the posterior
one) is free. Also diadelpliian.
diadem (di'a-dem), n. [< ME. diademe (= D.
diadeem = G! Dan. Sw. diadem), < OF. diademe,
F. diacUme =
Sp. Pg. It. dia-

dema, < L. dia-

dema, < Gr. iid-

6r//ia, a band or

fillet, < fna&Kiv,
bind round, <

6id, through, +
deiv, bind, tie.]
1. Anciently, a
head-band or fillet worn by kings as a badge
of royalty. It was made of silk, linen, or wool, and
encircled the temples and forehead, the ends being tied

behind, so as to fall on the neck. It was originally white
and plain, but was later embroidered with gold or set with
pearls or precious stones, and little by little increased in
richness until it was developed into the modern crown.

The hair, instead of being arranged in spiral curls over
the brow and temples, is twined as if round a concealed
diadem. A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, I. 108.

2. Anything worn on the head as a mark or

badge of royalty; a crown.
A crown,

Golden in show, is but a wreath of thorns ;

Brings dangers, troubles, cares, and sleepless nights
To him who wears the regal diadem.

Milton, P. R., ii. 461.

Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains ;

They crown'd him long ago
On a throne of rocks, in a robe of clouds,
With a diadem of snow. Byron, Manfred, i. 1.

3. Figuratively, supreme power ; sovereignty.
What more can I expect while David lives ?

All but his kingly diadem he gives.

Srydeu, Abs. and Achit.

4. In her., one of the arches which rise from
the rim or circle of a crown, and support the
mound or globe at the top. 5. In goal., a
certain monkey, Cercopithecus diadematus,

Parthian Diadem, a. Jeweled Diadem
of Constantine. ( From ancient coins. )
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diadem (dl'a-dem), v. t. [< ME. diademen, in

pp. used as "adj., after L. diadematus, diadem-

ed; from the noun.] To adorn with
o^

as if

with a diadem
;
crown.

And Dauid shal be diademyd, and daunten alle cure

enemyes. Piers Plowman (C), iv. 444.

Not so, when diadem'd with rays divine,
Touch'd with the flame that breaks from Virtue's shrine.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 232.

Diadema (dl-a-de'ma), n. [NL., < L. diadema,
a diadem: see diadem.'] 1. A genus of Crusta-

cea. Schumacher, 1817.

2. The typical genus
of sea-urchins of the

family Diadematidce.
D. mexicanus and D.
setosum- are examples.
J. E. Gray, 1825. 3.

A genus of nymphalid
butterflies. Boisduval,
1832. 4. A genus of

MolluSCd. Pease, 1868. Diadema sctomm.

diadematid(di-a-dem'-
a-tid), n. A sea-urchin of the family Diade-
matidfe.

Diadematidae (di"a-de-mat'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Diadema(t-) + -Idee.'] A family of desmos-
tichous or regular sea-urchins, order Endocy-
clica, represented by the genus Diadema, hav-

ing a thin test, very long, hollow, fragile ver-

ticillate spines, crenulate perforate tubercles,
and notched peristome.
diademed (di'a-demd), p. a. [< diadem + -ed?.]
In her., surrounded or surmounted by a circle,
like a halo or glory: applied to the eagle of

the Holy Koman Empire, the two heads of

which were anciently diademed to distinguish
them from the similar bearings of other princes,
which were simply crowned.

diadem-spider (dTa-dem-spi'der), n. A name
of Eprira diadema,'tiie common garden-spider:
so called from its markings. See cut under

cross-spider.
diadexis (di-a-dek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. SiaSeS-is,
a taking from, succession, relief, < 6ia6exeo6at,
take from, succeed to, < Sia, through, + dexeaSai,

take, receive.] In pathol., a transformation of
a disease into another, differing from the for-

mer in both its nature and its seat. Dunglison.
Diadochi (di-ad'o-kl), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. 6id-

6oxoi, pi. of fiiadoxof, a successor, prop, adj.,

succeeding, < titaScxcaffat, succeed to, receive
from another: see diadexis."] The Macedonian
generals of Alexander the Great, who, after his
death in 323 B. c., divided his empire.

Since the time of Alexander many Jews have been led
to settle beyond Palestine, either with commercial objects
or attracted by the privileges conferred by the diadochi
on the inhabitants of the cities they founded.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 760.

Diadochian (di-a-do'ki-an), a. [< Diadochi +
-i'an.] Relating to the Diadochi.

Sear the marble steps were various remains belonging
to a monument of small dimensions and lavish Diadochian
ornamentation.

J. T. Clarke, Rep. of Assos Expedition, 1881, p. 40.

diadochite (di-ad'o-kit), n. [< Gr. didfoxof, a
successor (see Diadochi) (in allusion to its re-

lation to the arseuiate pitticite or iron sinter), +
-jfe2.] A hydrous iron phosphate with iron sul-

phate occurring in stalactitic forms of a yel-
lowish-brown color and resinous luster.

Diadophis (di-ad'o-fis), n. [NL. (Baird and
Girard, 1853), < Gr! iiM(ima), a band or fillet, +
oij>i(, a snake.] A genus of Colubridce, having the
head distinct, the body slender with smooth
scales, the postabdominal scutella bifid, the sub-
caudals all divided, the cephalic plates normal,
with a well-developed loral, 2 postorbitals, 2

anteorbitals, and 2 nasals, between which lat-

ter is the nostril. The best-known species is D. punc-
talus, the ring-necked snake, found in many parts of the
United States, a very common and pretty snake, quite
harmless, of small size, and dark-green color above and
yellowish below, with a yellowish ring round the neck.
There are several others.

diadromt (di'a-drom), n. [< Gr. StaSpoa/], did-

(Spojuof, a running through. < titaSpafieiv, run
through, < Sid, through, + 6pa.jj.ftv, run, second
aor. associated with Tpi%nv, run.] 1. A course
or passing. 2. A vibration

;
the time in which

the vibration of a pendulum is performed.
A philosophical foot [is] one third of a pendulum, whose

diadroms, in the latitude of forty-five degrees, are equal
to one second of time, or a sixtieth of a minute. Locke.

diaeresis, . See dieresis.

diaeretic, a. See dieretic.

diageotropic (dl-a-je-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. Std,

through, across, '4- yij, the earth, + TATTOO, a

diagonal

turning (< Tpfaeiv, turn), + -ic.] In bot., grow-
ing horizontally or transversely to the direction
of gravitation.

diageotropism(di
//

a-ie-ot'ro-pizm), n. [Asdia-
geotrop-ic + -ism.]" In bot.', transverse geotro-
pism; a turning in a direction at right angles
to that of gravitation. Darwin.

diaglyph (di'a-glif), n. [< Gr. SmyUjeoi, carve

through, carve in intaglio, < Sid, through, +
fAv<t>cw, carve : see glyph.] A sculptured or

engraved production in which the figures are

sunk below the general surface
;
an intaglio.

diaglyphic (di-a-glif
'

ik), a. [< diaglyph + -ic.]

Pertaining to sculpture, engraving, etc., in

which the design is sunk into the general sur-

face.

diagnose (di-ag-nos'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. di-

agnosed, ppr. diagnosing. [* diagnos-is.] In

pathol., zoo!., and bot., to determine the diag-
nosis of; ascertain, as a disease, from its symp-
toms; distinguish ; discriminate; diagnosticate.

diagnosis (di-ag-no'sis), .
; pi. diagnoses (-sez).

[= F. diagnose = Sp. Pg. diagnosis = It. di-

agnosi, < NL. diagnosis, < Gr. Siayvucif, a distin-

guishing, < SiayiyvaoKciv, distinguish, discern, <

aid, between, + yiyvixmeiv (tf *} vu), know, = E.
know1

, q. y.
Cf. gnosis, gnostic, etc.] Scien-

tific discrimination of any kind
;
a short dis-

tinctive description, as of a plant. Specifically
() In pathol., the recognition of a disease from its symp-
toms; the determination of the nature of a diseased con-

dition, (b) In zool. and bot., a specific characterization;
a brief, precise, correct, and exclusively pertinent defini-

tion. In this sense diagnosis is nearly synonymous with

definition : both differ from description in omitting details

or non-essential particulars ; but definition may include

points equally applicable to some other object, the par-
ticular combination of points given making it a diagnosis.
Differential diagnosis, the distinction between two

more or less similar diseases or objects of natural history.

diagnost (di'ag-nost), n. [< diagnost-ic.] One
who diagnoses.
diagnostic (dl-ag-nos'tik), a. and n. [=F. dia-

gnostique = Sp. diagnostico = Pg. It. diagnos-
tico, < Gr. SiayvooTiKOf, able to distinguish, <

iidyvuaic, a distinguishing : see diagnosis.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to diagnosis ; determining
a diagnosis ; indicating the nature ;

constitut-

ing a ground of discrimination.

The great diagnostic point between amnesic and ataxic

aphasia is, that in the former the patient can always ar-

ticulate the forgotten word when it is suggested to him ;

in the latter, no prompting or assistance can enable him
to enunciate the proper sound. Encyc. Brit., II. 171.

II. n. 1. In pathol., a symptom of value in

diagnosis. Diagnostics are of two kinds: the adjunct,
or such as are common to several diseases

;
and the spe-

cial or pathognmnonic, which distinguish a certain dis-

ease from all others.

2. In zool. and bot., a term or phrase which
constitutes a diagnosis ;

a definition or charac-
terization.

diagnosticate (di-ag-nos'ti-kat), t1
. t.

; pret. and
pp. diagnosticated, ppr. diagnosticating. [< di-

agnostic + -ate2.] To make or give a diagnosis
of; discriminate or characterize, as one species
or disease from another

; diagnose.
Woman as well as man can sell goods, plan buildings,

make statues, resolve nebulee, discover elements, diag-
nosticate diseases, construct philosophies, write epics.

Boardman, Creative Week, p. 229.

diagnostician (dFag-nos-tish'an), n. [< diag-
nostic + -Jan.] One skilled in diagnosis.
The injured tissue which puts forth an immediate effort

at repair is a diagnostician and a doctor on a minute scale.
Mind in Nature, I. 51.

diagnostics (dl-ag-nos'tiks), . [PI. of diag-
nostic: see -ics.] That department of medicine
which relates to the study of the symptoms as

indicating the disease
; symptomatology.

But Radcliffe, who, with coarse manners and little book
learning, had raised himself to the first practice in London
chiefly by his rare skill in diagnostics, uttered the more
alarming words small-pox. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

diagometer (dl-a-gom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

Sidyeiv, conduct (\ did, through, + dyetv, lead),
+ fiirpov, a measure.] A kind of electroscope,
consisting of a dry pile and a magnetized nee-
dle for an indicator, used for ascertaining the

conducting power of different bodies . It was first

employed by Rousseau to detect adulterations in olive-oil,

which is said to have less conducting power than other
fixed oils.

diagonal (d!-ag'o-nal), a. and n. [= F. Sp.
Pg. diagonal = ft. diaqonalc = D. diayoiiual =
G. Dan. Sw. diagonal,^L. di-

agonalis, < diagonios, < Gr.

diay&v-tof, from angle to an-

gle, diagonal, < Sid, through,
across, + jww'a, a corner,

angle.] I. a. 1. In gcom.,
extending, as a line, from Diagonal of a Rectangle.



diagonal

One angle U anothor not adjacent, within any
fijr, lr,.. 2. He ing in an oblique direction; lying

<>lili(|uely. 3. Marked by "1'li'jiio lines: as, <//-

tli/iiinil elolh. Diagonal bellows, In nrgan -'/i7./i,/./.

a bellows whose tun siiles atr |'l:iccil at HI) alible ti) each

other-. dUinuuMn'd from /,../-. -,!// h,iiu,n. - Diago-
nal bond, see imndi. Diagonal brace or diagonal
tie. See. nniile-krace (a). Diagonal cloth, a (willed

fabric so nun* that the diagonal ridges are somewhat

j
rominent and noticeable. Kspecially () A soft ma-

terial used us a ground for embroidery, generally made
very wide, and dyed In plnlii colors without pattern,

(ft) A material for men's wear especially for coats and
waisU-oats. -Diagonal couching. See cimMngl, 5.

Diagonal plane, i but., any vertical plane bisecting a
(lower which Is not an uteropoiterior plane or at rii;ht

angles to that plane. Diagonal point of a quadran-
gle, one of the three points, other than the points of the

quadrangle, where the six lines intersect. Diagonal
scald, a ruler on which is drawn a set of parallel lines

marked off Into equal divisions by cross-lines, one of the
divisions at one extremity of the ruler being subdivided

p



dial

angle of the sun or moon. Horizontal dial, a dial the

plane of which is horizontal. -Inclining dial, inclined

dial, a dial the plane of which leans forward so that a

plumb-line dropped from the upper part will fall outside

the wall. Meridian line on a dial. See meridian.

Night or nocturnal dial, a dial for showing the time by
means of the moon's shadow, a rough calculation from
the moon's age being used. North dial, a direct dial ex-

posed to the north. Phosphorescent dial, a dial made
of enameled paper or thin cardboard, and covered with
varnish or a solution of white wax in turpentine, over which
is dusted powdered sulphid of barium. Such a dial is lu-

minous in the dark, so that it can be read without a light.

It loses its phosphorescence after a time, but this may be
restored by exposure to sunlight or to the flame of mag-
nesium-wire. Polar dial, a dial the plane of which passes
through the pole of the heavens. Such a dial presents the

peculiarity that its center is at infinity. Portable dial,
a dial used as a pocket-timepiece. If such a dial is pro-
vided with a magnetic or solar compass, it shows the time
on the same principle as the fixed dial ; but if there is no
such compass, as when such dials were in common use
there generally was not, the time is only roughly shown
by the altitude of the sun. Primary dial, a dial whose
plane is parallel or perpendicular either to the plumb-line
or to the earth's axis. Quadrantal dial, a portable dial

in the shape of the quadrant, with different graduated
circles to be used in different months of the year. Re-
clining dial, a dial whose plane is not vertical, but leans
backward so that a plumb-line can be let fall to a point
on the lower part from a point outside the body on which
the dial is drawn. Reflecting dial, a dial which marks
the time by means of a spot of light thrown upon it from
a mirror. Refracting dial, a dial which uses refracted

light. Secondary dial, a dial not primary. South
dial, a direct dial intended to be exposed to the south.

Tide-dial, an instrument for showing the state of the tide.

Universal dial, a dial having an adjustable gnomon,
for use in all latitudes. Vertical dial, a dial whose plane
is vertical. West dial, a direct dial intended to be ex-

posed to the west.

dial (di'al), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dialed or dialled,

ppr. dialing or dialling. [< dial, re.] 1. To
measure with or as if with a dial; indicate

upon or as if upon a dial.

Hours of that true time which is dialled in heaven.

Talfourd.

2. In mining, to survey with the aid of the dial

or miners' compass, as a mine or underground
workings. [Eng.]
dial-bird (di'al-berd), . [< dial, an accom. E.
form of its native name dahil, q. v., + ftmZ1.]
A bird of the genus Copsichus; a magpie-robin.
The name is extended to the whole of the genus, from the
native name of the best-known species, the dahil or dayal
(Copsichus saularis) of India. There are several species
of Asia, the East Indies, and Africa. The dial-bird of the

Seychelles in the Indian ocean, C. seychellarum, is pecu-
liar to the islands whence it takes its specific name. It

is about as large as a blackbird, black in color, with large
white wing-spots. See cut under Copsichus.

dialect (di'a-lekt), n. [< F. dialecte = Sp. Pg.
dialeoto = It. dialetto = Q. dialect = D. Dan.
Sw. dialekt, < L. dialectos or dialectus, < Gr.

<5<d/lEKTOf, discourse, discussion, common lan-

guage or talk, speech, way of talking, language
of a country, esp. the dialect of a particular
district, < SiateytaOat, discourse, discuss, argue,
use a dialect or language, act. 6iaf.kyuv, dis-

tinguish, choose between, < Sia, between, +
teyuv, choose, speak. Cf. dialogue, from the
same source.] 1. Language; speech; mode
of speech; manner of speaking.

O sacred Dialect ! in thee the names
Of Men, Towns, Countries register their fames
In brief abridgements.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

If the conferring of a kindness did not bind the person
upon whom it was conferred to the returns of gratitude,
why, in the universal dialect of the world, are kindnesses
still called obligations? South.

His style is a dialect between the familiarity of talking
and writing, and his letter such as you cannot distinguish
whether print or manuscript. Steele, Tatler, No. 178.

2. One of a number of related modes of speech,
regarded as descended from a common origi-
nal ; a language viewed in its relation to other

languages of the same kindred; the idiom of a
district or class, differing from that of other
districts or classes. Thus, the Scotch is a dialect of

English ; English is a dialect of the Germanic or Teutonic
group ; Germanic speech is an Aryan or Indo-European
dialect. Of the various dialects of Greek Attic, Ionic,
Doric, Molic, and so on the Attic finally became the
common dialect of all cultivated Greeks. Every literary
language is originally one of a body of related dialects, to
which favoring circumstances have given vogue and gen-
eral acceptance.

The Dane was converted ; he sank into the general mass
of Englishmen ; his tongue became simply one of the local
dialects of English. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 152.

3. The idiom of a locality or class, as distin-

guished from the generally accepted literary
language, or speech of educated people. 4f.
Dialectic

; logic.

Logique, otherwise caalled dialect (for the! are bothe
one) is an art to trie the corne from the chatfe, the trueth
from every falshod. Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1553).

.ffiolie dialect, Attic dialect, common dialect, cre-
ole dialect, etc. See the adjectives. Doric dialect.
See Doric, n. Hellenic dialect. See common dialect,
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under comitwn. ~ Syn. 1 to 3. Idiom, Diction, etc. (see

language), tongue, phraseology.

dialectt (di'a-lekt), v. t. [< dialect, .] To make
dialectal.

By corruption of speech they false dialect and misse-
souud it. Sctshe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 166).

dialectal (dl-a-lek'tal), a. [< dialect, n., + -al.~]

Of or belonging to a dialect
; relating to or of

the nature of a dialect : as,
' cauld' is a dialectal

(Scotch) form of 'cold'; the dialectal varieties

of Italian.

dialectally (dl-a-lek'tal-i), adv. In dialect
;
as

a dialect.

Common dialectally in Cumberland and Westmoreland.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. 888.

dialectic (dl-a-lek'tik), a. and n. [< L. dialec-

ticits. <! Gr. diaACKTiKot;, belonging to disputation,
< Sia^eKTOf, discourse, discussion, disputation
(the sense 'belonging to a dialect' is modern, <

dialect + -ic): see dialect."] I. a. 1. Relat-

ing to the art of reasoning about probabilities ;

pertaining to scholastic disputation. Kantians
sometimes use the word in the sense of per-
taining to false argumentation.
Master of the dialectick sciences, so able to guide our

reason, assist in the discovery of truth, and fix the under-

standing in possession of it.

Ellis, Knowledge of Diviue Things, p. 337.

2. Of or pertaining to a dialect or dialects;
dialectal.

Even languages of so limited area as the Basque in the

Pyrenees, as some of the tongues in the Caucasus, have
their well-marked dialectic forms.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 176.

Practically they [English and Dutch] have become two
languages. They have passed the stage of dialectic differ-

ence. They are for practical purposes mutually unintel-

ligible. J?. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 76.

Also dialectical.
Dialectic Methodists. See Methodist.

II. re. [= F. dialectique = Sp. dialectica =
Pg. dialectica = It. dialettica = G. Dan. Sw.
dialektik, < L. dialectica, < Gr. diakeKTmr/ (sc.

T%V}/), the dialectic art, the art of discussion,
logical debate, also the logic of probabilities,
fern, of StaAenTiKoe, belonging to disputation:
see I.] 1. Logic, or a branch of logic ; specifi-

cally, the art of critical examination into the
truth of an opinion ;

inductive logic applied to

philosophy; the logic of probable reasoning;
the art of discussion and of disputation ; logic
applied to rhetoric and refutation. The invention
of the art of dialectic is attributed to Zeno the Eleatic,
whose arguments against motion are examples of the origi-
nal meaning of the Greek word. The famous dialectic of
Socrates and Plato, their chief instrument of philosophi-
cal inquiry, was a conversational discussion with induc-
tive appeals to special instances. Dialectic was limited by
Aristotle to logic accommodated to the uses of the rhetori-

cian, appealing only to general belief, but not to first prin-
ciples. The Stoics, who probablyintroduced the term logic,
divided that art into rhetoric and dialectic, the former be-

ing the art of continuous discourse, the latter that of dis-
cussion with an interlocutor. Cicero and other Latin writ-

ers, influenced by Stoic doctrine, understand by dialectic
"
the art of discussing well" (ars bene disserendi). It thus

became the name of that branch of the triviurn of the Ro-
man schools which we call logic, and retained that mean-
ing throughout the middle ages. Hence, in all the earlier

English literature, it is the synonym of logic, differing
from that word only by a more distinct suggestion of the
idea of disputation. Modern logicians have frequently
restricted it to the doctrines of the Topics and Sophistical
Eleuchi, or to the former alone. It has also been used as
a synonym of syllogistic. Kant named the constructive
part of his Transcendental Logic transcendental analytic,
and the destructive part transcendental dialectic. For
the sake of this phrase, he makes dialectic, in general, the
theory of fallacies. According to Hegel, each concept in
the development of thought by a primitive necessity de-

velops its own diametrical opposite, and to this reaction
of thought against itself, regarded not as final, but as
subject to a subsequent reconcilement in a higher order
of thought, he gave the name of dialectic.

There hath not been, to my understanding, sufficiently
inquired and handled the true limits and use of reason in

spiritual things, as a kind of divine dialectic.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 364.

We termed Dialectic in general a logic of appearance.
This does not signify a doctrine of probability ; for proba-
bility is truth, only cognized upon insufficient grounds,
and though the information it gives us is imperfect, it is

not therefore deceitful. Kant, tr. by Meiklejohn.
St Paul, though bred in the dialectic of the Greek

schools, came late by his conversion to the new faith, and
remained a Jew to the last. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 99.

It remains true that the value of the Dialectic which
asks and gives such an account of ideal good as at once
justifies and limits obedience to practical authorities is

conditional upon its finding in the individual a well-formed
habitual morality.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 328.

2. Skill in disputation. Also dialectics.

dialectical (dl-a-lek'ti-kal), a. 1. Same as dia-

lectic, 1.

A dialectical syllogism is nothing more than a syllogism
generating opinion, or any other assent besides science.

Buryersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

dialing

The flow of wit, the flash of repartee, and the dialectical

brilliancy of some of the most famous 5;onnc scenes in

Shakespeare and Ben Jonson.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 159.

I know very well that you like to amuse yourself with
dialectical gymnastics, but I do not care about talking for

talking's sake, and have no talent for badinage.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 25.

Intellectual courage and a certain dialectical skill are
united with a surprising ignorance of the complexity of

the problems attacked. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 159,

2. Same as dialectic, 2.

Schultens supposes that we have the book of Job as it

was penned at first without any translations, as at that
time the Hebrew and Arabick language was the sarno, with
a small dialectical variation only.

Hodges, On Job, Preliminary Discourse.

Dr. Johnson was scarcely at all aware of the authenti-

city of laicientdialectical words, and therefore seldom gives
them any place in his dictionary.

Pegge, Anecdotes of the Eng. Lang.

Dialectical disputation, syllogism, etc. See the
nouns.

dialectically (di-a-lek'ti-kal-i), adv. 1. Logi-
cally.

Theory you may not flud dialectically sustained, but you
are sure to glean facts which will be useful to your own
generalizations. Quarterly Rev., CXXVI. 342.

The evolution of thought is the evolution of being a
maxim dialectically good but practically weak.

H. Calderwood, New Princeton Rev., III. 27.

2. In the manner of a dialect
;
in regard to dia-

lect.

Two coins, differing dialectically in their inscriptions,
were found in the Tigris in 1S18, and are now in the Brit-

ish Museum. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 641.

dialectician (dFa-lek-tish'an), . [= F. dia-

lectieien; as dialectic + -Jan.] One skilled in

dialectic; a logician; a master of the art of

discussion and disputation.
This was a logic which required no subtle dialectician to

point and enforce. De Quincey, Essenes, iii.

Let us see if doctors or dialecticians
Will dare to dispute my definitions.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, vi.

dialecticism (di-a-lek'ti-sizm), . [< dialectic

+ -ism.'] Dialectal speech or influence
;
the

characteristics or nature of dialect
;
a dialectal

word or expression.
Dialecticium, phoneticisra, ellipsis, and so forth.

The Academy, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 27.

dialectics (di-a-lek'tiks), . [PI. of dialectic:

see -ics.~\ Same as dialectic, 2.

dialectologer (di"a-lek-toro-jer), . [< dialec-

tology + -er1 .] One versed in or engaged in

the study of dialectology.
The good custom has been established of giving them

[popular tales] in the vernacular of the narrators. And in

this way the compilers themselves have been forced to be-

come dialectologers.
Quoted by J. A. H. Murray, in 8th Ann. Add. to

[Philol. Soc.

dialectqlogical (di-a-lek-to-loj'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to dialectology: as,'a dialectological
introduction.

dialectologist (dl"a-lek-tol'o-jist), n. [< dia-

lectology + -ist.] A dialectologer.
The dialectologitit must be fastidious indeed who would

not be satisfied with this extraordinary mass of material,
where he can only study both form and phonetics for al-

most every shading of every dialect belonging to the group.
Amer. Jour. Philol, IV. 490.

dialectology (di^a-lek-toro-ji), n. [< Gr. Sid-

ASKTOS, a dialect, + -'Aoyia,\ Myttv, speak: see

-ology.'] That branch of philology which ex-

amines the nature and relations of dialects.

The paramount importance of dialectology for the proper
discrimination and classification of any set of language-
elements is now generally recognized, and constitutes the
most striking difference between the leading drift of lan-

guage-study to-day and ten to fifteen years ago.
Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 486.

dialectort (di'a-lek-tor), n. [Irreg. (as if L.)
< dialect.] One skilled in dialectics

;
a dialec-

tician. Imp. Diet.

dialer, dialler (di'al-er), .. In mining, one who
uses a dial. See dial, 8.

dialing, dialling (di'al-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

dial, v.] The art of constructing dials; the
science which explains the principles of mea-
suring time by the sun-dial

; gnomonics.
This hypothesis may be tolerated in physics, as it is not

necessary in the art of dialling or navigation to mention
the true system or earth's motion.

Bp. Berkeley, Siris, 285.

Dialling, sometimes called gnoraonics, is a branch of ap-

plied mathematics which treats of the construction of sun-

dials : that is, of those instruments, either fixed or porta-

ble, which determine the divisions of the day by the mo-
tion of the shadow of some object on which the sun's rays
fall. Encyc. Brit,, VII. 153.

Dialing lines or scale, graduated lines placed on rulers,
or the edges of quadrants and other instruments, to fa-

cilitate the construction of dials. Dialing sphere, an
instrument made of brass, with several semicircles sliding



dialing

over one another n]mn a movable horizon, serving to dem-
onstrate the nature ni *[>(n i H al 1 11:1 rifles, as well at* to give
UK: trili- idea ot iliauin^' ilial* on all sorts of planes.

dialist (di'al-ist), . [( '''"' +-*<] A con-
structor of'ilials; <m<> skilled ill dialing.

Scientiiiek ilinlisii, by tin- uemnetriek e< moderations of

lines, have found out rules to murk out tin- irregular mo-
tiu of the shadow in all latitudes, and on all planes.

J. Muxon, Mechiuiick Dialling.

diallage (di-al'a-je), H. [NL. , < Gr. diaMayi/,
in-

tcTi'liiiiiKu, a cliauge, difference, < itaUaooeiv,
inti'ivliiinge, change, make different, < 6i&, be-

tween, + oAAdmTfip, change, < &Uof, other.] 1.

In rliet., a figure of speech by which arguments
are placed in various points of view, and then

brought to bear all upon one point. 2. A va-

riety of pyroxene, commonly of a green color,
characterized by its lamellar or foliated struc-
ture. As formerly used, the term covered me-
talloidal diallage or brouzite, also schillerspar
and hypersthene.

diallelt (di'a-lel), a. [< Gr. <5<<i^/oc, through
one another. < 6ia, through, + a'AJir/huv, gen. pi.,
of one another. See parallel.'} Meeting and
intersecting, as lines; crossing; not parallel.
E. Phillips, 1706.

diallelon (di-a-le'lon), n.; pi. diallela (-la).

[< Gr. SuiMiitov, neut. of itdUt/Mf see diallel,

tliiillclus.] In Ionic, a tautological definition;
a definition which contains the word defined;
the definition of a term by means of another
which is itself defined by means of the first

;

definition in a circle.

The anelents called the circular definition . . . by the
name of diallelon, as in this case we declare the deflnituni
and the detliiicns reciprocally by each other (6t' aXAijAwc).

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxiv.

diallelous (di-a-le'lus), a. [< Gr. <5i;U<7?.or,

through one another : see diallel, diallelus.] In

logic, involving the fallacy of reasoning or de-

nning in a circle that is, the proving of one

position by assuming another identical with it,

or defining two things each by the other.

diallelus (di-a-le'lus), n. ; pi. dialleli (-11). [NL.,
< Gr. (5<d/.A;//lof, through one another; diaUjjfof

rpoVof, argument in a circle: see diallel.'] In

logic, a circle in proof; an attempt to prove one

proposition
'

by another which is itself proved
only by the first.

The proposition which we propose to prove must not be
used as a principle for its own probation. The violation
of this rule is called the . . . dtalielus.

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxvi.

dialler, dialling. See dialer, dialing.
dial-lock (di'al-lok), n. A lock provided with
one or more dials, each with a hand or pointer
connected with the mechanism of the lock in
such a way that the bolt will not move unless
the hands are set in a particular manner.

diallogite, . See dialogite.

diallyl (dl-al'il), n. [< <JM + allyl.] See allyl.

dialogic, dialogical (di-a-loj'ik, -i-kal), a. [=r
F. diuloyique= Pg. It. dialogico, < Gr. Siakoyutos,
< iid^oyof, discourse: see dialogue.] Pertain-

ing to or partaking of the nature of a dialogue ;

dialogistic. Burton Dialogic method, the meth-
od of the Hocratic dialogue, in which the teacher asks the
learner such questions as to direct his understanding to
the recognition of the truth.

dialogically (di-a-loj'i-'kal-i), a*'. In the man-
ner of a dialogue ; dialogistically. Goldsmith.

dialogism (di-al'o-jizm), n. [= P. dialogisme =
Sp. Pg. It. dialoijismo, < LL. dialogismos, < Gr.

<!jAo}7//(5f, consideration, < 6iahoyi$ea6ai, con-

sider, converse: see dialogic.] 1. In rhet. :

(a) Deliberation or discussion with one's self,
as in

soliloquy,
of what course to pursue. (6)

Introduction into an oration of two or more
persons as engaged in dialogue.

Enlnrgin;.' what they would say by !>old and unusual
metaphors, by their ilialogimu and colloquies.

D. Stokes, Twelve Minor Prophets, Pref. (1659).

2. A necessary inference having a single pre-
mise and a disjunctive conclusion : as, Enoch
and Elijah did not die ; hence, either Enoch
and Elijah were not men, or some men do not
die.

dialogist (di-nl'o-jist), n. [= P. dialogic =
Sp. ditiliMjuintti = Pg. It. dialogista, < LL. dialo-

i/ixta, < Gr. "AoAoj-ttnv/f, a converser, < iiatoyl-
Cj0a/, converse: see dialogize.] 1. A speaker
in a dialogue.
The like doth Cioero assert in many places, sometimes

in the persons of his dialoffists, sometimes according to his
own sense. Harrow, Sermons, II. viii.

2. A writer of dialogues.
I am very fur frmn emieeiteilly insinuating that this

i/////o,/ f .v7 is tile only person who hath managed the dis-

pute 1 speak of with candour.
P. Sketton, Deism Revealed, Pref.
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dialogistic, dialogistical (di'a-lo-iis'tik, -ti-

kal), a. [< ilinliii/iKt + -if, -ifiil.] Having the
form of a dialogue ; consisting in dialogue.
dialogistically (di'a-16-jis'ti-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of a dialogue.
In his prophecy, he IMalachi] proceeds most dialogiiti-

ealli/. Up. hichardwn, Observations on Old Test., p. 449.

dialogite (di-al'o-jit), n. [< Gr. Siatoyri, doubt, +
-ite'l. ] A mineral of a rose-red color, which crys-
tallizes in rhombohedrons and related forms,
and also occurs massive with rhombohedral

cleavage. It is a carbonate of manganese.
Sometimes erroneously spelled diallogite. Also
called rhodochrosite.

dialogize (dl-al'o-jlz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. dialo-

gi:ea, ppr. dialogiztng. [= P. dialogiser = Sp.

dialogizar= Pg. dialoaisar = It. dialogizzare, <

Gr. oWoy/fffffai, consider, converse, (dtdfoyoc,
a conversation, iiafarrf, a conversation, enu-
meration: see dialogue.] To discourse in dia-

logue. Also spelled dialogise. Richardson.

dialogue (di'a-log), n. [< ME. "dialoge, mis-
written dialo'ke, = D. dialoog

= G. Dan. Sw.

dialog, < P. dialogue = Sp. didlogo= Pg. It. dia-

logo, < L. dialogue, < Gr. oidfoyof, also oia^oyi/, a

conversation, dialogue, < duMyeaOat, converse :

see dialect.] 1. A conversation between two
or more persons ;

a colloquy ; a talk together.
So pass .1 in pleasing dialogue away
The night ; then down to short repose they lay.

Pope, Odyssey, xv.

Specifically 2. A literary work in the form of
an imaginary conversation or discussion (a)
Used as the means of conveying views or opin-
ions: as, the Dialogues of Plato.

The [Grecian] philosophers adopted the form of dialoyue,
as the most natural mode of communicating knowledge.

Macaufay, History.

(6) Used as part of a play to be acted, or to be

spoken as a school exercise,

dialogue (di'a-log), .
; pret. and pp. dialogued,

ppr. dialoguing. [< dialogue, n.J I. intrans.

To discourse together; converse; talk; confer.

Var. Sen. How dost, fool?

Apem. Dost dialoyvt with thy shadow ?

Var. Sera. I speak not to thee. SAot., T. of A., it 2.

II. trans. To express as in dialogue ; put in

the form of a dialogue.
And dialogued for him what he would say,
Ask'd their own wills and made their wills obey.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 132.

Dialonian (dl-a-16'ni-an), n. [< Dial (see dcf.)
+ -onian, as in Babylonian, etc.] An inhabit-

ant of the Seven Dials, a locality in London
long noted for its misery and crime.

The editors of the " Times
" and the "

Dally News" . . .

should know those who can tell them what the Dialoniatts
feel and what the outcasts in the New Cut suffer.

Contemporary Rev.,L. 670.

dial-plate (di'al-plat),
n. 1. The plate of a

dial, on which the lines are drawn to show the
hour or time of the day. 2. The face of a
clock or watch, on which the time of the day is

shown. 3. Any kind of index-plate.
dial-resistance (dt'al-re-zis'tans), n. In elect.

,

a set of resistance-coils arranged in the cir-

cumference of a circle, so that they may be
thrown into the circuit by moving an arm at-

tached to the center of the dial.

dial-telegraph (di'al-tel'e-graf), n. A tele-

graph in which the receiving and transmitting
instruments have the letters of the alphabet ar-

ranged on the circumference of a circle. The
mechanism is so arranged that when a movable Index on
the transmitter points to any letter, the index of the re-

ceiver points to the same.

dial-wheel (di'al-hwel), n. One of those wheels
placed between the dial and the pillar-plate of
a watch. Also called miuute-wheel.

dial-work (di'al-werk), n. The motion-work
of a watch between the dial and the move-
ment-plate.
dialycarpous (ili'a-li-kiir'pus),

a. [< NL. *di-

alyfarjiiis, irreg. < Gr. dial.veiv, separate, + xap-
xof, fruit.] In hot., bearing fruit composed of

separate carpels : same as apocarpous.
Dialypetalse (dl'a-li-pet'a-le), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. of dialypetalus : see dtalypetalous.] In

hot., same as I'olypetate.

dialypetalous (di'a-li-pet'a-lus), a. [< NL.
dialyi>ftiilii.i. irreg. < Or. AaXtifiv, separate, +
-im't.ov, a leaf (mod. bot. a petal).] In bot.,
same as polypctalous.

dialyphyllous (di'a-li-fil'us), a. [< NL. dia-

h//ilii/l!iix, irreg. < Gr. /5iaX'v, separate, + *t>A-

2ov = L. folium, a leaf.] In bot., composed of

separate leaves : applied to a polysepalous ca-

lyx or a polypetalous corolla.

diamagnetic

dialysable, a. See dialyzabte.

dialysate (<li-iiri-sat), . [(dialysis +
In i-lif<., the product removed from a solution

by dialysis.

dialyse, c. t. See din'

dialysepalons (di'a-li-sep'a-lus), a. [< NL.
"iliiilyiiejialug, irreg. < Gr. iiaMetv, separate, +
NL. sepalum, a sepal.] In but., having a calyx
<< imposed of separate sepals; polysepaloua.

dialyser, . See dialyzer.

dialysis (dl-al'i-sis), n. [LL., a separation
(rhet.), < Gr. 6ta).votf, a separation, breaking
up, dissolution, dissolving, dialysis, < Stat.itti',

separate, dissolve, < Sia, apart,+ Aietv, loose, dis-

solve. Cf. analysis, paralysis.] 1. Ingram. : (a)
Division of one syllable into two; dieresis. (6)
In Latin grammar, specifically, resolution of the
semivowels j and (i. e., y and w) into the cor-

responding vowels i and u respectively. 2. In

rhet. : (a) Interruption of a sentence by a clause

independent of it in construction
; parenthesis.

(6) Succession of clauses without connectives
;

asyndeton. Also called dialyton. 3. In anat.,

separation of parts in general ; dissolution of

continuity of parts previously united. 4. In

mcd., loss of strength; weakness of the limbs.
5. In ehem., the act or process of separating

the soluble crystalloid substances in a mixture
from the colloid, depending on the principle that

soluble crystalloid bodies will diffuse readily

through a moist membrane, while colloids dif-

fuse very slowly, if at all. This is done by pouriui!
a mixed solution of crystalloid and colloid on a sheet of

parchment-paper stretched over a wooden or gutta-percha
hoop, having its edges well drawn up and confined by an
outer rim. The parchment is allowed to float In a basin
of water. Diffusion immediately commences, the crystal-
loid passing through and dissolving in the water beneath,
while the colloid remains behind. Thus, gruel or broth

containing a very little arsenic dissolved in it gives up the
whole of its arsenic to the water, while scarcely a trace of
the organic substance passes through. As almost all the

poisons in common use arsenic, corrosive sublimate,
oxalic acid, lead acetate, morphia, and salts of strychnine,
etc. are crystalloids, the toxicologist IB by this process
furnished with an easy mode of delecting their presence,
if they ore in a form readily soluble In water.

6. leap.] [NL.] A genus of dipterous insects.

Walker, 1850.

dialytic (di-a-lit'ik), a. [< Gr. Sia.l.vrut*;, able to

dissolve, < "ita).vrof, dissolved, verbal adj. of

itaMciv, dissolve: see dialysis.] 1. Pertaining
to or of the nature of dialysis, in any sense of

that word. 2. In merf., unloosing; unbracing,
as the fibers; relaxing. 3. In math., pertain-
ing to the process of differentiating equations
successively until the different powers of the
unknown quantities can be regarded as inde-

pendent. Dialytic elimination, In math., a method
Invented by Sylvester, leading to the same result as

Euler's method. It consist* in increasing the numl>er
of equations by successively multiplying them by combi-
nations of powers of the unknowns, until a system of

equations is obtained from which the unknown factors
of the different terms can lie eliminated as Indejiendent
quantities, the equations being regarded as linear.

Dialytic telescope, a telescope In which the flint-glass
lens is brought down to aliout half the distance of the

crown-glass lens from the eye. It was invented by Littrow
in 1827, and constructed by Ploessl.

dialyton (di-al'i-ton), n. [LL., < LGr. iifovrw,

dialysis, orig. neut. of Gr. d(d?,wof, dissolved,

separated: see dialytic.] In rhet., same as

dialysis, 2 (6).

dialyzable (di-a-li'za-bl), a. [< dialy:e + -able.]

Capable of separation by dialysis. Also spelled
dialysable.

dialyze (di'a-llz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dialyzed,

ppr. dialyztng. [< dialysis, like analyze < analy-
sis, after verbs in -ize, -ise,] In ehem., to sep-
arate by dialysis. Also spelled dialyse. Dla-
lyzed iron, a feeble chalybeate for medical use, consist-

Ing of a solution of ferric oxychlorld In water. It is pre-

pared by adding ammonia to a solution of ferric chlo-

rid and dissolving the resulting precipitate by agitation.
This solution Is then dialyzed tUl all crystalloid sails are
removed.

Dialyied iron has been Injected hypodermatically, but
In some instances with the following of abscess at the
site of puncture.

liudc'i Handbook of Mcd. Science*, IV. 226.

dialyzer (di'a-U-zer),n. l< dialyze + -eri.] Thfe

parchment-paper, or septum, stretched over a
wooden or gutta-percha ring, used in the opera-
tion of dialysis. Also spelled dialyser.

diamagnet (di'a-mag-net), . [As diamagnet-
ic, after magnet.] A diamagnetic substance.

diamagnetic (di'a-mag-net'ik), a. and n. [=
F. diama<jnetique,"< Gr. An, through, across, +
uayvtK (/layvirr-), magnet: see magnet, magnetic.]

I. a. Pertaining to or exhibiting diamagnetism.
II. A substance which is diamagnetic in

a magnetic field of force. See rfii<i</ii< iixw, 1.



diamagnetic

Paramagnetics tend to move from weak to strong places

of force while dianiagnetics tend to go from strum; to

weak places. J. E. II. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 17.

diamagnetically (di"a-inag-net'i-kal-i), adv.

In a diamaguetic manner
;
as a diamagnetic.

When submitted to magnetic influence, such crystals

[bavin" one axis of figure] take up a position so that their

optic axis points diamagneticalli/ or transversely to the

lines of magnetic force.

II'. R. Grove, Corr. of Forces, p. 171.
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The space between the earth and the moon, according

to Ptolemy, is seventeen times the diameter at the earth.

Roleiffk.

Apparent diameter of a heavenly body. See appnr-

s/ir.-Biparietal diameter. See biparietal. Conjugate
diameters ofa conic. See conjwjate. Ideal diameter,
an ideal chord through the center. See ideal. la di-

ametert t diametrically.

He fals off again warping and warping till he come to

contradict himselfe in diameter.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

diamagnetism (dl-a-mag'uet-izm), n. [= F. di-
Tactical diameter, in naval tactics, the space occupied

amaanetisme; as diamagnet-ic + -ism.'] 1. The |,y a ship in turning 180 from a straight course; the

phenomena
exh^itedY

a class of^a= *Stt&S&^&&&*fS~.which, -when under the influence ot magnet Tactical ( iia,,n-te vary according to the angle at which
and freely suspended, take a position with the tnc rll(ider is held.

longer axis at right angles to the magnetic lines diametral (di-am'e-tral), a. and n. [< F. diame-

of force. From the experiments of Faraday it appears tr([l = Sp. Pg. diametral = It. diametrale = D.
to lie clearly established that all matter is subject to the

(Hamctraal = Dan. Sw. diametral, < NL. "(liame-
magnetic force as universally as it is to the gravitating ,. ,-,

j.iamftra , diameter- see diameter and
force, arranging itself into two divisions, theparamagnetic
mttiiediamayiietic. Among the former are iron, nickel,

cobalt, palladium, titanium, and a few other substances ;

and among the latter are bismuth, antimony, cadmium,
copper, gold, lead, mercury, silver, tin, zinc, and most

solid, liquid, and gaseous substances. When a paramag-
netic substance is suspended freely between the poles of a

powerful horseshoe magnet, it points in a line from one

pole to the other, which Faraday terms the axial line.

On the other hand, when a diamagnetic substance is sus-

pended in the same manner, it is repelled alike by both

poles, and assumes an equatorial direction, or a direction

at right angles to the axial line.

The magnetism of two iron particles lying in the line

of magnetization is increased by their mutual action, but,
on the contrary, the diamagnetintn of two bismuth par-
ticles lying in this direction is diminished by their mu-
tual action. J. E. II. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 21.

If, however, the magnetism of the molecules were so

much increased that they held each other tight, and so

could not be turned round by ordinary magnetizing forces,
it is shown that effects would be produced like those of

diamagnetism. W. K. Clifford., Lectures, I. 241.

2. That branch of magnetism which treats

of diamagnetic phenomena and diamagnetie
bodies.

.

demagnetization (di-a-mag"net-i-za shon), n.
diametric (dl-a-met'rik), a.

diamagnet + -ize) + -ahon.} ca j [Rare.]
"

[< *diamac/>tetize (<
The state of diamagnetic polarity.

diamagnetometer (dl-a-mag-ne-tom'e-ter), n.

[< diamaanetic + Gr. pirpov, a measure.] An
instrument used to measure the intensity of the

diamagnetic power of different substances.

diamantt, A Middle English form of dia-

mond.
diamantiferous (di"a-man-tif'e-rus), a. [< F.

diamantijere, < diamant, diamond (see diamond),
+ -fere '(E. -ferous), -bearing, < L. ferre = E.

bear1 ."] Yielding or bearing diamonds ; produ-
cing diamonds.
Note on the minerals associated with the diamond in

the newly-discovered diamantiferous district of Salobro.

Nature, XXX. 188.

diamantinet (dl-a-man'tin), a. [< F. diaman-
tin = Sp. Pg. It"diamantino, adamantine: see
adamantine and diamond.] Adamantine.

For in the Heav'ns, aboue all reach of ours,
He dwels immur'd in diamantine Towel's.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

tralis, < L. diametros, diameter : see diameter and

-a/.] I. a. Pertaining to a diameter; diametri-

cal : used especially in the physical sense.

So diametral
One to another, and so much opposed,
As if I can but hold them all together, . . .

I shall have just occasion to believe

My wit is magisterial.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

This band shall occupy a diametral position along the

whole height of the vessel, and thus receive the friction

the same as the walls of the tube do.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXV. 41.

Diametral circle, a circle doubly tangential to a Carte-

sian oval on its axis of symmetry. Diametral number.
(a) A number equal to J (1 + >/2) + >,(\ Vty1

,
where n

is any integer. These numbers are 1, 3, 7, 17, 41, 90, etc.

(b) A number resolvable into two factors the sum of whose

squares is a square. Thus, 120 is such a number, because

120 = 8 x is and 82 + is 2 = 17". Diametral planes, in

crystal., those planes which are parallel to the vertical and
one of the lateral axes ; a prism formed by such planes is

called a diametral prism.

II. ii. A diameter; a diagonal,

liametrally (dl-am'e-tral-i), adv. In a diame-
tral manner.

Same as diametri-

diamond-backed

Natural crystals are found in a great variety of forms be-

longing to the isometric system. The crystalline planes
of the diamond have this peculiarity, that they are fre-

quently more or less convex, instead of being Hat, as

those of crystals usually arc. The range of color of the

diamond is extensive, but hues of light yellow, or straw-

color, and brown are of most common occurrence. Dia-

monds of a decided color, such as green, blue, or even red,
are found, but they are extremely rare ; only one deep-red
diamond is known. A diamond is of the jirxt water when
it is without flaw or tint of any kind. The value of the

gem increases in an increasing ratio with its weight up to

a moderate size ; beyond that there is no fixed value. A
first-water diamond of one carat being considered worth

$100, one of two carats would be held at 4800, and one of

ten at 811,000. The most desirable form in which the dia-

mond may be cut is called the brilliant. (See cuts under

brilliant.) Diamonds formerly came chiefly from India,
and later from Brazil; the present principal source of

supply is southern Africa, where they are found associated

with a peculiar rock of unequivocal volcanic origin. In all

other diamantiferous regions diamonds have been found

only in the surface detrital material (gravel and wind), or

else, rarely, in rock of fragmental origin. See bort.

Thei ben so harde, that no man may pollysche hem : and
men clepen hem Dyamandei in that Contree, and Hamese
in another Contree. Mandeville, Travels, p. 157.

Give me the ring of mine you had at dinner ;

Or for my diamond, the chain you promis'd.
Shak.,C. of E.,lv. 3.

3. A geometrical figure bounded by four equal

straight lines forming two acute and two ob-

tuse angles; a rhomb; a lozenge; specifically,
such a figure printed in red on a playing-card.

4. A playing-card stamped with one or more
red lozenge-shaped figures. 5. A tool armed
with a diamond, used for cutting glass. Diamonds
so used are uncut, and they are so mounted as to act upon
the glass, not by an angle, but by a curvilinear edge of

the crystal.

6. In base-ball, the square space inclosed within

the four bases. See base-ball. 7. In her., the

tincture black in blazoningbymeans of precious
stones. See blazon, n. 8. The smallest size of

printing-type in common use; a size smaller
than pearl. Brilliant, very rarely used, is the

only regular size below it.

*ThU line U printed in diimund.

diametrical (dl-a-met'ri-kal), a. [< Gr. dm/if- Black diamond, (a) Same as bort, 2. (6) Mineral coal,

rpm&f, < om^erpof,
diameter: see diameter."] 1.

Of or pertaining to a diameter
; along a diam-

eter; diametral. Prynne.

Every portion of a current proceeding in a diametrical

direction from the equator to the centre must progres-

sively rise in temperature.
H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 282.

2. Pertaining to the extremities, as if of a dia-

metrical line
;
extreme in degree ;

absolute
;

utmost : as, their characters are diametrical op-

posites. Diametrical opposition, an expression ap-

plied by Aristotle to the extreme of opposition ; the rela-

tion between two propositions which differ as much from
each other as two propositions in the same terms can.

At all events he had exposed himself to reproach by di-

ametrical opposition to the profession of his whole life.

Macaulay.

diametrically (dl-a-met'ri-kal-i), adv. In a di-

ametrical direction; directly; in an extreme

degree.
These Sayings seemed to clash with one another, and to

be Diametrically opposite. Howell, Letters, ii. 17.

The real leaders of the party . . . were men bred in

principles diametrically opposed to Toryism.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

diamesogamous (dl
//

a-me-sog'a-mus), a. [<
Gr. dm, through, + fitaof, middle',' + yapos, mar-
riage.] In bot., fertilized by the intervention
of some external agent, as wind, water, or in-

sects : applied to flowers.

diameter (di-am'e-ter), n. [< ME. diametre = diamine (di;am-in) . [< Gr Si-, two-. + am-

D. G. Dan. Sw. diameter, < OF. diametre, F. di- (moma) + -jneA] The name of a class of chemi-

ametre =, Sp. didmetro = Pg. It. diametro, < L. cal compounds formed by substituting one or

diametr<is,<Gr. Siautrpo^, the diagonal of a paral-
ore alcohol radicals for hydrogen m a double

lelogranj, diameter of a circle (cf . ita/ierpelv, mea-
molecule made up of two ammonia molecules.

see meter*.-] l.Ivaeom., a'chord of a circle ora ^mond^'a^mond!)' "n^nTa.^ll^E^dia-
sphere which passes through its mcmnae dyamand, diamaunt, diamant = D. dia-
center; in general (a) a chord of

a conic cutting it at points tangents
to which are parallel; (b) a line

intersecting a quadric surface at

points where the tangent planes
a, Diameter of a are parallel. The conception was ex-

circle, tended by Newton to other algebraic
curves by means of the following theorem :

If on each of a system of parallel chords of a curve of the
nth order there be taken the center of mean distances of
the n points where the chord meets the curve, the locus
of this center is a straight line, which may be called a
diameter of the curve.

2. The length of a diameter ; the thickness of
a cylindrical or spherical body as measured, in

the former case on a diameter of a cross-sec-
tion made perpendicular to the axis, and in the
latter on a line passing through the center : as,
a tree two feet in diameter ; a ball three inches
in diameter. Inarch., the diameter of the lower face
of the shaft of a column, divided into BO parts, fiirins a
scale by which all the pails of a classical order are com-
monly measured. The 60th part of the diameter is called
a minute, and 30 minutes make a module.

mant = MHG. diamant, diemant, G. diamant,
demant = Dan. Sw. diamant, < OF. (and F.) di-

amant = Pr. diaman = Sp. Pg. It. diamante

(ML. diamantes, diamentum, MGr. dta/tavre, after

Rom.), < L. adamas (adamant-), (1) adamant,
(2) the diamond: see adamant. The change of
form (in simulation of words with prefix dia-, <

Gr. <S/d) is supposed to have been due to some
association with It. diafano = F. diapliane, < Gr.

SiatjiavjK, transparent: see diaphanous.'] I. .

If. Adamant; steel, or some imaginary sub-
stance of extreme hardness or impenetrability.
Then zeal, whose substance is ethereal, arming in com-

plete diamond, ascends his fiery chariot. Milton.

2. A precious stone, distinguished from all

others by being combustible and by its ex-
treme hardness, as well as by its superior re-

fractive and dispersive power. It consists of pure
or nearly pure carbon, leaving only a very small quantity of
ash when burned. Its specific gravity is about tt ; its crys-
talline form is the isometric, anil it cleaves readily 'in

planes parallel to the faces of the regular octahedron.

, ,
.

as consisting, like diamonds, of carbon. [Colloq. ] Bristol
diamond. Same as Bristol stone (which see, under stone).

Cornish diamonds, quartz crystals found in the tin

mines of Cornwall. Diamond cut diamond, the case

of an encounter between two very sharp persons. Ma-
tura diamond, a name given in Ceylon to zircon from
the district of Matura. Plate diamond. See the ex-

tract.

The cleavage of certain of the African diamonds is so

eminent that even the heat of the hand causes some of

them to fall in pieces. Such diamonds, generally octane-

dra, may be recognized by a peculiar watery lustre ; they
are called plate diamonds. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 381.

Point diamond. See the extract.

When the natural crystal is so perfect and clear that it

requires only to have its natural facets polished, . . .

jewellers call [it] a point diamond.
Bird-wood, Indian Arts, II. 30.

Rough diamond, a diamond uncut ; hence, a person of

genuine worth, but rude and unpolished. Table dia-
mond. See brilliant.

II. a. 1. Resembling a diamond; consist-

ing of diamonds
;
set with a diamond or dia-

monds : as, a diamond luster
;
a diamond neck-

lace
;
a diamond ring.

For all the haft twinkled with diamond sparks,
Myriads of topaz-lights, and jacinth-work
Of subtlest jewellery. Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

2. Lozenge-shaped ;
rhombic : as, diamond win-

dow-panes. 3. Having rhomboid figures or

markings: as, the diamond rattlesnake. Dia-
mond cotton, a fine fabric of cotton and linen. Dia-
mond couching. See couchingi, 6. Diamond-cut
glass. See glas. Diamond drill. See drill. Dia-
mond edition, an edition of a work printed in diamond,
or in some other very small type. Diamond fret. See

fret*. Diamond linen, a name given to various kinds
of diaper, such as toweling, the pattern of which is in

small lozenges. Diamond-molded glass. See glass.

Diamond netting. See netting. Diamond pencil, a

cutting instrument used by glaziers and glass-cutters.

Diamond rattler, diamond rattlesnake, Crotulm
tidauianteus.

diamond (di'a-mond), v.t. [< diamond, .] To
set or decorate with diamonds.

He plays, Presses, diamonds himself, even to distinct

shoe-buckles for a frock. Walpole, Letters, II. 241.

diamond-back (di'a-mond-bak), . The dia-

mond-backed turtle (which see, under dittmond-

lni<-/:'cd).

diamond-backed (di'a-mond-bakt), a. Having
the back marked with lozenge-shaped figures.
Diamond-backed turtle, .Vii/<v,',/,//* jniiiftm, a.

tortoise of the family Clemmyidcg. The shell is keeled,
with the shields pale yellow, and marked with brownish

rings, which air ot'U'n'impressed ;
the head and limbs are

grayish-black, spotted and lined ; the temples are naked ;

and the nape is covered with soft, spongy skill. It inhab-

its the salt-water marshes of the middle and eastern At-

lantic statei. :iinl is especially abundant in Chesapeake
bay. This is the "terrapin" of the Philadelphia, Balti-



Diamond-beetle ( fii

alts), natural size.
imptri-

diamond-backed

more, uinl w,-i .liiii;;ton maikrts, highly csti'cinrd for food.

Thry lire mostly Olillnht in tlir Minmirr. arpl prut up in
\ .INI <>r

'

. nr i ,K i" !> n^rrvnl for the winter month*.

diamond-beetle (dT-
a-mond-bo tl), n.

A splendid South
American lirctlc. i'.n-

lllllHH illl/H-l'llltix, Of

the faiiiily (.'urculin-

iiiiln:

diamond-bird (di'a-

ragnd-lx'Td), n. Tli'o

Anglo - Australian
name of the shrikes
of the genus 1'arda-

/ti/tm, as /'. pniii-td-
IKX: so called from
the marking of the

plumage.
diamond-breaker
(di'a-mond-bra

'

ki'-r).

n. A seal-engravers'
instrument, consist-

ing of an air-tight
chamber of steel pro-
vided with a closely

fitting pestle, which
under the blows of a hammer pulverizes a dia-
mond without waste.
diamond-cutter (di'a-mond-knt"er), n. One
who cuts and polishes diamonds.

diamond-cutting (dTft-mond-kufint), n. One
of three processes by which diamonds are pre-
pared for use as ornaments or in the arts, the
others being diamond-cleaving and diamond-
polishing. Diamond-cutting U performed by rubbing
together two diamonds secured with shellac in wooden
holders or handles, one of which is held In each hand of
the cutter over the edge of a box called a cutters' box, into
which the dust is allowed to fall. This rubbing is con-
tinued until each diamond assumes the proper outline,
whether brilliant, rose, or briolette, the smaller facets be-

ing afterward made by polishing. Roth stones are cut at
the same time, irrespective of size or shape, or of the out-
line to be produced. Diamond-cutting is sometimes per-
formed by machinery. In this case one of the handles or
dopa Is stationary and the other is moved backward and
forward, both diamonds being cut at the same time, but
more rapidly and accurately than by hand.

diamond-draft (di'a-mond-draft), n. In weav-

ing, a method of drawing the warp-threads
through the heddles. . a. Knight.
diamond-dust (di'a-mond-dust), n. Same as

ttiumond-poinler.
diamonded (di'a-mon-ded), a, [< diamond +
-cd'2. ] 1 . Furnished or adorned with diamonds,
or aswith diamonds : as, all diamonded with dew.
When in Paris the chief of the police enters a ball-room,

. . . many diamonded pretenders shrink and make them-
selves as inconspicuous as they can, or give him a suppli-
cating look as they pass. Enuraon, Behavior.

2. Having the figure of an oblique-angled par-
allelogram, rhomb, or lozenge.
Break a stone in the middle, or lop a bough of a tree,

and one shall behold the grain thereof (by some secret
cause in nature) liiamonded or streaked in the fashion of
a lozenge. Fuller, Profane State, p. 368.

diamond-gage (di'a-mgnd-gaj), n. A staff in
which are set small crystals of sizes decreasing
from J to g"y of a carat, used by jewelers in esti-

mating the sizes of small diamonds.
diamond-knot (di'a-mond-not), n. An orna-
mental knot worked with the strands of a rope.
diamond-mortar (di'a-mond-m6r''tSr), n. In
ncal-riiiirni-iiiif, a hard steel mortar used to

grind diamonds into a fine powder for use in

engraving or cutting. It is also used by chem-
ists for pulverizing hard substances.

diamond-plaice (di'a-mond-plas), n. A local

English name (Sussex) of the common plaice,
1'h iironectes jilatcssa.

diamond-plate (di'a-mond-plat), n. In seal-

fiigniring, a plate oJ steel on which diamond-
powdei' and oil are spread to prepare it for the

rubbing down of the surfaces of stones before
and after designs are cut on them.

diamond-point (di'a-mond-point), n. A stylus
having a fragment of a diamond at the end,
used in ruling glass, in etching, and in ruling-
macliines. - Dianiond-polnt chisel. See chiieis.

diamond-powder (drg-mgnd-pon'dte), n. A
fine dust produced in diamond-cutting by the
abrasion of two stones against each other. It
is used in cutting and polishini: diamonds, rubies, sap-
phires, ami topa/rs. aihi in inakin- ranu o>, intaglios, etc.
AUo ralleil </,:<:, nnnl ,iu<t.

diamond-setter (di 'a-moml-set 'i-i), n. One
who sots or mounts diamonds and other gems
in L,

r
"lcl, |ilatinnm, or other metals,

diamond-shaped (ili'a-iuoud-shapt), a. Shaped
like a lozenge; rhombic.
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diamond-snake (di'a-mond-snak), n. 1. A
large Australian Mffpent, Morelia npilotes, a
kind of boa or python: so called from the pat-
tern of its coloration. 2. A venomous serpent
of Tasmania. HopbxwpAaitU superbus.
diamond-spar (<ira-moml-spar), n. Another
name for niruiiilum.

diamond-truck (<li'a-moud-truk), n. A car-
truck the side frames of which are diamond-
shaped and made of iron.

diamond-weevil (di'a-mond-we'vl), n. A name
of species of the genus EH timus, as K. iiiijicrialits.

See iliiiiiniiiii-iiii Hi .

diamond-wheel (di'a-mond-hwel), n. In ;i>
m-

i-ii 1 1 1 mj: ( a) A wheel made of copper and charged
with diamond-powder and oil, used in grinding
any gem. (6) A similar wheel made of iron,
used with diamond-powder and oil in grinding
diamonds. It makes from 2,000 to 3,000 revolu-
tions a minute. Also called skiea.

diamond-work (di'a-mond-werk), n. In ma-
Kotiry, a method of laying stones so that the

joints form lozenge-shaped designs.
diamorphosis (di-a-mdr'fo-sis), . [< Gr. <W-

/tdfxpuoif. a forming, shaping, < iia/M/K/iovv, form,
shape, < f!/d, through, + fioppovv, form, < [topptl,

form.] Same as dimorphism. [Rare.]
On the DiaiHorphogis of Lyngbya, Schizogonium, and

Prasiola. U. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algae, p. 240.

diamotosis (di'a-mo-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sia-

fi6Tuaif < fia/iordm. put lint into a wound, < iia,

through, + //oroY, lint.] In iturg., the introduc-
tion of lint into a wound.
Diana (dl-an'a or di-a'nS), n. [L., in OL. also
Jana (and rarely Deiana), fern, corresponding
to Janus, q. v.

;
from same root as Diovis = Jo-

vis, Jupiter, Juno, Dis, and other names of dei-
ties: see deity.'] 1. In Horn, myth., an original
Italian goddess dwelling in groves and about
fountains, presiding over the moon, and forbid-

ding the approach of man. She was the patron di-

vinity of the plebeians, and her worship was not favored
by the patricians. She was later completely identified
in characteristics and attributes with the Greek Artemis
(which see).

2. [I. c.] The alchemical name of silver. 3.

[NL.] In zool. : (a) [I. c.] A large African mon-
key, Cereopitliecus diana : so called from a fan-

,r

Diana Monkey (Ctrcofithean diana}.

cied resemblance of its white coronet to the
silver bow of Diana. Also called roloway. (6)
A genus of fishes, the type of a peculiar family
Dianidte; the young state of Lurarus (which

Risso, 1826. (c) A genus of Coleoptera.
Laporte and Gory, 1837.

(d) A genus of Mollttsca.

Clessin, 1878 Diana of
the Ephesians, or Epheslan
Artemis, an ancient Asiatic

divinity whose worship was
adopted by the Ionian (Jreeks.
She was a personification of the
fruitfulnesa of nature, and was
quite distinct from the Greek
goddess, though assimilated to
her by the Ephesians from some
resemblance of attributes. She
was represented wearing a
mural crown and with many
breasts, and with the lower
part of her body cased, like a
mummy, in a sheath bearing
mystical figures.

dianatict (di-a-nat'ik),
a. [< Gr. iiavaeiv, flow

through, percolate, < tia,

through, + vactv, flow.]

Reasoning logically and
progressively from one

Diana of the Ephesians.- subject to another. E.
From statue in the Museo Na- ,,-,,. i-,,,-
zionale. Naples. 1'llllllpS, 1/06.

dianome

diancistra (di-an-sis' trii), n.; pi. diancistra

(-ire). [NL.. < Gr. it-, two-, -f
trymoTfiov, pi.

iiyKutTpa, hook.] In sponges, a flesh-spicuie in
the form of a rod with a hook at each end di-

vidcd by an incision.

diander (di-an'd6r), n. [< NL. "iliandrvn : gee

iliniiitruux.'] In hot., a plant having two sta-
mens.
Diandria (di-an'dri-a), n. pi. [NL., < "dian-

(Irux, having two stamens: see dtandrows.]
The second class in the Linnean system of

plants, comprehending all genera with perfect
flowers having only two stamens, which are
free and distinct.

diandrian (di-an'dri-an), a. [As diandr-ous +
-inii.\ Same as diandroun.
diandrous (di-an'drus), a. [< NL. 'diandrus,
having two stamens, < Gr. <!/-, two-, + avi/p

(avip-), a man, in mod. bot. a

stamen.] In bot., having two
stamens; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the
IHandria.
Dianidse (di-an'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
<tHana,3(b), + -ida:.-} A family
of acanthopterygian fishes: a syn-
onym of Luvarida: Also Dianides. Risso, 1826.

dianite (di'a-nit), n. [< dinn-ium (see def.) (<

Diana) + -i'te2.] A name given by Franz von
Kobell to the columbite of Bodenmais, Bavaria,
on the supposition that it contained a new
metal called?by him dianium.
dianodal (di-a-no'dal), a. [< Gr. iia, through,
+ L. nodus, a knot : see node and nodal.'] In

math., passing through a node. Dianodal center,
a point related to a system of given point.*, all but two of
which may lie arbitrarily chosen, in such a way that if a
surface of a certain order has nodes at those given points
any additional nodes that it may have niugt lie at one or
more of the dianodal centers. Dianodal curve, a curve
so related to a determinate number of given points, all but
one of which may be arbitrarily chosen, that if a surface of
a given order has nodes at all those points any additional
node which it may have must lie somewhere, and may lie

anywhere, on the dianodal curve. The dianodal curve for
a quartic surface is of the isth order. Dianodal sur-
face, a surface on which must lie (except in certain cases)
any nodes of a surface of a given order which is to have
a certain number of nodes at certain arbitrarily chosen
points. Thus, if a quartic surface is to have seven nodes
at arbitrarily chosen points, any eighth node which it may
have, unless it is at a certain point, must lie somewhere,
and may lie anywhere, on a certain sextic surface, the di-

anodal surface of the seven nodes,

dianoetic (di"a-no-et'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Sta-

votfriKof, of or' for thinking, intellectual, < Sia-

voqr6f, verbal adj. of SiavotieOai, think of, think

over, purpose, < ft&, through, + vociv, think, <

roof, contr. voi'f, mind, thought.] I. a. Think-

ing ; intellectual
;
of or pertaining to the dis-

cursive faculty.
II. n. That part of logic which treats of

ratiocination. Sir William Hamilton proposed to ex-
tend the meaning of the term so as to include the whole
science of the laws of thought.

I wonid employ . . . dianoetic to denote the operations
of the discursive, elaborative, or comparative faculty.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., x*vii.

dianoialogy (di'a-noi-al'o-ji). n. [Irreg. for
the analogically reg. "dianozology, < Gr. dtavoia,

intelligence, understanding, thought, purpose
(cf. iiavotioOai, think of, purpose : see dianoetic),+ -foyia, < teyttv, speak: see -ology.~\ That de-

partment of philosophy which treats of the di-

anoetic faculties. Sir W. Hamilton.
dianome (di'a-nom), n. [< Gr. oiavoftt/, distri-

bution, < fiav'tfietv, distribute.] In math., a sur-

face, especially a quartic surface, having all its

nodes, over and above the number which can
be arbitrarily located, situated on the diauodal
surface of the latter.

a. China Finlc (fliaHtltHt Chtttettsri . *. Clove Pink (Dian
CaryefkyllMS*.



Dianthus

DianthUS ((ll-an'thus), n. [NL., said to be <

Ur. (Kof, divine, + avt)o$, a flower
;
but perhaps

< Gr. Smvtifc, double-flowering, < 61-, two-, + av-

6of, a flower.] A large herbaceous genus of the

natural order Caryophyllaceie, natives of the

Mediterranean region and temperate Asia, dis-

tinguished from other related genera by a ea-

lyculate tubular calyx and peltate seeds with
a straight embryo. Various species are known by the
common English name of pink, and several have long been
in cultivation for the fragrance and beauty of their flow-

ers. From the clove-pink (D. Caryophyllus) of southern

Europe have originated all the numerous forms of the
carnation. (See carnation*.) The sweet-william or bunch-

pink (Z>. barbatus), the pheasant's eye (D. plumarius), and
the China or Indian pink (D. Chinensis), in many varieties,
are common in gardens, as well as hybrids of these and
other species. See pink, and cut on preceding page.

diapaset (di'a-pas), n. Same as diapason.
And make a tunefull Diapase of pleasures.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses.

diapasmt (di'a-pazm), n. [= P. diapasme, < Gr.

SiairaaiM, scented powder to sprinkle over the

person, < iiairdaactv, sprinkle, < ti&, through, +
iraaaeiv, sprinkle.] A perfume consisting of the

powder of aromatic herbs, sometimes made
into little balls and strung together to be worn
as a chain.

There's an excellent diapasm, in a chain too, if you like

it. B. Jonson, Cynthia's .Revels, v. 2.

diapason (di-a-pa'zon), n. [= D. G. F. Sp. It.

diapason = Pg. diapasao, < L. diapason, an oc-

tave, < Gr. diairaauv, the concord of the first

and last tones, more correctly written sepa-
rately, ff 6A vaauv, an abbrev. of the phrase %
flia Kaaarv xpp&uv avftijxjvia, a concord through all

the tones that is, a concord of the two tones
obtained by passing through all the tones: Sia,

prep., through ; iraauv, gen. pi. fern, of naf, all
;

Xopouv, gen. pi. of xP^Vi * string; avfujxjvia,

symphony: see dia-, pant-, chord, symphony.']
In music : (a) In the ancient Greek system, the
octave.
The diapason or eight in musick is the sweetest con-

cord
; inasmuch as it is in effect an unison.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 103.

(6) The entire compass of a voice or an instru-
ment.

But cheerfull Birds, chirping him sweet Good-morrows,
With Natures Musick do beguile his sorrows

;

Teaching the fragrant Forrests, day by day,
The Diapason of their Heav'nly lay.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

From harmony to harmony
Through all the compass of the notes it ran,
The diapason closing full in Man.

Dryden, Song for St. Cecilia's Day, 1687, 1. 15.

(c) Correct tune or pitch.
Love their motion sway'd

In perfect diapason, whilst they stood
In first obedience, and their state of good.

Milton, A Solemn Music, 1. 23.

(d) (1) A rule by which organ-pipes, flutes,

etc., are constructed, so as to produce sounds
of the proper pitch. (2) A fixed standard of

pitch, as the French diapason normal, accord-

ing to which the A next above middle C
has 435 vibrations per second. See pitch. (3)
A tuning-fork, (e) In organ-building, the two
principal foundation-stops, called respectively
the open diapason and the stopped diapason.
The open diapason has metal pipes of large scale, open at
the top, giving that full, sonorous, majestic tone which is

the typical organ-tone. The stopped diapason has wooden
pipes of large scale, stopped at the top by wooden plugs,
giving that powerful, flute-like tone which is the typical
flute-tone of the organ. The most important mutation-
stops of the open-diapason species are the double open
diapason, sounding the octave below the key struck ; the
principal or octave, sounding the octave above ; and the
fifteenth, sounding the second octave above. Those of the
stopped-diapason species are the bourdon, sounding the oc-
tave below

; the flute, sounding the octave above
; and the

piccolo, sounding the second octave above. Many varieties
of each of these occur. See stop. Diapason diapente,
or diapason cum diapente, in Gr. and medieval music,
the interval of an octave and a fifth, or a twelfth. Dla-
pason diatessaron, or diapason cum dlatessaron,
in Gr. and medieval music, the interval of an octave and a
fourth, or an eleventh. Diapason ditone, in Gr. and
medieval music, the interval of an octave and a major
third, or a major tenth. Diapason normal, the pitch
which is recognized as the standard in France. See pitch.
Diapason semi-dltone, in Gr, and medieval music,

the interval of an octave and a minor third, or a minor
tenth. Out of diapason, out of tune.

diaped (di'a-ped), n. In math., a line common
to the planes of two non-contiguous faces of a
polyhedron, just as the diagonal of a polygon
is the line joining two non-contiguous vertices.

diapedesis (dl"a-pf-de'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. <5<a-

trijorinif, a leaping tnrough ,
an oozing through the

tissues, < 6iaxr/6av, leap through, ooze through,
< 6id, tnrough, + vrjSav, leap, spring.] The ooz-

ing of the blood-corpuscles through the walls
of the blood-vessels without visible rupture.

Diapensia Lappo.
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diapedetic (di"a-pe-det'ik), a. [<

(-<let-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature

of diapedesis.
Diapensiaceae (di-a-pen-si-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Diapensia (Linmeus), the typical genus (< Gr.

dia TTCVTC, by five, in ref. to the
flower: see diapente), + -acece.~\

A small order of gamopetalous
dicotyledons, somewhat allied

to the Ericacece, including 6 gen-
era and 8 or 9 species, widely
separated in their distribution.

Diapensia, of 2 species, alpine or arctic

in eastern North America, northern

Europe and Asia, and Tibet, and Pyxi-
danthera, of the pine-barrens of New
Jersey, are dwarf heath-like evergreens.
The other genera, Shortia, Qalax, etc.,

of the Alleghany mountains, Japan,
and Tibet, are acaulescent scapigerous

plants with creeping rootstocks and evergreen leaves.

diapente (di-a-pen'te), . [< L. diapente, < Gr.

dia7rVT, for rj oid TT^VTS, sc. %opti>>v GVfjtpuvia, the
interval of a fifth (cf. diapason): oia, prep.,

through; irevre = E. five."] 1. In Gr. and medie-
val music, the interval of a fifth. 2. In phar.,
a composition of five ingredients ; an old elec-

tuary consisting of the diatessaron with the ad-
dition of another medicine. Diapason diapente.
See diapason.

diaper (di'a-per), n. [< ME. dyaper, diapery, <

OF. diapre,'diaspre = Pr. diaspre (cf. ML. dias-

prus, diaspra), a kind of ornamented cloth,

diapered cloth
;
a particular use of OF. diapre,

diaspre = Pr. diaspre = Sp. didspero, diaspro =
Pg. diaspro = It. diaspro, jasper, < L. iaspi(d-)s,

jasper: see jasper, which is thus a doublet of

diaper.'] 1. Originally, a silken fabric of one
color having a pattern of the same color woven
in it; now, a textile fabric having a pattern
not strongly defined, and repeated at short
intervals

; especially, such a fabric of linen,
where the pattern is indicated only by the di-

rection of the thread, the whole being white or
in the unbleached natural color. Compare
damask, 1 (d). The pattern of such diaper is usually
a series of squares, lozenges, and the like, or of sets of

squares, etc., one within another.

Anie weaver, which his worke doth boast
In dieper, in damaske, or in lyne.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 364.

Six chests of diaper, four of damask.
B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 1.

2. A pattern for decoration of any kind con-

sisting of a simple figure often repeated, as in

the woven fabric. Hence 3. Any pattern
constantly repeated over a relatively large sur-

face, whether consisting of figures separated
by the background only, or of compartments
constantly succeeding one another, and filled

diaphemetric
A cope covered with trees and diapered birds.

Inventory in S. K. Textiles, p. 38.

II. intraiis. To draw a series or succession of
flowers or figures, as upon cloth.

If you diaper upon folds, let your work be broken, and
taken, as it were, by the half : for reason tells you that

your fold must cover somewhat unseen.

f'eacham, Drawing.

diapering (di'a-per-ing), n. [Verbal n. of dia-

per, v.~\ 1. (o) A diaper pattern. (6) A surface
covered with diaper ornament. 2. In /icr.,the
decoration of the surface with ornament other
than heraldic bearings : said of the field or of

any ordinary. Also called diaper.

Diaperis (di-a-pe'ris), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. Sia-

ireipeiv, drive through, perforate, < 6ia, through,
+ treipetv, pierce, perforate.] A genus of atra-

cheliate heteromerous beetles, of the family
Tenebrionidce and subfamily 2'enebrionince. it

is characterized

by the broadly
oval body, entire-

ly corneous front,

eyes emarginate
in front, pygidi-
um not exposed,
and the first joint
of the tarsi slen-

Diaperis hydni.

a, larva ; b, beetle ; c, under side of head of
larva ; d, leg of same ; e, antenna of beetle.

(Lines show natural sizes.)

a l> c
Diapers. a, from Westminster Abbey, and b, c, from Lincoln

Cathedral, England.

with a design, especially a geometric design,
or one based on a flower-form. It is used in archi-

tecture, especially medieval, sculptured in low relief as
an ornamental ground, and is frequent as a background
in manuscript illumination, in painted panels, especially
with gilding, and as a decoration for other flat surfaces.

4. In her., same as diapering. 5f. A towel or

napkin.
Let one attend him with a silver bason, . . .

Another bear the ewer, the third a diaper.
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i.

6. A square piece of cloth for swaddling the
nates and adjacent parts of an infant

;
a clout.

Bird's-eye diaper, a kind of toweling.

diaper (di'a-per), v. [ME. only in pp. diapred,
dyapred, after OF. diapre, pp. of diaprer, F.

diaprer, diaper, ornament with diaper-work;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To variegate or

diversify, as cloth, with figures; flower: as,

diapered silk.

Let the ground whereas her foot shall tread.
For feare the stones her tender foot should wrong,
Be strewed with fragrant flowers all along,
And diapred lyke the discolored mead.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 51.

Down-droop'd in many a floating fold,
Engarlanded and diaper'd
With inwrought flowers, a cloth of gold.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

2. To draw or work in diaper, or as part of a
diaper; introduce in a diapered pattern or fabric.

der, but not lon-

ger than the sec-

ond. The few
species known,
both of the old
and the new
world, live, in the
larva and imago
states, in fungi
growing on old

logs. D. hydni
(Fabricius).ofthe
eastern United
States, is a shining-black beetle, with bright orange-red
elytra with variable black markings.

diaperyt, n. See diaper.

diaphanalt (di-af'a-nal), a. [As diaphan-ous +
-a/.] Same as diaphanous.

Divers diaphanal glasses filled with several waters,
that shewed like so many stones of orient and transparent
hues. B. Jonson, Entertainment at Theobalds.

diaphane (di'a-fan), n. [= F. diapltane, trans-

parent, < Gr. '6ia<fmvr/c, transparent: see diaph-
anous.'] 1. A silk fabric having figures more
translucent than the rest of the stuff. 2. In

anat., a cell-wall; the investing membrane of
a cell or sac. [Rare.]
diaphaneity (di'

/

a-fa-ne'i-ti), n. [< F. diapha-
neiti, irreg. < Gr. cia<t>dveia, transparency, < 6ia<j>a-

vfc, transparent: see diaphanous.] The power
of transmitting light; transparency; diapha-
nousness; pellucidness.

It [the garnet] varies in diaphaneity from transparent to

nearly opaque. Encyc. Brit., X. 81.

diaphanict (di-a-fan'ik), a. [< Gr. 6ta<f>a-vf/f,

transparent, + -4c.~\ Same as diaphanous. Ba-
leigh.

diaphanometer (di"a-fa-nom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

SuKjMvr/f, transparent, + fierpav, a measure.] 1 .

An instrument for estimating the transparency
of the air. 2. An instrument for testing
spirits by comparing their transparency with
that of spirits of known purity.

diaphanoscope (di-a-fau'o-skop), n. [< Gr.

Stofavfa, transparent, + CKOTTCIV, view: see di-

aphanous.'] A dark box in which transparent
positive photographs are viewed, either with or
without a lens. The positive should be placed as far
from the eye as the equivalent focal length of the lens
with which the negative was taken ; and when a lens is

used for viewing the picture, its focal length should be
the same as that of the lens with which it was taken.

diaphanotype (di-a-fan'o-tip), . [< Gr. faa-

Qavqf, transparent, + rwrof, impression.] In

photog., a picture produced by coloring on the
back a positive lightly printed on a translucent

paper, and placing this colored print exactly
over a strong duplicate print.
diaphanous (di-af'a-nus), a. [(Cf. F. diaphane
= Pr. diafan = Sp. didfano = Pg. diaphano =
It. diafano) < Gr. dia<f>avr/(, transparent, < Sia-

ipaiveiv, show through, < dia, through, + tyaiveiv,

show: see/flwo/ = fantasy = phantasy, fantom
= phantom.'] Transmitting light; permitting
the passage of light ; transparent; clear; trans-

lucent.
Behold the daybreak 1

The little light fades the immense and diai>lin<:n
shadows I Walt Whitman.

diaphanously (di-af'a-uus-li), adv. Transpa-
rently.

diaphanousness (di-af'a-nus-nes), . The qual-
ity of being diaphanous.
diaphemetric (di-af-e-met'rik), a. [< Gr. &'a,

through, + cuSiii, touch, + [ihpov, measure, +
-/c.] Relating to the measurements of the



diaphemetric

tactiU' sciisiliility of parts: as, ditiplicmetric

compasses.
diaphonic, diaphonical (d!-*-fon'ik, -i-k;iij. &
[< Gr. dtdtfuiix;, dissonant, discordant, taken in

lit. sense of '

sounding t lirough or across,' < din,

through, across, + Quvi/, a sound.] Same as

diaphoniCS (di-a-fon'iks), n. [PI. of diaphonic :

see -ics.] Same us diai'iiuistica.

diaphony (di-af'o-ni), n. [< Gr. dia$uvia}
dis-

sonance, discord, < St&Quvof, dissonant, discor-

dant: see diapkoitic. Of. symphony.] 1. Inane.
(!r. Mimic, a dissonance: distinguished from
si/Hiphnni/. 2. In nii'thi fa! music, the earliest
and crudesl form of polyphony, in which two,
three, or four voices proceeded in strictly par-
allel motion, at such intervals with one another
as the octave, the fifth, and the fourth. Also
called organum.
diaphoresis (di'a-fo-re'sis), n. [LL., perspira-
tion, < Gr. dttut>6pt/aif, a carrying off, perspira-
tion, < diatt>opeiv, spread abroad, carry off, throw
off by perspiration, < did, through, + Qopelv,

carry, freq. of ijiepeiv = E. bear*.] In med.,
perspiration, especially when artificially pro-
duced.

The insensible halitus, when in a quantity to lie con-

densed, and ill this state sensible to the feelings, is the

((m/,/,,,,,...,,. 1'arr, Med. Diet. (Ord Ms.).

diaphoretic (dFa-fp-ret'ik),
a. and n. [< Gr.

tajofjrattc, promoting perspiration, < dtaijaptlv,
throw off by perspiration : see diaphoresis.] I.

o. Promoting or increasing perspiration; sudo-
rific.

A diaphiirelick medicine, or a sudorittck, is something
that will provoke sweating. Wattg.

Diaphoretic antimony. See antimony.
II. n. A medicine which promotes perspira-

tion; a sudorific.

Diaphoretickg, or promoters of perspiration, help the or-

gans of digestion, because the attenuation of the aliment
makes it j>erspirable. Arbitthiwt.

diaphorctical (di"a-fo-ret'i-kal), a. Same as

diaphoretic.

diaphorite (di-af'o-rit), n. [< Gr. dtdtjio/mf, dif-

ferent (< dta<j>epeiv, differ: see differ), + -ite%,]

A mineral having the same composition as

freieslebenite, but crystallizing in the ortho-

rhombic system.
diaphragm (di'a-fram), n. [< F. diaphragme =
8p. diajrai/ma = Pg. diaphragma = It. diafrag-

<!,< LL. diaphragma, < Gr. didfpayua, a parti-

tion-wall, barrier, the midriff, diaphragm, <

diatfipayvvvai, separate by a barrier, barricade,
< did, between, + <j>payvvvai, equiv. to the more
common ippdaoeiv, fence, inclose, = L. farcire,

stuff, whence ult. E. farce and/brce3, q. v.] 1.

A partition ; something which divides or sepa-
rates. Specifically 2. In mech. : (a) A thin

piece, generally of metal, serving as a parti-

tion, or for some other special purpose : as, the

vibrating diaphragm of a telephone, for the
communication of transmitted sounds, (b) A
ring, or a plate pierced with a circular hole so

arranged as to fall in the axis of the instru-

ment, used in optical instruments to out off

marginal beams of light, as in a camera or a

telescope. Such diaphragms are often made movable,
especially for photographic lenses, so that one with a large
opening may be inserted when it is desired to admit abun-
dant light to the lens, in order to use a short ex|H>suie,
and one with a small opening when sharpness of detail is

more desirable than shortness of exposure.
3. Iii mint., the midriff; the musculomembra-
nous partition which separates the thoracic
from the abdominal cavity in mammals, in man
the diaphragm consists of a muscular sheet whose fibers

1 .-,'.!.-,

radiate from a trcfoiltcndiiiousceMtcr to attach themselves
to the lower tuiirjjinsof the thorax, ami behind form a ];u .-

bundle orieillirr Mile, callei I /-I//"/-.,',,/ r/,,,/on'/</'<(<//ii. I hr

diaphragm I* pierced l>y tint principal opening*: t!'

]>liit:r>'il!. tor the passage of Ihr esophagi* an pallicd

hy the pncilmogastric nerves; the aorln-, i..r Hi, passage
nt the aorta, thoracic duct, and large azygous

vein ; ami
the ctirttl, for the inferior vena cuva

;
besides some others

for sphuirhiik- nerves, etc. The diaphragm is invested on
its thoracic surface by the pleural and pericardia! serous
membranes ; on its abdominal surface by the peritoneum,
a fold of \\liirli. reflected upon the liver, forms the sus-

pensory ligament of that organ. The diaphragm is deep-
ly roiieavn-convex, the convexity upward; the general
figure is that of an umbrella. It is a powerful respiratory
muscle, contracting at each inspiration and so flattening,
while Its relaxation in expiration renders it more COMMA

;

its contraction also assists in defecation and in parturi-
tion, and ita spasmodic action is concerned in hiccough
and sneezing; when most relaxed it rises to the level . f

aiiont the fifth rib. A rudimentary diaphragm exists in

birds ; It Is best developed in the apteryx.

4. In cryptogamic hot., in Equisetum, a trans-
verse partition in the stem at the node ; in Se-

/(if/inella and its allies, a layer separating the

prothallium from the cavity of the macrospore ;

in Characece, a constriction formed by the en-

veloping cells near the tip of the oBgonium.
6. In conch., a septum or shelf-like plate ex-

tending into the cavity of a shell, more or less

partitioning it. Ala of the diaphragm. Seeola.
Crura of the diaphragm. See cm*. Iris dia-

phragm, n form of diaphragm used with lenses, in which
the size of the aperture is varied at will, and at the same
time kept nearly circular by the simultaneous motion
of a large number of small shutters. Ligaments of
the diaphragm, the internal and external arcuate lig-
unientous bftruer of the mammalian diaphragm, where it

arches over the psoas and qtiadratus lumliorum muscles.
Pillars of the diaphragm. See def. s. Revolving

diaphragm, in optic*, a lens-diaphragm consisting of a
disk pierced with holes of various diameters, and pivoted
in such a position that by rotating it any opening desired

may be brought in line with the axis of the lens. Trefoil
Of the diaphragm, the three leaflets into which the mus-
culoniembranoua part of the diaphragm is disposed.

diaphragmal (di-a-frag'mal), a. [< diaphragm
(LL. diaphragma) + -o/.J 1. Partitioning or

separating, as a partition between two cavities
;

septal. 2. Same as diaphragmatic.
diaphragmalgia, diaphragmalgy (di'a-frag-
mal'ji-a, -ji), ti. [NL. diaphraynialgia, < Gr.

did<t>i>a)-/ta, diaphragm, + d/.yof, pain.] Pain in

the diaphragm.
diaphragmatic (di"a-frag-mat'ik), a. [< LL.
ditiphragma(t-), diaphragm, 4- -ic.] Of or per-

taining to the diaphragm. Also diaj>hragmal.
Diaphragmatic foramina. See/ora,/in. Diaphrag-

matic ganglion. Hee0aii</n. Diaphragmatic gout.
Same as angina pectorU (which see, under angina).

diarian

diapnoet (di-ap'no-e), n. [< Gr. tianvoii, a pas-
sage, outlet, evaporation, perspiration, < dia-

irveiv, blow through, < i!w, through, -f- irveiv,

blow.] Sweating; pers]>iratiou. A'. I'hillipx,
1706.

diapnoic (di-ap-no'ik), o. and n. f= P. dinpim-
i'/i't ; as diujnioe + -ic.] I. . In un-il., pro-

ducing a very slight, insensible perspiration;
gently diaphoretic.
H. n. A remedial agent which produces a

very sljght,
insensible perspiration ; a mild dia-

phoretic.
diapnotic (di-ap-not'ik), a. [< Gr. duurvof/. pas-
sage, outlet, perspiration (see diuimoe), 4- -vt-

-ic. ] Promoting gentle perspiration.

ing the morphological character of a diapophy-
sis : as, a diapophyxial process ;

the diapophynial
element of a vertebra. Oeol. Jour.

diapophysis (di-a-pof'i-sis), n. ; pi. diapophyses
(-sez). [NL., <" Gr. Ad, through, +

VCJ

r Surface of Human Diaphragm.
, esophagus ; fCI, infcrinr vena cava ; TftD, thoracic duct ;

.40, uort.i.

diaphragmatitis (di-a-frag-ma-ti'tis),n. [NL.,
< LL. diaphragnia(t-), diaphragm, + -itin.] In

p<itln>l.. inflammation of the diaphragm or of

its serous coats. Also diaphragmitis.
diaphragmatocele (di'a-frag-mat'o-sel), . [<
Gr. did0/xzj/tti(T-), diaphragm, + Kiflji, tumor.] In

pathol., hernia, or a tumor, from a part of the

viscera escaping through the diaphragm.
diaphragmodynia (d!-a-frag-m6-din'i-8,), .

[NL., < Gr. iidfymyfia, diaphragm, -r- bdivi/, pain.]
Pain in the diaphragm.
diaphyses, n. Plural of diaphysis.

diaphysial (di-a-fiz'i-al), a. [< diaphysis + -al]
Pertaining to a diaphysis ; extending continu-

ously between two ends, as the shaft of a bone.

diaphysis (di-af'i-sis), n. ; pi. diaphyses (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. iiativaif, a growing through, burst-

ing of the bud, < iou/n'coDai, grow through, of

buds, < Aid, through, + QvcoQai, grow: see phy-
sic, etc.] 1. In /o/., an abnormal elongation
of the axis of a flower or of an inflorescence

;
a

form of prolification. 2. In anat., the conti-

nuity of a bone between its two ends; the shaft
of a long bone, as distinguished from its epi-

physes or apophyses.
diaplasis (di-ap'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. iid^aaif,
a putting into shape, setting of a limb (Galen),
< SiaTT>.aaaew, form, mold, set a limb, < did,

through, + vlAaoeiv, form, mold.] In surg., re-

duction, as of a dislocation or fracture. Dun-
glison.

diaplastic (di-a-plas'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. "did-

Tr/eioTof, verbal adj. of ounrhdaaciv, fonu (see

diaplasis), + -ic.] L a. Of or pertaining to

diaplasis: as, a diaplanlic medicine or embro-
cation.

H. a. A medicine used in the treatment of

fractured or dislocated limbs.

diaplex (di'a-pleks), n. Same as diaplextis.

diaplexal (di-a-plek'sal), a. [< diaplex + -J.]
IN ! taiiiing to the diaplexus.

diaplexus (di-a-plek'sus), . [NL., < Gr. Sia,

throuirli. -f 1,. pltsiix: seo /i^'nw.] The choroid

plexus of the diacoelia or third ventricle of the
brain. Also diaplex.

outgrowth: see apopliysis.] The transverse pro-
cess proper of a vertebra; the lateral process
from each side of the neural arch, paired with
its fellow of the opposite side of the same ver-
tebra. It Is one of the most constant and characteristic
of the several vertebral apophyses. When there are more
than one pair of transverse processes, the diapophysfs is

the dorsad or neurad one, as distinguished from a para-
pophysis or pleurapophysis. In cervical vertebra} the dia-

]>ophyses are commonly confluent with pleurapophyses,
forming a compound transverse process, pierced by the
vertehrarterial foramen, the posterior tuttcrcular Wing
the proper diapophysiai portion of such formations. Hee
cuts under alia*, cervical, and dorsal.

diaporesis (di'a-po-re'sis), . [LL., < Gr. tia-

iropT/aif, a doubting, a rhetorical figure so called,
< iiaxopeiv, doubt, be at a loss, < did, through,
apart, + diropetv, be at a loss: see aporia] In

rhct., a figure by which the speaker professes
to be in doubt which of several statements to

make, which of several courses to pursue or rec-

ommend, where to begin or end, or, in general,
what to say on a topic: as, What shall I do
remain silent or speak freely T Shall I call this

folly, or shall I call it crime T If a judge, the

audience, or an opponent is asked to settle the

doubt, the figure is called anactenosis.

Diapria (di-ap'ri-a), . [NL. (Latreille).] The
typical genus of jbiapriino!.

Diapriinae (di-ap-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dia-

pria + -ina;.] A subfamily of parasitic hyme-
nopterous insects, of the family J'roctotrypidff.
They have entire hind wings, 1-spurred fore tibia1

,
anten-

nae inserted alx>ve the mouth, and the broad hind wings
with no middle vein. The subfamily was established by
Haliday in 1

- lo.

diapryt, [< F. diapre, diapered, pp. of dia-

prer, diaper, adorn with diaper-work : see dia-

per, v.] Adorned with diaper-work ;
varie-

gated.
The Diapry Mansions, where man-kindc doth trade,
Were built in Six Dales: and the Seav'nthwas made
Tin- sacred Sabbath.

Sylvtiter, tr. of Un Itartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

diapyesis (di'a-pi-e'sis), . [NL., < Gr. Sta-

;riir

;<Hf, suppuration, < diaxveiv, suppurate : see

diapyetic.] Suppuration. Dunglixon.
diapyetic (dl'a-pi-et'ik), n. and . [< Gr. tia-

rrftfrdiof, promoting suppuration, < dicnrvtiv,

suppurate, < did, through, + n'mv, pus.] I.
a. In med., producing suppuration; suppura-
tive.

II. n. A medicine which produces suppura-
tion

;
a suppurative.

diapyle (dra-pil), n. [< Gr. did, through, +
~'-'->l, gate, entrance.] A term applied by
Miers to a perforation through the testa at the
end of a seed, for the passage of the raphe.

diarchy (di'ar-ki), n. ; pi. diarchies (-kiz). [<
Gr. as if 'AiapxM, < 'diapxof, only in pi. ai-

apxoi, lit. two rulers, < it-, two-, + apxeiv, rule.]
A government in which the executive power
is vested in two persons, as that of the two joint
kings of Sparta or of Siam, or as in the case of
William and Mary of England. Also, errone-

ously, dinarcliy.
diarhodont (di-ar'o-don), . [ML. 'diarhodon,
"tlinrrhodon, also diarhodinus, < Gr.

didppodof,
compounded of roses, < did, between, + pAAav, a

rose.] A color mentioned in medieval descrip-
tions of stuffs: probably, from its derivation.

a brilliant red.

diarial (di-a'ri-al), a. [< LL. diarivm, a diary,
+ -al.] Same as diaruin.

diarian (di-a'ri-an), a. [< LL. diariiim, a diary,
+ -'/.] Pertaining to a diary or journal ; jour-
nulistie.



diarian

You take a name ;
Philander's odes are seen,

Printed, and prais'd, in every magazine ;

Diarian sages greet their brother sage,
And your dark pages please th' enlighten'd age.

Ct'abbe, News-paper.

diarist (di'a-rist), n. [< diary + -ist.~\ One
who keeps a diary.

Incidents written down by a monk in his cell, or by a di-

arist pacing the round with majesty, would be equally

warped by the views of the monastery in the one case, or

by a nattering subservience to the higher power in the

other. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 274.

William [of JIalmesbnry] stands next in order of time
after Bede in the series of our historical writers, properly
so called, as distinguished from mere compilers and dia-

rists. Craili, Hist. Eng. Lit.

diarize (di'a-riz), v. t. or i.
; pret. and pp. dia-

rized, ppr. diarizing. [< diary + -4ze.] To re-

cord in a diary; write a diary.

The history that the earliest men of New England wrote
was what we may call contemporaneous history ;

it was
historical diarizing. M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., 1. 116.

diarrhea, diarrhoea (di-a-re'a), n. [= F. diar-

rliee = Sp. diarrea = Pg. diarrhea = It. diarrea

= D. diarrhoea = G. diarrhtie = Dan. Sw. diar-

rhe, < LL. diarrhoea, < Gr. dtdppoia, diarrhea, lit.

a flowing through, < Siappeiv, flow through, < &ia,

through, + 'pelv, flow.] A morbidly frequent
evacuation of the bowels, generally arising
from inflammation or irritation of the mucous
membrane of the intestines, and commonly
caused by errors in regimen, as the use of food
hurtful from its quantity or quality ;

intestinal

catarrh.

diarrheal, diarrhoeal (di-a-re'al),
a. [< diar-

rhea, diarrhoea, + -al.] Pertaining to or re-

sulting from diarrhea; having the character of

or characterizing diarrhea; catarrhal, with ref-

erence to the intestines.

That three thousand and more individuals, mostly chil-

dren, died from diarrhoeal diseases, does not surprise one
who is familiar with the intense heat of our summer.

Science, IX. 86.

diarrheic, diarrhoeic (dl-a-re'ik), . [< diar-

rhea, diarrhoea, + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of diarrhea : as, a diarrheic flux.

diarrhetic, diarrhcetic (di-a-ret'ik), a. [Irreg.
< diarrhea, diarrhoea, + -t-ic.] Same as diar-

rheic.

diarthrodial (dl-ar-thro'di-al), a. [< diarthro-

sis, after arthrodial.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of diarthrosis : as, a diarthrodial articu-

lation
;
diarthrodial movement.

diarthromere (dl-ar'thro-mer), n. [< Gr. Si-,

two-, + arthromcre, q. V.*] A vertebrate meta-
mere

;
the typical double-ring or figure-8 seg-

ment of the body of a vertebrate animal, cor-

responding to a theoretically complete vertebra
and its accompaniments. Cones, 1868.

diarthromeric (di-ar-thro-mer'ik), a. [< diar-

thromere + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a diar-

thromere or metamere of a vertebrate. Coues.

diarthrosis (dl-ar-thro'sis), n.
', pi. diarthroses

(-sez). [NL., < Gr. 6idp6poaig, division by joints,

articulation, < 6iap6povv, divide by joints, < <5<d,

between, + dpBpovv, join, articulate, < apSpov,
a joint. Cf. arthrosis.] In anat., that articula-
tion of bones which leaves them free to move
in some or any direction

; free, as distinguished
from fixed, arthrosis; thorough-joint: applied
both to the joints themselves and to the motion
resulting from such mechanism. The principal
kinds of articulation thus designated are enarthrosis, or
ball-and-socket joint, the freest of all, as seen in the hip
and shoulder ; ginglymus, or hinge-joint, as in the elbow
and knee ; and cyclarthrosis, or pivot-joint. See arthro-
sis. Also called abarthrosis. Rotatory diarthrosis.
Same as cyclarthrosis.

diary (di'a-ri), a. and n. [< L. as if *diarius,
adj. (only as noun: see II.), < dies, day: see

II-] I.t a. Lasting for one day: as, a diary
fever. Bacon.

II. .
; pi. diaries (-riz). [= Sp. Pg. It. diario,

< L. diarium, a daily allowance for soldiers, LL.
also a diary, neut. of "diarius, adj., < dies, day:
see dial, deity. The synonym journalis of the
same ult. origin.] 1. An account of daily
events or transactions

;
a journal ; specifically,

a daily record kept by a person of any or all
matters within his experience or observation :

as, a diary of the weather
;
a traveler's diary.

In sea-voyages, where there is nothing to be seen but
sky and sea, men . . . make diaries; but in land-travel,
wherein so much is to be observed, . . . they omit it.

Bacon, Travel.

2. A book prepared for keeping a diary ; espe-
cially, a book with blank leaves bearing printed
dates for a daily record, often including other
printed matter of current use or interest : as,
a lawyers' diary.
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This is my diary,

Wherein I note my actions of the day.
B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

diasceuast, . See diasTceuast.

cliaschisma (di-a-skiz'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. (5m-

nxiajLa, anything cloven, in music half the di-

esis, < 6iaax%t'v, cleave, sever, < &ia, asunder, +
axi&iv, cut, separate: see schism.] 1. In anc.

Gr. music, a minute interval whose size is vari-

ously given. 2. In modern music, the larger
subdivision of a syntonie comma (see comma,
5, 6), represented by the ratio 2048 : 2025. In
strict intonation it is the interval between C and D m. A
diaschisma and aschisma together equal a syntonie comma.

diascordium (di-a-sk6r'di-um), re.
; pi. diascor-

dia (-a). [< Gr. Sid, through, + cn6p6iov, a cer-

tain plant : see scordium.] An electuary in the

composition of which the plant scordium or wa-

ter-germander formed an important element.

Dunglison.
With their syrups, and their julaps, and diascordium,

and mithridate, and my lady what-shall-call-'um's pow-
der. Scott, Abbot, xxvi.

diasia (dl-a'si-a), n.pl. [< Gr. A/dma, pi., < Zrff

(gen. AioY), Zeus.] An ancient Attic festival

in honor of Zeus Meilichios (the Propitious),
celebrated without the walls, with sacrifices

and rejoicing, in the latter half of the month
Arthesteriou (beginning of March).
diaskeuasis (di-a-sku'a-sis), n. [NL., as if < Gr.
*
6iaaKcvaatf, < itaoKev6,'ta>, revise : see diasken-

ast.~\ Eevision; editing.
The authorship of this work is aptly attributed to Vyasa,

' the arranger," the personification of Indian diaskeuasis.

Eiwyc. Brit., XXI. 281.

diaskeuast (dl-a-sku'ast), . [< Gr. 6iameva-

VT>K, a reviser, "an interpolator, < itacucevd&iv,

get quite ready, set in order, revise for publi-
cation, < Sid, through, + oKevd^ctv, make ready,
prepare, < OKSvof, implement, tool, equipment.]
A reviser; an interpolator: used especially
with reference to old recensions of Greek writ-

ings. Also written diascenast.

I should be inclined to suspect the hand of the dias-

keuast in this passage more than in almost any other of

the poems. Gladstone, Studies on Homer, II. 83.

But these fables only purport to be Babrius spoiled,
after having passed through the hands of a diasceuast :

that is, some late writer who has turned his verses into
barbarous Greek and wretched metre.

Encyc. Brit., III. 181.

Diaspinae (di-as-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Diaspis
+ -inai.] A subfamily of Coccidce, typified by
the genus Diaspis; the scale-lice. Also written

Named Diaspina from its principal genus, Diaspis. It
contains some of the most pernicious insects in existence,
which, by reason of their vast multiplicity, ruin or destroy
whole orchards of valuable fruit trees, or groves of shade
trees. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 214.

Diaspis (di-as'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sid, through,
+ aoTivf, a shield.] The typical genus of scale-

insects of the subfamily Diaspince.

diaspora (dl-as'po-ra), n. [< Gr. diaairopd, a scat-

tering, dispersion, collectively, in the Septua-
gint and New Testament, the dispersed Jews, <

dtaaireipeiv, scatter, sow abroad, < did, through-
out, + airetpuv, scatter, sow.] The dispersion
of the Jews; among the Hellenistic Jews and
in the New Testament, the whole body of
Jews living scattered among the Gentiles after
the Babylonian captivity: also used by the
Jewish Christians of the apostolic age for their
fellow Christians outside of Palestine (rendered
"the strangers" in the authorized version of
1 Pet. i. 1, and

' ' the Dispersion
" in the revised

version).
The development of Judaism in the diaspora differed

in important points from that in Palestine.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 760.

diaspore (di'a-spor), n. [< Gr. diaairopd, a scat-

tering : see diaspora.] A hydrate of aluminium
occurring in crystals and foliated masses, color-
less or of a pearly gray. It is infusible, and a small
fragment placed in the name of a candle, or exposed to
the flame of the blowpipe, almost instantly decrepitates
and is dispersed : hence its name.

diaspret, . [< ML. diasprus, diaper, jasper:
see diaper, jasper. ] Same as jasper.
Great stones like to Corneolaes, Granats, Agats, Diaspry,

Calcidonij, Hematists, and some kinde of naturall Dia-
monds. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 216.

diaspront (dl-as'pron), n. [ML., var. of dias-

prtis, diaper, jasper, etc. : see diaper.'] Same
as diaper.

diastaltic (di-a-stal'tik), a. [< Gr. Siaarafci^,
able to distinguish, in music able to expand or
exalt the mind, < tSiaare/ttt>, dilate, expand, the ictus : as,

distinguish, < fid, apart, + areUeiv, send.] In
Gr. music, dilated or extended: applied both

diastole

to particular intervals and to a general heroic

quality in a melody.
diastase (di'a-stas), n. [< P. diastase, diastase,
lit. separation (see def.), < Gr. Siaaraaif, sepa-
ration: see diastasis.J A substance existing in

barley, oats, wheat, and potatoes after germi-
nation. It is obtained by digesting in a mixture of three

parts of water and one of alcohol, at a temperature of

113, a certain quantity of germinated barley ground and
dried in the open air, and then putting the whole under

pressure and filtering it. Diastase is solid, white, and
soluble in water and diluted alcohol, but insoluble in

strong alcohol. In solution it possesses the property of

causing starch to break up at the temperature of 150,
transforming it first into dextrin and then into sugar.

diastasis (dl-as'ta-sis), .
; pi. diaslases (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. rfmoracr/f, a separation, < dtaaTf/vai,

pres. SuardvaL, separate, cause to stand apart, <

Sid, apart, + oTijvat, pres. iardvai, cause to stand,
= E. sta-nd."] Forcible separation of bones
without fracture, as the result of external me-
chanical injury or direct violence

;
dislocation ;

luxation.

diastatic (di-a-stat'ik), a. [< Gr. SianrmMOf,

separative (cf. didaraoic, separation: see dias-

tase), < Siaarf/vat, pres. ouardvai, separate: see

diastasis."] Of or pertaining to diastase
; pos-

sessing the properties of diastase: as, a dia-

static ferment.

diastatically (dl-a-stat'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of diastase.

The quantity of the diastatically acting albuminous
substances increases with the progress of germination.

Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 291.

diastem (di'a-stem), n. [< LL. diastema, inter-

val : see diastema.] Same as diastema, 2.

diastema (dl-a-ste'ma), n.
; pi. diastemata (-ma-

ta). [LL., an interval, esp. in music, < Gr. Sia-

aTJifia, an interval, difference, < Staoryiiai, sepa-
rate: see diastasis.] 1. In zool. and anat., an
interval between any two consecutive teeth, es-

pecially between any two series or kinds of

teeth, as between the canines and premolars or

incisors, or among the incisors, as in many bats.
When there are no canines, as in rodents, diastema occurs
between the incisors and the premolars. It necessarily
occurs when opposing teeth are so long that they cross
each other when the mouth is shut. Man is notable as

having normally no diastemata, his teeth forming a con-
tinuous series, and being all of approximately equal
lengths. But the same is the case with some other mam-
mals, as in the genera Tarsius and A-noplutherium.
2. In anc. Gr. music, an interval. Also diastem.

diaster (di-as'ter), re. [< Gr. 6t-, two-, + aorrip,

star.] In biol., a double star; the caryoeinetic
figure which results from the aster of a nucleus
before this separates into two nuclei. See aster

and caryocinesis. Also dyaster.

A polar star is seen at each end of the nucleus-spindle,
and is not to be confused with the diaster.

E. S. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 833.

diastimeter (di-a-stim'e-ter), re. [Prop. *dias-

tasimeter, < Gr. Staaractt;, distance, interval (<

fuardvai, Sianrijvai, stand apart), + /itrpov, a

measure.] An instrument for measuring dis-

tances. E. H. Kniglit.
diastole (di-as'to-le), n, [LL., < Gr. SiaaToZr/,

dilatation, expansion, lengthening of a syllable,
< diaareAfaiv, dilate, expand, put asunder: see

diastaltic.] 1. The normal rhythmical dilata-

tion or relaxation of the heart or other blood-

vessel, which alternates with systole or con-

traction, the two movements together consti-

tuting pulsation or beating : as, auricular dias-

tole; ventricular diastole. The term is also extended
to some other pulsating organs, as lymph-hearts, and spe-

cifically to the expanding action of the contractile vesicle
of infusorians and other protozoans.
2. The period or length of time during which
a rhythmically pulsating vessel is relaxed or

dilated; the time-interval which alternates
with systole. 3. In Gr. gram., a mark similar
in position and shape to a comma, but origi-

nally semicircular in form, used to indicate the
correct separation of words, and guard against
a false division, such as might pervert the
sense. Such a sign was needed to obviate the confusion

arising from the ancient practice of writiim without divi-

sion between words. The diastole is still occasionally
used, generally in order to distinguish the pronominal
foims O,TI and o,rt, 'whatever, which,' from the particles

6-n, 'that,' and ore, 'when.' The usual practice at present,

however, is to use a space instead of the diastole. When
the present shape of the comma came into use, more or
less confusion between it and the diastole necessarily en-
sued. Also called hmiodiattole. See

4. In anc. pros., lengthening or protraction of

a syllable regularly short
; especially, protrac-

tion of a syllable preceding a pause or taking

Ire negabamus et tecta ignota subire.

Odd, Metamorph., xiv. 250.



diastole

Most cues of diastole in latin poetry are supposed to lie

ni-l.i'M > -> "I ivwTMMit 1., mi uhli i jiioiiuih lalhiii tlhMi'Ji

the pause which usually follows couM <>f itself make good
the metrical ilcticiciicy. This reversion Is seen chictly in

verb-terminations with tiniil ( and r : u,
Callidiis utsolcat hnmeris portare viator.

lit/race, Satires, I. v. 90.

diastolic (di-a-stol'ik), a. [< diastole + -ic.]

I Vi'hiiiiiiig to or produced by diastole.

diastolyt (di-as'to-li), n. An obsolete form of

l//lf^/lt/C.

Diastopora (di-a-stop'o-rii), n. [NL., for *Dia-

stutoporu, < Or'.' dtdora'rofi split up, divided (<

AaoTiywu, separate : see diasiasis), + iro^iof, pas-
sage, pore.] The typical genus of the family

Diastoporidae (dl-as-to-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Diastopora + -idai.] A family of cyclo-
stomatoug gymnolsematous polyzoans.
diastyle (di'a-stil), a. [< L. diaxtylos, < Or. 6ia-

arv'/jif, having the columns wide apart (whence
dMer&Uoy, the space between columns), < Aid,

apart,+ OTMOC., a column : see style'*.] In arch.,

pertaining to that arrangement of columns in

a classical order in which the intercolumniation
measures three diameters. See cut under inter-

COlumililllinn.

Diastylidae (di-a-stil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dia-

atjilin + -id<f.] "A family of macrurous thora-

costracous crustaceans, equivalent to the sub-
order Cumacen of some authors, containing re-

markable aniiectent forms related on the one

Diitstytis ijHadrisfinosa.

hand to schizopods, on the other to copepods,
and exhibiting m some respects a persistence of

a larval type of the higher Crustacea. They are
ThonwostmiM or 1'odopMhalmia with a small cephalo-
thoracic shield, typically 5 thoracic somites, 8 pairs of

legs, of which at least the two anterior pairs are bira-

inous or of the schizopod type, maxillipcds in 2 pairs,
and the abdomen elongated, of 6 somites, and in the
male bearing several pairs of swimming-feet besides the
terminal appendages. Diastyli* and Lfltcon are leading
genera. As understood by recent naturalists, it is limited
to Diatttyli* and Leptuxtiflitt ; these have the integuments
strongly indurated, Inxly ami tail sharply defined, and the

carapace large and vaulted, with a conspicuous rostriform

prominence.

ylis (di-as'ti-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. AidarvAOJ :

see iliit.-itii/i .\ The typical genus of the family
Diastylida;.

diasyrm (di'a-sirm), n. [< Or. iiaavp/iof, dis-

paragement, ridicule, in rhet. a figure of speech
so called, < diaai'pciv, disparage, ridicule, tear in

pieces, < <!i, apart, + o'vptiv, drag, draw.] In

rlut., a figure of speech expressing disparage-
ment or ridicule.

diatessaron (di-a-tes'a-ron), n. [L., < Gr. 6ia-

rcaadpuv, for >}
<!<a rcaadpuv, sc. xl"^v av/ujxjvia,

the interval of a fourth (see diapason, diapente) :

reaadpwv, gen. pi. fern, of rcooapef = E. four:
see tessara and four.] 1. In Gr. and medieral

music, the interval of a fourth. 2. [Gr. T& Aid

reaedpuv (Tatian, in Eusebius).] A harmony of

the four Gospels. The first work of this kind was that
of Tatian (latter half of the second century), a Christian

apologist, but afterward a Gnostic.

Who would lose, in the conference of a Diatessaron, the

peculiar charm which belongs to the narrative of the dis-

ciple whom Jesus loved ? Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

3. In old pliar., an electuary composed of four
medicines : gentian, birthwort, bayberries, and
myrrh Diapason diatessaron. See rfui/>am>u.

diathermal (di-a-ther'mal), a. [< Gr. did,

through, + Oepfi6s, heat, + -al. Cf. diatherman-

ous.] Same as tliutlH-riimii/imt.

diathermance, diathermancy (di-a-ther'-
mans, -man-si), n. [< diatherman-ous H- -ce, -ey,
after Gr. Oipfiavaif, heating, < Brpftaivttv, heat.]
The property of transmitting radiant heat; the

quality of being diathermanous.

diathermaneity ((ri-a-tlior-ma-ne'i-ti), n. [=
F. diathermaneitd ; as dialhn'iiian-oitg + -e-ity.~\

Same as diathermaiiee.

diathermanism (di-a-ther'ma-nizm), n. [As
diitllii'rnnni-ouis + -ism.] The transmission of

radiant heat.

diathermanous (dl-a-ther'ma-nus), a. [< Gr.

fiiafapfiaivEiv (dtadtpitav-}, warm through, { tied,

througli, -I- Oepfiaiveiv, warm, heat, < Oep/i6f,

heat.] Freely permeable by heat. The term is

^pecilieaUy applieil tn certain Ribuuiofll, such as crystal-
line pieces uf rock-salt, etc., which sntfer railiant heat to

p:lss through them, much in the same ay ;ts transparent
i>r diaphanous bodies allow of the passage of li_ht. Sec

absorption. Also diatherinal, diathermic, diathermoiu.
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diathermic (di-a-thcr'mik), a. [As ditttlierm-al

+ -if.J Same as diatlnrm".v
In thin plates some descriptions tint the sun with a

greenish hue : others make it appear a glowing red with-

out any trace of green. The latter are by far more dia-

HOTHH than tin former. Tyndall, Radiation, | 8.

diathermometer (di'a-ther-mom'e-Wr), it. [<
Gr. did, through, 4- fop/tof, heat, + pirpov, mea-

sure.] An instrument for measuring the ther-

mal resistance of a substance by noting the

amount of heat which it transmits.

diathermous (di-a-ther'mus), a. [< Gr. 6i&,

through, + Ocp/i6f, heat.] Same as diather-

manous.
The diathermou* forenoon atmosphere.

Amer. Jour. Sri., Whole No. mix. p. 890.

diathesis (di-ath'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. oidBeaic,

arrangement, disposition, state, condition (of

body or mind), < iiariOtvat, arrange, dispose,

place separately, < aid, apart, + nticvai, place,

put. Ct.thettis.] 1. In wed., a predisposing con-
dition or habit of body; constitutional predis-

position : as, a struinous or scrofulous diathesis.

She Inherited a nervous diathesis as well as a large
dower of intellectual and aesthetic graces.

JS. II. Clarke, Sex in Education, p. 98.

2. A predisposing condition or state of mind ;

a mental tendency ; hence, a predisposing con-
dition or tendency in anything.
In whichever rank you see corruption, be assured it

equally pervades all ranks be assured It is the symp-
tom of a bad social diathens.

a. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 256.

All signs fail in a drought, because the predisposition,
the diathexia, is so strongly toward fair weather.

The Century, XXV. 675.

diathetic (di-a-thet'ik), a. [< diathesis (-thet-)
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to or dependent upon
diathesis; constitutional: as, diathetic tumors.

Diathetic diseases: that is to say, diseases dependent
upon a peculiar disposition of iKxiy or mind, or l)oth.

V. W. Richardton, Pi-event. Med., p. 6O5.

diathetically (di-a-thet'i-kal-i), adv. In a dia-

thetic manner; as regards diathesis, or consti-

tutional predisposition ; constitutionally.
Out of the serous layer is evolved the whole voluntary

motor apparatus of hones, muscles, aponeuroses, liga-

ments, and serous tissues ; so that . . . they are related
to each other nutritionally and diathetically.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 346.

diatite (di'a-tit), n. [< diat(om) + -ite*.] A
cement composed of a mixture of shellac and
finely divided silica.

diatom (di'a-tom), ii. A member of the Diato-
macea.1 Diatom prism. Sceprixm.
Diatoma (di-at^o-mft), n. [NL., < Gr. as if

*<5Sro//of, verbal adj. of Aiarifiveiv, cut through,
< Aid, through, + riu-

vtiv, rauclv, cut.] In

hot., a genus of I>in-

tomaeea!, in which the

Diatoma, magnified. frustulesareconnect-
ed together by their

angles, forming a zigzag chain, and the valves

composing them only meet at the edges with-
out overlapping. There are about a dozen

species,
found on submerged plants and stones.

Diatomaceae (di*a-to-ma'se-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Diatoma + -acete.]

'

An order of microscopic
unicellular algte, much resembling the Desmldi-

acece, from which

they are distin-

guished by a sili-

cification of the
cell-wall and by
the presence of
a brownish pig-
ment which con-
ceals the green
of the chloro-

phyl. The cells are
cither isolated or
united into threads,
etc., and often se-

crete a thin jelly
in which they live

socially. Each frus-

tule is composed
of two separate
and similar parts
(valves), the edges
of which usually
fit one over the
other like the lid of
a box. Repvoilnc-
tion takes place, as
lu the desmids, in ''"'"

:
. ''"ud 'n

twn wnva liv illvi Klc "USttlle of Stnatfll,
iwo ways OJ lllVI-

showing striae; <-, Gtmfi
sion and by sexual

conjugation. Dia-

toms exist in all

parts of the world

Diatomacta, magnified.

a, young individuals of Cttfctmtma latt-

ceotatum ti, longitudinal view of a sin-

of Striatella tMtfrrufta.
showing stria? ; f, Gompkottttna hynli-
HMm. attached to a filament of CfttVfrVf f
J. stritittll* intfrrupta : many indi-

viduals united laterally to form a strap-
shaped colony, with a lateral pedicel,
f From Ue Maout and Decaisne's * Tralte

in immense numbers general de Botanique." j

diatribe

at the bottom of the sea and of freh water, and an also

I'inii'l .iii.u n. ! I" '' plants,

etc., and among mosses anil in -'i
i dftop ! ulitie*.

'I hi-rc arc many ^cm la, ;ucl tin- nnmliuruf known species
exceeds 1,500. They vary greatly In the form and mark-
ings of the valves, which are often i \ijin-it> 1> sculptured,
funning iK-autiful obje^U mnlcr the microscope and test-

ing its highest powers. In some species the lines are found
to equal 125,000 to the inch. Extensive fosnil deposits of
the siliclous remains of Itiatamacrtr occur In various lo-

calities, as at Bilin in Bohemia, and In Virginia, .Nevada,
ami California. They are sometimes used as polishing-

jinuilcr. They are abundant in guano. Also called Ba-
cinriate<K.

diatomacean (di'a-to-ma'se-an), n. [< diato-

maee-ous + -ait.] In hot., a plant of the order
Diatomucete.
diatomaceous (dl'a-to-ma'shius), a. [< Diato-
maccce + -ous.] Iri'bot., belonging to or resem-

bling Diatomacete.

During the voyage of the Challenger, a ... diatnmaeewu
ooze was found, as a pale straw-coloured deposit, in certain

parts of the Southern Ocean. Huxley, Physlog., p. 232.

diatomic (di-a-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. ii-, two-, +
dro/iof, atom, + -ic.] In cnem,, consisting of

two atoms: as, a diatomic radical: specifically

applied to hydrates which have two hydrogen
atoms united to the nucleus radical by oxygen.
It is these hydrogen atoms alone which are

easily replaced by metallic bases or other rad-

icals.

Tlie alcohols and fat acids are monatomlc, the glycols
are diatomit, and the glycerines are triatomlc compounds.

J. P. Coolie, chera. 1'hilos., p. 117.

diatomiferous (di'a-to-mif'e-rus), a. K NL.
IHatoma + L./erre"='E. beiir1

,
+ -ous.] Con-

taining or yielding diatoms.

diatomin, diatomine (di-at'p-min), n. [< dia-

tom + -iV-8, -ine2.] The buff or yellowish-brown
pigment which colors diatoms and brown algae,

obscuring the chlorophyl. Also called pliyco-
rttntliinc.

diatomist (di-at'6-mist), 11. [< diatom + -ist.]

A botanist who 'has made a special study of

the Diatomaeece.

diatomite (di-at'o-mit), ti. [< diatom -f -ite?.]

Diatomaceous earth
;
infusorial earth.

diatomoscope (di-a-tom'o-skop), n. [< NL.
Diatoma + Gr. anoireiv, view.] An instrument
for the examination of diatoms.
diatomous (di-at'o-mus), . [< Gr. as if *iid-

ro/iof, verbal adj. o'f itart/ivcir, cut through : see

Diatoma.'] In mineral., having crystals with
one distinct diagonal cleavage.
diatonic (di-a-ton'ik), a. [= F. diatonique =
Sp. diatonico = Pg. It. diatonico (cf. D. Gr. dia-

tonisch = Dan. Sw. diatonisk), < LL. diatonieus,
< Gr. itarovinov, also simply iidrovov (sc. Jf'vof,

class), the diatonic scale, neut. of didrovof, ex-

tending through, < itareivrtv, stretch through,
extend, < tid, through, + reiveiv, stretch, > rovoc,
tone: see tone.] 1. In (Ir. nnifrif, noting one
of the three standard tetrachords, consisting
of four tones at the successive intervals of a
half tone, a tone, and a tone: distinguished
from chromatic and enliarmonic. See tctracliord.

2. In modern m ttsic, using the tones, intervals,
or harmonies of the standard major or minor
scales without chromatic alteration. Diatonic
Instruments, instruments constructed to produce only
the tones of the standard major or minor scales of their

fundamental tone. Diatonic melody, a melody with-
out modulation. Diatonic modulation, a modulation
to a closely related key. See i'K'n<ari'n. DlatomcprO-
gression, a melodic passage in which the tones uf the
standard scale, major or minor, are used In succession up-
ward or downward. Diatonic scald, a standard scale,

major or minor. See wafe.

diatonically (di-a-tou'i-kal-i), adv. In a dia-

tonic manner.
diatonous (di-at'o-nus), a. [< Gr. tidrovof,

extending through': see diatonic.] Extending
from front to back: in masonry, said of stones
which extend entirely through a wall so that

they appear on both sides of it.

diatribat, Same as diatribe, 1.

I have read y learned Diatriba concerning Prayer, &
do exceedingly prayse your method.

Eeelyn, To Mr. E. Thurland.

diatribe (di'a-trib), n. [Formerly also, as L.,
diatriba ; = f. diatribe= Sp. diatr'iba = Pg. dia-

tribe = It. diatriba, < ML. diatriba, a disputa-
tion (L. diatriba, a school), < Gr. 6iarptj}i/, a wear-

ing away, pastime, way of spending time, a

school, a discussion, waste of time, < iiarpipeiv,
rub away, waste, spend time, discuss, < ota,

through, + rpifietv, rub: see trite.] 1. A con-
tinued discourse or disputation.

I have made ... a diatribe on the subject of descrip-
tive poetry. Lovxll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 132.

Specifically 2. A bitter and violent criticism ;

a strain of invective.



diatribe

Her continued diatribe, against intellectual people.
M. C. Clarke.

A really insolent diatribe, . . . which Knox toasted

himself to have launched at the Duke and the Marquis of

Winchester. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xxi.

diatribist (dl'a-tri-bist), . [< diatribe + -ist.']

One who writes or utters diatribes.

Diatryma (di-a-tri'ma), . [NL., < Or. Sia,

through, + rpujai, a hole, < rpiietv, bore, pierce.]
A genus of gigantic ratite fossil birds from the

Wahsatch group of the Eocene of New Mexico,

supposed to be the same as Gastornis (which
see). The type-species is D. giganteu. Cope.

diauli, n. Plural of diaulos.

diaulos (di-a'los), .
; pi. diauli (-11). [< L. di-

aulos, a double course, < Gr. dwztviof, a double

pipe or channel, a double course, < A-, two-, +
aii'Aof, a pipe, flute.] 1. An ancient Greek
musical instrument, consisting of two single

flutes, either similar or different, so joined at

the mouthpiece that they could be played toge-
ther. See cut under auletris. 2. In anc. Greek

games, & double course, in which the racers

passed around a goal at the end of the course,
and returned to the starting-place.

Besides the foot-race in which the course was traversed

only once, there were now the diaulos or double course
and the "long" footrace (dolichos).

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 766.

3. An ancient Greek itinerary measure, the

equivalent of two stadia,

diaxon (dl-ak'sonX a. and n. [< Gr. <i<-, two-,
+ afuiv, axis.] I. a. Having two axes, as a

sponge-spicule. See extract under diaxonia.

II. n. A sponge-spicule with two axes,

diaxonia (di-ak-so'm-a), n. pi. [NL., as diaxon
+ -.] Sponge-spiciiles having two axes.

When one of the rays of this triact spicule becomes
rudimentary, Diaxonia can theoretically be produced.
It is however advantageous to consider the diaxon spic-
ules as part of the Triaxonia.

Von Lendcnfcld, Proc. Zool. Soc., 188, p. 660.

diazeuctic (dl-a-zuk'tik), a. [Also improp. dia-

zeutic; < Gr. ifut^ev/cruufc, disjunctive, < Aafetj-

yviivat, disjoin (cf . TO 6iefcvy[ievov avarrj/ia, the dis-

junct system of music), < Sia, apart, 4- fyvyviivcu
= L. jungere, join : see disjunct, join, zeugma,
etc.] Disjunct: in anc. Gr. music, applied to

two successive tetrachords that were separated
by the interval of a tone, and also to the tone

by which such tetrachords were separated.
diazeutic (di-a-zu'tik), a. Improper form of

diazeuctic.

diazeuxis (di-a-zuk'sis), n. [Gr. AdCtff'f, dis-

junction, < iu^evyvinxu, disjoin: see diazeuctic.]
In anc. Gr. music, the separation of two suc-

cessive tetrachords by the interval of a tone,
and also the tone by which such tetraehords
were separated.

diazo-. [< di-2 + azo(te).~\ In diem., a prefix
signifying that a compound contains a group
consisting of phenyl (CgH6 ) united with a radi-
cal consisting of two nitrogen atoms.

diazoma (di-a-zo'ma), n.
; pi. diazomata (-ma-

ta). [L., < Gr. Adfu/ia, a girdle, partition,
lobby, < oiafawitvatj gird round, < 6ta, through,
+ (,uvvi>vai, gird: see zone.~\ In the anc. Gr.

theater, a passage usually dividing the auditori-

Theater of Epidauros, Greece, designed by Polycleitus.
D D, diazoma; K, orchestra, or konistra. (From the Proceedings

(IIj>aKTi<i)fori883ofthe Archaeological Society of Athens. )

um longitudinally at about the middle, cutting
the radial flights of steps, and serving to facil-
itate communication. In some examples there are
more than one diazoma, and in some small or rude thea-
ters none is present. In the Roman theater it was called
prcecinctw.

dib1
(dib), v.

; pret. and pp. dibbed, ppr. dibUng.
[Early mod. E. dibbe ; < ME. diVben, a var. of dip-
pen, dip : see dip, v. Cf. dab1

.'} I.f trans. To
dip.

1598

And Jesus blisced thaim on an,
And bad thaim dib thair cuppcs alle

And ber tille hern best in halle.

Early Eng. Metrical Homilies (ed. J. Small), p. 121.

II. intrans. To dip ; specifically, in angling,
to dibble.

In dibbing for roach, dace, or chub, I must not let my
motion be swift : when I see any of them coming towards
the bait, I must make two or three short removes, and
then let it glide gently with the stream, if possible to-

wards the fish. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 107, note.

dib1 (dib), . [< dib1
,
v.

;
var. of dip, n.~\ 1. A

dip. 2. A depression in the ground. 3. A
valley. [Prov. Eng.]
dib2 (dib), n. [A var. of dub3.} A pool ;

a dub.

[Scotch.]
The dibs were full ; the roads foul.

-Gait, Annals of the Parish, p. 312.

dib3
(dib), n. [E. dial.; origin obscure.] 1. One

of the small bones, or huckle-bones, of a sheep's

leg; the knee-pan or the ankle-bone. See as-

tragalus. [Prov. Eng.] 2. pi. A children's

game, consisting in throwing up the small

bones of the legs of sheep, or small stones, and

catching them first on the palm and then on the
back of the hand. As played with pebbles, this game
is also called chacktttones, jackstones. In Scotland called

chuckies, chucks,or chuckie-stanes, and played with pebbles.
3. pi. Money. [Eng. slang.]

Pray come with more cash in your pocket:
Make nunky surrender his dibs.

James Smith, Rejected Addresses, George Barnwell.

-dib, -div. [Hind, dip, dwip, < Skt. dvipa, is-

land.] The final element of many place-names
in India and the East: as, Serendift (an old

name of Ceylon), Malawies, Laccaatues.
Dibamidse (di-bam'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Diba-
mus + -idee."} A family of true lacertilians,

typified by the genus Dibamus. They have the
clavicles dilated proximally, and frequently loop-shaped,
the premaxillary double, no interorbital septum, no co-

lumella cranii, no arches, and no osteodcrmal plates.

Dibamus (dl-ba'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. 07/fa/wp,

poet, for "di/itj/joi;, on two legs, < it-, two-, +
/}jjfia,

a step, pace: see bema.} A genus of

lizards, typical of the family Dibamidce.

dibasic (dl-ba'sik), a. [< Gr. IH-, two-, + ftdatc,

base, + -ic.~] Same as bibasic.

dibatis (di-ba'tis), . [An artificial word. ] In

logic, same as dimaris.

dibber (dib'er), n. [Appar. < dib1 for dip + -er1 .

Cf. dibble1 .} 1. An instrument for dibbling;
a dibble, or a tool having a series of dibbles or

teeth for making holes in the ground. 2. An
iron tool with a sharp-pointed end of steel, or
the pointed end of a claw-bar, used by miners
and others for making holes.

The pointed ends of claw-bars are often slightly bent,
to facilitate getting a pinch and levering in certain posi-
tions. The end ... is called a dibber, for making holes.

B'm. Morgan, Man. of Mining Tools, p. 158.

dibble1
(dib'l), n. [< ME. dibbille, debylle, 'dibel;

appar. < dib1
, dip, + -el, equiv. to -er1 .} A

pointed tool, often merely a short, stout, point-
ed stick, used in gardening and agriculture to
make holes in the ground for planting seeds or

bulbs, setting out plants, etc.

I'll not ut
The dibble in the earth to set one snp of them.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

Take an old man's advice, youth, . . . bend thy sword
into a pruning-hook, and make a dibble of thy dagger.

Scott, Abbot, xxviii.

dibble1
(dib'l), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dibbled, ppr.
dibbling. [< dibble1

, n.} To plant with a dib-

ble, or to make holes in for planting seeds, etc.
;

make holes or indentations in, as if with a dib-
ble.

An' he's brought fouth o' foreign leeks,
An' dibblet them in his yairdie.

Remains of A'ithsdale Song, p. 144.

A skipping deer,
With pointed hoof dibbling the glebe, prepared
The soft receptacle, in which, secure,
Thy rudiments should sleep the winter through.

Cowper, Yardley Oak (1791).

Thaw sets in
After an hour a dripping sound is heard
In all the forests, and the soft-strewn snow
Under the trees is dibbled thick with holes.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

dibble2 (dib'l), v. i. pret. and pp. dibbled, ppr.
dibbling. [Freq. of dib1 for dip.} To dip or
let the bait fall gently into the water, as in

angling.
This stone fly, then, we dape or dibble with, as with the

drake. Cotton, in Walton's Angler.
Man in a small boat fishing : ask him civilly what he's

doing. He answers . . . "Dibbling for chub." ... All
the villagers dibble. F. C. Burnand, Happy Thoughts, v.

dibbler (dib'ler), n. One who dibbles, or an
instrument for dibbling.

dicacity

dibbling ((lib'ling), . [Verbal n. of dibble^, v.}

The act of dipping, as in angling.
Not an inch of your line being to be suffered to touch

the water in diblina, it may be allowed to be the stronger.
Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. -241.

dib-hole (dib'hol), n. In coal-mining, the low-

est part of the mine, and especially of the shaft,
into which the water is drained or conducted
so that it may be raised to the surface by pump-
ing or otherwise. [Lancashire, Eng.] Called

sump in Cornwall and in the United States, and

lodge in various coal-mining districts of England.
diblastula (di-blas'tu-la), n.; pi. diblastidai

(-le). [NL., < Gr. &-,'two-, + NL. blastttla. q.

v.] The two-cell-layered sac into which the

single cells or plastids constituting the germs
of the Enterozoa first develop. E. B. IMnkester.

dibothrian (dl-both'ri-an), o. and n. [< Gr. 61-,

two-, + ftodpiov, a pit.]" I. o. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Dibothriida'.

II. w.. One of the Dibothriida;; a tapeworm
with only two facets or fossettes on the head,
as in the genera Dibothriiim and Bothrioceplia-
lus. The broad tapeworm, Bothriocephahis la-

tus, is a dibothrian.

Dibothriidae (dl-both-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-

bothriiim + -ida;.} A family of cestoid flat-

worms, or tapeworms, having only two suckers

on the head :' a synonym of Bottiriocej>halid{e.

Dibothrium (dl-both'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr. it-,

two-, + /ioffpiov, dim. of ft68po(, a pit, trench.]
The typical genus of the family Dibothriidee.

dibrach, dibrachys (di'brak, -is), n. [< LL.

dibracnys, < LGr. M/ipaxvf (= LL. bibrevis), of

two short syllables, < it- (= L. bi-), two-, + ppa-

%('f = L. brevis, short.] In anc. pros., a foot

consisting of two short syllables ; a pyrrhie.
dibranch (di'brangk), n. One of the Dibranchi-
ata.

A whole lobe or arm of a Decapod or Octopod Dibranch.
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 674.

Dibranchiata (di-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of dibranchiatus : see dibranchiate.}
An order of aceta- ,

buliferous cephalo-
^

pods, containing
the decapod and oc-

topod Cephalopoda.
It is one of the prime di-

visions of Cephalopoda
(the other being Tetra-

branchiata), having two
gills in the mantle-cavi-

ty, from 8 to 10 arms
bearing suckers, a com-
plete infundibulum or

funnel, and usually an
ink-bag, with, or more
frequently without, a
shell. (See cut under
ink-bag.) All the living

cephalopods, excepting
the pearly nautilus, be-

long to the Dibranchia-

ta, such as cuttlefishes,
squids, calamaries, etc.,

together with the paper-
nautilus. (See cuts under
argonaut and Argonau-
tid(K.) Belcmnites are
fossil forms of the order.
The order is generally
divided into two subor-

ders, Octopoda or Octo-

cera, and Decapoda or
Decacera. Also called

Cryptodibranchiata. See
also cuts under belem-
nite and cuttlefish.

dibranchiate (di-

brang'ki-at), a. and

chiatus, < Gr. Si-,

two-, + SpAyrta,
gills.] I. a. Having "'.l^ branchiae; s, esophageal ga

two gills; specifi-
'

cally, in cephalopods, pertaining to the Di-
branchiata.

II. n. A cephalopod of the order Dibranchi-
ata ; a dibranch.
dibs (dibz), n. [Ar.] A thick molasses or syr-
up made in Syria by boiling down grape-juice ;

also, syrup or honey of dates.

dibstqne (dib'ston), n. 1. A little stone or bone
used in the game of dibs. 2. pi. Same as dibs , 2.

I have seen little girls exercise whole hours together,
and take abundance of pains to be expert at dibstones.

Locke.

dicacious (di-ka'shus), a. [< L. d/ca.r (dicaci-),

talking sharply or satirically, witty (< dicerc,

say: see diction), + E. -/,.] Satirical; pert;

saucy. Imp. Diet.

dicacityt (di-kas'i-ti), n. [< L. Mcacita(t-)s,

raillery, wit, (. dicax (dicaci-), witty : see di-

Female Cuttlefish (Sffta qfficina-
/w), illustrating anatomy of Dibran-
chiata.

i. 2, 3, 4, 5, the produced and modi-
fied margins ofthe foot, constituting the
so-called amis or brachia ; a, buccal
mass, with lips, iaws, and tongue ; b,

esophagus; c, salivary gland ; a, stom-
ach ; e, pyioric caecum ; /, infundibu-
lum ; .r. intestine ; A, anus; i, ink-bag;
-*. place ofsystemic heart ; /.liver; m,

; mantle; , left hepatic duct; o,

ovary; /.oviduct; ?, one of the aper-
tures by which the water-chambers
communicate with the ex



dicacity

Satiricalness ; sauciness; portness.

m
1 .'M \r

Swallow Sun-hml (Picttitm hiritndi-

Cocki-ram,
l.ueilius . . . hail u scornful name given him by the mili-

tary rficm'iVw of liis . n company.
Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, II. 133.

This gave- a sort of petulant dicacity to his repartee*.
Qrawt, Spiritual (Juixote, I. 8.

Dicaeids (di-so'i-de), n.pl, [NL., < Dictciim +
-iiln:\ An artificial family of oscine passorino
liinls, named from the genus Ilii'inim, usually
merged ill \cctni-iiiiiilit'. It includes, ac-cc.rding to
sunn- anilines. I!) L.'<-ri'-i'a <tf rbirlly Indian, Australian. and
I'l'lyneslan birds, resembling the sun-binls in many re-

SIM'rts.

dicaeology (di-se-oro-ji),n. [< LL. dicreologia,
< Gr. iiKatotoyia, a plea in defense, < <S/a/of,

right, just, neut. rd oUaiov, a right, a just claim

(< A'mn, justice), + -Aoyia, < feyeiv, speak : see

-"'".'/#] In rhct., a mode of defense by which
the accused admits the act charged as stated,
but seeks to justify it as lawful, or by pleading

mitigating cir-

cumstances.

Dicseum(di-se'-
um), n. [NL.
(Cuvier,1817).]
An extensive

genus of Indi-
an and East In-

dian tenuiros-
tral passerine
birds, of the

family Nectari-
niidte and sub-

family Drcpa-
nintK ; a group
of small sun-

birds, having a

slender, acute,
arcuate bill,
the tarsi short,
and the plu-
mage more or
less red. D.

tiirttndfiMtctum of Australia has a relatively broad and
flattened beak, like a swallow's (whence the name), and is

the type of a submenus Microchelidon. It was formerly
called tile /timllow-warbler. Also written Diceum. Strick-

land, 1843.

dicarbonate (di-kar'bo-nat), n. [< ftt-2 + car-

/ioimfcl.1 In client., same as bicarbonate.

dicarpellary (di-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [< di-2 + car-

in'l(l) + -art/
1
.] In bot.,' composed of two car-

pels.
dicast (di'kast), n. [< Gr. itKaarfa, a judg^e (in
Athens rather a juryman, the presiding judge
being 6 tcp/rfc: see critic), < itnafetv, judge,
< Aiiai, justice.] In ancient Athens, one of

6,000 citizens who were chosen by lot an-

nually to sit as judges, in greater or less num-
ber according to the importance of the case,
and whose functions corresponded to those of
the modern juryman and judge combined. The
6,000 diuasts were divided hy lot Into 10 sections of 600
eaeh, with a supplementary section of 1,000, from which
iuviikntal detirirncies or absences were supplied. The
flections were assigned from time to time to the different
courts ; and. according to the character of the case to be
tried, a single section sat, or two or more sections toge-
ther, or u fract iomil part of a section. In cases pertaining
to religion or military matters, etc., trial was sometimes
lud before a selected panel of dicasts (a special or struck
jury), who sat as exports. In cases of importance one of the
thesmothetes served as president of the court. Also dUcatt.

dicastery (di-kas'te-ri), n. [< Gr. iiKaarfaiov.
a court of justice, < fina^eiv , judge : see dicast.]
In Gr. antiq., a court of justice; especially, in

Athens, one of the courts in which dicasts sat
;

hence, the court or body of dicasts themselves.
Tin' dk-astery differed from the modern jury in that the
former may be regarded as the whole body of citizens rep-
ivs( uted by u numerous section sitting in judgment, while
the jury is a group of peers, originally also friends or ac-

quaintances, of the parties concerned.

dicatalectic (dl-kat-a-lek'tik), n. [< Gr. ttKara-

).j/KTof (Hephrestion),"< Si-, two-, double, + itara-

A;/.TOf,catalectic, < KaraMiytiv, leave off: see cata-

lectir.] In
pros., characterized by double cata-

lexis, both interior and final ; having an incom-
plete foot both in the middle and at the end.
The dactylic pentameter is an example of a dicat.-ilo-ti.-

line, the third and the last foot both being incomplete :
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(Us, dffn, pi. of dee, die: see die3.] 1. The
plural of die'-1 . 2. A game with dice. See die3 .

dice (dis), p.
; pret. and pp. diced, ppr. dicing.

[< ME. dyccn, play with dice, also cut into
cubes or squares, < dyce, dys, dice: see dice, .]

1. intran-s. To play with dice.

Againe they dice as fast, the poorest rogues of all
U ill sit them downe in open field, and there to gaming

fall. llakluyft Voyages, I. 888.

I ... dicrd not above seven times a week.

.VAo*., 1 Hen. IV., III. S.

U. trans, 1. To cut into cubes or squares.
2. To sew a kind of waved pattern on (the bor-
der of a garment). 3. To decorate with a pat-
tern (especially a woven one) resembling cubes
seen diagonally that is, with hexagons so
shaded by the run of the thread as to resemble
cubes so placed; less properly, to weave with
a pattern of squares or lozenges touching one
another. To dice away, to lose at dice

; gamble away.
(Rare.)

An unthrift, that will dice meat/ his skin,
Rather than want to stake at ordinaries.

Shirley, The Wedding, v. 2.

dice-box (dis'boks), n. 1. A box from which
dice are thrown in gaming, usually in the form
of a cylinder contracted in the middle.

The common method of throwing the dice Is with a hol-
low cylinder of wood, called the dice-box, into which they
are put, and thence, lieing first shaken together, thrown
out upon the table, strait. Sports and Pastimes, p. 403.

2. A species of insulator for telegraph-wires,
shaped like a box for throwing dice, along the
axis of which the wire is carried.

dice-coal (dis'kol), n. In coal-mining, certain

layers of coal which break readily into small
cubical fragments resembling dice in form.

[Leicestershire, Eiig.]
dkellate (di-sel'at), a. [< Gr.

dintf^a,
a two-

pronged hoe (< <!(-, two-, + KfMciv, drive, urge),
+ -afc'l.] Two-pronged, as a sponge-spicule.

Dicentra (di-sen'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. itKevrpoc,
with two stings or points, < it-, two-, + ntvrpov,
a point, sting, spur: see center^.] A genus of
delicate perennial herbs, of the natural order

Fumariacece, of about a dozen species, natives
of North America and eastern and central
Asia. The species have glaucous dissected leaves and a
heart-shaped or two-spurred corolla. The squirrel-corn,

Dichitonida

See ratalectic and procatal'
l

>-ti,-.

dicatalexis (dl-kat-a-lek'sis), n. [NL. (cf. LGr.
ftmra).i/s<a Marius Victorinus), < Gr. &-, two-,
double, + Kani/i/sif, oatalexis: see catalexis.]
In

pro*., concurrence of interior and final cata-
lo.xis ; incompleteness of both a middle and a
final foot ill a Hue.

dice (dis), n. i,l, [< ME. dice, di/cc (sometimes
in double pi. dyccs), irreg. spelling of dijse, dcys,

Bleeding-heart , Ditrntr., iffclaiilu).

D. Canadensi*, and Dutchman 's-breeches. D. Cucullaria,
are common species of the northern United States. The
bleeding-heart, D. ftptetalrilis, a very ornamental species
from northern China, is frequent in gardens. Also called
IHfli/tnt.

dicephalous (dl-sefa-lus), a. [< Gr. rfce>a>lof,

two-headed, < A-, two-, + KCIJXI^. head.] Hav-
ing two heads on one body; bicapitate.

dice-playt (dls'pla), n. The game of dice.

Dirt-play, and such other foolish and pernicious games,
they know not. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), li. 4.

dice-player (dis'pla'er), n. [< ME. diceplayer;
< 'lire + player.] One who plays at dice; a
dicer.

dicer (di'ser), . [< ME. dyser, dtjsar, < dys,
dice: see dice, .] One who plays at dice; a
gamester.
As false as dicen" oaths. Shale., Hamlet, ill. 4.

Diceras (dis'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr. i'tKcpas, a dou-
ble horn: see diccrwu.] 1. A genus of dimy-
arian bivalves, having subi><|iial valves with

spirally prolonged umbones and a very thick

hinge, with prominent teeth, two in one valve
and one in the other, occurring in the OSlite,

Right and Left Valves of Diceras ari

a, a, adductor ioipreuions.

and referred to the family Chamida:: named
from the pair of beaks twisted like a ram's
horns. Lamarck, 1805. 2. A genus of worms.
Rndolphi, 1810.

dicerion (di-ser'i-on), n. [MGr. imtpiov, < Gr.

tiittpo<;, two-horned (Mxepaf, a double horn), <

rfi-, two-, + lifpaf, a horn.] A candlestick with
two lights, representing the two natures of

Christ, used by the Greek bishops in blessing
the people. See tricerion.

dicerous (dis'e-ms). a. [NL., < Gr. iinepuf (ime-
PUT-, itKtpv-), also oinrpaf (Aintpar-), two-horned
(cf. Dicrurus), < it-, two-, + ntpof,

horn. Cf. W-
corn.] In entom., having a pair of developed
antenna*.

dicht. A corrupt form found only in the follow-

ing passage, usually explained as standing for
<f it (do it).

Much good dick thy good heart, Apemantns.
Shak., T. of A., L 2.

Dichatae (di-ke'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. it-, two-,
+ NL. cltceta, q. v.] A division of brachycerous
dipterous insects, containing those two-winged
flies which have the proboscis or sucker com-
posed of two pieces. It contains the family
Muscida; and others. The common house-fly
is an example.
The number of pieces composing the haustellum varies
two, four, or six ; and on this character Macquart has

founded his arrangement, naming his divisions Dichcetce,
Tetrachicta.', and Ilexaehactir, respectively.

1'axcne, 7,o6l. Class., p. 123.

dichaetons (di-ke'tus), a. [As Dichcette +
-ous.~\ Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Dieha-tte.

dichas (di'kas), n. [Gr. <5^of (A^arf-), the half,
< 6ixa, in two, < A'j ((!<-), twice: see rfi-2.] A
half foot in ancient Greek long measure. The
Attic measure is supposed to have been 5.84 inches, the
late Egyptian (1'hileUerian) 7 Inches, English measure.

dichasia, . Plural of dicltasium.

dichasial (di-ka'si-al), a. [< dichaxittm + -al.]
In bot., pertaining to or resembling a dicha-
sium.

The dichajtial form of Inflorescence.

Eneyc. Brit., IV. 124.

dichasium (dl-ka'si-utn), ii.
; pi. dichaitia (-S).

[NL., < Gr. <!(^n<r(c, division : see dichastasis.]
In bot., a cyme having two main axes.
dichastasis (di-kas'ta-sis), n. [NL., improp.
for "dichasis, < Gr. 'iixaoic., division, half, <

StXaetv, tixa&tv, divide, < cJ/^-a, in two, < A'c (At-),
twice: see di-2 .] Spontaneous subdivision.
Dana.
dichastic (di-kas'tik), a. [< Gr. Mxa<"f, divi-

sion; cf. dichastasig.] Capable of subdividing
spontaneously. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

dichet, " and t-. A Middle English form of
ditch.

DichelesthiidaB (di'ke-les-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dithelestliiiiin + -irfn-.] A family of sipho-
nostomous parasitic crustaceans or fish-lice,

typified by the genus Dichelesthium, having
abortive limbs. Also written Dichelestiidte.

Dichelesthium (di-ke-les'thi-um), n. [NL., <

(T) Gr. dixi^-nf, also (!/;faAof, cloven-hoofed, orig.
'

two-parted
'

(neut. Hxi^-ov, forceps ; < it-, two-,+ xn^hi a hoof, cloven hoof, claw, spur, forkeo!

probe, notch, etc., orig. anything parted, < ^
*X" in xaivctv, gape, yawn, part), + codietv, eat.]

Ditheleilhium tmrimu,

The typical genus of fish-lice of the family
DicheleitthiidtB. Also written Dichelfstium. Her-
mann, 1804.

Dichitonida (di-ki-ton'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

it-, two-, + ^(r<iv,
tunic (chiton), + -ida.] A

group of tunicaries, ascidians, or sea-squirts,

equivalent to the order Ascidioida.



dichlamydeous

dichlamydeous (dl-kla-mid'e-us), a. [< Gr. it-,

two-, + .^Xa/tu'f (x/ja/ivS-), a cloak (see cMami/x),
+ -eous.'] In bot., having a double perianth,

consisting of both calyx and corolla.

dichlorid (di-klo'rid), n. Same as bichlorid.

dichloro-methane (di-kld"r6-me'than), n. [<

diclilor(id) + methane.'] Methylene dichlorid.

dicho-. [< Gr. Si%o-, combining form of Sixa,

in two, apart, < c!/f (-), twice, two-: see di-2.]

The first element in several scientific terms,

meaning
' in two parts,'

' in pairs.'
Dichobune (di-ko-bu'ue), . [NL., < Gr. Sixa,
in two, + /3ovv6$,' a hill, height, mound, prob. a

Cyrenaic word.] 1. A fossil genus of non-
ruminant or buuodont artiodactyl quadrupeds
of Eocene age, type of the family Dicliolvnidai :

so called from their bunodout molars. 2

(dl'ko-bun). [7. e.] An animal of this genus or

of the family Dichobunidw.
Dichobunidae (di-ko-bu'ui-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dichobunu + -idai.~\

'

A family of extinct artio-

dactyl quadrupeds. They are related to the anoplo-
theres, but have the body somewhat leporiform, with the
hind limbs disproportionately longer than the fore, anil

the teeth more specialized than in the Anoplotheriidce.
The teeth are 44 in number, with 6 persistent upper in-

cisors. The dichobunes are supposed to have had a diffuse

placenta and a tripartite stomach with no developed
psalterium, and hence to have been non-ruminant. The
dentition is of the pattern called bunoilont. The leading
genera are Dichobune and Dichodon, from the Eocene.

dichogamic (di-ko-gam'ik), a. [< dichogamy +
-i'c.] Relating to dichogamy.
dichogamous (di-kpg'a-mus), a. [< Gr. iixa, in

two, + yd/iof, marriage.] In bot., exhibiting or

characterized by dichogamy.
With dichogamous plants, early or late flowers on the

same individual may intercross.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 209.

dichogamy (dl-kog'a-mi), n. [As (lichogam-ous
+ -y.~\ In hot., a provision in hermaphrodite
flowers to prevent self-fertilization by a differ-

ence in the time of maturity of the anthers and
Stigma. It is distinguished as proterandrotix or prater-

oijynous, according as the anthers or the stigmas are the
first to become mature.

The same end [cross-fertilization] is gained by dichog-
amy or the maturation of the reproductive elements of
the same flower at different periods.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 258.

Dicholophidae (di-ko-lof'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Dicholophus + -idee.] A family of birds, taking
name from the genus Dicholophus : a synonym
of Cariamidai (which see). J. J. Kaup, 1850.

Dicholophus (di-kol'o-fus), . [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < Gr. fiixa, in two, + Ad^of, a crest, ridge.]
A genus of birds : same as Cariama, 2.

dichord (di'kord), . [< Gr. dixopSov, an instru-
ment with two strings, neut. of Aixopfioc,, two-

stringed, < &-, two-, + xf>dilj string: see chord,
cord1 .] 1. An ancient musical instrument, of

the lute or harp class, having two strings. 2.
A general term for musical instruments having
two strings to_each note.

dichoree (di-ko're), . Same as dichoreus.

dichoreus (dl-ko-re'us), n.; pi. dichorei (-1).

[L., also, later, dichorius, < Gr. Stj(&pttO(, < Si-,

two-, + xope'of, choreus.] A double ehoreus or
trochee

;
a trochaic dipody regarded as a single

compound foot. Also called dichoree and di-

trochee (which see).
dichotomal (di-kot'o-mal), a. [As dichotom-ous
+ -al.] In bot., growing in or pertaining to the
forks of a dichotomous stem : as, a dicliotomal
flower.

dichotomic (dl-ko-tom'ik), a. [As dichotom-ous
+ -jc.] Same as dichotomous Dichotomic syn-
optical table. Same as dichotomous key (which see, un-
der dicluttomoiis).

dichotomically (dl-ko-tom'i-kal-i), adv. Same
as dichotomously.
dichotomise, v . See dichotomize.

dichotomistt (di-kot'o-mist), n. [< dichotomy+ -ist.'] One who dichotomizes, or classifies by
subdivision into pairs.
These dichotomies . . . would wrest . . . whatsoever

doth not aptly fall within those dichotomies.

Bacon, On Learning, VI. ii. 1.

dichotomization (di-kot"o-mi-za'shon), n. [<
dichotomize + -ation,~\ Division into two parts ;

separation or classification by dual or binary
subdivision.

dichotomize (dl-kot'o-miz), v.
; pret. and pp.

dichotomized, ppr. dichotomizing. [< Gr. SIXOTO-
fieiv, cut in two (6ixorouo^, adj., cut in two), +
-ize: see dichotomous.'} I. trans. To cut into
two parts; divide into pairs; specifically, to

classify by subdivision into pairs.
II. intrans. To separate into pairs ; become

dichotomous.
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The leaf in Dracunculns has a very peculiar shape : it

consists of a number of lobes which are disposed upon a

stalk which is more or less forked (tends more or less to

dichotomise). Nature, XXX. 272.

Also spelled dichotomise.

dichotomous (di-kot'o-mus), a. [< LL. dicho-

tomos, < Gr. iixorouof, cutting in two, propar-
oxytone A^oVo/Mc, cut in two, divided equally,
< iix"-, in two, + ri/j.viv, raudv, cut.] Pertain-

ing to or consisting of a pair or pairs ;
divid-

ed into two, or having a dual arrangement or
order.

Take the classification of the sciences, and it is seen that
the process begins at its widest sweep with a pure dichot-
omous division : it is the contrast of the Abstract and the
Concrete. W. L. Davidson, Mind, XII. 251.

Specifically (a) In bot., regularly dividing by pairs from
below upward ; two-forked : as, a dichotomous stem. A
good example of a dichotomous stem is furnished by the
mistletoe. See cut under dichotomy.

It is in this manner that the dichotomous character is

given to the entire stipes. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 294.

(b) In zool. : (1) Branching by pairs ; biramous ; bifur-

cate ; forked : as, the dichotomous division of a deer's ant-
lers ; the dichotomous foot of a crustacean. (2) Disti-

chous ; bifarious ; two-rowed or two-ranked ; parted in
the middle : as, the dichotomous hairs of a squirrel's tail.

(c) In classification, binary ;
dual ; arranged in two ranks

or series ; opposed by pairs, as a set of characters, or a
number of objects characterized by dichotomization. Also
dichotomic. Dichotomous key or table, in not. hist., a
tabular guide to the orders, genera, etc., as of a flora, ar-

ranged artificially, so that by a series of contrasts and ex-

clusions the desired order is finally reached.

dichotomously (dl-kot'o-mus-H), adv. In a
dichotomous manner

; by subdivision into two
parts or into pairs. Also dichotomically.

All the Sauropsida possess a larynx, a trachea, and one
or two lungs. The bronchi do not divide dichotomously,
as they do in Mammalia. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 267.

dichotomy (di-kot'o-mi), n.; pi. dichotomies

(-miz). [< Gr. iixorouia, a cutting in two, < Six-
rofiof, cutting in two : see dichotomous.] A cut-

ting in two
;
division into two parts or into twos ;

subdivision into halves or pairs ;
the state of

being dichotomous.
Nor contented with a general breach or dichotomy with

their church, [they] do subdivide and mince themselves
almost into atoms. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 8.

Specifically (it) In logic, the division of a whole into two
parts ; binary classification. Kanius revived, against the

Aristotelians, the Platonic doctrine, which has had many
adherents, that all classification should be by dichotomy.
But the opinion has found little favor since Kant.

We cannot by any logical dichotomies accurately express
relations which, in Nature, graduate into each other in-

sensibly. //. Spencer, Priu. of Biol., 75.

(b) In astron., that phase of the moon in which it ap-
pears bisected or shows only half its disk, as at the quad-
ratures, (c) In bot., a mode of

branching by constant forking, as
is shown in some stems, the vena-
tion of some leaves, etc. This
mode of branching in plants is

variously modified, as when only
one of the brandies at each fork
becomes further developed, in
which case the dichotomy is said
to be gyinpodial. If these unde-
veloped branches lie always upon
the same side of the axis, the sym-
podial dichotomy is helicoid; if

alternately upon opposite sides, it

is scorpieid. Argument from
dichotomy, one of the arguments
of Zeuo the Eleatic against plural-

ity and magnitude. Anything hav-

ing magnitude must consist of two parts, and those again
of two, ad infinituin. Thus, the ultimate parts have no
magnitude, and hence not the whole.

dichotrii&ne (di-ko-tri'en), n. [< Gr. iixa, in

two, + rpiaiva, a trident: see trioene."] In the
nomenclature of sponge-spicules, a dichoto-
mous triusne ; a cladose rhabdus whose three
cladi or arms divide into two. See trmne.

The arms of a triffine may bifurcate (dichotricene) once,
twice, 01 oftener, or they may trifurcate.

Sollas, Encyc. Brit, XXII. 417.

dichroic (di-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. oixpooc, two-
colored (see dichroous), + -ic.~] 1. Character-
ized by dichroism : as, a dichroic crystal. 2.
Same as dichromatic.

dichroism (dl'kro-izm), n. [< dichro-ic +
-ism.'] In optics: (a) A property possessed by
many doubly refracting crystals of exhibiting
different colors when viewed in different direc-
tions. Thus, palladium chlorid appears of a deep-red
color along the axis, and of a vivid green when viewed
in a transverse direction. Mica affords another example,
being nearly opaque when viewed in one direction, but

transparent and of a different color in another. This prop-
erty is due to the difference in the absorption of the light-
vibrations in the different directions. See pleochroism.

(b) The exhibition of essentially different col-

ors by certain solutions in different degrees of
dilution or concentration.

dichroistic (di-kro-is'tik), a. [< difhro-ism +
-is tic.'] Having the property of dichroism. Also
dichroous.

Dichotomy.

nella ttentata.

dick

dichroite (dl'kro-it), n. [< Gr. Mxpt, two-col-
ored (see dichroous), + -iVe2.] lolite (which
see): so called from its variation in color.

Dichromanassa (di"kro-ma-nas'a), . [NL., <

Gr. 61-, two-, + xpu/m, color, + vaaaa, Doric
form of vijaaa, vffrra, a duck: see Alias."] A
genus of herons exhibiting dichromatism

;
the

dichroic egrets, as the reddish egret, D. rufa,
which in one state is pure white (and known as
Peale's egret), in another variously colored.
dichromate (di-kro'mat), n. [< di-'-t + chro-

niate.~\ Same as bichromate.
dichromatic (di-kro-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. it-, two-,
+ ^pu^a(T-), color: see chromatic. Of. dichro-

mic.] Having or producing two colors
;
exhib-

iting or characterized by dichromatism. Also
dichroic and dichromatic.

dichromatism (dl-kro'ma-tizm), n. [< dichro-

mat-ic + -ism.~\ The quality of being dichromat-
ic

;
the state or condition of normally present-

ing two different colors or systems of coloration:
in zool., said of animals which, being ordinari-

ly of a given color, regularly or frequently ex-

hibit a different coloration, due to melanism,
erythrism, etc. The red and gray plumages of many
owls, the red and green plumages of sundry parrots, the
white and colored states of various herons, are examples
of dichromatism. See color-variation.

Remarkable differences of plnmage in many cases, con-

stituting dichromatism, or permanent normal difference
in color. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 65(1.

dichromic (di-kro'mik), a. [< Gr. itxpufiof,

two-colored, < tit-, two-, + xP"t*a i color: see

chrome, etc.] Relating to or embracing two
colors only; bichromatic: used by Herschel to
describe the vision of a color-blind person who
lacks the perception of one of the three pri-

mary colors assumed in accordance with the

Young-Helmholtz theory of color (which see,
under color).

Herschel regarded the vision of Dalton as dichromic, the
red being wanting. Le Conte, Sight, p. 63.

dichronous (di'kro-nus), a. [< LL. dichronus,
< Gr. dixpovoc, having two times or quantities, <

it-, two-,+ xpwoi; time.] luanc.pros.: (a) Hav-
ing two times or quantities ; varying in time

;

sometimes long and sometimes short
; common ;

doubtful (Latin anceps) : as, a dichronous vowel
or syllable; representing a doubtful vowel-
sound : as, a dichronous letter. In Greek grammar
the three vowel-letters a, i, u, which may be either long
or short in sound, are called dichronoiis, in contrast to the
four remaining vowel-letters, which are fixed in quantity
(e and o always short, >; and <a always long), (b) Con-
sisting of two normal short times or moraj;
disemie : as, a dichronous foot

; lasting for the

space of two times or morse: as, a dichronous

long (that is, an ordinary long, equal to two
shorts, distinguished from a tricltronous or
other protracted long): as, a dichronoun pause.
See dinemic.

dichroous (di'kro-us). a, [< Gr. fiixpoos, 6/xpovf,

oixpus, two-colored, < Si-, two-, + jpoio, %p6a,
color.] 1. Same as dichromatic. 2. Same as
dichroistic.

dichroscope (di'kro-skop), n. [Irreg. < Gr. Si-

Xpoof, two-colored,' + aKimelv, view.] An in-

strument for testing the dichroism of crystals,

usually consisting of an achromatized double-

image prism of Iceland spar, fixed in a brass
tube which has a small square hole at one end
and a convex lens at the other, of such power
as to give a sharp image of the square hole.
On looking through the instrument the square hole ap-
pears double, the light which passes through being divided
into two rays polarized in planes at right angles to each
other ; and if a dichroic crystal is placed in front of it, the
two images, corresponding to the two sets of light-vibra-
tions, will appear of different colors. A dichroscope may be
combined with the polarizing apparatus of a microscope.

dichroscopic (di-kro-skop'ik), a. [< dichroscope
+ -i'c.] Pertaining to the dichroscope : as, di-

chroscopic observations.

dichtings, ;. pi.
See digh tings.

dicing (di'sing), w. [< ME. dysyng, verbal n. of

dijscn, dijcen, dice : see dice, .] 1. Gaming with
dice.

Where diciivj is, there are other follies also.

Latimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

2. A method of decorating leather in squares
or diamonds by pressure. E. H. Knight.
dicing-house (dl'sing-hous), . A house in

which games with dice are played; a gaming-
house.
The public peace cannot be kept where public dicing-

houses are permitted.
Jer. Taylvr, Ductor Dubitantium, ii. 472. (Latham.)

dick1
(dik), n. [Var. of dike and of ditch.']

The mound or bank of a ditch
;
a dike. Grose.

[Prov. Eng.]



dick

dick2 OHIO, n. [Perhaps < D. drk, a cover, a

horse-cloth (cf. di'krn, 11 coverlet, blanket,

qililtl. Ille same Ms ilik, ;i deck: 866 (U'l'lc, n.,

.!' \vliirli il'n-k is thus appar. a viir. form. The
E. form may bo due in part to association with
the proper name Dick. Hence dim. ilickii-. <\.

v.
]

1. A leathern apron. 2. A bib. Malli-

iccll. [I'rov. Eng. in both senses.]
dick-dunnock (dik'dun"ok), . [< dick (see
iln-ki/-binl) + diinnock.] A local British name
of tile badge-sparrow, .i<-ccHtr iiiniiiiiiirix. Mae-

ottUvray.
dickens (dik'enz), n. [Prob. ult. connected
with LG. (Inks, diiker, d<-nk<-r, ili-il.ir, the deuce;
all prob. fanciful variations of deuce, LG. dus

(see dcitcel), the E. dickens simulating Dickon,
Diccon, an old dim. nickname for Richard (see

dicky1
), whence the surnames Dickens, IHi-hm-

son, Diccon.iiiii, l>ifl:< /. DfeMiuon. eto.1 The
doiice : used interjectionally, with the definite

article (formerly sometimes with the indefi-

nite).

Ford. Where had you this pretty weathercock ?

Mrs. l\ifie. I cannot tell what the dickens his namo is

my husband had him of. Shale., M. \V. of W., iii. 2.

What o dickins does he mean by a trivial Sum ?

Conyreve, Old Batchelor, ii. 1.

To play the dickens. Same as to play the deuce (which
see, llmler </i'/vl ).

It is not a safe matter to undertake to disperse these
robust monkeys who play the. rfiVAvjix with tile telegraph
lines. Kleetric Rev. (Amer.), XII. C.

dicker1 (dik'er), n. [= Sc. daker, dakir, daiker, a

quantity of ten (hides, etc.),< ME. dykcr = Icel.

dekr = Sw. decker = Dan. deger = LG. deker
= G. decker, ten (hides, etc.) (ML. decore, de-

cara, dicora, dacra, dacrnm, OF. dakere, dacre,
after the Teut. forms), < L. decuria, a division

consisting of ten, < deccm = E. ten : see decury
and ten.] The number or quantity ten

; par-
ticularly, ten hides or skins, forming the twen-
tieth part of a last of hides. [Obsolete or

provincial.]
Also that no maner foreyn sille no lether in the seid

cite, but It be in the yelde halle of the same, payinge for

the custom of eucry dykrr, j. A.

English OUdi (E. E. T. S.), p. 384.

dicker2 (dik'er), v. [Prob. < dicker^, with ref-

erence to the frontier trade in hides, skins,

etc.] I. intrant. To trade by petty bargaining
and barter; haggle.
The white men who penetrated to the semi-wilds [of the

West] were always ready to dicker and to swap.
Cooper, Oak Openings.

After years of dickering, highly discreditable to a great
State, Tennessee and her creditors agreed on sixty cents
as the figure at which the State's obligations should be
settled. If. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 136.

II. trans. To barter; trade off; swap. [Rare.]
ru. s.]

dicker2
(dik'er), . [< dicker?, <.] Trading

on a small scale by bargain and barter
;
a trans-

action so conducted. [U. S.]

Selfish thrift and party held the scales
For peddling dicker, not for honest sales.

Whittier, The Panorama.

dickey, n. See dicky
1

*.

dickinsonite (dik'in-sqn-it), n. [After the
Bev. William Dickinson.] A phosphate of man-
ganese, calcium, and sodium, occurring in crys-
tals and crystalline aggregates of a green color

and micaceous structure at Branchville, Con-
necticut.

Dicksonia (dik-so'ni-a), n. [NL., after James
Dirkson, a British botanist (died 1822). The
surname Diekson, otherwise spelled Dixon, is

equiv. to Dick's son, Dick being a familiar form
of Ilicliard, and used both as a Christian name
and as a surname. Cf. dicky1.] A genus of

ferns having large, much-divided fronds, and
small sori placed close to the margin of the
frond at the apex of a vein. The sorus consists of
an elevated globular receptacle bearing the sporangia,
and inclosed by the cup-shaped indusiiim. The latter is

open at the top, and partly adherent at the outer side to
a retlexed toothlet of the frond. The number of species
known is over 40, and about half of them are tree-ferns.
An Australian species, Dicksonia antarctica, is one of the
most ornamental tree-ferns in cultivation. Most of the
spivir* arc eniiiimxl to tropical America and Polynesia;
but a few occur in the southern part& of the north tem-
perate z<me, ami on<>. It. iu'f>^in.fcula, is common in eastern
North America, and extends as far north as Canada.

Dicksoniites (dik-so-ni-i'tez), . [XL.. < Dick-
nnniti + -iti'n.] The name of a genus of fossil

ferns proposed by Sterzel, including species pre-
viously referred by authors to I'tro/iti'i-ix, Ale-

tlio/tti'i-ifi, and other genera, from which this ge-
nus has been separated in accordance with cer-

tain marked peculiarities in its fructification.
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It occurs in tho Lower Carboniferous in various

localities in Europe.
dicky 1

(dik'i), M.; pi. dickien (-iz). [E. dial.,

also called dfob-Mf/ a familiar use of the proper
name /*/.-, dim. Dicky; cf. jack, jiti-k-asg, of

similar origin. The name Dick, otherwise Hick,
is a familiar form of Ilicliurd, a favorite name
in England since the time of Richard Coeiir de
Lion. The name is P., of OHG. origin : OHG.
rililii, rinlii, powerful, rich

; lutrti, in comp. -hart,

strong, brave : see rich and hard. Cf. dickens.]
An ass ; a donkey.

Time to begin the dicky races,
More famed for laughter than for speed.

Bloomfield, Richard and Kate.

dicky2 , dickey (dik'i), n. ; pi. dickies, dickeys

(-iz). [Of dial, origin ;
dim. of dick*, q. v.] 1.

A leathern apron. 2. A child's bib. 3. A
shirt-front; a separate front worn over the

breast in place of a shirt, or to hide a shirt not
fit to be seen. Separate shirt-fronU of this kind, &Lso

called /ate- bosom* and nhanu, were worn over plain shirts

for many years in the first half of the nineteenth century.

4. A kind of high standing shirt-collar formerly
worn. [New Eng.]
My soul swells till it almost tears the shirt off my buz-

/iiin. and even fractures my dickey.
J. C. Heal, Charcoal Sketches, iii. 34.

5. The seat in a carriage on which the driver

sits, whether in front or not; a seat behind the

body of a carriage for servants, etc.

Three people were squeezed into it besides the driver,
who sat, of course, in his own particular little dickey at

Dicranum

dicondylian (di-knn-dil'i-an), a. [< Gr.
1*1 >>;, double-knuckled, <<fi-, double-, + nav.
knuckle: see condyle.] Having two occipital

condvles, as the skull of a mammal or an am-
phibian: opposed to m

the side. Dickens, Pickwick, xlvi.

dicky-bird (dik'i-berd), n. [Also dickey-bird;
< dicky, dim., applied familiarly to animals (see

dickyf), + bird\] A little bird.

'Twas, I know, in the spring-time when Nature looks gay,
As the poet observes, and on tree-top and spray
The dear little dickey-birds carol away.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 329.

Gladly would I throw up history to think of nothing but

dickey-bints, but it must not be yet. Kinggley, Life, II. 41.

diclesium (di-kle'si-um), n.; pi. diclesia (-a).

[NL.,<Gr. 6i-, two-, + khyaif, a shutting up, clos-

ing, < K/U/e/v, close: see close!.] in hot., a dry
fruit consisting of an achenium inclosed with-

as in the four-o'clock, Mirabilis Jalapa.
diclinic, diclinate (di-klin'ik, di'kli-nat), a.

[< Gr. at-, two-, + i&iveiv, incline (see' clinic,

incline), + -ic, -ate1.] In crystal., having two
of the intersections of the axes oblique : applied
to a system so characterized. No crystals In na-

ture are known which belong to this system, and it is in

fact -inly a variety of the triclinic system, possessing no
higher degree of symmetry. Also diclinous.

diclinism (di'kli-nism), n. [< diclin-ous + -ism.]
In hot., the state of being diclinous.

Dicliniiin may appear everywhere and is actually ob-
served in many species, in which sexual cells are endowed
with free motion, whether active or passive.

De Banj, Fungi (trans.), p. 231.

diclinous1 (dl'kli-nus), a. [As diclin-ic + -ous.]
In crystal., same as diclinic.

diclinous2 (di'kli-nus), o. [< Gr. Si-, two-, +
Mm/, a bed, < iduvetv, recline. Cf. diclinic.']

In hot., having only stamens or pistils : applied
to unisexual flowers.

They ! ancninphilous plants] are often diclinous: that is,

they are either momecious with their sexes separated on
the same plant, or dioecious with their sexes on distinct

plants. Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 408.

dicoccous (di-kok'us), a. [< Gr. it-, two-, 4-

Kotmof, a berry: see coccus.] In hot., formed of
two cocci : applied to fruits having two separa-
ble lobes.

dicoelous (di-se'lus), a. [< Gr. 61-, two-, + <coi-

/.of, hollow.] Inanat. : (a) Cupped or hollowed
at both ends, as a vertebra ; amphiccolous. R.
Owen, (b) Having two cavities, in general ;

bi-

locular.

dicola, n. Plural of dicolon.

dicolic (di-ko'lik), a. [As dicolon + -ic.] 1. In

pros., consisting of two cola or members : as, a
ilicnlic line, verse, or period. In Greek and Roman
lK'try dicolic periods preponderate. The most frequent
kinds <>f verse, the dactylic hexameter and the anapestic
and trochaic tetrameters (but not the iambic trimeter,
which is monocolic), are examples. See colon*.

The first two lines of each stanza resemble the two cola
of a (ireck (//(<(/(* line, or two musical phrases making up
a longer strain. Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVL 85.

2. In rlirt., consisting of two clauses or groups
of clauses: as. a ilicnlic period.
dicolon (d!-ko'lon), M. : pi. dicola (-la). [NL., <
<!r. MKU).OI-, having two members, < ''(-, two-, +
nu).ov, member.] In i>ros., a verse or period
consisting of two cola, or members. See dicolic.

Hi" Amphibia arc the only air-breathing Vertehrata
which, like mammal*, have a dicondylian skull.

,/,-. Hril.,XV. 370.

Dicoryne (dl-kor'i-ne), . [NL. (Allman, 1859),
< Gr. *-, two-, + Kopivr/, a club, a club-like bud
or shoot.] A genus of gymnoblastic hydro-
zoans or tubularian hydroids, giving name to

a family Dicorynidai. D. conj'erta is an ex-

ample.
Dicorynidae (di-ko-rin'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Di-

coryne + -ida;. ] A family of Hydropolypinte, the

generative /.odiiis of which are free-swimming
polyps with two tentacles and without a mouth,
carrying two ova each. These zodlds hud only on

polypostyles, and never on the alimentary zooids which
have one verticil of filiform tentacles.

dicotyledon (di-kot-i-le'don), n. ; pi. dicotyle-
dons (-donz) or dicotyledones (-do-nez). [< Gr.

61-, two-, + KOTvhjSuv, a cavity: see cotyledon.]
A plant which produces an embryo having two
cotyledons. Dicotyledons form a natural class of the

phtenogamoiis series of plants, characterized by the two op-
posite cotyledons, an rxn-mm is mode of growth, and a net-

ted venation of the leaves, and by seldom having a trime-
rous arrangement of the parts of the flower. From the

structure of the stem, Increasing by external growth, they
are also known as exogenn. The gymnosnerms, in which the

embryo has several cotyledon* in a whorl, are usually in-

cluded as a subclass, but by some recent botanist* they
are ranked a* a distinct class. According to the more
usual arrangement, the angiospermous dicotyledons are
divided by the characters of the perianth into I'olyiietalct,

Gamoitetali*, and Ajtetnlce or Monocldamydeix. These are

subdivided into 164 orders. Several modifications of this

system have been adopted, especially by continental Eu-

ropean botanists, the most imi>ortant of which is the dis-

tribution of the apetalous orders among the two other di-

visions. The total number of species of dicotyledonous
plants now known is about 80,000, Included under about

6,000 genera. See exogen.

dicotyledonous (di-kot-i-le'don-us), a. [As di-

cotyledon + -ous.] In bot., "having two coty-
ledons: as, a dicotyledonous embryo, seed, or

plant.

Dicotyles (di-kot'i-lez), n. [NL., so named
by Cuvier in allusion to tho curious glandular
organ on the back, which was regarded by old

travelers as a second navel; < Gr. nWrr/'oc,

having two hollows, < it-, two-, + HOTI'MI, a hol-

low, hollow vessel, cup, cymbal, etc. : see coty-
le. Sometimes ignorantly written Dyeotylcs
(intended for "Dyscotyles), and said to be < Gr.

<!t>o--, ill, bad, in allusion to the bad smell of the

gland.] The typical genus of the family Dico-

tylidce, or peccaries. D. toniuatim, the leading species,
is the collared peccary of Texas. The white-lipped pec-
cary is D. labiatit*, sometimes referred to a different genus,
Xtttnphimix. See peccant.

Dicotylida (di-ko-til'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Di-

cotyles + -idir.]

'

A family of swine having a

peculiar odoriferous dorsal gland, whence the
name (see Dicotyles). It is the only family of dico-

tyliform swine, is confined to America, and consists of
the peccaries. See peccary.

dicotyliform (di-ko-til'i-form), a. Pertaining
to the Dicotyliformia; having the characters of

a peccary.
Dicotyliformia (di-ko-til-i-f&r'mi-S), n.nl.

[NL., < Dicotyles + ~L. forma, shape'.] The
Dicotylidie, or peccaries alone, as a superfamily
group of swine, contrasted with the other swine

collectively, the distinction resting chiefly

upon detailed cranial characters. The canines
are acute and trenchant, simply declined, not twisted

outward, as ill the males of ordinary swine, and the coo-

dyles of the lower jaw are simply transverse.

Dicranobranchia (di-kra-no-brang'ki-S), . pi.

[NL., < Gr. 6'mitavof, two-headed (see Dicranum),
f fipayx"1 , gills.] A suborder of rhipidoglos-
sate gastropods. The gills are in two symmetrical
dorsal plumes (whence the name); the tKxly and shell are
not spiral ; the foot is slightly bearded ; the eyes are sub-

sessile; and the median teeth of the odontnphore are of

two kinds, the inner being small and ximilar. anil the outer

large and dissimilar. The group w-as named by J. E. Gray
for the family Fi&nirellido?, or keyhole-limpets.

Dicranoceros (di-kra-nos'e-ros), n. [NL., < Gr.

iucpavof, two-headed, + nt'pw;, horn.] Same as

Antilnciipra. Hamilton Smith, 1827.

dicranoid (di-kra'uoid), a. [(Dicrannm + -oid.]

Resembling plants of the genus Dicranum ; bi-

fid, as in Dieranum : said of the teeth of the

peristome of mosses.

dicranterian (di-kran-te'ri-an). n. Same as
iliiii-i'in/ti rian.

Dicranum (di-kra'num). H. f
XL..< Gr. (iocpnvor,

two-beaded, < *-. two-, + Kpaviov,,
the skull.] A

large genus of mosses, comprising many spe-
cies. The plants are large, and have spreading or secund



Dicranum

Dicrattunt scofarium.

a, plant,
natural size ; 6,

four bifid teeth of the peri-
stotne, highly magnified!

leaves with a strong costa. In this, as in allied genera,
the teeth of the peristome are bifld to the middle (dicra-

noid).

dicrotal (di-kro'tal), a. Same as dicrotic.

dicrotic (di-krot'ik), a. [< Gr. SinpoTOf, double-

beating, < Si-, two-, double, + Kporoc, a rattling
noise, beat, clash. ] 1 . Double-beating : applied
to the pulse when for one heart-beat there are
two arterial pulses as felt by the finger or shown
by the sphygmograph. 2. Pertaining to a di-

crotic pulse. Dicrotic notch, the notch in a sphyg-
niogram preceding the dicrotic crest. See sphygmogram.

Dicrotic wave or crest, (a) The second of the two
large waves of a dicrotic pulse as traced in a sphygmo-
gram. (&) The smaller corresponding crest or wave in

pulses not dicrotic.

dicrotism (dik'ro-tizm), n. [< dicrot-ic + -ism.']
The state of being dicrotic.

This dicrottem, however, characterizes particularly sep-
tic and typhoid types of fever. Med. News, LII. 401.

dicrotous (dik'ro-tus), a. [< Gr. dinpoTOf, dou-

ble-beating: see dicrotic.] Dicrotic.

Dicrurida (di-kro'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dicru-
rus + -idee.] A large family of dentirostral os-
cine passerine birds of Asia, the East Indies,
etc.

,
and also of Africa

;
the drongos or drongo-

shrikes. They have comparatively slender bodies, a long
forked tail, long rounded wings, a stout hooked bill with
rictal vibrissas, small but stout feet, and mostly black or
dark plumage and red eyes. The Dieruridce are not
shrikes in the proper sense of that term, but rather crow-
like birds of insectivorous nature and somewhat the habits
of flycatchers. There are upward of 50 species. The lead-
ing genera are : Dicmrus, of which Edolius is a synonym,
chiefly Indian and East Indian, but with one African
group of species ; Dissemurus, in which the length of
the tail is at a maximum ; Bhringa, Chibia, Chaptia, and
Melcenornis, the last African. The genus Irena is some-
times brought under this family. The term Dicruridce is

sometimes extended to the swallow-shrikes, Artamidce.
Edoliidce or Edoliance is a synonym. See cut under drongo

Dicrurinae (dl-kro-ri'ne), . pi [NL., < Dicru-
rus + -i>ue.] The drongos as the typical sub-
family of the Dicruridce, and containing all the
family excepting Ireninas, or as a subfamily of
some other family.
Dicrunis (di-kro'rus), n. [NL.. lit. fork-tailed,
< Gr. dwpof, shorter form of oinpovf, contr. of

<5poof, forked (equiv. to Smpaiof, forked, cloven,

and largest genus of Dicruridte; the drongos
proper. The flnga or king-crow of Bengal, D. macrocer-
CMS, is a typical example. The genus is often called
Bhuchanga or Buchanga. Edolius also is a synonym
but sometimes used for a section of the genus represented
by the Madagascan E. forficatv*. Another section of the
genus contains the singing drongos of Africa, as D. m-usi-
cus. A section with the tail most deeply forncate is

Dissemurus, containing such as the Indian bee-king D.
yaradiseus. See drongo.

diet (dikt), . [ME. dicte; < L. dictum, a thing
said: see dictum.] A saying; a dictum. [Ar-
chaic.]

What, the old diet was true after all ?

C. Beade, Cloister and Hearth, xxxvi.

dicta, n. Plural of dictum.
dictament (dik-ta'men), re. [< LL. ML. dicta-
men,< L. dictare, prescribe, dictate : see dictate.]A dictate

;
a precept ;

an injunction.
I must tell you (not out of mine own dictamen, but the

author s) a good play is like a skein of silk
; which, if you

take by the right end, you may wind off at pleasure.
S. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, Ind.

dictamentt (dik'ta-ment), n. [< ML. *Aicta-
mentum, < L. dictare, dictate . see dictate. Cf .

dictamen.] A dictate.

If any followed, in the whole tenor of their lives the
dwtaments of right reason.

Sir K. Digby, On Browne's Religio Medici.

Dictamnum (dik-tam'num). . Same as Dic-
tamnus, 2,
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dictamnus (dik-tam'nus), n. [L., also dictam-

num, < Gr. fitKTa/jvoc, 6'iKTafivov, also (5ra/tt>i>, dit-

tany, a plant which grew on Mounts Dicte and
Ida in Crete

;
hence ult. E. dittany, q. v.] 1. A

plant of the genus Dictamnus. -2. [cap.] [NL.]
A genus of rutaceous

plants,
of a single spe-

cies, D. dibits, the fraxmella or dittany, a na-
tive of southern Europe and central Asia. It is

an old inhabitant of country gardens, cultivated for its

showy flowers, which are of various colors, and for its

fragrance. The whole plant is covered with glands which
secrete an oil so volatile that in hot weather the air about
the plant becomes inflammable.

dictanumt (dik-ta'num), n. Dictamnus; dit-

tany.

The Hart, beeing perced with the dart, runneth out of
hand to the hearb Dictanum, and is healed.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 61.

dictate (dik'tat), v.
; pret. and pp. dictated, ppr.

dictating. [< L. dictatus, pp. of dictare (> It.

dettare, dittare = Sp. Pg. Pr. dictar = F. die-

ter, > D. dicteren = G. dictircn = Dan. diktere
= Sw. diktera), say often, pronounce, declare,
dictate (to another for writing), prescribe, or-
der

; freq. of dicere, pp. dictus, say: see diction.]
1. trans. 1. To declare or prescribe with au-

thority ;
direct or command positively, as being

right, necessary, or inevitable: as, conscience
dictates truthfulness and fair dealing ;

to dictate
a course of conduct, or terms of surrender.

I hope God hath given me ability to be master of my
own passion, and endowed me with that reason that will
dictate unto me what is for my own good and benefit.

Stale Trials, Lt.-Col. Lilburne, an. 1649.

The conduct of life [in Russia] was dictated to the citi-
zens at large in the same way as to soldiers.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 558.

2. To be the determining cause or motive of
;

fix or decide positively or unavoidably : as, ne-

cessity dictated the abandonment of the ship;
his conduct is dictated by false pride.

I find his present prosecution was dictated by tyranny,
cowardice, and revenge. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxxi.

3. To express orally for another to write down
;

give utterance or form to, as something to be
written : as, to dictate a letter to a clerk.

The mind which dictated the Iliad. Wayland.
= Svn. 1. To command, prescribe, enjoin, require.
H. intrans. To practise dictation; act or

speak dictatorially ;
exercise controlling or ar-

bitrary authority; assume a dictatorial, dog-
matic, or commanding attitude.

A woman dictates before marriage in order that she may
have an appetite for submission afterward.

George Eliot, Jliddlemarch, I. 80.

From the compulsory saintship and cropped hair of the
Puritans men rushed or sneaked, as their temperaments
dictated, to the opposite cant of sensuality and a wilder-
ness of periwig. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 393.

dictate (dik'tat), n. [= D. dictaat = G. dictat
= Dan. diktat, a dictate, = OF. dicte, dite, m.,
a dictation, F. dictee, f., dictation (see ditty), =
Sp. Pg. dictado = It. dittato, dettato. < L. dicta-

turn, usually in pi. dictata, what is dictated,
neut. pp. of dictare : see dictate, v. Cf. dight, in-

dict, indite, ult. < L. dictare.] 1. A positive
order or command; an authoritative or con-
trolling direction.

Those right helps of art which will scarce be found by
those who servilely confine themselves to the dictates of
others. Locke.

Besides his duties at Westminster, he must attend to
his constituents, must show himself among them from
time to time, and must be ever ready to listen to com-
plaints, suggestions, or even dictates.

Fortnightly Ret., N. S., XXXIX. 205.

2. An authoritative rule, maxim, or precept;
a guiding principle: as, the dictates of con-
science or of reason.

The Laws of well-doing are the dictates of right Reason.
Booker, Eccles. Polity, i. 7.

I credit what the Grecian dictates say. Prior.

This is an obvious dictate of our common sense.
H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 97.

It was, or it seemed, the dictate of trade to keep the
negro down. Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.

3f. Dictation. [Rare.]

Many bishops . . . might be at Phillippi, and many
were actually there, long after St. Paul's dictate of the
epistle. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 183.

4f. That which is dictated
;
a dictated utter-

ance.

The public prayers of the people of God, in churches
thoroughly settled, did never use to be voluntary dictates
proceeding from any man's extemporal wit.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v, 25.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Injunction, admonition,

dictature

dictation (dik-ta'shon), n. [< LL. dictatto(n-'),
< L. dictare, pp. dictatus, dictate: see dictate.]
1. The act or practice of dictating, directing,
or prescribing : as, he wrote the passage at the
teacher's dictation.

What heresies and prodigious opinions have been set
on foot, . . . under the pretence of the dictation and
warrant of God's Spirit ! Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 148.

2. Authoritative command or control
; positive

or arbitrary prescription, direction, or order :

as, his dictation brought affairs into great con-
fusion.

If either of those two powers [France and Spain] had
disarmed, it would soon have been compelled to submit
to the dictation of the other. Macaulay.

=Syn. Injunction, prescription, direction.

dictator (dik-ta'tor), n. [= F. dictateur= Sp.
Pg. dictador = It. dettatore, dittatore= D. G. dic-
tator = Dan. Sw. diktator = Gr. OIKTO.TUP, < L.

dictator, a commander, dictator, < dictare, pp.
dictatus, command, dictate: see dictate.] 1. A
person possessing unlimited powers of govern-
ment; an absolute ruler. In ancient Rome dicta-
tors were appointed in times of exigency and distress for
a term of six months ; and there were also dictators with
powers limited to specific acts. In later times usurpers
have often made themselves dictators, and dictatorial

powers have been expressly conferred. The rulers of Para-
guay bore the title of dictator for many years, and those
of several other Spanish-American countries have done so
for longer or shorter periods.

Government must not be a parish clerk, a justice of the
peace. It has, of necessity, in any crisis of the state, the
absolute powers of a Dictator.

Emerson, Amer. Civilization.

All classes have had to submit to that sort of authority
which assumed its most innocent shape in the office of
the Roman Dictator, its most odious in the usurpation of
the Greek Tyrant.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 84.

2. A person invested with or exercising abso-
lute authority of any kind; one who assumes
to control or prescribe the actions of others;
one who dictates.

Unanimous, they all commit the care
And management of this main enterprise
To him, their great dictator. Milton, P. R., i. 113.

The great dictator of fashions. Pope.

dictatorial (dik-ta-to'ri-al), a. [= F. dictato-

rial; as dictatory '+ -al.] 1. Pertaining to a
dictator; absolute; unlimited.

Military powers quite dictatorial. Irving.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of dictation
;

imperious; overbearing; dogmatic.
The disagreeable effect that accompanies a tone in-

clined to be dictatorial. Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 4.

I have just read yours of the 19th inst. If there be per-
ceptible in it an impatient and dictatorial tone, I waive
it in deference to an old friend whose heart I have always
supposed to be right. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 210.

= Syn. Authoritative, Doffmatic, etc. See magisterial.

dictatorially (dik-ta-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a dic-
tatorial or commanding manner ; dogmatically.
These are strong statements ; they are made dictatorial-

It/, because want of space forbids anything but assertion.
JT. A. Rev., CXXVI. 478.

dictatorialness (dik-ta-to'ri-al-nes), n. The
quality or state of being dictatorial.

A spirit of arrogance and contemptuous dictatorialness.

George Eliot, in Cross, III. 212.

dictatoriant (dik-ta-to'ri-an), a. [< dictatory+ -an.] Dictatorial.

A dictatorian power, more accommodate to the first pro-
duction of things. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 347.

dictatorship (dik-ta'tor-ship), n. [< dictator
+ -ship.] 1. The office or dignity of a dicta-

tor; the term of a dictator's office.

This is the solenmest title they can confer under the
princedom, being indeed a kind of dictatorship.

Sir II. Wotton.

2. Absolute authority; dogmatism.
This is that perpetual dictatorship which is exercised by

Lucretius, though often in the wrong. Dryden.

dictatoryt (dik'ta-to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg. dicta-

torio, < L. dicta torius, of or belonging to a dic-

tator^ dictator, a dictator: see dictator.] Dic-
tatorial.

Our English, the language of men ever famous and fore-
most in the achievements of liberty, will not easily find
servile letters enow to spell such ndictatory presumption
Englished. Milton, Areopagitiea.

dictatress (dik-ta'tres), re. [< dictator + -ess.]
A female dictator; a woman who commands
arbitrarily and irresponsibly,
dictatrix (dik-ta'triks), n. [L., fern, of dictator:
see dictator.] Same as dictatress.

dictaturet (dik-ta'tur), n. [= F. dictature =
Sp. Pg. dictadura = It. dettatura, dittatimi = D.
dictatuur = G. dictatur = Dan. Sw. diktatur, <

lj. dii-tatura, < dictare, pp. dictatus, dictate: see

dictator, dictate.] Dictatorship,



dictature

Some spake what a KtraiiKe resolution it was in Lucius

Sylla to resign 1'i-s t(i<-/:it</>;-.

l;ni-"ii. Advancement of Learning, 1. 92.

dicteryt (dik'to-ri), . [= Sp. Pg. dicterw, < L.

ilii'/ariiiHi, ii willy Niiying, in form as if < Gr.

<\in,T///>mi>, a place for showing, eccles. a sort of

pulpit (< iSe/Knif, verbal adj. of fauarbvai, show),
I in I. in sense < L. dicere, pp. dictux, say: see

diction.] A witty saying ;
a jest; a scoff.

I dlil lii'iip up nil tlie dietenei 1 could against women,
but now irr.ini Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 65.

diction (dik'shqn), n. [= F. diction, OF. dic-

linii, ilixiiiii = Mp. diccion = Pg. dicctto = It. di-

zione = D. dictie= G. diction = Dan. Sw. diktion,
< L. (lictio(n-), a saying, expression, kind of

delivery, style, use of a word, LL. also a word
(whence ML. dictionarium, a dictionary), < di-

cere, pp. dictutt, say, tell, declare, name, ap-

point, related to dlcdre, declare, proclaim, pub-
lish, = Gr. otiK-vivat, show, point out, = 8kt.

V/ dig, show, point out, = Goth, ga-teihan, tell,

announce, = OHO. zinan, MHG. eihen, G. zei-

hen, accuse (whence OHG. seigon, MHG. G. zei-

gen, point out), = AS. icon (orig. "tihan), accuse.
From the same Teut. root come AS. tfecan, point
out, E. teach, and AS. tdcn, E. token, q. v. The
L. dice're and dlcdre are the ult. sources of a

great many E. words: namely, from L. dicere,
E. diet, edict, verdict, dictum, ditto, etc., diction,

dictionary, condition, addict, contradict, inter-

dict, predict, addiction, contradiction, indiction,

prediction, etc., benediction = benison, maledic-

tion = malison, valediction, etc. ;
from the freq.

dictdre, E. dictate, ditty, dight, indict, indite,

etc.; from dfcdre, E. abdicate, dedicate, indicate,

predicate, preach, predicament, etc., index,judge,
indicate, adjudicate, etc. ; from the Gr. itiicvvvai,

E. deictic, apodictic, apodixis, etc.] 1. Expres-
sion of ideas by words; manner of saying;
choice or selection of words; style.

It is the imperishable diction, the language of Slink-

speare before Shakspeare wrote, which diffuses its enchant-
ment over the "Arcadia."

/. D'lxraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 105.

His command of language was immense. With him
died the secret of the old poetical diction of England
the art of producing rich effects by familiar words.

Macaulay, Dryden.

Nothing but the charm of narrative had saved Ariosto,
as Tasso had been saved by his diction, and Milton by his

style. Lowell, fielding.

2f. A word.
In dictions are first to be considered their etymology

and conjugation. Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

= Syn. Diction, Phraseology, Style. Diction refers chiefly
to the choice of words in any utterance or composition.
Phraseology refers more to the manner of combining the
words into phrases, clauses, and sentences : as, legal

phraseology; but it also necessarily involves diction to

some extent. Style covers both and more, referring not

only to the words and the manner in which they are com-

bined, but to everything that relates to the form in which
thought is expressed, including peculiarities more or less

personal to the writer or speaker.

The book of Job, Indeed, in conduct and diction, bears
a considerable resemblance to some of his [Milton's]
dramas. Macaulay, Milton.

The Book of Sophisms [In Aristotle's "Orgauon"] . . .

still supplies a very convenient phraseology for marking
concisely some of the principal fallacies which are apt to

impose on the untU-rstantliiix' '" tin' heat of a viva voce

dispute. D. Stewart, The Human Mind, II. ill. 3.

The genius of the great poet seeks repose in the expres-
sion of itself, and finds it at last in style, which is the estab-
lishment of a prrii vi mutual understanding between the
worker and his material.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 181.

Muted, Idiom, etc. See language.
dictionarian (dik-sho-na'ri-an), n. [< dirtion-

iiri/ + -.] The compiler of a dictionary; a

lexicographer. Itavaton. [Bare.]
dictionary (dik'shou-a-ri), n. and a. [= F. die-

tionuaire (> G. dict'ionAr = Sw. diktiondr = Dan.

diktioncer) = Sp. Pg. diccionario = It. dizionario,
< ML. dictionarium, neut., also dictionantis, m.

(so. L. liber, book), lit. a word-book, < LL. dic-

tio(n-), a word : see diction. First used, it is

said, by Joannes de Garlandia (died about A. D.

1250), the compiler of a dictionarius, a classified

list of words. Exactly equiv. in etymological
meaning are vocabulary, lexicon, and word-book.]
I. n.

; pi. dictionaries (-riz). A book containing
either all or the principal words of a language,
or words of one or more specified classes, ar-

ranged in a stated order, usually alphabetical,
with definitions or explanations of their mean-
ings and other information concerning them,
expressed either in the same or in another lan-

guage ;
a word-book ;

a lexicon
; a vocabulary :

as, an English dictionary; a Greek and Latin

dictionary'; a French-English or an English-
French dictionary. In the original and most usual
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sense a dictionary Is chiefly linimistlc and literary con-

tnhiintf all the common words of the langnm.'!- ith infor-

mation a* to their meanings and uses. In addition to defl-

iiitiims, the larger dictionaries include etymologies, pro-
nuncintioii. and variations of spellini', together with illn*.

trative citations, more or less explanatory information,
etc. Special or technical dictionaries supply information

on a single subject or branch of a subject : as, a diction-

ary of medicine or of mechanics; a biographical diction-

ary. A dictionary of geography is usually called a gazet-
teer.

What speech esteem you most? The king's, said I.

But the beet words? O, Sir, the dictimuin.

Pope, Donne Versified, Iv.

The niultipliration and improvement of dictionaries is

a matter especially Important to the general comprehen-
sion of English. O. P. Xargh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxi.

= Syn. Glossary, Lexicon, etc. See rocatmlary.

II. o. Pertaining to or contained in a dic-

tionary.
The word having acquired in common usage a vituper-

ative connotation in addition to its dictionary meaning.
J. S. Mill, Logic, v. 7.

dictum (dik'tum), n.; pi. dicta (-ta). [= F.
dictum = Sw. dictum, < L. dictum, something
said, a word, a witty saying, a proverb, an

order, neut. of dictus, pp. of dicere, say: see
diction. In older E. form diet, q. v.] 1. A
positive or judicial assertion ;

an authoritative

saying.
Critical dicta everywhere current. M. Arnold.

In spite of Dr. Johnson's dictum, poetry is not prose,
and . . . verse only loses its advantage over the latter by
invading its province.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 180.

The authoritative Native treatises on law are so vague
that, from many of the dicta embodied by them, almost

any conclusion can be drawn.
Maine, Village Communities, App., p. 393.

There is no error in maintaining that the voice Is given
us for speech, if only we do not proceed to draw from such
a dictum false conclusions as to the relation between
thought and utterance.

Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 767.

2. In law, an opinion of a judge which does
not embody the resolution or determination of

the court, and is made without argument, or
full consideration of the point, and is not the

professed deliberate determination of the judge
himself. Chief-Justice Folger. 3. In logic, that

part of a modal proposition which consists of

the proposition to which the modality is ap-
plied.

It is necessary that God be good. The dictum is that
Ood be good, the mode, necessary.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Dictum de omul et de nullo (concerning every and
none), the rule of direct syllogism that if all A is B and
all B is C, then all A is C. Some logicians render this as

comprising two dicta : the dictum de omni, that whatever
is true of all is true of each, and the dictum de nullo, that
whatever is true of none is false of each. The canon is

given by Aristotle. Dictum Of Kenilworth, an award
designed for the pacification of the kingdom, made Iwtween
King Henry III. of England and Parliament in 1266, dur-

ing the siege of Kenilworth. It is published among the
statutes of the realm, 1. 12. Dictum simpliciter. See

simpliciter. Obiter dicta, legal dicta (del. 2) uttered by
the way (obiter), not upon the point or question pending,
as if turning aside for the time from the main topic of the
case to collateral subjects. - Syn. 1. Aphoritm, Axiom,
Maxim, etc. See aphorism.

Dictyocysta (dik'ti-o-sis'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

<5iKTvov, a net, + KVOTIC, bladder.] The typical

genus of Dictyocystida;, containing pelagic free-

swimming animalcules with a fenestrated sili-

cious lorica and tentaculiform cilia. D. cassis

and D. elegans are examples. Ehrenberg.
Dictyocystidae (dik'ti-o-sis'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< IHctyocysta + -idee.] A group of free marine

peritrichous infusorians, having a bell-shaped
body protected by a cancellated silicious test,
and a circular oval collar with many long flagel-
liform cilia. Also Dictyocystida. Saeckel, 1873.

dlctyogen (dik'ti-o-jen), n. [< Gr. HKTVOV, a

net, + -yevr/s, producing : see -pen.] A member
of a division of plants proposed by Lindley to
include such endogenous genera as have net-
veined leaves. They belong chiefly to the Di-
ii.^i-iiriacece and to some tribes of the Liliacew.

dictyogenons (dik-ti-oj'e-nus), a. [< dictyogen
+ -ous.~\ In bot., having the character of a

dictyogen ; having the general character of an

endogen, but with netted leaf-veins.

Dictyograptus (dikti-o-grap'tus), n. [NL., <

Gr. StdTvov, a net, + NL. Graptus.] A genus of

widely distributed and important fossils, origi-

nally described by Eichwald under the name of

Gorgonia flnbclliformis, and later by Hall under
that of Itictyonema, and by him at that time

(1852) considered to be corals, having a struc-

ture similar to that of Fenestella. Later the name
Dietyograptiu was substituted for Dictyonema. This fos-

sil has been considered by some as a plant, but is now re-

ferred to the graptolites, from which it differs but slight-

ly, if at all. Dictyoyraptux is "one of the most charac-

dlctyoxylon
terlstlc fossils of the primordial zone of Scandinavia"
(frY/A-iV), and is found in many localities in the shales of

tin- Niagara group, from Rochester to the Niagara river.

dictyonal (dik'ti-o-nal), a. [As dictyon-inc +
-nL

]
Same as di<-lii<>nnn-.

Dictyonema (dik*ti-o-ne'ma), n. [NL., < (Jr.

6inTvm>, a net, + vi^ia, a thread. J Ser
.

Dictyonina (dik'ti-o-ni'na), n. pi. [NL. (Zit-

tel), < Gr. otKTvov, a net, +
'

-ina'*7] A suborder
of In Mii-t iiid I ii I silicious sponges, whose paren-
chyinal hexacts unite in a regular firm skele-

ton: contrasted with Lyssacina. The families Far-

reida, Eurdida, Mcllitionida, Coxinaporidee, Tretodictyi-

dtr, and Jteandrospimgidtf compose the suborder.

dictyonine (dik'ti-o-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to the IHctymtina.

'

Also dictyonal.

Dictyophora (dik-ti-of'o-rS), . [NL., < Gr.

tiKT-wv, a net, -f -^ipof, < fcpt\v= E. bear1 .] The

typical genus of Dictyophorida. Gerniar, 1833.

Dictyopnorida (dik'ti-6-for'i-dft), . pi. [NL.,
< Dtctyoyhora + -ida.] A subfamily of Fulgo-
ridte, or other group of hemipterous insects,

typified by the genus I)ictyo]>hora. As a sub-

family the regular form would be Dictyophori-
we. Also Dictyophoridte.
Dictyophyllum (dik'ti-o-fil'um), n. [NL., <

Gr. SIKTVOV, net, + ^MAov = L. folium, leaf.] A
genus of fossil ferns established by Lindley
and Huttpn, remarkable for its double system
of nervation, consisting of a system of larger
meshes inclosing another system of smaller

ones, the whole bearing considerable resem-
blance to leaves of dicotyledonous plants.
Hence some fossil leaves really belonging to the dicoty-
ledons have, probably by mistake, been referred to this

genus. Some authors are at present Inclined to regard
Dictyophyllum as a convenient name under which to place
the description of fragments of doubtful character con-
sidered as belonging to the ferns. See Idutpbyllum and
Phytlites.

Dictyophyton (dik-ti-of 'i-ton), n. [NL., <

Gr. O'MTVOV^ net, + <j>vr6v, a plant.] The name
given by Hall to a genus of remarkable fos-

sils of obscure affinities, which have been com-

pared with algae of the family Dictyoteae. it is

also considered as being closely related to, or identical

with, the genus Uphantoenia of Vanuxem. The latter ge-
nus exhibits itself in the form of circular or flabellate

fronds, made up of ligulate, radiating, and concentric
bands or striae, which have the appearance of being inter-

woven like basketwork. With these flabellate forms are
associated others which are conical or cylindrical, marked
externally by cross striae which divide the surface into

rectangular spaces, and sometimes covered with long tu-

bercles arranged in vertical and transverse rows. These
latter forms are those which Ball included under the ge-
neric name of Dictyophyton. They are found in the Che-

mung group (Devonian) in New York, and in the Waverly
group (Lower Carboniferous) of Ohio.

Dictyoptera (dik-ti-op'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. 6'ucrvov, a net. + m-fpov, a wing.] A group
of cursorial orthopterous insects, the cock-

roaches, Blattidte or Blattina, elevated to the
rank of an order. Leach ; Burmeister.

Dictyopterls (dik-ti-op'te-ris), n. [NL.,< Gr. ii-

KTVOV, a net, + vrepic, a fern.] The name given
by Gutbier to a

genus of fossil

ferns closely re-

sembling jVeu-

rop(eri,but dif-

feringfrom that

genus by its re-

ticulate nerva-
tion. It is abun-
dant in the coal-
measures of

Europe and the
United States.

Dictyopyge
(dik'tl-O-pi'je),
n rNT', < drn. U'-L1 ') x w
OIKTVOV, a net,

Leaf of Dictyoftcrh Krangniarli. and
portion of same on larger scale. (From
WeissV Flora derStcinkohlenlbrmation.")

,

, buttocks.] A genus of Triassic ganoid
fishes, remains of which occur in the coal-fields

of Virginia : so called from the reticulated ap-
pearance of the large anal fin. Lyell, 1847.

Dictyotacea (dik'ti-6-ta'sfe), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. tucrvurAf, netted, latticed (< fixrvov, a net),
+ -ocere.] An order of olive-brown algw with

expanded membranous fronds, in their reproduc-
tive characters they are intermediate between the Fl&ri-
detf on the one hand and the Fucacece and Phceosporea? on
the other.

Dictyoteae (dik-ti-6'te-e), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

iiKTvurof, netted, latticed, + -ete. See Dictyo-
taceoe.'] Same as Dictyotacete.

dictyoxylon (dik-ti-ok'gi-lon). n. [NL., < Gr.

S'IKTVOV, a net, + ft'/oi>, wood.] The name given
by Brongniart to a variety of fossil wood oc-

curring in the coal-measures of Europe, and
considered to be closely allied to Siyillaria.



dictyoxylon

The leaf-scars of dictyoxylon are subpcntagonal in form,

broader than they are long, and have a slight groove at

the upper end.

dicyan, dicyanogen (di-si'an, dl-sl-an o-jen),

n. [< di-'2 + cyan(ugen).] See cyanogen.

Dicyema (dis-i-e'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. &-, two-,

i
an embryo, a fetus, < nwiv, be preg-

1604

is composed of two cysts : contrasted with Mo-

nocystidea.
did (did). Preterit of do*, (to2 .

didactic (di-dak'tik), a. and n. [= P. didac-

tiqu-e = Sp. diddctico = Pg. didactico (of. D. di-

dactisch, a., didactiek, n., = G. didaetisch, a.,

didactik, n., = Dan. Sw. didaktisk, a.), < Gr.

parasites found in the renal organs of cepha-

lopods. The body consists of an elongated axial cell

extending from one end to the other, invested in a single

layer of comparatively small, 'fattened, nucleated, and
ciliated cortical cells arranged like a pavement epithe-

of oiodanEiv, teach (for *rfi-<Sa/c-o-Ki<?), = L. do-

cere, teach (see docile), cf. disc-ere, learn (see

disciple) ; cf . Gr. aor. inf. Sarjvai, learn, redupl.
2d aor. dedae, he taught, perf. Sedartna, also iitiaa,

I know
;
cf . Zend y da, know.] I. a. I. Fitted

or intended for instruction; containing doc-

didelphoid

or for teaching, < tWda/caAof, a teacher, < 6166,-

oKtiv, teach: see didactic.] Didactic; precep-

tive; conveying instruction. [Rare.]
Under what species it may be comprehended, whether

didascalic or heroic, I leave to the judgment of the crit-

ics. Prior, Solomon, 1'ref.

Didascalic syllogism, a demonstrative syllogism.

didder (did'er), v. i. [E. dial., also dither, <

ME. dyderen, also dederen, shiver, tremble with
cold or fear. Another form with the same
sense is E. dial, dodder, shiver, tremble, shake

(cf. dial, dadder, confound, perplex), < ME.

daderen, shiver, etc.; cf. redupl. didder-dod-

der, tremble; Icel. dadra (Haldorsen), dadhra

Dicyema tyfus, highly magnified.

I. Adult, showing large papilla; of Ihe cortical layer and germs in

interior of axial cell. II. Vermiform embryo in different stages of de-

velopment. III. Infusoriform embryo: /, the urni fa, its capsule;

s, its lid ; i, multinucleate cells in its interior.

Hum around the axial cell, the anterior of these, or polar

cells, being distinguished from the succeeding or parapo-
lar cells. The organism is a simple cell-aggregate, with-

out connective, muscular, or nervous tissues. Reproduc-
tion takes place by the formation of germs on the axial

cell. The embryos are of two different kinds, vermiform
and Infusoriform, whence the name. Those Dieyemida
which give rise to the former kind are termed Nemato-

ffena, the others Rhowbogena.

Dieyemida (dis-i-em'i-da), n.pl. [NL., < Dicy-
ema + -ida.] A division of animals proposed
to be established by E. Van Beneden for the

genus Dicyema, which has no mesoblastic layer,
'

therefore regarded as intermediate be-

tise; didactic poetry.
Plato himself, in two of his Dialogues, had used the

Carthaginian voyages as materials for didactic fiction.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 81.

2. Pertaining to instruction; of an edifying

quality, character, or manner; used in or given
to exposition: as, a didactic style; didactic

methods; a didactic lecturer.

Deep obligations lie upon you, . . . not only to be

blameless, but to be didactic in your lives.

Jer. Taylor, Works, III. x.

We . . . shall have our lightest pleasures commented
upon by didactic dullness. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

II. . A treatise on education. Milton.

didactical (di-dak'ti-kal), a. [< didactic + -al.]

Same as didactic. [Rare.]
We shall not need here to describe, out of their didac-

tical writings, what kind of prayers, and what causes of

confidence they teach towards the Blessed Virgin Mary
and all the Saints. Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, I. ii. 9.

didactically (di-dak'ti-kal-i), adv. In a didac-

tic manner; in the form of instruction.

Points best resolved by the books of the Fathers, writ-

ten dogmatically or didactically.

Bp. Andrews, Ans. to Cardinal Perron, p. 50.

Skull of Dicynodon lacerticeps,
left side.

Dicyema + -idte.] Same as Dieyemida.
Dicynodon (d!-sin'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-,

two-, + KVUV (KW-),

dog (= E. hound),
+ Moiif (MovT-) = E.

tooth.] The typical

genus of Dicynodon-

cies have been found in

southern Africa, in the
Ural mountains, and in

India, in strata supposed
to be of Triassic age.

dicynodont (di-sin'-

o-dont), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining to the Di-

cynodontia: as, a dicynodont dentition; a dicyn-
odont reptile.

II. n. A member of the Dicynodontia.
Only the crocodiles now show a like extent of ossifica-

tion of the occiput, and only the chelonians the trenchant
toothless mandible. ... In mammals alone do we find a

development of tusks like that in the dicynodonts.
Owen, Anat.,I. 161.

Dicynodontia (di-sin-o-don'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of dicynodon(t-) : see Dicynodon.] 1. An
order of extinct reptiles, probably of the Tri-

assic period, remains of which have been found
in Asia and Africa: a synonym of Anomodontia.

crocodilian vertebra), four or five of which form a sacrum ;

with a massive skull, lacertilian in most of its charac-

ters, but with chelonian jaws, which were doubtless in-

cased in a horny beak ; and as a rule with two great tusks,
one on each side of the upper jaw, deeply socketed in the

maxilla, and growing from persistent pulps.
2. A family or subordinal group of Anomodon-
tia : same as Dicynodontidte.
dicynodontian (dl-sin-o-don'ti-an), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Dicynodontia.
The supposition that the Dinosaurian, Crocodilian, Di-

cynodontmn, and Plesiosaurian types were suddenly cre-
ated at the end of the Permian epoch may be dismissed,
without further consideration, as a monstrous and un-
warranted assumption.

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 213.

II. n. One of the Dicynodontia.
dicynodontid (di-sin-o-don'tid), n. A member
of the IHeyitodoiitidte.

Dicynodontidse (di-sin-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Dicynodon(t-) + '-idee.'] A family of
fossil reptiles, typified by the genus Dicynodon.
Dicystidae (dl-sis'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dicy-
stis (< Gr. 61-, two-, + KVOTIC,, bladder, mod.
'cyst'), the typical genus, + -ida;.] Same as

Gregarinidw.
Dieystidea (di-sis-tid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Dicy-
stis (see Divystida;) -f- -ideaT] A division of

Gregarinida containing those in which the body

to convey instruction ;
one who writes didac-

tically.
His essays are illuminated by his poetic imagination,

and he thus becomes a better prose-writer than a mere
didactician ever could be. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 100.

didacticism (di-dak'ti-sizm), n. [< didactic +
-ism.] The practice of conveying or of aiming

-' " - ^-
tendency to be di-

See diddle1 and daddle.] To shake; tremble;
shiver with or as with cold. Sherwood.

He did cast a squinting look upon Goatsnose diddering
and shivering his chaps. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 20.

diddest (did'est). A rare and nearly obsolete

form of didst.

diddle 1
(did'l), r. i.

; pret. and pp. diddled, ppr.

diddling. [A var. of didder, the freq. suffixes

-er and -le being interchangeable. Cf. daddle,

and dadder mentioned under didder.] To tod-

dle, as a child in walking; move rapidly up
and down, or backward and forward; jog;
shake. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

And when his forward strength began to bloom,
To see him diddle up and down the room !

0, who would think so sweet a babe as this

Should e'er be slain by a false-hearted kiss?

Quarles, Divine Fancies, t 4.

Lang may your elbuck jink an' diddle.

Burns, Second Epistle to Davie.

diddle2 (did'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. diddled, ppr.

diddling. [A slang word, of obscure origin;

perhaps < diddle 1
, though the connection is not

obvious. A connection with AS. dyderian, be-

dyderian, deceive, delude, is possible, but ME.
forms are lacking.] To cheat; overreach by
deception; swindle. [Slang.]

I should absolutely have diddled Hounslow if it had
not been for her confounded pretty face flitting about my
stupid brain. Disraeli, Young Duke, ii. 3.

diddler (did'ler), n. [< diddle* + -eri.] A
cheat; a swindler. [Slang.]
didet. A Middle English form of did. See do1 .

didecahedral (di-dek-a-he'dral), a. [< di-2 +
decahedral.] In crystal., having the form of a

That contemplative method which rose to imagination
in the high discourse of Wordsworth . . . too often sinks

to didacticism in the perplexed and timorous strains of

his disciples. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 413.

didacticity (did-ak-tis'i-ti), n. [< didactic +
-ity.] The quality of being didactic ;

didacti-

cism. Sure. [Rare.]
didactics (di-dak'tiks), n. [PI. of didactic: see

-ics.] The art or science of teaching; peda-

gogics.

lidactiye (di-dak'tiv), a. [< didact-ic + -ive.]

Didactic. [Rare.]
He is under the restraint of a formal or didactive hy-

pocrisy. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

didactyl, didactyle (di-dak'til), a. and n. [<

Gr. <5TdTt>/lof, two fingers long or broad, lit.

having two fingers, < 01-, two-, + <5dicrt>/lof, fin-

ger: see dactyl.] I. a. Having only two digits,

as fingers or toes; two-fingered or two-toed:

in the arthropods, applied to limbs which ter-

minate in a forceps or chela. Also bidactyl.

II. . An animal having two toes only on
each foot, as the Bradypus didactylus or two-
toed sloth.

didactylous (di-dak'ti-lus), a. [As didactyl +
-ous.] Same as didactyl.

didapper (did'ap-er), n. [Also diedapper, di-

dopper (also in restored forms divedapper, dive-

dopper), < ME. "didopper, dydoppar, the same,
with suffix of agent -er1

,
as the older *dtie-

doppe, devedoppe, dyvedap, used by Wyclif (as

dippere, i. e., dipper, by Purvey) to translate L.

mergulus in Deut. xiv. 17 and Lev. xi. 17 (where
the A. V.

,
and also the R. V.

,
has "

pelican
" and

" cormorant ") ;
< AS. dufedoppa, a general term

for a diving bird (used to translate L. pelicanus,

pelican), < dufan, dive, + doppettan, dop, dip :

see dive, dop, dopper, dip, dipper, dabchick.] 1.

The dabchick or little grebe of Europe, Podici-

pes or Sylbeocyclus minor. 2. One of sundry
other small grebes, as the pied-billed dabchick,
Podilym bus podicipes.
didascalar (di-das'ka-lar), a. [As didascal-ic

+ -ar.] Same as didascalic. Bulwer. [Rare.]
didascalic (did-as-kal'ik), a. [= Sp. didasca-
lisco = Pg. It. didasealico, < Gr. Aoao/ca/Uxof, of

didelph (di'delf), . A member of the

phia ; a marsupial.
Didelphia (di-del'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. it-,

two-, + detyvc, womb. Cf. Didelphys.] The

Marsupialia or marsupial implacental mam-
mals; one of the three subclasses of Mamma-
lia, the other two being Ornithodelphia and

Monodelphia. They have no placenta, and the womb
double, whence the name that is, the uterine dilatations

of the oviducts continue through life distinct from each

other, right and left, and open into two distinct vagi-

nae, which debouch in turn into a urogenital sinus, form-

ing, with the termination of the rectum, a common clo-

aca embraced by the external sphincter muscle, and in

the male lodging the penis, which thus appears to pro-
trude from the anus. The female has usually an abdomi-
nal pouch or marsupium, formed by a fold of the skin of

the belly, in which the mammary glands open, and into

which the blind, naked, and imperfectly developed young

sition. Both the marsupium and the scrotum are sup-

ported to some extent by the marsupial bones character-

istic of this group, being ossifications in the tendon of the
external oblique muscle of the abdomen, articulated with
the pubes. A cremastcrie muscle in relation with these

bones acts in the female upon the mammary glands, ef-

fecting their compression, and consequently the How of

milk into the mouths of the helpless young. There are

true teeth of two or three kinds. The coracoid is reduced
to a process of the scapula, as in ordinary mammals, not

reaching the sternum, as in monotremes. The corpus
callosum is rudimentary or wanting, and the brain rela-

tively small. The Didelphia are among the oldest known
mammals, and formerly had an extensive range, but are

now mainly confined to the Australian region, the Amer-
ican opossums offering the principal exception. Some of

the extinct forms were of great size ; the kangaroos are

the largest living representatives. The marsupials are

notable for their great physiological adaptation to all the

modes of life of ordinary mammals, their structure being
modified in relation to the carnivorous, the herbivorous,
the rodent, and other habitudes, and their modes of pro-

gression and general economy being no less diverse. There

is luit one order, llammalut (which see).

didelphian, didelphic (di-del'fi-an, -fik), a. [<

Didelphia + -an, -ic.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Didelphia.

didelphid (dl-del'fid), . A member of the Di-

dvli>lna; especially, one of the Dide!phi/ida'.

Didelphidae, n. pi. [NL.] See Didelphijida'.

didelphoid (di-del'foid), a. [< Didelphia + -aid.]

Double, as the uterus in the subclass Didelphia,



Didelphyidae, Didelphidae (dl-del-fi'i-de, di- Didunculidse (dVdnMr-Wli-dS), . pi.

del'ti-de), . ]>l. [XL,., < Ihdrliihijs + -idn-.\ < IHdiiHculu* + -iiln:'} A family of col
: - 1 : 1~- *i.-'

jjs> birds, represented ly the i^enus IHttmit

t us Didunculinae (di-duug-ku-li'ne), . \>\.

*"''! < Didinicitliin + -iiirt'.J A subfamily oi . ./,,,.- ,ls ,/,>/VH ,; B,O MJ .

"IK bida-, represented by the genus Didunculug. didynamous (di-din'a-inus), a. [<
for DidunculuS (di-dung ku-lus), . [NL.,dim. of

BamlW) < ur . ,),.
( two^, + r!wap<f, ]

Didelphyidae 1005

. [NL..
columbine

A family of marsupial animals; the opossums, birds, represented by the
,

They have the fri-l pedlmalloll-. that K tin Ililnl tcct :is DidUHCU.liliaB (di-dUUg-ku-li'ne), . pi. [NL.,
well as the foiv with nil appo,uble thumb, :md tliustltU-d

< DillllHCllllw + -intt:] A Subfamily of Coluill-
fur ura.^i'in^; iill the tucs clawed excepting the hallux;
the tail generally l"ii, scaly, and prehensile; and t'

pouch in some form.-, i plrte, in others riullmeiitary , . . -

wanting. The dental formula is: 5 incisors in each up- Didim
t
(he geni-i-ir iiiinif of the dodo. See Di-

,,,,. i in ,-arh lower half-jaw ; 1 canine, :i prcmolar* ami
,

, A remarkable genus of pigeons, consti-
4 molars in each half-Jaw. The vertebral fui niiil.i i- cei

viral 7, dnrsal 13, lumbar <!, sacral 2, caudal 111 or mure.

The family is routined to Vine rim. IH-IV it alonr repre-
sents the division of marsupial mammals. The h-ailm--'

genera are It,, I. fffiiift, including most of the species, and

Chinmectet, the water-opossums. See Didelpkyi, oponnim,

Didelphys (di-del'fis), . [NL., < Gr. it-, two-,
+ tk/jpi'f, womb.l The typical and leading ge-
nus of marsupial implacental mammals of the

family l)idi-li>lnii<i<r, containing the American

opossums which are not web-footed. The genus
formerly covered nearly or quite all the marsupials. The

species are terrestrial and arboreal, but not aquatic, the

water-iipiissiiiiis being separated under the name Cniro-

nectet. The pouch is usually well developed, as ill the

best-known species, D. mryiniana, the common OIKISSIIIII

of the United States, but is rudimentary in some of the

South American forms. See Didelphyulir, OJUIXXIHH.

Didemnidae (di-dem'ni-de);
n. pi. [NL., < Di-

demnuin + -idrt'.] A family of compound as-

cidiaus, typified by the genus Dideiunum, hav-

ing the body divided into thoracic and abdom-
inal portions, and the viscera mostly situated

behind the branchial cavity.
Dideiunum (di-dern'num), n. [NL., < Gr. ft-,

two-, -t- (?) tV/tvtov, a bed.] A genus of ascidi-

ans, of the family Botryllidte, or made the type
of a family Didetnnidai. D. candidum is an ex-

ample.
Dididae (di'di-de), n. pi. [NL., < Didus + -ida-.]

A family of birds of which the dodo is the type.
The leading genera are Didus and Pezophnps.
See dodo.

die

Inclosed In an obvloutt aee<l-vee.. The first
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tlidynamian, didynamic (did - i - na ' mi - an,
-iKiin'ik), a. [< hnlyunmia 4- -rt/t, -ic.] Balm;

NL. *,//</-

. or.

Tooth-billed Pigeon > niiiuneulus slrifimtrit).

The genus is also called Gtiathttdon, from the denticula-

tion of the lower mandible. The tooth-billed pigeon of

the Samoan islands, D. ttriyiroetris, is the only species ;

it is already a rare bird, and is likely to become extinct.

The color is blackish : the total length is about 14 inches ;

the beak, besides being biothed, is remarkably large anil

strong, with a very convex culmen, like that of a bird of

didine (di'din), a. [<NL.didin.9, </>id.v,q.v.] prey.

PertainiugtothegenusDtoforfamily7>irf*B; Dldus(di dus),n. [NL., Latinized form of dodo,
altered to give it a classical look, as if after

-Ddo, the mythical foundress of Carthage: see

<*xto.l The typical genus of Didtdte, coutain-

mg the extinct dodo of Mauritius, D. ineptu*.

being or resembling a dodo.

didn't (did'nt). A contraction of did not, in fre-

quent colloquial use.

dido (di'do), . [ME. dido; in allusion to the
familiar tnlo nf Ain rripk nlnvprl hv T>utn th The Keral character of the genus is columbine or pi-
lamiiiar tale or tfie tricn playea Dy UMO, w i

geon .llke but thc size was comparatively enormous, tlie

legendary queen of Carthage, m bargaining for

as much land as could be covered Dy a hide,
body massive and unwieldy, the wings unlit for flight, and
the beak stout and hooked. The genus has become ex-

and cutting the hide into a long thin strip so tlnct since I860. See dodo.

as to inclole a large tract: L. Ditto, Gr. Ato.] Dldymic comma. See comma 5 (b).

It Auoldstorv didymium (di-dim'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. atfvftof,

double, twofold, twin : see didymous.] 1 . Chem-
" This is a Dido, quath tills doctour, "a dlsours tale! - - '.._'.

Fieri Plowman (C), xvl. 171.
ical symbol, D or Di. A supposed element an-

nounced by Mosander in 1841, so named from
2. A caper; a prank; a trick To cut a dido, to being, as it were, the twin brother of lantha-
1M-I 1. i. lin^i-ll i.'f Tlfuv H nr:L Ilk -

I>11 1. A Pn**I- f 1 Jt . J 1 Al. _make mischief ; play a prank ; cut a caper.

teeth, and cuttiV didoes at a private concert.

llaliburtOH, Sam Slick 111 Eug.

didodecahedral (di-do'dek-a-he'dral), a. [<
di-* + dodecahedral.] In crystal., having the

form of a dodecahedral prism with hexahedral
bases.

didopper (did'op-er), 71. Same as didapper.
didrachm (di'dram), n. [< didraclima, q. v.]

A silver coin of ancient Greece, of the value of

two drachmas. See drachma.

Their [earlier coins of Corcyra's] reverse-type is, in the

case of didrachtiut, two figures of square or oblong shape,
whereof one has in the midst a small square and the other
a small rhombus or lozenge. Unmix. Chron., 3d SIT. . I. U.

Before the age of Solon, Aeginetan didrafhm* averaging
about 194 grs. would seem to have been the only money
current in Attica as in Bwotia and Peloponnesus.

I!. V. Head, Ilistoria Numorum, Int., p. xlli.

.

'

, didynam (did'i-nam), n. A plant of the class
didrachma (di-drak'ma), 71. [LL., < Gr. gfpax- oi,i,7nal,,ia
,10V, a double drachm; <<?<-, two. + tpaxrf, a

Didynamia (did-i-na'mi-a), n. pi. [NL. (so
drachm: see drachm.] Same ap ''"*""'"'

didrachmon (di-drak'mon), n.

i didrachm.
Same as di-

drnfhm.
didst (didst). The second person singular of the

preterit of do1 , do2 ,

diducementt (di-diis'ment), n. [< "diduce (< L.

diduetre, draw apart, separate, < di-, din-, apart.
+ dun-re, draw; cf. deduce) + -ment.] Adraw-
ingapart; separation into distinct parts. ttani.

diductiont (di-dnk'shon), H. [< L. dideo(n-),
< didun'ri: pp. didurtus, draw apart : see diduw-

mi'itt.] Separation by withdrawing one part
from the other.

Those [strings] that within the bladder drew so as to

hinder the didnclmn of its side. Boyle, Works, I. Itifi.

diductivelyt (di-duk'tiv-li), dr. By diduction
or separation; inferentially.

There is scarce a popular error passant in our dayes
uhich is not either tlirei Il> e\pres.-eil tn <lulnctiivlti ron-

tained in this work [I'liny's Natural History).
air T. lima;,,', \'ulg. Err., I. 8.

power.
In hot., in two unequal pairs: ap-

j . plied to flowers having four stamens in two
tuting the subfamily l>nl,<n<'uhnas of the family unequa i fa.vr, as most Labiate, etc. ; Bpecifieal-
('iiliiniiiiiln; or made the type of a different

j.. beUra^jng to the elass ]>i</i/,i,n,nii.

family, DiMHMMNrte. It is considered to 1* the near- di'dynamy (di-<lin'ii-mi), 71. [<NL. didynamia,
est livfug repi-esentative of the dodo, whence the name.

<
f
uillgH

*
muil . M^ didynamous.] In hot., tile

^F^r- condition of being in two unequal pairs, as sta-

I
I/ ^l^Q meus.

(jf, _^ftU die 1
(di), t). j pret. and pp. died, ppr. dying.

[Early mod. E.also dye (ana dial., Sc., etc., duV,
< ME. dien, dyeii. deien, deyen, dcijhen, degen,

digett, etc. (not in AS., where 'die' was ex-

pressed by sweltan (see stcelt) or steorfan (see

starve) ; but the derived forms dead, dead, and

death, death, occur), < Icel. dcyja (strong verb,

pret. do, pp. ddin)= Goth. "diican (strong verb,

pret. *<lntt, pp. iliirnim, found only as an adj.
used as a noun, thata diwano, the mortal, mor-

tality, and in deriv. UTtdiwanei, immortality);
the other Teut. forms are weak: Norw. do'ya

=
8w. do = Dan. do = OS. doian = OHG. MHG.
touwen, die (cf . Goth, af-daujan, harass, distress,
OFries. deia, deja, kill), < Teut. -^ *dau, whence
also ult. E. dead and death, q. v. Cf. OBulg. da-

viti = Bohem. daviti = Russ. dat-itf, choke, =
Lith. dwiti, plague, vex.] 1. To cease to live ;

lose or part with life; expire; suffer death; per-
ish : said of sentient beings, and used absolutely
(as, all must die), or with of, by, or from, to ex-

press the cause ofdeath, orwith/orto express the

object or occasion of dying: as, to die of small-

pox, or by violence ; to diefor one's country.
There dycde Seyiite Johne, and was buryed liehynde the

highe Awtlere, III a Toumbe. MatuleviUe, Travels, p. 22.

Christ died for our sins. 1 Cor. xv. S.

And what we call to die, is not to appear
Or be the thing that formerly we were.

Dri/dni, Pythagorean i'hilos., L 392.

" Whom the gods love die young," was said of yore.

Byron, Don Juan, iv. 12.

Every individual eventually dies from inability to with-

stand some environing action.

//. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. S38.

2. To lose vital power or action ; become de-

vitalized or dead: said of plants or parts of

plants, as a decayed tree or a withered limb or

stem : as, certain plants die down to the ground
annually, while their roots live. 3. To sink;
faint.

Bis heart died within him, and he became as a stone.
1 Sam. xxv. 37.

Hence 4. To come to an end or come to no-

thing; cease, or cease to exist; perish; be lost.

When I look upon the tombs of the great, every emotion
of envy diet in me.

.II/I//MI/I, Thoughts in Westminster Abbey.

Whatever pleasure any man may take In spreading whis-

pers, he will Hud greater satisfaction by letting the secret

die within his own breast. Spectator.

Nothing died In him
Save courtesy, good sense, and proper trust,

Browning, Ring and Itook, II. 130.

5. To come to an end gradually ; become ex-

tinct by degrees ;
vanish by or as if by death :

usually with away, out, or down.
For 'tis much if a Ship sails a Mile before either the

Wind dyti wholly away, or at least shifts about again to

the South. Dampier, Voyages, U. iii. 6.

So gently shuts the eye of day ;

So diet a wave along the shore.
Mr: Barbauli, Death of the Virtuous.

There, waves that, hardly weltering, die away,
Tip their smooth ridges with a softer ray.

Wordsworth, Evening Walk.

The living airs of middle night
l>itd round the bulbul as he sung.

Tennymn, Arabian Nights.

The system of bribery did not long survive the ministry
of lord North. It may not have wholly died out ; and has

probably since been resorted to on rare and exceptional
occasions. Sir E. May, Const Hist. Km;.. I. vi.

In the course of his ten years' attendance, all the Inmates
died out two or three times, and were replaced by new
ones. O. r. Ilolma, Old Vol. of Life, p. 2.

6. To become less and less subject to, or cease
to be under the power or influence of, a thing:
followed by to or unto: as, to di to sin. 7.

To languish with affection or love.

The young men acknowledged that they died for Re-
Tatler.

8. To bo consumed with a great yearning or de-

sire; be very desirous; desire keenly or great-

ly: as, she was just dyin^ to go. [Colloq.]

num. previously discovered in the same min-
Them Italian singers recitin' their jabber, showin' their grals which yielded didymium, and from whose

compounds those of didymium are separated
with much difficulty. The most recent Investigations
indicate that didymium is not an element, but a mixture
of several different elements.

2. [cap.] A genus of fungi belonging to the

Myxomycetes. The sporangia have a double wall,
which is covered externally with crystals of lime, either

scattered or compacted into a separable crust.

iidymous (did'i-mus), a. [< Gr. ildvpoe, double,

twofold, twin, < at-, two-, + ii'O, = E. two, +
suffix -/iof.] i. In bot., twofold; twin; grow-
ing double, as the fruits of umbelliferous plants,
the anthers of bedstraw, or the tubers of some
orchids. 2. In zool., twain; paired: applied to

two spots, spines, tubercles, etc., when they
form a pair touching each other Dldymous
wing-cell, in entoin., a wing-cell almost but not quite di-

vided into two by a projecting short nervure.

named because the two larger stamens appear
to dominate over the shorter), < Gr. it-, two-, +
6i<vamt, power : see dynamic.] The fourteenth

e,
A

class in the
Linnean veg-
etable sys-

tem, includ-

ing plants
with four sta-

mens in un-

equal pairs.
It was divided

by Linnaeus in-

to two orders :

havini: the fruit

composed "f .-.in-

ulr-sce.ied ache-

lies, which he
mistook for na-

ked seeds ; and
A /i'/''"^"

1 '"'""'.

with many seeds

Diilynamous Flowers.

A. Angtospermia ( Tftttrium 5cen*&>Hia :

c, stamens; rf. divided ovary; t, ^
ovary. K. Gymnaepermia :

.-/itrirr-AmMm

tnaJMS}: c, stamens ; J, capsule : t. section of

capsule.



die

9. In theol., to be cut off from the presence or

favor of God
;
suffer eternal punishment in the

world to come.
So long as God shall live, so long shall the damned die.

IlakewiU, Apology.

To die away, (a) Sec def. 5. (d) To languish with plea-
sure or tenderness.

To sounds of heav'nly harps she dies away,
And melts in visions of eternal day.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, I. 221.

To die game, to maintain a bold, resolute, and defiant

spirit to the last.

Nor should we forget the game-cock, supplying as it

does a word of eulogy to the mob of roughs who witness

the hanging of a murderer, and who half condone his

crime if he dies game. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol.
, p. 186.

Weeds have this virtue: they are not easily discou-

raged ; they never lose heart entirely ; they die game.
J. Burroughs, Notes of a Walker, iii.

To die hard, (a) To suffer, struggle, or resist in dying ;

be long in dying ; part reluctantly with life. (6t) To die

in a hardened or impenitent state.

That there are now and then instances of men who,
. . . after leading very dissolute lives, have yet died hard,
as the phrase is, without any seeming concern for what
was past, or dread of what was to follow.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xvi.

To die In harness, to die while actively engaged in one's

work.

I recommend all in whom consumption is hereditary,
whose occupation is in the open air, to take to heart the
motto of this man, to make up their minds to die in har-

ness. Dr. Richardson, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 91.

To die In the last ditch, to fight to the end, preferring
death to defeat.

"There is one certain means," replied the Prince [Wil-
liam of Orange],

"
by which I can be sure never to see my

country's ruin I will die in the last ditch."

Hume, Hist. Eng., 1672.

To die In the paint, to die in the attempt.

Amongst whom were a v. M. women, wholy bent to re-

venge the villanies done to theyr persons by the Remains,
or to die in the peyne. Holinshed, Chron. (ed. 1577).

To die Off, to die quickly, or in rapid succession or large
numbers.

It is usual with sick Men coming from the Sea, where
they have nothing but the Sea-Air, to die of as soon as

ever they come within the view of the Land.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 113.

TO die Out. See def. 5. To die the death (an intensive

form for die), to die without fail
;
die in a predestined or

threatened manner.

Of ye tree of knowledge of good and bad se that thou eate

not t for euen ye same day thou eatest of it thou shall dye
ye deth. Gen. ii. 17 (1551).

Either to die the death, or to abjure
For ever the society of men.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1.

=Syn. 1. Die, Expire, Decease, Perish. To die is to cease to

live, part with life, or become dead from any cause, and un-
der any circumstances ; it is the plainest and most direct of

the words. Expire is often used as a softer word than die ;

it means to breathe out the life or emit the last breath.
Decease is a euphemism, like expire, but is often an affec-

tation. Perish represents death as occurring under harsh
circumstances of some sort, as violence or neglect ; it em-
phasizes the idea of finality.

There taught us how to live
; and (Oh ! too high

The price for knowledge) taught us how to die.

Tickell, Death of Addison, 1. 82.

One kiss the maiden gives, one last,

Long kiss, which she expires in giving.

Moore, Paradise and the Peri.

The thrice three Muses mourning for the death
Of learning, late deceas'd in beggary.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

Prostrate the beauteous ruin lies, and all

That shared its shelter perish in its fall.

W. Pitt, Poetry of Anti-Jacobin, No. 36.

die2t, v. and n. An obsolete spelling of dyel.
die3 (di), n. ; pi., in the 1st sense, dice (dis) ;

in

the remaining senses, dies (diz). In def. 2 the
word hardly admits of a plural. [The mod.
sing, form die is due to the peculiar form of

the pi., dice, ME. dys, etc. (see dice) ;
the sing,

would otherwise be "dee, < ME. dee, a die, <

OF. de, earlier det, pi. dez, F. de = Pr. dat =
Sp. Pg. It. dado, a die, cube, pedestal (whence
E. dado, q. v.) (of. ML. dadiis, a die, after the
Kom. forms), < L. datum, lit. what is given,
but taken in the sense of 'what is cast or

thrown,' neut. of datus, pp. of dare, give, in

many phrases used as equiv. to 'cast 'or 'throw'

(cf. G. wtirfel, a die, < werfen, throw). Thus
die3 is a doublet of date1

, datum, and dado: see
date1.] 1. A small cube marked
on its faces with spots number-
ing from one to six, used in gam-
ing by being thrown from a box
or the hand, the chance being de-
cided by the highest number of

spots turned up, and in several
other ways. The numbers on opposite found in the
faces of a die always add up to 7, but south of France,

otherwise there is no uniformity in the
arrangement of the numbers. The number of dice used
is either one, two, three, or five, according to the game.

Roman Die,

1606

I have set my life upon a cast,

And I will stand the hazard of the die.

SAot.,Rich. III., v. 4.

'Tis a precious craft to play with a false die

Before a cunning gamester.
Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, iv. 1.

Will ye gae to the cards or dice,
Or to a tavern fine?

Young Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 296).

Herodotus attributes both dice and chess to the Lydians,
a people of Asia ; in which part of the world, it is most

probable, they originated at some very remote but uncer-

tain period. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 403.

2f. Hazard; chance.

Such is the die of war. Spenser, F. Q.

3. Any small cube or square block.

Young creatures have learned spelling of words by hav-

ing them pasted upon little flat tablets or dies. Watts.

4. In arch., the cubical part of a pedestal be-

tween its base and cornice. See cut under
dado.

Thus Ranch's monument of Frederick the Great at Ber-

lin is ... an equestrian colossus raised high upon two

dies, of which, in each, the four faces are covered with

paneled bas-reliefs ; and around the lower die, upon an
elevated stylobate, are grouped four equestrian figures on
the corners, and between them twenty figures on foot, all

colossal. N. A. Rev., CXLI. 284.

5. An engraved stamp used for stamping a de-

sign, etc., in some softer material, as in coin-

ing money.
Such variety of dies, made use of by Wood in stamping

his money, makes the discovery of counterfeits more dim-
cult. Swift.

Sighing that Nature formed but one such man,
And broke the die in moulding Sheridan.

Byron, Death of Sheridan, 1. 117.

6. One of two or more pieces of hardened steel

forming together a female screw for cutting the
threads of screws. In use they are fitted into a

groove in a contrivance called a die-stock, and
are_ gener-

ally adjustable, so that one die may cut screws of different

diameters.

7. In metal-working, a bed-plate or disk hav-

ing an opening in the center, used in a punch-
ing-machine to support the metal from which

any piece is punched. 8. A knife by which
blanks of any desired shape and size are cut

put, as in the sole-shaped cutting-dies used
in shoe-factories. Bit-brace die. See bit-brace.

Counter die, an upper die or stamp. Loaded dice, dice
made heavier on one side than the others by the fraudu-
lent insertion of a bit of lead, so that the highest number
of spots shall be turned up when the dice are thrown in

playing.

Professed gamblers . . . will not trust to the determi-
nation of fortune, but have recourse to many nefarious
arts to circumvent the unwary ;

hence we hear of loaded

dice, and dice of the high cut.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 404.

Open-die machine, a screw-threading machine having
movable cutting-dies fitting in blocks in the traveling

die-head, thus saving time in fitting in different dies. An
insertable steel block with a universal clinch to hold taps
is provided for converting the machine quickly into a

nut-tapper. The die Is cast, the affair is decided; the
fate of the person or thing in question is settled ; there is

no recalling the act. The whole box and dice, the
whole number of persons or things. [Slang.]

die3 (di), v. t. ; pret. and pp. died, ppr. dying.

[< die9
, .] To mold or form with a die or with

dies.

Every machine-made shoe also has an " inner-sole
"
died

out or moulded to correspond in shape with the "outer
sole." Harper's Mag., LXX. 282.

die-away (di'a-wa*'), a. [Adj. use of phrase
die away. See die1

, 5.] Languid; languish-
ing; expiring.
As a girl she had been ... so romantic, with such a

soft, sweet, die-away voice. Miss Edgeworth, Helen, xix.

Pray do not give us any more of those die-away Italian

airs. Kingsley, Alton Locke, xiv.

dieb (deb), M. A species of wild dog, Canis an-

thus, found in northern Africa.

die-back (di'bak), n. A disease affecting trees,

particularly prevalent in the orange-plantations
of Florida, causing the trees to die at the top.
Fallows.

diecian (di-e'shan), a. Same as dio3cious.

diecious, dieciously, etc. See dioecious, etc.

diedo (de-a'do), n. A Spanish long measure,
the 16th part of the foot of Burgos, equal to 0.7

of an English inch.

diedral (di-e'dral), a. Same as dihedral.

Dieffenbachia (de-fen-bak'i-a), n. [NL., from
the proper name Dieffenbaeh."] A genus of

plants, of the natural order Aracece, natives of

tropical America. There are half a dozen species, of
which two, D. Seguine and D. picta, are well-known dec-
orative plants in greenhouses, varying exceedingly in the
color and form of the foliage. The roots, as in many other

plants of the order, are very acrid and caustic, and the
name dumb-cane has been given to D. Seguine. in the West
Indies, from its effect upon the speech when its root is

bitten.

dieresis

diegesis (di-e-je'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Stf,_

narration, < iafyeuOai, set forth in detail, nar-

rate, < Sid, through, + r/yeia6ai, lead.] In rliet.,

that part of an oration in which the speaker
makes his statement of facts

;
the narration

(which see).
die-holder (dl'hoFder), . A form of chuck,
consisting of a head-clutch or clamp, for dies

in a stock, brace, or machine. E. H. Knight.
dielectric (dl-e-lek'trik), a. and . [< di- for

Gr. did, through, + electric.'] I. a. Transmit-

ting electric effects without conduction; non-

conducting Dielectric after-working, a term used

by Boltzmann for the phenomenon called by Faraday re-

sidual charge or electric absorption. See residual. Di-
electric capacity. Same as specific inductive capacity
(which see, under capacity).

II. n. A substance through or across which
electric force is acting. The walls of a Leyden jar;
the intervening medium, solid, liquid, or gaseous between
the plates of a condenser ; and the insulating sheath around
the conductor of a telegraph-cable, are examples of dielec-

trics. Electric induction across a dielectric causes a stress

in it which, if great enough, will produce rupture. The
maximum intensity of this stress which the material can .

bear is called its dielectric strength. When the dielectric

strength of the air between two clouds, or between a cloud

and the earth, is unable to withstand the electric forces, a

flash of lightning takes place. The fracture of stones in

buildings, of trees, etc., in a thunderstorm are illustrations

of the effect of excessive dielectric stress.

Until this subject [induction] was investigated by Fara-

day, the intervening non-conducting body or dielectric

was supposed to be purely negative, and the effect was
attributed to the repulsion at a distance of the electrical

fluid. Faraday showed that these effects differed greatly

according to the dielectric that was interposed.
W. R. drove, Corr. of Forces, p. 86.

Dielytra (dl-el'i-tra), n. [NL., < Gr. St., two-,
+ i/.vrpov, sheath, shard: see clytrum.~\ Same
as Dicentra.

Diemenia (de-me'ni-a), n. [NL., named from
Van Diemen's Land.] A genus of venomous ser-

pents, of the

family Elapi-
dce. D.reticu-
laria is an ex-

ample .mSBJSSSBS,.
dien (di'en),
n. An ab-
breviation of

diencephalon.

diencephal
(di - en - sef '-

al), n. Same
as diencepha-
lon. See ex-
tract under
encephal.

diencephala,
n. Plural of

diencephalon.
diencephalic (di^en-se-fal'ik ordi-en-sef'a-lik),
a. [< diencephalon + -ic.~\ Pertaining to the

diencephalon. Also deutencephalic.

diencephalon (di- en -sef 'a -Ion), .
; pi. dien-

cephala (-la). [NL., < Gr. did, through, + iynfijta-

/(oc, brain : see encephalon. ] In anat., the inter-

brain or middle brain, otherwise known as the

deutencephalon and thalamencephalon. it is that

encephalic segment or division of the brain which lies be-

tween the mesencephalon and the prosencephalon, and
consists chiefly of the optic thalami ; its cavity is the third

ventricle, or diaccelia. Also diencephal.

dier1 (di'er), n. One who dies, or is about to

die. [Bare.]

Aur. I should be dead
Before you were laid out !

Lac. Now fle upon thee for a hasty dier!

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, i. 1.

"I suppose I'm a dier," she said to me ;

"
I used to think

I never should die." nineteenth Century, XXII. 839.

dier2 ,
. See dyer.

dieresis, diaeresis (di-er'e-sis), n. [= F. die-

rese = Sp. dieresis = Pg. dieresis = It. dieresi,

< LL. diairesis, < Gr. tiiaipeaif, a division, dis-

tinction, separation, < duupeiv, divide, distin-

guish, separate, < aid, apart, + alpeiv, take.]
1 . The separate pronunciation of two vowels

usually united as a diphthong; by extension of

meaning, separate pronunciation of any two

adjacent vowels, or the consequent division of

one syllable into two. See dialysis and distrac-

tion, 8. 2. The sign (

"
) regularly placed over

the second of two contiguous vowels to indi-

cate that they are pronounced separately ;
the

same sign used for other purposes. The dieresis

is used most frequently over e preceded by a or o, in dis-

tinction from the diphthongs or digraphs re and at. In
Greek manuscripts these dots were frequently written

over i and u beginning a word or a syllable, thus serving
also to show that they did not form the close of a dip))-

Diemtnia rtticularia.
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or ura .

sisting' of dot" is lined merely as a diacritical mark, as in

the notation of pronunciation in this book (for instance,

", (i, li). A similar mark is used in German to indicate

the umlaut. See umlaut.

3. In iirnx., the division made in a line or a
verse by coincidence of the end of a foot and
the end of a word; especially, such a division

at the close of a colon or rhythmic series. It

is strictly distinct from, but often included un-

der, cesura (which see). 4. In pathol., a solu-

tion of continuity, as an ulcer or a wound.

dieretic, diaretic (di-e-ret'ik). a. [< Gr. <!-

pcrixAf, divisive, separative, < Mdprrof, divided,
< tuuptiv, divide: see dieresis.'} In med., hav-

ing power to divide, dissolve, or corrode; es-

charotic; corrosive.

Diervilla (di-er-vil'ft), n. [NL. ;
named from

M. Dierville, who seiit it from Canada to Tour-

nefort.] A shrubby
genus of the natural
order Caprifoliacece,

including 7 species,
natives of North

America, China, and

Japan. They are nearly
allied to the honeysuckle,
hut have a funnel-shaped
orcampamilate corolla and
a two-celled capsule. The
genus includes the bush-

honeysuckle. D. triflda, of
the eastern United States,
with yellow flowers, and
the D. Japoniea of eastern

Asia, many showy varieties

etc.] 1. Food and drink; specifically, food

dietine

dietarian (di-e-ta'ri-an), a. and w. [< dietary +
-.] I. a. Relating to a dieting or to a dietary.

II. n. One who adheres to a certain or pre-
scribed diet ;

one who considers the regulation
of a course of food as important for the preser-
vation of health; a dietetist.

. .

considered in relation to its quality and effects: dietary (di'e-ta-ri), a. and n. [< LL. 'ditetarius,

as, milk is a wholesome article of diet.

He saw she wold not mend,
Nor that she wold be quiet,
Neither for stroakes nor locking up,
Nor yet for want of dyet.

Taming of a Shrew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 186).

This bread and water hath our ditt been.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, Hi. 4.

I will suffer one to keep me In diet, another In apparel,
another In physic, another topay my house-rent.

flatter and Weuatcr, Westward Ho, Iv. 1.

Good broth with good keeping do much now and then ;

Good diet with wisdom best comforteth men. Tuner.

2. A course of food regulated by a physician

adj. (used as noun, a valet), s diatta, diet, etc. :

see diet 1
, .] I. a. Pertaining to diet or the

rules of diet.

Lord Henry would not listen to statistics, dietary table*,

commissioners' rules, sub-commissioners' report!.
Disraeli, Coningshy.

II. . ; pi. dietaries (-riz). 1. A system or

course of diet ; a system of rules of diet.

To be rulid bi this diatorie [read dietarie] do thi diligence,
For it techlth good diete & good gouemaunce.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. M.

From Dr. William Lambe, of Warwick, a friend of the

poet Landor, Mr. Newton had learnt the fatal effect* of

our flesh-meat dietary. E. Douxtfn, Shelley, I. 307.

or by medical rules
;
food prescribed for the 2 ^ a]iowance and regulation of food, espe-.

cially for the inmates of a hospital, prison, orprevention or cure of disease, and limited in

kind and quantity; dietetic regimen ; dietary, poorhouse.
I commend rather some diet for certain seasons than diet-bookt (di'et-buk), n.

frequent use of physic. Bacon, Regimen of Health.

3f. Allowance of provision; supply of food.

For his diet, there was a continual diet given him of the

A diary; a journal.
It [conscience] la a dirt-booke, wherein the siunes of

everie day are written.

Epistle of a Christian Brother (1624), p. 25.

king of Babylon. Jer. UL 84. diet-bread (di'et-bred), n. 1 . A delicate sweet

I dined at the Comptroller's [of the Household] ;. . . it cake, formerly much esteemed in England.
'

2. A name given to various fine breads suita-

ble for invalids.

diet-drink (dl'et-dringk), n. Medicated liquor;
drink prepared with medicinal ingredients.
The observation will do that better than the lady's diet-

drinks, or apothecary's medicines. Lucte.

Lisbon diet-drink, a celebrated medicinal draught re-

sembling the compound tincture of sarsaparilla.

was said It should be the last of the public diets or tables

at Court. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 20, 1663.

4f. Allowance for expenses of living.

The allowances of the ambassador, or, as they were

called, his diets, were ever unpaid ; and he was reduced
to sell his lands in England to keep himself abroad.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

yafomca.

known as species of Wei-

dies fausti (di'ez fas'-

ti). [L. : dies, pi. of

dies, day ;fausti, masc.

pi. of faustus for "fa-

vostus, favorable, for-

tunate, < favere, fa-

vor: see/nt'or.] Auspicious days; days which
the ancient Romans considered lucky, and on
which, therefore, the pretors could administer

justice and the comitia could be held: contrast-

ed with dies infausti, inauspicious or unlucky
days.
die-sinker (di'sing'ker), n. An engraver of

dies for stamping or embossing.
die-sinking (di'sing'

l

'king), n. The process of

engraving dies for stamping coins, medals, etc.

diesis (di'e-sis), n. [= F. diese, formerly diesis,

= Sp. diesi = Pg. It. diesis, < L. diesis, < Gr.

dicatf, a sending through, discharge ;
in music,

a semitone, later a quarter-tone, taken by

...,.....,...,.. = =Sy^l.
Subsistence fare provision.-! Regimen. TC c vui.. i

of which are frequent In diet1 (di'et), v. [< ME. dieten (cf. Gr. duurav, fa6faT (di'e-ter), . [< dieft + -cr1 .] 1. One
cultivation, more usually v.) ;

from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To provide wno diets. 2. One who prescribes rules for
diet or food for

; feed; nourish. [Rare.]
Nor sent thy Spouse this Token to destroy
Thine Eye's, but diet them with sparkling joy.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ill. 76.

. .

eating ;
one who prepares food by dietetic rules.

He cut our roots in characters,
And aauc'd our broths, as Juno had been sick

And he her dieter. Shall.
, Cymbeline, Iv. 2.

2. To prescribe food for
; regulate the food or dietetic (di-e-tet'ik), a. [= F. diete'tique = Sp.

regimen of. dietetico = Pg. It. dietetico (cf. D. dieetetisch =
lt Lord. We shall not then have his company to-night. G. didtetisch = Dan. duetetisk = Sw. dietetisk),
2d Lord. Not till after midnight^ for he is dieted to his < LLi. diteteticus, < Gr. fiam/riKA(, of or for diet,

< Siairav, follow a certain diet, < iiatra, diet: see

dietl,n.] Pertaining to diet; specifically, re-

lating to medical rules for regulating the kind

and quantity of food to be eaten.

This book of Cheyne's became the subject of conversa-

tion, and produced even sects in the dietetick philosophy.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, 1'ref.

dietetical (dl-e-tet'i-kal), a. [< dietetic + -a/.]

Same as dietetic.

He received no other counsel than to refrain from cold

hour. Shale., All's Well, iv. 3.

We have dieted a healthy body into a consumption by
plying it with physick instead of food.

Swift, Conduct of the Allies.

II. intrans. 1. To eat; feed.

Spare Fast, that oft with gods doth diet.

Milton, II Penseroso, L 46.

Inbred worm,
That diets on the braye in battle fall'n.

Cowper, Iliad, niv.

2. To eat according to rules prescribed : as, to

diet in an attack of dyspepsia.
diet2 (di'et), n. [< OF. diete, F. diete = Sp. Pg.
It. dieta, < ML. dieta, dia:ta, a public assembly

drink, which was but a dietetical caution.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

I have seen palates, otherwise not uninstructed in die-

tetieal elegancies, sup it up with avidity.
La>nb- chimney-sweepers.Aristotle for the least subdivision or unit of /

orjg OIie nejd on a get day) a" set day of trial,
Lamb> chimney-sweepers,

musical intervals; < Siitvai, send through, let a day's journey; the same in form as dieta, dietetically (di-e-tet'i-kal-i), adv. Inadieteti-

through, < A<4, through, + Uvat, send.] 1. In
ai(Ktat a prescribed manner of living, diet, but cal manner. Imp. Diet"

Gr. music, the Pythagorean semitone, being no doubt regarded as a derivative (a quasi pp. dietetics (di-e-tet'iks), n. [PI. of dietetic : see
t 1) i > i 1 i ll'i ii>> > 1 1 i'i > ViflfwaQTl fl. frtllTt.Vl DTK? t.Wl*\ TMP1A1* TI/\11T^ rtf T S?J/>0 Q. J^O.V QAA ffistl C*f t\ -~~ /"** T T

*
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.

rijksdag = G. reichstag = Dan. rigsdag = Sw.

riksdag, the national assembly, lit. the diet of

the realm; tag, etc., = E. <liit,.\ 1. A meeting,
as of dignitaries or delegates, held from day to

day for legislative, political, ecclesiastical, or

municipal purposes; meeting: session: spe-

cifically applied by English and French writers

to the legislative assemblies in the German dietetist (di-e-tet'ist), . [= F. dMMtiste= Pg.

-ics. Cf. iiL.'duBtetice, < Gr. Auurrirudi (sc.

art), dietetics.] That department of medicine
which relates to the regulation of diet.

To suppose that deciding whether a mathematical or a
classical education is the best is deciding what Is the

proper curriculum, is much the same thing as to suppose
that the whole of dietetics lies in determining whether or

not bread is more nutritive than potatoes !

H. Spencer, Education, p. 28.

the difference between a fourth and two major
tones, represented by the ratio 256 : 243. Also
used of two theoretical subdivisions of a major tone,

amounting respectively to about a third or a fourth of a

tone, called the chromatic and the enharmonic diesis.

2. In modern music, the difference between an
octave and three major thirds, represented by
the ratio 128 : 125. Also called the modern en-

harmonic diesis. 3. In printing, the mark t,

commonly called double dagger. See dagger^.
dies nefasti (di'ez ne-fas'ti). [L.: dies, pi. of empire, Austria, etc._

The Diet or
Reichstag

ot the dietetista; as dietet-ic + -ist.] One who lays
dies, day; nefasti, pi! of nefastus, not lawful, <

ne-, not, 4- fastits, allowing judgment to be pro-
nounced, fasti, pi., a court-day: see/oW.] In
Horn, law, days on which judgment
could not be pronounced; blank days.
See feritE.

dies non (di'ez non). [L., abbr. of dies

non juridicus, not a court day : dies, a

day; non, not; junctions, of a court,

juridical: see dial, non-, and juridical."]
In law, a day on which courts are not

held, as Sunday, etc. ; a blank day.
die-stock (dl'stok), n. A contrivance
for holding the dies used in screw-cut-

ting. It is made in various forms.

diet1
(di'et). n. [< ME. diete, < OF.

diete, F. didte = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. dieta

= D. dieet = G. diiit = Dan. dicet

= Sw. diet = Pol. dye t = Russ. dieta, <

L. diteta, LL. and ML. also dicta, and
sometimes zteta, zetu, a prescribed man-
ner of living, diet, a dwelling-place, summer-
house, etc., ML. also food, < Gr. iiana, manner

treatmentfi IT
places in which they were held : as, the Diets of Worms, e first place
1496 and 1521 ; the Diet of Augsburg, 1530. The Diet sat in disease. Dunglison.
three colleges: (1) that of the electoral princes ; (2) that dietic (di-et'ik), a. and n. [< diet1 + -1C. Cf. die-
of the princes, in two benches, the temporal and the t ti .

-\
T _ r\f __ T-B,^,,;,,;,, to dint rlifittic

spiritual; and
(3) that of the imperial cities Each college

'

- ^..\^-,. it . - 53 .. _ .,-------,*,- ,E used to note those diseases which are caused

by or connected with the use of improper or

bad food.

II. n. A course of diet. [Rare.]
Gentle dietics or healing applications.

Dp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 397.

dietical (di-et'i-kal), a. [< dietic + -at.] Same
as dietic.

The three fountains of physick, namely, dietical, chirur-

gical, and pharmaceutical.
Chilmead, tr. of Kerrand's Love and Melancholy (1640),

[p. 287.

dietine (di'e-tin), n. [< F. dietine, dim. of diete,

diet : see dieft."} A diet of inferior rank ; spe-

cifically, in Polish hist., one of the local assem-
blies of the nobility, which met to elect depu-
ties to the national diet and to receive the re-

ports of their actions.

deliberated by itself, the agreement of all three, with the
assent of the emperor, being necessary. See lieichstay and
Landtag.
2. The discharge of some part of ministerial

duty at a fixed time : as, adiet of examination;
a diet of visitation. [Scotch.] 3f. An excur-
sion

;
a journey.

Sum of the conspiratouris, who hard tell of the kingis

dyett, followed fast to Leith eftir him.

PitKottie, Chron. of Scotland (ed. 1728), p. 212.

Desertion of the diet. See deiertion. Diet of com-
pearance, in Scots law, the day on which a party in a
civil or criminal process is cited to appear in court. To
desert the diet. See deserti.

dietal (di'e-tal), a. [< dieft + -ai.] Pertain-

ing or belonging to a diet or assembly.
Vntil the putting In execution of the consequent Dutal

decree, this port [is] to be made use of by the ships of war
of both powers. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 668.



dietine

Ladislaus . . . called an assembly of prelates, barons,
and military gentlemen, in their respective provinces, in

order to obtain an additional tribute. These provincial
assemblies gave birth to the dietines ; they now . . . only
elect the nuncios or representatives for the diet.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 363.

Poland was torn by factions ; its diets and dietines were
hotbeds of intrigue. Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 623.

dieting (di'e-ting), . [Verbal n. of diet1
, ?'.]

1. The act of eating or taking nourishment.

You know not how delicate the imagination becomes by
dieting with antiquity day after day.

Shelley, in Dowden, II. 256.

2. The act or process of subjecting to a diet

or regimen.
It's the dieting and rubbing of the race-horse that makes

him thin as a flash, that he may be as swift too.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 333.

dietist (di'e-tist), n. [< diefl- + -ist.] One
skilled in diet. Quarterly Bee.

dietitian (dl-e-tish'an), n. [< diefl- + -itian for

-ician.] Same as dietist. Quarterly Rev. [Rare.]
diet-kitchen (dl'et-kich"en), n. An establish-

ment, usually connected with a dispensary or
with the outdoor department of a hospital, for

preparing and dispensing suitable diet for in-

valids, especially among the poor.
dietrichite (de'trich-it), n. [After the French

mineralogist Dietrich (1748-93).] A hydrous
sulphate of aluminium, zinc, and iron, occur-

ring as a recent formation at Felso-Banya in

Hungary.
Dieu et mon droit (die a mfiii drwo). [F. : Dieu,
< L. deus, a god; et, < L. et, and; mon, < L.

meus, mine, < me, me; droit, < ML. directum,
right: see deity, me, direct, adroit.] Literally," God and my right," the watchword of Rich-
ard I. of England at the battle of Gisors in 1195,
and adopted as the motto on the royal arms of

England.
dieu-gardet, n. [F. Dieu garde, God keep or

save (you); as a noun, "uii dieu-gard, a salu-

tation, or a God save you" (Cotgrave): Dieu,
God; garder, keep, save, guard: see deity and
guard.] A form of salutation or asseveration.

And in this faith desires to be numbred in your familie,
so in your studies to attend, as your least becke may be
his dieugarde. Fiona, It. Diet., Ep. Ded.

His master Harding could not produce so much as a

probability of any vow anciently required or undertaken,
whether by beck or Dieu-gard. Ep. Hall, Works, IX. 278.

diewt, n. An obsolete spelling of due 1
.

die-work (dl'werk), n. Surface ornamentation
of metal by means of dies, upon which the
metal is forced. The process is employed for metal in

either a heated or a cold state ;
when executed upon cold

metal, the work usually requires chasing to complete it.

diezeugmenon (di-e-zug'me-non), n. [Gr. <5<f-

t^tvynivav: see diazeuctic.] In Gr. music, the
lower tetraehord of the upper octave in the two-
octave or greater perfect system.

dif-. 1. The assimilated form of dis- before /.
See dis-. 2f. A form of de- before f. Seede-.

diffamet, v. and n. An obsolete (Middle Eng-
lish) form of defame.
diffamed (di-famd'),p. a. [Pp. of diffame, v.]
In her. : (a) Same as defamed, (b) Turned to-

ward the sinister : said of an animal, especially
a beast of prey, used as a bearing. [Rare.]
diffarreation (di-far-e-a'shon), n. [< LL. diffar-

reatio(n-), < L. dis-, apart,"+ farreatio(n-), for
the more common L. confarreatio(n-), the use
of spelt-cake in the marriage ceremony: see

confarreation.~] The parting of a cake made of

spelt : a ceremony among the Romans at the
divorce of man and wife. See confarreation.

diffencet, An obsolete form of defense.
diffendt, v. An obsolete form of defend.
differ (dif'er), . [< ME. differen = F. differer= Sp. diferir = Pg. differir = It. differire, < L.

differre, carry apart, put off, defer (intr. differ,
be different), < dis-, apart, 4- ferre= E. bear1

;

of. Gr. dtaUpetv, carry apart, differ (> dvd^opof,

different, > ult. E. adiaphorous, etc., diaphor-
ite), < 6ia, through, apart, + Qepeiv = L. ferrc= E. bearl. Cf. defer%, a doublet of differ.]
I. intrans. 1. To be unlike, dissimilar, dis-

tinct, or various in nature, condition, form, or

qualities : used absolutely or with from : as,
the two things differ greatly ;

men differ from
brutes; a statue differsfrom a picture; wisdom
differsfrom cunning.
One star difereth from another star in glory.

1 Cor. xv. 41.

The courts of two countries do not so much differ from
one another, as the court and city in their peculiar ways of
life and conversation. Addison, Coffee House Politicians.

Even in the important matter of cranial capacity, Men
differ more widely from one another than they do from
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the Apes ; whilst the lowest Apes differ as much, in pro-

portion, from the highest, as the latter does .from Man.

Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 95.

In all that I have seen, my main feeling is one of won-
der how little the younger England differsfrom the elder.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 170.

2. To disagree ;
be of a contrary opinion ;

dis-

sent
;
be at variance

; vary in opinion or action :

used absolutely or with from or with : as, they
differ in their methods; he differs from other
writers on the subject.

If the honourable gentleman differs with me on that

subject, I differ as heartily ittith him. Canning.

The first thing that tests a boy's courage is to dare to

differfrom, his father. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 247.

They agree as to the object of existence ; they differ as

to the method of reaching it.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, i. 4.

3. To express disagreement or dissent by word
of mouth

;
come into antagonism ; dispute ;

con-
tend: followed by with.

We'll never differ with a crowded pit. Howe.

To differ by the whole of being, in logic, to have no
essential resemblance, as an orange differs from virtue.
=
Syn. 1. To vary.

II. trans. 1. To cause to be different or un-
like. [Rare.]
Something 'tis that differs me and thee. Cowley.

2. To cause difference or dispute between
;
di-

vide. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
If Maister Angis and her mak it up, I'se ne'er be the

man to differ them. Saxon and Gael, I. 79.

3f. To put off; defer. See defer^.
differ (dif'er), n. [< differ, v.] Difference.

[Scotch.]
Ye see your state wi' theirs compared,
An' shudder at the niffer [exchange] ;

But cast a moment's fair regard
What mak's the mighty differ.

Curtis, Address to the Unco Guid.

difference (dif'e-rens), n. [< ME. difference, <

OF. difference, F. "difference = Sp. diferenda =
Pg. differen^a = It. (obs.) differentia, differenza,
< L. differentia, difference, < differen(t-)s, ppr.,
different: see different.] 1. The condition or

relation of being other or different; the rela-

tion of non-identity; also, the relation between

things unlike
; dissimilarity in general.

Not like to like, but like in difference.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

2. Any special mode of non-identity; a rela-

tion which can subsist only between different

things; also, a special relation involving un-
likeness

;
a particular dissimilarity.

There is no difference between the Jew and the Greek.
Rom. x. 12.

But at last it is acknowledged by the Men who love to
be called the Men of wit in this Age of ours that there is

a God and Providence, a future state, and the differences
of good and evil. Stillinyfleet, Sermons, I. ill.

Strange all this difference should be
'Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee.

Byrom, Feuds between Handel and Buononcini.

3. A character which one thing orkind of things
has and another has not.

Difference is the same that is spoken of many, which
differ in fourme and kinde, when the question is asked,
What maner of thing it is, as when we saie : What maner
of thing is man ? We must auuswere : he is endued with
reason : If the question be asked, what a man is : We must
aunswere by his Genus, or generall woorde, he is a living
creature. If the question be asked, what maner of thing
a Beast is? We maie saie: He is without the gift of rea-

son. Every difference that is moste propre to every thing,
is naturally and substaucially joigned to the kinde which
is comprehended under the generall woorde.

Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1531).

4. Controversy, or ground of controversy; a

dispute ;
a quarrel.

loch. What was the difference
>

French. I think 'twas a contention in public.
Shak., Cymbeline, i. 5.

I would not, for more wealth than I enjoy,
He should perceive you raging ; he did hear
You were at difference now, which hasten 'd him.

Beau. andFl., Maid's Tragedy, i. 2.

A right understanding of some few things, in difference

amongst the sincere and godly, was procured.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 198.

I am myself a good deal ruffled by a difference I have
had with Julia. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

5f. An evidence or a mark of distinction.

An absolute gentleman, full of most excellent differ-
ences. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

6. The act of distinguishing; discrimination;
distinction.

We make some things necessary, some things accessary
and appendent only : . . . our Lord and Saviour himself
doth make that difference. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 3.

To make a difference between the unclean and the clean.

Lev. xi. 47.

7. In math. : (a) The quantity by which one
quantity differs from another; the remainder

difference

of a sum or quantity after a lesser sum or

quantity is subtracted, (b) The increment of a
function produced by increasing the variable

by unity. The operation of taking the difference in

this sense is denoted by the letter A. The second differ-

erne, A2, is the difference of the function that represents
the difference of another. So third, fourth, etc., difference.
The following table is an example :

n3 Al3 A23 A3n3
1 1 7 12 6
2 8 19 18 8
3 27 37 24 8.

4 64 61 80
5 125 91

6 218

8. In lier., a bearing used to discriminate be-
tween shields or achievements of arms, as of

brothers who inherit an equal right to the pa-
ternal coat. The most common form of dif-

ferencing is cadency ; another is the baston.

You must wear your rue with a difference.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5.

9. On the exchanges, the amount of variation
between the price at which it is agreed to sell

and deliver a thing at a fixed time and the

market-price of the thing when that time ar-

rives. In wagering contracts, payment of the
difference is expected and accepted in lieu of

actual delivery. 10f. A part or division.

There bee of times three differences : the first from the
creation of man to the Floud or Deluge, . . . the second
from the Moud to the first Olymplas, etc.

Holland, tr. of Camden's Brit., p. 34.

[Difference is often followed by a prepositional phrase in-

dicating the things or persons that differ. The preposi-
tion is usually between or among, or /rom, but sometimes
also to (after the formula different to : see remarks under

different).

What serious difference is there in this behavior [of

plants] (o that of the lower animals, the curious creatures

of sea life which are hardly one thing or the other?

Harper's Weekly, March 1, 1884, p. 143.]

Accidental difference, in Ionic, a difference in respect
to some accident. Actual difference, in metajih., one

concerning what actually takes place. Ascensional dif-

ferencet. See ascensional. Calculus of finite differ-

ences. Hee calculus. Descensional difference!. See
descensimud. Difference of potentials, <>r potential
difference, in elect., the difference in degree of electri-

fication of two bodies, or parts of the same body, which

produces or tends to produce a flow of electricity or an
electrical current between them. See potential. Differ-

ence-tone. See tonr. Equation of differences. See

equation. First difference. () In logic, the most fun-

damental difference, (b) In math., the result of perform-
ing the operation of taking the difference once. Individ-
ual difference. Same as numerical difference (b).

The many slight differences which frequently appear in

the offspring from the same parents, or which may be

presumed to have thus arisen, from being frequently ob-

served in the individuals of the same species inhabiting
the same confined locality, may be called individual dif-

ferences. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 63.

Inverse difference, in math., the sum of all the values of

a function, for all the discrete values of the variable less

than the actual value. Mixed differences, differences

partly finite and partly infinitesimal (differentials). See

equation. Numerical difference, (a) A difference of

numbers, as between two assemblages of persons or tilings,

two reckonings, or the like, (b) A difference between in-

dividuals of the same species ; a character possessed by
one individual and not by the others of the same species.
Also frequently called individual, individuant, or singu-
lar difference. Partial difference, in moth,, the incre-

ment of a function of two variables which would result

from increasing one of them by unity. Specific differ-

ence, in logic, a character which, added to the genus,
makes the definition of the species. Also called essential,

divisive, completive, or constitutive difference. to make
a difference, to alter a case ; matter, or be material to a
case : as, that makes a great difference ; it makes no differ-

ence what you say.

If he miss the mark, it makes no difference whether he
have taken aim too high or too low.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

Virtual difference, a difference in respect to what would
happen under certain contingencies. Thus, one egg and
another, though they appear to have no actual differences,

may have virtual differences, in that one will hatch a male
and the other a female. = Syn. 1 and 2. Difference, Distinc-

tion, Diversity, Dissimilarity, Disparity, Disagreement,
Variance, Discrimination, contrariety, dissimilitude, va-

riety. The first five words express the fact of unlikeness ;

difference and distinction apply also to that wherein the
unlikeness lies, and dixcriiiii/iation to the act of making or

marking a difference, and to the faculty of discerning dif-

ferences. (See ditcernmeut.) Distinction applies also to thr

eminence conferred on account of difference. Difference
is the most general, applying to things small or great, in-

ternal or external. Distinction is generally, but not al-

ways, external, and generally marks delicate differences :

as, the dittinction between two words that are almost sy.

nonymous. Diversity, by its derivation, is a great or radi-

cal difference, equal to going ill opposite directions. //.,-

similarity is unlikeness, generally in large degree or es-

sential points. Disparity is Inequality, generally in rank

or age. Disagreement and variance are weak words by
their original meaning, but through euphemistic use have
come to stand for dissimilarity <>f opinion of almost any
degree, and for thr resulting alienation of feeling, or even

dissension and strife.

The sub-kingdom Annnlosa shows us an immense differ-

ence between the slow crawling of worms and quick Might
of insects. //. Sj'>icrr, I'rin. of Psychol., 1.
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War u at (liis very u nt doing more to mrlt away thr

!,

M \ 1.1 1
-/; n iti-ti'>n* u Ilirll kei p -, m rolls Solllrt apart

pilll each other than tin- pleaching of the lleloved lljsci-

ph- himself would do. II. II. //. ./..... Old Vol. of Life, p.*.

Tii.- extent of country ami ilir* r*itii of Interests, charac-

ter, illl'l attainments of voters rcprt Ss the pretentious ami

undeserving. N. A., lire., XL. 312.

If tli.' principle of reunion has not its energy in this life

Wbaaem the attractions of self cease, the acquired prin-

ciples of dissimilarity must repel these being* from their

centre. Cheynr.

Tin' ditjmrity between our powers and our performance
is life's tragedy. Aleott, Table-Talk, p. 44.

From these different relations of different things, there

necessarily arises an agreement itr di-i<i?rr<< ui'-nl of some
things toothers. Clarke, Attributes, xiv.

Kveu among the zealous patrons of a council of state,
the most irreconcilable variance Is discovered concerning
thiJ mode in which it ought to be constituted.

Maditon, The Federalist, No. xxxviii.

It Is rather a question whether . . . they have not
sinned themselves beyond all the apprehensions and dis-

crimination* of what is good and what is evil.

Sharp, Sermons, III. xvl.

4. Dissension, contest, falling out, strife, wrangle, alter-

cation.

difference (dif'e-rens), r. t.
; pret. and pp. dif-

ferenced, ppr. t'liffin </</. [< difference, n. Cf.

differentiate, .] 1. To cause a difference or

distinction in or between; make different or
distinct.

One as the King's, the other as the Queen's, di/erenced
by their garlands only.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

He that would be di/erenced from common things would
be infinitely divided from things that are wicked.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 634.

In the Samson Agouistes, colloquial language Is left at

the greatest distance, yet something of it is preserved, to

render the dialogue probable ; in Massinger the style Is

di/t'n'ncrd, but differenced in the smallest degree possible,
from animated conversation by the vein of poetry.

Coleridge, Table-Talk.

2. To distinguish; discriminate; note the dif-

ference of or between.
And this was a non feasans, ami in that he differenced

it from the case of estovers, being an actual Tort to stub
the wood up. Sir J'eyton Venlrit (1695).

3. In lier., to bear with a difference
;
add a dif-

ference to.

Very frequently, even in the earliest times, the eldest
son differenced his father's coat by a label.

Encyc. Erit., XI. 887.

4. In math., to take the difference of (a func-

tion); also, to compute the successive differ-

ences of the numbers in a table.

difference-engine (dif 'e-rens-en'jin), n. A
machine for'the automatic calculation of math-
ematical tables, from the initial values of the
function and of its successive differences. See
fa Ifii In ting-machine.

difference-equation (dif'e-rens-e-kwa'zhon), n.

In math., an equation of finite' differences or

enlargements; an expressed relation between
functions and their differences. See equation.

differencing (dif'e-ren-sing), . In her., the dis-

tinction between"shields made by one or more
differences. See difference, n., 8.

different (dif'e-rent), a. [< F. different = Sp.

diferente = Pg. ft. differente, < L. differeH(t-)s,

ppr. of differre, differ: see differ, .] Not the
same: two; many; plural; also, characterized

by a difference or distinction ;
various or con-

trary in nature, form, or quality ;
unlike

;
dis-

similar.

I have been always so charitable as to think that the

Religion of Rome and the Court of Rome were different

Things. Howell, Letters, ii. 5.

All the elders met at Ipswich : they took Into consider-

ation the book which was committed to them by tlw gen-
eral court, and were much different in their judgments
about it. II inihrop, Hist. New England, II. 108.

Things terrestrial wear a difrent hue,
As youth or age persuades ; and neither true.

Cowper, Hope.

[When In the predicate, different is either used absolutely :

as, the two things are very different ; or followed by/rom:
as, the two things are very different from each other ; he
is very different from his brother. But the relation of

opposition is often lost in that of mere comparison, lead-

ing to the use of to instead atfrom. This use Is regarded
as colloquial or incorrect, and is generally avoided by care-

ful writers.

Different to is, essentially, an English colloquialism ; and,
like many colloquialisms, it evinces how much stronger
the instinct of euphony is than the instinct of scientific

analogy. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 83.

An amazement which was very different to that look of
sentimental wonder. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, p. l.v_M

-SyTL Dipt'i-rnt. Distinct, Sejxirate, Several. These wi.nls

agree in being the opposite of \,j ,/-. />///,<;-./ applies to

nature or quality as well as to state of being: as. the \fri

can and Asiatic climates are very different. The other
three words are primarily physical, am] are still altVrt.-.l

by thill f;u-t : \vv >p';ik o!' .//vfi ,,,'/ or X i><i'-il'< iilea*. colors.

sounds, ete. Hern-ill is used chictly "f those things which
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arc in tome MOM together without merging their Identity :

.!( iftrral lands.

The heat at eighty degrees of Fahrenheit is one thing,

and the heat at eighty degrees of Reaumur is a very difer-
ent matter. ". H'. llolmvn, Kmeraon, xiv.

Is not every case of apparently continuous itereepti.m

really a case of successive distinct images very close to-

gether; (*'. A'. Clifford, Lectures, I. 115.

One poem, which is composed upon a law of its own,
and lias a characteristic or neparate beauty of Its own,
cannot be inferior to any other poem whatsoever.

Be yuincey, Style, III

You shall have very useful and cheering discourse at

neaeral times with two neeeral men, but let all three of you
come together, and you shall not have one new and heaity
word. Kinenan, Essays, 1st ser., p. 189.

differentia (dif-e-ren'shi-S), n.
; pi. differentia!

(-e). [L., difference : see\' difference, n.] 1. In

logic, the characteristic attribute of a species,
or that by which it is distinguished from other

species of the same genus; specific difference

(which see, under difference).
Whatever term can lie affirmed of several things must

express either their whole essence, which U called the

species, or a part of their essence (viz., either the mate-
rial part, which is called the genus, or the formal and
distinguishing part, which is called differentia, or, in com-
mon discourse, characteristic), or something joined to the

essence. Whately, Logic, I. 4.

2. In Gregorian m usic, a cadence or trope. Also
called distinctio.

differentiable (dif-e-reu'shi-a-bl), a. [< NL.
as if "differentialnlis, < 'diffe'rentiare: see dif-

ferentiate, .] Capable of being differentiated

or discriminated.
In these exchanges of structure and function between

the outer and quasi-outer tissues, we get undeniable proof
that they are easily differentiable.

11. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., $ 29<i.

differentiae, n. Plural of differentia.
differential (dif-e-ren'shal), a. and n. [= F.

diffe'rentiel = Sp" differencial
= Pg. differencial

= It. differenziale, <NL. differentials (Leibnitz,

1676), < L. differentia, difference: see difference,

n.] I. a. 1. Making or exhibiting a difference

or distinction ; discriminating; distinguishing;

special.
For whom he procured differential favors. Motley.

2. Having or exhibiting a difference. 3. In

math., pertaining to a differential or differen-

tials, or to mathematical processes in which

they are employed Differential block, calculus,
capacity. See the nouns. Differential characters,
in zool., the distinctive or diagnostic characters by which
one organism is distinguished from another with which
it is compared or contrasted : a statement of such char-

acters constitutes a differential dingnusii. Differential
coefficient. See coefficient.- Differential coupling.
See cowj^i 11.7. Differential derivative. Same as dif-

ferential coefficient. Differential diagnosis. See dia;i-

nogis. Differential duty. Same as discriminating duty.
Differential equation, feed, etc. See the nouns

Differential gear. In lurch., a combination of toothed
wheels by which a differential motion is produced, as

exemplified when two wheels fixed on the same axis are
made to communicate motion to two other wheels on sepa-
rate axes, the velocities of the latter axes ditfering propor-
tionately to the difference of the diameters of the respec-
tive wheels acting upon them, or to the numbers of their
teeth. This combination is extensively employed in lathes
and boring-machines. Differential Invariant, a dif-

ferential expression which is only multiplied by a power
of dyldx by a linear transformation of the variables.

Differential motion, a mechanical contrivance in which
two pieces are connected at once in two ways, so that any
velocity imparted to the one communicates to the other
the difference of two velocities, as the Chinese windlass and
the differential screw. Differential Piston, a single pis-
ton exposed on its opposite sides to different pressures, or
a combination of pistons of different diameters connected
so as to act as one, each under the same or a different

pressure per unit of area. The total effective pressure is

that due, in the case of the single piston, to the difference
between the total pressures on the opposite sides, and, in

the case of connected pistons of different diameters, to the
difference of pressure upon a unit of area of each piston
multiplied by the area of the piston. Differential pul-
ley. See pulley. Differential pump, steam-pump
whose point of cut-off is controlled by the combined mo-
tions of the pump-rod, or its connections, and some inde-

pendent moving part, so that the steam supply is deter-
mined by and apportioned to the load upon the pump.
Differential quotient. Same aa differential coefficient.

Differential resolvent, a differential equation the com-
plete integral of which contains all the roots of a given
algebraic equation. Differential scale. See tcale.

Differential screw. See screw. Differential ther-
mometer. See thsrinnnifter. Differential tone. See

Differential winding, a method of winding coils

for galvanometers, instruments for duplex telegraphy, and
other electrical devices. It consists in winding two in-

sulaU'd wires side by side, so that each makes the same
number of turns. Equal currents passing through these
colls in opposite directions produce no magnetic field in

the center of the coil.

H. n. 1. In math.: (a) An infinitesimal dif-

ference between two values of a variable quan-
tity. In the differential and integral calculus, if two or
more quantities are dependent on one .mi it her. and subject
to variation* ol value, theircorresponding ifitfcn ntials are

any other tjnantiti< s h"-c lali >s to on .-mi it her are the
limits to which the ratios of the variations approximate,

differentiation

as these variations are reduced nearer ami nearer to zero;
but tile illt!' I' lit! il- .ue rommonU iln.l. I -!<>! to tie In*

fliiltesimal.
(I,)) A logarithmic tangent. 2. In

liiol., a morphological difference; a distinction
or distinctive characteristic of form or struc-

ture: correlated with equivalent. [Bare.]
Characteristics arc divisible into two categories : tho~-

which l>ecoinc morphological equivalent* and are essen-

tially similar in diniim t .series, anil those which are es-

sentially different in distinct series and may be classed u
morphol' .gieal tlifferentialt.

.1. lli/,in, i-roc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. 8cL, XXXII. S68.

Partial differential, an infinitesimal Increment of a
function of (\\n MI nine- variables. eoiTes|>omljng to an
infinitesimal increment of one of these variables. Total
differential, a sum of all the partial different i ii

function, so that more than one independent differential

appear in its expression.

differentially (dif-e-ren'shal-i), adv. In a dif-

ferential manner; fey differentiation.

I will . . . state next what sorts of rights, forces, and
Ideas I consider, mark differentially the three periods at

which I have been looking.
Stuola, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 210.

differentiant (dif-e-ren'shi-aut), . [< NL.
*
differentiations, ppr. of 'differentiare : see dif-

ferentiate, v.] In math., a rational integral
function of the coefficients of a binary quantic,
of equal weight in all its terms in respect to

either variable, subject to satisfy the condition

(al + 26^ + a-l + etc.)X> = 0,
d6 do da

where a, b, t, etc., multiplied by binomial co-

efficients, give the coefficients of the quantic,
and where 1) is the differential^ Monomial dif-

ferentiant, a <l i llerent nn 1 1 which (with the usual eonveli
t n in as to a = 1) may be expressed as a permutation-sum
of a single product of differences of roots of the parent
uuantic, or quantfc system. ./. J . Sylvester.

differentiate (dif-e-ren'shi-at), r.
; pret. and

pp. differentiated, ppr. differentiating. [< NL.
'differentiatus, pp. of 'differentiare (> It. diffe-
remiare = Sp. diferenciar = Pg. differenciar =
F. differencier. differentier), < L. differentia, dif-

ference: see
difference, .] I. trans. 1. Tomako

different ; distinguish by differences
;
consti-

tute a difference between : as, color of skin dif-

ferentiates the races of men.

Believing that sexual selection has played an important
part in diff'erentiatinif the races of man, he has found it

necessary to treat this subject in great detail.

A. R. Wallnc.:

Specifically 2. In liiol,, to accomplish or de-

velop differentiation in ; make unlike by modi-
fication

; specialize in structure or function.

'1 he conversion of ... protoplasm into various forms
of organized tissues, which become more and more differ-

entiated as development advances, is obviously referable
to the vital activity of the germ.

V. K. Carpenter, in Grove's Corr. of Forces, p. 4U.

3. In logic, to discriminate between, by observ-

ing or describing the differences. 4. In math.,
to obtain the differential or the differential co-

efficient of: as, to differentiate an equation.
H. intrans. To acquire a distinct and separate

character. Huxley.
differentiate (dif-e-ren'shi-at), n. [< NL. *dif-

fercntiatum, neut.'of *differenliatus: see differ-

entiate, r.] A differential coefficient.

differentiation (dif-e-ren-shi-a'shon), M. [<

ililfcrnitiatc,v.: see -ation.~\ 1. The formation
of differences or the discrimination of varieties.

There can be no differentiation into classes in the ab-
sence of numliers. H. Spencer, l*rin. of Sociol., J 9.

The Faculties arose by process of natural differentiation
out of the primitive university. Huxley.

Specifically 2. Any change by which some-
thing homogeneous is made heterogeneous, or
like things are made unlike ; especially, in liinl..

the evolutionary process or result by which

originally indifferent parts or organs become
differentiated or specialized in either form or
function ; structural or functional modification :

specialization. Thus, the primitively similar appen-
dageeof a lobster undergo di/erentiationin being special-
ized, some into mouth parts some into prehensile claws,
others into walking- or swimming-organs, etc.

In the contents of a single anther-cell we see a surpris-

ing degreeof differentiation In the pollen : namely, grains

cohering by fours, then being either tied together by
threads or cemented together into solid masses, with the

exterior grains different from the interior ones.

Dartrin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. SS.

Differential inn implies that the simple becomes com-
plex or the complex more complex ; it Implies also that
this increased complexity is due to the persistence of
former changes ; we may even say such persistence Is es-

sential to the very Idea of development or growth.
Kncye. Brit., XX. 45.

3. In Itiflii: discrimination ; the act of distin-

piishiiiK things according to their respective
differences.



differentiation

The logical distinctions represent real differentiations,

but not distinct existents.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 451.

4. In math., the operation of finding the differ-

ential or differential coefficient of any function.

Direct differentiation, differentiation by an elemen-

tary procedure. Explicit differentiation, the differ-

entiation of an explicit function of the independent vari-

able. Implicit differentiation, the opposite of explicit

differentiation. Partial differentiation, finding a par-
tial differential. Total differentiation, finding a total

differential.

differentiator (dif-e-ren'shi-a-tor), n. One who
or that which differentiates : as, the radicals of

written Chinese serve as differentiators of the

sense, while the phonetics play the same part
as regards sound.

differentio-differentialt, a. Relating to dif-

ferentials of differentials.

differently (dif'e-rent-li), adv. In a different

manner; variously'.'

The questions have been settled differently in every

church, who should be admitted to the feast, and how
often it should be prepared. Emerson, The Lord's Supper.

differentness (dif'e-rent-nes), n. The state of

being different. Bailey, 1727.

differing (dif'e-ring), p. a. [Ppr. of differ, >.]

1. Unlike; dissimilar; different.

As in Spain, so in all other Wine Countries, one cannot

pass a Day's Journey but he will find a differing Kace of

Wine. HoweU, Letters, ii. 54.

Wise nature by variety does please ;

Clothe differing passions in a differing dress.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, iii. 559.

2. Quarreling; contending; conflicting.

His differing Jury. Chapman, Iliad, ix. 643.

O daughter of the rose, whose cheeks unite
The differing titles of the red and white.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., Ded., 1. 152.

differingly (dif'e-ring-li), adv. In a differing
or different manner.
Such protuberant and concave parts of a surface may

remit the light so differingly as to vary a colour. Boyle.

difficilet (di-fis'il), a. [< F. difficile = Pr. diffieil

= Sp. dificil = Pg. diffieil = It. difficile, < L. diffi-

cilis, in older form difficul, hard to do, difficult,

< dis- priv. + facilis, easy : see facile. Cf. diffi-

cult.] 1. Difficult; hard; arduous; perplexing.
Mounte of Quarentena, where our Lorde fasted .xl. dayes

and .xl. nyghte : it is an hyghe hyll and diffycyll to ascende.
Sir It. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 52.

Latin was no more difficile
Than to a blackbird 'tis to whistle.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 63.

2. Reluctant; scrupulous.
The cardinal finding the pope difficile in granting the

dispensation. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

difficilenesst (di-fis'il-nes), n. Difficulty; im-

practicability ; specifically, difficulty to be per-
suaded; incompliance.
The lighter sort of malignity turneth but to a crossness,

or frowardness, or aptness to oppose, or difficileness, or the
like. Bacon, Goodness.

difficilitatet, v. t. [< L. as if *difficilita(t-)s for

difficulta(t-)s, difficulty. Cf. difficultate.] To
render difficult.

The inordinateness of our love difficilitateth this duty
[charity]. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xv. 4.

difficult (dif'i-kult), a. [Developed from diffi-

culty, q. v.
;
the proper adj. (after L.) is difficile,

q. v.J Not easy ; requiring or dependent on
effort ; hard ;

troublesome
;
arduous. Specifically

(a) Hard as to doing or effecting; wanting facility of

accomplishment : with an infinitive : as, it is difficult to
convince him ; a thing that is difficult to do or to find.

Satire is ... more difficult to be understood by those
that are not of the same age with it than any other kind
of poetry. Addition, Ancient Medals, ii.

(i>) Hard to do, perform, or overcome ; attended with
labor, pains, or opposition ; laborious : as, a difficult un-

dertaking.

There is as much Honour to be won at a handsome Re-
treat as at a hot Onset, it being the difficultest Piece of
War. HoweU, Letters, ii. 4.

Eloquence is not banished from the public business of
this country as useless, but as difficult, and as not spon-
taneously arising from topics such as generally furnish the
staple of debate. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

The difficult mountain-passes, where, from his rocky
eyrie, the eagle-eyed Tyrolese peasant had watched his
foe. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 2.

(c) Hard to please or satisfy ;
not compliant ; unaccommo-

dating ; rigid ; austere : as, a person of difficult temper.

Nothing will please the difficult and nice,
Or nothing more than still to contradict.

Milton, P. R., iv. 157.

Well, if he refuses, . . . I'll only break my glass for its

flattery, . . , and look out for some less difficult admirer.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

Olives and cypresses, pergolas and vines, terraces on
the roofs of houses, soft iridescent mountains, a warm yel-
low light what more could the difficult tourist want?

II. Jamet, Jr., Little Tour, p. 142.
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(d) Hard to persuade or induce ; stubborn in yielding ;

obstinate as to opinion : as, he was difficult to convince.

This offer pleasing both Armies, Edmund was not diffi-

cult to consent. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

His Majesty further said that he was so extreamly diffi-

cult of miracles for feare of being impos'd upon.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 16, 1685.

(e) Hard to understand or solve ; perplexing ; puzzling :

as, a difficult passage in an author ;
a difficult question or

problem. =Syn. Dificult, Hard, Arduous (see arduous),

laborious, toilsome'; obscure, knotty.

difficult (dif'i-kult), v. t. [< F. difficulter, make
difficult, < difficulte, difficulty: see difficulty. In

E. as if < difficult, a.] If. To make difficult;

impede.
Their pretensions . . . had difficulted the peace.

Sir W. Temple, Works, II. 484 (Ord MS.).

2. To perplex; embarrass. [Local, U. S.]

There Is no break in the chain of vital operation ;
and

consequently we are not difficulted at all on the score of

the relation which the new plant bears to the old.

George Bush, The Resurrection, p. 51.

difficultatet (dif'i-kul-tat), v. t. [< difficult +
To render difficult.

Difficulter. To difficultate, or difHcilitate ; to make dif-

ficult or uneasie.
'

Cotgrave.

difficultly (dif'i-kult-li), adv. With difficulty:

as, gutta-percha is difficultly soluble in chloro-

form. [Rare.]
He himself had been only guilty, and the other had been

very difficultly prevailed on to do what he did. Fielding.

difficulty (dif'i-kul-ti), n.
; pi. difficulties (-tiz).

[< ME. difficultee, < OF. difficulte, F. difficulte =
Pr. difficultat = Sp. dificultad = Pg. difficuldadc
= It. difficult^, < L. difficulta(t-)s, < diffieul, older

form of difficilis, hard to do, difficult : see diffi-

cile and difficult.] 1. Want of easiness or fa-

cility; hindrance to the doing of something;
hardness to be accomplished or overcome

;
the

character or condition of an undertaking which
renders its performance laborious or perplex-
ing: opposed to facility: as, a work of labor
and difficulty.

The next morning two peasants, subjects of Oingiro,
shewed them the ford, where their beasts passed over with

great difficult!/ and danger, but without loss.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 319.

2. That which is hard to accomplish or to sur-

mount: as, to mistake difficulties for impossi-
bilities.

The wise and prudent conquer difficulties by daring to

attempt them. Rowe.

3. Perplexity ; complication or embarrassment
of affairs, especially of pecuniary affairs; trou-

ble ;
dilemma

;
whatever renders action or pro-

gress laborious or painful : as, a gentleman in

difficulties.

Why do I make a difficulty in speaking of my worthy
ancestor's failings ? Steele, Spectator, No. 544.

More than once, in days of difficult}/
And pressure, had she sold her wares for less

Than what she gave. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

4. Objection; cavil; obstruction to belief or
consent.

If the Sorcerers or Inchanters by their lots or diuina-
tions affirmed that any sicke bodie should die, the sicke
man makes no difficultie to kill his owne sonne, though
he had no other. Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 883.

Men should consider that raising difficulties concerning
the mysteries in religion cannot make them more wise,
learned, or virtuous. Swift.

It seems, then, that difficulties in revelation are espe-
cially given to prove the reality of our faith.

J. H. Neurman, Parochial Sermons, i. 211.

5. An embroilment; a serious complication
of feeling or opinion ;

a falling out; a variance
or quarrel.
Measures lor terminating all ... difficulties. Bancroft.

= Syn. 1. Laboriousness, troublesomeness, arduousness.
2. Obstruction, Impediment, etc. (see obstacle), hindrance.
3. Distress, exigency, trial, emergency, pinch.

diffidet (di-fid'), v. i. [= It. diffidare, < L. diffi-

dere, distrust, < dis- priv. + fidere, trust, <

fides, faith: see faith, fidelity. See also defy,

diffident, and of. affy, confide.] To have or feel

distrust
;
have no confidence.

Mr. Pinch. No, Sir, I'll ne'er trust you any way.
Horn. But why not, dear Jack? why diffide in me thou

know'st so well? Wycherley, Country Wife, iv. 1.

The man diffides in his own augury,
And doubts the gods.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 533.

diffidence (dif'i-dens), n. [= Sp. difidencia =
Pg. diffidencia = 'It. diffidenza, diffidenzia, < L.

diffidentia, want of confidence, < diffiden(t-)s,

ppr. of diffidere, distrust: see diffident. See
also defiance.] 1. Distrust; want of confidence
in regard to anything; doubt of the ability or

disposition of others. [Now rare or obsolete
in this application, originally the prevailing
one.]

diffluency

Hee had brought the Parlament into so just a diffidence
of him, as that they durst not leave the Public Anues to

his disposal, much less ati Army to his conduct.

Milton, Eikonoklastcs, xii.

To Israel, diffidence of God, and doubt
In feeble hearts. Milton, S. A., 1. 454.

2. More especially, distrust of one's self; want
of confidence in one's own ability, worth, or

fitness; retiring disposition; modest reserve;

shyness.
Be silent always, when you doubt your sense ;

And speak, though sure, witli seeming diffidence.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 567.

She lifts. . . [her eyes] by degrees, with enchanting diffi-

dence. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

An Englishman's habitual diffidence and awkwardness
of address. Irving.

By learning conspicuous before the world, his [John
Pickering's] native diffidence withdrew him from its per-
sonal observation. Sumner, Orations, I. 138.

= Syn. 2. Modesty, Shyness, etc. (see baslifulness), fear,

timidity, hesitation, apprehension.

diffident (dif'i-dent), a. [= Sp. difidente = Pg.
It. diffidente, < L". diffiden(t-)s, ppr. of diffidere,

distrust: see diffide. See also defiant.'] 1. Dis-

trustful; wanting confidence in another's power,

will, or sincerity. [Now rare or obsolete.]

Piety so diffident as to require a sign. Jer. Taylor.

Be not diffident
Of wisdom ; she deserts thee not, if thou
Dismiss not her. . Milton, P. L., viii. 562.

2. Distrustful of one's self; not confident; re-

served
;
timid

; shy : as, a diffident youth.
Distress makes the humble heart diffident.

RicJiardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

The limited nature of my education, ... so far from

rendering me diffident of my own ability to comprehend
what I had read, . . . merely served as a farther stimulus
to imagination. Foe, Tales, I. 7.

Although Ximenes showed no craving for power, it must
be confessed he was by no means diffident in the use of it.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 6.

The diffident accost each other with a certain coy respect-

fulness, having its rise in self-reverence, a regard for per-
sons and principles. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 83.

= Syn. 2. Bashful, shamefaced, sheepish.

diffidently (dif'i-dent-li), adv. With distrust ;

in a shy or hesitating manner ; modestly.
In man humility's alone sublime,

Who diffidently hopes he's Christ's own care.

Smart, Hymn to the Supreme Being.

diffidentness (dif'i-dent-nes), n. Distrust
; sus-

piciousness. Bailey,\T21. [Rare or obsolete.]
diffindt (di-find' ), v. t. [< L. diffindere, pp. diffis-

sus, cleave asunder, < dis-, asunder, + findere,

cleave, split, = E. bite, q. v.] To cleave in two.

Bailey, 1727.

diffinet, v . A Middle English variant of define.

To diffyne
Al here sentence.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 529.

diffinisht, '. t.

finish.

diffinitiont, n.

diffinitivet, a.

A Middle English variant of de-

A former variant of definition.
A former variant of definitive.

The tribunal where we speak being not diffinitive (which
is no small advantage), I now promised to ease his memory
myself with an abstract of what I had said.

Sir //. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 537.

diffissipnt (di-fish'on), n. [< L. diffissio^i-),

breaking off a matter till the following day,
deferring it, lit. a cleaving in two, < tUffiutlere,

pp. diffissus, cleave in two: see diffind.] The
act of cleaving asunder. Bailey, 1727.

diffixedt (di-fiksf), a. [< ML. as if "diffixus, <

L. dis-, apart, + filus, pp. of figere, fix : see fix.]
Loosened

;
unfastened. Bailey, 1727.

difflatet (di-flaf), t'. * [< L. difflatus, pp. of dif-

Jlarc, blow apart, < dis-, apart, away, + flare
= E. blow1.] To blow away ;

scatter. E. D.
difflationt (di-fla'shon), n. [< L. as if *diffla-

tio(n-), < diffiare: see difflate.] A blowing in

different directions
;
a scattering by a puff of

wind. Bailey, 1727.

diffluan (dif'lo-an), n. [< L. diffluere, flow away,
< di~, dis-, apart, + fiuere, flow: seefineiit.] A
chemical compound obtained by the action of

heat on alloxanic acid. It is not crystallizable,
is very soluble in water, and possesses no acid

properties. Also spelled dijliian.

diffiuence (dif'16-ens), . [= F. diffluence = Pg.
diffluencia; as diffluen(t) + -ce.] If. The qual-

ity of flowing away on all sides, as a fluid ;

fluidity: opposed to consistence. Alsodiffluciici/.
2. In 2007., specifically, the peculiar mode

of disintegration or dissolution of infusorians;
the "molecular effusion" of Dujardin.
diffluencyt (dif lo-en-si), n. [< diffluen(t) + -cy.]

Same as diffluenri', 1.

Ice is water congealed by the frigidity of the air ; where-

by it acquireth no new form, but rather a consistence or
determination of its dijflveney.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.



diffluent

diffluent (dif'lo-ent), a. [= F. diffluent = Pg.

(tiljlui'iili; < L. ilil)\iii'ii(t-)s, i>]ir. nf ilitthifi-' (>

Sp. dijluir), flow in different directions, < dis-,

away, apart, + Jluere, flow : see fluent.'] Tend-

ing to flow away on all sides
;
not fixed

;
read-

ily dissolving.
A formless, apparently tlijHnt'nt and structureless mass.

A Gray, in Nat. Scl. and Rel., p. 14.

Difflugia (ili-flo'ji-a), n. [NL., formed (im-

prop.) from theL. base diffluij- (as in pp. diffliur-

us) of diffluere, flow apart : see diffluent.'] A ge-
nus of ordinary amcabiform rhizopods, of the
order Anurboidfa and family Arcellidat, haying
a kind of test or shell made of foreign particles

agglutinated together, as grains of sand, dia-

toms, etc. : so called from the flowing out or

apart of the pseudopods. /'. urceolata is an

example.
difform (dif'6rm), a. [< F. difforme, OF. def-

j'lirine = 8p. Pg. disforme = It. difforme, < ML.
'difformis, var. of L. deformis, deformed : see de-

form, a.] 1. Irregular in form ; not uniform;
anomalous; deformed. 2. Unlike; dissimilar.

Tbe unequal refractions of difforin rays. Newton.

difformed (di-f6rmd'), a. Same as difform.

difformity (di-fdr'mi-ti), .
; pi. difform itim

(-tiz). [< F. difform'it^ = Sp. disformidad =
Pg. disformidade = It. difforiiiitd, < ML. dif-

formiUi(t-')s, var. of L. deformita(t-)s, deform-

ity: see difform and deformity.]
Difference or

diversity in form ; lack of uniformity.
Just as ... hearing and seeing are not Inequalities or

diffortiiitieit iu the soul of man, but each of them powers
of the whole suul. Clarke, Ans. to Sixth Letter.

diffract (di-frakf), . t. [= F. diffracter,< L.

diffractus, pp. of diffringere, break in pieces, <

dis-, asunder, + frangere = E. break : see frac-
tion and break.] To break into parts; specifi-

cally, in
optics,

to break up, as a beam of light,

by deflecting it from a right line; deflect.

diffract (di-frakf), a. [< L. diffractus, pp. : see
the verb.] In Uchcnology, broken into distinct

areoles separated by chinks.

diffracted (di-frak'ted), a. [< diffract + -e<P.]
In entom., bending in opposite directions: as,

elytra diffracted at the tips.
diffraction (di-frak'shon), n. [= F. diffraction
= Pg. diffrarySo = It. Siffrazione, < L. as if *dif-

fractio(n-), < diffringere, pp. diffractus, break m
pieces: see diffract, p.] 1. In optics, the spread-
ing of light or deflection of its rays, accompa-
nied by phenomena of interference : occasioned

by the neighborhood of an opaque body to the
course of the light, as when it passes by the edge
of an opaque body or through a small aperture,
the luminous rays appearing to be bent or de-
flected from their straight course and mutually
interfering with one another. See interference.

Diffraction Bands.

Thus, if a beam of monochromatic light is passed through a
narrow slit and received on ascreen in a dark room, a series

of alternately light and dark bands or fringes is seen, which
diminish in intensity and distinctness on either side of the
central line ; if white light is employed, a series of colored

spectra of different orders is obtained. Similar phenom-
ena of diffraction are obtained from diffraction gratings,
which consist of a hand of equidistant parallel lines (from
10,000 to 30,000 or more to the inch), ruled on a surface of

glass or of polished metal ; the spectra obtained by this

means are called interference or diffraction spectra. They
tlilt'er from prismatic spectra, since iu them the colors are

uniformly distributed in their true order and extent ac-

cording to their difference In wave-length ; while in the
latter the less refrangible (red) rays are crowded together,
and the more refrangible (blue, violet) are dispersed. Dif-
fraction gratings are now much used, especially in study-
ing the solar spectrum. The best gratings are ruled on
speculum metal with a concave surface (often called Roip-
/'iii'l gratings, after Professor Henry A. Rowland of Balti-

more), and give an image of the spectrum directly, without
the intervention of a lens.

The street lamps at night, looked at through the meshes
of a handkerchief, show diffraction phenomena.

Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 95.

This diffraction grating is merely a system of close, equi-
distant, parallel liius ruled upon a plate of glass or polished
metal. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 78.

Hence 2. In acoustics, the analogous modifi-
cation produced upon sound-waves when pass-
ing by the edge of a large body, as a building.
Tlie chief difference between the two classes of phenom-
ena is due to the relatively enormous length of the waves
of sound, as compared with those of light.

- Diffraction
circles, see ,'ir,-/,\

diffractive (di-frak'tiv), a. [= F. diffractif;
as diffract + -ire.] Pertaining to diffraction

;

causing diffraction.
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diffractively (di-frak'tiv-li), adr. By or with
iliffriictioii

; in a diffractive manner.
In the til-si place, a marked distinction is to lie drawn

between those objectives of low ..r inmlrnit'- power which
are to be worked dioptrlcally and those of high power
which are to be worked di/ractioelv.

W. II. Carpenter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 208.

diffranchiset, diffranchisementt (di-fran'chiz
or -chiz, di-fran'chiz-ment or -chiz-ment).
Same us disfranchise, disj'ranchisement.

diffrangibility (di-frau-ji-biri-ti), n. [< dif-

frimgible: sae-bility.] The quality of beingdif-
frangible ; the degree of diffraction.

The refranglbillty of a ray and its diffrangibility, if we
may coin the word, both depend upon the number of pul-
sations per second with which it reaches the diffracting
or refracting surface. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 98.

diffrangible (di-fran'ji-bl), . [< L. 'diffran-

gere, assumed for diffringere, break (see dif-

fract), + -ible.'] Capable of being diffracted,
as light passing through a narrow slit, or re-

flected from a diffraction grating. See diffrac-

tion, 1.

dlffugient (di-fu'ji-ent), a. [< L. diffugien(t-)s,

ppr. of diffugere, nee in different directions,

scatter, disappear, < dis-, apart, + fugere, flee.]

Dispersing ; fleeing ; vanishing. [Rare.]
To-morrow the diffuyient snows will give place to spring.

Thackeray, Round about the Christinas Tree.

diffusate (di-fu'sat), n. [< diffuse + -ate*.]
The solution of crystalline or diffusible sub-
stances resulting from dialysis.
diffuse (di-fuz'), v. : pret. and pp. diffused, ppr.

diffusing. [= F. diffuser, < L. diffusus, pp. of

diffundere, pour in different directions, spread
by pouring, pour out, < dis-, away, + fundere,
pour: see fuse.] I. trans. 1. To pour out and

spread, as a fluid
;
cause to flow and spread.

Our bounty, like a drop of water, disappears when dif-

fused too widely. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, ill.

2. To spread abroad; scatter; send out or ex-

tend in all directions.

The mind, when ft is withdrawn and collected into it-

self, and not diffused into the organs of the body, hath
some extent and latitude of prenotlon.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 204.

Believe her [Vanity] not, her glass diffuses
False portraitures. Quartet, Emblems, 11. G.

All around
A general Sigh diffus'd a mournful Sound.

Cangreoc, Iliad.

I see thee sitting crowu'd with good,
A central warmth diffusing bliss.

TVimi/wiii, In Mcmoriam, Ixxxiv.

= Syn. 2. To scatter, disseminate, circulate, disperse, dis-

tribute, propagate.
II. intrans. To spread, as a fluid, by the wan-

dering of its molecules in amongst those of a

contiguous fluid. Thus, if alayerof salt water be placed
beneath fresh water, the salt water will gradually pene-
trate into the fresh water, against the action of gravity,

diffuse (di-fus'), a. K ME. "diffuse (in adv. dif-

fuseli) = OF. diffus, F. diffus= Sp. difuso = Pg.
It. diffuso, < L. diffusus, pp. : see diffuse, v.]
1. Widely spread or diffused; extended; dis-

persed; scattered.

A diffuse and various knowledge of divine and human
things. Milton, To the Parliament of England.

Specifically (a) In pathol., spreading widely and having
no distinctively denned limits : as, a diffuse inflammation
or suppuration: opposed to circumscribed. (fr) In //.,

spreading widely and loosely. (<) In emtfryol., applied to
a form of uon-decidnate placenta in which the fetal villi

form a broad belt, (rf) In zoo/., sparse; few and scattered,
as markings ; especially, in entotn., said of punctures, etc.,
when they are less thickly set than on a neighboring part
from which they appear to be scattered off.

2. Prolix; using many words; verbose; ram-

bling: said of speakers and writers or their

style.
'lli' reasoning of them is sophistical and Inconclusive ;

the style diffuse and verbose. J. Warton, Essay on Pope.

He was a man of English make, taciturn, of few words,
no diffuse American talker. H*. Phillips, Speeches, p. 166.

3f. Hard to understand; perplexing; requir-

ing extended effort.

The toun-clerk of the eid cite for the tyme beinge shall

yeve no jugement in the Baillies name of the same cite for

the tyme beynge, in or vppon eny diffuse matier biforn

them, M ' <>u t the aduise of the Recordor of the same cite for

the tyme beynge. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

Johnn Lydgate
Wryteth after an hyer rate ;

It is dyffute to fynde
The sentence of his mynd.

Skelton, Phyllyp Sparowe, 1. 806.

Diffuse ganglion. See :/>iu.7li'n.=Sy&. 2. Loose, ram-
bling, wordy, long-winded, diluted, spun out.

diffused (<li-fuzd'), p.o. [Pp. of diffuse, .] 1.

Spread; dispersed.
It is the most flourishing, or, as they may be called, the

dominant speeie* those whieh range widely, are the
most diffused in their own country, and ;ire the most nu-

diffusiometer

niiT.iiis In iuilividiml.- ln<li <>ftenet produce well-
marked varieties, or, as I c<niidt r tin -m, incipient specie*.

Danrin, origin >{ SJM-. ir, p. 83.

The gray hidden moon's diffu*vd soft light . . .

11U lea-gin lalund pi ivni >lid but show.
William ilorrit, Earthly Paradise, I. 4O3.

2f. Spread out
;
extended

;
stretched.

See how he lies at random, carelessly diffused,
With languUh'd head unpropp'd.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 118.

3f. Confused; irregular; wild; negligent.
Let them from forth a saw-pit rush at on <

With some diffused song. Shot., M. W. of W., Iv. 4.

But
|
we

| grow, like savages, . . .

To swearing, and stern looks, diffut'tt attire,
And everything that seems unnatural.

Shak., Hen. V., T. Z.

The strangest pageant, fashioned like a court,

(As least I dreamt I saw It) so diffused,
So painted, pled, and full of ralnliow strains,
As never yet, either by time or place,
Was made the food to my distasted sense.

/:. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 2.

4. In rod'/., ill-defined
;
without definite edges :

applied to colored marks when they appear to

merge gradually into the ground-color at their

edges, and especially to marks on the wings of

butterflies and moths when the scales forming
them become scattered at the edges.
diffusedly (di-fu'zed-li), adv. 1. In a diffused

manner; with wide dispersion. 2f. Confused-

ly; irregularly; negligently (as to dress).

Go not so diffusedly ;

There are great ladles purpose, sir, to visit you.
Fletcher (and anothert), Nice Valour, ill.

Xode/ustdlie written that letters stood for whole words.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, xxii.

3. In zool., in a spreading manner; so as to

fade into the surrounding parts: as, a mark
diffusedly paler on one side.

diffusedness (di-fu'zed-nes), n. The state of

being widely spread.
Mr. Warhurton's text, as well as all others, read "She

would Infect to the north-star ;

"
and It is the diffiuedntss,

or extent of her Infection, which is here described.
T. Edwards, Canons of Criticism, xxii.

diffusely (di-fus'li), adv. [< ME. diffuseli;
< dif-

fuse + -ly?.] 1. Widely; extensively.
Pleas'd that her magic fame diffusely flies,

Thus with a horrid smile the hag replies.

Hoire, Lucan, vi.

2. Copiously; amply; fully; prolixly.
Luk . . . tellith more diffuseli how man stieth [as-

cendeth) up to Qod, from Adam to the Trinite (Lnke Hi.

23-38). Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 891.

A sentiment which, expressed diffusely, will barely In1

admitted to be just ; expressed concisely, will be admired
as spirited. Blair, Lectures, xviil.

3. In entom., thinly and irregularly: as, a sur-

face diffusely punctured.
diffuseness (di-fus'ues), n. The quality of be-

ing diffuse ; specifically, in speaking or writ-

ing,
want of concentration or conciseness

; pro-
lixity.

The difuxenms of Blue-Books has been a standard sub-

ject of criticism since blue-Books began.
Westminster Rev., CX XVIII. 594.

diffuse! (di-fu'zer), . One who or that which
diffuses; specifically, in physics, an apparatus
consisting of a number of thin metal plates,

designed to conduct away the heat of a thermo-
electric battery by exposing a large surface to

the air. Also spelled diffusor.

It Is his mastery of ridicule which renders Sydney Smith
so powerful as a diffuser of ideas, for In order to diffuse

widely it is necessary to be able to address fools.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, ii.

diffusibility (di-fu-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< diffusible:
see -bility.] The tendency of a fluid to pene-
trate a contiguous fluid by the wandering of its

molecules.
Water is probably a liquid of a high degree of diffuri-

Irility; at least it appears to diffuse four times more rapidly
than alcohol, and four or six times more rapidly than the
less diffusive salts. J. Graham, Phil. Trans., 1853, p. 178.

diffusible (di-fu'zi-bl), a. [=F. diffusible;
fiinf. + -ible.] Capable of diffusing, as a fluid;
diffusive Diffusible stimulants. See stimulant.

diffusibleness(di-fu'zi-bl-ne8), n. Diffusibility.

Craig.
diffusilet (di-fu'sil), a. [< L. diffusilis. diffu-

sive, < diffusus, pp. of diffundere, diffuse : see

. r.J Spreading. Bailey, 1727.

diffusimeter (dif-u-sim'e-ter), n. Same as tUf-
fllxinllli tl >'.

diffusiometer (di-fu-si-om'e-ter), n. [Irreg. <

L. diffiixio(H-), diffusion,-!- metrum, a measure.]
An apparatus devised by Graham for ascer-

taining the rate of diffusion between gases.
It consists essentially of a tube, containing the gas under
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experiment, with the lower end plunged in mercury and
the upper end closed with a porous plug ; the rate of dif-

fusion is determined from the rapidity with which the

mercury rises in the tube as the diffusion of the gas goes
on through the porous plug.

diffusion (di-fu'zhon), ii. [= F. diffusion = Pr.

diffusio = Sp. difusion = Pg. diffusao = It. dif-

ing, or the state or being diffused. () The grad-
ual and spontaneous molecular mixing of two fluids which
are placed in contact one with the other. It takes place
without the application of external force and even when

opposed by the action of gravity. It is explained by the

motion and mutual attraction of the molecules of the two
fluids. Diffusion is most rapid and marked between gases,
but is also an important phenomenon of liquids. See diffu-

sion of gases and diffusion of liquids, below.

The process of diffusion is one which is continually
performing an important part in the atmosphere around
us. Respiration itself, but for the process of diffusion,
would fail in its appointed end.

W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., I. iii. 3.

(6) A scattering, dispersion, or dissemination, as of dust
or seed, or of animals or plants.

The process of diffusion would often be very slow, de-

pending on climatal and geographical changes, on strange
accidents, and on the gradual acclimatization of new spe-
cies to the various climates through which they might
have to pass. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 305.

(c) Propagation or spread, as of knowledge or doctrine.

Another measure of culture is the diffusion of know-
ledge. Emerson, Civilization, p. 21.

To our mediseval forefathers the great diffusion of the
arts of reading and writing which followed on the inven-
tion of printing was a boon beyond all words.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 242.

((it) Diffuseness ; prolixity.
To abregge

Diffitsioun of speche. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 296.

Diffusion apparatus, an apparatus sometimes employed
for extracting the sugar from cane or beet-root by dissolv-

ing it out with water. Diffusion circles, luminous cir-

cles, as those thrown upon a screen by a lens when the

object is either too near or too far to be in exact focus.

Diffusion of electricity and magnetism, propaga-
tion analogous to the conduction of heat.

This diffusion and decay of the induction-current is a

phenomenon precisely analogous to the diffusion of heat
from a part of the medium initially hotter or colder than
the rest. Clerk Maxwell.

Diffusion Of force, the phenomena of viscosity in mov-
ing fluids. Diffusion Of gases, the diffusion through
each other which takes place when two bodies of gas are

placed in contact^ as when a bell-jar of hydrogen is placed
base to base over one containing oxygen. After a certain
time a homogeneous mixture is obtained, even if the heavier

gas is placed below. When separated by a porous dia-

phragm the relative rate of diffusion can be measured (see
diffusiometer)', it is found to be the more rapid with the

lighter gas. Diffusion Of heat, (a) A phrase employed
to express the modes by which the equilibrium of heat is

effected, viz., byconduction, radiation.andconvection. The
term is also used, like diffusion of light (see light), to de-
scribe the irregular reflection or scattering of the incident
heat (and light) from the surface of a body not perfectly
smooth, (b) Conduction of heat. Diffusion of liquids,
the diffusion through each other which occurs when two
liquids that are capable of mixing, such as alcohol and wa-
ter, are placed in contact, even in spite of the action of grav-
ity. It is closely related to the phenomena of exosmosis
and endosmosis (which see), which take place when the li-

quidsare separated by a porous diaphragm. See also dialy-
sis. Diffusion of taxes, the theory that the community
as a whole must bear the burden of any tax. no matter
upon what commodity or persons it is originally levied.
This theory rests on the assumption of perfect competition.

Diffusion tube, an instrument for determining the rate
of diffusion for different gases. =SyTL Spread, circulation,
expansion, dissemination, distribution,

diffusion-osmose (di-fu'zhon-oz"m6s), n. Os-
mose due to the diffusibility of the liquids, and
not to the chemical action of the membrane.
diffusion-volume (di-fu'zhon-vol"um), re. The
volume of a fluid which diffuses into a second
in the same time that a given volume of the
second diffuses into the first.

diffusive (di-fu'siv), a. [= F. diffusif = Sp.
difusivo = Pg. It. diffusive, < L. as if *dlffusivus,
< diffusus, pp. of diffundere, diffuse: see dif-
fuse.'] 1. Having the quality of diffusing or

spreading by flowing, as fluids, or of dispers-
ing, as minute particles : as, water, air, light,
dust, smoke, and odors are diffusive substances.

All liquid bodies are diffusive.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Diffusive Cold does the whole Earth invade,
Like a Disease, through all its Veins 'tis spread.

Congreve, Imit. of Horace, I. ix. 2.

2. Extending in all directions; widely reach-

ing ;
extensive : as, diffusive charity or benev-

olence.

No fear that the religious opinions he holds sacred, . . .

or the politics he cultivates, . . . will keep back any from
his share of the diffusive good.

11. Choate, Addresses, p. 203.

He [Hartley Coleridge] thinks intellect is now of a more
diffusive character than some fifty years since, for progres-
sive it can not be. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 21.
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I seem in star and flower

To feel thee some di/usiee power.
Tennyson, In Mcniorlam, cxxx.

diffusively (di-fu'siv-li), adv. Widely ;
exten-

sively ;
iu every direction.

diffusiveness (di-fu'siv-nes), re. 1. The state or

character of being diffusive : as, the diffusive-

ness
; copiousness of words or expression.

Of a beautiful and magnificent diffusiveness Cicero is,

beyond doubt, the most illustrious example.
Blair, Rhetoric, xviii.

diffusivity (dif-u-siv'i-ti)j
n. [< diffusive + -ity.]

The power or rate of diffusion. [Rare.]
The diffusivity of one substance in another is the num-

ber of units of the substance which pass in unit of time

through unit of surface. Tait, Properties of Matter, p. 267.

diffusqr (di-fu'zor), n. See diffuser.

dig (dig), v.-. pret. and pp. dug or digged, ppr.

digging. [< ME. diggen, dyggen (once deggen,
for a rime) (pret. diggede, digged, pp. digged),

prob. altered (through Dan. influence?) from
earlier dikien, usually diken or assibilated di-

cnen, dig, < AS. dician, make a ditch (= Dan.

dige, raise a dike, = Sw. dika, ditch, dig ditches),
< die, a ditch, etc. : see dike, ditch, v. and n.

The pret. dug, for earlier digged, like stuck for

sticked, is modern.] I. intrans. 1. To make a

ditch or other excavation
;
turn up or throw out

earth or other material, as in making a ditch
or channel or in tilling : as, to dig in the field

;

to dig to the bottom of something.
Thei wente to the tresour, aa Merlin hem taught, in the

foreste, and lete digge in the erthe and fonde the tresour
that neuer er [before] was seyn, and toke it oute of the
erthe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 370.

I cannot dig ; to beg I am ashamed. Luke xvi. 3.

The scripture says, Adam digged ; Could he dig without
arms? Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

2. To study hard; give much time to study;
grind. [Students' slang, U. S.]
Here the sunken eye and sallow countenance bespoke

the man who dug sixteen hours per diem.
Harvard Itegister, 1827-28, p. 303.

To dig out, to decamp or abscond suddenly : as, the de-

faulter stole a horse, and dug out. [Slang, U. S.]

II. trans. 1 . To excavate
;
make a passage

through or into, or remove, by loosening and
taking away material : usually followed by an
adverb : as, to dig up the ground ;

to dig out a
choked tunnel.

Who digs hills because they do aspire,
Throws down one mountain to cast up a higher.

Shak., Pericles, i. 4.

2. To form by excavation
;
make by digging :

as, to dig a tunnel, a well, a mine, etc.
;
to dig

one's way out.

Whoso diggeth a pit shall fall therein. Prov. xxvi. 27.

I believe more Men do dig their Graves with their Teeth
than with the Tankard. HouieU, Letters, ii. 3.

3. To break up and turn over piecemeal, as a

portion of ground : as, to dig a garden with a

spade ;
a hog digs the ground with his snout.

Dikeres and delueres digged [var. dikeden (A), vii. 100]
vp the balkes. Piers Plowman (B), vi. 109.

4. To excavate a passage or tunnel for; make
a way of escape for by digging: as, he dug
himself out of prison.
Look you, th' athversary ... is digged himself four

yards under the countermines. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 2.

5. To obtain or remove by excavation
; figura-

tively, to find or discover by effort or search
;

get by close attention or investigation : often
followed by up or out: as, to dig potatoes; to

dig or dig out ore; to dig up old records ; to dig
out a, lesson.

There let Julianus Apostata dyggen him [John the Bap-
tist] up, and let brennen [burn] his Bones.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 107.

As appeareth by the coynes of the Tyrians and Sidoni-

ans, which are digged out and found daily.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 46.

6. To cause to penetrate ; thrust or force in :

followed by into : as, he dug his spurs into his
horse's flanks

;
he dug his heel into the ground.

To dig down, to undermine and cause to fall by dig-
ging.

In their sclfwill they digged down a wall. Gen. xlix. 6.

To dig in, to cover or incorporate by digging : as, to dig
in manure. To dig over, to examine or search by dig-
ging : as, he dug over the spot very carefully, but found
nothing.

dig (dig), re. [<<%,.] 1. A thrust; a punch;
a poke : as, a dig in the ribs : often used figur-
atively of sarcasm and criticism. 2. A dili-

gent or plodding student. [Students' slang,
U. S.]

The many honest digs who had in this room consumed
the midnight oil. Collegian, p. 231.

digenesis

digallic (di-gal'ik), a. [< di-% + gallic^ Used

only in the following phrase Digallic acid. Same
as taniiic acid (which see, under taimic).

digamist (dig'a-mist), n. [< digamy + -ist.'}

One who has been married twice
;
a widower or

widow who marries a second time. See biga-
mist. [Rare.]

Digamists, according to Origen, are saved in the name of

Christ, but are by no means crowned by him.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 346.

digamma (di-gam'a), n. [< L. digamma, also di-

guiiiiitoii, digumi<i8, < Gr. diyafifia, also Aijau/iov,

diyauiiot;, the digamma, a name first found in the

grammarians of the first century (so called be-

cause its form, F, resembles two gammas, T, set

one above the other) ;
< Si-, two-, twice, + yafi-

fia, gamma.] A letter corresponding in deriva-

tion and alphabetic place to the Latin and mod-
ern European F, once belonging to the Greek

alphabet, and retained longest among the .^0-
lians. It was a consonant, and appears to have had the
force of the English w. It went out of use with the dis-

appearance of the sound signified by it from Greek pro-

nunciation, but is restorable on metrical and other evi-

dence in many ancient Greek words, especially in Homer.

digammated (di-gam'a-ted), a. [< digamma
+ -ate2 + -erf2.] 1. Formed or spelled with a

digamma; using a digamma.
It is more than forty years since Richard Payne Knight

published in 1820 his famous digammated Iliad or rather
Vilviad of Homer. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 56.

To the digammated and older form of the Greek ob-

lique cases there corresponds also the Latin Jovem, Jovis,
Jovi. Grimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), I. 193.

2. Formed as ifwith a digamma : as, the digam-
mated cross, a phallic symbol.
digamous (dig'a-mus), a. [< LL. digamus, < Gr.

6i\a/tof, married a second time, < Si-, two-, +
yauos, marriage.] 1. Relating to digamy, or a
second marriage. 2. In lot., same as androgy-
nous. [Rare.]

digamy (dig'a-mi), n. [< Gr. as if *diya/iia, <

tuya/iof : see digamous.] Second marriage ;

marriage after the death of the first spouse.
[Rare.]

Digamy, or second marriage, is described by Athanago-
ras as "a decent adultery." Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 346.

digastric (di-gas'trik), a. and n. [= F. digas-

trique = Pg. It. digastrico, < NL. digastrieus, <

Gr. <!(-, two-, + yaoTr/p, belly.] I. a. In mini, :

(a) Having two fleshy bellies with an interven-

ing tendinous part, as a muscle : as, the omo
hyoid, the biventer cervicis, etc., are digastric
muscles. (6) Pertaining to the digastric Di-
gastric fossa, (a) A shallow depression on the inner
surface of the inferior border of the lower jaw, on either
side of the symphysis. (6) The digastric groove. Digas-
tric groove, the depression on the inner side of the mas-
toid process of the temporal bone. Digastric lobe of
the cerebellum. See cerebellum. Digastric muscle.
See muscle. Digastric nerve, a branch of the facial

nerve, supplying the posterior belly of the digastric
muscle.

II. H. Amuscleof thelowerjaw: socalled be-
cause in man it has two bellies. In its general-
ized condition it is a principal depressor of the lower jaw,
opening the mouth and antagonizing the temporal and
masseteric muscles. It arises from the back part of the

skull, and is inserted into the mandible. In man and
many other animals (though not in most) it becomes
digastric or double-bellied, the intervening tendon being
bound by an aponeurotic loop to the hyoid bone, and the
muscle thus becoming an elevator of the hyoid as well as
a depressor of the jaw. It arises from the digastric groove
of the mastoid, and is inserted into the symphysis menti.
With the lower border of the jaw its two bellies, which
meet at an angle, bound the surgical triangle of the neck
known as the submaxillary space.

digastrieus (dl-gas'tri-kus), n.
; pi. digastrici

(-si). [NL. : see digastric.] In anat., the di-

gastric muscle.

digby (dig'bi), n.
; pi. digbies (-biz). A smoked

herring exported from the town of Digby in

Nova Scotia; a Digby herring.
Digenea1

(di-jen'e-ii), n. [NL., fern, of "digene-
us, < Gr. Styevfc, of two kinds or sexes: see

digenous.~\ A genus of Asiatic flycatchers, of

the family Muscicapidw, related to Niltara. D.

supercitiaris of India is an example. Hodgson,
1844.

Digenea2
(di-jen'e-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

*digeneus: see IMgenea^."] A division of trema-
tode worms or flukes, containing those which
leave the egg as free ciliated organisms : op-
posed to Moiioe/enea.

digenepus (di-jen'e-us), a. [< NL. *digcneus:
see D/e(2

.] Having the characters of the

IHgenea; pertaining to the Digenea: as, a di-

i/i'iicoiis fluke.

digenesis (di-jen'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr. Si-, two-,
+ yivtm<;, generation.] In Mol.. successive gen-
eration by two different processes, as sexual
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and asexual; parthenogenesis alternating with

ordinary sexual reproduction.

digenetic (di-je-net'ik), ii. [< (ligrnfsix, after

(/ciir/ic. ] Pertaining to or of the nature of di-

genesis.

digenoUS (dij'e-nus), a. [< ML. (lir/cniis, of two
kinds, < (Jr. fr/fvi/r, of two kinds or sexes, < it-,

t i >-, + )-rvor, kind, sex : see genus.] Bisexual
;

of or pertaining to both sexes ; done by the two

sexes; syngenetic; originating from opposite
sexes.

The digenmu or sexual reproduction depends upon the

production of two kinds of germinal cells, the combined
action of which is necessary for the development of a new
organism. Clam, Zoology (trans.), p. 97.

digerentt (dij'e-rent), a. [< L. digeren(t-)s, ppr.
ot digerere, digest: see digest, v.] Digesting.

Hiiiley.

digest (di-jesf), v. [< ME. digest, only as pp.,
< L. digestus, pp. of digerere (> It. digerire =
Sp. Pg. digerir= F. digHrcr), carry apart, sepa-
rate, divide, distribute, arrange, set in order,

digest, dissolve, < di- for din-, apart, + gcren;
carry: see gest, Jest.

Cf. equiv. disgest.] I.

traits. If. To divide
; separate.

This part of invention ... I purpose ... to propound,
having digested it into two parts.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, Ii. 217.

Cornwall and Albany,
With my two daughters' dowers, digest tne third.

Shak., Lear, I. 1.

2. To analyze and distribute into suitable

classes, or under proper heads or titles, usually
with condensation, so as to state results iu con-
cise form; arrange in convenient order; dis-

pose methodically.
Many laws . . . were read over, and some of them

scanned, but finding much difficulty in digesting and
agreeing them, . . . another committee was chosen.

Winthrop, llist. New England, II. 317.

A series of an emperor's coins is his life, digested into

annals. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

Such a man seemed to her the properest person to di-

gett the memoirs of her life. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

Matthew Paris . . . was a compiler who appropriated
and digested the work of a whole school of earlier annal-
ists. Stnbbs, Medieval and Modern llist, p. 79.

3f. To draw up in order; arrange.
When that I heard where Richmond did arrive,

I did digest my bands in battell-ray.
Mir. for Mags., p. 763.

4. To arrange methodically in the mind; think
out with due arrangement of parts; ponder;
settle in one's mind: as, to digest a plan or

scheme.

Every one hath not digested when it is a sin to take

something for money lent, or when not. O. Herbert.

Father Christopher took upon him, with the greatest

readiness, to manage the letters, and we digested the plan
of them. Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 35.

6. To prepare
for assimilation, as food, by the

physiological process of digestion : applied also

by extension to the action of certain insectivo-

rous plants.
Mrs. Treat . . . informs me that several leaves caught

successively three insects each, but most of them were
not able to digest the third fly, but died in the attempt

Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 311.

Hence 6. To assimilate mentally; obtain
mental nourishment or improvement from by
thorough comprehension: as, to digest a book
or a discourse.

Grant that we may in such wise hear them [the Scrip-
tures], read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest them.

Boot of Common Prayer, Collect for Second Sunday ill

[Advent.
The pith of ornclea

Is to be then digested when th' events

Exixmnd their truth. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 3.

7. To bear with patience or with an effort;

brook; receive without resentment; put up
with ; endure : as, to digest an insult.

Then, howsoe'er thou speak'st, . . .

I shall digest it Shak., M. of V., lii. 5.

There may be spirits also that digest no rude affronts.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, ii. 3.

I never can digest the loss of most of Origen's works.

Coleridge.

8. In cJiem., to soften and prepare by heat; ex-

pose to a gentle heat in a boiler or matrass, as

a preparation for operations.
The rtfthe maner is that the brennynge water be 10

tyuies ilistillid in hory dounge contynurly <!!!, *t.

Book of Quint >' fcV.Vf'mv (eii. Funiivall). p. c.

9. To dissolve and prepare for manure, as

plants and other substances. 10f. In /<<(.. to

dispose to suppurate, as an ulcer or a wound.
11. To mature ; ripen. [Kare.]
Well digested fruits. Jer. Taylor.
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= Syn. 2. To classify, codify, systematize, methodize, re-

ilnc ' to iinler. 4. To study out, meditate, ponder, work
II|HI|I.

II. intrtmx. 1 . To carry on the physiological
process of digestion.

It b the stomach that digesteth, and distributed to all

the rest Bacon, Advancement ot Learning, II. low.

2. To undergo digestion, as food.

r's my cook ; my labour brings me meat,
Which best digests when it is sauc'd with sweat.

Brome, To his Friend, Mr. J. B.

3. To be prepared by heat. 4f. To suppurate;
generate pus, as an ulcer or a wound. 5. To
dissolve and be prepared for manure, as sub-
stances in compost.
digest (driest), n. [< ME. digest = P. diqeste
= Sp. Pg. It. digesto, < LL. digestum, usually in

pi. digesta, a collection of writings arranged
under different heads, esp. of Justinian's code
of laws, the Pandects ; neut. of L. digestus, pp.
of digerere, distribute, set in order, arrange:
see digest, v.] 1. A collection, compilation,
abridgment, or summary of literary, legal, sci-

entific, or historical matter, arranged in some
convenient order.

They made and recorded a sort of institute and digest
of anarchy, called the Bights of Man.

Burke, The Army Estimates.

A digest of ancient records, of tradition, and of observa-

tion. Welsh, Eng. Lit., I. 146.

Specifically 2. [cop.] The collection or body
of Roman laws prepared by order of the emperor
Justinian. See pandect.
The volumes of the modern doctors of the civil law ex-

ceed those of the ancient jurisconsults, of which Tribo-

nian compiled the digest.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 369.

If you take any well-drawn case of litigation in the mid-
dle ages, such as that of the monks of Canterbury against
the archbishops, you will find that its citations from the
Code and Digest are at least as numerous as from the De-
cretum. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 306.

3. In law, a compilation of concise statements,
summaries, or analyses of statutes or of re-

ported cases, or of both, arranged in alphabeti-
cal order of subjects, usually with analytic sub-

divisions, so as to form a systematic compend
of the authorities represented in the collection.
= Syn. 1. CoHijH-ndium, Compend, etc. See abridgment.

digestationt (di-jes-ta'shon), . [< digest +
-iition.] A digesting, ordering, or disposing.

Bailey, 1727.

digestedly (di-jes'ted-li), adv. In a well-ar-

ranged manner. Mede.

digester (di-jes'ter), n. One who or that which

digests, (a) One who analyzes and arranges indue order;
one who makes a digest

We mid this digester of codes, amenderof laws, destroyer
of feudality, equalizer of public burthens, <lfec., permitting,
if he did not perpetrate, one of the most atrocious acts of

oppression. Brougham.

(b) One who digesta food, (c) That which assists the diges-
tion of food, asa medicine or an article of food that strength-
ens the digest!ve power of the alimentary canal, (d) A strong
close vessel, in which bones or other substances may be sub-

jected, in wateror other liquid, to a temperature aliove that
of boiling. It is made of iron or other metal, with an air-

tight lid in which is a safety-valve. In this vessel animator
other substances are placed, and submitted to a higher de-

gree of heatthan could beobtained in upen vessels, by which
means the solvent power of the liquid is greatly increased.
It IB called In this form (first described in IfiSl) Papin's di-

gester, from its inventor, Denis Papin, a Frenchman. The
principle is applied in other forms, and by it various useful

products are obtained on a large scale from animal car-

cases mint for other use. In other kinds of digesters the

operation is chemical, and does not imply the extreme pres-
sures employed in thatal>ovedeBcribed. Thus, in one Kind,
nut-galls or other vegetable products are placed in a ves-

sel and saturated with ether ; the volatile extract falls

in minute drops into a closed vessel below, which is con-
ih'rti-il by means of a pipe with the top of the upper ves-

sel to prevent the escape of the ether. See rendering-tank.

dige'stibiUty (di-jes-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= P. dtgc-
xtibilitc ; as digestible + -ity.] The character
or quality of being digestible.
digestible (di-jes'ti-bl), a. [< ME. digestible, <

OF. digmfHilc, F. digestible = Sp. digestible =
Pg. digfstirel = It. digestibile, < LL. d'igestibilis,
< L. digestus, pp.

of digerere, digest: see digest,

c.] Capable of being digested.
A snug little supper of something light
And diyettMe, ere they retire for the night

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 220.

digestibleness (di-jes'ti-bl-nes), n. Digesti-
bility.

digestion (di-jes'tvon), . [< ME. digestioun,
< OF. ilii/istimi. F. iliiii'xtinn = Pr. digestio =
Sp. digestion = Pg. diiicxtfin = It. iHijixtiinie, < L.

ilifiixtin(H-\ digestion, arrangement, < ilii/rnn.

Pl>. iligi-xiii.i, digest: see digest, v.] If. Order;
arrangement.

digger
The chaos of eternal night,

To which tin- h" >( tin- world
In now returning.

<'li" !>' i<
, Revenge of Itussy d'Amliols, v. 1.

2. The physiological process of converting the
food from the state in which it enters the mouth
to that in which it can pass from the alimentary
canal into the blood-vessels and lymphatics.
The principal features of the process, apart from tlicrojii

munition of the food, are the convention of starch into

sugar and of proteids into peptones, ami the cniuUioniz-

ini; of thu futs. These changes are effected by the action
of soluble ferments furnished by the salivary glands, the

gastric glands, the pancreas, and the Intestinal glands.
The bile is also of service, especially in the emulslonizinx
of the fate.

Hence 3. The function or power of assimi-

lating nutriment.

Digne not on the morewe to-fore thin appltlde ;

Cleer elr A walking makith good diyrttimni.
Halve* Book (K. E. T. 8.), p. M.

Every morsel to a satisfied hunger Is only a new labour
to a tired digestion. South, Sermons.

Something seriously the matter this time with his di-

gestion : dyspepsia in good earnest now.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 319.

4. In hot.: (a) The process carried on in leaves
under the action of light, resulting in the de-

composition of carbonic acid and the evolution
of oxygen, (ft) In insectivorous plants, an action
of secreted fluids upon insects or other organic
matter, similar to the process of digestion in

animals. 5. In chem. : (a) The operation of

exposing bodies to heat to prepare them for

some action on each other, (b) The action of

a solvent on any substance, especially under
the influence of heat and pressure; solution;

liquefaction. See digester (d).

We conceive, indeed, that a perfect good concoction, or

digestion, or maturation of some metals will produce gold.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

6. The act of methodizing and reducing to or-

der; codrdination.

The digestion of the counsels in Sweden is made in (the]
senate. Sir '. Temple.

7f. The process of maturingan ulcer or awound,
and disposing it to generate pus; maturation.

8. Tne process of dissolution and prepara-
tion of substances for manure, as in compost.
digestive (di-jes'tiv), a. and n. [< ME. digestive,

n.; = F. digestif= Sp. Pg. It. digestiro, < LL. di-

gestifus, digestive, < L. digestus, pp. of digerere,

digest : see digest, r.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the physiological process of digestion, in biol. -.

(a) Alimentary In general ; pertaining in any way to diges-
tion or alimentation : as, the digestive tract that is. the
whole alimentary canal from mouth to anus (see cut under

alimentarv) ; a digestive act or process. (b) Specifically ap-

plied by Oken to sundry low organisms whose chief or only
obvious physiological activity is digestion : as, a digestive
animal.

2. Promoting digestion: as, a digestive medi-
cine.

Digestive cheese, and fruit there sure will be.

/.'. Jonson, Epigrams, cl.

3. Pertaining to or used in the chemical pro-
cess of digestion. See digester (d). 4. Per-

taining to the process of analyzing and ar-

ranging; analytical.
To business, rlpen'd by digestive thought,
His future rule is into method brought

Dryden, Astnva Redux.

5f. In surg., causing maturation in wounds or
ulcers.

H. n. 1. In med., any preparation or medi-
cine which aids digestion.
So I eie of medicyns comfortatyuesf,] digestyvet.

Book o/Quinfr Essence (eel. Furnivall), p. 14.

2f. In surg., an application which ripens an
ulcer or a wound, or disposes it to suppurate.

I dressed It with digestive*. Wurman, Surgery.

digestively (di-jes'tiv-li), adv. By way of di-

gestion, ll'ilkie Collins.

digester (di-jes'tor), . See digester.

digestnxet (di-jes'tur), . [< digest + -are.]

Digestion.
And further, his majesty professed that were he to In-

vite the devil to a dinner, he should have these three
dishes : 1, a pig ; 2, a pole of ling and mustard ; and 3, a

pipe of tobacco lor digetture.
Apothegm* of King Jama (1869).

diggable (dig'a-bl), a. [< dig + -ablf.] That

may be dug.
digger (digger), n. [< ME. diggerc : < dig + -erl.

Cf. dil.ii; rhii'lur.] 1. A person or au animal

thatdigs; an instrument fordigging. 2. [cap.]
One of a degraded class of Indians in California,

Nevada, and adjacent regions, belongingto sev-

eral tribes, all more or less intimately connected
with the Shoshones : so called because they live



digger

chiefly upon roots dug from the ground. Col-

lectively called Digger Indians.

Among all these Indians the most miserable are the

root-diggers, who live almost entirely on the scanty roots
of plants which are found in the ravines or plains. These
poor wretches suffer all the hardships of hunger and want.

They are compelled to spend two thirds of the year among
the mountains, with no other resource than a little fish

and roots. When both these provisions fail, it is impossible
to picture the wretched state of these pariahs of the wil-

derness. Yet they are not downcast ; they are ever cheer-

fill, and endure their suffering with dignity. They are open
and sociable with strangers and perfectly honest in their
transactions.
AbM Domenech, Deserts of North America (trans.), II. 60.

3. pi. In entom., specifically, the hymenopter-
ous insects called digger-wasps or Fossores. See
Fossores and digger-wasp.
digger-wasp (dig'er-wosp), n. The popular
name of the fossorial hymenopterous insects of
the families Scoliidw, Pompilidai, and Sphegidw,
most of which dig burrows in the ground, in
which they lay their eggs, provisioning each
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To Cartage she had he shoulde Aim dighte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1000.

And after him, full many other moe, . . .

'Gan dight theimdites t' express their inward woe
With doleful lays unto the tune addrest.

Lady Pembroke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 265).

3f. To put into a certain condition or posi-
tion.

"O stop! O stop! young man," she said,
"For I in dule am dight."

Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 225).

4f. To dispose of; treat.

Say vs how thou wil him ditft,
And we salle giue the dome fill rigt.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 111.

5. To prepare ;
make ready. [Obsolete or po-

etical.]
Nygh thi bestes dight

A flre in colde ; it wol thyne oxen mende,
And make hem faire, yf thai the fyre attende.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

Digitaria

was 18.5 millimeters or 0.73 of an English inch.
See dactyl a.n&fingerbreadth.3. lnaxtron.,the
twelfth part of the diameter of the sun or moon :

used in expressing the quantity of an eclipse :

as, an eclipse of six digits (one which hides one
half of the diameter). 4. One of the first nine

numbers, indicated by the fingers in counting
on them

; also, one of the nine Arabic numer-
als, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

Any number which can be written with one figure onely
is named a digit; and therefore 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are
onely digits and all the diyitg that are.

T. Hill, Arithmetic (1600), fol. 7 b.

iigitt (dij'it), v. t. [< digit, n.; in allusion to
the L. phrase digito monstrari (or demonstrari),
be pointed out with the finger, i. e., be distin-

guished, be famous.] To point at or out with
the finger.

I shall never care to be digited with a " That is he."

Feltham, Resolves, i. 28.They promised to dight for him
Gay chapelets of flowers and gyrlonds

trim.^ 3^^ (distal), . and n. [= F. Sp. Pg. digital= It. digitale, < L. digitalis, < digitus, a finger : see

digit.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a digit or

digits : as, the digital phalanges. 2. Resem-
bling digits ; digitateDigital cavity, in anat., the
posterior cornu of the lateral ventricle of the brain.

Digital fossa, in anat., a pit on the greater trochanter
of the thighbone, where five muscles (the pyriformis, the
obturator externus and intemus, and the two gemelli) are
inserted together. The depression is about large enough
to admit the end of one's finger. Digital Impressions,
in anat., the slight depressions on the inner surface of the
cranial bones, which correspond to the cerebral convolu-
tions. Digital sheaths, in anat., the sheaths of the
flexor tendons of the digits.

II. n. 1. A digit; a finger or toe. [Bare.]

(a) To prepare or make ready by dressing or cooking.

Jacob dight a mease of meete. Coverdale, Gen. xxv.

Curls through the trees the slender smoke,
Where yeomen dight the woodland cheer.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

(ft) To prepare or make ready by equipping or arraying ;

dress ; equip ; array ; deck ; adorn.

Whan the kynge and his peple were armed, and redy
dight, they com to the baill of the toure well arrayde hem
to diffende. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 113.

And the Crowne lythe in a Vesselle of Cristalle richely
dyghte. Jlandemlle, Travels, p. 12.

Oft had he seene her faire, but never so faire dight.
Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 23.

Ichneumon-like Digger-wasp (SfftfX ichnrumonea} . natural size.

cell with the bodies of other insects, on which
their larvee feed after hatching. Sphex ichneu-
monea is a large rust-colored species which digs holes
six inches deep and provisions them with grasshoppers ;

Chlorion cm-uleum provisions the nest with spiders, and
Ammophila pictipennis with cutworms. See also cut un-
der Ammophila.

digging (dig'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dig, v.~\ 1.
The act of excavating, especially with spade
or shovel, or, in general, with simple tools and
without the aid of blasting. Excavation in this gen-
eral sense receives various names, according to the nature
and object of the work done. See excavation, mine, and
warn/.

if. The act of undermining ; plotting; manoau-
vering.
Let us not project long designs, crafty plots, and dig-

gings so deep that the intrigues of a design shall never be
unfolded till our grand-children have forgotten our vir-
tues or our vices. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. 2 (Ord MS.).

3f. pi. That which is dug out.

What fouler object in the world, than to see a young,
fair, handsome beauty unhandsomely dighted?

Massinger, Fatal Dowry, iv. i

How, in Sir William's armour dight
Stolen by his Page, while slept the knight,
He took on him the single fight.

Scott, L. of L. M., v. 27.

Beauish brigands who wear . . . paste rings upon un-
washed digitals. Bulwer, What will he do with it? iv. 9.

6. To put into the proper or any desired con- HiiHtalia
dition by removing obstructions or inequali- v 1 same

"
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2. The fifth and last joint of the pedipalp of a

spider. It is generally larger than the preceding joints,
sometimes much swollen, and in the males modified to form
the complicated sexual or palpal organs.
3. One of the keys or finger-levers of instru-
ments of the organ or piano class.

< Digitalis,

i'a^sLe'trchiserng^aVo^d by "farT/ 4**^jW^S< NL ' OiM + *>]
n. (1) By rubbing or wiping : as, to dight one s 0i pertaining to, or derived from plants of the

genus Digitalis: as, digitalic acid,

digitaliform (dij-i-tal'i-f6rm), a.
|

talis + L. forma, form.]

ties
; dress

; clean.
smooth, as

(ft) To cleai . . .

nose ; to dight away a tear.

she's ta'en out her handkerchief,
It was o' the holland sae fine,

[< NL. Digi-
In hot., like the co-

q
2

Ye bonnie lasses, dight your een,
For some o' you ha'e tint (lost] a frien'.

Burns, Elegy on the Year 1788.

(2) By sifting or winnowing: as, to dight corn. (In sense
6, Scotch (pronounced dicht, and sometimes spelled dicht)
and North. Eng.] To flight one's doublet, to give one
a sound drubbing. [Scotch.]

dightt (dit), adv. [< dight, pp.'] Finely; well.

The birdie sat on the crap o' a tree,
And I wat it sang fu' dight.

4. pi, A
carried on.

Bacon, Impeachment of Waste.

or locality
U. g

business is dull in these diggings. [Colloq.,'
western U. S.]
She won't be taken with a cold chill when she realizes

what is being done in these diggings?
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxi.

Dry diggings, placer mines at a distance from water, or
where water cannot be conveniently got for washing the
material excavated.

digging-machine (dig'ing-ma-shen*), n. A
machine for spading or breaking up the ground.
It employs either a gang of spade-like tools thatare thrust
into the ground and then withdrawn with a twisting mo-
tion, or a wheel armed with shares like a plowshare, which
are thrust into the ground as the wheel is revolved by the
forward motion of the machine.

dight (dit), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dight. [< ME.

dighten, dihten, digten (later sometimes with-
out the guttural, dyten, etc.), < AS. dihtan (pret.
dihte, pp. ge-diht), set in order, arrange, direct
dispose, prescribe, = D. dichten = OHG. dihton,MHG. G. dioiiten, invent, write verses, = Icel.
dikta, compose in Latin, romance, lie, = Sw.
dikta, feign, fable, = Dan. digte, invent, ro-
mance, write verses, < L. dictare, repeat, pro-
nounce, dictate for writing, compose, order,
prescribe, dictate : see dictate, v.] If. To set
in order

; arrange ; dispose.
Thise were dij on the des, & derworthly serued& sithen mony siker segge at the sidbordez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 114.

2f. Reflexively, to set or address.

And aye she dighted her father's bloody wounds,
""at were redder than the wine. . ,,,..,. , ,. . ,-. .

The Douglas Tragedy (Child's Ballads, II. 117). ulgltalin, dlgltaline (dij'i-tal-m), n. [< NL.
Digitalis + -tn2

,
-ie2.] The substance or sub-

stances isolated from the leaves of Digitalis
purpurea as its active principle. There seem to
be several different kinds, some crystallized and some
amorphous, some soluble and some insoluble in water;
and there is reason to think that each of these, even the
crystallized, consists of a mixture of several things. They
all have properties similar in varying degrees to those of
the crude drug. Also digitalia.

. , *. W^SS^J&M' ": C^L - (?ory ' 1824)
J

Lord Randal (A) (Child's Ballads, II. 25)
*

**;
digitalis, digital, + -MO*.] A genus of

'Mr), n. A person who dights ^^^'v^^l^ !^"'
TefeTTeA to

wood or stone, or winnows grim. ^S^i^SS^SS^^^^^
Locoicn.j in fresh water, as the common water-flea, etc., covering

QlgntingS (dich tmgz), n.pl. [< dight, V.] Ref- tnem so completely as to make it difficult for them to

use. [Scotch.] Also spelled dichtinas. SSS.'S"*1

,.,
Digitalis (dij-i-ta'hs), n. [NL., < L. digital,
pertaining to the fingers (see digital) : so named
by Fuchs (A. D. 1542),
after the G. name finger-
hut(lit. 'finger-hat,'i.e.,

thimble); cf. the E.
names foxglove, fox-fin-
gers, ladies'-fingers, dead-
men's-betts, etc., F. gants
de Notre Dame (Our
Lady's gloves), doiyts de

di h*er
*

An odder hag cou'd not come in his way.
Ross, Helenore, p. 35.

. (dit'li), adv. [< dight, pp., + -Iy2.~\

landsomely: as, "houses dightly furnished,"
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 27.

iigit (dij'it), n. [< L. digitus, a finger, a toe, a
finger's breadth, perhaps orig. 'decetos = Gr.
(Micr-uA-of, a finger, a toe (whence ult. E. dactyl,
q. v.), prob. akin to d%eo0at, dial. 6enea6ai, take, * - o /> a~
catch, receive; cf. E. finger, similarly related 'a Vierge (the Virgin's
to fang, take, catch. Prob. not, as generally fingers), etc. The allu-

supposed, cognate with E. toe, q. v. The Teut. s'on is * *ne pendulous,
word never means 'finger,' and the human toes finger-like flowers. See

arenotused, normally, to 'take 'or 'catch 'any- foxglove.'} A genus of

thing.] 1. A finger or toe; in the plural, the plants, natural order
third segment of the hand (manus) or foot (pes), Serophulariaceai, con-

consisting of the fingers or toes, each of which taining about 20 species
has usually three, sometimes two, occasionally

* ta^ herbs, natives of

one, and rarely more than three, joints or pha- Europe and western

langes. In anatomy and zoology the term is generic,
covering all the modifications of a hand or foot beyond
the metacarpus or metatarsus. The digits are specified by
qualifying terms: as, the index digit, the forefinger; the
middle digit, etc. The inner digits of the hand and foot
respectively, when there are five, as In man, are the thumb
and great toe, or the pollex and hallux. See cuts under
foot and hand. In common use digit is applied only to a
finger.

Asia.
purea, the handsomes

The foxglove, D. pur-
t of the

genus, bearing a tall raceme of
lar

Foxglove (Digitalis
'

rge, drooping, bell-shaped
flowers, is common in culti- f_ f
vation. It is used in medicine
to increase vasomotor tone, raise the blood-tension, favor
diuresis, and improve the nutrition of the heart.

Digitaria (dij-i-ta/ri-a), n. [NL., < L. digitus,21. n -i JA *-o* w****** V.*"J * **/7 *" I.* 1 -4
-*'? x -*-* IwPj/eKtOf

. A fingerbreadth ;
a dactyl; one fourth of a finger: see digit.'] A genus of grasses with

palm : a measure of length. The Roman digit digitate spikes, now referred to Panictim.



digitate

digitate (dij'i-tat), . [< '' '%''"'"-.

lingera or toes, < <ligitit.i, linger: see digit.]
In hut., having deep
radiating divisions,
like flngors : ap-

plied to loaves and
roots. liy Inter botu-
niHtsit isnMrii'lrdehief-

ly to comiMnmii tow
with leaflets liorne at
the apex of the petiole.

2. In soiil., charac-
terized by digita-

1.

tion
; having or

Digitate Leaf.
consisting of a set

of processes like digits. Also digitated. Digi-
tate tibifB. Ill etitom., those tlhite 111 which the exterior

edge, near the apex, has several long, linger-like projec-
tion*, as in a mole-cricket. Digitate wings, in >/,,,.,
those wings which have deep incisions extending from the

margin, between the veins or nervures, toward the base,
as In many I'tcrophoridce : each division of such wings is

called a radius.

digitatet (dij'i-tat), v. t. [< L. digitus, finger:
see digit.'] To point out, as if with a finger.

The resting on water, without motion, doth digitate a
reason. /. Robinson, Eudoxa, p. 46.

digitated (dij'i-ta-ted), . Same as digitate, 2.

Animals mnltindous, or such as are digitated, or have
several divisions In their feet.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vl. 6.

digitately (dij'i-tat-li), adv. In a digitate man-
ner Digitately pinnate, In bot., applied to digitate
leaves of which the leaflets are pinnate.

digitation (dij-i-ta'shpn),
n. [< digitate, a., +

-ion.'] 1. Digitiform arrangement or disposition
of parts; division into finger-like parts; the
state or quality of being digitate: as, the digi-
tation of the serratus magnus muscle

;
the digi-

tation of the tendon of the obturator internus.

2. A finger-like process; one of a series of

digital parts.
The serratus magnus . . . arises by nine fleshy digita-

tions from the outer surface and upper border of the right

upper ribs. //. Gray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 480.

digiti, . Plural of digitus.

digitiform (dij'i-ti-f6nn), a. [< L. digitus, fin-

ger, + forma, shape.] Digital in form; digi-
tate ; finger-like ; disposed like a set of fingers.

Digitigrada (dij-i-tig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL. ,
neut.

pi. of digitigradus: see digitigrade.] In Curler's

system (1817), the second tribe of his third fam-

ily Carnivora, "the members of which walk on
the ends of their toes": distinguished from

Plantigrada, etc. The division contained the cat and
dog families and some others. It was to some extent nat-

ural, and the distinction implied is obvious ; but the word
is not in use, except as a convenient collective or descrip-
tive term, the several families of carnivorous quadrupeds
being now otherwise arranged in superfamily groups.

digitigrade (dij'i-ti-grad), a. and n. [< NL.
digitigradus, walking on the toes, < L. digitus,

finger, toe, + gradi, walk: see grade.] I. a.

1. Walking on the toes, with the heel raised
from the ground ;

not stepping on the
whole sole of the
foot: applied chiefly
to carnivorous quad-
rupeds, and opposed
to plantigrade, but
without special ref-

erence to the Digiti-

grada as framed by
Cuvier. Most quad-
rupeds are digiti-

grade. Specifically
2. Of or pertain-

ing to the JMgitigrada ; having the characters
of the Digitigrada.

II. n. One of the Digitigrada.

digitigradism (dij'i-ti-gra-dizm), n. [< digiti-

grade + -ism.] The character of being digiti-

grade ; a walking or the capability
of walking

on the digits without putting the whole foot

to the ground.
In some Anurous Batrachia there Is a partial digiti-

trratiitrn. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 264.

digitinerved (dij'i-ti-nervd), a. [< L. digitus,

finger, + werwn, nerve, + -frf2.] In bot., hav-

ing the ribs of the leaf radiating from the top
of the petiole.

digitize! (dij'i-tiz), v. t. [< digit + -rc.] To
finger; handle.
Kone but the devil, besides yourself, could have if /

a pen after so scurrilous a manner.
Tom Brown, Works, II. 211.

digitorium (dij-i-to'ri-um), n.; pi. digitoria (-a).

[NL., < L. digitn-s, finger: see digit ] A small

portable instrument used for giving strength
and flexibility to the fingers in piano-playing.
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It Is shaped like a diminutive piano, and has a keyboard
with five keys resting on strong metal springs. Also called

digitoxin (<lij-i-tok'sin), . f < NL. lHgi(talis) +
L. tox(icum), poison, + -in2 .] A poisonous prin-

ciple obtained from Digitalis in the form of yel-
lowish crystals soluble in alcohol. In alcoholic

solution it Is decomposed by dilute aeids, yielding toil-

resin, an uucrystallizable and extremely poisonous sub-

digituie (dij'i-tul), . [= F. digitule, < L. digi-

tiilim, a little finger, toe, claw, dim. of digitus,
a finger: see digit.] 1. A little finger or toe

;

a small digit. 2. A minute process of the tar-

sal claws of some insects. Dlgitules are specially
notable in the Coccidas or scale-Insects, where they take
the form of knobbed or pointed, bristle-like, movable or-

gans arising near the base of the tarsal claw.

digitus (dij'i-tus), n.
; pi. digiti (-ti). [L. : see

digit.] 1. In anat., a digit; a finger or toe;

specifically, a digit of the fore limb, or a finger,
as distinguished from dactylus, a toe. Wilder

and Gage. [Bare.] 2. In entom., one of the

joints of the tarsus exclusive of the basal joint,
which is called the metatarsus,palma, orplanta :

used in describing bees. Some writers use the term
collectively for all the joints after the metatarsus. Kirby
and Spence. See dactylus (&).

digladiatet (di-glad'i-at), v. i. [< L. digladiatus,

pp. of digladiari, fight for life or death, contend

warmly, < di- for dis-, apart, + "gladiari, fight
with a sword (see gladiator), < gladius, a sword.]
To fence : quarrel. Hales.

digladiationt (di-glad-i-a'shon), n. [< ML. di-

gladiatio(n-) in digladiatio Itngua;, a biting re-

mark, < L. digladiari, pp. digladiatus, contend:
see digladiate.] A combat with swords

; hence,
a contest of any kind; a quarrel; a dispute; a

disputation. [Bare.]
Their fence playes, or digladiations of naked men.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 29.

They (schoolmen] see such digladiatimi about subtllties

and matters of no use.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 46.

Avoid all digladiations, facility of credit, or supersti-
tious simplicity ; seek the consonancy and concatenation
of truth. B. Jongon, Discoveries.

Diglossa (di-glos'a), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1832),
< Gr. Siy^uaaos (speaking two languages), hav-

ingtwo tongues (asplit tongue): seediglot.] 1.

A genus of tenuirostral oscine passerine birds,
orhoney-creepers, of the American family Ceere-

bidaior Dacnidid<e. They have a very acute curved bill

Digitinrade. Hind Leg of Lion.

a, femur or thigh ; *. tibia or leif

f, tarsus and metatarsus, or foot ex-

clusive of toes ; it, calx or heel : t,

planta,orsoleoffoot;.A digits or toes.

Pectoral Honey-creeper (Dtgloisa

finely serrate along a part of the cutting edges, and the

tongue bind, whence the name. There are about 12 spe-
cies, inhabiting the warm parts of continental America,
such as D. baritula, D. carbonaria, D. myttacalis, D. per-
sonata, and D. lafresnam, respectively representing five

sections of the genus. I), vectoralit is a very rare species
from Peru, lately described.

2. In entom., a genus of brachelytrous Coleop-
tera or rove-beetles, of the family Staphylinida;.

Diglossinae (di-glo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Di-

glossa + -iiuf] A subfamily of Caerebidte, rep-
resented by the genera Diglossa and Diglossopis,

having the bill hooked.

diglot, diglott (di'glot), a. [< Gr. oiyAwrroc,

dtyluooof, speaking two languages, < <5<-, two-,
+ 7/ltrrro, yt.uaaa, tongue, language.] Using,
speaking, or written in two languages.

The first enterprise of this kind [a book containing paral-
lel versions of the same text in several different languages)
Is the famous HexaplaofOrigen ; but here only Hebrew and
Greek were employed, ... so that the work was rather
di'il'itt than [Kilysilott in the usual sense.

Sncyc. Brit., XIX. 417.

diglottic (di-glot'ik), a. [As diglott + -fc.]

Same as diglot.

The conquests of Alexander and of Rome had made men
diglottic to an extent which lias no parallel in history.

W. Smith, Bible Diet, III. 1557.

dignity

diglyph (di'glif), n. [= F. diglyphe, < Gr. il-

jy.tj^of, doubly indented, < it-, two-, doubly, +

ywpetv, carve, cut.] In arch,, an ornament con-

sisting essentially of two associated cuts or
channels. Compare trigly/ih.

dignatipnt (dig-na'shon), n.
f< L. dignatio(n-),

a deeming worthy, also dignity, < dignari, pp.
dignatus, deem worthy, < dignus, worthy : see

dignity.] The act of rendering worthy, or of

ascribing worthiness to
;
the act of conferring

dignity or honor.

Therefore ought I most heartily to rejoice of this diy-
nation and tender kindness of the Lord towards me.

./. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 190.

St. Elizabeth . . . was carried into ecstasy, wondering
at the diynatinn and favour done to her by the mother of

her Lord. Jer. Taylor, Work* (ed. 1836), I. 32.

dignet, a. [ME., also rarely dign, < OF. digne,
F. digne = Pr. digne = Sp. Pg. digno = It.

degno, < L. dignus, worthy: see dignity. Cf.

condign, and deign, dotni.] 1. Worthy; de-

serving.
To ben holden diffne of reverence.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 141.

Ne of his speche daungerous ne digne.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 617.

I graunte youre request, ffor ye be full digne to resceyve
the ordre of chiualrie, and ther-fore all youre will shall

be performed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 111. 583.

2. Proud; disdainful.

The! bene as digne as the devel thatdroppeth froheuene.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 355.

dignelyt, adv. [ME., < digne + -7y2.] 1. Wor-

thily; deservingly. Chaucer.

He has don his deuere dignely as he out.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 520.

2. Proudly ; haughtily ; disdainfully. Chaucer.

dignificationt (dig'ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [< dignify :

see -fy and -ation.] The act of dignifying or

honoring; promotion.
Where a noble and ancient descent and such merit meet

in any man, it is a double dvjnijication of that person.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 38.

dignified (dig'ni-fid), p. a. [Pp. of dignify, v.]

1. Exalted; honored; invested with dignity:

as, the dignified clergy.
Abbots are styled dignified clerks, as having some dig-

nity in the church. Ayliffe, Parergon.

2. Marked with dignity ;
noble ; grave or state-

ly : as, dignified conduct or manner.

To the great astonishment of the Jews, the manners of

Jesus are familiar, yet dignified. Bucktnimter.

=8yn. Elevated, majestic, imposing, august, lofty, grave.

dlgnifiedly (dig'ni-fid-li), adv. In a dignified
manner.

Periwig on head, and cane in hand,
[Did) sally forth dignified!;/ Into the Square.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 111.

dignify (dig'ni-fi), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dignified,

ppr. dignifying. [< OF. dignifier = Sp. Pg.
dignificar = It. degnificare, < ML. dignificare,
think worthy, lit. make worthy, < L. dignus,

worthy, + facere, make.] 1. To invest with
honor or dignity; exalt in rank or office ; pro-
mote.

Treasons and guilty men are made in states,
Too oft, to dignify the magistrates.

B. Jonton, Catiline, ill. 1.

They [tyrants] were set up thus t<> be deluded, rather

then dignified. W. Montagu*, Devoute Essays, II. iv. i 2.

2. To confer honor upon; make illustrious;

give celebrity to
;
honor.

Your worth will dignify our feast B. Jonton.

Thou didst dignifie our fathers dayes with many revela-

tions above all the fore-going ages since thou tookst the

flesh. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst

That luxury of wandering thought which one Is apt to

dignify with the name of reflection.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 158.

3t. To make worthy of admiration and respect ;

elevate.

He shines In the council by a natural eloquence ; and
he would write as well as he speaks, if, In order to dignify
his style, he did not affect expressions which render it

stiff and obscure. Smoilett, tr. of Gil Bias, \ i . 5.

= Syn. 1. To prefer, advance. 2. To grace, adorn, enno-

ble, lend or give luster to.

rank, office: see dignity.] One who holds an
exalted rank or office ; especially, *n ecclesi-

astic who ranks higher than a priest or canon.

Only about one hundred dignitaries and eight parochial

priests resigned their benefices, or were deprived.
liallam, Const Hist, I. iii.

Dignitary benefice. See benefice, 2.

dignity (dig'ni-ti), .; pi. dignities (-tiz). |

ME. dignitee, "dignetee, dignete, < OF. dignite,



dignity

digniteit, F. dignite = Pr. dignitat = Sp. (tigni,-

dad = Pg. digniditde = It. dignita, degnita, < L.

dignita(t-)s, worthiness, merit, dignity, grand-
eur, authority, rank, office, < dignus, worthy,

prob. akin to dectts, honor, esteem (whence ult.

E. decorate, decorous, decorum, etc.), and de-

cere, become (whence ult. E. decent, q. v.).

Dignity is a doublet of dainty, q. v.] 1. The
state of being worthy ;

nobleness or elevation

of mind; worthiness: as, dignity of sentiments.

True dignity abides with her alone

Who, in the silent hour of inward thought,
Can still respect, can still revere herself,

In lowliness of heart. Wordsworth.

2. Elevation; honorable place or elevated rank
;

degree of excellence, either in estimation or in

the order of nature : as, man is superior in dig-

nity to brutes.

And there is a deceucie, that euery speech should be to

the appetite and delight or dignitie of the hearer.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 222.

Whatever has a value can be replaced by something
else which is equivalent ; whatever, on the other hand, is

above all value, and therefore admits of no equivalent,
has a dignity. Kant, tr. by Abbott.

3. Elevation and repose of aspect or of deport-

ment; nobility of mien: as, a man of native

dignity; "dignity of attitude," J. Caird.

Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye,
In every gesture dignity and love.

Milton, P. L., viii. 489.

Another mechanical method of making great men, and

adding dignity to kings and queens, is to accompany them
with halberds and battle axes. Addison, Spectator, No. 42.

4. Height; importance; rank.

Small habits well pursued betimes

May reach the dignity of crimes.
Mrs. II. More, Florio, i.

Even in treason there is sometimes a dignity. It is by
possibility a bold act, a perilous act.

De Quincey, Essenes, ii. 87.

6. An elevated office, civil or ecclesiastical;

hereditary rank or title, or official distinction.

The Pope spared not to threaten Excommunication to

K. Henry himself, if he restored not Becket to his Dignity.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 57.

He [Frederic I. of Prussia] succeeded in gaming the great
object of his life, the title of King. In the year 1700 he
assumed this new dignity. Macaiday, Frederic the Great.

In vain the Protestant bishops pleaded in the House of

Lords that their position was intolerable and their dignity
a mere mockery.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 322.

6. The rank or title of a nobleman ; the right
to use a title of honor, originally in virtue of

an estate and accompanied by an official func-
tion.

All were surprised to see so many new faces in the most
eminent dignities. Addison, Vision of Justice.

7. One who holds high rank
;
a dignitary.

These filthy dreamers . . . speak evil of dignities.
Jude 8.

8. Any honor conferred
; promotion.

For those [honors] of old,
And the late dignities heap'd up to them,
We rest your hermits. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6.

9. In rhet., avoidance of unseemly or trivial

tropes and figures. 10. In astrol., a situation
in which a planet has an influence more power-
ful than usual.

The lord of the assendent sey they that he is fortunat,
whan he is in god place fro the assendent as in angle ;

or
in a succedent, where-as he is in dignite & contorted with
frendly aspectys of planetes & resceived.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 4.

lit. A self-evident truth
;
an axiom. This word

is one of the fantastical learned fabrications with which
some old writers ornament their pages. It is a Latin imi-
tation of the Greek aiu>/xa, which means both axiom and
dignity in the sense of worth.

These sciences [mathematics], concluding from digni-
ties and principles known by themselves, receive not sat-
isfaction from probable reasons, much less from bare and
peremptory asseverations. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 7.

Accidental dignity, in astrol., the situation of a planet
in a good aspect as to light, motion, etc. Cap of dig-
nity. Same as cap of maintenance (which see, under
maintenance). Essential dignity, in astrol., the situa-
tion of a planet in a favorable part of the zodiac. =Syn.
2. Station, standing, eminence, loftiness, exaltation, great-
ness. 3. Majesty, statelincss, gravity,

dignotiont (dig-no'shon), n. [< L. dignotus, pp.
of dignoscere, usually dinoscere, know apart, dis-

tinguish, < di-, dis-, apart, + *gnoscere, noscere,
know, = E. know1

.'] Distinguishing mark ; sign.
That [temperamental] dignotions, and conjecture of

prevalent humours, may be collected from spots in our
nails, we are not averse to concede.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 22.

digoneutic (dl-go-nu'tik), a. [< Gr. Si-, two-,
+ yoveveiv, beget (< yovoc, offspring, race, stock),
+ -ic.] In entom., double-brooded ; having two
broods during a single year.
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digoneutism (di-go nii'tizm), n. [< digoneut-i-c

+ -ism."] In entom., the state or quality of be-

ing digoneutic or double-brooded.

Digonopora (di-go-nop'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of digonoponis : see 'digonoporous.'} A divi-

sion of dendroco3lous turbellarian worms, hav-

ing separate genital pores : opposed to Monogo-
nopora. It contains the marine planarians of

such genera as Stylochus, Leptoplctna, and Eury-
lepta.

digonoporous (di-go-nop'o-rus), a. [< NL. di-

ijonoporus, < Gr. ai-, two-, + -yovof (< -y/ *ytv,

produce) + n6poc, passage.] Having separate

genital pores, as a planarian; specifically, of

or pertaining to the Digonopora: opposed to

monogonoporous.
digonous (dig'o-nus or dl'go-nus), a. [= P. di-

gone, < Gr. Si-', two-, + yuvla, angle.] In lot.,

having two angles : as, a digonous stem.

di grado (de gra'do). [It., step by step, lit.

from step : di, < L'. de, from ; grado, < L. gra-

dus, step : see grade.'] In music,, moving by con-

junct degrees.
digram (di'gram), n. [= F. digramme,< Gr. Si-,

two-, + ypd[t/ia, a thing written, < ypafyeiv, write.]
Same as digraph.

digraph (di'graf), n. and a. [< Gr. Si-, two-, +
ypafatv, write.] I. re. Two letters used to rep-
resent one sound, as ea in head, ill in path.

All improper diphthongs, or, as I have called them, di-

graphs, are changed into the single vowels which they
stand for. T. Sheridan.

There are five elementary consonants represented by di-

graphs: th (thin), th = dh (thine, then), sh (she), zh (azure),

'ng (sing). Trans. Amer. PhUol. Ass., VIII.

II. a. Consisting of two letters used to rep-
resent one sound: as, digraph signs; digraph
consonants.

digraphic (di-graf'ik), a. [< digraph + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to, or of the nature of, a digraph.

digress (di- or di-gres'), v. i. [< L. digressus,

pp. of digredi, go apart, step aside, < di- for

dis-, apart, + gradi, go, step: see grade. Of.

aggress, congress, egress, ingress, progress, re-

gress.'] 1. To turn aside from the direct or

appointed course
;
deviate or wander away, as

from the main road, from the main tenor and

purpose in speaking orwriting, or from the prin-

cipal line of argument, study, or occupation.
I have digressed, because of the extreme prejudice which

both religion and philosophy have received and may re-

ceive by being commixed together.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 154.

I will a little digress from my maine discourse of Padua,
and . . . speak something of him.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 155.

In the pursuit of an argument there is hardly room to

digress into a particular definition, as often as a man
varies the signification of any term. Locke.

Let the student of our history digress into whatever
other fields he will. J. Stephens.

2. To turn aside from the right path; trans-

gress; offend. [Bare.]

Thy abundant goodness shall excuse
This deadly blot in thy digressing son.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3.

digresst (di- or di-gres'), n. [< L. digressus, n.,
a going apart, < digredi, pp. digressus, go apart:
see digress, *.] A digression.
A digress from my history. Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. x. 43.

digression (di- or di-gresh'on), n. [< ME. di-

gression = OF. digression, F. digression = Pr.

disgressio = Sp. digresion = Pg. digressao =
It. digressione, < L. diyressio(n-), < digredi, pp.
digressus, go apart: see digress, '.] 1. The act

of digressing; deviation from a regular or ap-
pointed course; especially, a departure from
the main subject under consideration

;
an ex-

cursion of speech or writing.
But what? Methinks I deserve to be pounded for stray-

ing from poetry to oratory : but both have such an affin-

ity in the wordish considerations, that I think this digres-
sion will make my meaning receive the fuller understand-

ing. Sir P. Sidney, Def. of Poesie (ed. 1810), p. 97.

Digressions in a book are like foreign troops in a state,
which argue the nation to want a heart and hands of its

own. Surift, Tale of a Tub, vii.

2. Deviation from the path of virtue; trans-

gression. [Bare.]
Then my digression is so vile, so base,
That it will live engraven in my face.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 202.

3. In astron., the angular distance in the eclip-
tic of the inferior planets Mercury and Venus
from the sun.

digressional (di- or dl-gresh'on-al), a. [< di-

gression + -al."] Pertaining to or consisting in

digression; departing from the main purpose
or subject.

dijudicate

3 judiciously avoided Fletcher's diirrextdonal

T. Warton, Notes on Milton's Juvenile Poems.
Milton has ;

ornaments. T.

In particular, the notion of episodes, or digressional

narratives, interwoven with the principal narrative, was

ntirely Aristotelian. De Quincey, Homer, i.

digressive (di- or dl-gres'iv), a. [= F. digres-

sif = Sp. digresivo = Pg. It. digressive, < LL.

digressivus, < L. digressus, pp. of digredi, digress :

see digress, v."] Tending to digress; departing
from the main subject ; partaking of the nature
of digression.
The wild diffusion of the sentiments, and the digressive

sallies of imagination, would have been compressed and
restrained by confinement of rhyme. Johnson, Young.

digressively (di- or di-gres'iv-li), adv. By way
of digression.

digyn (di'jin), n. [< NL. "digynus, < Gr. it-, two-,
+ Jim;, woman (mod. bot. pistil).] A plant
having two pistils.

Digynia (di-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL., < *digymis:
see digyn, digynous.~] The name given by Lin-

neeus, in his artificial system, to such plants as

have two styles, or a single style deeply cleft

into two parts, forming the second order in

each of his first thirteen classes.

digynian (dl-jin'i-an), a. [As Digynia + -an.]

Having two pistils.

digynons (dij'i-nus), a. [< NL. *digynus : see

digyn.~] Same as digynian.
dihedral (dl-he'dral), a. [Also diedral; < di-

hedron + -al.'] Having two sides, as a figure;

having two plane faces, as a crys-
tal. Dihedral angle, the mutual in-

clination of two intersecting planes, or

the angular space included between

them, as the angles between the two
planes ABD and ABC.

dihedron (di-he'dron), n. [< Gr.

Si-, two-, + eSpa, a seat, base ;

cf. tiictipoc, a seat for two per-

sons.] A figure With tWO Sides Dihedral Angle.

or surfaces.

diheliost, diheliumt (dl-he'li-os, -um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Sia, through, + tjAiof, sun.] That chord
of the elliptic orbit of a planet which passes
through the focus where the sun is and is per-
pendicular to the transverse axis. Also dihely.

dihelyt (di-he'li), n. [= F. dihclie, < NL. dilie-

lios, dihelium: see dilielios.] Same as dihelios.

dihexagonal (di-hek-sag'o-nal), a. [< di-2 +
hexagonal.'] Twelve-sided : as, a dihexagonal

prism or pyramid : also used to describe a dou-
ble six-sided pyramid or quartzoid.
dihexahedrar(di-hek-sa-he'dral), a. [< di-2 +
hexahedral.'] In crystal., having the form of a
hexahedral or six-sided prism with trihedral

summits.
dihexahedron (di-hek-sa-he'dron), n.

; pi. di-

kcxahedrons, dihexaliedra (-drons, -dra). [< Gr.

<5<-, two-, + ff,
= E. six, + kSpa, a seat, base :

see di-2 and hexahedron.} In crystal., a six-sided

prism with trihedral summits.

Dihexahedra of quartz, and various rare minerals are

noted in them. Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 247.

dihydrite (di-hi'drit), n. [< Gr. it-, two-, +
vSup (iiop-), water, 4- -ite2.] A phosphate of

copper containing two equivalents of water. It

is found in small green monoclinic crystals.

diiamb, diiambus (di-i-amb', -am'bus), n. ; pi.

diiambs, diiatnbi (-ambz', -bi). [< LL. diiambus,^.
Gr. 6iiapBo(,<. Si-, two-, + iaft/iof, iambus.] Inane,

pros., two iambi, or an iambic dipody regarded
as a single compound foot. The name diiambus,
strictly belonging to the iambic dipody in its normal
form (^ w

), can be extended to its epitritic variety
also (- - ~ -).

Diipolia, Dipolia (di-ip-o-li'a, di-pol'i-a), n.pl.

[Gr. AwrdAna or Am6?ua, contr. of A7ro7em or

A;r67.Mz, neut. pi., prop, adj., < Zei'f (gen. A5f,
dat. AH), Zeus, + IM<i>f, guardian of the city,
an epithet of Zeus, < n67iif, city.] An ancient
Athenian festival celebrated annually, with
sacrifice of an ox, on the 14th of Skirophoriou
(about the end of June), on the Acropolis, in

honor of Zeus Polieus that is, Protector of the

City. Also called Bouplionia.

dijudicantt (di-jo'di-kant), . [< L. dij-iidi-

can(t-)s, ppr. of dijudicdre, decide: see diju/li-

cate.~] One who dijudicates, determines, or de-

cides.

And if great philosophers doubt of many things which

popular dijudicants hold as certain in their creeds, I sup-

pose ignorance itself will not say it is because they are

more ignorant. Glanmlle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxiii.

dijudicatet (di-jo'di-kat), v. [< L. dijudicdius,

pp. of dijudicare, decide, determine, distinguish

between, < di-, dis-, apart, + judifare, judge:
see jndicatc, judge.'] I. intrans. To jiidge ;

de-

termine.



dijudicate

The Church of Home, when she commends unto us the

authority of the church in iliiii<tirutiii<i of Scriptures,
seems only to speiik of herself.

//(*, (ioldcn lleliKiiiis. p. 2fiO.

II. triinx. To determine
;
decide.

That Is a lawful Council with which, while acting as

(Kcimicnic;i], the wh"lr church communicates, and, the
matter heiiiK ilij"<li<-ui>-<l, holds it to he adhered to.

(Juoted in I'liM'n'n Eirenicon, p. 39.

djjudicationt (dl-jo-di-ka'shpn), n. [< L. diju-

aicatio(ii-), < ilijiiiliciin; pp. ilijudieatus, decide :

soo tlijitilieate.] Judicial distinction.

It cannot he otherwise but that the love of ourselves
should strongly incline us in our most abstracted ilijinti-

catitin. (jlaum'Ue, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xiii.

dika-bread (di'kil-brod), . [< dika, native

name, + E. bread^.] A fatty substance resem-

bling chocolate, prepared from the almond-like
kernel of the fruit of the Mangifera (labnnensis,
used as food by the natives of the west coast
of Africa, from Sierra Leone to the Gaboon.
ll'ii//--.-. Diet of ( 'hem.

dika-fat (di'kji-fat), . Same as <lika-bread.

dikamali (dik-a-malM), n. [E. Ind.] The
native name of a resinous gum which exudes
from the ends of young shoots of Gardenia lu-

cida, a rubiaceous shrub of India, it has a strong,
peculiar, ami offensive odor, and is useful In the treatment
of sores anil cutaneous diseases. In India it Is employed
as a remedy for dyspepsia. Also decmnalee.

dikast, >i. See dicast.

dike (dik), n, [Also spelled, less correctly,
dyke; < ME. dike, dyke, dik, die (also assibi-

lated diche, dyclte, dich, dyeh, > mod. E. ditch),
< AS. die, m., f., a ditch, channel, dike, wall, =
OS. dik, m., a fish-pond, = OFries. dik, m., a
bank, dam, = D. dijk, in., a bank, dam, =
MLG. dik, LG. dick, m., a pond, usually a

bank, dam, = MHG. tick, dich, m., a ditch,

canal, pond, fish-pond, marsh, G. teich, m.,
a pond, fish-pond, tank, deich, in., a bank,
dam (this sense and form, with initial <l for (,

after LG. and D.), = Icel. dik, neut., diki, m., a
ditch, = Norw. dike, neut., a ditch, a puddle,
= Sw. dike, neut., a ditch, also a bank, dam,
= Dan. dii/a, neut., a ditch, also a bank, dam ;

hence (from LG.) OP. dicaue, digue, F. digue
= Sp. Pg. diqite = It. diga, a bank, dam.
The neut. forms have beeu compared with Gr.

Tfi^oc, a wall, rampart, roixos, the wall of a
house (for orig. "ffei^of, "tfoi^of, ult. connected
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5. In geol., a fissure in rocks filled with ma-
terial which has found its way into it while,

melted, or when brought by some other means
into a fluid or semi-fluid condition. Most dikes

;u-e, in fuct, tilled

with lava or some
fonn of eruptive
rock. A dike dif-

fers from a win in

that the latter has
been slowly tilled

with Btyyavetv, touch, and L. fingerc, form, fi-

gura, a form: see figure, fictile, etc.); but the
relation is improbable. The orig. sense of the
neut. word is

'

ditch,' a channel dug out (cf. dig,
ult. from this noun) (cf. also Gr. T'K/MC, a marsh,
swamp), ditch being in fact an assibilated form
of the same word. The correlative sense of
'a bank' or 'a wall' is not usual in ME. and
AS. ; it is duo in part to the usage of the Low
Countries, where dikes in this sense are con-

spicuous and important.] 1. A channel for
water made by digging; a ditch ; a moat. See
ditch. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Al the thinges the in wer(l]de hen,
Twen heuone hil and belle '/'/..

(jVwxw ami f-.'.>-ili''-. 1. 281.

Ahoute the castel was a dyke.
Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 6021.

From one fountain in a garden there should be little

channels or dyke* cut to every lied, and every plant grow-
ing therein. Kay, Works of Creation, ii.

Like a shoal
Of darting fish, that on a summer morn
Adown the crystal dykfn at Camelot
Come slipping o'er their shadows on the sand.

Tennyxon, Oeraint.

Si. A small pond or pool. [Prov. Eng.] 3.
A ridge or bank of earth thrown up in excavat-

ing a canal or a ditch
; specifically, such a ridge

or bank thrown up to prevent low lands from
being overflowed ; a continuous dam confining
or restraining the waters of a stream or of the
sea : as, the Netherlands are defended from the
sea by dikes.

The Injured nation [the Dutch], driven to despair, had
opened its dike*, and had called in the sea as an ally

against the French tyranny. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

n<ki-, that the hands of the farmers had raised with labor
incessant,

Shut out the turbulent tides. Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 1 .

4. A low wall or fence of stono or turf, di-

viding or inclosing fields, etc. A dry dike is

such a wall built without mortar. See Jail-
dike. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

Ye've been wash'd in Dunny's well,
And dried on Dunny's duke.

Su;, -I Willie nii<l l-'nir Annie (Child's lialiads, II. 137).

Tlie liicst ili/ke that we come to,
I'll turn and tak you up.
The Duke, uf At'hnl (child's Ballads, IV. 96).
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allied in character
i: simp ,c dlk(., . , branching dike.

to those ordinarily
designated hy the term mftamarphic. while the former
has, in most cases at least, been rapidly filled, so that it

consists essentially of the same material through from
one side to the other, and at all depths. A mineral vein
or IcMie, on the other hand, may differ very greatly In its

contents in various parts, in width as well as in depth.
dike (ilik), v. ; pret. and pp. diked, ppr. diking.

[< ME. diken, dyken (also assibilated dichen, >

mod. E. ditch, v.), dig, dig out, surround with
a ditch, < AS. dician, also in comp. be-dician,

ge-dician, make a ditch, surround with a ditch
or dike (= OFries. <lil;u. ditsa, ditsia, dig, make
a ditch, also raise a dike or dam, = D. dijketi,
raise a dike or dam, = MLG. LG. diken, > G.

deichen, raise a dike or dam), < die, a ditch, =
D. iiijl:. etc.. a bank, dam : see dike, n., and cf .

iliirli, r., and dig.'} I.t intrans. To make a ditch
;

dig; delve. See dig.
He wolde thresshc anil t In rto ,/,/*, and delve.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 536.

It were better dike and delve,
Anil stand upon the right faith,
Than know all that the Bible salth,
And erre, as some clerkes do.

Qamr, Conf. Amant., Prol.

II. trans. If. To dig; dig out
;
excavate. See

dig.
He crlede, and comaundede alle Cristyne people
To delue and dike a deop diche at alnmte v'nite,
That holychurche stod In holynesse as hit were a pile.

Pien Plowman (C), xxii. SftV

2f. To inclose with a ditch or with ditches.

With all mycht that he mycht get,
To the toune ane assege set ;

And gert dt/k thaim . . . stalwartly.
Rarbnur, MS., xvil. 271.

3. To furnish with a dike
; inclose, restrain, or

protect by an embankment : as, to dike a river ;

to dike a tract of land. 4f. To surround with
a stone wall.

nib- and park the samin (landis] snrelie and kelp
thanie sikkerlie. Baljotir'n Pract, (A. 1565), p. 14'j.

dike-grave (dik'grav), n. [< D. dijkgraaf (=
MLG. dikgrere, LG. diekgrare, > G. deichgrafe),
an overseer of dikes, < dijk, dike, + graaf, count
(steward, reeve): see dike, and greere, graf,
and cf. dike-reece.] In the Low Countries, a

superintendent of dikes.

The chief Dike-grare here Is one of the greatest officers

of Trust In all the Province. Htrmll, Letters, I. I. 5.

diker (di'ker), . [< ME. dikere, < AS. dicerc,
< dician, dig: see dike, r. Cf. ditcher, digger.']
1. A ditcher. 2. One who builds dikes.

dike-reeve (dik'rev), n. [< dike + reece*.] An
officer who superintends the dikes and drains
in marshes. Halliirell. Compare dike-grare.
dilacerate (di- or di-las'e-rat), r. t. ; pret. and
pp. dilacerated, ppr. dilacerating. [< L. dilacc-

ratus, pp. of dilacerare (> It. dilacerare = Sp.
Pg. dilaccrar = F. dilacerer), tear in pieces,
< di- for din-, apart, + laeerare, tear: see lace-

rate."] To tear; rend asunder; separate by
force; lacerate. [Rare.]
The infant, at the accomplished period, struggling to

come forth, dilacerateA and breaks those parts which re-

strained him l>efore. Sir T. Brmcne, Vulg. Err., ill. (i.

dilaceration (di- or di-las-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.
dilaceration = Sp. dilaceracion = Pg. dilaeerti-

ctto, < LL. dilaveratio(it-), < L. dilacerare, pp. di-

laeeratHH, tear in pieces: see dilacerate.'] The
act of rending asunder; a tearing or rending;
laceration. [Rare.]

All the riddles of Sphinx, therefore, have two conditions
annexed : viz., dilacfration to those who do not solve
them : and empire to those that do.

Bacon, Physical Fables, x., Expl.

dilambdodont (dl-lamb'do-dont), a. [< Gr.

d(-, twice, two-, + /.a/if>fa, the letter lambda
(A), + odorf (b6ovT-) = E. tooth."] Having ob-

long molar teeth with two V-shaped ridges;
specifically, having the characters of the Di-
lambdodouta: as, a dilambdodont dentition; a
<liliiinl)ilo<l<it mammal.
Dilambdodonta (ili-lamb-do-don'ta), H. pi.

[NL. : see ililainbdodoiit.'] A group or series of
insectivorous mammals, a division of the order

Jiestia; having oblong molarswhose crowns pre-

dilatancy

sent two V- shaped transverse ridf,'e, like the
letter W. such teeth are chunicti-ri-ii.- "f the liuectl-

rorei of northerly or teni|.enite rc'nir.n, thus contrasted
with tropical forms of Xiilnn,lul,li:iilii (which nee). >;,/!.

dilamination (ili-lam-i-na'shon), ii. [< di-'t +
In 111 iitation.] In bat., the congenital develop-
ment of a lamina upon the surface of an organ :

a form of doduplication or chorisis.

dilaniatet (di-la'ni-at), r. t. [< L. diltiniainn,

pp. of dilaniare (> It. dilaniare), tear in pieces,
< di-, dis-, apart, + laniare, tear, rend.] To
tear; rend in pieces ; mangle.
The panther, when he hunts his prey, hiding hit grim

visage, with the sweetness of his breath allures the other
l'e;i^ts unto him, who, lieing come within his reach, he
I'emls and cruelly doth dilatiiate them. Ford, Line of Life.

dilaniationt (di-la-ni-a'shon), n. [< L. as if

*ditaiti(ttio(ii-), < dilaniare, pp. dilaniatux, tear
in pieces: see dilaniate.'] A tearing in pieces.
Cockeram.

dilapidate (di- or di-lap'i-dat), v. jpret. and pp.
ili/ii/iidated, ppr. dilapulating. [Formerly also

delapidate; < LL. dilapidatus, pp.
( > It. dilapidare= Sp. Pg. dilapidar= F. diltt/ii-

der), throw away, squander, consume, destroy,
lit. scatter like stones, < L. di-, dis-, apart, +
lapidare, throw stones at, < lapis (laiiid-), a
stone: see lapidate.] I. trans. 1. To bring
into a ruinous condition

; impair or reduce to
a state of ruin; especially, to ruin by misuse
or neglect.

If the bishop, parson, or vicar, Ac., dilapidate* the

buildings, or cuts down the timlier of the patrimony of

the church. Blackstont.

2. To waste
; squander.

Was her moderation seen in diltijiUlatintf the revenues
of the church? Bp. llurd.

3. To give the appearance of dilapidation to.

[Rare.]
Vou see a very respectable-looking person in the street,

.mil It Is odds but, as you pass him, his hat conies off, his
whole figure suddenly dilapidates itself, assuming a trem-
ble of professional weakness, and you hear the everlasting
"qualchecosapercarita." /,owvf(, Fireside Travels, p. 310.

II. intrans. To fall into partial or total ruin;
fall by decay.

Large the domain, hut all within combine
To corresjiond with the dishonor'd sign;
And all around dilapidate*. Crahtie, The Borough.

dilapidation (di-ordi-lap-i-da'shon), n. [For-
merly also dilapidation; = F. dilapidation =
Sp. dilapidaeion = Pg. dil(tpi<lac.a'o = It. dilapi-
duzione, < LL. dilai>idatio(n-), a squandering,
wasting, < dilapidarc, pp. dilapidatun, squander,
waste: see dilapidate.] 1. Gradual nun or de-

cay; disorder; especially, impairment or ruin

through misuse or neglect.
Whom shall their [the bishops') successors sue for the

dilapidation* which they make of that credit?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vil. 24.

By keepinga strictacconntof incomes nnd expenditures,
a man might easily preserve an estate from tfnapidatfon.

J, (joodiitan. Winter Evening Conferences, i.

Specifically 2. In Etig. eccles. law, the pull-

ing down, suffering to go to decay, or rum of

any building or other property in possession
of an incumbent.

dilapidates (di- or di-lap'i-da-tor), n. [= F.

ililapidatetir = Sp. Pg. dilitpidutlor = It. dilapi-
datore; as dilapidate + -or.] One who causes

dilapidation.
It Is alleged that non-residence and dilapidations for

the most part go hand in hand ; that you shall seldom see
a non-resident, hut he is also a dilajn'dator.

II. Wliarton, Defence of Pluralities, p. 15fi.

dilatability (di- or di-la-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.
dilatabilite = Sp. dilatabilidad = Pg. dilatabili-

dade = It. ditatabilita, < NL. dilatabilita(t-)s, <

dilatabilis : see dilatable and -bility.] The qual-
ity of being dilatable, or of admitting expan-
sion, either by inherent elastic force or by the
action of a force exerted from without: op-
posed to oontraftibility.

It was purely an accident dependent on the dilatalrility
of the particular quality of alcohol employed which made
the boiling-point of water 80. Jincyc. Brit., XX. 808.

dilatable (di- or di-la'ta-bl), a. [= F. Pr. Sp.
dilatable = Pg. dilatavel = It, dilatabile, < NL.
dilatabilia, capable of expansion, < L. dilatare,

expand: see dilate, r., and -able.] Capable of

expansion ; possessing elasticity ; elastic : as,
a bladder is dilatable by the force of air ;

air is

dilatable by heat.

dilatableness (di- or di-la'ta-bl-nes), . Capa-
city for dilatation; dilatability. Bailey. 1727.

dilatancy (di- or dl-la'tan-si), n. [< dilatan(t)
+ -cy.] The property of granular masses of

expanding in bulk with change of shape, it ta

tine to the increase of space between the Individually
rigid particles as they change their relative positions.



dilatancy

If evidence "f ililalnin'ii were to l>e obtained from tan-

gible matter, it was to In' sought on the most common-

place and what had hitherto been the least interesting,

form,' that of hard, separate grains corn, sand, shot, &c.

0. Reynolds, Nature, XXXIII. 480.

dilatant (<ii- or di-la'tant), a. and n. [= F.

diliitant, < L. (lilatan(t-)s, ppr. of dilatare, di-

late: see dilate, i:~\ I. a. Dilating; relating

to dilataney, or to a substance possessing this

property.
The most striking evidence of dilatancy is obtained

from the fact that, since dilatant material cannot change
its shape without increasing in volume, by preventing

change of volume all change of shape is prevented.
0. Reynolds, Nature, XXXIII. 430.

1618 dilettante

My heart dilated with unutterable happiness. dilectiont (di-lek'shon), . [= F. Pr. dUfftitm

Goldsmith, Vicar, xxii. _
s^, <tjiccri<ni = I'g. dilccg&o = It. dilczionc, <

His nostrils visibly dilate with pride. LL. dilectMn-), < L. diligerc, pp. dilectua, love
Lathrop, Spanish Vi tas, p. 140. -

2. To speak at length ;
dwell on particulars ;

enlarge ; expatiate ;
descant : used absolutely

or with upon or on.

I purpose to speak actively without digressing or dilat-

ing. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, n. 106.

I leave it among the divines to dilate upon the danger
of schism as a spiritual evil.

Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, i.

dilatet (di- or dl-lat' ), a. [< L. dilatus, pp. : see

dilate, r.] Broad; extended.

Whom they, out of their bounty, have instructed

With so dilate and absolute a power.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

II. .' I- A substance having the property of

dilatancy. 2. In.turn., an instrument used to

dilate, as a tent, a bougie, a sound, etc.
Hilntpfl fdi- or di-la'ted)

dilatate (di- or di-la'tat), . [= Sp. Pg. dila- *.^LdpT*
tado = It. dilatato, < L. dilatatus, pp. of d^la-

tare, dilate: see dilate, p.] Dilated; broaden-

ed or widened out : specifically said, in zoology,

of an organ or a part which is disproportionate-

ly broad along a portion of its length.
dilatation (dil-a- or di-la-ta'shon), n. [< ME. JJartsT DilatedTstrlze or 'punctures, in entom., those

dilatacioim, < OF. (and F.) dilatation = Pr. di- stria? or punctures which are broader than usual, and dis

Utacio = Sp. dilatation = Pg. dilatac.8o= It. di-

latazione, < LL. dilatatio(n-), an extension, < L.

much, value highly : see~diligent. Cf. predilec-

tion.] A loving; preference; choice.

The privilege of his dileccioun

In you confirmed God upon a tree

Hanging. Chaucer, Mother of God, I. 122.

So free is Christ's dilection, that the grand condition of

our felicity is our belief. Boyle, Seraphic Love.

dilemma (di- or dl-lem'ii), n. [= F. dilemme =
Sp. dilcma = Pg. It. dilemma = D. G. Dan. Sw.

dilemma, < LL. dilemma, < Gr. fify/i/ia, a conclu-

sion from two premises, < Si- + fa'/upa, a propo-

sition, assumption: see lemma. Not "an ar-

gument in which the adversary is
'

caught be-
son, be ms, ,. j^, (&o^ /

jd|(mB) two difficulties," nor de-

[Pp- of dilate, v.] rived from <jjAa/i/Mw<j0ai, be caught between.]
Expanded; extended; enlarged. Specifically (a) j A form of argument in which it is shown that
Vnusually widened, or wider than the re of the part or

whoever maintains a certain proposition must

open'asl
1

pa.tof Basse's o? tt^ikT-D^Tan- accept one or other of two alternative conclu-

tennse, in entom., antenna! unusually widened in any sions, and that each of these involves the de-

uated margin; in entom. ,
a margin spread out

aterally more than usual, or beyond the surrounding

tinctly rounded within. Dilated tarsi, in entom., those

tarsi in which two or more joints are broad, somewhat

heart-shaped, and spongiose or densely hairy beneath, as

'n Coleoptera. Also called enlarged tarsi.
dilatare, pp. dilatus, expand : see dilate, v.] 1. , ..,,.. ,

The act of expanding; expansion, as by heat; dilater (di- or dl-la'ter), n. One who or that

a spreading or enlarging in all directions; the which enlarges or expands. Slielton.

state of being expanded or distended; disten- dilation1
(di- or di-la'shon), n. [A short form

sion. ot dilatation.'] The act of dilating ; expansion ;

dilatation.

At first her eye with slow dilation roll'd

Dry flame, she listening. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

dilation2! (di- or di-la'shon), n. [= F. Pr. dila-

tion = Sp. dilation = Pg.'dilafSo = It. dllazione,

< L. dilatio(n-), delay, < differre, pp. dilatus, de-

fer: see defer
2 and dilate, v.] Delay.

What construction canst thou make of our wilful dila-

tions, but as a stubborn contempt? Sp. Hall, Zacclieus.

dilative (di- or dl-la'tiv), a. [< dilate + -ive.]

Tending to dilate; causing dilatation. Cole-

ridge.

I conceive the intire idea of a spirit in generall, or at

least of all finite created and subordinate spirits, to con-

sist in these several powers or properties, viz. : self-pene-

tration, self-motion, self-contraction and dilatation, and

indivisibility.
Dr. It. More, Antidote against Atheism, I. iv. 3.

His JSpenser's] genius is rather for dilatation tlmn com-

pression. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 1B2.

Specifically 2. Diffuseness of speech; pro-

lixity ; enlargement.
What nedeth gretter dilatacioun'

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 134.

3. An abnormal enlargement of an aperture or

a canal of the body, or one made for the pur- dilator (di-ordi-la'tor), n. [< NL. dilator, short
- - "

for dilatator, q. v.; as if < E. dilate + -or. L.
poses of surgical "or medical treatment. See

expansion. 4. A dilated part of anything;

specifically, in zoitl., a dilated portion of an or-

gan or a mark.
dilatator (dil'a- or dl'la-ta-tor), n. [= F. dila-

tateur = Sp. Pg. dilatador = It. dilatatore, a di-

latator, < LL. dilatator, one who propagates or

dilator mean's
' a delayer.'] 1 . One who or that

which widens or expands ; specifically, a mus-
cle that dilates; a dilatator. 2. A surgical in-

strument, of various forms, used for dilating a

wound, a canal, or an external opening of the

body.

to various muscles, as of the nose or the pupil.

In the Keptilia these are replaced by a constrictor and
a dilatator muscle, which are also present in a modified

form ill Birds. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 547.

Dilatator iridis, the muscle of the iris whose action di-

of being dilatory ;
slowness in action ; delay in

proceeding; tardiness; procrastination.
These lamented their dilatorinesn and imperfection, or

trembled at the reaction of his bigotry against themselves.
Hallain.

[= F. dilatoire = Pr.

dilatorio, < LL. dilatorius,

pp. Miatea. ^""6 <" --v, \ e- dilator, a delayer, < dif-

ppr. dilating. [=F. dilater= Pr. Sp. Pg.
= It. dilatare, < L. dilatare. spread out,

dilate, < dilatus, pp., associated with *.,. .-,

carry apart, spread abroad, scatter, also differ!
measures

;
a dilatory messenger,

and intr. differ (> E. differ and defer?), < dis-,

apart, + ferre = E. bear1 . For pp. latus, see

ablative. Dilate is a doublet of delay1 ,
and prac-

tically of defer'
2' and differ : see delay1

, defer
2

,

differ'.] I. trans. 1. To expand; distend; spread
out

; enlarge or extend in all directions : as, air

dilates the lungs ;
to dilate the pupil of the eye.

Induced with a zelous deuotion and ardent desire to

protect and dilate the Christian faith.

Hakluyt'x Voyage*, II., Ded.

Satan, alarm'd,
Collecting all his might, dilated stood,
Like Teneriff or Atlas, unremoved.

Milton, P. L., iv. 986.

Chapman abounds in splendid enthusiasms of diction,
and now and then dilates our imaginations with sngges-

nial of the proposition in question. The alterna-

tives are called the horns of the dilemma, which is also

called a horned syllogism. The argument is also called a

dilemma, in a looser sense, when the number of such

horns exceeds two. The dilemma originated in rhetoric,

and was not noticed by logicians before the revival of

learning consequently there has been some dispute as to

its logical definition and analysis. The standard example
(from Aulus Gellius) is as follows : Every woman is fair

or ugly ; it is not good to marry a fair wife, because she

will Hirt ; it is not good to marry an ugly wife, because she

will not be attractive ; therefore, it is not good to marry
at all. The essential peculiarity of this reasoning is that

it involves the principle of excluded middle, the falsity

of which would leave ordinary syllogism intact. Logi-

cians, however, have made the dilemma a matter of form
of expression, saying that the above argument, for in-

stance, is not a dilemma as long as the first premise reads

as above, but that it becomes one if that premise is put in

this form : If it is good to marry, it is good to marry a

fair wife, or it is good to marry an ugly wife. They have

at different times recognized the following forms as di-

lemmas or as parts of dilemmas, for many logicians hold

that a dilemma consists of three syllogisms : (1) Simple,
constructive dilemma: If A, then C; if B, then C; but

either B or A ; hence, C. (2) Simple destructive dilemma :

If A is true, B is true ; if A is true, C is true ; B and C are

not both true ; hence, A is not true. (3) Complex construc-

tive dilemma : If A, then B ; if C, then D ; but either A or

C ; hence, either B or D. (4) Complex destructive dilem-

ma : If A is true, B is true ; if C is true, D is true ; but B
and D are not both true ; hence, A and C are not both

true. The importance of the kind of reasoning now called

dilemma was first strongly insisted upon by the Stoics.

Nevertheless, in the Stoical terminology a dilemma is op-

posed to a monolemma, as a conclusion from two premises.
This was the origin of the word, and it is only later that

it is met with in the modern sense.

Dilemma is an argument made of two members, repug-
nant one to another, wherof which soever thou grantest,
thou art by and by taken. Blundemlle, Logic, v. 27.

2. A difficult or doubtful choice; a state of

things in which the alternatives appear to be

equally bad or undesirable.

A strong dilemma in a desperate case !

To act with infamy, or quit the place. Swift.

The doctrine of a Messiah offers a dilemma a choice

between two interpretations one being purely spiritual,

one purely political. De (juincey, Essenes, ii.

I abhor
This dUatoru sloth, and tricks of Rome.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

of a dilemma Dilemmatic argument. See argu-
ment. Dllemmatlc proposition, a hypothetical propo-
sition with a disjunctive consequent : as, if A, then either

B or C ; or a categorical proposition with a disjunctive

predicate
: as, A is either B or C. Dllemmatlc reason-

tions of profound poetic depth.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 315.

2f. To set forth at length ;
relate at large ; re-

late or describe with full particulars ; enlarge
upon.

Found good means
To draw from her a prayer of earnest heart,
That I would all my pilgrimage ililati',

Whereof by parcels she had something heard.

Shot., Othello, i. 3.

Dilate the matter to me.

.,., _. ij.il j. > IML'IIK ilLi: . a:s, JV IS UILIICI i ui v-. i^iiciniiiivuii. AVWMM
2. Intended to bring about delay, or to gam fa, reasoning depending upon the principle of excluded

. j j_* j :; j,-7*.. ,*: middle as its chief principle. Dllemmatlc syllogism,
a syllogism having for its minor premise a dilemmatic

proposition.

dilemmist (di- or dl-lem'ist), n. [< dilemma +
-ist.~\ A person who bases argument or belief

on a dilemma or dilemmas : used specifically
in translation of the name of a Buddhist school

of philosophy. See the extract.

[The philosophic school] of the Vaibhashikas, or dilem-

mitts, who maintain the necessity of immediate contact

with the object to be known. Amer. Cyc., III. 403.

Dilephila (di-lef'i-la), n. [NL.; also written

Deitejihila, prop. *I>ilopl<iht : < Gr. iti'/ti, the af-

time and defer decision: as, a dilatory motion.

To the Petition of the Lords he made a dilator;/ Answer.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 79.

His dilatory policy. Motley.

Dilatory defense, in law, a defense intended to defeat
or delay the pending action without touching the merits

of the controversy, as an objection to the jurisdiction or

to the present capacity of a party. Dilatory plea, in

laic, a plea which if successful would defeat the pending
action without touching the merits of the controversy.
= Syn. Tardy, etc. (see slow), loitering, lingering, procras-

tinating, backward, laggard, behindhand, inactive, slug-

gish, dawdling.

dildoH (dil'do), . A term of obscure cant or

slang origin, used in old ballads and plays as a
mere refrain or nonsense-word

;
also used, from

its vagueness, as a substitute for various ob-

scene terms, and in various obscene meanings.
He has the prettiest love-songs for maids, . .

delicate burthens of "dildos" and "fadings."
Shak., W. T., iv. s.

With a hie dildo dill and a dOdo dee.
Burden of an Old Ballad.

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, v. 1. dildo2 (dil'do), M. A tall columnar cactus of

Syn. To swell, spread out, amplify. Jamaica, Cereus Swartzii, woolly at the sum-
mit and bearing pale-red flowers. The dried

fibrous portions of the stems were used as torches

by the Indians.

tenioon, evening, + joc, loving.] A genus of

hawk-moths, of the family Sphingidce. D. line-

ata is a handsome species, common in the United States,

and known as tmn-niivi-xphinx. Nee cut under morning-

with such
dj

;

jgt(ant(dil
.e.ttat

'

);)l . [See dilettante.] See

dilettante.

dilettante (dil-e-tan'te), n. and a. [Also dilet-

taiit; = D. G. Dan. Sw. dilettant F. dilettante,

II. intraim. 1. To spread out; expand; dis-

tend; swell; enlarge.
His heart dilates and glories in his strength. Addimn.

< It. dili-tttuite, prop. ppr. of dilettare, delight, <

L. deleetare, delight: see deliglit, delectable.]

I. n. PI. dlHtiniti (-ti). An admirer or lover of

the fine arts, science, or letters ; an amateur
;

one who pursues an art or literature desultorily



dilettante

;ind for amusement : often used in a disparag-
ing sense for a superficijil and affected dabbler
in literature or art.

Hie main characteristic of the dilettante is that sort of

impart iiility tlnit springs Ir.un Inertia of mind, admirable
for observation, ineapable of turning it to practirnl ,-i

eimnt. l.on'i'll. New Princeton Kev., I. 1UO.

II. a. Relating to dilettantism
; having the

characteristics of dilettanti.

I heard no longer
The snowy-banded, dilettante,
Delicate handed priest intone.

Tennyson, Maud, rill.

dilettanteism, . See dilettantism.

dilettantish, dilettanteish (dil-e-tan'tih,
-te-ish), o. [< dilettant, dilettante, + -isAl.]
Inclined to or characterized by dilettantism.

(teorge Eliot.

dilettantism, dilettanteism (dil-e-tan'tizm,
-te-izm), n. [= P. ttttettanttsme; as dilettant,

dilettante, + -ism.] The quality characteristic
of a dilettante ; specifically, in a disparaging
sense, desultory or affected pursuit of art, sci-

ence, or literature.

Dilettantism, hypothesis, speculation, a kind nf amateur
search for truth ; this is the sorest sin. Carlylr.

Dilettantism, which is the twin sister of scepticism, he-

Stan. Lowtll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 37.

diligence 1
(dil'i-jens), n. [Formerly also dili-

gi-nfy ; < MK. diligence, < OP. diligence, P. dili-

gence = Pr. 8p. Pg. diligencia = It. diligenzia,

diligenza, < L. diligentia, carefulness, attentive-

ness^ diligen(t-)s, careful, etc.: see diligent.'}
1. Constant and earnest effort to accomplish
what is undertaken ; constancy in the perform-
ance of duty or the conduct of business; per-
sistent exertion of body or mind

; industry ; as-

siduity.
If your </i7/'/rnr-' ! not speedy, I shall lie there afore

you. Shale., Lear, I. 6.

Prithee, fellow, wait;
I need not thy oltlcious diligfttce.

Ford, 'TIs Pity, iv. 1.

Why shouldst thou then obtrude this dilitfeHce,
In vain, where no acceptance it can find?

Milton, P. R., 11. 387.

2. Care; heed; caution; heedfulness.
Men may also doon other diliyence
Aboute an oylcellar, it for to warnie.

Palladia*, Hiuhotuirie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 19.

Keep thy heart with all diligence. Prov. Iv. 23.

3. In In it-, the attention and care due from a

person in a given situation. The degree of care

necessary to constitute diligence depends on the relation
of the persons concerned to each other and the circum-
stances of the transaction.

4. In Scots law : (a) The warrant issued by a
court for enforcing the attendance of witnesses
or the production of writings. (6) The process
of law by which persons, lands, or effects are
attached on execution, or in security for debt.
Common or ordinary diligence, that degree of dill-

gence which men In general exert in respect to their own
affairs; thatcommon priuieiu-e which men of business and
heads of families usually exhibit in conducting matters
which interest them, tirotnn ami Hartley. To do one's
diligence, to use one's test efforts. [Archaic.)

I would not haue the master either frouiie or chide
with him, if the childe haue done hi* dilitiettce.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 27.

Do thy dilitjenre. to come shortly unto me. 2 Tim. Iv. 9.

= Syn. 1. Industry, Apjilicntinn, etc. (see a**idiiiti/\ as-

siduousness. 2. Cannon, circumspection, vigilance.

diligence'
2

(dil'i-jeiis; P. pron. de-le-zhons'), n.

[= D. G. Dan. <liti</c>ice = Sw. diligent, < P.

ililigence, a stage-coach (= Sp. Pg. diligencia =
It. diligensa), a particular use of diligent*, ex-

pedition, despatch, speed, care: see ililigenrri.
Hence by abbr. ditty*.'] A public stage-coach :

usually with reference to France, but also ap-
plied to such stage-coaches elsewhere.

If it were possible to send me a line hy the diligence to

Brighton, how grateful I should be for such an Indul-

gence! Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 401.

diligencyt (dil'i-jen-si), n. Same as diligence
1

.

Mitton.

diligent (dil'i-jent), a. [< ME. diligent, < OF.
diligent, F. diligent = Pr. diligent = Sp. Pg.
It. diligente, < L. dilitji '('-)*', careful, attentive,
diligent prop, loving, esteeming, ppr. of dili-

gere, love, esteem much, lit. choose, select, < di-,

ilix-, apart, + legere, choose : see elect, select.']

1. Constant in study or effort to accomplish
what is undertaken; attentive and persistent
in doing anything ; industrious ; assiduous.

Seest thou n man dit<<i'-nt in his business? he shall

stand before kings. Prov. xxii. _".!.

Chance without merit brought me in ; and diligence only
keeps me so. and will, living as I do among so many lazy
people that the dili'H'nt man It-comes necessary, that they
cannot do anything without him. Pepijt, Diary, II. 319.

1619

2. Steadily applied ; prosecuted with care and
constant effort ; careful; painstaking: as, make
dilii/riil Heareh.

The Judges shall make diligent Inquisition.
Deut. six. 18.

Diliijent cultivation of elegant literature. Prexott.

= Syn. Active, sedulous, laborious, persevering, Indefati-

gable, unremitting, untiring, painstaking.

diligentt, adr. [< diligent, .] Diligently.

They may the better, sewrer, and more diligenter, exe-

cute, obserue, and ministre their said Officez.

/:.. -tilth. Oildt (E. E. T. S.), p. 413.

diligently (dil'i-jent-li), adv. With diligence,
or steady application and care

;
with industry

or assiduity; not carelessly ;
not negligently.

Being by this Mean* In the King's Eye, he so diligently
carried himself that he soon got into the King's Heart.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 261.

Ye shall diligently keep the commandments of the Lord
your Ood. Deut. vl. 17.

For all Paul's miracles, the Jews studied the scripture
the diliffenterly, to see whether It were as he said or no.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Hoc., 1860), p. 98.

diligentness (dil'i-jent-nes), ii. Diligence.
liaileii, \T1~I.

dill 1
(dil), . [< ME. dille, dylle, < AS. dile =

D. dille = OHG. tilli, MHG. tille (G. dill, after
the D. form) = Dan. dild = Sw. dill, dill

;
ori-

gin unknown.] 1. An umbelliferous plant, I'eu-

cedanum (Anethum) graveolens, an erect glau-
cous annual, with finely divided leaves, yellow
flowers, and an agreeably aromatic fruit, it is

a native of the Mediterranean and Caucasian region, Is a
weed In many countries, ami Is frequently cultivated in

gardens. It is extensively grown in India, where the seeds
are much used for culinary and medicinal purposes. They
yield a volatile oil having a lemon-like odor, and the dis-

tilled water Is used as a stomachic and carminative, and
as a vehicle for other medicines.

Xow dile In places colde Is goode to sowe,
Hit may with everie ayer under the skye.

PaUadiiu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 82.

Vervain and dill

Hinder witches of their will.

Old KnglM Proceib.

2. The two-seeded tare. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

dill5 (dil), v. t. [North. E. and Sc.
;
< ME. dil-

len, dyllen, var. of dullcn, dull, blunt: see dull,

v., of which dilft is a doublet.] If. To dull;
blunt. 2. To soothe; still; calm.

I haif thee luiot baith loud and still,

Thlr tomwonds twa or thre ;

My dule (grief) in deni hot gitf [unless] thon -////,

Doubtless hut dreld III die.

Jiobin ami Makyiie, Percy's Reliqnes.

I know what is in this medicine. It'll dill fevers.

S. Judd, Margaret, p. 140.

dil!3t (dil), n. [Another form of delft. Cf. dill-

'".'/. I
Same as delft.

Who loves not his ililt. let him die at the gallows.
Middleton, Spanish Oypsy, Iv. 1.

dill*t (dil), f. t. [ME. dillen, < Icel. dylja = Sw.
dolja = Dan. diilge, conceal, hide.] To conceal ;

hide.
The rljt rode thai went to dille

Out of the cristen men'nis skille,
That if with channce men on ham hit

Quilk thai suhle haue thai snide n<>,;t \vitt.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 108.

dil!5t (dil), An obsolete dialectal form of

dole*.

Dillenia (di-le'ni-a), n. [NL., named after J.

J. Dillen (1687-1747), a professor of botany at

Oxford.] A genus of plants, natural order Dil-

Flower of DillfHt'a sftciesa.

dilucidation

trniarni; coiiHwt ing of lofty fore 1.1 -trees, natives

of tropical Asia. They have large leaves and showy
white "i yellow (lowers. D. pentayyna Is a handsome
tree, common In the forests of India and Burma. I>. ipt-
eiosa la also a fine tree, frequently planted in India for or-

nament ; lt large acid fruits are used In curries, and for

making jelly, etc. The leaves of some of the species, as
in other genera of the order, are very firm and nuiwh, ;md
are used like sand-paper for polishing woodwork.

Dilleniaceae (di-le-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Dil-

lento + -areer.] An order of polypetafous plant*,

nearly allied to the lianunculncea; and Magno-
liacetE, including 16 genera and about 160 spe-
cies, trees or shrubs, mostly tropical.
dilleniaceous (di-lo-ni-a'shius), a. Belonging
to or characteristic of the natural order Dille-

niacea.

dillingt (dil'ing), . [Appar. an assimilation

of derling, older form of darling, q. v.] 1. A
darling; a favorite.

The youngest and the last, and lesser than the other,
Saint Helen's name doth bear, the dtllinj of her mother.

Drayton, Polyolblon, ii. 114.

s n i me. moone, and seaven starres make thee the dUlintj
of fortune. Manton, What You Will, II. I.

2. A child born when the father is very old.

Minsheu.
dillisk (dil'isk), ii. [Cf. dulse.] The Irish

name for the dulse, Kliodymeninjialmata.
dills (dilz), ii. Same as dulse.

dillue (dil'u), r. t.
; pret. and pp. dillued, ppr.

dilluing. [Origin obscure.] In mining, to finish

the dressing of (fin-ore) in very fine hair sieves :

a process now little used, if at all. [Cornwall,

Eng.]
dilluer (dfl'fl-er), . [See dillue.~\ A fine hair

sieve for tin-ore. [Cornwall, Eng.]
The smallest tin which passes through the wire sieve

is put into another finely weaved horse-hair sieve, called a
1 till n, r. by which and the skill of the workman It Is made
merchantable. Pryee (1788).

dillweed (dil'wed), n. [Also written diliceed;

< rfi/,i, 2. + freerfi.j Mayweed.
dilly

1
(dil'i), n. An abbreviation of diligence

2
.

So down thy hill, romantic Ashhoiirn, glides
The Derby dilly, carrying three Insides.

(I. Canning, in Loves of the Triangles.

dilly
2

(dil'i), u. Same as daffodil, daffodilly.

dilly
3

(dil'i), n. A small sapotaceous tree, Mi-

musops Sifberi, specifically called the irild dilly,

found on the Florida keys and in the West In-

dies. Its wood is very heavy and hard, of a
dark-brown color, and susceptible of a beauti-

ful polish.

dilly-dally (dil'i-dal'i), '.

'

[A varied redu-

plication of dally. Cf. shilly-shally.] To loiter;

delay; trifle. [Colloq.]

What you do, sir, do ; don't stand dilly-dallying.
RichardMin, Pamela, I. 275.

dilo (de'16), n. A Fijian name for the Calophyl-
lum Inophyltum. See Calirphyllum.

dilogical (di- or di-loj'i-kal), a. [< dilogy +
-on7.] Having a double meaning ; equivocal;
ambiguous. [Rare.]

Some of the subtler have delivered their opinions in

snch spurious, enigmatical, dilnfjieal terms as the devil

gave his oracles. Ben. T. Adatni, Works, I. 10.

dilogy (dil'o-ji or di'lo-ji), . [< L. dilngia, <

Gr. odjryia, repetition (cf. ddjnelv, repeat), < it-,

<Ji'c. twice, + Myeiv, speak.] In rhet. : (a) The
use of a word or words twice in the same con-
text

; repetition, especially for the sake of em-

phasis. Unnecessary or ill-judged dilogy results
in tautology (which gee). (6) Intentional use

of an ambiguous expression; the word or ex-

pression so used. Ambiguity in a wider sense
is called amphiboly or amphibology.
dilucidt (di- or di-lu'sid), a. [< L. dilucidux,

clear, bright, < dilucere, be clear, < di-, rfw-,

apart, + lucere, be light: see lucid.] Clear;
lucid.

(Obscurity of laws springs] from an ambiguous, or not so

perspicuous and diluride, description of laws.

IJacnn, Learning, vili. 3.

dilucidatet (di- or di-lu'si-dat), r. t . [< ML. *di-

lucidatus, pp. of 'dilucidarc (> It. dilucidare =
Sp. Pg. dilitcidar = F. dilucider), make clear. <

L. dilucidus, clear: see dilweid. Cf. elucidate.]

To make clear; elucidate.

Dilurndatiiift It with all the light which ... the pro-
fonndest knowledge of the sciences had empowered him
to cast IIIMHI it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, HI. xxxvli.

dilucidationt (di- or di-lu-si-da'shon), n. [=
F. dilucidation = Sp. dilueidacion = Pg. diluci-

dacSo = It. dilticidasione, < LL. diluciaatio(n-),

< L. "dilitcidare, make clear: see dilucidate.]
The act of making clear.



dilucidation

If such dUMidatimu be necessary to make us value diluvianism (di- or dW^'vi-an-izm),
.

dime

K di- 6. Not clearly apprehending; dull of appre-
I SUCH anncKitifunt-y "c iic^coowij vv. i....... ,.w .-.-.- mitA ***"o** v .

writins . . . written in an European language, and in
iuriun + -ism.] A geological theory which IS hension.

times and countries much nearer to ours, ho_w muc^do i arffeiv ^ased on the supposition of the former The understanding is dim.

= Syn. 2. Indistinct, ill-defined, indefinite, shadowy, con-

fused, mysterious, imperfect.

II.t n. The dark; darkness; night.

Wen the day vp drogh, & the dym voidit,

All the troiens full tit ti.kyn thaire armys,
That were hoole and vnhurt hastid to fflld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7133.

dilucidityt \ ,- -
.-.

--

Cf. lucidity.'] The quality of being dilucid or

clear. Holland, tr. of Plutarch.

dilucidlyt (di- or di-lii'sid-li), adv. Clearly;

lucidly.

Linguistic philology has been actually created by it [the

scientific movement of the age] out of the crude observa-

tions and wild deductions of earlier times, as truly as

chemistry out of alchemy, or geology out of dilvvianiinn.

Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 785.

sistence of another fluid upon mixture.

There is no real diluent but water.
Arlinthnot, Aliments, v.

This deluvie of pestilence.
Chaucer, L'Envoy to Scogan, 1. 14.

distinct ;
becloud ;

obscure ;
tarnish

; sully : as,

to dim the eye ;
to dim the vision

;
to dim the

prospect ; to dim gold.

I hate to see, mine eyes are dimd with teares.

Spenser, Daphnaida, v.

2. In med., a substance which increases the

percentage of water in the blood. Diluents

consist of water and watery liquors,

dilute (di- or dl-lut'), r. ; pret. and pp. diluted,

ppr. diluting. [< L. dilittm, pp. of diluere ( > It.

diluire = Sp. Pg. diluir^F. diluer), wash away,

dissolve, cause to melt, dilute, < di-, dis-, away,

apart, + lucre = Gr. "tjavtiv, wash. Hence also

(< L. diluere) diluent, diluvium.'] I. trans. 1.

To render more liquid; make thin or more

fluid, as by mixture of a fluid of less with one of

Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 101.

The tliluui/r drowned not the worlde iu one daye.
Joye, Expos, of Daniel, x.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Childe.

Thus while he spake, each passion dimm'd his face,

Thrice changed with pale ire, envy, and despair.
Milton, P. L., Iv. 114.

i- or di-lu'vi-on), n. [= F. dilumon,

<~L. diluvio(n-), equiv. to diluvium : see diluvi-

um."] Same as diluvium.

liluvium (di- or di-lu' vi-um), . [= F. di-

luvium = Sp. Pg. It. diluvio, < L. diluvium (also

diluvies and diluvio, a flood, deluge (whence dim. An abbreviation of diminuendo.

, ., ult. E. deluge, a. v.), < diluere, wash away: dimaris,dimatis(<lim a-ris, -tis),n. |_Anar

greater consistence ;
attenuate the strength or gee anu te

-]
l A deluge or an inundation; cialterm.] The mnemonic name of that mood ot

consistence of: often used figuratively: as, to an overflowing. 2. Coarse detrital material, the fourth figure of syllogism which has affirma-

wherevor found: a term introduced into ge- tive propositions for its premises, one universal,

ology in consequence of a general belief in

the past occurrence of a universal deluge.
Finer materials, usually occupying the lower parts of

valleys, and occurring especially along the courses of

great rivers, were called alluvium (which see).
In

the use of the words diluvium and allumum (diluvial,

alluvial) there is an obscure recognition of a fundamental

dilute a narrative with weak reflections.

The aliment ought to be thin to dilute, demulcent to

temper, or acid to subdue. Arlmtlinot, Aliments.

Hence 2. To weaken, as spirit or an acid, by
an admixture of water or other liquid, which

renders the spirit or acid less concentrated.

3. To make weak or weaker, as color, by mix-

ture ;
reduce the strength or standard of.

The chamber was dark, lest these colours should be di-

luted and weakened by the mixture of any adventitious

light.
Statin.

II. intrans. To become liquid or more liquid ;

become thin or reduced in strength : as, vinegar

II. intrans. To become dim, faint, or obscure;

fade.

Turning the dimming light into yellow murk.
L. Wallace, Ben-Uur, p. 157.

the other particular. The oldest name for this mood
seems to have been drimatis, of which ihuiat,* is nnim-

actions are recognized by the political economists; but

every action recognized by the economists is a selfish one ;

therefore, some selfish actions are commendable. The let-

ters of the word have the following significations : 1,0, and

uects itself'with diminished erosive power. But the idea

of a catastrophic period of diluvial action, preceded and
followed by repose, such as lies at the base of the belief

in the deluge, is no longer in vogue, and the word dilit-

'. premises are

transposed in reduction ; ,
that the conclusion of the re-

that the reduction is to darii ; m. that th
; concl.
See M, 2 (b), and con -

< Gr.

liitus, pp. : see the verb.] 1 . Thin ;
attenuated ;

reduced in strength, as spirit or color.

Dilute acids are almost without action.

duction is to be simply converted.

version, 2.

mum has"become almost obsolete except among Herman Dimastiga (dl-mas'ti-ga), n. pi. P^L.,
geologists. <!<-, two-, + [idoTtZ (^aany-), a whip (flagellum).J

A division of the pantostomatous or true flagel-

late infusorians, containing those which have

two flagella: distinguished from Monomastiga
Polymastiga.

(dim), a. and n. [< ME. dim, dym, < AS.

dim, dimm = OFries. dim = OS. 'dim (found

only once, altered to tliim, in a verse alliterat- dimastigate (di-mas'ti-gat), a. [As Dimastiga
Bened,kt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 121.

inj
/with^ = Icel . dimmr,

dim (c f. Sw. Aimma, +^, "l
8
] Biflagellate ; having two flageUa ;

' - -2. Weak; paltry; poor.

They had but dilute ideas of God's nature, and scant

discoveries of his will. Barrow, Sermons, III. iii.

a fog, mist, haze, dimmig, foggy), = OHG. Urn-
specifically, of or pertaining to the

l>er, MHG. timber, timmer, dark, dim. Prob. not
flimatis, n. See dimaris.

connected with OHG. demar, MHG. demere, flimblet (dim'bl), n. [The equiv. form dingle. , ,
. .

The state of twilight (whence G. dammcrn (> Dan. dcemre), seems to be a variation of dimble, and dimWe
l,e ,jjm) dammerung (> Dan. damring), dim- a variation (perhaps through association with

And Satyrs, that in shades and gloomy dimbles dwell,

Run whooting to the hills to clap their ruder hands.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 190.

diluteness (di- or di-lut'nes), n.

being dilute
;
thinness.

What that diluteness is which Vossius saith i:

proper to F than Q, I understand not.

Bp. Willrins, Real Character, iii. 12.

diluter (di- or di-lu'ter), n. One who or that

which dilutes.

dilution (di- or di-lu'shon), n. [= F. dilution

(of. Sp. diluicion = Pg. diluicao), < L. as if "dilu-

tio(n-), < diluere, pp. dilutus, dilute : see dilute."]

1. The act of making thin, weak, or more

liquid; the thinning or weakening of a fluid by
mixture; the state of being diluted : often used

figuratively with respect to argument, narra-

tion, or the like.

Opposite to dilution is coagulation or thickening. ___ _

Arbuthnot, Aliments, v. gome intervening medium imperfectly trans- uci ^ ^ , ., ...^ ....
,

2. A diluted substance
;
the result of diluting, parent, as mist or haze ; misty; hazy; hence, ^.sroe!'F! dflwcl'tvthe, tenth, = Pr. desme, 'deime,

< L. decimus, tenth, < decem = E. ten : see deci-

mal.]
Vnto me es this mater dym,
Bot sum knawing I haue by him.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

I have most dim apprehensions of the four great mon-

precerting. archies. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

diluvial (di- or di-lu' vi-al), a. [= F^ Pg. dilu- T)im with the mist Oj Vear8| gray fljts the shade of power.

more ness, twilight), L. tenebrce for "tcmebrfe, dark- dim; cf. theepithet gloomy in the quotations)
ness, = Skt. tamisrd, dark, night; cf. Skt. tamas, of the equiv. E. dial, durable, a wooded dingle,

gloom, Lith. tamsus, dark, tamsa, darkness, Origin unknown ; possibly a dim. of dump*, a
Russ. temnuii, dim, dark, temno, darkly, Ir. teim,

pjt a pool, a deep hole containing water: see

dim.] I. a.; comp. dimmer, superl. dimmest. aump3. Cf. E. dial, drumble, drumbmr, a dingle
1. Faintly luminous ;

somewhat obscure from or ravine, appar. not connected with dumble.]
lack of light or luminosity; dark; obscure; A dingle; a glen; a retired place,
shadowy.
Whan ony schalle dye, the Lyghte begynnethe to

chaunge and to wexe dym. Mandeville, Travels, p. 60.

And storied windows richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light.

Miltm, II Penseroso, 1. 160.

Within a gloomy dimole shee doth dwell,
Down in a pit, o'ergrown with brakes and briars.

B. Jonton, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

2. Not clearly seen; indistinct; obscured by d^ (dim), H. and a. [Also, as a historical term
:_*-.,.,: jj ; oww,*!,, t,r,c. -V. --''

drtme.<ig.^S f dtolMi,ttthe,<OF.

dilutionist (di- or di-lu'shon-ist), n. [< dilution figuratively, not clearly apprehended ;
famt

;

+ -ist.] In homeopathy, one who advocates the vague : as, a dim prospect ; a dim recollection.

medicinal use of drugs in a diluted or attenuated
state. High-dilutlonlst, a homeopathist who advo-
cates extreme dilution or attenuation of drugs. Low-
diiutionist, one who takes a less extreme view than the

preceding.

iluvial (di- or di-lu'vi-al), a. [= F. Pg. dilu-

vial, < LL. diluvialis, of a flood, < L. diluvium, a

flood: see diluvium.] 1. Pertaining to a flood

or deluge, especially to the deluge recorded in

Genesis. 2. In geol., related to or consisting
of diluvium.

diluvialist (di- or di-lu'vi-al-ist), n. [< diluvial

+ -ist.] One who endeavors to explain geologi-
cal phenomena by reference to a general flood

or deluge, particularly the Noachian deluge.
diluvian (di- or di-lu'vi-an), a. [= F. dilurien =
Sp. Pg. It. diluviano; as diluvium + -an."] Re-

lating to or of the nature of a deluge ;
diluvial.

Interior Alps, gigantic crew,
Who triumphed o'er diluvian power !

Wordsworth, Desultory Stanzas.

Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 2.

The light about the altar was the only light in the

church ; the nave and aisles were dim in the twilight.
C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 6.

3. Dull in luster; lusterless; tarnished.

How is the gold become dim ! how is the most fine gold

changed! Lam. iv. 1.

4. Not seeing clearly; having the vision ob-

scured and indistinct, as the eye.
On the stranger's dim and dying eye

The soft, sweet pictures of his childhood lie.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, vl.

Eyes grown dim
With hope of change that came not.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 20.1.

I. n. If. A tithe.

Take her [their] landes, 36 lordes and let hem [prelates]

lyue by dymes. Piers Plovnnan (B), xv. 526.

The Acte of Parlement for tythynges of trees aboue XX
yere growinges, <fec. . . . Persuns vicars of holi chirche

ye said marchauntes enpleden and trauaill in crysten

coast for y> dymen of ye said -woede.
Arnold's Chronicle, p. 45.

2f. The number ten.

Every tithe soul, 'mongst many thousand dixmes,

Hath been as dear as Helen. Sliak., T. and ('., ii. 2.

3. A silver coin

of the United

States, of the
value of 10 cents,

being the tenth

part of a dollar,

worth about 4J

pence English.
Obverse. Reverse.

JJ_ gold for
Dime of the United States. (Size of the rtimo Tlfmo

original.)
a ciime. Dime



dime

novel, a story printed In u cheap form, and usually sold

for u (lime : applied especially to MDMtkond literature.

[U.S.]

Dimecodon (di-me'ko-don), n. [NL., < Or. it-,

two-, + UIJKIM;, length, + oa&v, Ionic for Mouf =
K. tooth.] A notable genus of Japanese moles,
of the family Talpidie, related to Urotrichus,

having teeth of two lengths (whence the name),
and the anterior incisors broad and spatulate.
The dental formula is: ;i incisors in inch upper, -' in each

lower half-jaw, 1 canine, 3 premolars, aiul ;i molars in each

half-jaw. The type-species is D. pUiruntrix, having the

general aspect of Urotric-hus talptndfs ; tail vertebne half

the length of the head and body, soles and palms entirely
scah . ami snout pilose. Originally misspelled l}it/i<<'''<i<l">i-

/'. '. Trii,-, 1886.

dimension (di-men'shon), . [< OF. dimension,
F. dimension = I'r. dimencio = Sp. dimension =
Pg. dimcnsSo = It. dimensions = D. dimensic =
Gr. Dan. Sw. dimension, (. L. dimensio(n-), a mea-
suring, extent, dimension, diameter or axis, <

ditnetiri, pp. dimensus, measure off, measure out

(of, ppr. dimetien(t-)s, as a noun, diameter), <

di- for <to-, apart, + metiri, measure: see mea-

sure.] 1. Magnitude measured along a diam-

eter; the measure through a body or closed

figure along one of its principal axes ; length,
breadth, or thickness. Thus, a line has one dimen-
sion, length ;

a plane surface two, length and breadth ;

and a solid three, length, breadth, and thickness. Thu
number of dimensions being equal to the number of prin-

cipal axes, and that to the number of independent direc-
tions of extension, it has become usual, in mathematics,
to express the number of ways of spread of a figure by
saying that it has two, three, or n dimensions, although
the idea of measurement is quite extraneous to the fact

expressed. The word generally occurs in the plural, re-

ferring to length, breadth, and thickness.

So doe those sklls, whose quick eyes doe explore
The just dimension both of earth and heaven.

Sir J. Davits, Dancing, st. 95.

A dark
Illimitable ocean, without bound,
Without dimension, where length, breadth, and highth,
And time, and place, are lost. Milton, P. L., li. 893.

These as a line their long dimension drew,
Streaking the ground with sinuous trace.

Hilton, P. L., vii. 480.

Hence 2. A mode of linear magnitude in-

volved (generally along with others) in the

quantity to which it belongs, (a) In alu., a vari-

anle factor, the number of dimensions of an expression
being the number of variable factors in that term for
which this number is the largest. (6) In phy*., a linear
measure of length, time, mass, or any kind of quantity
regarded as a fundamental factor of the quantity of which
it is a dimension. If M, L, T, arc the units of mass,
length, and time, the diiiutnsions of a velocity are said to

be LT S or one dimension of length and minus one of
time ; those of an acceleration are said to be LT ; those
of a momentum, MLT *

; those of a force, MLT a
; those

of a quantity of energy, ML"T *
; those of the action of a

moving system, ML8T ; those of a horse-power, MLaT 3
;

those of a pressure, ML 'T *
; those of a density, ML 3

;

etc.

We are justified in considering the range, the flat pen-
cil, and the axial pencil, as of the same dimensions, since
to every point in the first corresponds one ray in the
second and one plane in the third.

Cretnona, Projective Geometry (tr. by Leuesdorf).

3. Bulk; size; extent or capacity : commonly
in the plural : as, the question is assuming great
dimension!*.

The shapely limb and lubricated joint,
\Vithin the small dimensions of a point.

Cou'per, Retirement.

In lUiin-nxiiui. and the shape of nature.
A gracious person. Shak., T. N., i. 5.

My friend's dimensions &s near as possible approximate
to mine. Lamb, Bachelor's Complaint.

4f. That which has extension; matter; espe-
cially, the human body and its organs: so often
in the plural.

A spirit I am, indeed :

I'.nt am in that tlhn,*imit>n grossly clad,
Which from the womb I did participate.

Shot., 1. N., v. 1.

Why bastard ? wherefore base ?

When my dimension* are as well compact,
My mind as generous, and my shape as true
As honest madam's issue? Shak., Lear, i. 2.

Method of dimensions, a method of treating some dy-
inimical and other problems, by considering only the di-

mensions of the different quantities, not their magnitudes,
dimension (di-meu'shon), c. t. [< dimension, n.]
To measure the dimensions of

; proportion.
[Bare.]

I propose to break and enliven it by compartments in

colours, according to tho enclosed sketch, which you must
adjust and tliiiii-iuimt. \\'<<lixtle. Letters, I. 335.

dimensional (di-men'shon-al), . [< dimnmon
+ -a?.] 1. Pertaining to extension in space;
having a dimension or dimensions; measurable
in one or more directions : used in composition :

us, a line is a one-diiii<'iixi<ni<it. a surface a frwo-

dimfimionitl. mid a solid a UlNA-dflMMfMMl ob-

ject. 2. Relating to dimension; as, a dimi-n-

sional equation,

dimensionality (di-incn-Hhon-ari-ti), . [< di-

ini-nniiin + -ality.} The number of dimensions
of a quantity.
dimensioned (di-mon'shond), . [< dimension
+ -aft.] Having dimensions. [Rare.]

A mantle purple-ting'd, and radiant vest,
hi in- a ''"-n -I 'in.il to his size. Pope, Odyssey, xix.

dimensionless (di-mon'shon-les), a. [< din/in

sion + -less.] Without dimensions or bulk.

Their prayers
l'l< \> up, nor miss'd the way: ... in they pass'd
Diinensionless through heavenly doors.

Milton, P. I., xi. 17.

dimension-lumber (di-men'shon-lum'ber), n.

Lumber cut to specified sizes,

dimension-work (di-men'shon-werk), n. Ma-
sonry consisting of stones whose dimensions
are fixed by specification,

dimensityt (di-men'si-ti), n. [Irreg. < L. di-

mensus, pp. of dimetiri (see dimension), after
/mint unity.'] Dimension

;
extent ; capacity.

Of the smallest stars in sky
We know not the dimensity.

II '.n .11, Letters, iv. 44.

dimensivet (di-men'siv), a. [< L. dimensus,

pp. (see dimension), + -.] Diametral; per-

taining to the principal axes of a body or figure.

All iKMlies have their measure and their space,
But whocau draw the soule's dinunsi lines.'

Sir J. Dariet, Nosce Teipsum, st. 88.

dimensum (di-men'sum), n. [< ML. dimensum

(neut. of L. dimensus, pp. of dimetiri, measure
out: see dimension), equiv. to L. demensum, a
measured allowance, ration (of slaves), neut.

of dentensus, pp. of demetiri, measure out, mea-
sure, < de, down, + metiri, measure: see mea-

sure.] A portion measured out ; a dole.

You are to blame to use the poor dumb Christians
So cruelly, defraud 'em of their diine.ntntin.

B. Joitson, New Inn, Hi. 1.

Dimera (dim'e-rS), it. u!. [NL., neut. pi. of

dimerus: see dimerous.'} 1. A group of coleop-
terous insects. Latreille, 1807. 2. A division
of hemipterous insects in which the tarsi are

two-jointed, as in the Aphididx and Psyllidce, or

plant-lice. The group was formerly a section of Ho-
inoptera ; it corresponds to the modern group Fhytuph-
thiria, excepting the Coccidce or scale-insects, whose tarsi

are one-jointed. Westwood, 1840.

dimeran (dim'e-ran), a. and n.
[<

Dimera +
-an.] I. a. Pe'rtaining to or having the char-
acters of the Dimera.

II. H. One of the Dimera.
dimerism (dim'e-rizm), it. [< dimcr-ous + -ism.]
An arrangement of floral organs in which there
are two of each kind ; the quality of being dim-
erous.

dimerli, it. A corn-measure of Rumania, equal
to 24.6 liters, or a little less than 3 United
States pecks.
Dimerosomata (dim'e-ro-so'ma-ta), t. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of *dimerosomatus: see dimero-

somatous.] An order of pulmonary arachni-

dans, corresponding to the Araneides of La-

treille, and containing the true spiders or Ara-

neida, as distinguished from the Polymerosomata
or scorpions, etc. : so called from the marked
division of the body into two regions, cephalo-
thorax and abdomen. W. E. Leach.
dimerosomatous (dim'e-ro-som'a-tus), a. [<
NL. 'dimerosomatus, < (Jr. Siucpfa, in two parts
(see dimerous), + aiJ[ta(T-), body.] Having the

body divided into cephalothorax and abdomen,
as a spider; specifically, pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Dimerosomata.
dimerous (dim'e-rus), a. [< NL. dimerus, < Gr.

r, divided' into two parts, < at-, two-, +
a part.] 1. Con-

sisting of or divided
into two parts; bipar-
tite. Specifically 2. In

hot., having -two mem-
bers in each whorl : said
of flowers. Sometimes
written by botanists 2-

merous. 3. In entom.,

having two-jointed tarsi;

specifically, pertaining st-

to the Dimera. Dime-
rous thorax, one in which
the mesothorax and meta-
thorax are closely united, but
the prothorax is distinct, as in

most Cl?i*i>tera.

dimetallic (dl-rne-tal'ik),
a. [< di-2 + metallic.]

. . Dimerous Flower (Ctrttta}
In Cliem., Containing tWO and diagram of same,

atoms Of a metallic ele- . bract! /.sepals; A petals;
st, st, stamens ; o, twtxctled
ovary.

rlimlnigh

dimeter (dim'e-ter), a. and . [< tir. Mutrpof, <

ii-, two-, + ut-r/iov, a measure.] I. a. In pros.,

consisting of two measures
;
divisible into two

feet or dipodies.
II. n. In pros., a verse or period consisting

of two feet or dipodies: as, an Ionic dinniif;
iambic ilnm /< / ,

dimethylaniline (di-meth-i-lan'i-lin), n. [<
di-V + mrthyl + iiniliiii:] Ail oily liquid. <', ;

HBN(CHo)2, obtained by heating aniline with

methyl alcohol and hydrochloric acid, it tulldl-

flea at 4r V., and forms liquid salts with acids. It U a
base from which certain dyes are prepared.

dimetric (di-met'rik), a. [< Gr. *-, two-, +
uiTpov, a measure, + -ic. See dimeter.] In

crystal. , having the vertical axis longer or snort-
er than the two equal lateral axes, as the square
octahedron. Dimetric system. See tetrayunal.

dimicationt (dim-i-ka'shon), n. [< L. dimirti-

tio(n-), a fight, < dimicare, pp. dimicatus, fight,
lit. brandish (one's weapons against the enemy),
< di-, dis- (intensive) + micare, move quickly
to and fro, shake, vibrate, flash.] A battle or

fight; contest; the act of fighting. Johnxmi.

Let us now be not more sparing of our tears, to wash
off the memory of these our unbrotherly dimications.

Dp. Hall, Mystery of Godliness.

dimidiate (di-mid'i-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. di-

midiated, ppr. dimidiating. [< L. dimidiatus,

>]>. of (LL.) dimidiare, halve, < dimidius, adj.,

Humiliate Ca-
lyptraidef. *).

midiated, ppr. dimidiating, [< L. dimidialux,

pp. of (LL.) i"

half, neut. dimidium, a half (>ult. demi-, q. v~),
< di-, dis-, apart, + medius, middle: see middle,
medium.] To divide into two equal parts, in
ti-' i-.: (a) To cut in halves, showing only one half. Thus,
when a shield bearing a lion is impaled with a shield bear-

ing a chevron, these bearings may be each represented in
full in the half shield, or each bearing may be dimidiated

that is, one half of the lion and one half of the chevron
only shown. This, however, is liable to lead to confusion,
and is rare. (&) To cut off a part, as a half or nearly so,
from any l>earfng. Thus, a sword dintidiated would show
the hilt and half of the blade only, and would appear as if

the other half bad been cut away.
dimidiate (di-mid'i-at), a. [< L. dimidiatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Divided into two equal
parts; halved; hence, half the usual

size, or half as large as something
else. Specifically (a) In M. and entom.,

having, as an organ, one part so much
smaller than the other as to appear to be

missing, or altogether wanting. (6) split
into two on one side, as the calyptra of some
mosses, (e) In zool. and anat., representing
or represented by only one half ; one-sided :

>1 icci lical ly applied to cases of herniaphro-
ditism in which the organism is male on
one side of the liody and female on the
other. See hermaphroditism.

Insects, like crustaceans, are occasion-

ally subject to one-sided or dimidiate hcrmaphroditism.
Oven, Anat.

(d) In her., reduced or diminished by half. Dimidiate
elytra, in entnm., elytra which cover but half of the ab-
domen. Dimidiate fascia, line, etc., in fntom., one
which traverses half of a wing or elytron, or extends half-

way round a part, as the antennee.

dimidiation (di-mid-i-a'shon), . [< LL. di-

midiatio(n-), < dimidiare, halve: see dimidiate,

r.] The act of halving; division into two equal
parts ;

the state of being halved.

The earliest system of impalement was by dimidiation :

that is, by cutting two shields in half, and placing together
the dexter half of one and the sinister half of the other,
and thus forming a single couipftsition.

C. Boutell, Heraldry, p. 220.

Dimidiation formula, an expression for the sine, etc.,
of the half of an angle in terms of similar functions of the

angle itaelf.

dimilancet, n. Same as demi-lance.

dimin. An abbreviation of diminuendo.
diminish (di-min'ish), r. [Earlymod. E., with
suffix -s/|2 (after minish), for ME. diminuen, <

F. dimiiiucr = Pr. diminuir, diminuar, demenir
= Sp. Pg. diminuir = It. diminuire, < ML. di-

minuere, a common but incorrect form of L.
ill mi a in i-r. make smaller, lessen, diminish, < de,

from, + minuere, lessen, make small, < minus,
less: see minus, minish, minute. L. diminuere

(ordimminuere)mea,ns 'break into small pieces,'
< di-, dis-, apart, asunder, + minuere, make
small.] I. trans. 1. To lessen; make or seem
to make less or smaller by any means ;

reduce :

opposed to increase and augment: as. to dimin-
ish a number by subtraction; to diminish the
revenue by reducing the customs.

The passions are inflamed by sympathy; the fear of

punishment and the sense of shame are diminished by
partition. Xacaulay, Hallam s Const. Hist

Concave glasses are called diminishing glasses.

Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 89.

2. To lower in power, importance, or estima-
tion ; degrade ; belittle ;

detract from.

I will flintini*h them, that they shall no more rule over
the nations. Ezck. xxix. 1&.
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This impertinent humour of diminiMn, every one diminution (dim-i-nn'shon), . [< ME. dimi-

who is produced in conversation to their advantage runs

through the world. Steele, Spectator, No. 348.

3. To take away; subtract: with/com, and ap-

plied to the object removed.

Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you,

neither shall ye diminish ought from it. Deut. iv. 2.

Nothing was diminished from the safety of the king by

Vandyck's, they would appear to have been

that proportion.
tt'alpole, Anecdotes of Painting, III. i.

nution, (liminucion, < OF. "diminution, F. diminu-
JjJ"^6

Of

tion = Pr. diminutio = Sp. diminution (cf. Pg. painted for

diminuicSo) = It. diminuzione, < LL. ML. dimi-

nutio(n-) for L. deminutio(n-), a lessening, < de- diminutiveness (di-inin'u-tiv-nes), n. Small-

minuere, pp. deminutus, lessen: see diminish.] ,ie8s; littleness; want of
'

bulk, dignity, impor-
1. The act of diminishing, lessening, or redu-

tance, etc.
...... .. -, ............ cing ;

a making smaller
;
a lowering in amount, while he stood on tiptoe8 thrumming his bass-viol, the

the imprisonment of the duke. mmra.
Valu6) Dignity, estimation, etc. : as, the dmunu- diminutiveness of his figure was totally eclipsed by the

4. In music, to lessen by a semitone, as an in-

terval.

II. intrans. To lessen ;
become or appear less

or smaller; dwindle: as, the prospect of suc-

cess is diminishing by delay.
What judgment I had increases rather than diminuhet.

Dryden.

Crete's ample fields diminish to our eye ;

Before the Boreal blasts the vessels fly.

Pope, Odyssey.

=Syn. Dimndle, Contract, etc. (see decrease); to shrink,

subside, abate, ebb, fall off.

diminishable (di-min'ish-a-bl), a. [< diminish

+ -able.] Capable of being reduced in size,

volume, or importance.
diminished (di-min'isht), p. a. [Pp. of dimin-

ish, v.] Lessened; made smaller; contracted;

hence, belittled; degraded.
At whose sight all the stars

Hide their diminish'd heads.

Milton, P. L., iv. 35.

She feels the Change, and deep regrets the Shame
Of Honours lost, and her diminisk'd Name.

Congrece, Birth of the Muse.

Diminished arch, an arch less than a semicircle. Di-
minished bar, in joinerii, the bar of a sash which is thin-

nest on its inner edge. Diminished chord, in mate, a

chord having a diminished interval between its upper and
lower tones. See chord, 4. Diminished interval, in

music, an interval one semitone shorter than the corre-

,.,.i of wealth^ of importance, of power. expansion of his instrument. Student, II. 226.

Make me wise by the truth, for my own soul's salvation, diminutize (di-min'u-tlz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

and I shall not regard the world's opinion OT diminution (dminutized, DV>r. dimlnutizinfi. [As diminutive
of me. Up. Gauden. + -ize.] To put (a word) into the form of a

It is to poor Estcourt I chiefly owe that I.

am^arrrved ^at diminutive; form as a diminutive of another

itw?m?
1

OTgues

f

a
t

depravftyof

h
ni

1

y
S

wiii.*'

M "'e
'

word: as, Certhiola is Certhia diminutized. [Re-
Steele, Spectator, No. 468. cent.]

Nor thinks it diminution to be rank'd dimisn, . See dimmish.
In military honour next. Philips, climissiollt (di-mish'on), n. [< L. dimissio(n-),

a sending forth, dismission, < dimittere, pp. di-

misstis, send away: see dimit, dismiss, and cf.

demission, dismission.] Leave to depart. Har-

row.

The wise man doth explicate his owne meaning, and
sheweth in what case he doth forbid this manner of dimis-

sion with procrastination. Cleaver, Proverbs, p. 59.

. ,

The process of becoming less: as, the ap-
rent diminution of a receding body; the

2.

parent
diminution of the velocity of a projectile.

Never did we see a case in which the increase of the bulk

was so evidently a diminution of the value.

Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

ferencing called" cadency. 6. In arch., the

gradual decrease in the diameter of the shaft

of a column from the base to the capital. =Syn.
1 and 2. Decrease, reduction, abridgment, abatement.

sponding" perfect or the corresponding minor interval, diminutiyal(di-min-u-tl'valordi-min'u-ti-val),
See interval. Diminished subject, in music, a subject a. [< diminutive, n., 3, + -al.] Of or pertain-
or theme repeated or imitated in diminution (which see). ing to, or of the nature of, a diminutive.

with^Kn^OTthirfwd^ta^iniSl flfth-tha" is'.'two
In such words as braggart, I have long been inclined to

minor thirds superposed ;
in the major scale, the triad on think that the t is excrescent, and ~1>|

the seventh tone. See triad. a dnmnuti ml suffix. T. H. hey, Pnilol. bssays, p. 213.

diminisher (di-min'ish-er), n. One who or that diminutive (di-min'u-tiv), a. and . [== F.

3. In music, the repetition or imitation of a sub-

ject or theme in notes having one half or one dimissorial (dim-i-so'ri-al), n. [As Oimisaory

quarter the duration of those first used: a fa- + -al.] Same as dimissory letter (which see,

vorite device in contrapuntal composition. See under dimissory).

canon, counterpoint, and imitation. 4. In laic, dimissory (dim'i-so-ri), a. [= F. dimissoire =
an omission in the record of a case sent up from Sp. dimisorio = Pg. It. dimissorio, < LL. dimis-

an inferior court to the court of review. 5. In sorius (only in the phrase dimissoria; litterte,

her., differencing, especially that kind of dif- dimissory letter), < L. dimissus, pp. of dimittere,

which diminishes.

The diminisher of regal, but the demolisher of episcopal

authority. Clarke, Sermons, p. 241.

diminishingly (di-min'ish-ing-li), adv. In a

diminishing manner ;
in a way to belittle repu-

tation.

I never heard him censure, or so much as speak dimin-

ishingly of any one who was absent. Locke.

diminishlng-rule (di-min'ish-ing-rol), n. In

arch., a broad rule cut with a concave edge :

used to ascertain the swell of a column, to try
its curvature, etc.

diminishing-scale(di-min'ish-ing-skal), . In

arch., a scale of gradation used to find the dif-

diminutif= Sp. Pg. It. diminutive (= G. dimi-

nutiv = Sw.Dan. diminutiv, in grammar), < ML.
diminutirus for LL. deminntivus (in grammar),
< L. deminutus, pp. of deminuere, make small:

see diminish.] I. a. 1. Small; little; narrow;
contracted: as, a race of diminutire men; a di-

minutive house.
The poor wren,

The most diminutive of birds, will fight,

Her young ones in her nest, against the owl.

Ska*., Macbeth, iv. 2.

2. Having the power of diminishing or lessen-

ing; tending to diminish, decrease, or abridge.

Diminutive of liberty.

send away: see dimit, v.] 1. Sending away;
dismissing to another jurisdiction. 2. Grant-

ing leave to depart Dimissory letter, (o) In the

ancient church, an episcopal letter dismissing a clergy-

man from one diocese and recommending him to another

in which he was about to take up his residence. (See com

mandatory.) (6) In the modern church, a letter author-

izing the bearer as a candidate for ordination. In the

Church of England it is used when a candidate has a title

in one diocese and is to be ordained in another. It can

be issued only by the bishop, or, under special circum-

stances, by the vicar-general. In the Roman Catholic

Church it may be given by the pope to ordinands from

any part of the world, by a bishop to one of his own sub-

arc., a scae o graa -
, .

ferent points in drawing the spiral curve of the 3. In gram., expressing something small or
inutive

Ionic volute,

diminishing-stuff (di-min'ish-ing-stuf), n. In

ship-building, planks wrought under the wales
of a ship, diminishing gradually till they come
to the thickness of the bottom plank,
diminishmentt (di-min'ish-ment), n. [< dimin-

ish + -ment.] Diminution; abatement.
You . . . shall conserue the same whole and entire,

without diminishment, vntill you shall haue deliuered . . .

the same. Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 233.

Euerye man seeth by and by what foloweth, a great di-

minishment of the strength of the realme.
Sir J. Cheke, Hurt of Sedition.

diininuet, v. See diminish.

diminuendo (It. pron. de-me-no-eu'do). [It., <

diminuire, diminish : see diminish.] In music, an
instruction to the performer to lessen the vol-

ume of sound: often indicated by dim., dimin.,
or by the sign ^>: the opposite of crescendo.

diminuent (di-min'u-ent), a. [< ML. diminu-

en(t-)s for L. deminuen( t-)s, ppr. of deminuere,
diminish : see diminish.] Diminishing ;

lessen-

ing. [Rare or obsolete.]
The comparative degree in such kind of expressions be-

ing usually taken for a diminuent term.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermons, Pref.

diminutet (dim'i-nut), a. [< ML. diminutusfoT
L. deminutus, small, pp. of deminuere, diminish:
see diminish.] Reduced

;
small.

In matters of contract it is not lawful so much as to
conceal the secret and undiscernible faults of the mer-
chandize ; but we must acknowledge them, or else affix

prices made diminute, and lessened to such proportions
and abatements as that fault should make.

Jer. Taylor, Christian Simplicity.

Diminute being, being in the divine mind before creation.
Diminute conversion, in logic. See conversion, 2.

diminutelyt (dim'i-nut-li), adv. In a manner
which lessens

;
as reduced.

An execration only ;
but that, too, elliptically and dimi-

nutely uttered. Bp, Sanderson.

little: as, a diminutive word; the diminutive

suffixes '-kin,' '-let,' '-ling,' etc. See n., 3.

II. n. If. Anything very small as to size,

importance, value, etc. : as, a dainty diminutive.

Ah, how the poor world is pestered with such water-flies ;

diminutives of nature. Shak., T. and C., v. 1.

Most monster-like, be shown
For poor'st diminutives, for dolts.

Shak., A. and C., Iv. 10.

2f. In old med., something that diminishes or

abates.

Without the bishop's dimiisory letters, presbyters might
not go to another diocess.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 218.

dimit (di-mif), i). t. ; pret. and pp. dimitted,

ppr. dimitting. [= Sp. dimitir = Pg. dimittir,

let go, dismiss, resign, abdicate, < L. dimittere,

send away, dismiss, < di-, dis-, away, + mittere,
send. Cf. dismiss.] 1. To dismiss; permit to

go-
Hee greets Gehezi with the same word wherewith hee

lately was dimitted by his master.

Bp. Hall, Elisha with Naaman.

2. To grant ; farm
;
let.

dimit (di-mif), n. [< dimit, v.] In freema-
sonry, a dimissory letter; written permission
to leave a lodge, implying good standing in the

lodge left, and thus no disability to affiliate with
another lodge.

dimity (dim'i-ti), n.
; pi. dimities (-tiz). [For-

merly also dimitty ; = D. diemet, dietnit = Dan.
dimiti (< E.) = Sp. dimite = It. dimito, < ML.
dimitum = Ar. Pers. dimydtiy, < Gr. Si/urof, dim-

ity, lit. two-threaded, < it-
2 two-,_+ fiiroc,, a

Diet, diminutives, alteratives, cordials, correctors, as > "" "" 3^2 x
. H "

T'T? , ", W
before Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 403. thread of the woof

; equav. thus to E. twill. Cf.
.!._ ii s ^rft iff _; 4 [..... A nJ ~\ A

3. In gram., a word formed from another word,
usually an appellative or generic term, to ex-

press a little thing of the kind: as, in Latin,

lapillus, a little stone, from lapis, a stone
;

cel-

lula, a little cell, from cella, a cell
;
in French,

maisonnette, a little house, from maison, ahouse ;

in English, manikin, a little man, from man;
rivulet, which is a double diminutive, beingfrom
Latin rivuhts, a diminutive of rims, a river, with
the English diminutive termination -et. Many
terminations originally diminutive, or words having such

samite, ult. < MGr. f^auirof, six-threaded.] A
stout cotton fabric ornamented in the loom with
raised stripes or fancy figures, and usually em-

ployed undyed for bed and bedroom furniture.

Patterns are sometimes printed upon it in col-

ors.

Go, put on
One of thy teniple suits, and accompany us,
Or else thy dimity breeches will be mortal.

Jasper Mayne, City Match, i. 4.

Dimity binding, a kind of binding or galloon with plain,

straight edges, and ornamented with a raised pattern,
rii'miiri /^;'i;\ ^ rv TVTTT! */7;.7a* / A R ^7;m/j>

terminations, have lost diminutive force. The principal dimlyt (dim'li), a. [< ME. "dimly, < AS. climlii'.

suffixes in English recognized as diminutive are -et, -km, < aim> ^im : gee dim, a., and -ly
1
.] Dim

;
dim-

See also -el, -Me, -ulc,

He afterwards proving a dainty and effeminate youth,

-let, -ling, -ock, -in, and -y or /<

cule, etc.

was commonly called by the diminutive of his name, Pe-

terkin or Perkin. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Babyisms and dear diminutives
Scatter'd all over the vocabulary
Of such a love. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

In some languages, as Italian for instance, adjectival
repetition is really almost like mathematical multiplica-

tion, increasing or diminishing the effect according as the
term is in itself an augmentative or diminutive.

J. Venn, Symbolic Logic, p. 56.

diminutively (di-min'u-tiv-li), adv. In a di-

minishing manner
;
in a manner to lessen

;
on

a small scale.

ming.
No dimly clmld o'ershadows thee,
Nor gloom, nor darksome night.

Diaries, O Mother dear, Jerusalem!

dimly (dim'li), adr. [< ME. dimly, dimliche, <

AS. *dimlice, adv., < dimlic. adj.: see dimly, a.,

and -lyV.] In a dim or obscure manner; with

dull or imperfect vision or a faint light; not

brightly or clearly.
Doest thou now lookc nimlti, and with a dull eye vpon

all Goodues? Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 24.

To us invisible or dimly seen. Milton, P. L., v. 157.

The barn's wealth dimly showing through the dark.

William Morri.1, Earthly Paradise, II. 171.
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dimmish (dim'mh), a. L< dim + -ix/i'.] Par-

tially dim; rather dim. Also spelled iHmlsh.

My r>-s HIT SfpNir\\h;lt ilnniuith xniwn. Su^ft.

dimmyt (dim'i), a, [< dim + -y
1
.] Somewhat

dim
;

(iiiiimish.

Vou ili nii ii < li imis, \\hich well employ your staining
This obttrfu] Air. Kir /'. Kidney, Arcadia, Iv.

dimness (dim'nes), n. [< ME. dimnes, < AS. ilim-

HCK, < dim, dim: see dim, a., and -ness.'] The
state of being dim or obscure

;
want of clear-

ness, brightness, or distinctness; dullness;

vagueness: applied either to the object or to

the medium of vision or perception : as, the
dim-newt of a view, of color, or of gold ; the dim-
ness of twilight or of the sky ; dimness of vision,
of understanding, memory, etc.

Answerable t this i/i/urn1** of their perception was the
whole system ami body of their religion.

Decay of Christian Fifty.

With such thick dimiirxx of excited dust
la their Impetuous march they tlll'd the air.

Camper, Iliad, iii.

Until his falling sight
Faints into dimness with its own delight.

Byron, Bride of Abydos, 1. B.

= Syn. Obxcurity, Gloom, etc. See darkness.

di molto (de mol'to). [It., adv. phrase : di, <

L. tie, of; molto, < L'. multns, much: see multi-.]
In music, very much : as, allegro di molto, very
fast.

dimorph (dl'morf), n. [= P. dimorphe = It.

tlimoifo (chiefly adj.), < NL. dimorphus, < Or.

M/a>/><t>oi;, having two forms, < Si-, two-, + papyri,

form.] One of the forms assumed by a dimor-

phous substance : as, calcite is a dimorph.
Dimorpha (di-m6r'fa), n. [NL., fern, of dimor-

plms: see dimorph.] 1. A genus of hymenop-
terous insects. Jurine, 1807. 2. A genus of

mollusks. <iray, 1840. 3. A genus of birds.

Hodgson, 1841.

dimorphic (di-m6r'fik), a. [As dimorph + -ic.~\

1. Existing iu two distinct forms ; dimorphous.
See dimorphous.
A large proportion of the trees of temperate climates

bear only flowers thus dimorphic. Nat. Hit. Rtr.

2. Pertaining to dimorphism; exhibiting or
characterized by dimorphism, in any sense of

that word.

Dimorphic females among insects have been observed.

... In these cases, as a rule, one of the female forms is

more nearly related in form and color to the male, . . .

in other cases the differences are more connected with
climate and season, and also affect the male.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 155.

dimorphism (di-mor'fizm), n. [= F. dimor-

phixme = It. dimorfismo; as dimorph + -ism."]

1. The property of assuming or of existing un-
der two distinct forms. Specifically 2. In

crystal., the property of assuming two distinct

crystalline forms not derivable from each oth-

er, as by crystallization. Thus, sulphur assumes
one form when crystallizing at a high temperature, ami
another wholly different when becoming solid at the ordi-

nary temperature. Hence, the same chemical substance

may form two or more distinct mineral species. Carbon
in one form is the diamond, in another graphite, etc.

According to the observation of Pasteur, instances of

dimorphism usually occur when the two forms are nearly
upon the limit of their respective systems.

It". A. Miller, Elem. of Chein., I. iii. 4.

3. In lot., the occurrence of two distinct forms

Dimorphism in Plants.

I. Submerged and floating leaves of Cabomba. 3. Disk- and ray-
norets of Aster.

of flowers or other parts upon the same plant,
or upon plants of the same species.

Dimorphism in flowers may affect the perianth only,
and not the -yorrj or essential organs ; or there may be two
kimls of flowers as respects these also, but with no recip-
rocal relations, as in cleistoganious dimorphfon- ; or of

two kinds essentially alike except in stamens and pistil,

and tlu'sr rtTiprorally adapted to each other, which is

heterogonous dimorphism, or, when of three kinds, tri-

murphism. A. Gray, Struct. Bot., p. 225.

4. InrooV., difference of form, structure, size,

coloration, etc., between individuals of the same
species, 3e\ual dimorphism is the rule in the animal

1623

kingdom ;
anil difference* between the male and female

other than in the srxual organs, as well as constant ililt- i

enceH between Individuals of each sex, without reference
to sex, ore instances of dimorphism.

Dimorphitnn is thus seen to be a specialized result of

variation, by which new physiological plirnninfiia have
been developed. .1. /.'. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 158.

The phenomena of dimorphism and polymorphism in

the same species, and the sexual differences which have
inTii developed in animals originally hermaphrodite, may
be quoted as important evidence of the extensive influence

of adaptation. . . . The numerous cases of dimorphism and

polymorphism in either sex of the same species should be

regarded from the same iwint of view.

clnm. Zoology (trans.), I. 154.

5. luphilol., the existence of a word under two
or more forms called doublets; thus, dent and

dint, fat and vat, church and kirk, exhibit dimor-

phism developed within English, and card and

chart, choir, quire, and chorus, reason, ration,

ratio, etc., exhibit dimorphism arising outside
of English.
Where It [hlfurcationi is produced by a foreign word

coming into English in different ways, it has been called

dimorjjhisin : ration, reason.
F. A. March, Anglo-Saxon Grammar, p. 28.

Dimorphodon (di-m6r'fo-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

fi/topQof, of two forms (see dimorph), + bSuv,
Ionic form of odoif (oSovr-) ss E. tooth.] A ge-
nus of extinct pterosaurian reptiles, or ptero-

dactyls : so called from the fact that their teeth
were of two kinds, the anterior long, the pos-
terior mostly very short. The tail was long, and the
other characters mostly as in Rhamphorhynchta ; the

metacarpus was comparatively short, and the ends of the
toothless jaws were probably sheathed in burn.

dimorphous (di-mdr'fus), a. [< NL. dimorphus,
< Gr. <5//iop0of, having two forms: see dimorph.]
Existing in two forms ; dimorphic : specifically

applied in crystallography to a substance whose

crystals occur in two distinct forms. Thus, cal-

cium carbonate crystallizes In the rhombohedral form as

calcite, and iu the orthorhombic as aragonite. See dimor-

phism.
Bodies capable of . . . assuming two forms geometrically

incompatible are said to be dimorphous.
W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., I. iii. J.

It is not unlikely that the Guinea worm, . . . which in-

festa the integument of Man in hot climates, may answer
to tlie hermaphrodite state of a similarly dimorphous Ne-
matoid. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 552.

dimple (dim'pl), . [Origin uncertain (not in
ME. or AS.) ; usually regarded as a nasalized
form of *dipple, a dim. of dip, a depression:
'see dip. n. Cf. OHG. dumphilo, MHG. tumpfel,
tumpfel, G. tiimpel, diimpfel, a pool. Cf. Norw.
depil. a pool: see dapple. See dimble and din-

gle1.] 1. A natural or transient dent or small
hollow in some soft part of the surface of the
human body, most common in youth, produced
especially in the cheek by the act of smiling,
and hence regarded in that situation as a sign
of joyousness or good humor.

Smiles,
Such as hang on Hebe's cheek,
And love to live in dimple sleek.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 30.

Dimple that link between a feature and a smile.

T. tt'inthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xv.

2. A slight depression or indentation on any
surface, as on water when slightly agitated.

In dimples still the water slips
\Vhcre thou hast dipt thy finger-tips.

Loaxll, To the Muse.

dimple (dim'pl), v.
; pret. and pp. dimpled, ppr.

dimpling. [< dimple, n.] I. intraiis. To form
dimples; sink into depressions or little in-

equalities.
As shallow streams run dimpliny all the way.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 316.

Gayly we leaped the crag and swam the pool,
And swept with dimpling eddies round the rock.

Bryant, Sella.

H. traits. To mark with dimples; produce
dimples in : as, a smile dimpled her cheeks,

dimpled (dim'pld), a. [< dimple + -ed?.] Set
with dimples ; marked by dimples.

On each side her
Stood pretty dimpled boys, like smiling Cupids.

Shot., A. and C., ii. >.

The storm was hush'd, and dimpled ocean smil'd.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 53.

A dimpled hand,
Fair as some wonder out of fairy land.

Keats, Calidore.

dimplement (dim'pl-ment), n. [< dimple +
-nirnt.] The state of being marked with dim-

ples or gentle depressions. [Rare or poetical. ]

Thou sitting alone at the gloss,

Remarking the bloom gone away,
Where the smile in its dimplement was.

Mrs. Broirning, A False Step.

dimply (dim'pli), . [< dimple + -y
1
.] Full

of dimples or small depressions.

Right Valve of Clam ( Ycnttt merctnaria).

C, C'. the two muscular scars, or ciboria ;

P, pallia! impression ; .S, sinus for retractor

dinanderie

An the smooth surface of the dim^fit Hood,
Hi. ,,i!vcr slipper 'd virgin lightly trod.

J. H'arlun, Triumph of 1*1*.

dimpsy (dimp'si), n. [Origin obscure.] A
pre-

serve made from apples and pears cut into
small pieces. Imp. Diet.

Dimyaria (dim-i-a'ri-a), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of dimyurius, < Gr. Si-, two-, + ut?, a muscle, a

mouse, = E. mouse.] A general name for those
bivalves whoso shells are closed by two adduc-
tor muscles, distinct and widely removed from
each other, as in the mussel or clam. The two
muscular attachments are always visible on the inside
of the shell, constituting the impressions called ciboria.

These muscles are anterior and posterior. The Dimyaria
Include by far the largest number of bivalve*, such a* the

clams, cockles, etc. aimttsculosa is a synonym.

dimyarian (dim-i-a'ri-an), a. and n. [As Di-

myaria + -an.]
1. a. Double-
muscled

;
hav-

ing two mus-
cles: specifi-

cally said, in

conch., of those
bivalve shells

which have a

pair of adduc-
tor muscles, as
the clam: op-
posed to mouo-

myarian.
II. n. A Dl-

paiu.1 impression ; s, sinus for retracto
Valve OI the Or- of siphons ; /. lunule ; U, umbo 1 //, hinge.

der Dimyaria.
dimyary (dim'i-a-ri), a. and . [< NL. dimy-
arius, dimyarium : see dimyarian.] Same as

dimyarian.
Dimylus (dim'i-lus), . [NL., < Gr. St-, two-,
+ pt'faf, a mill, a millstone, a grinder: see

wiiMl.] A genus of fossil insectivorous mam-
mals, apparently related to the moles, or of the

family Talpida
1

,
founded upon remains from

the Miocene and later Tertiary periods. Meyer,
1846.

din (din), n. [< ME. dyn, prop, and usually iu

two syllables, dyne, dune, dine, dene, < AS. dyne
(once dyn), a loud noise (comp. eorth-dyne, an
earthquake), = Icel. dynr, a dm, = Sw. dan, a

din, =s Dan. don, rumble, booming; cf. Skt.

illunii, roaring, a torrent, dhvani, a sound, din.

See the verb. J A loud noise of some duration ;

particularly, a rattling, clattering, or resonant

sound, long continued: as, the din of arms.

My mither she is fast asleep,
And I darena mak na din.

Willie and May Margaret (Child's Ballads, II. 173).

The guests are met, the feast is set-
May 'st hear the merry din.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

The din of war resounds throughout more than seven
hundred years of Roman history, with only two short lulls

of repose. Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

din (din), v.
; pret. and pp. dinned, ppr. dinning.

[< ME. dinnen, dynnen, dunncn, dinien, dynien,
dunien, iutr., < AS. dynian, make a noise, re-

sound, = OS. dunian, rumble, = Icel. dynja,
pour, rattle down, like hail or rain (cf. duna,
thunder), = Sw. dAna = Dan. done, rumble,
boom ; cf . Skt. tfdhvan, roar, sound, buzz. See
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To strike with contin-
ued or confused noise ; vex with noise ; harass
with clamor or persistent protestations.

To bait thee for his bread, and din your ears
With hungry cries. Uticay, Venice Preserved.

You are ever dinning my Ears with Notions of the Arts
of Men. Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

2. To press or force with clamor or with per-
sistent repetition : as, to din one's complaints
into everybody's ears.

II. intrans. To make a noise or clamor.

Of Arowes <6 Awblastrs the aire wex thlcke,
And di/nnyt with dyntes, that delte were that tyme.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5708.

The gay viol dinning In the dale.

Setmrd, Sonnets, p. 25.

To be curious, to speculate much, to be ilinnin<i always
in argument. ButhneU, Sermons for New Life, p. 181.

Dinacrida (di-nak'ri-dS), n. [NL., also Deina-

crida, < Gr. dctvtr,, terrible, + anpif (oKpti-), a

locust.] A genus of saltatorial orthopterous
insects, of the family Locustidfe, containingNew
Zealand crickets inhabiting decaving trees and
holes in old wood. They are of large size and
carnivorous habits, and their bite is severe.

dinanderie (de-non'de-re), n. [F., < Dinant, a

city in Belgium, formerly celebrated for its cop-
per ware.] Utensils of copper for the kitchen
and other common uses; especially (a) Me-



Obverse. Reverse.
Dinar of Haroun-al-Raschid, struck in A.

H. 172 (= A. D. 788), British Museum. (Size
of the original.)

dinanderie

tallio vessels of old make and graceful or un-
usual form, sometimes decorated with coats-
of-arms and other ornaments executed in re-

pousse\ (6) By extension, the ornamental
brass-work of India and the Levant.
dinar (de-niir'), [Ar., < L. denarius, a silver

coin: see dena-

rius.'] The name
of a gold coin
issued by the
califs of Damas-
cus: it was also

applied to the

gold coins of
various Arab
dynasties, and
was the generic
name of Arab gold coins. The original weight of
the dinar was 65.4 grains troy. The word is also, incor-

rectly, used to mean the weight of a mitral (which see).

Dinas brick. A peculiar kind of fire-brick, con-
sisting almost exclusively of silica, the material
for which is obtained from the Dinas rock in
the Vale of Neath, Wales. The rock is supposed to
be the equivalent of the millstone-grit, and is closely re-
lated to the ganister rock. See ganister.
dindin (din'din), n. [Prob. imitative.] A Hin-
du musical instrument of the cymbal class.
dindle 1

(din'dl), v, i.
; pret. and pp. dindled, ppr.

dindling. [Sc. and prov. Eng. ,
also dinnle, dinle;

< ME. dyndelen, tingle (?). Cf. dandle.] 1. To
tremble; reel; stagger. 2. To tingle, as the
fingers with cold

;
thrill.

dindle2 (din'dl), n. [Origin uncertain; prob.
< dindle^.] 1. The common corn sow-thistle

;

also, sow-thistle. 2. Hawkweed. [Local, Eng.,
in both senses.]
dindle-dandle (din'dl-dan'dl), v. t. [A varied

redn.pl. of dandle.'} To dandle or toss about.

Judge, whether it be seemly that Christ's body should
be so dindle-dandled and used as they use it.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 284.

Dindymene (din-di-me'ne), n. [NL. ,
< L. Din-

dymene, < Gr. Aivdvftrrn/, a name of Cybele, per-
haps < Aivdv/mv, L. Dindynms or Dindymon, a
mountain in Asia Minor where Cybele was wor-
shiped.] In 2007. : (a) The typical genus of the
family Dindymenidce. (b) A genus of Venues.
Kinball, 1865.

Dindymenidae (din-di-men'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dindymene + -idai.] A family of trilobites :

same as Zethidce.

dine (din), v.
; pret. and pp. dined, ppr. dining.

[< ME. dinen, dynen, denen, < OP. disner, some-
times spelled disgner, digner, P. diner = Pr.
disiiar, dinar, dinar = It. disinare, desinare
(ML. disnare, after OP.), dine; origin disputed.
(1) As conjectured by Diez, Scheler, Littr6, and
others, < L. (ML.) as if *decenare, < de- inten-
sive + eenare, dine, sup, < cena, dinner, supper.
(2) More prob., since OP. disner was used rather
of breakfast than of dinner, it is a contr. of

disjuiter, desjuner, desjeuner, desjeusiter, P. de-

jeuner, breakfast, > E. disjune; if this is so, It.

disinare, dexiiiare, is of P. origin, the prop. It.

form, corresponding to OF. desjuner, being di-

giunare = Pr. dejwiar, fast: see disjune, dejeu-
ner. Hence dinner.] I. intrans. To eat the
chief meal of the day ; take dinner

;
in a more

general sense, to partake of a repast ;
eat.

We went all to Mounte Syon to masse ; and the same
day we dyned with ye warden and freres there, where we
had a right honest dyner.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

There came a bird out o' a bush,
On water for to dine.

The Water '

Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 198).

The hungry judges soon the sentence sign,
And wretches hang that jurymen may dine.

Pope, B. o the L., iii. 25.

Serenely full, the epicure would say,
Fate cannot harm me, I have dined to-day.

Siiilney Smith, Receipt for Salad.
To dine out, to take dinner elsewhere than at one's own
residence. To dine with Duke Humphrey, to be din-
nerless : a phrase said to have originated from the circum-
stance that a part of the public walks in Old St Paul's
London, was called Duke Humphrey's Walk (being near
his tomb), and that those who could not pay for a dinner
at a tavern were accustomed to promenade there, In the
hope of meeting an acquaintance and getting an invita-
tion to dine. The phrase, however, may be connected
with the report that Duke Humphrey, son of Henry IV.,
was starved to death.

II. trans. 1. To give a dinner to ; furnishwith
the principal meal ;

entertain at dinner : as, the
landlord dined a hundred men.
A table massive enough to have dined Johnnie Arm-

strong and his merry men. Scott.
I was never so effectually deterred from frequenting aman s house by any kind of Cerberus whatever as by the

parade one made about dining me.

Thorcau, Walden, p. 15S.

1624

2f. To dine upon ;
have to eat.

What wol ye dene? Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 129.

dine (din), n. [<.dine,v. Cf. dinner.] 1. Dinner.
" And dinna ye mind, love Gregor," she says,

*' As we twa sat at dine,
How we chang'd the rings frae our fingers,

And I can shew thee thine."
Fair Annie of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 102).

2. Dinner-time
; midday.

And by there came a harper flue, . . .

That harped to the king at dine.

The Twa Swters (Child's Ballads, II. 242).

We twa hae paidl't i* the bum
From mornin' sun till dine.

Burns, Auld Lang Syne.

dingy

ding2 (ding), r. [Imitative; cf. ding-dong and
ring.] I. intrans. To sound, as a bell; ring,
especially with wearisome continuance.
The din of carts, and the accursed dinging of the dust-

man's bell. Irving, Sketch- Book, p. 146.

II. truns. To keep repeating; impress by
reiteration : with reference to the monotonous
striking of a bell.

If I'm to have any good, let it come of itself
;
not keep

dinging it, dinging it into one so.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

ding3 (ding), v. t. Same as dang"
2

.

ding4t, n. An obsolete variant of dungl. Com-
pare dingy

1

[Obsolete or provincial in both senses.] ding-dong (ding'doug), n. [A reduplication of
dinero (de-na'ro), n. [Sp., < L. denarius, a sil- ding2 ,

in imitation of the sound of a bell. Cf .-'P',
ver coin: see denarius.] A Peruvian silver

coin, the tenth of a sol, or about one United
States dime.

diner-Out (di'ner-ouf), n. One who is in the
habit of dining from home, and in company;
one who accepts many invitations to dinner.
A liberal landlord, graceful diner-out. Mrs. Browning.
This is a very tiresome device, savouring too much of

the professional diner-out.
The Athenaeum, No. 3141, p. 15.

dineticalt (di-net'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
whirled around, verbal adj. of dtveiv, whirl

around; cf. iivr/, divof, a whirling.] Whirling
round

; turning on an axis
; spinning.

It hath ... a dinetical motion and rowls upon its own
poles. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 5.

A spherical figure is most commodious for dinetical mo-
tion, or revolution upon its own axis.

Kay, Works of Creation, ii.

dinette (di-nef), . [P., dim. of diner, dinner,
< diner, dine : see dine, v.] A sort of prelimi-
nary dinner; a luncheon. See extract under
dinner-hour.

ding1
(ding), v.

; pret. and pp. dinged or dung,
ppr. dinging. [< ME. dingen, dyngen (strong
verb, pret. dang, dong, pp. dungen), strike,
throw, beat ; not in AS., the alleged "dencgan
being unauthenticated ; prob. of Scand. origin :

Icel. dengja, hammer, = Sw. danoa = Dan.
dwnge, bang, beat (weak verbs).] I. trans. 1.
To strike

; beat ;
throw or dash with violence.

We sail noght byde, but dyng tham doune,
Tylle all be dede, with-outen drede.

York Plays, p. 91.

Christe suffered most mekely and paciently his enemies
for to dinge out with sharpe scourges the bloude that was
betwene his skyu and his flesh.

State Trials, W. Thorpe, an. 1407.

Sur. Down with the door.
Kas. 'Slight, ding it open.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 3.

Then Willie lifted up his foot,
And dang him down the stair.

Sweet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 337).

Every acute reader, upon the first sight of a pedantick
licence, will be ready with these like words to ding the
book a coits distance from him.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 32.

To see his poor auld mither's pot
Thus dung in staves.

Burns, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.
2. To prove too much for; beat; nonplus.
[Scotch.]

The stream was strung, the maid was stout,
And laith, laith to be dang,

But, ere she wan the Lowden banks,
Her fair colour was wan.

Young Benjie (Child's Ballads, II. 301).

But a' your doings to rehearse . . .

Wad ding a Lawland tongue, or Erse.

Burns, Address to the Deil.

3. To beat; thrash. [Scotch.]
As fair greets [cries) the bairn that is dung after noon

as he that is dung before noon.
Scotch Proverb (Ray, Proverbs, 2d ed., 1678, p. 358).

I'd just like to ding that man o' a shoemaker sendingme home a pair o' boots like this when well he knew what
state my feet were in. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vii.

Dinged work, embossed work, done by means of blows
which raise one surface and depress the other.

II. intrans. If. To strike.

Jason grippede graithly to a grym sworde,
Danffe on the deuyll with a derffe wille.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 931.

2. To bluster
; storm.

He huffs and dings, because we will not spend the little
we have left to get him the title of Lord Strut. Arbuthnnt.

3. To descend; fall; come down: used as in
the phrase

"
It's dingin? on," applied to a fall of

rain or snow. [Scotch.]
He headlong topsie turvie dimid downe.

Marston, Antonio and' Mellida, II., iv. 3.

4. To be defeated or overturned; yield.
[Scotch.]

But facts are chiels that wiuna dingAnd dowiia be disputed. Burns, A Dream.

equiv. Sw. dingdang, dingelidang = Dan. ding-
dong.'] 1. The sound of a bell, or any simi-
lar sound of repeated strokes. 2. A device in
which two bells of different tone are struck

alternately, used in striking the quarter-hours
on a clock To go at or to it ding-dong, to fight in

good earnest.

His courage was flush'd, he'd venture a brush,
And thus they went to it ding-dong. Old Ballad.

dinged (dingd), a. or adv. [A weak form of

danged, pp. of dang2 ,
which is a compromise

with damn.'} Darned: a mild form of damned.
[U. S.]

If I ever takes another (thrashing) . . . may I be dinged,
and dug up and dinged over again.
H. Watterson, quoted in Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XIV. 47.

dinghy, dingey (ding'gi), n. [< Beng. dingi, a
boat, wherry, passage-boat, dingd (cerebral d"),

a ship, sloop, coasting-vessel.] An East Indian
name for a boat varying in size in different lo-

calities. The dinghies of Bombay are from 12 to 20 feet

long, 5 to 7 feet broad, and about 2 feet deep, with a raking
mast, and are navigated by three or four men. The din-

ghies of Calcutta are small passage-boats for the poorer
classes, rarely used with a sail ; they are not painted, but
merely rubbed with nut-oil. The name is also applied to a
ship's working-boat, especially to the smallest boat of a
man-of-war ; and in some parts of the United States it is
used for a flat-bottomed boat, which is also called a dory.
Also written dtiingy, dingy, dingee, and dinky.
The Commissioner was fain to set out sleepy and break-

fastless towards the shore in the dingy, accompanied by
guns, ammunition, false birds, and the paraphernalia of
the fatal art. Shore Birds, p. 30.

dingily1
(din'ji-li),a*\ [< dingy* + -ly?.] In a

dingy manner ;
so as to give a dingy appearance.

A kind of careless peignoir of a dark-blue material,
dimly and dingily plaided with black.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxi.

dingily2! (ding'i-li), adv. [< "dingy (irreg. <

dingi + jyi) + -ly2.~\ Forcibly, as one that

dings a thing down ; downright.
These be so manifest, so plain, and do confute so dingily

the sentence and saying of Floribell.

Philpot, Works (ed. Parker Soc.), p. 370.

dinginess (din'ji-nes), n. The quality of being
dingy or tarnished; a shabby or soiled appear-
ance.

dingle1 (ding'gi), . [Supposed to be another
form of dimble, q. v.] 1. A small, secluded,
and embowered valley.

I know each lane, and every alley green,
Dingle, or bushy dell of this wild wood.

Milton, Comus, 1. 312.

The stream thenceforward stole along the bottom of the
dingle, and made, for that dry land, a pleasant warbling in
the leaves. R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 129.

2. The protectingweather-shed built around the
entrance to a house. [North. New Eng.]

dingle2 (ding'gi), v. i.
; pret. and pp. dingled,

ppr. dingling. [Sc., var. of dinnle and dindk1
.

Cf. Dan. dingle = Sw. dingla, dangle, swing,
vibrate.] To shake; vibrate.

Garring the very stane-and-lime wa's dingle wi' his

screeching. Scott, Waverley, xliv.

dingle-dangle (ding'gl-dang'gl), adv. [Re-
duplication of dangle. Cf. Dau. dingeldangel,
n., gewgaws, bobs.] Loosely; in a dangling
manner.
Boughs hanging dimilr-dnwile- over the edge of the dell.

T. W'arton, On Milton's Juvenile Poems.

Dingley Act. See act.

dingo (ding'go), n. [Native Australian name.]
The Australian dog, Cains dingo, of wolf-like

appearance and extremely fierce. The ears an-
short and erect, the tail is rather bushy, and the hair is of
a reddish-dun color. It is very destructive to flocks, and
is systematically destroyed. See cut on following page.

dingthriftt (ding'thrift), n. [< dingi + Obj.
thrift.] A spendthrift.

Wilt tnou. therefore, a drunkard be,
A dingthrift and a knave?

Drant. tr. of Horace's Satires, i.

dingy1 (diu'ji), a. [< ding* for dung + -yl :

being thus equiv. to dungy: see dung, dungy.]



dingy

Dingo (Cants dingo),

1. Foul
; dirty. [Prov. Eng.] 2. Soiled

; tar-

nished; of a dusky color; having a dull-brown-
ish tinge.
Even ttie Postboy and the Postman, which seem to have

been the Iwst conducted and the most prosperous, were
wretchedly printed on Hcrajm of '/</,-/// paper, such as would
not now be thought good enough for street ballads.

M, ,i I'fu'i, Hist. Eng., xxi.

The snow-fall, too, looked Inexpressibly dreary (I had
almost called it dingy) coining down through an atmo-
sphere of city smoke.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. IS.

Other men, scorched by sun, and cake<l with layers of
Bulgarian dust, looked disreputably dingy and travel-
soiled. A rch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continent*, p. 8B.

= Syn. 2. Tarnished, rusty, dull.
1

*,
w. See dinghy.

ical (din'i-kal), a. [< Gr. ilvof, a whirling,+ -ieal. Cf. dinetical.] Pertaining to giddi-
ness : applied to medicines that remove giddi-
ness. Thomas, Med. Diet.

Dinictis (dl-nik'tis), . [NL., < Gr. iea>6f, ter-

rible, large, + inTif, a weasel or marten.] A
genus of fossil feline quadrupeds, having a
lower tubercular behind the sectorial molar.

Leidy, 1854.

Dinifera (di-nif'e-rS), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

diniferus: see dtiiiferous.] An order of dino-

flagellate infusorians which have a transverse
groove, and also usually a longitudinal one.
diniferous (di-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL. diniferus,
< Gr. 6lvof, also iitni, a whirling, + ftpeiv = E.
fteor1.] Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Dinifera.

dining-room (di'ning-r6m), n. A room in
which dinner is eaten, or the principal nieals
are taken ; the room in which all meals are
served in a dwelling-house or a hotel, or a room
specially set apart for public feasts or enter-
tainments.

dinitro-. [< *-2 + nitric.'] In cheni., a prefix
signifying that the compound of the name of
which it forms a part contains two nitro-groups
(N02 ).

dinitrocellulose (di-ni'tro-sel'u-los), n. [<
rfi-2 + nitric + cellulose2.] A substance, anal-

ogous to guneotton, but differing from it in

being soluble in alcohol and ether, produced
by the action of a mixture of sulphuric and
nitric acids on cotton. Collodion is a solution
of this substance in ether and alcohol. Also
called soluble pyroxylin.
dink (dingk), f. t. [Origin obscure.] To deck ;

dress; adorn. [Scotch.]
Do as you will forme, I am now too old to din* myself

as a gallant to grace the bower of dames. Scott, Abbot, xx.

dink (dingk), a. [See dink, t'.] Neatly dressed
;

trim; tidy. [Scotch.] Also denk.

My lady's dink, my lady's drest,
The flower and fancy o* the west.

Burn*, My Lady's Gown.
The mechanic, in his leathern apron, elbowed the '/''/.-'

and dainty dame, his city mistress.

Scott, Kenilworth, xxv.

dinman, dinmont (din'man, din'mout), n. [Also
ililiHona, ili in men t; origin obscure; possibly a
corruption of twelremonth, equiv. to yearling.]
A wether between one and two years old, or that
has not yet been twice shorn. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]
dinna (din'ft). [Sc., < do (Sc. also die) + na
= E. wo1

,
adv. So Sc. canna, wilna or icinna,

isna, etc.] Do not.

Hunt lassie, . . . ilinna be sae dooms down-hearted as
a' that. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xx.

dinner (din'or), . [< ME. diner. dyner, < OP.
ili.iiier, dinner, or rather breakfast, P. diner, din-

ner; prop, inf., OF. disncr, F. diner, dine, used
as a noun: see dine.'] 1. The principal meal
of the day, taken at midday or later, even in the

evening. In medieval and modern Europe the common

n ;_:,

praetiee, tl.iwn to the lniilille of the eighteenth century,
wa to take thin nn-al alxint midday, or in more primitive
times even as early as :i or 10 A. M. In Fnnuv, ntitier the
old n'-gimi-. the dinner -Imur was at -2 or :i in the after.

IMM.II ;
I nit wile n the CofutitDOBl Assemhly moved to Paris,

since it sat until 4 or :> o'clock, the hour for dining was
l.-t]i,,iie,|. Tlie eiiBt. mi,,! dining at U o'clock or later has
sin.e I,,-, -nine .1,111111,111, except in the country, where early
dinner in still the general practice. Sec extract under
dinner-hour.

I hey washed togyder ami wyped bothe,
And set tyll theyr dynere.

Lytell Geite o/ Jiobyn Ilode (Child's Ballads, V. 60).

Let me not stay a Jot for dinner : go, get It ready.
Shak., Lear, i. 4.

2. An entertainment
;
a feast ; a dinner-party.

Thenne Nychodemus receyued hym in to his house and
made hym a grete dyner.

Joteph of Ariwathic (E. E. T. 8.), p. 29.

He that will make the Feste will seye to the HoBtellere,
Arraye for me, to morwe, a gode Dyner, for so many folk.

Slaiuleinlle, Travels, p. 214.

Behold, I have prepared my dinner. Mat xxii. 4.

To-morrow, if we live,
Our ponderous squire will give
A grand political dinner
To hall the squirelings near.

Tennytun, Maud, xx.

dinner (din'er), v. i. [< dinner, n.] To take

dinner; dine. [Scotch.]
Sae far I sprachled up the brae,
I dinner'd wi' a lord.

Burnt, On Meeting Lord Der.

dinner-hour (din'er-our), n. The hour at which
dinner is taken ; dinner-time. See dinner.

The Court dinner-hour, in the reign of Oeorge III., was
at the Hanoverian hour of four o'clock. During the reign
of Oeorge IV. it gradually crept up to six o'clock, and
finally became steady at the Indian hour of seven, and so
remained until the reign of Her Most gracious Majesty,
when the formal Court dinner-hour became eight o'clock.
These innovations on the national hours of meals did not
meet the approval of the medical faculty, and in conse-

quence a dinette at two o'clock was prescrilied. This has
ever since been the favourite Court meal, being in reality
a substantial hot repast, which has exploded the old-fash-
ioned luncheon of cold viands.

The Queen (London newspaper).

dinnerless (din'er-les), a. [< dinner + -less.]

Having no dinner or food; fasting.
To dine with Duke Humphrey, importing to be dinner-

leei. Fuller, Worthies, London.

Then with another humorous ruth remark'd
The lusty mowers labouring dinnerlet*.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

dinnerly (din'er-li), a. [< dinner + -fyi.] Of
or pertaining to dinner. Copley.
dinner-table (din'er-ta'bl), n. The table at
which dinner is eaten,

dinner-time (din'er-tim), . The usual time
of dining ; the dinner-hour. See dinner.

At dinner-time,
I pray you, have in mind where we must meet

Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

Alt. What hour is 't, Lollio?
Lot. Towards belly-hour, sir.

AK. Dinner time i thou means't twelve o'clock ?

Xiddleton, Changeling, i. 2.

Move on ; for it grows towards dinner-time.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 249.

dinner-Wagon (din 'er-wag'on), n. A set of light

shelves, as a dumb-waiter, usually mounted on
casters and easily movable, for the service of
a dining-room. Compare ditnib-u-aiter.

dinnery (din'er-i), a. [< dinner + -i.] Sug-
gesting dinner

; having the odor of dinner.

I ... disliked the dinnery atmosphere of the salle ii

manger. Mrs. Gaskell, Curious if True.

dinnle (din'nl), r. i.
; pret. and pp. diimled, ppr.

dinnlimj. [Sc. : see dindle 1
.] I. Same as din-

rfte1 . 2. To make a great noise.

The dinlin drums alarm our ears,
The .sergeant screeches fu' load.

Ferytuton, Poems, II. 28.

dinnle (din'nl), n. [Sc.,<rf('nfe, r.] A tremu-
lous motion, especially with reverberation; a

vibration; a thrill. [Scotch.]
Ane aye thinks, at the first dinnle o' the sentence, they

hae heart encugn to die rather than bide out the sax
weeks, but they aye bide the sax weeks out for a' that.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxv.

dino-. [NL., etc., also sometimes dcino-, < Gr.

6uv6q, terrible, fearful, mighty, < (Woe, fear, ter-

ror.] An element in many scientific words of
Greek origin, meaning

'

terrible, mighty, huge.'
dinobryian (din-6-bri'i-an), a. and M. [< Dino-

bryon + -IOH.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Dinobryina.
U. n. A member of the Dinobryina.

Dinobryidae (din-o-bri'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Dinobryon + -/(/'.] A family of flagellate in-

fusorians, represented by the genera Dinobryon
and Ejripyxit.

Dinopis

Dinobryina (di-uob-ri-i'uji), . y>.. [NL., < Di-

iiobryoii + -iwa2.] 1. In Ehrenberg'g system
of classical ion ( l>:i(i), a family of loricate uii-

appendaged iiifiisoriiiiiH of changeable form.
2. In Stein's BVsteiu of claHsiticatioii (1878), a
family of flagellate iufutiorians, represented by
the genera /*(////////// nn<l

i:/,ijii/xis.

Dinobryon (di-nol/ri-on), . [NL., < Gr. Alvof,
a whirling, a round area, + lipiw, seaweed,
t ivc-moss, lichen.] A genus of collar-bearing
monads or flagellate infuHoriang, type of the

family Dinobryida: These animalcules Inhabit fr.-i.li

water. They are biflaKellate, with one lone :ui,l ,,ne short
the.'ellimi. attached by a |Nterlor ci.ntraetlle liiiument
uithin tlie individualeells or loricie of a compound branch-
ing polytheclnm, built up by successive terminal gem
iiiutiun of loolds. The cndoplasm contains two lateral
color-bands and usually an anterior pigment-spot like an
eye. The bat-known species is I), lertvlaria, Ai.vj writ-
ten Dinobryum. Khrenoery, Ib34.

Dinoceras (di-nos'e-ras), n. fNL., < Gr. ittvof,

terrible, mighty, +po<-, horn.] Oneof the gen-
era of the Dinocerata, giving name to the group :

so called from the extraordinary protuberances
of the skull, representing three pairs of horn-
cores. The siiecles, as I), tuiraliilf, D. lattceja, were huge
uugulates, with 5-tued feel and 3 pairs of horns, V molars,

Skull of Dittoceras mfrabilr.

long, trenchant upper canines, and no upper Incisors.
Tluir remains occur In the early Tertiary deposits of
North America.

Dinocerata (di-no-ser'a-tft), M. pi. [NL., pi.
of Dinocera(t-)s.']

'

A group of extinct Eocene
perissodactyl mammals. By some the forms are
held to constitute an order ; by others they are referred
to an order AmUt/poda (which sec), or placed in a family
l
T
iniftthfriidaf (which see). The leading genera are Uinta-

therium, Dinowrats, Tinocercu, and Loxolophodon.
dinocerate (di-nos'e-rat), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to the Dinocerata.

U. n. One of the Dinoeerata.

Dinoflagellata (din-o-flaj-e-la'ta). n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of dinoflagellatus : see"dinoftagcllate.]
Those flagellate infusoriaus commonly called

Cilioflaflellata (which see). The name was given
because the structure l>efure regarded as a girdle of cilia

seemed to be a second flagellum lying in the transverse
groove which nearly all these iiifusorians possess In ad-
dition to the longitudinal one. The Dinojlatiellata are
named as a class, and divided into Adinida and Dinifera.
Riitichli.

dinoflagellate (din-6-flaj'e-lat), a. [< NL. di-

noflagellatiu, < Gr. 'rfivoc, a whirling, a round
area, + NL. flagellum: see flagellum.] Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Dino-

flagellata ; cilioflagellate, in the usual sense of
that word.
dinomic (di-nom'ik), a. [< Gr. <(<-, two-, + vo-

/i6f, a district (or vo/J'/, distribution), < vtptiv,

distribute.] Belonging to two of the great
divisions of the earth : used in relation to the
distribution of plants.
Dinomyidae (di-uo-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-

nomys + -idee.] A family of hystricomorphic
rodents of South America, combining charac-
ters of the cavies, agoutis, and chinchillas with
the general appearance of the paca. They have
four toes on each foot with somewhat hoof-like nails, and
the upper lip cleft, contrary to the rule in this series of ro-
dents. There is but one genus, Dimnnyg.
Dinomys (dl'no-mis), . [NL. (Peters, 1873).
< Gr. Aeivof , terrible, mighty, + HIT = E. mouse. ]

The typical and only genus of the family Di-

iiomyida: D. branidri, the only species, resembles the

paca ; it is aliout 2 feet long, with a bushy tail 9 inchen

long, the body stout, the ears and limbs short, and the

pelage harsh, of a grizzled color, with two white stripe*
and many white spots on the back and head. It inhabits
Peru.

Dinopidae (di-nop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dinopis
+ -idn:] A family of saltigrade spiders dis-

tinguished by very long and fine extremities.
They build a long irregular web, generally between trees,

and sit In the middle with the front pair of legs stretched
out.

Dinopis (di-no'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. itivuvAf,

Anrail> (-twr-), fierce-eyed (of the Erinyes), < iei-

if, terrible, fierce, 4- ity, eye.] A genus of

spiders, typical of the family Dlnopidte.



Dinornis

Dinornis (di-uor'nis), . [NL., less prop. Deinor-

iiis, < Gr. (itwor. terrible, mighty, + opvif, bird.]
The typical and
only genus of the

extinct family Di-
nornithidce. Numer-
ous species, as D. yi-

ganteus, D. elephanto-
pus, etc., have been
described by Owen,
differing much in size ;

the largest must have
stood about 14 feet

high, and had thigh-
bones stouter than
those of a horse. The
general figure of these

huge flightless birds
was like that of the

ostrich, but the size

was much greater, and
the legs were both rel-

atively and absolute-

ly much stouter. See
moa.

-- Dinornithes (dl-

nfir'ni-thez), n.pl.
[NL.,pl.ofDimor-

Skeleton of Dinornts. /
'/7 \ T A

Museum of Natural History, New York.
*m (-OrntW-).j A
general name of

the moas and moa-like birds; a superfamily
containing the Dinornithida; and Palapterygidx.
Also called Immanes.
dinornitbic (dl-n6r-nith'ik), a. [< Dinornis

(-ornith-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or haying the
characters of the Dinornitliidos; moa-like.

A large bird, combining dinornithic and struthious char-
acters. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit.

Dinornithidae (di-n&r-nith'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dinornis (-ornith-) + -ida;.] A family of gi-

gantic extinct ratite birds of New Zealand; the
moas. They were characterized by an enormous devel-

opment of the legs and pelvis in comparison with the rest
of the skeleton, a ratite or flat sternum, and rudimen-
tary wings. The extinction of the group is quite recent,
since portions of the soft parts have been found, and tra-

ditions are current respecting the living birds ; but the

period to which they survived is hot exactly known. See
inoa.

Dinornithoideae (di-nor-ni-thoi'de-e), n.pl.
[NL., < Dinornis (-ornith-) + -oidece.] A super-
family of birds: same as Dinornithes or Im-
manes.
dinos (di'nos), n.

; pi. dini (-ni). [Gr. 6ivof, a

whirling, a round area, a round vase or goblet.
Cf. dinus] In Or. antiq., a large open vase of
full curved shape. Itmay
be considered a form of
the crater.

dinosaur (dl'no-sar), n.

One of the Dinosauria.
Also spelled deinosaur.

Dinosauria (di-no-sa'-
ri-a), n. pi. [NL., less

prop. Deinosauria, < Dino-

saurus, q. v.] A group
of extinct Mesozoic rep-
tiles, mostly of gigantic
or colossal size. They were
characterized by distinctly
socketed teeth

; generally flat

or slightly cupped vertebra,
some of which were opistho-
ccelous ; a sacrum of four or
more vertebrae ;

numerous cau-
dal vertebra ; a structure of
the skull in many respects in-

termediate between the croco-
dilian and lacertilian types ; ambulatory or saltatory
limbs ; fore limbs reduced and not known to have had
clavicles ; and hind limbs usually disproportionately de-

veloped, and with the pelvis presenting a series of modifi-
cations tending toward the characters of birds, on which
account the group is also called Ornithoscelida (which see).
The ornithic structure of the legs is best seen in the
smaller genera, such as Compsognathus ; it is exhibited in
the presence of a cnemial crest, the reduction of the distal
end of the fibula, the disposition of the distal end of the
tibia, and the relations of the astragalus. In some gen-
era there was a bony dermal armor, in some cases devel-

oping great spines. The Dinosauria were a polymorphic
as well as an extensive group, the limits of which are not
settled, owing to the wide range of variation presented
by them. They ranged in size from that of the huge
iguanodon down to about two feet. By some they are sup-
posed to have included the remote ancestors of birds ;

others find in them features that recall mammals, espe-
cially pachyderms. The order is by some divided into
Dinosauria proper and Compsoijuatha (which see); it is

sometimes ranked as a subclass of Septilia, and divided
into Sauropoda, Stegosauria, Ornithopoda, Theropoda, and
Hallopoda.

dinosaurian (di-no-sa'ri-an), a. and n. [< Di-
nosauria + -an.] 'I. a. Pertaining to or hav-
ingthe characters of the Dinosauria.

II. n. One of the Dinosauria.
Also deinosaurian.

Dinqsaurus (di-uo-sa'rus), n. [NL.,< Gr. fcvof,
terrible, mighty, '+ aavpof, a lizard.] The typi-

1626 Diodon

H'aldheim, 1848. Also pertaining to a diocese, < LL. diascesis, a diocese :

see diocese.] I. a. Pertaining to a diocese.

A fossil animal of

Apodal Dinos. or Crater,
resting on a stand, or hypo-
crater. {From "L'Art pour
Tous.")

cal genus of Dinosauria.
Deinosaurus.

dinothere (drno^ther), n.

the genus Dinotherium.

dinotheria, n. Plural of dinotherium, 2.

Dinotheriidae (dl"no-the-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dinotlterium + -idie] The familyrepresented

by the genus Dinotherium, and commonly re-

ferred to the order Proboscidea with the ele-

phants, mastodons, etc. Also Deinotheria.

Dinotherium (di-no-the'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

tfeixif, terrible, mighty, + dnpiov, < W/p, a wild

beast.] 1. A genus of extinct proboscidean
quadrupeds of

great size, re-

lated to the ele-

phants, mam-
moths, and mas-
todons. It had (?)

incisors in the upper
and 2 in the lower

jaw, no canines, 2

premolars and 3 mo-
lars in each half of
each jaw all in po-
sition at once, the Dinotherium (restored),

premolars replacing
milk molars as usual in diphyodont mammals and enor-

mous lower incisors, turned down or away from the mouth,
the end of the under jaw being modified to correspond.
There are several species, from the Miocene of Europe and
Asia, the best-known of which is D. giyanteum, from Ep-
pelsheim near Mainz, estimated to have been about 18 feet

long.

2. [I. c.] PI. dinotheria (-a). An animal of the

genus Dinotherium; a dinothere.
Also spelled Deinotherium.

dinoxid (di-nok'sid), n. An erroneous form of

dioxid.

dinsome (din'sum), a. [< din + -some.] Pull
of din or noise

; noisy. [Scotch.]

Block and studdie ring and reel
Wi' dinsoitie clamour.

Burns, Scotch Drink.

dint (dint), n. [< ME. dint, dynt, dunt, also

dent (whence the other E. form denfl-, q. v.), <

AS. dynt, a blow, = Icel. dyntr, dynta, assimi-
lated dyttr, a dint (as a nickname), = Sw. dial.

dunt, a stroke. Perhaps akin to L. tundere, beat,

strike, thump: see the verb.] 1. A blow; a
stroke.

The Duke had dyed of the dynt doutles anon,
But the souerayn hym-seluon was surly enarmyt.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1237.

That mortal dint,
Save he who reigns above, none can resist.

Milton, P. L., ii. 813.

2. A mark made by a blow or by pressure on
a surface: now dent. 3. Force; power: now
chiefly in the phrase by dint of: as, ly dint of
argument.

Strong were our sires, and as they fought they writ,

Conquering with force of arm and dint of wit.

Drt/den, On "The Double Dealer."

And now by dint of fingers and of eyes,
And words repeated after her, he took
A lesson in her tongue. Byron, Don Juan.

Painfully struggling into being, like the other states of
the Peninsula, by dint of fierce, unintermitted warfare
with the infidel. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

dint (dint), v. t. [< ME. dynten, dunten, strike,
beat (not in AS.), = Icel. dynta, dint, = Sw.
dial, dunta, strike, shake

;
from the noun. See

denfl-, i'.] To make a mark or depression on
or in by a blow or stroke : now usually dent.

His wounds worker, that with lovely dart

Dinting his brest had bred his restlesse paine.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. x. 31.

dintless (dint'les), a. [< dint + -less.] With-
out a dint or dent.

Lichen and mosses, . . . meek creatures ! the first mer-
cy of the earth, veiling with hushed softness its dintlem
rocks. Mwskin, Modern Painters, V.

dinumerationt (dl-nu-me-ra'shon), n. [< L.

dinumeratio(n-), a counting over, < dinumcrare,
pp. dinumeratus, count over, < di- for dis-, apart,
+ numerare, count : see number, numerate.] 1.

The act of numbering singly. Johnson. 2. In

rliet., same as aparithmesis.
di nuovo (de nwo'vo). [It., < L. de novo, q. v.]

diobol(di-ob'ol),i. [< Gr.6iu8o>.ov, <<!<-, two-, +
6/3o/tof, obol.] A silver coin of ancient Greece,
of the value of two obols. See obol.

dioc. An abbreviation of diocese and diocesan.
diocesan (d!'o-se-san or di-os'e-san), a. and .

[< ME. dyocesan (n.), < OF. diocesain, F. dio-
cesain = Sp, Pg. It. diocesano, < ML. dioecesanus,

The diocesan j urisdiction was helpless without the king's
.ssistance. Slubbs, Const. Hist., 404.

Diocesan courts, the consistorial or consistory courts in

the Church of England.

II. '. 1. A bishop as related to his own dio-

cese
;
one in possession of a diocese and having

the ecclesiastical jurisdiction over it.

I have heard it has been advised by a diocesan to his

inferior clergy, that they should read some of the most
celebrated sermons printed by others. Tatler.

2f. One of the clergy or people in a diocese
;
a

diocesener.

Faithful lovers who . . . are content to rank themselves
humble diocesans of old Bishop Valentine.

Laitib, Valentine's Day.

diocese (di'o-ses), n. [Formerly less prop, dio-

eess; < ME. '<Koci.se, < OF. diocise, diocese, F. dio-

cese = Pr. diocezi, diocesa= Sp. didcesi, didcesis

= Pg. diocese, diecese = It. dioccsi = D. diocese

= G. diocese, < L. dicecesis, a governor's juris-

diction, a district, LL. and ML. a bishop's
jurisdiction, diocese, < Gr. faoiKqaif, housekeep-
ing, administration, a province, a diocese. <

SiotKzlv, keep house, conduct, govern, < Ota,

through, + OIKEIV, inhabit, dwell, < oZ/tof, a dwell-

ing, a house, = L. vicus, a village (> ult. E.

wick, a town), = Skt. veqa, a house.] 1. A
district or division of a country ;

a province :

now obsolete except when used with refer-

ence to Norway, an episcopal diocese (stiff) of

which, as a geographical division of the coun-

try, is sometimes regarded as a province,
though it has no provincial civil administration.

\Vild boars are no rarity in this diocess, which the
Moors hunt and kill in a manly pastime.

L. Addison, West Barbary, ii.

2. Under the Roman empire after Diocletian
and Constantino, a subdivision of a prefecture,
comprising a number of provinces ; hence, a cor-

responding extent of territory as an ecclesiasti-

cal division, including a nuniber of provinces or

eparchies, each province again containing a
number of paroaciaa, which themselves finally
came tobe called dioceses in the following (mod-
ern) sense. 3. The district, with its popula-
tion, falling under the pastoral care of a bishop.

The local compass of his [a bishop's] authority we term
a dioceis. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 8.

Meletius of Autioch . . . visited the diocesses of Syria,
and the several religious persons famous for severe un-

dertakings. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 108.

The boundaries of the kingdom or principality became
the boundaries of the bishop's diocese, and, as kingdoms
aud shires shifted more than bishoprics did, the bounda-
ries of the dioceses became in Britain, as in Gaul, the best

guide to the earlier geography of the country.
E, A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 143.

diocesenert (di-o-se'se-ner), n. [< diocese +
-en-er; the term, appar. after that of parisn-
ion-er, ME. parissh-en.] One who belongs to a
diocese.

They say this unity in the bishop or the rector doth not
create any privity between the parishioners or diocesenere,
more than if there were several bishops, or several par-
sons. Bacon, Works.

diocesst, . An obsolete form of diocese.

cliock (di'pk), . Aname of the crimson-beaked
weaver-bird, Quelea sanguinirostris, of Africa.

dioctahedral (dl-ok-ta-he'dral), a. [< (K-2 +
octahedral.] In crystal., having the form of an
octahedral prism with tetrahedral summits.
Dioctes (di-ok'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. <ii/m?f,

equiv. to SiuKTtjp, a pursuer, < SI&KCIV, pursue.]
1. In entom., a genus of adephagous beetles,
of the family Carabidte. 2. In ornith., a ge-
nus of tyrant flycatchers, of the family lyran-
iiidte. The type is D. pyrrholcema of Mexico.

Reiehenbach, 1850.

Diodia (di-o-dl'a), n. [NL., < Gr. dtodcia, also

Siodof ,
a passage through, < 6ia, through, + 666( ,

way ; so called because many ofthe speciesgrow
by the waysides.] A genus of decumbent herbs,
natural order Rubiaceai, natives of the wanner
regions of America and Africa. The species are
rather pretty trailing shrubs, with small white flowers.

The two North American species, D. virgin-tea and IJ.

leres, are called
button-weed.

Diodon (di'o-
don), n. [NL.,
< Gr. &-, two-,
+ orfcii', Ionic
form of 6<!orf

(bSovr-) = E.

tooth] 1. In
iclitli.: (a) A
genUS Of globe- Sea-porcupine (JJinia, f&strfx).



Diodon

fishes. <>l I In' suborder i!i/m>it>ilniili:n and order

riii-lnijiiiitlii. Tin- jiiws are tippul with ivory.like

rll.imel' inslea-1 of teeth; tills lieak is Illlllivilleil ill rarh

jaw. MO that there appears to in- H tooth alwve unit another
III lo\V, Wllenee t!ll> IlillllC. It. llf/ttfij:, of tilt! Eafit Illllillll

;iii-l MniiU Aineriean foosts, i* an example. Like tin-

other [rlohe il>hrs, it blown lUclf into a globular shape
by swallowing air, Hint the hkin is beaet with spiny pro-
cesses; henee it is, known as poreupine.-juh, sf.a-jn>fc{t-

pine, ttea-kfitifehoij, anil prickly globe-Ji*h. (ft) [J. c.~]

A species of the Ki'tiiiK liiitdon. 2. InorNt(A.,a

genus of two-toothed falcons of South America :

same' as liiitriix, IH/ilinlon, or llur/mi/un. {.ixx/m,

1831. 3. lu mammal., a genus of cetaceans:
same as Ziphlus. 4. In herpet., same as Ano-
don, 2.

Diodoninse (di*6-do-ni'ne), n. pi. [Nli., irreg.
< Diodon, 1, + -iiue.] A subfamily of gymno-
i In nl fishes: same as Diodontida;.

diodont (di'6-dont), a. and n. I. a. Having two
teeth; specifically, of or pertaining to the Dio-
don tida.

H. . A fish of the family Diodontida;.

Diodontidae (di-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dio-

don( t-),l, + -idai.] A family of gymnodont plec-

tognath fishes, named from the genus Diodoit,

including all the known Diodontoidea. The body is

covered with long spines often capable of erection, the belly
is inflatable, and the dorsal and anal tins are small, poste-
rior, and opposite. The sjHjcies are mostly inhabitants uf

tropical seas, although a few extend northward and south-
ward far into the temperate zones; they are generally
known as ptn\-iiiiiiif.-Jitslieg and (jlobe-jinheii.

Diodontinae (di'6-don-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dio-

(tini(t-), 1, + 4MB.] A subfamily of gymnodont
fishes, typified by the genus Diodon; the Dio-
il'iiilnld' considered as a subfamily of Tetrao-
dontidfe.

diodontoid (di-o-don'toid), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Dio-
dontida or Diodontoidea.

II. n. A diodont.

Diodontoidea (di'o-don-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Diodon(t-), 1, ( -oidca.] "In Gill's system
of classification, a superfamily of gymnodout
plectognath fishes. The technical characters are : no
pelvis; a normally developed caudal region; the inter-

maxillary and dentary bones coo&sined into single suture-
less arches, the supramaxillary portions extending later-

ally behind ; the ethmoid retracted backward under the
frontal ; and the postfrentals retracted inward to the sides
of the supraocclpital and behind the frontals.

Dicecia (di-e'shia), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of dioe-

cious: see dioecious.} The twenty-second class
of plants in the artificial system of I .i n turns.
It comprehends such genera as have male or stamen-bear-
ing flowers on one plant, and female or pistil-bearing
flowers on another, as willows.

dioecian, diecian (di-'shan), a. [As diaeci-ous

+ -aw.] Same as dioecious.

dioeciopolygamous (di-e'shio-po-lig'a-mus), a.

In bot., polygamous with a tendency to dio3-

ciousness, or to the prevalence of flowers of
one sex upon individual plants.

dioecious, diecious (di-e'shus), a. [< NL. dioe-

cious, < Gr. di-, two-, + ojM>f, house.] 1. In hot.,

unisexual, the male and female flowers being
borneon sep-
arate plants,
as in the wil-

low, prickly
ash, and

hemp. 2.

Having the
flowers un-
like on dif-

ferentplants
of the same
species: used

only with

modifying
prefixes, as
androdia.'-

cious, when the flowers on some plants are all

male and on others all hermaphrodite (a hypo-
thetical case), and Mntodtoofottf, when they are
in like manner female and hermaphrodite. 3.

InrooV., sexually distinct ; having the two sexes
in different individuals : opposed to monoecious.

Also diii'cinii. dioif, dioicous.

dioeciously, dieciously (di-e'shus-li), adv. In
a dioecious manner; with a tendency to dioe-

ciousuess.

Thr reproductive organs are distributed inontecinii-l\

or diaeeioutly. Saclu, Botany (trans.), p. 300.

dioeciousness, dieciousness (di-e'shus-nes), .

Tlio state or quality of being dioecious. Also
dirt-ism.

1627 Diophantine
In many of the plant* of this division \Pttndofkyla\ dionym (di'o-nirn), . [< (ir. ilJrr/, with two

there is a strong t.-nd.-m-y toward diu-noiuiu-u in tli

naraeH> < ,(,.; ivf , t.
t
+ ,,,/Oi a uame : Bee

onym.] A name consisting of two terms; a
binomial name in zodlogy, as tlomo sapiens.

prothalliu, and in the higher genera it becomes the In-

variable rule. Beitey, Botany, p. 302.

dioecism (di-6'sizm), . [< di<ec(ious) + -ism.]
Same as dweciouimess.

Diogenes-crab (di-oj'e-nez-krab),n. [So called

from its choosing a shell for its residence ;
witli

alluHion to the famous Cynic philosopher Dioge-
nes, who, according to the tradition, chose to

live in a tub. The name, Gr.
bioyivrx,

is prop.
an adj., Aioj'fwjr, Zeus-born, < Zfi'f (Aio-), Zeus

(see deity), + -yevtK, -born: see -gen.'] A West
Indian hermit-crab of the genus Cenooita and

family Paguridas.
Diogenes-cup (di-oj'e-nez-kup), H. The cup-
like cavity formed by the palm of the band,
when the fingers are slightly bent, the little

and third fingers being drawn over toward the
thumb.

Diogenic (di-o-jen'ik), a. [< Diogenes (see Dio-

ijenex-crau) + -ie.] Of, pertaining to, or re-

sembling Diogenes, a celebrated Greek phi-

losopher of the Cynio school, who flourished in

the fourth century B. c. See Cynic, n., 1.

We omit the series of Socratic, or rather Diixjenic utter-

ances, not unhappy in their way, whereby the monster,

"penuaded into silence," seems soon after to have with-

drawn for the night. Carlyle, Sartor Ueaartus, p. an.

dioic, dioicous (di'oik, di-oi'kus), a. [< Gr. ft-,

two-, + okof, a house ; same as dicec-i-ous, but

imitating the Gr. spelling.] Same as dioecious.

Diomedea (di'6-me-de'ft), . [NL., < Diomedes,
Gr. &io/tr/<l7K, a famous hero at the siege of Troy,
lit. Zeus-counseled, < Zcit (A<o-), Zeus, + /*7<>of,

pi. ftr/faa, counsels.] The typical genus of

the subfamily Diomcdeina; containing most of

the albatrosses. D. exulans and D. brachyura
are characteristic examples. See cut under
albatross.

Diomedeinae (di-6-me-de-i'ne), . j>l. [NL., <

Diomedea + -iiue.
1

} A subfamily of birds, of the

family Procellariidos, including the albatrosses.

They are characterized by having the nind toe rudimentary
and the nostrils disconnected from each other, one on each
side of the base of the upper mandible. Diomedea. Is the

typical genus, and others, as t'htxbftria, are recognized by
some naturalists. See albatrow.

Dion (di'on), n. See Dioon.

Dionaea (di-o-ne'a), . [NL., fern. of L. Dionems,
< Gr. Aiwwiof, pertaining to Dione, fern. A/u-

valri, Aphrodite, < Adiw/, Dione, the mother of

Aphrodite by Zeus, later applied to Aphrodite
herself, < Zriif (A>-), Zeus: see Zeus, deity."] 1.

A genus of plants, natural order Droseracece.

Only one species is known, D. inetpuia(Vcnus'8 fly-trap),

a native of the sandy savannas of the CaroUnas and Flor

Dkeciuus Plants f Male and Ftmale) of
I'allisnfri.i spiraUi.

irtniisHi .-- -elf sterility tlie prepotenev of pollen
from another individual over a plant's own pollen.

Uuruiin, Different Forms of flowers, p. ->;*.

Venus' s Fly-trap (/hinurd mu
( From Gray's

" Genera of ihe Plants of the United State*.")

Ida. It hat a rosette of root-leaves, from which rises a
naked scai>c bearing a corymb of rather large white flowers.

The leaves have a dilated petiole and a slightly stalked

2-lobed lamina or appendage with three very delicate haii-s

and a fringe of stout marginal bristles on each lobe. The
hairs are remarkably irritable, and when touched by a fly

or other insert the lobes of the leaf suddenly close on the

insect and capture it. This is followed hy the eopious se-

i-retionof an acid liquid for the digestion of the prey, ami
by it- absorption. This may lie rejH-atcd several times by
the same leaf.

2. In eiitom., a genus of dipterous insects. Des-

coidy, 1830. Also Dionea.

dionymal (di-on'i-inal), a. [As dionym + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a dionym; binomial; bi-

nominal.

The binomial (or dioimmat) system.
J. A. AUm, The Auk, I. 362.

Dionysia (di-o-nis'i-ii), n.pl. [L., < Gr. Atowoia

(sc. tepd, offerings), neut. pi. of Atavitoiof, pertain-

ing to Dionysus: see Itiotiysus.] In classical

antiij., the orgiastic and dramatic festivals cele-

brated periodically in various parts of Greece,
in honor of Dionysus or Bacchus. The most Im-

portant of these festivals, in the historic period, were
those of Attica, which were four In number, celebrated

annually : the Rural or Ltumer Itinnyitia, the I^enaia, the

Anthesteria, and the Dionyria in the City, or (Jrrater Dio-

nysia. the Lesser Dionyski were a vintage-festival, cele-

brated through the rural denies in the month of Poeeldeon

(December), with universal merriment and freedom from
restraint, extended even to slaves. Plays were performed
during this festival, and from its characteristic songs and

Jests comedy was developed. The Greater Dlonysla were ob-

served at Athens in the second half of M arch, with a grand
procession, a set chorus of boys, and the production In

competition at the expense of the state, in the Dionysiac
theater, in honor of the god, of the comedies and tragedies
of which those surviving constitute our most precious
treasures of ancient literature. See Baethun, Leiiaia,

Anthtjteria, ehoraffie, and churaijta.

Dionysiac (di-o-nis'i-ak), a. [< L. Dionysia-
cus, < Gr. AawwHoicor, < Amw/a, Diouysia: see

Ditmysia, Dionysus.] In Gr. myth., of or per-

taining to the festivals called Dionysia, in hon-
or of Dionysus or Bacchus, the god of wine

;

Bacchic.

It [the Bacchic] Is a magnificent play, alone among ex-

tant Greek tragedies In picturesque splendour, and In

that sustained glow of Z>um;/xm enthusiasm to which the

keen irony lends the strength of contrast.

Kncyc. Brit., VIII. 678.

Dionysiac amphora or vase. Same as Bacehie om-
phora or rage. See Bacchic.

Dionysian (di-6-nis'i-an), . [< Gr. An>i>o-<of,

pertaining to Dionysus (as a proper name, L.

IHonysius), < ASfrof, Dionysus: see Dionysus.]
1. Same as Dionysiac.

The Dioniman routs and processions.
C. 0. SliMer, Manual of Archwol. (trans.), i 390.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of Dionysius
the Elder or Dionysius the Younger, tyrants of

Syracuse (about 405-343 B. c.), both notorious

for cruelty, but especially the former.

He ... [Francia] lived a life of republican simplicity,
and punished with Dionynian severity the slightest want
uf respect Kwyc. Brit., IX. 088.

3. Pertaining to the abbot Dionysius Exiguus,
who, in the sixth century, introduced the pres-
ent vulgar reckoning of the years Dionysian
period, a period of 53*2 Julian years, at ttie end of which
Full moons fall on the same days of the year. It was in

vi ntr. 1 for the purpose of computing the time of Easter.

Dionysius's ear. See earl.

Dionysus (di-o-ni'sus), . [L., also written Di-

onyxos, < Gr. AIOVWTOC, the earlier name of Bac-
chus: see Bacchus.'] In Gr. myth., the youth-
ful and beautiful god of wine and the drama.
Also called Bacchus. Seo Bacchus.

Dioon (di-6'on), . [NL. , < Gr. it-, two-, + u6v=
L.orum.an egg.] Acycadaceousgenusof plants,
of which there are only two species, natives of

tropical Mexico. The stem Is very short and stout,
with a crown of large, rigid, and spine-tipped pinnate
leaves. The female cone Is of the size of a child's head,
each scale bearing two seeds as large as chestnuts. The
seeds of D. ednte yield a kind of arrowroot. Also liimi.

Dioonites (di-o-o-ni'tez), n. [NL., < Dioon +
-ites.] The generic name of a fossil plant be-

longing to the
cycads, occurring in numerous

localities in the Triassic and Jurassic of Europe.
The genus Ditm\te*, as Instituted by Bomemann, consists

largely of species previously assigned by authors to Ptrro-

Jihllll n in.

Diophantine (di-o-fan'tin), a. [< LL. Diophan-
tus, Gr. A<o0apToc,'a proper name, + -in*1 .] Of
or pertaining to Diophantus of Alexandria, a
celebrated Greek arithmetician, who flourished
in the fourth century.- Diophantine analysis,
indeterminate analysis: a method of solving Dfophan-
t ine problems, namely, of solving Indeterminate algebraic

equations, the solutions being rational numbers. The
method consists in introducing an equation Involving an
indeterminate eoetlicient, in such away that the square of

one of the unknowns may be eliminated. It therefore de-

pends upon the ingenuity and experience of the calculator.

The fallowing is an example : Required to separate a given
square nnml>er. N-. into the sum of two squares. Let z-
he one of these squares, and let the root of the other be
ax- N, where a is indeterminate. Then, the sum of the

two squares will lie (1 4- n-'\r-' - iiNj- this is

equal to N'J. we have(l + 2>i = 2oX, or x
which is rational.



diophthalmus

diophthalmus (di-of-thal'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Si- two-, + bjOoA/ids, eye.] Same as binucii-

-*,3.

1628

And now that it has been shown that these images arc

not formed dioptrically, but are the result of numerous

"diffraction-spectra," it is impossible to entertain the

same confidence as before. IF. B. Carpenter, Micros., f 277.

(di-op'triks), n. [PI. of dioptric (see

after Gr. TO dioirTpmd, the science of di-

,..-. , ,
- - , -f uuuocs.] That part of optics which treats of

by animals for defense or attack), + tirtpiov, <,
the refract}on of light passing through differ-

ttnp, a wild beast.] A genus of fossil siremans ent media as air water, or glass, and especial-
from South Carolina, characterized by the pre j through lenses. The term is now not much used

Diospyros

gions of America and Asia. They have fleshy tuberous

roots, containing a large amount of starch, and several

species are extensively cultivated for food in many tropi-

ence of two incisors, whence the name.

diopside (di-op'sid or -sid), n,

view through (< Sid, through, H
.

-wfe2.] A variety or subspecies of pyroxene,
containing as bases chiefly calcium and mag-
nesium, with more or less iron. It occurs in pris-

by scientific writers, the phenomena to which it refers

[< Gr. Sunlc_, a being treated under the general head of refraction (which
'

' a view) + see). See also lens, light, and optics. Also called anaclas-

or a greenish- or yellowish-white color. Fine specimens

f __ A dioptric.

(di-6-ra'ma), n. [< Gr. as if 'Siopa/ta,

come from the Mussa Alp, in the Ala valley in Piedmont. < diopdv, see' through, < 6td, through, + bpdv,
Also called alalite and Mugsite see a. panorama.} 1. A spectacular paint-

DiopsiS (di-op sis), n. [NL., < Gr. &-, two-, + j or j connected series of paintings, in-
-

''if,
view. Cf. dwpstde.} 1. In entom., a ge- te ded for exhibition to spectators in a dark-

nus of dipterous in-

sects, of the family
Muscidai, or flies, it

is characterized by the
immense prolongation of

the sides of the head,
which thus appears as if

it were furnished with

long horns knobbed at

the end. All the known
species are from tropical

regions of the old world.

2. A genus of tur-

bellarian worms. A species of Du

diprism (di'o-rizm), n. [< Gr. fiiopia/idf, divi-

diontra < Gr sin, distinction, < diopifrtv, divide, distinguish,

onsisting of a draw a Boundary through,_
< iia, through, + op-

ened room, in a manner to produce by optical
illusions an appearance of reality. The paintings
are so executed and arranged that a variety

of effects may
be induced by varying the direction, intensity, and color of

the light ; one of the most notable of these effects coming
from light transmitted through the picture itself, which
is painted in transparent coloring on a thin fabric. Dif-

ferent scenes may be painted on the two faces of the fab-

ric, and a change from one to the other may be made by

altering the source of the illumination. A daylight scene

may be thus changed with wonderful realism to one by
moonlight, or a desert place may become all at once peo-

pled by a busy crowd. The diorama was devised in 1822

by Daguerre (the chief inventor of photography) and Bou-
ton.

r. did, through, + ovraaia,
2. A building in which dioramic paintings are

later form of tyif, view ; cf. birTdC,eo6a.i, be seen.] j.
((jj

-

r m'fc\ a r<

lucent mineral, occurring crystal
11 '""'1 '" '~- Pertainm!

sided prisms.
diopter (di-op't6r), n. [Also, as L.

P^^^^1?^^^!^ f-,. a7 a boundary^ W,
fi

a boundary: see

and provided with sights at the two ends and 1'onzon.} 1. Distinction; definition. [Rare.]

a water-level, < fid, through, + OTTT-, ]/ *bv, in To eat things sacrificed to idols is one modi

bijieaffai, see, birrtKOf, optic, etc. : see optic.} 1.
C^J ^^^tfore^Epis'tU'Tto'tlfe^Seveii Ch

dade
a
or

1

indexarmof a^aduated circle

6

3~ 2 - ^ m.atn., a statement of the conditions un-

An instrument used in craniometry for obtain- der which the problem to which it belongs is

ing projections of the skull. 4. A dioptric.
*olu

.
b
i?' ,. . .. , , ,- - . , t ., - , 1N

dioptra n. Plural of dioptro*. ^oristic,
dionstical (di-o-ns'tik, -ti-kal) .

dioptrate (di-op'trat), a. [< Gr. Sid, through, [< Gr. iiopurriKof, distinctive, < tiop^iv, distm-

T b, V *67r in b^ai, see (see diopter)?+ S<mh: see *0n.] Distinguishing; denning.

-ate1
.} In entom., divided by a transverse par- *""!". L,

are
/J- - . ,.. , , .s

tition, as the compound eves of certain aauatie dioristically .(d>9-ris ti-kal-i)^

beetle
centre
mark.

, Nicolaitism dioristically, as idolatry in general before by
dioptric (di-op tnk), n. and n. [< Gr. OttMrrpUflJf, eating things sacrificed to idols,

pertaining to the use of the diopter, < SiAirrpa, Dr. a. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 72.

diopter: see diopter.} I. a. 1. Affording a me- diorite (di'o-rit), n. [So called because formed
dium for the sight ; assisting vision in the view of distinct portions ; irreg. < Gr. Siop^uv), sep-
of distant objects. arate, distinguish (see diorism), + -ite2.} The
View the asperities of the moon through a dwptrick name given by Haiiy to a rock included among

glass, and venture at the proportion of her hills by their those varieties which had before that time
shadows. Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, ii. 12.

been generally designated by the name green-
2. Pertaining to dioptrics, or the science of re- stone. Diorite consists essentially of a crystalline-granu-
fracted light. lar aggregate of a triclinic feldspar and hornblende, in

-

Dioptric system, in lighthouses, a mode of lighting in

which the illumination is produced by a central lamp, the

rays from which are trans-

mitted through a combi-
nation of lenses surround-

probability, altered basalts ; some, however, may have re-

sulted from the alteration of andesites, and even of gab-
liros. In the case of diorite, the alteration has proceeded
further than it has in the diabases and melaphyres. See

greenstone and diabase.

ing it. Also called the re- dioritic (di-6-rit'ik), a. [< diorite + -ic.'] Per-
j ,,jstem.actuig y*tem.

taining to or of the nature of diorite.

tractive tower of a <"rthosis (di-or-tho'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
.

r

f Oueis, a making straight, as the setting of a
ens (or inverse focal ^ amendm|nt con.ec'tion, < Ao^fmake
divitl' bT a mTer! f"^*.

< *'">%&> + W*> ?ake st
/
ai

f.

ht '

Th?,mmeri<il measure of <,/^f- straight] 1. In surg.,.the reduction

the power of a lens ex- of a fracture or dislocation, or the restoration

pressed in dioptrics is the of crooked or distorted limbs to their proper
section of Fresnei's Dioptric Light, ratio of one

meter^tojthe shape. 2. A recension or critical edition of a

the latter being measured positively in the direction away -V
tfIK.?rO

/

I
K' -

from the source of parallel rays entering the lens; so that a diorthotic (fii-or-thot lk), a. [< Gr. atopttoriKOf,
convex lens with a focal length of hah* a meter would have corrective. < 6iop6aaif, correction : see diortho-
apowerof 2 dioptrics, and a concave lenswith a focal length e ; n i 'Rnlatino'tA flip pmpTirlnrinTt nr pnm*Ap-
of^OUjme^ would have a ,x,wer of -4 dioptrics' ^Ji1Zto^

No sooner had Scaliger placed himself by common con-
sent at the head of textual criticism, than he took leave

for ever of diorthotic criticism. Quarterly Her.

2. In surg., relating to diorthpsis.
honor of

dioptrical (di-op'tri-kal),
a. Same as dioptric. anist.] A 'large genus of"twining"plants, the

dioptrically (di-op'tri-kal-i), adv. By refrac- type of the natural order Dioscoreaeea. There
tion. are about 150 species, belonging chiefly to the warmer re-

f 250 millimeters would have a power of 4 dioptrics.

Owing principally to differences in the length of the
inch in various countries, this method [the inch being used
as the unit] had great inconveniences, and is now giving
place to a universal system, in which the unit is the re-

fractive power of a lens whose focal length is one metre.
. .,

.

This unit is called a dioptric (usually written"^ DiOSCOrea (di-os-ko're-a), n. [NL., ill hon
Dioseorides, a famous Greek physician and

- -

Chinese or Japanese Yam (Dioscorea Batatas}.

i. Female flowers and fruit, a. Male flowers. ( From Le Maout and
Decaisne's " Traite general de Botanique.")

cal and subtropical regions. The principal species thus

cultivated, commonly known as yams, are D. satim, D.

aculeata, D. alata, and the Chinese or Japanese yam, D.

Batatas. See yaw.
Dioscoreaceae (di-os-ko-re-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dioscorea + -acete.} A natural order of en-

dogenous plants distinguished by their ribbed,

reticulately veined leaves, tuberous roots or

knotted rootstocks, twining stems, and incon-

spicuous difficious flowers. It includes 8 genera and
about 1BO species, and is represented in the United States

by a single secies, Dioscorea, villosa.

dioscoreacCOUS (di-os-ko-re-a'shius), a. Be-

longing to or having the characters of the Dios-

coreaceai.

dioscorein (di-os-ko're-in), n. [< Dioscorea +
-iw2.] A precipitate formed by adding water

to the tincture of the roots of Dioscorea villosa,

used medicinally by eclectic physicians.
Dioscuri (di-os-ku'ri), n. pi. [< Gr. hioaKovpoi,

later and Ionic form of Atoanopoi, pi. (rarely in

sing. Aioraopof), < A(0f, gen. of Zri'f, Zeus, +
K<ipof, Ionic Koiyxjf, a son, a boy, lad.] In Gr.

mytJi., the twin sons of Zeus and Leda, Castor
and Polydeuces or Pollux, warrior gods, and

tutelary protectors of sailors. At a compara-
tively late date the Dioscuri were partly con-

fused with the Cabin.

To the Dioscuri, who always retained very much of their

divine nature, belongs a perfectly unblemished youthful

beauty, an equally slender and powerful shape, and, as an
almost never-failing attribute, the half-oval form of the

hat, or at least hair lying close at the back of the head,
but projecting in thick curls around the forehead and tem-

ples. C. 0. MMler, Manual of Archeeol. (trans.), 414.

Dioscurian (di-os-ku'ri-an), a. [< Dioscuri +
-an.} Pertaining to the'Dioscuri.

Diosma (di-os'ma), 'ii. [NL., < Gr. diof, divine,
+ bfsjiii, odor.] A genus of heath-like ruta-

ceous plants, of about a dozen species, natives

of South Africa. The foliage is resinous-dotted, and

they all diffuse a strong and generally disagreeable odor.

Several species are occasionally cultivated in greenhouses
for their white or pinkish flowers.

diosmose (di-os'mos), n. [< NL. diosmosis,

q. v.] Same as diosmosis.

diosmosis (di-os-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sid,

through, + aa/i6f, a thrusting, pushing, < udelv,

push: see osmose.'} In physics, the transuda-

tion of a fluid through a
membrane

;
transfusion

through imperceptible
openings. The way in which
the maternal and fetal circula-

tions mingle in the placenta is

;in example of diomotU. See

osmoxig, exosmoxtis, endos-tnosix.

diosmotic (di-os-mot'ik),
o. [< diosmosis (-mot-)
+ -ic.} Pertaining to di-

osmosis; osmotic.

Diospyros (di-os'pi-ros),
. [NL., < L. diospyros

(Plinv), < Gr. (!<rjrt>pof, a
certain plant, i.e., A;of irv-

p6f, lit. Zeus's wheat: Aiof,

gen. of Zeuf, Zeus (see
'/c us, deity); irvpor, wheat.]
A large genns of trees and
uiivillia nf tllA Tiatlivnl Flower and Fruit of Persimmon
SlirUQS, C U16 ndlUldl

Diosfj/ras yirfiaiaaa}.
order Ebenaceie, natives
of the warmer regions of the world, but belong-

ing for the most part to Asia and Mauritius.



Diospyros

Of the 1:VI specie's, only two are American, of which one
i. Hi,- .-oi .n persimmon of the I lilted Slates. II. Vir-

,,,,,,. s. limes called daft-plum. The wood Is hard

ami heavv. and many species yield woods that are val-

uable- for' carving, furniture -making, el. . IJ.i.ny is the

heart-wood ..( .s.v.-ral .species, the l.e.st and most costly,

uitli the blackest ami tln.-st .ji-ain. I., in-- obtained from
ll. f.'lii-Hliiliinl Mauritius ami /'. /.'';. "--of i

.-.vl..n. I>

./u.i'sitii of I'eylon yields ealamamler wood, and D. Knriii

the in.irble U.....I of the Andaman islands. D. Kaki. the

I'hineseor.lapanesc |ie, sinnnon, Is cultivated lor Us fruit,

which resembles the plum iii appearance and flavor, and
lias bi-cn introduced into southern lliin.pe and the I nit.-.l

Slates. l>. I.Klns of .southern llm-upe has be, -n supposed
to lie the I. .nis ..f the ancients, but its fruit Is hardly eat-

able. It is used as a remedy for diarrhea. The fruit* of

most of thi! species are excessively astringent when im-

mature, owing to the amount of tannic acid which they
contain.

diothelism (di-oth'e-lizm), n. [Irreg. for *di-

tltelium, < LGr. Mktyc. with t,vo volitions (< Gr.

At-, two-, + Oihiv, will), + -ism.] In theol., the

doctrine that Christ during his earthly life pos-
sessed two wills, a human and a divine: op-

posed to miHiotltelinm. Also di/nHtclixm. [Rare.]
diothelite (di-oth'e-lit), n. [Irreg. for "ditlic-

litr; as dinthel-ism + -ife2.] One who holds to

the doctrine of diothelism. Also dyotlielite.

dioxia (di-ok-si'a), n. [< Gr. AiofriCni, i. e., At

offiuiv, in full $'&< 6ftjp xpptiuv avfKjxjvia (cf.

itiitjiiitaiii, iliiiiicnte,6tc.): bi-eiuv, gen. pi. of ofefa.

fern, of off;, sharp.] In Gr. music, the interval

of a fifth: later called diapente (which see).

dioxid (di-ok'sid), n. [< rfi-2 + oxid.] An
oxid consisting of one atom of a metal and two
atoms of oxygen. Also written, erroneously,
diliOJCid. Carbon dioxid Same as carbonic acid(which
see, under car/wmiV).

dioxy-. [< di-2 + oxy(gen).] A chemical pro-
fix signifying that the compound to which it is

prefixed contains cither two oxygen atoms or

two oxygen atoms additional to another com-

pound. Thus, succinic acid has the formula

C4H8O4, and dioxy-succinic acid has the for-

mula CiHgOg.

AS. nyppan, dippan (pret. dypte, pp. dypped)
(= Dan. dyppe), dip, plunge, immerse, a sec-

ondary form, orig. "dnpian (oquiv. to ONorth.
i// IHIH, baptize, = OS. dopian = D. dnopeu =
LG. dopen = OHG. ton/en, MHG. ton/en, G.

taufen = Sw. dopa = Dan. diibe = Goth, daup-
jan, all in souse of 'baptize,' the orig. and lit.

sense 'dip' being found only in OHG., MHG.,
and Goth.), a causative verb, < de6p, Goth.

tHiips, etc., deep: see deep. Belated words are

dop, dapper, dap, rfafti, etc., and perhaps dim-

ple.'} I. trans. 1. To plunge or immerse tem-

porarily in water or other liquid, or into some-

thing containing it
;
lower into and then raise

from water or other liquid : as, to dip a person
in baptism; to dip a boat's oars; to dip one's

hands into water.

The priest shall dip his finger in the blood. Lev. IT. 6.

The bason then being brought up to the bishop, he often

iHii/ifl a large lettice into It, and several times sprinkled
all the people. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 18.

2. To lower and raise as if in temporary im-
mersion ; hence, to perform by a downward and
an upward movement : as, to dip a Hag in salu-

tation; the falcon dipped his wings for flight;

to dip a courtesy. 3. To raise or take up by
a dipping action; lift by bailing or scooping:
as, to dip water out of a boat ; to dip out soup
with a ladle; to dip up sand with a bucket.

4. To immerse or submerge partly; plunge or

sink to some extent into water ; nence, to

plunge, as a person, into anything that in-

volves activity or effort, as difficulties or en-

tanglements; engage; entangle.
He was a little dipt in the rebellion of t he commons.

Dryden, Fables.

In the green waves did the low bank dip
Its fresh and green grass-covered daisied lip.

William Hlorrix, Earthly Paradise, I. 405.

6f. To engage as a pledge : generally used for

the first mortgage. Latham.
Put out the principal in trusty hands.
Live on the use, ami never </'/' thy lands.

Drydtn, tr. of I'ersins's Satires.

6. To plunge into ; begin to sink into or be im-
mersed in. [Rare.]
But ere he [the sword Excalilmr] dipt the surface, rose an

anil
rlnthed in white samite, mystic, wonderful,
And caught him by the hilt. 7'. ,;,-,-.,. Mnrte d' Arthur.

7f. To affect as if by immersion; moisten ; wet.

A cold shuddering dew
Dips me nil o'er, as when the wrath of Jove

Speaks thunder. Hilton, I'onms, 1. 803.

1629
U i- aw two boats overset and the gallant* forced to be

pulled on shore by the heels. . . . Among others I saw the

ministers . . . sadly dipped, f'py', Diary, May 1.1, 16BO.

Dipping the axle, sec or/-. To dip snuff, to take

-null LI dipping a stick into it and rubbing it upon the

teeth and gums. (Southern U. S.]

Sam rpcbinch smoked his pipe, and Peggy dipped tnuff,
but Dyer declined joining them In using tobacco.

The Century, XXXI. 586.

To dip the flag. Sec/fa^.
II. in trans. 1. To plunge into water or other

liquid and quickly emerge.
Unharmed the water-fowl may dtp
In the Yolsinian mere.

Maeaulau, Horatliu, vii.

2. To plunge one's finger or hand, or a dipper,

ladle, or the like, into anything; make a tran-

sitory plunge or entrance ; hence, to engage or

interest one's self temporarily or to a slight
extent: with in or into: as, to dip into specu-
lation.

Who can call him his friend,
That dip* in the same dih 1

SlMk., T. of A., US. 2.

Suppose
I ./.;././ among the worst and Stains chose ?

Itryden, tr. of Perslni's Satires, II. 38.

We dipt in all

That treat* of whatsoever Is.

Tennytan, Princess, II.

A blasphemy so like these MollnUts',
I must suspect you dip into their books.

llrmnung, Ring and Book, II. 39.

3. To incline downward ; sink, as if below the

horizon : as, the magnetic needle dips : specifi-

cally, in geol., said of strata which are not hori-

zontal.
The sun's rim dipt, the stars rush out.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, Hi.

Where the steep upland dips into the marsh.

Ixneell, Under the Willows.

dip (dip), n. [<dip,r.] 1. The act of dipping;
immersion for a short time in water or other

liquid; a plunge; a bath: as, the dip of the

oars
;
a dip in the sea.

The dip of the wild fowl, the rustling of trees.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, i.

2. That which is dipped ; specifically, a candle

made by dipping a wick repeatedly in melted
tallow.

He gazes around,
And holds up his dip of sixteen to the pound.

l:,irlt'iiii, Ingoldsby Legends, I. .-'..

It is a solitary purser's dip, as they are termed at sea.

emitting but feeble rays. Marryat, Snarleyyow, I. xix.

3. The act of dipping up, as with a ladle or

dipper: as, to take a dip from the bowl. 4.

Inclination downward; a sloping; a direction

below a horizontal line
; depression.

Hi 'n to the last dip of the vanishing sail

She watch'd It. Tennyton, Enoch Ardcn.

Specifically () In geol., the angle which a stratum of

Dip of the Horizon.

R Is the fttatlon vertically

bore A at the tea-level ; DAB
b an arc of a (treat circle hav-

ing It* center at c . the center of
the earth: the anyle ///'/> Is the
true. and Ot K the apparent, dip.

Outcrop of Rock, showing Dip and Strike.

rock makes with a horizontal plane. The dip is the com-

plement of the hade or underlay. See these words.

If a stratum or bed of rock, instead of being quite level,

be Inclined to one side, It is said to dip : the point of the

compass to which it is inclined is said to lie the point of

dip, and the degree of deviation from a level or horizon-

tal line is called the amount of dip.

Lyell, Manual of Geol., v.

(4) In mining : (1) A heading driven to the dip in mines in

which the beds of coal have a steep inclination. Also called

dip-head. (2) Rarely, a heading driven to the rise. [North.

Staffordshire, Eng.] (c) In teleg., the distance from a

point in a wire midway between two adjacent supports to

the middle point of a straight line joining the point* on
these supports t which the wire is attached, (d) A cor-

rection to be applied to the altitude of heavenly bodies

observed at sea, varying according to the height of the ob-

server's eye.

5. Any liquid into^ which something is to be

dipped.
The bronzing dip may be prepared by dissolving in 1

gal. hot water ) Ih. each nerrhlorlde of iron and perchlo
ride of copper. The metal should not lie allowed to re-

main in this .///I any longer than Is necessary to pro.lin ,-

tin' desired colour. Wortthop Rrrr<i>l*, Sd ser., p. .'44.

Specifically (a) Drawn butter, or milk thickened with

Hour, served with toast, (d) A sauce served with pud-
ding*. (Local, I. s.]

diphtheria

0. A pickpocket. [Thieves' slang.]- Dip of the
horizon, the angular amount by which the hnrir/m
line lies below the level of
II ie It is due to the

convexity of the earth, and
is somewhat diminished by
the refraction of light. The
figure gives an exaggerated

representation of the phe-
nomenon, on the left without
refraction and on the right
with It. Dip of the nee-
dle, the angle which the

magnetic needle, freely

poised on its center of grav-
ity, and symmetrically
formed In both its arms,
makes with the plane of the
horizon. It is otherwise
termed the inclination of the

needle. In the United States the dip of the needle varies

from 55 to 70 ; at the magnetic poles it is 9n, and on the

magnetic equator it is 0. Direction of the dip, the

point
of the compass toward which a stratum of rock I*

dipaschal (di-pas'kal), a. [< Gr. A,., two-, +
jrdo-^a, passover: see paschal.] Including two

jpassovers. Carpenter.

dip-bucket (dip'buk'et), n. A bucket contrived
to turn and sink, or pour out readily, used on

shipboard and in wells.

dipchick (dip'chik), n. [< dip + chick* ; equiv.
to dabcfiick, q. v.] Same as dabchick. Carew.

dip-circle (dip'ser'kl),
n. A form of dipping-

compass (which see).

One of the snow-houses (built not far from the observa-

tory) was designed lor the dip-circle, and the other for the

declinometer. C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition, p. 218.

Dipeltidse (di-pel'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dipel-
tis + -ida!.] A family of xiphosurous merosto-
matous crustaceans, represented by the genus
Dipeltis, of Carboniferous age, having a dig-

coidal elliptical body with a smooth abdomen
differentiated from the cephalic shield.

Dipeltis (di-pel'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. At-, two-,
-t-

iri'/.Tri, a shield.] The typical genus of Di-

/niiiiiii: D. diplodiscus is an example.
dipenthemimeres (di-pen-the-mim'e-rez), n.

[? Gr. 6tircv6r//Uftep{K, < <'<-, two-, + xnm/fu/itpf/e,

penthemimeres: see penthemimeres.] In anc.

pros., a verse consisting of two penthemimeres,
or groups of five half-feet (two and a half feet)

each: as, for example, a line composed of a

dactylic pentameter and an iambic monome-
ter hypercatalectic,

* w w w w
|

w ^ w w.

dipetaious (di-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. Ai-, two-, +
Ktrtdjov, a leaf (mod', a petal), + -ous.] In hot.,

having two petals.
di petto (de pet'to). [It. : di, < L. de, from ;

petto, < L. pectus, breast : see pectoral.] In

music, with the natural voice, as opposed to

falsetto.

dip-head (dip'hed), n. Same as dip, 4 (6) (1).

It frequently happens that the dip-head level intersect*

the cutters In it* progress at a very oblique angle.

Vre, Diet, III. 328.

diphenic (di-fen'ik), a. [< di-* + phenic.] Used
in the phrase diphenic acid, an oxidation pro-
duct (CuHjoO^ of phenanthrene, one of the

constituents of coal-tar.

diphenylamine (dif-e-nil'a-min), it. [< d-2 +
plienyl + amine.] A crystalline substance,

(C6H5)2NH. having an agreeable odor and

weakly basic properties, prepared by the dry
distillation of rosaniline blue, or by heating
aniline hydrochlorid and aniline together, it

Is used In the preparation of various dye-stuffs, and as a

reagent in mlcrochemieal analysis for the detection of mi-

nute quantities of nitrates and nitrites, which yield with

it a dark-blue color. Diphenylamine-blue. Same as

diphrelatic (dif-re-lat'ik), a. [< Gr. t

a chariot-driver, < Aifpor., a chariot-board, the

chariot itself, BO called because it accommo-
dated two (the driver and his master), for *At-

^opoc, bearing two, < AL-, two-,+ -*Spof, < feptiv
=

E. bear1 .] Of or pertaining to chariot-driving.

diphtheria (dif- or dip-the'ri-&). . [NL. (so
called with reference to the leathery nature of

the membrane formed), < Gr. Ai<p8(pa, a prepared
hide, skin, piece of leather, perhaps < oi+ctv,

soften, knead till soft, akin toL. drpacre, knead,
make supple, tan leather.] An infectious dis-

ease, characterized by the formation over the

affected and inflamed parts of a firm whitish or

grayish pellicle, or false membrane (which is

removed with difficulty and leaves a raw sur-

face), and by general prostration. It is not infre-

quently followed by more or less extended paralysis. The

air-passages of the head are the im*t frequent seat of the

diphtheritic membrane, although it may appear on other

mucous surfaces and in wounds. The disease is very fre-

iiiently fatal, and it* ravage* are extended by filth. Also



diphtheria

Diphtheria is not an hereditary disease; but a special

aptitude to receive and develop the poison evidently per-

tains to certain individuals and families.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 375.

diphtheritic (dif- or dip-the-rit'ik), . [< diph-

theritis + -ic.~] Of the nature of, pertaining or

relating to, or affected by diphtheria : as, diph-

theritic laryngitis ;
a diphtheritic membrane ;

a

diphtheritic patient.

diphtheritically (dif- or dip-the-rit'i-kal-i),

adv. In the manner of diphtheria ;
with regard

to diphtheria.
Do the violent reactions of the tonsils of these persons

to weather changes involve likelihood of rendering them

diphtheriticalli/ infectious? Sanitarian, XVII. 202.

diphtheritis (dif- or dip-the-ri'tis), . [NL.,
< Gr. itiflepa, a prepared skin (membrane) (see

diphtheria), + -itis.] Same as diphtheria.

diphtheroid (dif- or dip'the-roid), a. [< diph-
theria + -aid] Resembling diphtheria.

1630

diphthong (dif- or dip'thong), . [Formerly dlphycercy (difi-ser-si), . [As diphycerc +
also dipthong; = F. dfohtoonffue = Pr. diptonge -/.] The state of being diphycercaL

= Sp diptonqo = pg.(iipitth<mgo,<Ktongo = It. Diphydse, Diphydes (dif 'i -de, -dez), n. pi.

dittonqo = D. diphthongs = Gr. diphthong = [NL.] Same as Diphyida;

Dan. Sw. diftong, < LL. diphthongus, < Gr.A'^oy- Diphyes (dif i-ez), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1810, <

roc, also ttiflovyov, a diphthong, fern, and neut. Gr. St^s, of double nature or form, < it- two-,

respectively of i'uflorm, with two sounds, < it-,

two- + <*0oyyoc, voice, sound, < ^eyyecdat, utter

A coalition or union of two vowels

pronounced in one syllable. In uttering a proper

diphthong both vowels are pronounced ; the sound is not

simple, but the two sounds are so blended as to be consid-

ered as forming one syllable, as in joy, noise, bound, out.

An ' '

improper
"
diphthong is not a diphthong at all, being

merely a collocation of two or more vowels in the same

syllable, of which only one is sounded, as ea in breach, eo

in people, ai in rain, eau in beau. (See digraph.) In Greek

diplanetism

genus of phytophagous tetramerous beetles, of

the family Clirysomelida>.2. A genus of lamel-

licorn beetles, of the family Scarabaiidce.

Diphyllodes (dl-fi-16'dez), n. [NL. (Lesson,

1835),< Gr. <5(-,two-,+ QV'A'AOV, leaf,+ eliof,form.]
A genus of 1'aradiseida;, containing the mag-
nificent bird of paradise, I), speciosa or magni-
fied : so called from the bundle of long, silky,

yellow plumes oil the nape. Another species,
D. wilsoni, is sometimes placed in this genus.

diphyllous (di-fil'us), a. [< Gr. it-, two-, +
ytMav = Ij.folium, a leaf, + -OM.S.] Having two
leaves: said of a calyx formed of two sepals, etc.

diphyodont (difi-o-dont), a. and . [< NL. di-

pl<yodon(t-)s, < Or. iiijmfff,
of double form, two-

fold (see Diphyes), + bdovf (Movr-) = E. tooth.]

Diphycercal Tail of Spotted Burbot (Lota macuiosa). I. a. Having two sets of teeth, as a mammal;

Whatever the condition of theextreme end of the spine F*^j2 SZn^nd toThfammat
,f a fish it occasionally retains the same direction as the to the system ot dentition and to trie animals

trunk part, but is far moreigenerally bent up. ... In the which have Such a system : opposed to mo-
'

nophyodontanApolyphyodont. See II.

In the Marsupialia the diphyodont condition is in a rn-

dimentary stage, for it is confined to one tooth only on

either side of the jaw.
Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 562.

II. . A mammal which has two sets of

teeth. Most mammals have a definite set of milk-teeth

which are deciduous, and are displaced and replaced by a

permanent set. The latter, as a" rule, differ both numeri-

cally and otherwise from the former, particularly in the

appearance of true molars, which are lacking in the milk-

dentition. Thus, in a child there are 20 teeth, none of

them molars proper ; in the adult there are 32, an in-

crease of three molars above and below on each side.

- - diphyozooid (dif"i-o-zo'oid), n. Same as di-

(dif i-id), n. One of the Diphyidai. phyzomd.
Each group of individuals [in the Calycophora} consists diphysite (dif'i-Slt), n. [< Gr. it-, two-, + <t>vat,

of a small nutritive polyp, a tentacle with naked
Jiidney- nature, + -ite2 . ] One who held the doctrine of

+ #*, produce, <
fveaBat grow.] The typical

genus of the family JJtphytdai. D. amminata, a
& ** ***"** "

, ,

grammar, a proper diphthong is a diphthong th e first vowel
of which is short ; an improper diphthong, a diphthong the

first vowel of which is long. The proper diphthongs are

at, i, 01, ov, ew, ov ; the improper, at, 171, wt (commonly
written a, 77, w : see iota subscript, under subscript), TJV, <av.

'

become free and assume a separate existence as Eudoxia.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 249.

-
j- v, Diphyidae (di-fl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Diphyes +

theimpJPtP
^T,^

h
(comm

8

n^ ^ A 'family of sipWophorous Veanic
to subscript, under subscript), vv, <uv. hydrozoans, of the order Calycophora, having a

An improper 'diphthong not usually distinguished as such
is &v, as in ^aOi, Epic rijJi. Some include m in this class,

and some limit the term to n, TJ, <?

Whether there were any true diphthongs in Old-Eng-
lish, and if not, when they were introduced, is a question
which cannot now be answered.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxii.

diphthongal (dif- or dip-th&ng'gal), a. [< diph-

thong + -al.] Belonging to a diphthong ;
con-

sisting of two vowel-sounds pronounced in one

syllable.
To the joint operation ... of these two causes, uni-

versal reading and climatic influences, we must ascribe

our habitof dwelling upon vowel and diphthongal sounds.
G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxx.

drOhthOngallV (dif- Or dip-thong gal-l), adV. In calyx. K. Distal nectocalyx. with a bristle, a, through the canal tra-

*^T , 77 & f
x

vl>r.H hvthc hvrlrrximna m A. C. Fxtremitv of distal nectocalvx.
a diphthongal manner.

diphthongation (dif- or dip-thong-ga'shon), n.

[= F. diphthongaison; as *diphthongate, equiv.
to diphtliongize, < diphthong + -ate2 : see -ation.]
In philol., the formation of a diphthong; the

shaped groups of nematocysts, and gonophores. To these
j'-.i,-,.-^,,,,, A^srv irrmrnnprlv dionlnititf

is usually added a funnel or umbrella-shaped hydrophyl- dipnysitism. Also improperly awpliysne.
These groups of individuals may in some.diphyids dlphySltlSm (dif l-Sl-tizm), TO. [< diphysite +

-ism.] In theol., the doctrine of two distinct

natures in Christ, a divine and a human, as

opposed to monophysitism. According to the usual

view, these two natures coexist in one person, whereas the

Nestorians affirm the existence of a distinct person for

each nature. Also improperly diophysittem.

diphyzooid (dif-i-zo'oid), n. [< Gr. iupvf/f, of

double form (see Diphyes), + zob'id.] A repro-
ductive zooid .

of the oceanic

hydrozoans of

the order Ca-

lycophora, de-
tached and
free-swimming
by means of

its nectoca-

lyx, represent-
ing the com-

plex distal

set of appen-
dages. Alsorfi-

phyozoiiid.
The distal set

A. Dipliyts appendictilata : n, hyili.inth* and hydrophyllia on
the hydrosoma or ccenosarc ; b, proximal nectocalyx ; c, aperture of

distal nectocalyx ; d, somatocyst ; e, the prolongation of the distal

nectocalyx, by which it is attached to the hydrosoma ; f, point of at-

tachment of the hydrosoma in the hydrcecium of the proximal necto-

/ersed by the hydrosoma m A. C. Extremity of distal nectocalyx
with its muscular velum. (All slightly enlarged.)

pair of large swimming-bells or nectocalyces

opposite each other on the upper part of the

stem. It is represented by the genera Diphyex and Abyla.

by adding another vowel : as, Greek ^aiv-etv.
from root *(j>av; French rien, from Latin rem; Dip
Italian fuoco, from Latin focus, and the like. '

diphthongic (dif- or dip-th6ng'ik), a. [< diph-

conversion of a simple vowel into a diphthong $%"%*%$$$ orwj^ f*S
under diphyzooid.

(a'(di-fil'a), n. [NL., < Gr. it-, two-, +
= L. folium, leaf.] A genus of true

_, __ , , ,, blood-sucking or vampire bats of the warmer
thong + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature parts of America, composing with Desmodus ,,! n-,,i,,,,,",' (cik>&i)\~~a.~e. gonophore, or reproductive

of a diphthong. fhe grOup Desmodontes of the family Pkyllo- L this condition ^^ t^^!S^S^^
diphthongization (dif- or dip ''thong- i-za- stomatidte, differing from Desniodm in having they grow and al- brium.o.

snon), n. [< diphthongize + -ation.] Same as one molar in each Jaw, an
"

diphthongation. Also spelled diphthonyisation. modus. Spix, 1823.

The diphthongaation of 6 into ie. JEncyc. Brit. Diphyllidat) (di-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.^A-,

of appendages [in
the calycopho-
raus] is the old-

est, ami, as they at-

tain their full de-

velopment, each
set becomes de-

tached, as a free-

swimming com-

andacalcar. See Des- *f:"''*"d

A. B. DiphyzoOid (Sphtneides), lateral

d front views. C. Diphyzooid of Abyla

. . ,

, containing ova. (AH enlarged.)

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 131.

dinhthoTifrizp (dif or dit>'th6nsr iz) v nret
two^ + W^* a lea (cf.~-y)%Ka), + -ida;.] Dipina (di-pi'iift), n. pi. Same as Dipodida;.

aSd vv dhfhtll.noted Sr d^hthonatzina K A fami1^ of cestoid flatworms
.
or tapeworms, diplacanthid (dip-la-kan'thid), a. Having bi-

and pp. diphthongized^ ppr. diphthongizing. \

.

They have a clrclet o( hooklets 011 the neck
^
two pe . ^J adambulacral spines, as a starfish; spe-

dunculate unarmed suckers or facets on the head, whence
ciflcall pertaining to or having the characters

U-, _

diphthong + -ize.~] I. trans. To change, as a

vowel, into a diphthong: thus the u of many
Anglo-Saxon words has been diphthongized -[^'"i"

11
,
8
.
6
/!'

into ow in modern English, as in the word now. Dlphyllldea .

A tendency to diphthonr/ise vowels in general.
phyll-Ma? + -id-ea

Amer. Jour. Philol., V. 615.

II. intrans. To unite in forming a diphthong.
This second (J) may diphthongize with any preceding

vowel. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 251.

the name. It is represented by the genus Echinobothrium -. .
,
_

of the Diplacantlnda. F. J. Bell.

(dif-i-lid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., as Di- Diplacanthida(dip-la-kan'thi-da),.^. [NL.,

id-ea.] A'divisionof the Cestoidea, as Diplacanthus + -ida.'] Those echinoids

or cestoid worms, including those tapeworms which have biserial adambulacral spines. F.

which when adult have parts or organs of the J. Bell.

head in pairs, as two suckers and two rostellar Diplacanthus (dip-la-kan'thus), . [NL., < Gr.

ees: they have also a collar of hooklets (W/ldof, double (see diploe), + aKavOa^a, spine.]eminences: ,,*.*.. - -

on the neck. A genus of fossil fishes of the Old Red Sand-

Also spelled diphthongise. Diphyllidia (dif-i-lid'i-a), n. [NL. ;
cf. Diphyl- stone, having a heterocercal tail, very small

diphycerc (difi-serk), a. [Irreg. < Gr. <!<0wfc, lidea.] A genus of nud'ibranchiate gastropods : scales, and two dorsal fins, each with a strong
of double nature or form (see Diphyes), + Kip- a synonym of Pleurophyllidia (which see). spine, whence the name. Agaxxi'.

KOf, tail.] Same as diphycercal. diphyllidiid (dif-i-lid'i-id), . A gastropod of diplanetic (di-pla-net'ik), a. [< Gr. <5;-, two-,

diphycercal (dif-i-ser'kal), a. [< diphycerc + the family Diphyllidiidce. twice, 4- irAavr/rtK^, disposed to wander, < ir/la-

-(.] In ichth., having tne tail symmetrical, or Diphyllidiidae (di-fil-i-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., r;/r<Sf. wandering: see planet.] In cryptogamic
consistingof equal upper and lower halves, with < Diphyllidia + -idee.] A family of nudibran- bot., having two periods of activity separated
respect to the bones which support it, the end chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Diphyl- by one of rest, as the zoospores of certain gen-
of the spinal column or the notochord not be- lidia: synonymous with PUurophyllidiida;. era of Saprolct/>iic:
ing bent upward as is usually the case in fishes. Diphyllocera (dif-i-los'e-ra), re. [NL. ,

< Gr. A-, diplanetism (di-plan'e-tizm), n. [< di/>l(tne1-if

See homocercal, hypural, heterocercal. two-, + <j>vl.?Mv, a leaf, "+ '\-fpaf, horn.] 1. A + -ism.] In cryptogamic bot., the property of



diplanetism

being twice active, with an intervening period
of rest. It occur* in (In- /ooMiorrs of certain genera of

tiiiiirnlf'liiinr, in which tin- /o,,,p, n V, escape without cilia

frniii the .sporangium. iiml come to rest in a duster, each

funning :l cell "all. After some hours of rest tin- pn.li.

plas ..... f eacli >po]v i 'M'apeH fnilll its cell-wall, ill-quires

rtli.i, all'l enters upon iv period of active movement.

diplantidian(dip-lan-tid'i-an),. [<Gr.''(ir?.<ior,

(lonl>l(>, + HIT/, against, + clAof, form, image.]

Showing two images, one reversed and the

other direct: applied to a telescope proposed
in 1778 by Jeaurat, to be lined in taking tran-

sits, the coincidence of the two images serving
in place <if a transit over an illuminated wire.
The difficulties of the execution of such an Instrument are,

however, far greater than those of Illuminating a wire.

Diplarthra (dip-lar'tin-ii), >/. />!. [NL/., nout. pi.

ofdiplarllirms: see itiplt'irtliroH.t.'] Diplarthrous
mammals; those hoofed quadrupeds which ex-

hibit or are characterized by diplarthrism.
They arc the artiodactyls ami the perissodact.vls, or the

I'lvitilnta in a proper restricted sense, collectively distin-

guished from the rOMMOdl (which see).

diplarthrism (dip-liir'thrizm), n. [< <li/>l<n--

tlir-om + -ism.'] The quality or condition of be-

ing diplarthrous ;
the alternation of the several

bones of one row of carpals or tarsals with those
of the other row respectively, instead of that

linear arrangement of the respective bones of

both rows which constitutes taxeopody (which
see) : so called because each bone of one row
interlocks with two bones of the other row.

Hftin appears in that foot before it does In the
fore foot, as ill the. 1'robosciilia.

K. 1). Cope, Amer. Nat., .\ \ 1 MS,

diplarthrous (dip-lar'thrus), a.
[<

NL. diplar-

tliniK, < Gr. <5<7r/ioof, double, + apff/iov, joint.]

Doubly articulated, as a bone of one row of car-

pal or tarsal bones with two bones of the other

row; characterized by or exhibiting diplar-

thrism; not taxeopodous : as, a diplarthrous car-

pus or tarsus
;
a diplarthrous ungulate mammal .

The conversion of a taxeopod Into a diplarthrrm* ungu-
late. K. D. Cope, Amer. .Nat., XXI. 988.

diplasiasmus (di-plil-si-as'mus), H. [NL., < Gr.

Atir'/.amaa[i6f, a doubling, as of a letter or word,
< inrfaioidfciv, double, < AnrXaaiof, double : see

diplasic.'] 1. A figure of orthography, consist-

ing in writing a letter double which is usually
written single, as, in Greek ToarsAg for roauf.

2. In rhet., repetition of a word or name for

the sake of emphasis: as, "O Jerusalem, Jrra-

Kiilem, thou that killest the prophets," Mat.
xxiii. 37. Also called epi-euxis.

diplasic (di-plas'ik), a. [< Gr. Am^daioc, double,
< fit-, two-, + -ir)iaaioc, -fold, connected with

-7r?,oof, and nit. with E. full
1
, -fold.] Double

;

twofold; specifically, in owe. pros., constitut-

ing the proportion of two to one : as, the di-

/iluxic ratio (of thesis and arsis); character-
ized by such a proportion of thesis and arsis:

as, diplasic rhythm ;
a diplasic foot ; the dipktsic

class (of feet). The diplaalc class of feet comprises
those feet in which the thesis or metrically accented part
(called by many the arsis) has double the length of the
arsis or metrically unaccented part (called by many the

thesis). The diplasic feet are (1) the trisemlc feet (equal
to < ^

|

w or <*
|

t "), the trihrach, trochee, and iambus,
and (2) the hexasemic feet (equal to^www|~worww|
~ ^ ^ _i the Ionic a majore, the Ionic a miuore, Molog-

sus, and choriamb.

The diplasic ratio answers to our common time.
J. Hartley, Essays, p. US.

diplasion (di-pla'si-ou), n. [< Gr. AmUaiov,
neut. of (W/'.acfrof, double: see diplaxic.] 1. In
inn: dr. music, a triple rhythm in which there

was an alternation of tones whose durations
were as two and one respectively. 2. 1

dici'iil miixii; the interval of an octave. See

diapiifnu. 3f. A form of pianoforte with two
keyboards, used in the eighteenth century.

Dip'lax (di'plaks), H. [NL., < Gr.
<!<V?^zf,

two-

fold, < At-, two-, + --/.of, -fold; cf. diplasic.]
1. In entom., a genus of dragon-flies, of the

family Libellnlidie. 2. A genus of rotifers or

wheel-animalcules. 1'. H. Goxxe.

diple (di'ple), . [< Gr. ilur?.?/, a critical mark

(as in def.), prop. fern, of <!/TAoi>o, coutr. form of

o/T?^Sr, double : see diploe. "\
In palcoij., a criti-

cal mark like a T or A laid on its side (i-, >),
used as a mark of a paragraph, the change
from one speaker to another in a drama, dif-

ferent readings, rejection of a reading, etc.

diplegia (di-ple'ji-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. <!/-, two-,
+ T/;/; /,. a stroke.] In pathnl., paralysis of cor-

responding parts on the two sides of the body.
as of the two anus or of the two sides of the

face.

diplegic (di-plej'ik), it. [< dipleyia + -.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of diplegia Diplegic
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contractions, contractions which, when the anode of a

It.ilvanle rurrant In applinl I" Hie inastoid pr ...... vs and
tin' laiL-i- cath"<lc i- p]:iccil IM I\M. ( ii tin- shoulder-blades,
ha\e iii some ca.-cs IT, n scon in the muscles of ttie arm
on the Mile opposite that to v. hi- h tlie anode is applied.

dipleidoscope (di-plj'do-skop),
. [Irreg. < Or.

I|;T/W, double, -f- elfof, appearance, + anoireiv,

view.] An instrument for indicating the pas-
sage of the sun or a star over the meridian liy

the coincidence of two images of the object,
the one formed by single and the other by
double reflection. It consists of an equilateral hollow

prism, two of whose sides are silvered on the inside so as
to be mirrors, while the third Is formed of glass. The prism
is adjusted no thai om of the silvered sides shall lie exactly
In the plane of the meridian, mill the transparent side

toward the object. So long as tlie object has notreachc,!
the meridian, tlie linage produce,! by that portion nf the

rays reflected directly from the glass surface, and that pro-
iluccit iiy the rays transmitted through the glass to the
silvered side, reflected (nun It to the other, and thenre

through the glass, are not eoitieiileut, but gradually ap-
proach as the sun or star approaches the meridian, until

they exactly coincide at the instant the center of the ob-

ject Is on the meridian ; then an eye stationed at the side
of the prism and looking toward the transparent side sees

only one object.

Dipleura (di-plo'r*), . pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

'iliptrurux, < Gr. A'i-, two-, + irfavpd, side. Cf.

i/iplfiiric.] In mnrpliiil., those organic forms
which are dipleural: distinguished from Tetra-

pleura.
Haeckel again divides these, according to the number

of aiitimeres, into Tctrapleura and Dipkura.
Kneye. Brit., XVI. 844.

dipleural (di-plo'ral), a. [As diplfur-ic + -at.]
In Hinrphol., zygopleural with only two anti-

meres; dipleuric. Haeckel.

dipleuric (di-pl8'rik), a. [< Gr. At-, two-, +
trv.evpd, side, + -if.] Being right and left, as
sides

; having right and left sides ; being sym-
metrically bilateral, or exhibiting bilateral sym-
metry.
Dipleurobranchia (dl-plo-ro-brang'ki-ii), . pi.

[NL., < Gr. <!<-, two-, + ir'/tvpa, side, +pp6yxia,
gills.] A superfamily of nudibranchiate gas-

tropods, having foliaceous branchire situated
in a fold on each side, and no shell, and con-

taining the families 2'liyllidiidie and 1'leurophyl-

lidiida; which are thus contrasted with Mono-
plettrobranchia. The group is also called /-
~ferobrancliiata or lli/pobranchiata.

dipleurobranchiate (di-plo-ro-brang'ki-at), a.

[< Dipteurobrancliia + -ate1
."] Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Dipleurnbranchiit.

diplex (di'pleks), a. [< Gr. it-, two-, + L. -plei,
as in duplex; a distinctive var. of duplex.]
Double: applied to a method of transmitting
two messages in the same direction and at the
same time over a single telegraph-line.
The terms contraplex and dt'itlex are here applied as

specific names for designating clearly the way In which the

particular simultaneous double transmission to which we
wish to refer is effected. Thus, for instance, two messages
may le sent over a single wire in the same or in opposite
directions, and when we do not care to particularize either,
we simply allude to them under the more common generic
name of duplex transmission, which includes both. When,
however, we wish to speak of either method by itself, we
use the term dijttex for simultaneous transmission in the
same direction, and contraplex for that In opposite direr-

lions. O. B. Prtxcott, Elect. Invent., p. 848.

diplobacteria (dip"16-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Gr. 6t7r).6of, double, + NL. ^bacteria, pi. of

bacterium, q. v.] Bacteria which consist of two
cells or adhere in pairs.
These diitlo-liartrria may assume a curved or sausage

shape. Amer. Xal., XXII. 12*.

diploic

spicules running in opposite directions, and
loaned like an hour-glass or a double com'.

Diploconus (dip-lo-ko'nus), n. [NL., < Gr. 6t-

-/inii. iloulile. 4- KUWX, cone.] A genus of mono-
cyttnrian radiolarians, giving name to the fam-

ily ItipliicoHiilir. llna-kel, 1860.

diplodal ('lip'lo-dal), a. [< Gr. AtTtifjJof, double,
+ 6ooc, way, + -a/.] In :oiil., having both

prosodal and aphodal canals, or canals of en-
trance and exit, well developed, as a sponge.
The genus ('Imiidroxin is an example.

Tills, which from the marked presence of both prnnodal
and aphodal canals may lie termed the dijtiodal type of
the Hhgon canal >>teni. . . -urn but rarely.

II. ./ .w/,r, Encyc. BrlL, XXII. 415.

Diplodocidae (dip-lo-dos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Diploiloenn + -iilti:] A family of sauropod dino-

saurs, formed for the reception of the genus

Diplodocus (di-plod'o-kus), H. [NL., < Gr. At-

ir/.6o^, double, + Aoniir, a bearing-beam, main
beam, any beam or bar.] A genus of sauropod
dinosaurs, based on remains from the Upper
Jurassic of Colorado. It Is characterized by a weak
dentition connncd to the fore part of the jaws, and the
ranii of the i-' liia straight, not exiianded distally, and
meeting in the middle line. O. C. Marsh, 1878.

Diplodontia (dip-lo-don'shia), n.pl. [NL., <Gr.

(icr/.ooc, double, + snore (O&OVT-) = E. tooth.] In

Blyth's edition of Cuvier, an order of placental
Mammalia, consisting of the 1'acliydfrmata, her-
bivorous Cctacea, Kodcntia, and Ruminantia. of

Cuvier ; one of two orders constituting Blyth's
phytophagous type of mammals. [Not in use.]

diploe (dip'lo-e), n. [NL., < Gr. Am/.or/, fern, of

6nr'/oof, contr. Amlovc, twofold, double (= L.

duplus, > ult. E. double, q. v.), < Ai-, two-, -f-

-Tr/jMf, akin to L. plux, more, an<l E./w//1 .] 1.

In aunt., the light spongy substance or open
cancellated or reticulated structure of bone be-

diploblastic (dip-lo-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. JnrWor,
double, + Ji/Mar6q, germ, + -ic.] In biol., hav-

ing two germinal layers, endoblastic and ecto-

blastic, or a two-layered blastoderm: correlated
with monoblastic and triploblwtic.
A third layer, the mesoblast ormesoderm, otvurs ; hem-e

these are known as triplohlastic animals, In contradistinc-
tion to those with only hypoblast and epiblast, which are
called <ii>>l<Maxtic. Stinnl. Xul. Ilixi., I. xl.

diplocardlac (dip-16-kiir'di-ak), a. [< Gr. fi-

irt.6os, double,+ aapi\ia = E. heart: see cardiac.]

Having the heart double that is, with com-
pletely separated right and left halves, and con-

sequently distinct pulmonary and systemic cir-

culation of the blood, as all birds and mammals.
diplOCOCCUS (dip-lo-kok'us), M. ; pi. dijtloeocci

(-si). [NL., < Gr. dnr^ooc, double, + <,roo, a

berry.] In biol., a coupled spherule; a cell or
similar organism resulting from the process of

conjugation of two or more cells.

Coupled spherules are called
tliplaeocei.

',; Pathol. Auat (trans-X i. < 185.

Diploconidae (dip-lo-kon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dipli>ci>iinx + -iiln:"\ A family of acantbarians
with a shell having in its axis a pair of strong

Section through the Skull of a Cockatoo (Cafattta galtrtla .

showing the Diploe filling the space between the inner ami outer wall*
of the cranium.

tween the hard dense inner and outer tables of

the cranial bones. 2. In hot., the parenchyma
of a leaf, lying between the two epidermal sur-

faces. Also called meditullinm. [Rare.]
diploetic (dip-lo-et'ik), <7. [< diploe + (improp.)
-ftic.] Same as diploic.

Dinlogangliata (dip-lo-gang-gli-a'ta), M. pi.

[NL., <Gr. AnrUof, double, + yayyhov, ganglion,
+ -<ifYi2.] in Grant's classification, a division
of animals, partially synonymous with the Ar-
tictdata of Cuvier, or the modern Artliropoda.

diplogangliate (dip-lp-gang'gli-at),
a. Of or

pertaining to the VipltHjanglinta.

diplogenesis (dip-lo-jen'e-sis). n. [NL., < Gr.

(ScrV-oof, double, + jfvfoif, generation.] In tera-

tol., the duplication of parts normally single, or
the production of a double monster.

diplogenic (dip-16-jen 'ik), a. [< Gr. Ajr?.oor, dou-

ble, T yfvof, kind, + -if.] Producing two sub-

stances; partaking of the nature of two bodies.

Diploglossata (dip'lo-glo-sa'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. <5,/tooo, double, + -))uoea, tongue, + -afa 2.]

A group of saltatorial orthopterous insects, es-

tablished for the reception ofthe genus Hemime-
1'iix. DC tiaiissure.

diplograph (dip'lo-graf), M. [< Gr. Am/.6of, dou-
ble, + ^pafciv, write.] A Swiss writing-appa-
ratus for the use of the blind, consisting of let-

tered disks with mechanism to rotate them and
to bring any letter desired in position to imprint
it on a sheet of paper placed in the machine.
It is practically a clumsy form ofthe type-writer.
K. H. Knialit.'

Diplograpsus (dip-lo-grap'sus), H. [NL., < Gr.

(SorXoof, double, + 'qropnu, standing for grap-
tolite.'] A genus of Paleozoic graptolites, of

the family OroffoKMAe, having the cells ar-

ranged back to back on each side of the axis,
like the vanes of a feather. They occur in the
Cambrian and Silurian strata. Also IHplograp-
t-: ../'('i/, 1847.

diploic (di-plo'ik), (i. [< diploe + -ic.] Of or per-
taining to the diploe: as, diploic tissue; riiploie



diploic

structure. Also diploetic Diploic veins, veins

ramifying in the diploe. They arc comparatively nnmer-

ous and of large size, with extremely
thin walls, adherent to the hard tis-

sue, so that they do not collapse

when cut or torn, but remain patu-

lous, giving rise to persistent hemor-

rhage.

diploid (dip'loid), ii. [< Gr.

djavloof, double, + fMof, form.]
In crystal., a solid belonging
to the isometric system, with
24 trapezoidal planes. It is

the parallel-hemihedral form of the hcxocta-

hedron. Also called dyakis-dodecaliedron.

diploidion (dip-lo-id'i-on), .
; pi. diploidia

(-a). [Gr. OITT/MOIOV, dim. of

OCT/o/f (dt7r?.oiid-), a garment in

two thicknesses or folds: see

diplois.] Inanc.Gr.costume: (a)

Apartieularformof the female
chiton or tunic, in which the

garment is double from the

shoulders to the waist, the
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crown of Jerusalem, and to accept the lordship of Cyprus
instead. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 162.

\. victory of the North over the South, and the extraor-

dinary clemency and good sense with which that victory

was used had more to do with the concession of the

franchise to householders in boroughs, than all the elo-

quence of Mr. Gladstone and all the diplomacies of Mr.

Disraeli. Fortnightly Kev., N. S., XXXI. 161.

Hence 3. Dexterity or skill in managing ne-

gotiations of any kind
;
artful management with

the view of securing advantages ; diplomatic
tact. 4. A diplomatic body; the whole body
of ministers at a foreign court. [Rare.]

The foreign ministers were ordered to attend at this in-

vesture of the directory ;
for so they call the managers of

their burlesque government. The diplomacy,
who were

a sort of envoys, were quite awe-struck with "the pride,

uoiun. and circumstance
"
of this majestic senate !

Burke
,
A Regicide Peace, iv.

5. Same as diplomatics. [Rare.]

These [forms of ancient Anglo-Saxon letters! would prol >

ably give ground for a near guess to one expert in Anglo-
Saxon diplomacy. J.

Diplopriontinae

ambassador or a minister; in general, one

versed in the art of diplomacy ;
a diplomat.

The talents and accomplishments of a diplomatist are

widely different from those which qualify a politician to

lead the House of Commons in agitated times.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

diplomatize (di-plo'ma-tiz), T.
; pret. and pp.

diplomatized, ppr. diplomatizing. [< L. diplo-

ma(t-) + -ize.] I. intrans. To practise diplo-

macy ;
use diplomatic art or skill.

Not being a scheming or a diplmnatiiring man himself,

he did not look upon others as if they were always driving

at something. Max Mutter, Biograph. Essays, p. 132.

II. trans. 1. To actuate or effect by diplo-

macy. [Bare.]
Louis Napoleon had not long been menaced out of Mex-

ico, and diplomatised out of Luxemburg, when, from his

inveterate habit ot putting his finger into every mall's pie,

he suddenly found himself in possession of Borne.

Lowe, Bismarck, I. 479.

2. To confer a diploma upon. Tliackeray.
Also spelled diplomatise.

to r

outer fold hanging loose, like ^ ,

t (dip
,
16_mat) .

a sort of sleeveless mantle. u a ^ r. ,

(6) More rarely, a separate

garment so disposed over the

chiton as to give the whole ar-

rangement the appearance of

a single piece.
Her [Demeter's] chiton is of a thick

material, forming deep folds, and

having over her breast a dipluidion,
which throws out strong and simple
inai

The study or science of
, [Also written diplo- speak: see -ology.'] T

mate; = D. diplomaat = G. Dan. Sw. diplomat, diplomatics. [Rare.]
< F. diplomate = Pg. diplomata, < NL. as if *di- certain it is that many of the young docents whose spe-

ptomata, one provided with letters of authority, cialty is Semitic philology, or Hebrew
archBeology,_

or

Diploidi

From a metoi
the temple of Zeus at

Olympia

< L. diploma(t-), diploma: see diploma.'] One
who is employed or skilled in diplomacy; a

diplomatist.
Unless the diplomats of Europe are strangely misin-

formed, general political differences have not come, and
are not likely to come, just at present under discussion.

., -, ---
"-VKTT s /-.

Saturday Ker. DiplonCUTa (dip-lo-nu'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Or.

A7&Jfurray, Greek Sculpture, II. 82. diplomate (dip'lo-mat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. dmvWof, double, +

vevpoy, nerve, sinew.] In

ope of diplo'is (dip'lo-is), n. [Gr. St- diplomated, ppr. diplomating. [< diploma +
-ate2 .] To invest with a title or privilege by a

diploma; diploma. [Rare.]

Church history, or diplomatolofjy, have no deep interest

in or little knowledge of the distinctively Christian doc-

trines. G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 14.

Diplomprpha (dip-lo-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. di7r/<ioc, double, '+
fiop<t>'fj, form.] A group

of hydrozoans: a synonym of Calyptoblastea^

He was diplomated doctor of divinity in 1660.

A. Wood, Athenre Oxon.

[< diplomacy
Same as diplomatic.

/.oic, a garment in two thick-

nesses or folds, < <!<7r/oof, dou-

ble: see diploe.] In anc. dr. costume, same as

diploidion.
A woman clothed in a sleeveless talaric chiton with diplomatial (dip-16-ma'shial), a.

diplo'is. B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 177.

Diplolepariae (dip"lo-le-pa'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., L _.

irreg. < Diplolepis, < Gr. oivMof, double, + AejnY, diplomatic (dip-k>-mat'ik),

sects,

fication,

of the modern family Cynipida:.

diploma (di-plo'rna), n. [= F. diploma = Sp.

Pg. It. diploma ="D. diploma = G. Dan. Sw.

diplom, < L. diploma, < Gr. cKirAi)/j(r-), a paper
folded double, a letter of recommendation or

introduction, later a letter of license or privi-

lege granted by a person in authority, < 3nrtoin>,

double, < rfOT/.ouf, double: see diploe.'] 1. Origi-

nally, a letter or other composition written on

paper or parchment and folded. Hence 2.

Any letter, literary muniment, or public docu-
ment. See diplomatics. 3. In modem use, a
letter or writing, usually under seal and signed

bycompetent authority, conferring some honor,

privilege, or power, as that given by a college
in evidence of a degree, or authorizing a phy-
sician to practise his profession, and the like.

The granting of diplomas by universities or other learned
bodies proceeds on the supposition that the public require
some assistance to their judgment in the choice of pro-
fessional services, and that such an official scrutiny into the

qualifications of practitioners is a useful security against

and ji. [= F.

ma(t-), diploma: see diplorna.] I. <i. 1. Per-

taining to diplomas or diplomatics.

Diplomatic science, the knowledge of which will enable

us to form a proper judgmentof the age and authenticity J^l!,.;,..!., fdir)4
of manuscripts, chords, records, and other monuments of CUplOpiaCUia^ulp 10

JJ.

antiquity. Astle, Orig. and Prog, of Writing, Int.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of diplomacy ;

concerned with the management of interna-

tional relations : as, a diplomatic agent.

The diplomatic activity of Henry II. throughout hi.s

reign was enormous ; all nations of Europe came by en-

voys to his court, and his ministers . . . ran about from
one end of Europe to another.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 127.

Several of our earlier and best Secretaries of State had
had the benefit of personal experience in the diplomatic

Grant's system of classification, a group of an-

nelids or worms.

Diplophysa (dip-ig-fi'sa), . [NL., < Gr. <i<-

TT'OOC, double, + cjvaa, a bellows.] 1. A sup-

posed genus of oceanic hydroids, of the order

Calycophora, being detached diphyzooids of

Spliceronectes, as D. inermis from Splia-ronectes

f/racilis. Gegenlaur, 1853. [Not in use.] 2.

A genus of fishes.

diplopia (di-plo'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. <W/loof,

double, + ui? (o~-), eye.] In patliol., the mor-
bid condition of vision in which a single object

appears double. Also diplopy.

diplopic (di-plop'ik), a. [< diplopia + -ic.]

Seeing double
;
affected with diplopia; caused

by diplopia, as a double visual image,

liploplacula (dip-16-plak'u-lii), .
; pi. diplopla-

culte (-le). [NL., < Gr. SmMef. double, + NL.

placula, q. v.] In embryol., a placula composed
of two layers of cells resulting from transverse

fission following vertical fission.

In this way the primitive differentiation of the placula
into two layers is established in what we have designated
the diploplacula.

Hyatt, Proc. Brit. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, XXIII. 89.

diploplacular (dip-lo-plak'u-la,r), a. [< diplo-

placula + -a)-3 .] Two-layered', as a germ; per-

taining to or having the character of a diplo-
service abroad. K. Schmjler, American Diplomacy, p. 8.

placula.

3. Skilled in the art of diplomacy; artful in dlploplaculate (dip-lo-plak'u-lat),
a. \<diplo-

negotiation i

in conduct.-
body (

the
Si

or capital, including the ambassador, minister, or charg6
d'affaires, the secretaries of legation, the military and na-

val attaches, etc.

II. n. A minister, an official agent, or an

envoy to a foreign court; a diplomat.
diplomatical (dip-lo-mat'i-kal), a. Same as

diplomatic.
Doggeries never so diplomaed, bepuffed, gas-hghted, ^lomaticajly(dip_lo.mat'i-kal-i), adv. 1. Ac-

cording to the rules or art of diplomacy.

i imposture or incompetently of mere pretenders to skill.

'ir G. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion, ix. 17.

diploma (di-plo'ma), v. t. [< diploma, n.] To
furnish with a diploma ; certify by a diploma.
[Rare.]

continue doggeries.

quite courteous.

Carlyle.

diplomacy (di-plo'ma-si), n.
; pi. diplomacies

(-siz). [= D. diplomatic = G. diplomatic = Dan.
Sw. diplomati, < F. diplomatic (t pron. s) = Sp.

Pg. diplomacia = It. diplomazia, < L. as if *diplo-

matia, diplomacy, < diploma(t-), a diploma: see

diploma.] 1. The science of the forms, ceremo- P*B* of view of diplomatics

uies, and methods to be observed in conducting
the actual intercourse of one state with ano-

ther, through authorized agents, on the basis
of international law; the art of conducting diplomatics (dip-lo-mat'iks), n

Same as Dipnoi.

iiplopod (dip'lo-pod), a. and n. _.

footed : an epithet applied to the chilognathous
Myriapoda or Diplopoda, which have two pairs
of limbs on each segment of the body.

It [a new form of Gregarinidtv] was found in the diges-

tive tube of Glomeris, one of the diplopod myriopods, and
has been named Cnemidospora lutea.

Smithsonian Report, 1883, Zoology.

Write diplomatically; even in declaring war men are TJ n ()ne of the Diplopoda or CltilognatJia."""""' '""" """"lt TI """

Diplopoda (di-plop'6-dS), . pi. [Nt., < Gr.
t _i /_ j 1.1 _ _i_ '.' _ '/ c\ T* f~~t 1 rpi,,.

Lowe, Bismarck, II. 55S.

2. Artfully ;
with or by good management.

3. With reference to diplomatics; from the

The indiction-numher in n. 16 is diplomatically uncer-

tain, and so of no independent value.
Amer. Jour. Pliilol., VI. 192.

, double, + iroi'f (-o(t-) = E. foot.} The

millepeds as an order of myriapods ; the Chilog-
natlta (which see) : so called from the doubling
in number of the legs, most of the segments
of the body having two pairs : contrasted with

Chilopoda.
[PI. of diplo- diplopodous (di-plop'o-dus), a. [As diplopod

such intercourse, as in negotiating and drafting
matic: see -ics.~] The science of diplomas, or + -ous.] Diplopod ; chilognathous.

treaties, representing the interests of a state of ancient writings, literary and public docu- Diploprion (di-plop'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. 01-

or its subjects at a foreign court, etc. ments, letters, decrees, charters, codicils, etc., TTV.OOI;, double, + TT/MUV, a saw.] A genus of ser-

As diplomacy was in its beginnings, so it lasted for a
w
t
hich h

f
s for^ object_

to decipher such in- ranoid fishes with serrature to the preopercu-
long time ; the' ambassador was the man who was sent to Struments, or to ascertain their authenticity. lum as well as to the suboperculum, typical
lie abroad for the good of his country. their date, signatures, etc. of the subfamily Diploprion tina'.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 235. diplomatism (di-plo'ma-tizm), n. [< L. diplo- Diplopriontinaj (di-plop"ri-on-ti'ne), . p>.
2. The act or practice of negotiation or official 'ina(t-) + -ism.'] Diplomatic action or practice ; [NL., < Di}ilo/irioii(t-) + -hi(c.] Asubfamilyof
intercourse, as between independent powers; something characteristic of diplomacy. [Rare.] ,S'frra(Vte, represented by the genus Diploprion ,

diplomatic procedure in general; the transac- diplomatist (di-pl6'ma-tist),. [<li.aiploma(t-) wjth distinct spinous and soft dorsals and two
tion of international business : as, the history + -ist; = F. diplomatiste.] A person officially anal spines. The only known species, Diploprion M-
of European diplomacy. [Rare in the plural.] employed in international intercourse, as an jasciatus, ranges from tiie Japanese to the Indian sea.
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Diploptera (di-plop'te-rji), n. pi. [NL.. nout. Dipl08tomidea(diplo-8to-mid'e-a),n.7>;. [NL.
_r ! *..!..,.* . '"/.-.. i-..,*~....,. i T i., ~ -

i.,
u

pf. of <ltiil<i/itt'r~u>i:~
Bl>e "diploplrmtiH.] In La-

treillis'M classification, the third family of acu-

leate hymenopterous insects, having the fore

wintfs longitudinally folded when at rest. It

contains thf true wasps, anil corresponds to the modern
family Vefiiidas (which see). See also u'tup. Also Diittoji-

terwa.

Diplopteri (di-plop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

l)il>t<>l>lirus, q. v.] lii Bleeker's ichthyplogical
system (1859), an order of fishes restricted to

Gr. (lOT/loof, double, 4- ar6/ia, opening,
A group of dipneumonous or pneumonophorous
holothuriaus, represented by the gen us flhopalo-

dina(which see): same as Decacrenidia. Sem-

per.

Diplostomidea, . . . established by Semper to contain

the singular Khopalodina lagenifonnis, is characterized

by a nearly spherical body with the mouth and anus
close together, and ten ambulacra. Semper regards it as

the type of a flfth class of echinoderms.
Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 183.

the family Diplopteroidei.

Diplopteridae (dip-lop-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < diplostomidean (dip'lo-sto-mid'e-an), a.

Stptoptenu + -idai.] A family of fossil cros-

sopterygian fishes, typified by the genus tUplop-
lli/ilostomidea + -an.]

Iii/i/ontomidea.

'

Of or pertaining to the

the best-known genera are Diplapttru* and Onteoltpit.

Diplopteroidei (di-plop-te-roi'de-i), n. pi. diplotegia (aip-lo-te'ji-ft), n. ; pl.diploteffia:(-e).

[$L.,<Dii>lopterus + -oidei'.] An extinct fam- [NL., < Gr. im'ffos, doublej
+ Ttyof, roof.] In

ily of fishes, typified by the genus Diplopterus, Dot., a dry fruit invested with an adnate calyx,

and including also Dipterus, Osteolepis, Trip- usually dehiscent ;
an inferior capsule.

terns, Glyptopomus, and Staganolepis. Also Diplozoon (dip-lo-zo'on), . [NL., < Gr. dr/.ooc,

called Jtipteroidei.

[< NL. di-

double, + fov, an animal.] A genus of mono-

geneous trematode worms infesting the gills

of fishes. D. paradoxum is an example. The animal Is

double two Individuals being fused together to form an X-

diplopteroua (di-plop'te-rus), o.
|_

jnoptcrus, < Gr. omMoi;, double, + KTcp6v, a

wing.] In entom., having the fore wings folded,
as a wasp ; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Diploptera.
Diplopterus (di-plop'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

iiTT/Aof, double, T irrepov, a wing, a fin.] 1. In

ichth., a genus of fossil fishes of the Old Red
Sandstone, typical of the family Diplopterida::
so called from the two dorsal fins. Agassis, 1835.

2. In ornitli., a genus of American ground-
cuckoos, of the subfamily Saurotherinte, some-
times giving name to a subfamily Diplopterince,
D. iKKtnua is an example. D. phanianelluit represents a

different section of the same genus. Boie, 1826.

Diplopteryga (dip-lop-ter'i-gfi,), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. uwrXooc, double, + *r$*i (irrepvy-), wing, Dipneumona (dip-nu mo-n&),n.pl

fin.] Same as Diploptera.
Which Klrby, because the termination -ptera denotes

the names of orders of insects, changed Into Diplopteryga.
E. P. Wright, Animal Life, p. 505.

diplopy (dip'lo-pi), . Same as diplopia.

Jiplosoma (dip-lo-so'ma). n. [NL., < Gr. 01-

TrAdof, double, 4- aupa, body.] A genus of tuni-

cates, typical of the family Diplosomidae.

Diplosomidas (dip-lo-so'mi-de ), n. pi. [NL., <

Diplosoma + -ida;.] A family of composite tu-

nicates, typified by the genus Diplosoma. The
colony forms a thin incrusting layer ; the zobids have two

young are known as diporpce ; they have a ventral sucker
and a dorsal papilla, by which the junction of two Indi-

viduals Is effected, the sucker of one receiving the dorsal

papilla of the other. The sexually matured double ani-

mals lay eggs at fixed periods, usually In the spring. The
eggs are furnished with very long coiled threads. The
embryos when hatched enter upon the dlporpa-stage, there

having two eye-spots and lateral and posterior cilia. See

diporpa. Also written Diplozoum.

lip-net (dip'net), n. A net with a long handle
or pole, usually a circular rim made of metal,
and a conical bag, used to catch fish by dipping
it into the water; a scoop-net.
Mpneumona (dip-nu'mo-nft), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of dipneumonus : see dipneumonous.] 1. A
division of Dipnoi, or lung-fishes, containing
the mudfishes of the genera Lepidosiren and

Protopterus, as distinguished from Monopneu-
mona (Ceratodus).

distinct regions (thorax and abdomen); and the branchial T)iDneumone8B (dip-nu-md'ne-<e), lC.pl.

ra.io^rt^^cYes'rrekrwr,'
8"'5"1818- A "" """

** Dipnies / -,.] Same as Di

diplopy (dip'16-pi), n. Same as diplopia.
mona (veratoaus). They.have the lungs paired, a

TvTi>n: /rlir, is oA',r,B\ I"NTT <f fir K, conns arteriosus resembling that of the batrachlans, and
Diplosoma (dip-lo-so ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-

8,ender pair(
,d flns wlth a |ointed cartjlagino ,18 axis hav .

ing rays only on one side. See cuts under Lepidotiren and

Protopterug.
2. A division of holothurians, of the order

Pneumonophora, having two ramose branchite :

opposed to Apneumona. It contains the bran-
chiate holothurians, excepting Rhopalodina.

[NL.,
ipneumo-

diplosphenal (dip-16-sfe'nal), a. [< diplosphene -S?^>
+ -,<;.! Sameas/wo^i/a/. [Rare.] Dipneumones (dip-nu'mo-nez) n. pi

-,
[NL<

Gr. ot-, two-,+ miev/tuv, usually pi., Trvevpovef, the

lungs.] 1. In Haeckel's classification, a division
of the Dipneusta, or Dipnoi, containing those

dipnoans which are double-lunged, namely,
Protopterus and Lepidosiren : distinguished
from Monopncumones. 2. In en torn., a division

of Araneida or true spiders, having but two

pinnerets,
and scattered ocelli:

t from Tetrapneumones. Most spi-
ders belong to this division. Also Dipncumonete.

-nu'mo-nus), a. [< NL.
Si-, two^, + miei'fUM, lung.]

In zoril. : (a) Having two lungs, as a spider ;

y, pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Dipneumones. (b) Having two lungs,

These vertebra; show the diplosphenal articulation seen
in Megalosaurus.

O. C. Marth, Anier. Jour. Scl., No. 160, p. 334.

diplosphene (dip'16-sfen), . [< Gr. ov^-oof, dou-

ble, + otyiiv, a wedge.] Same as hyposphene.
Marsh. [Rare.]
diplospondylic (dip'lo-spon-dil'ik), a. [< Gr.

6tTr?.6o, double, 4- o'Trovo'vAof, o*^ovdt)Aof, a verte-

bra (here in sense of 'centrum' or 'body of a

vertebra'), + -'<--.] In zool., having two centra, ^ft^S^B
1

as a vertebral segment; havmg twice as many ,^",,^"MM , <
centra as arches, as a vertebral column, in con-

sequence of the presence of an intercentrum be-

tween any two consecutive centra; embolom- ep ,

erous: applied to the vertebra of fishes and asal fisb
^.

specifically, having the charar-
a 1"11"9 '" n 1 trnate Cen-

ters of a Dipneumona. (c) Havng a pair of
trum bears a neural or a hemal arch.

quence of the development of intercentra be-
dipdeu^tal (dip-nus'tal), atween centra proper, there appear to be twice "^" , ,!,,,

[< Dipneusta + -a*.]

as many bodies as arches of vertebrae, or in

which every alternate vertebral body supports
no arches ; embolomerism.

diplostemonous (dip-16-ste'mo-nus), a. [< Gr.

&;r/oof, double, + arvftuv, the warp, a thread

(mod. a stamen), + -ous.] In hot., having twice
as many stamens as petals.
We say [the flower Is] dijilostemtnous if the stamens

(dip-nus'ti), n. pi.
m̂e as D

'

ipno^
(dip 'no -a), n. pi. [NL.]v

[NL.; ef. Dv-

Same as

(dip'no-an), a. and n. [< Dipnoi +
-an.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the Dipnoi. Also dipneustal.

.-, .
,

. ... II. M. One of the Dipnoi ; a lung-fish,
are double the number of the sepals and petals], as in -r\j__..j /.lin'Tin il m nf fVT. nl of rfin>ion
Btouecrop. K. Benlle;,, Botany, p. 248. ipn01 (Hip no-1), It. pi. \_XLj., Tpl.i

doubly breathing: see atpnoous.] A subclass of

fishes, by some considered to be a peculiar class

of vertebrates intermediate between fishes and
batrac'hians, and by others an order of fishes (by
some ranked as a suborder of ganoid fishes),

containing the lung-fishes of the genera Lepi-

diplostemony (dip-lo-ste'mo-ni), n. [As di-

l>l<>*tcinon-ous + -y] In bot., the condition of

a flower in which there are twice as many sta-

mens as petals or sepals. Of the two whorls of sta-

mens, the inner may be antipetalous and the outer antisep-
alous, or the reverse. The flrst case is normal or direct

diplostemony ; the latter is called obdiplostcinony.
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dosiren and Protopterus (Dipneumona) and Ce-

Dipodomys
ratodus ( Afonopnntmona), and many extinct rrl-

atives. They have both branchial and pulmonary res-

piration, whence the name ; no distinct su>pensorlum Is

developed, but tin- lower jaw articulates uirectly with

descending processes of the cranium ; there is a median

pelvic eU-ment ; and the limbs are multiarticulate. The
skeleton is partially osseous, with persistent notation);
the heart has two auricles and one ventricle ; there li

a muscular conus arteriosus and spiral Intestinal valve .

the gills are free, with a narrow opening and rudimen-

tary gill-cover; and the air-bladder is nearly or quite

double, and developed into functional lungs pcnnaiK-ntly
communicating with the esophagus. The liody Is covered

with cycloid scales. The living Dipnoi are divisible Into

two groups, Dipneumma, with paired lungs, and Mono-

pneutuuna with a single lung of two symmetrical halves.

Some old extinct relations are referred to another order (or
suborder) called Clenodipterini, by others endowed with
the rank of a family only. See barramunda, Ceratodida,

Ctfiwdiptfrini, Dlpteridae, Lepidorirenida, mvdfiih, and
Sirenoidea. Also called Diplopnoi, Dipneuita, Dipnrutti,

Dipnoa.
It Is a remarkable circumstance, that while the Dipnoi

present In so many respects a transition between the

piscine and the amphibian types of structure, the spinal
column and the limbs should be not only piscine, but
more nearly related to those of the most ancient Crossop-
teryirian Ganoids than to those of any other fishes.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 148.

dipnoid (dip'noid), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Dipnoi.

Among the ganoids there Is a divergence from the dip-
noid organization. Day (1880).

II. n. A fish of the subclass Dipnoi ; a lung-
fish.

Among the Dipnoidt we see an air-bladder having *

lung-like function. Day (1880).

dipnoous (dip'no-us), a. [< NL. dipnous (see

Dipnoi), < Gr. <?<-, doubly, + -nroof, breathing,
< irvciv, breathe.] 1. Having both gills and

lungs, as the Dipnoi; specifically, pertaining to

the Dipnoi.
Dipnootu and Osteoglossold types.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 673.

2. Having two openings, as a wound.

Dipodat (dip'o-dS), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. rfiVour

(fmoi-), two-footed, biped : see dipode, Dipus.]
A division of the animal kingdom made for

man alone.

Dipodae (dip'o-de), n. pi. [NL.] A contracted
form of Dipodida.
dipode (di'pod), a. and n. [< Gr. (JiVotif (iiiroi-)

(= L. bipes : see biped), two-footed, < di-, two-, +
iroi'f (TTOO-) = L. pes (ped-) = E. foot. ] I. a. Hav-

ingonly two feet
; walking on two feet

; biped.
EC. n. A lizard of the genus Bipes, having

the fore limbs rudimentary, and therefore ap-
pearing as if biped.
dipodic (di-pod'ik), a. [< dipody + -ic.] In

pros. : (a) Constituting a dipody : as, a dipodic

measure; a dipodic colon. (6) Determined or

computed by dipodies : as, dipodic division or

measurement.
Dipodidae (d!-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dipus
(Dipod-) + -idte.] A family of saltatorial myo-
morphic rodents

;
the jerboas. They have a grace-

ful form ; the fore limbs and anterior portions of the

body small In comparison with the great hind quarters ;

long hind limbs with from three to five digits, fitted for

leaping; a long tail, usually hairy or tufted ; a skull with
the brain-case short and broad ; the Infraorbital foramen
very large, rounded ; the zygomata slender, decurved ; and
the mastold portion of the auditory bulla highly devel-

oped. The family as here defined Includes three well-

marked types, Dipodintr, Pedetiiice, and Zapodiiitr ; the
last two are often made types of distinct families, in

which case the characters of Dipodidtr are the same as

those of Dipodituc. Also called Dipodina, Dipudat, Di-

pina. See flrst cut under deer-mouse.

Dipodina (dip-6-di'na), n. pi. [NL., < Dipus
(Dipod-) + -ina2.] Same as Dipodidtg.

Dipodinae(dip-o-di'ne),n.j);. [NL.,<.Dipus (Di-

pod-) + -ince.]

'

The typical subfamily of Dipo-
didce; the jerboas proper. The cervical vertebne
are more or less ankylosed ; the metatarsus is greatly

elongated ; the metatarsal bones are often fused into a

single cannon-bone ; the hind feet have only three func-

tional digits ; the tall is thickly covered with hair and
often tufted ; and the grinding teeth are rooted. There
are three genera, Dijnu, Alactaya, and Platycmomyi.
See Dipus, jrrboa.

Dipodomyinse (di-pod'o-mi-I'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< IHpodomys + -IB.]

'

A subfamily of salta-

torial myomorphie rodents, of the family Sae-

comyidas. The technical characters are : external cheek-

pouches ; rootless molars ; compressed sulcate upper in-

cisors; the mastold and tympanic region of the skull

enormously inflated ; the hind limbs elongated, Jerlwa-
llke, fitted for leaping, with the inner digit rudimentary
and elevated, and soles densely hairy, like a rabbit's ; the

second, third, and fourth cervical vertebra ankylosed ; the

pelage soft ; and the tall long and hairy. The subfamily
is peculiar to America, where it represents to some extent

the jerboas, though Iwlonging to an entirely different fam-

ily, that of the pocket-mice. The animals are also knou n
as kantjaroo-ratg or kanyaroo-mice. There is but one ge-

nus, IHpodomys.

Dipodomys (di-pod'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6i-

rcovf (diirod-), two-footed (see dipode), + //i? =



Dipodomys

E. mouse.] The typical and only genus of the

subfamily Dipodomyince. D. phillipsi inhabits the

Pacific coast region of the United States and Mexico. It

is about four inches long, with the tail half as long again ;

it has brown or gray upper parts and snowy under parts,
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Kangaroo-rat (Difxulomfs phillipsi).

a white stripe along each side of the tail, and another over
the hips. A closely related species or variety, D. ordi, in-

habits the interior Rocky Mountain region. They are

known as kangaroo-rats,
from the shape of the body and

limbs and their great power of leaping.

dipody (dip'p-di),
.

; pi. dipodies (-diz). [< LL.

aipodia (Atilius Fortunatianus, Marianus Vic-

torinus, etc.),< Gr. Smooia, a dipody, two-footed-

ness, < &m66r/<;, two-footed, < <f-, two-, + Kolt<;

(TTOO-) = E. /oof.] In pros., a group of two like

feet; a double foot; especially, a pair of feet

constituting a single measure. A dipody is marked
as a unit by making the ictus of one of the two feet stronger
than that of the other. In ancient prosody iambi and tro-

chees ai'e regularly, and anapests xisually, measured by
dipodies. Sometimes the word syzygy is used as equiva-
lent to dipody.

One trochaic or iambic dipody for thesis, and one for

arsis. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 101.

dipolar (di-po'lar),o. [< di-2 + polar.] 1. Hav-
ing two poles ;

differentiated in respect to a

pair of opposite directions, but not with re-

spect to the difference betweenthese directions :

as, polarized light is dipolar.

When Adipolar quantity is turned end for end it remains
the same as before. Tensions and pressures in solid

bodies, extensions, compressions and distortions, and most
of the optical, electrical, and magnetic properties of crys-
tallized bodies are dipolar quantities.

Clerk Maxwell, Elect, and Mag., 381.

Along the axis of a crystal of quartz there is dipolar
symmetry ; along the lines of force in a transparent dia-

magnetic there is dipolar asymmetry. Tait, Light, 298.

2. Pertaining to two poles.

Dipolia, n. pi. See Diipolia.

diporpa (di-p6r'pa), n.
; pi. diporpce (-pe). [NL.,

< Gr. it-, two-, + Tropirr/, a buckle, clasp.] A sup-

posed genus of trematode worms, being a stage
in the development of members of the genus
Diplozoon (which see), before two individuals
are united by a kind of conjugation to form the
double animal.

The Diporpte, when they leave the egg, are ciliated and
provided with two eye-spots, with a small ventral sucker
and a dorsal papilla. After a time the Diporpce approach,
each applies its ventral sucker to the dorsal papilla of the

other, and the coadapted parts of their bodies coalesce.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 182.

Dippel's oil. See oil.

dipper (dip'er), n. [< ME. dippere (only as the
name for a water-bird: see defs. 5 and 6, and cf.

didapper); < dip + -eri.] 1. One who or that
which dips. Specifically 2. [cop.] [Cf. dop-
per.~] Same as Dunker1

. 3. In paper-manuf. ,

the workman who mixes the pulp and puts it

upon the mold. 4. One who dips snuff. See
to dip snuff, under dip, v. t. [Southern U. S.]
The fair dipper holds in her lap a bottle containing the

most pungent Scotch snuff, and in her mouth a short stick
of soft wood, the end of which is chewed into a sort of
brush. This is ever and anon taken out, thrust into the

bottle, and returned to the mouth loaded, as a bee's leg is

with pollen, with the yellow powder.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 75.

5. A bird of the genus Cinclus or family Cincli-
dte : so called because it dips, ducks, or dives un-
der water. The common European dipper, also called
water-ouzel and by many other names, is C. aquations, a
small dark-colored bird with a white breast, of aquatic
habits, inhabiting streams, and walking or flying under
water with ease. The American dipper is a similar but
distinct species, C. mexicanus, entirely dark-colored when
adult. There are in all about 12 species of dippers, mostly
inhabiting clear mountain-streams of various parts of the
world. They belong to the turdiforra group of oscine
Passeres, in the vicinity of the thrushes, and are notable
as the only thoroughly aquatic passerine birds. See cut
in next column, and also cut under Cinclidce.

Hence 6. Any swimming bird which dives
with great ease and rapidity, as a grebe, dab-
chick, or didapper; especially, in the United

European Dipper ( Cinctuj afttaticus).

States, the buffle, BucepJiala albeola, which is

also called spirit-duck for the same reason. See
cut under buffle. 7. A vessel of wood, iron, or

tin, with a handle usually long and straight,
used to dip water or other liquid. 8. [cop.]
The popular name in the United States of the
seven principal stars in Ursa Major, or the
Great Bear: so called from their being ar-

ranged in the form of the vessel called a dip-

per. The corresponding stars in Ursa Minor
are called the Little Dipper. See cuts under
Ursa. 9. In plwtog., a holder or lifter for

plunging plates into a sensitizing or fixing
bath

; especially, such a holder used in the wet-

plate process for plunging the collodionized

plate into the sensitizing bath of nitrate of

silver. 10. A simple form of scoop-dredge.
See dredging-machine.
dipper-clam (dip'er-klam), n. A bivalve of

the family Mactridce, Mactra solidissima, in-

habiting the eastern coast of the United States.
It attains a large size, is of a subtriangular form, and its

valves are sometimes used as dippers or suggest such use,
whence the name.

dipperful (dip'6r-ful), n. [< dipper + -ful, 2.]

As much as a dipper will contain.

All hands continually dip up at random gauze dipper-

fuls of water. The Century, XXVI. 732.

dipping (dip'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dip, v.~\ 1.

The act of plunging or immersing.
That which is dyed with many dippings is In grain, and

can very hardly be washed out.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. 4.

Specifically 2. Baptism by immersion. 3.

The process of brightening ornamental brass-

work, usually by first "pickling" it in dilute

nitric acid, next scouring it with sand and
water, and afterward plunging it for an instant

only in a bath consisting of pure nitric acid.

4. A composition of boiled oil and grease, used
in Scotland by curriers for softening leather

and making it more fit for resisting dampness:
in England called dubbing. 5. The washing
of sheep to cleanse the fleece before shearing.

6. In ceram., the process of coating a coarse

clay body with enamel or slip of a fine quality
by plunging the vessel into the liquid material
for the coating, or of covering stoneware with
a glaze. Each piece is generally dipped by hand, and
a skilful workman is able to give a uniform coating of the

covering material to the whole piece at a single plunge.
As soon as dipped, the piece is taken to the drying-house
or hothouse.

7. A mode of taking snuff by rubbing it on the
teeth and gums. See to dip snuff, under dip,
v. t. [Southern U. S.]

dipping-compass (dip'ing-kum"pas), n. An in-

strument eonsistinges-
sentially of a dipping-
needle (which see), a
vertical graduated cir-

cle whose center co-

incides with the axis
of the needle, and a

graduated horizontal

circle, the whole being
supported upon a tri-

pod stand; an incli-

nometer. It is used to
measure the angle of dip
or inclination of the mag-
netic needle.

dipping-frame (dip'-

ing-fram), n. 1. A
frame which holds the
wicks to be dipped in

the hot tallow-bath for

making candles. 2, DipPmg ,mpass.

Dipsacaceae

A frame on which a fabric is stretched while

being dipped in a dye-bath.

dipping-house (dip'ing-hous), n. In ceram.,
the building in which the biscuit is dipped into

the glaze or enamel. See dipping, 6.

dipping-liquor (dip'ing-lik"gr), n. Dilute sul-

phuric or nitric acid, used by founders and
others to clean the surface of metal. See pickle.

dipping-needle (dip'ing-ne''dl), n. An instru-

inentfor showing the direction of the earth's

magnetism. Its axis is at right angles to its length,
and passes as exactly as possible through the center of

gravity, about which it moves in a vertical plane. When
a needle thus mounted is placed anywhere not in the

magnetic equator, it dips or points downward; and if

the vertical plane in which it moves coincides witli the

magnetic meridian, the position which it assumes shows
at once the direction of the magnetic force. See cut under

dipping-compass.

dipping-pan (dip'ing-pan), n. A cast-iron tray
or flask in which stereo-casts are made.

dipping-tube (dip'ing-tub), n. Same &ajislring-
tube.

dipping-vat (dip'ing-vat), n. The tank con-

taining the slip or glazing-film in which pot-

tery is dipped to give it a fine surface.

dipping-wheel (dip'ing-hwel), n. A contri-

vance for catching fish, consisting of a wheel

placed in a narrow race or fishway in a stream,
and acting as a current-wheel. The blades of the

wheel are formed of nets, in which flsh ascending the

stream are caught, and from which they are thrown out

upon the bank by the revolution of the wheel.

dip-pipe (dip'pip), n. A valve in a gas-main
arranged so as to dip into water or tar, and thus
form a seal

;
a seal-pipe.

dip-regulator (dip'reg"u-la-tor), n. In gas-

worts, a device for regulating the seal of the

dip-pipes in the hydraulic main, and for draw-

ing off the heavy tar from the bottom of the
main without disturbing the seal. IS. B.

Knight.
diprionidian (di-pri-o-nid'i-an), a. [< Gr. Si-,

two-, + npiuv, a saw '(also a'sawyer. prop. ppr.
of irpieiv, saw), + -id-tan.] An epithet applied
to certain fossil hydrozoans the polypary of

which has a row of cellules on each side : op-

posed to monoprionidian. Such hydrozoans are

chiefly confined to the Lower Silurian and Cam-

bria^ formations.

diprismatic (dl-priz-mat'ik);
a. [< di-2 + pris-

matic."] 1. Doubly prismatic. 2. In crystal.,

having cleavages parallel to the sides of a four-

sided vertical prism, and at the same time to a
horizontal prism.
dip-rod (dip'rod), n. A rod on which candle-
wicks are hung to be dipped into melted tallow.

dip-roller (dip'rpler), . In a printing-press,
a roller which dips ink out of the fountain.

diprosopns (di- pro -so 'pus), n. [NL., < Gr.

divpoaumof, two-faced, < at-, two-, T irpoaanov,

face.] In teratol., duplication of the face, in

any of its grades, from simple duplication of

the mouth-cavity to complete development of

two entirely separate faces.

Diprotodon (dl -pro 'to -don), n. [NL., < Gr.

01-, two-, + vpiJTOf, first, + Muv, Ionic form of

odoi'C (odWr-) = E. tooth.} 1 . A genus of extinct

marsupial quadrupeds, surpassing the rhino-

ceros in size. They had 3 incisors on each side of the

upper and 1 on each side of the lower jaw ; no canines ; 1

premolar and 4 molars on each side of each jaw ; the median
upper incisors large and scalpriform ; the molars trans-

versely ridged, as in the kangaroo, but without the longi-
tudinal connecting ridge ; and the hind limbs less dispro-

portionately enlarged. The dentition of this genus gives
name to the diprotodont pattern of primitive herbivorous

marsupials. D. australis is a species found in the Post-

tertiary of Australia.

2. [I. c.] An animal of this genus.

Diprotodon, an animal holding the same place amongst
the Australian mammals that the pachyderms do amongst
the fauna of other continents. Science, VI. 321.

diprotodont (dl-pro'to-dont), a. and n. [< ZW-

protodon(t-).] I. a. 'Having two lower front

teeth; noting the herbivorous type of denti-

tion in marsupial mammals, in which the me-
dian incisors are prominent, and the lateral

incisors and canines small or wanting ; specifi-

cally, having the characters of the genus Dipro-
todon: opposed to polyprotodont.

II. n. An animal of the genus Diprotodon; a

marsupial with diprotodont dentition.

Diprotodontia (di-pro-to-don'shi-a), n. pi
[NL., < Diprotodon(t-) +' -jo2.] A group of

marsupials characterized by the diprotodont
dentition.

Dipsacaceae (dip-sa-ka'se-e), n.pl. [NL., some-
times improp. Dipsacca; < Dipsarus + -acea.]
A natural order of pamopetalous dicotyledonous

plants, with opposite leaves and the small flow-



Dipsacaceae

era in heads: nearly ulliod to the f'nmpoxita',
but having the anthers quite dislinrt. it in.

rlti'li'S 5 genera anil utKiut 1:10 spi-dcs, nil rniiflm-ii t<> tin-

old world, nnd natives clilflly uf tin- M. -lit.Tram-ail re-

is'iori. The larger genera are Scabiona and IHpgacu*.

dipsacaceous (dip-Ra-ka'shius), a. Belonging
to or having the characters of the order Dipsa-
cuci ir,

dipsaceous (dip-sa'shius), a. Same as dipsaca-
Ct'OttX.

Dipsacus (dip'sa-kus), n. [NL. (L. dipsacos
Pliny), < Or. ii^aKof, the teazel, so named with
reference to the leaf-

axils, which in gome
species hold water
(cf. iiTjniiof, a certain
disease attended
with violent thirst),

a, thirst, > diifrnv,

v, thirst.] 1. A
smallgenus of prick-
ly biennial plants, of
about a dozen spe-
cies, the typo of the
natural order Dipsa-
caceae. The principal
species la D. JuU&num,
the fullers' teazel, the

prickly flower-head* of
which are used to raise
a nap on woolen cloth.
See teazel.

2f. In conch., an old genus of gastropoda : same
as Eburna.

Dipsadidae (dip-sad'i-de), n. pt. [NL., < Dip-
sas (-sad-), 2, + -idee.} A family of snakes, typi-
fied by the genus Dipsas : same as the subfamily
Dipsadince.
Dipsadinae (dip-sa-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < IHpsas

(-sad-)j 2, + -inw.} A subfamily of innocuous
colubnform or aglyphodont serpents, found in

tropical regions. Their habits are nocturnal, and

Fullers' Teazel (Difiarus
lOttHttt),

a, scale of the receptacle ; *, corolla.

Diftai irrtgttlaris.

they ascend trees for prey. They have usually posterior
grooved teeth, and a slender, attenuated, and strongly
compressed form, with a distinct short tall, broad at the
end. The leading genera are Dimas and Leptodira.

dipsadine (dip'sa-din), a. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Dipsadinw.
dipsas (ilip'sas), n. [L., < Gr. ii^af, a venomous
serpent whose bite caused intense thirst, prop,
adj., used as fern, of Styiof, thirsty, causing
thirst, <

r5i'i//o, thirst.] 1. A serpent whose bite
was said to produce a mortal thirst.

Cerastes horn'd, hydras, and elops drear,

Anddtjwa*. Miltna, P. L., x. 526.

It thirsted
As one bit by a dipscu.

Shelley, I'r.Min tlieus Unbound, III. 4.

2. [cap.'] [NL.] The typical genus of serpents
of the family Dipsadidte. D. dendrophila is East
Indian, D. fasciata West African. Laurent

i,

1768. 3. [rap.] [NL.] A genus of fresh-water
bivalves, of the family Unionidte, or river-mus-
sels. W. E. Leach, 1814. 4. [ct>.] [NL.] A
genus of butterflies, of the family Lyccenidte,

Doublcdai/, 1847.

dip-sector (dip'sek'tor), n. An instrument con-
striiftt-d mi the principle of the sextant, used
to ascertain the dip of the horizon.

dipsetic (dip-set'ik), a. [< Gr. fi^vrrucAf, provok-
ing thirst, thirsty, < tiirpav, thirst, v., < ii$a,

thirst, n.] Producing or tending to produce
thirst. K. D.

dipsey (dip'si), . [In comp. dipsey-line, and,
as first found, dipsiii-lead (q. v.), being prob.
orig. a naut. corruption, easily occurring in

oomp., of deep-sea (-line, -lead) (cf. E. dial.

1635

dipncfts for deepness). It cannot bo formed from
dip. ]

A plummet or sinker, usually conical,
used in (inning. [Local, U. 8. (Pennsylvania).]
Bartlilf.

dipsey-line (dip'si-lin), . A fishing-line with
a dipsey attached; particularly, such a line

having several branches, each with a hook.

[Local, U. 8. (Pennsylvania).]
dipsin-leadt, n. [Appar. a corruption of *dip-

sey-lead, orig. deep-sea lead: see dipsey.} A
plummet.
Sound with your dipsin lead, and note diligently what

depth you flnde. llaUuyt'i Voyage*, I. 436.

dipsomania (dip-so-ma'ni-ft), n. [NL., < Or.

il(i/', thirst, + fiaviu, madness: see mania.} In

/>ii//n>/.. an irresistible and insatiable craving
for intoxicants.

dipsomaniac (dip-so-ma'ni-ak), n. and a. [<

dipsomania + -ac: see maniac.} I. n. One who
suffers from an irresistible and insatiable crav-

ingfor intoxicants.

II. a. Of or pertaining to dipsomania.
dipsomaniacal (dip'so-ma-ni'a-kal), a. Same
us dipmnianiac.
dipsopathy (dip-sop'a-thi),

n. [Intended to

mean '

thirst-cure,' < 'Gr. dttya, thirst, + irdflof,

suffering (taken, as in other words in -pathy, in

assumed sense of
'cure').}

In med., a mode of
treatment which consists in limiting to a very
small quantity the amount of water ingested.
dipsosis (dip-so'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. oitjm, thirst,
+ -osis.} In pathol., morbid thirst; excessive
or perverted desire for drinking.
dip-splint (dip'splint), n. Same as chemical
match (which see, under match1

).

dipter (dip'ter), n. A dipterous insect.

Diptera (dip'te-ra), . pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

dipterus, two-winged: see dipterous.} 1. An or-

der of metabolous hexapod insects. They are two-
winged insects, or flies, with two membranous wings with
radiating nervures, not folded at rest, a posterior pah* be-

ing only represented by halteres or poisers ; no mandibles
as such, but a suctorial proboscis instead, formed of modi-
fled mandibles, maxilla), and the central labiuin, here
called glossarium ; usually two maxillary but no labial

palpi ; antennfe generally short ; two large compound eyes,
often of thousands of facets, and three ocelli or simple eyes ;

and the prothorax and metathorax reduced, the niesotho-
rax being correspondingly developed. Metamorphosis is

complete ; the larvae are apodal, or with only rudimentary
feet ; the pupie are usually courctate (see cut under coarc-

tote), sometimes obtected. The common house-fly, blue-

bottle, etc. , are characteristic examples. The power which
many of these insects have of walking on smooth surfaces
with back downward is due to the construction of the feet,
which act as suckers. They have, besides the ordinary two
claws, several little cushions called pulvllli, beset with fine

hairs expanded at their tips into a kind of disk ; the adhe-
sion is aided in some cases by a viscid secretion of these
hairs. The order is a very large one : there are said to be
9,000 European species alone, supposed to be not a twenti-
eth part of the whole number. Aoout 4,000 are described as
North American. A few are useful scavengers, but many
are injurious insects, and some are great pesU. Gnats,
mosquitos, gad-flies, blow-flies, bot-flies, tzetzes, etc., be-

long to this order. It Is variously subdivided, one divi-
sion being Into four suborders : the Pupipara, which are
parasitic, and developed in the body of the parent, as the
bee-lice ; the Brachycera, or ordinary flies ; the Hmoccra,
or crane-flies, gnats, midges, mosquitos, etc. ; and the wing-
less Aphaniptera, or fleas, which are oftener ranked as a

Dipterus

Syrfhtts ribtrii, one of tile rHflrra. A, larva ; B, pupa ; C, imago.
(Enlarged.)

distinct order. Another division is into the suborders Or-

thorhapha and Cyclorhapha, according to the character of
the metamorphosis : the former with two sections, AVf/in-
tocera and Brachycera; the latter with also two sections,
Aachim and Schizophora.

2. [?. c.} Plural of dipteron.

Dipteracese (dip-te-ra'se-), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Itipterocarpece.

dipterad (dip te-rad), n. In bot., a member of
the order Dipteraceas or

Dipterocarpece.
dipteral (dip'te-ral), a. [< Gr. Aivrepof, two-

winged ;
of a temple, with double peristyle : see

dipterous, dipteros.} 1. In entom., having two
wings only; dipterous. 2. In arch., consisting
of or furnished with a double range of columns:
said of a portico. A dipteral temple, or dipteros, was
characterized by a double row of columns entirely sur-

rounding the cella. See cut In next column.

dipteran (dip'te-ran), a. and n. [< Diptera +
-<(.] I. a. Same as dipterous.

II. n. A dipterous insect; a member of the
order Diptera. Also tlipteron.

Plan of a Dipteral Temple. Tern pie
of Diana at Epfcoua,

according to Wood.

Dipteridae (dip-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dip-
terus + -idie.} A family of Paleozoic dipno-
ous fishes, typified by the genus Dipterus. They
had an elongated form, a heterocercal tail, and two short
dorsals on the posterior half of the body, opposite the ven-
trals and anal respectively. They were inhabitants of the
Devonian and Carboniferous seaa. Also called Dipterini,
Ctenodipterini, and Ctetwdipteriticg.

Dipterini (dip-te-ri'm), n.pl. [NL., < Dipterus
+ -ini.] A group of fishes : same as Dipteridai.
L. Agassis, 1843.

dipterist (dip'te-rist), n. [< Diptera + -ist.}

One versed in tfie study of the Diptera ; a col-

lector of Diptera. Also dipterologist.

Dipterix, . [NL.] See Dipteryx.
Dipterocarpeae (dip'te-ro-kar'pe-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Dipterocarpus + -co:.} An order of

polypetalous exogenous trees of the tropics of
the old world, including 10 genera and over 100

species. They are characterized by two wings upon the
summit of the fruit (formed by an enlargement of two
calyx-lobes), and by their resinous balsamic products. The
order includes the gurjun-balsam trees (species of Dipte-
rocarpus), the Sumatra camphor-tree (IJryobalatwpg aro-

matica), the white dammar-tree ( Valeria- hulica), and the
sal- or saul.tree(.S'Aoreo robwila), which next to teak is the
most valuable timber-tree of India. Also Dipteracea.

Dipterocarpus (dip'te-ro-kar'pus), n. [NL., <
Gr. diirrepof, two-winged,
+ (topirtic, fruit.] A ge-
nus of East Indian trees,

chiefly insular, type of
the natural order Dipte-
rocarpece. There are 25 spe-
cies, mostly very large trees,

abounding in resin which Is

used as a varnish, for torch-

es, in medicine as a substitute
for balsam of copaiba, etc.

Wood-oil, or gurjun-balsam, is

the product chiefly of D. alatu*
and 1>. turtrinatu*.

dipterqcecidinm (dip'te-
ro-se-sid'i-um), n.

; pi.

dipterocecidia(-&). [NL.,
< Gr. <5i7rTfpof, two-

winged, + Kt/nif (Kr/iaS-),

a gall-nut, also ink made
therefrom (> dim. aiiei-

iiov, ink), prop, juice or

sap, < nr/nieiv, gush or bubble forth.] A gall or
abnormal growth caused in a vegetable struct-
ure by the attack of a dipterous insect.

Dipteroidei (dip-te-roi'de-i), n.pl. [NL., < Dip-
terus for Diplnpterus, q. v., + -oidei.] An alter-

native name in Bleeker's ichthyological system
for his family Diplopteroidei.

dipterological (dip'te-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< dip-
terology -r -ic-al.} Of or pertaining to dip-

terology.
dipterologist (dip-te-rol'o-jist), n. [< dipterol-

ogy + -ist.} Same 'as dipterist.

dipterology (dip-te-rol'6-ji), n. [< Diptera +
-ology.} The science of the Diptera; that de-

partment of entomology which relates to the

dipterous insects, or two-winged flies.

dipteron (dip'te-ron), n.
; pi. diptera (-rft). [<

Gr. iiiTTepov, neut. of diVrepof, two-winged: see

dipteros, dipterous.} 1. Same as dipteros. 2.

Same as
difiteran.

dipteros (dip'te-ros), n. [Gr. Siirrcpo$, sc. vavf,
a temple with double peristyle, prop, adj., two-

winged : see
dipteroiis.}

A dipteral building or

temple ;
a portico with two ranges of columns.

See dipteral. 2.

dipterous (dip'te-rus), a. [< NL. dipterus, <
Or. d/TTcpof, two-winged, < ot-, two-, 4- irrtpAv,

wing.] 1. In entom., having two wings; spe-
cifically, pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the order Diptera (which see). 2. In

bot., having two wing-like membranous ap-
pendages; bialate: applied to stems, fruits,
-I'i'ils, etc.

Dipterus (dip'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. tiirrtpof,

two-winged : see dipterous.} The typical genus
of Paleozoic fishes of the family Dipteridee.

Fruit of Difterocarfus.
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Dipterygii (dip-te-rij'i-I), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

61-, two-, + Trnpffyiov, a fin, a little wing, dim.

of 7rTfpt;f, a wing.] In Bloch and Schneider's

classification, an artificial group or class of

fishes, distinguished simply by having two fins,

or supposed to be so distinguished, it was based

on error of observation, and included a tetraodontid

(Ovum) and the genera Petromyzon and Leptocephalus.

[Never used except by Bloch and Schneider.)

Dipteryx (dip'te-riks), n. [NL., also improp.

Dipterix, lit.
'

two-winged
'

(in allusion to its two

enlarged calyx-lobes), < Gr. it-, two-, + frtpvf,

a wing, < Tmpov, a wing.] A genus of Legu-

minoste, found in the forests of Brazil, Guiana,

etc., including 8 species. The fruit is of a character

unusual in the order, being a one-seeded drupe. D. odo-

rata of Cayenne furnishes the Tonquin or Tonka or Angos-
tura bean, used for scenting snuff, for sachets, etc. The
wood is very hard, strong, and durable, and is sometimes
known as camara-wood. D. Eboensis, the eboe-tree of the

Mosquito coast, Nicaragua, is a large tree, of which the

wood is excessively heavy, and the inodorous fruit yields a

large amount of oil.

diptote (dip'tot), n. [< LL. diptota, pi., < Gr.

dixTuToc. with a double case-ending, < <5i-, two-,
+ jrTurtf, falling (irriJaic, case), < iriirrctv, fall.]

In gram., a noun which has only two cases, as

the Latin suppetice, suppetias, assistance.

diptych (dip'tik), n. [\ LL. diptyclM, pi., < Gr.

diTrrti^o, pi., a pair of writing-tablets (earlier

Siim>xav iefaiov, lit. a double-folded tablet),
neut. of OMTTUJOC, double-folded, < it-, two-, +
itrvx//, fold, < vTvaativ, fold. The second ele-

ment exists also in policy
2

, q. v.] 1 . A hinged

two-leayed tablet of wood, ivory, or metal, with
waxed inner surfaces, used by the Greeks and
Romans for writing with the style. In Rome,
during the empire, consuls and other officials were in the
habit of sending as presents to their friends artistic dip-

tychs inscribed with their names, date of entering upon
office, etc.

2. In the early church: (a) The tablets on
which were written the names of those who
were to be especially commemorated at the

celebration of the eucharist. (b) The list of

names BO recorded, (c) The intercessions in

the course of which these names were intro-

duced. The recitation of the name of any prelate or civil

ruler in the diptychs was a recognition of his orthodoxy ;

its omission, the reverse. The mention of a person after

death recognized him as having died in the communion of

the church, and the introduction of his name into the list

of saints or martyrs constituted canonization. In liturgies
the diptychs are distinguished as the diptychs of the living
and the diptychs of the dead, the latter including also the
commemoration of the saints. In most liturgies the dip-

tychs are included in the great intercession (see interces-

sion). In the Western Church the use of the diptychs died
outbetween tin; ninth and the twelfth century ;

in the East-

ern Church it still continues. [In the ecclesiastical sense
it is always plural with the definite article the diptychs.]

What used anciently to be called the diptychs, but in lat-

ter times the bead-roll. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 346.

3. In art, a pair of pictures or carvings on two

panels hinged together. They are common in By-
zantine and medieval art, and in the later examples are

generally of a religious character. See triptych. [In this
sense usually singular.]

Little worm-eaten diptychs, showing angular saints on
gilded panels. H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 286.

Dipus (di'pus), . [NL., < Gr. fS/Trovf (= L.

bipes), two-footed, < it-, two-, + Trorf (Trod-) =
E. foot.'] The typical genus of jerboas of the

family Dipodidce and subfamily Dipodince: so
called from the mode of progression, which is

by means of great leaps with the hind legs,
aided by the long tail, as in the kangaroo. Dipus
sagitta is an example. See Dipodidce, jerboa.
dipygUS (di-pi'gus), n.

; pi. dipygi (-ji). [NL., <
Gr. oi-, two-, + Trvyi/, rump, buttocks.] In tera-

tol., a monster in which the pelvis and the lum-
bar portion of the spinal column are duplicated.
dipyloa (dip'i-lon), n. ; pi. dipyla (-la). [L., <
Gr. oMrti/(ov, neut. of 6'nrvAoc, with two gates, <

<5;-, two-, + nvfai, gate.] In anc. Gr. fort., a
gate consisting of two separate gates placed
side by side. It is to be distinguished from the form
of double gate, composed of an outer and an inner gate
with a walled court between them a usual disposition of
Greek fortress gates. The most conspicuous example of
the dipylon is the Sacred Gate of Athens (called the Dipy-
lon by way of eminence), on the northwest of the city,
which afforded access to the outer Ceramiciis and to the
Academy, and through which passed the Sacred Way to
Eleusis and the main road to the Pineus.

dipyre (di-pir'), n. [< LL. dipyros, < Gr. 61-

Trtipor, twice put in the fire, < &-, twice, + nvp= E. fire.} A mineral occurring in square
prisms, either single or adhering to one another
in fascicular groups. Before the blowpipe it melts
with ebullition or intumescence, and its powder on hot
coals phosphoresces with a feeble light. Its name indi-
cates the double effect of flre upon it in producing first

phosphorescence and then fusion. It consists chiefly of
silicate of alumina, with small proportions of the silicates
of soda and lime, and belongs to the scapolite family.
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dipyrenous (di-pi-re'nus), a. [< Gr. it-, two-, +
7rvpr/v, the stone of a stone-fruit (see i)yrene),
+ -OMS.] In bot., containing two stones or

pyrenes.
diradiation (di-ra-di-a'shon), n. [< L. di- for

dis-, asunder, + radiatio^i-), radiation.] The
emission and diffusion of rays of light or heat

from a luminous body ; radiation.

Dirca (der'ka), . [NL. ; cf. L. Dirce, Gr.

A/p/07, a fountain near Thebes in Boeotia.] A
genus of apetalous shrubs, of the natural order

Thymeleacete, and the sole representative of

the Order in America. There ore two species, D. pa-
luetrii of the Atlantic States and D. occidentalis of Cali-

fornia. They are known as leatherwood, from the very
tough inner bark. The flowers precede the leaves, and
are followed by a small reddish drupaceous fruit. All

parts of the plant are acrid. The bark of D. palustrw
produces violent vomiting when taken into the stomach,
and erythema and ultimate vesication when applied to

the skin.

Dircasa (der-se'a), n. [NL., < L. Dirc<ea, fern,

of Dlrcceus, pertaining to Dirce: see Dirca.'}
A genus of beetles, of the family Melandryidte.
The species inhabit northern Europe and North America.
Seven have been described, five of which are American.
D. concolor occurs in the middle States. The genus was
founded by Fabricius in 1798.

Dircseidae (der-se'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Dircaa
+ -idee.} A family of Coleoptera, named from
the genus Dinxea. Kirby, 1837. [Not in use.]
dirdum (dir'dum), TO. [Sc., also dirdam, dur-

dum; cf. Gael, diardan, anger, surliness, snarl-

ing.] 1. Tumult; uproar.
There is such a dirdum forsooth for the loss of your

gear and means. W. Guthrie, Sermons, p. 17.

2. A blow; hence, a stroke of misfortune; an
ill turn. 3. A scolding; a scoring.

My word ! but she's no blate to show her nose here. I

gi'ed her such a dirdum the last time I got her sitting in

our laundry as might hae served her for a twelvemonth.
Petticoat Tales, I. 280.

dire (dir), a. [< L. dirus, fearful, awful, dread-

ful, akin to Gr. deivof, fearful, terrible, feMc,
fearful, frightened, deificiv, fear, v., deoo, fear.]

Causing or attended by great fear or terrible

suffering; dreadful; awful: as, dire disaster;
the dire results of intemperance.
Medusa was so dire a monster as to turn into stone all

those who but looked upon her. Bacon, Fable of Perseus.

Dire was the noise
Of conflict. Milton, P. L., vi. 211.

"What dire distress

Could make me cast all hope of life aside?
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 163.

= Syn. Fearful, woeful, disastrous, calamitous, destruc-

tive, terrific, awful, portentous.

direct (di-rekf), a. [< ME. directs P. Pr.
direct = Sp. Pg. directo, Pg. also direito = It.

diretto = D. G. direct = Dan. direkte = Sw.

direkt, < L. directtis, straight, level, upright,
steep, pp. of dirigere (also derigere, with prefix
de-), set in a straight line, straighten, direct,

guide, steer, arrange, < di- for dis-, apart (or

de-, down), + regere, keep straight, direct, rule :

see regent, right. From L. directus come also
ult. dress, address, droit, adroit, maladroit.}
1 . Straight ; undeviating ;

not oblique, crook-

ed, circuitous, refracted, or collateral : as, to

pass in a direct line from one body or place to

another; a direct course or aim; a direct ray
of light ; direct descent (that is, descent in an
unbroken line through male ancestors).

It was no time by direct means to seek her.

Sir P. Sidney.

There were six Dukes of Normandy in France, in a di-

rect Line succeeding from Father to Son.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 20.

2. In astrou., appearing to move forward in
the zodiac according to the natural order and
succession of the signs, or from west to east :

opposed to retrograde: as, the motion of a
planet is direct. 3. Having a character, rela-

tion, or action analogous to that of straight-
ness of direction or motion : as, a direct interest

(that is, part ownership) in a property or busi-
ness.

It is scarcely too much to say, that Lord Byron never
wrote without some reference, direct or indirect, to him-
self. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

In a great modern state it is comparatively few who
have any direct personal knowledge of foreign affairs or

any direct personal interest in them.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 246.

Differences on subjects of the first importance are al-

ways painful, but the direct shock of contrary enthusi-
asms has something appalling about it.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 3.

4. In the natural, unreflecting way ; proceeding
by a simple method to attain an object ;

with-
out modifying one's procedure owing to recon-

direct

dite considerations ; explicit ;
free from the in-

fluence of extraneous circumstances. Thus, a
direct accusation is one made with the avowed intent of

bringing the alleged offender to justice : opposed to a

speech or writing which has the same effect without the

avowal of the purpose, or perhaps not even of the mean-

ing.

5. Plain; express; not ambiguous; straight-
forward

; positive : as, he made a direct acknow-

ledgment.
Add not a doubtful comment to a text

That in itself is direct and easy.
Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 1.

Being busy above, a great cry I hear, and go down ; and
what should it be but Jane in a fit of direct raving, which
lasted half an hour. Pepys, Diary, Aug. 18, 1668.

6. Straightforward; characterized by the ab-

sence of equivocation or ambiguousness ; open ;

ingenuous; sincere.

There be that are in nature faithful and sincere, and
plain and direct; not crafty and involved. Bacon.

I want a simple answer, and direct,
But you evade ; yes ! 'tis as I suspect.

Crabbe, The Borough.

7. In logic, proceeding from antecedent to con-

sequent, from cause to effect, etc Direct ac-
tion. See action, and direct-action, a. Direct battery,

congruity, contempt, conversion, demonstration,
dial, evidence, examination, fire, ete. See the nouns.
Direct Illumination, rays, etc.; illumination, rays, etc.,

without reflection or refraction. Direct induced cur-
rent. See induction. Direct Interval. See interval.

Direct motion, in music, the motion of two voices in

the same direction, up or down. It is also called similar

motion, and includes parallel motion. See motion. Di-
rect Operation, in math., an operation performed by the
direct application of a rule, and not by trial or approxi-
mation: opposed to inverse operation. Direct predi-
cation, in loffic, one the subject of which denotes an ob-

ject while the predicate signifies a character : opposed
to indirect predication, in which the subject conveys the

quality while the predicate indicates the object. Direct
product, the scalar quantity obtained by multiplying the

magnitudes of two vectors together with the cosine of the

angular difference of their directions. Direct proof,
proof which proceeds from a rule and the statement of a
case as coming under that rule to the application of the
rule to that case : as, few men wounded in the liver re-

cover ; this man is wounded in the liver ; this man will

probably not recover. Direct ratio, or direct propor-
tion. See ratio. Direct rhythm. See rhythm. Di-
rect sphere, a sphere whose pole coincides with the
zenith or lies on the horizon. Direct tax. See tax.

Direct turn, in music, a melodic embellishment. See
turn. Direct Vision, vision by unrefracted and unre-
flected rays. Direct-Vision spectroscope. See spec-

troscope. Direct way around an inclosure or a circuit,
in math., that way around in which the inside of the in-

closure is kept at the left-hand side.

direct (di-rekf), v. [< ME. directen, < L. di-

rectus, pp. of dirigere (> It. dirigere = Sp. Pg.
Pr. dirigir = P. diriger= D. dirigeren = G. diri-

giren = Dan. dirigere = Sw. dirigera), straight-

en, direct: see direct, a., and cf. dress, v. Cf.

also dirge, dirigible.'] I. trans. 1. To point or
aim in a straight line toward a place or an
object ;

cause to move, act, or work toward a
certain object or end; determine in respect to

direction: as, to direct an arrow or a piece of

ordnance ;
to direct the eye ;

to direct a course
or flight.

The master of the ship is judged by the directing his
course aright. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 189.

But though the rank which you hold in the royal family
might direct the eyes of a poet to you, yet your beauty
and goodness detain and fix them.

Dryden, Ded. of Indian Emperor.

I have sometimes reflected for what reason the Turks
should appoint such Harks to direct their faces toward in

Prayer. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 14.

2. To point out or make known a course to;

impart information or advice to for guidance :

as, to direct a person to his destination; he
directed his friend's attention to an improved
method.

Direct me, if it be your will,
Where great Aufldius lies. Shale., Cor., iv. 4.

3. To control the course of
; regulate ; guide

or lead
; govern ;

cause to proceed in a par-
ticular manner : as, to direct the steps of a child,
or the affairs of a nation.

Let discretion
Direct your anger.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

They taught how to direct the voice unto harmony.
Sandys, Travailcs, p. 175.

And, pleased the Almighty's orders to perform,
Rides in the whirlwind, and directs the storm.

Addison, The Campaign, 1. 292.

4. To order
;
instruct ; point out to, as a course

of proceeding, with authority ; prescribe to.

I'll first direct my men what they shall do.

S/ta/e., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

The Prophet directed his followers to order their chil-

dren to say their prayers when seven years of age.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 67.



direct

5. In music, to conduct ; lead (a company of

vocal or instrumental performers) as conduc-
tor or director. 6. To superscribe ;

write tho

name and address of the recipient on ;
address :

as, to dinvl a letter or a package.
Kir ritiiiitt. Carry It to my I-ady. . . .

Boy. 'Tis directed to your Worship.
Conyreve, Double- Denier, Hi. 7.

7. To aim or point at, as discourse ;
address.

Words sweetly plac'd, and modestly directed.

Shall., 1 Hen. VI., v. 8.

O moral Oower, this boke I direct

To the. Chaucer, Trollus, I.

8. In astral., to calculate the arc of the equa-
tor between the siguificator and tho promoter.
Directed light line, a Hue which is regarded as dif

ferentiutttl in respect to tho distinction between the two
directions in which It nilKlit be passed over by a moving
point. = Syn. 3. Guidf, Sirai/(see puttie); Conduct, etc. (see

nuituiye and govern)', to dispose, rule, command (see en-

join), control.

II. intrans. 1. To act as a guide ; point out
a course

;
exercise power or authority in guid-

ing.

Wisdom is profitable to direct. Eccl. x. 10.

lie controls ami directs ataolutely.
If. A. Rev., CXLII. 592.

2. In m iif.it-, to act as director or conductor,
direct (di-rekt'), n. [< direct, .] In musical

nutation, the sign ~xv placed at the end of a staff

or of a page to indicate to the performer the

position of the first note of the next staff or

page.
direct (di-rekt'), adv. [< ME. direete; < direct,

a.~\ In a direct manner; directly; straight:

as, he went direct to the point.

And faire Venus, the beaute of the night,

Upraise, and set vnto the west ful right
Her golden face In oppositloun
Of God Phebus direete discending clown.

Henry-son, Testament of Cresslda, 1. 14.

direct-action (di-rekt'ak'shon), a. In meek.,
characterized by direct action : a term applied
to engines which have the piston-rod or cross-

head connected directly to, or by a connecting-
rod with, the crank, dispensing with working-
beams and side levers: as, & direct-action steam-

engine. A rectilinear motion of the piston Is Insured by
a cross-head at the end of the piston-rod, which slides in

parallel guides, or, In the case of the oscillating engine,
the cylinder vibrates In accordance with the movement of

the crank. Special types of direct-action engines are the

annular double-cylinder, double-piston, inclined-cylinder,

inverted-cylinder, oscillating, sliding-cover, steeple-, and

trunk-engines. Also applied to steam-pumps which have
the steam-piston connected by the piston-rod directly to

the pump-piston or plunger, and which have valve-gear
that prevents stopping on what is called the dead-center.

Such pumps work without cranks or fly-wheels.

direct-draft (di-rekt'draft), a. Having a single
direct flue : applied to steam-boilers.

director (di-rek'ter),n. See director.

directing (di-rek'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of direct, .]

Giving or affording direction; guiding Direct-

ing circle. See;/fri'.>M. Directing plane, in perepectire,
a plane passing through the point of sight parallel to the

plane of the picture. Directing point, in perspective,
the point where any original line meets the directing plane.

direction (di-rek'shon), n. [= F. direction =
Sp. direccion = Pg"direecSo = It. direzione =
D. directie = Q. direction = Dan. Sw. direction,
< L. directio(n-), a making straight, a straight

line, a directing (toward anything), < dirigere,

pp. directus, direct: see direct.] 1. Relative po-
sition considered without regard to linear dis-

tance. The direction of anoint, A, from another point, B,
Is or is not the same as the direction of a point, C, from an-
other point, D, according as a straight line drawn from B
through A and continued to infinity would or we ml.l ..,.t nit
thecelestial sphereatthe same point asastraight line drawn
from OthroughOandalsocontinued to infinity. Every mo-
tion of apoint has a determinate direction ; for ifany motion
from any instant were to lose all curvature, it would tend
toward a determinate point of the celestial sphere, which
would tli'lii h- its direction at the instant when it ceased to
be deflected. It is Inaccurate to say that a line has a
determinate direction, because a motion along that line

has either one of two opposite directions. Yet the word
dirtvtion is sometimes used in a loose sense in which, op-
posite directions not being distinguished, the direction of

a line is spoken of, meaning the pair of opposite directions.

The direction of a star 13 seen at a glance, while the
most profound science and the most accurate observations
have not enabled the astronomer to ascertain its distance.

B. Peirce.

The direction in which a force tends to make the point
to which it is applied move is called the direction of the
force. R. S. Bail, Exper. Mechanics, p. 5.

Hence 2. The act of governing; adminis-

tration; management; guidance; superinten-
dence: as, the direction of public affairs, of do-
mestic concerns, of a bank, of conscience; to

study under the ilinction of a tutor.

1 put myself to thy direction. Shat.
, Macbeth, iv. 3.
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All nature is but art unknown to thee,
All chance, directitm which thou canst not see.

1'ope, Essay on Man, 1. 291.

3. Tho act of direr-ting, aiming, pointing, or

applying: as. the direction of good works to a

good end. 4. The end or object toward which

something is directed. 6. An order; a pre-

scription, either verbal or written ; instruction

in what manner to proceed.
lago hath direction what to do. Shat., Othello, ii. 3.

The next day there was also a leny for the repairing two
Forts : but that labour tooke not such effect as was in-

tended, for want of good direction*.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 140.

Follow but our direction, and we will accommodate mat-
ters. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 5.

6. In equity pleading, that part of the bill con-

taining the address to the court. 7. In music,
the act or office of a conductor or director. 8.

A superscription, as on a letter or package,
directing to whom and where it is to be sent ;

an address.
These letters [Lord Chesterfield's) retain their directions

and wax seals, and bear the postmarks of the period .

X. and Q., 7th er., II. 425.

9. A body or board of directors; a directorate.

10. In astral., the difference of right or

oblique ascension between the significator and

promoter Angle of direction. See angle*. Direc-
tion cosine, the cosine of the angle which a given direc-

tion makes with that of one of a system of rectangular
coordinates in space. Direction of the dip. See tit,..

Direction ratio, the ratio of one of the three oblique
coordinates of a point to the distance of the point from
the origin. Line of direction, (a) In gun., the direct

line in which a piece Is pointed. (6) In mech. : (1) The
line in which a body moves or tends to proceed, according
to the force impressed upon it. Thus, if a l>ody falls freely

by gravity, Its line of direction is a line perpendicular to

the horizon, or one which, if produced, would pass through
the earth's center. (2) A line drawn from the center of

gravity of any body perpendicular to the horizon. = Syn.
2. Oversight, government, control.

directional (di-rek'shpn-al), a.
[<

direction +
-al.~] Pertaining or relating to direction.

The directional character of the properties of the ray,
on account of its analogy to the direetio>ial character of a

magnet or an electric current, suggested the idea of po-

larity. Spottifwoode, Polarisation, p. 5.

Directional coefficient. See coefficient.

directitudet (di-rek'ti-tud), n. A word used
in burlesque in the following passage, which

appears to contain some allusion not now in-

telligible.
3d Sen. Which friends, sir, (as it were,) durst not (look

you, sir) show themselves (as we term it) his friends while
he's in directitttde.

lit Sen. Directitude ! what's that? Shot., Cor., Iv. 5.

directive (di-rek'tiv), a. [= F. directif= Sp.

Pg. directivo = It. direttivo, < ML. directirus

(in the phrase directiva litera, a letter address-

ed), < L. directus, pp. of dirigere, direct : see

direct.'] 1. Having the power of directing;
causing to take or occupy a certain direction.

A compass-needle experiences from the earth's mag-
netism sensibly a couple (or directive) action, and Is not

sensibly attracted or repelled as a whole.
Thomson antl Tail, Nat. Phil., 5 563.

2. Pointing out the proper direction; guiding;
prescribing ; indicating.

Nor visited by one directive ray,
From cottage streaming, or from airy hall.

Thomson.

The very objects of speculative contemplation being
selected and created under the directive Influences of some
deep-seated want.

0. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ill. 2.

It Is the office of the inverse symbol to propose a ques-
tion, not to describe an operation. It is, in its primary
meaning, interrogative, not directive.

Boole, Differential Equations, p. 377.

3f. Capable of being directed, managed, or

handled.
Limbs are his instruments,

In no less working, than are swords and bows
Directive by the limbs. Shale., 1. and C., L 3.

4. Dealing with direction : as, directive algebra.
Directive corpuscle, an apoblast (which see).

directly (di-rekt'li), adi: 1. In a straight line

or course, literally or figuratively; in the natu-
ral and primitive way : as, aim directly at the

object ; gravity tends directly to the center of

the earth. In mechanics a body is said to strike or im-

pinge directly against another when the stroke is in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the surface at the point of contact.

Also, a sphere is said to strike directly against another
when the line of direction passes through both their cen-

ters. Two equal flat pencils in the same plane or parallel

planes are said to be directly equal when they could be

generated by equal displacements of rays, these displace-
ments l>eing in the same direction of rotation.

2. In a direct manner: without the interven-
tion of any medium ; immediately.

All (the ancient Greeks] who were qualified to vote at
all voted directly, and not through representatives, iu the

greatest affairs of state.

. A. Freeman, Amer. LecU., p. 273,

directory

It is manifest that lu-fun the development of conunene,
and while IMMSCSHJOII of land conl.l :i|..n< -it e largeDOl of

means, lordship a in I riches \\civ >/>/< '// connected.
//. 4MMW, I'rin. of S.ciol., |462.

3. Straightway; without delay ; immediately;
at once

; presently : as, he will be with us

directly.
He will directly to the lords, I fear.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1260.

(In this sense directly, when it happens to precede a de-

pendent temporal clause, often assumes, by the improper
omission of the temporal conjunction vhrn or at, the ap-
parent office of a conjunction. when," "as soon as." It

is more common in English than in American use.

Directly he stopped, the coffin was removed by four men.
Dickeni.\

4. Clearly; unmistakably; expressly; with-
out circumlocution or ambiguity.
That wise Solon was directly a Poet, It Is manifest, hau-

ing written in verse the notable fable of the Atlantick
Hand. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for 1'oetrle.

We found our Sea cards most directly false.

Quoted In Capt. Jo>m Smith'* True Travels, 1. 109.

I never directly defame, but I do what is as bad in the

consequence. Steele, Spectator, No. 136.

Directly proportional. In math. See proportional.
= Syn. 3. Promptly, instantly, quickly. 4. Absolutely,
unambiguously.

directness (di-rekt'nes), n. 1. Straightness ;

a straight course. Sheridan. 2. Straightfor-

wardness; openness; freedom from ambiguity.
I like much their robust simplicity, their veracity, di-

rectness of conception. Carlylc.

director (di-rek'tor), n. [= F. directeur (> D.
directeur = Dan. Sw. direktor) = G. director =
Sp. Pg. director = It. direttore, < NL. director,
< L. dirigere, pp. directus, direct: see direct.,]

1. One who directs; one who guides, superin-
tends, governs, or manages.

Nature hath some director of infinite knowledge to guide
her in all her ways. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 3.

Specifically (a)
One of a number of persons, appointed

or elected under provision of law, having authority to

manage and direct the affairs of a corporation or company.
All the directors collectively constitute a board o/ directors.

They are agents of the corporation, and not of the stock*

holders. Generally they are elected for one year, (b) In

MIMIC, the leader or conductor of a company of vocal or
instrumental performers : as, a choir director; an orches-

tral director.

2. Anything that directs or controls.

Common forms were not design'd
Directors to a noble mind. Sn-(ft.

Safety from external danger is the most powerful di-

rffi'ir of national conduct A. Hamilton.

Specifically (a) In ntrg., a grooved probe, intended to

direct the edge of the knife or scissors in opening si*

nuses or fistula; or making incisions generally, (o) In elect.,

a metallic instrument on a glass handle connected by a
chain with the pole of a battery, ami applied to the part of

the body to which a shock is to be sent Director circle.
See circle.

Sometimes spelled directer.

directorate (di-rek'to-rat), n. [= F. directorat;
as director + -atc&.~\ '!.' The office of a director.

2. A body of directors.

directorial (dir-ek-to'ri-al), a. [< director +
-ial.] 1. That directs; invested with direction

or control.

The emperor's power in the collective body, or the diet,
is not directorial, but executive.

IT. Outhrie, Oeog., Germany.

2. Belonging to a director or a body of direc-

tors, as the French Directory,
directoiizet (di-rek'to-riz), v. t. [< directory +
-ire.] To bring under the power or authority
of a directory (in the extract, of the Presby-
terian Directory for Public Worship).

These were to do the Journey work of Presbytery, . . .

undertaking to Dircctorizc, to Unliturgize, to Catechize,
and to Disciplinize their Brethren.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 609.

directorship (di-rek'tor-ship), n. [< director +
-ship.'} The condition or office of a director.

MicUe.

directory (di-rek'to-ri), a. and n. [= F. direc-

toire = Sp. Pg. directorio = It. direttorio, < LL.
directorius, serving to direct, ML. NL. neut.

directoriitm, a directory, < L. directus, pp. of

iliriiiti-t, direct : see direct.'] I. a. Guiding or

directing; directive.

This needle the mariners call their directory needle.
J. Greyory, Poethuma (1650), p. 281.

I must practise a general directory and revisory power
in the matter. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 361.

Directory statute, a statute or part of a statute which

operates merely as advice or direction to the official or

other person who is to do something pointed out, leaving
the act or omission not destructive of the legality of what
is done in disregard of the direction. Bi*hop.

II. n.; pi. directories (-riz). 1. A guide; a
rule to direct; particularly (eccles.), a book of

directions for saving the various church of-

fices and for finding the changes in them re-



directory

quired by the calendar; especially, in medieval

English usage, a book of directions for saying
the hours. Also called ordinal, pica, or pie.
The directory of the Greek Church is called the

typicum.

There may be usefully set forth by the Church a com-
mon directory of publick prayer, especially in the admin-
istration of the Sacraments.

Miltmi, Apology for Smectymiiuus.

"So pray ye," or after this manner: which if we ex-

pound only to the sense of becoming a pattern, or a direc-

tory, it is observable that it is not only directory for the

matter but for the manner too.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 278.

The principal ecclesiastical directories are : (1) The set

of rules drawn up in 1644 by the Westminster Assem-

bly of Divines, to take the place of the Book of Common
Prayer of the Church of England, ratified by Parliament
in 1645, and adopted by the Scottish General Assembly
the same year. (2) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a list, drawn

up by authority of the bishop, containing directions as to

the mass and office to be said on each day of the year. The
number of feasts in the present calendar, and the frequent

necessity of transferring some, commemorating or omit-

ting others, makes the Directorium (or, as it is usually

called, the Ordo) necessary for the clergy. The "
Catholic

Directory," familiar to English Catholics, contains, besides
the Ordo, a list of clergy, churches, etc. An annual called

the "Catholic Directory" occupies the same field in the
United States as the English Directory. Cath. Diet.

Specifically 2. A book containing an alpha-
betical list of the inhabitants of a city, town,
district, or the like, with their occupation, place
of business, and abode. 3. A board of direc-

tors; a directorate. Specifically 4. [cap.}
The body constituting toe executive in Prance

during a part of the revolutionary epoch, con-

sisting of five members called directors, one of
whom retired each year. Succeeding the govern-
ment of the Convention, it existed from October, 1795, to
November 9th, 1799, when it was overthrown by Napoleon
Bonaparte (coup d'etat of the 18th Brumaire), and succeed-
ed by the Consulate. Under the Directory the legislative

power was vested in a Council of Ancients, or Senate, of
250 members, composed of men above forty years of age,
and a Council of Five Hundred, or Lower House, with
which rested the initiative in legislation.

directress (di-rek'tres), n. [< director + -ess.]
A female director

;
a directrix.

directrix (di-rek'triks), n. [= F. directrice =
It. direttrice, < NL. directrix, fern, of director:
see director.} 1. A woman who governs or
directs. 2. In math., a fixed line, whether
straight or not, that is required for the descrip-
tion of a curve or surface. 3. In gun., the cen-
ter line in the plane of fire of an embrasure or

platform. Tidball. See embrasure. Directrix
Of a conic, a line from which the distance of the variable

point on the conic bears a constant ratio to the distance
of the same point from a given focus ; the polar of a focus.

Directrix of electrodynamlc action of a given cir-

cuit, the magnetic force due to the circuit.

direful (dir'ful), a. [< dire + -ful. 1, irreg. suf-
fixed to an adj.] Characterized by or fraught
with something dreadful ; of a dire nature or

appearance : as, a direful fiend
; a direful mis-

fortune.
Saturn combust,

With direful looks at your nativity,
Beheld fair Venus in her silver orb.

Greene, James IV., i.

=Syn. See list under dire.

direfully (dir'ful-i), adv. Dreadfully ; terribly;
woefully.
direfulness (dir'ful-nes), n. The state of being
direful; dreadfulness

;
calamitousuess.

The direfulness of this pestilence is more emphatically
set forth in these few words than in forty such odes as

Sprat's on the plague at Athens. J. Warton, Essay on Pope.

direlyt (dlr'li), adv. In a dire manner; fear-

fully.

And of his death he direly had forethought.
Draylon, David and Goliath.

diremptt (di-rempf), v. t. [< L. diremptus, pp.
of dirimere (> It. dirimere= Sp. Pg. dirimir = F.

dirimer), take apart, part, separate, < dig-, apart,+ emere, take. Cf . adempt, exempt, redemption.}
To separate by violence; put asunder; break
off.

He writ the iudiciall examination for a prouiso : that if

either part refused to stand to his arbitrament, the diflni-
tiue strife might be dirempted by sentence.

Holinshed, Conquest of Ireland, xxxiii.

diremptt (di-rempf), a. [< L. diremptus, pp. :

see the verb.] Parted; separated. Stow.-'
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direptiont (di-rep'shon), n. [< L. direptio(n-),

< diripere, pp. direptus, tear asunder or away,

ravage, < di- for dis-, asunder, + rapere, snatch.

Cf. correction.'} A plundering or ravaging ;
rob-

bery.
This lord for some direptions being cast

Into close prison.
lleywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 615.

You shall " suffer with joy the direption of your goods,"
because the best part of your substance is in heaven.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 126.

direptitlOUSt (dir-ep-tish'us), a. [After surrep-
titious (q. v.), < L. direptus, pp. of diripere, tear

away: see direption.} Relating to or of the na-

ture of direption. E. D.

direptitiouslyt (dir-ep-tish'us-li), adv. Byway
of direption or robbery.
Grants surreptitiously and direptitiously obtained.

Strype, Memorials, an. 1532.

dirge (derj), n. [Sc. also dirgie, etc. (see dir-

gie); < ME. dirge, dorge, dyrge, dirige, deregy,
funeral service, the office for the dead ;

so called

asunder. [Rare.] 2. In vot.
, same as chorisis.

[Not used.]
direness (dir'nes), n. Terribleness

; horrible-

ness; tearfulness.

Direness, familiar to my slaught'rous thoughts,
Cannot once start me. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

from an antiphon therein sung beginning "Z>j-
ri(/e, Domine, Deus meus, in conspectu tuo vi-

am meam" (Direct, O Lord my God, my way
in thy sight), the words being taken from the

Psalms ("Domine . . . dirige in conspectu
tuo viam meam"; Vulgate, Ps. v. 8) : L. dirige,

impv. of dirigere, make straight, direct: see di-

rect. In ME. the dirge or dirige is often men-
tioned in connection with the placebo, so named
for a similar reason.] A funeral hymn ;

the fu-

neral service as sung; hence, a song or tune

expressing grief, lamentation, and mourning.
Resort, I pray you, vnto my sepulture,
To sing my dirige with great deuocion.

lamentation of Mary Magdalene, 1. 641.

And ouer vt he ordeyned ther, to be contynued for euer.

one day in ye weke, a solempne dirige to be songe, and
vpon yfl morowe a masse. Fabyan, Chron., an. 1422.

With mirth in funeral, and with dirge in marriage,
In equal scale weighing delight and dole.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

First will I sing thy dirge,
Then kiss thy pale lips, and then die myself.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 4.

As the first anthem at matins commenced with "Dirige,"
. . . the whole of the morning's service, including the

Mass, came to be designated a "
Dirige" or Dirge.

Hock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 503.

=Syn. Dirge, Requiem, Elegy, lament, threnody, coro-

nach. The first three are primarily and almost uniformly
suggested by the death of some person. A dirge or a re-

quiem may be only music or may be a song. An elegy is

a poem, which may or may not be sung. A requiem, be-

ing originally sung for the repose of the soul of a deceased

person, retains a corresponding character when the music
does not accompany words.

A dark-haired virgin train

Chanted the death-dtr(7e of the slain.

Longfellow, Burial of the Minnisink.

The silent organ loudest chants
The master's requiem. Emerson, Dirge.

Now change your praises into piteous cries,
And Eulogies turne into Elegies.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 372.

dirge-alet (derj'al), n. Awake, or funeral gath-
ering, at which ale was served. Also called
soul-ale. See dirgie.

With them the superfluous numbers of idle wakes,
guilds, fraternities, church-ales, helpe-ales, and soule-

ales, called also dirge-ales, with the heathenish rioting at

bride-ales, are well diminished and laid aside.

Holinshed, Description of England, ii. 1.

dirgee, n. See durjee.

dirgeful(d6rj'ful),<z. [< dirge + -ful, 1.] Fune-
real; wailing; mournful.

Soothed sadly by the dirgeful wind. Coleridge.

dirgie (der'ji), n. [Sc., also written dergie,

dergy, and transposed drigie, dregie, dredgie, =
E. dirge, < ME. dirge, dyrge, dirige, deregy, etc.,
the service for the dead: see dirge.} A fu-

neral company; entertainment at a funeral.
Selden.

dirhem, n. See derham.
Dirichlet's principle. See principle.

diriget, . A Middle English form of dirge.

dirigent (dir'i-jent), a. and n. [= F. dirigeant
= bp. Pg. It. dirigente, < L. dirigen(t-)s, ppr. of

dirigere, direct: see direct.} I. a. Directing;
serving to direct: formerly applied, in chem-
istry, to certain ingredients in prescriptions
which were supposed to guide the action of the
rest.

II. n. In geom., the line of motion along
which the describent line or surface is carried
in the generation of any plane or solid figure ;

the directrix.

dirigible (dir'i-ji-bl), a. [< L. as if *dirigibttis,
< dirigere, direct: see direct.} That may be
directed, controlled, or steered.

Front and Side
Views of Scottish

Highland Dirk.

An occasion-

dirt

It is stated by the London ' '

Engineering
" that a dirigi-

ble balloon of colossal dimensions has been for some time
in course of construction in Berlin. Science, VIII. 367.

dirigo (dir'i-go). [L. : 1st pers. sing. pres. ind.

act. of dirigere, direct: see direct.} I guide or

direct: the motto on the arms of the State of

Maine,

dirigo-motor (dir'i-g6-m6"tpr), a. Productive
of muscular motion, and directing that motion
to an end.

Certain inferior dirigo-motor acts are unconscious ; but

omitting these, the law is that with each muscular con-

traction there goes a sensation more or less definite.

11. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 46.

diriment (dir'i-ment), a. [< L. dirimen(b-}s,

ppr. of dirimere: see dirempt, v.} Nullifying.
Diriment impediments of marriage, in the Rom.

Cath. Ch., such impediments as render marriage null and
void from the very beginning, as consanguinity, affinity,

certain crimes, etc.

Bishops . . . may often dispense from certain diriment

impediments as apostolic delegates. Cath. Diet., p. 436.

dirk 1
(derk), . [Formerly also durk; < Ir. duirc,

a dirk, poniard.] A stabbing weapon ;
a dag-

ger. Especially (o) The long and
heavy dagger worn as a part of the

equipment of the duniwassal, or gentle-
man, among the Celtic Highlanders of

Scotland. It had different forms at dif-

ferent times. The more modern style
has a scabbard with one or two minor
sheaths in it for small knives.

He took the engagement ... in the

only mode and form which ... he con-
sidered as binding he swore secrecy
upon his drawn dirk.

Scott, Waverley, Ixv.

(fc) The common side-arm of a midship-
man in the British naval service. It is

usually straight, but is sometimes a

very short, curved cutlas.

dirk1
(derk), v. t. [< dirk*, .]

To poniard ;
stab.

I thought of the Ruthvens that were
dirked in their ain house, for it may be
as small a forfeit.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, iii.

And dirked his foe with his own hand.
The Century, XXVII. 329.

dirk2t (derk), a., n., adv., and v.

al Middle English and Scotch form of dark*.

Chaucer.
I praye thee, speake not so dirke ;

Such myster saying me seemeth to mirke.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

dirk-knife (derk'nif), n. A large clasp-knife
with a dirk-like blade.

dirknesst, . An obsolete form of darkness.

Chaucer.
dirl (dirl), v. i. [So., = E. drill, pierce: see

drill*, thrill.} 1. To thrill. 2. To vibrate or

shake, especially with reverberation
;
tremble.

He screwed his pipes and gart them skirl,
Till roof and rafters a' did dirl.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

dirl (dirl), n. [< dirl, v.} A blow such as

produces a tingling sensation or a quavering
sound; the sensation or sound itself; vibra-
tion. [Scotch.]

I threw a noble throw at ane ; . . .

It just played dirl on the bane.

Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

Dirochelyoidae (di-rok"e-li-oi'de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dirochelys + -ida;.} A subfamily of tortoises,
named by Agassiz, in the form Deirochelyoidai,
in his family Emydoidce, from the genus Di-

rochelys.

Dirochelys (di-rok'e-lis), . [NL., < Gr. ieipf/,

neck, + ;te/t>f, tortoise.] A genus of tortoises,
alone representing the Dirochelyoida', having
an elongated flexible neck, webbed feet, and
a movable plastron. Also Deirochelys.

dirt (dert), n. and a. [Formerly also spelled
durt; transposed from ME. drit (= MD. drijt,

D. dreet = Icel. drit, mod. dritr), excrement:
see drit, drite.} I. n. 1. Any foul or filthy sub-

stance, as excrement, mud, mire, orpitch; what-

ever, adhering to anything, renders it foul, un-

clean, or offensive.

The wicked arc like the troubled sea, . . . whose waters
cast up mire and dirt. Isa. Ivii. 20.

And being downe, is trodde in the durt
Of cattell, and brouzed, and sorely hurt.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

Thou shouldst have heard . . . how he beat me because
her horse stumbled

;
how she waded through the dirt to

pluck him off me. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

2. Earth, especially loose earth; disintegrated
soil, as in gardens ; hence, any detrital or dis-

integrated material. [Colloq., U. S.]

The love of dirt Is among the earliest passions.
C. It. Warner, My Summer iu a Garden.



dirt

The common qualities [of copper) give off a great deal
of foreign matter known us iliri.

J. 1C. f.'n/uAnrt, Kh-ctrotyping, p. 130.

Specifically 3. In phtccr-mining, the detrital

material (usually sand and gravel) from which
the gold is separated by washing.

'Hi' iniiMTs tnlk f ilrli dirt and poor dirt, ami of strip-

ping otf so many feet of topdiX brfun; n''ttinu t<> pay ''" '.

tlir latter meaning <{/>' with <> much gold in it Unit it will

pay to dig it uj) anil wash it. Hurtkwick, California, p. 120.

4f. Meanness
;
sordidness

;
baseness.

Honours which arc ... sometimes thrown away upon
dirt ami infamy. If. Mtltnolh, ti . of Pliny, vil. a>.

6. Abusive or scurrilous language Pay dirt,
earth containing a remunerative quantity of p>l<l. See
extract under ilef. 3. To eat dirt, to anbinit to some de-

grading hnmillation : swallow one's own words. To fling
dirt at, to attack with scurrilous utilise, as an opponent.

II. a. Consisting or made of loose earth: as,
a ilirt road (a road not paved or macadamized).
[Colloq., U. 8.]
We walked on dirt floors for carpets, sat on benches for

1.:tn Peter Carturright, Autobiog., p. 486.

dirt (dert), v. t. [< dirt, n, Cf. drit, drite, .]

To make foul or filthy ;
soil

;
befoul

; dirty.

[Rare, except in colloq. use.]
Ill company Is like a dog, whodirt* most those whom he

loves best. Sici/t.

Mosques are also closed in rainy weather (excepting at

the times of prayer), lest persons who have no shoes should
enter and dirt the pavement and matting.K If'. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 96.

dirt-bed (dert'bed), n. In f/eol., any stratum
in which the remains of an ancient soil are con-

spicuous. The most remarkable dirt-beds are In the Pur-
beckian group, a fresh- and brackish-water formation at

the summit of the Jurassic series. In this group, so named
from the Isle of Purbeck in England, where the stratum is

best developed, there are layers of ancient soil containing
the stumps of trees which once grew In them.

dirt-board (dert'bord), . In a vehicle, a board

placed so as to keep the axle-arm free from dirt.

dirt-cheap (dert'chep), a. As cheap as dirt;

very cheap. [Colloq.]
I weigh my words when I say that If the nation could

purchase a potential Watt, or Davy, or Faraday, at the
cost of a hundred thousand pounds down, he would be

dirt-cheap at the money. Huxley, Tech. Education.

dirt-eating (dert'e'ting), n. 1. The practice
of some savage or barbarous tribes, as the Ot-
tomacs of South America, of using certain kinds
of clay for food: geophagism. 2. Cachexia

Africana, a disorder of the nutritive functions

among negroes, and in certain kinds of disturb-

ances of health among women, in which there
is a morbid craving to eat dirt.

dirtily (der'ti-li), adv. [<-dirty, a.] 1. In a

dirty manner; foully; nastily; filthily. 2.

Meanly ; sordidly ; by low means.

Dirtily and desperately gull'd. Donnr, Elegies, xil.

dirtiness (der'ti-nes), n. 1. The state of being
dirty; filthiuess; foulness; nastiness.

Paris, which before that time was called Lutecla, because
of the inudde and dirtiiume of the place wherein it stand-

fth. Stow, The Romans, an. 386.

If gentlemen would regard the virtues of their ances-

tours, . . . this degenerate wantonness and dirtiness of

speech would return to the dunghill.
Barrow, Works, I. xlli.

Bis [a collier's] high wages arise altogether from the

hardship, disagreeableness, and dirtiness of his work.
Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, I. 10.

2. Meanness; baseness; sordidness. 3. Slop-
piuess; muddiness; uncomfortableuess : as,
the dirtiness of the weather.

dirt-scraper (dert'skra'per), n. A road-scraper
or a grading shovel, used in leveling or grading
ground.
dirty (di-r'ti), a. [Formerly also spelled durty,
din-til-; < dirt +

-y
1
.] 1. Consisting of or im-

parting dirt or filth ; causing foulness
; soiling :

as, a dirty mixture
; dirty work.

And all his armour sprinckled was with blood,
And soyld with ihirtte gore that no man can
Discerne the hew thereof. Spenser, F. Q., II. rl. 41.

And here the maiden, sleeping sound
On the dank and dirty ground.

N/infr., M. N. D.,11. 3.

2. Characterized by dirt
;
unclean ; not clean-

ly; sullied: as, <lirty hands; dirty employment.
In their dress, as well as in their persons, they are gen-

erally slovenly and ilinn.

K. 1C. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 343.

3. Appearing as if soiled; dark-colored; im-

pure ; dingy.
Pound an almond, and the clew white colour will be al-

tcrrd into a itirly one. Loekf.

4. Morallyunclean or impure; base; low; des-

picable ; groveling : as, a dirty follow
;
a dirty

job or trick.

1639

Marriages would lie made up upon more natural motives
than re dirty interests. >'>> 1C. Temple.

5. Repulsive to sensitive feeling; disagree-
able

; disgusting.
I'd do the dirty work with pleasure, since dirty work hai

to be done, provided that we believe in what we are work-

ing for. New Princeton fiev., 11. 106.

6. Foul; muddy; squally; rainy; sloppy; un-
comfortable : said of the weather or or roads.

=8yn. 1. filthy, Foul, etc. See natty. 2. Unclean,
soiled, sullied, begrimed. 4 and 5. Vile, scurvy, shabby,
sneaking, despicable, contemptible, gross, obscene.

dirty (iliVti), v. t.; pret. and pp. dirtied, ppr. dir-

tying. [< dirty, a.} 1. To defile; make filthy;
soil

;
befoul : as, to dirty the clothes or hands.

For thine, my dear Dick, give me leave to speak plain,
Like a very foul mop, dirty more than they clean. Swijt.

2. To soil or tarnish morally ; sully.
If our fortune ... be great, public experience hath made

remonstrance, that it mingles with the world, and dirties

those fingers which are instrumental in consecration.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 78.

dirty-alien (der'ti-al'en), n. [E. dial., < dirty
+ alien, var. of aulin. q. v.] A local English
name of the dung-bird.
diruptiont (di-rup'shon), n. [< L. diruptio(n-),
< dirumpere or disrumpere, pp. diruptus, disrup-
'".-. break apart : see disrupt.'] A bursting or

rending asunder. See disruption.
Dis (dis), n. [L., related, but prob. not directly,
with dig (dit-), contr. of dives (divit-), rich (cf.

I'luto, < Or. nAoivuv, as related to ir^oDrof, rich),
both akin to <//-, ilti-ii*. divine, deus, a god:
see deity.'} In Rom. myth., a name sometimes
given to Pluto, and hence to the infernal
world.

Since they did plot
The means that dusky Dis my daughter got,
Her and her blind boy's scandal'd company
I have forsworn. ShaJc., Tempest, iv. 1.

dis-. [ME. dis-, des-, OF. des-, dis-, de-, F. des-,

dis-, de- = Sp. Pg. des-, dis- = It. dis-, des-, s-

(the Rom. forms varying according to position,

age, or other circumstances, and often coexist-

ing), < L. dis-, an inseparable prefix, remaining
unchanged before c, p, q, s, and t (and some-
times .'/, h, j, and r, and in ML. at will, and
hence in Rom., etc., in all positions), and
usually before a vowel, regularly changed to di-

before 6, d, g, j, I, m, n, r, and v, to dif- before

/, to dir- before a vowel (as in diribere and
dirimere: see dirempt), orig. 'in two,' hence

'apart,' 'asunder,' etc. (connected with bis,

ong. *dvis = Or. off, twice), < duo = Gr. ii-o =
E. two : see dt-1

,
rfi-2

, di-&, and two. In ML.
and Rom. the prefixes dis- (OF. dts-, dis-) and
de- (OF. de-, often written des-, def-, etc.) in the

separative and privative senses were often used

interchangeably; hence many words having
original L. de- may appear in the modern lan-

guages with dis- (dif-, etc.), while others hav-

ing original L. dis- (dif-, etc.) may appear with

de-; cf. defer
1* = differ, defame, deform, defy,

etc., in which de- and dif- are involved. The
prefix dis-, in ME. almost indifferently dis- or

des-, becomes in mod. E. exclusively dis- (when
not reduced to or merged with de-), except in a
few words in which the force of the prefix is less

obvious, and the archaic form des- accordingly
remains in use along with the regular modern
form dis-, as in discant, descant, dispatch, des-

patch.} A prefix of Latin origin (in other forms

di-, dif-), in force (1) separative or disjunc-

tive,
'

apart,'
'

asunder,'
' in different direc-

tions,' etc., as in distend, dispart, dissident, etc.,
this force being often only indistinctly felt in the

English word, as in dispose, dissent, distract, etc.,
and passing even in Latin into a merely inten-
sive use, not felt at all in English, as in dispute;
(2) privative or negative, like the English UM-,

reversing or negativing the primitive, as in dis-

similar, etc., haying come, in this use, from its

frequency in Middle Latin and Old French, to

be recognized as a regular English prefix, and
as such usable with almost any verb and adjec-
tive, as in disable, disesteem, disfavor, disoblige,

disfellowship, etc., and in colloquial or dialectal

use in such forms as disrentember, disrecollect,
etc. In some words the prefix dit- was early reduced by
apheresis to -, a form common in Italian, and seen in Eng-
lish in spend, splay, sport, etc., as compared with dispend,
display, disport, etc.

dis. An abbreviation of discount.

disability (dis-a-bil'i-ti), n.; pi. disabilities

(-ti/). [= It. disubilita ; as dis- priv. + ability.}
1 . Want of competent power, strength, or phys-
ical or mental ability ;

weakness
; incapacity ;

impotence: as, disability arising from infirm-

ity; a blind person labors under great ilisn-

bi'lity.

disaccord

The debate ... In the House of Commons began at
nine o'clock in the morning, and continued till after mid-
niulit, without interruption. . . .

"
Many, "says Clarendon,

' withdrew from pure faintness, and disability to attend
the conclusion." Everett, Orations, II. 121.

Chatham refused to see him, pleading his dim/"'

Bancroft.

Specifically 2. Want of competent means or

instruments. 3. Want of legal capacity or

qualification ; legal incapacity ; incapacity to

do an act with legal effect.

This disadvantage which the Dissenters at present lie

under, of a disability to receive Church preferments, will

be easily remedied by the repeal of the test. - <"

The pagan laws during the empire had been continually

repealing the old disabilitifH of women, and the legisla-
tive movement In their favour continued with unabated
force from Constantino to Justinian, and appeared also

In some of the early laws of the barbarians.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 358.

= Syn. IH'iibility, Inability, Incompetence, Incapacity,

disqualification, unfltness. Disability implies depriva-
tion or loss of power ; inability indicates rather inherent
want of power. One declines an office from inability to dis-

charge its duties, but is not elected to it because of some
external disability disqualifying him for being chosen,

disable (dis-a'bl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disabled,

ppr. disabling. [< dis- priv. -I- able*, .] 1. To
render unable; deprive of ability, physical,

mental, or legal ; weaken or destroy tne capa-
bility of; cripple or incapacitate: as, a ship is

disabled by a storm or a battle
;
a race-horse is

disabled by lameness ; loss of memory disables

a teacher.

A Christian's life Is a perpetual exercise, a wrestling
and warfare, for which sensual pleasure disables him.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

An attainder of the ancestor corrupts the blood, and
disables his children to Inherit. Blackstone.

A single State or a minority of States ought to be ills-

aUed to resist the will of the majority.
A". Webflrr, In Scudder, p. 123.

2. To impair ;
diminish ; impoverish.

I have disabled mine estate

By something showing a more swelling port
Than my faint means would grant continuance.

Shalt., M. of V., I L
3t. To pronounce incapable ; hence, to detract

from; disparage; undervalue.

He disabled my Judgment. Shot., As you Like It, T. 4.

This Year the King being at his Manor of Oklng, Wol-
sey, Archbishop of York, came and shewed him Letters

that he was elected Cardinal ; for which Dignity he itit-

abled himself, till the King willed him to take It upon
him, and from thenceforth called him Lord Cardinal.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 263.

=Syn. 1. To cripple, paralyze, enfeeble, unfit, disqualify,

disable! (dis-a'bl), a. [< dis- priv. + able 1
, a.}

Wanting ability ; incompetent.
Our disable and unactive force. Daniel, M usophllns.

disablement (dis-a'bl-ment), n. [< disable +
-ment.} Deprivation or want of power; legal

impediment ; disability.

The penalty of the refusal thereof was turned Into a
diitaMement to take any promotion, or to exercise any
charge. Bacon, Obs. on a LibeL

But still this Is only an interruption of the acts, rather
than any disablement of the faculty.

South, Sermons, V. IT.

dis-abridget,
'

' [< tlis- priv. -I- abridge.] To
extend; lengthen.

And hce, whose life the Lord did dis-abbridge.

Syltxiter, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, III. 11.

disabuse (dis-a-buz'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

abused, ppr. disabusing. [< dis- priv. + abuse, r.]
To free from mistake

;
undeceive ; relieve from

fallacy or deception; set right: as, it is our

duty to disabuse ourselves of false notions and

prejudices.

Everybody says I am to marry the most brutal of men.
I would disabuxe them. Goldsmith, Grumbler.

The first step of worthiness will be to disabuse us of

our superstitious associations with places and times, with
number and size. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 234.

disaccommodate (dis-a-kom'o-dat), r. t. ; pret.
and pp. disaccommodated, ppr. disaccommodat-

ing. [< dis- priv. + accommodate, v.} To put
to inconvenience ; discommode.

I hope this will not disactommodate you.
Warburton, To Hunt, Letters, cxcil.

disacconunodation (dis-a-kom-o-da'shon), .

[< dis- priv. + accommodation.} The state of

being unfit, unstated, or unprepared.

They were such as were great and notable devastations,

sometimes in one part of the earth, sometimes In another :

... In some places more than in other, according to the

accommodation or dixaccotnmodation of them to such ca-

lamities. Sir 11. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 217.

disaccord (dis-a-k6rd' ), v. i. [< OF. desacorder,

desaccorder, P. desaccorder, < des- priv. +
acorder, agree : see dis- and accord, v.} To dis-

agree ; refuse assent.



disaccord

But she did disaccord,
Ne could her liking to his love apply.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ill. 7.

Nothing can more disaccord with our experience than

the assertion that our thoughts and desires never do or

can intervene as causes in the events of our lives.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 212.

disaccordant (dis-a-kor'dant), . [< OF. des-

acordant, disaccordant, ppr. of desacorder, des-

accorder, disagree : see disaccord, and cf . accor-

dant.] Not agreeing; not accordant.

disaccustom (dis-a-kus'tom), v. t. [Formerly
also disaccustome ; '< OF. desaccoustumer, F. des-

accoutumer(=Sp. desacostumbrar= Pg. desacos-

tui(ir),< des-pTiv. + aecoustumer, accustom : see

dis- and accustom, v.] To cause to lose a habit

by disuse ;
render unaccustomed as by disuse :

as, he has disaccustomed himself to exercise.

disacidify (dis-a-sid'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp.
disacidified, ppr. disacidifying. [= F. desacidi-

fier ; as dis- priv. + acidify."] To deprive of

acidity ;
free from aeid

;
neutralize the acid

present in. Imp. Diet. [Bare.]
disacknowledget (dis-ak-nol'ej), v. t. [< dis-

Eriv.

+ acknowledge.] To refuse to acknow-

>dge; disown.

By words and oral expressions verbally to deny and dig-

acknowledge it. South.

disacquaintt (dis-a-kwanf), v. t. [< OF. desa-

cointer, desaccointer, disacquaint, < des- priv. +
acointer, acquaint : see dis- and acquaint, v.~\ To
render unfamiliar or unacquainted ; estrange.

M\ sick heart with dismal smart
Is disacquainted never. Herrick.

'Tis held a symptom of approaching danger,
When disacquainted sense becomes a stranger,
And takes no knowledge of an old disease.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 8.

disacquaintancet (dis-a-kwan'taus), n. [< dis-

priv. + acquaintance.] Want of acquaintance;
unacquaintance ;

unfamiliarity.
The straungenesse thereof proceedes but of noueltie

and disaquaintance with our eares.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 131.

disadjust (dis-a-jusf), v. t. [< dis- priv. + ad-

just, v.] To destroy the adjustment of; disar-

range ;
disturb

;
confuse.

When the thoughts are once disadjugted, why are they
not always in confusion ? Hervey, Meditations, II. 32.

disadorn (dis-a-dorn'), v. t. [< dis- priv. 4-

adorn, v. Cf. OF. desaorner, desaourner, de-

spoil.] To deprive of ornaments.

When she saw grey Hairs begin to spread,
Deform his Beard, and disadorn his Head.

Congfeve, Hymn to Venus.

disadvancet (dis-ad-vans'), v. t. [Earlymod. E.

disadvaunce; < ME. disavauncen, < OF. desavan-

cer, desavancier, desadvancier, hinder, thrust or
throw back, < des- priv. + avaneer, advance:
see dis- and advance, v.] 1. To drive back;
repel ;

hinder the advance of.

To speken of an ordinaunce
How we the Grekes myghten disavaunce.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 511.

Ther were many full noble men and trewe that hadden
grete drede that for the faute of her prowesse that holy
cherche and cristin feith were disavaunced.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 260.

And [he] lefte the hoste on the left side, and that was to
disavaunce the Emperour, and by-reve hym the way to
Oston. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 658.

2. To draw back.

Through Cambels shoulder it unwarely went,
That forced him his shield to digadvaunce.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 8.

disadvantage (dis-ad-van'taj), n. [< ME. dis-

advauntage, disavauntage, < OF. desavantage, F.

desavantage (= Sp. desi'entaja= Pg. desvantagem
= It. svantaggio), < des- priv. + avantage, ad-

vantage: see dis- and advantage, n.] 1. Ab-
sence or deprivation of advantage ;

that which
prevents success or renders it difficult

; any un-
favorable circumstance or condition: as, the

disadvantage of poverty or imperfect education.
After all, Horace had the disadvantage of the times in

which he lived ; they were better for the man, but worse
for the satirist. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

Well, this is taking Charles rather at a disadvantage, to
be sure. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

The exact spot through which the English soldiers
fought their way against desperate disadvantages into the
fort is still perfectly discernible.

Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 326.

2. Loss; injury; prejudice to interest, reputa-
tion, credit, profit, or other good: as, to sell

goods to disadvantage.
They would throw a construction on his conduct to his

disadvantage before the public. Bancroft.
= Syn. Detriment, injury, hurt, harm, damage, prejudice,
drawback.
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disadvantage (dis-ad-van'taj), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. disadvantaged, ppr. disadvantaging. [< OF.

desadvantager, F. desavantager, hinder, disad-

vantage; from the noun.] To hinder or em-
barrass

;
do something prejudicial or injurious

to; put at disadvantage.
Let every man who is concerned deal with justice,

nobleness, and sincerity, . . . without tricks and strata-

gems, to disadvantage the church by doing temporal ad-

vantages to his friend or family.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 169.

That they [the philanthropic) may aid the offspring of

the unworthy, they disadvantage the offspring of the

worthy through burdening their parents by increased

local rates. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 20.

disadvantageablet (dis-ad-van'taj-a-bl), a. [<
dis- priv. + advantageable.] Not advantageous ;

contrary to advantage or convenience.

Hasty selling is commonly as disadvantageable as inter-

est. Bacon, Expense.

disadvantageous (dis-ad-van-ta'jus), a. [=F.
desavantageux = Sp. desventajoso = Pg. desvan-

tajoso = It. svantaggioso ; as dis- priv. + ad-

vantageous.] 1. Attended with disadvantage ;

not adapted to promote interest, reputation, or

other good; unfavorable; detrimental.

Unequal combinations are always disadvantageous to

the weaker side. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiii.

In short, the creed of the street is, Old Age is not dis-

graceful, but immensely disadvantageous.
Emerson, Old Age, p. 286.

2f. Biased; unfriendly; prejudicial.
Whatever disadvantageous sentiments we may enter-

tain of mankind, they are always found to be prodigal
both of blood and treasure in the maintenance of public
justice. Hume, Prin. of Government.

disadvantageously (dis-ad-van-ta'jus-li), adv.
In a manner not favorable to success or to in-

terest, profit, or reputation ;
with loss or in-

convenience.
When we come to touch it, the coy delusive plant [the

sensitive plant] immediately shrinks in its displayed
leaves, and contracts itself into a form and dimensions

disadvantageously differing from the former.

Boyle, Works, I. 260.

disadvantageousness (dis-ad-van-ta'jus-nes),
n. Want of advantage or suitableness; un-
favorableness.

This disadvantageousness of figure he [Pope] converted,
as Lord Bacon expresses it, into a perpetual spur to rescue
and deliver himself from scorn.

Tyers, Hist. Rhapsody on Pope, v.

disadventuret (dis-ad-ven'tur), n. [< ME. dis-

aventure, < OF. desaventure, desadventure, des-

advanture (= Pr. Sp. Pg. desaventura = It. dis-

avventura), < des- priv. + aventure, adventure :

see dis- and adventure.] Misfortune; misad-
venture.

This infortune or this disaventure.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 297.

Such as esteem themselves most secure, even then fall

soonest into digadventure. Raleigh, Arts of Empire, p. 176.

Hee died of his owne sword, which falling out of his
scabbard as hee mounted his Horse, killed him, not fear-

ing in this countrey of Syria any such disaduenture, be-
cause the Oracle of Latona in Egypt had tolde him hee
should die at Ecbatana. Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 354.

disadventuroust (dis - ad - ven '
tur - us), a. [<

disadventure + -ous.] Unfortunate
;
attended

by misfortune or defeat.

Now he hath left you heare
To be the record of his ruefull losse,
And of my dolefull digaventurous deare.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 48.

All perill ought be lesse, and lesse all paine,
Then losse of fame in disaventrous field.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 65.

disadviset (dis-ad-viz'), v. t. [Chiefly in p. a.

disadvised, after OF. desavise, unadvised, rash, <

des- priv. T avise, pp. of aviser, advise : see dis-

and advise. Cf. disadvised.] To advise against ;

dissuade from; deter by advice. [Rare.]
I had a clear reason to disadvise the purchase of it.

Boyle, Works, V. 464.

disadvisedt, y. ". [See disadvise.] Ill-advised.

In what soeuer you doe, be neyther hasty nor disaduised.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 73.

disaffect (dis-a-fekf), v. t. [< dis- priv. + /-
feeft.] 1. To alienate the affection of; make
less friendly ;

make discontented or unfriendly :

as, an attempt was made to disaffect the army.
2. To lack affection or esteem for; not to

affect
;

dislike
;
stand aloof from : as, to dis-

affect society. [Rare or archaic.]
Unless you disaffect

His person, or decline his education.

Shirley, The Brothers, i. 1.

Making plain that truth which my charity persuades
me the most part of them disaffect only because it hath
not been well represented to them.

Chillingwm-th, Relig. of Protestants, Ded.

disafforestation

3f. To throw into disorder
; derange.

It diga/ects the bowels, entangles and distorts the en-

trails. Hammond, Sermons, xxiii.

disaffected (dis-a-fek'ted), p. a. [Pp. of dis-

affect, v.] 1. Having the affections alienated ;

indisposed to favor or support ; unfriendly, as

one displeased with the actions of a superior, a

government, or a party.

I believe if I were to reckon up, I could not find above
five hundred disaffected in the whole kingdom.

Goldsmith., Essays, From a Common-Councilman.

The tyranny of Wentworth, and the weak despotism of

Charles, all conspired to make the Irish disaffected and
disloyal. W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 67.

2f. Morbid; diseased.

As if a man should be dissected
To find what part is disaffected.

S. Sutler, Hudibras, II. i. 506.

disaffectedly (dis-a-fek'ted-li), adv. In a dis-

affected manner.
disaffectedness (dis-a-fek'ted-nes), n. The
state of being disaffected.

Yet the king had commonly some in these houses that

were otherwise minded, and discovered the treachery and

disa/ectedness of the rest. Strype, Memorials, an. 1534.

disaffection (dis-a-fek'shon), n. [< F. desaf-

fection (= Sp. desaficion = Pg. desaffeiyao), dis-

affection, < des- priv. + affection, affection : see
dis- and affection, and cf. disaffect.] 1. Aliena-
tion of affection, attachment, or good will

;
es-

trangement ; or, more generally, positive en-

mity, dislike, or hostility ; disloyalty : as, the

disaffection of a people to their prince or gov-
ernment

;
the disaffection of allies

; disaffection
to religion.

Difference in Opinion may work a Disaffection in me,
but not a Detestation. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

The whole Crew were at this time under a general Dig-

affection, and full of very different Projects ; and all for

want of Action. Dampier, Voyages, I. 371.

True it is, some slight disaffection was shown on two or
three occasions, at certain unreasonable conduct of Com-
modore Hudson. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 88.

The Irish disaffection is founded on race antipathy and
not on political principle.

Roe, Contemp. Socialism, p. 106.

2f. In a physical sense, disorder; constitu-
tional defect. [Rare.]
The disease took its origin merely from the disaffection

of the part. Wiseman, Surgery.

= Syn. 1. Dissatisfaction, ill will, hostility, disloyalty.

disaffectionatet (dis-a-fek'shon-at), a. [< dis-

priv. + affectionate, after F. desaffectionne =
Sp. desaficionado = Pg. desaffeiyoado = It. dis-

affezionato.] Not well disposed; lacking af-

fection; unloving.
A beautiful but disaffectionate and disobedient wife.

Hayley, Milton.

disaffirm (dis-a-ferm'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
affirm.] 1. To deny; contradict. 2. In law,
to overthrow or annul, as in the reversal of a

judicial decision, or where one, having made a
contract while an infant, repudiates it after

coming of age.
The Supreme Court of the United States has disaffirmed

the view of the Post-office Department, and affirmed that
of the company.

New York Tribune, XLIII., No. 13319, p. 5.

disaffirmance (dis-a-fer'mans), n. [< disaf-

firm, after affirmance.] 1. Denial or negation
of something said or done

;
refutation.

A demonstration in disafflrmance of anything that is

affirmed. Sir M. Hale.

2. In Jaw, overthrow or annulment.
If it had been a disaffirmance by law, they must have

gone down in solido ; but now you see they have been
tempered and qualified as the King saw convenient.

State Trials, The Great Case of Impositions (1606).

disaffirmation (dis-af-er-ma'shon), . [< dis-

affirm
+ -ation, after affirmation.] The act of

disaffirming ; disaffirmance. Imp. Diet.

disafforest (dis-a-for'est), v. t. [< OF. desafore-

ster, < ML. disafforestare, < L. dis- priv. + ML.
afforestare, afforest : see dis- and afforest.] In

England, to free from the restrictions of forest

laws
;
reduce from the legal state of a forest to

that of common land.

By Charter 9 Henry III. many forests were disaffor-
ested. Blackstone.

The rapid increase of population [in Great Britain] has
led to the disafforesting of woodland.

Kncjic. Brit., IX. 398.

disafforestation (dis-a-for-es-ta'shon), n. [<

disafforest + -ation.] The act or proceeding of

disafforesting.
The steady progress of ditia/<>rctittit>n.

The Athenaeum, Xo. 3150, p. 302.



disafforestment

disafforestment (dis-a-for'est-ment), n. [< dis-

<iffnn:ii + -went.] The act of disafforesting,
or the state of being disafforested.

Hi, benefit of the disaforestntent existed only for the

owner of the lamls. Kurt*: Brit., IX. 409.

disaggregate (dis-ag're-gat), v. t.-
; pret. and

pp. mtaggregated, ppr. disaggregating. [< dis-

priv. + aggregate. Cf. Sp. desagregar = Pg.
tli'mnjiin-fiar = It. disaggregare, disaggregate.]
To separate into component parts, or from an

aggregate ;
break up the aggregation of.

The particles . . . are not small fragment* of iron wire,

artificially disaggregated from a more considerable mass,
but Iron precipitated chemically.

0. B. Preusott, Elect. Invent., p. 129.

disaggregation (dis-ag-re-ga'shon), n. [= 8p.

desagregacioii = Pg. desaggregaqSo ; as disaggre-

gate + -ion: see -ation.] The act or operation
of breaking up an aggregate ;

the state of being
disaggregated.
A further consequence of this disaggreyation was . . .

the necessity for an official building.
h. II. Morgan, Amer. Ethnol., p. 87.

disagio (dis-aj'i-o or -a'ji-6), n. [< dis- + agio.]
Discount on a depreciated currency. See agio.

disagree (dis-a-gre'), v. i. [< P. desagre'er, dis-

please; asrf-priv. + agree.] 1. To differ; be
not the same or alike

;
be variant ;

not to ac-

cord or harmonize : as, two ideas or two state-

ments disagree when they are not substantially

identical, or when they are not exactly alike
;

the witnesses disagree.

The mind clearly and infallibly perceives all distinct

ideas to disagree : that is, the one not to be the other.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. i. 4.

They reject the plainest sense of Scripture, because it

seems to ditayree with what they call reason.

Bp. Atterbury.

2. To differ in opinion; be at variance; ex-

press contrary views : as, the best judges some-
times disagree.

Since in these cases [election of a pastor) unanimity and
an entire agreement of hearts and voices Is not to be ex-

pected, you would at least take care to disagree In as de-

cent and friendly and Christian a manner as is possible.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxlv.

Who shall decide when doctors disagree f

Pope, Moral Essays, Hi. 1.

3. To be in a state of discord or altercation
;

wrangle ; quarrel.

United thus, we will hereafter use
Mutual concession, and the gods, Induc'd

By our accord, shall disagree no more.

Cowper, Iliad, iv.

4. To conflict in action or effect; be incom-

patible or unsuitable: as, food that disagrees
with the stomach. =8301. 1. To vary (from). 2. To
differ (with), dissent (from). 3. To bicker, wrangle, squab-
hie, fall out,

disagreeability (dis-a-gre-a-bU'i-ti), . [< dis-

agreeable : see -bility. Cf. OP. desagreablete, dis-

agreement. ] The quality of being disagreeable ;

unpleasantness ; disagreeableness. [Rare.]

He, long-sighted and observant, had seen through It suf-

ficiently to read all the depression of countenance which
some imtncili ii i/i ,- ,;,;iliilitji had brought on.

lime. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 334.

disagreeable (dis-a-gre'a-bl), a. and n. [< OP.

desagreable, F. desagrtable (= Sp. desagradabU
= Pg. desagradarel = It. sgradevolt), disagree-
able, < des- priv. + agreablc, agreeable : see dis-

and agreeable, and cf. disagree.] I. a. 1. Un-
suitable

;
not conformable ;

not congruous.
[Now rare in this sense.]

Preache you trulye the doctrine whlche you haue re-

cevued, & teach nothing that is disagreeable therevnto.
J. Udall, On Mark iv.

No man ought to have the esteem of the rest of the
world for any actions which are disagreeable to those
maxims which prevail as the standards of behaviour in

the country wherein he lives. Steele, Spectator, No. 75.

Some demon . . . had forced her to a conduct disagree-
obit to her sincerity. Broom*.

2. Unpleasing ;
offensive to the mind or to the

senses
;
distasteful ; repugnant : as, one's man-

ners may be disagreeable; food may be disa-

greeable to the taste.

The long step of the camel causes a very great motion
in the riders, which to some is very disagreeable.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 131.

That which is disagreeable to one is many times agree-
able to another, or disagreeable in a less degree.

'. Wollaston, Religion of Nature, v.

Syn. 2. Unpleasant, distasteful, unwelcome, ungrate-
ful, obnoxious.

II. H. A disagreeable thing.

I had all the merit of a temperance martyr without any
of its (/ini./rtrM< .. Kingiley, Alton Locke, xiv.
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His open and manly style did much to relieve him from
,1,. .,,-.. !./.. ,terlyJiec., I.XXMII. f?>.

disagreeableness (dis-ii-tfrf-'ii-lpl-nrN), n. The
state or quality of being disagreeable, (n) t'n

suitableness ; incongruit} ; contrariety. |Rare.) (I

pleasantness ; offenilveneas to the mind or to the senses :

as, the disagreeableness of another's manners ; the disa-

greeaUeneu of a taste, sound, or smell.

Many who have figured Solitude, having set out the

most noted properties thereof, have sought to sweeten all

they could the disaareeaoleness.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xvl. 1.

disagreeably (dis-a-gre'a-bli), adv. In a dis-

agreeable manner or degree; unsuitably; un-

pleasantly ; offensively.
His [Bourdaloue's] style Is verbose, he Is disagreeably

full of quotations from the fathers, and he want* imagi-
nation. Blair, Rhetoric, xxix.

disagreeancet (dis-a-gre'ans), n. [< disagree
+ -ance.] Disagreement.
There is no disagreeance where is faith In Jesus Christ

and consent of mind together in one accord.
J. Udall, On Acts vill.

disagreement (dis-a-gre'ment), n. [< disagree
-t- -ment. Cf. F. desagrement, disagreeableness,
defect.] 1. Want of agreement; difference,
either in form or in essence ; dissimilitude ;

di-

versity; unlikeness: as, the disagreement of

two ideas, of two stories, or of any two objects
in some respects similar.

These carry . . . plain and evident notes and charac-

ters either of disagreement or affinity. Woodward.

2. Difference of opinion or sentiments.

As touching their several opinions about the necessity
of sacramento, ... in truth their disagreement Is not

great. Hooter, Eccles. Polity.

To account, by any current hypothesis, for the number-
less disagreements in men's ideas of right and wrong . . .

seems scarcely possible. 11. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 471.

3. Unsuitableness ;
unfitness; lack of conform-

ity.

From these different relations of different things there

necessarily arises an agreement or disagreement of some

things to others. Clarke, On the Attributes, xiv.

4. A falling out
;
a wrangle ;

contention.

His resignation was owing to a disagreement with his

brother-in-law and coadjutor, Sir Robert Walpole, which
had long subsisted. Coze.

= 8yn. 1. Distinction, Diversity, etc. (see di/erenee) ; un-

likeness, discrepancy. 4. Variance, misunderstanding,
dissension, division, dispute, jarring, clashing, strife,

disallieget (dis-a-lej'),
* t. [< dis- priv. +

"alliege (influenced by liet/e) for "allege, a verb
assumed from allegiance^] To alienate from

allegiance.
And what greater dividing then by a pernicious and hos-

tile peace to disalliege a whole feudary kingdom from the

ancient dominion of England?
Milton, Art. of Peace with Irish.

disallow (dis-a-lou' ), v. [< ME. disalowen, <

OF. desalouer, desalotcer, desaloer, < ML. diaal-

locare, mixed with 'disallaudare, written (after

OP.) disaloudare, disallow, < L. dis- priv. + ML.
allocare, assign, allow, L. allaudare, praise, ML.
approve, allow, > OF. alouer, allow: see dis-

arm allow1
, allotc^.] I. trans. 1. To refuse or

withhold permission to or for
;
refuse to allow,

sanction, grant, or authorize : disapprove : as,

to disallow items in an account.

It is pitie that those which have authoritie and charge
to allow and dissalow Ixwkes to be printed be no more
circumspect herein than they are.

AKkam, The Scholernaster, p. 79.

They disallmred self-defence, second marriages, and
usury. Bentley, Freethinking, $ 11.

2. To decline or refuse to receive
; reject; dis-

own.
To whom coming as unto a living stone, disallowed in-

deed of men, but chosen of God, and precious. 1 Pet. ii. 4.

They disallowed the flue bookes of Moses.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 143.

= Syn. To prohibit, forbid, condemn, set aside, repuit iate.

n. intrant. To refuse allowance or tolera-

tion
;
withhold sanction.

What follows if we disallow of this?

Shot., K. John, i. 1.

He returnes againe to disallow of that Reformation
which the Covnant vowes, as being the partial! advice of

a few Divines. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xliii.

disallowable (dis-a-lou'a-bl), a. [< dis- priv.
+ allowable1

.'] Not allowable ; not to be sanc-

tioned or permitted.
That he [Mure] had vsed dansing in Asia, where he was

gouernour for a season, which deed was so disalowaHe
that he durst not defend It for wel done, but stitiy denied.

I'itn, Instruction of a Christian W nman, i. IS.

disallowableness (dis-a-lou'a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being disallowable. Ash.

disannuller

disallowance (dis-a-lou'ans), n. [< disallow +
-/ini-i, afti-r OMOMM*1.] Disapprobation; re-

fusal to admit or sanction
; prohibition ; rejec-

tion.

God accept* of a thing suitable for him to receive, and
for us to give, where he doe* not declare his refusal and
disallowance of it. South.

The disallowance of the Anti-Chinese Bill the other day
Is another source of dissatisfaction to her [Hritlidi Colum-

bia). N. A. Ii,;:. r.XXXIX. 47.

disally (dis-a-li'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. disallied,

ppr. disallyiny. [< dis- 4- allyl.] To disregard
or undo the alliance of.

Nor both so loosely ditallied

Their nuptials. Milton, 8. A., 1. 1022.

disalternt, ' '. [< dis- + altern.] To refuse

to alternate, or to permit in alternation.

But must I ever grind ? and must I earn

Nothing but stripes ? O wilt thou disaltern

The rest thou gav'st? Quarles, Emblems, HI. 4.

disamis (dis'a-mis), n. The mnemonic name
given by Petrus Hispanus to that mood of the

third figure of syllogism of which the major
premise is a particular affirmative and the mi-

nor premise a universal affirmative proposition.
The following is an example : Some acts of homicide are

laudable, but all acts of homicide are cruel ; therefore,
some cruel acts are laudable. The vowels of the word,

t, a, i, show the quantity and quality of the propositions ;

the initial letter, d, shows that the mood is to be reduced
to dam; the two 's show that the major premise and con-

clusion are to be simply converted In the reduction ; and
the letter lit shows that the premises are to be transposed.
Thus every letter of the word is significant. See barbara.

disanalogalt (dis-a-nal'o-gal), a. [< dis- priv.
+ <iiiii/"i/iil.] Not analogous.
The idea or image of that knowledge which we have In

ourselves ... Is utterly unsuitable and disanaloyal to

that knowledge which is in God.
Sir M. Bale, Works of God.

disanchort (dis-ang'kor), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
anchor1

.']
To free or force from the anchor, as

a ship ; weigh the anchor of.

The saill relsed vp, the winde softe gan blow,
Anon disancred the shippe in a throw [brief space).

Hum. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3380.

disangelicalt (dis-an-jel'i-kal), a. [< dis- priv.
+ angelical.'] Not angelical ; carnal; gross.

That learned casuist . . . who accounts for the shame
attending these pleasures of the sixth sense, as he Is

pleased to call them, from their disangelical nature.

Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, ii.

disanimate (dis-an'i-mat), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

disanimated, ppr. disanimating. [< dis- priv. +
animate.'} If. To deprive of life.

That soul and life that is now fled and gone from a life-

less carcase is only a loss to the particular Inxiy of corn-

pages of matter, which by means thereof is now disani-

mated. Cvdworth, Intellectual System, p. 38.

2. To deprive of spirit or courage ; discourage ;

dishearten; deject. [Rare.]
The presence of a king engenders love

Amongst his subjects and his loyal friends,
As it disanimatts his enemies.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., III. 1.

disanimation (dis-an-i-ma'shon), n. < ilisnui-

mate: see -ation.] If. Privation of life.

True it is, that a glowworm will afford a faint light
almost a daye's space when many will conceive it dead ;

but this is a mistake in the compute of death and term of

disanimalion. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., lit 27.

2. The act of discouraging; depression of spir-
its. [Rare.]
disannext (dis-a-neks'), r. t. [< OF. desannex-

er; as dis- priv. + annex.'] To separate; dis-

unite ; disjoin.
That when the provinces were lost and diwnnrxed, and

that the king was but king de jure ouer them and not de
facto, yet neuertheless the privilege of naturalization con-

tinued. State Trial', Case of the Postnati (1608).

disannul (dis-a-nul'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. disan-

nulled, ppr. disannulling.] [< dis-, here inten-

sive (luce MM- in unloose), + annul.] 1. To
make void; annul; deprive of force or au-

thority; cancel.

Whatsoever laws he [Ood] hath made they ought to

stand, unless himself from Heaven proclaim them rfuan-

nulted, because it Is not in man to correct the ordinance
of God. Hooter, Eccles. Polity, iii. 10.

Now, trust me, were It not against our laws,

Against my crown, my oath, my dignity,
Which princes, would they, may not disannul,
My soul should sue as advocate for thee.

Skat., C. of E., L 1.

That rude law is torne
And disaunidd, as too too inhumane.

Marston. Scourge of Villanle, Sat ii.

2. To deprive (of). [Rare.]
Are we disannulled of our first sleep, and cheated of our

dreams and fantasies? Middletau, The Black Book.

disannuller (dis-a-nul'er), n. One who disan-

nuls, annuls, or cancels.



disannuller

Another, to her everlasting fame, erected

Two ale-houses of ease : the quarter-sessions
Bonobur against her roundly; in which business

Two of the dixannullers lost their night-caps.
Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, ii. 5.

disannulment (dis-a-nul'ment), n. [< disannul

+ -ment.] Annulment.
disanoint (dis-a-noint'), ' t. [< dis- priv. +
anoint.} To render invalid the consecration of;

deprive of the honor of being anointed.

They have juggled and paltered with the world, banded
and borne arms against their king, divested him, dis-

anointed him, nay cursed him all over in their pulpits.

Milton, Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

disapparel (dis-a-par'el), D. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

appareled or disapparclled, ppr. disappareling or

disapparelling. [< OF. desapareillier, desapa-

rillier, desappareiller, F. desappareiller (= Sp.

desaparejar = Pg. desapparelhar), < dcs- priv.
+ apareiller, appareiller, apparel : see dig- and

apparel, v."] To disrobe
; strip of raiment.

Drink disapparels the soul, and is the betrayer of the

F. Junins, Sin Stigmatized (1636), p. 81.mind.

disappear (dis-a-peV), v. i. [< OF. desaperer, <

des-miv. + aperer, appear: see dis- and appear.
Cf. F. disparaitre (< L. as if *disparescere), OF.

disaparoistre, desapparoistre = Sp. desaparecer
= Pg. desapparecer(<. ML. as if *disapparesccre)
= It. sparire (< ML. disparere .-see disparition),
of similar ult. formation.] 1. To vanish from
or pass out of sight; recede from view; cease
to appear ;

be no longer seen.

The pictures drawn in our minds are laid in fading col-

ours, and, if not sometimes refreshed, vanish and disap-

pear. Locke.

This is the way of the mass of mankind in all ages, to

be influenced by sudden fears, sudden contrition, sudden
earnestness, sudden resolves, which disappear as sud-

denly. J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 284.

The black earth yawns: the mortal disappears:
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

2. To pass out of existence or out of know-

ledge; cease to exist or to be known: as, the

epidemic has disappeared.
The Cretaceous Dinosaurs and Cephalopods disappear

without progeny, though one knows no reason why they
might not still live on the Pacific Coast.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 236.

3. Toend somewhat gradually orwithoutabrupt
termination: as, the path disappeared in the

depths of the forest; in entom., a line on the

wing disappearing at the subcostal vein.

disappearance (dis-a-per'ans), n. [< disappear
+ -ance. Cf. appearance.] The act of disap-
pearing; removal or withdrawal from sight or

knowledge; a ceasing to appear or to exist:

as, the disappearance of the sun, or of a race of

animals.

A few days after Christ's disappearance out of the world,
we find an assembly of disciples at Jerusalem, to the num-
ber of "about one hundred and twenty."

Paley, Evidences, ii. 9.

disappendency (dis-a-pen'den-si), n. [< dis-

priv. + appenaenci/.']' Detachment from a for-

mer connection
; separation. Burn.

disappoint (dis-a-poinf), v. t. [< OF. desapoin-
ter, desapointier, F. d^sappointer, disappoint, <

des- priv. + apointer, appoint : see dis- and ap-

point.'] 1. To frustrate the desire or expecta-
tion of

;
balk or thwart in regard to something

intended, expected, or wished ; defeat the aim
or will of: as, do not disappoint us by staying
away; to be disappointed in or of one's hopes,
or about the weather.

Arise, O Lord, disappoint him, cast him down : deliver

my soul from the wicked. Ps. xvii. 13.

Being thus disappointed of our purpose, we gathered the
fruit we found ripe.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 101.

I have such confidence in your reason that I should be
greatly disappointed if I were to ftnd it wanting.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 474.

2. To defeat the realization or fulfilment of;
frustrate; balk; foil; thwart: as, to disappoint
a man's hopes or plans.
He dixappointeth the devices of the crafty, so that their

hands cannot perform their enterprise. Job v. 12.

Without counsel purposes are disappointed. Prov. xv. 22.

3f. To hinder of intended effect
;
frustrate

;
foil.

Many times what man doth determine God doth disap-
point. T. Sanders, 1584 (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 12).

His retiring foe
Shrinks from the wound, and disappoints the blow.

Addison.

They endeavour to disappoint the good works of the most
learned and venerable order of men. Steele, Tatler, No. 135.

No prudence of ours could have prevented our late mis-
fortune

; but prudence may do much in disappointing its

effects. Goldsmith, Vicar, ill.
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disappointed (dis-a-poin'ted), p. a. [Pp. of

disappoint, v.] 1. Baffled; balked; thwarted;
frustrated: as, a disappointed man ; disappoint-
ed hopes. 2. Not appointed or prepared; un-

prepared or ill-prepared. [Bare.]
Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin,

Unhousel'd, disappointed, unanel'd.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

disappointing (dis-a-poin'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of

disappoint, .] Causing disappointment; not

equal to or falling short of one's expectation;

unsatisfactory.
But the place (Gorizia] itself is, considering its history,

a little disappointing. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 48.

disappointment (dis-a-point'ment), n. [< dis-

appoint + -ment, after'F. desappointement."] 1.

Defeat or failure of expectation, hope, wish,

desire, or intention ; miscarriage of design or

plan: as, he has had many disappointments in

life. 2. The state of being disappointed or de-

feated in the realization of one's expectation
or intention in regard to some matter, or the

resulting feeling of depression, mortification,
or vexation.

If we hope lor things of which we have not thoroughly
considered the value, our disappointment will be greater
than our pleasure in the fruition of them.

Addison, Spectator.

disappreciate (dis-a-pre'shi-at), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. disappreciated, ppr. disappreciating. [< dis-

priv. + appreciate. Cf. Sp. Pg. desapreciar."]
To fail to appreciate ; undervalue. Imp. Diet.

disapprobation (dis-ap-ro-ba'shon), n. [= F.

disapprobation = Sp. desaprobacion = Pg. des-

approvagSo = It. disapprovazimie ; as dis- priv.
f approbation."] The act or state of disapprov-

ing ;
a condemnatory feeling or utterance ; dis-

approval ; censure, expressed or unexpressed.
We have ever expressed the most unqualified disappro-

bation of all the steps. Burke.

= Syn. Disapprobation and Disapproval show the same
difference as approbation and approval. See approbation.

disapprobatory (dis-ap'ro-ba-to-ri), a. [< dis-

priv. + approbatory."] Containing disapproba-
tion; tending to disapprove. Smart.

disappropriate (dis-a-pro'pri-at), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. disappropriaied, ppr. Misappropriating.

[< dis- priv. + appropriate, v."] 1. To remove
from individual possession orownership ;

throw
off or aside

; get rid of.

How much more law-like were it to assist nature in

disappropriating that evil which by continuing proper
becomes destructive ! Milton, Tetrachordon.

Specifically 2. To sever or separate, as an

appropriation; withdraw from an appropriate
use.

The appropriations of the several parsonages would
have been, by the rules of the common law, disappropri-
ated. Blackstone.

3. To deprive of appropriated property, as a
church

;
exclude or debar from possession.

disappropriate (dis-a-pro'pri-at), a. [< dis-

priv. + appropriate, "a."] Deprived of appro-
priation; not possessing appropriated church

property. In the Church of England a disappropriate
church is one from which the appropriated parsonage,
glebe, and tithes are severed.

The appropriation may be severed and the church be-
come disappropriate, two ways. Blackst&ne.

disappropriatipn (dis-a-pro-pri-a'shon), n. [=
F. desappropriation ="Pg. desapropriafao ; as

dis- priv. + appropriation."] 1. The act of

withdrawing from an appointed use. Specifi-

cally 2. The act of alienating church prop-
ertyfrom the purpose forwhich it was designed.
disapproval (dis-a-pro'val), n. [< dis- priv. +
approval."] The act of disapproving; disap-
probation; dislike.

There being not a word let fall from them in disapproval
of that opinion. Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, iv.

= Syn. See disapprobation.

disapprove (dis-a-prb'v'), v.
; pret. and pp. dis-

approved, ppr. disapproving. [= F. desapprou-
ver= Sp. desaprobar = Pg. desapprovar= It. dis-

approvare; as dis- priv. -r approve1
."] I. trans.

1 . To regard with disfavor
;
think wrong or

reprehensible ;
censure or condemn in opinion

or judgment : now generally followed by of: as,
to disapprove of dancing, or of late hours.

I disapprove alike
The host whose assiduity extreme
Distresses, and whose negligence offends.

Cowper, Odyssey, xv.

2. To withhold approval from; reject as not

approved of
;
decline to sanction : as, the court

disapproved the verdict.

II. intrans. To express or feel disapproba-
tion.

disarray

There is no reason to believe that they ever disapprove
where the thing objected to is the execution of some or-

der unquestionably proceeding from the Emperor.
Brougham,

Rochester, disapproving and murmuring, consented to

serve. Macaalay, Hist. Eng., vi.

disapprovingly (dis-a-pro'viug-li), adv. In a

disapproving manner"; with disapprobation.
disardt, Same as dizzard.

disarm (dis-arm'), v. [< ME. desarmen, < OF.

desarmer, F. desarmer = Pr. Sp. Pg. desarmar
= It. disarmare, < ML. disarmare, disarm, < L.

(fe-priv. + armare, arm: see dis- and arm2
, u.]

1. trans. 1. To deprive of arms; take the arms
or weapons from; take off the armor from: as,

he disarmed his foe; the prince gave orders

to disarm his subjects: with of before the thing
taken away: as, to disarm one o/his weapons.
These justes lynished, enery man withdrew, the kynge

was disarmed, & at time conuenient he and the queene
heard evensong. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 2.

Specifically 2. To reduce to a peace footing,
as an army or a navy. 3. To deprive of means
of attack or defense ;

render harmless or de-

fenseless: as, to disarm a venomous serpent.

Security disarms the best-appointed army. Fuller.

4. To deprive of force, strength, means of in-

juring, or power to terrify; quell: as, to disarm

rage or passion; religion disarms death of its

teiTors.

His designe was, if it were possible, to disarme all, espe-

cially of a wise feare and suspition.
Milton, Eikouoklastes, iv.

Nothing disarms censure like self-accusation.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 230.

II. intrans. To lay down arms ; specifically,
to reduce armaments to a peace footing ;

dis-

miss or disband troops: as, the nations were
then disarming.
disarmament (dis-ar'ma-ment), n. [= F. des-

armement = Sp. desarmamiento = Pg. desarma-
mento = It. disarmamento, < ML. *disarmamen-

twn, < disarmare, disarm: see disarm, and cf.

armament."] The act of disarming ;
the reduc-

tion of military and naval forces from a war to

a peace footing: as, a general disarmament is

much to be desired.

He [Napoleon], in a fit of irresolution, broached in Berlin

the question of mutual disarmament.
Lowe, Bismarck, I. 489.

disarmature (dis-ar'ma-tur), n. [< disarm +
-ature, after armature.'] "'the act of disarming
or disabling; the act of divesting one's self or
another of any equipment ;

divestiture. [Bare.]
On the universities which have illegally dropt philoso-

phy and its training from their course of discipline will

lie the responsibility of this singular and dangerous dis-

armature. Sir W. Hamilton.

disarmed (dis-armd'), p. a. [Pp. of disarm, v."]

If. Unarmed; without arms or weapons.
I hold it good polity not to go disarmed.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 5.

2. Stripped of arms ; deprived of means of at-

tack or defense.

Elsewhere he saw where Troilus defy'd
Achilles, and unequal combat try'd,
Then where the boy disarm'd, with loosen'd reins,
Was by his horses hurry'd o'er the plains.

Dryden, vEneid, i.

3. In her., without claws, teeth, or beak: an

epithet applied to an animal or a bird of prey.
disarmer (dis-ar'mer), n. One who disarms.

disarrange (dis-a-ranj'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
disarranged, ppr. disarranging. [< OF. dtsar-

renger, F. desarranger = Pg. desarranjar, dis-

arrange, disarray; as dis- + arrange."] To put
out of order

;
unsettle or disturb the order or

arrangement of; derange.
This circumstance disarranges all our established ideas.

T. Wat-ton.

We could hardly alter one word, or disarrange one mem*
her without spoiling it. Few sentences are to be found
more finished or more happy. Blair, Rhetoric, xx.

=Syn. To disorder, derange, confuse.

disarrangement (dis-a-ranj'ment), . [< dis-

arrange + -ment."] The act of disarranging, or

the state of being disarranged.
In his opinion, the very worst part of the example set

is in the late assumption of citizenship by the army, and
the whole of the arrangement or rather ttiiafranpmtnt
of their military. Burke, The Army Estimates.

disarray (dis-a-ra'), r. [< OF. desareer, des-

areier, desarreier, desaroyer, desarroycr, etc.,

< des- priv. -f- areer, areier, etc., array: see dis-

priv. and array, v. Cf. (foray.] I. trims. 1.

To undress or disrobe
; divest, as of clothes or

attributes.

Vanities and little instances of sin ... dinarray a man's
soul of his virtue. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 841.



disarray

Departing fnunil,

Half disarray'd as to her rest, the girl.

Tennyson, Geraint.

The forest, disarrayed
By chill Xovrmlirr.

0. W. Holmes, An Old Year Song.

2. To throw into disorder
; rout, as troops.

Great Amythnon, who with fiery steeds

Oft disarrayed the foes in battle ranged.
Fenton, Odyssey, xi.

II. intrans. To undress or strip one's self.
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misfortune : a word used with much latitude,
but most appropriately for some unforeseen
event of a very distressing or overwhelming
nature.

Whilst these Things went on prosperously in France, a

great Disaster fell out in England.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 182.

Nor will It he less my duty faithfully to record disasters

mingled with triumphs, and great national crimes and fol-

lies far more humiliating than any disaster.

disbark

France disavowed the vxiwilitimi, ami relinquished all

pn-ti-nsi.iiiH t" Kl'.rida. Bancroft, Hist. (. S., I. 62.

2f. To deny ; disprove.
Yet can they never

Tons into air tin frci-il..m uf my birth,
Or disavow my blood Plantagenet's. Ford.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., I.

disarray (dis-a-ra'),. [< ME. disaray, disray, =8yn. 2. Calamity, Catastrophe, etc. (see misfortune);

desray, < OF. '^desarrei, desan-oi, desroi, F. des- Wow stroke, reverse

arroi, disorder; from the verb: see disarray, disastert (di-zis'ter), v. t. [< dmwter, n.] 1
- - To blast by the stroke of an unlucky planet.

Spenser. 2. To injure; afflict.

In his own . . . fields the swain
Disatter'd stands. Thornton, Winter.

3. To blemish; disfigure.

should be, which pitifully iHmttr
Shot., A. and C., II. 7.

[< disaster +

v., and of. deray, n., and array, n.~\ 1. Dis-

order ;
confusion

;
loss or want of array or reg-

ular order.

Disarray und shameful rout ensue. Dryden, Fables.

He proceeded to put his own household effects into that

perfunctory and curious disarray which the masculine
inincl accounts order. /'//, Atlantic, I \ I . 669.

2. Imperfect attire
;
undress.

Ami him hehyiul a wicked Hag did stalke,
In ragged robes and filthy disaray.

Spenser, K. Q., II. tv. 4.

Clad In a strange disarray of civilized and savage cos-

tume. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, ill.

disarticulate (dis-ar-tik'u-lat), v. t. ; pret. and disastrous (di-zas'trus), a. [= P. dtsastreux

pp. disarticulated, jppr. disarticulating. [< dis- = 8p. Pg. desastroso = It. disastroso; as dis-

+ articulate; of. P. dtsarticuler.] To divide, aster + -otw.] 1. Gloomy; dismal; threatening
separate, or sunder the joints of.

Their [the trustees of the British Museum's) most liberal

and unfettered permission of examining, and, when neces-

sary, disarticulating the specimens in the magnificent col-

lection of Clrripedes. Darwin, Cirripedia, Pref.

Disarticulated remnants of human skeletons.

The holes where ey
the cheeks.

disasterlyt (di-zas'ter-li), adv

-fy
2
.] Disastrously.
Nor let the envy of enveuom'd tongues.
Which still Is grounded on poor ladies wrongs,
Thy noble breast disasterly possess.

Drayton, Lady Geraldine to Surrey.

disaster.
As when the sun, . . .

In dim eclipse, disastrous twilight sheds.

Milton, f.L.,1. 597.

Drawing down the dim disastrous brow
That o'er him hung, he kiss'd it.

Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

2. Kui ii MI is; unfortunate; calamitous; occa-
Dawmn, Origin of World, p. 302.

disarticulation (dis-ar-tik-u-la'shon), n. [=F. jyimuuo; ^UI-^UIIBW, i..iu~uo, OT -

denarticulation ; as dis- + articulation.-] Divi- siomng great distress or mjurv:^ as, the day was

sion of the ligaments of a joint, so as to ampu-
tate at that point ; amputation at a joint.
disassentt (dis-a-senf), n. [< ME. disasenten,

riv. + assentir, assent:

disastrous; the battle proved disastrous.

The nine and twentieth of June, the King held a great
Just and Triumph at Westminster, but a disastrous Sea-

.... , , -
. fight was upon the Water, where one Gates, a Gentleman,

< OF. desassentir, < des- pnv. + assenttr, assent : ŵ drowned in his Harness. Baker, chronicles, p. 284.

see dts- &ud assent.-] Dissent.
Fly the pursuit of my dw.<w<rot love. Dryden.

But whether he departed without the Frenche kyuge's The ln8un.ectionarT force suffered a disastrous, though,
consent or disassent, he deceaued in his expectaciou, and

fortunately a comparatively bloodless defeat,
in maner in dlspayre, returned agayn to the Lady Marga- #? yictor Emmanuel, p. 43.
ret. Hall, Hen. VII., an. 7.

disassentt (dis-a-senf), . i. To refuse to as- ^g^S^JyTi*^.
*

All the most of the mirtitv with a mavn wille Iu '""df1 lessened his (Hood's) power to work, and kept

^SSti^^^Sl^SSK^' W I** *d P*y in turn reacted
disastro^ly

upon

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9369.
ms health - Stedman, \ let. Poets, p. 89.

disassentert (dis-a-sen'ter), . One who re-
nevaventmd^tr^ytoT^^^T^:

fuses to assent or concur
; a dissenter.

disastrousness (di-zas'tms-nes), n. The state
Thirdly, the alledging the noting of the names of the

~
hoim* disastrous Railfu 1727

disassenters could not at the first be conceived to imply ,
or W"V <* Dem8 ttisastrous. aaiwy, ^f>.

an officious prying into the gesture of the prince, but disattiret (dlS-a-tir ), t'. t. [< dis- pnv. + at-

rather a loyal fear of incurring the king's displeasure. tire, .] To disrobe; undress. Spenser.
State Trials, Lord Balmerino, an. 1634. digattune (dis-a-tun'), V. t.

; pret. and pp. dis-

disassiduityt (dis-as-i-du'i-ti), n. [<<Js-priv. attuned, ppr. disattuning. [<*.- priv. + attune.-]
+ assiduity. ~\

Want of assiduity or care
;
want To put out of tune or harmony, liulwer.

of attention; inattention; carelessness. disaugment (dis-ag-menf), v. t. [< <?- priv.
But he came in, and went out ; and, through disassiduity,

drew the curtain between himself and light of her [Queen
Elizabeth's] favour. Sir R. Naunton, Fragmenta Regalia.

disassociate (dis-a-so'shi-at), v. t.; pret. and

pp. disassociated, ppr. disassociating. [< dis- disauthorize (dis-a'thor-iz), v. t.; pret. and
priv. + associate. Cff . F.

dtsasspcier
= Sp. desa- pp. disauthorized, ppr. disauthorizing. [= OF.

sociar. Cf. dissociate.] To dissociate; sever desautoriser,desauthoriser,F.d6sautoriser = Srj.

or separate from association. Pg>. desautorizar = It. disautorizzare; as dis-

Our mind . . . disassociating herself from the body. pnv. + authorize.'] To deprive of credit or au-
florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays (1613), p. 630.

thority : discredit. W. Wotton. [Rare.]
Aphasia, whether amnesic or ataxic, may, but seldom disavailt (dis-a-val'), V. t. 1. To injure; pre-

does, exist disassociated from absolute
;

insanity iudice. Lydnate. 2. To avail; help. Boston
Encyc. Brit., II. 171. J,

f
. TIf oq

,. . .. ,,. _ . _. , v ry j- Lttiiers, in. -J.
disassociation (dis-a-so-si-a shon), n. [< dm- disavailt (dis-a-val'), . Injury. Lydgate.
associate: see -o.] The act of

[disassociat- disavauncet, v. t. See disadvance.
ing, or the state of being disassociated; disso-

disaventuret, n. See disadventure.
Clatlon - disavoucht (dis-a-vouch'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
M. Reimann believes that there is disassociation of the avouch 1 To disavow

elements of the alum. Ure, Diet., IV. 69.
^ believln this because Luther affirmed it

disaster (di-zas'ter), n. [< OF. desastre, F. disapproving that, because Calvin hath disavouched it.

desastre = Pr. desastre = Sp. Pg. desastre = It. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, L 5.

ili.-~-ii.itro, disaster, misfortune, < L. dis-, here disavow (dis-a-vou'), v. t. [< ME. desavouen,
equiv. to_E. mis-, ill, + astrum (> It. Sp. Pg. < OF. desavouer, F. desavouer, disavow, < des-

+ augment.'] To diminish or lessen. [Rare.]
There should I find that everlasting treasure
Which force deprives not, fortune disauifmcnts not.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 13.

disavowal (dis-a-vou'al), n. [< disavow + -al,

after avowal.] 'Denial; disowning; rejection;

repudiation.
An earnest ditamwal of fear often proceeds from fear.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

disavowancet (dis-a-vou'ans), . [< OF. rf^*-

arouance, < dcsavouer, disavow : see disavow and

-linn'.] Disavowal.
The very corner stone of the English Reformation was

laid in an utter denial and duamicaiu-c of this point [the

pope's supremacy). South, Works, VI. L

disavower (dis-a-vou 'er), n. One who dis-

avows.
disavowment (dis-a-vou'ment), n. [< OF. dcs-

acouement, < desarjoiter, disavow: see disavow

and -infill.] Denial
;
a disowning.

For as touching theTtidentlne History, his holiness (says
the Cardinal) will not press you to any disavowment there-

of. Sir a. Wotton, Letter to the Regius Professor.

disband (dis-band'), v. [< OF. desbander, des-

bender, F. debander (= It. disbandare, sbandare),

untie, loosen, scatter, disband, < des- priv. +
bander, tie : see dis- and band?, v. The senses

of the E. disband involve a ref. to band*, band?,
and band3.] I. trans. If. To release from a

bond, restriction, or connection of any kind;

unbind; set free.

What savage bull, disbanded from his stall,

Of wrath a signe more inhumane could make?
Stirling, Aurora, st. 4.

2. To break up the band or company of; dis-

miss or dissociate from united sarvice or action
;

especially, to discharge in a body from mili-

tary service: as, to disband an orchestra or a

society; to disband troops, a regiment, or an

army.
This course [retrenchment] disbanded many trades; no

merchant, no cook, no lawyer, no flatterer, no divine, no

astrologer, was to be found in Lacedaemonia.
Penn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

3. To dismiss or separate from a band or com-

pany; dissociate from a baud: as, a disbanded

soldier.

After 30 years service a Soldier may petition to be dis-

banded ; and then the Village where he was born must
send another man to serve in his room.

Dampier, Voyages, II. L 71.

I come, . . . bidding him
Disband himself, and scatter all his powers.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4f. To break up the constitution of; disinte-

grate; destroy.
Some imagine that a quantity of water sufficient to make

such a deluge was created upon that occasion ; and when
the business was done, all disbanded again, and annihi-

lated. Woodward.

II. intrans. If. To be released from a bond,
restriction, or connection; become disunited,

separated, or dissolved.

When both rocks and all things shall disband.
O. Herbert.

We use not to be so pertinacious In any pious resolu-

tions, but our purposes disband upon the sense of the

first violence. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5), I. 84.

Human society may disband. Tillotson.

2. To retire from united service or action
; sep-

arate ; break up : as, the army disbanded at the

close of the war; the society disbanded on the

loss of its funds.

Our navy was upon the point of disbanding. Bacon.

disbandment (dis-band'ment), n. [< disband
+ -ment.] The act of disbanding, or the state

of being disbanded.

The disbandment of a considerable part of the great

army of mercenaries. The American, VI. 279.

disbar (dis-bar'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disbarred,

ipr. disbarring. [< dis- priv. + fear1 . Cf.

astro = Pr. F. astre), a star (taken in the as-

trological sense of 'destiny, fortune, fate': cf.

MLi. iifitnini xiiiiritritiH, misfortune, lit. unlucky
star; Pr. benastre, good fortune, malastre, ill

fortune; Q. unstern, 'evil star'; E. ill-starred,

etc.), < Or. aarpov, a star: see aster.] If. An
unfavorable aspect of a star or planet ;

an ill

portent; a blast or stroke of au unfavorable

planet.
As stars with trains of fire and dews of blood,
Disasters in the sun. Shak,, Hamlet, I. 1.

2. Misfortune; mishap; calamity; any unfor-
tunate event

; especially, a sudden or great

priv. + avouer, avow: see avow1
."] 1. To dis-

own; disclaim knowledge of, responsibility for,

or connection with; repudiate; deny concur-
rence in or approval of; refuse to own or ac-

knowledge; disclaim.

Which of all those oppressive Acts or Impositions did he
ever disclaime or disavow, till the fatal aw of this Parla-
1 1 n 1 1 1 hung ominously over him ? Hilton, Eikonoklastes, i.

If I am to he a beggar, it shall never make me a rascal,
or induce me to distu-mc my principles.

Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

Kings may say, we cannot trust this ambassador's un-

dertaking, because his senate may disavow him.

Brougham.

ir.] In law, to expel from the bar, as a

barrister; strike off from the roll of attorneys.
disbark1

(dis-bark'), c. t. [< dis- priv.
+

bark2.] To strip off the bark of; divest of

bark.

The wooden houses, whose walls are made of fir-trees

(unsquared and only disbarlctd). Boyle, Works, II. 730.

disbark2 (dis-bark'), v. t. [< OF. desbarqver,
F. debarquer (> also E. debark, q. v.), < des-

priv. -I- barque, bark: see bark3 , and cf. dis-

embark.'] To disembark. [Rare.]
The ship we moor on these obscure abodes ;

Disbark the sheep an off'ring to the Gods.

Pope, Odyssey, xL



disbarment

disbarment (dis-bar'ment), n. [< disbar +
-ment.] The act of disbarring, or the state of

being disbarred.

disbaset (dis-bas'), * * [< dis-, taken as equiv.
to de-, + base1

;
a var. of debase.'} To debase.

[Rare.]
First will I die in thickest of my foe,
Before I will disbase mine honour so.

Greem, Alphonsus, v.

disbecomet (dis-be-kum'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
become.] To misbecome.

Anything that may disbecome
The place on which you sit.

Massinger and Field, Fatal Dowry, v. 2.

disbelief (dis-be-lef ), . [< dis- priv. + be-

lief.] 1 . Positive unbelief
;
the conviction that

a proposition or statement for which credence
is demanded is not true.

Our belief or disbelief of a thing does not alter the na-

ture of the thing. Tillotmn.
So

Did I stand question, and make answer, still

With the same result of smiling disbelief.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 317.

Atheism is a disbelief in the existence of God that is,

a disbelief in any regularity in the Universe to which a

man must conform himself under penalties.
Quoted in Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 608.

2. A negation or denial of the truth of some

particular thing. [Rare.]

Nugatory disbeliefs wound off and done with. /. Taylor.

= Syn. 1. Disbelief, Unbelief, incredulity, distrust, skep-
ticism, infidelity. Disbelief is more commonly used to

express an active mental opposition which does not im-

ply a blameworthy disregard of evidence. Unbelief may
be a simple failure to believe from lack of evidence or

knowledge ;
but its theological use has given it also the

force of wilful opposition to the truth.

No sadder proof can be given by a man of his own lit-

tleness than a disbelief in great men.
Carlyle, Hero-Worship, L

A disbelief in gliosts and witches was one of the most
prominent characteristics of scepticism in the seventeenth

century. l^ecky, Rationalism, I. 37.

I obtained mercy because I did it ignorantly in unbelief.
1 Tim. i. 13.

Belief consists in accepting the affirmations of the soul ;

unbelief, in denying them. Emerson, Montaigne.

disbelieve (dis-be-leV), v.
; pret. and pp. disbe-

lieved, ppr. disbelieving. [< dis- priv. + believe.'}

I. trans. To reject the truth or reality of ; hold
to be untrue or non-existent

;
refuse to credit.

Such who profess to disbelieve a future state are not al-

ways equally satisfied with their own reasonings.
Bp. Atterbury.

I disbelieve that any one who is not himself full of love
and tenderness has ever, since the world began, yet trans-

mitted to another sonl the truth that God is love.

F. P. Cobbe, Ministry of Religion, p. 257.

TT, intrans. Not to believe
;
to deny the truth

of any position ;
refuse to believe in some

proposition or statement ; especially, to refuse
belief in a divine revelation.

As doubt attacked faith, unbelief has avenged faith by
destroying doubt. Men cease to doubt when they disbe-

lieve outright. Cardinal Manning.

disbeliever (dis-be-le'ver), . One who disbe-

lieves; one who refuses belief
;
one who denies

the truth of some proposition or statement
;
an

unbeliever.

An humble soul is frighted into sentiments, because a
man of great name pronounces heresy upon the contrary
sentiments, and casts the disbeliever out of the Church.

Watts.
= Syn. Unbeliever, Skeptic, etc. See infidel.

disbench(dis-bench'),>. t. [<di*-priv. + bench."]
1. To drive from, or cause to leave, a bench or
seat. [Rare.]

Sir, I hope my words disbench'd you not.

Shall., Cor., ii. 2.

2. In Eng. lav, to deprive of the status and priv-
ileges of a bencher.
disbend (dis-bend'), v. t. [< OP. desbender, <

ML. disbendare, unbend, loosen; in E. as if dis-

priv. + bend1 . Cf. disband.] To unbend; re-
lax

; hence, figuratively, to render unfit for effi-

cient action. [Rare.]
As liberty a courage doth impart,
So bondage doth disbend, else break, the heart.

Stirling, Julius Ceesar, cho. 3.

disbindt (dis-bind'), v. t. fX dis- priv. + bind.
Cf . disbend and disband."] To unbind

;
loosen.

Nay, how dare we disbind or loose ourselves from the
tye of that way of agnizing and honouring God, which the
Christian church from her first beginnings durst not doe ?

J. Mede, Discourses, i. 2.

clisblamet (dis-blam'), f . t. [< ME. desblamen,
< OF. desblasmer, desblamer, excuse, < rites- priv.+ blasmer, blamer, blame : see dis- and blame.]
To exonerate from blame.

Desblameth me if any worde be lame,
For as myn auctor seyde, so seye I.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 17.

1644

disbloom(dis-blom'),i>. t. [<d&-priv. + bloom.']

To deprive of bloom or blossoms. [Rare.]

A faint flavour of the gardener hung about them [grave-

diggers], but sophisticated and disbloomed.
R. L. Stevenson.

disbodiedt (dis-bod'id), a. [Pp. of *disbody,

equiv. to disembody.'] Disembodied.

They conceive that the diibodyed soules shall return

from their unactive and silent recesse, and be joined again
to bodies of purified and duly prepared ayre.

Qlanville, Pre-existence of Souls, xiv.

disbordt (dis-bdrd'), v. i. [< OP. desborder, F.

ddbordcr, which, however, has not the exact

sense of 'disembark,' but means 'overthrow,

go beyond, naut. sheer off, get clear,' < des-

priv. + bord, edge, border, board, etc.] To
disembark.

And in the arm'd ship, with a wel-wreath'd cord,

They streightly bound me, and did all disbord
To shore to supper. Chapman, Odyssey, xiv.

disboscationt (dis-bos-ka'shon), n. [< ML. dis-

boscatio(n-), <
dis-jpriv.

+ boscus, a wood: see

boscage, bu-sli 1 .] The act of disforesting; the
act of converting woodland into arable land.

Scott.

disbosom (dis-buz'um), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
bosom.'] To make known, as a secret matter ;

unbosom.
Home went Violante and disbosomed all.

Browning, King and Book, 1. 118.

disbourgeon, v. t. See disburgeon.
disbowel (dis-bou'el), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dis-

boweled, disbowelled, ppr. disboweling, disbowel-

ling, [< ME. disboicelen (spelled dysbowaylyn
Prompt. Parv.) ; < dis- priv. + bowel.'] To

disembowel : usually in a figurative sense.

A great Oke drie and dead, . . .

Whose foote in ground hath left but feeble holde,
But halfe disbowel'd lies above the ground.

Spenser, Ruins of Rome, st 28.

Nor the disbowelled earth explore
In search of the forbidden ore.

Addison, tr. of Horace's Odes, iii. 3.

'Twas bull, 'twas mitred Minotaur,
A dead disbowelled mystery.

D. 0. Rossetti, The Burden of Nineveh.

disbrain (dis-bran'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
brain.] To deprive of the brain ; remove the
brain from. [Rare.]

If the cerebrum were removed, then all energy was
transposed into reflex movement, and consequently dis-

brained and decapitated animals manifested much strong-
er reflex movements than did such animals as possessed
this secondary derivation. Nature, XXX. 260.

disbranch (dis-branch'), v. t. [< OF. desbran-

cher, desbranchir, disbranch, < des- priv. +
branche, branch: see dis- and branch.] 1. To
cut off or separate the branches of, as a tree ;

prune. [Rare.]
Such as are newly planted need not be disbranched till

the sap begins to stir. Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

2. To sever or remove, as a branch or an off-

shoot. [Rare.]
She that herself will sliver and disbranch
From her material sap, perforce must wither,
And come to deadly use. Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

disbud (dis-bud'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disbudded,

ppr. disbudding. [< dis- priv. + bud^.] To
deprive of buds or shoots; remove the unne-

cessary buds of, as a tree or vine. This is done
for the needs of training, and in order that there may be
more space and nourishment for the development of those
buds which are allowed to remain.

disburden (dis-ber'dn), v. [Also disburthen; <

dis- priv. + burdenl, burthen^.] I, trans. 1.

To remove a burden from ; rid of a burden
; re-

lieve of anything weighty, oppressive, or an-

noying; disencumber; unburden; unload.

My meditations . . . will, I hope, be more calm, being
thus disburdened. Sir P. Sidney.

The Ship having disburdened her selfe of 70 persons, . . .

Captaine Newport with 120 chosen men ... set forward
for the discovery of Monacan.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 196.

How have thy travels
Disburthen'd thee abroad of discontents?

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 1.

When we have new perception, we shall gladly disbur-
den the memory of its hoarded treasures as old rubbish.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 59.

2. To lay off or aside as oppressive or annoy-
ing; get rid of; relieve one's self of.

Disburden all thy cares on me. Addison.

= Syn. 1. To disencumber, free, lighten, discharge, dis-

embarrass.

H. intrans. To ease the mind
; be relieved.

Adam . . .

Thus to disburden sought with sad complaint.
Milton, P. L., x. 719.

discard

disburgeon (dis-ber'jon), v. t. [< dis- priv.
+ burgeon.] To strip of buds or burgeons.
Also spelled disbourgeon.
When the vine beginneth to put out leaves and looke

green, fall to disburgeoniny. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvii. 22.

disburse (dis-bers'), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

bursed, ppr. disbursing. [< OF. desbourser, F.
debourser (whence also deburse, q. v.) (= It.

sborsare), < des-, apart, + bourse, a purse : see
dis- and burse, bourse, purse.] To pay out, as

money ; spend or lay out
; expend.

The twelve men stuck at it, and said, Except he would
disburse twelve crowns, they would find him guilty.

Latimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1519.

To meet the necessary expenses, large sums must be
collected and disbursed. Calhoun, Works, 1. 18.

disburset (dis-bers'), n. [< disburse, v.] A pay-
ment or disbursement.

The annual rent to be received for all those lands after

20 years would abundantly pay the public for the first die-

burses. Defoe, Tour thro' Great Britain, I. 342.

disbursement (dis-bers'ment), n. [= F. de-

boursement = It. sborsamento ; as disburse +
-ment.] 1. The act of paying out or expend-
ing, as money.

It is scarcely desirable that the Government whip
should be supplied with even ten thousand a year for dis-

bursement, as he thinks proper in his capacity as a party
manager. Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XL. 133.

2. Money paid out
;
an amount or sum expend-

ed, as from a trust or a corporate or public
fund : as, the disbursements of the treasury, or
of an executor or a guardian,
disburse! (dis-ber'ser), n. One who pays out
or disburses money.
disburthen (dis-ber'THn), v. See disburden.

disc, n. See disJc.

discage (dis-kaj'), t). t.; pret. and pp. discaged,

ppr. discaging. [< dis- priv. + cage?] To take
out of a cage. [Rare.]

Until she let me fly discaged, to sweep
In ever-higheritig eagle-circles up.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

discal (dis'kal), a. |X disc, disk, + -al.] 1.

Pertaining to a disk in any way ;
like a disk

;

discoidal. 2. On the disk or central part of a
surface. In Ichthyology, applied specifically by Gill to

the teeth of the lampreys on the surface of the subcircular
oral disk between the mouth and the teeth, concentric with
the periphery of the disk. Discal cell, in entom., a large
cell at the base of the wing of lepidopters, sometimes di-

vided longitudinally into two. Discal spot, in entom., a
round spot behind the middle of the wing, seen in most
species of the lepidopterous family Noctuidce. Also called

orbicular spot.

discalceatet (dis-kal'se-at), v. t. [= F. de-

chausse, < L. discalceatus, unshod, < dis- priv. +
calceatus, shod, pp. of calceare, shoe: see dis-

and calceate.] To pull or strip off the shoes or

sandals from. Cockeram.
discalceationt (dis-kal-se-a'shon), . [< dis-

calceate : see -ation.] The act of pulling off the
shoes or sandals.

The custom of discalceation, or putting off their shoes
at meals, is conceived ... to have been done, as by that
means keeping their beds clean.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

discalced (dis-kalsf), . [< L. discalceatus,
unshod: see discalceate.] Without shoes

;
un-

shod; barefooted: specifically applied to a
branch of the Carmelite monks known as Dis-
calceati (the barefooted).
discampt (dis-kamp'), v. t. [< OF. descamper,
< des- priv. + camp, camp : see dis- and camp%.
Cf. decamp.] To force from a camp; force to

abandon a camp. Minsheu.
No enemte put he ever to flight, but he discamped him

and draue him out of the field (quin castris exueret).

Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 242.

discandert, v. i. A corrupt form, found only in

the passage from Shakspere (A. and C., iii. 11)
cited under diseandy.

discandyt (dis-kan'di), v. i. [Appar. < dis-

priv. + candy1 ,
v.

;
i. e., melt out of a candied

or solid state.] To melt
;
dissolve.

Fortune and Antony part here ; even here
Do we shake hands. All come to this? The hearts
That spaniel'd me at heels, to whom I gave
Their wishes, do diseandy, melt their sweets
On blossoming Csesar. Shak., A. and C., iv. 10.

My brave Egyptians all,

By the discandying [var. discandering Knight] of this

pelleted storm,
Lie graveless. Shak., A. and C., iii. 11.

discant (dis'kant), n. See descant.

discapacitate (dis-ka-pas'i-tat), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. discapacitated, ppr. discapacitating. [< tlis-

Jriv.

+ capacitate.] To incapacitate. Imp. Diet.

Rare.]
scard (dis-kard'), j). [= Sp. Pg. descartar
= It. scartare, discard, reject, dismiss ;

as dis-



discard

+ card1 . Cf. dccard.] I. trans. 1. In card-

playing : (a) In some games, to throw aside or

reject from the hand, as a card dealt to the

player which by the laws of the game is not
needed or can be exchanged, (b) In other

games, as whist, to throw away on a trick, as

a card (not a trump) of a different suit from
that led, when one cannot follow suit and cau-
not or does not wish to trump.
Having ace, kind, queen, andknaveof a suit not led, you

would discard the ace. Potf, Whist, v.

2. To dismiss, as from service or employment;
cast off.

They blame the favourites, and think It nothing extra-

ordinary that the queen should . . . resolve to discard
them. Swift.

Their [the Hydes'} sole crime was their religion ; and for

this crime they had been discarded.

Macaulay, Hist. ng. t vi.

3. To thrust away; reject: as, to discard pre-

judices.
I am rcsolv'd : grief, I discard thee now ;

Anger mid fury in thy place must enter.

Beau, and Fl. ('.'). Faithful Friends, iii. 3.

Still, though earth anil man diicard thee,
Doth thy Heavenly Father guard thee.

Wkittier, Mugg Megone, III.

=8jTl. 2. To turn away, discharge.

fl. intrans. In curd-playing, to throw cards
out of the hand. See I.

In dixcardintj from a suit of which you have full com-
mand, It is a convention to throw away the highest.

Pale, Whist, iv.

discard (dis-kiird'),)i. [(discard, t'.] l.Ineard-

playing : (a) The act of throwing out of the hand
such cards as are unnecessary in the game, or

of playing, as in whist, a card not a trump of a
different suit from that led.

In the modern game, your first discard should be from
a weak or short suit. Pole, Whist, II.

(6) The card or cards thrown out of the hand.

The discard must be placed face downwards on the table,

apart from the stock and from the adversary's discard.

Cavendish, Whist.

Hence 2. Onewho or that which is cast out or

rejected. [Bare.]
The discard of society, living mainly on strong drink, fed

with affronts, a fool, a thief, the comrade of thieves.
It. L. Stevenson, Fulvis et I'mbra,

discardment (dis-kard'ment), n. [< discard +
-mcnt.] The act of discarding. [Rare.]
Just at present we apparently are making ready for

another discardment. Science, VII. 295.

discardure (dis-kar'dur), n. [< discard + -tire.]

A discarding; dismissal; rejection. [Rare.]
In what shape does it constitute a plea for the discardttre

of religion ? Hayter, On Hume's Dialogues (1780), p. 38.

discarnatet (dis-kiir'nat), a. [< L. dig- priv. -f

LL. carnatus, of flesh, fleshy, fat, corpulent, <

L. caro (earn-), flesh. Cf. incarnate.] Stripped
of flesh

;
fleshless.

A memory, like a sepulchre, furnished with a load of

broken and discarnate fxmes.

Olanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xv.

disease (dis-kas'), v. t.; pret. and pp. diseased,

ppr. diseasing. [< di- priv. + case2 . ] To take the
case or covering from ;

uncase
; strip ;

undress.

Disease thee instantly, . . . and change garments with
this gentleman. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

discattert, v. t. See disscatter.

disceivablet, See deceivable. Chaucer.

disceptationt (dis-ep-ta'shon), n. [= F. discen-

tntion = Sp. disceptacion = Pg. disceptacSo, < L.

disccptatio(n-), < disceptare, pp. disceptatus, dis-

pute, prop, settle a dispute, determine, < dis-,

apart, + cimtare, freq. of capere, pp. eaptun,
take, seize.] Controversy.
The proposition is ... such as ought not to be ad-

mitted in any science, or any discevtation.

Barrow, Works, II. lit

disceptatort (dis'ep-ta-tor), . [< L. discepta-
tor, < disceptare, dispute: see disceptation.] A.

disputant.
The inquisitive ditceptators of this age would, at the

persuasion of illiterate persons, turn their ergo into amen
t" the evangelical philosopher. Cmrley, Essays, xxix.

disceptert, r. t. See disscepter.
discern (di-zern'), r. [< ME. discernen, < OF.
discrrner, descerner, discernir, F. discerner =
Sp. Pg. disceriiir = It. discernere, scernere, < L.

discernere, pp. discretus, separate, divide, distin-

guish, discern, < dis-, apart, + cernere = Gr.

npivctv, separate : see certain, cri tic, etc. Hence
discreet, discrete, etc.] I. trans. 1. To distin-

guish; perceive the difference between (two or
more things) ;

discriminate.

Discern tlum what is thine with me, and take it to thee.

lien. xxxl. 32.
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For as an angel of God, to U my lord the king to ail-

cern good and bad. 1 Sam. xiv. 17.

How easy is a noble spirit discerned
From harsh and sulphurous matU-r. that flies out
In omtumclles! B. Jonmn, Catiline, Iv. 1.

They are like men who have lost the faculty of discern-

ing colours, and who never, by any exercise of reason,
can make out the difference between white and black.

J. 11. Xewman, Parochial Sermons, i. 234.

2f. To indicate or constitute the difference be-

tween
;
show the distinction between.

The only thing that disceriieth the child of God from
the wicked Is this faith, trust, and hupe In God's good-
ness, through Christ.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 138.

The coward and the valiant man must fall,

Only the cause, and manner how, dincerns them.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, ill. 1.

3. To see distinctly; separate mentally from
the general mass of objects occupying the field

of vision
; perceive by the eye ; descry.

I discerned among the youths a young man void of un-

derstanding. Prov. vtl. 7.

For though our eyes can nought but colours see.
Yet colours give them not their powre of sight;

So, though these fruits of sense her object* bee.
Yet she discernes them by her proper light.

Sir J. Davits, Nosce Teipsnm.

Bellonius reports that the dorcs thereof [Sancta Sophia)
are in number equall to the days of the yeare ; whereas
if it hath five, it hath more by one then by me was di-
cerned. Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

It being dark, they could not see the make of our Ship,
nor very well discern what we were.

Damjner, Voyages, I. 301.

4. To discover by the intellect; gain know-
ledge of; become aware of; distinguish.
A wise mau's heart discernctk both time and judgment.

EccL vili. 5.

The nature of justice can be more easily ditcerned In a
state than in one man. Bancroft, Hist. Const., I. 4.

To discern our immortality Is necessarily connected with
fear and trembling and repentance, In the case of every
Christian. J. 11. Newman, Parochial Sermons, t. 17.

Syn. 3 and 4. To perceive, recognize, mark, note, espy,
descry.

II. intrans. 1. To perceive a difference or

distinction; make or establish a distinction:

discriminate : as, to discern between truth and
falsehood.

Another faculty we may take notice of in our minds Is

that of discerning ami distinguishing between the several

ideas it has. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xL 1.

The Philosopher whose discoveries now dazzle us could
not once ditcern between his right hand and his left.

Ckanniny, Perfect Life, p. 116.

2f. To see ; penetrate by the eye.
On the north side there was such a precipice as they

could scarce discern to the bottom.

Wintkrop, Mist. Mew England, II. 81.

3f. To have judicial cognizance: with of.

It discemeth of forces, frauds, crimes various, of stel-

lionate, and the inchoations towards crimes capital, not

actually perpetrated. /,w. /,/,.

Most of the magistrates (though they discerned of the
offence clothed with all these circumstances) would have
been more moderate in their censure.

Wintkrop, Hist New England, I. 380.

discernablet (di-zer'na-bl), a. [< OF. discer-

nable, F. discernable ; as discern + -able.] See
discernible.

discernancet (di-zer'nans), . [< discern +
-ancc.] Discernment." Nares.

discerner (di-zer'ner), n. 1. One who discerns ;

one who observes or perceives.
He was a great observer and discerner of men's natures

and humours. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2t. That which distinguishes or separates ; that
which serves as a ground or means of discrimi-
nation.

The word of God is quick and powerful, ... a discern-
er of the thought* and intents of the heart. II. I,. Iv. 12.

discernible (di-zer'ni-bl), o. [= It. discerni-

bile, discernevole. < LL. discernibilis, discernible,
< L. discernere, discern : see discern.] Capable
of being discerned ; perceivable ; observable ;

distinguishable. Formerly sometimes spelled
discernable.

There are some Cracks ditcernable In the white Varnish.

Conoreve, Way of the World, iii. 5.

Too many traces of the bad habits the soldiers had con-
tracted were discernible till the close of the war.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvli.

= 8yTL Perceptible, perceivable, noticeable, apparent, vis-

ible.

discernibleness (di-zer'ni-bl-nes), n. The
state of being discernible. Johnson.

discernibly (di-zer'ni-bli), adv. In a manner
to be discerned; distiuguishably ; perceptibly.
Iliiiiniiond.

discerning (di-zer'ning); p.
a. [Ppr. of discern,

v.] Having power to discern
; discriminating ;

discession

penetrating; acute: as, & discerning man ; & dis-

ci ruing mind.
This hath liwn maintained not only by warm enthusi-

asts, but by cooler and more discerning heads.

BI>. Attertrury.

A glance, a touch, discovers to the wise ;

But every man has not discerning eye*.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, III. 801.

True modesty is a disceminy grace,
And only blushes in the proper place.

Covrper, Conversation.

discerningly (di-mVning-li), adv. With dis-

cernment
; acutely ;

with judgment ; skilfully.

Poets, to give a loose to a warm fancy, are generally too

apt not only to expatiate In their similes, hut introduce
them too frequently. These two errors Ovid has most dis-

cerningly avoid* ,1. Garth, tr. of Ovid, Pre(.

discernment (di-z6rn'ment), n. [< F. discerne-

iniitt = Sp. disccrnimiento = Pg. discemimento
= It. discemimento, scernimentp; as discern +
-meiit.] 1. The act of discerning.

It is in the discernment of place, of time, and of person
that the Inferior artists fall. Macaulay, Machfavelll.

2. Acuteness of judgment ;
discrimination ; a

considerable power of perceiving differences in

regard to matters of morals and conduct: as,
the errors of youth often proceed from the want
of discernment; also, the faculty of distinguish-

ing ; the exercise of this faculty.
The third operation of the mind is discernment, which

expresses simply the separation of our ideas. J . D. Morell.

= SyiL 2. Penetration, Discrimination, Discernment, judg-
ment, intelligence, acuteness, acumen, clear-sightedness,

sagacity, shrewdness, insight. Penetration, or insight, goes
to the heart of a subject, reads the inmost character, etc.

Discrimination marks the differences In what it finds. Ui*-

cernment combines both these ideas.

An observing glance of the most shrewd penetration shot
from under the penthouse of his shaggy dark eyebrows.

Scott, Kenllworth, xviL

Of simultaneous smells the discrimination Is very vague ;

and probably not more than three can be separately iden-
tified. U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., ( 68.

Tills ancient, singular, Isolated nation [the Chinese] has
from the earliest time shown a most remarkable genius
for accurate moral discernment. Faitksoftke World, p. 353.

discerpt (di-serp'), v. t. [< L. discernere, tear
in pieces, < dis-, asunder, -r carpere, pluck : see

carp1.] 1. To tear in pieces ; rend.

This (sedition] divides, yea, and discerps a city.
Dr. lirHJiili. Fear of God and the King, p. 100.

2. To separate ; disjoin.
In this consequence of its substantiality, that It was part

of God, discerped from him, and would be resolved again
into him, they all, we nay, agreed.

Warburton, Divine Legation, ill. | 4.

discerpibility (di-ser-pi-bil'i-ti), n. [< discerpi-
ble: see -bility.] Capability or tendency to be
tornasunderordisunited. Wollaston. [Obsolete
or rare.]

By actual divisibility I understand discerpibility, gross-
tearing or cutting one part from another.

Dr. 11. More, Immortal, of Soul, I. II 9.

discerpible (di-ser'pi-bl), a. [< discerp + -Me.]
That may be torn asunder ; separable ; capable
of being disjoined by violence. [Obsolete or

rare.]
A man can no more argue from the extension of sub-

stance that it is discerpiolc than that it is penetrable ;

there being as good capacity in extension for penetration
as descerption. Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, II. II. 12.

discerptibility (di-serp-ti-bil'i-ti), . [< dis-

ccrptible: see -bility.] Same as discerpibility.

[Obsolete or rare.]
Nor can we have any idea of matter which does not im-

ply a natural ducrrptibility and susceptivlty of various

shapes and modifications.
W. WoUaston, Bellgion of Nature, v.

discerptible (di-serp'ti-bl), a. [< L. discerptvs,

pp. ofdiscerpere, tear in pieces (see discerp), +
-iblc.] Same as discerpible. [Obsolete or rare.]

According to what is here presented, what is most
dense and least porous will be most coherent and least

discerptible. Glanaille, Vanity of Dogmatizing, v.

discerption (di-serp'shon), n. [< L. discerp-
tio(n-), < discerpere. pp. discerptvs, tear in

pieces: see dincerp.] The act of pulling to

pieces or of separating into parts.
Maintaining that space has no parts, because its parts

are not separable and cannot be removed from any other
by discerption.

Leibnitz, Letter v. In Letters of Clarke and Leibnitz.

discerptiye (di-serp'tiv), a. [< L. discerptus,

pp. of discerpere, tear in pieces (see discerp),
+ -ive.] Separating or dividing. Iforth Brit.

Rev.

discessiont (di-sesh'on), n. [< L. discessio(n-),
a separation, departure, < discedere, pp. disces-

svs, put asunder, go apart, < di*-, asunder,
apart, + cedere, go : see cede. Ct, decede, de-

cession.] Departure.
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There might seem to be some kinde of mannerly order
in this guilty departure : not all at once, least theyshould
seeme violently chased away by this charge of Christ ; now
their slinking away (one by one) may seem to carry a
shew of deliberate and voluntary diseesn&n.

Bp. Hall, Woman taken in Adultery.

discharge (dis-charj'), r. ; pret. and pp. dts-

cJiargea, ppr. discharging. [< ME. dischargen,

deschargen, < OF. descharger, deschargier, des-

charcier, deskargier, F. decharger = Pr. 8p. Pg.
descargar, Pg. also descarregar = It. discaricare,

discarcare, scaricare, < ML. discargare, discar-

ricare, unload. < dis- priv. + carricare (> OF. F.

charger), load, charge: see dis- and charge.]
L trans. 1. To unload; disburden; free from
a charge or load: as, to discharge a ship by
removing the cargo, a bow by releasing the

arrow, a gun by tiring it off, a Leyden jar by
connecting its inner and outer coatings, etc.

Every man should be ready discharged of his irons by
eight o'clock on the next day at night.

Munday (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 208).

The galleys also did oftentimes out of their prows dis-

charge their great pieces against the city.

Knolles, Hist Turks.
No sooner was y> boate discharged of what she brought,

but ye next company tooke her and wente out with her.
H'. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 137.

When the charge of electricity is removed from a charged
body it is said to be discharged.

S. P. Thompson, Elect and Mag., p. 8.

2. To remove, emit, or transfer; clear out or
off ; send off or away. Specifically (a) To take out
or away ; clear away by removing, unloading, or trans-

ferring: as, to discharge a cargo from a ship, or goods
from a warehouse ; to discharge weight from a beam by
lessening or distributing it ; to discharge dye from silk.

We arrived at Cadiz, and there discharged certain mer-
chandize, and took other aboard.

Capt. Eager Bodenham (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 33).

(6) To give Tent to ; cause or allow to pass off ; send or
throw out; emit: as, a pipe discharges water', an ulcer dis-
eharges pus ; this medicine will discharge bad humors from
the blood ; he ducharyed his fury upon the nearest object
For some distance from the mouth of the Mississippi

the sea is not salt, so great is the volume of fresh water
which the river discharges. Bancroft, Hist I". S., L 52.

Hapless is he on whose head the world discharges the vials
of its angry virtue ; and such is commonly the case with
the last and detected usufructuary of a golden abuse which
has outlived its time. Gladstone, Might of Bight, p. 148.

(c) To send forth by propulsion ; let drive : as, to dis-

charge a shot from a gun, or a blow upon a person's head.

They do discharge then- shot of courtesy.
Shale., Othello, ii. 1.

(d) To clear off by payment, settlement, or performance ;

settle up ; consummate : as, to discharge a debt or an ob-
ligation.

I will discharge my bond, and thank you too.

Shak.,C. of E., IT. 1.

Many Pilgrims resort to discharge their vowes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 321.

Having discharged our visit to Ostan Bassa, we Bid out
after Dinner to view the Marine.

Maundrett, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 31.

3. To pay or settle for; satisfy a demand or
an obligation for. [Rare.]
He had gamed too, and lost his money, so that I was

obliged to discharge his lodgings, and defray his expenses
on the road. Franldin, Autobiog., p. 55.

4. To set free; dismiss; absolve
;
release from

accusation, restraint, obligation, duty, or ser-
vice : as, to discharge a prisoner, a debtor, a jury,
a servant, etc. ; to discharge one's conscience
of duty ; to discharge the mind of business.

I grant and confess, Friend Peter, myself discharged of
so much labour, having all these things ready done to my
hand, that almost there was nothing left for me to do

Sir T. More, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 4.

I here discharge yon
My house and service ; take your liberty

Beau, and PI., Knight of Burning Pestle, L 1.

The deputy . . . had, out of court, discharged them of
their appearance. Winthnf, Hist New England, 1. 103.

Grindal . . . was discharged the government of his see
MB ...

5. To carry on, as an obligatory course of ac-
tion

; perform the functions of, as an employ-ment or office; execute; fulfil: us, to discharge
the duties of a sheriff or of a priest ; to discharge
a trust.

How can I hope that ever heU discharge his place of
trust . . . that remembers nothing I say to him?

B. Janson, Bartholomew Fair, U. 1.

6f. To clear one's self of, as by explanation;
account for.

At last be bade her (with bold stedfastnesse)
Ceasse to molest the Moone to walke at large,Or come before high Jove her dooings to discharge

Spenser, F. Q., VTJ. TL17.
7. In dyeing, to free from the dye. (o) In ntt-
dyeing, to free (the silk) from the dye, if from any cause it is
found to have taken the color in an unsatisfactory manner.
Raw silk, sonple and discharged sflk, must be acted upon

differently by chemical agents.

(i) lu calico- or othercloth-printing, to free (the cloth)from
the color in the places where the figure is to appear.

term of T"l'*'*rirrtt. accompanied with a certificate of ser-
vice and good conduct, entitling a seaman to a bounty of

Printing a highly acid colour upon the cloth to be <fw- three months' pay if he reenlists within that time.

charged, and then plunging it into a solution of bleaching, discharger (dis-char'jer), n. One who or that
powder in water. which discharges. Specifically (a) In elect, an in-

W. Crookes, iJyeing and t^ltaH-inttog, p. 317. strument or a device by meWofwhich the electricity^
(0 To remove (the color). See discharge style, below, discharged from a Leyden jar, condenser, or other charged
When the colour is discharged clear water is paased J^fe

1 .*' ** **"*"? discharge. See discharge, 9.
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barrel of the air-pump and opens upward. It

an obligation or encumbrance, an official memorandum prevents the water which is forced through it

that it has been discharged. on the ascent of the piston from returning.
IL intrant. 1. To throw off a burden. 2. discharity (dis-char'i-ti), n. [< dis- priv. +

To deliver a load or charge : as, the troops charity.'} Want of charity. [Rare.]
loaded and discharged with great rapidity. When devotion to the Creator should cease to be testi-

The cloud, it it were ofly or fatty, would not discharge.
* by discharitf towards his creatures. Brougham.

fiKo^Kmtast dischevelet. a. 8eed***fe.
"Wachidia (dis-kid'i-a), . [XL., namedwith ref-
erence to an obscure

charged, where twelne lay, some dead, the rest for life

sprawling on the ground.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, IL 28.

3. To blur or run: as, the lines of an india-ink

drawing are liable to discharge if gone over with
a wash of water-color.
The Ink is as easy to draw with as it is without carbolic

acid, but dries quickly, and may even be Tarnished with-
out discharging. Workshop Receipts, 2d aer., p. 336.

Discharging arch. Same as arch of discharge (which
see, under orcAix Discharging rod. Inekrt.,sameas
discharger.

discharge (dis-charj'), n. [< OF. discharge, F.

decharge= Sp. Pg. descarga, descargo, Pg. also

descarrega = It. discarico, searico; from the
verb.] 1. The act of unloading or disburden-
ing; relief from a burden or charge: as, the
discharge of a ship. As applied to an electrical jar,
battery, etc., it signifies the removal of the charge by
communication between the positive and negative sur-
faces or poles, or with the earth. The discharge may be
disruptive, as when it takes place by a spark through a re-

sisting medium like the air, glass, wood, etc. ; or candor-
tiae, through a conductor, as a metallic wire ; or connective,
by the motion of electrified particles of matter, as of air.

Specifically 2. The act of firing a missile

weapon, as a bow by drawing and releasing
the string, or a gun by exploding the charge of

powder.
The fictitious foresters first amused them with a double disci, n.

discharge of their arrows.

Stnitl, Sports and Pastimes, p. 459.

3. The act of removing or taking away; re-

process in the confor-
mation of the flower,
< Gr. Stoxt&rK, cloven,
divided, parted, < &-,
two-, 4- axifttv, split :

see schism.] A ge-
nus of Afclepiadacea;
found in India, the
Indian archipelago,
and Australia. They
are herbaceous or some-
what woody, usually root-

ing and climbing on trees,
or pendulous, with small
white or red Bowers, and
the fleshy leaves some-
times forming pitcher-like
appendages.
dischnrch (dis-

chrch'), ?. t. [< dis-

Diichidia KaJtcriaK

priv. -f church.] 1.
To deprive of the
rank or a church.

This can be no ground to dischurch that differing com-
pany of Christians, neither are they other from themselves
upon this diversity of opinion. Bp. Ball, Remains, p. 402.

2. To cut off from church membership."~J -
Plural of discus.

(dis'i-da), H. pi. [XL., < L. discus, a
-ida.] A family of peripylsean silico-

skeletal radiolarians ofdiscoidal flattened form.
ral, as of a burden or load, by physical discidet (di-rid'), r. t. [< L. discidere, cut in

tt&UttffS&tt ^itS-h^ cnt] To "-
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And as her tongue so was her hart discided.

vent : as, tne discharge of water from a river or
from an orifice, of blood from a wound, of light-
ning from a cloud.

Sleep . . . implies diminished nervous dacha
cial and general.

livided,
tended ;

And never thoght one thing, but doubly stil was guided.

iimmisneq nervous aiseharye, spe- ,
Spenser, t. Q., IV. L 27.

H. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, { S. diSClferOTIS (di-sif'e-rns), a. [< L. discus, disk,

release or dismissal : as, the discharge of a pris- ? -/** ^for-^.
* flowe

"
r

.
+ *<] I" 6of., having

oner, of a debtor, or of a servant. flowers in which the receptacle is expanded into

Death who sets an free
a conspicaous disk surrounding the ovary, and

Hath paid his ransom now, and full discharge. usually distinct from the calyx : applied to a
Milton, 8. A., L 1474. large series of polypetalous orders, including

Which word imports ... an acquittance or discharge the Butaeea?, Khamnactce, Sapindacete, etc.
of a man upon ... full trial and cognizance of his cause, discifonn (dis'i-fdrm), a. [? L. discus, a disk,

"I grant,"quoth he, "our Contract null,

' + forma, shape.] Resembling a disk or quoit
And give you a Discharge in full." m Shape ; dlSCOldal.

Congme, An Impossible Thing. Discina (di-si'na), n. [XL., < L. discus, a disk,
6. The rate of flowing out: as, the discharge is + -tua1.] The typical genus of brachiopods of
100 gallons a minute. 7. That which is thrown th family Discinida. The genus ranges from
out ; matteremitted : as, a thin serous discharge;

*ne Silurian to the present day.
a purulent discharge. 8. Performance; exe- discinctt (di-singkt'), a. [< L. discinctm, nn-
cution : as, a good man is faithful in the dis- g"rt) PP- t discingere, ungird, < dis- priv. + cin-

charge of his duties. gere, gird: see ceint, cincture.] Ungirded.
For the better Discharge of my Engagement to your disxrindt (di-sind'), V. t. [< L. discindere, cut

Ladyship, I will rank all the ten before yon, with some of asunder, separate, < di- for dis-, asunder, + scin-
their most signal Predictions. Bovxll, Letters, IT. 4S.

Indefatigable in the discharge of business. Motley.

9. In dyeing, a compound, as chlorid of lime,
which has the property of bleaching, or tak-

ing away the color already communicated to a
fabric, by which means white patterns are pro-
duced on colored grounds. If to this compound a
color be added which is not affected by it the first color
is destroyed as before, and this second color takes the
place of the white pattern. Arch of discharge. See
"?*> Certificate of discharge. See certificate, i
Charge and discharge. See charge. Discharge in
bankruptcy or insolvency, release from obligation, by
act of the law, on surrendering one's property to be di-
vided among creditors. Discharge Of fluids, the name
given to that branch of hydraulics which treats of the issu-
ing of water through apertures in the sides and bottoms of
vessels. Discharge style, a method of calico-printing inwhich a piece of cloth is colored, and from parts of which
the color is afterward removed by a discharge, so as to form

dere, cut. Cf. discission.] To cut in two
;
di-

vide: as, "nations . . .

discinded by the main,^
Hoxell, Letters, To the

Knowing Reader,
discinid (dis'i-nid), n. A
brachiopod of the family
Discinidtt.

Discinidae (di-sin'i-de), n.

pi. [XL., < Discina +
-idee.] A family of lyo-
pomatous brachiopods.
It is characterized by a short

peduncle, passing through a
foramen of the ventral valve ;

fleshy brachial appendages,
curved backward and with

small terminal spires directed downward ; valves sill-cir-

cular or subovate ; and the shell-substance calcareous or
horny. It is a group of about ti genera, most of which are
extinct

with put of the
lower mantle-lobe removed,
showing the animal. /. ex-

panded surface of pedi:le:
si, spiral teraunatjooB of the
extremities of tbe labial aims.



disciple l^4?

. [< ME. dtaajph, ietctple. disciplinaria, . Plural of <

< ( >K. ditaple, desciple. F. disciplinarian (di?
1

i-pli-na'ri-an), a. and n. [<

Sp. discumlo = Pg. du- dtscti'linary + -an.] L a. Pertaining to disci-

the pline.
What engospels translate L. diseipitlta by i

emikt, lit. -learning-boy' (nee kmakt), a

engaged in learning) = D. Dan. Sw. dtscipet, <

L. discipul**, a learner. < dartre, learn, akin to

doctre. teach.] 1. A learner; a scholar; one
who receives or professes to receive instruc-

tion from another : as, the disciples of Plato.

And grete well Chaucer, when ye mete,
As my daeifit and my poete.

Oiissr, i

2. A follower;
of another.

To bis ducipUt, men who in his Ufe
Still followed him; to them shall leare in charge
To teach all nations what of him they learn d.

Andhissalratian. Jfittcn, P. L., xii. 8.

rneesmtlie prosecution of

OaaaOs, Vanity of D

1. One who disciplines. <) one who
iadpka, and practices. [Bare.) <) One
dptmeV a martinet : at, be is a good rfu-

disclaim

; .rrection : chastisement ; punishment in-

flicted by way of correction and training : hence,
edification orcorrection by means of misfortune
or suffering.

Dadflimt is not only the remoTall of disorder, tat, if

any risible shape can be riven to dMa* thine*, the rery
risible shape and tag of tertne.^ W-B. w. . |

*> *-

Without titdfttmt, the fa

Like a Deflected fonater,

VIII

an adherent of the doctrines

s of Christ. () The twelre men specially called

A by Jess. Christ to be his imasedkuasiociatea
or follower, inring the three yean of his a%tatiy._() Atlu yean

f CfcristiaM founded ta the United
States by Thomas and Alexander Campbell, father and
on (orbjteaQy biah PresbytertansX d trst.

the latter a. a
. 'SfffS^S

sisapty CMMfans, tiseTLsTof

%*?)
V
T^'

which all Cfc ,

all formalaa or creedV but the Bible itself; but
lief la generally orthodox or erangeUcal,
doctrine of theTrmity.

"

itothedenomi
i a snadent and Infallible row of

':'. ;'---'. discip

Ha, being a strict aSaan.nn, wosddpanWi their *.
cioos manners. Filler, Holy War, IT. li

He was a Tiif|i>i.arii. too, of the ant order. Woe
toanyBnlnekyaokUerwhodidnotholduphisheadand
turn out his toes when on panda.

Ining, Knickerbocker, p. Sift

2f. A Puritan or Presbyterian : so called from
his rigid adherence to religious discipline.

They draw those that dissent into dislike with the stale,
'anr

Bp. Stmtrrxm, Pax Ecclesije.

, (dis'i-pli-na'ri-um), n. ; pi. dis-

(-$). [ML., neut. of diseiplinarins,
see disciplinary.] A scourge for peniten-

tial flogging.

A sharp of half a oratory had
catena.

6. That which serves to instruct or train; spe-

cifically, a course of study; a science or an art.

Though theRi
md ante the

be in thbcolkffe
Arittotdaan, yet they do not

C. Jfarter, Mag. Chris., p. SIX.

Baring agreed that
Metaphyiica^or

the adeacerftk*

whether it should be detached from* the*irilrnw1meh
sererally I

a separate Di,cirVi, . .

Comic's - " w or whether. In

(dis'i-pli-na-ri), o. [= F. ditei-

. duetpiiMrto = Pg. difdpKnar=
It, difftptimario, < ML. disopirnarimf, pertaining
to discipline, < L. ducipltna, discipline : see dig-f

-. i k . * _.__
dpline,'*.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature
of discipline; promoting discipline or orderly
conduct.
The eriU of life, pain, sickness, losses, sorrows, dan-

gen, and disappointments, are disciplinary and remedial.

i
>

-

t

they are congtrnUntnl They hare repreaentatiTei
eat Britain and iu colonial pMseaaVaa, bat exlat in

the create** aa
portion* of the United statea-Tna aerentr dlsclplea.
fei the Mormon C*., a body o( men who rank in the hie-

rarchy next after the twelre apostles. SjB. 1. Pupil, stu-

diaciple (dwn'pl, formerly dis'i-pl), r. t. ; pret.
and pp. diffiplrd, ppr. disciplimg. [< diteiple,
n. Also contracted dusple, q. v.J 1. To teach ;

train; educate. [Bare.]
That better were in Tcrtaea diVytoa

1

.

Then with raioe poemea weeds to hare their (ancie* fed.

Sptnter, T. Q., IT., ProL

Specifically 2. Used for self-inflicted torture

as a means of penance : as, a disciplinary belt

(one to which are attached sharp points which

penetrate the skin). 3. Pertainingto the train-

ing or regulation of the mind ; developing ; ma-

turing.
Studio wherein oar noble and gentle youth ought to

bestow their time in a dueijrfiM/y way.
Xaton, Education.

There to a knowledge of history for ordinary practical
anoaea which may be acquired without either the lore

SFfc subject or going Ifcjinit the eurijrfiMry study of

it by way o( culture.

StuMw, Medieral and Modern Hist, p. 107.

2. Tomake a disciple
or disciples of ; convert to disciplinatet (dis'i-pli-nat), c. f. [< ML. ditti-

the doctrines or principles of another. [Bare.] plinatu^, pp. of disciplinare, discipline: see dis-

Thi authority he employed in sending missionariei to ciplinr, r. J To discipline.
,npfe all nations. E.D.Grif. A pedagogue, one not a little rened to the diaapJuutf-

3t To punish ; discipline. i*g of the Juvenal frie.

discipleship(di-si'pf-ship), . [< diteiple + SirP.Sidi*,, Wanstead PUy.p.61.

Fhe state of being a disciple or follow- discipline (dis'i-plin). . [< *TK- discipline,
er of another in doctrines and precepts. John-
ton.

disciplesst (di-si'ples), . [< disciple + -ess.]

A female student or follower. [Bare.]
She was afterwards recommended to a rlinslnif of the

said lady, named Athea, and made snnarniaae of a mon-
astery of the ladies. Spetd, Egbert, VH. xxxt i SX

disciplinable (dis'i-plin-a-bl), a. [= F. dtsci-

plinable = Sp. dudplimiSle = Pg. ditdpUnarel
1 '

, < ML. disciplinabilis, docile

(cf. LL. disciplinabilis. to be learned by teach-

ing), < L. ditdptima, teaching, discipline: see

,detetpline,

duciplimabaif,
>. dudptiita,

e, .] 1. Ca

= It. disciplinabile, < ML.
WWhMM

discipline, n.] 1. Capable of"being disciplined

by instruction and of improvement in learning.
An excellent capacitie of wit that maketh him more

sKriWiiiM and imitatine then any other creature.

fnntasi, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 118.

2. Capable of being made matter of discipline:
as. a disciplinable offense in church govern-
ment. 3. Subject or liable to discipline, as
a member of a church.

disciplinableness (dis'i-plin-a-bl-nes), . The
state of being disciplinable,

or amenable to in-

struction or discipline.
We and In ****-"**

. . . smnKhtng of sagu Ity, prori-

discepline, aisgipline, J UT. discipline, aescepune,

decipline, desepline, F. discipline = Pr. Sp. Pg.
It. disciplina = D. discipline = G. Dan. Sw. dis-

ciplin, < L. disciplina, also uncontr. discipulina,

teaching, instruction, training, < dixcipul*s, a

learner, disciple:
see disciple, n.] 1. Mental

andmoral training, eitherunder one'sown guid-
ance or under that of another : the cultivation

of the mind and formation of the manners ; in-

struction and government, comprehending the
communication of knowledge and the regula-
tion of practice ; specifically, training to act in

accordance with rules; drill: a, military disci-

pline; monastic discipline.

Mi dere sone, first thi suf able
With al thin herte to

. Bute, Orlg. of Mankind, p. 10.

disciplinal (dis'i-plin-al), a. [< ML. disapli-
nalis. < L. disciplina, discipline : see discipline.]

Belating to or of the nature of discipline ; dis-

ciplinary. [Bare.]

ss*(K.T.8.Xp.I7.
To the stndie of religion I doe Joyne the dunpiine of

aaaners, and all drill doctrine and hyrtories.
T. Brmnu, A Hitch Storehouse (1570), foL 14.

alao their ear to dudfKme. JobxxxrLia

_ .and, quitting natures part.

Obey the nlea and rfiscsftuM of art.

Drfden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, ii.

2. A set or system of rules and regulations:
a method of regulating practice : as, the disci-

pline prescribed for the church.

To gire them the Inventory of their eatea aforenand
were Use tSsn-hat of a tarera.

wn,
O. a. Lrmi, Proba. of Life and Mind, L L lea.

6. An instrument of punishment; a scourge,
or the like, used for religious penance. See

<fo<-ip/iiarii<m.-Book of DUdnUne, in the Mak.

Efit. Cn., the common dfsignstinn oT s rotuate published

qnadrennially. after the iai<liia of the General Confer-

eW, enUUed'-Tne Doctrines and Discipline of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church."-Booka ofIXxiptlne, two docu-
ments constituting the original standards o< goTernment
for the Churdtof Scotland, knial reapectlTely as the

Fir* and the Stand Boot <tf DucifUi*. The formnr,

adopted by an assemblage of reformers led by John Knox
in January, 1561, dealt only with the goTemment of indi-

rldnal churches or congregations: the latter, adopted by
the General Assembly in April, 157s, all ill* 1 1 episcopacy
snd regulated the organtaation and runrtioes of the rari-

ou governing bodies or ecdeaiastical courts of the church.

Neither was ratifled by the state suthorities. but they were

generally accepteJ, and were the groundwork of the ulti-

mate constitution of the church. Discipline of the

Merwt(sct>fas arcw), a phrase designating thecmv
toni of secrecy practised in the early church concerning
certain of it rites n.i doctrines. = 87n.l and J.rraijM'n,
Education, etc. See imtnutitm.

discipline (dis'i-plin), r. t. ; pret.
and pp. dit-

ciplined, ppr. disciplining. [< ME. disciplines,
< OF. discipliner, disceplener, deeepliner, F. dis-

cipliner = Pr. Sp. Pg. digciplinar = It. discipli-

nare= D. difdplineren = G. discipliniren = Dan.

discipliHere = Sw. discipline. < ML. discipli-

nare, subject to
discipline,

chastise, < L. disci-

pline discipline : see discipline, .] 1. To train

or educate; prepare by instruction: specifi-

cally. to teach rules and practice,
and accustom

to order and subordination; drill: as, to disci-

pline troops.
The High-landers nocking to him (the Marquis of Mon-

treal from all quarters, though ill armed and worse dit-

eipKn'd, made him underralue any enemy who. be thought,
was yet to encounter him. Mitton, Areopagitica.

They were with care prepared and ditciflintd for con-

flnnation. Addi*m, Defence of Christ. Kelig.

It is not by turning over libraries, bat by repeatedly
perusing and intently contemplating a few great models,
that the mind is best ducipK^td.

Maraulay, Athenian Orators.

That delightful labor of the imagination which is not
mere arMtrarinesa, but the exercise of disciplined power

combining and constructing with the clearest eye for

probabilities and the fullest obedience to knowledge.
6. Eliot, Middlemarch, L 180.

2. To correct ; chastise ; punish.
Has be ditciplird Anndius soundly? Skat., Cot., ii. L
Half a donen wretched ereatures, who with then- faces

coTered, but naked to the waist, are in a side chapel da-

eiflininf themaelTes with scourges full of Iron prickles.
Gray, Letters, L .

Specifically 3. To execute the laws of a
church upon (an offender). 4. To keep in

subjection; regulate; govern.

B. Jo***, Cynthla-i Kerch, Ind.

Learing indhrldaal cases, which may be
e said that no systemout of tfcjht. it may be s

will bear the strain of ide xperie

of
hic

that duciflinal use of srtinaalpata.
BMiotMee*. Sacra, XLV. g.

Discip] inant (dis'i-plin-ant), n. [< ML. disci-

j>linan(t-~ts, ppr. of disciplinare, subject to di-
cipline: see discipline, r.] One of a religious
order formerly existing in Spain, so called from

to rule; submissiveness to con-
lienee to rules and commands: as,

their practice of scourging themselves in pub- the school was under good discipline.
lie and inflicting upon themselves otner severe The moat perfect, who have their passions In the beat

3. S-;r.

trol: o'

=Syn. 1. To train, tons, edncnte, bdtrnct, driu, regulate.

discipliner (dis'i-plin-er), n. One who disci-

plines.
Had an angel been his ditcipiinrr.MHum, Areopagttsea.

difldssion (di-rish'on), n. [< LL. <Kwwo(-),
separation, division, < L. diseindere, pp. di$tis-

1*1, cut apart: see disfind.] A cutting asun-

der. [Now only in technical use.]

80 gentle Venus to Mercurios dares

Descend, and toda an easy Intriinilnann.

Oto ope that asnr curtain by a swift ditriavm.
Dr. fTjr^. fiycnartjanmia, 1IL JiL 48.

Of cataract, an operation for cataract hi the

A neefflehinSidncedinto the
lenOreak^U

tt?beerated eapasSeT^fce tesMbaUne* to In

tortures.

_ (dis-klam'), [<OF.<
, < ML. disdamare, renounce, disavow, <



disclaim

L. dis- priv. + clamare, cry out, claim: see dis-

and claim 1
.] I. trans. 1. To deny or relinquish

all claim to; reject as not belonging to one's

self; renounce: as, he disclaims any right to

interfere in the affairs of his neighbor; he dis-

claims all pretension to military skill.

Here I disclaim all my paternal care. Shak., Lear, i. 1.

Is it for us to disclaim the praise, so grateful, so just,

which the two eminent gentlemen . . . have bestowed on

our Bench and our law ? B. Choate, Addresses, p. 371.

2. To deny responsibility for or approval of;

disavow; disown; deny.
He calls the gods to witness their offence,
Disclaims the war, asserts his innocence.

Dryden, JSneid.

1648

I shal disclaundre hym over al ther I speke.

Chaucer, Summoner s Tale, 1. 504.

discocarpium

disclusion (dis-klo'zhon), n. [< LL. diselu-

sio(n-), a separation, < L. discludere, pp. dis-

dusus, separate, keep apart: see disclose, a.]

A separation ;
a throwing out. Dr. H. More.

d (dis-kochf), a. [< dis- priv. +
-ed2.] Dismounted from a coach.

Madam, here is prince Lodwick,

coach +
[Rare.]

On the contrary, ly disclaim any such desire.

umner, Prison Discipline.

3. To refuse to acknowledge; renounce; re-

ject.
Sir, if I do, mankind disclaim me ever !

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

I disclaim him ;

He has no part in me, nor in my blood.

Beau, and FL, Little French Lawyer, iii. 1.

You are my friends, however the world may disclaim

your friendship. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvi.

He disclaims the authority of Jesus.

Farmer, Demoniacs of the New Testament, ii.

4. In law, to decline accepting, as an estate,

interest, or office. 5. In Tier., to subject to a

disclaimer; declare not to be entitled to bear

the arms assumed. See disclaimer, 4.

Il.t intrans. To disavow all claim, part, or

share : with in.

You cowardly rascal, nature disclaims in thee : a tailor

made thee. Shak., Lear, ii. 2.

The sourer sort

Of shepherds now disclaim in all such sport.
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

disclaimer (dis-kla'mer), n. 1. A person who
disclaims, disowns, or renounces. 2. The act

of disclaiming; denial of pretensions or claims.

I think the honour of our nation to be somewhat con-

cerned in the disclaimer of the proceedings of this society.

Burke, Rev. in France.

3. In law : (a) Of a trust or estate : a refusal

to accept ; a renunciation, as by one named ex-

ecutor in a will. (6) A plea in equity, or an an-

swer under the code practice, by a defendant,

renouncing all claim upon or interest in the

subject of the demand made by the plaintiff,

and thus barring the action as against him.

(c) An express or implied denial by a tenant

that he holds an estate of his lord
;
a denial of

tenure, by plea or otherwise.

The civil crime of disclaimer: as where a tenant neg-
lected to render due services to his lord, and, on action

brought to recover them, disclaimed to hold of his lord.

L. A. Goodeve, Modern Law of Real Property, p. 22.

(d) An instrument executed by a patentee
abandoning a part of his claim of invention.

By this means a patent may be saved which
otherwise would be void because too compre-
hensive. 4. In her. : (a) A proclamation or

announcement made by English heralds, dur-

ing their regular visitations, of such persons
as were found claiming or using armorial bear-

ings to which they had no right, (b) The rec-

ord of such a proclamation.
disclamation (dis-kla-ma'shon), n. [< ML. as

if *disdamatio(n-), < disclamare, pp. disclamatus,
disclaim: see disclaim.] The act of disclaim-

ing; a disavowing; specifically, in Scots law,
the act of a vassal disavowing or disclaiming a

person as his superior, whether the person so
disclaimed be the superior or not.

The sayrte John Brenrte went to Matthn Chub, and dis-

klandered the sayde John Matthu, for sertayne laugage.

English Gilds (E. E. 1. S.), p. 323.

disclanderoust (dis-klan'der-us), a. [< dis-

dander + -ous.] Slanderous. Fabyan.
discloakt (dis-klok'), v. t. [Formerly also dts-

doke; < dis- priv. + cloak.] To uncloak; hence,

to uncover ; expose. [Rare.]
Now RO in discloak yourself, and come forth.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3. discoastt (dis-kosf), v. i. [< dis-priv. + coast.]

3. disclose, disclos, < OF._ des- To quit the coast ; quit the neighborhood of

any place or thing ;
be separated ; depart.

To discoast from the plain and simple way of speech.
Barrow, Sermons, I. xiv.

As far as Heaven and earth discoasted lie.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph.

Newly discoach

Shirley, Grateful Servant, ii. 1.

discloset, a. [ME. ,

clos, F. declos, pp. of desclore. desdorre, F. de-

clare = Pr. desdaure = It. dischiudere, schiudere,

unclose, open, < L. discludere, pp. disdusus, shut

up separately, keep apart, part, open, unclose,

< dis-, apart, + claudere, pp. clausus, close : see

close*, close2.] Unclosed; open ;
made public, discoblastic (dis-ko-blas'tik), a. [< Gr.

And helde her in her chambre close, a disk, + /JAaoroY, a germ, + -ic.] Undergoing
For drede it shulde be disclose. discoidal segmentation of the vitellus : applied

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 285.
to thoge merot,lastic eggs which thereby pro-

disclose (dis-kloz'), v. ; pret. and pp. disclosed, ^^ a discogastrula in germinating. Haeckel.

ppr. disclosing. [< ME. disclosen, desdosen, re-
discoblastula (dis-ko-blas'tu-la), n.

; pi. disco-

veal, open,inform,< disclos, adj.. revealed, open, blastulw (_]). [NL.,'< Gr. <5JKOf, a disk, + blas-

manifest: seedisdose, a., and of. close*, v.,asre- tuhl q v ] jn emiryOi.
t
the blastula-stage or

lated to closet, a . ] I. trans. 1 . To uncover
; lay vehicularmorula which results from the blastu-

open ;
remove a cover from and expose to view.

jation Of a discomorula in . a meroblastic egg
Her shelles to disclose of discoidal segmentation. See these terms.

And write upon the cornel hool outetake, Hatckel
*

"faOatUut. Husbondrie(E. E. T. S.), p. 56. discobole (dis'ko-bol), n. A fish of the group
Now the morn disclosed her purple rays, Discoboli.

The stars were fled ; for Lucifer had chased
The stars away, and fled himself at last.

Addison, tr. of Ovid . Metamorph., H.

Ring and Book, II. 136.

2. To cause to appear; allow to be seen;

bring to light ;
make known ; reveal, either by

indication or by speech: as, events have dis-

closed the designs of the government; to dis-

close a plot.
She that could think, and ne'er disclose her mind,
See suitors following, and not look behind.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

How softly on the Spanish shores she plays,

Disclosing rock, and slope, and forest brown!
Byron.

His purpose is disclosed only when it is accomplished.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

3f. To open ;
hatch.

The ostrich layeth her eggs under sand, where the heat

of the sun diicloseth them. Bacon.

=Syn. 1. To unveil, unfold, discover. 2. To divulge, com-

municate, confess, betray.

II. intrans. To burst open, as a flower
;
un-

close. Thomson.
discloset (dis-kloz'), n. [< disclose, v.] Dis-

closure ; discovery.
Glasses, that revelation to the sight:
Have they not led us deep in the disclose

Of fine-spun nature, exquisitely small,

And, though demonstrated, still ill conceived?

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

disclosed (dis-klozd'), p. a. [Pp. of disclose, v.]

In her. : (a) Having the wings spread : said of

a bird used as a bearing, especially of one not

a bird of prey : the same as displayed, said of

an eagle, (b) Open, but not widely spread, as

if about to take flight. The term is differently

explained by different heralds, and the delinea-

tions are not exact Disclosed elevated, having
the wings opened and raised so that the points are upper-
most : said of a bird used as a bearing.

discloser (dis-klo'zer), n. One who discloses

or reveals.

disclosive (dis-klo'ziv), a. [< disclose + -ive.]

Tending to disclose or to be disclosed. [Rare.]

Discoboli (dis-kob'o-li), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

discobolus : see discobolus.] In zool. : (a) In

Cuvier's system of classification, the third fam-

ily of Malacopterygii subbrachiati, having the

ventrals formed into a disk or sucker, as in the

lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus. [Not in use.]

(6) In Gunther's system, a family of Acanthop-

terygii gobiiformes, having at most two anal

spines, and ventral fins entirely modified into

a perfect disk adherent to the body. It com-

prises the Cyclopteridce, Liparididx, and Gobie-

socidtf.

discobolus (dis-kob'o-lus), TO.; pi. discoboli (-Ii).

[L., < Gr. to-Ko[l6tof, '< Sianof, a discus, a disk, +
', throw.] In classical aiitiq., athrowerof

His answer was a shrug with his palms extended and a
short disclamatory "Ah."

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 61.

disclamet, . An obsolete form of disclaim.

disclandert (dis-klan'd6r), n. [ME. desclandre,
disclaundre, < AF. disclaunder, slander, scandal,
with altered prefix, < OF. esclandre, earlier escan-

dre, escandle, F. esclandre, < LL. scandalum,
slander, scandal: see slander, scandal.] Slan-

der; reproach; opprobrium; scandal.

It moste be disclaundre to hire name.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 564.

Ichaue a neihjebor me neih, I haue anuysed him ofte,
Ablamed him be-hynd his bak to bringe him in dwf-

claundre. Piers Plowman (A), v. 75.

disclandert (dis-klan'der), v. t. [< ME. dis-

klanderen, desclandren, disclaundren, later de-

slaunder (Palsgrave), slander; from the noun.]
To slander; speak abusively of.

disclosure (dis-klo'zur), n. [< disclose + -ure ;

cf . closure. Cf . OF. "desdosture, F. deddture, dis-

closure.] 1. The act of disclosing; a making
known or revealing; discovery; exposure; ex-

An unseasonable disclosure of flashes of wit may some-
times do a man no other service than to direct his ad-

versaries how they may do him a mischief.

Boyle, Occasional Reflections, 3.

2. That which is disclosed or made known : as,
his disclosures were reduced to writing,
discloudt (dis-kloud'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
cloud1 .] To free from clouds

;
free from what-

ever obscures.
The breath which the child lost had disclouded his in-

darkened heart. Feltham, Resolves, i. 22.

discloutt (dis-klouf ),v.t. [< dis- priv. + clouft.]
To divest of a clout or covering.

Though must he buy his vainer hope with price,
Disclvut his crownes, and thank him for advice.

Bp. tlall, Satires, ii. 3,

the discus ;
one engaged in the exercise of throw-

ing the discus; specifically [cap.], a famous
ancient statue by Myron (fifth century B. c.),

representing a man in the act of throwing a
discus.

Compare, for example, the other well-known type of a

discobolus, who, as seen in two statues in Rome, stands
with one foot drawn back in the act of beginning to col-

lect his impulse for the throw.
A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, I. 233.

discocarp (dis'ko-karp), n. [< NL. discocar-

pium, < Gr. <?('o-Kof, a disk, + xapxAs, fruit.] In

bot. : (a) A fruit consisting of distinct acheues
within a hollow receptacle, as in the rose.

(6) In discomycetous fungi and gymnocarpous
lichens, the fruit, consisting of a disk-like hy-
menium, which bears the asci exposed while

maturing: same as apothecium.
discocarpium (dis-ko-kar'pi-um), n.

; pi. disco-

carpia (-a). [NL. :'see discocarp.] Same as

discocarp



discocarpous

discocarpous (ilis-ko-kiir'pus), n. [< ilixcocarp
+ -OHH.

| I'ei-taining to or characterized by a

discocarp.

liyrnrioejtrjmiis and </;V".vov>t/,v forms.
De nary. Fungi (trans.), p. 198.

Discocephali (dis-ko-sefa-H), H. id. [NL., pi.
tif ilittriH't'iilitilittt : see ilixnin/ilialitu.i.] A subor-
der of teleoccphalous fishes, represented by tlie

single family Krlinn'ididn; or suckiug-lishes, as
the romora (which see).

discocephalous (dis-ko-sef'a-lus i, a. [< NL. dis-

1'iii-r/iliiiluK, < Gr. Manor, a disk, + ;// head.
|

Having a sucking-disk on the head; specifical-

ly, pertaining to or having the characters of the

IHscoiT/thilli.

discocytula (dis-ko-sit'u-lii), .
; pi. diwon/tit-

la (-le). [NL., < Gr. ifemf, a disk, + NL. I-///H-

la, q. v.] In finhri/nl., the parent-cell or cytula
which results from a discomonerula by the re-
formation of a nucleus, and which proceeds, by
partial and discoidal segmentation of the yolk,
to develop in succession into a discomorula, a
discoblastula, and a discogastrula. Haerl.-i I.

discodactyl, discodactyle (dis-ko-dak'til), a.

JX NL. dixcodarli/lus, < Gr. <ioc, disk, + dairrv-

A0f, finger, toe.] Having toes dilated at the
end into a sort of disk; platydactyl: applied
specifically to certain groups of batrachians,
as tree-toads and tree-frogs, in distinction from
ojyilacti/l.

Discodactyla (dis-ko-dak'ti-lii), n. pi. [NL.,
iieut. pi. of diseodactylus: see </i*m</nc/i/l,] A

ii;i;t

P'th which in hroken up Into small horizontal compart-
" lc t8 separated l>y disk-like- partitions. a> in the ualnut.

Also dim-oidiil.

II. H. Something in the form of a disk or
nimit
TV ., ... . .,,. rxTT , _ ,
Discoida (dis-koi'da), n. pi. [NL.,<Gr.vo<(of<-% : Beo <li*,-ni,l.\ A family of spumellarians.
of the suborder X/'/,<i'nllaria. Har<-l;< I.

discoidal (dis-koi'dal), a. [< discoid + -all
Same
Each frustule Is of dixoidal shape.

'. B. Carpenter, Micros., J 289.

Discoidal cell or areolet, in cnlom., a name variously
applied, in ilittrri'iit orders of insects, to cells near the cen-
ter of tfie wing. In the dragon-flies they are exterior to
the triangle ; in the Ajihidet they are the cells limit. '.I by
the nhlir(iie nervnres ; and in the Hymenuptera they are
two or three cells near the center of the wing, between
the cubital and anal nervures. Discoidal cleavage
egg-cleavage, or segmentation of the vitellus, one
of several forms of cleavage distinguished by Jlaei kel.

(,< discoid.) It occurs in meroblastie eggs, or those in
which there is a large quantity of food-yolk or nutritive
protoplasm in comparison with the small amount of germ-
yolk or formative protoplasm. H occurs In all birds' egis,
in which the round, flat germ-disk, commonly called the
,-ii-nfrirtila <>r if'd'l, may le observed upon the surface of
the yellow. In impregnated eggs, even when freshly laid,
the germ-disk may be resolved by moderate magnifying
power into a flattened mass of little cells which have al-

ready arisen by this form of cleavage of the original pa-
rent cell or discocytula, and have become a discomorula,
or even advanced to the stage of a discoblastula or dis-

cogastrula.- Discoidal eplpleurse, in entom., borders of
the elytra which are strongly deflexed, appearing like pro-
cesses of the lower surface of the disk. Kirby. Discoi-
dal nervures, in enlum., the nervures in the center of the
wing, entirely unconnected with other nervures, as incer-

the toes dilated at tho ends, as in the

tree-frogs or tree-toads : a synonym of "Platy-
riactylu.

discodactyle, a. See discodactyl.

discogastrula (dis-ko-gas'tro-lii), n.
; pi. disco-

gastrula; (-le). [NL.,'< Gr. itmc, a disk, + NL.
gastrula, q. v.] In cmbryol., a disk-gastrula ;

that special form of metagastnila or kiuoge-
netic gastrula which results from discoidal

egg-cleavage, or discoidal segmentation of the
vitellus. Haeckel.

Discpglossidae (dis-ko-glos'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< DltOOfflOtttU + -irffi'.J A family of arciferous
salient amphibians, typified by the genus Disco-

glosstis, with maxillary teeth, dilated sacral dia-

ppphyses, precoracoids and cpracoids slightly
divergent and generally tapering, and with the
sternum emitting two divergent processes. The
family is chiefly European, though one genus and species,UtwmM lo-lixti'ii:-i-i, is the only known New Zealand ba-
trachian. Diicuyloisus has one species, of southern Eu-
rope. (See cut below.) The obstetrical toad, Ali/tcsoutte-
tricanx, tlie common Botiibinatttr utneiin, and several not-
able fossil forms, chiefly of the genus Palceokatrachus,
are also included in this family. See cut under Alytet.

Discoglpssoidea (dis'ko-glo-soi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL., < IHscoglosmi.i + -oidni.] A

siiperf
am-

fly of arciferous phaueroglossate amphibians,
with short ribs, and with tadpoles distinguished
by a spiracle situated mesially on the thoracic

region. All the known forms belong to one
family, Discoglossida;.

Discoglossus (dis-ko-glos'us), . [NL., < Gr.

rfiovcof, disk, +
))jjaoa, tongue.]
A genus of tail-

less batrachians,
the type of the ^1 n 111 ^llfci \

family Discoglos-
sida'.

discohexaster
(dis'ko-liek-sas'-

t6r), n. [< Gr.

lianas, disk, + ff,

six, + aarqp, a
star.] In sponges,
a hexaster the

rays
of which end in

disks.

discoid (dis'koid),
a. and n. [= F.
discoide = Pg.
discoide, < LL. aiscoidrs, < Gr. iiameiM/c, disk-

shaped, < MoKaf, a disk, H- fidoc, fonn.] I. a.

Having the form of a disk; pertaining to a
disk. Specifically applied (a) In <<>/, -/<.. t.n rtaiil uni-
valve .shells whose whorls are disposed vertically in the
same plane, s.i as to form a disk, as in the "enns /'/./-

... (b) In riulirtiol.. In (!) that form of deeidllate-

ptaocnte whieh is eireular and flattened, as in man, ipiad-
rumaiies, hats, insei tiv.m s. and rodents : (_') that form of

yott-alMrage ,.r Hg ntation of the vitellus of a mero-
blastie eio! which results in a flat germ-disk lying on the

cake, as that of man, monkeys, bats, insectivores, and the
rodents.

Discpidea (dis-koi'de-a), H. pi. [NL., < Gr. oia-

KoetSfa: see discoid.] 1. One of two primary
groups into which Huxley divides the decidu-
ate Mammalia (the other being Zonaria, which
see), consisting of those Dcciduata which have
a discoidal placenta.

In the Dixntidfa . . . the placenta takes the form of a
thick disc, which is sometimes more or less lobed.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 850.

2. A group of echinoderms. Gray, 1825.
DiscoideaB (dis-koi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. 6ta-

Koei6r/f : see discoid.] In some systems of classi-

fication, a suborder of siphonophorous hydro-
zoans, corresponding to the family Felellida!

( Velella, Porpita), which is oftener referred to

Physophorce ; the discoidal physophorans. The
stem is reduced to a flat disk, with a system of canals in
the central cavity ; the discoidal pneiimatocyst Is above,
and tho polypoid or medusotd appendages arc below ;

there is a large nutritive polyp surrounded by smaller
ones to whieh the gonophores are attached ; and there are
dactylozooids near the edge of the disk.

discplith (dis'ko-lith), n. [< Gr. diaitof, a disk,
+ ?./9of, a stone.] A calcareous body with an
organic structure found embedded in bathybius.
Two distinct types are recognizable among the Cocco-

liths, whieh Prof. Huxley has designated respectively />i>-

ciiliths and Oyatholiths. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 409.

discolor 1
, discolour (dis-kul'or), r. t. [< ME.

descolouren, < OF. descolorer, descoulourcr, dcs-
colorir (F. de"colorer: see decolor) = Sp. desco-

lorar, descotorir= Pg. dcscorar = It. discolorare,

discolorire, scoloran; scolorire, < ML. discolo-

rare, < L. din- priv. + colorart, color: see dis-
and color.] 1 . To alter the natural hue or color

of; change to a different color or shade
;
stain

;

tinge.
Drink water, either pure, or but ditcoloured with malt.

Sir H'. Temple.

2. To alter the complexion of
; change the ap-

pearance of
; give a false appearance to.

Jealousy with jaundice in her eyes,
Ditcolouriny all she view'd. Dryden.

Tlie former (executive departmental are generally the
objects of jealousy; and their administration is always
liable to be discoloured and rendered unpopular.

A. Hamilton, The Federalist, No. 49.

discolor2 (dis'ko-lor), a. [= F. discolore, < L.
discolor, of another color, party-colored, < dis-,

apart, + color, color.] 1. In zodl. and bot., of
varied or different colors; variegated; discol-
orous

;
not coneplor: said of any single object.

2. In :ool., differing in color, as one thing
from another; discolorate; not coucolor: usu-

ally with with : as, elytra discolor with the
thorax.
Also discolorous, discolorate.

discolorate (dis-kul'or-at), o. [< discolor3 +
-nil i.] Ill ~<><>l. , same as discolor".

discoloration (dis-kul-o-ra'shon), . [< OF.

/<"-'M'. a flower-head destitute of rays, the'tlowers hein"
all tnhular, as in the tansy, boneset. etc. DlSCOld pith,

J 04

'= It. <lis<'<ilor<i;ione; as discol-
+ -ation.] I. The act of discoloring, or

discomfit

the state of bein discolored ; alteration of col-

or. 2. That which is discolored
;
a discolored

spot ; a stain : as, spots and discolorations of
the skin. Specifically 3. In entom., an indis-

tinct, paler, or discolored part of a surface;
that which is colorless or nearly so, as if faded
out.

The mandibles are black, with a slight pale duruloratian
on the inner tooth. Packard.

4. Alteration of complexion or of the appear-
ance of things: as, the discoloration of ideas,

discolored, discoloured (dis-kul'ord), ;/. a. [<
ME. discoloured; pp. of discolor 1

, discolour, v.]
1. Of dimmed or darkened color; stained;
blotched: as, a discolored spot on the skin or
on a garment.
The walls and pavement checkred with ditcvloured mar-

ble. Sandy*, Travailcf, p. 93.

2f. Variegated; being of diverse colors; dis-

color.
A dixolourd Snake, whose hidden snares

Through the greene gras his long bright burnlsht luck
declares. Spenser, F. Q., III. il. 28.

Nor purple pheasant . . . with a perched pride
Wave his dacoloured neck and purple side.

11. Jonton, Vision of Delight

3. Without colors or color. [Rare.]
A IIKI, You have still in your hat the former colours.
Mcr. You lie, sir, I have none: I have pulled them out.

I meant to play dacoloured.
B. Joiaon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

discolorous (dis-kul'pr-us), a. [< discolor^ +
-ous."] Same as discolor

1

*.

Usually they [apothecia] are diwoloroun, and may be
black, brown, yellowish, or also less frequently rose-col-

oured, rusty-red, orange-reddish, saffron, or of various in-

termediate shades. Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 654.

discolour, discoloured. See discolor1
,
discol-

ored.

Discomedusa (dis'ko-me-du'sft), w. [NL., <
Gr. diaieof, a disk, + NL.'wierfMSO, q. v.] A ge-
nus of discoidal jelly-fishes, of the family Aurc-

liida:, with large oral arms with branched ves-
sels and two marginal tentacles. D. lobata of
the Adriatic is an example. Clans.
Discomedusae (dis'ko-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Discomedusa.] An order of the class ffy-
dro:oa and subclass Kcypliomeduso', including
the discophorous hydrozoans, or Discoifliora in
a strict sense, as those acalephs commonly call-

ed jelly-fishes: so called from the large um-
brella-like disk which these organisms possess.
Most jelly-flshes belong to this order. They are techni-

cally characterized as Sctiphonifduta; which develop as
sexual meduslform individuals by transverse fission from
a seyphistoma (which see), or else directly from the egg ;

with 4 perradial, 4 interradial, and sometimes accessory
adradial tentaculicysts; 4 or 8 geniud lobes developed
from the endoderm forming the oral floor of the enteric

cavity, which is extended into 4 or 8 pouches; and with
the mouth either opening simply at the end of a nidi-

mentary manubrium or provided with 4 or 8 aim-like pro-
cesses. According to the character of the mouth, the Du-
comeditga; are divided into three suborders, Cubostomcf,
Semoitomar, and RhizoKtomar. To the last of these belongs
the genus Cfphea. (See cut under Dittophora.) The order
as here defined is contrasted with the three orders Lucer-
nariai. Conttmtduxtt, and Pfrotnedutcaf, and is included
with them in the subclass Scyphomeduste. Characteristic
genera of discomedusans are Diseomcduta and Xauritkoe
among the simple cubogtomous forms : the seniostonious
Chrynaora, Pflatria, Ciianca, and Aurelia; and the rhizos-

tomou&Cephfa.Casxiopeia, and Khizontotna. The term Di*~
coiMduxt? has also been wrongly extended to other scypho-
medusans, thus becoming synonymous with the suliclaas

ScyphomedtiMr, or with DiKopliora In one of its senses.

discomedusan (dis'ko-me-du'san), a. and n.

[(.Discomedusa! + -an.] 1. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Discomedusa!.
H. n. One of tho Discomedusa!.

discomedusoid (dis'ko-me-du'soid), a. [< Dia-
comediisa! + -old.] Resembling a discomedu-
san ; related or belonging to the Discomedusa:
discomfit (dis-kum'fit), r. t. [< ME. diseomft-

i n. ilixfonliten (also by apheresis scomfiten : see

scomfit), < OF. desconfit (< ML. disconjfecttts, dis-

confictus), pp. of desconfire, descunfire, descum-

fire, desconfir, F. deconjire = Pr. deseonfir = It.

iliaronfggere, sconfggere, < ML. disconficere, de-

feat, rout, discomfit, < L. dis-
priv.

+ conficere,

achieve, accomplish, < con- (intensive) + fa-
cere, do: see din- and comfit, conftct.] 1. To
foil or thwart in battle

;
overcome completely

in fighting ;
defeat

; rout.

Joshua (lixutnfited Amalek and his people with the edge
of the sword. Ex. xvii. I.I.

He, fugitive, declined superior strength,
Dimomjited, pursued. Philipt.

2. To disconcert ; foil
; frustrate the plans of;

throw into perplexity and dejection.

Well, go with me, and be not BO ducomjitcd.
Shot., T. of the S., U. 1.

= Syn. 1. Overpower, Rout, etc. See dt/eat.



discomfit

discomfitt (dis-kum'fit), n.

1650 Discomycetes

Bout
;
defeat

;
discomfiture.

Dagon must stoop, and shall ere long receive

[< discomfit, r.] disCommender(dis:
ko

:
men'der)

L
.

7v
Onewho a<g^&^g3^^^?%

discommends ;
a dispraiser. Imp. Diet.

discommission (dis-kg-mish'gn), v. t. [< dis-
does not prove discommunity of descent.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 404.
uaffon must stoop, aim snail ere inn^ receive *w ~. \ -

.. .. .- I^^^Am
Such a discomfit as shall quite despoil him. priv. + commtsston^.] To deprive ot a commis-

aiscomonerula (dis"ko-nio-ner'o-la), n. ; -p}.dis-
Milton, S. A., 1. 469. sion . mmonerula: (-le). [NL., < Gr. diaiios, a disk, +

discomfiture (dis-kum'fi-tur), n. [< ME. dis- All this, for no apparent caiise of publick Concernment NL. Jonfrta.] In embryol., the monerula-stage
comfiture (also by apheresis scomfiture: see to the Church or Commonwealth, but only for discom-

of & meroblastic egg which undergoes discoidal

scomfiture),^ OF. desconfiture, defeat, F.decon- missioning nine
^atofflcersmj

he
ômmmvie&m segmentation of the vitellus or yolk, and in

fiture = Pr. desconfitura = It. sconfittura, < ML.

disconfectura, defeat, < disconficere, pp. discon- discommodatet (dis-kom 9-dat), v. t

fectus, defeat, discomfit: see discomfit, v.] 1. dis- priv. + commodatus, pp. of commodare, -

tmja It is a c}
.toae which includes formative yolk*~ -

' - - .'....-. _ i-i _ 1__ ci. :4-~i>i, / j*A*M*Msisf.u0 tit-* coo ///wim_ e
_ _._r ,.,.__. ... ... ,. . .., ,

germinating becomes in succession a disco-
L-

cytula, discomorula, discoblastula, and disco-

Rout; defeat in battle; overthrow.
. . f., ,__. i<(tLiuia. iv is a. c> unie WIIMHI inhumes iui umiivc j_nv

make fit or suitable, < commodm, nt : see accom-
t one pole> and very distinct nutritive yolk at the other.iVUL * U.Clcail' 111 UtHjiiid j \J ^* VJJA i

- < _ B VUW M
Every man's sword was against his fellow, and there was modate, and cf . discommode.] To discommode ; Haectel.

,

a very great discomfiture. 1 Sam. xiv. 20.

Your lordship hath also heard of the Battle of Leip-

sick, where Tilly, notwithstanding the Victory he had got

over the D. of Saxony a few Days before, received an utter

Discomfiture. Howell, Letters, I. v. 35.

2. Defeat; frustration; disappointment.

discomorula (dis-ko-mor'o-la), n. ; pi. discomo-

. drain and discommodate the King J'Mte (-le). [NL., < Gr. diotiof, a disk, + NL. mo-

rula.] In embryol., the morula or mulberry-mass
which results from the partial and discoidal seg-
mentation of the formative vitellus or yolk of a

incommode.
These Wars did . .

of Spain, by reason of his Distance.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

discommode (dis-ko-mod'), v. t.; pret. and pp.

discommoded, ppr. "discommoding. [< OF. des- meroblastic egg (amphicytula), and proceeds
After five days' exertion, this man of indomitable will commoder, < L. (fa. priv . + commodare, make to develop successively into a discoblastula and

and deir
b'e ' rtUne ^^ "

"BSE* fit or suitable: see commode, and cf. discommo-

discomfort (dis-kum'fert), . t. [< ME. dis- ^U^L^m^6
'
incommode

!

comforten, disconforten, trouble, d^courage, < ^mn ^'/d s-ko-mo'di-us). a. dis-
OF. desconforter, F. deconforter = Pr. descon-

fortar, descofortar = Pg. desconfortar = It.

WSIHJU'1 luit, tltswiyui tc/t, nwuwio, \*io^viii^w, -v J_ rt__v, TvlAJJ_,le; //i: Vrt -mrt'di na^ ft fY

S^rssa^=^ ^/rit ^r^ffi
k

a^ tL*,
disconfortare, sconfortare, discomfort, < L. dis-

'

a discogastrula. It is in the shape of a flat disk of

similar cells at the animal pole of the egg. A bird's egg
is an example, the tread, or cicatricula, being found in all

the stages aljove mentioned. Haeckel.

discompaniedt (dis-kum'pa-nid), a. [< "discom-

pany (< OF. descompaignier, desconpagnier, sep-

arate, isolate, < rfs-priv. + compaianier, accom-

m-iv + ~LL,'confortare, comfort: see dis- and In the fifth edict, all strangers are forbidden to carry pany: see <ft*-and company, v.) + -ed%.] With-

^mfort, v.] To^disturb the comfort or happi- ^tule^^cr^^
1110 f '" ""' g ld> '

ou/company; unaccompanied,
ness of; make uncomfortable or uneasy ; pam; Sir 11. Wotton, Reliquia;, p. 657.

discommodiously (dis-ko-mo'di-us-li), adv. In

That is, if sh3 be alone now, and discompanied.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

grieve; sadden; deject.

Cecropia. . .came unto them, making courtesy the out- ^"dis^o'mroodious manner. Imp. Diet. discomplexiont (dis-kom-plek'shon), v. t. [<

discommqdiousness (dis-ko-mo'di-us-nes), n. dis- priv. + complexion.] To change the corn-

Inconvenience ; disadvantage; trouble.Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

So Biorn went comfortless but for his thought,
And by his thought the more discomforted.

Lowell, Voyage to Vinland.

plexion or color of
;
discolor.

go It was plain the flght could not be but sharp and
dangerous, for the discommodiousne.su of the place.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 24.

His rich cloaths be discompleximed
witn bloua.

Shirley (and Fletcher T), Coronation, i

A discompliance [will discommend me] to my lord-chan-

cellor. Pepys, Diary, II. 152.

discomfort (dis-kum'fert), n. [< ME. discom- discommodity (dis-ko-mod'i-ti), n.; pi. dis- discompliancet (dis-kom-ph'ans), n. [< dts-

fort, disconfort, < OF. deseonfort, F. deconfort commodities (-tiz). [? dis- priv. + commodity, priv. + compliance.] Non-compliance.
= Pg. desconforto = It. disconforto, sconforto, (^ discommode, discommodious.] 1. Inconve-
discomfort; from the verb.] Absence of com- j^e^e- trouble; hurt; disadvantage.
fort or pleasure ;

uneasiness ^disturbance
of

fajre Q on<j ^ discompose (dis-kom-poz'), . t. ; pret and pp.

blasted, recomteth thetdiscommoditie of that, and passeth discomposed, ppr. discomposing. [= F. decom-
ouer in silence the fruitefulnesse of the other. poser; as dis- priv. + compose. Cf. Sp. descom-

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of wit, p. 189.
^oner _ Pg- descompor = It. discomporre, scom-

You go about in rain or fine, at all hours, without dis- norre. < L. dis- priv. + componere, compose. Cf.
commodity. Lamb. ^ f m- t--i J_A_ ! 3 ji~

peace; pain; grief; sorrow; disquietude.
What mean you, sir,

To give them this discomfort ? Look, they weep.
Shak., A. and C., iv. 2.

I will strike him dead
For this discomfort he hath done the house.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine. 2. That which causes trouble, inconvenience,
Our life is overlaid and interwoven with a web of many or hurt

; anything that injures ;
a loss

;
a trou-

skeins, and a strain, a hitch, or a tangle, at any one of a
)jie all injury,

thousand points of interlacing, spreads discomfort which
is felt as disaster. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 28. We read that Crates the Philosopher Cinicke, In respect

decompose.] 1. To bring into disorder; dis-

turb; disarrange; unsettle.

A great impiety . . . hath stained the honour of a fam-

ily, and discomposed its title to the divine mercies.
Jer. Taylor.

discomfortable (dis-kum'fer-ta-bl), a. [< OF.

desconfortable, < desconforter, discomfort : see

discomfort and -able, and cf. comfortable.] If.

Causing uneasiness
; unpleasant ; giving pain ;

making sad.

Out of al question, continual wealth interrupted with
no tribulation is a very discumfortable token of euerlast-

ing damnation.
Sir T. More, Comfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 47.

What ! did that help poor Dorus, whose eyes could carry
unto him no other news but discomfortable } Sir P. Sidney.

2f. Uneasy ; melancholy ; refusing comfort.

of the manifold discommodities of mans life, held opinion 2. To disturb peace and quietness in; agitate;
,V,o ,f ,. K.. , ,. (n I, O ,,M !,,, hnr,,. nr

ruffle> &g the temper or j,^ Qf

We are then [in private] placed immediately under the

eye of God, which awes us ; but under no other eyes, and
in the neighbourhood of no other objects, which migbt di-

vert or discompose us. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. x.

I am extremely discomposed when I hear scandal.

Steele, Spectator, No. 348.

Croaker. Don't be discomposed.
Lofty. Zounds ! Sir, but I am discomposed, and will be

discomposed. To be treated thus !

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

3f. To displace ;
discard

; discharge.

that it was best for man neuer to haue bene borne or
soone after to dye. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 171.

The discommodities ; either imperfections or wants.

Leigh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 647).

Discommodity is, indeed, properly an abstract form
signifying inconvenience or disadvantage ; . . . but as the
noun commodities has been used in the English language
for four hundred years at least as a concrete term, so we
may now convert discommodity into a concrete term, and
speak of discominodities as substances or things which
possess the quality of causing inconvenience or harm.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 63.

discommon (dis-kom'on), v. t. [< ME. discom-
Discomfortable cousjn. Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2. enen < dis- priv. + comen, comon, common : see He never put down or discomposed counsellor, or near

3. Causing discomfort; discommodious; un- common.] 1. To deprive of the character of a servant, save only Stanley. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 242.

comfortable. [Bare.] common, as a piece of land
; appropriate to pri- =Syn. 1. To derange, jumble, confuse. 2. To disconcert,

A labyrinth of little discomfortable garrets. Thackeray, vate ownership, as common land, by separating embarrass, fret, vex, nettle, irritate, annoy, worry.

The gracious air, and inclosinz it. discompqsedness (dis-kom-po zed-nes), n. The
To me discomfortable and dun, became
As weak smoke blowing in the under world.

A. C. Swinburne, At Eleusis.

discommend (dis-ko-mend'), v. t. [< dis- priv.
+ commend.] To express or give occasion for

disapprobation of; hold up or expose to cen-
sure or dislike : the opposite of recommend.

Let not this saynge In no wyse thee offende,
For playnge of instrumentes He doth not discommende,

Rabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 345.

and inclosing it.

To develop the latent possibilities of English law and
English character, by clearing away the fences by which
the abuse of the one was gradually discommoning the
other from the broad fields of natural right.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 290.

2. To deprive of the right of a common.
Whiles thou discomnumest thy neighbour's kyne.

state of being discomposed ; disquietude.

Believe it, sickness is not the fittest time either to learn
virtue or to make our peace with God ;

it is a time of dis-

temper and dixfomposednejis.
Sir M. Hale, Preparative against Afflictions.

discompositiont (dis-kom-po-zish'on), n. [= F.

decomposition = Sp. descomposicion = Pg. des-

Bp Hatt Satires 'v 3 composiccto It. scomposizione ; as discompose

3. To deprive of the privileges of a place ; espe-
Absolutely we cannot (iw

'.,
we cannot absolutely oially, in the universities of Oxford and Cam-

approve, either willingness to live or forwardness to die. bridge, to prohibit (a tradesman or townsman
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 46. who has violated the regulations of the uni-

A compliance will discommend me to Mr. Coventry.

+ -ition, after composition.] Inconsistency; in-

congruity.
O perplexed discomposition, O riddling distemper,
O miserable condition of man !

Donne, Devotions, p. 8.

discommendable (dis-ko-men'da-bl), o. [< cellor
dis- priv. +

-' -* "

.] Not recommenda-

Vt!IHll'y/ liUIIl Uceliillti WJ.111 lilt! liUUtltTl (HHlil Itrb. j /J" 1 S' ~ \ r/ A*

The p'ower to do thfs lies with the ^ice-ohan-*?^flft^fa$i

posed; disorder; agitation; disturbance; per-ais- i>nv. T^ cvmmeHtuitic.
\ i>ot rcronimf'iuiii- i^ i j *t -_u i j. j *i yvo^v*, mouiu^i

, a,giut*iMwi ,
w

i vi vi
uionu, Declared the said persons nott discmnened nor dis- f,,,,v.otir,n o /?i<././>ne)/v> nf min.)ble

;
blamable

;
censurable

; deserving disap- taunchesid for any riatter or cause touchyng the vari-
turbation . as, discomposure o

probation. ances bytwext the sayd Mayer, baileffes, and Comnranalte.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 803.

His countenance was cheerful, and all the time of his

being on the scaffold there appeared in him no fear, dis-

order, change of countenance, or dincomimsure.
State Trials, Earl of Holland, an. 1649.

Which [effeminate, amorous, wanton musicke] as it is

discommendable in feasts and merry-meetings, so much discommons (dis-kom'onz), t). t. f< dw-priv. +more m
churches^

Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, II., v. 10. commons : see commons, 4.] Same as discom-
,discommendableness (dis-ko-men'da-bl-nes), man, 3. 2f. Inconsistency; incongruity ; disagreement.

n. Blamableness; the quality of beilig worthy The ownera [of iod?ing.houses] being solemnly bound How exquisite a symmetry ... in the Scripture's
of disapprobation. Jlailey, 1727. to report all their lodgers who stay out at night, under method, in spite of those seeming ditcompotunt that now

discommendation (dis-kom-en-da'shon), n. pain of being dwcOTn?mmed. puzzle me ! Boyle, Works, II. 275.

[< dis- priv. + commendation.] Blame"; cen- C. ^1. Brtsted, English University, p. 108, note,
discomptt, ''. t. An obsolete spellingof rf/swHHf.

sure; reproach. discommunity (dis-ko-mu'ni-ti), n. [< dis- Discomycetes (dis'ko-mi-se'tez), n, pi. [NL.,
It were a blemish rather then an ornament, a discom- priv. + community.] Want of community; ab- < Gr. iioKof, a disk, -f 'fii'Kr/f, pi. /li-KnTec,, fungus.]

mentation then a prayse. Hakewill, Apology, p. 289. sence of common origin or qualities. [Kare.] A large group of ascomycetous fungi, in which



Discomycetes

the hymonium is exposed and the fruiting body
is cii|iMlar, discoid, or club-shaped, and some-
times convoluted. In texture they are lleshy or waxy, .

and often brilliantly colored. They grow chiefly on the dlSCOUSeCrate (dlS-kon 86-krat), V. t.
; pret. and

ground radon dead wood, hut some are parasitic.
" ' '*-' *-J J *'-

is the lai'Kest tfenus, and illeludes the cup .shaped

Nothing wns therefore to be left In all the ul>nrdinnte
i'inl'iT^ l.ut \\r;ikiifss, disconnection, and confusion.

Burke, Rev. hi France.

(SIT cut under .

Also call, .! ll,-h;-lt,i,;;i:

I'ezua

Mnrchella is the eciiblc morel!

discontinuation

content 1
, v.] To make ili-i nntcutcd

; deprive
of contentment

; dissatisfy; displease.
Those that were there thought it not fit

To di*rontent so ancient n wit.

Kufklin
: i, Session of the PoeU.

discomycetous (di.s'ko-mi-se'tus), n. [AsZto- disconsentt (dis-kon-sent"'),. ." [<OV.descon-
foniiirct-ea + -OHS.] Producing asci upon an srntir,\ des- priv. + i

exposed hymenium; specifically, belonging t
the

Ditoompeetet,
or resembling them in chai1-

acter: in lichens, same as gymnocarnous.
disconcert (dis-kon-serf), v. t. [< OF. discon-

ccrter, F. de'conce'rter = Sp. Pg. dcsconccrtar =

concert, v.] 1. To throw into disorder or con-

fusion; come in the way of; disarrange; ob-
struct.

Some unforeseen difficulties constantly occur to discon-
cert my design. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cxxi.

Obstinacy takes his sturdy stand,
To disconcert what Policy has plann'd.

Cowper, Expostulation.

pp. dincoiiKecrated, ppr. disconsecrating. [< dis-

.riv. + consecrate.] To deprive of sacredness
; discontentationt (dis-kon-ten-ta'shpn), . u ,

discontent + -ation.] Discontent; dissatisfac-
tion.

The election lieing done, he made cotintinance of great
dueonfenfafionthereat. .4eAam,ThcScholemaster, p. 1:14.

The coming on of the night and the tediousness of his
fruitless lalwur made him content rather to exercise his
discontentatiun at home than there.

.Sir /'. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

consentir, consent: see dis-

andcon*enf. "Cf. dissent.] To differ; disagree;
not to consent

;
dissent.

A man must immediately love God and his command-
ments, and therefore disagree and disconsent unto the
flesh, and be at bate therewith, and fight against it.

.
* .f Tyndale, Ans. toSirT. More. etc. (Parker Soc.,1850), p. 142. ^io/^nta-nta/l /.i;^ 1 ,, i ,, '1 . i *

It. dtsconcertare, sconcertarc, disconcert,<L. dis- ,. (h . n, t.

uiscontentea (ais-kon-ten ted), p. a. [Fp. of

priv. + concertare, contend, ML. concert : see grown soTi'l'Sllous ami rf'rowi^ fron7'the*dtriiic !,!f,

C
?"lt"

''*''' Uneasy "* ""nd; &>

of the Apostles, even in those points which were of least
moment to men's particular ends, how well may we be as-
sured it was much more degenerated In point of

"

pacy. Hilton, Prelatical Epl

s-kon'so-la-si), n. [< discon-
Disconsolateness.

Penury, baseness, and disconsolacy.
Barrow, Expos, of Creed.

disconsolancet, disconsolancyt (dis-kon 'so-

l^^rE'i'ig!Tn'l8t'n"cenT,'ili!
ns>

j
1^H!_*aJ!_*?"*1*'***'' + "*""*' discqntentful(dis:kon-tent'ful),a. [< discontent

A diseased body and a discnutental mind. Tillotion.

ontentedly (dis-kon-ten'ted-li), adv. In a

easiness of mind
; inquietude ; dissatisfaction.

A beautiful bust of Alexander the Great, casting up his
face to heaven, with a noble air of grief and discontented-
ness in his looks. Addison, Travels In Italy, Florence.

her enemies.

1 perfi
with tobacco might well do. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

= 8yn. 2. To ruffle. See list under discompose.
disconcert (dis-kon'sert), n. [= F. deconcert
= Sp. desconcierto = Pg. desconcerto = It. scon-

ccrto; from the verb.] Disunion; disagree-
ment; disconcertment. [Rare.]
The waltzers perforce ceased their evolutions, and there

was a brief disconcert of the whole grave company.
foe, Masque of the Red Death.

1 . Destitute of comfort or consolation
;

sorrowful ; hopeless or not expecting comfort;
sad

; dejected ; melancholy.
One morn a Peri at the gate
Of Eden stood disconsolate.

Moore, Paradise and the Perl.

2. Causing or manifesting discomfort ; sad or

saddening; cheerless; gloomy: us, disconsolate
news

; a disconsolate look or manner.
The disconsolate darkness of our winter nights. Ray.

= Syn. 1. Inconsolable, forlorn.

disconsolatedt (dis-kon'so-la-ted), a. [< dis-

consolate + -ed%.] Disconsolate.

disconcertion (dis-kon-ser'shpn), n. [< discon-

cert, v., + -ion.] The act of disconcerting, or
the state of being disconcerted

; confusion.
If I could entertain a hope of finding refuge for the dis-

concertion of my mind in the perfect composure of yours.
State Trials, H. Rowan, an. 1794.

disconcertment (dis-kon-sert'ment), n. [= F.
deconcertement; as disconcert, v.,'-\- -ment.] The disconsolately (dis-kon'so-lat-li), adr.
state of being disconcerted or disturbed. disconsolate manner

;
without comfort.

House-hunting, under these circumstances, becomes an Upon the ground disconsolately laid,
office of constant surprise and disconcertment to the Like one who felt and wail'd the wrath of fate,

stranger. Howells, Venetian Life, vil. J. Beaumont, Psyche, xlx. 79.

disconducive (dis-kon-du'siv), a. [< dis- priv. disconsolateness (dis-kon'so-lat-nes), n. The
+ cnnducire.] Not conducive; disadvanta- state of being disconsolate or comfortless,

geous ; obstructive
; impeding. Imp. Diet. In his presence there is life and blessedness ; In his ab-

disconformablet (dis-kon-for'ma-bl), a. [< dis- sence, nothing but dolour, disconsolateness, despair.

*-, + conformable.] "Not conformable. B?- HM < Remains, p. 98.

2f. Discontented
; feeling discontent.

And (with my best endeavours, in your absence)
Your discontenting father strive to uuallfy
And bring him up to liking. Shak.. W. T., Iv. S.

discontentment (dis-kon-tent'ment), . [< OF.
descontentement, desconiantement= lt. disconten-

tamento,8contentamento; as discontent + -ment.]
The state of being uneasy in mind; dissatis-

faction; inquietude; discontent.
She nothing said no words of discontentment
Did from her lips arise.

Patient Grissel (Child's Ballads, IV. 213).

The politic and artitlri.il nourishing and entertaining of
hopes ... is one of the best antidotes against the poison
of discontentments. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.A disconsolated figure, who sate on the other end of the

seat, scem'd no way to enjoy the serenity of the season. , ,. .

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, li. dlSCOntlgUOnS (dls-kon-tlg'u-us), a. [< B-
T_ + contiguous.] Not contiguous : as, discontigu-

ous lands. Imp. Diet.

discontinuable (dis-kqn-tin'u-a-bl), a. [< dis-
continue + -able.] Capable of being discon-
tinued. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

disconiiniiautief, < dixcontinuer,
discontinue: see discontinue.'] 1. The act of

discontinuing ; cessation ; intermission
;
inter-

ruption of continuance.

th

priv ^ ----

As long as they are dis'conformablc In religion from vs diSCOnsolationt (dis-kon-8O-la'shon), n. [= I*t us consider whether our approaches to him are al-

,ey cannot be bit halfe my subjects.
'

Sp. denconolaeio = Pg. desconsolac3o = It. dis- way
?
8w

!
et alul "freshing, and we are uneasy and Impa-

KS, K. James, an. 1603. MMObvfeM, sconsolazione, < ML. as if "discon- "^'-"."der any long d.seont.nuance of our conversatSm

solatio(n-), < disconsolatus, disconsolate : see
disconsolate.] Want of comfort

; disconsolate-
ness.

disconformity (dis-kon-f&r'mj-ti), . [= Sp.
desconformMad = Pgi' desconformidade ; as dis-

priv. + conformity.] Want of agreement or

conformity; inconsistency.
Causes rooted in immutable nature, utter nnfttness, \A-

ter ditcon/oruiiti/. Milton, Tetrachordon.

The earth yeelded him nothing but matter of disconto-
lation and heavinesse.

Bp. Hall, Ziklag Spoiled and Revenged.

That great disproportion betwixt God and man; that
much discongmity betwixt him and us.

W. Montayue, Appeal to Ca;sar, II. 6.

disconnect (dis-ko-nekf), v. t.

connect.] 1. To sever or interrupt the connec-
tion of

; break the connection of or between
;

disunite; disjoin: as, to disconnect a locomotive
from a train

;
to disconnect church and state.

This restriction disconnects bank paper and the precious
metals. Walsh.

2. To disjoin the parts of
; deprive of connec-

tion or coherence
; separate into parts ;

disso-
ciate : as, to disconnect an engine by detaching
the connecting-rod. [Rare in the more general
sense.]
The commonwealth itself would, in a few generations,

crumble away, be disconnected into the dust and pow.li >r

of individuality. Burke, Rev. in France.

disconnectedly (dis-ko-nek'ted-li), adv. In a
disconnected or incoherent manner.
disconnecter (dis-ko-nek'ter), . One who or
that which disconnects; specifically, some me-
chanical device for effecting disconnection.
disconnection (dis-ko-nek'shpn), n. The act of

separating or disuniting, or the state of being

He's wondrous discontent ; he'll speak to no man.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, Iv. 2.

f<*s-t>riv -I-
discontent (dis-kon-tent'),. [= It. scontento,

as rfw- priv. H- content*, n. Cf. discontent,J
a.] 1. Want of content; uneasiness or in-

quietude of mind
|
dissatisfaction with some

present state of things ; displeasure.
Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York.

Shak., Rich. III., I. 1.

From discontent grows treason,
And on the stalk of treason, death.

Lust's Dominion, II. 2.

TIs not my talent to conceal my thoughts,
<>r carry smiles and sunshine in my face
When discontent sits heavy at my heart.

Addison, Cato, I. 4.

2f. One who is discontented
; a malcontent.

Fickle changelings and poor discontents,
Which gape, and nib the elbow, at the news
Of hurlyburly innovation. Shot., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

Two other discontent* so vpbraided More with that doc-
trine, and stood to maintaine it, he impaneled a lury

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 128.

He was a discontent during all Oliver's and Richard's
government. The Mystery, etc. (lOflO), p. 45.

disunited; separation; interruption or lack of discontent (dis-kon-tenf). r. t. [< OF.
un'on -

tenter, detfi-oHlmitt'r, discontent; as dis- priv. +

with him. Bp. Atteroury, Works, II. vi.

2. Want of continued connection or cohesion
of parts; solution of continuity; want of union;
disruption.
The stillicidesof water, if there be enough to follow, will

draw themselves into a small thread, localise they will
not discontinue ; but if there be no remedy, then they cast
themselves into round drops, which is the figure that sav-
eth the body most from dimiHlinuancr. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3. In old Eng. late, the effect of the alienation

by a tenant in tail of a larger estate than he
was entitled to, followed by the feoffee hold-

ing possession after the death of the former.
This was said to work a discontinuance of the estate of the
heir in tail, because he had no right to enter on the land
and turn out the person in possession under deed of feoff-

ment, but had to assert his title by process of law. Some-
times called ouster by discontinuance.

The effect of a feoffment by him [the tenant] . . . was
to work a discontinuanee : that is, his issue had after his
death no right to enter on the land and turn out the in-

truder, but had to resort to the expensive course of assert-
ing their title by process of law, or, in the technical phrase,
they were "put to their action."

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 78.

Discontinuance Of a suit, the termination of a suit by
the act of the plaintiff, as by notice in writing, or by neg-
lect to take the proper adjournments to keep it pendiiiL'.
Sometimes loosely used of dismissal against the plaintiffs
will. See abandonment of an action, under abandonment.
discontinuation (dis-kon-tin-u-a'shon), . [<
OF. discontinuation, discontinuation, F. discon-
tinuation = Sp. descontinuacion = Pg. descon-
tinuacOo = It. discontinuazione, < ML., dixcnnti-

nuatio(n-), < discontinuare, pp. dixrontinuatus,
discontinue: see discontinue.] Breach or inter-

ruption of continuity; disruption of parts ; sep-
aration of parts which form a connected series.

Upon any iliei>HtinuatwH of parts, made either by bub-
bles or by shaking the glass, the whole mercury falls.

AVirton.



discontinue
1652

discontinue (dis-kon-tin'u), .:

ilifContinucd,p])T. discontinuing,

tinner, F. discontinuer = Sp. Pg. descontinuar =

discordance

In Annelida, having a sucking-disk, as a leech;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Disaophora

(def. 2).

discoplacenta (dis'-'ko-pla-sen'ta), .; pi. di

tacenta: (-te). [NL., <' Gr. SlSkof, a disk,

continue : see trans.

practice ;
to discontinue a suit at law,

or right; their partnership has been discon-

tinued.

The depredations on our commerce were not to be dis-

continued. T- Peering.

2. To interrupt ;
break the continuity of

;
in-

termit.

They modify and discriminate the voice without appear-

ing to discontinue it. Holder, Elements of Speech.

3. To cease to take or receive ; abandon; cease

to use : as, to discontinue a daily paper.

[<NL.
Having

pret. and pp. diSCOnveniencet (dis-kon-ve'niens), n. [ME.

f< OF. discon- disconvenience = OF. descomcnance, t . discon-

Ipicantinuar venance = Pr. disconveniencia, descovinensa = (aet. A).

placenta.
discoplacental (dis"ko-pla-sen'tal), a

discoplacentalis, < discoplacenta, q. v.]

a discoid deciduate placenta : as, a
''

tal order of mammals.
Discoplacentalia (dis'ko-pla-sen-ta'li-a), n.pl.

UK. U ..~~ , v - -.-.- .. - fNL., neut. pi. of discoplacentalis: see disco-

disconvenient (16th cent.), d^sconvenant = Pr.
v iacental'] Those deciduate mammals in which

desconvinent = Sp. Pg. thsconveniente = It. dis- ^ placenta is discoidal, as contrasted with
convenient, seonveniente, < L. du>convemen(t-)8, zo^nlaeentalia. The group includes the ro-

ppr. of disconvenire, disagree, < <fe)-priv. + con-
dentg gome edentates, the insectivores, bats,

venire, agree, be convenient : see dis- ana con-

venient.] Inconvenient; incongruous.

disconvenien tia,

cn(t-)s, ppr.
convenient.]

agreement.
A necessary disconvenience, where anything is allowed

to be cause of itself. Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 213.

disconvenientt (dis-kon-ve'nient), a. [=

Continual drinking is most convenient to the distemper
of an hydropick body, though most diaconivment to its

present welfare. Sp. Reynolds, On the Passions, xl.Taught the Greek tongue, discontinued before in these

parts the space of seven hundred years.

Daniel, Defence of Rhyme. Discophora (dlS-kof 0-ra), n. pi

II. intrans. 1. To cease; come to a stop or v -

end : as, the uproar discontinued at that mo- discoidal Jiydro-

ment; the fever has discontinued. 2. To be zoans, asubclass

severed or separated.

pi. of discophonts : see "discopJiorous.] 1. The

lemurs, monkeys, and man.

discopodium (dis-ko-po'di-um), ;.; pi. diseopo-

dia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Manor,, a quoit, disk, 4
Trofcf (not-) = E. foot.'] In lot., the foot or stalk

on which some kinds of disks are elevated.

[NL., neut. Discoporella (dis'ko-po-rel'ii), n. [NL., <Gr.

And thou, even thyself, shalt discontinue from thine

hsritage that I gave thee ; and I will cause thee to serve

thine enemies. Jer. xvii. 4.

3. To lose cohesion of parts ;
suffer disruption

or separation of substance. Bacon. [Bare.]

discontinuee (dis-kon-tin-u-e'), [' discon-

of Hydrozoa,
comprising most
of the organisms
known as jelly-

fishes, sea-jel-

lies, or sea-net-

tles. The latter
wvv . ~- v- --.. name is given them

finite + -ee1 .] In old law, one whose possession fl
.om the power they

or right to possession of something is discon-

tinued, or liable to be discontinued.

discontinuer (dis-kon-tin'u-er), n. One who
discontinues a rule or practice. Also discon-

tinuor.

discontinuity (dis-kon-ti-nu'i-ti), n. [= F.

discontinuite = Pr. discontinuitat, < ML. dis-

continuita(t-)s, < discontinuiis, discontinuous:

see discontinuous, continuity.] 1. The fact or

duality of being discontinuous; want of con- which hangs a single

tinuity or uninterrupted
connection ;

disunion ftS^ d
f

'

of parts; want of cohesion. See continuity.

Both may pass for one stone and be polished both to-

Kether without any blemishing discontinuity of surface.

Boyle, Works, III. 649.

The discontinuity of memory between different stages
of the hypnotic trance and its continuity between recur-

rences of the same stage. Mind, XII. 619.

2. In math., that character of a change which
consists in a passage from one point, state, or

value to another without passing through a con-

tinuously infinite series of intermediate points
(see infinite) ;

that character of a function which
consists in an infinitesimal change of the vari-

ables not being everywhere accompanied by
an infinitesimal change (including no change)
of the function itself. An essential discontinuity is a

discontinuity in which the value of the function becomes
entirely indeterminate.

discontinue! (dis-kon-tin'u-or), n. Same as

discontinuer: the form used in law.

discontinuous (dis-kon-tin'u-us), a. [= Sp.
descontinuo = It. discontinue, <. ML. discontimms,
not continuous, < L. dis- priv. + continues, con-
tinuous: see dis- and continuous.] 1. Broken
off

; interrupted ; lacking continuity.
A path that is zigzag, discontinuous, and intersected.

De Quincey.

Matter is discontinuous in the highest degree, for it

consists of separate particles or molecules which are mu-
tually non-interpenetrable.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 225.

2f. Breaking continuity ; severing the relation
of parts; disjunctive.

Then Satan first knew pain,
And writhed him to and fro convolved

;
so sore

The griding sword with discontinuous wound
Pass'd through him. Milton, P. L., vi. 329.

3. In math. See the extract.

The term discontinuous, as applied to a function of a
singlevariable, has been used intwo totally differentsenses.
Sometimes a function is called discontinuous when its

Cephea, one of the Discophora.

a, disk, or umbrella ; b, ramifications of
the brachia which terminate in c, the ten-

tacles ; O, pillars supporting the brachif-

erous disk which floors the subumbrellar

cavity ; /, short clavate tentacles between
the oral pores.

possess, like other

hydrozoans, of sting-
ing by means of their
thread-cells. The
hydrosome consists
of a single umbrella-
like disk, by the

rhythmical contrac-
tion of which the
creature swims, and
from the center of

which hangs a single

polypite or digestive
individual, or, less

frequently, several.

They are free-swim-

ming oceanic ani-

mals, whose body
consists of such soft

gelatinous sub-
stance that a speci-
men weighing sev-

eral pounds when alive weighs when dried hardly as

many grains. The Discophora include many acalephs, in

the usual sense of that term, and are also called Mfdustf,
Ephyroineduxw, and Acraspeda. They have been divided

into Cali/cozoa (lucernarians), Rhizostomea, and Mono-
stonwa. The term Discophora is also restricted to the

last two of these, excluding the Lucernarida. Thus, by
Clans, the Discophora are made a suborder of Sayphomt-
dusce, synonymous with Acraspeda, and characterized as

disk-shaped acalephs with the margin of the disk 8-lobed,
at least 8 submarginal sense-organs, as many ocular

lobes, and 4 great cavities in the umbrella for the gen-
erative organs. In this strict sense the Discophora cor-

respond to the Discomedusce (which see). For several

wider and inconsistent uses of the term, see the extract.

The binary division of the Hydrozoa was established

by Eschscholtz (1829), whose Discophoree phanerocarpa?
correspond to the Scyphomedusao, whilst his Discophora)
cryptocarpa? represent the Hydromedusse. The terms
point to distinctions which are not valid. In 1853 Kolliker
used the term Discophora for the Scyphomeduste alone, an
illegitimate limitation of the term which was followed by
Louis Agassiz in 1860. Nicholson has used the term in
a reverse sense for a heterogeneous assemblage of those
medusa? not classified by Huxley as Lucernarida?, nor yet
recognized as derived from hydroid trophosomes. This
use of the term adds to the existing confusion, and renders
its abandonment necessary. . . . The term Discophora is

used by Claus for the Discomedusaj.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 556.

2. An order of suctorial worms, the leeches:
so called from their sucking-disks. See Him-
dinea.

Discophorae (dis-kof'o-re), n. pi. [NL., fern.

pl.ofdiscophorus: see dtecophorous.] Same as

Discophora. Discophorae cryptocarpset, a term ap-
plied by Eschscholtz to those hydrozoans now called Hy-
dromedusce(whicn see). Discophorse pnanerocarpaet,
a term applied by Eschscholtz to those hydrozoans now

A'cwof, a disk, 4- -n-6'pocj a passage, pore.] The

typical genus of the family Discoporellidw.

Discoporellidae(dis"ko-po-rel'i-de),n.pZ. [NL.,
< Discoporella + -idee.} A family of chilosto-

matous polyzoans, typified by the genus Dis-

coporella. They have the zoocecium discoid, sometimes

confluent, adnate or stipitate. the cells distinct or close-

ly connate, and the intermediate surface cancellated or

porous.

discord (dis'k6rd), n. [< ME. discord, dcscord,

< OF. descorde, F. discord = Pr. descort, later

discord= Sp. Pg. discordia = It. discordia, scor-

dia, < L. discordia, discord, < discors (discord-),

disagreeing, at variance, inharmonious, < dis-,

apart, 4- cor (cord-) = E. heart. Cf. accord,

concord.] 1. Want of concord or harmony
between persons or things; disagreement of

relations
; especially, as applied to persons,

difference of opinions ;
variance

; opposition ;

contention; strife; any disagreement which

produces passion, contest, disputes, litigation,
or war.

And so trowed the Jewes for to have Pes when Crist

was ded
;
For thei seyd that he made Discord and Strif

amonges hem. Mandcville, Travels, p. 11.

All nature is but art, unknown to thee ;

All chance, direction which thou canst not see ;

All discord, harmony not understood.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 291.

Peace to arise out of universal discord fomented in all

parts of the empire. Burkf.

2. In music : (a) The combination of two tones

that are inharmonious with each other, or in-

conclusive in combined effect; a dissonance.

Discord is ... due partly to beats, partly to difficulty

in identifying pitch. A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 425.

(b) The interval between two such tones; any
interval not a unison, octave, perfect fifth, per-
fect fourth, major or minor third, or major or

minor sixth. In medieval music all but the first

three of the above intervals were at first re-

garded as discords, (c) Either of the two tones

forming such an interval, (d) A chord con-

taining such intervals. See dissonance.

Why rushed the discords in, but that harmony should be

prized? Broirning, Abt Vogler.

Hence 3. Any confused noise ;
a mingling or

clashing of sounds; a harsh clang or uproar.
Arms on armour clashing bray'd

Horrible discord. Milton, P. L, vi. 209.

Apple Of discord. See apple. = Syn. 1. Discordance,
dissension, rupture, clashing, jarring.

discord (dis-kord'), v. i. [< OF. descorder, dis-

corder, F. discorder = Pr. descordar = Sp. Pg.
discordar = It. discordare, scordare, < L. discor-

dare, disagree, < discors, disagreeing: see dis-

cord, n.~] 1. To disagree; jar; clash. 2. To
be discordant or dissonant.

Sounds do disturb and alter the one the other, . . . the
one jarring and discording with the other, and making a
confusion. Bacon.

called Scifphoined'tiKG? (which see),
algebraic expression for values of the variable ly ng be- j,-,.,,-_-u /j- n i t'- \ j rt r>-

tweencertainlimitsisdifferentfromitsalgebraicalexpres- dlSCOphoran (dlS-kof O-ran), fl. and n. [< DlS-
sion for values of the variable lying between other limits, fopnora + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to or having

the_characters of the Discophora.
n. One of the Discophora.

One of the Disco-

Sometimes a function of x, / (x), is called continuous when,
for all values of re, the difference between /(z) and / (x 4 h)
can be made smaller than any assignable quantity by suf- j .. /j- i - .- .

*

Hciently diminishing h, and in the contrary case discon- aiSCOpnore (dis ko-tor), .

tinuous. If f(x) can become infinite for a finite value of pnora, Huxley.
x, it will be convenient to consider it as discontinuous dlSCOphoroUS (dis-kof'6-rus), a.
according to the second definition. Stokes.

discontinuously (dis-kon-tin'u-us-li), adv. In
a discontinuous manner ; with discontinuity.
The figure-discs must be dl'iven discontinuously.

Sir . Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 144.

. [< NL. disco-

phorus, < Gr. 6imo<t>6pof, bringing the discus

(bearing a disk), < dianof, a discus, disk, 4- -0opof ,

< Qepeiv = E. frflorl.] 1 . Provided with a gelati-
nous bell or disk, as a discophoran; specifically,
of or pertaining to the Discophora (def. 1). 2.

(dis-kor'da-bl), a. [ME., < OF.

descordaole, discordable, < L. disoorda-bilis, dis-

cordant, (. discordare, disagree: see discord, r.
]

Discordant. Goioer.

What discardable cause hath to rent, and vnioined the

byndyng or the aliaunce of thynges : that is to sain, the
coniunccions of God and of man? Chaucer, Boethiils, v.

discordance, discordancy (dis-kor'dans, -dsin-

si), n. [< MK. d/Kcordance, < OF. discordaitci',

descordance, F. discordance = Sp. Pg. discortlaii-

cia = It. discordanza, scordanza, < ML. discor-

dantia, < L. diacordan(t-)s, ppr., discordant: see

discordant.] 1. The state of being discordant;

disagreement; opposition; inconsistency.



discordance

The</<Vnrr/</u<v of these ei mi - i- mistaken for a
of the truth* mi which they are severally grafted.

//"r.v//7/, Works, III. xxxlx.

The most baneful result of such an institution as that
of caste is, that it turns religion . . . into a principle of
.livi,ion ami AlwnlwMp. Faiths of the World, p. 27.

2f. Discord of sound.
liiseonlant cilcr fro iirmiuiy,
Ami distillled from melody
In tloites made he 4400MIMMMB.

Hutu, of the Hour.

discordant (dis-kdr'dant), a. [< ME. descor-

dtiuiit, < OF. descordtint, discordant, F. diaror-

<=Sp.-
dante, < L. dixcordan(t-)s, ppr. of discordare, dis-

agree: see discord, '.] 1. Not harmoniously
related or connected; disagreeing; incongru-
ous; contradictory; being at variance; clash-

ing: as, discordant opinions; discordant rules

or principles.
But it is greatly discordant
Unto the wholes of Athene.

dower, Conf. Anmnt., VII.

Discordant opinions are reconciled hy being seen to he
two extremes of one principle.

Kiui-rmm, Essays, 1st ser., p. 280.

Snrh dbfOrtfonf effect of incongruous excellence and
inharmonious beauty as belongs to the death-scene of the
Talhots when matched against the quarrelling scene of
Somerset and York. Sainburnc, .Shakespeare, p. 34.

Colours which are chromatically closely related to one
another, such as green and yellow, are discordant when
they are arranged so that there is an abrupt transition
from one to the other. Field, Chromatography, p. 6.

2. Opposite ; contrary ; not coincident : as,
the discordant attractions of comets or of dif-

ferent planets. 3. Inharmonious; dissonant;
harsh, grating, or disagreeable to the ear.

War, with discordant Notes and Jarring Noise,
The Harmony of Peace destroys.

Congreve, Hymn to Harmony.
Landor was never mastered by his period, though still

in harmony with it ; in short, he was not a discordant, but
an independent, singer. Stedtiian, Viet. Poets, p. 33.

discordantly (dis-k6r'dant-li), adv. In a dis-

cordant manner.
If 'they be discordantly tuned, though each of them

struck apart would yield a pleasing sound, yet being
struck together they make but a harsh and troublesome
noise. Boyle, Works, I. 741.

discordantness (dis-kdr'dant-nes), n. Discor-
dance. [Bare. ]

discordedt (dis-kdr'ded), a. [< discord + -<72.]
At variance

; disagreeing.
Discorded friends aton'd, men and their wives.

JliddletoH, Anything for a Quiet Life, v. 2.

discordfult (dis-kdrd'ful), a. [< discord +
-fid, 1.] Quarrelsome; contentious.

But Blandamour, full of vainglorious spright,
Ami rather stird by hi* dixcordfitll Dame,

Upon them gladly would have prov'd his might.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. iv. 8.

discordoust (dis'k&r-dus), a. [< discord + -ous.

Cf . OF. descordieus, discordieux, < L. discordiosus,
< dixcordia, discord.] Discordant; dissonant.

Then crept in pride, and peevish covetlse,
And men grew greedie, digcordowt, and nice.

Bp. Hall, Satires, 111. 1.

discorporate (dis-kor'po-rat), a. [< dis- priv.+ corporate, .] 1. Divested of the body;
disembodied. [Bare.]

Instead of the seven corporate selfish spirits, we have
the four and twenty millions of discormtrate selfish.

Carlyle, Misc., III. 198.

2f. Deprived of corporate privileges,
discorporate (dis-kor'po-rat), v. t. To deprive
of corporate privileges.
discorrespondentt (dis-kor-es-pon'deut), . [<
din- priv. + correspondent.'] Lacking corre-

spondence or cougruity.
It would be discorrexi*md?nt in respect of God.

If'. Montague, Devoute Essays, II vii. 3.

discostate (dis-kos'tat), a. [< L. dis-, apart,+ conta, rib: see eontate.~\ In lot., having ra-

diately divergent ribs : applied to leaves, etc.

Discostomata (dis-ko-sto'ma-ta), it.nl. "[NL.,
< Ur. (Ji'dKof, a disk, + onfyui(r-), mouth.] In Sa-
ville Kent's classification, one of four classes of

Protozoa,, containing the sponges and collar-

bearing monads, or Spongida and CkoanoJIagel-
latu . so called from the characteristic discoidal

configuration of the introceptive area : con-
trasted with Pantostmnata, Eustomata, and Poly-
xtomata. It is divided by this author into two sections:
tin />f'.viwf/miM <riannu;i>iitfi, which ure the ordinary col-

Uusfemtag monads or ChoaiwAagellata of most authors;
and the UiKcogtoiitatacryptozvida, which are the sponges or

"/". The term IH.<,-<Kt<unat Mmwri/^n is an alter-
native designation uf the latter, perhaps liy au oversight.

discqstoniatous (dis-ko-stom'a-tus), a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the IMs-
oostonMta,

discounselt (dis-koun'gel), r. /. [< OF. dennm-
srillirr, ill xciui.ii illiiT, descotiftillitr, dcsconxrilli r,

ete., < des- priv. + conxeillier, etc., counsel:
see dis- and counsel, v.] To dissuade.

By such good ineanes he him diseminselled
From prosecuting his revenging rage.

Spenser, . Q., III. i. 11.

discount (dis'kount or dis-kount'), r. t. [For-
merly sometimes discompt; < OF. disconter,

descunter, later descomptcr, reckon off, account
back, discount, F. decompter= 8p. Pg. descontur
= It. scontare (cf. D. disconteren = G. discontiren
= Dan. diskontere = Sw. diskontcra), < ML. dis-

<-t>n<l>ulare, deduct, discount, < L. dis-, away,
from, + computare, reckon, count: see cow/iM.

'., compute.'] 1. To reckon off or deduct in set-

tlement; make a reduction of: as, to discount
5 per cent, for cash payment of a bill. 2. To
leave out of account; disregard.
His application Is to lie discounted, as here Irrelevant.

SlV W. I I'l in, II:,,,.

3. In finance, to purchase, or pay the amount
of in cash, less a certain rate per cent., as a

promissory note, bill of exchange, etc., to be
collected by the discounter or purchaser at ma-
turity : as, to discount a bill or a claim at 7 per
cent. Compare negotiate.
Power to discount notes Imports power to purchase

them. Pope r. Capitol Bank of Topeka, 20 Kan. 440.

The first rule, ... to discount only unexceptionable
paper. Walsh.

Hence 4. To make a deduction from
; put a

reduced estimate or valuation upon ; make an
allowance for exaggeration or excess in: as,
to discount a braggart's story; to discount an

improbable piece of news. 5. To reckon or act

upon in advance
; diminish by anticipation the

interest, pleasure, etc., of; take for granted as

going to happen: as, to discount one's future

prospects ;
to discoun t the pleasure of a journey.

Speculation as to the political crisis is almost at an end,
and the announcement to be made to-morrow in the House
of Commons has been already so fully discounted that it

is shorn of much of its interest. Scotsman (newspaper).

6. In
billiardsj

to allow discount to : as, to dis-

count an inferior player. See discount, n., 4.

discount (dis'kount), n. [= OF. descompte, F.

decompte = Sp. descuento = Pg. desconto = It.

seem to, formerly discon to ( > D. G. disconto = Dan.
diskonto = Sw. diskont), < ML. discomputus, dis-

count; from the verb: see discount, v.] 1. An
allowance or deduction, generally of so much
per cent., made for prepayment or for prompt
payment of a bill or account; a sum deduct-
ed

;
in consideration of cash payment, from the

price of a thing usually sold on credit; any
deduction from the customary price, or from a
sum due or to be due at a future time. 2. In

finance, the rate per cent, deducted from the
face value of a promissory note, bill of ex-

change, etc., when purchasing the privilege of

collecting its amount at maturity. Bank discount
is simple Interest paid in advance, and reckoned, not on
the sum advanced in the purchase, but on the amount of
the note or bill. This is the method recognized in busi-
ness and In law. True discount is a technical term for the
sum which would, if invested at the same rate, amount to
the interest on the face value of the note or bill when
due : thus, $5 is the bank discount at the rate of 5 per
cent, on a bill drawn at twelve months for $100; while
4.7019 is the true discount, because that sum if invested

at 5 per cent, would at the end of a year amount to *5.
True discount may be found by multiplying the amount of
a bill or note by the rate of discount and dividing by 100
Increased by the rate; while bank discount is computed
in the same manner as simple interest.

3. The act of discounting: as, a note is lodged
in the bank for discount; the banks have sus-

pended discounts. 4. In billiards, an allowance
made by a superior to an inferior player of a
deduction of one count from his string for every
count made by the latter. A double discount de-
ducts two counts for one ; three discounts, three ; and so
on up to the grand discount, which deprives the player
who discounts his opponent (gives the odds) of all prior
counts whenever the latter makes a successful shot. At a
discount, below par ; hence, in low esteem ; in disfavor.

Originality, vigour, courage, straightforwardness are ex-
cellent things, but they ate at a discount in the market.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 18.

Discount day, the specified day of the week on which a
bank discounts notes or bills.

discountable (dis-koun'ta-bl), a. [< discount
That may be discounted : as, cer-

tain forms are necessary to render notes dis-
coun table at a bank.
discount-broker (dis'kount-bro'ker), n. One
who cashes notes or bills of exchange at a dis-

count, and makes advances on securities.

discountenance (dis-koun'te-nans), r. t.
; pret.

and pp. discoiiiitfiianced, ppf. discountenancing.
[< OF. tlescontenancer, F. ilecoiitoiitncei; abash,

discouragement

put out of countenance, < dfs- priv. + conte-

nance, countenance: see dis- and countenance,
v.] It. To put out of countenance; put to
shame

;
abash.

This hath discountenanced our scholnt is most richly.
B. Jonson, Cynthia s Kevels, v. -'.

An Infant grace is soon dashed and discountenfitt"<f.
often running Into au inconvenience and the evils of an
imprudent conduct. Jr,-. Taijlnr, Holy Dying, v. tt.

The hermit was somewhat discountenanced by this ob-
servation. Scott.

2. To set the countenance against ; show dis-

approbation of; hence, to discourage, check,
or restrain: as, to discountenance the use of

wine; to discountenance the frivolities of the

age.
Ciiwilllug they were to diteountentmt* any man who

was willing to serve them. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Be careful to discountenance in children anything that
looks like rage and furious anger. TiUotson, Works, I. II.

Now the more obvious and modest way of discounte-

nancing evil is by silence, and by separating from it.

</. //. Xeunnan, Parochial Sermons, L 167.

discountenancet (dis-koun'te-nans), n. [< OF.
descoiitt-iiancr, F. decontenance ; from the verb.]
Cold treatment

;
Unfavorable aspect ;

unfriend-

ly regard; disapprobation; whatever tends to
check or discourage.
He thought a little discountenance on those persons

would suppress that spirit. Clarendon.

discountenancer (dis-kouu'te-nan-ser), n. One
who discountenances

;
one who refuses to coun-

tenance, encourage, or support.
Scamlale and murmur against the king, ami hisgouerne-

nient ; taxing him for a great taxer of his people, and <//*-

cnuHtenancer of his nobilitie. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

discounter (dis'koun-ter), . One who dis-

counts
; specifically, one who buys mercantile

paper at a discount.

In order to gorge the whole gang of usurers, pedlars,
and Itinerant Jew-discounters at the corners of streets,

[have they not] starved the poor of their Christian Hocks,
and their own brother pastors?

Burke, To a Member of the National Assembly.

discourage (dis-kur'aj), r. ; pret. and pp. dis-

couraged, ppr. discouraging. [< ME. discou-

ragen, < OF. descoragier, descourager;
F. decou-

rager (= It. scoraggiare, scoraggire), dishearten,
< des- priv. + coragier, couragier, encourage:
see dis- and courage, v., and cf. encourage.] I.

trans. 1. To deprive of, or cause to lose, courage;
dishearten

; depress in spirit ; deject ; dispirit.

Fathers, provoke not your children to anger, lest they
be discouraged. Col. ill. 21.

When we begin to seek God in earnest, we are apt, not
only to be humbled (which we ought to be), but to lie dis-

couraged at the slowness with which we are able to amend,
in spite of all the assistances of God's grace.

J. //. Sewman, Parochial Sermons, i. 232.

2. To lessen or repress courage for; obstruct

by opposition or difficulty ;
dissuade or hinder

from : as, to discourage emigration ;
ill success

discourages effort
;
low prices discourage indus-

try.
In our return, when I staid some time ashore, the boat-

men cut down a tree ; some lalionrers near spoke to them
not to do It, and I likewise discouraff'd it.

Pococltc, Description of the F.ast, I. 114.

The apostle . . . discourages too unreasonable a pre-
sumption. Rogers.

If revelation speaks on the subject of the origin of evil,
it speaks only to discourage dogmatism and temerity.

Macaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

Il.t intrans. To lose courage.
Because that poore Churche shulde not utterly discou-

rage,
in her extreme adversities, the Sonne of God hath

taken her to His spowse.
Vocacyon of Johan Bale, 1553 (Harl. Misc., VI. 484).

discourage! (dis-kur'aj), n. [< discourage, v.]
Want of courage , cowardice.
There undoubtedly Is grievous discourage and peril of

conscience; forasmuch as they omit oftentimes their
duties and offices. Sir T. Elyot, The Goveraour, fol. 209.

discouragement (dis-kur'aj-ment), n. [< OF.
descouragemcnt, F. decouragement = It. disco-

raggiamento, scoraggiamento ; as discourage +
-ment.] 1. The act of discouraging; the act of

deterring or dissuading from an undertaking.
Over-great discouragement might make them desperate.

State Trials, H. Garnet, an. 1B08.

2. The state of being discouraged; depression
of spirit with regard to action or effort.

The Czar was walking up and down that private walk
of his in the little garden at the back of his quarters, his
head drooping on his breast, his shoulders bent, his whole
attitude eloquent of discouragement.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 131.

3. That which discourages ; that which deters
or tends to deter from an undertaking or from
a course of conduct.



discouragement
The books read at schools and colleges are full of in-

citements to virtue and discouragements from vice. Swift.

The steddy course of a virtuous and religious life, . . .

resisting all the temptations of the world, overcoming all

difficulties, and persevering to the end under all discou-

ragements. Clarke, Works, II. 8.

= Syn. 1. Dissuasion. 2. Dejection, hopelessness. 3.

Hindrance, opposition, obstacle, impediment.

discourager (dis-kur'a-jer), . 1. One who
or that which discourages, disheartens, or de-

presses the courage. 2. One who discourages,
discountenances, or deters: as, a discourager
of or from marriage.

Those discouragers and abaters of elevated love.

Dryden, The Assignation, iii. 1.

discouraging (dis-kur'a-jing), p. a. [Ppr. of

discourage, v.] Tending to dishearten or to

depress the courage; disheartening: as, dis-

couraging prospects.
discouragingly (dis-kur'a-jing-li), adv. In a

discouraging manner.
discourse (dis-kors'), n, [< ME. discourse = D.
G. discours = Dan. Sw. diskurs, < OF. discours,
F. discours = Sp. Pg. discurso = It. discorso,

discourse, < L. diseursus, a running to and fro,
a running about, a pace, gait, LL. a discourse,
conversation, ML. also reasoning, the reason-

ing faculty, < discurrere, pp. diseursus, run to

and fro, run through or over, hasten, LL. go
over a subject, speak at length of, discourse of

(> It. discorrere = Sp. discurrir = Pg. discorrer
= F. discourir, discourse), < dis-, away, in dif-

ferent directions, + currere, run : see current1
,

and cf. course^, concourse. Hence discursive,
etc.] 1. A running over a subject in speech;
hence, a communication of thoughts by words ;

expression of ideas; mutual intercourse
; talk;

conversation.

1654

Thu. How likes she my discourse?
Pro. Ill, when you talk of war.
Thu. But well, when I discourse of love and peace?

Shak., 1. G. of V., v. 2.

Nay, good my lord, sit still ; I'll promise peace,
And fold mine arms up; let but mine eye discourse.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

He had always in his house doctors and masters, with
whom he discoursed concerning the knowledge and the
books he studied. ficknor, Span. Lit., I. 334.

2. To treat of or discuss a subject in a formal
manner in writing.
The general maxims we are discoursing of are not known

to children, idiots, and a great part of mankind. Locke.

3f. To narrate
; give a relation

;
tell.

Or by what means got'st thou to be released?

Discourse, I prithee, on this turret's top.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4.

4. To reason; argue from premises to conse-

quences.
Nor can the soule discourse or judge of aught
But what the sense collects and home doth bring ;

And yet the power of her discoursing thought,
From these collections, is a divers thing.

Sir J. Dames, Nosce Teipsum.

II. trans. If. To treat of; talk over; discuss.

Go with us into the abbey here,
And hear at large discoursed all our fortunes.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Medicines and cures were first found out, and then after
the reasons and causes were discoursed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 210.

Some of them discoursing their travels, and of their te-

dious captivity in the Turk's galleys.
B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

2. To utter or give forth.

Give it [the pipe] breath with your mouth, and it will
discourse most excellent music. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

3f. To talk or confer with.
I have spoken to my brother, who is the patron, to dis-

course the minister about it. Evelyn.
I have discoursed several Men that were in that Expe-

dition, and if I mistake not, Captain Sharp was one of
them. Dumpier, Voyages, I. 129.

I waked him, and would discourse him.

Walpole, Letters, II. 156.

discourselesst (dis-kors'les), a. [< discourse
+ -less.] Without discourse or reason.

To attempt things whence rather harm may after result
unto us then good is the part of rash and discouneless
brains. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, II. vi.

One who dis-

Rich she shall be, ... of good discourse, an excellent

musician, and her hair shall be of what colour it please
God. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

His wisdom was greate, and judgment most acute; of
solid discourse, affable, humble, and in nothing affected.

Evelyn, Diary (1623), p. 4.

The vanquished party with the victors joined,
Nor wanted sweet discourse, the banquet of the mind.

Dryden.
You shall have very useful and cheering discourse at

several times with two several men, but let all three of
you come together, and you shall not have one new and
hearty word. Emerson, Essays, Istser., p. 189.

2. A running over in the mind of premises and ^SCOUTSer (dis-kor'ser), . 1. C

deducing of conclusions
; the exercise of, or an eourses

;
a speaker; a haranguer.

act of exercising, the logical or reasoning facul-

ty ; hence, the power of reasoning from prem-
ises; rationality.

Sure, he that made us with such large discourse,
Looking before, and after, gave us not
That capability and godlike reason
To fust in us unus'd. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4.

Reason is her [the soul's] being,
Discursive or intuitive : discourse
Is oftest yours, the latter most is ours.

Milton, P. L., v. 488.

Our modern philosophers have too much exalted the
faculties of our souls when they have maintained that by
their force mankind has been able to find out that there
is one Supreme Agent or Intellectual Being, which we

are the remote effects of revelation, and unattainable by
our discourse. Dryden, Religio Laid, Pref.

Discourse indicates the operation of comparison, the
running backwards and forwards between the characters
and notes of objects ; this term may, therefore, be prop-
erly applied to the elaborative faculty in general. The
terms discourse and diseursus are, however, often nay
generally, used for the reasoning process, strictly con-
Sllll!red - Sir W. Hamilton.

garrulity, of Cicero on old age; an eloquent
discourse. 4f. Debate; contention; strife.

The villaine . . .

Himselfe addrest unto this new debate,And with his club him all about so blist,
That he which way to turne him scarcely wist.
At last the caytive, after long discourse,When all his strokes he saw avoyded quite
Resolved in one t' assemble all his force.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 14.

This man is perfect ;

A civiler discourser I ne'er talk'd with.

Fletcher, The Pilgrim, iii. 7.

2f. A writer of a treatise or dissertation.

The Historian makes himself a Discourser for profit;
and an Orator, yea, a Poet sometimes, for ornament.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Bug. Garner, I. 306).

diseoursingt (dis-kor'sing), a. [< discourse +
-ing

2
.] Wandering; incoherent; discursive.

A factious hart, a discoursing head.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 78.

We, through madness,
Frame strange conceits in our discoursing brains.

Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 3.

discoursivet (dis-kor'siv), a. [< discourse +
-ive, after discursive, q. v.] 1. Discursive. 2.

Containing dialogue or conversation
; interloc-

utory.
The epic is ... interlaced with dialogue or discmtreive

scenes. Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

3. Conversable; communicative.
He found him a complaisant man, very free and dis-

coursive. Life of A. Wood, p. 225.

[< OF. des-

^ descortes = Pg.
descortez = It. discortese, scortese), < des- priv.+ courtois, courteous: see dis- and courteous.]
Wanting in courtesy; uncivil; rude.
He resolved to unhorse the first discourteous knight.

Cervantes, Don Quixote (trans.).

discourteously (dis-ker'te-us-li), adv. In a
rude or uncivil manner; with incivility.
Duke. What, is Signior Veterano fall'n asleep and at

the recitation of such verses !

[In this passage the editors usually but erroneously give Pet- Has he wrong'd me so 'discourteously ? I'll be re-
discourse a literal sense, a running about, hence a shift- veng'd, by Phoebus <

Marmion, The Antiquary, iv. 1.

rcourse; dealing; transaction. Beau.

or ideas
treat in aou luauuvi

, uum IUITU: expatiate:
" ywj

""".
*"*" T " VJ ?

converse: as, to discourse on the properties of
rudeness of behavior or language; ill manners.

the circle
; the preacher discoursed on. the nature 5* calln in arguing ; for flercenesse makes

and effect of faith
Errour a fault, and truth discourteme.

U. Herbert, Church Porch.

discover

2. An act of disrespect or incivility.

Proclamation was made, none vpon paine of death to

presume to doe vs any wrong or discourtesie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 167.

Lancelot knew that she was looking at him,
And yet he glanced not up, nor waved his hand,
Nor bad farewell, but sadly rode away.
This was the one discourtesy that he used.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

discourtshipt (dis-kort'ship), n. [< dis- priv. +
courtship.] Want of respect ; discourtesy.
Monsieur, we must not so much betray ourselves to

discourtship, as to suffer you to be longer unsaluted.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

discerns (dis'kus), a. [< disc, disk, + -ous.]

Disk-shaped; discoid. See discoid.

discovenant (dis-kuv'e-nant), v. t. [< dis-

priv. + coreiutnt.] To dissolve covenant with.

Craig.
discover (dis-kuv'er), v. [< ME. discoreren,

diskoveren, descuveren, also diskeveren (> mod.
E. dial, diskiver), and contr. discuren, descuren

(see discure), < OF. descovrir, descuvrir, des-

couverir, F. decouvrir = Pr. descobrir, descubrir
= Sp. descubrir = Pg. descobrir = It. discoprire,

discovrire, scoprire, scovrire, < ML. discooperire,
discover, reveal, < L. dis- priv. + cooperire,
cover: see com-1

, .] I. trans. If. To uncover;
lay open to view; disclose; make visible; hence,
to show.
Than sholde ye haue sey shotte of arowes and quarelles

He so thikke that noon durste discouer his heed.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 660.

Pan . . . discovered her to the rest.

Bacon, Fable of Pan.

Go, draw 'aside the curtains, and discover
The several caskets to this noble prince.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 7.

The voice of the Lord maketh the hinds to calve, and dis-
cocereth the forests [revised version, "strippeth the forests
bare "]. Ps. xxix. 9.

The opening of the Earth shall discover confused and
dark Hell. Hoivell, Letters, iv. 43.

2. To exhibit; allow to be seen and known;
act so as to manifest (unconsciously or unin-

tentionally) ; betray : as, to discover a generous
spirit; he discovered great confusion. [Ar-
chaic.]

0, I shall discover myself ! I tremble so unlike a sol-

dier. Sheridan (?), The Camp, ii. 3.

I think the lady discovered both generosity and a just
way of thinking, in this rebuke which she gave her lover.

Lamb, Modern Gallantry.
It was inevitable that time should discover the differ-

ences between characters and intellects so unlike.
E. Dmvden, Shelley, I. 130.

3. To make known by speech ;
tell

;
reveal.

Then, Joan, discover thine infirmity ;

That warranteth by law to be thy privilege.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

I find him in great anxiety, though he will not discover

it, in the business of the proceedings of Parliament.

Pepys, Diary, III. 390.

4. To gain a sight of, especially for the first

time or after a period of concealment; espy:
as, land was discovered on the lee bow.
When we had discovered Cyprus, we left it on the left

hand. Acts xxi. 3.

Hence 5. To gain the first knowledge of; find

out, as something that was before entirely un-
known, either to men in general, to the finder,
or to persons concerned : as, Columbus discov-
ered the new world; Newton discovered the law
of gravitation ; we often discover our mistakes
when too late.

Marchants & trauellers, who by late nauigations haue
surueyed the whole world, and discovered large countries
and strange peoples wild and sauage.

P'uttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.

Crimes of the most frightful kind had been discovered ;
others were suspected. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

6f. To explore ; bring to light by examination.
In the mean time, we had sent men to discover Merri-

niack, and found some part of it above Penkook to lie more
northerly than forty-three and a half.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 365.

7t. To cause to cease to be a covering ;
make

to be no longer a cover.
For the greatness of thy iniquity are thy skirts discov-

ered and thy heels made bare. Jer xiii. 22.

= Syn. 3. To communicate, impart. 4. To descry, dis-

cern, behold. 6. Discover, Invent, agree in signifying to
find out

; but we discover what already exists, though to
us unknown

; we invent what did not before exist: as, to
discover the applicability of steam to the purposes of lo-

comotion, and to invent the machinery necessary to use
steam for these ends. (See invention.) Some things are
of so mixed a character that either word may be applied
to them.

A great poet invents nothing, but seems rather to re-
discover the world alx>ut him, and his penetrating vision
gives to things of daily encounter something of the strange-
ness of new creation.

Lou't'll, Among my Hooks, Istser., p. 203.



discover

The great Jurist is higher far than the lawyer ;
a> Watt,

who inivntril tin- nil-mil i -iiuirir, is higher than tin- Jour-

neymmn who feed Its flrca ami pmirs nil npim IU Irrltatril

niaeliinrn. HinaiH'i; Orations, I. 157.

lit i/raH<. 1. To uncover; unmask one's

self.

/An-. Aiwawr quickly.
l-'iil. Why, will you make yourself known, my lord?

Midiileton, The Ptuenix, II. 2.

2. To explore.

Vpon all thone relations and Inducements, Sir Walter

Raleigh, a noble Gentleman, and then in great esteeme,
vndertooke to send to discover to the Southward.

Quoted In Copt, John Smith's True Travels, I. 80.

discoverability (dis-kuv'er-a-bil'i-ti), n. [<
dixciiverablf : see -bility.] The quality of being
discoverable. Carlyle.
discoverable (dis-kuv'er-a-bl), a. [< discover

+ -able.'] Capable of being discovered; that

may be brought to light, seen, or exposed to

view; that may be found out or made Known.

Nothing discoverable In the lunar surface is ever covered

. . . by the Interposition of any clouds or mists. Bentley.

Much truth, discoverable even at the present stage of

human improvement, as we have every reason to think,
remains undiscovered. Eoerett, Orations, I. 276.

discoverer (dis-kuv'er-er), n. [< discover + -!.
Cf. F. decouvreur = Sp. desotbridor = Pg. des-

eobridor = It. discopritore, discovritore, scopri-

tore.] 1. One who discovers; one who finds

out or first comes to the knowledge of some-

tiling.

Those ways, thro' which the discoverers and searchers
of the land had formerly pass'd.

Raleigh, Hist. World, II. v. 5 3.

2t. One who uncovers, reveals, ormakes known ;

an informer.

AU over Ireland the trade of the Discoverer now rose

Into prominence. Under pretence of Improving the king's

revenue, these persons receivedcommiasionsof inquiry into

defective titles, and obtained confiscations and grants at

small rents for themselves. Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., vi.

3*. A scout
;
an explorer.

Send discoverers forth,
To know the numbers of our enemies.

SAo*., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

discovert (dis-kuv'ert), a. [< ME. discovert, <

OF. descovert, descouvert, F decmivert = Sp.

(obs.) deseubierto = Pg. descoberto = It. disco-

perto, discoverto, scoperto, scoverto, < ML. disco-

opertus, uncovered, pp. of discooperire, uncov-

er, discover: see discover.] If. Uncovered; un-

protected. 2*. Revealed; shown forth.

And If youre grace to me be Discouerte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. t'urnivall), p. 65.

3. In law, not covert ; not within the bonds of

matrimony : applied either to a woman who has
never been married or to a widow.
discovert! (dis-kuv'ert), n. [ME. discovert, <

OF. descovert, descouvert, m., also descoverte,

descouverte, F. decouverte, opening, discovery,
exposed position or condition, < descovert, pp. :

see discovert, a. Cf. covert, .] An exposed or
uncovered condition or position.
An Idel man Is like to a place that hath no walles ; there-

as devilcs may . . . shoot at him at discovert? by tempta-
tion on every side. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

But er the kynge myght his shelde recouer, the catte

sesed hym at discovert be the sholdres.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 67.

Alisaunder . . . smot him in the dwcoverte

Kyghtc with the strok into the heorte
Paste by the chyne bon.

King Alisaunder (Weber's Metr. Rom.), 1. 7417.

discoverture (dis-kuv'er-tur), n. [< OF. des-

coverture, descouverture, F. dteouvertnre (= Pg.
descobertura = It. scopertura, scovertara), un-

covering, < deseorrir, discover. In E. in tech-
nical sense; of. coverture."] In law, the state

of being free from coverture ; freedom of a wo-
man from the coverture of a husband.

discovery (dis-kuv'er-i), n.; pi. discoveries (-iz).

[< discover + -y. The ME. word was descuver-

ing, i. e., discovering. Cf. OF. descouverte, F.
decouverte (see discovert, n.) ;

OF. desrnurrr irn t.

F. Aecowerement, discovery.] 1. The act of

disclosing to view. 2. The act of revealing;
a making known; a declaration; disclosure:

as, a bankrupt is bound to make a full discovery
of his estate and effects. [Archaic except in

legal use.]
Sin- ilares not thereof make discovery,
Lest he should hold it her own gross abuse,
Ere she with blood had staln'd her staln'd excuse.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1314.

Thru covenant and take oath
To my discooeni. Chapman.

The Weakness of which Adam here gives such distant
ditctireri'-n brings about that fatal Kvent which is the Sub-
ject of the PUI-III. Addison, Spectator, No. 345.

1055

3. The act of gaining sight of; the act of es-

pying: as, the discovery of land after a voyage.
4. The act of finding out or of bringing to

knowledge what was unknown ;
first knowledge

of anything.
Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood.

Sir W. Hamilton.

Territory extended by a brilliant career of discovery and

conquest. /',..,.

5. That which is discovered, found out, or re-

vealed ;
that which is first brought to light, seen,

or known : as, the properties of the magnet were
an important discovery.

Great and useful discoveries are sometimes made by ac-

cidental and small beginnings. Steele, Tatler, No. 178.

In religion there have been many discoveries, but (In
true religion, I mean) no inventions. Abp. Trench.

6. In the drama, the unraveling of a plot, or
the manner of unfolding the plot or story of a

comedy or tragedy. 7. In law, disclosure by
a party to an action, at the instance of the other

party, as of facts within his memory or of a
document within his control. It was formerly a dis-

tinguishing feature of the proceedings of a court of chan-

cery or equity that it could compel the defendant to make
discovery of all material facts and documents within his

power, while In courts of common law compelling dis-

covery has been introduced only by modern statutes.

8f. Exploration.
Upon the more exact discovery thereof, they found it to

be no harbour for ships, but only for boats.
X. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 41.

= Syn. 5. Discovery, Invention. See invention,

discovery-claim (dis-kuy'er-i-klam), . In

mining, the portion of mining-ground held or
claimed by right of discovery, the claimant be-

ing the first to discover the mineral deposit,

lode, or vein on which the claim is made. The
discoverer and locater of a new lead is, in most mining
districts, entitled to one extra claim for discovery. [Cor-
d illcran mining-region.)

discradlet (dis-kra'dl), v. i. [< dig- priv. +
cradle, v.] To come forth from or as if from a

cradle ; emerge or originate.
This airy apparition first discradled
From 'linn-nay into Portugal.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, I. 3.

discrase, discrasite (dis'kras, -kra-sit), n.

Same as dyscrasite.
discredit (dis-kred'it), v. t. [= F. discrediter,
decrediter = It. discreditare, screditare (= Sp.

Pg. desacreditar; cf. accredit) ;
as dis- + credit,

v. Cf. OF. discreer = Sp. descreer = Pg. descrer

discrepant

credit or reputation ; disreputable ; disgrace-
ful.

He [Rochester] hail no scruple about employing in self-

defense artifices as discreditable as those which had been
used against him. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

discreditably (dis-kred'i-ta-bli), adv. In a dis-

creditable manner.
discreditor (dis-kred'i-tor), n. One who dis-

credits. [Bare.]
The licencious discreditors of future accounts.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. til. f S.

discreet (dis-kref), a. [< ME. discret, discrete,

discreet; = D. discreet = G. discret = Dan. 8w.

diskret, < OF. F. discret = Sp. Pg. It. discrete,

prudent, also distinct, < L. discretus, pp. of dis-

cernere, distinguish, discern: see diiicern, and

discrete, doublet of discreet.'] If. Distinct; dis-

tinguishable; discrete. See discrete, the usual

spelling in this sense.

The waters fall, with difference discreet,
Now soft, now loud, unto the wind did call.

Spenser, If. Q., II. xii. 71.

2. Wise or judicious in avoiding mistakes or

faults, or in selecting the best means to accom-

plish a purpose ; prudent ; circumspect ; cau-
tious

; wary ;
not rash.

It (English poetry) Is a metrical! speach corrected and
reformed by discreet iudgements, and with no lesae cun-

ning and curiositie then the Greeke and Latine Poesie.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 18.

When her [Queen Anne's] Indictment was read, she made
unto It so wise and discreet Answers, that she seemed

fully to clear her self of all Matters laid to her charge.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 283.

It is the discreet man, not the witty, nor the learned,
nor tin- brave, who guides the conversation, and gives
measures to society. Addison.

A room in a sober, discreet family, who would not be
averse to admit a sober, discreet, virtuous, frugal, regular,

good-natured man of a bad character. Hume.

3. Civil; polite. [Scotch.]
I canna say I think It vera discreet o' you to keep push-

ing in before me in that way. Blackwood's Mag.
= 8yn. 2. See list under cautious.

discreetly (dis-kret'li), adv. Prudently; cir-

cumspectly ; cautiously ; judiciously ;
with nice

judgment of what is best to be done or omitted.

Poets lose half the praise they should have got,
Could it be known what they discreetly blot.

Waller, On Roscommon's Trans, of Horace.

Low hills over which slender trees are so discreetly
scattered that each one is a resting-place for a shepherd.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 153.

credit.'] 1. To disbelieve; give no credit to;
not to credit or believe: as, the report is dis-

credited.

While one part of the " wisdom of the world "has been
discredited as resting solely on authority, another large
division of it is now rejected as resting on insufficient in-

duction, and another as resting on groundless assump-
tions. J. ft. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 7.

2. To injure the credit or reputation of; make
less esteemed or honored

;
fail to do credit to.

He has discredited my house and board
With his rude swaggering manners.

B. Janson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 3.

He ... least discredits his travels who returns the
same man he went Sir H. Wotton.

Myself would work eye dim, and finger lame,
Far liefer than so much discredit him.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To deprive of credibility; destroy confidence
in.

Substantive evidence is that adduced for the purpose of

proving a fact in issue, as opposed to evidence given for

the purpose of discrediting a witness (i. e., showing that
he is unworthy of belief j or of corroborating his testi-

mony. Rapalje and Lawrence, Evidence, } 12.

discredit (dis-kred'it), n. [= F. discredit =
Sp. descredito = Pg. descredito = It. discredito,

scredito; from the verb.] 1. Want of credit

or good repute; some degree of disgrace or

being discreet
;
discretion.

Mirth, and free mindednesse, simplicitle,

Patience, discreetnesse, and benignitie.
Dr. U. More, Psychathanasia, III. ill. 58.

discrepance (dis-krep'ans or dis'kre-pans), n.

[< OF. discrepance = Sp. Pg. discrepancia = It.

discrepansa, < L. discrepantia, discordance, dis-

similarity, < discrepan(t-)s, ppr. of discrepare :

see discrepant."] Same as discrepancy. Sir T.

Elyot.

discrepancy (dis-krep'an-si or dis'kre-pan-si),
n.

; pi. discrepancies (-siz). [See discrepance.]

Difference; disagreement; variance or contra-

riety, especially of facts or sentiments.

Distinguishing a different discrepancy betwixt wit and
wisdom. Ford, Honour Triumphant, ir.

A negative discrepancy arises where one witness passes
over in silence what another witness positively avers. A
positive discrepancy arises where one witness explicitly
atlirms something which another witness explicitly denies.

Sir W. Hamilton.

Such, at last, became the discrepancy between him and
his Cabinet, that he removed the chief men from office.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, v.

At this discrepancy of judgments mad,
The man took on himself the office, judged.

Broteniny, Ring and Book, I. 107.

(dis-krep'ant or dis'kre-pant), a.

n. f< OF. discrepant = Sp. Pg. It. dis-

thmgs : as, frauds that bring manufactures into

discredit; a transaction much to his discredit.

As if it were a discredit for a Gentleman to seeme
learned, and to shew him selfe amorous of any good Art.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 16.

I think good to deliver It from the discredits and dis-

graces which it hath received.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, I. 6.

It is the duty of every Christian to be concerned for the

reputation or discredit his life may bring on his profes-
sion. Rogers.

2. Want of belief, trust, or confidence ; disbe-

lief: as, his story is received with discredit.
= 8yTL 1. Disrepute, dishonor, 111 repute. t. Distrust,
doubt.

discreditable (dis-kred'i-ta-bl), . [< ills- priv.
+ creditable. Cf . discredit'.*] Tending to injure

differ in sound, differ, disagree, < dis-, apart, +
crepare, make a noise, crackle : see crepitate.]

I. a. Different; disagreeing; contrary; at vari-

ance.
This time

Is many age* discrepant from thine ;

This was the season when desert was stonpt to.

Miadletm and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis.

As our degrees are In order distant,
So the degrees of our strengths are dismpant.

Heywood.

The Author of our being has Implanted in us our dis-

crepant tendencies, for wise purposes, and they are, in-

deed, a part of the law of life Itself.

a. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

A cognition which may be widely discrepant from the

truth. JKi'x', IX. 341.



discrepant

Il.t 11- One who disagrees or dissents from

another, especially in religious belief; a dis-

senter.

If you persecute heretics or discrepants, they unite

themselves as to a common defence.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 385.

discrete (dis-kref), a. [Same as discreet, but

directly < L. discretus, distinguished, separated,

pp. of discernere, distinguish, separate : see dis-

cern and discreet.] 1. Separate; distinct from

others; individual: opposed to concrete, in logic,

discrete, terms or suppositions are such as refer to single

individuals. In music, discrete tones are such as are sepa-

rated by fixed or obvious steps or intervals of pitch, as

those of a pianoforte.

There are two laws discrete,
Not reconciled,
Law for man, and law for thing.

Emerson, Ode to Channing.

A society, formed of discrete units, and not having had
its type fixed by inheritance from countless like societies,

is much more plastic [than other social organizations).
H. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 444.

Its seeming continuity is broken up into discrete mole-

cules, separated from each other as the stars in the Milky
Way are separated.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 29.

2. Consisting of distinct or individual parts;
not continuous. Discrete quantity is quantity com-

posed of distinct units, like rational numbers; a system
of quantities capable of being in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the series of positive, integer numbers. Dis-

crete proportion is a proportion in which the ratio of the
first term to the second is equal to that of the third to the

fourth, not to that of the second to the third.

3. In med., opposed to confluent: as, discrete ex-

anthemata. Dunglison. 4. In Ttot., not coa-

lescent; distinct. 5. Disjunctive; consisting
of parts united by some extrinsic bond of con-
nection. Thus, the notion of "women, sailors,
and idiots" is a discrete notion. 6. Discretive;

containing exceptions, real or apparent. Dis-
crete degrees, degrees or states of existence so differen-

tiated from one another that their respective subjects can

by no means pass from one to another of them : applied
by Swedenborg to the higher or lower levels of spiritual
life, here and hereafter, to which it is possible for differ-

ently constituted, or in the future life differently devel-

oped, individuals to attain.

discrete! (dis-kref), r. t. [< L. discretus, pp.
of discernere, distinguish: see discrete, a., and
discern.] To separate; discontinue. Sir T.

Browne.

discretely (dis-kret'li), adv. In a discrete man-
ner; separately; individually.

We reflect upon the relation of each human atom to each
other human atom, and to the great Giver of personalities
to these atoms how each is indissolubly bound to each
and to Him, and yet how each is discreteljt parted and im-

passably separated from each and from Him.
S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 7.

discreteness (dis-kret'nes), H. The state of be-

ing discrete, separated, or distinct
;
disconti-

nuity.
On the theory, which he is combating, of absolute dis-

creteness, every line or distance is divisible into an infinite
number of parts. J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, 1. 120.

The term [infinite], when translated into experience, ex-

presses the fact of continuity of existence underlying all

discreteness of quantitative division.
O. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. vi. 6.

discretion (dis-kresh'on), n. [< ME. discrecion,
discrecioun, discretion, < OF. discretion, F. dis-

cre'tion = Pr. discretio = Sp. discrecion = Pg.
diseriqao = It. discrezione, discrizione, < L. dis-

cretio(n-), a separation, distinction, discern-

ment, < discernere, pp. discretus, discern: see
discern and discreet.] If. Separation; disjunc-
tion.

Wysedome es forgetynge of erthely thynges and tliynk-
ynge of heuen, with discrecyone of all mene dedys.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 12.

To shew their [the Jews'] despiciency of the poor Gen-
tiles, and to pride themselves in their prerogative and dis-
cretion from them. J. Jfede, Diatriba;, p. 191.

2. The quality of being discreet; nice discern-
ment and judgment, directed by circumspec-
tion, and primarily regarding one's own con-
duct

; prudence ; sagacity ; circumspection ;

wariness; caution.

Thus thei assaide Arthur, and nought cowde fynde in
hym but high vertu and grete discrecion.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 106.

Is that your Discretion ! trust a Woman with herself ?

Congreve, Love for Love, iii. 3.

The happiness of life depends on our discretion.

Young.
The quality the most necessary for the execution of any

useful enterprise is discretion; by which we carry on a
safe-intercourse with others, give due attention to our
own and to their character, weigh each circumstance of
the business we undertake, and employ the surest and
safest means for the attainment of any end or purpose.

Hume, Prin. of Morals, vi.
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3. Liberty or power of acting without other con-

trol than one's own judgment; independent de-

termination : as, he is left to his own discretion ;

it is at your discretion to go or to stay.

You may ballance this Matter in your own Discretion.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 6.

The Staff, and all officers about him, have a general rits-

cretion to lay on with stick or sword whenever they ob-

serve any fellows pillaging.
H'. //. Jtussell, Diary in India, II. 30.

4. In law, that part of the judicial power which

depends, not upon the application of rules of

law or the determination of questions of strict

right, but upon personal judgment to be exer-

cised in view of the circumstances of each

case, and which therefore is not usually re-

viewed by an appellate tribunal, unless abused.

Thus, the question how many witnesses a party may call

to testify to one and the same fact rests in discretion, but

the question whether a particular witness is competent
does not. Age of discretion. See age, 3. Arbitrary
discretion, that which is exercised without respect to the

sufficiency of legal or equitable reasons. At discretion,

(a) According to one's own judgment.

Where history gives you a good heroic outline for a play,

you may fill up with a little love at your own discretion.

Sheridan, The Critic, il. 1.

(It) At the mercy of an antagonist or enemy Thus, to

surrender at discretion is to surrender without terms.

If she stays to receive the attack, she is in danger of be-

ing at discretion. Gentleman Instructed, p. 154.

Judicial discretion, that discretion which the parties
have a right to require to be exercised with due reference
to sound reason and the usage of the courts. Years Of

discretion, majority ; full age ; hence, the time of life

when one should exercise prudence and sober reflection.

If you have occasion to mention me, let it be by Par-

theuissa, for that's the Name I have assum'd ever since I

came to Years of Discretion. Steele, Tender Husband, ii. 1.

=Syn. 2. Prudence, Providence, etc. See wisdom and

prudence.
discretional (dis-kresh'pn-al), a. [< discretion

+ -al.] Of or pertaining"to discretion; dis-

cretionary.
What is the security for a judge's just exercise of his

discretional powers? Hartley, Speech, June, 1803.

Henry Warden had, with the animation proper to the
enthusiastic reformers of the age, transgressed, in the
vehemence of his zeal, the bounds of the difffretianat lib-

erty allowed to his sect. Scott, Monastery, xxxi.

discretionally (dis-kresh'pn-al-i), adr. At dis-

cretion; at will; by choice.

If hour may be used discretionally as one or two sylla-

bles, power may surely be allowed the same latitude.

A'ares, Klein, of Orthoepy, p. 80.

discretionarily (dis-kresh'on-a-ri-li), adv. At
discretion. Imp. Diet.

discretionary (dis-kresh'pn-a-ri), (t. [= F. din-

cretionnaire ; as discretion + -ary
1
.] Left to

discretion; limited or restrained only by dis-

cretion or judgment : as, an ambassador in-

vested with discretionary powers (that is, em-
powered to act according to circumstances).
Wherever a discretionary power is lodged in any set of

men over the property of their neighbors, they will abuse
it. A. Hamilton, Continentalist, No. 6.

There is, indeed, no power of the government without
restriction

;
not even that which is called the discretion-

ary power of Congress. Calhoun, Works, I. 253.

discretive (dis-kre'tiv), a. [= OF. discretif=
It. discretivo, < LL. discretirus, serving to dis-

tinguish, < L. discretus, pp. of discernere, dis-
cern : see discreet and discrete.] 1 . Disjunctive ;

noting separation or opposition : as, a discretive

proposition. See below. [Rare.] 2. Sepa-
rate

;
distinct. [Rai'e or obsolete.]

His transcendental deduction of the categories of criti-

cism, neither discretive nor exhaustive. W. Taylor (1798).

Discretive distinction, in logic, a distinction implying
opposition as well as difference : as, not a man, but a
beast. Discretive proposition, in logic, a proposition
which expresses some distinction, opposition, or variety,
by means of but, though, yet, etc. : as, travelers change
their climate, but not their temper ; Job was patient,
though his grief was great.

Discretive propositions are such wherein various and
seemingly opposite judgments are made, whose variety
or distinction is noted by the particles "but, though,
yet," etc. Watts, Logic, II. v. $ 6.

discretively (dis-kre'tiv-li), adv. In a discre-
tive manner

;
in a distinct and separate manner.

Bp. Richardson.

Man alone (of the animal creation) has the inspiration
of Deity. This is the august peculiarity which separates
him discretively and everlastingly from the animal crea-
tion. O. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 189.

discriment, n. [< L. discrimen, a division, sep-
aration : see discriminate."] In swrg., a ban-
dage used in bleeding from the frontal vein.
discriminable (dis-krim'i-na-bl), a. [< L. as
if *discrimina1>ilis, < discriminate, discriminate :

see discriminate.'] That may be discriminated.

Bailey. [Rare or obsolete.]

discriminating

discriminal (dis-krim'i-nal), a. [< LL. dis-

erimiiutlis, that serves to divide, < L. discrimi-

nare, divide : see discriminate.'] Serving to di-

vide or separate. The discriminal line, in palmistry,
is the line marking the separation between the hand and
the arm. It is also called the dragons-tail.

discriminant (dis-krim'i-nant), n. and a. [< L.

discriminan(t-)s, ppr. of discriminare, discrimi-

nate: see discriminate.] I. n. In matt., the

eliminant of the differential coefficients of a

homogeneous function of n variables. [Intro-
duced in 1852 by Sylvester for determinant.]
The vanishing of the discriminant of an algebraical

equation expresses the condition that the equation shall

have equal roots ; and the vanishing of the discriminant
of the equation of a curve or surface expresses the condi-

tion that the curve or surface shall have a double point.
Salmon.

II. a. Implying equal roots or a node Dis-
criminant relation, a onefold relation between param-
eters determining a nodal point,

discriminantal (dis-krim'i-nan-tal), a. [< dis-

criminant + -al.] In math., relating to a dis-

criminant. Discriminantal index of a singular

point of a curve, the number which expresses the multi-

plicity of the factor of the equation to the curve which

produces the singular point. Total discriminantal
index of a curve, the sum of the discriminantal indices

of alt its singular points.

discriminate (dis-krim'i-nal), v.
; pret. and pp.

discriminated, ppr. discriminating. [< L. ilis-

criminatus, pp. of discriminare (> Pg. discrimi-

nar), divide, separate, distinguish, < discrimen, a

space between, division, separation, distinction,
< discernere, pp. discretus, divide, separate, dis-

tinguish, discern : see discern, discreet, discrete.

Cf. crime.] I. trans. 1. To distinguish from

something else, or from each other
; separate :

observe or mark the differences between, abso-

lutely or by some note or sign of distinction:

as, to discriminate true from false modesty; to

discriminate animals by names.
That they keep themselves a peculiar people to God, in

outward fashions . . . discriminated from all the nations
of the earth. Hammond, On Mat. xxiii.

The language of the serious parts is deserving of high
praise, and the more prominent characters are skilfully
discriminated nuA powerfully sustained.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xl.

That art of reasoning by which the prudent are discrim-

inated from fools. /. D'leraeli, Calam. of Authors, II. 172.

When a prisoner first leaves his cell he cannot bear the

light of day ;
he is unable to discriminate colours or rec-

ognize faces. Macaulay.

2. To select
; pick out

;
make a distinction in

regard to: as, to discriminate certain persons
from a crowd of applicants.

II. intrans. To make a difference or distinc-

tion
;
observe or note a difference

; distinguish :

as, to discriminate between degrees of guilt.

The Indian Vedas say,
" He that can discriminate is the

father of his father." Emerson, Old Age.

rectores of a quadric surface referred to its center.

discriminate (dis-krim'i-nat), a. [< L. discrimi-

natus, pp. : see the verb.] 1. Discriminating;
perceiving nice differences.

My eye and spirit, that had swept the whole
Wide vision, grew discriminate, and traced
The crystal river pouring from the North
Its twinkling tide. J. G. Holland, Kathrina, i.

2 Distinctive; discriminated.

Oysters and cockles and muscles, which move not, have
no discriminate sex. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

discriminately (dis-krim'i-nat-li), adr. With
discrimination; with minute distinction; par-

ticularly.
His conception of an elegy he has in his preface very

judiciously and discriminately explained.
Johnson, Shenstone.

discriminateness(dis-krim'i-uat-nes), n. The
character of being discriminate.

discriminating (dis-krim'i-na-ting), p. a. [Ppr.
otditrriininatr.r.] 1. That discriminates; not-

ing distinctions and differences with accuracy
and nicety; distinguishing: as, a discriminating/
mind.
Marine appetites are not discriminating.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, ii.

2. Serving as a ground or means of discrimina-

tion; distinctive.

From the Baptist's own mouth they had learnt that the

doing of miracles should be one illustrious and dixcriuii-

nating mark of the Messiah.

/;/). Atlerburi/, Sermons. II. ii.

Souls have no dist'i-iinhiftti>t:t hue,
Alike important in their Maker's view.

Cowper, Charity.
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Discriminating duty.
leeteil on eertaii

from the country \v

JMirtcil ilin-etly, or u In II iriipMite'l trom one e^mitr \ than
from another. (') A higher tonnage-duty on vessels not,

owneil by eiti/ens of the importing i-onntry than on vessels

owncil wholly or in part by such citi/i'ns. Also ealleil '/</'

I:',; Illirll i/lltl/.

discriminatingly (di-krim'i-n4-tin*-li), adr.
In a discriminating manner; with judgment or
discrimination.
Let my good qualities In- spoken of *//><-, iuiiiutli nitty, by

all means
; but not too MuenmbMttngtu.

The Atlantic, LVIII. Sf.7.
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' a ''' 1 '''' 1 discruciatingt (dis-krO'shi-a-ting), a. [Ppr.

<-i/ii-i. torture violently, < ili.t- (intensive) +
cnirinre, torture, < crux (CTKC-), cross.] Tot-
turing; excruciating.
To single hearts doubling is discruciatiny ; such teni)>crs

mustsweat to dissemble, and prove but hy|x>critical hy|K>-
crites. .Sir T. llrini-n,; clirist. Mor., Hi. 20.

discubitoryt (dis-ku'bi-to-ri), . [< ML. *
</!.,--

ciiltitorius, < L. discubitux', pp. of discumbere, lie

down: seo discumbency.] Leaning; inclining;
fitted to a leaning posture. .Sir 7'. Hi-mrm:

discrimination (dis-krim-i-na'shon), n. [< LL. disculpatet (dis-kul'pat), v. t. [< ML. ilim-iil-

dixcriniiHiitin, < L. discriminate, pp. discriniinn-

ttiK, discriminate: see discriminate,'] 1. Theact
of distinguishing; the act of observing, making,
or marking a difference; distinction: as, thedis-
rrimiiiiitinii between right and wrong.
The sculptors of the last age, from not attending suffi-

ciently to this discrimination of the different styles of

painting, have been led into many errors.
Sir J. Reynolds, Discourses, x.

To blame might !>e hazardous
;
for blame demands rea-

sons ; but praise enjoys a ready dispensation from all rea-
sons mill from all diwniHinatf -"- 1.1.-* 1_

jialus, pp. of disculpare (> It. discoljiare, scol-

l>tii-f = Sp. ilixrul/Hir = Pg. desculpin- OF. des-

enlper, descoulper, dcseouper,
F. ilim-nl/itr), free

from blame, <f L. din- pnv. + culpare, blame, <

ciiliin, a fault: see culprit. Ct. exculpate, incul-

pate.] To free from blame or fault; exculpate;
excuse.

" How hast thou escaped from above? thou hast cor-

rupted thy guards, and their lives shall answer it."
"
.My

jwverty," said the peasant calmly, "will diseitlpate them.
"

//. Walpole, Castle of Otranto, p. 81.

they esteemed the glory of Cod as to baffle their di*crn,,i-
luiiii'n. Miliiian, Latin Christianity, xiv. 8.

Unable to praise orblame with discrimination, the masses
tempt their leader to folly by assuring him beforehand of
plrnarv absolution, t'urfaii/lttly Rev., N. S., XLI. 1M.

3. The state of being discriminated, distin- disculpatoryt (dis-kul'pa-to-ri), a. [< discul-

guished, or set apart. l'".
te + *] Tending to disculpate. Imp.

There Is a reverence to be showed them on the account
'

ing from blame or fault; exculpation.
This innoxious and Ineffectual character that seems

formed upon a plan of apology and discwpation, falls

miserably short of the mark of public duty.
Burke, Present Discontents.

iiicic ia u ieveieiiue to oe siiowcu uiem on me account j A /j. , ,-, .* .... T ,.
of tiieir ditcrimination from other places, and separation OlSCUmbency (dig-kum ben-si), i. [< L. dis-
for sacred uses. Stillinnjleet . cnmben(t-)s, ppr. of discumbire, lie down, < dis-

4. That which serves to discriminate
; a mark (intensive) -f cubare (-cumbere), lie: see cubit.]

of distinction.
Take heed of abetting any factions, or applying any pub-

lic discriminations in matters of religion. lip. (Jaudtn.

Specifically 5. An invidious distinction.

The act of reclining at ineals, according to the
manner of the aucients. [Rare.]
The Greeks and Romans used the custom of dincma-

beiu-y at meals. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Reproaches and all sorts of unkind discriminationi sue- dlSCUmbert (dis-kum'ber), t'. (. [< OF. deseom-
Bp. Ilaclcet, Abp. Williams, I. 16.ceeded.

= Syn. 2. Discernment, clearness, acuteness, acumen, nice-
ty, insight. See di/ereiu-e and discernment.

discriminative (dis-krim'i-na-tiv), a. [< dis-
criminate + -ive.] 1. That marks distinction ;

constituting a difference
; characteristic : as,

the discriminatire features of men.

discriminative accuracy any of the corresponding empiri-
cal distinctions which the human mind is able to recog-
nize. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 28.

2. Making distinctions
; discriminating.

Discriminative Providence knew before the nature and
course of all things.

Dr. II. More, Antidote against Atheism.
We have also shown that in the cases of the retina and

brer, dexcoubm; tlcscumbreir, < dcs- priv. +
combrer, etc., cumber: see dis- and cumber.
Cf. disencumber.] To disencumber; relieve of

something cumbersome.
His limbs discmnbers of the clinging vest,
And binds the sacred cincture round his breast.

Pope, Odyssey, v.

iiscuret, r. t. [ME. discttren, descuren, contr. of

dexcnreren, discovercn, discover: see discover.]
To discover

; reveal.
" Ye (hull witc it well," quod Merlin, "but, loke ye, di-

eure it not to noon creature, as ye will haue my love."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I. 46.

I will, If please yon it discure, assay
To ease you of that ill, so wisely as I may.

Spenser, K. Q., II. Ix. 42.

kin every sensible total may be siibdfvMed'by^Vfcr/mi'! discurrentt (dis-kur'ent), a. [< dis- priv. +
native.

^attention
into sensible parts,,

which are also spaces, current*, a.] Not current. Sir E. Sandys.

Q -

ditcurrcre, pp. disatrsM, run different ways.
But it is far less probable that sensation is thus Imme- etc see discourse ti 1 1+ A ninniTur or rani
ate,yand,(,>,,,,,,-,,,,,>,,coK,,,Zantofmo,ecu,arneura, ^SJrt^SMd&VSLr?5Si

expatiation.
Because the word discourse is commonly taken for the

coherence and consequence of words, I will, to avoid
equivocation, call it discurtion.

Hobbei, Human Nature, Hi.

3. The act of discoursing or reasoning. Cole-

ridge.

dli . _

processes, than that the inseparable motor Impulses which
attend every form of external stimulation are the imme-
diate cause or objects of sensation.

tf. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 234.

discriminator (dis-krim'i-na-tor), n. [< LL.
discriminator, < L. diseriniinare" pp. diseriiiiina-

tus, discriminate : see discriminate.] One who
discriminates,

discriminatory (dis-krim'i-na-to-ri), a. [< dis- discursistt (dis-ker'sist), n. [< LL. discurxun,
criminate + -on/.] Discriminative. Imp. Diet. a discourse (see discourse, n.), + -int.] A dis-

discriminoid (dis-krim'i-noid), w. [< L. tits- puter. [Bare.]
crimcii (-"-), difference (see discriminate), + Great dwcm( were apt to . . . dispute the Prince's

criminoid. run to and fro, LL. speak at length: seo din-

discriminoust fdis-krim'i-nus), . [< ML. dis- fourxe. Ct. dixcoursive.'] 1. Itelating to the

critical, LL. (in adv. dixcriminose) understanding, or the active faculty of know-
iniiH (-mi-), a division: see in8 or of forming conclusions; ratiocinative :decisive, < L. divert'mm (

discriminate.] Hazardous; critical; decisive.

Any kind of spitting "f blood imports a very diicrimi-
nous state. Harvey, Consumptions.

discrivet, ' '. Same as deserirc. Chaucer.
discrown (dis-kroun'), r. t. [< dis- priv. +
rriiirn. Of. OF. descournnner, discrown.] To
deprive of a crown

; remove a crown from.
The chief

Seems royal still, though with her head disrrmpnrd.
ISyrun, Childu Hal-old, iv. 1G7.

Whence the soul
opposed to intuitive.

Reason receives, and reason is her being,
Discursive or intuitive. Milton, P. L., v. 488.

These four acts of acquisition, conservation, reproduc-
tion, ami representation form a class of faculties which we
may call the subsidiary, as furnishing the materials to a
higher faculty, the function of which is to elalwrate these
matt-rials. This clahorativc or discursive faculty is com-
parison ; for under comparison may be comprised all tin-

acts of synthesis and analysis, generalization and al*trac

tiun, judgment and reasoning. Comparison, or the claim-

discuss

ratlve or diteunirc faculty, i-onvpunds to tin- dianola of
tin Creeks, to the Verstand of tbi-Ci-rmans. This faculty
is thonx'lit proper; and logic, as we shall see, is thenri> m
i-onvi-mant about its laws. ,s'-Y W. Hamilton.

2. Passing rapidly from one subject to another;
desultory; rambling; digressional.

It Is a regular code, ... of an extent so considerable
and of a character so free and distvrsirr, that we can
fairly judge from it the condition of the prove language
of the time. Tli-kiuir, .span. Lit., 1. II.

Heart-affluence In discurtim talk
From household fountains never dry.

Ti IIUIIHIH, 111 Mi liioriani, clx.

3f. Passing over an object, as in running the

eye over the parts of a large object of vision.

All in Himselfe as in a glasse Hee sees,
For from Him, by Him, through Him, all things bee:
His sight is not disrourxive, by degrees,
But seeing the whole, each single part doth see.

.S'iY J. Dariex, Nosce Teipsum.

Discursive judgment, one that Is the result of reason-

ing ; a dianoetic judgment.

discursively (dis-ker'siv-li), adv. In a discur-
sive manner, (a) Dlgresslvely. (6) Argumentative!}- ;

by reasoning or argument.
We do discursively and by way of ratiocination deduce

one thing from another.
Sir X. Hale, Orlg. of Mankind, p. 22.

discursiveness (dis-ker'siv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being discursive.

Each head is treated sufficiently, while all temptation
to discursiveness is stoutly resisted.

The AthraaniM, No. 3141, p. 15.

discursory (dis-ker'so-ri), a. [< LL. discursus,
discourse (see discourse, n.), + -ory.] Having
the nature of discourse or reason

;
rational

;

argumentative. [Rare.]
Here shall your Majesty fliul . . . positive theology

with polemical ; textual with discursoni.

Bp. llall. Works, I., Ep. Ded.

discursus (dis-ker'sus), n. [LL.. a conversa-

tion, discourse : see discourse, n.] Ratiocina-

tion; argumentation; discourse.

discus (dis'kus), n.; pi. disci (-si). [L. (NL.,
etc.), a discus, the disk of a dial, < Gr. tiionof, a
flattish discus, disk, etc. Hence dish, dish, desk,
and dais: see these words.] 1. In classical
an tiq. ,

a circular piece of stone or plate of metal,
about 12 inches in diameter, pitched from a fixed

point to the greatest possible distance, as a gym-
nastic exercise and as an athletic contest. The
throwing of the discus was a favorite exercise in the
athletic games of Greece, and was one of the five exercises
which constituted the iientathlon. See cut under discobo-
lus.

2. In anat., jihys., zoot., and bot., a disk of any
kind. 3. [caj>.] In eool. : (a) A genus of mof-
lusks. (6) A genus of acalephs. Lesson, 1837.

(c) A genus of scombroid fishes. Campbell,
1879. Discus Wastodermicus. Same as Maxloderiuic
di-sk (which see, under blaxtodermic). Discus prollge-
rus, in mini., a mass of cells derived from the mcmhrana
granulosa of the Graaflan vesicle, accumulated around the
ovum in a kind of granular zone.

discuss (dis-kus'), v. t. [< ME. discussen (=
Olt. digcussarc), examine, scatter, < L. discus-

sus, pp. of discutere (> It. disciitere = Sp. Pg.
discutir = OF. discuter, discutir, F. discuter =
D. disaiteren = G. discutiren = Dan. diskutere
= Sw. diskutcra, discuss), strike or shake apart,
break up, scatter, also, in derivatives and in

ML., examine, discuss, < dis-, apart, + quatere,
shako: see quash. Ct. concuss, percuss.] 1. To
shake or strike asunder; break up; disperse;
scatter. [Obsolete except in surgical use.]

Supposing we should grant that a vigorous heat and a
strong arm may by a violent friction discuss some tumor
of a distempered body. Stillingfeet, .Sermons, I. Ix.

Consider the threefold effect of Jupiter s trisulc, to

burn, discuss, and terebrate. Sir T. Bnu-ne, Vulg. Err.

A pomade of virtue to ditnas pimples.
Rambler, No. 130.

2f. To shake off; put away.
All regard of shame she had discust.

Spenser, F. Q., III. 1. 48.

3f. To examine
;
consider and declare one's

opinion concerning ; hence, to explain ; declare;
speak about.

Now have yhe herd
How Crist at his last commyng
Sal in dome sitte and ducusse alle thyng.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 6247.

That no brother no sister ne shalle discu*r the connseil
of this fraternite to no straungere.

h CiM*(E. E. T. S.), p. 7S.

Disniss the same in French unto him.
Shak.. Hen. V., ir. 4.

4. To agitate; debate; argue about
;
reason

upon ;
sift the considerations for and against.

Men are never so likely to settle a question rightly u
when they dixuss it freely.

Macaulay, Southc)
'

Colloquies.
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We might discuss the Northern sin,

Which made a selfish war begin.

Tennyson, To F. P. Maurice.

Hence 5. To examine or investigate the qual-

ity of by consuming, as something to eat or

drink : as, to discuss a fowl ;
to discuss a bottle

of wine. [Humorous and colloq.]

A meal was soon discussed, and in an hour we were

again on the move. P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 148.

We discussed tariff and currency and turkey and cham-

pagne with the Pittsburg iron and steel lords in the even-

ing. S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 53.

In civil late, to exhaust legal proceedings disdain (dis-dan'),

disease

Gr. o7c,

see di-

</is<li(ijHi-

SirP. Sidney, Arcadia, iv. son.

= Syn 1 Despise, etc. (see scorn), scout, spurn. See disease (di-zeV), M. [< ME. disese, rarely de-

comparison of nouns under arrogance. sese, < AF. "disese, disease, aesaese, (Jf . desaise,

Il.t intrans. To be filled with scorn or con-
desayse, F. desaise = Pr. desaise, uneasiness,

tempt. trouble, pain, disease, = Pg. desazo, dullness,

Ajax, deprived of Achilles armour, which he hoped from blockishness, == It. disagio, trouble, inconve-
the suffrage of the Greeks, disdains ; and, growing i nience) want; as dis- priv. + ease.] If. Lack

or absence of ease ; uneasiness; pain; distress;

trouble; discomfort.

patient of "the injury, rageth and runs mad.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

il. UWWWW JG "^"" *" V****"!! . .
'

= Pg. desdem, = It. disdegno, sdegno, disdain
;

erty of a person secondarily liable

See benefit of discussion, -under discussion. 7. ,-.-,.
In French-Canadian law, to procure the sale of from the verb.] 1. A feeling of contempt mm-

(the property of a debtor) by due process of law gled with aversion
; contempt ;

scorn.
"- ' J iL * ~*

I haue ther-of grete disdeyn, that he thourgh his grete

iride leste to a-rise a-gein Rome as longe as he knoweth
...i-._ sn T* rr> a \ til ti'in

and apply the proceeds toward the payment of

the debt. = Syn. 4. Dispute, Debate, etc. See argue.

discussable (dis-kus'a-bl), a. [< discuss +
-able.] Capable of being discussed, debated,
or reasoned about. J. S. Mill.

discusser (dis-kus'er), n. One who discusses
;

one who reasons or examines critically. John-

son.

discussion (dis-kush'on), n. [= D. discussie =
G. discussion = Dan. Sw. discussion, < F. discus-

sion = Pr. discussion = Sp. discusion = Pg. dis-

cussSo = It. discussione, < L. discussio(n-), a

shaking, LL. an examination, discussion, < dis-

cutere, pp. discussus, shake apart (discuss) : see

discuss.] 1. The act or process of breaking up
or dispersing ; dispersion, as of a swelling or an
effusion. [Obsolete except in surgical use.]

2. Debate; disquisition; the agitation of a

point or subject with a view to elicit truth or

gain a cause
; argument about something.

m'e'o'n'fyve."

"

'"Merlin (E."E. T. S.), iii. 639.

A man whose wisdom is in weighty affairs admired

would take it in some disdain to have his counsel solemn-

ly asked about a toy. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 15.

Disdain and scorn ride sparkling in her eyes.
Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

You sought to prove how I could love,
And my disdain is my reply.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

2f. The state of being despised ;
the state of

feeling one's self disgraced; ignominy; dis-

grace.
They say he yesterday coped Hector in the battle, and

struck him down ;
the disdain and shame whereof hath

ever since kept Hector fasting and waking.
Shak., T. and C., i. 2.

3f. That which is worthy of disdain.

Th' other halfe did womans shape retaine,
Most lothsom, filthie, foule, and full of vile disdaine.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 14.

= Syn. 1. Pride, Presumption, etc. (see arrogance), scorn-

fulness, contemptuousness. See scorn, v.

[< disdain + -ed2.]

The authority of law and the security of property were
found to be compatible with a liberty of discussion and

,
_.

of individual action never before known. Macaulay. disdainedt (dis-dand'), a.

3. In civil law, the act of exhausting legal pro- Disdainful.

ceedings against a debtor or his property be- Revenge the jeering and diidain'd contempt

fore proceeding against the property of a per- Of this proud king. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. S.

son secondarily liable for the debt Benefit of disdainful (dis-dan'ful), a. [< disdain + -ful,

discussion, in civil law, the right of a person liable to

pay a certain sum, in case of the failure to pay it of the

person primarily liable, to require a diligent attempt to be

made to collect it by law from the latter before demand is

made upon himself : a right in Louisiana ordinarily belong-

ing to a guarantor and to the purchaser of property subject
to a mortgage, when part of the mortgaged property is

still owned by the mortgager, etc. Discussion of prop-
erty, in French-Canadian law, the selling of the property
of a debtor by due process of law at the instance of a cred-

itor, and the application of the proceeds to the payment
of the debt. See benefice.

discussional (dis-kush'on-al), a. [<
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to discussion.

burgh Bev.

discussive (dis-kus'iv), a. and . [< discuss +
-ive.] I. a. If. Breaking up and scattering mor-
bid affections, as tumors; discutient.

If ought be obstructed, he puts in his opening and dis-

cussive confections. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

2. Having the power to settle or bring to a

1.] Full of or expressing disdain
; contemptu-

ous; scornful; haughty.
Yet I gesse vnder disdainfull brow
One beam of ruth is in her cloudy looke,
Which comfortes the mind, that erst for fear shooke.

Wyatt, The Wauering Louer, etc.

Let not ambition mock their useful toil,

Their homely joys, and destiny obscure ;

Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile
The short and simple annals of tile poor.

Gray, Elegy.

disdainfully (dis-dan'ful-i), adv. Contemptu-
ously; with scorn

;
in a haughty manner.

Disdainfully she look'd ; then turning round,
But flx'd her eyes unmov'd upon the ground.

Dryden, ^Eneid, vi.

disdainfulness (dis-dan'ful-nes), n. Con-

tempt ; contemptuousness ; haughty scorn.

There was never such beastliness of minds, such disdain-

fulness in hearts. Strype, Queen Mary, an. 1554.

conclusion; determinative; decisive. [Rare.] disdainOUSt (dis-da'nus), a. [< ME. desdayn-
II. n. [= F. discussif.] A medicine that dis-

perses or scatters; a discutieut.

discutient (dis-ku'shient), a. and n. [< L. dis-

eutien(t-)s, ppr. of discutere, shake apart, dis-

perse, scatter, etc.: see discuss.] i. a. Dis-

persing morbid matter.
I then made the fomentation more discutient by the

addition of salt and sulphur. Wiseman, Surgery, i. 7.

ous, < OF. desdaigneux, F. dedaigneux = Pr.

desdenltos = Sp. desdeKoso = Pg. desdenhoso =
It. disdegnoso, sdegnoso ; as disdain + -OMS. Cf .

dainous.] Disdainful.
His loking was not disdeynous
Ne proude, hut meke and ful pesyble ;

About his uecke he bare a Byble.
.Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7410.HA mpfHcii n or n i

Thy scorns, mocks, and other dittfainous words and be-
n. A n >r an application wnicn

]laviou ,.s. Latimer, On the Card, ii.

disperses a swelling or an effusion. j.j- , /,. ,- , ,.\ j - j
disdain (dis-dan'), v. [< ME. disdainen, des- disdamouslyt (dis-da'nus-li), adv. Disdam-

dainen, disdeynen, disdeignen (also dedeynen,
lullv '

etc.: see dedain1), < OF. desdaignier, desdeigncr,
desdegner, F. dedaigner = Pr. desdcgnar = Sp.
desdenar = Pg. desdenhar = It. disdegnare, sde-

gnare, disdain, < L. dis- priv. + dignari, deign, disdeignt (dis-dan'), v. An obsolete spelling
think worthy, < dignus, worthy : see deign, and of disdain
dainty, ult. = dignity.] I. trans. 1. To think disdiaclast (dis-di'a-klast), n. [Irreg. < Gr. &'?
unworthy or worthless; reject as unworthy of

(jn comp. prop. it-\ twice, + Mia/Oaoror, as-
notice or of one's own character; look upon

F - - - - -- -

with contempt and aversion; contemn; de-

spise : as, to disdain a mean action.

His clownish gifts and curtsies I disdaine.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., January.
Whose fathers I would have disdained to have set with

the dogs of my flock. Job xxx 1

The bloody proclamation to escape
. . . taught me to shift

Into a madman's rags.; to assume a semblance
That very dogs disdain'd. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

Remembre howe disdaynousli/e and lothsomly they are

pleased wyth gyftes that haue tliys homelye adage in theyr
mouthes, he geueth me a pygge of myne owne sowe.

Up. Bale, Apology, Pref.

sumed verbal adj. of SiaMv, break in twain,
< 6ia, through, + xAac, break.] A name given

ract-

There is nothing that my Nature disdains more than to
be a Slave to Silver or Gold. Howell, Letters, I. vi. eo.

2f. To fill with scorn or contempt.

by Briicke to hypothetical small doubly rein

ing elements, of which he supposed the anisot-

ropous disks of striated muscle to be composed.
disdiaclastic (dis-di-a-klas'tik), a. [As disdi-

aclast + -ic.] Doubly refractive: an epithet
applied to disdiaclasts.

disdiapason (dis-di-a-pa'zon), n. [LL., < Gr.

(TO) <!if ita, iraauv, disdiapason: <!ir, twice (see
<jj-2 ) ;

ita waaav: see diapason.] In medieval

music, the interval of a double octave or fif-

teenth.

'

Charite,
" he seith,

"
is p_acient,

Alle disesis meekli suffringe."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

We sail noght here doute to do hym disesse,

But with conntenaunce full cruell

We sail crake her his croune. York Plays, p. 124.

All that night they past in great disease,

Till that the morning, bringing earely light

To guide inens labours, brought them also ease.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. v. 40.

2. In pathol. : (a) In general, a morbid, pain-
ful or otherwise distressing physical condition,
acute or chronic, which may result either in

death or in a more or less complete return to

health
;
deviation from the healthy or normal

condition of any of the functions or tissues of

the body.
Disease ... is a perturbation of the normal activities

of a living body. Huxley, Biol. Sci. and Med.

Specifically (6) An individual case of such a
morbid condition ;

the complex series of patho-

logical conditions causally related to one an-

other exhibited by one person during one period
of illness

;
an attack of sickness.

Yet, through a life which was one long disease, the

force of his [William of Orange's] mind never failed, on

any great occasion, to bear up his suffering and languid

body. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

(c) A special class of morbid conditions group-
ed together as exhibiting the same or similar

phenomena (symptoms, course, result), as af-

fecting the same organs, or as due to the same
causes : as, the diseases of the lungs, as pneu-
monia, consumption ;

the diseases of the brain.
The forms of expression used in reference to cases of dis-

ease are largely framed on the old fanciful conception of

them as substantive things entering into and possessing
for the time being the person of the patient.

As every climate has its peculiar diseases, so every walk
of life has its peculiar temptations.

Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

3. Any disorder or depraved condition or ele-

ment, moral, mental, social, or political.

An 't please you, it is the disease of not listening, the

malady of not marking, that I am troubled withal.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

Though all afflictions are evils in themselves, yet they
are good for us, because they discover to us our disease

and tend to our cure. Tillotson, Works, I. ix.

The instability, injustice, and confusion introduced into

the public councils have, in truth, been the mortal dis-

ease* under which popular governments have everywhere
perished. Madison.

Addlson's disease, a disease characterized by a flbro-

caseous metamorphosis of the suprarenal capsules, a

brownish-olive coloration of the skin, anemia, and pros-
tration : first described by Thomas Addison, an English

physician (1793-1880). Also called suprarenal melaxina

and bronzed-skin disease. Animals' Contagious Dis-
eases Acts, English statutes of 1867 (30 and 31 Viet., c.

125), 1869 (32 and 33 Viet., c. 70), 1875 (38 and 39 Viet., c.

75), and 1878 (41 and 42 Viet., c. 74), for the protection of

cattle from disease ; and one of 1884 (47 and 48 Viet., c.

13), regulating the lauding and transportation of animals

from foreign countries. Basedow's disease, exophthal-
mic goiter (which see, xmder exophthalmic). Bell's dis-

ease [from Luther V. Bell, an American physician, 1806-

62], a form of acute cerebral disease, characterized by
maniacal delirium succeeded by apathy and coma, accom-

panied by fever, and exhibiting anatomically more or

less superficial encephalitis. Also called periencephalitis,
mania grams, and typhomania. Brlght'S disease, a

disease, or group of diseases, first described in 1827 by
Richard Bright, an English physician (1789-1858). The
name is usually applied to forms of kidney disease charac-

terized by albuminuria and general dropsy. Anatomical-

ly, in the chronic forms, several types may be distinguish-
ed : (1) parenchymatous nephritis, principally marked by
a disturbance of nutrition in the epithelial cells ; (2) inter-

stitial nephritis, by inflammation of the interstitial con-

nective tissue ; (3) lardaceous infiltration ; (4) diffuse ne-

phritis. Acute Bright's disease may present the anatomi-

cal characters of diffuse or parenchymatous nephritis, or

may leave no distinct changes in the renal tissue (exuda-
tive nephritis). Brodie's disease [named after Sir Ben-

jamin C. Brodie, 1783-1882], a chronic synovitis, in which
the subsynovial tissues have become much thickened and
soft. Also called pulpy disease of the synorial membrane.

Charcot's disease.' () Multiple (derate of the cere-

brospinal axis, (b) Certain inflammatory conditions of

joints attendant on locomotor ataxia. Contagious Dis-

eases Acts, English statutes of 1866 (29 and 30 Viet., c.

36) and 1869 (32 and 33 Viet., c. 96), for the control of ve-

nereal diseases at certain naval and military stations in

England and Ireland. Corrigan's disease, aortic re-

gnrifitation.- Fish-skin disease. SeeicMhuosit. Foot-
and-mouth disease. See foot. Functional disease,



disease

a term applied to a disease when no anatomical change
can IK; found in the tissues involved. Tfiuinuti, Mcd.
Diet. Graves'B disease, same as /;.ci/'.< disease.

Hip-Joint disease, carie* "I lh>- bones forming the hip-
juint. Also called nutrljus cofdriitx. Hodgkin'S dis-
ease, pseudo-leucocythemiu. Hydrocephaloid, larda-
ceous, etc., disease. See the adjectives. Plant-dis-
ease, an abnormal condition in plants, produced in nm t

cases hy insects or parasitic fuii^
r
i. The principal injuries

which they produce are destruction of tissues and nutri-
tive materials, impairment of assimilative power, and dis-
tortion. Pott's disease, caries of the spinal column, pro-
ducing angular curvature. -Raynaud's disease, a dis-

ease characterized by local spasm of the small vessels,
more or less completely obstructing the circulation of the
part, and often leading to gangrene. The parts affected
are symmetrically placed, the tips of the Angers and toc
being most apt to be attacked. It belongs especially to
middle life, and affects predominantly the female Bex. It
Is not fatal. Also called tqtintnetrical gangrene and local

asphyxia. Stationary diseases, a name given by some
authorities to certain diseases which depend upon a par-
ticular state of the atmosphere, and prevail in a district
for a certain number of years, and then give way to oth-
ers. Dungliwn. 'me black disease, the black plague
or pestilence, the morbux niger of the Latin writers : same
as the black death (which see, under death). Wool-sort-
ers' disease. Same as inatfifnant anthrax (which see,
under anthrax). [ For special classes of diseases, see acute,
chronic, endemic, enthetic, epidemic, occult, organic, zymot-
ic, etc.

|
= Syn. 2. Indisposition, Infirmity, Distemper, Mal-

ady, Disease, ailment, illness, complaint. Most of these
words are weaker and more general than disease. Indis-
position Is light and temporary. Infirmity is disabling,
often local, and perhaps permanent, and is not always
properly a morbid condition : as, the infirmity of deaf-
ness

; the infirmity of old age. There is a tendency to re-
strict distemper to animals, but it may still be applied to
hum m beings. It is a morbid state of a part or the whole
of the body. Malady is a lingering, deep-seated, unman-
ageable, painful, or fatal disorder. Disease is a definite
morbid condition, commonly of serions character and gen-
erally active : as, his disease proved to be typhoid fever.
See debility and illness.

The king neither can nor ought to absent himself from
his parlamcnt, unless he be really indisposed in health ;

nor then neither, till twelve of the peers have been with
him to inspect his body, and give the parlament an ac-
count of his intliniiosition.

Milton, A Defence of the People of England.
Do not muse at me, my most worthy friends ;

I have a strange infirmity, which is nothing
To those that know me. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

Of no distemper, of no blast he died,
But fell like autumn fruit that mellowed long.

Dryden and Lee, CEdipus, iv. 1.

We must not
So stain our judgment, or corrupt our hope,
To prostitute our past-cure malady
To empirics. Shak., All's Well, ii. 1.

The remedy Is worse than the disease.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, )tvi. SI.

disease (di-zez'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. diseased,

ppr. diseasing. [< ME. disesen, < OF. desaiser
= Pr. dezaisir = It. disagiare, make uneasy;
from the noun.] If. To make uneasy; pain;
distress.

The flode was come a-gein that gretly hem disesed, and
with grete peyne thei passed the greves and com a-gein to
the hoste. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 649.

His double burden did him sore disease.

Spenser, V. Q., II. 11. 12.

List ! fast asleep ;

... I must disease yon straight, sir.

Hiddleton, The Witch, iv. 3.

The sweet afflictions that disease me. Carem, Song.

2. To affect with disease
; make ill

;
disorder

the body or mind of : used chiefly or only in the
passive voice or the past participle.
He was diseased in body and mind. Macaulay.

diseasedness (di-ze'zed-nes), . The state of

being diseased
;
a morbid state

; sickness.
This Is a restoration to some former state ; not that

state of iudigency and dixeanedness.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth,

diseasefult (di-zez'ful), a. [< disease + -ful, 1.]
1. Occasioning uneasiness; troublesome.
Where the majesty of the king's house draws recourse

and access, it is both disgraceful to the king and disease-
fid to the people If the ways near abouts be not fair and
good. Bacon, Charge upon the Commission for the Verge.

2. Abounding with disease
; diseased.

Yf his bodye were neglected, it is like that his languish-
ing sowle, being disquieted by his diieasefiill bodye, would
utterly refuse and lothe all spirituall comforte.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

3. Producing disease : as, a disease/ill climate.
Then famine, want, and pain,

Sunk to the grave their fainting limbs ; but us,
Diseaxeful dainties, riot and excess,
And feverish luxury destroy.

T. Warton, The Enthusiast.

diseasefulnesst (di-zez'ful-nes), n. The state
of being diseaseful.

But as before the consideration of a prison had dis-

graced all ornaments, so now the same consideration
made them attend all disease/nines*.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

diseasementt (di-zez'ment), n. [< disease +
-ment.] Uneasiness; Inconvenience.

1059
For it is not probable that men of great means anil plen-

tiful estate will endure the travel, dueaieineiits, and ad-
ventures of going thither In person.

Bacon, Plantations in Ireland.

diseasyt, n. [< ME. disesy, < disesc, uneasiness :

see disease, n.] Uneasy.
AH the dales of a pore man ben yvele Ivar. dittsi/].

Wycl\f, Prov. xv. la (Purv.).

disedge (dis-ej'), v. t.; pret. and pp. disedged,
ppr. disedging. [< din- priv. + edge.] To de-

prive of an edge ; blunt; make dull. [Bare.]
I hold him prudent that in these fastidious times will

helpe disedged appetites with convenient condiments.
K. Ward, Simple Cooler, p. BO.

Served a little to disedge
The sharpness of that pain about her heart.

Tennyion, Geraint.

disedification (dis-ed'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< dig-

edify: see -fy and -atton. Cf. edification.] The
act of disedifying; a scandal. [Rare.]

Cardinal Wiseman, in his "Lectures on the Principal
Doctrines and Practices of the Catholic Church," delivered
in 1836, speaks of "Disedification committed before the
church." N. andQ., 7th ser., III. 408.

disedify (dis-ed'i-fi), r. t. [< dis- priv. + edify.
Cf. OF. desedifier, demolish, destroy, of like

formation, in lit. sense.] To fail of edifying ;

impart false doctrine to. Warburton.

The " Church Times
"
of March 4, 1887, tells Its readers

that " such an admission is disedifying to Roman Catho-
lics

"
(p. 109, col. 3). N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 408.

disembargo (dis-em-bar'go), v. t. [< dis- priv.
+ embargo.] To release from embargo.
disembark (dis-em-bark'), v. [Formerly also

disimbark; < OF. desembarquer, F. desembarquer
(= Sp. Pg. desembarcar= It. disimbarcare), dis-

embark, < des- priv. + embarquer, embark:
see dis- and embark. Cf. disbark*, debark.] I.
trans. To debark; remove from on board a ship
to the land; unload; put on shore; land: as,
the general disembarked the troops at sunrise.

Go to the bay, and disembark my coffers.

Shak., Othello, II. 1.

H. intrans. To land from a ship ; go on shore,
as at the end of a voyage.
There Is a report current to the effect that the next di-

vision will not disembark at Malta.
W. H. Russell, The War, I.

disembarkation (dis-em-bar-ka'shon), n.
I
=

Sp. (obs.) desembarcacion = Pg. dese'mbarcafSo ;
as disembark + -ation.] The act of disembark-
ing.
disembarkment (dis-em-bark'ment), n. [< F.

desembarquement ; as disembark + -ment.] The
act of disembarking.
disembarrass (dis-em-bar'as), v. t. [< OF. des-

embarrasser, F. desembarasser (= Sp. desembara-
zar = Pg. desembarayar = It. disimbarazzare),
disentangle, < des- priv. + embarrasser, embar-
rass: see dis- and embarrass. Cf. debarrass.]
To free from embarrassment, or from anything
that causes embarrassment; clear; extricate:

as, her affability completely disembarrassed
him

;
to disembarrass one of a load of care, or

of a load of parcels.
We have disembarrassed it of all the intricacy which

arose from the different forms of declension, of which the
Romans had no fewer than five. Blair, Rhetoric, viii.

Thus disembarrassed of the most formidable means of

annoyance, the French monarch went briskly forward
with his preparations. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., il. 10.

= Syn. Disentangle, Release, etc. See disengage.
disembarrassment (dis-em-bar'as-ment), n.
The act of extricating, or the state of being
extricated, from embarrassment, or from any-
thing that embarrasses.
disembattled (dis-em-bat'ld), a. [< dis- priv.+ embattled2.] Deprived of battlements.

It [the wall of Chester) is the gentlest and least offen-
sive of ramparts, and completes its long irregular curve
without a frown or menace in all its disembattled stretch.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 9.

- em-

disembroil

Encourage such innocent amusement* u
/</ tin- minds of men.

disembayt (dis-em-ba'), . t. [< dis- priv.
bay.] To navigate clear out of a bay.

The fair inamorata . . .

Had spy'd the ship, which her heart's treasure bare,
Put off from land : and now quite disembay'd,
Her cables coiled, and her anchors weigh'd,
Whilst gentle gales her swelling sails did court.

Sherburne, Forsaken Lydia.

disembellish (dis-em-bel'ish), t). t. [Formerly
also diKimbi-llish; < OF. desembelliss-, stem of
certain parts of desembellir, F. desembellir (of.

Sp. desembellecer), disfigure, < des- priv. + tm-
bellir, embellish : see dis- and embellish.] To
deprive of embellishment. Carli/lr.
disembitter (dis-em-bit'er), v. t. [< dis- priv.
4- embitter.] To free from bitterness; clear
from acrimony; render sweet or pleasant.

euU u may dwmbit-
Additon, Freeholder.

disembodiment (dis-em-bod'i-mcnt), n. K dis-

f/it buily + -ment.] 1 . The act of disembodying.
2. The condition of being disembodied.

disembody (dis-em-bod'i), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

difflliiMlil:<l, ]>]'. lli.trmlMMlj/iHl/. [< ilix- I't'iv.
4-

embody. ] 1 . To divest of body ;
free from flesh.

How shall I know thec in the sphere that keeps
The disembodied spirits of the dead ? Bryant.

Mr. Spencer asserts that all forms of religious sentiment
spring from the primitive Idea of a disembodied double of
a dead man. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 308.

2. To discharge from military incorporation ;

disarm (a military body) and release from ser-

vice for a specified period : as, the militia was
disembodied.

disembogue (dis-em-bog'), . ; pret. and pp.
disembogued, ppr. disemboguing. [Formerly
disemboque; < Sp. desembocar (= Pg. desem-

bocar), disembogue, < des- priv. + emoocar (=
Pg. embocar), enter by the mouth, or by a nar-
row passage : see dis- and embogue.] I. trans.

To pour out or discharge at the mouth, as a
stream

; hence, to vent
;
cast forth or eject.

Indus, which diuideth it in the middle, . . . after nine
hundred miles iourney, with two nautgable mouths (ft*

eiHbo<iuiiuj it selfe into the Ocean.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 479.

If I get in adoors, not the power o' th' country,
Nor my aunt's curses, shall disembogue me.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, v. 1.

Two ships' lading of these precious saints [German re-

formers) was disembogued In Scotland, where they set up
again, and broached anew their pernicious principles.

Dryden, Postcript to Hist, of League.

Rolling down, the steep Timavus raves,
And through nine channels disembogues his waves.

Addion.

U. intrans. 1. To flow out, as at the mouth
;

become discharged ; gain a vent : as, innumer-
able rivers disembogue into the ocean.
This River, though but small, yet it is big enough for

Pereagoes to enter. It disembogues on the South side,
near the middle of the Lagune.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. 11. 51.

Volcanoes bellow ere they disembogue. Young.

2. Naut., to pass across, or out of the mouth
of, a river, gulf, or bay, as a ship.

My ships ride in the bay,
Ready to disembogue, tackled and rnami'd
Even to my wishes.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

disemboguement (dis-em-bog'ment), n. [<

disembogue + -ment.] Discharge, as of the wa-
ter of a river into the ocean or a lake. Smart.

disemboquet, r. An obsolete form of disembogue.
disembosom (dis-em-biiz'um), v. t. [< dis-

priv. + embosom.] To separate from the bosom.
Uninjur'd from our praise can He escape,
Who, disembosom'd from the Father, bows
The heaven of heavens, to kiss the distant earth ?

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

disembowel (dis-em-bou'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

disemboweled or disembowelled, ppr. disembowel-

ing or disembowelling. [< rfis-priv. + embowel.]
1. To deprive of the bowels, or of parts anal-

ogous to the bowels
;
eviscerate : as, to disem-

bowel a carcass; to disembowel a book by tear-

ing out leaves. 2. To wound in the abdomen
in such a manner as to permit the bowels to pro-
trude or escape, as in suicide by hara-kiri.

3. To take or draw from the bowels, as the
web of a spider. [Kare.]

So her dwembowelFd web
Arachne in a hall or kitchen spreads,
Obvious to vagrant flies.

J. Philips, The Splendid Shilling.

disembowelment(dis-em-bou'el-ment), n. The
act or process of disemboweling ; evisceration.

One woman will eviscerate about two dozen of herrings
in a minute ; and when nearly 2000 of them are working
. . . the amount of disembowelment may be more easily
imagined than described. Encyc. Brit., IX. 259.

disembower (dis-em-bou'er), v. t. [< dis- priv.+ embower.] To remove from or deprive of a
bower. Bryant.
disembranglet (dis-em-brang'gl), v. t. [< dis-

priv. + embrangle.] To free from litigation;
free from dispute, squabbling, or quarreling.
For God's sake di-sembrangle these matters, that I may

be at ease to mind my own affairs.

Bp. Berkeley, Letters, p. 109.

disembroil (dis-em-broil'), v. t. [< di*- priv.
+ embroil.] To free from broil or confusion ;

extricate from confusion or perplexity; dis-

entangle.
It is by this means that Monsieur Vaillant has disem-

broiled a history that was lost to the world before his

time, and out of a short collection of medals has given us
a chronicle of the kings of Syria.

Aiditon, Ancient Medals, i.



disemic

disemic (di-se'mik), a. [< LL. disemus, < Gr.

Moi/uof, having two inoree, of doubtful quantity,
< Ai-, two-, + aiifia, a sign, mark, aq/ifiov, a sign,

mark, unit of time, mora.] In anc. pros., con-

taining or equal to two mora?, or units of time
;

equivalent to or constituting two normal shorts

or one ordinary long: as, a disemic time, thesis,
or arsis. A disemic long is the ordinary long, equal to
~ ~, as distinguished from the trisemic, tetrasemic, and

pentasemir, longs, equal to ^ ^ ^, ^ ^ ^ ~, and w w ^ w^w
respectively. A disemic pause (also called a prostfiesis)

Is a pause of two times (~ ) : that is, a space of two shorts

essential to the rhythm, but not represented by syllables
in the text. A pyrrhic, or foot of two short syllables, is

apparently disemic, but according to the best authorities

was really trisemic in delivery. See dichronmts.

disemployt (dis-em-ploi'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
employ, i\] To throw out of employment; re-

lieve or dismiss from business.

If personal defailance be thought reasonable to di-

employ the whole calling, then neither clergy nor laity
should ever serve a prince.

Jer. Taylor, Works (eil. 1835), II. 245.

disemployedt (dis-em-ploid'), a. [< dis- priv.
+ employed.'} Unemployed.
The smallest sins and irregularities of our life, which

usually creep upon idle, disemployed, and curious persons.
Jfr. Taylor, Holy Living, i. 1.

disemploymentt (dis-em-ploi'ment), n. [< dis-

priv. + employment.] Want of employment;
the state of being unemployed.
In this glut of leisure and diseinployment, let them set

apart greater portions of their time for religion.
Jer. Tat/lor, Holy Living, i. 1.

disempower (dis-em-pou'er), r. t. [< dis- priv.
+ empower.'] To divest or deprive of power or

authority previously conferred or enjoyed.
disenable! (dis-eu-a'bl), r. t. [< dis- priv. + en-

able.] To deprive of power, natural or moral;
disable

; deprive of ability or means.
The sight of it might damp me and disenable me to

speak. State Trial*, Abp. Laud, an. 1640.

Not ditsinabld to sustain those many glorious labours of
his life both in peace and war. Milton, Hist. Eitg., v.

Through indisposition of body, he is disenabled from
going forth again. New England's Memorial, App., p. 467.

disenamoured (dis-en-am'ord), a. [< dis-

priv. + enamoured; = F. dc'senamoure.] Freed
from the bonds of love. Also spelled (Usen-
etmored.

He makes Don Quixote diseiutmoured of Dulcinea del
Toboso. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. xviii.

disenchain (dis-en-ehan'), r. t. [< OF. desen-

chainer, F. desencliatner = Sp. desencadenar =
Pg. desencadear, desencadeiar ; as dis- priv. +
enchain.] To set free from chains or restraint.
Foe.

disenchant (dis-en-chanf), . t. [< OF. desen-

chanter, F. desenchanter = Sp. Pg. desencantar
= It. disincantare, < L. dis- priv. + incantare,
enchant: see dis- and enchant.'] To free from
enchantment

;
deliver from the power of charms

or spells, or of an enchanter
;
free from fasci-

nation or delusion.

Let your own brain disenchant yon. Sir P. Sidney.
Haste to thy work ;

a noble stroke or two
Ends all the charms, and disenchants the grove.

Dnjden.
No reading or study had contributed to d'aeiichant the

fairy.land around him. (ioldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

disenchanter (dis-en-chan'ter), ii. [< disen-
chant + -er\ Cf. F. desenchanteur.] One who
or that which disenchants.
disenchantment (dis-en-chant'ment), n. [< F.
desenchantement = Sp. desencantamiento = Pg.
desencantamento ; as disenchant + -ment.] The
act of disenchanting, or the state of being dis-
enchanted.

All concluded in the promise, which he held for certain,
of the disenchantment of Dulcinea.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. xxii.

disenchantress (dis-en-chan'tres), n. [< F.
desenchanteresse ; as disenchanter + -ess.] A
female disenchanter.

It he loveA his disenchantress? AchGott! His whole
heart and soul and life were hers.

Carhjle, Sartor Resartus (ed. 1831), p. 101.

disencharmt (dis-en-charm'), v. t. [< dis- priv
4- "encharm, < en-1 + charm.] To free from a
charmed or enchanted condition

; disenchant.
This lasted till he was told of his duty and matter of

obedience, and the fear of a sin had diseiieliarmed him
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 763.

disenclose, v. t. See disinclose.

disencourage (dis-en-kur'aj), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. disencouraged, ppr. disencouraging. [< dis-

priv. + encourage. Cf. discourage.] To de-
prive of encouragement; discourage. Mme.
D'Arblay.

1660

disencouragementt (dis-en-kur'aj-ment), i.

[< disencourage + -ment.] Deprivation or ab-

sence of encouragement; discouragement.
On the 24th of July, 1659, our author [South] preached

the assize sermon at St. Mary's, wherein he took occasion
to speak of the great disincouragetnent of learning.

Wood, Athena? Oxon.

disencreaset, r. i. [ME. disencresen ; as dis-

priv. + increase.] To decrease. Chaucer.

disencreaset, n. [ME. disencrese; from the

verb.] Diminution. Complaint of the Black

Knight.
disencumber (dis-en-kum'ber), v. t. [< OF.

desencombrcr, F. desencombrer = Pr. desencom-

brar; as dis- priv. + encumber. Cf. discumber.]
To free from encumbrance or from whatever
tends to encumber, burden, hamper, or impede ;

disburden : as, the troops disencumbered them-
Belves of their baggage; to disencumber the
mind of its prejudices; to disencumber an es-

tate of debt.

Ere dim night had disencumber'd heaven.

Milton, P. L., v. 700.

I have disencumbered myself from rhyme.
Drydtn, All for Love, Pref.

The struggling elements of the modern Spanish were
disencumbering themselves from the forms of the corrupt-
ed Latin. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 37.

disencumberment (dis-en-kum'ber-ment), n.

[< disencumber + -ment.] The act of disencum-
bering, or of freeing from encumbrance : as, the
disencumbermen t of an estate from debt by pay-
ing off the mortgage.
disencumbrance (dis-en-kum'brans), n. [<
disencumber + -ance. Cf. encumbrance.] Free-
dom or deliverance from encumbrance or from
whatever tends to encumber or burden : as, the
disencumbrance of an estate.

There are many who make a figure below what their
fortune or merit entitle them to, out of mere choice, and
an elegant desire of ease and disencumbrance.

Steele, Spectator, No. 264.

disendow (dis-en-dou'),
'

t. [< dis- priv. +
endow.] To deprive of an endowment or of en-

dowments, as a church or other institution.

Mr. Borla.se seems, almost as a matter of course, to as-

sume that the Church is to be presently disendmeed upon
the scheme of the Liberation Society.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 567.

disendowed (dis-en-doud'), a. [< rfis-priv. +
endowed.] Not endowed; destitute of means
or privileges ;

in a state of poverty or depen-
dence

; hence, proletarian ; plebeian.
He implored them to bestow upon the disendowed class-

es, as they were called, all the benefits of civilization.
Victor Hugo and his Times.

disendowment (dis-en-dou'ment), n. [< disen-
dow + -ment.] The act of depriving or divest-

ing of an endowment or endowments.
There must, of course, be Disendowment [of the Estab-

lished Church] as well as Disestablishment, and the appro-
priation of the funds will be incomparably the more im-
portant process of the two.

R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 25.

disenfranchise (dis-en-fran'chlz), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. disenfranchised, ppr. disenfranchising.
[< dis- priv. + enfranchise.] To disfranchise.
Booth. [Rare.]
disenfranchisement (dis-en-fran'chiz-ment),

. [< disenfranchise + -ment.] Disfrancnise-
ment. Booth. [Rare.]
disengage (dis-en-gaj'), v.

; pret. and pp. disen-

gaged, ppr. disengaging. [< OF. desengager, F.

desenganer, < des- priv. + engager, engage : see
dis- and engage.] I. trans. 1. To set free or
release from pledge or engagement ;

release
from promise, engagement, or vow.

disenslave

der the adversary's, when the previous relative

position or engagement of the blades is to the

opponent's advantage. The movement is exe-
cuted by describing with the point of the wea-

pon a very small circle. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).
- - Engaging and disengaging machinery. Sec engage.
= Syn. Discutftifff

1

, Release, Liberate, Disentangle, Din-

embarrass, Extricate, are here arranged in the order of

strength. Disengage suggests that one has been caught
in some way and detained ; release, that he has been caught
and held ; liberate, that he has been caught anil held se-

curely ; disentangle, that he has been well snarled up, and
can be set free only with time and painstaking ; dintm-

barrass, that he has been kept from pi-ogress by something
that hampered him or weighed him down

; extricate, that
he has got into a pitfall or quagmire and needs to be

wl:

2. To release or set free from union, attach-
ment, or connection

;
detach

; loosen or unfas-
ten, and set free ; release : as, to disengage a
metal from its gangue, or a garment from a
clinging bramble

;
to disengage the mind from

study.
Common sense and plain reason, while men are disen-

Untied from acquired opinions, will ever have some general
influence upon theirminds. Swift, Nobles and Commons, v.

In saying this she disengaged her hand, with a look which
I thought a sufficient commentary upon the text.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 20.

She had sunk twice, nor was it in my power to disengage
myself in time to bring her relief. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Faraday found the quantity of electricity disengaged by
the decomposition of a single grain of water in a voltaic
cell to be equal to that liberated in 800,000 discharges of
the great Leyden battery of the Royal Institution.

Tyndall, Light anil Elect., p. 154.

3. In fencing, to carry or pass the point of (the
weapon) from one side to the other over or uu-

pulled out. Physical suggestions thus qualify the mean-
ings of them all.

II. -intrans. To withdraw; become separated.
Providence gives us notice, by sensible declensions, that

we may disengage from the world by degrees.
Jeremy Collier, Thought.

From a friend's grave how soon we disengage ! Young.

disengaged (dis-en-gajd'), [< dis- priv. +
engaged.] 1 . Not engaged ;

not under engage-
ment; unoccupied; at liberty. 2. Free from
care or attention ; easy.
Everything he says must be in a free and disengaged

manner. Spectator, No. 618.

3. In entoni., not adhering to other parts, ex-

cept at the base. Specifically applied to the maxilla;
when they are free from the labruni and ligula, or con-
nected only by membrane.

disengagedness (dis-en-ga'jed-nes), M. 1 . The
state of being unengaged or unpledged. 2.
The state of being disengaged, unattached, or

free from union, entanglement, or preoccupa-
tion

;
freedom from occupation, care, attention,

prejudice, etc.

It is probable also that France will continue to be the

principal scene of these interesting observations [on hyp-
notism]; partly owing to a spirit of disengagedness and
openness to new ideas, which seems specially to character-
ise the medical faculty of that country.

E. Gnrney, Mind, XII. 217.

disengagement (dis-en-gaj'ment), M. [< OF.
disengagement, F. disengagement, < desengager,
disengage: see disengage and -ment.] 1. The
act or process of disengaging or setting free;
a releasing or freeing ;

extrication.

If the paste is heated, a copious disengagement of sul-

phur dioxide takes place and the colour turns to a scarlet.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 20'2.

It is easy to render this disengagement of caloric and
light evident to the senses. Lavoisier (trans.).

2. The state of being disengaged or free.

The disengagement of the spirit from the voluptuous ap-
petites of the flesh is to be studied and intended.

M'. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. x. 1.

3. Freedom from engrossing occupation; va-

cancy; leisure.

Disengagement is absolutely necessary to enjoyment.
Bp. Butler.

4. Freedom from constraint; ease; grace.

Oh, Madam! your Air! The Negligence, the Disen-

gagement of your Manner ! Steele, The Funeral, iii. 1.

5. A manceuver in fencing. See disengage,
v. t., 3.

The disengagement is made either as an attack, or as a
return after defending one's self from a thrust, and is exe-
cuted both under and over the wrist or foils.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 70.

disennoble (dis-e-no'bl), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

disennobled, ppr. disennobling. [< dig- priv. +
ennoble.] To deprive of title, or of that which
ennobles

;
render ignoble ; degrade.

An unworthy behaviour degrades and disennobles a man
in the eye of the world. Guardian, No. 137.

disenroll (dis-en-rol'), v. t. [< OF. desenronlcr,
F. desenrdler, < des- priv. + enrouler, enroll :

see dis- and enroll.] To erase from a roll or
list. Also spelled disenrol.

From need of tears he will defend your soul,
Or make a rebaptizing of one tear ;

He cannot (that's, he will not) disenroll
Your name. Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

disensanityt (dis-en-san'i-ti), n. [Irreg. < dis-

(here intensive) + "ensanity for insanity.] In-

sanity; folly.

What tediosity and discnxanity
Is here among ye !

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. a.

disenshroud (dis -en -shroud'), v. t. [< dis-

priv. + enshroud.] To divest of a shroud or
similar covering ;

unveil.

The disenshroudcd statue. Krowninii.

disenslavet (dis-en-slav'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
enslave.] To free from bondage or an enslaved
condition.

They expected such an one as should ditii'iidai'e them
from the Roman yuke. Xo/A. Works. III. vlil.



disentail

disentail (dis-en-tal'), v. t. [Also formerly dis-

iiilnil. ilixinliili' ; < dis- priv. + entail.] 1. To
free from entail

;
break the entail of : as, totlis-

i n /nil :in estate. 2. To free from connection;
1 1 i vest.

In all these respects with much more reason undoubt-

edly might the censure of the Church be quite devested
iimi itinintnid of all jurisdiction whatsoever.

Miltnn, Cliurch-(iovernnient, II. 3.

disentail (dis-en-tal'), w. [< dixi'iitail, <.] The
act or operation of disentailing or breaking the

entail of an estate.

disentangle (dis-en-taiig'gl), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

disentangled, ppr. disentangling. [< dis- priv. 4-

riitiiiiijli
.

\ 1. To free from entanglement; ex-

tricate from a state of involvement, disorder, or
confusion : as, to disentangle a skein of thread,
a mass of cordage, a set of accounts, or the
affairs of a bankrupt firm.

The humbler skill

Of Prudence, tliMiilattylitiy good and 111

With patient care.

Wordsworth, Sonnets to Liberty and Order, iv.

2. To loose from that in or by which anything
is entangled ;

extricate from whatever involves,

perplexes, embarrasses, or confuses
; disengage :

as, to dixi-ntangle an object from a mass of
twisted cord; to disentangle one's self from
business, from political affairs, or from the
cares and temptations of life.

To dixfiitaniilt truth from error. D. Stewart.

disentanglement (dis-en-tang'gl-ment), . [<

disentangle + -ment.] The act o? disentan-

gling, or the state of being disentangled.
In the disentanglement of this distressful talc [the Nut-

browne MaydeJ, we are happy to find that all his cruelty
was tenderness, and his inconstancy the most invariable
truth T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 28.

disentert (dis-en-ter'), v. t. See disinter.

disenthrall (dis-en-thral'), . t. [Formerly
also disintliral, disinth rail ; < dis- priv. + en-

thrall.] To free from thraldom
;
liberate from

slavery, bondage, or servitude
;
free or rescue

from anything that holds in subjection, whether
physical or mental. Also spelled disenthral.

In straits and in distress
Thou didst me disenthrall. Milton, Ps. iv.

Perhaps his [Cowper'sJ poetry bears truer witness to his
habitual feeling, for it is only there that poeta disenthrall
themselves of their reserve and become fully possessed of
their greatest charm the power of being franker than
other men. Loicell, Study Windows, p. 36.

disenthralmcnt (dis-en-thral'ment), . [< dis-

enthrall + -ment.] A freeing, or the state of

having been freed, from thraldom ; emancipa-
tion from slavery or subjection of any kind.
Also spelled disintltralmeiit.

disenthronet (dis-eu-thron'), v. t. [< dis- priv.+ i-n III rone.] To dethrone
; depose from sov-

ereign authority.
To dist-tithrone the King of Heaven

We war. Milton, P. L., ii. 229.

disentitle (dis-en-ti'tl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

eiid'Weri, ppr. disentitling. [< dis- priv. + en-

title.] To deprive of title or claim.

To do an action against nature is the greatest dishonour
and impiety in the world, . . . and disentitles us to all

relations to God. Jet: Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 39.

Every ordinary offence does not disentitle a son to the
love of his father. South, Works, VIII. v.

The offence thus met at its birth by Baxters protest
is the unaltered wrong which we still deplore, as diten-

ti'limj the "Church of England" to its comprehensive
name. Contemporary Rev., 1.. T.

disentomb (dis-en-t8m'), D. t. [< dis- priv. +
i iiiiniili.] To take out of a tomb

; disinter.

Not least aiming the curiosities which the day brought
together were some of the graduates, jiosthnmous nien,
ha It were. .lix.'ni, untied from country parishes and district

schools, hut perennial also. Loufll, Fireside Travels, p. 61.

disentrailt (dis-en-traT), t>. t. [< dis- priv. +
rntniil.] To draw forth from the entrails or
internal parts.

All the while the ilixentraiiled blood
Adowne their sides like Htle rivers stremed.

Spenner, V. ()., IV. iii. 28.

disentrance (dis-en-trans'), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
ilixeiifninml, ppr. disetitrancing. [< dis- priv. +
entrance2.] To awaken from a trance or from
deep sleep ; arouse from a reverie

;
free from a

delusion.
Ralpho, by this time dwentranc'd,
I poii liis limn himself advanced.

S. Butler, Hudihras, I. iii.

disentrancement (dis-en-trans'raent), n. [<
disentrani-e + -ment.] The process or result
of coming out of the trance state ; recovery of
normal consciousness after trance,

disentraylet, r. t. See disen trail.
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disentwine (dis-en-twin'), t'. t. ; pret. and pp.
itixi-iitirined, ppr. dixcnttnning. [< dis- priv. +
en tirine. ] To free from the state of being twined
or twisted

;
untwine ; untwist. Shelley.

disepalous (di-sep'a-lus), a. [< Or. 61-, two-, +
Nlj. xi-jHiliiiii, sepal, + -ous.] In hot., having
two sepals.

disertt (di-sert'), a. [< L. disertus, for 'disser-

tiix, skilful in speaking, well-spoken, fluent, pp.
of disscrere, discourse, discuss, argue, < dw-,
apart, + serere, join, set in order: see seriex.

Of. desert1 .] Fluent; eloquent; clear in state-

ment.
I have a long while thought it very possible, in a time

of Peace, and in some Kings Reigne, for divert Statesmen
to cut an exquisite thred between Kings Prerogatives and
Subjects Liberties of all sorts.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 63.

disertlyt (di-sert'li), adv. In a disert manner;
eloquently; clearly.

Heraclitus directly and disertly nameth war the father
... of all the world. Holland, tr. of Plutarch.

disespeirt, [ME., also desespeir, dessespeir,
< OF. desespeir, desespoir, F. desespoir (= Pr.

desesper), despair, < descsperer, F. desesperer,

despair, < des- priv. + esperer, < L. sperere,

hope: see despair and esperance.] Despair.
Love . . . with densespeir so sorwefully me ofTendeth.

Chaucer, Trollus, I. 60.1.

disesperatet, a. [ME. disesperat, var. of des-

perate, after disespeir, q. v.] Desperate ; hope-
less.

Disesperat of alle blys. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 201f>.

disesperauncet, . [ME., also desesperaunce,
< OF. desesperance, F. dexesperance (= Cat. de-

sesperanca = OSp. desesperanza), < desesperer,
P. desesperer, despair: see disespeir, and cf. des-

perance, esperance.] Despair.
Send me swich penaunee

As liketh the ; hut from desesperaunce.
Thou be my shelde for thi benlgnite.

Chaucer, Trollus, i. 630.

disespouset (dis-es-pouz'), r. t. [< dis- priv.
+ csjwtise.] To separate after espousal or

plighted faith
;
divorce.

Rage
Of Turnns for Lavinia dutespoused.

Milton, P. L., IK. 10.

disestablish (dis-es-tab'lish), f. t. [< dis- priv.
+ establish.] 1. To deprive of the charac-
ter of being established ; cause to cease to be
established; specifically, to withdraw from ex-
clusive state recognition or privileges, as a
church. 2. To unsettle ; set aside

; remove
from established use. [Rare.]
The logical accent is to ditentablM this rhythm.

S. Lanier, English Verse, p. 87.

disestablishment (dis-es-tab'lish-ment), M.

[< disestablish + -ment.] The act of depriving,
or the condition of being deprived, of the posi-
tion and privileges of an established body ; es-

pecially, the act of withdrawing a church from
a privileged relation to the state : as, the dis-
establisliment of the Irish Church by Parliament
in 1869.

The earnest and active attention of the Society is di-
rected to procure not only the repeal of the Blasphemy
laws,

" as a special matter affecting its members," and the
dieentabli*hment and disendowment of all State Churches,
but also the redistribution of real and personal property,
the regulation of wages, and the abolition of the House
of Lords. Saturday Her.

His [Mr. Fawcett's] position on the dinestablinhment and
disendowment of the Established Church illustrates the

many-sidedness of his judgment.
R. J. Htnton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 24.

disesteem (dis-es-tem'), r. t. [< OF. desestimer,
F. desestimer (= Sp. Pg. desestimar = It. disis-

tiunire), disesteem, < des- priv. + estimer, es-
teem: see di.s- and esteem, v.] 1. To regard
wit liout esteem ; consider with disregard, disap-
probation, dislike, or slight contempt ; slight.
He that truly disesteem* himself is content that others

should llo so too. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 303.

But if this sacred gift you disesteem,
Then cruel plagues shall fall on Priam's state.

Sir J. Denhani.

Her acquaintance began to dinenteem her in proportion
as she became poor. Goldsmith, Richard Nah.

2f. To bring into disrepute or disfavor; lower
in esteem or estimation.

What fables have you vexed, what truth redeemed,
\iitiqtiitics searched, opinions disegteemed ?

B. Jonlon, Underwoods, xxxi.

disesteem (dis-es-tem'), n. [< disesteem, v.]
Want of esteem

; slight dislike
; disregard.

If her ladyship's
Mi'-'hti!is.', or ditrsteem, sir, of your service
Hath formerly begot any distaste.

B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

disfeature

Wan Ibis man ever likely to IM- advis'd, bo with such a
prrjiidici- and di*c*tecM sets himself against his choa'n and
:ijj|juiiiti 'I rminst'lera? Mi/i<tn, Eikonoklastes, xt.

disestimationt (dis-es-ti-ma'shon), >. [= Sp.
ilixi.-iimiii'iini = 1'g. druestimn^ao ; as <//.>- priv.
+ estimation : see disesteem.] Disesteem ; bad
repute.
Three kinds of contempt: ditettimation, disappoint

mi ni. calumny. Bp. HeynolJt, On the Passions, xxx.

disexerciset (dis-ek'ser-siz), r. t. [< dis- priv.
+ exercise.] To deprive of exercise ; cease to

use.

The ilinexfrcifiny and blunting our abilities.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 5.

disfame (dis-fam'), . [< dis- + fame. Cf.

()F.<lisfame,diffame: see defame.] Evil fame;
bad reputation ; infamy.

And what is Fame In life hut half dinfame,
And counterchanged with darkness?

Tennysnn, Merlin and Vivien.

disfancyt (dis-fan'si), r. t. [< dis- priv. +
fancy.] Not to fancy; not to be pleased with;
to dislike.

Orthodox and heretical titles that every man will apply
as he lists, the one to himself and his adherents, the
other to all others that he di'ufancieg.

Hammmul, Works, IV. 545.

disfashiont (dis-fash'on), r. t. [< OF. desftic.on-

ner, deffaconner, F. defagoner, disfigure, destroy,
< des- priv. + faqonner, fashion: see din- and

fashion, v.] To put out of fashion or shape;
disfigure.

It (gluttony) dlsflgureth the face, discoloureth the skin,
and ditfathiuneth the body. Sir T. More, Works, p. 99.

disfavor, disfavour (dis-fa'vor), . [< OF. des-

fat'eur, F. defaceiir = Sp. disjaror = Pg. desfa-
vor = It. disfarore, < L. dis-miv. +faror, favor :

see dis- and/acor, .] 1. Unfavorable regard;
slight displeasure; discountenance; disesteem;
disparagement: as, the conduct of the minister
incurred the disfavor of his sovereign ; to speak
in one's disfavor.

As unjust favor put him in, why doubt
lh*i>-'ir as unjust lias turned him out?

Loicell, Temimra Mutantur.

Those same misdeeds have raised an energetic . . . sen-
timent of disfavour against its ally.

Gladstone, Church and State.

2. Want of favor ; the state of being regarded
unfavorably: as, to be in disfaror at court.

Many a good acquaintance has been lost from a general
prepossession In his ditfanmr. Steele, Taller, No. 211.

3f. An act of disregard, dislike, or unkindness.
He might dispense favours and di*favoitr*.

Clarendon, Civil War, I. 49.

= Svn. Ditfaror, Dityrace, etc. See odium.

disfavor, disfavour (dis-fa'vor), r. t. [= It.

dixfarorire, sfarorire (cf. OF. desfavorixer, F.

defavoriser = Sp. Pg. desfarorecer), < L. dix-

priv. + ML. 'favorire, fdvorare (favorizare),
favor: see dis- and favor, r. Cf. disfavor, .]

1. To withdraw or withhold favor, friendship,
or support from

;
check or oppose by disappro-

bation
; discountenance.

Might not those of higher rank, and nearer access to
her majesty, receive her own commands and be counte-
nanced or diitfacoured according as they obey? Swift.

2*. To mar; blemish; disfigure.
Rub these hands

With what may cause an eating leprosy,
E'en to my tames and marrow : anything
That may disfacovr me, save in my honour.

B. Jonton, Volpone, Iii. 6.

disfavorablet, disfavourablet (dis-fa'vor-a-
bl), a. [= F. defarnrable = Pg. desfaroravel
= It. disfuvorevole ; as disfaror, disfavour, -f-

-able.] Unfavorable.

And manie other valient personages, who being entred
the sea tasted fortune disfauourable.

Stmr, Rich. II., an. 1377.

disfavorablyt, disfavourablyt (dis-fa'vor-a-
bli), adv. Unfavorably.
These occurrences, which look so aversly to our reasons,

and so ditfaeourablv to our nature.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. iv. { 4.

disfavorer, disfavourer(dis-fa'vor-r), . One
who disfavors or discountenances.

It was verily thought that hail it not been for four
great diqfavaurcrx of that voyage, the enterprise had suc-

ceeded. Bacon.

disfeature (dis-fe'tur), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

featured, ppr. disfeaturing. [< dis- priv. + fea-
ture. Cf. defeature.] To mar the features of;

deprive of a feature or of features
; disfigure ;

deface.

A fltting-on of noses to diffraturrd bishops, and a re-

arrangement of the mantle-folds of strait-laced queens,
discomposed by the ci-nttiries.

U. Jama, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 46.



disfellowship

disfellowshiu and
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s-for'mi-ti), . [A "restored*

"lowshin, 1:]
'

To exclude from fellowship ;
"re- regular form,

fuse to have intercourse with : used especially Uniformity or ditformity in comparing together the re-

of a person or a church excluded from religious "pective figures of bodies,

fellowship by formal action. [U. S.] disfranchise (dis-fran chiz), v. t.

disfen (dig-fen'), v. t.; pret. and pp. disfenned, disfranchised, ppr.^w/rancfcwwi/,

ppr. disfenning. [< dis- priv. + fen.] To change
from the character of a fen. [Bare.]

Disfenned, or stripped of peat. Eneyc. Brit., XII. 62.

disfiguratet, a. [ME. disfigurat, < ML. "disfigu-

E. disfraunchyse; < dis- priv. + franchise.] To

disgrace

We have ouitc dimnrnished that kingdom [Ireland) of

troops. Walpole, Letters, II. 431.

disgarrispn (dis-gar'i-son), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
garrison.] To deprive of a garrison. [Bare.]
Be thou our king : set up thy throne in our hearts ; dis-

mantle, and ditgarritun, all the strong holds and fortifi-

cations of sin. Heicyt, Prayer bef. Sermon.

disgavel (dis-gav'el), v. t. ; pret. and pp. disgav-

elled, ppr. disgavelling. [< dis- priv. + gavel1 .]
In Eng. law, to relieve (land) from the law of

ratus, pp. of *disfigurare: see disfigure.] Dis-

figured; deformed. Chaucer.

disfiguration (dis-fig-u-ra'shqn), n. [= OF.

Formerly some-
right of voting in elections.

times written diffranchise.

Suppose woman, though equal, to differ essentially in

LKU.BIU...<* v o - *-*-- - her intellect from man is that any ground for dufran-

desfiguration, deffiguration = Sp. desfiguracion chisingtierl W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 20.

= Pg. desfigurafSo =_ It disfigurazione, < ML. disfranchisement (dis-fran'chiz-ment), n. [< disgeneric (dis-je-ner'ik), a

A large number of properties were disgavelled in Kent by
statute in the reign of Henry the Eighth, upon the peti-

tion of the owners. In the same reign all the lands in

Wales were disgavelled. But the rights of the tenants do
not appear to have been injured by the new legislation.

W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. clxxxiv.

K, pp. utfjtgwrnr disfranchise T -JMCTH.J me act 01 -

generic.] rseionging 10 u sni, gcuera, us

1. The act of dis-
jng )

or tne state of being disfranchised; depri- Or more species; not of the same genus as an-
nal form of ;

de- vation of the privileges of a free citizen, or of other species : the opposite of congeneric.
KniTlcr fllflficniTfin I . T I i~ ....,.,...>.. i \ ..,, f\f r\f o/vmA WQ vf.io- ,1 1 r, * r,4- L / ,\ ', , -1*10*-' \ a* t rVoi* f\f riin0Qt T I1A

*disfiguratio(n-)', <
*
disfigxrare, pp.

tus, disfigure: see disfigure.'] 1.1

figuring or marring the external

facement. 2. The state of being disfigured

disfigurement; deformity.

One thing that often leads to disfiguration of the land-

scape is the manner and form in which the planting [of

trees for shelter] is originally done.
Set. Amer., July 19, 1884.

disfigure (dis-fig'ur), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

figured, ppr. disfiguring. [< ME. disfiguren, <

OF. desfigurer (also defignrer, F. defigurer; cf. disfriart (dis-fri'ar), v. t. [< dis- priv. + friar.]

defigure)=Sp.Pg.desfigurar = lt.disfigurare, TO depose from" being a friar; divest of the

office and privileges of a friar; unfrock.

That ouer-great severity would cause a great number to

disfriar themselves, and fly to Geneva.

[< dis- priv.
disfigura- disfranchise + -went.] The act of ctisfranchis- generic.] Belonging to different genera, as two

t. [Var. of digest.] To

Who can disrjcst a Spaniard, that's a true Englishman?
Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 40.

membership in a corporation, or of some partic- disgestt (dis-jesf), v.

ular immunity or privilege, especially that of digest. Bacon.

voting. Formerly sometimes written diffran-

chisement.

D'ufranchisement is as great folly as applied to the disgestiont (dis-jes'tyon), n. [Var. of diges-
whites, as omission to enfranchise is wickedness toward

jjon- J Digestion, lidcon.

S%V,quotedinMerriam'sLifeof Bowles, 11.30. disgiorify (dis-glo'ri-fi), ,. t.
, pret. and pp. dis-

glorified, ppr. dtxglonfytng. [< dis- priv. + glon-

fy.] To deprive of glory ; treat with indignity,

sfigurare, < ML. *disfigurare, < L. dis- priv. +
figurare, fashion, form : see figure, v. and n.]

1. To mar the external figure of; impair the

shape or form of; injure the beauty, symmetry,
or excellence of; deface; deform, either actu- disfurnish

ally or by incongruous addition.

So abject is their punishment,
Disfiguring not God's likeness, but their own ;

Or if his likeness, by themselves defaced.

MUton, P. L., xi. 521.

Gaudy ribbons and glaring colours being now out of use,

the sex has no opportunity given them to disfigure them-

selves, which they seldom fail to do whenever it lies in

their power. Steele, Tatler, No. 151.

It cannot be denied that his (Petrarch's] merits were die-

figured by a most unpleasant affectation.

Macaulay, Petrarch.

2f. To carve : said of a peacock.

So Dagon shall be magnified, and God,
Besides whom is no god, compared with idols,

Disqlorified. blasphemed, and had in scorn.

MUton, S. A., 1. 442.

SlrS. Sandy,, State of E ligion. ^ j (dis
.gl6

-

ri)) . [< dis. priv . +
ish (dis-fer'msh), v. t. [< dis- priv. +

Deprivation of glory ;
dishonor,

i.] To deprive or divest of furmshment; God .

8 name Nor
-

- * afurnish. _

strip of or cause to be without adjuncts or be-

Di/sfygure that pecocke.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

whereof they complaine themselues to bee disfurni
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 699.

I am a thing obscure, disfurnish'd of

All merit. Massinger, The Picture, iii. 5.

I found the house altogether dis/nrnish'd, and his books

packing up. Evelyn, Diary, Hay 7, 1691.

The Indians showed a far greater natural predisposi-
tion for diqfurnixhinif the outside of other people's heads
than for furnishing the insides of their own.

Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

3f. To disguise, especially by putting on infe- disfenisbjnent (dis-fer'nish-ment), n. [< di

Sor habiliments. f r h + -?'..'] .T
h
.
e^ ,

of disfurnishmg, <

So slyly and so welc I shal me gye,
And me so wel disfigure, and so lowe,
That in this world ther shall no man me knowe.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2046.

=Syn. 1. Cripple, Mangle, etc. See mutilate.

disfiguret, [< ME. disfigure, v.] Disfigure-

ment; deformity. Chaucer.

disfigurement (dis-fig'ur-ment), n. [= F. de-

figurement; as disfigure + -ment.] 1. The act

of disfiguring, or the state of being disfigured;

blemish; defacement; change of external form
for the worse.

And they, so perfect is their misery,
Not once perceive their foul disfigurement,
But boast themselves more comely than before.

Milton, Comus, 1. 74.

Grace doth us this good office, by a detecting to us the

nakedness of our nature, not by a covering and palliation
of her disfigurements.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. vi. 2.

2. Something that disfigures.

Uncommon expressions . . are a disfigurement rather
than any embellishment of discourse. Hume, Essays, xx.

This building, lately cleared from the disfigurements and
partition of its profane use, forms one of the noblest round
churches to be found. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 133.

:'ur-er), n. Onewho disfigures.

the state of being disfurnished.

Early in life he found himself invested with ample rev-

enues ; which ... he took almost immediate measures

entirely to dissipate and bring to nothing. . . . Thus fur-

nished by the very act of disfurnishment, ... he set

forth, like some Alexander, upon his great enterprise,

"borrowing and to borrow." Lamb, Elia, p. 46.

disfurnituret (dis-fer'ni-tur), n. A disfurnish-

ing; removal; deprivation.
We may consequently, with much ease, bear the diffur-

niture of such transitory movables as were rather orna-

ments then materials of our fabrick.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. viii. 3.

disgaget (dis-gaj'), v. t. [< dis- priv. + gage;
cf. OF. desgager, disengage, < des- priv.

+ gager,

:glory of God's name. Iforthbrooke.

disgorge (dis-g6rj'), " *! pret. and pp. dis-

gorged, ppr. disgorging. [< OF. desgorger, F.

degorger, bring up from the throat, vomit, clear

out, disgorge (= It. sgorgare, disgorge, over-

flow), < des-, away, + gorge, throat : see dis- and

gorge, v.] 1. To eject or throw out from, or as

if from, the stomach, throat, or mouth; vomit
forth

; discharge ; pour out : generally with an

implication of force or violence.

The deep-drawing barks do there disgorge
Their warlike fraughtage. Shak., T. and C., ProL

The empire,
In which thou liv'st a strong continu'd surfeit,

Like poison will disgorge thee.
Beau, and Fl., Valentinian, iii. 1.

To see his heaving breast disgorge the briny draught.
Dryden.

Four infernal rivers, that disgorge
Into the burning lake their baleful streams.

Milton, P. L., ii. 575.

The barbarous North disgorged her ambitious savages
on Europe. Everett, Orations, I. 124.

2. To give up, as something that has been
taken wrongfully; surrender: as, he disgorged
his ill-gotten gains.
That which ... no miscreant or malefactor . . . was

ever so desperate as to disgorge in contempt of so fruit-

fully received customs, is now their voice that restore as

they say the ancient purity of religion.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 64.
5- LIU V . I

I/ It I/O/ .

pledge: see"ds- and gage^. Cf. degage and disgorgement (dis-g6rj'ment), n. [< OF. des-

disengage.] To free or release from pledge or gorgement, F. dcgorgement = It. sgorgamento;
pawn; redeem.
He taketh those who had lever lay to gage and pawn

their goods, and remain under the burden of usury, than
to sell up all and disgage themselves at once.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 232.

allantt (dis-gal'ant), 11. t. [< dis- priv. +
it.] To strip or divest of gallantry, cou-

rage, or confidence.

Sir, let not this discountenance or disgallant you a whit ;

you must not sink under the first disaster.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 1.

r- priv.

as disgorge + -m'ent^] The act of disgorging.

The very presses are openly defiled with the most
loathsome disgorgements of their wicked blasphemies.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 162.

disgorger (dis-gor'jer), n. A device for remov-
"

from the mouth of a fish. It

the barbed point, thus enabling the hook to be
withdrawn.

isgospelt (dis-gos'pel), *. (. [< dis- priv. +
gospel.] To manage or treat in a way incon-

sistent with the precepts or doctrines of the

gospel; deprive of a gospel character.

Who possesse huge Benefices for lazie performances,
great promotions only for the execution of a cruell dis-

gospellinq jurisdiction.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

disfigurer (dis-1

disflesh (dis-flesh' ), v. t. [< dis- priv. + flesh.] disgarlandt (dis-gar'land), v. t. [<
To deprive of flesh

;
render less fleshy. + garland.] To divest of a garland.

The best is, said theother, not to run, that the lean strain Forsake thy pipe, a sceptre take to thee,
not himself with too much weight, nor the fat man disfiesh Thy locks disgarland. Drmnmond, Songs, ii. 13.

himself. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. xxv.
disgamish (dis-gar'nish), i\ t. [< ME. disgar-

disfoliage (dis-fo'li-aj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis- nishen, < OF. desgarniss-, stem of certain parts

foliaged, ppr. disfoliaging. [< dis- priv. + foli- of desgarnir, desguarnir, F. degarnir (= Pr. disgownt (dis-goun'), v. i. [< rf/s-priv. + gown.]
age.] To deprive or strip of foliage. desgarnir, desguarnir = Sp. Pg. desguarnecer = To divest one's self of a clerical gown ; hence,

It. sguernire),< des- priv. + garnir, garnish: see to renounce holy orders.
dis- and garnish.] To strip or divest, as of some-

thing that garnishes or furnishes ; disfurnish ;

degarnish. [Obsolete or archaic.]
Ffor thei wolde not disgarmjssh the londe of peple.

In winter the tempering influence of the pine-forest pre-
ponderated over that of the disfoliaffed forest.

Science, V. 352.

disforest (dis-for'est), v. t. [< dis- priv. + for-
est. Cf. disafforest.] 1. Same as disafforest.
The Crown forests, with the exception of the New For-

est, having almost all been disforested.
The American, VII. 85.

2. To strip of forest ; clear of trees, as a wooded
tract; destroy the forests of, as a country or

region.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 291.

Also ther were xx kynges that after that thei herde that

Then, desiring to be a convert, he was reconciled to the
Church of Rome ; so he disgomitd and put on a sword.

Roger North, Examen, p. 222.

[< OF. disgrace, dis-disgrace (dis-gras'), n. . .

grace, ill favor, ill fortune, F. disgrace = Sp.

desgracia = Pg. dtsgraca = It. disgrazia,

If your master haue loumg frendes and faithful sub-

iectes, I am, thanke God, notdisgarnislied nor vnproiiided
of the same.

, i i A on4- *>.;
islied nor vnproiiided

6 : see dls- a"d ffracc.] 1. A state of being
Hall, Hen. v., an. 2. out of favor; exclusion from favor, confidence,



disgrace

or trust: as, the minister retired from court in

I!. :i-,tiirni-d c.ul of his place of Mlirary Keeper to the

King, and died ill Ili^iriif:

Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 102.

They will slink hark to their kn la in ilimirarr.

Tharrau, Walden, p. 1-".::.

2. A state of ignominy, dishonor, or shame;
subjection to opprobrium.

France, bound as she was liy solemn stipulations, could

not, without disgrace, make a direct attack on the Aus-

trian dominion!. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

These old pheasant-lords, . . .

Who had mildcw'd In their thousands, doing nothing
Sinre Egbert why, the greater their disgrace!

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. A cause ofshame or reproach ;
that which dis-

honors: as, honest poverty is no ilini/nn-c. 4.

Want of grace of person or mind; illfavored-

ness
; ungracious condition or character. [Ar-

chaic.]
Their faces

Most foule and fllthle were, their garments yet,

Belli); all rag'd and tatter'd, their disgraces
Did much the more augment.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 28.

Even a coat may he one of the outward signs by which
we betray the grace or disgrace that is in us.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, v.

6t. An act of unkindness
;
an ill turn.

The interchange continually of favours and disgrace!.
Baton.

= Svn. 1 and 2. Ditgrare, Dishonor, etc. (see odium), dis-

credit, ignominy, infamy, disrepute, reproach, contempt,
opprobrium, obloquy. 3. Scandal, blot.

disgrace (dis-gras'), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

graced, ppr. disgracing. [< OF. disgracier, F.

disgracier= Sp. desgraciar (obs. )= Pg. desgracar
= It. disgraziure, sgraziare (obs. ), < ML. "disgra-

tiare, disgrace ;
from the noun.] 1. Toputout

of favor ;
dismiss with discredit.

In thee [the Countess of Pembroke] the Lesbian Sappho
with her lyric harpe is disgraced.

Hath (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 500).

Flatterers of the disgraced minister. Macaulay.

2. To treat or affect ignominiously ; bring or
cast shame or reproach upon; dishonor; put
to shame.

His ignorance disgraced him. Johnson.

Let Greece be humbled, and the Trojans rise;
Till the proud king and the Achaian race
Shall heap with honours him they now disgrace.

Pope, Iliad, ii.

We will pass by the instances of oppression and false-

hood which disgraced the early part of the reign of
Charles. Macaulay, Ilallam's Const. Hist.

3f. To revile
; upbraid ; heap reproaches upon.

The goddess wroth 'gan foully her disgrace. Spenser.

I command you, and do you command your fellows,
That when you see her next, disgrace and scorn her.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 3.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Debase, Degrade, etc. (see abase); to shame,
mortify, dishonor ; tarnish, blot, stain, sully. See list un-
der debase.

disgraceful (dis-gras'ful), a. [< disgrace +
-ful, 1.] Partaking of disgrace; shameful; dis-

honorable ; disreputable ; bringing or deserv-

ing shame.
To retire behind their chariots was as little disgraceful

then as it is now to alight from one's horse in a battle.

Pope.

Cranmer rose into favour by serving Henry in the dis-

graceful affair of his first divorce.

Macaulay, Ilallam's Const. Hist.

= Syn. Discreditable, ignominious, scandalous, base, vile,

opprobrious, infamous.

disgracefully (dis-gras'ful-i), adv. In a dis-

graceful manner ;
with disgrace: as, the troops

fled disgracefully.
The senate have cast you forth

Disijraceftill.it. B. Jonson, Catiline.

disgracefulness (dis-gras'ful-nes), n. Igno-
miny ; shnmefulness.

disgracer (dis-gra'ser), n. One who or that
which disgraces or exposes to disgrace; one
who or that which brings disgrace, shame, or

contempt upon others, or upon a cause.

Perhaps the lowest class of either sex would be proper-
ly assigned to those two disaracers of the human species,
commonly called a beau and a tint- lady.

Fielding, Conversation.

disgracioust (dis-gra'shus), a. [< OF. "dixgni-
cii us (F. itisi/i'iicifuj:), < disgrace, disgrace : see

disgrace, and cf. gracious.] Ungracious ;
un-

pleasing.
If I be so dtsgraciortu in your eye,

I Let me march on, and not offend you, madam.
>'/..'., Rich. III.,iv. 4.

disgracivet (dis-gra'siv), a. [Irreg. < dimjnicc,
+ -ire.] Disgraceful.
He that will iim-stion t-vn-y tl'^rrn<-ir,' word which he

hears is spoken of him shall have nw friend*.

Fcltham, Resolves,!. 78.
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They arc unwisely ashamed of an ignorance which ii

linl ihfi l-','ltlm,,i. Ki-solvi-H, i. 27.

disgradation (dis-gra-da'shon), n. [< disgrade
+ -ation ; equiv. to degradation."] In Scots
la ir, degradation; deposition; specifically, the

stripping from a person of a dignity or degree
of honor, and taking away the title, badge, and
privileges thereof.

disgrader (dis-grad'), ' [< OF. desgrader
(= Sp. /lesgradar (obs.) = Pg. desgraduar), de-

grade, < den- priv. + grade, rank. Cf. degrade.]
To degrade ;

lower in rank.

Being now lately become a Courtier he shew not him-
self a craftsman, & merit to be disgraded, & with scorne
sent back againe to the shop.

Puttcnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 250.

disgregatet (dis'gre-gat), v. t. [< LL. disgrega-

tn.i, pp. of disgregare, separate, < dis-, apart, +
grex (grey-),

a flock. Cf. congregate.] To sep-
arate ; disperse. Dr. H. More.

disgregation (dis-gre-ga'shon), . [< dingregate:
see -aWon.] Separation; specifically, in chem.,
the separation of the molecules within a sub-

stance, which is brought about by heat or other
chemical agents: as, the dingregation of a body
is greater in the gaseous than in the liquid state.

Imp. Diet.

disgressiont, . [ME. ;
var. of digression.'] Di-

gression. Chaucer.

disgruntle (dis-grun'tl), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

gruntled, ppr. disgruntling. [Of E. dial, origin;
humorously formed < dis- + "gruntle, freq. of

grunt, implying disgust.] To disappoint ;
dis-

concert; chagrin; disgust; offend; throw into
a state of sulky dissatisfaction : usually in the

participial adjective disgruntled. [Colloq.]
This continual grasping after authority for the purpose

of meeting the individual case of some disgruntled per-
sons should receive the stamp of this committee's disap-

probation. Providence (R. I.) Journal, March 1, 1877.

Those that were disgruntled because Dutch and German
were dropped [in the names of the Reformed Churches]
staid where they were because they did not know where
to go. The Churchtnan, Suppl., Oct. 30, 1886.

disguise (dis-giz'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. disguised,

ppr. disguising. [Early mod. E. also dixguize;
< ME. disguisen, disgisen, desguisen, desgisen
(also deguisen, degisen : see deguise), < OF. des-

guiser, F. deguiser(=Pr. desguisar), counterfeit,
put on a false guise, < des- priv. T guise, guise,
manner, fashion: see dis- and guise, .] 1. To
conceal the personal identity of, by changes of

guise or usual appearance, such as those pro-
duced by differences in dress or in the hair or

beard, the use of a mask, etc.

She cast her wit In sondry wise
How she him mighte so desauise,
That uo man shulde his body knowe.

Gower, Colif. Amant., II. 227.

The children of honour, called the Henchemen, which
were freshly disguysed and daunced a Morice before the

kyng. Ilall, Hen. VIII., an. 2.

The tradition is that, during those evil days, Bunyan
was forced to disguise himself as a waggoner.

Macaulay, John Buuyan.
This copier of the mien and gait and garb
Of Peter and Paul, that he may go disguised,
Rob halt and lame, sick folk i' the temple-porch !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 195.

I venture to see In the Norman Conqueror a friend dis-

guised in the garb of an enemy.
E. A. Freeman, Ann r. Lects., p. 153.

2. To conceal or cover up the real or original
character of by a counterfeit form or appear-
ance

;
cloak by false show, deceptive statement

or speech, or an artificial manner: as, to dis-

guise the handwriting ;
to disguise the taste of

a drug ;
to disguise sentiments or intentions.

Disguise it not we have one human heart
All mortal thoughts confess a common home,

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, vliL 19.

Literature and taste, indeed, still disguised with a flush
of hectic loveliness and brilliancy the ravages of an Incur-
able decay. Macaulay, Machiavclli.

If we call it by one name up to a certain year, and by
some other name after that year, we disguise the fact
that the historical identity of the language has never
been broken. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 96.

They agree in another respect, as well as in style. All
are either ruins, or fragments disguised by restoration.

Ruskin.

3. To alter the appearance of; make difficult

of recognition by some change not intended
for concealment.

They saw the faces, which too well they knew.
Though then disguised in death. Dryden, .Eneid.

4. To change in voice or behavior by the use
of strong drink

; intoxicate. [Euphemistic.]
Come, I will shew you the way home, if drink
Or too full diet have disguised you.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, Iv. 1.

disguisily

Harp. I am a prince disguised.
//". Disguised i how? drunk V

Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, III. 8.

Fail. Will not ale serve thy turn, Will?
Bib. I had too much of that last night; I was a little

disguised, as they say. Dryden, Wild Gallant, I. 1.

It is most absurdly said of any man that he is disguised
in liquor ; for, on the contrary, most men are disguised
by sobriety. . . . and it is when they are drinking tliM

men display themselves In their complexion of character.
De Quincey.

5f. To distinguish by a difference of form or

guise.

Thenewelajellaw] . . . Is zothllche ncwe, and desgited
uram [from] othre lajcs. Ayenbite. of Inwyt, p. 97.

Amonges wymmen he spanne
In theyre habyte disguysed from a man.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 90.

Syn. 2. Simulate, etc. (see dissemble), mask, veil,

disguise (dis-giz'), n. [< disguise, t).] 1. That
which disguises; something that serves or is

intended for concealment of identity, charac-

ter, or quality; a deceptive covering, condi-

tion, manner, etc.

I will assume thy part in some disguise,
And tell fair Hero I am Claudio.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

This calumnious disguise [a long ulster] was crowned
and completed by a soft felt hat.

R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 98.

That is a thin disguise which veils with care
The face, but lets the changeless heart lie bare.

T. B. Aldrich, Epigram.

2. The act of disguising, or the state of being
disguised; a false or misleading appearance;
concealment under a disguised form, manner,
etc. : as, his attempted disguise was unsuccess-
ful

;
a thief in disguise.

So disguise shall, by the disguised,
Pay with falsehood false exacting.

Shot., M. for M., ill. 2.

Praise undeserved Is scandal in disguise.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. I. 413.

That close alliance which, under the disguise of the most
deadly enmity, has always subsisted between fanaticism
and atheism is still uubroken.

Macaulay, Sadler's Law of Population.

3. Change of behavior and utterance by drink
;

intoxication. [Euphemistic.]
You see we've burnt our cheeks: . . . and mine own

tongue
Splits what it speaks : the wild disguise hath almost
Antick'd us. Shak., A. and < '., II. 7.

4f. A masque; an interlude.

Xever prince was more wholly given to his affairs, nor
in them more of himself ; Insomuch as In triumphs of

justs and tourneys, and balls and masks, which they then
called disguises, he was rather a princely and gentle spec-
tator than seem much to be delighted.

Bacon, Hist. Henry VII. (ed. Bohn), p. 477.

Disguise was the old English word for a masque, sir, l>e-

fore you were an implement belonging to the Revels.
B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

O, what a mask was there, what a disguise !

Hilton, The Passion, 1. ID.

disguisedly (dis-gi'zed-li), adv. With or in

disguise. [Bare.]
I find that he travelled England disguisedly, and con-

cealed his state there. Sir H. Wotton, Rellqnlie, p. 589.

disguisedness (dis-gi'zed-nes), n. The state
of being disguised. [Bare.]
But alas! the painted faces, and mannishncsse, and

monstrous disguisedness of the one sex !

Bp. Hall, The Impress of God, ii.

disguisement (dis-giz'ment), . [< OF. des-

guisement, F. deguisement (= Pr. desguisamen), <

dcsguiser, disguise : see disguise, v., and -ment.]
The act of disguising ;

a disguise. [Rare.]
She through his late disguizement could him not descrie.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 29.

He was exposed in a jacket resembling those which
London lamp-lighters formerly delighted in, with a cap of
the same. ... In this disguisement he was brought into
the hall. Lamb, Elia, p. 35.

disguiser (dis-gi'zer), n. 1. One who changes
the appearance of another by a disguise ; a dis-

figurer.

O, death's a great disguiter: and you may add to it.

Shak., M. for M., ir. 2.

2. One who conceals his real sentiments
;
one

who assumes a disguise.
You are a very dexterous disguiser. Swift.

3f. A masquer; a mummer.
The Disguisers to come in aftir this manonr following,

with iii torcheis to be borne before theim at their riding
into the Hall, with iii yomen waiters suche as shall be ap-

pointed by the Marshall)* to do It

Quoted in J. P. Collier's Eng. Dram. Poetry, 1. 18, note.

disguisilyt, adv. [ME. disgisili; < disgvisy +
-ty2.] Strangely; extraordinarily.

Desparaged were i disaisili xif i dede In this wise.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 486.



disguisiness

disguisinesst, [ME. dixgixint-x; < disguisy
+ -ess.] Strangeness; extraordinary appear-
ance.

Precious clothyng is coupable for the derthe of it, and
for his softiiesse and for his strangenesse and disgisinesse
[var. deyisynesse]. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

disguising (dis-gi'zing), . [< ME. desgysyng;
verbal n. of disguise, .] 1. The act of assum-

ing a disguise, or of giving a false appearance.
These & many such like disguising do we find in mans

behauiour, & specially in the Courtiers of forraine Coun-
treys. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 263.

2f. Theatrical mummery or masking.
At such a time

As Christmas, when disguising is o' foot.

B. Jonson, Masques.

Sonday at night the fifteenth of June, 1523, in the great
halle at Wyndsore, the emperor Maximilian and Henry
VIII. being present, was a dwiuisiyng or play.

Quoted in Strati's Sports and Pastimes, p. 235.

disguisyt, a. [ME. disgisi, disgestje, < OF. des-

guisc, pp. of desguiser, disguise: see disguise,
.] 1. Disguised; masked.

Daunces disyisi redy digt were.
William, of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 1621.

2. Concealed; strange.
Long thei caired ouer cuntres as that crist wold,

Oner dales & downes & disyesye weyes.
William of Palenui (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2715.

disgust (dis-gusf), v. t. [< OP. dcsgouster,
distaste, dislike, P. degouter = Sp. disgustar =
Pg. desgostar = It. disgnstare, sgustare, disgust,
< L. dis- priv. + gustare, taste, < gustus, a tast-

ing: see dis- and gust
2

, ?>.] 1. To excite nau-
sea or loathing in; offend the taste of. 2. To
offend the mind or moral sense of : with at or

with, formerly with front : as, to be disgusted at

foppery or with vulgar pretension.
What disfjusts me from having anything to do with this

race of answer-jobbers is, that they have no sort of con-
science. Swift.

3f. To feel a distaste for; have an aversion
to; disrelish.

By our own fickleness and inconstancy disgusting the
deliverance now it is come, which we so earnestly desired
before it came. Tillotsoit, Sermons, xxxii.

disgust (dis-gusf), n. [< OF. desgoust, F. de-

gout = Sp. disgusto = Pg. desgosto = It. dis-

gusto, disgust: see the verb.] 1. Strong dis-
relish or distaste; aversion to the taste of food
or drink; nausea; loathing.
The term disgust, in its simplest sense, means some-

thing offensive to the taste.

Dariviii, Express, of Emotions, p. 257.

2. Repugnance excited by something offensive
or loathsome

; a strong feeling of aversion or

repulsion; extreme distaste or dislike.

In a vulgar hack-writer such oddities would have ex-
cited only disgust. Macaulay.

Noble too, of old blood thrice-refined
That shrinks from clownish coarseness in disgust.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 174.
= Syn. 2. Hatred, Dislike, etc. (see antipathy), loathing
detestation abhorrence.

disgustful (dis-gust'fiil), a. [< disgust + -ful,
2.] Offensive to the taste; nauseous; hence,
morally or esthetically offensive.

The British waters are grown dull aud muddy
The fruit disgustful. Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

If any lesson may be drawn from the tragical and too
often disgustful history of witchcraft, it is not one of ex-
ultation at our superior enlightenment, or shame at the
shortcomings of the human intellect. It is rather one of
chanty and self-distrust.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 148.

disgustfulness (dis-gust'ful-nes), n. The char-
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pulpit, < Gr. (i/o-Kof, a discus, disk, dish, trencher,

plate. From the same source are disk, disc,

dish-clout

pp. of *(/ixliabilitare (> OF. dcs-

habiliter, F. deshabiliter = Pg. deshabilitar), <LflOiUC. X1U1L1 LUC Dtllllo O1711AVJC alt/ l*uon/, llvo^; i WOT l i (MWVWVtWtOT ^ -*-K* t<l<<5'fl' (-Kilt/ J, \

desk, and dais, which are thus doublets of dish.'] dis- priv. + habilitare, habilitate : see dis- and
1 . Any rimmed and concave or hollow vessel, of

earthenware, porcelain, glass, metal, or wood,
used to contain food for consumption at meals.
Originally applied to very shallow or flat vessels, as plates
and platters, the term now usually includes any large

htil>ilitate.~] To disqualify; in old Scots law, to

corrupt the blood of; attaint.

The Earl his father being forefault, and his posterity
dishabilitated to bruik estate or dignity in Scotland.

Stair. Suppl., Dec., p. 243.

open vessel, more or less deep, and with or without a jj Mi,i.iii4._4.j-_ /i- v v-i *-/ \.

cover, used to contain food or table-drink, such as tea,
aisnabllltation (dis-ha-bil-i-ta shon), n. [= F.

coffee, or chocolate. The use of the term to include drink- ac>sh<winhitifin,<,Mi.*dishabiUtatio(n-),<.*disha-
ing-vessels, as bowls and cups, is less common and seem!
to be obsolescent, except as such vessels are included in the
collective plural dishes. A set of dishes includes all the
vessels (except drinking-glasses) requisite for furnishing a

table, as platters, plates of various sizes, vessels for vege-
tables, fruits, preserves, etc., tureens, bowls, and cups and
saucers.

bilitare, disqualify: see dislidbttitate.] Disquali-
fication; in old Scots law, the corruption of
blood consequent upon a conviction for treason.

All prior acts of duthabilitatioun pronuncit againes the
posteritie of the said . . . Francis sumtyme Erie Bothwell.

Acts Charles I. (ed. 1814), V. 5S.

Cinnamon-water. Congreve, Way of the World, i. 7.

A porcelain dish, o'er which in many a cluster

Plump grapes hung down, dead-ripe and without lustre.

T. B. Aldrich, The Lunch.

2. The food or drink served in a dish ; hence,
any particular kind of food served at table

;
a

supply for a meal : as, a dish of veal or venison
;

a cold dish.

"I'is an ordinary thing to bestow twenty or thirty pounds
on a di*h, some thousand crowns upon a dinner.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 142.

If you please, let us walk up to supper ; and to-morrow,
if the day be windy, as our days here commonly are, 'tis

ten to one but we shall take a good dish of fish for dinner.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 26a.

and habiliment.] Undress, or negligent dress;
specifically, a loose morning-dress.
Her Dishabille, or Flame-colour Gown call d Indian,

and Slippers of the same.

Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, v.

Two or three ladies, in an easy dishabille, were intro-
duced. Goldsmith, Vicar, xijt.

dishabitt (dis-hab'it), v. t. [< OF. deshaUter,
F. deshabiter = Sp. Pg. deshabitar, desert a
place, = It. disabitare, depopulate, < L. dis-

priv. + habitare, dwell in, inhabit: see dis- and
habit, v.J To drive from a habitation

; dislodge.
Those sleeping stones . . . from their fixed beds of lime
Had been duhabited. Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

We were roused from a peaceful dish of tea by a loud dishabituate (dis-ha-bit'u-at), V. t.
; pret, and

hubbub in the street. Beckford, Italy, II. 70.

Nothing could be plainer than his table, yet his society
often attracted the wealthy to share his single dish.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, iv.

3. In Eng. mining: (a) A rectangular box about
28 inches long, 4 deep, and 6 wide, in which ore
is measured. [Lead-mines of Derbyshire.]
The dish of the Low Peak is reputed to hold 14 Win-

chester pints, when level-full ; while in the High Peak 16

pints are reckoned to the dish. Farey.

(b) Formerly, in Cornwall, a measure holding
one gallon, used for tin ore dressed ready for
the smelter. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall
(17G9). 4f. A discus.

Thei hastiden for to be maad felawis of wrastlyng, and
of dishe, or pleyinge with ledun dishe [var. in ocu-

a ]<

,

paciouns of a disch, ether pleiyng with
Pnrv.].

pp. dishabituated, ppr. dishabituating'. [< dis-

priv. + habituate. Cf. F. deshabitiier = Sp. Pg.
deshabituar.'] To render unaccustomed to or
unfamiliar with.

He had lived at Geneva so long that he had . . . be-
come dishabituated to the American tone.

II. Jamet, Jr., Daisy Miller.

dishablet, *' ' [Same as disable; < dis- priv.+ liable for able*, v., q. v.] 1. To disable.
2. To disparage.

She oft him hlam'd
For suffering such abuse as knighthood sham'd,
And him diihabled quyte. Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 21.

dishallow (dis-hal'6), v. t. [< dig- priv. + lial-

low,v.~] To make unholy; desecrate; profane.
Ye that so dishallow the holy sleep,

Your sleep is death.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

But once a year, on the eve of All-Souls,
Through these arches dishallowed the organ rolls.

Lowell, The Black Preacher.

ledun disch,

Wyclif, 2 Mac. iv. 14 (Oxf.).

5. The state of being concave or like a dish
;

concavity : as, the dish of a wheel Brazen dish.
See brazen.

)r dish (dish), v. [= G. tischen, serve the table, disharmonic (dis-har-mon'ik), a. [= F. des-
sit at table ; cf. ODan. diske, go to dinner, Dan. harmouique = It. disarmonico (cf . G. disharmo-
diske (op), dish or serve (up), = Sw. diska, wash nisch, > Dan. Sw. disharmonisk) ; as dis- priv. +
dishes; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To put
in a dish or dishes, as food; serve at table:
often with up : as, to dish up the dinner.

For conspiracy,
I know not how it tastes

; though it be dish'd
For me to try. Sha/c., W. T., iii. 2.

Get me ... your best meat, and duh it in silver
dishes. B. Joiuon, Epiccene, iii. 1.

harmonic.'] Not harmonic ; anharmonic. An-
throp. lust. Jour., XVII. 160.

disharmonious (dis-har-mo'ni-us), a. [< dis-

priv. + harmonious.'] Inharmonious; discor-

dant; incongruous.
The ego [according to Preuss] is composed of painful

and disharmonious sensations.

spokes (either by construction or as the result of accident)
are inclined to the nave, so that the wheel is concave on
one side.

Seven hours' travelling over very rough ground dished
a wheel, and lunch was taken while repairs were being
made. A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 370.

The sliccr is hammered into a slightly arched or dished
form. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 203.

taste, physical, moral, or esthetic.

of dis-

to the

disharmonize (dis-har'mo-mz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. disharmonized, ppr. disharmonizing. [= F.
desharmoniser = Pg. desharmonizar, deprive of

harmony, = It. disarmonizzare, want harmony ;

as dis- priv. + harmonize."] To deprive of har-

mony ;
render inharmonious.

Differences which disharmonize and retard and cripple
the general work in hand.

Penn. School Jour., XXXII. 381.
ise up, as if by serving on a dish, or disharmony (dis-har'mo-ni), w.

; pi. disharmo-
a
r,^ J?Jt ^si? i

r dlsaPP mt
; nies (-niz). [= F. desharmouie = Sp. desarmo-

disgustingly (dis-gus'ting-li), adv.
gusting manner.

In a dis-

damage; ruin; cheat. [Slang.]
For of this be assured, if you

"
go it

"
too fast,

You'll be dish'd.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 204.

Where's Brummell? Dished. Byron.
But in Canada, as in England, demagogues dish each

other by extensions of the franchise.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 27.

4. To push or strike with the horns. Jamieson.

It is really lamentable to observe in many families the
aged parent slighted and neglected. . . . Such treatment
is disgustingly unnatural. v. Knox, Essays, xxxix. rq , ,

disgustingness (dis-gus'ting-nes), . The qual-
'

ity of being disgusting. Einasleii
He would hae gart [made] me trow that they [London

dish(dish)%.
g
[<ME

g
^S,<AS.^c, Lt^^^t*1Lr aellke0' me' miJ

a dish, plate, = OS. disk, a table, = MD. D. disch
'}. disk, disch, LG. disch = OHG. tisc,

Sir A. Wi/lie, Works, I. 70.

To dish out, to form (coves) by wooden ribs.

nia = Pg. desharmonia = It. disarmonia = G.
disharmonie = Dan. Sw. disharmoni; as dis-

priv. + harmony.'] Want of harmony; discord;
incongruity.
A disharmony in the different impulses that constitute

it [our nature]. Coleridge.

The more disharmonies [according to Preuss], the more
organisms ; hence, at first all matter was organized, and at
last none will be. G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 46.

dish-catch (dish'kach), n. A rack for dishes.

[Local.]

My dish-catch, cupboard, boards, and bed,
And all I have when we are wed.

Comical Dialogue bi'twfi'n tif> C>^int>-ft Lore.
tisch, disch, also tis, dis, G. tisch, a table, = II. intrans. To be concave or have a form dish-cloth (dish'kldth), n. A cloth used for

Icel. aiskr, a dish, plate, = Sw. Dan. disk, a dish, resembling that of a dish : as, the wheel or the washing dishes,
also a counter, = OF. dais, a table (> ME. dees, ground dishes. See I., 2.

-1"1- -1 "-L

K dais, q. v. ), = Sp. Pg. disco, a disk, quoit, = We had much trouble with our wagon, the wheel
It.rtisco, a disk, quoit, desco, a table, <-l,. discus,

inff frequently. A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. oo, .

s, disk, plate dish, face of a sun-dial, dishabilitate (dis-ha-bil'i-tat), . t.; pret. and T1 tML. also (with var. descus) a table, dais, desk, pp. debilitated, ppr. dishabilitati,^ [< ML Jbelhe oS lord*

dish-clout (dish'klout), n. A dish-cloth.

Thnse same hanging cheeks, . . .

That look like frozen dish-clouts set on end !

B. Jonxon, Volpone, i. 1.

dishclout ministry. Harry Furnese, is

Waljiole, Letters, II. 493.



disheart

disheartt (dis-hiirt'), v. t. [< rfix-priv. + heart.']
To discourage ;

dishearten.

Car. lla\r 1 MM! .MTU thr t'.iitons

Bonil. What?
C'r. Itixhi-tirli'il. Hun, inn, Condiira.

t-'i.-tcher, Monduca, I. 1.

dishearten (ilis-hiir'tn), r. t. [< <te- priv. +
/ir/irten.] To dikeoontge; depress the spirits
of; deject; impress with fear.

Be not utterly di*he.arten?.d ; we have yet a small reliek
of hope left. B. Jonsiin, Kpica-ne, v. 1.

disheartenment (dis-hiir'tn-ment), n. [< dis-

liuifti'H + -mi-ill.] The act of disheartening, or
the state of being disheartened or discouraged.
The sum of petty mortifications, discomforts, and dis-

heartenmi-nts which one called to such :i trial would In-

evitably have to undergo. The Atlantic, LVIII. 791.

disheirt (dis-ar'), v. t. [< dis- priv. + heir.1
To deprive of heirs; debar from transmitting
or from being transmitted by inheritance.

Yet still ivmnnlHT that you wield a sword
Forg'd by your foes against your sovereign Lord ;

Design 'd to hew til' imperial cedar down,
Defraud succession, and disheir the crown.

Itim/fii, Hind and Panther, 1. 1999.

dishelm (dis-helm'), r. t. [< rfis-priv. + helm"*.}
To divest of a helmet.

She saw me lying stark,
Dishelm'd and mute, and motionlessly pale.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.

disher (dish'or), n. [< ME. disshere ; < dish +
-cr 1

.] A maker of or dealer in wooden bowls
or dishes.

disheresst, . [< ME. dyssJteres; < disher+ -es*.]
A female disher. Piers Plowman.
disherison (dis-her'i-zon), n. [Formerly dis-
ln 1-inown; contr. of "dislteritison, < OF. desheriti-

son, deshei'eteson, desheriloison, etc., < ML. *dis-

hereditatio(n-), disinheritance, < dishereditare,
pp. dishereditatus, disinherit: seedis/ieriX] The
act of disinheriting, or of cutting off from in-
heritance.

Many a one here is born to a fair estate, and Is stripped
of it, whether by the just disherison of his . . . father, or
else by the power or circumvention of an adversary or by
his own misgovernment and unthriftiness.

/.'.<. Hull. Remains, p. 143.

O never-rejecting roof of blue.
Whose rash dtsheristm never falls

On us unthinking prodigals. Lowell, Al Fresco.

disheritt (dis-her'it), t'. t. JX ME. disheriten,
< OF. desheriter, deshcreder, F. desheriter = Pr.

desheretar, deseretar = Sp. desheredar= Pg. des-
herdar = It. discredare, < ML. dishereditare, dis-

inherit, < L. dis- priv. + LL. hereditare, inherit:
see inherit, heritage.'] To disinherit.

Wee have ben in perpetuelle Pees tillo now, that thou
come to disherile us. Jlandeeille, Travels, p. 294.

Gentill kynge, ne wepe nought, but go we In the name
of god and flght with hem, Ifor better it is to dye with
honoure than dye olde and pore and disherited.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), II. 273.

disheritancet (dis-her'i-tans), n. [< OF. dcs-

heritancc, disheritance, < desheriter, disherit: see

disherit.] The act of disinheriting, or the state
of being disinherited.

Having chid me almost to the ruin
Of a disheritance, for violating
So continued and so sacred a friendship.
Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, ii. 1.

disheritor (dis-her'i-tor), n. [< dishcrit + -or.]
One who dishorits, or deprives of inheritance.
dishevel (di-shev'el), v.

; pret. and pp. dishev-

eledoTdisherellcd, ppr. disheveling or dishevelling.
[< ME. dischcrelen (in p. a. discherele: see di-

shevcle), < OF. </>-./ nicr, F. dtchereler = Pr.
descabelhar = Sp. Pg. descabelliir = It. scapi-
i/liitre, < ML. (liscapillare, pull off, tear, or disor-
der the hair, dishevel, < L. dis-, apart, + capil-
luit (> OF. chevcl, F. cherett), hair: see capillary.']
1. trans. 1. To cause to have a disordered or
neglected appc:ir:inc-o; disarrange: said origi-
nally of the hair, but now often extended to
the dress.

Mourning matrons with dishevelled hair. Dryden.
2. To disorder or disarrange the hair or dress
of; derange with regard to any covering of
loose materials.

Thick did they scatter upon every Plain
A flow ry verdure, and dishevel May

Round Tellus's springing face.

./. Hi'tiiniumt, Psyche, ii. 0.

[In both senses used chiefly in the past parti-
ciple and as an ad.joctive.]

II. intrans. To be spread or to hang in dis-

order, as the hair. [Rare.]
Their hair, curling, dish: -IV/K about their shoulders.

>Y, /'. Hertvrt. Travels in Africa, p. 300.

dishevelet, dishevelyt, a. [< ME. dischevele,
disshi re!//. tKtskMtt. disheveled, adi., prop, pp.,
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< OF. desx-lu -rrli , I', tli'-rlirrrli', pp. of deschercler :

see dishcrrl.] Disheveled.

She was nil dischrurtee in her heer, an<l Taurus hir
heiMe be the tresses and drougb hir after his horse.

Merlin (K. !). T. s.), II. 298.

dishevelment(<li-shev'el-ment), n. [< disherel
+ -mcnt.'} The act of disheveling, or the state
of being disheveled. ( 'inii/ti .

dishevelyt, . Sri- iiixlnriii\

dish-faced (dish'fast), a. 1. Having a face in

which the nasal bone is higher at the nose than
at the stop : applied to dogs. This peculiarity
is frequently seen in pointers. Vero Shair, Book
of the Dog. 2. Having a round flattish face,
like a reversed plate : said of persons.
dishful (dish'ful), n. [< ME. discliful, <lis*<f,il :

< dish + -fid, 2.] As much as a dish will hold,

dishing (dish'ing),^.rt. [Ppr. of dish,v.] Tak-
ing or having the form of a dish; concave;
hollowing : as, a dishing wheel ; the lay of the

ground was slightly dishing.
dishonest (dis-on'est), a. [< ME. dishonest, <

OF. dfshoneste, deshoriueste, F. deshonnfte = Pr.
deshonest = Sp. Pg. deshonesto = It. disonesto,
< ML. "dishonestus, dishonest, < L. dis- priv. +
honestus, honest : see dis- and honest, a."] 1 . Not
honest; without honesty; destitute of probity
or integrity ; having or exercising a disposition
to deceive, cheat, or defraud. 2. Not honest
in quality ; proceeding from or exhibiting lack
of honesty; fraudulent; knavish: as, a dishon-
est transaction.

Gaming is too unreasonable and dishonest for a gentle-
man to addict himself to it. Lord Lyttelton.

3f. Dishonored; disgraced.
Dishonest [tr. of L. inhonfsto], with lop'd arras, the youth

appears :

Spoil'd of his nose, and shorten'd of his ears.

Drydtn, ^Eneld, vl.

4f. Dishonorable; disgraceful; ignominious.
Inglorious triumphs, and dislionent scars.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 320.

And, linking backward with a wise affright,
Saw seams of wounds, dishonest to the sight.

Dryden, Abe. and Achit., 1. 72.

6f. Unchaste; lewd.

I hope it is no dinhoneet desire, to desire to be a woman
of the world. Shot., As you Like it, v. S.

= Syn. 1 and 2. False, unfair, disingenuous, unscrupulous,
perfidious, treacherous, slippery.

dishonestt (dis-on'est), . t. [< ME. dishon-

esten, < OF. deshonesier, deshonnestcr = Sp. Pg.
deshonestar = It. disonestare, < ML. *dishone-

stare, dishonor, < L. dis- priv. + honestare,
honor: see dis- and honest, r. Cf. dehonestate.]
To dishonor

; disgrace.
Some young widows do dishonest the congregation of

Christ, and his doctrine.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 166.

Does hee hope to dishonest me?
Marston, The Fawne, iv.

dishonestly (dis-on'est-li), adv. 1. With dis-

honesty; without probity or integrity; with
fraudulent intent; knavishly.
One thing was very dishonestly Insinuated, that the

prisoner was a Papist, which was only to incense the jury
against him, and it had its effect.

State Trials, Stephen College, an. 1681.

2f. Dishonorably; ignominiously.
Marius caused Caius Cesar ... to be violently drawe

to the
sepultre

of one Uarius, a simple and seditious per*
sonc, and there to be dishonestly slayne.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

3f. Unchastely; lewdly.
She that liveth dishonestly is her father's heaviness.

Ecclus. xxii. 4.

dishonesty (dis-on'es-ti), . [< OF. deshone-

stete, deshoneste, deshonneste, F. deshonnteti =
Pr. dezonestat = Sp. deshonestidad = Pg. desho-
nestidade=U. disonestd, disonestade, disonestate,
< ML. *dishonesta(t-)s, < *dishonestus, dishon-
est : see dishonest. Cf. honesty.'] 1. The quality
of being dishonest

;
lack of honesty ; want of

probity or integrity ; a disposition to cheat or
defraud, or to deceive and betray.
The reckless assumption of pecuniary obligations does

not ordinarily originate In dishonesty of intention.
J. Fislce, Evolutionist, p. 220.

2. Violation of trust or of justice ; fraud
;

treachery; any deviation from probity or in-

tegrity.
For the said earl saith that the assurances which he

gave his late majesty and his majesty that now is, con-
cerning these treaties, wrre Mich as hn.l been 'Hxlionesty
and breach of his duty and trust for him to have held
back. N(f<! Trials, The Duke of Buckingham, an. 1626.

3f. Unchastity; lewdness.
Heaven be my witness ... if you suspect me of any

dishonesty. Shak., XI, \V. c.f \V., Iv. 2.

dishonorary
= 8yn. 1. Knavishness, deceitfulness, pcrfldionsneu, un-

scrnpulousness, unfairness, slipperiness.

dishonor, dishonour (dis-on'ori, n. [< MK.
iir, < ()!'. ili-sliiiiini-, hiti-r </' xltonneur, F.
i'iir = Hp. Pg. iti'xIiiiiHir = It. <li/more, <

ML. dixliiiiiiir. dishonor, < L. din- priv. + honor:
seerfi- and linimr, .J 1. \Vantofhonor; dis-

honorable character or conduct.

For since ilistunwtir tnitlirs with man's nature,
He Is hut .nit -id. . Shalt., T. of A., I. 1.

2. The state of being disgraced, or considered

dishonorable; disgrace; shame; reproach.
It (the dead body] Is sown In dishonour ; It Is raised In

glory. 1 Cor. xv. 43.

There lies he now with foulc dishonor dead.
Who, whiles he livdc, was called pniml .xins foy.

Spenter, V. Q., I. II. 25.

It is the great dishonour of too many among us that

they arc more ashamed of their Religion than they are of
their sins. Stillinffjleel, Sermons, I. iv.

3. Disgrace inflicted ; violation of one's honor
or dignity.

It was not meet for us to see the king's dishonour.
Ezra iv. 14.

Whatever tends to the dishonour of God, to the injury
of others, or to our own destruction, it is all the reason In

the World we should abstain from.

Stillingjteet, Sermons. II. III.

4. In com., failure or refusal of the drawee or

acceptor of a bill of exchange or note to accept
it, or, if it is accepted, to pay and retire it. See
dishonor, v. t., 4. =Syn. Dishonor, Disfavor, etc. See
odium, and list under disgrace.

dishonor, dishonour (dis-on'or), v. t. [< OF.
deshonorer, F. deshonorer = Pr. desonorar =
Sp. Pg. deshonrar =r It. disonorare, < ML. dis-

honorare, dishonor, < L. dis- priv. + honorare,
honor: see dis- and honor, v.) 1. To deprive
of honor

; violate the honor or dignity of ; dis-

grace ; bring reproach or shame on
;
stain the

character of; lessen in reputation.
Xlost certain it is that nothing but only sin doth dis-

honour God. Hooter, Eccles. Polity, II. 2.

Nothing . . . that may dishonour
Our law, or stain my vow of Nazaritc.

Milton, S. A., I. 1385.

2. To treat with indignity.

Justice, sweet prince, against that woman there, . . .

That hath abused and dishvnour'd me.
SAat.,C. of E., v. 1.

3. To violate the chastity of; ravish; seduce.
4. In com., to refuse to honor ;

refuse or fail

to accept or pay : as, to dislwnor a bill of ex-

change. A bill or note is also said to be dishonored when
overdue and unpaid, although there may have been no ac-
tual demand or refusal to pay.

Any cheques or bills refused payment [when presented
to the banks] are called "returns," and can generally be
sent back to the Clearing Bouse the same day, and enter-
ed again as a reverse claim by the bank dishonouring them
on the banks which presented them.

Jevons, Xloney and Mech. of Exchange, p. 266.

Si. To disgrace by the deprivation of, or as of,

ornament. [Bare.]
His scalp . . . dishonoured quite of hair.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Xletamorph., XT.

Syn. 1. To shame, degrade, discredit. 2. To insult.

dishonorable, dishonourable (dis-on'or-a-bl),
a. K OF. deshonorable, deshonnorable, deshon-

ourable, F. dishonorable, < des- priv. + honor-

able, honorable: see dis- and honorable. Cf.

dishonor, etc.] 1. Showing lack of honor;
base ; bringing or meriting shame or reproach;
staining character and lessening reputation:
as, a dishonorable act.

In our age there can be no peace that Is not honorable ;

there can be no war that is not dishonorable.

Snmner, True Grandeur of \atlons.

2. Destitute of honor; characterized by want of
honor or good repute : as, a dishonorable man.
We petty men . . . find ourselves dishonourable graves.

Shot., }. C., L 2.

3. In a state of neglect or disesteem. [Rare.]
He that is honoured In poverty, how much more in

riches, and he that is dishonourable in riches, how mnch
more in poverty. Ecclus. x. 31.

-Syn. 1 and 2. Disreputable, discreditable, disgraceful,
ignominious, infamous.

dishonorahleness, dishonourableness (dis-

on'or-a-bl-nes), n. The quality of being dis-

honorable.

dishonorably, dishonourably (dis-on'or-a-
bli), adr. In a dishonorable manner; with
dishonor.

We sailed to the island of Capri, the antlent Caprete, to
which Tiberius retired so dishonourably from the care of
the public. Poeofte, Description of the East, II. It. 80S.

dishonorary (dis-pn'or-8-ri),
a. [< dis- priv. +

honorary.'] Causing dishonor ; tending to dis-

grace; lessening reputation. Clarke. [Rare.]



dishonorer

dishonorer, dishonourer (dis-on'or-er), n.

One who dishonors or disgraces; one who
treats another with indignity.

Preaching how meritorious with the gods
It would he to ensnare an irreligious
Dishonourer of Dagon. Milton, S. A., 1. 861.

dishorn (dis-horn'), i'. t. [< rfi's-priv. 4- liorn.]
To remove the horns from; deprive of horns.

The truth being known,
We'll all present ourselves, dishorn the spirit,
And mock him home to Windsor.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4.

dishorse (dis-hors'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

horsed, ppr. dishorsing. [< dis- priv. + horse.]
To unhorse.

He burst his lance against a forest bough,
Dishorned himself and rose again.

Tennymn, Balin and Balan.

dish-rag (dish'rag), w. A dish-cloth,

dishumort, dishumourt (dis-hu'mor), n. [< dis-

priv. + humor, n.~\ 111 humor. [Rare.]
We did not beforehand think of the creature we are

enamoured of as subject to dishumottr, age, sickness, im-

patience, or sullenness. Steelf, Spectator, No. 479.

dishumort, dishumourt (dis-hu'mor), v. t. [<
dis- priv. + humor, r.] To put out of humor;
make ill-humored. [Rare.]
Here were a couple unexpectedly dishonoured.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 3.

dish-washer (dish'wosh'fer), n. 1. One who
washes dishes. 2. The pied wagtail, Atotacilla

lugubris. [Prov. Eng.] 3. The grinder, or
restless flycatcher, Seisura inquieta. See Sei-

sura. [Australian.]
dish-water (dish'wa"ter), n. Water in which
dishes have been washed.

disillude (dis-i-lud'), v. t.; pret. and pp. disil-

luded, ppr. disilluding. [< dis- + illude.] To
free from illusion ; disillusion. [Rare.]

I am obliged to disillude many of my visitors, though
I cannot reduce my titles below " General Sahib," or
" Lord Sahib Bahadoor."

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 98.

disillusion (dis-i-lu'zhon), n. [= P. disillusion;
as dis- priv. + illusion'.] A freeing or becom-
ing free from illusion; the state of being disil-

lusioned or disenchanted
; disenchantment.

He [Spenser] speaks of the Court in a tone of contemptu-
ous bitterness, in which, as it seems to me, there is more of
the sorrow of disillusion than of the gall of personal dis-

appointment. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 14B.

disillusion (dis-i-lu'zhon), . t. [= F. desillu-

ifionner; from the noun.] To free from illu-

sion; disenchant.
"
Egypt," the product of a much disillusioned observer.

The Nation, No. 967.

The auto da fiSs of Seville and Madrid, ... the deso-
lated plains of Germany, and the cruelties of Alva in the
Netherlands, disillusioned Europe of those golden dreams
which had arisen in the earlier days of humanism.

Encye. Brit., XX. 394.

disillusionize (dis-i-lu'zhon-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. disillusionized, ppr. disillusionizing. [< dis-

priv. + illusion + -ize.] To free from illusion
;

disenchant
; disillusion.

I am not sure that chapter of Herder's did not uncon-
sciously operate as a disillusionizing medium.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 173.

disillusionment (dis-i-lu'zhon-ment), n. [= F.
desillusionnement ; as disillusion,"?., + -merit.]
The process of disillusioning; the state of be-
ing disillusioned.

Gulcciardini seems to glory in his disillusionment, and
uses his vast intellectual ability for the analysis of the
corruption he had helped to make incurable.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 256.

And therein was the beginning of disUlusionments.
The Century, XXXII. 939.

disimbarkt, t'. An obsolete form of disembark.
disimpark (dis-im-park'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
impark.] To free from the limits of a park.
Craig. [Rare.]

disimprison (dis-im-priz'on), v. t. [< dis- priv.+ imprison.] To discharge from a prison; set
at liberty; free from restraint. Lockhart.
[Rare.]
French Revolution means here the open, violent rebel-

lion and victory of disimprisoned anarchy against corrupt
worn-out authority. Carlyle, French Rev., I. vi . l!

disimprove (dis-im-prov'), v. pret. and pp.
disimproved, ppr. disimproving. [< dis- priv. +
improve.] I. trans. To render worse; injure
the quality of. [Rare.]
No need to disimprove the royal banks to pay thanks

to the bishops. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 148.

II. intrans. To grow worse. [Rare.]
disimprovement (dis-im-prov'ment), n. [<
dis- priv. + improvement.] Reduction from
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or want of improvement; non-improvement.
[Rare.]
Beside that the presence of God serves to all this, It

hath also especial influence in the disimprocement of

temptations. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 112.

disincarcerate (dis-in-kiir'se-rat), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. disincarcerated, ppr. disincarceratiiiy.

[< dis- priv. + incarcerate. Cf. Sp. desencarce-

lar = Pg. descncarcerar.] To liberate from

prison ; set free from confinement. Harvey.
[Rare.]

disinclination (dis-in-kli-na'shon), n. [< dis-

priv. + inclination.] Want of inclination
;
want

of propensity, desire, or affection (generally
implying a positive inclination toward the op-
posite course or thing) ; slight dislike or aver-
sion.

Disappointment gave him a disinclination to the fair sex.

Arbuthnot.

= Syn. Indisposition, unwillingness, reluctance, hesita-

tion, repugnance.
disincline (dis-in-klin'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dis-

inclined, ppr. disinclining. [< dis- priv. + in-

cline.] To make averse or indisposed; make
unwilling.
The Provencal poets . . . willingly established them-

selves . . . under a prince full of knightly accomplish*
ments, and yet not disinclined to the arts of peace.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 277.

Disinclined to help from their own store
The opprobrious wight.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 129.

[This] . . . produced so much effect upon the Com-
mittee as to disincline them to report this measure favor-

ably. The American, VII. 292.

disinclose, disenclose (dis-in-kloz', -en-kloz'),
v. t. ; pret. and pp. disinclosed, disenclosed, ppr.
disinclosing, disenclosing. [< dis- priv. + inclose,

enclose.] To free from inclosure ; throw open
(what has been inclosed) ; specifically, to dis-

park.
disincorporate (dis-in-kor'po-rat), v. t.; pret.
and pp. disincorporated, ppr. disincorporating.
[< dis- priv. + incorporate, v. Cf. F. ddsincor-

porer = Sp. Pg. desincorporar.] 1. To deprive
of corporate powers or character. 2. To de-
tach or separate from a corporation or society.
disincorporate! (dis-in-kor'po-rat), a. [= Sp.
Pg. desincorporado; as dis- priv. + incorporate,
rt.J Disunited from a body or society ;

unem-
bodied. Bacon.

disincorporation (dis-in-k6r-po-ra'shon), n. [=
F. desincorporation = Sp. desincorporacion =
Pg. desincorporac&o ; as disincorporate + -ion:
see -ation.] 1. Deprivation of the rights and
privileges of a corporation. 2. Detachment or
separation from a body, corporation, or society.

disincrustant (dis-in-ki-us'tant), n. [< dfc-priv.+ incrust + -an*1 .] Something which serves
to prevent or to remove incrustation.

Zinc as a Disincrustant In Steam Boilers.

Ure, Diet., IV. 1012.

disindividualize (dis-in-di-vid'u-al-iz), v. t.;

pret. and pp. disindmdualized, ppr. disindivia-

ualizing. [< dis- priv. + individualize.] To de-

prive of individuality.

The artist who is to produce a work which is to be ad-
mired, not by his friends or his townspeople or his con-
temporaries, but by all men, and which is to be more beau-
tiful to the eye in proportion to its culture, must disindi-
vidualize himself, and be a man of no party, and no man-
ner, and no age, but one through whom the soul of all men
circulates, as the common air through his lungs.

Emerson, Art.

disinfect (dis-in-fekf), v. t. [= F. desinfecter= Sp. Pg. desinfectar = It. disinfettare ; as dis-

priv. + infect.] To cleanse from infection;
purify from contagious or infectious matter;
destroy the germs of disease in.

disinfectant (dis-in-fek'tant), a. and n. [= F.

disinfectant = Sp. Pg. desinfectante = It. dis-

infettante; as disinfect + -ant1.] I. a. Serving
to disinfect

; disinfecting.
II. n. An agent used for destroying the con-

tagium or germs of infectious diseases. The dis-
infectants most used at present are heat, mercuric chlo-
rid, sulphur dioxid (formed by burning sulphur), iron pro-
tosulphate, zinc chlorid,Labarraque's disinfecting solution
(liquor sodse chlorate), and chlorinated lime, or so-called
chlorid of lime (calx chlorata). Deodorizers, or substances
which destroy smells, are not necessarily disinfectants,
and disinfectants do not always have an odor.

The moral atmosphere, too, of this honest, cheerful, sim-
ple home scene acted as a moral disinfectant.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, vi.

disinfection (dis-in-fek'shon), n. [= F. disin-

fection = Sp. desinfeccion = Pg. desinfeccSo ; as
disinfect + -ion.] Purification from infectious
matter; the destruction of the contagium or
germs of infectious diseases.

disintegration

Disinfection consists in the destruction of something in-

fectious, and we fail to see any justification for the popu-
lar use of the term which makes it synonymous with deo-
dorization. Science, VI. 328.

disinfector (dis-in-fek'tor), n. [< disinfect +
-or.] One who or that which disinfects; spe-
cifically, a device for diffusing a disinfectant in
the air to purify it, or destroy contagion.
disingenuityt (dis-m-.ie-nu'i-ti),. [< disingen-
uous + -ity, after ingenuity, q. v.] Disingenu-
ousuess; unfairness; want of candor.

A habit of ill nature and disingenuity necessary to their
affairs. Clarendon, Civil War, I. 321.

disingenuous (dis-in-jen'u-us), a. [< dis- priv.
+ ingenuous.] Not ingenuous : not open, frank,
or candid; uncandid; insincere: as, a. disingen-
uous person; a disingenuous answer.
Such kinds of Pleasantry are very unfair and disingenu-

ous in Works of Criticism. Addimn, Spectator, No'. 291.

Persons entirely disintfenuous, who really do not believe
the opinions they defend. Hume, Mil. of Morals, 1.

Lovable as lie was, it would be disingenuous, as well as

idle, to attempt to show that Steele was a prudent man.
A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xxvi.

disingenuously (dis-in-jen'u-us-li), adv. In a

disingenuous manner; not openly and can-

didly.

disingenuousness (dis-in-jen'u-us-nes), n. The
character of being disingenuous; want of can-
dor.

The disingenuousness of embracing a profession to which
their own hearts have an inward reluctance.

Government of the Tongue.

disinhabitt (dis-in-hab'it), r. t. [< dis- priv. +
inhabit. Cf. dishabit.] To deprive of inhabit-
ants.

It was disinhabited sixe and thirtie yeres before Saint
Helen's time for lacke of water. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 109.

disinherison (dis-in-her'i-zon), .. [See disheri-

son.] 1. The act of cutting off from heredi-

tary succession
;
the act of disinheriting. 2.

The state of being disinherited.

The adultery of the woman is worse, as bringing bas-
tardy into the family, and disinherisons or great injuries
to the lawful children. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

disinherit (dis-in-her'it), v. t. [< OF. 'disin-

heriter; as dis- priv. + inherit. Cf. disherit.]
To deprive of an inheritance or of the right to
inherit

; prevent, as an heir, from coming into

possession of property or right which by law
or custom would devolve on him in the course
of descent, as by an adverse will or other act
of alienation, or by right of conquest.
He was a murderer before a parent ; he disinherited all

his children before they were born, and made them slaves
before they knew the price of liberty.

Bates, Harmony of the Divine Attributes, ii.

disinheritance (dis-in-her'i-taus), n. [< OF.
disinheritance, < *disinheriter: see disinherit and
-ance. Cf. disheritance.] The act of disinherit-

ing, or the state of being disinherited.

Sedition tendeth to the disinheritance of the king.
State Trials, W. Stroud, an. 1620.

disinhume (dis-in-hum'), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
disinhumed, ppr. disinhuming. [< dis- priv. +
inhume.] To disinter. [Rare.]

Once more the Church is seized with sudden fear,
And at her call is Wicliffe disinhumed.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, ii. 17.

disintailt, disintalet, v. t. Obsolete forms of
disentail.

disintegrate (dis-in'te-gra-bl), a. [< disin-

tegra-te + -ble.] Capable of being disinte-

grated.
Argillo-calcite is readily disintegrate by exposure to the

atmosphere. Kirwan.

disintegrate (dis-in'te-grat), v.
; pret. and pp.

disintegrated, ppr. disintegrating. [< dis- priv.+ integrate.] I. trans. To separate into com-
ponent parts; reduce to fragments; break up
or destroy the cohesion of : as, roeks are dis-

integrated by frost and rain.

The Carolingian empire, first parting into its large divi-

sions, became in course of time further disintegrated by
subdivision of these. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 453.

II. intrans. To break up; separate into its

component parts.

disintegration (dis-in-te-gra'shon), n. [< dis-

integrate: see-ation.] T'he act of separating the

component particles of a substance, as distin-

guished from decomposition or the separation
of its elements

;
destruction of the cohesion

of constituent parts; specifically, in gfol., the

wearing down of rocks, resulting chiefly from
the slow action of frosts, rains, and other at-

mospheric influences. Disintegration milling.
See milling.



disintegrativc

disintegrative (dis-in'tA-grii-tiv), . [< disin-

tegrate + -ivc.] Tending to disintegrate ;
dis-

integrating.
The dt nit'iiftiirr. process which results in the multi-

plication of individualH. //. X[tencer.

Fruilitlism itself . . . was by no means purely disinte-

ffratiix in its tendencies. J. Flslte, Amer. I'ol. Ideas, p. 80.

disintegrator (dis-in'te-gra-tor), . [< disin-

tegrate + -or.] One who or tliat which disin-

tegrates ; specifically, a machine for pulveriz-
ing, crushing, or breaking up various kinds of

materials. A common form used for breaking up ores,

rock, artificial manures, oil-cake, etc., and for mixing
mortar, etc., as well as for grinding corn, is a mill con-

sisting essentially of u number of beaters projecting fruin

the faces of two parallel disks revolving in opposite di-

rections at a high speed.

disintegratory (dis-in'te-gra-to-ri), a. [< dig-

integrate + -ory.] Disintegrating; disintegra-
tive. [Rare.]
Kant has truly said that now criticism has taken its

place among the disinteijratory agencies, no system can
pretend to escape its jurisdiction.

tf. a. Lems, Pop. Bel. Mo., XIII. 419.

disinter (dis-in-ter'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. disin-

terred, ppr. disinterring. [Formerly disenter;
< OF. desenterrer, F. desenterrer = Sp. Pg. des-

enterrar, disinter, < L. dis- priv.-l- ML. interrare

(> OF. enterrer, etc.), inter: see inter1.] 1.
To take out of a grave or out of the earth ; ex-
hume: as, to disinter a dead body. 2. To
take out as if from a grave ; bring from obscu-

rity into view.

The philosopher . . . may be concealed in a plebeian,
which a proper education might have disinterred, and
have brought to light. Addison, Spectator, No. 215.

disinteressed!, disinterest? (dis-in'ter-est), a.

[Also written disinterest'd ; with E. suffix -cd2

(-t
2
), < OF. desinteresse, F. desinteress6(= Sp. des-

interesado = Pg. desinteressado = It. disinteres-

sato), pp. of desinteresser, rid of interest : see dis-

interest, r.] Disinterested. See disinterested,
which has taken the place of disinteressed.

The measures they shall walk by shall be disinterest,
and even, and dispassionate, and full of observation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 740.

Because all men are not wise and good and disinteress'd.

Jer. Taylor, Kule of Conscience, it 5.

disinteressment! (dis-in'ter-es-ment), n. [< F.
desinteressement (= Sp. desinteresa'iiento),(des-

interesser, rid of interest: see disinterest, v.]
Disinterestedness

; impartiality.
He [the Karl of Dorset] has managed some of the great-

est charges of the kingdom with known ability, and laid
them down with entire disinteress>itent.

Prior, Postscript to Pref. to Poems.

disinterest! (dis-in'ter-est), n. [= Sp. destn-

teres = Pg. desinteresse = It. disinteresse, disin-

terest ; as dis- priv. + interest, n. Cf. disinter-

est, v.] 1. What is contrary to interest or ad-

vantage ; disadvantage ; injury.

They ought to separate from her [the Church of Rome],
that there be no prejudice done to my true church, nor
disinterest to thy kingdom.

Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches.

2. Indifference to profit ;
want of regard to

private advantage.
disinterest! (dis-in'ter-est), v. t. [For "disinter-

css, < OF. desinteresser, F. desinteresser = Sp.
desinteresar = Pg. desinteressar = It. disinteres-

sare, rid or discharge of interest, < ML. dis-

priv. + interessc, interest: see dis- and interest,
v. and ., and cf. disinterest, .] To rid of in-

terest
; disengage from private interest or ad-

vantage ; destroy the interest of.

A noble courtesy . . . conquers the uncompellable
mind, and disinterest* man of himself.

Felthain, Sermon on Luke xiv. 20.

disinterest!, See disinteressed.

disinterested (dis-iu'ter-es-ted), a. [A later

form of disinteressed, disinterest, a., as if < disin-

terest, v. or .,
+ -erf2.] 1. Free from self-

interest
;
unbiased by personal interest or

private advantage ; acting from unselfish
motives.

Every true patriot is disinterested.
'

hatfly.

2. Not influenced or dictated by private
advantage : as, a disinterested decision.

Friendship is a disinterested romtm'ree between
equals. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

Love of goodness impersonated in God is not a less dis-

interested, though naturally a more fervent, sentiment
than love of goodness in the abstract.

F. I'. Coblie, Peak in Dari.'ii. p. I'.i.

= Syn. Unbiased, impartial, unbought, incorruptible, un-
semsh, dispassionate, magnanimous. Disinterested and
uninterested are soinrlinirs Confounded in speech, though
rarely in writing. A itixinf.-rested person takes part in or
concerns himself about the affairs of others without regard
to self-interest, or to any personal benefit to be gained by
his action ; an uninterested one takes no interest in or is
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indifferent to the matter under consideration : as, a dis-

interested witness; an uninterested spectator.

disinterestedly (diH-in'UT-cs-toil-li), mlr. In
a disintin sti il manner; unselfishly.

I have long since renounrrd your world, ye know :

Yet weigh the worth nt worldly pri/.o foregone,
Disinterestedly judge this and that

Good ye account good.
liriiicning, Ring and Book, II. 325.

disinterestedness (dis-in'ter-es-ted-nes), n.

The character of being disinterested or unsel-
fish

; the fact of having no personal interest in

a question or an event; freedom from bias or

prejudice on account of private interest; un-
selfishness

; generosity.
Wholly to abstract our views from self undoubtedly

requires unparalleled disinterestedness.

Shelley, In Dowden, I. 264.

The conception of pure disinterestedness is presupposed
in all our estimates of virtue. Lecky, Europ. Morals, 1. 72.

disinteresting (dis-in'ter-es-ting), a. [< <Ji-

priv. + interesting."] Uninteresting. [Rare.]
There is such a dull, heavy succession of long quota-

tions of disinteresting passages that it makes their method
quite nauseous. Warburton, To Birch.

He rarely paints a ditinteresliny subject.
The Studio, III. 130.

disinterment (dis-in-ter'mgnt), n. [= Sp. des-

enterramiento = Pg. desenterramento ; as disin-

ter + -ment.] The act of disinterring, or taking
out of the earth or the grave, literally or figur-

atively; exhumation.
Our most skilful delver into dramatic history, amidst

his curious masses of disintennents, has brought up this

proclamation. /. Disraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 373.

disinthral!, disinthrall! (dis-in-thral'), r. t.

See disenthrall.

disinthralment (dis-in-thral'ment), . See
disentliralment.

disintricate (dis-in'tri-kat), t'. t.; pret. and pp.
disintricated, ppr. disintricating. [< dis-

priv.+ intricate.] To free from intricacy ; disen-

tangle.
It Is therefore necessary to disintricate the question, by

relieving it of these two errors, bad in themselves, but
worse in the confusion which they occasion.

Sir W. Hamilton.

disinuret (dis-i-nur'), v. t.; pret. and pp. disin-

ured, ppr. disinurina. [< dis- priv. 4- inure.]
To deprive of familiarity or custom; render
unfamiliar or unaccustomed.
We are hinder'd and dis-inur'd by this cours of licencing

towards the true knowledge of what we seem to know.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 42.

disinvagination (dis-in-vaj-i-na'shon), n. [<
dis- priv. + inz</ination.] In med., the relief

or reduction of an invagination, as of one part
of the intestine in another.

disinvalidityt (dis-in-va-lid'i-ti), n. [< dis-

priv. (here intensive) + invalidity.] Invalidity.

Againe, I doe call those some men's doctrines in this

point, private opinions ; and so well may I doe, in respect
of the disinvalidity and disproportion of them.

W. ilontagur, Appeal to Cicsar, il.

disinvestiture (dis-in-ves'ti-tur), n. [< dis-

priv. + investiture.] The act "of depriving or
the state of being deprived of investiture.

disinvigorate (dis-in-vig'or-it), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. dismvigorated, ppr. disimrigorating. [< dix-

priv. + invigorate.] Todeprive of vigor; weak-
en; relax.

This soft, and warm, and disinviijorating climate !

Sydney Smith, Letters (1844), p. 52.

disinyite! (dis-in-vif), r. t. [= F. desiunter =
It. disinvitarc; as dis- priv. + invite.] To re-
call an invitation to.

I was, upon his highness's intimation, sent to disinvite
them. Sir J. Finett, Foreign Ambassadors, p. 143.

disinvolve (dis-in-yolv'),
p. t. [= Sp. Pg. des-

enrolmr; as dis- priv. + involve.] To uncover;
unfold or unroll

; disentangle.

Disippus I.imfttitis disippiis , natural size, showin? wings on the
ten side in their proper position, and on the right side reversed, to

show under surface.

disjointed

disippus (di-sip'us), . [NL., irreg. < (f) Gr.

<), twico, double-, + mtrof, horse, as in archip-

IHI.I (in ref. to it.- imitation of the archippus).]
A common and wide-spread species of butterfly,
Ijiiii'iiitia ilixi/i/iiii, feeding in tlic caterpillar
state on the willow, poplar, and plum, and hi-

bernating in the same state in cases made of

rolled leaves. See Limcnitis. itixvnniliithei mii
States as fur north as Maim-, in the Went Indies, and in

northern Smith America. The udult is supposed to mimic
the archippus butterfly (Daiutis archippus), the larva of

which feeds on aselepiads. Bee cut in preceding i-olnnm.

disjaskit (dis-jas'kit), a. [8c., said to be a

corruption of "disjected for dejected.] Jaded;
decayed; worn out.

In the morning after the coronation I found myself In

a very disjaxkit state, being hoth sore in lith anil limb, and
worn out in my mind with the great fatigue I had under-

gone. Oait, The Steam-Uoat, p. 201.

disjecta membra (dis-jek'ta mem'brft). [L. :

disjecta, neut. pi. of disjectus, scattered; mem-
lira, pi. of membrum, member: see direction and
member."] Scattered members; disjointed por-
tions or parts.

disjectiont (dis-jek'shon), n. [< L. as if "digjec-

tio(n-), < disiccre, disjicere, pp. disjectus, throw

apart, scatter, disperse, < dis-, apart, -I- jacere,
throw : see Jet

1
,
and cf. adject, conject, deject,

etc.] The act of overthrowing or dissipating.
A very striking image of the sudden disjeetion of Pha-

raoh's Host Hartley, Biblical Criticism, IV. 395.

disjoin (dis-join'), v. [< ME. disjoynen, < OF.
desjoindre, P. disioindre, dejoindre = Pr. detjo-

nher, dejonher= It. disgiugnere, disgiungcre, < L.

disjungere or dijungcre, pp. disjunctus, separate,
< dis-, di-, apart, + jungere, join: see join.] I.

trans. 1. To sever the junction or union of;
dissolve or break up the connection of

;
disunite ;

sunder : as, to disjoin the parts of a machine ;

they have disjoined their interests.

You shine now in too high a sphere for me;
We are planets now disjoin'd for ever.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, ill. 2.

My Father was appointed Sheriff for Surrey and Sussex
before they were disjoyned. i't(;/ii, Diary, 1634.

2. To prevent from junction or union; keep
separate or apart ; divide.

The riuer Nilus of JJgypt disiouneth Asia from Africa.

Haicluyt'i Voyage*, I. 103.

Cross disjoined, in her., same as cross double -parted
(which see, under crosxi, n.).

II. intrans. To be separated ; part.
Two not far disjoining vallies there arc that stretch to

each other. Sandys, Travailes, p. 17.

disjoint (dis-joinf), t>. [< dis- priv. + joint, v.]

1. trans. 1. To separate or disconnect the

joints or joinings of. (a) Anatomically, to disarticu-

late ; dislocate : as, to disjoint an arm or a foot ; to dis-

joint the vertebrae. (6) Mechanically, to separate the joined
parts of ; take apart ; pull to pieces : as, disjointed col-

umns ; to disjoint a tool.

2. To break the natural order and relations of ;

put out of order ; derange.
They are so disjoi/nted, and every one commander of

himselfe, to plant what he will.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 259.

Were it possible for any power to add to it ever so little,
it would at once overstep its bounds; the equilibrium
would be disturbed ; the framework of affairs would be

disjointed. Buckle, Civilization, II. vi.

Il.t intrans. To fall in pieces.
Let the frame of things disjoint, both the worlds suffer,

Ere we will eat our meal in fear. Shot., Macbeth, lii. 2.

disjoint! (dis-joinf), a. [< ME. disjoynt, < OF.
desjoint, desjoinct, F. disjoint (= Sp. disyunto =
It. <li.ii/i<tiitn, < L. <H.ijHiictu.i), pp. of

desjoindre,
disjoin : see ilisju'm.} Disjointed ; disjunct ;

separated.
Thinking, by our late dear brother's death,

Our state to be disjoint and out of frame.
simk.. Hamlet, I. 2.

Carrying on a disjoynt and privat interest of his own.
Milt,,n, Eikonoklastes, iv.

disjoint!, [ME., < OF. desjointe, des-

joincte, separation, division, rupture, < des-

joint, pp. of desjoindre, disjoin : see disjoint,

a., and disjoin.] A difficult situation
;
dis-

advantage.
But sith I se I stonde in this disjoynt,
I wol answere you shortly to the poynt.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 411.

disjointed (dis-join'ted), p. a. [Pp. of disjoint,

r.] 1. Having the joints or connections sepa-
rated: as, a disjointed fowl; hence, disconnect-

ed; incoherent: as, a disjointed discourse.

The constancy of your wit was not wont to bring forth
such disjointed speeches. .Sir P. Sidney.

Trust me. I could weep
Rather : for I have found In all thy words
A strange disjointed sorrow.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. L



disjointed

A young author is apt to run into a confusion of mixed

metaphors, which leave the sense disjointed.
Goldsmith, .Metaphors.

2. Out of joint; out of order or sorts; badly

jointed together.
Melancholy books,

Which make you laugh that any one should weep,
In this disjointed life, for one wrong more.

Mr*. Browning, Aurora Leigh, 1.
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junct + -me. C.juncture. e ac o i-
ing, or the state of being disjoined ; separation ;

disjunction.11SJUI1 1Mb

Bruises, disjunctures, or brokenness of bones.

Goodwin, Works, II. iv. 347.

disjointedly (dis-join't

jointed or disconnected
'

'ted-li), adv.

d manner.

disjointedness (dis-join'ted-nes), . The state

of being disjointed.

disjointlyt (dis-joint'li), adv. In a divided state.

Soathu,

disjudicationt (dis-jo-di-ka'shon), n. Same as

dijudication.

disjunct (dis-jungkf), a. [< L. disjunetus or

dijunctus, pp. of disjungere, disjoin: see dis-

join, and. disjoint, a.] 1. Disconnected; sepa-

rated; distinct. Specifically 2. In entom.,

having the head, thorax, and abdomen separat-
ed by a deep incision Disjunct modal, in logic,

a modal proposition in which the sign of modality sepa-

rates the dictum into two parts. See conjunct modal, un-

der conjunct. Disjunct motion. See motion. Dis-

junct proposition, a disjunctive proposition.

So when I say, Tomorrow it will rain or it will not rain,

this disjunct proposition is necessary, but the necessity

lies upon the disjunction of the parts, not upon the parts
themselves. Dr. 11. Hare, Immortal, of Soul, II. iii. 12.

Disjunct species, in logic, different species considered

as coining under one genns. Disjunct tetracliord. See

tetrachord..

disjunction (dis-jungk'shon), n. [= OF. dis-

disjune (dis-jon'), . [Also dejeune; < OF. des-

In a dis- jure, desjeun, desjuiig, breakfast, < dexjuner, des-

jeuuer, breakfast: see dejeune, dejeuner. Cf.

'dine.] Breakfast. [Scotch.]

disjungere, pp. disjunetus, disjoin : see disjoin,

disjunct.'] 1. The act of disjoining, or the

state of being disjoined ; separation ;
division ;

distinction.

The disjunction of the body and the soul. South, .Sermons.

All thought is a comparison, a recognition of similarity
or difference ; a conjunction or disjunction . . . of its ob-

jects. In Conception that is, in the forming of concepts
(or general notions) it compares, disjoins, or conjoins at-

tributes. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, i.

It is presupposed that there are "two kinds "of con-

sciousness, one individual, the other universal. And the
fact will be found to be, I imagine, that consciousness is

the unity of the individual and the universal ; that there
is no purely individual or purely universal. So the dis-

junction made is meaningless. Mind, XLI. 17.

Specifically 2. In logic, the relation between
the members of a disjunctive proposition or

term.
One side or other of the following disjunction is true.

Paley, Evidences, i. 3.

disjunctive (dis-jungk'tiv), a. and . [= OF.

disjomctif, F. disjonctif = Sp. disyuntivo = Pg.
disjunctivo = It. disgiuntlvo, < LL. disjunctivus
or dijunctivus, < L. disjunetus, pp. of disjungere,

disjoin: see disjunct, disjoin.'] i. a. 1. Serving
or tending to disjoin; separating; dividing;
distinguishing: as, a disjunctive conjunction.
2. Incapable of joining or uniting. [Bare.]
Atoms . . . of that disjunctive nature as not to be united

in a sufficient number to make a visible mass. Grew.

3. Comprising or marked by a disjunction or

separation of parts.

Now, in the whole sphere of experience there is a certain

unity, corresponding formally to the category of recipro-

city, or disjunctive totality. Adamson, Philos. of Kant.

4. In music, pertaining to disjunct tetraehords :

as, a disjunctive interval. Disjunctive conjunc-
tion, in gram., a word which joins, or brings into relation
with each other, sentences or parts of a sentence disjoined
in meaning that is, which express opposed or contrasted
ideas : as, he is good but rough ; I neither love him nor fear
him. Disjunctive equation, in math., a relation be-
tween two sets of quantities such that each one of either
set is equal to some unspecified one of the other set.

Disjunctive judgment or inference. Same as alterna-
tivejudgment or inference (which see, under alternative).
Disjunctive proposition, a proposition asserting one or
other of two separately described states of things to be
true : as, either you will give me your money, or I will
take your life. Disjunctive syllogism, in logic, a syl-
logism in which the major proposition is disjunctive : as,
the earth moves in a circle or an ellipse; but it does not
move in a circle, therefore it moves in an ellipse.

IE. n. 1. In gram., a word that disjoins; a

disjunctive conjunction, as or, nor, neither. 2.
In logic, a disjunctive proposition.
disjunctively (dis-jungk'tiv-li), adv. In a dis-

junctive manner; by disjunction.

disjunctpr (dis-jungk'tor),. [< tfL.*digjunctor,
< L. disjungere, pp. disjunetus, disjoin : see dis-

junct, disjoin.'] In gun., a device employed to
cut simultaneously the electric currents which
pass through the wire targets used for obtain-

ing the velocity of a projectile Disjunctor
reading, the small correction applied to the instrumental
reading of any velocimeter to obtain the true reading.

In the mornyng up scho gatt,

And on hir hairt laid hir disjune.

ITt^oMtfcAtframcMiMChild's Ballads, VIIL 118)'

Did I not tell you, Mysie, that it was my especial plea-

sure on this occasion to have everything in the precise

order wherein it was upon that famous morning win n nil

most sacred Majesty partook of his di*june at Tillietudlem ?

Scott, Old Mortality, xi.

disk, disc (disk), n. [< L. discus, < Gr. 6iams,

a discus, disk, a dish, trencher: see discus, dish,

desk, dais.] 1. Same as discus, 1.

Some whirl the disk, and some the jav'lin dart. Pope.

2. In the Gr. Ch., a paten. 3. Any flat, or ap-

proximately or apparently flat, circular plate
or surface.

So through the Plymouth woods John Alden went on his

errand,
Came to an open space and saw the disk of the ocean.

Longfellow, Miles Staudish, iii.

The sun just dipping behind the western mountains,
with a disk all golden. D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days.

A cellar, in which I this very past summer planted sonic

sunflowers to thrust their great disks out from the hollow

and allure the bee and the humming-bird.
Hawthorne, Septimius Felton, p. 4.

Specifically 4. In 'hot. : (a) The flat surface

of an organ, such as a leaf, in distinction from
the margin. (6) Any flat, circular, discus-

shaped growth, as the adhe-
sive disks which form on the

tendrils of the Virginia creep-
er, (c) In the tubuliflorous

Composite, the series of flow-

ers having a tubular corolla,
and forming the central por-
tion or whole of the head, as
distinct from a surrounding Daisy

ligulate-flowered ray; also, disk!

the central portion of any ra-

diate inflorescence, (d) An enlargement of the

torus of a flower about the pistil. This assumes
many forms, and

_ is usually glan-
dular or nectarif-

erous. It may be
either free (hypo-
gynous) or adnate
to the calyx (peri-

gynous), or when
the ovary is in-

ferior it may be

upon its summit
(epigynous). It

may also be en-
tire or variously

lobed. (e) A name sometimes given to the bor-

dered pits (otherwise called dots and discoid

markings) which characterize
the woody tissue of gymno-
sperms, as the pine. (/) The
hymenium of a discocarp ;

the

cup-like or otherwise expand-
ed surface on which the asci

are borne in Discomycetes.
5. In zool. and anat., any
flattened and rounded surface
or part; a discus, specifically

(a) In conch., the part of a bivalve
shell between the margin and the
umbo. (b) In ornith., either side of
the face of an owl ; the set of fea- Disk-bearing Wood-

thers, of peculiar shape or texture,
c
?]

ls

,

of thc Plne ' mas-

radiatiug from the eye as a center,
n e '

. ...
including the loral bristles and the tion of cefls-

1

*
na

crosfr
auriculars or opercular feathers, and section of cells.

'

the ruff which margins the whole,
(c) I n entom. ,

the most elevated part of the thorax or elytra,
seen from above ; the central portion of the wing.
6. In armor, same as roundel. 7. One of the
collars separating and securing the cutters on
a horizontal mandrel Accessory disk. See acces-

sory. Anisotropous disk. See striated muscle, under
striated. Arago's disk, a disk rotating in its own plane
in a field of magnetic force. Blastodermic disk. See
blastodermic. Bowman's disks, the disks formed by the
transverse cleavage of muscular fibers. Brachiferous
disk. See brachiffrou.*. Choked disk, in pathol., a con-
dition of the optic disk or papilla in which it is swollen,
with obscure margins, and the retinal vessels are tortu-
ous. It appears to be an inflammatory condition of the
papilla, and is found in connection with intracranial tu-
mors and other affections. Also called i>i>i/t!ti.i. Disk
coupling. See coupling. Disk crank. See era *-'.

Gelatinous disk, the bell or umbrella of discophorous
hydrozoans. Germinal disk. Same as germ-disk.

Epteynous and Hypogynous Disks.

A. Umbelliferous flower : d, disk ; o, ovary.
ower of the orange family : rf, disk ; ,

dislike

Maxwell color-disks, disks having each a single color,

and slit radially so that one may be made to lap over ano-

ther to any desired extent. By rotating them on a spindle,

the effect of combining certain colors in varying propor-
tions can be studied. Newton's disk, a cardboard disk

with radial sectors showing the colors of the spectrum.
When rapidly rotated it appears nearly white. Oral
disk, in Polyzoa, the lophophore (which see). See also

J'lttuiatella. Proligerous disk. See discus prolii/erus,
under discus. Trochal disk. See trochal. See also

Mood-disk.

disk-armature (disk'ar''ma-tur), n. A dynamo-
arrnature so wound that its coils lie in the form
of a disk, which revolves with its plane at right

angles to the lines of force of the magnetic
field.

disk-clutch (disk'kluch), n. A form of friction-

clutch in which a disk upon one shaft has an
annular plunge which enters an annular groove
in the adjacent disk.

disk-dynamo (disk'di
//

na-mo), n. A dynamo
with a disk-armature.

disk-gastrula (disk'gas"tro-la), n. A disco-

gastrula.
disk-harrow (disk'har'o), n. A triangular har-

row having a number of sharp-edged concave
disks set at such an angle that as the machine
is drawn along they pulverize the soil and turn

it over in furrows, the disks being kept free

from dirt by scrapers.
diskindness (dis-kind'nes), . [< dis- priv. +
kindness,] 1. Want of kindness; unkindness;
want of affection. 2. An ill turn; an injury;
a detriment. [Bare in both senses.]

This discourse is so far from doing any diskindness to the

cause that it does it a real service. Woodward.

disknowt (dis-no'), . * [< dis- priv. + know.']
To disown; refuse to acknowledge.

And when he shall (to light thy sinfull load)
Put manhood on, disknow him not for God.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

disk-owl (disk'oul), n. The barn-owl: so called

because the facial disk is complete. See disk.

5(6).
disk-telegraph (disk'teFe-graf), n. A tele-

graph in which the letters

of the alphabet or fig-

ures are placed on a cir-

cular plate in such a man-
ner that they can be

brought in succession to

an opening, or indicated
in succession in some
otherway, as by a pointer.
disk-valve (disk'valv), n.

A valve consisting of a

perforated disk with a

partial and reciprocating,
or a complete, rotation

upon a circular seat, the

openings in which form

ports for steam and other
fluids.

disk-wheel (disk'hwel), n.

Disk-telegraph.

A worm-wheel in

which a spiral thread on the face of the disk
drives a spur-gear the space of one tooth at

each revolution, the shafts of the disk and gear
being at right angles to each other.

disladet (dis-lad'), v. t. [< dis- priv. + lade."]

To unlade. Heywood.
disladyt (dis-la'di), v. t. [< dis- priv. + lady.~\

To deprive of the reputation or position of a

lady. B. Jonson.

dislawyert (dis-la/yer), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
lawyer.] To deprive of the standing of a law-

yer. Eager North.

dislealt, [< OF. desjeal, desleel, disloyal : see
id leal,] Perfidious

;
treacherous

;disloyal and

disloyal.
Disleall Knight, whose coward corage chose
To wreake itselfe on beast all innocent

Spenser, V. Q., II. v. 5.

disleave (dis-lev'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disleaved,

ppr. disleaving. [< di's-priv. + leave3.] To de-

prive of leaves. Sylvester. [Rare.]
Where June crowded once, I see

Only bare trunk and disleaved tree.

Lowell, The Nest.

dislikable (dis-li'ka-bl), a. [< dislike + -able.]

Worthy of being 'disliked; displeasing; dis-

tasteful. Also spelled'dislikeable.

A lively little Provencal figure, not dMikeable.

Carlylf, in Fronde, II. 71.

dislike (dis-llk'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. disliked,

ppr. disliking. [< dis- priv. + like3
,
r. Cf. mis-

like.] 1. To annoy; vex; displease. [Ar-

chaic.]
To vs there may bee nothing more gricnons and dis-

liHiifi then that any thing should happen through the
default of our Subjects. llakluijt's Voyages, II. 145.



dislike

larro. I pray you call them in.

Can. I'll do 't ;
but it dislikes me. Shak., Othello, li. 3.

\\.ml.l I hail broke a joint
\\lini 1 deviidl this, that shimlil so ilitliltf her.

/>. JtnMni, 1'Aery Man cml uf his Humour, ii. 2.

2. To bo displeased with ; regard with some
aversion or displeasure; disrelish; not to like.

2d (ji'nt. I never heard uny soldier tlixliki' it.

Am-;". I liHi.'W time : for 1 think tliou never want
where grace was said. Slink., M. lor M., i. 2.

dislike (dis-Hk'), . [< dixlikr, r.] 1. The feel-

ing of being displeased ) fixed aversion or dis-

taste
; repugnance ; the attitude of one's mind

toward cue who or that which is disagreeable.
At Icn-Mh a reverend sir* 1 aiming them came,
And of their 'I'.in-s great dislike declared,
And testified against their ways.

Hilton, F. L., xl. 720.

Our likings ami dislikes are founded rather upon humour
and fancy than upon reason. Xi? li. L' Estrange.

You discover not only your dislike of another, hut of

himself. Addition.

2f. Discord; disagreement.
A murmur rose

That showed dislike among the Christian peers.
Fairfax.

~8yn. 1. Hatred, Dislike, Antipathy, etc. (see antipathy);
disrelish, distaste, disapprobation. Disfavor, Dishonor,
Ctr. Sri' iit/iltul.

dislikeable, <>. Seo dixlikablc.

dislikeful (dis-Hk'ful), a. [< dislike + -ful, 1.]
Full of dislike

;
disaffected ; disagreeable.

I thinke it best by an union of manners, ami contormitye
of myndcs, to bring them to !>< one people, and to putt
away tile dislikffull conceit both of the one and the other.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Now were it not, sir Scndamour, to you
DMikefull paine so sad a tuske to take.

Speusei; V. Q., IV. i.x. 40.

dislikelihood (dis-lik'li-hud), . [< dw-priv.
+ likelihood.] Want of likelihood; improba-
bility. Scott. [Bare.]
dislikent (dis-H'kn), r. t. [< dis- priv. + liken.']
To make unlike

; disguise. [Rare.]
Muffle your face ;

Dismantle you; ami. as you can, disliken
The truth of your own seeming.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

dislikenesst (dis-lik'nes), n. [< dis- priv. +
likeness.'} Unlikeness; want of resemblance;
dissimilitude.

For that which is not design'd to represent any thing
but itself can never lie capable of a wrong representation,
nor mislead xis from the true apprehension of any thing
by its dislikeness to it.

Locke, Human Understanding, iii. 4.

disliker (dis-li'ker), 71. One who dislikes or

disapproves.
Among many dislikers of the queen's marriage.

Speed, Queen Mary, IX. xxiii. 28.

dislimb (dis-lim'), '' t. [< <fw- priv. + limb.]
To tear the limbs from

;
dismember. Latham.

[Rare.]
dislinmt (dis-lim'), v. t. [< dis- priv. + ;>.]
To obliterate the lines of; efface; disfigure.

That which is now a horse, even with a thought
The rack disliinns, and makes it indistinct.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 12.

dislink (dis-link'), r. t. [< dis- priv. + Knfcl.]
To unlink; disconnect; separate.

There a group of girls
In circle waited, whom the electric shock
Dislinkd with shrieks and laughter.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

dislivet, . '. [< dis- priv. + live for life, as in

alive, abbr. live2.] To deprive of life.

No, she not destroys it

When she dixliccs it.

Chapman, Cicsar and Pornpey, iv. 3.

disload (dis-lod'), r. t. [< dis- priv. + load.]
To relieve of a load

; disburden. Carlyle.
dislocate (dis'lo-kat), t'. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

located, ppr. dislocating. [< ML. dislocatus, pp.
of dislocare (> It. dislorttrr, dixlniiare, slogare =
Sp. disltH-nr = 1'";. deslocar = OF. disloquer),
<lispluce, < L. dis- priv. + locare, place: see dis-

priv. and locate,'} 1. To displace; put out of

regular place or position; hence, to interrupt
the continuity or order of; throw out of order;
disjoint; derange.
The archbishop's see, dislocated or out of joint for a

time, was by the hands of his holiness set right again.
Fuller.

Numerous dikes . . . intersect the strata, which have
in several places born disloratfil with considerable vio-

lence, ami thrown into hiyhly-iiielinrd positions.
Darwin, Ceol. Observations i. .">.

Specifically 2. In aura., to put out of joint or
out of position, as a limb or an organ ; particu-
larly, to displace from the socket of the joint,
as a bone; luxate; disjoint, as by violence.

1609

Dislocated line "r stria. In rntom., n line or stria that
is inteiTupteil. the pans ili\ iih d not forming a right line.

Dislocated margin, in ,'tttont.. a margin in which th'-

Ki-iu-ral iln. rtii.n or rmvr is broken in one place by an

alimpt oiituanl r imvanl llr.vion.

dislocate (dis'lo-kat), a. [< ML. dislocatus, pp. :

see the verb.] Dislocated. Montijomery.
dislocatedly (dis'16-ka-ted-li), ndr. In a dislo-

outed or disjointed manner. [Rare.]
dislocation (di.s-16-ka'shon), . [< F. disloca-

tion = !Sp. dislocation = Pg. deslocaq&o, < ML.
"dixlocatio(n-), < difilocare, pp. dislocatus, dis-

place: see dislocate, v.] 1 . Displacement ;
de-

rangement or disorder of parts.
Neither battle I see, nor arraying, nor king in Israel;

only infinite jumble and mess and dislocation.

Clough, Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolich.

Stopping the purchase ami coinage of silver is the first

step and the best which the United States can take in do-

ing their great part to repair the monetary dislocation of

the world. Jtep. uf Sec. of Treasury, 1886, I. xxxv.

Specifically 2. In surg.: (a) The displacement
or separation of the parts of a joint; the unjoint-
ing of a limb ; luxation. When dislocation takes

place as the result of violence, it is called primitive or ac-

cidental ; and when it happens as a consequence of dis-

ease, which has destroyed the tissues forming the joint, it

is called consecutive or spontaneous. A simple dislocation
is a dislocation unattended by a wound communicating
internally with the joint and externally with the air ; aim
a compound dislocation is a dislocation which is attended

by such a wound.

But he IRavillac] scaped only with this, his body was
pull ii between four horses that one might hear his hones
crack, and after the dislocation they were set again.

lloiixll. Letters, I. i. 18.

(6) Anatomical displacement, as of an organ
through disease or violence ; malposition. 3.
In geol., a break in the continuity of strata,

usually attended with more or less movement
of the rocks on one side or the other, so that, in

following any one stratum, it will be found to
be above or below the place which it would
have occupied had no break or dislocation oc-
curred. See fault.

dislodge (dis-loj'), v. ; pret. and pp. dislodged,
ppr. dislodging. [< OF. desloger, F. deloger (=
It. disloggiare, diloggiare, sloggiare; ML. dislo-

aiarc), ( dcs- priv. + loger, lodge: see lodge.]
I. trans. To remove or drive from a lodgment
or resting-place ; displace from a normal or a
chosen position or habitation : as, to dislodge a
stone from a cliff; to dislodge an army or the

occupants of a house.

The Volscians are dislody'd, and Marcius gone.
Shak., Cor., v. 4.

The shell-flsh which are resident in the depths live and
die there, and are never dislodged or removed hy storms,
nor cast upon the shore. Woodward.

In single file they move, and stop their breath,
For fear they should dislodge the o'erhanging snows.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Kustum.
On arrival at the ford, I found it in possession of a small

body of Arabs, which I had no difficulty in dislodging.
Quoted in I'.. Sartorius'8 In the Soudan, p. 50.

n. intrans. To go from a place of lodgment,
abode, or rest.

They. . . thought it better to diIod;/f betimes to some
place of better advantage A less danger, if any such could
be found. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 23.

Though there is no violence used to drive out an inhab-
itant, yet bad accommodations will make him dislodge.

South, Sermons, IX. 157.

dislodgment (dis-loj'ment), n. [< OF. desloge-
ment, F. detogcmciit, < denloger, dislodge: see

dislodge.] The act of dislodging, or the state
of being dislodged; displacement; forcible re-
moval.

dislogistic, a. An erroneous spelling of dyslo-
i/i^lic.

disloignt, v. t. [< OF. desloignier, dcslongier,
remove to a distance, < dcs-, apart, + loignier,
remove. Cf. eloign.] To remove to a distance.

Low looking dales, disloignd from common gaze.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 24.

disloyal (dis-loi'al), a. [< OF. desloial, desloyal
(also desleal, desteel, > E. disleal, q. v.), F. deloyal
(= Sp. Pg. desleal = It. disleale), disloyal, <
dm- priv. + loial, loyal, loyal.] 1. Not true
to one's allegiance; false to one's obligation
of loyalty to a sovereign, state, or govern-
ment; not loyal.

William Malraesbury writes, that the King was killed

by two Gentlemen of his Bed-chamber, hired by the same
disloyal Kdriek. Uaker, Chronicles, p. 16.

Hence 2. Not true to one's obligations or
enticements: inconstant in duty or in love;
faithless

; perfidious.
Such things in a false dMoyal knave

Are tricks of custom. Shak., Othello, Iii. 3.

The kindest eyes that look on you
Without a thought disloyal, iln. Browninj.

dismal

disloyally (dis-loi'al-i), adr. In a disloyal
manner; with violation of loyalty ; faithlessly;
|.i'Vtidiously.

disloyalnesst (dis-loi'al-nes), . Disloyalty.
Haili-y, 17^7.

disloyalty (dis-loi'al-ti), H. [< OF. desloiautr,

df*loi/nuti', dfslouaitlte, also dixlmlli', dcsleaute,
F. ili'loyiiHle (= Sp. deslcaltad = Pg. deslealdade
= It. dislealta), disloyalty, < desloial, disloyal :

see disloyal. Cf. loyalty.] 1. Want of loyalty ;

specifically, violation of allegiance or duty to

a sovereign, state, or government.
He [.Suffolk) . . . prayed that if any one would charge

him with treason or disloyalty, he would come forth and
make a definite accusation. Stublu, Const. Hint., i 34S.

2. Want of fidelity to one's obligations or en-

gagements; inconstancy in duty or in love;
faithlessness; perfidy. Spectator. =&yn. Unfalth-
fnlne^s. trearhrrv, pertiily, nndutifulncss, disaffection.

disluster, dislustre (dis-lus'ter), . t. [= F.
delustrer= Sp. Pg. deslustrar= It. slustrare, de-

prive of luster ;
as dis- priv. + luster.] To de-

prive of luster.

And Winter suddenly, like crazy Lear,
Reels back, and brings the dead May in his arms,
Her budding breasts and wan dislustred front
With frosty streaks and drifts of his white beard
All overblown. Lomll, Under the Willow*.

dismadet (dis-mad' ), a. [< dis-, for mis-,+ made,
pp. of make.] Ugly ; ill-shaped.

Whose hideous shapes were like to feendes of hell,
Some like to houndes, some like to apes, dismayd.

Speiuer, F. Q., II. xi. 11.

dismailt (dis-mal'), . t. [< ME. "dismaillen,

dismallen, < OF. desmaillier, desmailier, desmail-

ler, desmaelcr, dcsmaller, F. demailler, break the
mail of, < des- priv. + maille, mail : see dis- and
mail1

.] To break the mail of; divest of a coat
of mail.

Hys In 1 MI,' wasted sore, rent and broken all,
And hys haulierkc disinalled all expresse,
In many places holes gret and small.

/torn, o/ Partenau, p. 151.

Their mlghtie strokes their haberjeons dimiayld,
And naked made each others manly spalles.

Spenser, . Q., II. vi. 29.

dismal (diz'mal), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

dismall, diesmall, dismold, dysmel, dysemol; <

ME. dismal, dismall, dismale, discmal, dysmall,
found first as a noun in the phrase

" in the dis-

mal" (see quot. under II., 1), of which the orig.

meaning is not certain, but which prob. stands
for "in the dismal days or time," the word be-

ing most frequent in the phrase dismal day or
dismal days (see quots. under I.). The origin
and meaning of the word have been much de-
bated. It was certainly borrowed, and prob.
from the OF. From its lack of a recognized
literal meaning in E., it must have been bor-
rowed in a figurative sense.

"
It is just possible

that the original sense of in the dismal [days or

time] was in tithing time; with reference to the
cruel extortion practiced by feudal lords, who
exacted tenths from their vassals even more
peremptorily than tithes were demanded for the
church." (Skeat.) This view,which is prob. cor-

rect, is based upon what appears to be phoneti-
cally the only possible origin of ME. dismal,
namely, < OF. 'dismal, F. "dtmal (vernacular
form of decimal, F. decimal) = Sp. diezmal = Pg.
disimal, Sp. Pg. also decimal = E. decimal, <

ML. decimalis, of a tenth, of tithes, < L. drcinm.i,

tenth, ML. fern, decima, a tenth, a tithe, > OF.
disnte, F. dime, ME. disnie, E. dime, a tithe,
tenth: see decimal and dime. The notion of
official extortion appears further in the related
OF. dismcr, diesmer, decimate, exact tithes,
hence despoil (= Sp. diezmar= Pg. dizimar, pay
tithes, decimate: see decimate), and in esclixit,

cheaft,q.\.] I. a. Gloomy; dreary; cheerless;
melancholy ; doleful ; dolorous : originally, as
an adjective, in the phrase dismal day or dismal
days (see etymology), whence it was extended
to any visible physical surroundings, or any-
thing perceived or apprehended, tending to de-

press or chill the spirits.

Her disemale daies and her fatal hniircs.

Lydyate, Story of Thebes, iii
One only dismall day.

Gatcoigne, Works (ed. Hazlitt), I. 204.

Paynim, this is thy dismall day.
Spemer, F. Q., II. vlll. 51.

To what things dismal as the depth of hell
Wilt thou provoke me?

/tain, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 2.

They have some tradition that Solomon's house and gar-
dens ere there ; but it is a very bad situation, and there is

no prospect from it but uf the dismal hills on the other
side. Pocockc, Description of the East, II. i. 43.



dismal

A Highlander, says Mr. Pennant, never hep-ins any Thing
of Consequence on the Day of the Week on which the

Third of May falls, which he calls the dismal Day.
Bourne's Pop. Atttiij. (1777), p. 219.

Full well the busy whisper, circling round,

Convey 'd the dismal tidings when he frown'd.

Goldsmith, DCS. Vil., 1. 204.

II. n. If. See extract and etymology.
I not (lie wot, know not) wel how that I began,
Ful evel rehersen hit I can,
And eek, as helpe me God withal,
I trow hit was in the dismal
That was the woundes of Egipte.

Chancer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1206.

2. Gloom ; melancholy ; dumps : usually in the

plural, in the phrase in the dismals. [Colloq.]

Dismal, a mental disease, probably melancholy.
Polwart. (Jamieson.)

He comes, and seems entirely wrapt up iu the dismals.

What can be the matter now ? Foote, The Liar, ii.

3. pi. Mourning-garments.
As my lady is decked out in her dismals, perhaps she

may take a fancy to faint. Foote, Trip to Calais, iii.

4. A name given in the southern Atlantic

States, in the region bordering on the sea and

sounds, and especially in North Carolina, to a
tract of land, swampy in character, often cov-

ered by a considerable thickness of half-de-

cayed wood and saturated with water. Some of

the so-called dismals are essentially peat-swamps or bogs.

They often inclose island-like knobs and hummocks of

firm land. The soil and forest-growth of the dismals vary
in different regions. The Great Dismal Swamp lies on the
border of North Carolina and Virginia. Much of this is

a peat-bog, and a very large part is covered by a stunted

growth of shrubs and dwarfed trees.

5f. The devil.

Y dismall, devill, [L.] diabolus.

Levins, Manip. Vocab., col. 13, 1. 20.

How suld he kyth mirakil, and he sa evil ?

Kever hot by the dysmcl, or the devil.

Priest's Peblis (fmkerton's Scottish Poems Repr., I. 17).

dismal (diz'mal), v. i.
; pret. and pp. dismaled

or dismalled, ppr. dismaling or dismalling. [<

dismal, a.] To feel dismal or melancholy.
Davies. [Bare.]
Miss L. sung various old elegies of Jackson. Dr. Har-

rington, and Linley, and O ! how I dismalled in hearing
them. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 344.

dismality (diz-mal'i-ti), n.
; pi. dismantles (-tiz).

[< dismal + -ity.] The quality of being dis-

mal; that which is dismal. Davies.

What signifies dwelling upon such dismantles 1

Miss Burney, Camilla, vi. 14.

dismally (diz'mal-i), adv. In a dismal man-
ner; with gloom or sorrow; cheerlessly; de-

pressingly.
dismalness (diz'mal-nes), n. The state of be-

ing dismal.

There is one pleasure ... that your deepest dismalness
will never resist. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 2.

disman (dis-man'), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

mauned, ppr. dismantling. [< dis- priv. + man.']
1. To deprive of men

; destroy the male popu-
lation of. KinglaTee. 2f. To deprive of hu-

manity; unman.
Though, indeed, if we consider this dissolution, man by

death is absolutely divided and dismarid.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 47.

dismantle (dis-man'tl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

mantled, ppr. dismantling. [< OF. dvsmantcller,
take off one's cloak, raze or beat down the wall
of a fortress, dismantle, F. demantcler = Sp.
Pg. desmantelar = It. dismantellare, smantel-
lare; as dis- priv. + mantle: see dis- and man-
tle.'] If. To deprive of dress; strip; divest;
undress.

Take yonr sweetheart's hat,
And pluck it o'er your brows ; muffle your face ;

Dismantle you. Shot., W. T., iv. 3.

2. To loose; throw open or off; undo. [Rare.]
That she who even but now was your best object, .

The best, the dearest, should in this trice of time
Commit a thing so monstrous, to dismantle
So many folds of favour. Shak., Lear, i. 1.

Specifically 3. To deprive or strip of appa-
ratus, furniture, equipments, defenses, or the
like : as, to dismantle a ship, a fortress, a town,
eto.

When Ptolemais was taken, Saladine, fearing the Chris-
tians further proceeding, dismantles all the best Towns
that were near it. Baker, Chronicles, p. 63.

None but an accomplished military engineer could at-
tempt to give an account of the remains of all the fortifi-

cations, Venetian and English, dismantled, ruined, or al-

together blown up. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 360.

4f. To break down
; make useless

; destroy.
His eye balls, rooted out, are thrown to ground ;

His nose, dismantled, in his mouth is found ;

His jaws, cheeks, front, one undistinguish'd wound.
Dryden.
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dismanyt fdis-mar'i), r. t. [< OF. desmarier,

F. dcmaricr = Sp. dcsmnridar (obs.), unmarry ;

as dis- priv. + worry1.] To divorce.

Howebeit agaynst the yonge mannes mynde he was dis-

tiiarnnl, and maryed agayne to another geutylwoman.
Kernel's, tr. of Froissart's C'hron., II. cxc.

dismarshalt (dis-mar'shal), v. t. [< dis- priv.
+ marshal.] To derange ;

disorder.

What was dismarshall'd late

In this thy noble frame,
And lost the prime estate,
Hath re-obtain'd the same,

Is HOW most perfect seen.

Drummond, Sonnets.

dismaskt (dis-mask'), *> t. [< OF. desmasqiier,
F. demasquer (= Pg. desmascarar = It. disma-

scJierare, smasclterare ; cf. Sp. desenmascarar),
< des- priv. + masquer, mask : see dis- and mask,

v.] To strip a mask from; uncover; remove
that which conceals ;

unmask.
Fair ladies, mask'd, are roses in their bud;

Dismask'd, their damask sweet commixture shown,
Are angels vailing clouds, or roses blown.

Shak., L. L. L., T. 2.

dismast (dis-masf), v. t. [= F. demdter (cf. Pg.
desmastrear) ;

as dis- priv. + mast1
.'}

To de-

prive of a mast or masts; break and carry

away the masts from : as, a dismasted ship.
We lay

Leaky, dismasted, a most hopeless prey
To winds and waves.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 63.

dismastment (dis-mast'ment), n. [= F. dt-

mdtement (cf . Pg. desmastreamento) ',
as dismast

+ -ment.'] The act of dismasting, or the state

of being dismasted. [Rare.]
dismawt (dis-ma'), v. t. [< dis- priv. + maw1

.]

To disgorge from the maw.
Now, Mistress Rodriguez, you may unrip yourself and

dismaw all that you have in your troubled heart and

grieved entrails. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, IV. vii.

dismay (dis-ma'), v. [< ME. dismayen, des-

mayen, also demayen, terrify, dishearten, intr.

lose courage, < OF. *desmayer, *dismayer, in pp.

dismaye, as adj. (equiv. to esmayer, esmoyer =
Pr. esmaiar, with different prefix es-, < L. ex), =
Sp. desmayar = Pg. desmaiar = It. dismagare,
now smagare, lose courage, trans, terrify, dis-

may, < L. dis- priv. + Goth, "magan = OHG.
magan, G. miigen= AS. *magan (pres. ind. tnrxg,

E. may1
), have power; cf. OHG. magen, be

strong, unmagen, become weak, and see may1
.]

I. trans. 1. To break down the courage of, as by
sudden danger or insuperable difficulty ; over-
come with fear of impending calamity or fail-

ure ; fill with despairing apprehension ; utterly
dishearten : usually in the past participle.
Than thei toke the queene and ledde Mr to hir chambre

sore affraied, and thei badde hir be nothinge dismayed.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 465.

Be strong, and of a good courage ; be not afraid, neither
be thou dismayed. Josh. i. 9.

Be not dismay'd, for succour is at hand.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 2.

Thisbe . . . saw the lion's shadow ere himself,
And ran dismay'd away. Shak., M. of V., v. 1,

The guests in silence prayed and shook,
And terror dimmed each lofty look,
But none of all the astonished train

Was so dismayed as Deloraine.

Scott, L. of L. M.,vi. 27.

2f. To defeat by sudden onslaught ; put to rout.

When the bold Centaures made that bloudy fray
With the fierce Lapitheg which did them dismay.

Spenser, . Q., VI. x. 13.

3f. To disquiet ; trouble : usually reflexive.

And dismaye yow not in no maner, but trust verely in

god, and often repeireth to me, for I duell not fer hens.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 6.

"
Madame," quod she,

"
dismay yow neuer a dele,

Be of good chere, hurt not yow to soore."

Oemrydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 743.

He shewd him selfe to be disinayd,
More for the love which he had left behynd,
Then that which he had to Sir Paridel resynd.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 37.

= Syn. 1. To appal, daunt, dispirit, deject, frighten, par-
alyze, demoralize.

n.t intrans. To be daunted; stand aghast
with fear

;
be confounded with terror.

Dismay not, princes, at this accident,
Nor grieve that Rouen is so recovered.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

dismay (dis-ma'), (X dismay, T. Cf. F. emoi,
anxiety, flutter, < OF. esmoi (= Pr. esmai = It.

smago), < esmoyer, esmayer, v. : see dismay, *>.]

1. Sudden or complete loss of courage ;
de-

spairing fear or apprehension ; discouraged or
terrified amazement

;
utter disheartenment.

And each
In other's countenance read his own dismay.

Milton, P. L., ii. 422.

dismemberment
He who has learned to survey the labor without dismay

has achieved half the victory. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 532.

Ask how thou such sights

May'st see without ili-tinay.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

2f. Ruin
;
defeat

;
destruction.

Like as a ship, whom crucll tempest drives

Upon a rouke with horrible dismay.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 50.

= Syn. 1. Apprehension, Fright, etc. (see alarm) ;
discou-

ragement.

dismayednesst (dis-mad'ues), n. The state of

being dismayed ; dejection of courage ; dispir-
itedness.

The valiantest feels inward dixmayedness, and yet the
fearfullest is ashamed fully to shew it. Sir P. Sidney.

All the time of the storm few of our people were sick,
. . . and there appeared HO fear or ditnnayedness among
them. Wiuthrop, Hist. New England, I. 12.

dismayful (dis-ma'ful), a. [< dismay + -ful, 1.]

Full of dismay ; causing dismay.
Greatly queld,

And much dismayd with that dismayfull sight.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 26.

dismaying! (dis-ma'ing), . [Verbal n. of dis-

may, .] Dismay.
He says it was pure dismaying and fear that made them

[the captains of the ships] all run upon the Galloper, not

having their wits about them ; and that it was a miracle

they were not all lost. Pepys, Diary, II. 409.

dismaylt, . t. Same as dismail.

dismet, An obsolete form of dime.

dismeasuredt (dis-mezh'urd), a. [< dis- + mea-
sure + -erf2

,
after OF. desmcsurc (F. demesure =

Sp. Pg. desmesurado = It. dismisurato, smisura-

to), pp. of desmesurer, go beyond measure, be

unrestrained, < des- priv. + mestirer, measure.]
1. Not rightly measured; mismeasured. Wor-
cester. 2. Without measure

;
unrestrained.

I will not that my penne bee so dismea&iired to reprove
so inuche the aunciente men, that the glorie all onely
shoulde abyde with them that be present.

Golden Bake, Prol.

dismember (dis-mem'ber), v. t. [< ME. dismem-

bren, desmembren, demembren, < OF. desmembrer,
F. demembrer (= Pr. Sp. Pg. desmembrar =
It. dismembrare, smembrarc), < ML. dismentbrare

(equiv. to demembrarc: see demember), dismem-
ber, < L. dis- priv. + membrum, member.] 1.

To separate the members of
;
divide limb from

limb; tear or cut in pieces ;
dilacerato.

Whan this kynge saugh hym-self so dismembred he fill

in swowne. Jlerlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 195.

Dynnembre that heron. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

Fowls obscene dixmembtred his remains. Pope.

2. To strip of members or constituent parts;
sever and distribute the parts of

;
take a part or

parts from: as, to dismember a kingdom.
Any philosophy reported entire, and dismembered by ar-

ticles. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 181.

The only question was, by whose hands the blow should
be struck which would dismember that mighty empire
[Spain]. Buckle, Civilization, II. t.

The settlers of the western country . . . have gone to
add to the American family, not to dismember it.

Everett, Orations, I. 348.

3. To withdraw or exclude from membership,
as of a society or body ;

declare to be no longer
a member. [Rare.]

Since I have dismembered myself, it is incredible how
cool I am to all politics. Walpole, Letters (1769), III. 290.

= Syn. 1 and 2. To disjoint, pull apart, break np.
dismembered (dis-mem'berd), a. [< dis- + mem-
ber + -ed?.~\ In her. : (a) Same as dechausse.

(b) Having a principal part cut away, as the

legs and tail : said of an animal used as a bear-

ing. Also demembrc. [Rare.]
dismemberer (dis-mem'ber-er), n. One who
dismembers.
dismemberment (dis-mem'ber-ment), n. [<
OF. desmcmbrement, F. deniembrcmciit(=Pr. des-

membrament = Sp. desmentbramiento = Pg. des-

membramento = It. dismembramento, smcmbra-

mento, < ML. *dismembramentiim, < dismentbrare,
dismember: see dismember and -men <.] 1. The
act of dismembering, or the state of being dis-

membered; the act of tearing or cutting in

pieces; severance of limbs or parts from the
main body: as, the dismemberment of an animal
or of a country.

After the three dismemberments of the old kingdom,
the name of Poland was chiefly retained by the part of the
divided territory annexed to Russia.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 308.

2. Severance of membership ;
a breaking off of

connection as a member. [Rare.]
The aversion of the inhabitants to the dismemberment

of their country from the Aragont'sr monarchy.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 2.



dismembrator

dismembrator (dis-iiii-iii'bra-tor), . [= Sp.

Pg. ilcxHicHiliriidnr. < Ml,, liisniinihriilur (n plun-
derer), < <iixmi'ni hrn IT, |i]i. ilixniDiiliriilna, dis-

member: see dismember.] A device for sepa-

rating flour from bran. See the extract.

In some mills u machine ealled a dtffnMmfrrator is used.

. . . It has two steel disks, one stationary and one revolv-

inn. each carrying; a multitude of needles, which work like

the pins on a threshing-machine. The effect is to knock
off nieces of Hour and middlings attached to bran.

The Century, XXXII. 45.

dismettledt (dis -mot 'Id), a. (X dis-
priv.

+
mettled,] Without mettle or

spirit.
Llcieetten.

dismiss (dis-mis'), t>. t. [Firstm early mod. E.,

being modified, after L. pp. dixmissus, < ME. dis-

utitteit : see dixmit, dimit, demit'*.] 1. To send

away; order or give permission to depart.
He dismissed the assembly. Acts xlx. 41.

With thanks, and pardon to you all,

I do dismiss yon to your several countries.

SAat., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 9.

They abode with him 12 dales, and were dismiss'd with
rieh presents. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

2. To discard ;
remove from office, service, or

employment.
Itixmixs me, and I prophesy your plan,
Divorced from my experience, will be chaff

To every gust of chance. Tennyson, Princess, Iv.

The existence of the king gives our House of Commons
the power of practically ilijnninsinn the executive govern-
ment, as soon as it simply ceases to approve of IU policy.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 380.

3. To put aside; put away; put out of mind:

as, to dismiss the subject.
Man may dismiss compassion from his heart,
Hut God will never. Cowi/er, The Task, vi. 442.

4. In law, to reject ; put out of court : as, the

complaint was dismissed for lack of proof; the

appeal was dismissed for irregularity. =Syn. 1. To
let go.

- 2. To discharge, turn off, turn out, cashier.

dismiss! (dis-mis'), n. [< dismiss, v.] Dis-

charge ; dismissal.

His majesties servants, with great expressions of grief
for their dismiss, poured forth their prayers for his ma-
jesty's freedom and preservation, and so departed.

Sir T. Herbert, Threnodia Carolina, I. 14.

dismissal (dis-mis'al), n. [< dismiss + -al.]

1. The act of dismissing, or the state or fact of

being dismissed, (a)Command or permission to depart.

He wept, he prayed
For his dismissal. Wordfiporth.

(b) Discharge ; displacement from employment or office.

t- ) The act of discarding, or the state of being discarded.

In Mohammedan law, ... in ordinary divorce or dis-

missal the wife claims her dowry.
W. li. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 92.

2. Liberation; manumission. [Rare.]
All those wronged and wretched creatures

By his hand were freed again ; . . .

He recorded their dismissal, . . .

And the monk replied,
" Amen!"

Longfellow, The Norman Baron.

dismission (dis-mish'on), n. [< dismiss + -ion,
after dimission, demission 2 , < L. dimissio(n-),
(.(limittere, dismiss: see demission2

, dimission.]
1 . The act of sending away ; leave or com-
mand to depart; dismissal: as, the dismission
of the grand jury.

You must not stay here longer, your dismission
Is come from 1'iesar. Shak., A. and C.

t f. 1.

So pois'd, so gently she descends from high,
It seems a soft dismission from the sky.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, I. 346.

As any of ye rest came over them, or of y other returned

upon occasion, they should be reputed as members with-
out any further dismi^sfon or testimoniall.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 42.

2. Removal from office or employment; dis-

charge ;
in universities, the sending away of a

student without all the penalties attending ex-

pulsion. Thus, the dismissed student may take a degree
at another university, and in some cases even reenter the
same university.

3. Iii late, a decision that a suit is not or can-
not be maintained

; rejection as unworthy of

being noticed or granted.
dismissive! (dis-mis'iv), a. [< dismiss + -ive.]

Giving dismission; dismissory: as, "the dis-

mixxirc writiiiir," Millnu, Tetrachordon.

dismissory (dis-mis'o-ri), a. [< distniss + -ory.
Cf. dimixsory, drinixmiri/.] 1. Sending away;
dismissing to another jurisdiction. 2. Grant-

ing leave to depart. Letter dismissory. s, ,

i/iw/Avifiri/ letter, under </i tni,<*<>ri/.

dismitt (ilis-mit
'

), r. t. [ME. dixiiiittcn, dixmi/t-

ten, < OF. drsmrttre, dexmetrc (= It. dismettere,
xniHtcri', as if < L. "dixmittere), var. of dcmet-
//<. ilfiiietre, F. ilrinettrc = Pr. ilcmitrc = Sp.
dimitir = I'g- ilimittir = It. dinicttere, dismiss,
givo up, < L. iliuiilti re, pp. tliiiiixttiis. send away,
dismiss: see demit" and dimit, doublets of dis-
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IKI '. and cf. <lixmixx, which has taken the place of

dixmit.] To t>end away; dismiss.

Itrethercn (tiKiititli-(f>-ti I'oiil and silns in to Hi-roan.

ll>-(i/, Acts xvli. 10 (Oxf.X

dismortgage (dis-m6r'gaj). r. t.
; pret. and pp.

tiixHiortyitged, ppr. dismortytgiiig. [< dis- priv.
+ mortgage.} To redeem from mortgage.
He dismort'jaged the crown demesnes, and left behind

liini a urcat mass of golil. lloivell, Dodona's Grove.

dismount (dis-mounf), t'. [< OF. desmontcr,
F. ilcnwnter = Sp. Pg. desmontar = It. dismon-

tare, xninnl<ir<; < ML. dismoniare, dismount, <

L. dis- priv. + ML. montare (F. monter, etc.),

mount: seemot2
.] I. intrans. If. To descend

from a height ; come or go down.
Now the bright Sunne gynneth to dismount.

Spenser, Hhep. Cal., May.

2. To get off from a horse or other ridden ani-

mal ;
descend or alight, as a rider from the sad-

dle: as, the officer ordered his troops to dis-

mount.

When any one dismounts on the road, the way of getting

up is on the back of the Arab, who stoops down, and so

they climb up the neck of the camel.

1'ncuekr, Description of the East, 1. 131.

U. trans. 1. To throw or bring down from
an elevation, or from a place or post of author-

ity. [Rare or obsolete.]

Samuel, . . . ungratefully and injuriously dismounted
from liis authority. Barrow, Works, I. xxv.

2. To throw or bring down from a horse ; un-
horse : as, the soldier dismounted his adversary.
When the flght )>ecame visible, half the knights on each

side were dismounted, some by the dexterity of their ad-

versary's lance, some by superior weight and strength of

opponents, which had borne down both horse and man.
Scott, Ivanhoe, xii.

3. To remove or throw down, as cannon or

other artillery from their carriages, or from a

parapet or intrenchment; destroy the mount-

ings of, so as to render useless. 4. To remove
from a frame, setting, or other mounting : as, to

dismount a picture or a jewel Dismounting bat-
tery (mtfi?.), a battery placed and directed to breach
or destroy the parapet of a fortification, and disable the

enemy's cannon. Dismounting batteries employing direct
fire are generally tenned breaching batteries or counter-bat-

teries; when employing flank or reverse fire, enjiladiny
batteries.

disna (diz'na). Scotch for does not.

He disna like to be disturbed on .Saturdays wi' business.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxvi.

disnaturalize (dis-nat'u-ral-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. disnaturalized, ppr. disnaturalizing. [= F.

denaturalizer = Sp. Pg. desnaturalizar ; as dis-

priv. + naturalize.'] To make alien or unnat-

ural; denaturalize. [Rare.]
There is this to be said in favour of retaining the usual

form and pronunciation of this well-known name [Job],
that if it were disnaturalised and put out of use, an ety-

mology in our language would be lost sight of.

Southey, The Doctor, cxv.

disnature (dis-na'tur), r. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

natured, ppr. disnaturing. [< ME. disnatvren,
< OF. desaaturer, F. dtnaturer= Pg.desnaturar
= It. disnaturare; as dis- priv. + nature."} To
change the nature of ;

make unnatural. [Rare.]
Ymage repaired and dimaturtd fro kynde, holde thy

pees, ne enquere no mo thinges, for nought will I telle

the but be-fore the Emperour.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 111. 425.

If she must teem,
Create her child of spleen, that it may live,
And be a thwart disnatttr'd torment to her !

.-.'An*-., Lear, i. 4.

The king
Remembered his departure, and he felt

Feelings which long from his disnatured breast
Ambition had expelled. Southey.

disnest (dis-nesf), v. t. [< dis- priv. + nest.']

1. To free from use or occupation as if for a
nest.

Any one may see that our author's chief design was to
disnest heaven of so many immoral and debauched deities.

Dryden, Life of Lucian.

2. To dislodge as if from a nest.

disobedience (dis-d-be'di-ens), n. [< ME. dis-

obedience, < OF. desobedience (= Sp. Pg. des-

obediencia = It. disobbedienna, disuobidienza), <

desobctlicnt, disobedient: see disobedient.'] 1.

The fact of being disobedient ;
lack of obedi-

ence; neglect or refusal to obey; violation of

a command, injunction, or prohibition ; the
omission of that which is commanded to be
done, or the doing of that which is forbidden ;

disregard of duty prescribed by authority.
By one man's tlisobedii-nrr many were made sinners.

KM, II V. 19.

Thou. Posthmmis. that didst set up
My disobedience 'gainst the king my father.

Shak., l Am In-line, iii. 4.

disoblige

Because no disobedience can ensue,
Where no submission to a judge is due.

Drydni, Html uinl Panther, 1. 486.

2. Non-compliance, as with a natural law
;
fail-

ure to submit to a superior influence.

This disobedience of the moon will prove
The sun's bright orb does not the planets move.

Sir R. Blaclcmore.

disobediencyt (dis-o-be'di-en-si), n. Disobe-
dience. Taifliii'.

disobedient (dis-<}-be'di-ent), a. [Not found in
ME. (which had 'disobeis'ant, (}.

v.); < OF. des-

obcdient (= Pr. desobediens), disobedient, < des-

priv. + obedient, obedient: see dt#-and obedient.

Cf. disobey, disobewant.'] 1 . Neglecting or refus-

ing to obey ; omitting to do what iscommanded,
or doing what is prohibited; refractory; acting
with disregard of duty; not submitting to rules

or regulations prescribed by authority: BB,

children disobedient to parents; citizens diso-

bedient to the laws.

I was not disobedient unto the heavenly vision.

Acts xxvi. 19.

Thou knowest since yesterday
How disobedient slaves the forfeit pay.

WMiam Horru, Earthly Paradise, I. 264.

2. Not yielding to exciting force or agency;
not to be influenced

;
insensible.

Medicines used unnecessarily contribute to shorten life,

by sooner rendering peculiar parts of the system disobe-

dient to stimuli. /'/'. E. Darwin.

disobediently (dis-o-be'di-ent-li), adv. In a
disobedient manner.
He disobedientlie refused to come, pretending some feare

of bodilie harm, through the malice of some that were
about the king. Holiiuihcd, Edw. III., an. 1340.

disobeisancet, [< OF. desobeissance, F. deso-

beissance, < desobeissant, disobedient: see dis-

obeisant. Cf. obeisance.] Disobedience.

For lacke of whfche dylygence, thei that were disposed
to do disobeysaunce were incoraged and inlwldened.

Hall, Hen. VI., an. 4.

disobeisantt, [l&E.disobeisaunt, disobeysnunt,
< Of. desobeissant, F. desobeissant, < des- priv.
+ obeissant, obedient: see dis- and obeisant.}
Disobedient.

And if that I to hyre be founde vntrewe,
Disobcysaunt, or wilful necligent.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 428.

Thenne they all with one voyce answered, we wyll that
this IMJ done, for surely he is disobeysaunt and a rebell

agaynst you. Berners, tr. of Froissart's t'hron., xliil.

disobey (dis-o-ba'), r. [< ME. disobeyen, dis-

obeien, < OF.' desobeir, F. desobeir (= Pr. des-

obedir = It. disobbedire, disubbidire; cf. Sp. Pg.
desobedecer), disobey, < des- priv. + obeir, obey :

see dis- and obey.'} J. trans. To neglect or re-

fuse to obey ; transgress or violate a command
or injunction of; refuse submission to: as, chil-

dren disobey their parents; men disobey the
laws.

I needs must disobey him for his good ;

How should I dare obey him to his harm?
Tennyson, Geraint.

II. intrans. To refuse obedience ; disregard
authority or command

;
violate rules or regu-

lations.

She absolutely bade him, and he durst not know how
to disobey. Sir /'. Sidney.

disobeyer (dis-o-ba'er), . One who disobeys.
disobligationt (dis-ob-li-ga'shon), n. [=. Pg.
desobriga^do = It. disobbligazione ; as disoblige
+ -ation : see disoblige.'] 1. Freedom from ob-

ligation.
If it [the law| had been de facto imposed, It could not

oblige the conscience ; then the conscience is restored to

liberty and disobligation.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, III. vi. 3.

2. The act of disobliging ;
an act showing dis-

regard of obligation, or unwillingness to oblige.
He [Selden] intended to haue given his owne library to

the Vniversity of Oxford, but received disobligatwn from
them, for that they would not lend him some MSS.

Aubrey itSS., in Selden's Table-Talk, p. 7.

If he receded from what he had promised, it would be
such a disobHyation to the prince . . . that he would
never forget it Clarendon, Civil War, I. I. 18.

disobligatoryt (dis-ob'li-ga-to-ri), a. [As dis-

oblige + -atori/.'] Releasing'from obligation.

King Charles, Letter to Henderson.

disoblige (dis-o-blij'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

obliged, ppr. disobliging. [< OF. desobliger, F.

desobliger (= Sp. denolilii/ar = Pg. dcsobrigar =
It. disobbligare), disoblige, < rfes-priv. + obliger,

oblige: see dis- and oblige.] 1. To refuse or

neglect to oblige ; act contrary to the desire or

convenience of; fail to accommodate.

My plan has given offence to some gentlemen whom it

would not be very safe to disoblige. Addison.



disoblige

Your sister here, that never disobliged me in her life.

Ooldtmith, Good-natured Man, i.

2. To incommode ; put to inconvenience. [Col-

loq.]
"
I nra rambling about the country," said he,

" and pur-
sue whatever is novel and interesting, and hope my pres-
ence, Madam, will not disoblige you.'

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

3f. To release from obligation.
The taking of priestly orders disobliges the suscipient

from receiving chrism or confirmation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 401.

No unkindness of a brother can wholly rescind that re-

lation, or disoblige us from the duties annexed thereto.

Barrow, Sennons, I. xxx.

disobligement (dis-o-blij'ment), n. [< diso-

blige + -meat.] The act of disobliging. Milton.

To the great disobligement [said Mr. Bacon], as we had
reason to know, of some of his [Gallatin's] strong political
friends at that time. H. Adams, Albert Gallatin, p. 450.

disobliger (dis-o-bll'jer), n. One who disobliges.

disobliging (dis-o-bli'jing), p. a. [Ppr. of dis- disorder
Jdis-or'der),

v. t. [< OF. desordrer,

oblige, v.] Not obliging; not disposed to please
or to gratify the wishes of another; unaccom-
modating : as, a disobliging landlord.

disobligingly (dis-o-bli'jing-li), adv. In a dis-

obliging manner ; churlishly.
He could not but well remember how foully that busi-

ness had been managed, and how disobligingly be himself
had been treated by that ambassadour.

*

Clarendon, Civil War, I. 14.

disobligingness (dis-o-bll'jing-nes), n. Unwill-

ingness to oblige ;
want of readiness to please

or accommodate.
disoccident (dis-ok'si-dent), v. t. [< dis- priv.+ accident.] 1. To throw out of reckoning as
to the west. Hence 2. To confuse as to di-

rection in general.
Perhaps some roguing boy that managed the puppets

turn'd the city wrong, and so disoccidented our geographer.
Manell, Works, III. 39.

disOCCUpation (dis-ok-u-pa'shon), n. [= P.

desoccupation = Sp. desocupacion'-= Pg. desoccu-

disown

orderly or regular way, as the functions of the

body. = Syn. 1. Confused, jumbled. 2 and 3. Riotous,
vicious. See irregular.

disorderly (di's-or'der-li), adr. [< disorderly,
a.] 1. Without order, rule, or method

; irreg-
ularly; confusedly; in a disordered manner.

Savages lighting disorderly with stones. Raleigh.

2. In a manner violating law and good order;
in a manner contrary to rules or established in-
stitutions.

Withdraw yourselves from every brother that walketh
disorderly. 2 Thes. iii. 6.

disordinancet, n. [ME. disordinance, < OF. des-

ordenance, deaordonnance (= Pg. desordenanga= It. disordinanza), < desordener, disorder : see

disorder, v., and cf. disordinate and ordinance.]
Disarrangement ;

disturbance.
For right as reson is rebel to God. right so is sensualitee

rebel to reson, and the body also, and certes this disordi-
nance, and this rebellion, our Lord Jesu Christ abought
upon his precious body ful dere. Chaucer, Parson's Tale,

var. of desordener, desordoner, desordonner = disordinate (dis-6r'di-nat), a. [< ME. disordi-
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ment; properly, a diseased state of either mind
or body that does not wholly disable the facul-

ties
;
but it is often applied more comprehen-

sively.
The following lines upon delirious dreams may appear

very extravagant to a reader who never experienced the
disorders which sickness causes in the brain.

Thompson, Sickness, iii., note.

5. A specific or particular case of disorder; a

disease; a derangement, mental or physical:
as, gout is a painful disorder. 6. Mental per-
turbation

; temporary excitement or discom-

posure; agitation.
I will not keep this form upon my head,
When there is such disorder in my wit.

Shak., K. John, iii. 4.

She looked with wistful disorder for some time in my
face. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 112.

= Syn. 1. Disarrangement, disorganization, disarray, jum-
ble. 2. Commotion, turbulence, riotousness. 4 and 5.

Illness, ailment, complaint, malady.

Sp. Pg. desordenar = It. disordinare, < ML.
disordinare (found also as disordonare, counter-

mand), throw into disorder, < L. dis- priv. +
ordinare, order, regulate : see dis- and order, v.,
and cf. disordinate.'] 1. To destroy or derange
the order of; derange; disturb the regular dis-

position or arrangement of; throw into confu-

sion; disarrange; confuse.
Thou daign'st to shake Heav'ns solid Orbs so bright;
Th' Order of Nature to die-order quight?

Sylvester, tr. of Du liartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

The incursions of the Goths and other barbarous nations
disordered the affairs of the Roman Empire. Arbuthnot.

nat = Sp. Pg. dcsordenado = It. ilisordittato,
thrown into disorder, < ML. disordinatus, pp.
of disordinare : see disorder, r.] 1. Out of right
order; unregulated; disorderly. [Rare.]
Our popular style . . . has been artificial, by artifices

peculiarly adapted to the powers of the Latin language,
and yet at the very same time careless and disordinate.

De Quincey, Style, L
2f. Extreme

; inordinate.

With a disordinate desire he began to affect her.

Greene, Never too Late (ed. Dyce), Int., p. xxi,

Though not disordinate, yet causeless suffering,
The punishment of dissolute days. Milton, S. A.

,
1. 701.

Inadis-2. To derange the physical or mental health disordinatelyt(dis-or'di-nat-li), adv.

of; bring into a morbid condition of body or rdlnate manner, (a) Irregularly,

mind; indispose.
The monks are so strongly possessed with the notion of

the bad air that they told me several persons had been
much disordered, and some had even died, by going to the
Bead Sea. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 38.

The temporal! landes deuoutelygeuen, and disordinate-
ly spent. Hall, Hen. V., an. 2.

(6) Inordinately.
The sorrow don so ditordinatly

Off that wurde which he pronounced openly !

.Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3580.
pagSo = It.tUsoccupazione; as dis- priv. + oc- 3. To produce mental disturbance in; unsettle ,;,,,+,. /"r"'

"' '
' "

-/ v, \ r
cupation.] Want of occupation ; the state of the mind of; perturb; agitate disordinationt (dis-or-di-na shon), n. [= Sp.

desordenacioit = It. dmordmazione, < ML. as ifbeing unoccupied.
He graced the curbstone there with the same lily-like

dixoccupatian, and the same sweetness of aspect.
Howells, The Century, XXIX. 493.

Disoma (di-so'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. tiaufiof, dou-
ble-bodied, < Si-, two-, + ao/ia, body. Cf . disoma-
tous.] A genus of chsetopodous annelids, of the
family Nerinida;.

dlsomatOUS (di-so'ma-tus), a. [< Gr. Siaufia-
rof, double-bodied, < <!<-, two-, + cafta(r-), body.]
Having two bodies ; double-bodied.

disopinion (dis-o-pin'yon), n. [< dis- priv. +
opinion.] Difference of opinion ; want of be-
lief. [Rare.]
Assenting and dissenting thoughts, belief and disopin-

'<"' Bp. Reynolds, On the Passions, iv.

He said, he looked, he did nothing at all

Beyond his wont, yet it disordered me.
Shelley, The Cenci, II. 1.

4. To derange the

of; throw out of order or balance
normal condition of
his mind is disordered.

A man whose judgment was so much disordered by party
spirit. Macaulay.

It is a great Folly to disorder our selves at the Pleasure
of our Enemies, or at such Accidents which we can neither
prevent nor remove. Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. vii.

5f. To depose from holy orders.
Let him be stripped and disordered. I would fain see

him walk in querpo, that the world may behold the

"disordinatio(n-), < disordinare, disorder: see
disorder, v., disordinate.] Disarrangement.

ruption of constituent parts ; a breaking up of
order or system : as, the disorganization of a
government or of an army. 2. The absence
of organization or orderly arrangement ; dis-

arrangement; disorder; confusion.
The magazine of a pawnbroker in such total disorgani-

zation. Scott.

side of a friar. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

disorb (dis-orb'), . t. [< dis- priv. + orb.] To disordered (dis-6r'derd), p. a. [< disorder +
throw out of orbit. -erf2.] 1 . Thrown into disorder

; disarranged ;

Fly like chidden Mercury from Jove,
Or like a star dis-orb'd. Shak., T. and C., ii. 2.

disordenet, a. [ME., also disordeyn, commonly
desordene, adj. (equiv. to disordinate, q. v.), <
OF. desordene, pp. of desordener, throw into dis-
order: see disorder,
Disorderly; vicious.

The desordene covetyse of men.
Chaucer, Boethins, ii. meter 2. of disorder or irregularity ; confusion. Knolles.

disorder (dis-or'der), n. [< OF. desordre, F disorderliness (dis-6r'der-li-nes), n. The state
desordre = Pr. desorde = Sp. desdrden = Pg.
desordem It. disordine, disorder, < L. dis- priv.+ ordo (ordin-), order: see dis- and order, n.]
1. Lack of order or regular arrangement : ir-

and cf. disordinate.]

-ed?.]

irregular in state or action
; confused.

Men so disorder'd, so debosh'd and bold,
That this our court, infected with their manners,
Shows like a riotous inn. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

2. Deranged.
The story he had told of that disordered maid affected

regular arrangement; ir-

regularity; indiscriminate distribution; con-
fusion : as, the troops were thrown into disor-
der; the papers are in disorder.

Light shone, and order from disorder sprung.
Milton, P. L., iii. 713.

The Acheeans are driven in disorder to their ships
". A. Rea., CXXXIX. 461.

disorganize (dis-6r'ga-nlz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
disorganized, ppr. disorganizing. [= F. desor-

ganiser = Sp. Pg. desorganizar= It. (Hsorganiz-
zare; as <iis-priv. + organize.] To destroy the

organization, systematic arrangement, or order-
ly connection of the parts of ; throw into con-
fusion or disorder.

Every account of the settlement of Plymouth mentions
the conduct of Lyford, who attempted to disorganize the
church. Eliot's Biog. Diet.

me not a little. Sterne, Sentimental Journey^ 10& disorganizer (dis-6r'ga-ni-zer), n. One who
disorderedness (dis-6r'derd-nes), n. A state disorganizes; one who" destroys regular order

* ^ian 4 n. ~- : 1~_:4._-. e ___ T^ . or system; one who introduces disorder and
confusion.
disorient (dis-6'ri-ent), v. t. [= F. desorienter
= Sp. Pg. desorientar; as dis- priv. + orient.]
1. To turn from the east ; throw out of direc-
tion with respect to the east. Hence 2. To
confuse as to direction in general; cause to
lose one's bearings. 3. Figuratively, to cause
to lose the knowledge of the direction in which
the truth lies; cause to lose one's reckoning

of being disorderly.
A child who finds that disorderliness entails the subse-

quent trouble of putting things in order . . . not only ex-
penences a keenly-felt consequence, but gains a know-
ledge of causation. H. Spencer, Education.

disorderly (dis-6r'der-li), a. [< disorder +
-ly

1
-] 1. Being without proper order or dis-

position; confused; unmethodical; irregular:
as, the books and papers are in a disorderly
state.

His forces seemed no army, but a crowd,
Heartless, unarm'd, disorderly, and loud.

Cowley, Davideis, iv.

with respect to the truth : the east being taken
metaphorically for the truth.

I doubt then the learned professor was a little disori-
ented when he called the promises in Ezekiel and in the
Revelations the same. Warburton, Divine Legation, v.

2. Tumult; disturbance of the peace of so-
ciety; breach of public order or law. 2 Not keot n e t

'

r-
"~.^..,u,, , D i.iC . >rii/iuiv, jsiruieixgHuon, r.

It is said that great disorders had been committed here multuous turbulen
fame

,
u-

disorientate (dis-6-ri-en'tat), 1'. t.
; pret. and

by the Greeks at the time of his [St. Polycarp's] festival
"~ *- -'--' -K -* r/ .T.,

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 36.
You have

displaced
the mirth, broke the good rneetin;,

'ith most admir'd disorder.

ity.

*., Macbeth, iii. 4.

conventional-

It we subdue our unruly and disorderly passions within
ourselves, we should live more easily and quietly with
Others. Stittimttlrj't. Sfirmnna ITT i

pp. disorientated, ppr. disorientating. [< dix-

priv. + orientate.] To disorient.

OF. i

From vulgar bounds with brave disorder partAnd snatch a grace beyond the reach of art.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, i. 152.

4. Morbid irregularity, disturbance, or inter-

law and good order, or the restraints of moral-
ity ; specifically, so conducted as to be a nui-
sance; disreputable: as, a disorderly house.
In criminal law disorder!,, is a technical term, which bystatute eovers a variety of offenses against the public
peace, order, morals, or safety

cate, arbiter, judge, F. digeur, a talker, < dire,
< L. (Ucere, speak, say: see diction.] A story-
teller

; a jester.
Nbmeliche atte mete suche men eschuwe,
For thei ben the deueles disonrs I do the to vndnrstonde.

Vim riomnaii (A), vii. 50.



disown

taining to one's self; deny the ownership of or

responsibility for
;
not to own or acknowledge ;

repudiate.
They disown their principles out of fear.

Sw(ft, .Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, I.

Through a false shame, we disnirn religion with our lips,
and next our words atleet our tin nights.

./. //. .\Vir-man, Parochial Sermons, 1. 308.

disown2
(dis-on'), r. t. [< dis- priv. + own2 .

A different word from disown 1 (as ovnft from
mi- ni), but now hardly distinguished in use.]
1. To deny; not to allow; refuse to admit.

Then they, who brothers' better claim disown,
Expel their parents, and ii.-mrp the throne.

Hi nil, n. .-Kni'id.

Nor does the village Church-clock's iron tone
The time's and season's influence disown,

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, i.

2. Specifically, in the Society of Friends, to re-
move from membership; dismiss.

The monthly meeting to which he belongs may disown
him if the case require it.

Itixi-i'iiliaeofXea Knyland Yearly Meeting (1872), p. 94.

= Syn. To disavow, disclaim, disallow, renounce,

disownment (dis-on'ment), H. [< disown? +
-meiit.] The act of disowning; repudiation;
specifically, expulsion from membership in the

Society of Friends. J. J. Gurney.
The monthly meeting ... is at liberty ... to proceed

even to the dtsuirnment of the offender.

Discipline ofXew England Yearly Meeting (1872), p. 91.

disoxidate (dis-ok'si-dat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
itixii.riilnlt-il, ppr. dtsoxitlating. [< dis- priv. +
oxidate.] Same as deoxidate.

disoxidation (dis-ok-si-da'shqn), n. [< disoxi-
date: see -atioii.] Same as deoxidation.

disoxygenate (dis-ok'si-je-nat), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. disoxygeiiated, ppr. disoxygenating. [< dis-

priv. + oxygenate.] To deoxidate.

disoxygenation (dis-pk'si-je-na'shon), n. [<
disoxygenate: see -ation.] Deoxidation.

dispacet (dis-pas'), v. [One of Spenser's man-
ufactured words, appar. < dis-, in different di-

rections, + pace, walk ; or else meant for di-

space, < L. dis-, di-, apart, + spatiari, walk, walk
about: see space and expatiate.] I. intrans.
To range or wander about.

When he spide the joyous Butterflle,
In this faire plot dispacing too and fro.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 250.

II. trans. To cause to wander or walk about.
Thus wise long time he did himselfe dispace
There round about. Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, I. 285.

dispackt (dis-pak'), v. t. [< OF. despacquer, <

dM-prir. + pacqwr, pack : see pack.] To un-

pack.
When God the mingled Lump dispackt,
From Fiery Element did Light extract.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

dispaintt (dis-panf), v. t. [Improp. for depaint.
Cf . OF. despeindre, paint out, efface.] To paint.

His chamber was dispainted all within
With sondry colours. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 50.

dispairt (dis-par'), . t. [< dis- priv. -t- pair.
Cf. L. disparare, part, of similar formation : see

disparate.] To dissociate, as the members of
a pair. [Rare.]

Forgive me, lady,
I have . . . dispair'd two doves.

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays In One.

dispandt (dis-pand'). r. t. [= OF. despandre, <
Li. dispanderc, spread out, expand, < dis-, apart,+ pandere, spread. Cf. expand.] To spread
out; display. Hailei/, 1727.

dispansiont (dis-pan'shon), n. [< L. as if "dis-

pnsio(n-), < dis/iander'e, pp. dispansus, spread
out : see dispand.] The act of spreading out
or displaying. Bailey, 1731.

disparadise (dis-par'a-dis), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

(liKiniriiili.ild. ppr. disparndising. [< dis- priv.+ paradise.] To remove from paradise. Cock-
i-rnni. [Rare.]

disparage!, . [< ME. disparage, < OF. despa-
rage, an unoqual marriage, < (to?- priv. + parage,
equal rank, rank : see parage, peerage. Cf. dis-

parage, i-.J Disparagement; disgrace result-

ing from an unequal match.
Him wolde thinke it were a disparage
To his estaat, so lowe for talyghte,
And voyden hir as sone as ever he myphte.

Chaucer, Clerk s Tale, 1. 852.

To match so high, her friends with counsell sage
Dissuaded her from such *di*imratie.

>>'fnvr, K. ()., TV. viii. 60.

disparage (dis-par'aj), r. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

I'liruged, ppr. dix)>tiraging. [< ME. dispaniiti n.

dcftparagen, <()F. tlrvjiarager, desparagirr, mar-
ry to one of inferior condition or rank, offer un-
worthy conditions, disparage, < des- priv. +
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parnge, equal rank, rank: see disparage, n.]
If. To marry to one of inferior condition or

rank; degrade by an unequal match or mar-

riage ;
match unequally.
Alias ! that any of my nacioun
Sholde evere so foule disparaged be.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 213.

And that your H h degree
Is much disparaij d to be match 'd with me.

Dryden, Wife of Bath, 1. 381.

2. To injure or dishonor by a comparison, es-

pecially by treating as equal or inferior to what
is of less dignity, importance, or value.

I advert to these considerations, not to disparage our
country. Story, speech, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

Hence 3. To undervalue ; criticize or censure

unjustly ; speak slightingly of ; vilify.

Thou durst not thus disparage glorious arms.

Milton, 9. A., 1. 1130.

We are to consider into what an evil condition sin puts
us, for which we are . . . disgraced and disparaged here,marked with disgraceful punishments, despised by good
men. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 729.

We shall not again disparage America, now that we see
what men it will bear. Emerson, Misc., p. 322.

disparkle
If the office of an evangelist be higher I than that of a

bishop], then as long as they are not ./; ,;o<ilc, much lets
destructive of each other, they may have leave to consist
In subordination. Jer. Taylur, Works (ed. 1835), II. 1U9.

His (the geometrician's] subject matter is perfectly
homogeneous, instead of being made up of j>erfectly dis-

parate orders of existence.
/,.-,',. Stephen, Eng. Thought, I. i 31.

We can severally form concepts of a wi.nl -It-Ruination,
of a word-root, and of the process of budding : but the
three < 'tieepts are wholly disparate, and refuse to unite Into
a thinkable proiiosition. J. /V*fo-, Cosmic i'hilos., I. 66.

H. n. One of two or more things or charac-
ters of different species; something that is op-
posite but not contrary.

Disparates are those of which one Is opposed to many
after the same manner. 80 man imd horse, and white and
blue, are disparates ; because man is not only opposed to
horse, but also to dog, lion, and other species of beasu ;

and white not only to blue, but also to red, green, and the
other mediate colours, in the same manner that is, in the
same genus of opposition.

Burgcrsdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

disparately (dis'pa-rat-li),
<

My.

His religion sat . . . gracefully upon him, without any of
those forbidding appearances which sometimes disparage
the actions of men sincerely pious. Bp. Atterbury.

If I utter fallacies, I may have the sympathy of men who
know how easy it is, in matters where head and heart are
alike engaged, to Oupunfft truth by exaggeration.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 73.

= Syn. 3. Depreciate, Detract from, etc. See decry.

disparageablet (dis-par'aj-a-bl), a. [< dispar-
age + -able.] Tending to disparage ; unequal ;

unsuitable.

They disdained this marriage with Dudley as altogether
disparageable and most unworthy of the bloud royal and
regal majesty. Camden, Elizabeth, an. 1663.

disparagement (dis-par'aj-ment), n. [< OF. des-

paragenient, disparagement (F. deparagement),
< desparager, marry to one of inferior condi-
tion: see disparage, v.] If. The matching of
aman or a woman to one of inferior rank or con-

dition, and against the rules of decency.
And thought that match a fowle disparagement.

Spenser, V. Q., III. vill. 12.

Grace. Xow he will marry me to his wife's brother, this
wise gentleman that you see ; or else I must pay value o'

ray land.

Quar. 'Slid, is there no device of disparagement, or so?
Talk with some crafty fellow, some picklock of the law.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ill. 1.

2. Injury by union or comparison with some-
thing of inferior excellence. Hence 3. The
act of undervaluing or lowering the estimation
or character of a person or thing; the act of

depreciating; detraction.

The attending to his discourses may not be spent in
vain talk concerning him or his disparagements, but may
be used as a duty and a part of religion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 757.

He chill'd the popular praises of the King,
With silent smiles of slow disparagement.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

4. Diminution of value or excellence; re-

in a disparate
manner; unequally.

After the retina is destroyed . . . the eyeballs gradual-
ly lose the power of moving together, but move disparately.

O. S. Hall, (icrman Culture, p. 2M.

disparateness (dis'pa-rat-nes), . The state
or quality of being disparate.
There is a disparateness between hearing clicks and

counting, as there li between hearing the bell and seeing
the index. M.H.I. XI. 60.

In 1838, Wheatstone, In his truly classical memoir on
binocular vision and the stereoscope, showed that the dis-

parateness of the points on which the two images of an
object fall does not . . . affect its seen singleness.

W. James, Mind, XII. 337.

nt of Learning. L 97.

, . [< F. dispa-
rition, < ML. as if *disparitio(n-), < disparere,
disappear: see disappear.] Disappearance.

Perhaps, though they knew that to be the prophet's last

day, yet they might think his disparitiun should be sud-
den, and insensible ; l>esides, they found how much bee
affected secrecie in this intended departure.

Bp. Hall, Rapture of Elijah.

disparity (dis-par'i-ti),
.

; pi. disparities (-tiz).

[< F. disparite = Sp. disparidad = Pg. dispari-
dade = It. disparita, < ML. disparita(t-)s, in-

equality, < L. dispar, unequal, < dis- priv. +

par, equal. Ct. parity.] 1. The state or char-
acter of being disparate, (a) Inequality in degree,
age, rank, condition, or excellence : as, disparity In or of
years, age, circumstances, or condition.

You not consider, sir,
The great disparity is in their bloods,
Estates, and fortunes.

Fletcher and Ituwleu, Maid In the Mill, II. 2.

There must needs be a great di;*iri(>/ between the first

Christians and those of these latter ages.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xiv.

Though in families the number of males and females
differs widely, yet In great collections of human beings
the disparity almost disappears.

Macatilay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

(M Dissimilitude ; extreme unlikeness ; specifically, a de-
gree of mil ike-ness so great that it renders comparison Im-
possible.

Just such disparity
As is 'twlxt air and angels' purity,
Twixt woman's love and man s will ever be.

Donne, Air and Angels.

two or more unlike things ;
a dis-

" mch Tast cnMIn or 8"" between <"-

'"^- -
,,,^ , _

And low disparagements I had put upon him.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, 11. 1.

It can be no disparagement to the most skilful Pilot
to have his Vessel tossed upon a tempestuous Sea; bat to
escape with little damage when he sees others sink down
and perish shews the great difference which wisdom gives
in the success, where the dangers are equal & common.

Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. x.

= Syn. 3. Derogation, depreciation, debasement, degra-
dation.

disparager (dis-par'aj-er), n. One who dis-

parages or dishonors; one who belittles, vili-

fies, or disgraces.

disparagingly (dis-par'aj-ing-li), adv. In a
manner to disparage or dishonor.

Why should he speak so disparagingly of many books
and much reading? Peters, On Job, p. 428.

disparate (dis'pa-rat), a. and n. [= F. dispa-
rate = It. disparato, sparato, < L. disparatm, pp.
of dittpararr, separate, < dis- priv. + parare,

disparity, dixpair.] I. n. Essentially different
;

of different species, unlike but not opposed in

pairs; also, less properly, utterly unlike; in-

capable of being compared : having no common
p-lius. Si,- William Hamilton and his school define dis-
parate predicates as those which belong to a common sub-
ject or similar subjects.

... t. [< dis- priv. + park.]
1 . To divest of the character or uses of a park ;

throw open to common use, as land forming a
park.

You have fed upon my seignories,
Dispark'd my parks, and fell'd my forest woods.

Shot., Rich. II., iii. l.

The gentiles were made to be God's people when the
Jews' enclosure was disparked.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 774.

A great portion of the Frith . . . had formerly been s
Chase. . . . Since the Reformation, however, it had been
disparked. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 132.

2. To set at large; release from inclosure or
confinement.
Hereupon he disjKtrks hi* seraglio, and flies thence to

Potan with Asaph-Chawn's lovely daughter only in his
company. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 87.

disparklet (dis-par'kl), r. /. and i. [Also dis-

/itn-cle; a modification of the older and imper-
fectly understood disparple (q. v.), with refer-
ence to sparkle taken in the sense of 'scatter.']
To scatter abroad ; disperse ; divide.

When the inlial'itmires that dwelled in cottages dis-
;K7rM/'rftherealM)Utssawmen comniing \vliomc they judged
to lie theire enemies, . . . [tliej] fled to the wilde moun-
tayues that were full of snowe.

J, Brende. tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.



disparkle 1674

They dispute without strife, and examine as dispasttion-

ately the events and the characters of the present age as

tltey reason about those which are found iu history.

Bolingbrokc, Remarks on Hist. Eng.

The sect of Libertines began but lately ;
but as vipers

soon multiply into generations, so is their spawn dis-

parklcd over all lands. R. Clerke, Sermons (I<i;i7), p. 471.

disparplet (dis-piir'pl), '. [Sometimes also

dinperple ; also by apheresis sparple, sjjerple; < dispassiqned(dis-pash'ond),a. [(.dispassimi +
ME. disparplen, dcsparplen, also disparpoilen, -e<&. Cf. dispassionate.] Free from passion.

disparblen, divide, scatter, intr. disperse, < OF. Yet ease and joy, ditpastiou'd reason owns,

desparpeillier, desparpaittier, desparpeler, din- As often visit cottages as thrones.

parpeillicr, desperpouillier, etc. (= Sp. desparpa-
Cawthom, Equality of Human conditions.

jar = It. sparpagliare ; also with different but dispatch, dispatcher, etc. See despatch, etc.

equiv. prefix es-, OF. esparpeiller, F.eparpiller= dispathy (dis'pa-thi), . ; pi. dispatlues (-thiz).
Pr. esparpalhcir), scatter, disperse, appar. orig. [= F. dispatliie, an antipathy or natural dis-

flutter about, as a butterfly, < des-, in different agreement (Cotgrave), < Or. fmmrdOeta, insensi-

directions, + *parpeille (F. papillon) = Pr. far- bility, firmness in resisting deep affliction, <

pallio = It. dial, parpaja, parpaj, It. parpagli- fivoxafffc, hardly feeling, impassive, insensible,
one, a butterfly, a popular variation of L. pa- < <W-, hard, + irdffoc, feeling. The word would
piUo(n-), a butterfly : see papilio and pavilion, thus be spelled properly "dyspathy, but it is

So mod. Pr. csfarfalnd, scatter, < farfalla, a prob. regarded by its users as < dis- priv. +

dispensation

being abrogated or remitted by, dispensation.
See dispensation, 5.

In convocation the two questions on which the divorce
turned were debated in the manner of University disputa-
tions ; the theologians disputed as to the dispensability of
n marriage with a brother's widow, the canonists on the
facts of Arthur's marriage with Katherine.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 284.

butterfly, another variation of L. papilio(n-).}
I. trans. To scatter; disperse.
The wolf ravyschith and disparplith, or scaterith the

scheep. Wydif, John x. 12.

I bath'd, and odorous water was
Disperpled lightly, on my head, and necke.

Chapman, Odyssey, x. dispauper dis-pa'per), t'. t. [< dig- priv. +

-pathy, as in apathy, sympathy, etc.] Want of

sympathy ; antipathy ;
an opposite taste or lik-

ing; uncongeniality. [Rare.]
It is excluded from our reasonings by our dispathiei.

Palgrave, Hist. Norm, and Eng. (1857), II. 110.

H. intrans. To be scattered ; be dispersed.
Aa a flock of scheep without a schepperde, the which

departeth and desparpleth. Mandeville, Travels, p. 3.

Her wav'ring hair dutparpling flew apart
In seemly shed. Hudson, Judith, iv. 339.

pauper.} To decide or declare to be no longer
a pauper, and thus to be disqualified from su-

ing as a pauper, or in forma pauperis; deprive
(one who has been permitted to sue in forma
pauperis) of the right or privilege of continuing
to sue as a pauper. See the extract.

If a party has a current income, though no permanent
property, he must be dispaupered.

Phillimore, Reports, I. 185.

dispart (dis-parf), v. [< OF. despartir, F. dc-

partir = Sp. Pg. despartir= It. dispartire, spar-
tire, < L. dispartire, dispertirc, distribute, di-

vide, < dis-, apart, + partire, part, divide : see

part. Cf. depart.} I. trans. 1. To divide into dispauperize (dis-pa'per-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
parts ; separate ; sever. dispauperizcd, ppr. dispauperiging. [< dis- priv.+ pauperize.} To release or free from the state

of pauperism ;
free from paupers.

As well as by that of many highly pauperized districts
in more recent times, which have been dispauperteed by
adopting strict rules of poor-law administration.

J. S. Mill.

dispeace (dis-peV), n, [< dis- priv. + peace.]
nd Julia. Want of peace or quiet; dissension. Russell.

Whilst thus the world will be whole, and refuses to be dispeedt (dis-ped'), ,'. t. [For "disspeed, < dis-
digparted, we seek to act partially, to sunder, to appro- + speed ; perhaps suggested bv dispatch.} To
pnate- Lmerson, Compensation, despatch ; dismiss.

sever.
When all three kinds of love together meet,
And doe dispart the hart with powre extreme.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 1.

Distorted Britain mourn'd their [Heroes'] doubtful Sway.
Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 6.

Once more
Were they united, to be yet again
Disparted pitiable lot !

Wordsworth, Vaudracour and

2. In gun. : (a) To set a mark on the rnuzzle-

ring of, as a piece of ordnance, so that a sight-
line from the top of the base-ring to the mark
on or near the muzzle may be parallel to tho
axis of the bore or hollow cylinder. (6) To
make allowance for the dispart in, when taking
aim.

Every gunner, before he shoots, must truly dispart his
Piece. Lucar.

II. intrans. To separate ; open ;
break up.

The silver clouds disparted. Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

The wild rains of the day are abated : the great single
cloud disparts and rolls away from heaven.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxix.

dispart (dis-parf), n. [< dispart, v.} In gun. :

(a) The difference between the semi-diameter
of the base-ring at the breech of a gun and
that of the ring at the swell of the muzzle. (6)A dispart-sight.

dispart-sight (dis-part'slt), . In gun., a piece
of metal cast on the muzzle of a piece of ord-

To that end he dispeeded an embassadour to Poland.
Knolles, Hist. Turks.

Thus having said,
Deliberately, in self-possession still,
Himself from that most painful interview

Dispeediny, he withdrew. Southey.

dispel (dis-pel'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dispelled,

ppr. dispelling. [< L. dispellere, drive away,
disperse, < dis-, apart, away, + pellere, drive:
see pulse. Cf. depel.} To drive off or away;
scatter or disperse effectually; dissipate: as,
to dispel vapors, darkness, or gloom; to dispel
fears, cares, sorrows, doubts, etc.

;
to dispel a

tumor, or humors.
I lov'd, and love diipell'd the fear
That I should die an early death.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
The dreams of idealism may, I tMnk, be thus effectually

dispelled by a thorough analysis of what is given us in
perception. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 122.

= Syn. Disperse, Scatter, etc. (see dissipate), banish, re-

nance to make the line of sight parallel to the ,K!2 i ,* I/AX n i,

axis of the bore. dispeller (dis-pel'er), n. One who or that which

dispassiont ^dis-pash'on), n. [< dis- priv. + **B as, the sun is the dispeller of darkness.
, . . i ,,.

passion.} Freedom from passion; an undis- S""B (d
;
sApT?nd^' *' ' C< ME " aispenden,

turbed state of the mind
; apathy. despenden, < OF. despendre = Sp. Pg. despender

Called by the Stoics apathy, or dispersion.
'' K dtsPerlaere

> %<***%
<

_
MIj .

djspendere,
by

Sir W\Temple Gardening
" spendere (> AS. a-spendan, E. spend=

U^spenderen
= Or. spendiren = Dan. spendere"

expend, L. dispendere, weigh
is-, apart, + pendcre, weigh:

from passion; calm
; c'omposedrimpartialfun! ^J^dent- Gf ' ^en(l

' ***1 To Pay out;
moved by strong emotion ; cool: applied to per-
sons : as, dispassionate men or judges.
The hazard of great interests cannot fail to agitate

strong Passions; we are not disinterested ; it is impossi-
ole we should be dispassionate. Ames, Works, II. 38.

Quiet, dispassionate, and cold. Tennyson, A Character.
2. Not dictated by passion; not proceedingfrom temper or bias; impartial: applied to ac-
tions or sentiments : as, dispassionate proceed-
ings ; dispassionate views.

expend.
Oure godys, oure golde vngaynly dispendit,
And oure persons be put vnto pale dethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), I. 9333.

This nest of gallants . . . can dispend their two thou-
sand a-year out of other men's coffers.

Middleton, The Black Book.
Had women navigable rivers in their eyes,
They would dispend them all.

Webster, White Devil, v. 1.

dispendert (dis-pen'der), n. [< ME. dispendour,.
,

Reason requires a calm and dispassionate situation of
<iesPendour, < OF. despendeor, despendeour, des-

the mind to form her judgments aright. pendeur, < despendre, dispend: see dispend and
A. Tucker, Light of Nature, I. xxi. -erl.] One who dispends.Cranmer had a greater capacity than either Hpnrv or .

Crumwel
; he had much of the dispassionate dual tv of ,, The^Wer riches that a man hath, the moo despendours

the statesman. _R. If. Dimn, Hist Church of Eng.fiiT Chaucer, Parson's Tale.
= Syn fool, serene, temperate, moderate, collected,' un- dispensability (dis-

with-

dis-

dispensed or dispensed with, or of receiving, or

despensable, prodigal, abundant, < ML. dispen-
sabilis, pertaining to expenses) ;

as dispense +
-able.} 1. Capable of being dispensed or ad-
ministered.

Laws of the land .. . dispensable by the ordinary courts.
State Trials, Col. Andrt'we, an. 1680.

2. Capable of being spared or dispensed with.

There are some things, which indeed are pious and re-

ligious, \>at dispensable, voluntary, and commutable.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 274.

Dispensable, at least, if not superfluous.
Coleridge, Lit. Remains, IV. 259.

Not a tone of colour, not a note of form, is misplaced or
dispensable. Swinburne, Essays, p. 118.

3. Capable of receiving or being the subject of

dispensation ; hence, excusable
; pardonable.

If straining a point were at all dispensable, it would
certainly be so rather to the advance of unity than in-
crease of contradiction. Sirtft, Tale of a Tub, vi.

dispensableness (dis-pen'sa-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being dispensable ; the capability of

being dispensed or dispensed with. Hammond.
dispensary (dis-peu'sa-ri), n.

; pi. dispensaries
(-riz). [ F. dispensdlre, a dispensary (cf . OF.
despensairc, expense), < ML. dispensarius, adj.
(as a noun, a steward, spencer: see dispenser),
< dispensa, provisions, a buttery, larder, spence :

see spence, and dispend, dispense.} 1 . A room or

shop in which medicines are dispensed or served
out : as, a hospital dispensary.
The dispensary, being an apartment in the college, set

up for the relief of the sick poor.
Garth, Dispensary, Pref.

2. A public institution, primarily intended for
the poor, where medical advice is given and
medicines are furnished free, or sometimes for
a small charge to those who can afford it.

dispensation (dis-pen-sa'shon), n. [= D. dis-

pensatie = G. Dan. Sw. dispensation, < OF. des-

pensation, F. dispensation = Sp. dispensation =
Pg. dispensaqtto = It. dispensazione, < L. dis-

pensatio(n-), management, charge, direction, <

dispensare, pp. dispcnsatus, manage, regulate,
distribute, dispense : see dispense, v.} 1. The
act of dispensing or dealing out ; distribution :

as, the dispensation of royal favors ; the dispen-
sation of good and evil by Divine Providence.
A dispensation of water . . . indifferently to all parts

of the earth.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

2. A particular distribution of blessing or af-
fliction dispensed by God to a person, family,
community, or nation, in the course of his deal-

ings with his creatures
;
that which is dispensed

or dealt out by God : as, a sad dispensation ; a
merciful dispensation.

Neither are God's methods or intentions different in his
dispensations to each private man. Kogers.
The kind and chief design of God, in all his severest

dispensations, is to melt and soften our hearts to such
degrees as he finds necessary in order to the good pur-
poses of his grace. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xvi.

3. In theol. : (a) The method or scheme by
which God has at different times developed his

purposes, and revealed himself to man ; or the

body of privileges bestowed, and duties and re-

sponsibilities enjoined, in connection with that
scheme or method of revelation : as, the old or
Jewish dispensation; the new or Gospel dispen-
sation. See grace, (b) A period marked by a
particular development of the divine purpose
and revelation: as, the patriarchal dispensation
(lasting from Adam to Moses) ; the Mosaic
dispensation (from Moses to Christ) ; the Chris-
tian dispensation.
There is, perhaps, no part of divinity attended with so

much intricacy, and wherein orthodox divines so much
differ, as the stating the precise agreement and difference
between the two dispensations of Moses and of Christ.

Eilirartln, Works, I. 160.

Personal religion is the same at all times; "the just"
in every dispensation "shall live by faith."

J. II. Nemnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 247.

4f. Management; stewardship; an act or ac-
tion as manager or steward.

God . . . hath seen so much amiss in ny dispensations
(and even in this affair) as calls me to be humble.

Winlhrop, Hist. New England, II. 279.



dispensation

5. A relaxation of the law in some particular
case

; specifically, a license granted (as by the

pope or a bishop) relieving or exempting a PIT-
SOU in certain circumstances from the action,

obligations, or penalties of some law or regu-
hitiim. Hi,- ecclesiastical laws of the Roman Catholic.

rlnii, h '^i\e to tin- i>pe the power of granting dispensa-
tions in certain cases, anil of deputing this power to liisli-

ops and others. In universities a dispensation IB a per-
mission to omit some exercise.

The Jews In general drink no Wine without a Dispen-
sation. lliitceU, Letters, 1. vi. 14.

Yet appeals did not cease, and the custom of seeking dig-

petuatiuiix, faculties, and privileges In matrimonial and
clerical causes increased. Stubbs, Const. Hist., $ 403.

The necessity of (HqtraMffcHI arises from the fart that a
law which is made for the general good may not be bene-
ficial in this or that special case, and therefore may tie

rightly relaxed with respect to an individual, while it

continues to bind the community. Rom. Catli. Diet.

dispensational (dis-pen-sa'shpn-al), a. [<
dis-

pensation -t- -al.] Of or pertaining to a dispen-
sation.

The limits of certain dispensational periods were re-

vealed in Scripture. MMMkm Sacra, XLV. 237.

dispensative (dis-pen'sa-tiv), o. [< OF. dis-

~?. It.

mttts, pp.
of dispensare, dispense : see dispense, v.] I.
T j._r_; / j; -_i* .. j.1 _ij_

pcnsatif, F. dixpensatif = Sp. Pg. It. dis]>ensa-

tirn, < ML. tlixpcnsativus, < L. disjiensatus, pp

Pertaining to dispensation or the granting of

dispensations: as, dispensative power. 2f. Dis-

pensable ; capable of being dispensed with.

AH poyntes that be disppitsative.
Ktdt Me ami Be not Wi-olhe (ed. Arber), p. 55.

dispensatively (dis-pen'sa-tiv-li), adv. By dis-

pensation.

I can now hold my place canon ically, which I held '><-

fore but dispensatively. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 328.

dispensator (dis'pen-sa-tor), n. [= F. dispen-
uateur = Pr. Sp. Pg. dispeiisador = It. dispen-
satore, spensatorc, < L. dispensator, < dispensare,

pp. dispensatus, dispense: see dispense, v.] A
dispenser.
The Holy Spirit Is the great disptnsator of all such

graces the family needs.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 276.

dispensatorily (dis-pen'sa-to-ri-li), adv. By
dispensation; dispensatively. Goodwin.

dispensatory (dis-pen'sa-to-ri), a. and n. [=
OF. dixpensatoire = Pg. It. 'dispensatorio, < LL.
dispensatorius, relating to dispensing or man-
aging (as a noun, in neut., ML. dispensatorium,
a distributing pipe for water, NL. a dispensa-
tory), < L. dispensator, one who dispenses: see

dispensator.'] I. a. Relating to dispensing;
having the power to dispense, or grant dispen-
sations.

II. ; pi. dispensatories (-riz). A book con-

taining an account of the substances used as

medicines, and of their composition, uses, and
action ; properly, a commentary upon the phar-
macopoeia.
The description of the whole oyntment Is to be found

in the chymicall dispensatory of Crollius.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 997.

I confess, I have not without wonder, and something of

indignation, seen, even in the puhlick dispensatories, I

know not how many things ordered to be distilled with
others in halnen. /;..;</,. Works, II. 126.

dispensatresst (dis-pen'sa-tres), n. [< disjjen-
fiiitur + -ess; = F. It. dispensatriee.] A female
dispenser.
dispense (dis-pens'), v. ; pret. and pp. dispensed,
ppr. ilixpi-nsing. [Formerly also dispence; <

ME. dixpciwcn = D. dispenseren = Q. dispensi-
ren = Dan. dixpenxere = Sw. dispensera.t OF.
despenser, despencer, F. dispenser = Pr. Sp. Pg.
dispensar = It. dixpensare, spensare, < L. dis-

pensare, weigh out, pay put, distribute, regu-
late, manage, control, dispense, freq. of dis-

pendcrc, pp. tlixpensus, weigh out, ML. expend :

see dixpcnd.] I. trans. 1. To deal or divide
out; give forth diffusively, or in some general
way; practise distribution of: as, the sun dis-

penses heat and light ;
to dispense charity, medi-

cines, etc.

Abundaunt wyne the north wynde wol dispence
To vynes sette agayne his influence.

I'allailiug, Hiisbondric (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

Wine can dispense to all both Light and Heat.

Conyreve, Imit. of Horace. I. ix. '2.

With balmy sweetness soothe the weary sense,
And to the sickening soul thy cheering aid dispense.

Crabbe, Birth of Flattery.

He is delighted to dispense a share of it to all the oom-
pany. Scott.

2. To administer ; apply, as laws to particular
cases; put in force.
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When Rotten Slates are soundly mended from head to

foot, proportions duly ad mured, Justice justly dis-

pensed; then shall Rulers and Subjects have peace with
I X. H'anl, .Simple Colder, p. 35.

\Ve liml him . . . scattering among his periods ambigu-
ous words, whose interpretation he will afterwards dis-

pence according to his pleasure.
Miltiin. (Mi Dcf. of Ilnmb. Rcmonst.

While you dispense the laws and guide the state.

Dryden.

3. To relieve; excuse: set free from an obliga-

tion; exempt; grant dispensation to.

P. jun. A priest !

i 'am. no, he Is dispensed withal.
B. Jmwon, Staple of News, Hi. 1.

Longimis disftenses himself from all Investigations of

this nature, by telling his friend Terentianus that he al-

ready knows everything that can l>e said upon the que-
tion. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

4f. To atone for; secure pardon or forgiveness
for.

His shine was dispensed
Withgolde. Gower, Conf. Amaut, III.

= 8yn. 1. Dispense., Distribute, Allot, Apportion, Assign.
Dispense Is to be distinguished from the others in that it

expresses an indiscriminate or general giving, while they
express a particular and personal giving : as, to distribute

gifts ; to assign the parts in a play, etc.

The great luminary . . .

Dispenses light from far. Jllilton, f. L, 111. 579.

It is but reasonable to suppose that God should call

men to an account in that capacity ; and to distribute re-

wards and punishments according to the nature of their
actions. Stillinffjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

How distant soever the time of our death may be, since
It is certain that we must die, it Is necessary to allot some
portion of our life to consider the end of it.

Addison, Guardian, No. 18.

Money was raised by a forced loan, which was appor-
tioned among the people according to the rate at which
they had been assessed. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

How we might best fulfil the work which here
God hath assiyn'd us. Hilton, V. L., Ix. 231.

H. intrans. If. To make amends; compen-
sate.

One loving howre
For many yeares of sorrow can dixiicnce.

Spenser, F. Q., I. 111. 30.

2t. To bargain for a dispensation; compound.
Canst tin in dispense with Heaven for such an oath?

Aa*.,2Hen. VI., v. 1.

Hence TO dispense with, (a) To permit the neglect,
disregard, or omission of, as a law, a ceremony, or an oath :

as, the general dispensed with all formalities.

He (the pope) hath dispensed with the oath and duty of

subjects against the fifth commandment. Bp. Andrews.

Don't yon shudder at such perjury? and this tn a re-

public, and where there is no religion that dispenses with
oaths ! H'alpole, Letters, II. 15.

Sympathizing too little with the popular worship, they
worship by themselves and dispense with outward forms.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 119.

( '<) To give up the possession or use of ; do without : as, to

dispense with all but the bare necessaries of life; I can
dispense with your services.

He will dispense irith his right to clear Information.

Jeremy Collier.

Switzerland has altogether dispensed with the personal
chief whom both Britain and America have kept In dif-

ferent shapes. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 382.

(ct) To give up the observance or practice of ; do away
with; disregard.

I have dispens'd with my attendance on
The duke, to bid you welcome.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, I. 2.

I never knew her dispense with her word but once.
Richardson.

(dt) To put up with ; allow ; condone.

I pray be pleased to dispense with this slowness of mine,
in answering yours of the first of this present

Howell, Letters, I. iv. 15.

About this Time Cardinal Wolsey obtained of Pope Leo
Authority to dispense with all offences against the Spirit-
ual Laws. Baker, Chronicles, p. 265.

Conniving and dispensing with open and common adul-
tery. Milton.

(et) To excuse ; exempt ; set free, as from an obligation.

She [Lady Cutte) would on no occasion dispense with
herself from paying this duty [private prayer] : no busi-

ness, nocommon accident of life, could divert her from It.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, L vl.

I could not dispense trith myself from making a voyage
to Caprea. Additon, Travels in Italy.

(.ft To do or perform: as, to dispense with miracles.
H'riMr. (y) To dispose of ; consume.

We had celebrated yesterday with more glasses than we
could have dispensed with, had we not been beholden to
Brooke and Hellier. Steele, Spectator, No. 362.

[The last two are erroneous and unwarrantable uses,
thoiiL'h still occasionally met with in careless writing.)

dispense* (dis-pens'). . [Also dispenre; < ME.
ili.tpi-iixr, ili-xprnsr, also ili)nm-i -. desprnre, < OF.
i/i x/iense (also despens), F. dispense (> Sw. dis-

prns) = I'r. ttr.vpensa (also despens) = OSp. des-

/>i:*<t = I'ir. ilt'x/Mva. ilcs/ie:a = It. dixpenxn. <

ML. ilix/x-iisii, expense, provision, also a but-

disperse

tery, larder, spence (see spencc, which is an
abtr. of dispense), < L. <lixpi mii-n; pp. dispensus,

dispend, expend : see dixjivnd. ] 1 . Dispensation.
For wraththc hath no Coimcience,

lie makith ech man otherls foo ;

Ther-wfth he ^etiih his dispence.

IJymni to I'iiyin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 63.

Then rellques, beads,
Indulgences, diipentes, pardons, bulls.

The sport of winds. Mitt,i,i. r. I.., iii. 492.

2. Expense ; expenditure ; profusion.

Maria, which hail a preeminence
Aboue alle women, in bedlem whan she lay,
At cristls byrth, no cloth of gret dispence,
She wen i! a keuerche.

Political I'onns, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 47.

It was a vaut ybullt for great dispence,
With many raunges reard along the wall.

Spenur, V. Q., II. ix. 29.

3. A larder ; a spence. liable.

dispenser (dis-pen'ser), n. [< ME. desnenscr, des-

pcncer,<OF. despensier, despencier, < ML. dispen-
sarius, manager, steward, < dispensa, provision,
buttery, larder; cf . equiv. OF. dispcnseor, disjten-

sour, a steward, < L. dispensator, one who dis-

penses: see dispensator and dispense, H. Hence
by apheresis spenser, spencer. In mod. use dis-

penser is regarded as dispense, r., + -er1.] It.

A manager; a steward. 2. One who dispenses
or distributes ; one who administers: as, a dis-

penser of medicines
; a dispenser of gifts or of

favors ; a dispenser of justice.
The good and merciful God grant, through the great

steward and ditpenter of his mercies, Christ the Right-
eous. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ii.

The drowsy hours, dispensers of all good,
O'er the mute city stole with folded wings.

Ti-iiiiiixiin, Gardener's Daughter.

dispensing (dis-pen'sing), ;). a. 1. Of or per-
taining to dispensation or the granting of dis-

pensations ; that may be exercised in relaxing
the law, or in releasing from some legal obli-

gation or penalty : as, the dispensing power of
the pope. 2. That dispenses, deals out, or dis-

tributes: as, a dispensing chemist or druggist.

dispeople (dis-pe'pl), r. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-

peopled, ppr. dispeopling. [< OF. despeupler, F.

depeupler (= Sp. despoblar = Pg. despotoar),
var., with prefix des-, of depeupler, depopler, de-

populer, < L. depopulari, ravage, depopulate :

see depeople and depopulate.] To depopulate ;

empty of inhabitants.

Lest his heart exalt him In the harm
Already done, to have dispeopled heaven.

Milton, i'. L., vii. 151.
France was almost dispeopled.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 3, 1685.

dispeople! (dis-pe'pler), n. [< dispeople + -cr1 .

Cf. Sp. despoblador = Pg. despovoador.] One
who depopulates; a depopulator; that which
deprives of inhabitants.

Thus then with force combln'd, the I.ybian swains
Have quash'd the stern digjteopler of the plains.

W. L. Lewis, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, ix.

disperancet, ". Same as desj>erance.

disperget (dis-perj'), r. t. [= Pr. disperger =
It. dispergere, spergerc, < L. dispergere, scatter

about, disperse : see disperse.] To sprinkle,
dispermatous (di-sper'ma-tus), a. [< Gr. At-,

two-, + airipita(T-), seed, -t- -ous.] Same as di-

spermous. Thomas.

dispermous (di-sper'mus), a. [< Gr. &-, two-, +
otreppa, seed, + -pus.']

In bot., containing only
two seeds : applied to fruits and their cells,

disperplet (dis-per'pl), r. Same as disparpte.
dispersal (dis-per'sal), n. [< disperse + -a/.]

Dispersion.
In several places Republican meetings were frightened

into dispersal by an aggressive display of force.

G. 5. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 279.

disperse (dis-pers'), r.; pret. and pp. dispersed,
ppr. dispersing. [< F. disperser = Sp. Pg. dis-

persar, < L. dispersus, pp. of dispergere, scatter

abroad, disperse, < dis-, di-, apart, + spargere,
pp. sparsiis, scatter: see sparse.] I. trans. 1.

To scatter; separate and send off or drive in
different directions ; cause to separate in dif-

ferent directions : as, to disperse a crowd.
Two lions In the still dark night

A herd of beeves disperse. Chapman.
And now all things on Imth sides prepar'd, the .Spanish

Navy set forth out of the Groyne in May, but were dis-

pers'd and driven back by Weather.
Baiter, Chronicles, p. 375.

Her feet disperse the powdery snow,
That rises up like smoke.

Wordsworth, Lucy Gray.

2f. To distribute ; dispense.
Being a king that loved wealth, he could not endure to

lia\e trade sick, nor any obstruction to continue in the

gate vein which difpcrseth that blood. Bacon.



disperse

The goods landed in the store houses hee sent from

thence, and dispersed it to his workemen in general!.

Quoted in Ca.pt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 136.

3. To diffuse
; spread.

The lips of the wise disperse knowledge. Prov. xv. 7.

He hath dispersed good sentences, like Roses scattered

on a dung-hill. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 255.

He [the admiral] gave order that the sick Men should
be scattered into divers Ships, which dispersed the Con-

tagion exceedingly. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 17.

It was the end of the adversary to siippresse, but Gods
to propagate the Gospel ; theirs to smother and put out
the light, Gods to communicate and disperse it to the ut-

most corners of the Earth.
T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, Ded.

4f. To make known
; publish.

The poet entering on the stage to disperse the argument.
B. Jonson.

Their own divulged and dispersed ignominy.
Benvemtto, Passengers' Dialogues.

6. To dissipate ;
cause to vanish : as, the fog

is dispersed.
I'll disperse the cloud

That hath so long obscur'd a bloody act
Ne'er equall'd yet.

Fletcher (and another"?), Prophetess, ii. 2.

=Syn. 1 and 5. Dispel, Scatter, etc. See dissipate. 3.

To distribute, deal out, disseminate, sow broadcast.

II. intrans. 1. To separate and move apart
in different directions without order or regular-
ity; become scattered: as, the company dis-

persed at 10 o'clock.

The clouds disperse in fumes, the wondering moon
Beholds her brother's steeds beneath her own.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

The cadi went away, and the mob dispersed, and we di-

rected a Moor to cry, That all people should in the night-
time keep away from the tent, or they would be fired at.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 110.

2f. To become diffused or spread ; spread.
Th' Almighties Care doth diuersly disperse
Ore all the parts of all this Vniverse.

Syloetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

3. To vanish by diffusion
;
be scattered out of

sight.

Glory is like a circle in the water,
Which never ceaseth to enlarge itself,

Till, by broad spreading, it disperse to nought.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 1. 2,

The dust towered into the air along the road and dis-

persed like the smoke of battle.

R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 84.

dispersed a. [ME. dispers, < OF. dispers, dis-

pars, < L. dispcrsus, scattered, pp. of disper-
gere, scatter: see disperse, v.~] Scattered; dis-

persed. Gower.

dispersed (dis-p6rsf ), p. a. [Pp. of disperse, .]

Scattered: specifically, in entom., said of spots,
punctures, etc., which are placed irregularly,
but near together scattered being applied to

spots that are both irregular and far apart.
Dispersed harmony. See harmony.
dispersedly (dis-per'sed-li), adv. In a dispersed
manner; separately. Bailey, 1731.

dispersedness (dis-per'sed-nes), . The state
of being dispersed or scattered. Bailey, 1728.

dispersenesst (dis-pers'nes), . A scattered

state; sparseness; thinness.

The torrid parts of Africk are by Piso resembled to a
libbard's skin, the distance of whose spots represent the
dispersenese of habitations or towns in Africk.

Brerewood, Languages.

disperser (dis-per'ser), . One who or that
which disperses : as, a disperser of libels.

The disperser of this copy was one Munsey, of that col-

lege, whom (as he thought) they made their instrument.
Strype, Abp. Whitgift (1595).

An iron or stone plate, 4 or 5 feet square, called the dis-

perser, is placed over each fire [in brewing] to disperse the
heat and prevent the malt immediately above from taking
fire. Encyc. Brit., IV. 269.

dispersion (dis-per'shon), . [= P. dispersion= Pr. dispersio = Sp. dispersion = Pg. dispersSo= It. dispersione, spersione, < LL. dispersio(n-),
a scattering, dispersion, < L. diypergere, pp. dis-

persus, scatter: see disperse, v,~] 1. The act of

dispersing or scattering.
Norway . . . was the great centre of dispersion of the

Ice [of the glacial epoch], and here it has been found that
the sheet attained its greatest thickness.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 247.

2. The state of being dispersed or scattered
abroad: as, the dispersion of the Jews.
He appeared to men and women, to the clergy and the

laity, ... to them In conjunction and to them in disper-
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 68.

Thus, from the first, while the social structure of New
England was that of concentration, the social structure
of Virginia was that of dispersion.

M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., I. 85.

3. In optics, the separation of the different col-
ored rays in refraction, arising from their dif-
ferent wave-lengths. The point of dispersion is the
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point where refracted rays begin to diverge. When a ray
of sunlight is made to pass through prisms of different

substances, but of such angles as to produce the same
mean deviation of the ray, it is found that the spectra
formed are of different lengths. Thus, the spectrum
formed by a prism of oil of cassia is found to be two or

three times longer than one formed by a glass prism ;

the oil of cassia is therefore said to disperse the rays of

light more than the glass, or to have a greater dispersive

power. It is also found that in spectra formed by prisms
of different substances the colored spaces have to one an-

other ratios differing from the ratios of the lengths of the

spectra which they compose ;
and this property has been

called the irrationality of dispersion or of the colored

spaces in the spectrum. See prism and refraction.

Dispersion has been accounted for by the different speeds
of light of different wave-lengths in the same refracting
medium. Tail, Light, 72.

In consequence of ... dispersion of the colours in va-

rious directions of vibration, white light becomes broken
up in a mode which is comparable with the dispersion of
colour by ordinary refraction, and on this account has re-

ceived the name of circular or rotary dispersion.
Loinmel, Light (trans.), p. 334.

4. In mcd. and surg., the scattering or remov-
al of inflammation from a part and the resto-

ration of the part to its natural state. 5. In

maih.j the excess of the average value of a
function at less than an infinitesimal distance
from a point over the value at that point, this

excess being divided by -rVr of the square of the

limiting infinitesimal distance. Abnormal dis-

persion, in optics, a phenomenon exhibited by solutions
of some substances, as fuchsin, which give spectra differ-

ing from the usual prismatic spectrum in the order of the
colors. Cone of dispersion. See cone. Dispersion of
the bisectrices, in crystal., the separation of the bisec-
trices for different colors observed in many monoclinic and
triclinic crystals when the position of the three axes of

light-elasticity is not the same for all the rays of the spec-
trum. It may be crossed, horizontal, or inclimd. It Is

crossed when the acute bisectrix coincides with the ortho-

diagonal axis. When a section of a biaxial crystal cut nor-
mal to the acute bisectrix is viewed in converging polar-
ized light, the dispersion of the optic axes or bisectrices is

generally marked by the arrangement of the colors in the
interference-figures seen. It is horizontal when the obtuse
bisectrix coincides with the orthodiagonal axis; and in-

clined, in monoclinic crystals, when the optic axes lie in the

plane of symmetry. Dispersion of the optic axes, in

crystal., the separation of the axes for different colors in
biaxial crystals, which takes place when the axial angles
have different values ; it is usually described as p > u, or p
< v, according as the angle for red rays is greater or less
than that for blue rays. EpipoliC dispersion. Seeepi-
polic. The dispersion, the Jews dispersed among the
Gentiles during and after the Babylonian captivity ; the
diaspora : most frequently used of the scattered communi-
ties of Jews referred to in the New Testament, either of
such communities collectively and in general, or of the
communities in some single country or group of countries :

as, the Parthian dispersion; the dispersion of Asia Minor;
the Egyptian dispersion; the dispersion in Rome. See
diaspora-

Trie epistle [of James] is addressed " to the twelve tribes
which are of the dispersion." Encyc. Brit., XIII. 653.

dispersive (dis-per'siv), a. [= OF. F. dispersif;
as disperse + -ive.~\ Pertaining to dispersion;
dispersing ; separating and scattering.

By its dispersive power [that of a particular kind of glass,
as flint, crown, etc.] is meant its power of separating the
colors so as to form a spectrum, or to produce chromatic
aberration. Newcorrib a-nd Iloldtn, Astron., p. 61.

dispersively (dis-per'siv-li), adv. In a disper-
sive manner; by dispersion : as, dispersively re-
fracted light.

dispersiveness (dis-per'siv-nes), n. Dispersive
quality or state.

dispersonalize (dis-per'son-al-iz), v. t; pret.
and pp. dispersoualized, ppr'.' dispersonalizing.
[< dis- priv. + personal + -ize.] To disguise
the personality of; render impersonal ; disper-
sonate. [Rare.]

I regret that I killed off Mr. Wilbur so soon, for lie

would have enabled me ... to dispersonalize myself into
a vicarious egotism. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

dispersonate (dis-per'son-at), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. dispersonated, ppr. dispersonating. [< dis-

priv. + personate. Cf. ML. dispei-sonare, pp.
dispersonatus, treat injuriously, insult.] To di-
vest of personality or individuality ; disperson-
alize. Hare. [Rare.]
dispersonification (dis-per-son'i-fi-ka'shon), n.

[< difpersonify : see -fy and -ation.] Tfie act
of divesting an animate object of whatever
personal attributes had been ascribed to it.

[Rare.]
The ascription of social actions and political events en-

tirely to natural causes, thus leaving out Providence as a
factor, seems to the religious mind of our day as seemed
to the mind of the pious Greek the dispersonijicatinn of
Helios and the explanation of celestial motions otherwise
than by immediate divine agency.

11. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. S92.

dispersonify (dis-per-sou'i-fl), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. dispersonified, ppr. dispersonifying. [< dis-

priv. + personify.] To divest of ascribed per-
sonality or personal attributes. [Rare.]

displacement

dispillt, " t. [< dis-, apart, + spill.'] To spill.

For I have boldly blood full piteously dixpilled.
The World and the Child (1522) (Hazlitt s Dodsley, I. 251).

dispirit (dis-pir'it), v. t. [For disspirit, < dis-

priv. + spirit.] 1. To depress the spirits of;

deprive of courage; discourage; dishearten;
deject ; cast down.
Not dispirited with my afflictions. Drydcn.

Our men are dispirited, and not likely to get anything
by fighting with them. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 268.

The debilitating effect of the sirocco upon the system,
and ita lowering and dispiriting influence upon the mind,
are due to a heated atmosphere surcharged with moisture.

Huxley and Youwans, Physiol., 382.

2. To exhaust the spirits or bodily vigor of.

[Rare.]
He has dispirited himself by a debauch. Collier.

= Syn. 1. To damp, depress, intimidate, daunt,

dispirited (dis-pir'i-ted), p. a. [Pp. of dispirit,

v.\ 1. Indicating depression of spirits; dis-

couraged; dejected.
Arribato . . . sees Revulgo at a distance, on a Sunday

morning, ill-dressed, and with a dispirited air.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 233.

2. Spiritless; tame; wanting vigor: as, a poor,
dispirited style.

Dispirited recitations. Hammond, Works, IV., Pref.

dispiritedly (dis-pir'i-ted-li), adv. In a dispirit-
ed manner; dejectedly.

dispiritedness (dis-pir'i-ted-nes), n. Depres-
sion of spirits ; dejection.
Arsenical appensa have . . . caused, in some, great faint-

ness and dispiritedness. Boyle, Works, V. 45.

dispiritment (dis-pir'it-ment), n. The act of

dispiriting, or the state of being dispirited or

dejected ; discouragement.
You honestly quit your tools ; quit a most muddy, con-

fused coil of sore work, short rations, of sorrows, dispirit-

ments, and contradictions, having now done with it all.

Carlyle.

There are few men who can put forth all their muscle
in a losing race ; and it is characteristic of Lessing that
what he wrote under the dispiritment of failure should
be the most lively and vigorous.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 328.

dispiseti " ' An obsolete form of despise.

dispitet, n. and v. An obsolete form of despite.

dispiteoust, " See despiteous.

dispitoust, dispitouslyt. See dcspitous, des-

pitously.

displace (dis-plaV), v. t.
; pret. and pp. displaced,

ppr. displacing. [< OF. desplacer, F. deplacer,

displace, < rfes-priv. + placer, place : see place.]
1. To remove to a different place; put out of

the usual or proper place : as, to displace books
or papers.

The greenhouse is my summer seat :

My shrubs displac'd from that retreat

Enjoy 'd the open air.

Cowper, The Faithful Bird.

2. To remove from any position, office, or

dignity; depose: as, to displace an officer of

government.
Liable not only to have its acts annulled by him, but to

be displaced, as regards the individuals composing it, or
annihilated as an institution. flrouyham.
The wish of the ministry was to displace Hastings, and

to put Clavering at the head of the government.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3f. To disorder
;
disturb ; spoil.

You have digplac'd the mirth, broke the good meeting,
With most admir'd disorder. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

4. To take the place of; replace.
Each kingdom or principality had its bishop, who in no

way displaced the king or ealdorman, but took his place
alongside of him. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 143.

= Syn. 2. To dislodge, oust, dismiss, discharge.

displaceable (dis-pla'sa-bl), a. [< displace +
-able.] Susceptible of being displaced or re-

moved. Imp. Diet.

displaced (dis-plasf ), p. a. [Pp. of displace, v.]
Removed from a particular regiment, but at

liberty to serve in some other corps: applied
to certain officers in the British service when
so transferred by reason of misconduct, or for

any other cause.

displacement (dis-plas'ment), n. [= F. de-

placement; as displace + -nient.] 1. A putting
out of place ; removal from a former or usual
or proper place, or from a position, dignity, or
office.

The displacement of the centres of the circles.

Asiatic Researches.

Unnecessary displacement of funds. A. Hamilton.



displacement
llefure we can uncertain the rate of motion of a star from

its angular c/> /
' ' , ,,,, / of position in a given time, we

must knou iu absolute distance.
J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 312.

2. A putting in the place of another or of some-

tliiiiKelso; substitution in place ; replacement
by exchange.
The French term remplacement is usually but inaccu-

rately rendered replacement : the true meaning of the lat-

ter word is putting li.'ick into its place, anil iwl displace-
in, ni or Huhstitnii which conveys the meaning of the

French word more correctly.
W. A. .Miller, Chemistry, III. 1072.

3. In hydrns., the quantity of a liquid which is

displaced by a solid body placed in it. If the

weight of the' displacement Is greater than or equal to

that of the body, (he latter will float; If less, it will sink

to the bottom, as a stone. A buoyant material sinks to a
level where the pressure of the fluid displaced is sufficient

to counterbalance its weight. The term is most fre-inent

ly
used in connection with ships: as, a ship of 3,000 tons

4. In phar., a method by which the active

principles of organic bodies are extracted from
them. The body, reduced to a powder, is subjected to

the action of a liquid which dissolves the soluble matter.
When this has been sufficiently charged, it is displaced or

replaced by a quantity of the same or of another liquid.
Same as percolation.

5. Iii incfli., tlio geometrical difference or ex-

act relation between the position of a body at

any moment and its initial position.

The curve which represents the history of the displace-
ments of all particles at the same time represents also the

history of the displacement of any one particle at different

times. Minchin, Vniplanar Kinematics, i. 10.

Center of displacement. Seecenteri. Composition
of displacements. See composition. Displacement
diagram or polygon. See diagram. Displacement
Of zero, in theniwmftrit, the change (rise) iu the position
of the zero of a thermometer often observed a considerable

length of time after it has been made, and regarded as due
to a gradual change in the bulb, produced by the atmo-

spheric pressure. Electric displacement, the quanti-
tative measure of the electric polarization of a dielectric.

The quantity of electricity which flows across any plane In

a dielectric due to a change of the electric forces is the
electric displacement across that plane.

Further, he (Maxwell) has regarded the electric charge-
of the system as the surface manifestation of a change
which took place in the medium when the electrifica-

tion was set up. This change he has called Electric Dis-

placement.
A. Gray, AbsoL Meas. in Elect and Mag., I. 133.

Tangential displacement of a curve, the integral of the

tangential components of the displacement of elements of

the curve. It makes a difference whether this be reckon-
ed tangentially to the initial or to the flnal position of the
curve ; and it depends not merely on the positions of the

curve, but also on the corresponding points.

displacencyt (dis-pla'sen-si), . [< ML. dis-

placentia, restored form of L. displiccntia (>
E. displicence, displicency), dislike, dissatisfac-

tion, < dispUcen(t-)s, ppr. of displicere, ML. also

displacere, displease: see displease. Cf. dis-

plicence, displicency, displeasance, doublets of

displacencyt} Dislike
;
dissatisfaction ; displea-

sure.
A displacencit at the good of others, because they enjoy

it though not unworthy of it, is an absurd depravity.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 12.

displacer (dis-pla'ser), n. 1. One who or that
which displaces. 2. In chem., an apparatus
used in the chemical process of displacement
or percolation; a percolator.
displant (dis-plauf), r. t. [< OF. desplanter,
F. dfplanter = Sp. Pg. desplantar = It. dtspian-
tare, spiantare, < ML. as if "displantare, < L.
dis- priv. + plantare, plant: see plant, v.] 1.

To pluck up; dislodge from a state of being
planted, settled, or fixed.

Unless philosophy can make a Juliet,

Displant a town, reverse a prince's doom.
Shalt., R. and J., Hi. 3.

But after the lonians and Greeks had planted certain
Colonies thereabout, and displanted the barbarous, it [the
I'.laek Seal was called Eimne. Sandys, Travailes, p. 30.

2. To strip of what is planted, settled, or estab-
lished : as, to displant & country of inhabitants.

They [the French) bad them tell all the plantations, as
far as forty degrees, that they would come with eight
ships, next year, and di*itlant them all.

Winthrup, Hist. New England, I. 198.

displantation (dis-plan-ta'shon), n. [= F. de-

plantation = Sp. desplantacion = It. xpiiiiitn-
-iniic ; as displnnt + -ntion.] The act of dis-

planting; removal; displacement. Raleigh.
displat (dis-plaf), r. t.

; pret. and pp. di^platted,

mr.diaplattittg. [< dis- priv. + plat
3
.] To un-

twist; uncurl. Ifakcirill.

display (dis-pla'), p. [< ME. displnyrn, draplay-
I'tt, < < )F. di x/i/r/V/% i!i'xiil<tit'r, ilfxplwr. ili^ftlicf,

F. deployer (> E. deploy, q. v.) = Pr. dcxplegar,
ilivplfi/nr = Sp. ilrspli'iiar = Pg. deaprc/jar =
It. dixpii'tntri'. spiegare, < ML. displicare, unfold,

display, L. (in pp. displicatus) scatter, < L. dis-,
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apart, + plicarr, fold : see plnil, i>licnlr. Hence
by aphfrt'sis */''".'/ q. v.] I. tranx. 1. To un-

fold; lay open; spread out; expand; disclose,
as in carving or dissecting a body.

llerthe up his fethrys displayed like a sayle.

Lydyntt, Minor Poems, p. 156.

Dysplaye that crane, Habeas Boo* (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

So having said, efUoones he gan dixjilay
Hi- painted nimble wings, and vanisht quite away.

Siitnttr, F. Q., II. viii. 8.

The Sunne no sooner displayed his beamcs, than the
Tartar his colours. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 27.

2. To show; expose to the view; exhibit to

the oyos; especially, to show ostentatiously;

parade llauiitiugly.

For then the choice and prime women of the City, if the
deceased were of note, do assist their obsequies, with
bosoms displaid. Satutyt, Travailes, p. 65.

Proudly displayiny the insignia of their order, frencott.

He spoke, and one among his gentlewomen
lJi-1-fun tf a splendid silk of foreign loom,
Where like a shoaling sea the lovely blue

Play'd into green. Tennyson, Qerafnt

3. To exhibit to the mind; make manifest or

apparent ; bring into notice : as, to display one's

ignorance or folly.

His growth now to youth's full flower, displaying
All virtue, grace, and wisdom to achieve

Things highest, greatest. Milton, P. E., i. 67.

Paint the Reverse of what you've seen to Day,
And in liold Strokes the vicious Town display.

Congrevf, Opening of the Queen's Theatre, Epil.

Nothing can be more admirable than the skill which
Socrates displays in the conversations which Plato has

reported or invented. Macaulay, History.

It is in the realising of grand character that the strength
of historical genius chiefly .//,<'"."< itself.

>''''-, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 98.

In fact, we may say that the great mass of purely bio-

logical phenomena may be displayed for some time by an
organism detached from its medium, as by a flsh out of
water. //. Spencer, 1'rin. of PsychoL, 54.

4f. To discover; descry.
And from his seat took pleasure to display
The city so adorned with towers.

Chapman, Iliad, xi. 74.

5. In printing, to make conspicuous or attrac-

tive ; give special prominence to, as particular
words or lines, by the use of larger type, wider

space, etc.=Syn. 2. To parade, show off.

H. in trans. 1. To lay anything open, as in

carving or dissecting.

displeasing

attractive than the ordinary text-type. Also

itixplay-lettcr.

displet (diw'pl), t1
. t. [Contr. of disciple, .] To

discipline.
And bitter Penaunce, with an yron whip,
Was wont him once to di*plr every day.

.i>-iwrr, K. Q., I. x. 27.

displeasancet (dis-plez'ans), w. [Early mod.
E. also disjilrasauiifc ; < MK. flix/ili usance,

pleasaunce, < AF. disptesaiirn, OF.

desplaisance, F. dtiplaisance = Pr.
= Sp. Pg. displiccncia = It. dispiaccnza, dis-

puiccnzia, spiacenza, < ML. displaeentia (> E.

displacency), a restored form of L. displicentia

(> E. displicence), displeasure, dissatisfaction,
discontent: see displacem;/, Otpltatsnt. dix-

please, aud cf. pleasance.] Displeasure; dissat-

isfaction; discontent; annoyance; vexation.

Such greues & many other happyth vnto the hunter.

whyche for displeasanct of thcyni y' love it I dare not

reporte. Jut. aerners, Treatyse of Fysshynge, fol. 1, back.

Cordeill said she lov'd him as behoov'd :

whose simple answere, wanting colours fayre
To imint it forth, him to di*plfa*aunce moov'd.

Spenter, V. Q., II. x. 28.

displeasantt (dis-plez'ant), a. [< ME. 'dis-

plesant, < AF. *disj)lesant, restored form of
OF. desplaisant, F. deplaisiint, < ML. displa-

cen(t-)s,Li. disjtlicen(t-)s,prjr. of displicere, ML.
also displacere, displease: see displease. Cf.

pleasant.] Unpleasant or unpleasing; show-
ing or giving displeasure.
The King's highnesse, at his upriseing and comeing

thereunto, may flnde the said chamber pure, cleane,
whollsome, and meete, without any displeasant aire or

thing, as the health, commodity, and pleasure of his most
noble pel-son doth require.

Quoted in /;../,, /;.,* (E. E. T. S.), p. 364.

If It were God's pleasure to give them into their ene-
mies' hands, it was not they that ought to show one dis-

pleasant look or countenance there against.
Ma win H (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 202).

That no man would invite
The poet from us, to sup forth to-night,
If the play please. If ft displeasant be,
We do presume that no man will.

11. Jonson, Devil is an Asa, v. 5.

displeasantlyt (dis-plez'ant-li), adv. Unpleas-
antly; offensively.
He thought verily the Emperor should take it more dig-

pleasantly than If his holiness had declared himself.

Strype, Hen. VIII., an. 1528.

He carves, displays, and cuts up to a wonder. Spectator, displease (dis-plez'), u. ; pret. and pp. dis-

2. To make a show or display. 3. To make a

great show of words
;
talk demonstratively.

The very fellow which of late

Display d so saucily against your highness.
Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

display (dis-pla'), n. [< display, v.] An open-
ing, unfolding, or disclosing; a spreading of

anything to the view, commonly with the sense
of ostentation or a striving for effect

;
show

;

exhibition : as, a great display of banners
;
a

display of jewelry.
He died, as erring men should die,
Without display, without parade.

Byron, Parisina, xvii.

Human nature, it is true, remains always the same, but
the displays of it change. Lowelt, Study Windows, p. 223.

= Syn. Shaic, Parade, etc. See ostentation.

displayed (dis-plad' ), p. a. [Pp. of display, v.]
1. Unfolded; opened: spread; expanded; mani-
fested; disclosed. 2. In her. : (a) Having the

wings expanded : said of a bird
used as a bearing, especially a
bird of prey. Compare disclosed,

(b) Gardant and exteudant: said
of a beast used as a bearing.
[Rare.] Also extendan t. 3. In

printing, printed in larger or
more prominent type, or con- g^Sii.
spicuously arranged to attract
attention Descendent displayed. See descendent.

Displayed foreshortened, m her., represented with
the winjis extended and with the head outward, as if flying
out of the Held: said of a bird used as a bearing. Dis-

played recursant, in hrr., having the wings crossed be-
hind the hack : said of a bird used as a bearing. The bird
is generally represented showing the baek ; when in this

position, it is sometimes said to be displayed tergiant.

displayer (dis-pla'er), . One who or that
which displays.
The displayer of his high frontiers.

Oayton, Notes on Don Quixote.

display-letter (dis-pla'let'er), n. Same as dis-

play-typc.

display-stand (dis-pla'stand), . A rack, shelf,
or other contrivance for showing goods in a
window or on a counter.

display-type (dis-pla'tip), . A type, or col-

lectively types, of a style more prominent or

pleased, ppr. displeasing. [< ME. displesen,

desplesen, < AF. "displtser, OF. desplaisir, later

desplaire, mod. F. dcplairc = Pr. desplazer =
Sp. desplacer = Pg. despra:er = It. dispiacere,

spiacere, < ML. displacere, restored form of L.

displicere, displease, < dis- priv. + placere,

please: see please.] I. trans. 1. To fail to

please ;
offend

;
be disagreeable to ; excite

aversion in: as, acrid and rancid substances

displease the taste ; glaring colors disjtlease the

eye ; his conduct displeased his relatives.

God was displeased with this thing ; therefore he smote
Israel. 1 Chron. xxi. 7.

If strange meats displease,
Art can deceive, or hunger force my taste.

Donne, Satires.

Soon as the unwelcome news
From earth arrived at heaven-gate, ditqileased
All were who heard. Milton. P. L, x. 22.

Adversity is so wholesome, . . . why should we be dis-

pleased with it? Barrow, Works, III. vii.

Always teasing others, always teas'd,
His only pleasure is to be ditpleax'd.

Cotpper, Conversation.

2t. To fail to accomplish or satisfy ;
fall short

of.

I shall displease my ends else. Beau, and FL

[Frequently followed by to in old English.]
=
Syn. 1. To annoy, chafe, provoke, pique, fret.

II. intrans. To excite disgust or aversion.

Foul sights do rather displease in that they excite the

memory of foul things, than in the immediate objects.
Bacon, Nat Hist

displeasedly (dis-ple'zed-li), adv. In a dis-

pleased or disapproving manner
;
in the man-

ner of one who is displeased.
He looks down displeasedly upon the earth, as the re-

gion of his sorrow and banishment
/'/. Hall, The Happy Man.

displeasedness (dis-ple'zed-nes), n. Displea-
sure: uneasiness. W. Montague.

displeaser (dis-ple'zer), n. One who or that
winch displeases.

displeasing (dis-ple'zing), p. a. [Ppr. of dis-

plcfixe, v.~\ ( >ffensive to the mind or any of the
senses ; disagreeable.

His iiosition is never to report or speak a displeasing
tiling to his friend. Strele. Taller, No. 208.



displeasingly
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diSDleasinelv (dis-ple'zing-li), adv. In a dis- displosiont (dis-plo'zhon), H. [< L. as if 'dis-

pleasing, annoying, or offensive manner. plosio(n-), < displodere, pp. displosus, burst

From their retreats asunder : see displodc.] The act of displodmg ;

Cockroaches crawl displeaxiivjly abroad. explosion.
Grainger, Sugar Cane, i. Tne vast dispiosion dissipates the clouds.

displeasingness (dis-ple'zing-nes), n. Dis- Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

tastefulness ;
oft'ensiveness ;

the quality of giv- displosivet (dis-plo'siv), a. [< L. displosus, pp.

ing some degree of annoyance or offense. of displodere, displode, + -we.'] Explosive,

displeasurable (dis-plez'ur-a-bl), a. [< dis- displume (dis-p!6m'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

priy.
+ pleasurable.] Not pleasurable ; giving plumed, ppr. displuming. [< OF. desplmner,

or imparting no pleasure.
The pleasures men gain by labouring in their vocations,

and receiving in one form or another returns for their

services, usually have the drawback that the labours are

in a considerable degree displeasurable.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 102.

F. deplumer = Sp. Pg. desplmnar = It. spin-

mare, strip of feathers, < L.
djs-^priv.

+ plu-

displeasure (dis-plez'ur), n. [< AF. displea-
sure (F. deplaisir), < *displeser, OF. desplaisir,

mare, feather : see plume, v. Cf. deplume.]

strip or deprive of plumes or feathers ; hence,
to strip of honors, or of badges of honor.

You have sent them to us ... so displumed, degraded,
and metamorphosed, such unfeathered two-legged things,

Burke, Rev. in France.sure (i. uepiumu,, -, u.^oao/ ,
wj. . <//>, that we no longer know them.

F. deplaire, displease : see displease,,
and ef . cits-

The sun shone w[de over open Upland9j the displunud
and pleasure.] 1. Uhe state of ieelmg dis- hub stood clear against the sky.

pleased ; specifically, a feeling of intense or R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 17.

indignant disapproval, as of an act of disobe-
dispoint (dis-poinf), v. t. [< dfe-priv. + point,

dience, injustice, etc. : as, a man incurs the m-
-j

To deprive of a point or points.
displeasure of another by thwarting his views

whi]e N , ds his victorv too.fast;
or schemes ;

a servant incurs the dtspleasure of jjjs hooks die-pointed disappoint his haste.

his master by neglect or disobedience; we ex- Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

perience displeasure at any violation of right or dispondaic (di-spon-da'ik), a. [As dispondee
decorum. + _}C) after spondaic.] Of or pertaining to a

dispondee; consisting of or constituting two

spondees : as, the dispondaic close of a dactylic
hexameter.

They even meet to complain, censure, and remonstrate, dispondee (dl-spon'de), n. [< L. dispondeus,
when a governor gives displeasure. Brougham. LL. also dispondius, < Gr. oiawovoemf, a double

spondee, < 61-, two-, 4- avovSeloc,, spondee : see

spondee.] In pros., a double spondee ;
two spon-

The States return answer, That they are heartily sorry

they should incur her displeasure by conferring upon the

E[arl of Leicester] that absolute Authority, not having
first made her acquainted. Baker, Chronicles, p. 366.

2. Discomfort; uneasiness; dolefulness: op-

posed to pleasure. [Archaic.]
A feeling ... as distinct and recognizable as the feel-

ing of pleasure in a sweet taste or of displeasure at a tooth

dees regarded as forming one compound foot.

(dl-spon-de'us), n. ; pi. dispondeidispondeus ,

ache. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 126.
(-j). [L. : see dispondee.] Same as dispondee.

3. Offense; umbrage. [Archaic.] dispone (dis-pon')^ v.; pret. and pp. disponed,

ipr. disponing.King Lewis took displeasure that his Daughter was not
crowned as well as her Husband. Baker, Chronicles, p. 54.

4. A displeasing or offensive act
;
an act which

causes, or is fitted to cause or rouse, a feeling
of dissatisfaction, annoyance, or resentment ;

an ill turn or affront : generally preceded by do.

Now shall I be more blameless than the Philistines,

though I do them a displeasure. Judges xv. 3.

5f. A state of disgrace or disfavor.

He went into Poland, being in displeasure with the pope
for overmuch familiarity. Peacham, Music.

= Syn. 1. Dissatisfaction, disapprobation, distaste, dislike,

anger, vexation, indignation, resentment, annoyance.

displeasure (dis-plez'ur), >. t. [< displeasure,

n.] To displease ;
be displeasing or annoying

to : as, it displeasures me to see so much waste.

[Archaic.]
When the way of pleasuring and displeasuring lieth by

the favourite, it is impossible any other should be over

great. Bacon, Ambition.

displenish (dis-plen'ish), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
plenish.] To dlsfurnish ; deprive of plenishing ;

of the plenishing of; render void or

[Formerly also dispon ; < ME.
< OF. disponer, dispose, despondre,

expose, expound, explain, F. dial, depondre,

disjoin, detach, let go, = Sp. disponer = Pg.
dispor = It. disporre, disponere = D. disponeren
= G. disponircn = Dan. disponere = Sw. dispo-
nera, dispose, < L. disponere, pp. dispositus, set

in different places, distribute, arrange, set in

order, dispose, settle, determine, < dis-, apart,
in different directions, + ponere, set, place:
see ponent, and cf. dispose.] I. trans. If. To
set in order

; arrange ; dispose.

Syn God seth every thing, out of doutance,
And hem disponeth thorugh his ordinaunce.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 964.

2. In Scots law, to make over or convey to an-
other in a legal form.

He has disponed . . . the whole estate. Scott.

Il.t intrans. To make disposition or arrange-
ment; dispose : absolutely or with of.

Of my moble thou dispone
Right as the semeth best is for to done.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 300.

Man propons but God dispons.

Ray, Proverbs, 2d ed. (1678), p. 384.

disponee (dis-po-ne'), n. [< dispone + -eel.'] ln
Scots law, one to whom anything is disponed or
made over.

dispose
destitute: as, a'displeuishing sale (that is, one
in which the entire household furniture is dis-

posed of). [Scotch and North. Eng.]
It was admitted, indeed, that large areas of forest-land

had been displenished. Geikie, Ice Age, p. 1.

displenishment (dis-plen'ish-ment), n. 1. disponent (dis-po'nent), a. [= Pg. It. dispo-
The act of displenishing. 2. The condition of nente, < L. disponen(t-)s, ppr. of disponere, dis-

being displenished. pose: see dispone.] Disposing or fitting for the

displicence, displicency (dis'pli-sens, -sen-si),
end in view. Disponent form, in metaph. See/orm,

n. [< L. displicentia, displeasure,"dissafisfac- disponer (dis-po'ner), n. In Scots law, a person
tion: see displacency, displeasance, doublets of who legally transfers property from himself to

displicence, displicency.] Displeasure ;
dislike, another.

[Rare.] disponget (dis-punj'), v. t. [< dis- + sponge.]

He, then, is the besUcholar, that studieth the least, by
To discharge, as from a sponge ;

distil or drop., ,

his own arguings, to clear to himself these obscure inter-

jections of displicence and ill-humour.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, i.

Hence arose, ... I will not say a grudge against them,

O sovereign mistress of true melancholy,
The poisonous damp of night daponge upon me.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 9.

In so far as a man's life consists in the abundance of
the things he possesseth, we see then why it dwindles
with these. The like holds where self-complacency or dit-

for they had no sin, yet a kind of displicency with them j. _. /j. - ./\ rs-*m j<
as mere creatures. Goodutin, Works I i 135 disport (dis-porf), v. [< ME. disporten,*despor-
T_ __ t .. ,: ._.- ,_ it. _,.__., , to, divert, play, < OF. desporter = It. *disportar

(in deriv.) (< ML. as if *disportare), var. of de-
,. ..~.~~n-i,.,.,,Hiavv.i,*j ul u- porter, depporter, bear, support, manage, dis-

^rs^^tfeSts
displodet (dis-plod'), v. [< L. displodere, pp.
displosus, spread out, burst asunder, < dis-,

asunder, + plaudere, strike, clap, beat. Cf.

applaud, explode.} I. intrans. To burst with a
loud report ; explode.

Like rubbish from dizplodiiifr engines thrown.
Young, Night Thoughts, v.

II. trans. To cause to burst with a loud re-

port; explode.
Stood rank'd of seraphim another row,
In posture to disploile their second tire
Of thunder. Milton, P. L., vi. 605.

F. deporter, carry away, transport, refl. desist,= Pr. Sp. Pg. deportar = It. diportare, deport,
divert, < L. departure, carry away, transport,
ML. also bear, suffer, forbear, also (by a turn
of thought seen also in similar senses of dis-

tract, divert, transport), divert, amuse, < de,
away, + portare, carry. See deport. Hence by
apheresis sjwrt, q. v.] I. trans. If. To carry
away; transport; deport.
And in the first parliament of his raigue there was this

act of indemnity passed, That all and singular persons
commiug with him from beyond the seas into the realme

dispose

of Englande, taking his party and quarrell, in recovering

his just title and right to the realme of England, shall be

utterly discharged quite, and unpunishable for ever, by
way of action, or otherwise, of or for any murther, slay-

ing of men, or of taking and disporting of goods, or any
other trespasses done by them.

Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty, iii. 45.

2. To divert; cheer; amuse sportively or gai-

ly: usually with a reflexive pronoun.
Bisily they gonnen hire conforten, . . .

And witli hire tales wenden hire dixporten.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 724.

Tho was this wofull wife comforted

By alle waies and disported.
Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 75.

3. To display in a gay or sportive manner;
sport.
The new varieties of form in which his genius now dis-

ported itself were scarcely less striking.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., II. 241.

II. intrans. To play ; sport ; indulge in gai-

ety.
With that entred the Emperour in to his chamber and

the sauage man and his prive counseile, and ther thei rested

and disported, and spake of many thinges.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 428.

That cup-board where the Mice disport,
I liken to St. Stephen's Court.

Prior, Erie Robert's Mice.

Where light disports in ever-mingling dyes.

Pope, R. of the L., 11. 66.

disport (dis-port'), n. [< ME. disport, disporte,

desporte, < OF. "desport, disport, deport = Pg.

desporto (obs.) = It. disporto (ML. disportus),

disport ;
from the verb. Hence by apheresis

sport, q. v.] Diversion; amusement; play;

sport; pastime; merriment.
Non other Cytee is not lyche in comparisoun to it, of

faire Gardynes, and of faire Desportes.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 123.

Than com the kynge Arthur and his companye from
theire disporte. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 466.

All prepare
For revels and disport.

Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 3.

Thy feathered lieges bill and wings
In love's disport employ.
Wordsworth, Ode Composed on May Morning.

disportment (dis-port'ment), n. The act of dis-

porting; play; amusement. [Obsolete or rare.]

disposable (dis-po'za-bl), a. [< dispose +
-able.] Subject to disposal; that may be dis-

posed of; free to be used or employed as occa-

sionmay require; available: as,disposal)le prop-

erty; the whole disposable force of an army.
To whom should the infant community, ... as yet not

abounding in disposable means to whom should they
look? Everett, Orations, I. 347.

The English law has always enjoyed even more than its

fair share of the disposable ability of the country.
Maine, Cambridge Essays, p. 28.

disposal (dis-po'zal), n. [< dispose + -al.] 1.

The act of disposing or placing; a setting or

arranging; disposition or arrangement : as, the

disposal of the troops in two lines ;
the disposal

of books in a library. 2. A disposing of by
bestowal, alienation, riddance, etc.: as, the dis-

posal of money by will
;
the disposal of a daugh-

ter in marriage; the disposal of an estate by
sale; the disposal of sewage.

I am called off from publick dissertations by a domes-
tick affair of great importance, which is no less than the

disposal of my sister Jenny for life. Tatter, No. 75.

3. Regulation, ordering, or arrangement, by
right of power or possession; dispensation.

Tax not divine disposal; wisest men
Have err'd, and by bad women been deceived ;

And shall again, pretend they ne'er so wise.

Milton, S. A., 1. 210.

4. Power or right to dispose of or control : pre-
ceded usually by at, sometimes by in or to : as,

everything is left at, in, or to his disposal ; the

results are at or in the disposal of Providence.

Are not the blessings both of this world and the next in

Us disposal? Bp. Atterbury.
I am at your disposal the whole morning.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

Of all the tools at Law's disposal, sure
That named Vigiliarum is the best

That is, the worst to whoso has to bear.

Brouming, Ring and Book, II. 74.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Disposition, distribution. 3 and 4. Con-

trol, ordering, direction.

dispose (dis-poz'), v.; pret. and pp. disposed,

ppr. disposing. [< ME. disposen, < OF. disposer,

desposer, F. disposer, dispose, arrange, order,
accom. after poser, set, place (see pose

3
), < L.

disponere, pp. dispositus, arrange, dispose, etc. :

see dispone, and cf. disposition, etc.] I. trans.

1 . To set in order
; place or distribute in a par-

ticular order ; put; arrange: as, the ships were

disposed in the form of a crescent
;
the trees are

disposed in the form of a quincunx.



dispose

Tin' xxxtli day x poumle hon
In it wel scommed first, anil use it soo.

I'alliu/iiiK, IliiMlMiilrii'(E. K. T. S.), P- ISO.

As for the Pools, they arc three In number, lying in a row
above each other ; being so dispos'd that the waters of

the up|H-rmo8t may descend into the second, and those of

the second Into the third.

MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 88.

In the Orang the ulrciimvallate papillrc of the tongue
are arranged in a V, as in Man. In the chimpanzee they
are disposed like a T, with the top turned forward.

llii.rli'H, Anal. Vert., p. 412.

She wore a thin, black silk gown, charmingly disposed
about the throat and shoulders.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 188.

Specifically 2. To regulate; adjust; set in

right order.

There were in these quarters of the world, sixteen hun-
dred years ago, certain speculative men, whose authority
disposed the whole religion of those times.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 1.

Who hath disposed the whole world ? Job xxxiv. 13.

The knightly forms of combat to dispose,
Dryden, Fables.

Benign Creator, let thy plastic Hand
Dispose its own Effect. Prior, Solomon, ill.

3. To place, locate, or settle suitably: chiefly
reflexive.

The planters (not willing to run any hazard of conten-
tion for place in a country where there was room enough)
gave over their purpose, and disposed themselves other-

wise. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 308.

Do you proceed into the Fumitory, . . . and so dispose

youre(f over the burning heap that the smoke will reach

your whole body. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

4. To give direction or tendency to
; set, place,

or turn (toward a particular end, consequence,
or result, or in a particular direction) ; adapt.

Dispose thi youth aftir my doctryne,
To all uorture thi corage to enclyne.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

But if thee list unto Court to throng,
And there to hunt after the hoped pray,
Then must thou thee dispoite another way.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 504.

Endure and conquer ; Jove will soon dispose
To future good our past and present woes. Dryden.

5. To incline the mind or heart of.

He was disposed to pass into Achaia. Acts xviii. 27.

Suspicions . . . dispose kings to tyranny, husbands to

jealousy, [and] wise men to irresolution and melancholy.
Bacon, Suspicion.

Fribourg . . . lies In the prettiest solitude imaginable,
among woods and rocks, which at first sight, dispose &mim
to be serious.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Holm), I. 517.

6f. To make over or part with, as by gift, sale,
or other means of alienation; alienate or be-
stow : as, "he disposed all church preferments
to the highest bidder," Swift.

You should not rashly give away your heart,
Nor must you, without me, dispose yourself.

Shirley, The Traitor, li. 2.

Some were of opinion that, if Verin would not suffer his
wife to have her liberty, the church should dispose her to
some other man who would use her better.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 341.

You have disposed much in works of public piety.

Bp. Sprat.

Disposing form. Sec form. =Syn. 1. To range, rank,
group. 2. Order, regulate, fit. o. Lead, induce.

II. intrans. 1. To make disposition; deter-
mine the arrangement or settlement of some-

thing.
Man proposes, God disposes. Old proverb.

To whom yuu shall leave your goods it is hid from you ;

for you may purpose, but God will dispose.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 238.

The dramatist creates ; the historian only disposes.

Macatday, On History.

2f. To bargain ;
make terms.

You did suspect
She had disposed with Cfesar.

Shot., A. and C., Iv. 12.

To dispose Of. (<0 To make a disposal of; part with,
get rid of, or provide for, as by bestowal, alienation, sale,

arrangement, contrivance, occupation, etc. : as, he has dis-

posed of his house advantageously ; he disposed of his

daughter in marriage; he has disposed of his books among
his friends ; I have disposed of that affair ; more corre-

spondence than one can dispose of ; they knew not how to

dispose of their time.

A rural judge disposed of beauty's prize. Waller.

Hearing that Mrs. Sarah is married, I did joy her and
kiss her, she owning of it ; and it seems it is to a cookc.
1 am glad she is disposed of, for she grows old and is very
pamfull. Pepy, Diary, I. 347.

Well, Biddy, since you would not acceptor your Cousin,
I hope you han't disposed of yourself elsewhere.

Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

But, sir, as I understand you want a few hundreds im-

mediately is there ni'thiiii; yuu could dixj

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ill. 3.

(&) To exercise control over ; direct the disposal or course
of : as, they have full power to dispose uf their possessions.

The lot is cast into the lap ; but the whole disposing
thereo/ is of the Lord. Prov. xvi. 33.

1071)

This brow was fashion 'd

To wear a kingly wreath, and your grave judgment
(liven to di.ifiii.ii- a.f larcbies.

l-'i.ti-l<e.r (and another), False One, I. 1.

When I went first to give him Joy, he pleased to give
me the disposing of the next Attorney's Place that falls

void In York.
'

Howell, Letters, I. v. 32.

A planet disposes of any other which may in- found In

its essential dignities. Thus, if be in , the house of

tf , then <f disposes of 0, and is said to rule, receive, or

govern him. It'. Lilly, Introd. to Astrology, App., p. 340.

Disposing mind and memory. See memory.

dispose! (dis-poz'), n. [< dispose, ?.] 1. Dis-

posal ; power of disposing ; management.
All that is mine I leave at thy dispose.

Shalt., T. O. of V., U. 7.

I rest most dtitious to your dispose.
Marston, The Fawne, 1. 2.

There, take the maid ; she Is at her own disjxae now.
Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, iv. 3.

2. Dispensation; act of government; manage-
ment.
But such is the dispose of the sole Disposer of empires.

Speed, The Saxons, VII. xxxi. { 2.

3. Cast of behavior ; demeanor.
He hath a person, and a smooth dispose,
To be suspected, fram'd to make women false.

Shall., Othello, i. 3.

4. Disposition ;
cast of mind

;
inclination.

Carries on the stream of his dispose,
Without observance or respect of any.

SAafc.T. and r., ii. 3.

disposed (dis-pozd'), p. a. [Pp. of dispose, r.]

1. Characterized by a particular tendency of

disposition, character, or conduct : with such
adverbs as well, ill, etc. : as, an ill-disposed per-
son.

God send rest and coumfort, be ye sure,
To euery wele disposid creature.

Oeiusrydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1043.

2. Characterized by a particular condition of

body or of health : with well or ill.

And wel I wot, thy breeth ful soure stinketh,
That sheweth wel thou art not wel disposed.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, Prol., L 38.

That now you cannot do : she keeps her chamber,
Not icell dispos'd, and has denied all visits.

Beau, and FL, Custom of the Country, ill. 1.

My Lord Sunderland is still ill disposed.
Howell, Letters, I. v. S*.

3. Inclined
;
minded

; in the mood.
Her Majesty (Queen Elizabeth] ... Is well and excel-

lently disposed to hunting, for every second day she is on
horseback and continues the sport long.

Quoted in Slrvtt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 71.

disposedly (dis-po'zed-li), adv. With arrange-
ment

;
in good order

; properly.
She . . . paced along . . . gravely and disposedly.

Whyte Melville, The Queen's Maries.

disposedness (dis-po'zed-nes), n. Disposition ;

inclination. [Rare.]
disposer (dis-po'zer), . One who or that
which disposes ; a distributer, bestower, or di-

rector.
The gods appoint him

The absolute disposer of the earth,
That has the sharpest sword.

Fletcher (and another
1

!). Prophetess, v. 1.

Forget not those virtues which the great Disposer of all

bids thee to entertain. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor. , i 27.

Leave events to their Disposer. Boyle.

I am but a gatherer and disposer of other men's stuff.

Wottm.

disposingly (dis-po'zing-li), adv. In a manner
to

dispose, regulate, or govern.
disposition (dis-po-zish'on), H. [< ME. dispo-

sition, disposition, dinpositioun = D. dispositie
= Q. Dan. Sw. disposition, ( OF. disposition, F.

disposition = Sp. disposition = Pg. disposicSo
= It. disposizione, < L. dispositio(n-), arrange-
ment, etc.,< disponere, pp. dispositus, arrange:
see dispone and dispose. J 1 . A setting in order;
a disposing, placing, or arranging; arrange-
ment of parts ; distribution : as, the disposition
of the infantry and cavalry of an army ; the dis-

position of the trees in an orchard ; the dispo-
sition of the several parts of an edifice, or of

figures in painting; the disposition of tones in a

chord, or of parts in a score.

Disposician is a certain bestowing of thinges, and an apt
declaring what is meete for every parte, as tyme ami place
doe beste require. Sir T. Wilson, Rhetoric (1553X

No diligence can rebuild the universe in a model, by
the best accumulation or disiwtntion of details.

Knii-rson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 408.

A big church . . . looked out on a square completely
French, a square of a fine modern disposition, . . . em*
bellished with trees . . . and allegorical statues.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 178.

McPherson brought up Logan's division while he de-

ployed Crocker's for the assault. Sherman made similar

dispositions on the right.
U. S. Grant. Personal Memoirs, I. 504.

dispositor

2. Disposal ; plan or arrangement for the dis-

posal, distribution, or alienation of something;
definite settlement with regard to some mat-
ter; ultimate destination: as, he has made a

good disposition of his property ;
what disposi-

tion do you intend to make of this picture t

Indeed I will not think on the disjtosition of them which
have sinned before death, before judyim nt. Ix-fore de-
struction: but I will rejoice over the f the

righteous, and I will remember also their pilgrimage and
the salvation and the reward that they shall have.

2 Eld. viiL 38, 39.

3. In arch., the arrangement of the whole de-

sign by means of ichnography (plan), orthogra-
phy (section and elevation), and scenography
(perspective view). It differs from distribution, which
signifies the particular arrangement of the Internal parts
of a building.

4. Guidance; control; order; command; de-

cree : as, the dispositions of the statute.

I putte me In thy proteccloun,
Dyaue, and In thi dispotricioun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1506.

Who have received the law by the disposition of angels.
AcU vli. 53.

Appoint [i. e., arraign] not heavenly disposition, father;
Nothing of all these evils hath befallen me
But justly. Milton, S. A., L 373.

5. Aptitude ;
inclination

; tendency ;
readiness

to take on any character or habit: said of

things animate or inanimate, but especially
of an emotional tendency or mood.
When the accident of sickness and the natural disposi-

tion do second the one the other, this disease should be
more forcible. Bacon, Nat. Hist, i 64.

Disposition is an habit begun, but not i>erfected : . . .

for example, of the disposition that a man hath to learn*

Ing, he Is said to be studious : but of perfect habit, got-
ten by continual study in learning, he is said to be learn-

ed, which importeth a perfection which is more than a

disposition. Blundcmllc.

I have ever endeavoured to nourish the merciful dis-

position and humane inclination I borrowed from my
parents. Sir T. Brount, Religio Medici, II. 1.

6. Natural tendency or constitution of the

mind; intellectual and moral bent ; innate tem-

per: as, an amiable or an irritable disposition.
The! that pnrposen to be good and trewe,
Weel sette by noble diitposicioun,

Contynue In good condicioun,
The! are the first that fallen In damage.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 77.

I have suffered more for their sakes, more than the vil-

lainous inconstancy of man's disposition is able to bear.

Shot., M. W. of W., Iv. 5.

This is not the first day wherein thy wisdom is mani-
fested ; but from the beginning of thy days all the people
have known thy understanding, because the disposition
of thine heart is good. Judith viii. 29.

I am in love with your Disposition, which is generous,
ami 1 verily think you were never guilty at any punilanl-
rnous Act in your Life. Howtll, Letters, I. v. 11.

7. In Scots law, a unilateral deed of alienation,

by which a right to property, especially herit-

able property, is conveyed. 8. Health; bodi-

ly well-being. [A Gallicism, perhaps.]
Grace, and good disposition, 'tend your ladyship.

Shall., T. N., ill 1.

9. Maintenance ; allowance.
I crave tit disposition for my wife ;

Due reference of place, and exhibition ;

With such accommodation, and besort,
As levels with her breeding. Shale., Othello, i. 3.

Disposition and settlement, in Scots law, the name
usually given to a deed by which a person provides for the

general disposal of his property, heritable and movable,
after his death. Syn. 1 and 2. Adjustment, regulation,
l>estowment, classification, grouping, ordering. 5 and 6.

Inclination, Tendency, etc. See bentl.

dispositional (dis-po-zish'on-al, a. [< disposi-
tion + -al.~\ Pertaining to disposition.

dispositive* (dis-poz'i-tiv), a. [= OF. F. dis-

positif= Sp. Pg. It. dispositiro, < ML. digposi-
tirits, < L. digpositus, pp. of disponere, dispose :

see dispone, dispose.] 1. Relating to disposal ;

disposing or regulating.
Without his eye and hand, his dispositive wisdom and

power, the whole frame would disband and fall into con-
fusion and ruin. Bates, Great Duty of Resignation.

2. Pertaining to inclination or natural dispo-
sition.

Conversation ... so impertinent ami extravagant as Is

not to be reduced to any rules or bounds of reason and re-

ligion ; no, not under any Intentional piety, and habitual
or dispositive holiness.

Jer. Taylor (!), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 84.

Dispositive clause. See clause.

dispositivelyt (dis-poz'i-tiv-li), orfr. 1. In a

dispositive manner; distributively. Sir T.

Browne. 2. By natural or moral disposition.
One act may make us do dispoiitiveln what Moses Is

recorded to have done literally, . . . break all the ten
commandments at once. Boylr. Works, VI. 10.

dispositort (dis-poz'i-tor), . [= OF. despositor,

dispositour = Pg. dispositor = It. dixii



dispositor

L. as if "dispositor, < disponerc, pp. dispositus,

dispose: see disponc, dispose."] 1. A disposer.
2. In astral., a planet in one of whose es-

sential dignities another planet is, the former

being said to "dispose of" the latter.

When the dutpositor of the planet signifying the thing
asked after is himself disposed by the lord of the ascen-

dant, it is a good sign. Jtaymond Lully (trans.).

dispossess (dis-po-zes'), v. t. [< OP. desposses-
ser, deposseser = Pr. dcspossezir = It. disposses-

sarc, spossessare ; as dis- priv. + possess, v. Cf.

OF. desposser, also desposseder, F. d6posseder
= Sp. desposeer (cf. Pg. despossar, desapossar),
< ML. dispossidcre, dispossess, < dis- priv. +
possidere, possess: see dis- and possess.] 1. To
put out of possession ; deprive of actual occu-

pancy, particularly of real property ; dislodge ;

disseize: usually followed by of before the

thing possessed: as, to dispossess a tenant of
his holding.
Ye shall dispossess the inhabitants of the land, and

dwell therein. Num. xxxiii. 63.

The Christians were utterly dispossest of Judea by Sa-
ladine the Aegyptian Sultan. Sandys, Travailes, p. 113.

It will be found a work of no small difficulty to dispos-
sess and throw out a vice from that heart, where long
possession begins to plead prescription. South, Sermons.

The Confederates at the west were narrowed down for
all communication with Richmond to the single line of
road running east from Vicksburg. To dispossess them
of this, therefore, became a matter-of the first importance.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 383.

2. To relieve or free from or as if from demo-
niac possession.
They have three ministers, (one a Scotchman,) who

take great pains among them, and had lately (by prayer
and fasting) dispossessed one possessed with a devil.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 158.

Dispossess proceedings, proceedings at law summa-
rily to eject a tenant, as for non-payment of rent. [Colloq.]
Dispossess warrant, a warrant awarded in such pro-

ceedings, to eject the occupant. [New York.]

dispossessed (dis-po-zesf), a. [< dis- + (self-)

possessed.] Having lost one's self-possession
or self-command. [Rare.]
Miss Susan, deeply agitated, and not knowing what to

say or do, stood also, dispossessed, looking from the child
to the woman, and from the woman to the child.

Mrs. Oliphant.

dispossession (dis-po-zesh'on), . [= F. de-

possession; as dispossess -f -ion. Cf. posses-
sion.] 1. The act of putting out of possession,
or the state of being dispossessed. 2. The act
of relieving or freeing from demoniac posses-
sion, or the like.

That heart [Mary Magdalene's] . . . was freed from
Satan by that powerful dispossession.

Sp. Hall, Contemplations, iv.

3. In law, same as ouster.

dispossessor (dis-po-zes'or), n. One who dis-

possesses.
The heirs (blessed be Ood !) are yet surviving, and likely

to out-live all heirs of their dispossessors besides their in-

famy. Cowley, Government of Oliver Cromwell.

dispostt (dis-posf), v. t. [< dis- priv. + posft.]
To remove from a post ; displace.

Now, thinke thou see'st this Soule of sacred zeale,
This kindling Cole of naming Charitie,
Disposted all in post. Dairies, Holy Roode, p. 12.

disposuret (dis-po'zur), . [< dispose + -ure.
Cf. L. dispositura, disposition, arrangement.]
1. Disposal; the power of disposing; control;
direction

; management.
She has worn as good [gowns], they sit so apted to her,And she is so great a mistress of disposure.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ill. 4.

Would you have me,
Neglecting mine own family, to give up
My estate to his dispomre I

Massinger, City Madam, I. 3.

A true and truly-loving knight's liberty ought to be en-
chained to the disposure of his lady.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, i.

2. Posture
; disposition ; state.

They remained in a kind of warlike disposure, or perhaps
little better. Sir II. Wotton.

3. Distribution; allotment.
In my distmsure of employments of the brain, I have

thought (it to make Invention the master.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, p. 94.

4. A state of orderly arrangement.
A life that knew nor noise nor strife;
But was, by sweetening so his will,
All order and disposure still.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, x.
5. Natural disposition.

His sweet disposure,
As much abhorring to behold, as do
Any unnatural and bloody action.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, iv. 1.

dispraisablef (dis-pra'za-bl), a. [< dispraise +
-able.'] Unworthy of praise. Bet: T. Adams.

KiSO

despreiser, desprcser, desprisier, dispriser ( >E. dis-

prize) = Pr. desprezar, despreciar = Sp. despre-
ciar = Pg. desprezar = It. disprezzarc, dispre-

giare, dispraise, < L. dis- priv. + LL. pretiarc,

prize, praise : see dis- and praise, prize*, and cf.

disprize.] To speak disparagingly of; men-
tion with disapprobation, or some degree of

censure.

I dispraised him before the wicked.

SAo*., 2 Hen. IV., it 4.

Of such
To be dispraised is the most perfect praise.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

dispraise (dis-praz '),. [< dispraise, v.] Dis-

paraging speech or opinion; animadversion;
censure

; reproach.
Their language is one, and yet exceedingly diuersifled,

according as they [the Japanese] differ in State or Sexe :

or as they speake in praise or dispraise, vsing a diuers
Idiom. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 524.

The general has seen Moors
With as bad faces ; no dispraise to Bertran's.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, i.

There is a luxury in Kelt-dispraise ;

And inward self-disparagement affords
To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

The long-neck'd geese of the world that are ever hissing
dispraise,

Because their natures are little. Tennyson, Maud, iv. 9.

= Syn. Disparagement, opprobrium,

dispraiser (dis-pra'zer), n. One who dispraises.
Bailey, 1727.

dispraisingly (dis-pra'zing-li), adv. By way of

dispraise ;
with disapproval or some degree of

reproach. ShaJc.

dispread (dis-pred'), v. ; pret. and pp. dispread,
ppr. dispreading. [For *disspread, < dis-, in
different directions, + spread.] I. trans. To
extend or spread in different ways or direc-

tions; expand to the. full width. [Bare.]
Scantly they durst their feeble eyes dispread
Upon that town. Fairfax.

II. intrans. To expand or be diffused; spread
widely. [Bare.]

Heat, dispreadinff through the sky,
With rapid sway his burning influence darts
On man, and beast, and herb, and tepid stream.

Thomson, Summer.

dispreadert (dis-pred 'er), n. One who dis-

preads ; a publisher ; a divulger. Milton.

dispreiset, '. t. A Middle English form of dis-

praise.

disprejudicet (dis-prej'o-dis), v. t. [< rfi's-priv.+ prejudice.'] To free from prejudice.
Those . . . will easilie be so far disprejudic'd in point

of the doctrine as to seek the acquainting their under-
standings with the grounds and reasons of this religion.

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. vii. 5.

dispreparet (dis-pre-par'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
prepare.] To render unprepared.
The kingdom of darkness ... is nothing else but a con-

federacy of deceivers . . . that . . . endeavour ... to
extinguish in them [men] the light, both of nature and the
Gospel ; and so to disprepare them for the kingdom of
God to come. Hoboes, The Kingdom of Darkness.

disprison (dis-priz'n), v. t. [< OF. desprisoner,
desprisonner, disprisonner (= It. sprigionare), <
des- priv. + prisoner, prisonner, imprison: see
dis- audprison, v.] To loose from prison ; set at
liberty. [Rare.]

dispriyacied (dis-pri'va-sid), a. [< dis- priv.+ privacy + -ed%.] D'eprived of or debarred
from privacy. [Bare.]

But now, on the poet's dis-privacied moods,
With do this and do that the pert critic intrudes.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

dispriyilege (dis-priv'i-lej), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

disprivileged. ppr. disprivileging. [< dis- priv.+ privilege.] To deprive of a privilege. [Rare.]
So acting and believing disprivileges them for ever of

that recompeuce which is provided for the faithful.

Penn, Liberty of Conscience, iv.

disprize (dis-priz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disprized,

ppr. disprizing. [< OF. dispriser, disprisier, var.
of despreiser, desprescr, undervalue, > E. dis-
praise: see dispraise, of which disprize is his-

torically a doublet; cf. prize*, praise.] To
undervalue; depreciate; disparage. [Rare.]

Nor is 't the time alone is here dinprised
But the whole man of time, yea, Cassar's self,
Brought in disvalue. B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

disprofesst (dis-pro-fes'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
profess.] To renounce the profession of.

His armes, which he had vowed to disprofesse,
She gathered up, and did about him dresse.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 20.

disproportionality

disproflt (dis-prof it), n. [< dis- priv. + profit.]

Loss; detriment; damage. [Rare.]
Whereas he sought profile, he fell into double disproflte.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1710.

disprpfitablet (dis-prof i-ta-bl), a. [< OF. dcs-

profitable, dcsproujfitable, ^ des- priv. + profita-
ble, profitable.] Unprofitable.

It is said, that the thing indifferent is to be left free to
use it or not use it, as it shall seem profitable or disprofta-
ble unto the conscience of the user.

Up. Kitlley, in Bradford's Works (I'arker Soc., 1853), II. 377.

disproof (dis-prof), n. [Early mod. E. also

disproofe, disproufe; < disproce (as if < dis- priv.
+ proof), after prove.] Proof to the contrary ;

confutation
;
refutation : as, to offer evidence

in disproof of an allegation.
Bent as he was

To make disproof of scorn, and strong in hopes.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

dispropertyt (dis-prop'er-ti), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
property.] To deprive of property ; dispossess.

He would
Have made them mules, silenc'd their pleaders,
And dittpropertied their freedoms. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

disproportion (dis-pro-por'shon), n. [< OF.
disproportion, F. disproportion = Sp. despro-
porcion = Pg. desproporgao= It. disproporzione,
sproporzione ; . as dis- priv. + proportion, n.]
Want of proportion of one thing to another, or
between the parts of the same thing; lack of

symmetry ;
absence of conformity or due rela-

tion in size, number, quantity, etc.: as, the

disproportion of a man's arms to his body, or
of means to an end

;
the disproportion between

supply and demand.
Faultless does the Maid appear ;

No disproportion in her soul, no strife.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, i. 23.

The simple Indians were often puzzled by the great dis-

proportion between bulk and weight. . . . Never was a
package of furs known to weigh more than two pounds in
the market of Communipaw.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 102.

He had yet enough of growing prosperity to enable him
to increase his expenditure in continued disproportion to
his income. Qeorye Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 7.

Disproportion, some say, is the cause of the keenest
misery in the world : for instance, the disproportion be-
tween the powers, capacities, and aspirations of man and
his circumstances especially as regards his physical
wants. Helps.

disproportion (dis-pro-por'shon), v. t. [= F.

disproportionner = Sp. Pg. desproporcionar =
It. sproporzionare, < ML. disproportionare ; as
dis- priv. + proportion, v."] To make unsuita-
ble in dimensions or quantity ; mismatch ; join
unfitly.

To shape my legs of an unequal size ;

To disproportion me in every part.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

He can perform whatever he strenuously attempts. His
words never seem disproportioned to his strength.

Whippie, Ess. and Rev.
,
I. 179.

disproportionate (dis-pro-por'shon-a-bl), a.

[< disproportion + -able.] Disproportioual ;

disproportionate. [Rare.]
Such disproportionate and unlikely matches can wealth

and a fair fortune make. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 554.

How great a monster is human life, since it consists of
so disproportionable parts.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 362.

disproportionableness (dis-pro-por'shon-a-bl-
nes), n. The state of being out of proportion.
[Bare.]

Considering my own great defects, the incompetency
and disproportionableness of my strength.

Hajmnond, Works, III., Advertisement.

dispropprtionably (dis - pro -por
' shon - a -

bli),
adv. Disproportionally ;

without regard to just
proportion. [Bare.]
Hath the sheriff rated Mr. Hampdeu disproportionably,

according to his estate and degree ? If he hath, let him
tell. State Trials, John Hampden, an. 1637.

disproportional (dis-pro-por'shon-al), a. [=
F. disprojiortionnel ; as disproportion + -al.~]

Not having due proportion, absolutely or rela-

tively ; destitute of proportion or symmetry ;

unconformable or unequal in dimensions or

quantity : as, the porch is disjiroportioiiul to
the building; disproportional limbs; dispropor-
tional tasks.

Nay rather the perfection consists in this, that out of

many moderate varieties and brotherly dissimilitudes that
are not vastly disproportional arises the coodly and grace-
ful symmetry that commends the whole pile and struc-
ture. Milton, Areopagitica.

disproportionality (dis-pro-por-shon-al'j-ti),
n. [\disjiroportional + -ity.] The quality of

being disproportional.
The world so 's setten free

From that untoward ttttprofMtrtftmafttfe.
Dr. II. More, Psychathanasia. III. iii. 60.



disproportionally

disproportionally (dis-pro-por'shon-al-i),
Without proportion ; uiieonforinahYy ;

adv.
une-

[=
qually.

disproportionate (dis-pro-por'shon-iit), u.

!'. disproportion!!!'
1 = Sp. Pg. di-spi-o/mmn

= it. dispropi>r:ionuto, spropornoiutto, < aiu.

itisproportioiiii/Hs, pp. lit' disproportionate: see

disproportion, r., and cf. proportio>iate.~\ Out of

proportion; unsymmetncal; without due pro-
portion of parts or relations: as, a dispropor-
tionate development; means disproportionate to
the end.

It is plain that men have agreed to a disproportionate
and unequal possession of the earth. Luelte.

Tile United States are large and populous nations in

comparison with the Grecian commonwealths, or even the
Swiss cantons; and they are growing every day mure dis.

proportionate, and therefore It-sa capable of being held to-

gether by simple government*.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 287.

disproportionately (dis-pro-por'shon-at-li),
adi: In a disproportionate degree ; unsuitably ;

inadequately or excessively. Hoyle.

disproportionateness (dis - pro - por
' shou - at -

lies), . The state of being disproportionate ;

want of proportion.
dispropriatet (dis-pro'pri-at), r. t. ; pret. and
pp. dispropriattd, ppr. dispropriatiug. [< ML.
'dispi'o/ir/iitHx, pp. of 'dispropriare () OF. des-

proprier), dispropriate, < L. dis- priv. + pro-
priare, appropriate^ proprius, one sown, prop-
er: see proper, appropriate, expropriate, etc.]
To destroy the appropriation of

; disappropri-
ate.

And who knoweth whether those Appropriations did
not supplant these Supplanters, and dispropriate them
of that which in a luster proprietie was ginen them in
their first foundations? I'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 133.

disprovable (dis-pro'ya-bl), a. [< disprove +
-able.~\ Capable of beiiig disproved or refuted.

Formerly also spoiled disproveable. Jiailey,
1727.

disproval (dis-pr5'val), . [< disprove + -a/.]
The act of disproving; disproof.
The disproval of Koch's theories must come from actual

work upon the subject (cholera bacillus], and not from
literary efforts. Science, V. 63.

disprove (dis-proV), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

prored, ppr. disproving. [< ME. disproven,
usually despreren, < OF. desprover, desprouvcr,
refute, contradict, disprove, < den- priv. +
prover, prouver, prove : see dis- and prove."] 1 .

To prove to be false or erroneous
;
confute ; re-

fute : as, to disprove an assertion, an argument,
or a proposition.

I cannot assert that, nor would I willingly undertake to

disprove it. Everett, Orations, I. 414.

The revelation of the Interdependence of phenomena
greatly increases the improbability of some legends which
it does not actually disprove. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 376.

2. To prove not to be genuine, real, or just;
set aside by contrary proof ;

invalidate : as, to

disprove a person's claim to land.

The apostles opened their heavenly commission, and
executed it publicly, challenging those who looked on,
with all their curiosity, subtlety, and spite, lodisprove or
blemish it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ill.

That formidable armada, so vainly arrogating to Itself

a title which the very elements joined with human valour
to disprove. Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 18.

3t. To convict of the practice of error. Hooker.
4t. To disapprove ; disallow.

Tins iest also, when they saw the Cardinal! not diproue
it, every man toke it gladly, sauyng only the Frear.

Sir T. More, Utopia (ed. Arber), p. 63.

Some things are good ; yet in so mean a degree of good-
ness that men are only not disproved nor disallowed of
God for them. Hooker.

St. Ambrose neither approves nor disproves It.

Jer. Tat/lor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 20-2.

disproveable, a. See disprovable.
disprovement (dis-prov'ment), n. [< disprove+ -inent.] The act of disproving ; confutation.

The scientific discovery . . . around which all Mr.
Lawes's subsequent work centered was the dispromnrnt
of Lie big's mineral-ash theory.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVIII. 695.

disprover (dis-pro'ver), n. One who disproves
or confutes.

disprovidet (dis-pro-vid'), v. t. [< din- priv. +
provide.'] To fail to provide or furnish with.

This makes me sadly walk up and down In my labora-
ton. like an Impatient lutanist, who has his song book
anil bis instrument ready, but is altogether disproridrdnt
"trm Houle, Works, VI. 40.

dispunct 1
(dis-pungkt'). r. f. [< L. ilix

pp. of dispiiHfii re, check off an account, etc. :

see </i.syii//'i.] To point or mark off; sepa-
rate; set aside. [Rare.]
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I desire the reader so to take me M though I doe not
here dealo wlthall, nor speake of the matter, hut utterly
t" haue pivt.'i jiiittnl ami <lt*iiiiwt<'d the same.

h'oxe, Martyrs, p. <Wfi.

Even the Mediterranean rxtent of Africa must have
tin n unknown to Herodotus, since all beyond Carthage,
as Mauritania, etc., would wind up into a small im-nn.
siderable tract, as Ireing disjmncted by no great states or
colonies. De fjuincey, Herodotus.

dispunct'-t (dis-pungkf), a. [A forced form,
which may be regarded as short for *dispuu<--
tilioux, < dis- priv. -I- MHUMhHU.] Wanting in

punctilious respect; discourteous; impolite.
Am. V faith, master, let's go; nobody comei. . . .

Amo. Stay. That were disjmnct to the ladies.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

dispunge1
t (dis-punj'), v. t. [With imputed

sense of expunge (f), q. v., but in form < L. dis-

pungere, check off an account, examine, set-

tle, < dis-, apart, + pungere, prick.] To ex-

punge; erase.

Thou tnen that hast dispong'd my score,
And dying wast the death of Death.

Sir J. Wotton, Hymn in Time of Sickness.

dispunge- (dis-punj'), r. t. Same as dispongc.
dispunishablet (dis-puu'ish-a-bl), a. [< dis-

(hero intensive) + punishable.] Punishable;
liable on an accusation.

Xo leases of any part of the said lands shall ever be-

made other than leases for years not exceeding thirty-one,
in possession, and not in reversion or remainder, and not

disfmnishable. of waste. Last Will of Dean Swift.

dispurpose (dis-per'pos), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

dispurponed, ppr. disjiitrjjosing. [< dis- priv. +
purpose."] 1. To dissuade; turn from a pur-
pose. 2. To cross, as a purpose; frustrate.

[Rare or obsolete in both uses.]
She, but in a contrary manner, seeing her former plots

dispitrposed, semis me to an old witch called Acrasia, to

help to wreck her spite upon the senses.
A. Brewer f!), Lingua, iv. 8.

dispurset (dis-pers'), v. t. [Cf. burse, purse."]
Same as disburse.

dispurveyt (dis-per-va'), r. t. [< OF. "despour-
reier, desporvoir, despounoir, F. depourvoir, de-

prive, < des- priv. + pourveier, purvey: see dis-

&n& purvey."] To deprive of provision ; empty;
strip.
For not oonly the patrone, but al the pylgrymes and also

the galyotes, were clerely diispunteyde of brede, wyne, and
all other vytaylle. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. W).

They dispuroey their vestry of such treasure
As they may spare. Heinem*!.

dispurveyancet (dis-per-va'ans), n. [< tlixpur-

rey + -ance.] Want of provision ; lack of food.

Daily siege, through dutpiiiTfiyaitufc long
And lacke of reskewes, will to parley drive.

Speruer, F. (J., III. x. 10.

disputability (dis-pu-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< disput-
able : see -bility."] The quality of being disput-
able or coutrovertible.

disputable (dis-pu'- or dis'pu-ta-bl), a. [= F.

disputable = Sp. disputable = Pg. (tisputuvel =
It. disputabilc, < L. disputabilis, disputable, <

disputare, dispute: seedispute, r.] 1. Thatmay
be disputed; liable to be called in question,
controverted, or contested; cpntrovertible : as,

disputable statements, propositions, arguments,
points, or cases.

Faith, 'tis a very diujmtable question ; and yet I think
thou canst decide it. Beau, and Fl., King and No King, i. 1 .

He let down a shower of tears, weeping over undone
Jerusalem in the day of his triumph, leaving it ilinputaUe
whether he felt more joy or sorrow.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 298.

2f. Disputatious; contentious.

And I have been all this day to avoid him. He is too

disputable for my company : 1 think of as many matters
as he ; but I give heaven thanks, and make no boast of
them. Shale., As you Like it, ii. 5.

disputableness (dis-pu'-
or dis'pu-ta-bl-nes), n.

The state of being disputable.
disputacityt (dis-pu-tas'i-ti), n. [Improp.
form, < disputatious, on the supposed analogy
of audacity, audacious, etc.] Proneness to dis-

pute.
Lest they should dull the wits and hinder the exercise

of reasoning (and) abate the disputaeily of the nation.

B;>. Ward, Sermon, Jan. 30, 1674.

disputant (dis'pu-tant), a. and n. [< F. rlixpu-
tiint, < L. flisput'an(t-)s, ppr. of dis/tutare, dis-

pute: see dispute, r.] I. a. Disputing; debat-

ing ; engaged in controversy.
There wast found

Among the gravest rabbles, dixpiifant
"n iviints and questions llttlm: Moses' chair.

Miltini. P. R., Iv. 218.

II. . One who disputes or debates ; one who
argues in opposition to another ; a debater.

A singularly eager, acute, and pertinacious duputnnt.
llacaulay.

dispute

disputation (dis-pu-ta'shon), ii. [< ME. dlsptt-

, despiitiixinini, < OK. di../in in lion, despn-

iesputeson, early mod. E. also contr. dis-

pi rii in, <( }]f.di'spulisi>n,dixput<'ison,drsputaison,

ilixpiitoigon), F. disputation = OSp. disputation
= It. disputazione = D. disputatie = G. disputa-
tion (cf. Dan. disputats) = Hw. disputation, < L.

dispiitatio(ii-), an arguing, argument, dispute,
< disputare, pp. disputatus, argue, dispute: see

dispute, t'.] 1. The act of disputing or debat-

ing; argumentation; controversy; verbal con-
test respecting the truth of some fact, opinion,
or proposition.
Merlyn hym amnerdc to alle the questloims that he

asked the very trouthe as it was, and so indured longe the

ilisputacion Ite-tweno hem tweyne.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 139.

Our Lord and Saviour himself did hope by disputation to
do some good, yea by disputation not only of, but against
the truth, albeit with purpose for the truth.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 8.

2. An exercise in which parties debate and ar-

gue on some question proposed, as in a school
or college. The medieval logics, under the head of ob-

ligations, give minute rules for these exercises. The first

party, the respondent, undertakes to defend a given the-
sis. The second party, the opinment, begins by giving a
number of arguments against the thesis. If there are sev-
eral opponents, they all offer arguments. The respondent
then gives positive reasons in syllogistic form, after which
he responds briefly to all the argument* of the opponents
hi order. The latter may or may not lie allowed to reply.
Finally, the moderator sums up and renders his decision.
Doctnnal disputation concerns a matter of certain know-
ledge, dialectical disputation a matter of opinion. Tenta-
tive, disputation is intended to try the knowledge of the

parties, or of one of them. Sophistical disputation is in-

tended to deceive.

All the disputation of the learned never brought to light
one effect of nature Iwfore unknown.

Bacon, Praise of Knowledge (1500), Works, VIII. 124.

Academical disputations are two-fold, ordinary and ex-

traordinary. Ordinary disputations are those which are

privately performed in colleges every day ... in term-
time ; extraordinary disputations I call those that are per-
form'd in the public schools of the university as requisite
qualifications for degrees.

Amhurst, Terno Filius (March 24, 1721), No. xx.

At Cambridge, in my day [1823-271, . every B. A.
was obliged to perform a certain ninnbi-r of disputations.
. . . Some were performed in earliest ; the rest were hud-
dled over. . . . The real dis^nitations were very severe ex-

ercises. I was badgered for two hours with arguments
given and answered in Latin . . . against Newton's first

section, Ijagrange's derived functions, and Locke on in-

nate principles. De. Moryau, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 305.

Augustine disputation. See A ugustine.

disputatious (dis-pu-ta'shus), a. [< disputa-
tion + -oiis.~] 1. Pertaining to or character-
ized by disputation ; controversial; polemical;
contentious: as, a disputatious temper.
The Christian doctrine of a future life was no recom-

mendation of the new religion to the wits and philoso-
phers of that disputatious period. Buctminstcr.

They began to contract a disputations turn, which Frank-
lin says he hail already caught by reading his father's books
of dispute on religion. Kverett, Orations, II. 17.

2. Inclined to dispute or wrangle; apt to de-
bate, cavil, or controvert: as, a disputatious
theologian.

Religious, moral, l>oth in word and deed.
But warmly disputations in his creed.

Crabkf, Works, VII. 67.

I shall not, therefore, I think, rightly be thought rash
or disputatious if I venture to express difference from
those modern political schools with which I feel that I
cannot sympathise at all.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 225.

disputatlously (dis-pu-ta'shus-li), adf. In a

disputatious manner.

disputatiousness (dis-pu-ta'shus-nes), it. The
quality of being disputatious,

disputative (dis-pu'ta-tiv), a. [= It. dispitta-

tiro, < LL. disputatiriix, < L. diftputatus, pp. of

disptttare, dispute : see dispute, .] Given to or
characterized by disputation ; disputatious ;

argumentative. [Obsolete or archaic.]
The Phylosopher (sayth hee) teacheth a disputatitie ver-

tue, but I doe an actlne. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Ill have thec a doctor;
Thou shalt lie one, thou hast a doctor's look,
A face 'lit/nil, itire, of Salamanca.

B. Jonson, New Inn, Ii. 2.

It is a sign of a peevish, an angry, and quarrelling dis-

position, to be disputatire. and busy in questions.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 744.

Disputative science, logic.

dispute (dis-puf ). r.: pret. and pp.rfig>fevf,ppr.
'ing. [< ME. disputen, desputen, < OF. aes-

yr, F. disputrr = Sp. Pg. dis/mtar = It. dis-

putare = G. disputireit = Dan. disputere = Sw.

disputera, < L. disputare. dispute, discuss, ex-

amine, compute, estimate, < dis-, apart, + pu-
t/in; reckon, consider, think, orig. make clean,
clear up, related to punts, pure: see pure. Cf.



dispute

compute, count^, impute, repute, amputate, etc.]

I. iutrans. 1. To engage in argument or dis-

in argument : absolutely or with with or against.

1682

sometimes the question too; and yet no man shall be of

as before.

Jer. TaylgTt works (ed. 1835), Ded.
his raind raore

ques
than

disputisont, ..

nutation.

A Middle English form of dis-

distant

(dis-kwi'et-ful), a. [< disquiet, n.,

Producing disquiet. Barrow.

(dis-kwi'i-tiv), . [< rfisgaie*, .,

Tending to disquiet ; disquieting.

He doth often so earnestly dispute with them [Jews]

that he hath converted some of them to Christianity.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 156.

Hence 2. To engage in altercation; wrangle ;

quarrel.
Mrs. Fidget and Mrs. Fescue disputed above half an

hour for the same chair.

Addison, Trial of Ladies Quarrels.

3. To strive or contend in opposition to a com-

petitor; compete: as, to dispute for the prize.

II. trans. 1. To argue about ;
discuss.

What was it that ye disputed among yourselves by the

way?
The rest I reserve until it be disputed how the magis-

trate is to do herein. Milton.

Hawkins.
=

disquietly (dis-kwi'et-li), adv. 1. Without

quiet or rest
;
in an uneasy state

; uneasily ;

anxiously : as, he rested disquietly that night.
__________ .__ , . 2. In a disquieting manner; in such a man-
fication

;
absence or deprivation of ability, pow- ner as to destroy quiet or tranquillity. [Rare

er, or capacity ; any disability or incapacity,

I must still retain the consciousness of those disqualifi-

cation* which you have been pleased to overlook.
Sir J. Shore.

3. That which disqualifies or incapacitates: as, digquietmentt (dis-kwl'et-ment), n.

conviction of crime is a disqualification for pub-
lic office.

It is recorded as a sufficient disqualification of a wife,

that, speaking of her husband, she said, "God forgive

"Tn society, high advantages are set down toitoKd- disquietneSS (dis-kwi'et-nes),

ual as disqualifications. Emerson, Society and Solitude.

Mark ix. S3. disqualify (dis-kwol'i-fi), is. t.
; pret. and pp

disqualified, ppr. disqualifying.

fier; as dis- priv. + qualify.]

[= F. deqiiati-
To deprive of

2. To argue against; attempt to disprove or the necessary qualifications ; deprive of natural

overthrow by reasoning; controvert ; deny: as, or legal power, or the qualities or rights neces-

to dispute an assertion, opinion, claim, or the sary for some purpose ;
disable

;
unfit : gen-

erally with for, sometimes with from : as, ill

health disqualifies the body for labor and the

mind for study; a conviction of perjury dis-

qualifies a man for being a witness.

Men are not disqualified by their engagements in trade

from being received in high society. Southey.

In spite of the law disqualifying hired champions, it is

pretty clear that they were always to be had for money.
C. H. Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eug.

like.

We do not dispute that the royal party contained many
excellent men and excellent citizens.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Dispute the claims, arrange the chances ;

Emperor, Ottoman, which shall win?

Tennyson, To Rev. F. D. Maurice.

There has never been a time when the necessity of re-

ligion, in the broad sense of the word, has been so clear,

if there has never been a time when its value in the nar-

row sense has been so much disputed.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 124.

3. To call in question; express doubt of or op-

position to ; object to.

Now I am sent, and am not to dispute

My prince's orders, but to execute.

Dryden, Indian Emperor.

I had rather be unobserved than conspicuous for dis-

puted perfections. Steele, Spectator, No. 348.

4. To strive to gain or to maintain ; contest :

as, to dispute a prize.
Our swords our swords shall dispute our pretences.

Steele, Lying Lover, ii. 1.

6f. To encounter ;
strive against.

Mai. Dispute it like a man.
Macd. I shall do so ;

But I must also feel it as a man.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

To dispute the weather-gage, to manceuver, as two

Instead of educating himself to take his place in the

world, he has disqualijied himself for being anything but

a student all his life.

Stub/is, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 103.

lessen.
Be then desir'd . . .

A little to disquantity your train.

Shak., Lear, i. 4.

2. To deprive of quantity or metrical value, as

a syllable.
Horace "NValpole's nephew, the Earl of Orford, when he

was in his cups, used to have Statius read aloud to him

every night for two hours by a tipsy tradesman, whose

hiccupings threw in here and there a kind of csesural

pause, and found some strange mystery of sweetness in

the disquantitied syllables.

in both uses.]

Machinations, hollowness, treachery, and all ruinous

disorders, follow us disquietly to our graves !

Shak., Lear, 1. 2.

of disquieting, or the state of" being disquieted.

Such a peace of conscience is far worse and more dan-

gerous than the most horrid troubles and disquietments

of conscience can be. Hopkins, Sermons, xxvi.

The state of

bemg disquiet ;
unrest.

"All otherwise" (saide he) "I riches read,
And deeme them roote of all dixquietnesse."

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 12.

Their disquietness and ranting will be insufferable.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 388.

disquietoust (dis-kwi'e-tus), a. [< disquiet, n.,

+ -ous.] Causing uneasiness ; disquieting.

Concerning therefore this wayward subject against prel-

aty, the touching whereof is so distastfnil and disquietousta
a number of men. Milton, Church-Government, Pref., ii.

disquietude (dis-kwi'e-tud), n. [< dis- priv. +
quietude.] An uneasy or disturbed state of

mind; a feeling of slight alarm or apprehen-

sion; perturbation.
These people are under continual disquietudes, never

enjoying a minute's peace of mind.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, ill. 2.

Such is the sad disquietude I share,
A sea of doubts, and self the source of all.

Cowper, Vicissitudes Experienced in the Christian Life.

'arance (dis-kwip'a-
, disquiparantia, a word

appearing e'arly in the 14th century, appar.
contr. from *dis<equiparantia, < L. dis- priv. +
"wquiparantia, < aiquiparan(t-)s, ppr. of aiqui-

parare, compare : see equiparancy.] The de-

notation of two objects, as being related, by
different names. Thus, father and son, mas-
ter and servant, are said to be "relates of dis-

quiparancy." [Bare.]
Relateds synonymous are usually called relateds of axiui-

parancy, . . . heteronymous, of disquipararwy.
Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, p. 22.

Debate, Discuss, etc. See argue.

dispute (dis-puf), . [= D. dispuut = G.disput,

dispiit = Dan. Sw. disput, dispyt, < F. dispute =
Sp. Pg. It. disputa, dispute; from the verb.]
1. Argumentative contention

;
earnest discus-

sion of opposing views or opinions; contro-

versial strife.

This . . . produced a dispute attended with some acri-

mony. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

Disputes are multiplied as if everything were uncertain,
and these disputes are managed with the greatest warmth,
as if everything were certain. Hume, Human Nature, Int.

From expostulations with the king, the matter of reli-

gion turned into disputes among the priests, at which the

king always assisted in person.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 190.

2. Wrangling; contention; strife; quarrel.
Could we forbear dispute and practise love,
We should agree as angels do above.

Waller, Divine Love, iii.

Nor is it aught but just
That he who in debate of truth hath won
Should win in arms, in both disputes alike
Victor. Milton, P. L., vi. 123.

3. A contest of any kind.

The four Men of War made sail for the forts, against
which we anchored about one in the afternoon

; and after
four hours' dispute [firing), went to the westward.

Retaking of the Island of Sainta Helena (Arber's Eng.
[Garner, I. 61).

Beyond, without, or past dispute, indisputably ; incon-

trovertibly.

In prose and verse was owned without dispute
Through all the realms of nonsense absolute.

Dryden.
He . . . forged and falsified

One letter called Pompilia's, past dispute.
Brouming, Ring and Book, I. 139.

TO bo Ul dispute, to be under discussion ; be the subject
of controversy. =Svn. Controversy, Dispute (see contro-

versy), debate, discussion, altercation.

disputer (dis-pu'ter), . One who disputes, or
who is given to disputation or controversy.
Where is the disputer of this world ? 1 Cor. i. 20.

It is enough to weary the spirit of a disputer, that he
shall argue till he hath lost his voice, and his time, and

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 2ls.
disquisition (dis-kwi-zish'on), n. [= F. dis-

_ j ., r/ ,?: :

q,,isition = Sp. disquisicion = Pg. disquisiySo
= It. disquisizione, < L. disquisitio(n-), an in-

quiry, investigation,< disquirere, pp. disquisitus,

inquire, investigate, < dis-, apart, + qucerere,
seek : see query, question, acquire, inquire, etc.,

and cf. acquisition, inquisition, etc.] It. A
seeking; search; investigation.
On their return from a disquisition as fruitless as soli-

citous, nurse declared her apprehensions that Harry had

gone off with a little favourite toy whom, he had taken
into service. H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 82.

2. A formal or systematic inquiry into or in-

vestigation of some problem or topic ;
a formal

discussion or treatise; a dissertation; an es-

say : as, a disquisition on government or morals.

Former times have had their disquisitions about the

antiquity of it [angling].
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 37.

disquiet (dis-kwi'et), a. and n. [< dis- priv.
+ quiet.'] I. a. Unquiet; restless; uneasy.
[Rare.]

I pray you, husband, be not so disquiet.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

Harke 1 harke ! now softer melody strikes mute
Disquiet Nature. ilarston, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

II. n. 1. Want of quiet, rest, or peace; an

uneasy or unsettled state of feeling, as in a per-
son or a community ;

restlessness
;
unrest.

His palms are folded on his breast ;

There is no other thing express'd
But long disquiet merged in rest.

Tennyson, The Two Voices.

The usual elements of disquiet which always threaten

danger to an established order of things.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

2. A disquieting occurrence or condition; a

disturbance; an alarm, or a state of alarm.

[Archaic.]
[They] rack and torture themselves with cares, fears,

and disquiets. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

It was falsely said that he had spoken with contumely
of the theological disquisitions which had been found in

the strong box of the late king, and which the present
king had published. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

en

disquiet
dis- pri'

rest, or tranquillity ;
make uneasy or restless

; Imp. Diet.

harass; disturb; vex. disquisitiye (dis-kwiz'i-tiv), a. [< L. as if

Why art thou cast down, O my soul? and why art thou *dtsquisitivus, < disquisitus, pp. of disquirere,

disquieted within me? Ps. xliii. 5. inquire: see disquisition.] 1. Pertaining to

Next to the eldest reigned his second Son Ethelbert; or of the nature of disquisition. 2f. Inclined
all whose Reign, which was only five Years, was perpetu- to discussion or investigation ; inquisitive,
ally disquieted with Invasions of the Danes.

disqulsitorial (dis-kwiz-i-to'ri-al), fl. [As dis-

qiiisitory + -?.] Pertaining to disquisition ;

partaking of the nature of a disquisition ;
crit-

ical. Cumberland.

disquisitory (dis-kwiz'i-to-ri), a. [< L. dis-

quisitus, pp. of disquirere, inquire (see disquisi-

tion), + -ory.~] Same as disquisitorial. Edin-

burgh Her.

One who or that disr'ankt (dis-rank'), r. t. [< dis- priv. + rank*.

Cf. derange.'] 1. To reduce to a lower rank;

disquietalt (dis-kwi'e-tal), n. [< disquiet, v., +
-at.] Want of quiet; disquietude; unrest.

At its own fall

Grows full of wrath and rage, and gins to fume,
And roars and strives 'gainst its disquietall,

Like troubled ghost forc'd some shape to assume.
Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, I. ii. 21

disquieter (dis-kwi'e-ter), n.

which disquiets.
The archbishop, the disquieter both of the kingdom and

the church. Holinshed, Hen. II., an. 1164.

degrade. 2. To disorder the ranks of
;
throw

out of rank or into confusion.



dlsrank

Nor hath my life

Once tutted of exorbitant affects,

,Wilde longings, or the least of ilisranct shnpcs.
Martian, The Fawne, I. 2.

1 stood
I'll.' volleys of their shot : I, I myself.
Was ho that first dittrank'd their woods of pikes.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, I. 2.

disrate (dis-raf), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disrtitnl,

ppr. disrating. [< dis- priv. 4- rateX] Naut.,
to reduce to a lower rating, as a petty officer,

or ;i non-commissioned officer of marines.

disrayt (dis-ra'), w. [MM. disray, var. of ilinii/,

< OK. drxrei, etc., disorder: see deray, and cf.

disarray.] 1. Disorder; disarray.
Come in manner of a sodaine tempest upon our arniie

. . . and put it In disray.
tloUarul, tr. of Amtnianus, p. 368.

2. Confusion ;
commotion.

Whan the knyghtes of the rounde tahlo It wisten the!

gan make soche a dirray a-monge hem that noon a-bode
other. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 407.

disregard (dis-re-gard'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
regard.] To omit to regard or take notice of;
overlook

; specifically, to treat as unworthy of

regard or notice.

Studious of good, man disregarded fame. Blackmore.

Conscience at first warns ns against Bin ; but if we dis-

regard it, it soon ceases to upbraid us.

J. U. Xewman, Parochial Sermons, I. 61.

Noble, poor and difficult,

Ungainly, yet t*>o nn-at '" <'<"./"<'/.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 129.

= Syn. Slight,
etc. See neglect, v. t.

disregard (dis-re-gard'), n. [< disregard, t>.]

Failure to regard or notice; specifically, de-

liberate neglect of something considered un-

worthy of attention.

Disregard of experience. Whevxll.

disregarder (dis-re-gar'der), . One who dis-

regards.
He [the social non-conformist] feels rather compliment-

ed than otherwise in being considered a disrer/arder of pub-
lic opinion. //. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 110.

disregardful(dis-re-gard'ful), a. [< disregard
+ -ful, 1.] Exhibiting disregard; negligent;
neglectful.

All social love, friendship, gratitude, . . . draws us out
of ourselves, and makes us disregardful of our own con-

venience and safety.

Shaftesbury, Enquiry concerning Virtue.

disregardfully (dis-re-gard'ful-i), adv. In a

disregardful manner; negligently; neglectful-

ly. Bailey, 1731.

disregulart (dis-reg'u-lSr), a. [< dis- priv. +
reyular.] Irregular.

It remains now that we consider whether it be likely
there should any men be, who, in all the rest, do enjoy a
true philosophique liberty, and who (not having more
i//'xi >'/"'"'' passions) despise honours, pleasures, riches.

Evelyn, Liberty and Servitude.

disrelish (dis-rel'ish), r. t. [< dis- priv. + rel-

ish.'} 1. To dislike the taste of ; hence, to dis-

like for any reason
;
feel some antipathy to :

as, to disrelish a particular kind of food ; to dis-

relish affectation.

Neither can the excellencies of heaven he discerned, hut
by a spirit dinrelishing the sottish appetites of the world.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 87.

It Is true, there Is a sort of morose, detracting, ill-bred

people, who pretend utterly to disrelish these polite inno-
vations. Sirift, Tale of a Tub, vii.

2. To destroy the relish of or for
;
make uu-

relishing or distasteful. [Rare.]

Savoury fruits, of taste to please
True appetite and not disrelish thirst

Of nectarous draughts between.
Milton, P. L., v. 305.

disrelish (dis-rel'ish), w. [< disrelish, r.] 1.

Dislike of the taste of something ; hence, dis-

like in general ; some degree of disgust or an-

tipathy.
Men love to hear of their power, but have an extreme

disrelish to be told of their duty.
Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

2. Absence of relish
; distastefulness. [Rare.]

With liatefulest disrelish writhed their jaws,
With s.mt and rimlers HUM. Milton, P. I,., x. .VW.

disrelishablet (dis-rel'ish-a-bl), a. [< dis- priv.
+ rclishablf.} Distasteful'.' Bp. Racket.

disrelishing (dis-rd'ish-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of dis-

I'l'li.ih, v.} Offensive to the taste
; disgusting.

When onre it becomes indifferent, it begins to be dix-

r.-lixhiii;!. Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

disremember (dis-re-mem'ber), r. t. [< f//x-

priv. + remember.'} Not to remember; to for-

get. [Vulgar.]
Somebody told me, I'm sure ; I .//x*v;m-mVr \vlm.

H". .)/. Baker, New Timothy, p. 294.

1683

disrepair (dis-re-par'), n. [< dix- priv. + re-

iiair'.] The state of being out of repair or in

bad condition; the condition of needing re-

pair.
All spoke the master's absent care,
All spoke neglect and disrepair.

Scott, Rokeby, II. 17.

Beyond an occasional chance word or two, . . . the

friendship had outwardly fallen into disrepair.
J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 202.

disreputability (dis-rep'u-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [<

disreputable : see -bility.} The state of being
disreputable. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

disreputable (dis-rep'u-ta-bl), a. [< dis- priv.
+ reputable. Bee disrepute.'] 1. Not reputable;
having a bad reputation : as, a disreputable per-
son. 2. Bringing into ill repute; discredita-

ble; dishonorable: as, a disreputable act.

I have declared that there was nothing disreputable, in

the public opinion here, in sending children to schools

supported at the public charge. Everett, Orations, 1. 314.

disreputably (dis-rep'u-ta-bli), adv. In a dis-

reputable manner.

Propositions are made not only ineffectually, but some-
what disreputably, when the minds of men are not prop-
erly disposed for their reception.

Burke, Conciliation with America.

disreputation! (dis-rep-u-ta'shon), n. [< dis-

priv. -I- refutation. See disrepute.'] Privation
of reputation or good name ; disrepute ;

dises-

teem; dishonor; disgrace; discredit.

I will tell you what was the course in the happy days of

Queen Elizalwth, whom it is no disreputation to follow.

Baton.

Jesus refused to be relieved, . . . rather than he would
do an act, which . . . miglitbe expounded n disreputation
to God's providence. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 100.

What disreputation Is it to Horace, that Juvenal excels
in the tragical satire, as Horace does in the comical?

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

disrepute (dis-re-puf), n. [< dis- priv. + re-

pute.} Loss or want of reputation ; disesteem ;

discredit; dishonor.

The hr 1 irf in astrology was almost universal in the mid-
dle of the seventeenth century ; . . . in the beginning of

the eighteenth the art fell Into general disrepute.
Scott, Guy Mannerlng, Iv.

The colony was fast falling into disrepute.
Bancroft, Hist U. S., I. 117.

= Syn. Ill repute, low esteem, disrespect.

disreputet (dis-re-puf), v. t. [< disrepute, n.]
To bring into discredit or disgrace.
Grant that I may so walk that I neither disrepute the

honour of the Christian institution, nor stain the white-
nesses of that innocence which thou didst invest my soul

ithal. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 102.

disrespect (dis-re-spekf), r. t. [< dig- priv. +
respect, r.} To' have or show no respect for

;

hold in disesteem. [Now chiefly colloq.]

Ah, fool ! that doat'st on vain, on present toys,
And disrespect'gt those true, those future joys.

Quartet, Emblems, ill. 14.

I must tell you that those who could find in their Hearts
to love you for many other Things do disrespect you for

this [swearing]. Homll, Letters, I. v. 11.

In the ship . . . hewasmnch<iirep:<edand unworthi-

ly used by the master, one Feme, and some of the passen-
gers. Winthrap, Hist. New England, I. 276.

disrespect (dis-re-spekf), n. [< dis- priv. + re-

spect, n.} Want of respect or reverence
;
mani-

festation of disesteem
; incivility.

What is more usual to warriors than impatience of bear-

Ing the least affront or disrespect f Pope.
Such fancies do we then affect,
In luxury of disrespect
To our own prodigal excess
Of too familiar happiness.

Wordsworth, To Lycoris.

= Syn. Discourtesy, impoliteness, slight, neglect.

disrespectability(dis-re-spek-ta-biri-ti), n. [<

disrespectable : see -bility.} 1. The character
of being disrespectable. [Rare.]
Her taste for disrespectaoilitif grew more and more re-

markable. Thaclceray, Vanity Fair, Ixlv.

2. One who or that which is disreputable. [Hu-
morous.]
The demi-monde are a class to which we have no counter-

part in America ; they are respectable disrenpeclabilities,
lead the fashions, and give the tone to the society in the

outside, superficial world. S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 370.

disrespectable (dis-re-spek'ta-bl), a. [< dis-

priv. -f- respectable.} Not respectable ;
not wor-

thy of any, or of much, consideration or esteem.

[Rare.]
It requires a man to be some disrespeetable, ridiculous

Boswell before he can write a tolerable life.

Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, i.

disrespecter (dis-re-spek'ter), n. One who dis-

respects; a contemner. [Rare.]
I shall . . . take it for granted that there have been,

und are, but too many witty disrettpectere of the Scripture.
Boyle, Works, II. 29ft.

disrupt

disrespectful (<liw-re-spekf ful), a. [< disrespect
+ -ful, 1; or < ilix- priv. + respectful.} Showing
disrespect; wanting in respect; manifesting
disesteem or want of respect; irreverent; un-
civil: as, a disrespectful thought or opinion;
disrespectful behavior.

Slovenly In dress, and disrespectful In manner, he was
the last man to be feared as a rival In a drawing-room.

(jWw*w, Fleetwood.

-Svn. Discourteous, Impolite, rude, nngentlemanly, Im-

pudent, pert.

disrespectfully (dis-re-spekf ful-i), adv. In a

disrespectful manner
; irreverently; uncivilly.

To speak disrespectfully, or to prophesy against the tem-

ple, waa considered by the Jews as blasphemy, and of

course a capital offence. Bp. Porteous, Lectures, xxl.

disrespectfulness (dis-re-spekt'ful-nes), n.

Manifestation of disrespect ;
want of respect in

manner or speech.
disrespectivet (dis-re-spek'tiv), a. K disrespect
+ -ice; or<(/i-priv.'+ respective.'] Disrespect-
ful.

mercies.

/;/-. 'llnii, Soliloquies, Ixll.

disrespondencyt, [< dig- priv. + respon-

dencyT] Lackofrespondency. SirAston Cokain.

disreverencet (dis-rev'e-rens), v. t. [< dis-

priv. + reference.] To deprive of reverence;
treat irreverently ;

dishonor.

And also we should of our dutle to God rather forbeare
the profyte that ourselfe might attayne by a masse, than
to see his maiestye disreuerenced, by the bold presunipcioii
of such an odyous minister as he hath forboden t" come
about him. Sir T. More, Works, p. 227.

disrobe (dis-rob'), *.
; pret. and pp. disrobed,

ppr. disrobing. [< OF. desrober, dcsrotiber, F. d-
rober, < des- priv. + robe, a robe : see dis- and
robe, and cf. rob.} I. trans. 1 . To divest of a
robe or garments ; undress. Hence 2. To di-

vest of anyenveloping appendage; denude; un-
cover : as, autumn disrobes the fields of verdure.

I am still myself,
. . . though disrob'd of sovereignty, and ravish 'd

Of ceremonious duty that attends it.

Fletcher (and another). False One, v. 4.

II. intrans. To divest one's self of a robe or
of one's garments.

Pallas disrobes; her radiant veil unty'd . . .

Flows on the pavement of the Court of Jove.

Pope, Iliad, v.

disrober (dis-ro'ber), n. One who strips of

clothing or covering.
disroot (dis-rSf ), t'. t. [< dis- priv. + root2.}
1. To tear up the roots of; tear up by the

roots.
Whate'er I was

Disrooted, what I am is grafted here.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Hence 2. To tear from a foundation ; loosen
or undermine.
A piece of ground disrooted from its situation by sub-

terraneous inundations. Goldsmith.

disroutt (dis-rouf), r. t. [< OF. desrouter, dts-

roter, disruter, desroupter, F. derouter, break

up, scatter, rout, < ML. as if 'disruptare, < L.

diftrupttis, pp. otdisrumpere, break or burst asun-
der: see disrupt.} To rout; throw into confu-
sion.

The Black Prince . . . not only disrouted their mighty
armies, killing many and defeating all, but brought the

King, Dauphin, and all the Prince Peers of the land, pris-
oners. Eng. Stratagem (Arber's Eng, Gamer, I. 608).

diSTUlilyt (dis-r8'li-li), adv.

< *disrewly, disruly, + -ly%.]

[ME. disrewlilye;
In a disruly man-

It ... maketh hym love yvelle companye
And lede his lyf disreidilye.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4900.

disrulyt (dis-rS'H), . [Early mod. E. disnilie; <

ME. "disretcly (in adv. disrewlilye : see disrulily),
< dis- priv. + *reicly, ruly : see dis- and ruly, and
cf . unruly. Cf. OF. desrieule, disorder, < des- priv.
+ rieule, rule.] Unruly.
IHsrulie, [L.] irregularis.

Levins, Manlp. Vocab., col. 99, 1. 47.

disrupt (dis-rupf ), r. t. [< L. disruptus, com-
monly diruptus, pp. of disrumpere, commonly
dirampere, break or burst asunder, < dis-, di-,

apart, asunder, + rumpere, break : see rupture.
Cf. disrout.] To break or burst asunder; sepa-
rate forcibly.
A convention, elected by the people of that SUte to

consider this very question of disrupting the Federal

Union, was in session at the capital of Virginia when Fort
siimter fell. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 142.

The charges necessary to disrupt the piers and roof from
their connection with the bed-rock.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 441.

disrupt (dis-rupf), a. [< L. dhruptta, diruptus.

pp. : see the verb.] Torn from or asunder :



disrupt

severed by rending or breaking. Ask. [Rare
or obsolete.]

disruption (dis-rup'shon), . [< L. 'disrup-

tio(n-), equiv. to dirupti'o(n-), < disrumpere, pp.

disruptus, commonly dirumpere, pp. diruptns,

disrupt: see disrupt, v.] A rending asunder ; a

bursting apart ;
forcible separation or division

into parts ;
dilaceration.

Sought
To make disruption in the Table Round.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

Rosalind . . . has since ordered her conduct according
to the conventions of society, with the result that her in-

ward being suffers disruption and all but moral ruin.

B. Dotvden, Shelley, II. 130.

Disruption of the Scottish Church, the rupture of the
Established Church of Scotland in 1843, when about 200

commissioners, composed of ministers and elders, present-

ing a protest against the General Assembly as a church
court, at its meeting on May 18th, on the ground that it

had been deprived of its just freedom and powers by the
action of the government, chiefly through the enforcement
of lay patronage in the settlement of ministers, withdrew
from it and organized the new Free Church of Scotland.
About 470 ministers seceded, forfeiting benefices of fully

100,000 aggregate value. The controversy preceding the

disruption is known as the "ten years' conflict."

disruptive (dis-rup'tiv), a. [< disrupt + -ive.]

1. Causing or tending to cause disruption;
rending ; bursting or breaking through.
Nor can we imagine a cohesive tenacity so great that it

might not be overcome by some still greater disruptive
force such as we can equally well imagine.

J. Puke, Cosmic Philos., I. 5.

It [his death] let loose all the disruptive forces which
Bedford had been able to keep in subjection.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 339.

2. Produced by or following on disruption : as,

disruptive effects. Disruptive discharge. See dis-

charge, l.

disruptiveness (dis-rup'tiv-nes), . The state
or quality of being disruptive.
The character which was found to be fundamental in

sensitive discharges, viz., diimptiixne's, is common to
both kinds of discharge.

J. E. II. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 110.

disrupture (dis-rup'tur), . [< disrupt + -ure,
after rupture. Of. OF. desrouture, disruption.]
Disruption; a rending asunder. [Rare.]
disrupture (dis-rup'tur), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
disruptured, ppr. disruptitring. [< disrupture,
n. ] To rupture ;

rend
;
sever by tearing, break-

ing, or bursting. [Rare.]
diss (dis), n. An Algerian name for the Arundo
tenax, a reedy grass, the fibers of which are used
for making cordage.
dissatisfaction (dis-sat-is-fak'shon), n. [< dis-

satisfy: see satisfaction.'] The s'tate of being
dissatisfied

;
lack of pleasure or content in some

thing, act, or situation
;
uneasiness proceeding

from the want of gratification, or from disap-
pointment.
The ambitious man ... is subject to uneasiness and

dissatisfaction. Addinon, Spectator.

= Syn. Discontentment,'distaste, dislike, displeasure, dis-

approbation, disappointment, annoyance.
dissatisfactoriness (dis-sat-is-fak'to-ri-nes), .

The quality of being dissatisfactory; inability
to satisfy or give content; a failing to give con-
tent.

Sensible he must needs be not only of the shortness and
uncertainty of sensible enjoyments, but also of their poor-
ness, emptiness, insufficiency, dissatisfactoriness.

Sir M. Hate, Enquiry touching Happiness.

dissatisfactory (dis-sat-is-fak'to-ri), a. [< dis-

priv. + satisfactory. ~\
Not satisfactory; unsat-

isfying; displeasing.
To have reduced the different qualifications in the dif-

ferent states to one uniform rule would probably have
been as dissatisfactory to some of the states as difficult
for the convention. A. Hamilton.

dissatisfied (dis-sat'is-fid), p. a. 1. Discon-
tented; not satisfied; not pleased; offended.
The dissatisfied factions of the autocracy. Bancroft.

2. Arising from or manifesting dissatisfaction:

as, a dissatisfied look.

The camels were groaning laboriously, and the horses
were standing around in dissatisfied silence in the white
heat of noon. ffDonovan, Merv, xxiv.

dissatisfy (dis-sat'is-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

satisfied, ppr. dissatisfying. [< dis- priv. + sat-

isfy.'] To render discontented
; displease; frus-

trate or come short of one's wishes or expec-
tations.

When a new government is established, by whatever
means, the people are commonly dissatisfied.

Hume, The Original Contract.

The Italian allies, who had borne so great a share of the
burthen of Rome's conquests, and who had reaped so
small a share of their fruits, were naturally dissatisfied
with their dependent position.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 326.

1684

dissavaget (dis-sav'aj), r. t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

savaged, ppr. dissavaging. [<T dis- priv. + sav-

age.] To tame
;
civilize.

Those wild kingdoms
Which I dissavayed and made nobly civil.

Chapman, Cffisar and Pompey, I. 1.

disscattert, > t. [ME. deskateren; < des-, dis-,

L. dis-, apart, + scatter.] To scatter abroad;
disperse.
Hit [the silver] is so deskatered bothe hider and thidere,
That halvendel shal ben stole ar hit come togidere and

acounted. Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 337.

dissceptert, v. t. [< OF. desceptrer, F.
descep-

trer, deprive of a scepter, depose, < des- priv.
+ sceptre, scepter: see dis- and scepter, v.] To
deprive of a scepter.

A hundred kings, whose temples were impall'd
In golden diadems, set here and there
With diamonds, and gemmed every where,
And of their golden virges none disceptred were.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph on Earth.

disseatt (dis-sef), v. t. [< dis- priv. -r seat.]
To unseat

;
overthrow.

Seyton ! I am sick at heart
When I behold Seyton, I say This push
Will cheer me ever, or dis-seat me now.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3.

dissect (di-sekf), r. t. [< L. dissectiis, pp. of

dissecare (> Sp. disecar= Pg. dissecar = F. dis-

sequer = D. dissekeren = Dan. dissekere = Sw.

dissekera), cut asunder, cut up, < dis-, asunder,
+ secure, cut : see section.] 1 . To cut in pieces ;

divide into parts with or as with a cutting in-

strument: as, to dissect a fowl. Specifically
2. To cut in pieces, or separate the distinct

or elementary parts of, as an animal or a plant,
for the purpose of studying its organization
or the functions and morbid affections of its

organs and tissues
; anatomize.

Where, with blunted Knives, his Scholars learn
How to dissect, and the nice Joints discern.

Conyreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

Like following life through creatures you dissect,
You lose it in the moment you detect.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 29.

Hence 3. To examine part by part or point
by point; treat or consider piecemeal ; analyze,
as for the purpose of criticism

;
describe in de-

tail : as, to dissect a man's character.

Chief mastery to dissect
With long and tedious havoc fabled knights,
In battle feign'd. Milton, P. L., ix. 29.

If men can so hardly endure to have the deformity of
their vices represented to them though very imperfectly
here, how will they bear the dissecting and laying them
open in the view of the whole world?

StUUnyfleet. Sermons, I. xi.

Dissected map or picture, a map or picture mounted
on a board and divided into more or less irregular parts,
designed to be joined together as a puzzle.

Or must every architect invent a little piece of the new
style, and all put it together at last like a dissected map'

Ruskin.
Dissecting aneurism. See aneurism.

dissected (di-sek'ted), p. a. [Pp. of dissect, v.]
In bot., deeply cut into numerous segments:
applied to leaves, etc.

dissectible (di-sek'ti-bl), a. [< dissect + -4ble.]

Capable of being dissected.

dissection (di-sek'shon), n. [= F. dissection =
Sp. diseccion = Pg. dissecqcto = It. dissezione, <
L. as if

*
dissection-), < dissecare, pp. dissectus,

cut up: see dissect.] 1. The operation of cut-

ting open or separating into parts. Specifically
2. The process of ciitting into parts an animal

or a plant, or a part of one, in such a way as to
show its structure or to separate one or more
of its organs or tissues for examination: as, the
dissection of a dog ; the dissection of a hand or a
flower.

In our dissection of lake ice by a beam of heat we no-
ticed little vacuous spots at the centres of the liquid
flowers formed by the beam.

Tyndatt, Forms of Water, p. 119.

Hence 3. The act of separating anything into
distinct or elementary parts for the purpose of
critical examination; treatment or considera-
tion of something in detail or point by point.
Such strict enquiries into nature, so true and so perfect

a dissection of human kind, is the work of extraordinary
diligence. Granmlle.

4t. A segment ;
a division

; a part.
All his kindnesses are not only in their united forms

but in their several dissections fully commendable.
Si'r P. Sidney, Def. of Poesie, p. 554.

Canonical dissection. See canonical.

dissector (di-sek'tor), n. [= F. dissecteur =
Sp. disector = Pg. dissector = It. dissettore, <
NL. "dissector, < L. dissecare, pp. dissectiis, dis-
sect: see dissect.] One who dissects

;
one who

practises dissection for the purpose of study-

lis-sez'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disseized,

izing. [Also disseise; < OF. desseisir,

dissemble

ing or demonstrating organization and func-
tions.

disseize (dis-sez

ppr.
disseisir, dessaisif, F. dessaisir (= Pr. dessazir),

dispossess, < des-, dis-, priv.,+ seisir, saisir, take

possession of: see dis- and seise.] In law, to

dispossess wrongfully ; deprive of actual seizin

or possession: followed by of: as, to disseize a
tenant of his freehold. See disseizin.

Then thus gan Jove : Right true it is, that these
And all things else that under heaven dwell
Are chaung'd of Time, who doth them all disseise

Of being. Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 48.

A man may frequently suppose himself to be disseised,
when he is not so in fact. Blackstone, Com., III. 10.

And pilfering what I once did give,
Disseize thee of thy right.

6. Herbert, Submission.

disseizee (dis-se-ze'), n. [< disseize + -ee1.]
In law, a person unlawfully put out of posses-
sion of an estate. Also spelled disseisee.

disseizin (dis-se'zin), n. [Also disseisin; < OF.
(AF.) disseisin, m., disseisine, desseisine, dessai-

sine, f., disseizin, < disseisir, dessaisir, disseize:

see disseize, and cf . seizin.] In law : (a) In the
most general sense, the wrongful privation of

seizin
;
ouster. (&) In old Eng. law, the violent

termination of seizin by the actual ouster of
the feudal tenant, and the usurpation of his

place and relation. It was a notorious and tortious
act on the part of the disseizor, by which he put himself
in the place of the disseizee, and, in the character of
tenant of the freehold, made his appearance at the lord's

court. {Kent.) In more modern use it includes silent en-

try and usurpation of enjoyment, under pretense of right,
with or without title. Assize of novel disseizin, an ob-
solete common-law writ for the recovery of land, where the
demandant himself had been turned out of possession.
Disseizinby election, a legal fiction by which the owner
was permitted to admit that he had been disseized, irre-

spective of the actual fact of technical disseizin, in order
to have a remedy against the adverse claimant. Equi-
table disseizin, the loss or deprivation of an equitable
seizin : a term sometimes used, but disapproved by the

highest authorities. (Compare, for the analogies afforded

by similar phrases, equitable waste, nnder waste; equita-
ble estate, under estate ; and equitable seizin, under seizin.)

disseizor (dis-se'zpr), n. [Also disseisor, dis-

seiser; < OF. (AF.) disseisor, disseisour, < dis-

seisir, disseize : see disseize.] In law, one who
wrongfully dispossesses another, or puts an-
other out of possession.
Where ent'ring now by force, thou hold'st by might,
And art disseiser of another's right.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iii.

disseizoress (dis-se'zor-es), n. [< disseizor +
-ess.] In law, a woman who wrongfully puts
another out of possession. Also spelled dis-

seisoress. [Rare.]
disselboom (dis'el-bom), n. [D., the pole of
a wagon, < dissel, axletree, + boom, pole, boom,
beam : see beam, boom?. ] The neap or pole of
an ox-wagon. [South African.]

I took the only precaution in my power, viz., to unfas-
ten the chain, trek-tow, from the disselboom, so that that

Important portion of my gear should not act as a conduc-
tor to the inflammable part of my load.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 619.

dissemblablet (di-sem'bla-bl), a. [< OF. des-

semblable, F. dissemblable '(= Sp. desemejable),
< dessembler, be different: see dissemble, and
cf. semblable.] Not resembling; dissimilar.
Puttenham.
dissemblance1 (di-sem'blans), . [< OF. des-

semblance, F. dissemblance (= Pr. dessemblanza
= Sp. desemblanza, desemejama = Pg. desseme-

Ihanya = It. dissimiglianza), < dessemblant, un-

like, different, ppr. of dessembler, be unlike :

see dissemble, and cf. semblance.] Want of re-

semblance; dissimilarity. [Rare.]
Nor can there be a greater dissemblance between one

wise man and another. Osborne, Advice to a Son.

It must, however, be remembered that the dissemblance
of the hieroglyphic and hieratic characters appears great-
er than it really is. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 100.

dissemblance2! (di-sem'blans), n. [< dissemble
+ -ance; the same in form as dissemblance1 ,

but with sense due directly to dissemble.] The
act of or faculty for dissembling.

I wanted those old instruments of state,
Dissemblance and suspect.

Marston and Webslfi; The Malcontent, i. 4.

Without dissemblance he is deep in age.
Middlcton, The Phoenix, i. 1.

dissemble (di-sem'bl), t:
; pret. and pp. dis-

sembled, ppr. dissembling. [< OF. dessembler,

dessambld^, F. dissembler, be unlike (cf. OF. des-

sembler, dessambler, dcssenbler, dessanbler, sepa-
rate, disjoin, divide opposed to assembler, as-

semble : see assemble), = Pr. Cat. dessembler =
Sp. desemejar, be unlike, dissemble, = Pg. des-



dissemble

semelhar, desttoH&kar, make, unlike, = it. dissimi-

aliare, be unlike, differ
j

these forms (partly <

ML. dinniinil<ir<; 'ttixsiniilittri; be or make unlike :

see dtKxiiiiilatr) being partly mingled with <)!'.

ditaiiHuler, F. tlissiinuh'r = Sp. disimutar = Pg.
ilixxiiHulttr = It. diaxiiiinlitri; < L. tiifistmidan,

feign to bo different, dissimulate, dissemble, <

dixxniiilix, unlike, < ilix- priv. + simitis, like:

see similar, dixniinilnr, and cf. assemble?, attxiut-

ulitlt; moiiiniltite, dissimule, dissimulate, dissimi-

Idti-, resemble, semble, etc.] I. trans. If. Tomake
unlike

;
cause to look different

; disguise.
I'll put It [agown|on, and I will <!!*.*, /, ihlf m\ self in't.

Skak., T. N., iv. i

2. To give a false impression about: cause
seem different or non-existent; mask under

i to

: under a
false pretense or deceptive manner.
A man must frame some probable cause why he shouM

nut do his beat, anil why he should dissemble his abilities.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, li. 337.

To leave olf loving were your better way ;

Yet If you will dissemble It, you may.
Dryden, Helen to Paris, 1. 149.

The wrongsof the Puritans could neither be dissembled
nor excused. Bancroft, Hist. U. .-.. I. 238.

3f. To put on the semblance of; simulate; pre-
tend.

Your sou Lucentio . . .

both love my daughter, and she lovuth him,
Or both dissemble deeply their affections.

Shale., T. of the S., Iv. 4.

Then It seems you dissemble an Aversion to Mankind
only in compliance to my Mother's Humour.

Congrece, Way of the World, 11. 1.

So like a lion that unheeded lay,

Dissembliny sleep, and watchful to betray,
With inward rage he meditates his prey.

Dryden, Sig. and Ouls., 1. 243.

4f. To assume the appearance of
; appear like

;

imitate.

The gold dissembled well her yellow hair. Dryden.

=Syn. 2. Dissemble, Simulate, Dissimulate, Disguise,

cloak, cover. (See hide.) To dissemble Is to pretend that a

thing which is is not : as, to dissemble one's real senti-

ments. To simulate is to pretend Hint a thing which is

not is : as, to simulate friendship. To dissimulate Is to

hide the reality or truth of something under a diverse or

contrary appearance : as, to dissimulate one's poverty by
ostentation. To disguise is to put under a false guise, to

keep a thing from being recognized by giving it a false

appearance : as, I cannot disguise from myself the fact.

See dissembler and conceal.

I thought it best, however, to dissemble my wrath, and
to treat them with promises and fair words, until ... an

opportunity of vengeance should be afforded me.
Poe, Tales, I. 6.

The scheme of simulated insanity Is precisely the one
he [HamletJ would have been likely to hit upon, because
it enabled him to follow his own bent.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 221.

Compelled to disguise their sentiments, they will not,

however, suppress them.
/. D'Jsraeli, Calam. of Authors, II. 270.

II. intrans. If. To give a false appearance;
make a deceptive impression or presentation.

What wicked and dissembling glass of mine
Made me compare with Uermia's sphery eyne?

Shale., M. N. D., ii. 3.

2. To assume a false seeming ; conceal the real

fact, motives, intention, or sentiments under
some pretense ;

mask the truth about one's self.

Ye dissembled in your hearts when ye sent me unto the

Lord your Uod, saying, Pray for us. J cr. .\lii. 20.

I did dissemble with her

Myself to satisfy.
H'illiiiin Quiseman (Child's Ballads, III. 50).

To seeming sadness she coinpos'd her look ;

As if by force subjected to his will,

Though pleas'd, dissembling, and a woman still.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph.,1. 311.

dissembler (di-sem'bler), n. One who dissem-

bles; one who conceals his opinions, character,

etc., under a false appearance; one who pre-
tends that a thing which is is not.

The French are passing courtly, ripe of wit,

Kind, but extreme ditxtinblers.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, 1. 1.

A deep dissembler, not of his affections only, but of re*

ligion. Milton, Eikonoklastes.

= Syn. /)iW//iWir, 11 1/interite. A dissembler is one who
tries to conceal what he is; a hypocrite, one who tries to

make himself appear to be what he is not, especially to

seem better than he is. See dimeinbl<:

The old sovereign of the world [Tiberius as depicted by
Tacitus], . . . conscious of failing: strength, raging with

capricious sensuality, yet to the last the keenest of observ-

ers, the most artful of dissemblers, and the most terrible

of masters. Macaulttii, On History.

WIK- unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hiiiKn-ritm .' for ye
are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear
ln-uutifiil outward, bnt arc within full of dead men's tioncs.

and of all uncleauiir". -Mat. xxiii. '2~.

dissemblingly (di-sem'bling-li), udr. Iu a

dissembling manner; deceptively.
And yet.disseiiMiin.ilil lie thought to dallye and t pla>

Drant, tr. uf Horace's Satires, i. 'J.

disseminate (di-sem'i-nat), r. f.
; pret. and pp.

itisKi-Hinitilril, ppr. di.wniiiiating. [< L. dixse-

niiiiiitii*. pp. of disseminare (> It. disseminare =
Sp. dim-in imi r = I'g. ttiwiiiinur = F. disseminer),
scatter seed, < dis-, apart, + tieininiire, sow: see

dis- and scminute.] 1. To scatter or sow, as

seed, for propagation.
Seeds are disseminated by their minuteness- by their

capsule being converted into u light balloon-like enve-

lope ... by having hooks and grapnels of many kinds
and serrated awns, so as to adhere to the fur of quadrn-
jj.

'!-. ami liv In hiL' furnished with wings and plumes as

different in shape as elegant in structure, so as tu be waft-

ed by every breeze. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 187.

Hence 2. To spread by diffusion or dispersion :

generally with reference to some intended or

actual result.

A uniform heat disseminated through the body of the

eartlu Woodward.

The Jews are disseminated through all the trading purls
of the world. Addison, Spectator.

3. To scatter by promulgation, as opinions or

doctrines
; propagate by speech or writing.

Nor can we certainly leani that any one philosopher of

note embraced our religion, till it had been for many
years preached, and disseminated, and had taken deep
root In the world. Bp. Attertmry, Sermons, I. iii.

Alexis. Sire, I never have attempted to disseminate my
opinions.

Peter. How couldst thou? the seed would fall only on

granite. Landor, Peter the Great and Alexis.

dissemination (di-sem-i-na'shon), n. [= F.

dissemination = Sp. diseminacion = Pg. dissemi-

nac_8o It. disseminazione, < L. disseminatio(n-),
< disseminare, pp. disseminatus, scatter seed:

see disseminate.} 1. The act of sowing or

scattering seed for propagation. Hence 2.

A spreading abroad for some fixed purpose
or with some definite effect; propagation by
means of diffusion or dispersion ; extension of

the influence or establishment of something.
He therefore multiplied them to a great necessity of a

dispersion, that they might serve the ends of Uod and of

the natural law, by their ambulatory life and their nu-

merous disseminations.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Pref., p. 12.

That dispersion, or rather dissemination [of people after

the flood], hath peopled all other parts of the world.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, i.

3. Propagation by means of promulgation; a

spreading abroad for or with acceptance, as of

opinions.
The Gospel is of universal dissemination.

Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, I. 4.

The dissemination of speculative notions about liberty
and the rights of man. Hartley, Speech on Slave Trade.

disseminative (di-sem'i-na-tiv), a. [< dissemi-

nate + -ive.~\ Tending to disseminate or to be-

come disseminated.

Heresy is, like the plague, infectious and disseminative.
Jer. Taylor, llule of Conscience, iv. 1.

disseminator (di-sem'i-na-tor), n. [= Sp. di-

seminador = It. disseminatore, \ LL. dissemina-

tor, < L. disseminare, pp. disseminatus, dissemi-

nate : see disseminate.] One who or that which
disseminates or spreads by propagation.
The open canals, picturesque disseminators of disease,

have all been closed. The American, XII. 10.

dissension (di-sen'shon), n. [Formerly also dis-

sention; < ME. dissencion, dissenciun, -cioun, <

OF. dissension, dissencion, F. dissension = Pr.

dissencio, dissention = Sp. disension = Pg. dis-

sensSo = It. dissensione, < L. dissensio(n-), dis-

agreement, dissension, < dissentire, pp. dissen-

sus, differ in opinion : see dissent, .] Disagree-
ment in opinion; especially, violent disagree-
ment which produces warm debate or angry
words; contention in words; strife; discord;

quarrel ;
breach of friendship or union.

Paul and Barnabas had no small dissension and dispu-
tation with them. Acts xv. 2.

The Council of France procured a Reconcilement be-

tween the King and the Dauphin, who had been in long
Jealousies and Diisention. Baker, Chronicles, p. 186.

= Syn. Difference, dispute, variance.

dissensions, dissensiously. See dissentious,

dissciitiously.

dissensualize (dis-sen'su-al-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. iHxxiHsHii/izcdjjppr.dissensualizing. [< dis-

priv. + sensualize.] To deprive of sensuality ;

render free from sensual qualities or tenden-
cies.

We had our table so placed that the satisfaction of our

hunger might be dissensualizfd by the view from the win-

ili.ws. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. -J.vs.

dissent (di-senf), r. ('. [< ME. dissenteii, < OF.
<li.-"-iitir, F. diixentir = Sp. diMCntir I'g. di-
xi iitn- = Tt. ilissriitin; < L. dixt-M<ire, differ in

opinion, disagree, differ. < //>-, npart, + m-ntin .

feel, think. J 1. To be of a different or c-on-

dissenterism

trary opinion or feeling ; withhold approval or

assent: with/r<wi before the object.
As they were Intimate friends, they tuok the freedom to

dissent from one another in discourse, or upon occasion
to speak a Latin sentence without fearing the imputation
of pedantry or Ill-breeding. Addixon, Ancient Medoli, I.

Hie bill passed . . . without a dissentin-i n.ii e. lliillam.

In almost every period of the middle ages, there had
been a few men who In some degree dissented from tin-

common superstitious. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 108.

It (science) difsents without scruple from those whom
It reverences most. J. R. Seeley, >at. Kfllgion, p. D.

2. Eccles., to refuse to acknowledge, conform

to, or be bound by the doctrines or rules of an
established church. See dissenter. 3t. To
differ

;
be of a different or contrary nature.

Every one ought to embrace the religion which ls true,
and to shun, as hurtful, whatever dissenteth from it, but
that most which doth farthest dissent.

Hooker, Eccle. Polity.

dissent (di-senf), n. [< dissent, v."\ 1. The
act of dissenting; a holding or expressing of

a different or contrary opinion ; refusal to be
bound by an opinion or a decision that is con-

trary to one's own judgment.
If bare possibility may at all tntangle our assent or dis-

tent In things, we cannot fully misbelieve the absurdest
fable in .ilsop or Ovid.

Dr. It. More, Antidote against Atheism, I. ix. i 3.

2. A declaration of disagreement in opinion
about something: as, the minority entered their

dissent on the records of the house. 3. Sc-

ales., refusal to acknowledge or conform to

the doctrines, ritual, or government of an es-

tablished church, particularly in England and
Scotland.

In religion there was no open dissent, and probably very
little secret heresy. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The open expression of difference and avowed opposi-
tion to that wlilch is authoritatively established consti-

tutes Dissent, whether the religion be Pagan or Christian,
Monotheistic or Polytheistic.

U. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 238.

4t. Contrariety of nature ; opposite quality.

Where the menstrua are the same, and yet the Incorpo-
ration followeth not, the dissent is in the metals. Bacon.

dissentaneous (dis-en-ta'ne-us), a. [= Pg.
It. dissentaneo, < L. dissentaneus, disagreeing, <

dissentirc, disagree: seedissent,v. Cf. consenta-

neous.] Disagreeing; contrary; inconsistent.

They disprove it as dissentaneous to the Christian reli-

gion. Rycaut, Greek and Armenian Churches, p. 308.

Dissentaneous argument, in logic, a middle term for

argumentation drawn from the opposites of the terms of

the question.

dissentanyr (dis'en-ta-ni), a. [< L. dissenta-

neus, disagreeing : see dissentaneous.'} Dissen-

taneous; inconsistent.

The parts are not discrete or dissentany, for both con-

clude not putting away, and consequently in such a form
the proposition is ridiculous. Hilton, Tetrachordon.

[The form of the word in this extract is doubtful.]

dissentationt (dis-en-ta'shon), n. [Irreg.
<

dissent + -ation.] The act of dissenting; dis-

pute. W. Browne.
dissenter (di-sen'ter), n. 1. One who dissents ;

one who differs in opinion, or one who declares

his disagreement.
'Twill be needless for me to treat as a casuist, to con-

vince the dissenters from this doctrine.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays (1654), ill. 104.

Specifically 2. Eccles., one who refuses to

accept the authority or doctrines, or conform
to the ritual or usages, of an established church ;

a nonconformist : specifically applied in Eng-
land to those who, while they agree with the
Church of England (which is Episcopal) in

many essential doctrines, differ from it on ques-
tions of church government, relation to the

state, and rites and ceremonies. The word ap-

pears to have come into use in the seventeenth century
as synonymous with noncoi\furmist , although its equiva-
lent may be said to have existed in Poland In the name
dissident, a term which first appears in the acts of the

Warsaw Confederation of 1573, and there denotes a Polish

Protestant, in contradistinction to a member of the es-

tablished Catholic Church. The name dissenter is not or-

dinarily given to the Episcopalians in Scotland, though
they dissent from the Established Church of Scotland,
which is Presbyterian. Dissenters' Chapels Act. See

Lord Lifndhurst's Act, under act. Dissenters' Mar-
riages Act, an English statute of 1836 (6 and 7 Wm. IV.,

c. 85), authorizing marriages between persons who are not

identified with the Church of England according to the

rites of their own church. =Syn. 2. Xoiicvnformitt, etc.

See heretic.

dissenterlsm (di-sen'ter-izm), . [< dissenter

+ -ism.'] The spirit or the principles of dis-

sent or of dissenters. [Bare.]
He ... tried to lay plans for his campaign and heroic

desperate attempts to resuscitate the shop-keeping Di-
scnterism of Carliugford into a lufty Norn. mfoi mist ideal.

Mrs. Oliphanl, Salem Chapel, UL



dissentience

dissentience (di-sen'shens), . [< dissentient: see dissert.] To discourse in the style of a dis-

?^e The sate of dissenting; * ^ssBjaaaa.^v>nt -
'

,. tafee = Sw. dissertation = F. dissertation = Sp.

jWMEtt^swafffta fsSa<S^&2S^mav reallv have another character. - -^ ,, * ,.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 238. course, < L. dissertare, pp. dissertatus, discuss:

dissentient (di-sen'shent), a. and n. F= It. see<feserf.] 1. A set or formal discourse.

dissenziente < L. dissentien(t-)s, ppr. of dissen- He began to launch out into a long dissertation upon

re, dissent: see dissent, v.] I. a. Disagree-

ing; expressing dissent; dissenting.

Without one dissentient voice.

V. Knox, Winter Evenings, xxxvii.

the affairs of the North.
Addison, The Political Upholsterer.

He was easily engaged in a keen and animated disser-

tation about Lochleven trout, and sea trout, and river

trout, and bull trout, and char, which never rise to a fly.

Scott, Abbot, xxiv.

dissident

see dis- and sever, separate.] I. trans. To dis-

part; divide asunder; separate; disunite by

any means : as, the Reformation dissevered the

Catholic Church.

When from the Goats he shall his Sheep disseuer :

These Blest in Heav'n, those Curst in Hell for euer.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

Dissever your united strengths,
And part your mingled colours once again.

Shale., K. John, U. 2.

II. intrans. To part ; separate.

Than was the ban cried that eche man sholde go on

whiche part that he wolde, and thei disseuered and weute

eche to his baner. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 485.

The youthful friend, dissentient, reason'd still Scott, Abbot, xxiv. Then when flesh and soul rfiecr.

Of Je soul's prowess, and the subject will
g A written essaV( treatis6) or di8quisition : **. M*-" Eerald

.
M * ~

4r-'vet as. Newton's dissertations on the prophecies. disseverance (di-sev'er-ans), n. [< ME. dis-

Three of the four united colonies declared for war , yet neueraunrf tlfteveraunce < OF dessevrance, de-
the dissentient Massachusetts interposed delay. You would laugh at me, says Philander, should I make severaunce, aeseveraunce,,

s ur .

"<^^> ,

' "
you a learned dissertation on the nature of rusts. I shall sevrance (= Pr. dessebransa = it.

aisceveranza^Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 359. ,__
H. n. One who disagrees and declares his ^Si^SSSSSZ^^iSS^

preserve a coin better than the best artificial varnish.dissent.

There were eleven observers [of the sound-producing

ppowersVfmTr different kinds of gunpowder], all of.whom, rH ssertational (dis-er-ta'shon-al), a. [< dis-

nfe^in ST^^J^^ ation -at] Relating to' dissertations ;

dissenting (di- sen 'ting), p. a. Having the

vrance (= rT. aesseoransa = 11. HMOWBTIWIBM/I

.,.., .. j . < dessevrer, dissever: see dissever.] The act of

are extremely beautiful in the eye of an antiquary, an I

dissevering, or the state of being dissevered;

separation.
Tyl se of soure dulnesse deseueraunce made.

Richard the Redeless, ii. 60.

Mr. Miall is the leader of those in England who accept
the voluntary method, who desire the entire ("

'

Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

-* _ . . . .. r . j. LI1G VUlUllbalJ llltnlvjv*, .' .l\r UV.U.K

(dis-er-ta shon-ist), n. [< dis- of tne gtate from aii religious bodies.

. ..
(dis'er-ta-tor), n. [= F. disserta-

R. J. Hinton, Eng.'Radical Leaders, p. 227.

_ , j-sev-e-ra'shon), n. [< dissever

Same as disseverance. [Rare.]

character of dissent; belonging to or connected
serfatt + -ist.Y

"

One who writes disserta-
with a body of dissenters: as, a dissenting nun- ^ a dissertator. Imp. Diet.
ister or congregation ;

a dissenting chapel, bee --

dissen ter Dissenting Chapels Acts. See Lord Lynd-
hurst's Act, under act. ^r^^S"

.,^-*~, j, ><*_~.i~**kt_
The <Ks8enmn of bone and vein.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

usseraaTOr u" er-ia-iAu-;, . L= J- ""><"" "'-
-(- -ation.] Same as disseverance, \_aaxe.j

teur = Sp. disertador = Pg. dissertador, < LL.
aisseverment (di-sev'er-ment), n. [< OF. des-

dissertator, < L. dissertare, pp. dissertatus, dis-
sevrement desevrement (= ft. disceveramento), <

sion'; given to dissension; contentious; quar- .^S^^^&'^S^^^^
relsome.

Either
the coinmi

Bcnile. on Bentley's Phalaris, p. 114. ,

in religion they haue a duaentiou, head, or in . ,
,

,. dlSShadOWt (dis-shad o),V. t. [< <feg- priv. +
mnweaith a factious head. dissertlyt, adv. bee disertly. shadow.] To free from shadow or shade.

Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 93. disserve (dis-serv' ). v. t.
; pret. andpp. disserved, But goQn ^ he ^shadowed js

ey love his grace but lightly PP?- disserving. [< OF. desservir, desermr,^. Restoring the blind world liis blemished sight.

desservir = Pr. desservir = Sp. desermr = Pg. " f--<,-~ f<,~s.f. ,.t, =^H TH,They
That fill his ears with such dissensions rumours.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

dissentiously, dissensiously (di-sen'shus-li),
adv. In a dissentious or quarrelsome manner.

Chapman.

desservir = It. disservire, disserve, < L.
G. Fletcher, Christ's Victory and Triumph.

r = it. atssermre, a erve, <. i,. a-
aj,,!^,^ (dis-sheTH'), . [< dfa- priv. +

priv. + servire, serve: see serve. Cf. deerw.]
, ^n I- \raws . To unsheathe, as a sword.

i-i .-nf-tdT nonlTT'* ITmiTA * HO fl.Tl 1 T11V11 . -*. , -, n -11 n _ 1 _ _ J_1_To serve or treat badly ; injure ;
do an ill turn

to. [Rare.]

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, Ded.

He would receive no person who had disserved him into

any favour or trust, without her privity and consent.

. .

IT. intrans. To drop or fall from a sheath.

In mounting hastily on horseback, his sword, dissheath-

inn, pierced his own thigh.
Raleigh, Hist. World, III. iv. 3.

disshipt (dis-ship'),
v. t. [< dis- priv. + ship.]:oiiseiit. ww *^ri v fr '7 t- "-

.

Brougham. To remove or discharge from a ship.

A man may disserve God, disobey indications not of our
own making but which appear, if we attend, in our con-

sciousness he may disobey, I say, such indications of the

real law of our being in other spheres besides the sphere

dissepiment (di-sep'i-ment), n. [< LL. dissai- I have neither served nor dixserved the interest of any

pimentum, less correctly dissepimentum, a par- party of Christians.

tition,< L. disscepire, less correctly

dissepire, separate, divide by a

boundary, < dis-, apart, + sxpire,
less correctly sepire, hedge in,
fence : see septum.] 1 . In bot. : (a)
A partition; especially, one of

the partitions within ovaries and aa , Dissepiments.
of conduct. M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

fruits formed by the coherence of disservice (dis-ser' vis), n. [< F. desservice (=
the sides of the constituent carpels. Spurious or Sp . deservicio = Pg. desseryico

= It. disservigio,

false dissepiments are partitions otherwise form- disservizio), < desservir, disserve: see disserve,
ed. (6) In hymenomycetous fungi, same as and cf. service] Service resulting in harm ,. , .

r ,-, ,. . ,

tra,na.-2. In zool. and.anat.,: () In general, rather than benefit; an ill turn, intentional or ^^S^^S^^JS <ir%ZZ
a septum or partition ;

that which puts asunder unintentional,
two or more things by coming between them :

&s,the dissepiment ot thenostrils. (6) Specifical-

ly (1) One of the imperfect horizontal plates
which connect the vertical septa in corals, and
divide the loculi between the septa into a series

of intercommunicating cells. (2) The internal

The Captaine by discretion shall from time to time dis-

ship any artificer or English seruingman or apprentice out

of the Primrose into any of the other three ships.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 296.

disshivert (dis-shiv'er), v. t. [< dis-, asunder,
+ shiver1 .] To shiver or shatter in pieces.

Disshivered speares, and shields ytorne in twaine.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 21.

Sp. disidencia = Pg" dissidencia, < L. dissidentia,

< dissident t-)s, dissident : see dissident.] Differ-

fnedSser^ce toTel?Son
SeVCTe

enee or separation in opinion; disagreement;don
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xiv.

My uncle Toby's wish did Dr. Slop a disservice which
his heart never intended any man.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 1.

dissent.

Dissidence in Poland is dissent in England.
Latham, Nationalities of Europe, v.

(dis'i-dent), a. and n. [= F. dissi-

separation or division between the segments of disserviceable (dis-ser'vis-a-bl), a. [< dis- priv. aen t = gp . disiderite = Pg. dissidente, < L. dissi-

annelids, as worms.-Tabular dissepiment, in the + serviceable. Cf. disserve.] Of no service or
den(t-)s, ppr. of dissidere, sit apart, be remote,

tabular corals, one of several horizontal plates reaching advantage; hence, unhelpful; hurtful; detri- disagree, < dis-, apart, + sedere = E. sit.]
entirely across the cavity of the theca, one above the other, -mental p Ii TUfFa-pont- nf variannAentirely across the cavity of the theca, o
See millepore.

In the Tabulata, horizontal plates, which stretch com-
pletely across the cavity of the theca, are formed one
above the other and constitute tabular dissepiments.

Uuxley, Encyc. Brit., 1. 130.

mental.

I confess, there were some of those persons whose names
deserve to live in our book for their piety, although their

particular opinions were such as to be disserviceable unto

a. If. Different
;
at variance.

Our life and manners be dissident from theirs.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 9.

particular opinions were such as to be dixwrviceabie unto _ ^^. ,. j & n
the declared and supposed interests of our churches. 2. Dissenting; not conforming; specifically.

C. Mather, Mag. Christ., iii., Int. dissenting from an established church. [Rare.]

Dissident priests also give trouble enough. Carlyle.

II. n. One who differs or dissents from oth-

dissepimenta, n. Plural of dissepimentum. disserviceableness (dis-ser'vis-a-bl-nes), n.

dissepimental (di-sep-i-men'tal), a. [< dissepi- The quality of being disserviceab'le ; tendency
ment + -al] Pertaining to or of the nature to harm. Bailey, 1727. Prsln regard to anvthins esneciallv an oppo-
of a dissepiment. disserviceably (dis-ser'vis-a-bli), adv. In a dis-

' .^^M8^.!?-^?^1^? '. I
8
_p.l

c
-Siiyl ??'

dissepimentum (di-sep-i-men'tum), n.
; pi. dis- serviceable manner; without service or advan-

sepimenta (-ta). [LL. : see dissepiment.] A dis- tage. Bp. Backet.

dissettlet (dis-set'l), v. t. [< dis- priv. + settle.]

[< F. disserter= Sp. di- To unsettle.
sepiment.

dissertt (di-serf), v.

sertar = Pg. dissertar, < L. dissertare, discuss,

nent of or dissenter from a prevailing opinion,

method, etc.

Two only out of forty-four canonists who were person-
ally present . . . were found to deny that the marriage of

Arthur and Katharinehad been consummated. Thenames

Under whose government [that of a carnal mind] he was of the dissidents, the particulars of the discussions, are

argue, discourse, freq. of disserere, pp. disser- resolved to be, and not be dissettled by the inlets of any unknown. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of md, iii.

The dissidents are few, and have nothing to say in de-

fense of their unbelief, except what is easily refuted as

disjoin,!, e., setapart in order, < dis-, apart, + dissettlementt (dis-set'1-ment), n. [< disset- misapprehension, or want of logical cons

tus (usually disertus, as adj. well-spoken, fluent : higher light.

see disert), discuss, argue, discourse about, lit.
Dr- H- More

' Epistles to the Seven Churches, Pref.

serere, join : see series.

course; expatiate.

Cf. desert1 .] To dis- tie + -ment.] The act of unsettling, or'the state
of being unsettled

;
disturbance.

A venerable sage, . . . whom once I heard disserting No conveyancer could ever in more compendious or
on the topic of religion. Harris, Happiness, binding terms have drawn a dissettlement of the whole

birthright of England. Marvell, Works, I. 615.As I once had some theatrical powers myself, I disserted

,
.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 199.

Specifically (a) Adissenter; one who separates from an

established religion.

Next year we hope a Catholic Oaths Bill will pass ; and
then ... we shall find all the popular literature of the

day deriding ail countries where a political oath is exact-

ed from dissidents as the seats of the queerest old-fash-

ioned bigotry. Saturday Rev., July 29, 1865.

[The University of London] has not become, as many
apprehended, a nursery for dissidents and agnostics, or

,'ii -..-,. , -r ,
.

developed a novel and heretical school of opinion in ethics,
ot dissertare, argue, discuss, discourse about: separare (> OF. sevrer, etc.), sever, separate: history, or psychology. Quarterly Rev., cxxvil. 42.

on such topics with my usual freedom. dissever (di-sev'er), v. [< ME. disseveren, de-
'

lcar
' XV111 '

severen, < OF. dessevrer, desevrer, descivrer, dis-

dissertate (dis'er-tat), r. i. ; pret. and pp. dis- severer = Pr. dessebrar, desebrar = It. disceve-

sertated, ppr. dissertating. [< L. dissertatus, pp. rare, discevrare, sceverare. < L. dis-, apart, +



dissident

Especially ('/) I'ndiT the old elective monarchy of IV
land, h< -ii tin' r>t:ihli>lird church WHS Roman Catholic,
H I.uth< nui, Cjilvinist, A r mi Mian, or udht iriit of the Greek
Church, who was allowed tho free exercise of bin faith.

1687

To simulate the contrary of; cause to

appear different from the reality.

dissi

Public feeling required tbe meagreness of nature to be
ssimulated by tall barricades of frizzed curia and bows.I have a great opinion of the cogency of the controver-

sial arguments of the llussian troops In favour of thedu-
sidents. Cliesterfield, Letters, -Vo. 4la

dissilience, dissiliency (di-sil'i-ens, -en-si), n.

[<astUien(t)+-oe,-cy.] The act of"starting J.
>ro

'*
-

.h
dissimulatet (di-sim'u-lat), a.or flying asunder,

dissiiient (di-sil'i-ent), a. [< L.

ppr.
of dissilirc. flyj,part, < din-, apart, + mi In-: .

George Eliot, Middleman*, ill.

-Syn. .simulate, Disguise, etc. See dissemble.

II. tiiinniH. To practise dissimulation; make

[ME., < L. dis-

leap: see salient.] Starting
or flying asunder; burst-

ingopen with some force, as
the dry pod or capsule of
some plants.

dissilition (dis-i-lish'on),
n. [Irreg. < L. dissilire" fly

apart: see dissiiient.] The
act of bursting open; the
act of starting or flying
apart. [Bare.]
The air in the smaller having

so much room in the greater to
receive it, the disrililion of that
air was great Boyle, Works, 1. 92.

dissimilar (di-sim'i-lar), a.

[= F. dissimilaire = Sp.
disimilar = Pg. dissimilar,

equiv. to It. dissimile, < L. dissimilis, unlike, <

dis- priv. + similis, like: see dis- said similar.]
Unlike as to appearance, properties, or nature ;

not similar; different; heterogeneous: as, dis-

similar features
; dissimilar dispositions.

Two characters altogether dissimilar are united in him.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

Dissimilar foci. See focus. Dissimilar whole, in

loijic, a whole whoso parts are heterogeneous.

Dissilienl Capsule of 1m-
fallens BalsatHiHa at the
moment of bursting.

ximutatus, pp.: see the verb.] Dissembling;
feigning.

r uder smiling she was dissimulate.

11,-nrijimn, Testament of Creseide, U 225.

dissimulation (di-sim-ii-la'shon), n. [< ME.
itissi HI utation = F. dissimulation = Sp. disimu-
lacion = Pg. dissimulayao = It. dissitnulasioue,

. L. dissimulatio(n-), dissembling, < dissimulare,
pp. dissimulatus, dissemble, dissimulate: see

dissimulate, dissemble.] The act of dissimulat-

ing; concealment of reality under a diverse
or contrary appearance ; feigning ; hypocrisy ;

deceit.

Let lovo be without dissimulation. Rom. xii. 0.

Before we discourse of this vice, it will be necessary to
observe that the learned make a difference between sim-
ulation aud dissimulation. Simulation is a pretence of
what is not, and dissimulation a concealment of what is.

Tatler, Mo. 213.

I am arrived at last in the presence of a man so real and
eif

ual that I may drop even those undermost garments of

dissimulation, courtesy, aud second thought, which men
never put off. Emerson, Friendship.
= Syn. Simulation (see dissemble and dissembler), dupli-

. ity, deceit.

dissimulator (di-sim'u-la-tor), n. [= F. dissi-

mulatfur (OF. dissimuleur :' see dissimulour) =
Sp. disimulador = Pg. dissimulador = It. dis-

simulatore, < L. dissimulator, < dissimulare, pp.
dissimulatus, dissemble: see dissimulate.] One

< L. dissimulare, conceal, dissemble: see dis-

semble, dissimulate.] To dissemble
;
conceal.

His wo he gau disyimilen and hyde.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 322.

Howbeit this one thing he could neither dissimule nor
passe over with silence.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcelliuus.

In the church, some errours may be dissimuled with
less inconvenience than they can be discovered.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

A

dissimilarity (di-sim-i-lar'i-ti), n. [= F.dis- who dissimulates or feigns; a dissembler.
similarite; as dissimilar + -ity. Cf. similarity.] Dissimulator as I was to others. I was like a guilty
Unlikeness; want of resemblance; dissimili- child before the woman I loved. Bulwer, Pelham, Ixvii.

tude; difference: as, the dissimilarity of faces
dissimulet, dissimilet, v. t. [< ME. dissimulen,or voices.
dissimilen, < OF. dissimuler, F. dissimuler = Sp.We might account even for a greater dissimilarity by disimular = Pg. dissimular = It. dissimulare,

considering the numler of ages during which the several - . - ...
swarms have been separated from the great Indian hive,
to which they primarily belonged.

Sir W. Jones, The Chinese, vii.

= Syn. Diversitu, etc. See di/erence.

dissimilarly (di-sim'i-l&r-li), adv. In a dissim-
ilar manner.

dissimilate (di-sim'i-lat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
dissimulated, ppr. dissimulating. [< ML. dissimi-

latus, pp. of dissimilare (dissimulare: see dis-

simulate, dissemble), make unlike, < dissimilis,
unlike : see dissimilar.] To make unlike

;
cause

to differ. [Rare.]
HiKcimilafi/vn Mi <rim i Ift'sVinn'l n IV rli*inii My duty is to exhort you ... to search and examinedissimilation (ai-sim-i-ia snon;, n. \\ ai^imi-

consciences, and that not lightly nor after the
late: see -ation.] The act or process of ren- manner of dissimulerl with God
dering dissimilar or different. The Order of the Communion (1548).

Most of these assimilations aud dissimilations [in al- [Also in the First Prayer-book (1549).)

phabetic form] may be traced to reasons of mere graphic Christcalleththemhypocrites,duisiwiuki-,bliudguides
convenience. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 332. and painted sepulchres.
Specifically (a) In philol., the change or substitution of Tyndale, Alls, to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 45.

a sound to or for another and a different sound when HissimnlinirHVli snm'ii Kmr\ n f< MP rfiseim
otherwise two similar sounds would come together or very ""SUnuiingt ( -Sim u-lmg,), n. KMJS.OUIMMI-
close to each other, as in Latin alu-nun for 'aliimu, Italian '.''"fl"

1
' dissimilynge ; verbal n. of dissimule, v.]

pelegrino from Latin peregrinui, English number (= Ger- The act of dissembling or dissimulating; dis-
man nummer) from Latin numerus, etc. (6) In Woi., ca- simulation,
tabolism (which see) : opposed to assimilation.

dissimilative (di-sim'i-la-tiv), a. [< dissimi-
late + -ive.] Tending to render dissimilar or , ,

different; specifically, in biol, catabolic (which dlSSimulourt, n. [ME < )F. dissimuleur, 'die-

see): opposed to assimilative.
similour < L dissimulator, a dissembler: see

dissimilet, v. t. See dissimule. .f*
1

."" 'iff"^ ,.
A dissembler. Chaucer.

dissimilitude (dis-i-mil'i-tnd), . [= F. di- oissipable (dis i-pa-bl), . [<: OF. disstpable , <

xiiiiiliiuili' = Sp. disimilitud = Pg. dissimilitude
L '**" that may be dissipated, < dtssi-

= It. dissimilitudine, < L. dissimilitude (-tudin-), '"T'
disslpate: see dissipate.] Liable to be

unlikeness, < dissimilis, uiilike : see dissimilar,
d
j?sipated ;

that may be scattered or dispersed,
and cf. similitude.] 1. Unlikeness; want of
resemblance ; difference : as, a dissimilitude of
form or character.

Every later one [church] endeavoured to be certain de- dissipate (dis'i-pat), V.
; pret. and pp. dissi-

grees more removed from conformity with the church of pated, ppr. dissipating. [< L. dissipatus, pp.Rome than the rest before had been : whereupon grew of dissipare, also written dissupare O OF. rfjs-
marv elloua great ,lissimilitudfs.

^^ siper^ tf disitifer
_ Sp . aisipar = Pg, dissipar=

** fc'-SSSSaS- Etoftta^tS* t
Where many dissimilitudes can be observe,!, and but P<"'C'

!<UPPare
. (fare) throw, also in COmp. insi-

one similitude, it were better to let the shadow alone than l>are, throw into.] I. trans. 1. To cause to
hazard the substance. pass or melt away; scatter or drive off in all

Jcr. Tniilor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 396. directions
; dispel: as, wind dissipates fog; the

Swich subtil lokiug and dissimulinyes.
Chaucer, Squire s Tale, 1. 27

The heat ' those Plauts ta very dissipable.

Bacon, Nat Hist.

2. In rhet., a, comparison by contrast.
dissimulancet (di-sim'u-lans), . [<+ -aiicc. Cf. dissemblance.] Dissembline
ItiiUctj, IT11.

dissimulate (di-sirn'u-lat), v.; pret. and j>p.

(NnfMtilatMi, ppr. dissimulating. [< L. di.ixi-

iniiliitKx. pp. of difKimiiltiri . ilissemble: se<> ilix-

simule aud ilissemble, aud of. dissimilate.] I.

heat of tho sun dissipates vapor; mirth dissi-

pates care.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, x.

The reader will perhaps rind the rays of evidence, thus
brought to a focus, suttii.-lent t.. dissipate the doubts that
may hitherto have lingered with him.

II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 504.

dissipative
The heat carried up by the ascending current at the

equator ... Is almost wholly dissipated into the cold
stellar space above. J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. *.

2. To expend wastefully ;
scatter extravagantly

or improvidently ; waste, as property by fool-
ish outlay, or the powers of the mind by devo-
tion to trivial pursuits.
The vast wealth that was left him, being reckoned no

less than eighteen hundred thousand pounds, was in three
years dissipated. Bp. Burnet, Hist Reformation, an. 1509.

If he had any grain of virtue by descent, he has dissi-

pated it with the rest of his inheritance.

Sheridan, School lor Scandal, i. 2.

The extreme tendency of civilization U to dissipate all

intellectual energy. llazlitt.

The extravagance of the court had dissipated all the
means which Parliament had supplied for the purpose of

carrying on offensive hostilities.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.
= Syn. 1. Dissipate, Dispel, Disperse, Scatter. These
words are often interchangeable. Dissipate and dispel,
however, properly apply to the dispersion of things that
vanish am! are not afterward collected ; dissipate U the
more energetic, and dispel is more often used figurative,
ly : as, to dissipate vapor ; to dissipate a fortune ; to dii-

pel doubt; to dispel uncertainty. Disperse and scatter
are applied to things which may be again brought toge-
ther: as, to scatter or disperse troops ; or to things which
are quite as real and tangible after scattering or dispers-
ing as before : as, to gather up one's scattered wits.

The first flashing of the candles upon that canvas had
seemed to dissipate the dreamy stupor which was stealing
over my senses. Poe, Tales, I. 387.

From what source did he [the sun] derive that enormous
amount of energy which, in the form of heat, he has been
dissipating into space during past ages?

J. Croll, Climate aud Cosmology, p. 298.

I saw myself the lambent easy light
Gild the brown horror, and dispel the night.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 1230.

Let me have
A dream of poison ; such soon-speeding gear
As will disperse itself through all the veins.

Shale., R. and J., v. 1.

In the year 1484, the Earl of Richmond, with forty Ships,
and five thousand waged Britains, took to sea

; but that
Evening, by Tempest of Weather, his whole Fleet was dis-

persed. Baker, Chronicles, p. 230.

A king that sitteth in the throne of Judgment scattereth

away all evil with his eyes. Prov. xx. 8.

II. intrans. 1. To become scattered, dis-

persed, or diffused
;
come to an end or vanish

through dispersion or diffusion. 2. To engage
in extravagant, excessive, or dissolute plea-
sures

;
be loose in conduct.

dissipated (dis'i-pa-ted), p. a. [Pp. of dissipate,
v.] Indulging in or characterized by extrava-

gant, excessive, or dissolute pleasures; intem-
perate, especially in tho use of intoxicating
drinks : as, a dissipated man ;

a dissipated life.

dissipation (dis-i-pa'shou), n. [< F. dissipation= bp. disipacion = Pg'. dissipacSo = It. dissi-

pazione, < L. dissipatio(n-), a scattering, < dis-

sipare, pp. dissipatus, scatter: see dissipate.]
1. The act of dissipating, dispelling, or dis-

persing; the state of being dissipated; a pass-
ing or wasting away: as, the dissipation of va-

por or heat; the dissipation of energy.
This was their vaine arrogance and presumption, . . .

when their guiltie consciences threatned a dissipation and
scattering by diuine lustice. furclias, Pilgrimage, p. 45.

Foul itisti'jititinn follow'd, and forced rout.

Milton, P. L, vL 598.

The dissipation of those renowned churches.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv., Int.

2. The act of wasting by misuse
; wasteful ex-

penditure or loss : as, the dissipation of one's

powers or means in unsuccessful efforts. 3.
Distraction of the mind and waste of its ener-

gy, as by diverse occupations or objects of at-

tention; anything that distracts the mind or
divides the attention.

A dissipation of thought is the natural and unavoidable
effect of our conversing much in the world.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, L x.

Mere reading is not mental discipline, but rather men-
tal dissipation. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 845.

4. Undue indulgence ui pleasure ; specifically,
the intemperate pursuit of enjoyment through
excessive use of intoxicating drink, and its at-
tendant vices.

What ! Is it proposed then to reclaim the spendthrift
from his dissipation and extravagance, by filling his pock-
eta with money ? Wirt.

Circle of dissipation, in optics, the circular space upon
tlu- retina of the eye which is taken up by one of the ex-
treme pencils of rays issuing from any object Dissi-
pation function. See function. Dissipation of en-
ergy. See enerou. Radius of dissipation, the radius

-/'<.] 1. Tending to dissipate or disperse;
dispersive.
For as it is a distinction between living and non-living

bodies that the first propagate while the second do not,
it is also a distinction between them that certain actions



dissipative

which go on in the first arc cumulative, instead of being,
us iu the second, dissipative.

U. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 324.

2. Of or pertaining to the phenomenon of the

dissipation of energy. See energy Dissipative
function. Same as dissijtatioit.fi (It). Dissipative sys-

tem, in physics, a system in which energy is dissipated.

dissipativity (dis"i-pa-tiv'i-ti), . [< dissipa-
tiee + -ity.~\ la physics: (a) Half the rate of

the dissipation of energy in any given system.
(6) The function which expresses this half rate.

The electric energy U, the magnetic energy T, and the

diisipativity Q. Philos. Mag., XXV. 131.

dissitet (di-sif), a. [< LL. dissitus, lying apart,

remote, < L. dis-, apart, + situs, placed: see dis-

andsite.] Situated apart ; scattered; separate.

Far (lignite from this world of ours, wherein we ever
dwelt. Holland, tr. of Camden'a Britain, p. 46.

dissociability (di-so-shia-bil'i-ti), M. [< dis-

priv. + sociability.] 1. Want of sociability.
Warburton. [Rare.] 2. Capability of being
dissociated.

dissociable (di-so'shia-bl), a. [< F. dissocia-

ble, unsociable, dissociable, < L. dissociabilis, ir-

reconcilable, <. dissociare, separate : see disso-

ciate.] 1. Not well associated, united, or as-

sorted
;
not sociable

; incongruous ;
not recon-

cilable.

They came in two by two, though matched in the most
dissociable manner, and mingled together in a kind of
dance. Addison, Vision of Public Credit.

Not only all falsehood is incongruous to a divine mis-

sion, but is dissociable with all truth.

Warburton, Sermons, iii.

2. Capable of being dissociated.

When blood or a solution of oxyhiemoglobin is shaken
up with carbon monoxide, the "dissociable" or "respira-
tory" oxygen is displaced. Encyc. Brit., XX. 484.

dissocial (di-so'shal), a. [< LL. dissocialis, irre-

concilable, < L. dis- priv. + socialis, social : see
dis- and social.'] 1. Unfriendly; interfering or

tending to interfere with sociability or friend-

ship. 2. Disinclined to or unsuitable for so-

ciety ;
not social

;
contracted

;
selfish : as, a dis-

social passion.
A dissocial man? Dissocial enough; a natural terror

and horror to all phantasms, being himself of the genus
reality. Carlyln, French Eev., III. vii. 2.

dissocialize (di-so'shal-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

dissocialized, ppr. dissocializiitg. [< dissocial +
-ize.~\ To make unsocial

;
disunite. Clarke.

dissociate (di-so'shi-at), v . t.
; pret. and pp. dis-

sociated, ppr. dissociating. [< L. dissociatus,

pp. of dissociare (> Sp. disociar = Pg. dissociar
= F. dissocier), separate from fellowship, dis-

join, < dis- priv. + sociare, associate, unite, <
soci us, a companion : see social] 1. To sever
the association or connection of; dissever; dis-
unite

; separate.
By thus dissociating every state from every other, like

deer separated from the herd, each power is treated with
on the merit of his being a deserter from the common
cause. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

Unable to dissociate appearance from reality, the sav-

age, thinking the elHgy of the dead man is inhabited by
his ghost, propitiates it accordingly.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 158.

In passing into other races Christianity could not but
suffer by being dissociated from the tradition of Jewish
prophecy. It could not but lose the prophetic spirit, the
eager study of the future.

J. R. Seeleij, Nat. Religion, p. 223.

Specifically 2. In chem., to separate the ele-
ments of

; decompose by dissociation.

Carbonic oxide, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, ammo-
nia, and hydriodic acid have been dissociated by various
chemists. Ainer. Cyc., VI. 140.

dissociation (di-so-shi-a'shon), n. [< F. disso-
ciation = Sp. disociacion = Pg. dissociaf&o, < L.

dissociatio(n-), a separation, < dissociare, pp.
dissociatus, separate: see dissociate. Cf. asso-

ciation, consociation.] 1. The severance of as-
sociation or connection; separation; disunion.

It will add . . . to the dissociation, distraction, and con-
fusion of these confederate republics.

Burke, Rev. in France.
The dissociation reaches its extreme in the thoughts of

the man of science.

H. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 348.

Specifically 2. In chem., the resolution of
more complex into simpler molecules by the
action of heat. Also called thermolysis. Diso-
ciation is applied by some authors to cases where the dis-
sociated gases recombiue when the temperature falls, and
thermolysis where the gases do not spontaneously recom-
bine on cooling. Also disassociation.

The word was first employed by Henri Sainte-Claire
Ueville, who in November, 1857, read before the French
Academy of Sciences a paper "On the Dissociation or
Spontaneous Decomposition of Bodies under the Influ-
ence of Heat." Amer. Cyc., VI. 139.
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dissociative (di-so'shia-tiv), a. [< dissociate +
-ive.] Tending to dissociate; specifically, in

chem., resolving or reducing a compound to its

primary elements.

The resolution of carbonic acid into its elements ... is

one of the most familiar instances of this transformation

of solar radiation into dissociative action. Edinburgh Ken.

dissocioscope (di-so'shi-o-skop), H. [Irreg. <

dissociation) + Gr. eitoxeiv, view.] A form of

apparatus devised by Tommasi for showing the

dissociation of ammoniacal salts. It consists of a

glass tube within which is placed a strip of blue litmus-

paper moistened with a neutral solution of ammonium
chlorid. If the tube is plunged into boiling water, the
ammonium chlorid is dissociated and the litmus-paper
becomes red ; in cold water, the ammonia and hydrogen
chlorid reunite and the paper becomes blue again.

dissolubility (dis"o-lu-bil'i.-ti), . [= F. dis-

solubilite = Sp. disolubilidad; as dissoluble +
-ity : see -bility.] Capacity of being dissolved.

Sir M. Hale.

dissoluble (dis'o-lu-bl), a. [= F. dissoluble =
Sp. disoluble = Pg. dissoluvel = It. dissolubilc,
< L. dissolubilis, that may be dissolved, < dis-

solvere, dissolve: see dissolve.'] 1. Capable of

being dissolved; convertible into a fluid. 2.

That may be disunited or separated into parts.
The gentlest Shade that walked Elysian plains
Might sometimes covet dissoluble chains.

Wordsworth, Departure from Grasmere.

If all be atoms, how then should the Gods
Being atomic not be dissoluble ?

Tennyson, Lucretius.

dissolubleness (dis'o-lu-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being dissoluble, llichardson.

dissolute (dis'o-lut), a. [< ME. dissolut = OF.
dissolu, F. dissolu = Pr. dissolut = Sp. disoluto
= Pg. It. dissoluto, < L. dissolutus, loose, lax,

careless, licentious, dissolute, pp. of dissolvere,

loosen, unloose, dissolve: see dissolve.'] It.

Loose; relaxed; enfeebled.

At last, by subtile sleights she him betraid
Unto his foe, a Gyaunt huge and tall ;

Who him, disarmed, dissolute, dismaid,
Unwares surprised. Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 61.

2. Loose in behavior and morals; not under the
restraints of law

; given to vice and dissipation ;

vicious
; wanton

;
lewd : as, a dissolute man

;

dissolute company. 3. Characterized by dis-

soluteness
;
devoted to pleasure and dissipa-

tion : as, a dissolute life.

And forasmuch as wee be in hand with laughinge, which
is a signe of a vcrye light and dissolute ininde, let her see
that slice laugh not vnmeasureably.

rives, Instruction of a Christian Woman, I. 6.

They made themselues garlands, and ran vp and downe
after a dissolute maner.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, viii.

They are people of very dissolute habits.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 01.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Immoral, Depraved, etc. (see criminal),
uncurbed, unbridled, disorderly, wild, rakish, lax, licen-

tious, profligate, abandoned, reprobate.

dissolutedt (dis'o-lu-ted), p. a. [Pp. of "disso-

lute, t\] Loosened; unconfined.
The next, mad Mathesis ; her feet all bare,
Uugirt, untrimm'd, with dissoluted hair.

C. Smart, Temple of Dulness.

dissolutely (dis'o-lut-li), adr. It. In a loose or
relaxed manner

; so as to loosen or set free.

Then were the prisons dissolutely freed,
Both field and town with wretchedness to fill.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, iv.

2t. Unrestrainedly.
I haue scene forraine Embassadours in the Queens pres-

ence laugh so dissolutely at some rare pastime or sport
that hath beene made there, that nothing in the world
could worse haue becomen them.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 244.

3. In a moral sense, loosely ; wantonly ;
in dis-

sipation or debauchery ;
without restraint : as,

to spend money dissolutely.
The queen's subjects lived dissolutely, vainly, and luxu-

riously, with little fear of God and care of honesty.
Strype, Abp. Parker, an. 1563.

dissoluteness (dis'o-lut-nes), n. Looseness of
manners andmorals

; vicious indulgence in plea-
sure, as in intemperance and debauchery ;

dis-

sipation : as, dissoluteness of life or manners.
Our civil confusions and distractions ... do not only oc-

casion a general licentiousness and dissoluteness of man-
ners, but have usually a proportionally bad influence up-
on the order and government of families.

Tillotson, Sermons, I. i.

dissolution (dis-o-lu'shpn), n. [< ME. dissolu-

cioun, < OF. diss6lution,"F. dissolution = Pr. dis-
solucio = Sp. disolucion = Pg. disxoluc.ao = It.

dixmhisione, < L. dissolutio(n-), < dissolvere, pp.
disHolutiiH, dissolve: see dissolve,] 1. The act of

dissolving, or changing from a solid to a liquid
state

;
the state of undergoing liquefaction.

dissolve

A man ... as subject to heat as butter ; a man of con-

tinual dissolution and thaw. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5.

2t. The substance formed by dissolving a body
in a menstruum

; a solution. Bacon. 3. Sep-
aration into parts, especially into elementary
or minute parts; disintegration; decomposi-
tion or resolution of natural structure, as of

animal or vegetable substances. Specifically
4. Death; the separation of soul and body.
Noblest minds fell often upon doubtful deaths and

melancholy dissolutions. Sir T. Broicne, Uru-buiial, iv.

We expected
Immediate dissolution, which we thought
Was meant by death that day.

Milton, P. L., x. 1049.

He waits the day of his dissolution with a resignation
mixed with delight. Steele, Spectator, No. 263.

5. Separation of the parts which compose a
connected system or body : as, the dissolution

of nature ;
the dissolution of government.

For, doutles, throuch diuisioun
Proceidis dissolatioun.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 44.

To make a present dissolution of the world. Hooker.

If in any community loyalty diminishes at a greater
rate than equity increases, there will arise a tendency to-

ward social dissolution. U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 464.

6. The process of retrogression or degenera-
tion: opposed to evolution. [Rare.]
The evolution of a gas is literally an absorption of mo-

tion and disintegration of matter, which is exactly the re-

verse of that which we here call Evolution is that which
we here call Dissolution.

H. Spencer, First Principles, 97.

7. The breaking up of an assembly or asso-

ciation of any kind, or the bringing of its exis-

tence to an end : as, a dissolution of Parliament,
or of a partnership; the dissolution of the Eng-
lish monasteries under Henry VIII.

Dissolution is the civil death of Parliament. Elackstone.

Henry IV., in 1402, invited both houses to dine with him
on the Sunday after the dissolution.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 446.

8f. The act of relaxing or weakening ;
enerva-

tion ; looseness or laxity, as of manners
;
dis-

sipation ;
dissoluteness.

A longing after sensual pleasures is a dissolution of the

spirit of a man, and makes it loose, soft, and wandering.
Jer. Taylor.

9f. The determination of the requisites of
a mathematical problem Dissolution of the
Wood*, in med., that state of the blood in which it does
not readily coagulate when withdrawn from the body.
= Syn. 4 and 5. Termination, destruction, ruin. 7. Re-
cess, prorogation, etc. See adjournment.
dissolutivet (dis'o-lu-tiv), a. [< L. dissolutus,

pp. of dissolvere, dissolve (see dissolve), + -ire.]

Dissolving in the chemical sense.

Because these last mentioned are the most unlikely to
be readily dissoluble by a substance belonging to the ani-

mal kingdom, ... I shall subjoin two trials that I made
to evince this dissolutive power of the spirit of blood.

Boyle, Human Blood.

dissolvability (di-zol-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< dissolv-

able: see-bility.] Capability of being dissolved
;

solubility.
dissolvable (di-zol'va-bl), a. [< dissolve +
-able.'] Capable of being dissolved; that may
be converted into a liquid : as, sugar and ice
are dissolvable bodies. Also dissolvible.

Man, that is even upon the intrinsick constitution of
his nature dissolvible, must, by being in an eternal dura-

tion, continue immortal. Sir J/. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

dissolvableness (di-zol'va-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being soluble.

dissolve (di-zolv'), v.-. pret. and pp. dissolved,

ppr. dissolving. [< ME. dissolven = OF. dessou-

dre, dissoudre, dessouldre, later also dissoluer,

dissolver, F. dissoudre = Pr. dissolvre, dissolver=
Sp. disolver = Pg. dissolver = It. dissolvere, < L.

dissolvere, loosen, unloose, disunite, dissolve, <

dis-, apart, + solcere, loose : see solve. Cf . ab-

solve, resolce.] I. trans. 1. To liquefyby the dis-

integrating action of a fluid; separate and dif-

fuse the particles of, as a solid body in a liquid ;

make a solution of : as, water dissolves salt and
sugar; to dissolve resin in alcohol; to dissolve

a gas in a liquid. See solution. 2. In general,
to melt

; liquefy by means of heat or moisture
;

soften by or cover with moisture : chiefly figur-
ative and poetical. See melt.

With well-beap'd IOLTS rf/.-.-n/iv tin cold,
And feed the genial hearth witli tires.

Dryden, tr. of Horace, I. ix. 7.

Our globe seen by God is a transparent hiw, not a mass
of facts. The law dissolves the fact anil holds it fluid.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 274.

3. To disunite; break up; separate into parts;
loosen the connection of; destroy, as any con-
nected system or body, or a union of feeling,
interests, etc.; put an end to: as, to dissolve a



dissolve

government; to dissolve Parliament; to dissolve

an alliance ;
to dissolve the bonds of friendship.

Them that ye can not refuse, . . . ,/...,./,<. and hrrukr
them Into other ferte hysiichinciuws as itahall be taught
hrmifter. rlf.nli/ii, Arte of Eng. I'm-nif, p. IIM;.

Who would nut wish to be
/>jw//>'(/ from eurth, uml with Astnea flee

From this liliml dungeon to that sun-bright throne?

(Juarla, Emblems, I. 15.

In the 11:11111 of (!od anil the Church they .//\.,../,v their

fellowship with him. Miltmi, Church-Government, ii. ;i.

He (the prime minister) may indeed, under gome cir-

cumstances, dissolve I'arliameut; but if the new House of
Commons disapproves of his policy, then he must resign.

K. -1. /'/-' tn<in, Anier. Lects., p. 193.

4. To explain; resolve; solve. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
Them canst . . . dissolve doubts. Dan. v. 16.

I will now for this day return to my question, and dis-
solve it, whether God's people may be governed by a gov-
ernor that bearcth the name of a king, or no '!

Latimer, 5th Sermon lief. Edw. VI., 1649.

Thou hadst not between death and birth
Dissolved the riddle of the earth.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

6. To destroy the power of
; deprive of force

;

annul
; abrogate : as, to dissolve a charm or spell ;

to dissolve an injunction.
The running stream disaoloed the spell,
And his own elvish shape he took.

Scott, L. of L. M., 111. 13.

6. To consume
;
cause to vanish or perish ; end

by dissolution
; destroy, as by fire. [Obsolete

as used of death.]
Seeing then that all these things shall be dissoloetl, what

manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation
and godliness V 2 Pet. 111. 11.

His death came from a sudden catarrh which caused a
squinancy by the inflammation of the interiour muscles,
and a shortness of breath followed which dissolved him In
the space of twelve hours.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, II. 227.

We may ... be said to live . . . when we have in a
great measure conquered our dread of death, . . . and
are even prepared, and willing to bo dissolved, and to be
with Christ. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xt

Dissolved Wood*, blood that does not readily coagulate
on cooling. = Syn. 1. Thaw, Fuse, etc. See melt.

II. intrans. 1. To become fluid
;
be disinte-

grated and absorbed by a fluid
;
be converted

from a solid to a fluid state : as, sugar dissolves
in water.
A distinction is made between chemical and physical so-

lution ; in the former case the substance is first altered
chemically by the solvent, and the new body thus formed
goes into solution ; in the latter, the substance dissolves
without alteration of its chemical nature. Ferguson.

2. To be disintegrated by or as if by heat or
force ; melt or crumble

;
waste away.

The great globe itself,

Yea, all which It inherit, shall dissolve.

Shale., Tempest, v. 1.

3. To become relaxed
; lose force or strength ;

melt or sink away from weakness or languor.
The charm dissolves apace. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

If there be more, more woeful, hold it In ;

For I am almost ready to dissolve,

Hearing of this. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

Till all dissolving in the trance we lay,
And in tumultuous raptures died away.

Pope, Sappho to Phaoii.

4. To separate ; break up: as, the council dis-

solved; Parliament dissolved.

She, ending, waved her hands
; thereat the crowd,

Muttering, dissolved. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

6. To break up or pass away by degrees ; dis-

appear gradually ;
fade from sight or apprehen-

sion: as, dissolving views (see view); his pros-
pects were rapidly dissolving.
dissolvent (di-zpl'vent), a. and n. [= F. dis-
solvant = Sp. disolvente = Pg. It. dissolvente, <.

L. dissoh'en(t-)s,prjr. of dissolvere, dissolve : see
dissolve."] I. a. Having power to dissolve

;
sol-

vent.

II. . 1. A solveut.

Unless a part of the metal is fairly melted in the cruci-

ble, with proper dissoleriitx.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, i. 4.

2. That which disintegrates, breaks up, or
loosens.
The secret treaty of December acted as an immediate

distnlivnt to the truce. Motley.

3. In metl., a remedy supposed to be capable of

dissolving concretions iu the body, such as cal-

culi, tubercles, etc.
; a resolvent.

I have nut >vt myself seen any severe ami satisfactory
trial made to evince the elttcacy of insipid dissolnntt.

Boyle, Works, II. 9s.

dissolve!1

(di-zol'ver), . One who or that
which dissolves, or lias the power of dissolving,
in any sense of that word.
These men were the dissvlrers of Episeopacie.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.
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dissolvible (di-zol'vi-bl), a. [< dissolve + -Me.]

dissonance (dis'6-nans), n. [= D. dissonans =
(i. iliMiniiiii; Dun. Sw. <tissonans, < F. ilixxii-

inini'v = Sp. disoitaitcia = Pg. dissonancia = It.

dixxniHiii^it, disxiHitiuzia, < LL. itixsonaittui, dis-

sonance, < L. disitiinan(t-)s, dissonant: see ilix-

soitant. Cf. assonance, consonance, resonance.]
1 . The quality or fact of being dissonant ; an in-

harmonious mixture or combination of sounds;
harshness of combined sounds

;
discord.

The wonted roar was up amidst the woods,
And nll'd the ah* with barbarous dissonance.

Milton, Comus, 1. -V.".

Specifically 2. In music: (a) The combina-
tion of tones that are so far unrelated to each
other as to produce beats : distinguished from
consonance. See beat1

, n., 7. (b) The interval
between two such tones. See discord. 3. Dis-
cord in general; disagreement; incongruity;
inconsistency. Milton.

The praise of goodness from an unsound hollow heart
must certainly make the grossest dissonance in the world.

Shaftesbury, Letter concerning Enthusiasm, $ 5.

dissonancyt (dis'o-nan-si), . Same as disso-

nance.

The ugliness of sin [and] the dissonancy of it unto rea-
son. ./-''. Taylor, Contemplations, i. :

dissonant (dis'o-nant), a. [< F. dissonant =
Sp. disonante = Pg. It. dissonante, < L. disso-

nan(t-)s, ppr. of dissonare, disagree in sound (cf.

dissonus, disagreeing in sound), < dis-, apart, +
sonus, a sound, sonare, sound: see sonant. Cf.

assonant, consonant, resonant.] 1. Discordant
in sound; harsh; jarring; inharmonious; un-
pleasant to the ear: as, dissonant tones or in-

tervals.

You are yet too harsh, too dissonant ;

There's no true music in your words, my lord.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, lit 1.

With loud and dissonant clangor
Echoed the sound of their brazen drums.

Longfellow, Evangeline, L 4.

2. Discordant in general ; disagreeing; incon-

gruous.
For it must needs be that, how far a thing is dissonant

and disagreeing from the guise and trade of the hearers,
so far shall it be out of their belief.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. .

Dissonant chord, any chord not a major or minor triad.
See triad. Dissonant interval, the interval between
two tones less closely related to each other than a minor
third or sixth. See discord.

dissonedt, [ME., appar. pp. of "dissonen, <
F. dissoner = Pr. Pg. dissonar = Sp. disonar =
It. dissonare, < L. dissonare, disagree in sound :

see dissonant.] Dissonant.

disspirit (dis-spir'it), t>. t. Same as dispirit.
dissuade (di-swad'), v.

; pret. and pp. dissuaded,
ppr. dissuading. [Formerly spelled dissuade;
< OF. dissuader, F. dissuader = Sp. disuadir =
Pg. dissuadir = It. dissuadere, < L. dissuadere,
dissuade, < dis-, apart, away, + suadere, pp.
suasus, persuade : see suasion, and cf. persuade.]
1. trans. 1. To advise or exhort against some-
thing; attempt to draw or divert from an action

by the presentation of reasons or motives : as,
he dissuaded his friend from nis rash purpose.
Mr. Burchell, on the contrary, dissuaded her with great

ardour ; and I stood neuter. Goldsmith, Vicar, xili.

We would persuade our fellow to this or that ; another
self within our eyes dissuades him.

Emerson, New England Reformers.

2. To change from a purpose by persuasion or
argument.

We submit to Ceesar, . . . promising
To pay our wonted tribute, from the which
We were dissuaded by our wicked queen.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

St. To give advice against ; represent as unde-
sirable, improper, or dangerous.

War therefore, open or uouceal'd, alike

My voice dissuades. Milton, P. L., ii. 1ST.

II. intrans. To give advice in opposition to
some proposed course of action.

Here Essex would have tarried, in expectation of the
Indian Fleet, but that Graves the Pilot dissuaded, be-
cause the Harbour was not good.

Baker, Chronicles, p. SH."..

dissuader (di-swa'der), n. One who dissuades
;

a dehorter.

dissuasion (di-swa'zhon), n. [= F. dissuasion
= Sp. ilixiiaxioit = Pg" dissuas&o = It. dissua-

sione, < L. dissuasio(H-), < dissuadere. pp. din-

sita-sus, dissuade: see tlixmiiidi'.] 1. The act of

dissuading; advice or exhortation in opposition
to something ; diversion or an attempt to divert
from a purpose or measure by advice or argu-
ment; dehortation.

dissymmetry
Endeavour to preserve yourself from relapse by such dis-

mtanitfn from love ut> its votaries call invectives against it.

Boyle.

2. A dissuasive influence or motive
; a deter-

ring action or effect.

But for the duawuiun of two eyes,
That make with him foul weather or fine day,
He had abstained, nor graced the spect;ul, .

Browning, King and Book, II. SOU.

dissuasive (di-swa'siv), u. and n. [= F. disnua-

sif = Sp. disuasiro = Pg. It. dissnasivo, dissua-

sive, < L. dissuasus, pp. of dissuadere, dissuade :

see dissuade.] I. a. Tending to dissuade or
divert from a purpose ; dehortatory.
The young lovers were too much enamoured of each other

to attend to the di*miuiee voice of avarice.

Goldsmith, True History for the Ladles.

H. . Argument or advice employed to deter
one from a measure or purpose ;

that which is

intended or tends to divert from any purpose or
course of action.

A hearty dissuasive from . . . the practice of swearing
and cursing. Abp. Sharp, Works, IV. xviii.

dissuasively (di-swa'siv-li), adv. In a dissua-
sive manner. Clarke.

dissuasory (di-swa'so-ri), a. and n. [= It. dis-

suasorio, < L. as if "dissuasorius, < disxuasor, a

dissuader, < dissuadere, pp. dissuasus, dissuade :

see dissuade.] I. a. Tending to dissuade
;
dis-

suasive. [Rare.]
II. . ; pi. dissiiasories (-riz). A dissuasion

;

a dissuasive exhortation. [Hare.]
This virtuous and reasonable jKirson, however, has ill

luck in all his dissuasories. Je/reii.

dissue, r. i. See dizzue.

dissundert, v. t. [< dis-, apart, + sunder.] To
separate ;

rend asunder.

Whose misrule Automedon restraines,
By cutting the in tangling geres, and so dissundering quite
The brave slaine beast. Chaptnan, Iliad, xvi.

dissweetent (dis-swe'tn), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
sweeten.] To deprive of sweetness.

By excess the sweetest comforts will be dismeetened.
Bp. Jtic/tardson, Observations on Old Test,, p. 29C.

dissyllabet, . See
dissyllable.

dissyllabic (dis-i-lab'ik), a. [= F.
dissylla-

bique, < dissyllabe, dissyllable : see dissyllable.]

Consisting of two syllables only: as, a dissyl-
labic foot in poetry.

dissyllabiflcation(dis-i-lab"i-fi-ka'shqn), n. [<
dissyllabify : see -fy and -atioti.] Formation
into two syllables.

dissyllabify (dis-i-lab'i-fi), r. I.
; pret. and pp.

dissyllabified, ppr. dissi/llabififimj. [< dissyllabe+
-fy, make.] To form into two syllables.

dissyllabism (di-dl'g-bizm). . [< dissyllabe
+ -ism.] The character of having only two
syllables.
Of some of them [tongues related and unrelated to

Chinese] the roots are in greater or less part dissyllabic ;

and we do not yet know that all disxyllabism, and even
that all complexity of syllable beyond a single consonant
with following vowel, is not the result of combination or
reduplication. Whitney, Eucyc. Brit., XVIII. 774.

dissyllabize (di-sil'a-biz), r . t.
; pret. and pp.

dissyllabized, ppr. dissyllabizing. [< dissyllabe+ -ize.] To dissyllabify.
dissyllable (di-sil'a-bl or dis'i-la-bl), n. [Al-
tered to suit syllable, from earlier dissyllabe, <

F. dissyllabe = Sp. disilabo = Pg. dissyllabo, <
L. disyllabus, of two syllables, < Gr. &afitta0or,
improp. <5<om>/U<j/Jof, of two syllables, < it-, two-,
-I- oMafii/, a syllable: see syllable.] A word
consisting of two syllables only, as paper, white-

ness, virtue.

dissymmetric, dissymmetrical (dis-si-mef-
rik, -ri-kal), a. [< L. dis- priv. + Gr. avu/ierpof,
symmetric : see symmetric.] Having no plane
of symmetry; especially, having the same form
but not superposable, as the right- and left-

hand gloves. Thus, the crystals of tartaric acid, which
are optically right- and left-handed, are dissymmetric,
and were conceived by Pasteur to be built up of dissym-
metric molecules.

Pasteur invoked the aid of helices and magnets, with a
view to rendering crystals dissymmetrical at the moment
of their formation. Tyndall, Int. to Life of Pasteur, p. 17.

dissymmetry (dis-sim'e-tri), n. [< L. dis- priv.+ Gr. avft/jcrpia, symmetry.] Want of symme-
try, specifically that characteristic of dissym-
metric bodies. See dissymmetric.
By both helices and magnets Faraday caused the plane

of polarisation in perfectly neutral liquids and solids to
rotate. If the turning of the plane of polarisation be
a demonstration of molecular disxiimmetry, then, ill the
twinkling of an eye, Faraday was able to displace symme-
try by (//.,</(,//< 'n/, and to confer upon bodies, which in
their ordinary state were inert and dead, this power of
rotation which M. Pasteur considers to be the exclusive
attribute of life. Tyndall, Int. to Life of Patur, p. 17.



dissymmetry
This device acts ... as a pyromagnetic motor, the

heat now passing through the tubes in such a way as to

produce a dtuymautry in the lines of force of the iron
field. Sci. Atner., S. S., LVII. 133.

dissympathy (dis-sim'pa-thi), . [< dis- priv.
+ sympathy.] Want of sympathy or interest;
indifference. Johnston. [Rare.]

dist. An abbreviation of district: as, Dist.

Atty., District Attorney,
distacklet (dis-tak'l), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
tackle.] To divest of tackle or rigging.

At length, these instruments of their long wandrings
. . . tossed their distackled fleet to the shore of Libya.

Warner, Albion's England, Addition to ii.

distad (dis'tad), adv. [< dist(ance) + -ad3
.'] In

anat., away from the center; from within out-

ward; toward the surface or end of the body,
distaff (dis'taf), n.

; pi. distaffs (-tafs), rarely
distaves (-tiivz). [< ME. distaf, dystaf, disestaf,

dysestaf, < AS. dishef, disstasf, distaff, < "disc

(> late ME. disen, dysen, furnish a distaff with
flax, E. dizen, dial. di:e, deck out, array) (prob.= East Fries, dissen = LG. diesse, the bunch
of flax on the distaff, > G. dial, diesse (naut.),
tow, oakum) + shef, staff: see dize, dizen, and
staff. A connection of the first element with
OHG. deksa, MHG. dehse, a distaff, < (MHG. ) deh-

sen, break or swingle flax (orig. prepare, form,
fashion as with a hatchet, ax, or other imple-
ment), whence also OHG. dehsala, a hatchet, ax,
etc. (see a.sfc2);

is doubtful.] 1. In the earliest
method of spinning, the staff, usually a cleft
stick about 3 feet long, on which was wound a

quantity of wool, cotton, or flax to be spun. The
lower end of the distaff was held between the left arm and
the side, and the thread, passing through and gaged by the
fingers of the left hand

,
was drawn out and twisted by those

of the right, and wound on a suspended spindle made so
as to be revolved like a top, which completed the twist.
In Eastern countries and in some districts of Europe, espe-
cially in Italy, the primitive distaff and spindle are still

used ; but after the introduction of the spinning-wheel
into Europe, about the fifteenth century, the distaff became
an attachment only of that designed for flax, and thus con-
tinued in general use till a recent period, modified in form.

The loaded distaff in the left hand placed,
With spongy coils of snow-white wool was graced ;

From these the right hand lengthening fibres drew,
Which into thread 'neath nimble fingers grew.

Catullus (trans.).

He's so below a beating that the women find him not
worthy of their distaves.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, v. 1.

2. Figuratively, a woman, or the female sex.

His crown usurped, a distaff on the throne. Dryden.

Distaff day, or Saint Distaffs day, the day after
Twelfth-day, or the festival of Epiphany: formerly so
called in England because on that day the women resumed
their distaffs and other ordinary employments, after the
relaxation of the holidays. Distaff side, or distaff side
Of the house, an old collective phrase for the female
members of a family, as the distaff was always used by wo-
men, and was common among all ranks : used especially
with reference to relationship and descent, and opposed
to spear side : as, he is connected with the family on the
distaff side; he traces his descent through the data/ side
of the house. Also called spiiidle side.

distain (dis-tan'), v. t. [< ME. disteinen, dis-

teignen, < OF. desteindre, destaindre, F. dctein-
dre = Pr. destengner = Sp. desteKir = Pg. des-

tingir = It. stignere, stingere, distain, take away
the color, < L. dis- priv. + tingere, tinge, color:
see dis- and tinge, tint, taint. Now abbr. stain,
q. v.] If. To take away the color of; hence,
to weaken the effect of by comparison ; cause
to pale ; outvie.

And thou, Tesbe, that hast of love suche peyne
My lady comith.that al this may distctjne.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 262.

2. To tinge with any color different from the
natural or proper one; discolor; stain: as, a
sword distained with blood. [Archaic.]

Divers of the women I have seen with their chinnes dis-
tained into knots and flowers of blue, made by pricking
of the skin with needles. Sandys, Travailes, p. 86.

Colors that distain
The cheeks of Proteus or the silken train
Of Flora's nymphs. Quarles, Emblems, lit 14.

The door, which was equipped with neither bell nor
knocker, was blistered and distained.

Jt. L. Stevenson, Dr. Jekyll and Sir. Hyde, p. 4.

3. To blot; sully; defile; tarnish.

Thoughe one his tonge distayne,With cursid speche, to doo hym silf a shame.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 77.

The worthiness of praise dittoing his worth
If that the prais'd himself bring the praise forth

Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

Have ye fair daughters ? Look
lo see them live, torn from your arms, distained
Dishonored. Miss Mitford, Eienzi.

distal (dis'tal), . [< distance) + -al, on anal-
ogy of central] In anat., situated away from

1690

the center of the body ; being at the end ; ter-

minal ; peripheral : the opposite of proximal :

as, the distal end of a limb, a bone, or other

part or organ. Thus, the nails are at the distal ends
of the fingers ; the distal extremity of the thigh-bone is at

the knee
; the distal organs or appendages of a hydrozoan

are at the end of the main stem.

An insect, in entering ... to suck the nectar, would
depress the distal portion of the labellum [in Epipactis
palustris], and consequently would not touch the rostel-

lum. Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 97.

distally (dis'tal-i), adv. In a distal situation
or direction; toward the distal end or extrem-

ity; remotely; terminally; peripherally.
The humerus is a stout hone prismatic, and with a

rounded head at its proximal end, flattened and broad

distally. ^Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 185.

distant, v- t. [A var. of distance, v."] To keep
separate; distinguish.

For an I war dead, and ye war dead,
And baith in ae grave laid, O,

And ye and I war tane up again,
Wha could distan your mouls frae mine, O?

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 122).

distance (dis'tans), . [< ME. distance, des-

tance, destaunce = D. distantie = G. distanz =
Dan. distance = Sw. distans, < OF. distance,
destancc, distance, separation, disagreement,
disaccord, F. distance, distance, = Pr. Sp. Pg. ,-joi"

distancia = It. distansa, distanzia, < L. distantia, them,

distance, remoteness, difference, < distan(t-)s,
distant : see distant.'] 1 . The measure of the in-
terval between two objects in space, or, by ex-

Anjjular Distance.

The angle ACB is

the angular distance
between A and B as
viewed from C.

distant

Accessible distances, such distances as may be mea-
sured by the application of any linear measure. Angu-
lar distance, the angle of separa- ,

tion included by the directions of /
two objects from a given point. Also
called apparent distance. Center
of mean distances. Seeci(-i.
Curtate distance. See curtate.
Focal distance. See .focal. Hori-
zontal distance, distance measured
in the direction of the horizon.
Inaccessible distances, such dis-
tances as cannot be measured by the
application of any linear measure,
but only by triangulation. Law of
distances. See Hade's law, under law. Line of dis-
tance, in pergp., a straight line drawn from the eye to the
principal point of the plane.- Mean distance of a planet
from the sun, an arithmetical mean between its greatest
and least distances. Meridional distance, in navig.,
the distance or departure from the meridian ; the easting
or westing. Middle distance, in jninthvj, the space
intermediate between the foreground and the background.
Also called 'middle ground. Moon in distance. See
moon. Point Of distance, in persp., that point in the
horizontal line which is at the same distance from the

principal point as the eye is. Striking distance of an
electrical discharge, as of a Leyden jar, the thickness of
the layer of dry air across which the spark will pass. It
is proportional to the difference of potentials of the two
electrified surfaces. To devour the distance. See de-
mur. To keep one at a distance, to avoid familiarity
with one

; treat one with reserve.

There is great reason why superiors should keep infe-
thus at a' distance, and exact so much respect of

fococke, Description of the East, I. 182.

To keep one's distance, to show proper respect or re-
serve ; not to be too familiar.

If a man makes me keep my distance, the comfort is,<pm;
hue.tension, between two points of time

; the length he keeps his at the same time,

of the straight line from one point to another,
SM*'( >

T1""'Shts on Various Subjects,

and hence of time intervening between one distance (dis'tans), v. t.; pret. and pp. dis-

event or period and another : as, the distance be- tanced, ppr. distancing. [= Dan. distancere =
tween New York and San Francisco; the dis-

tanceot two events from each other; & distance from the noun.]
of five miles

;
events only the distance of an situate remotely.

hour apart. In navigation distances are usually
measured along rhumb-lines.

Sw. distansiera= F. distancer = Pg. distanciar;
1. To place at a distance;

Space considered barely in length between any two be-
ings, without considering any thing else between them, is

called distance. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xiii. 2.

2. A definite or measured space to be main-
tainedbetween two divisions of a body of troops,
two combatants in a duel, or the like : as (in
command), take your distances.

He fights as you sing prick-song, keeps time, distance,
and proportion. SAa*., E. and J., ii. 4.

I heard nothing thereof at Oxford, being then sixty
miles distanced thence. Fuller.

2. To cause to appear at a distance ; cause to

appear remote. [Rare.]
His peculiar art of distancing an object to aggrandize

his space. H. Hitter.

3. In horse-racing, to beat in a race by at least
the space between the distance-post and the

winning-post ; hence, to leave behind in a race ;

get far ahead of. See distance, n., 3.

turned slightlyShe had distanced her servant, and .

in her saddle and looked back at him.
//. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 80.

3. In horse-racing, the space measured back
from the winning-post which a horse, in heat-

races, must have reached when the winning
horse has covered the whole course in order flence 4. To get in advance of; gain a supe-

tp be entitled to enter subsequent heats. In the "ority over; outdo; excel.
United States the distances for trotting-races are (1889) He distanced the most skilful of his cotemporaries
asfollows: Mile-heats, SOyards; two-mile heats, 150yards; miner
three-mile heats, 220 yards ; mile-heats, best three in five. J.-..4. Vi i ,j- n T,I i \
100 yards; mile-heats, with eight or more starters, 120 QlStance-DlOCJE (dis tans-blok), n. A block m-
yards. The distances for running-races are as follows : serted between two objects to separate them or
Three-quarter-mile heats, 25 yards; mile-heats, 30 yards; keep them a certain distance apart,two-mile heats, 50 yards ; three.mile heats, 60 yards ; four- rlictanpo iniliro CHia'tn -ii^l T T,~,
mile heats, 70 yards. A horse which fails to reach the dis- G'Stance-JUOge (018 tans -juj), n. In Itorse-

tance-post before the heat has been won, or whose rider or racing, a, judge stationed at the distance-post
driver is adjudged to have made certain specified errors, to note what horses have not reached it when
is said to be distanced. the winner passes the winning-post.
This was the horse that ran the whole field out of dis- distanceless (dis'tans-les), a. [< distance +

SirM. L-Estrange, .less.} 1. Not affording or allowing a distant
4. In music, the interval or difference between
two tones. See interval. 5. Remoteness of
place or time

;
a remote place or time : as, at a

great distance; a light appeared in the distance.
'Twere an ill World, I'll swear, for ev'ry Friend
If Distance could their Union end.

allowing ;

or extensive view
; dull; hazy. [Rare.]

A silent, dim, distanceless, rotting day.
Kingsley, Yeast, i.

Specifically 2. Appearing as if near by ;
with-

out effect of distance, as a landscape in some
states of light and atmosphere in which all the
outlines are hard and clear-cut, and the usual
bluish haze tinting hills and other objects is

lacking.

Cowley, Friendship in Absence, st. 3.

'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view,And robes the mountain in its azure hue.
Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, i. 7.

6. Remoteness in succession or relation: as, distance-piece (dis'tans-pes), n. A distance-
the distance between a descendant and his an- W ck.

cestor; there is a much greater distance between distance-post (dis 'tans-post), n. In horse-
the ranks of major and captain than between raci !t, the post or flag placed at the end of
those of captain and first lieutenant. 7. Re- *ne distance. See distance, n., 3.

moteness in intercourse; reserve of manner, distance-signal (dis'tans-sig'nal), n. Inrail.,
induced by or manifesting reverence, respect)

tne most distant of the series of signals under
dignity, dislike, coldness or alienation of feel- tne control of a signal-man,
ing, etc. distancyt (dis'tan-si), H. Distance. Dr. H.

I hope your modesty More.
ill know what distance to the crown is due. Dryden. distant (dis'tant), a. [< ME. distant, < OF.

"Hs by respect and distance that authority is upheld. distant, F. distant = Sp. Pg. It. dixtniite, < L.
Bp. Atterbury. distan(t-)s, ppr. of distare, stand apart, be sep-

arate, distant, or different, < di-, dis-, apart, +
stare, stand: see stand, andcf. constant, extant,
instant, restant.] 1. Standing or being apart
from a given point or place ;

situated at a dif-
ferent point in space, or, by extension, in time

;

separated by a distance : as, a point a line or a
hairVbreadth distant from another; Saturn is
estimated to be about 880,000,000 miles distant
from the sun.

On the part of Heaven
Now alienated, distance and distaste.

Milton, P. L., U. 9.

8f. Dissension; strife; disturbance.
Tho wolde the baylies that were come from Fraunce,
Dryve the Flcmisshe that made the destannce

FtoatM Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 270).

After mete, without distans,Ihe cockwolds schuld together danse
The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads 1 "3)



distant

We passed by curtain Cisterns, some mile and better

distant from the city. Sandy*, Travail.*, p. 189.

2. Remote
;
far off or far apart in space, time,

connection, prospect, kind, degree, sound, etc. :

as, distant stars ;
a distant period ; distant rela-

tives; a distant hope; & distant resemblance.

Banners blazed
With battles won in iiiiuiy a distant luml.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick.

In the tranquil landscape, and especially in the dittant

line of the horizon, man beholds somewhat as beautiful

as his own nature. l^'im-mntt, Nature.

Tlir Iwy's cry came to her from the field,

More and more distant. /V/t/i//.*"/i, Dora.

Specifically 3. In entom. : () Thinly placed
or scattered: as, distant punctures, stria;,

spines, etc.: opposed to close, contiguous, etc.

(6) Widely separated, or more separated than
usual: opposed to approximate: as, distant eyes
(widely separated at the base) ; distant legs or

antennae, (c) Separated by an incisure or joint,
as the head and thorax of a beetle. Kirby. 4 .

Indirect
; not obvious or plain.

In modest terms and distant phrases.
Addison, Spectator.

6. Not cordial or familiar
;
characterized by

haughtiness, coldness, or reserve ; cool
;

re-

served
; shy : as, distant manners.

Good day, Anilntor; for to me the name
Of brother is toodistant: we are friends.
And that is nearer.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, ill. 1.

You will be surpriz'd, in the midst of a daily and famil-

iar Conversation, with an Address which bears so distant
an Air as a publick Dedication.

Steele, Tender Husband, Ded.

= Syn. 1. Removed. 5. Cool, cold, haughty, frigid.

distantialt (dis-tan'shal), a. [< L. distantia,
distance (see distance, n.), + -aJ.] Remote in

place; distant.. W. Montague.
distantly (dis'tant-li), adv. 1. Remotely ; at

a distance. 2. In entom., sparsely; so that
the component parts are distant from one an-
other: as, distantly punctured or spiuose. 3.

With reserve or haughtiness.
distastet (dis-tasf), [< da- priv. + taste.'}

1. trans. 1. To disrelish; dislike; loathe: as,

to distaste drugs or poisons.
One distastes

The scent of roses, which to infinites

Most pleasing is and odoriferous.
Middletun and Rowley, Changeling, i. 1.

If the multitude diilast wholsome doctrine, shall we to

humor them abandon it ?

Milton, On Def. of Ilumb. Remonst.

2. To offend
; disgust ;

vex
; displease ;

sour.

Suitors are so distasted with delays and abuses.

Bacon, Suitors.

Honourable and worthy Country men, let not the rnean-

nesse of the word ti -h dintaste yon, for it will afford as good
gold as the Mines of Ouiana or Potassie.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 253.

"I'is dull and unnatural to have a Hare run full in the
Hound's Mouth, and would distaste the keenest Hunter.

Conyreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 5.

3. To spoil the taste or relish of
; change to

the worse
; corrupt.

Her brain-sick raptures
Cannot distaste the goodness of a quarrel
Which hath our several honours all engag'd
To make it gracious. Shak., I . and < '.

,
ii. -.'.

An envious apoplexy, with which his judgment Is so

dazzled and distasted that he grows violently impatient
of any opposite happiness in another.

jB. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref.

II. intrans. To bo distasteful, nauseous, or

displeasing.
Poisons,

Which, at the first, ore scarce found to distaste.

Shak., Othello, HI. 3.

distaste (dis-tasf), " [< distaste, r.] 1. Want
of taste or liking for something; disrelish; dis-

gust, or a slight degree of it ; hence, dislike in

general.
If one dissent, he shall sit down, without showing any

further distaste, publicly or privately.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 213.

On the part of Heaven
Now alienated, distance and ditiHxtt .

Milton, P. L., is. 9.

A positive crime might have been more easily pardoned
than a symptom of distaste for the foreign comestibles.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vi.

A certain taste for figures, coupled with a still stronger
distaste for Latin accidence, directed his inclination and
his father's choice towards a mercantile career.

A. 31. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 37.

2f. Discomfort
;
uneasiness ; annoyance.

Now, brother, I slumlil ehule ;

But I'll give no dixtattc to your fair mistress.
i'tuu. and Fl., Scornful Lady, iii. 2.
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So many gratifications attend this public sort of obscur-

ity, that some little distastes I daily receive have lost their

anguish. Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

3f. That which is distasteful or offends.

< 'in ear is now too mueh profaned, grave Maro,
With these distastes, to take thy sacred lines.

B. Jonsun, Poetaster, v. 1.

= Syn. 1. Repugnance, disinclination, displeasure, dissat-

isfiii-tinn.

distasteful (dis-tast'ful), a. [< distaste + -ful,

1.] 1. Nauseous ; unpleasant or disgusting to

the taste
; hence, offensive in general.

Why sbou'd you pluck the green distasteful fruit
Kn>m the unwilling bough,
When It may ripen of itself and fall?

lifinl.il. Don Sebastian, I1L 1.

our ordinary mental food has l>ecome distasteful.
0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 2.

2. Indicating distaste, dissatisfaction, or dis-

like
; repulsive ;

malevolent.

After distasteful looks, . . . and cold-moving Tiods.

They froze me into silence. Shak., T. of A., iL 2.

= Syn. 1. Unpalatable, unsavory, disagreeable,

distastefully (dis-tast'ful-i), adv. In a dis-

pleasing or offensive manner. Bailey, 1727.

distastefulness (dis-tast'ful-nes), n. Dis-

agreeableuess to the taste, in any sense.

The allaying and qualifying much of the bitter and dis-

taste/Hint's* of our physick.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. x. 8 2.

Distastefulness alone would, however, be of little ser-

vice to caterpillars, because their soft and juicy bodies
are so delicate, that if seized and afterwards rejected by
a bird they would almost certainly be killed.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 118.

distastivet (dis-tas'tiv), a. and n. [< distaste

+ -ice.] I. a. Having distaste or dislike.

Your vnwilling and distastiue ear.

Speed, Hen. V., IX. xv. 8 10.

H. n. That which gives disrelish or aversion.
Whitlock.

distasturet (dis-tas'tur), n. [< distaste + -are.]
The state of being displeased, dissatisfied, or
vexed.
This duke (saith Grafton), being an aged man and for-

tunate before in all his warres, vpon this distasture im-

Eressed
such dolour of minde, that for very griefe thereof

e liued not long after.

Speed, Queen Mary, IX. xxiii. 32.

distemonoua (di-ste'mo-nus), a. [< Gr. <!<-,

two-, + crijfuM, stamen, + -ous.~\ In hot., hav-

ing two stamens
;
diandrous.

distemper 1 (dis-tem'per), . [< ME. distem-

l>eren, < OF. destcmprer= Sp. destemplar = Pg.
destemperar, disorder, = It. distemperare, dis-

temprare, stemperare, stemprarc, disorder, dis-

temper (now chiefly in sense of distemper
2
),

< ML. distemperare, derange, disorder, distem-

per, < L. dis- priv. + temperare ( > OP. tcmprer,
F. tremper, etc.), temper: see temper. Cf. dis-

temperV.'] 1. trans. If. To change the temper
or due proportions of.

The fourthe is, whan thurgh the gret abundance of his
mete the humours in his body ben distempered.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. To disease
;
disorder

; derange the bodily or
mental functions of.

This variable composition of man's body hath made it

as an instrument easy to distemper.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 189.

You look very ill : something has distempered you,
B. Jonson, Epiccene, Iv. 2.

He had abord his vessels aboute 80. lustle men (but
very unruly), who, after they came ashore, did so distem-

per them selves with drinke as they became like madd.
men. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 441.

But body and soul are distempered when out of tune,
unmodulated, unbalanced.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 290.

3. To deprive of temper or moderation
;
ruffle

;

disturb.

Distempre you nought.
Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 495.

Men's spirits were . . . distempered, as I have related,
and it might have been expected that they would have
been much divided in their choice.

.A". Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 272.

Strange that this Monviedro
Should have the power so to distemper me.

Coleridge.

But the dust of prejudice and passion, which so distem-

pers the intellectual vision of theologians and politicians,
is seen to make ... no exception of the perspicacity of

philologists. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 350.

Il.t intrans. To become diseased. [Rare.]
The stones on thi lande is for to drede ;

Kur thai l>e somer hoote and winter colde,
That vyue, ainl L'revnr. and tree distempn wolde.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

distemper 1
(<lis-tem'per), n. and a. [< distem-

/)/!, r.] I. . 1. An unbalanced or unnatural

temper; want of balance or proportion.

dlstemperance
If little faults, proceeding on distemp-r.
Shall not IM- wink'd at, how shall we stretch our eye
u lien capital crimes, chew d, swallow 'd, anil digested,

Appear before uV Shut., Hen. V. ii. :

We read a great deal of the disappointment* of author*.
and a prevalent dix-triuiter resulting therefrom.

.V. and (J., 7th ser., III. 481.

Hence 2. Disease; malady; indisposition;

any morbid state of an animal body or of any
part of it : now most commonly applied to the

diseases of brutes.

Of no distemper, of no blast he died,
But fell like autumn fruit that mellowed long.

Dryden inul Lee, (Kdipus, Iv. 1.

The person cured was known to have laboured under
that distemper some years before our Saviour was born.

/.'.'. Attertntry, Sermons, II. i.

Specifically 3. A disease of young dogs, com-

monly considered as a catarrhal disorder, it Is

In general characterized by a running from the nose and

eyes as one of the first and leading symptoms, and is usu*

ally accompanied by a short dry cough, and succeeded by
wasting of the flesh and loss of strength and spirits.

4f. Want of due temperature ; seventy of cli-

mate or weather.
Those countries . . . directly under the tropic were of

a distemper uninhabitable. Jialeigh, Hist World.

5f. Want of due balance of parts or opposite
qualities and principles.

Temper and distemper [of empire] consist of contraries.

Bacon, Empire.

6i. Ill humor; bad temper.
He came, he wrote to the governour, wherein he con-

fessed his passionate distemper, and declared his meaning
in those offensive speeches.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 20.

The said Weston . . . gave such cutting and provoking
speeches as made the said captain rise up In great indig-
nation and distemper.

S. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 100.

7t. Political disorder; tumult. Waller. 8.

Uneasiness ;
disorder of mind.

There is a sickness
Which puts some of us in distemper.

Shak., W. T., I. 2.

= Syn. 2. Infirmity, Malady, etc. (see disease), complaint,
disorder, ailment.

Il.t Lacking self-restraint
; intemperate.

Chaucer.

distemper2 (dis-tem'per), r. t. [Also written

destemper; < OF. destemprcr, later destreviper,
F. detremper, soak, steep, dilute, soften by soak-

ing in water, = Sp. destemplar= Pg. destemperar
= It. distemperare, stemperare, dissolve, dilute,

weaken, < ML. distemperare, dissolve, dilute,

melt, lit. temper ; being the same word as dis-

temper^, but with prefix dis- distributive, not

privative.]
To prepare, as a pigment, for use

in distemper painting.
Colouring of paper, viz. marbled paper, by distempering

the colours with ox-gall, and applying them upon a stiff

gummed liquor.
Sir W. Pettie, In Sprat's Hist. Royal Soc., p. 288.

distemper2 (dis-tem'per), n. [Also written

destemper; = F. detrempe, distemper, water-col-

ors, a painting in water-colors ; from the verb.]
1. A method of painting in which the colors

are mixed with any binding medium soluble
in water, such as yolk of egg and an equal
quantity of water, yolk and white of egg beaten

together and mixed with an equal quantity of

milk, fig-tree sap, vinegar, wine, ox-gall, etc.

Strictly speaking, distemper painting is painting in water-
color with a vehicle of which yolk of egg is the chief in-

gredient, upon a surface usually of wood or canvas, cov-

ered with a ground of chalk or plaster mixed with gum,
this ground itself being frequently called distemper. See

distemper-ground. If the glutinous medium is present in

too great quantity, the colors will si-ale off when the paint-
ing is exposed to the air, so that they should be applied
in thin layers and not be retouched until they are perfectly

dry.

They glued a linnen cloth upon the wall, and covered
that with plaister, on which they painted in distemper.

Walpolf, Anecdotes of Painting, I. 44.

This mode of painting [tempera], which is undoubtedly
the most ancient, and which, in trade purposes, is called

distemper painting, derives its name from the fact that
the colours are "tempered

"
or mixed with some liquid or

medium to bind their separate particles to each other and
to the surface to which the paint Is to be applied.

Field's Grammar of Colouring (ed. Davidson), p. 160.

2. A pigment prepared for painting according
to this method.
There has also lately a curious fact been discovered,

namely, that a couch of distemper which covered the en-

velope of a mummy, was composed of plaister mixed with
animal glue.

W. B. S. Taylor, tr. of M<Srimee's Painting in Oil and
[Fresco, p. 218.

Common distemper, a coarse method of painting used
for walls or other rough or commercial purposes, in which
the colored pigments are mixed with white, with the addi-

tion of gum or glue. Distemper colors. See color.

distemperancet (dis-tem'per-ans), n. K ME.
deatempraunce, < OF. destempfance = Pr. dea-



distemperance

tempransa = Sp. dcstemplunza = Pg. destempe-

ranga = It. disteinpcranza; stemperanza, < ML.
distemperantia, perturbation, disturbance of

condition, < distemperan(t-)s, ppr. of distempe-
rare, distemper: see distemper^, v.] 1. Intem-

perance; self-indulgence. Chaucer. 2. In-

temperateness ; inclemency; severity. Chau-
cer. 3. Derangement of temperature.
They [meats] aunoye the body in causyng distemper-

aunce. Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

4. Distemper; disease.

Disteiiipcrance rob thy sleepe.
Marston and Webster, The Malcontent, i. 3.

distemperatet (dis-tem'per-at), a. [< ML. dis-

temperatus (> Sp. destemplado = Pg. destempe-
rado), pp. of distemperare, distemper : see dis-

temper*, v., and cf. temperate, intemperate.] 1.

Immoderate.

Aquinas objecteth the distemperate heat, which he sup-
poses to be in all places directly under the sun.

Raleigh, Hist. World.
2. Diseased; distempered.
Thou hast thy brain distemperate and out of rule.

Wodroephe, Fr. and Eng. Grammar (1693), p. 295.

distemperately (dis
-tem '

per - at -
li), adv. In

a distemperate, disproportioned, or diseased
manner.

If you shall judge his flame

Distemperately weake, as faulty much
In stile, in plot, in spirit.

Marston, The Fawne, Epil.

distemperature (dis-tem'per-a-tur), n. [= It.

stemperatura ; as distemperate +'-ure, after tem-

perature. Cf. distemperure.] If. Derangement
or irregularity of temperature ; especially, un-

duly heightened temperature.
This year [1079], by reason of Distemperature of Wea-

ther, Thunders and Lightenings, by which many Men per-
ished, there ensued a Famine. Baker, Chronicles, p. 29.

A distemperature of youthful heat
Might have excus'd disorder and ambition.

Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 2.

2f. Intemperateness ; excess. 3. Violent tu-
rnultuousness; outrageous conduct

;
an excess.

It is one of the distemperatures to which an unreasoning
liberty may grow, no doubt, to regard law as no more nor
less than just the will the actual and present will of
the actual majority of the nation.

li. Choate, Addresses, p. 156.

4. Perturbation of mind.

Sprinkled a little patience on the heat of his distempera-
ture. Scott.

"You are discomposed or displeased, my lord," replied
Tressiliau

;

"
yet there is no occasion for distemperature."

Scott, Kenilworth, xxxviii.

5. Confusion; commixture of contrarieties; loss
of regularity ;

disorder. 6. Illness; indisposi-
tion.

A huge infectious troop
Of pale distemperatures, and foes to life.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

I found so great a dwtempe-rature in my body by drink-
ing the sweete wines of Piemont, that caused a grievous
inflammation in my face. Cori/at, Crudities, I. 96.

[Bare or obsolete in all uses.]
distemper-brush (dis-tem'per-brush), . A
brush made of bristles which are set into the
handle with a cement insoluble in water.

distempered (dis-tem'perd), p. a. [Pp. of dis-

temper'; v.] 1. Diseased or disordered.
His maister had mervell what it ded mene
So sodenly to see hym in that case,
All distempered and out of colour clene.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 766.

The Person that Died was so Distempered that he was
not expected to live. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 235.

Their [early monks'] imaginations, distempered by self-
inflicted sufferings, peopled the solitude with congenial
spirits, and transported them at will beyond the horizon of
the grave. Lecky, Rationalism, II. 35.

O Sun, that healest all distempered vision,
Thou dost content me so, when thou resolvest
That doubting pleases me no less than knowing.

Lonijfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xi. 91.

2. Put out of temper; ruffled; ill-disposed; dis-
affected.

The king . . .

Is ill his retirement, marvellous distempered.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Once more to-day well met, distemper'd lords !

The king, by me, requests your presence straight
Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

Should I have heard dishonour spoke of you
Behind your back, untruly, I had been
As much distemper'd and enrag'd as now.

Beau, and PL, Philaster, iii. 1.

3. Deprived of temper or moderation
; immod-

erate
; intemperate : as, distempered zeal.

A woman of the church of Weymouth being cast out for
some distempered speeches, by a major party, . . . her
husband complained to the synod.

Winthrup, Hist. New England, II. 338.
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Pardon a weak, distempered soul, that swells
With sudden gusts, and sinks as soon in calms,
The sport of passions. Addinon, Cato, i. 1.

4. Disordered
; prejudiced ; perverted : as, dis-

tempered minds.
The imagination, when completely distempered, is the

most incurable of all disordered faculties. Biickiiiinster.

distemperedness (dis-tem'perd-nes), n. The
state of being distempered. Bailey, 1727.

distemper-ground (dis-tem'p6r-ground), n. A
ground of chalk or plaster mixed with a gluti-
nous medium, and laid on a surface of wood,
plaster, etc. ,

to prepare it for painting in dis-

temper ;
or such a ground laid on without refer-

ence to subsequent operations. See distemper^,
n.,1.
There are, for instance, many pictures of Titian painted

upon a red ground ; generally, they are painted upon dis-

temper grounds, made of plaster of Paris and glue.
IT. B. S. Taylor, tr. of MerimeVs Painting in Oil and

[Fresco, p. 16.

distempermentt (dis-tem'per-ment), n. [< OF.
destemprement, destrempement, a mixture, tem-
perament (also prob. a distempered state), =
Pg. destemperamen to= It. distemperamento, stem-

peramento, < ML. distemperamentum, a distem-

pered state, < distemperare, distemper: see dis-

temper1 , v.] Distempered state; distempera-
ture.

Then, as some sulphurous spirit sent
By the tome air's distemperinent,
To a rich palace, finds within
Some sainted maid or Sheba queen.

Feltham, Lusoria, xxiv.

distemperuret, [ME., < OF. destemprure,
destrempure, temper: see distemper

1 and -ure.
Cf. distemperature.] Distemperature. Minsheu.
distend (dis-tend'), 11. [< OF. destendre, F. dis-

tendre = It. distendere, stendere, < L. distendere,
pp. distentus, LL. distensus, stretch asunder, <

dis-, asunder, apart, + tendere, stretch: see
tend1

,
tension. Cf. attend, contend, extend, etc.]

1. trans. 1 . To stretch or spread in all direc-
tions

;
dilate

; expand ; swell out
; enlarge : as,

to distend a bladder
;
to distend the lungs.

The effect of such a mass of garbage is to distend the
stomach. J. C. Prichard, Phys. Hist. Mankind.

How such ideas of the Almighty's power
(Ideas not absurd) distetul the thought !

Youny, Night Thoughts, ix.

2. To stretch in any direction; extend. [Bare.]
Upon the earth my body I distend.

Stirling, Aurora, ii.

Wbat mean those colour'd streaks in heaven
Distended, as the brow of God appeased ?

Milton, P. L., xi. 880.

3. To widen
; spread apart. [Bare.]

The warmth distends the chinks.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, 1.

II. in trans. To become distended; swell.

And now his heart
Distends with pride. Milton, P. L., i. 572.

distended (dis -ten 'ded), p. <i. [Pp. of dis-

tend, v.] In entont., dilated : as, distended torsi.

[Bare.]
distender (dis-ten'der), . One who or that
which distends.

Its [the spleen's] yielding capsule and its veins, remark-
able for their large calibre and great distensibility, even
when the distending force is small.

Quoin, Med. Diet., p. 1509.

distensible (dis-ten'si-bl), a. [< LL. distensus,
later form of L. distentus, pp. of distendere, dis-
tend (see distend), + -Me.] Capable of being
distended, dilated, or expanded,
distension, n. See distention.

distensive (dis-ten'siv), a. [= It. stensiro, <
LL. distensus, later form of L. distentus, pp. of

distendere, distend: see distend.] 1. That may
be distended. 2. Having the property of dis-

tending; causing distention. Smart.
distent (dis-tenf), a. and n. [< L. distentus, pp.
of distendere, stretch asunder: see distend.] I.
a. Spread; distended. [Rare.]

Nostrils in play, now distent, now distracted.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 360.

Il.t n. Breadth.
distention (dis-ten'shon), n. [< L. distentio(n-),
< distendere, pp. disteiisus, stretch asunder: see

distend.] 1. The act of distending, or the state
of being distended

; dilatation
;
a stretching in

all directions
; inflation : as, the distention of

the lungs or stomach. 2. A stretching in any
direction; extension. [Bare.]
Our legs do labour more in elevation than in detention.

Sir II. Walton, Elem. of Architectuiv.

distichous

distort (dis-ter'), v. t. [< OF. desterrer, F. de-

terrer, deprive of one's country, also dig or take
out of the ground, < L. dis- priv. + terra, land,

country, earth. Cf. after2
, inter.] To banish

from a country.
The Moors, whereof many thousands were disterred and

banished hence to Barbary. Ilowell, Letters, I. i. 24.

disterminatet (<lis-ter'mi-nat), a. [< L. dister-

minatus, pp. of distermiitare (>It. disterminare),

separate by a boundary, < dis-, apart, + termi-

nare, seta boundary, < terminus, a boundary: see

term, terminate.] Separated by bounds.

There is one and the same church of Christ, however far
determinate in places, however segregated and infinitely
severalized in persons. Up. Hall, The Peace-Maker, i. 3.

disterminationt (dis-ter-mi-na'shon), n. [< dis-

terminate: see-ation.] Separation; secession.

This turning out of the church, this church-banishment
or distermination. Hammond, Works, I. 450.

disthene (dis'then), n. [< Gr. it-, two-, -I- aSe-

vof, strength.] Cyanite : a mineral so called

by Haiiy on account of its unequal hardness,
and because its crystals have the property of

being electrified both positively and negatively.
disthronet (dis-thron'), v. t. [< OF. desthroner,
< des- priv. + throne, a throne: see dis- and
throne. Cf. dethrone.] To dethrone.

Nothing can possibly disthrone them but that which
cast the angels from heaven, and man out of paradise.

Dr. John Smith, Portrait of Old Age, Pref.

disthronizet (dis-thro'mz), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
throne + -ize.] To dethrone.

By his death he it recovered :

lint Peridure and Vigent him disthronized.

Spemer, F. Q., II. x. 44.

distich (dis'tik), a. and n. [First, in E., as a
noun; sometimes, as L., distichon; early mod.
E. also distick ; < L. distichon, < Gr. (Harixov, a

distich, neut. of 6iarixof, having two rows or

verses, < it-, two-, + or/^of, a row, rank, line,
verse : see stick.] I. a. Having two rows :

same as distichous.

H. n. In pros., a group or system of two
lines or verses. A familiar example is the elegiac
distich. (See eleyiac.) A distich in modern and riming
poetry is more generally called a couplet,

The first distance for the most part goeth all by digtick,
or couples of verses agreeing in one cadence.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 70.

distichiasis (dis-ti-ki'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6i-

arixo^, having two rows : see distich.] A mal-
formation consisting of a double row of eye-
lashes.

Distichodontinae (dis"ti-ko-don-tl'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Distichodus (-odont-) + -ince.] A sub-

family of Characinidw, having an adipose fin,
the teeth in both jaws well developed, the dor-
sal fin short, rather elongate, and gill-openings
of moderate width, the gill-membranes being
attached to the isthmus. The species are all

African. Also Distichodontina.

Distichodus (dis-tik'o-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. <5<-

aTixof, with two rows (see distich), + bdoi'f

(bSovr-) = E. tooth.] A genus of characinoid
fishes, representing
a subfamily Disticho-
dontinai. Also Disti-

chodon. Muller and
Troschel.

Distichopora (dis-ti-

kop'o-rii), n. [NL.,
< Gr.'(5io-V(^of , having
two rows (see dis-

tich), + Tropof, a
pore.] A genus of

hydrocorallines, rep-
resenting the family
Distichoporidcf.

Distichoporidse (dis*ti-ko-por'i-de), . pi.
[NL., < Distichopora + -idee.] A family of hy-

drozoans, of the order Hydro-
coralliixe.

distichous (dis' ti-kus), . [<
Gr. diorixof, having two rows :

see distich.] Disposed in two
rows; biserial; bifarious; di-

chotomous; specifically,in6o?..

arranged alternately in two
vertical ranks upon opposite
sides of the axis, as the leaves
of grasses, elms, etc. Also d's-

tich Distichous antennae, in en-
tmn.. tntennn in which the joints have
on each side, near the apex, a long pro-
cess which is directed forward, lying
against the succeeding joint: a niuUi-
tlcation of the bipectiuate type.

Distichopora /aliacea.



distlchously

distichously (dis'ti-kus-li), arlr. In a disti-

chous niiiiiiipr; in two rows or ranks: as, ilix

tii'li<iit.i/i/ liruiK-licd stems.

distil, distill (dis-til'), r.
; pro), and pp. dixlilltd,

ppi-. distill i HI/. |
< .\I K. dislilli'ii = I), ilistillfrcn =

U. ili'xtillircii = Dan. drxtillrrc = Sw. desti/li-rn.

< OF. dislilli'i; I

1

', i/istiller = Pr. ilistillur = Sp.
iti'tttilur PI;. ilixtillnr = It. deslill/in , ilislil/iiri',

< L. dixtilbiri; also and preferably written rfe.s-

lillnre, drop or trickle down, < rf<% down, + sW-
torf, drop, < /i7/n, a drop: see stilft, v., which is

an abbr. of distil. Cf. instil.'] I. intram. I. To
drop; fall in drops.

Soft showers distill'd, and suns grew warm in vain.

Pope, Windsor Forest, I. M.
Flowers in tears of halm ti;*til.

Scott, L. of L. M., v. 1.

Peace, silent as dew, will distil on you from heaven.
Channing, Perfect Life, p. 24.

2. To flow in a small stream
;
trickle.

The F.uphrates distilleth oat of the mountains of Ar-
menia. Raleigh, Hist. World.

High rocky inountalnes, from whence distill innumer-
able sweet and pleasant springs.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 118.

3. To use a still
; practise distillation.

II. trans. 1. To let fall in drops; dispense
by drops ; hence, to shed or impart in small
portions or degrees.

The dew which on the tender grass
The evening hail distilled. Drayton.

The roof [of the grotto] is vaulted, and dinttln fresh
water from every part of it, which fell upon us as fast as
the nrst droppings of a shower.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (cd. Bohn), I. 446.

The drowsy hours, dispensers of all good,
O'er the mute city stole with folded wings,
DtitUHug odours on me as they went
To greet their fairer sisters of the East.

Tennygon, Gardeners Daughter.
Some Inarticulate spirit that strove to dittill its secret

Into the ear. T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 231.

2. To subject to the process of distillation ; rec-

tify; purify: as, to distil water. 3. To obtain
or extract by the process of distillation: as, to
distil brandy from wine

;
to distil whisky.

To draw any Observations out of them [letters] were as
If one went about to distil Cream out of Froth.

Howell, Letters, 1. 1. 1.

Bnrke could distil political wisdom out of history, be-
cause lie had a profound consciousness of the soul that
underlies and outlives events.

Lmtxtt, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 271.

4. To use as a basis of distillation; extract
the spirit or essence from : as, to distil grain or
plants.

Rnine destyUfn Clowes of Gylofre and of Spykenard of
Rpayne anil of othere Spices, that ben well smellynge.

Vaudeville, Travels, p. 51.

6. To dissolve or melt. [Rare.]
Swords by the lightning's subtle force distill'd.

And the cold sheath with running metal flll'd. Addison.

Distilled blue. See blue.

distillable (dis-til'a-bl), a. [< OF. distillablc,
F. distillable, < distiller, distil: see distil and
-able.] Capable of being distilled ; fit for dis-
tillation.

Much of the obtained liquor coming from the distillalitr

concretes. Boyle, Works, II. 225.

distillate (dis-til'at), . [< L. distillatus, pp. of
distiUare, distil: seorftfrfiVand-nte1

.] Inchem.,
a fluid distilled and found in the receiver of
a distilling apparatus; the product of distilla-
tion.

Sufficient air is admitted to burn the distillates and thus
to produce the heat required for the distillation itself.

Science, VI. 525.

distillation (dis-ti-la'shon), . [< ME. distil-

lation, ilistilliifioii. dixtillacioitn = D. ilixtillijtir

= O. Dan. Sw. ilrxtillittion, < OF. distillation. F.
iliitillnliini = Pr. dixtillacio = Sp. destilacion =
Pg. distillacSo = It. destillazioiu, dixtillasione,
< L. 'distillatio(n-), destillatio(n-), a dripping
down, distilling, catarrh, < distillare, dMftUore,
pp. distillatus. ilrxfillntiix, drop down: see dix-

til.~] 1. The act of distilling, or of falling in

drops ;
a producing or shedding in drops.

Oayn [against] fals enuy, thynk on my charlte,
My Mode alle spilt by di*tilliiciiiii.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. Hi
2. The volatilization and subsequent conden-
sation of a liquid by means of an alembic, a still

and refrigeratory, or a retort and receiver; the
operation of obtaining the spirit, essence, or
fsM'iitial oil of a substance bv the evaporation
and condensation of the liquid in which it has
been macerated; rectification: in the widest
sense, the whole process of extracting the es-
sential principle of a substance. The most common
method of conducting the process of distillation consists
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In placing the liquid to he distilled in a Imllpr of copper or
"tin i Niiitahlennitrrlal, called \\wntiU, having a movable
head from whieh proceeds a coiled tutie called the n;,,-n>.
which passes through water constantly kept cold. Heat
I" ill',- applied to the still, the liquid in It is \.,I:itili/,.,i.

ami rises in vapor into the head of the stiil, whence, pass-
ing ilnwii tiie curved tutte or worm, it becomes condensed
by the cold water, and makes its exit in a liquid state.
The object of distillation is to separate volatile liquidsfnn non-volatile liquids and solid matters, and also, by
the operation called fractional distillation (uhMi M
low), t" separate from each other volatile liquids which
have different lioiling-points. The process is used in the
arts, in the manufacture of alcohol and spirituous liipioi

-

for preparing essences and essential oils, and for a great
variety of other purposes.

I study here the mathematics.
And distillation. B. Jotuon, Alchemist, IT. 1.

3. The substance extracted by distilling.
I suffered the pangs of three several deaths ; ... to lie

stopped In, like a strong distillation, with stinking clothes
that fretted in their own grease.

Shale., M. W. of W., HI. 5.

4f. That which falls in drops, as in nasal ca-
tarrh.

It [exercise injudiciously used) hredetb Rheumes, Ca-
tarrhs and distillations.

Touchstone of Complexion!, p. 104.

Distillation by descent. See descent. 'Dry or de-
structive distillation, the destruction of a substance by
heat In a closed vessel and the collection of the volatile
matters evolved. Thus, Illuminating gas Is a product of the
destructive distillation of coal. Fractional distillation,
an operation for separating two liquids which have differ-
ent boiling-points. The mixture is distilled in an apparatus
which admits of constant observation of the temperature,
and the liquids obtained between certain intervals of tem-
perature (five or ten degrees)are collected separately. The
more volatile liquid will be found chiefly In the ' '

fractions
"

first collected ; and by repeating the process with the first

fraction, this more volatile liquid may be obtained in a
state of comparative or absolute purity,

distillatory (dis-til'a-to-ri), a. and n. [< ME.
distillatorie= F. disti'lla'toire= Sp. destilatorio=
Pg. distillatorio = It. distillatorio, destillatorio,
< ML. 'distillatoriitm, < L. distillare, destillare,

pp. distillatus, destillatus, distil : see distil.'] I.
n. Of or pertaining to distillation

;
used for dis-

tilling: as, distillatory vessels.

Having In well closed distillatory glasses caught the
fumes driven over by heat. Boyle, Works, I. 130.

distinction

It Is not difficult to understand a character which Is to
plain, the features no diftinct anil strnnglv marked.

Theodore fnrk.fr, Washington.
3. Clearly distinguishable by the mind; unmis-
takable; indubitable; positive: as, a di*tm<-i

assertion, promise, or falsehood.
He (Churchill] . . . commit* an act, not only of private

treachery, hut of distinct military desertion.

Hacaulay, Hallams Const. Hist.

4. Very plain and intelligible in thought or ex-
pression. The distinction made by writers on vision be-
i '<u imperfection of vision due to want of light (ohscu-
rity) mid t hat owing U. distance (confusion) was transferred
to psychology hy Descartes. With him a distinct Idea Is
one- which resists dialectic criticism. Later writers, ad-
hering more closely to the optical metaphor, make a clear
idea to be one distinguishable from others, and a distinct
Idea to be one whose parts can be distinguished from one
another ; hence, one which can he abstractly defined.

While things yet
Are in confusion, give us, If thou canst,
Eye-witness of what lirst or last was done,
Relation more particular and distinct.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 1595.

The most laudable languages are alwales most plaine
and distinct, and the barbarous most confuse and Indis-
tinct. Puttrnham, Arte of Kng. Poesle, p. 1.

A distinct Idea Is that wherein the mind perceives a
difference from all other.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxix. 4.

fi. Distinguishing clearly; capable of receiving
or characterized by definite impressions; not
confused or obscure : as, distinct vision

;
dis-

tinct perception of right and wrong.
The straight line extending directly in front of each eye,

upon which alone objects are distinctly perceived. Is called
the "

line of distinct vision." Amer. Cyc., XVI. 391.

6. Decorated; adorned. [A rare Latinism.]
Divers flowres distinct with rare delight.

Spenser, K. O... VI. HI. 23.

Sor less on either side tempestuous fell
His arrows, from the fourfold-visaged Four,
Distinct with eyes, and from the living wheck
Distinct alike with multitude of eyes.

Milton, P. L., vi. 848.

Distinct antennae, those antennae which are not contig
nous at the I iase. Distinct cauda or tail, a tail separated
from the abdomen by a constriction or narrow joint, as
In the scorpion. Distinct scutellum, a scutelluni sep-
arated by a suture from the nnmotiiin. Distinct spots
Striae, punctures, etc., those spots, stria?, etc., which do
not touch one another, but are separated by narrow spaces.= 8yn. 1. Separate, etc. See different. 2 and 3. Well
marked, plain, obvious, unmistakable. See distinctly.

Boole o/Quinte Essence (eA. Furnivall), p. 4. distfolCtt (dis-tingkf), V. t. [< ME. distilicten,
< OF. auftneter, dcstincter, destintcr, detinter.

distinguish, < distinct, distinct: see distinct, a.]
To make distinct

; distinguish.
There can no wight distinctr it so
That he dare seye a worde thereto.

Horn, of the Kane, 1. <!!!.

Clerkes that were confessours coupled hem togedere,
Forte construe this clause and distinJcte hit after.

Piers Ploirman (A), iv. 133.

We halle, by adding some word to both in English and
Latin, Dimnattd and expounded the same.

Levin*, Manip. Vocab., Pref., p. 5.

II. .; pi. distillatories (-riz). An apparatus
used in distillation

;
a still.

Thanne muste je do make in the furneis of aischin, a
distillaton'e of glas al hool of oo peo

Boole o/ Quintf Esienct

distiller (dis-til'er), . One who or that which
distils; one whose occupation is to extract
spirit by distillation Distillers' Company, one of
the livery companies of London, which has noTiall, but
transacts its business at Guildhall,

distillery (dis-til'er-i), n.; pi. distilleries (-iz).

[< F. distillerif, a distillery, < distiller, distil:
see distil.'] 1. The act or art of distilling.
[Rare.] 2. The building and works where
distilling is carried on.

The site is now occupied by a distillery, and several

Pennant, 'London, p. 41. distinctify (dis-tingk'ti-fi), v. t. pret. and pp.
distillery-fed (dis-til 'er-i-fed), a. Fed with distinctified, ppr. dMinctifyitig. [< distinct +
grain or swill from distilleries, as cattle or -'-/, make.] Tomakedistinct. Dorics. [Rare.]
nogs. distinctio (dis-tingk'shi-6), n. [L., distinction,
distilment, distillment (dis-til'ment), . [< separation, comma: see distinction.'} In Gre-

, >i.i ,I.-..H.,..* / j.-.-.-,!,.. .. . ,
gorian music: (a) The pause or break by which
melodies are divided into convenient

jplirases.
In a verse of a psalm there are usually three
such breaks: as,

Domine
| libera anlmam meam

a lingua dolosa.

Same as differentia, 2.

.~\

. ]
That which is produced by distillation. [Rare

In the porches of mine ears did pour
The leperous distilinent. Shale., Hamlet, i. 5.

distinct (dis-tingkf), a. [< ME. distinct, < OF.
instinct, F. distinct = Sp. It. distinto = Pg. dis-
tincto = Or. distinct = Sw. Dan. distinct, < L. dis-

a labiis Iniquis |
et

Ps. oex. 2 (Vulgate).

uwitnciio, aisnnzion = rsp. MMMMM = Fg. dis-

tinc^So = It. distinzione = D. distinctif = G. din-

To offend and judge are distinct offices
Unction = Dan. Sw. distinttion, < L. dixtinc-

Shat., M. of v., n. 9. tio(n-), a distinguishing, difference, separation,
The intention was that the two armies which marched 8etting off, < distingitere, pp. distiiictus, distin-

out together should afterward be distinct. guish: see distinct, distinguish.] 1. The act of
Clarendon, Great Rebellion, distinguishing, either by giving a distinctive

Not more distinct from harmony divine, mark or character to the object or objects dis-
The constant creaking of a country sign.

" u * * , !. . ."*

Cowper, Conversation, 1. fl.

Distinct as the billows, yet one as the sea.

Montgomery, Ocean, 1. r.4.

2. Clearly distinguishable by sense
; that may

be plainly perceived ; well defined
; not blurred

or indeterminate: as, a distinct view of an ob-
ject; distinct articulation; to make a distinct
mark or impression.

And the clear voice, symphonious yet distinct.

Cowper, The Task, iv. 18i
Dark-blue the deep sphere overhead,KM** with vivid stars inlaid.

tinguished, or by observing the existing marks
and differences.

Number is distinction of person be one and moo ; and
soe Is singular and plural.

A. Hume, orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Standards and gonfalons twixt van and rear
Stream in the air. and for distinction serve
Of hierarchies, of orders, and degrees.

Milton, P. L., v. 590.

The distinction which is sometimes made between civil

privileges and political power is a distinction without a
difference. Macaulay, Disabilities of Jews.
Men do indeed speak of civil and religions Hlierty as

tars inlaid. different things ; but tin- dMfMffotil quite arbitrary.
lennmon. Arabian Nights. a. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 23



distinction

2. A note or mark of difference ;
a distinguish-

ing quality or character; a characteristic differ-

ence : followed by between.

I had from my youth studied the distinctions between

religious and civil rights. Hilton, Second Defence.

Ev'n Palinurus no distinction found

Betwixt the night and day ;
such darkness reign'd around.

Dryden, Jineid, iii.

If he does really think that there is no distinction

between virtue and vice, why, sir, when he leaves our

houses, let us count our spoons.

;
the state or fact of
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"
English" as the distinctive name of those against whom

they acted. So far as I have seen, the name that was

then used in that sense was "British."

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 56.

2. Having the power to distinguish and dis-

cern; discerning. [Rare.]
Credulous and vulgar auditors readily believe it, and

the more judicious and distinctive heads do not reject it.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

distinctively (dis-tingk'tiv-li), adv. In a dis-

distSlciion in'Things" whereby "we may be able to discern

one thing from another.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxxn. 14.

There are distinctions that will live in heaven,
When time is a forgotten circumstance ! S. P. Willis.

4f. Distinctness.

There is no greater difference betwixt a cinill and bru-

tish vtteraunce then cleare distinction of voices.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 61.

5. The power of distinguishing differences;

discrimination; discernment; judgment.
She [Nature] left the eye distinction, to cull out

The one from the other.
Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill.

Yet take heed, worthy Maximus ; all ears

Hear not with that distinction mine do.

Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 3.

:t separated distinctively

others; this work is distinctively literary. =Syn.
Distinctively, Distinctly. The former emphasizes merely

the fact of separation or distinction from other things

by some peculiarity or specific difference ; the latter em-

phasizes more especially the definiteness and clearness

with which this separation or distinction exists or is per-

ceived. Thus, distinctimlti literary work is peculiarly, or

clearly and obviously, literary, as distinguished from other

kinds of writing.

And if Greece was distinctively the cultured nation of

antiquity, Germany may claim that distinction in modern

Europe. U. If. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 253.

To what end also doth he distinctly assign a peculiar dis-

pensation of operations to the father, of ministeries to the

son, of gifts to the Holy Ghost? Barrow, Works, II. xxiv.

distinctiveness (dis-tingk'tiv-nes), . The
state or quality of being distinctive ;

distinctive

character
; individuality.

6. The state of being distinguished ;
eminence ;

superiority; elevation of character or of rank
"gawaythedwrincMwneM and there-

in society ;
the manifestation of superiority in

J"^ "^"^^ character to be enjoyed in its appeal to a

conduct, appearance, or otherwise. particular humour in us. Jtugkiti.

Houses of Persons of Distinction are built with rlistinctlv (dis-tingkt'li), adv. 1. In a distinct
heres : that is, wide^j*g$? a manner ;

with distinctness ;
not confusedly, un-

All the 1

Porte-coche

When there is fnllv record the truth that mo,

He was a charming fellow, clever, urbane, free-handed.

and with that fortunate quality in his appearance which
is known as distinction. H. James, Jr., Confidence, ii.

7. That which confers or marks eminence or

superiority ; office, rank, or favor.

To be a really great historian is perhaps the rarest of

intellectual distinctions. Macaiday, History.

8. The act of distinguishing or treating with

honor.
The distinctions lately paid us by our betters awaked

that pride which I had laid asleep but not removed.
Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

Socinios received him with great marks of distinction

and kindness. He decorated him with a chain and brace-

lets of gold, and gave him a dagger of exquisite workman-

ship, mounted with the same metal.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 300.

Accidental distinction, discretiye distinction, etc.

See the adjectives. Without distinction, indiscrimi-

nately.

Maids, women, wives, without distinction, fall. Dryden.

=Syn. Distinctness, Distinction. Distinctness has kept
the narrower literal sense of the state or quality of being
distinct; distinction has been extended to more active

meanings, as the mark of difference, the quality distin-

guishing, superiority by difference, outward rank, honors
rendered to one as superior, etc.

And so, in grateful interchange
Of teacher and of hearer,
Their lives their true distinctness keep
While daily drawing nearer.

WhiUier, Among the Hills.

Pomponins preferred the honour of becoming an Athe-

Pronounce thy speeche distinctly, see thou mark well

thy worde. Eabees Boole (E. E. T. 8.), p. 75.

"When all were plac'd in seats distinctly known,
And he their father had assum'd the throne,

Upon his ivory scepter first he leant.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 229.

Hence 2. Without doubt; obviously; evi-

dently ; incontrovertibly.
To despair of what a conscientious collection and study

of facts may lead to, and to declare any problem insoluble,
because difficult and far off, is distinctly to be on the

wrong side in science. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 22.

Your conduct lias been distinctly and altogether unpar-
donable. L. H'. M. Lockhart, Mine is Thine, xxxix.

He has . . . distinctly weakened his position by claim-

ing as Cyprian the Catalogue of Ships.
Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 479.

3f. Separately ;
in different places.
Sometime I'd divide

And burn in many places ; on the topmast,
The yards and bowsprit, would I fiame distinctly,
Then meet and join. Shnk., Tempest, i. 2.

= Syn. 1. Distinctly, Clearly, explicitly, definitely, pre-

cisely, unmistakably. The first two are sometimes distin-

guished thus : I see it dearly that is, fully outlined from
all other objects ; I see it distinctly that is, with its fea-

tures separate to the eye. This, however, is a rather un-

common refinement of meaning. See distinctively.

distinctness (dis-tingkt'nes), n. The quality
or state of being distinct, in any sense of that
word.
Whenever we try to recall a scene we saw but for a mo-

ment, there are always a few traits that recur, the rest
nian, by intellectual naturalisation, to all the distinctions being blurred and vague, instead of the whole being re-
which were to be acquired in the political contests of vive ,i jn equai distinctness or indistinctness.
Rome. Macaulay, History. j. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 61.

To William Peun belongs the distinction, destined to Extensive distinctness. See extensive. = Syn. Distinct-
brighten as men advance in virtue, of first in human his- ness Distinction (see distinction), plainness, perspicuity,
tory establishing the Law of Love, as a rule of conduct, in explicitness lucidity
the intercourse of nations. Sumne.,; Orations, I. 114.

flistmctort (dis-tingk'tor), . [< LL. distinc-
3. Diversity, etc. See di/erence.-l. Rank, note, repute, tor < L distinguere, distinguish: see distinct.
fame, renown, celebrity. ,. '.. . , -, x '

-, j. 5? . *

distinctional (dis-tingk'shon-al), fl. [< dis- distingmsn.-] One who distinguishes or makes

filiation + -al] Serving for' distinction, as of distinctions.

But certes, in my fantasie such curious distinctors may
be verie aptlie resembled to the foolish butcher, that of-

fered to haue sold his mutton for fifteen grots, and yet

species or groups: as, distinctional characters;
distinctional colors. [Rare.]

distinctive (dis-tingk'tiv), a. [= F. distine- would not take a crowne.

tif= Sp. distintivo = Pg. distinctive = It. dis- Stanihurst, in Holinshed's Chron. (Ireland), i.

tin tiro, < L. as if "distinctii'us, < distinctm, pp. distincture (dis-tingk'tur), n. [< distinct +
of distinguere, distinguish: see distinct.'] 1. -we.'] Distinctness. Edinburgh Rev. [Rare.]
Marking distinction, difference, or peculiarity ; distinguet, v. t. [ME. distingwcn, destingen, <

distinguishing from something diverse; char- OF. distinguer, destinguer, F. distinguer = Pr.
acteristic: as, distinctive names or titles; the distinguir, destinguir = Sp. Pg. dintingulf = It.

distinctive characteristics of a species. distinguere = D. distingeren = Dan. distingvere
All the distinctive doctrines of the Puritan theology = Sw. distingvcra, < L. distinguere : see distin-

were fully and even coarsely set forth.
finish.] To distinguish. Chaucer.

. "'""'!;.
H 'st

;

E"S" vii.

distinguish (dis-ting'gwish), v. [With added
Nearly all cities have their own dittinetivt colour. ,.,,ffi v nfrprnthprvpi-hsiTi LA-fTfK ,Jittiumrfu

That of Venice is a pearly white, . . . and that of Flor-
' n

.

X
'
alter

Otnerve.lDfe
in
-6/i,^M*,.(.(7! ;

ence is a sober brown. destingen (see distingue), < OF. distinguer, <

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 172, note. L. distinguere, separate, divide, distinguish, set

distinguishable

off, adorn, lit. mark off, < di- for dis-, apart, +
*stinguere = Gr. ari&iv, prick, = E. sting : see

sting, stigma, style*-. Cf. extinguish.'] I. trans.

1. To mark or note in a way to indicate dif-

ference ;
mark as distinct or different

;
charac-

terize ;
indicate the difference of.

It was a purple band, or of blew colour, distinguished
with white which was wreathed about the Tiara.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 362.

Our House is distinguish'd by a languishing Eye, as the

House of Austria is by a thick Lip.

Congreve, Double-Dealer, iv. 3.

2. To recognize as different or distinct from

what is contiguous or similar ; perceive or dis-

cover the differences or characteristic marks
or qualities of; recognize by some distinctive

mark ;
know or ascertain difference in through

the senses or the understanding; perceive or

make out.

Let her take any shape,
And let me see it once, I can distinguish it.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 3.

Sometimes you fancy you just distinguish him [the lark],

a mere vague spot against the blue, an intenser throb in

the universal pulsation of light.
//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 150.

Hence 3. To establish, state, or explain a

difference or the differences between two or

more things ; separate by classification or defi-

nition
;
discriminate ;

set off or apart.

The seasons of the year at Tonquin, and all the Coun-

tries between the Tropicks, are distinguished into Wet and

Dry, as properly as others are into Winter and Summer.
Dampier, Voyages, II. t 32.

The mind finds no great difficulty to distinguish the

several originals of things into two sorts.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxvi. 2.

Death must be distinguished from dying, with which it

is often confounded. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vi.

In ancient Rome the semi-slave class distinguished as

clients originated by this voluntary acceptance of servi-

tude with safety. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 459.

4. To discern critically ; judge.
Iso more can you distinguish of a man
Than of his outward show.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1.

As men are most capable of distinguishing merit in

women, so the ladies often form the truest judgments of

us . Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

5. To separate from others by some mark of

honor or preference ;
treat with distinction or

honor; make eminent or superior; give distinc-

tion to.

Next to Deeds which our own Honour raise,

Is, to distinguish them who merit Praise.

Congreve, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

To distinguish themselves by means never tried before.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 164.

The beauty, indeed, which distinguished the favourite

ladies of Charles was not necessary to James.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

II. intrans. 1. To make a distinction; find

or show a difference : followed by between.

The reader must learn by all means to distinguish be-

tween proverbs and those polite speeches which beautify
conversation. Swift.

In contemporaries, it is not so easy to distinguish, be-

IvAxt notoriety and fame. Emerson, Books.

We are apt to speak of soul and body, as if we could

distinguish between them, and knew much about them ;

but for the most part we use words without meaning.
J. H. Xewman, Parochial Sermons, i. 273.

2f. To become distinct or distinguishable ; be-

come differentiated.

The little embryo, |n the natural sheet and lap of its

mother, first distinguishes into a little knot, and that in

time will be the heart, and then into a bigger bundle,
which, after some days' abode, grows into two little spots,

and they, if cherished by nature, will become eyes.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar.

distinguishable (dis-ting'gwish-a-bl), a. [<

distinguish + -able.] 1. Capable of being dis-

tinguished, separated, or discriminated from

something else.

Wlien Bruce and Baliol, with ten other competitors,
conduct a litigation before Edward I. of England respect-

ing the right to the Scottish Crown, the arguments are not

distinguishable in principle from argumentson the inherit-

ance of an ordinary fief.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 125.

2. Capable of being perceived, recognized, or

made out; perceptible; discernible: as, a

scarcely distinguishable speck in the sky.

Where holy ground begins, unhallowed ends,

Is marked by no distinguishable line ;

The turf unites, the pathways intertwine.

\Vordsu'<>rtli, Sonnets, iii. 7.

3. Capable of being distinguished or classified

according to distinctive marks, characteristics,
or qualities; divisible: as, sounds are di.-itin-

ffuishable into high and low. 4. Worthy of

note or special regard.



distinguishable

I would endeavour that my bettors should si>pk me hy
the merit of sometliini,' di*tinit'<iitli<i!,i. . inM--ad of niy
seeking thrhl.

distinguishableness (dis-ting'gwish-a-bl-nes),
H. The state of being distinguishable. Bailey,

distinguishable (dis-ting'gwish-a-bli). ml,-.

So as to be distinguished.
We have both spices of Carissa In this province; hut

they melt, scarce dil/ii'iiii.iliiiH,i, into each oilier.

SYr H'. ./on/'*, Selert Indian Plants.

distinguished (dis-ting'gwisht), ;>. a. 1. Sep-
arated by some mark of distinction : as, distin-

Utiixhcd rank; ilixthigui.xlicd abilities. 2. Pos-

sessing distinction; separated from the gen-
erality by superior abilities, achievements,
character, or reputation; better known than
others in the same class or profession; well

known; eminent: as, a distinguished statesman,
author, or soldier.

A distinguished Protestant writer indeed complained
not long ago that " Protestantism has no saints."

//. A'. Oxfnhaut, Short Studies, p. 37.

-SVJL CfMiratfd, Eminent, etc. (see famous); marked,
e-in^pieuous, excellent.

distinguishedly (dis-ting'gwisht-li), adv. In
a distinguished manner; eminently. Swift.

distinguisher (dis-ting'gwish-er), . One who
or that which distinguishes, or separates one
thing from another by indicating or observing
differences.

If writers be just to the memory of Charles II., they
cannot deny him to have been an exact knower of man-
kind, and a perfect distinguisher of their talents.

Dryden, King Arthur, Bed.

distinguishing (dis-ting'gwish-ing), p. a. Con-
stituting a difference or distinction; charac-

teristic; peculiar.
Innocence of life, and great ability, were the distin-

auixhing pan - of his character. Steele, Spectator, No. 10!).

Milton's chief Talent, and indeed h\sdintiii,ntinhin!j Ex-
cellence, lies in the sublimity of his Thoughts.

Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

Distinguishing pennant, a flag used in signaling In a
squadron of vessels to indicate the special ship to which
signals are made.

distinguishingly (dis-ting'gwish-ing-li), adr.
With distinction; with some mark of prefer-
ence; markedly.
Some call me a Tory, because the heads of that party

have lieen distinyuijihingly favourable to me. Pope..

distinguishmentt (dis-ting'gwish-ment), . [<

distinguish + -nient.] Distinction; observa-
tion of difference.

And mannerly distinguish ment leave out
Betwixt the prince and beggar ! Shale., W. T., ii. 1.

distitlet (dis-ti'tl), v. t. [< dis- priv. + title.]
To deprive of title or claim to something.
[Hare.]
That were the next way to dix-title myself of honour.

B. Jotison, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Distoma (dis'to-mS,), n. [NL., < Gr. 6laroftof,

two-mouthed, ^ it-, two-, + aro/ia. mouth.] 1.
The typical and leading genus of the family Dis-

tomidos; a genus of trematoid or suctorial para-
sitic worms, or flukes, of which D. hepattcum,
the liver-fluke, is the best-known. D. hepaticmn
is oftenest found in the liver of sheep, in which it causes
the disease called rot, but it also occurs in man and various
other animals. In form it is ovate, flattened, and presents
two suckers (whence the name), of which the anterior is

perforated by the oral aperture, and the posterior median
one is approximated to it ; there is a complicated branch-
ed water-vascular system ; the intestine is branched and
without an anus. It has been shown that the ciliated

embryo passes into Idnmanu truncitlatus, and there gives
rise to a sporocyst which develops red he, which produce
other redlffi, or cercaria), which are tadpole-like larva; ;

these after swimming for a time become encysted, as, for
example, on blades of grass, and in this state are eaten
by sheep. Numerous species of the genus are described.
D. tflBMtdtoiL from the veins of man, is now referred
to the genus Bilharzia. See cut under cercaria.

2. [/. c.] An animal belonging to this genus.
The developmental stages of Distoma militare may lie

summed up as: (1) Ciliated larva, (2) Redia, (3) Cercaria,
(4) Cercaria. tailless and encysted, or incomplete Dittoinn.
(5) Perfect Distoma. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 181.

3. Same as Distomus, 1. Sarigny, 1816.
Distomea (dis -to 'me -a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

(iioro^of, two-mouthed: see Distoma. J A super-
family group of trematoid worms or flukes.
They have at most two suckers and no hooks. They de-
velop by a complicated alternation of generations, the
larval and asexual forms chiefly inhabiting mollusks
while the sexually mature individuals live mostly in the
alimentary canal of vertebrates or its appendages. The
group includes the families Dtstomidw and M, >,,,*/, >,,,;,l t ,

Dimorphic forms are found in certain species of the
genera Monostomum and Distomum : . . . one individual
develops only male sexual organs, the other only female.
Such Distomea are morphologically hermaphrodite, but
practically of separate sexes.

Claw, Zoology (trans.), I. 3-21.
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Distomea1 (dis-to'me-e), n.pl. ("NL., < Gr. Kara-

/"", two-mouthed: see Distoma. j Sameas.7>wto-
iii' a, regarded as one of two orders of Treniatoda,
comprising those flukes which have two suck-
<TS or only one: distinguished from Polystomea:
Distomidae (dis-torn'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dis-
/mini + -idie.] A family of digeneous trema-
toid worms or flukes, having two suckers with-
out hooks, as the liver-flukes. The suckers are ap-
pi. iMinai ed at one end of the body : reproduction is by an
.ilt' rnation of generations. The principal genera ore Dis-
tn,ii anil llilharzia. See cut under cercaria.

Distomum (dis'to-mum), n. Same as Distoma.
Distomus (dis'to-mus), n. [NL. : see Distoma.']
1 . A genusof ascidians, of the family fiotryllida:,
w i t h six-rayed anal and branchial orifices. Also
Distoma. 2. A genus of Coleoptera. Stephens,
IHL'7.

distonet, '' Same as distune. Rom. of the Rose.
distort (dis-tdrt'), v. t. [< L. distortus, pp. of

distorquere (> It. distorcere, storcere, twist, un-

twist, = Sp. destorcer = Pg. destorcer, untwist,
= OF. destordre, desteurtrc, detordre, detortre,
F. dixtordre, distort), twist different ways, dis-

tort, < dig-, apart, + torquere, twist: see tort,

torsion, and cf. contort, detort, extort, etc.] 1.

To twist or wrest out of shape; alter the shape
of ; change from the proper to an improper or
unnatural shape ; represent by an image hav-

ing a shape somewhat different from nature.

At last this odious offspring whom thou seeat,
Thine own begotten, breaking violent way,
Tore through my entrails, that, with fear and pain
Distorted, all my nether shape thus grew
Transform'd. Milton, P. L., H. 784.

Looking along a hot poker or the boiler of a steamboat,
we see objects beyond distorted: 1. e., we no longer see
each point in its true direction.

r. G. Tail, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 583.

The low light flung a queer, distorted shadow of him on
the wall. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, x.

Hence 2. To turn away or pervert ; cause to

give or to receive erroneous views or impres-
sions; mislead; bias.

Wrath and malice, envy and revenge do darken and di*-
'"'' the understandings of men. Tillotmin.

It views the truth with a distorted eye,
And either warps or lays it useless by.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 6til>.

We all admit that passion distorts judgment.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 196.

3. To wrest from the true meaning ; pervert the
truth regarding; misrepresent.

Grievances . . . distorted, magnified.
Coloured by quarrel into calumny.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 72.

Distorted crystal. See crystal. = 8yn. 1 and 2. To con-

tort, deform, bend. 3. To misapply, misuse,

distortt (dis-t6rt'), a. [< L. distortus, pp.: see
the verb.] Twisted out of shape ; distorted.

Her face was ugly and her mouth distort.

,_Spenser, . Q., V. xil. 36.

distortedly (dis-tdr'ted-li), adv. In a distorted
manner

; crookedly.
Men . . . born with silver spoons in their mouths, and

prone to regard human affairs as reflected in those
somewhat dUortfdly. II. Spenctr, Social Statics, p. 370.

distorter (dis-tdr'ter), n. One who or that
which distorts.

distortion (dis-tdr'shon), n. [= OF. destorcion,
F. distortion= It. distorsionc, storsinne, < L. dis-

tortio(n-), < distorquere, distort: see distort, r.]
1. The act of distorting, (a) A forcible alteration of
the shape of a Inxly by twisting or wresting ; the change of

any shape from the proper or natural one to an improper
or unnatural one

; the representation of a visible object
by an image of an altered shape.

We prove its use
Sovereign and most effectual to secure
A form not now gymnastic as of yore,
From rickets and distortion. Cowjter, The Task, ii.

(b) In ninth,, any change of shape not involving a breach
of continuity. But a mere alteration of size in the same
ratio in all directions is not considered to be a distortion.

(c) A twisting or writhing motion : as. the facial distor-
tions of a sufferer.

2. The state of being twisted out of shape; a
deviation from the natural or regular shape or

position ; an unnatural direction of parts, from
whatever cause.

More ordinary imperfections and distortions of the body
in tlgure. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiro, p. 79.

In some, Distortions quite the Face disguise.
Congrevt, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

3. A perversion of the true meaning or intent.

These absurdities are all framed ... by a childish dis-
tortion of my words.

Bp. Wren. Monarchy Asserted (1659), p. 147.

distortive (dis-tor'tiv), a. [< distort + -tt'e.]
1. Tending to distort; causing distortions.

Quarterly ]{cv.2. Having distortions; dis-
torted.

distracter

distortor (dis-tdr'tor), n.
; pi. dlgtortores (dis-

ti'ir-to'rez). [NL.,< ML. distortor, distorter, <
L. distorquere, pp. distortus, distort: see dis-

tort.'] 1. In anat.', that which distorts. Ma-
tortor Orts, in mini., a muscle of the mouth, so called
lioui its distorting the mouth, as in rage, grinning, etc.;
Ilii' /)-"tn:itietls major.

distourblet, r. /. See distrouble.

distract (dis-trakf), r. t. [< HE. distracten. <
ML. distractare, freq. of L. distralicre, pp. awt-

Ir/iftiw (> OF. destraicr, destraer, dextraher, F.
distraire = Pr. distraire = Sp. distraer = Pg.
distrahir = It. distraere, distraggere, distraire,

straere, strarre =: Dan. distrahcre = Sw. dis-

trahera), draw asunder, pull in different direc-

tions, divide, perplex, < dis-, asunder, + traliere,

draw: see
traccj

tract. Distraught is an old
form of the ad], distract, q. v., and is not a

part of the E. verb.] If. To draw apart; pull
in different directions and separate ;

divide.
Shak. [Rare.] 2. To turn or draw away from
any object ; divert from any point toward an-
other point, or toward various other objects:
as, to distract a person's attention from his oc-

cupation.
If he cannot wholly avoid the eye of the observer, he

hopes to distract it by a multiplicity of the object.
South, Sermons.

3. To cause distraction in
; draw in different

directions or toward different objects ; confuse
by diverse or opposing considerations: per-
plex; bewilder: as, to distract the mind with
cares.

They are distractal aa much In opinion as in will.

Bacon, Political Kables, i., Expl.
A principle that is but half received does but distract,

instead of guiding our behaviour. Sterle, Taller, No. 211.

A thousand external details must lie left out as irrele-

vant, and only serving to distract and mislead the ob-
server. J. Caird.

Multitudes were distracted by doubts, which they sought
In vain to repress, and which they firmly Iwlieved to lie

the suggestions of the devil. Leclcy, Rationalism, I. 72.

4. To disorder the reason of ; derange ; render
frantic or mad.
A poor mad soul, . . . poverty hath dintraetrd her.

Kkak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

Let me not see thee more ; something is done
That will ilixtrnct me, that will make me mad,
If I behold thee. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, III. 1.

Time may restore their wits, whom vain ambition
Hath many years dixtraclfd.

Ford, Perkin Warheck, v. 2.

distractt (dis-trakf), a. [< ME. distract (after
the L.), also distrauht, mod. distraught (after E.
forms like taught, etc.), also dtxtrat, destret,
after OF. dcstrait, F. distrait, < L. distractvs,
distracted, perplexed, pp. of distraliere, draw
asunder, perplex, etc.: see distract, c.] Dis-

tracted; frantic; deranged: same &s distraught.
Thou shall ben so destrat by aspre thinges.

Chaucer, Rocthius, Hi. prose 8.

With this she fell distract,
And, her attendants absent, swallow'd lire.

Shak., J. C., iv. a.

When any fall from virtue,
I am distract ; 1 have an interest in 't.

Brau. and Fl., Philaster, III. 1.

distracted (dis-trak'ted), p. a. [Pp. of distract,
r. ; pquiv. to distract, a.] 1. Perplexed; har-
assed orbewildered by opposingconsiderations.

Remember thee ?

Ay, thou poor ghost, while memory holds a seat
In this distracted glolic. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

The wicked, who, surprized,
Lose their defence, distracted and amazed.

Mill,,,,. S. A., 1. 1286.

A fraternity acting together with a harmony unprece-
dented amongst their distracted countrymen of that age.

De Quincey, Essenes, I.

2. Disordered in intellect
; deranged ; mad ;

frantic.

What both you and all the rest of yon say about that
matter is but the fniit of distracted brains.

Banyan, Pilgrim s Progress, p. 204.

= Syn. 1. Attracted, Diverted, etc. See absent.

distractedly (ilis-trak'ted-li), adv. In a dis-
tracted manner; as a distracted person.

O'er hedge and ditch distractedly they take.
And happiest he that greatest haste could make.

Drat/ton, Battle of Agincourt.

distractedness (dis-trak'ted-nes), n. 1. The
state of being distracted, harassed, or per-
plexed in mind; a perplexed condition or state.

Such experiments as the unfnrnishedness of the place
and the present distractedttfss of my mind will permit me.

Boyle, Works, I. 41.

2. A disordered or deranged condition of the
mind

; madness.
distracter (dis-trak'ter), H. One who or that
which distracts.



distractful

distractfult (dis-trakt'fiil), a. [< distract+ -ful,

irreg. suffixed to verb or adj.] Distracting.

Arise, kneel not to me,
But thanke thy sisters, they apparell'd thee
In that distractful shape.

Hcyirooit, Love's Mistress, sig. V, J>.

distractible (dis-trak'ti-bl), . [< distract +
-'Wc.] Capable of being distracted or drawn

away.
distractile (dis-trak'til), . [< distract + -He.]
In hot., widely separated: applied by Richard
to anthers in which the cells are separated by
a very long and narrow connective, as in the

genus Salria.

distraction (dis-trak'shon), . [< ME. distrac-

tioun (but used appar. in sense of detraction), <

OF. distraction, F. distraction = Sp. distraccion

= Pg. distracqao = It. distrasione = D. distrac-

tie = Dan. Sw. distraktion, < L. distractio(n-),
a pulling asunder, parting, dissension, < distra-

here, pp. distractiis, pull asunder: see distract.]

If. The act of drawing or the state of being
drawn apart; separation.
Thou who wert uncapable of distraction from him, with

whom thou wert one, would'st yet so much act man as to

retyre, for the opportunity of prayer.
JSp. Hall, The Walk upon the Waters.

2. A drawing away of the mind from one point
or course to another or others; diversion of

thought or feeling into a different channel or
toward different objects.
That ye may attend upon the Lord without distraction.

1 Cor. vii. 85.

She listened to all that was said, and had never the least
distraction or absence of thought. Swift, Death of Stella.

Distraction is the removal of our attention from a mat-
ter with which we are engaged, and our bestowal of it on
another which crosses us. Sir W. Hamilton.

3. A drawing of the mind in different direc-
tions

;
mental confusion arising from diverse

or opposing considerations
; perplexity ;

be-
wilderment: as, the distraction caused by a
multitude of questions or of cares.

Comes in one mistress Page ; gives intelligence of Ford's

approach ; and in her invention and Ford's wife's distrac-

tion, they conveyed me into a buck-basket.

Sliak.,M. W. of W., iii. 5.

4. Confusion of affairs
; tumult; disorder: as,

political distractions.

Never was known a night of such distraction.

Dryden, Spanish Friar.

5. Violent mental excitement, or extreme ag-
ony of mind, simulating madness in its tenden-
cies or outward exhibition; despairing pertur-
bation : as, this toothache drives me to distrac-
tion.

How have mine eyes out of their spheres been fitted,
In the distraction of this madding fever !

Shak., Sonnets, cxix.

This quiet sail is as a noiseless wing
To waft me from distraction.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 85.

The distraction of the children, who saw both their pa-
rents expiring together, would have melted the hardest
heart. Tatter.

6. A state of disordered reason
; frenzy ;

in-

sanity; madness.
What new crotchet next ?

There is so much sense in this wild distraction,
That I am almost out of my wits too.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, Iv. 2.

J'orc'd to the field he came, but in the rear ;

And feign'd distraction to conceal his fear.

Dryden, Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 52.

To live upon the hopes of unseen things is madness and
distraction, if there be no heaven, no unseen things for us.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I., Pref. to xi.

7. A cause of diversion or of bewilderment, as
of the attention or the mind

; something that
distracts, in any sense: as, the distractions of

gayety or of business
; labor is often a distrac-

tion from gloomy thoughts.
The invitation offered an agreeable distraction to Mag-

gie's tears. George JSKot, Mill on the Floss, i. 4.

He [Shakspere] allows us here and there the repose of
a commonplace character, the consoling distraction of a
humorous one. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 18i

8. In Gr. gram., the dialectic or poetical use of
two similar vowels identical in pronunciation,
or differing only in quantity, for a single long
vowel in the ordinary Greek form : as, <t>6uc, for
<t>i>f, opou for opo, upaarof for Kparoc, tCf.rpi&uv for
t&r/6uv, etc. Such forms are really examples of assim-
ilation, as an intermediate stage between an earlier openform with different vowels and the later contracted form
as, (1) opico, (2) 6pdo>, (3) 6po>.

9. In French-Canadian law, the divesting of the
right to costs from the client or other person
presumptively or ordinarily entitled, and the
declaration of it to belong to the attorney,
guardian, or other person equitably entitled.
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lOt. A confusing division or course ; a mis-

leading separation or detachment of parts.

[Only m the passage cited.]
While he was yet in Rome,

His power [army] went out in such distractions as

Beguil'd all spies. Shot., A. and C., iii. 7.

-Syn. 6. Derangement, aberration of mind, delirium,
mania.

distractioust (dis-trak'shus), a. [< distraction

+ -OMS.] Distractive.

Without such a nature, it would render his providence,
to human apprehension, laborious and distractions.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, Pref.

distractive (dis-trak'tiv), a. [< distract + -ive.~\

Causing perplexity: as, distractive cares. Drij-
den.

distinctively (dis-trak'tiv-li), adv. In a dis-

tracting or perplexing manner. Carlyle.
distrain (dis-tran'), v. [< ME. distreynen, des-

trcyncn, dfstraynen, < OF. destraindre, destrein-

dre, distraindre, compel, constrain, restrain, =
Pr. destrenger, destrenher = It. distringere, dis-

trignere, < L. distringere, pp. districtus, pull

asunder, stretch out, engage, hinder, molest,
ML. also compel, coerce, as by exacting a

pledge by a fine or by imprisonment, < dis-,

apart, + stringers, draw tight, strain: see

strain^, strict, stringent, etc., and cf. constrain,
restrain. See also district, distringas, distress."]

I. trans. If. To pull or tear asunder; rend

apart.
That same net so cunningly was wound,

That neither guile nor force might it distraint.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 82.

2f. To press with force
;
bear with force upon ;

constrain; compel.
The gentyl faucon that with his feet distraynith
The kyngis hand.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 337.

Distreyne here hcrte as faste to retorne,
As thou dost myn to longen here to Be.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 596.

3f. To restrain; bind; confine.

Distrained with chayncs. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 6.

4f. To distress
;
torment

;
afflict.

Palamon, that love destreyneth so,
That wood out of his wit he goth for wo.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 597.

Moch he were distrained in thought,
And . . . for the dede sighed full ofte there.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 614.

Some secret sorrow did her heart distraine.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 38.

5f. To gain or take possession of; seize; secure.
The proverbe saith, he that to mucheenbraceth distrain-

rth litell. Testament of Lam.
Here's Beaufort, that regards nor God nor king,
Hath here distrain'd the Tower to his use.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. S.

6. In late: (a) To take and withhold (another's
chattel), in order to apply it in satisfaction of the
distrainor's demand against him, or to hold it

until he renders satisfaction. The right to distrain
was recognized at common law as a private remedy in the
nature of a reprisal, by which a person might take the per-
sonal property of another into his possession, and hold it

as a pledge or security until satisfaction was made, as by
the payment of a debt, the discharge of some duty, or as
reparation for an injury done, with the right in certain
cases to sell it to obtain satisfaction as in the instance of
the impounding of cattle, damage feasant, or the taking
by the landlord of the goods and chattels of a tenant while
still upon the premises, for the non-payment of rent.

If anie member, of his froward disposition or otherwise,
refuse to pay quarterage, penalties, arrearages, or other
amerciaments, the master and wardens, with their officers,
shall have power at lawful times to enter such member's
shop, and distrain the same.
Quoted in English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxvii., note.

They thought it lawfull, and made it a use to distrayne
one anothers goodes for small detts.

Spenser, State of Ireland.
The plaintiff in the action was the owner of the dis-

trained cattle, and the defendant was the distrainor.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 265.

(6) To seize and hold in satisfaction of a de-
mand or claim, or in order to compel the per-
formance of an obligation; seize under judicial
process or authority : said of any movable prop-
erty, or of goods and chattels. See distringas
and distress,

II. intrans. To make seizure of goods in
satisfaction of a claim, or in order to compel
the performance of an obligation.
The earl answered, I will not lend money to my snperi-

our, upon whom I cannot distrain for the debt.

Camden, Remains.
For neglecting to do suit to the lord's court, or other

certain personal service, the lord may distrain of common
Blackstone, Com., III. i.

Unless the complainant who sought to distrain went
through all the acts and words required by the law with
the most rigorous accuracy, he in his turn . . . incurred
a variety of penalties.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 273.

distress

distrainable (dis-tra'na-bl), a. [< OF. destrai-

gnable, destrrignable, < Destraindre,
distrain : see

distrain and -able.] Liable to be distrained, or

seized in satisfaction of a claim, or in order to

compel the performance of some obligation.
Instead therefore of mentioning those things which are

distrainable, it will be easier to recount those which are
not so, with the reason of their particular exemption.

Blackstone, Com., III. i.

distrainer, distrainor (dis-tra'ner, -nor), n.

[< OF. (AF.) dcstreinor, < destrcindre, distrain:
see distrain,] One who distrains or seizes goods
for debt or service ; one who makes or causes
seizure by way of distress.

The distrainer has no other power than to retain them
[chattels which have been seized] till satisfaction is made.

Btackstone, Com., III. i.

The Sheriff flrstof all demanded a view of the impounded
cattle ; if this were refused, he treated the dintrainor as

having committed a violent breach of the King's peace.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 264.

distrainment (dis-tran'ment), H. The act of

distraining, or the state of being distrained.

distrainor, n. See distrainer.

distraint (dis-tranf), n. [< OF. destrainte, des-

traincte, distraincte, restraint, < distraint, pp. of

destraindre, distrain : see distrain.'] In law, the
act of distraining ;

a distress.

The distraint of cattle for damage still retains a variety
of archaic features. It is not a complete remedy. The
taker merely keeps the cattle until satisfaction is made to
him for the injury, or till they are returned by him on an
engagement to contest the right to distrain in an action
of Replevin. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 22.

distrait (dis-tra'), a. [F., = E. distract, dis-

traught, < L. distractus: see distract, a.] 1.

Abstracted; absent-minded; inattentive.

And then she got Grace supper, and tried to make her
talk ; but she was distrait, reserved.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xxvi.

2. In French laic, awarded to another. See din-

traction, 9.

distratt, . See distract. Chaucer.

distraught (dis-traf), j. a. [< ME. distrauht,
another form of distract, destrat, distracted, etc. :

see distract, a.] If. Drawn apart; separated.
She sent an arrow forth with mighty draught, . . .

And, in his nape arriving, through it tlirild
His greedy throte, therewith in two distraught.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 31.

2. Distracted; bewildered; perplexed; being
in or manifesting a state of distraction.

Distrauhte in thouhte, refourme hem to resonn.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 206.

To doubt betwixt our senses and our souls
Which are the most distraught and full of pain.

Mrs. Browning.
His aspect was so dazed and distraught as to suggest

the suspicion that the sherry had been exceptionally po-
tent. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 165.

distraughtedt, a. [< distraught + -ed.~\ Dis-

traught.
My weake distraughted mynd.

Spenser, Heavenly Beauty.

distreamt (dis-trem'), r. i. [< L. dis- + E.

stream.] To flow out or over.

Yet o'er that virtuous blush iIMn-am* a tear.

Shenstone.

distress (dis-tres')>
'

* [< ME. distresses,

distresen, < OF. destresxcr, dextrecier, destrechier,

destroisser, restrain, constrain, put in straits,

afflict, distress, < ML. as if *distric1iare, an as-
sumed freq.form of L. distringere, pp. districtus,

pull asunder, stretch out, ML. compel, coerce,
distrain: see distrain and district. Hence (in

part), by apheresis, stress, v., q. y.]
1 . To con-

strain or compel by pain, suffering, or force of
circumstances.

Though the distrust of futurity is a strange error, yet it

is an error into which bad men may naturally be distressed.
For it is impossible to bid defiance to final ruin without
some refuge in imagination, some presumption of escape.

Young, Night Thoughts, vii., Pref.

Men who can neither be distressed or won into a sacri-

fice of duty. Hamilton.

Muley Abul Hassan now abandoned all hope of carrying
the place by assault, and attempted to distress it into
terms by turning the channel of the river which runs by
its walls. Irving, Granada, p. 44.

2. To afflict with pain, physical or mental
; op-

press or crush with suffering, misfortune, or

calamity; make miserable.

Whan the kynge Belynans com to the bataile as was
grete nede to the kynge Brangoro, nnd to the kynge Cara-

dos, ffor thei were so dfrtrtuMd that thei were eiten at

flight. Mfrlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 249.

We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed.

2 Cor. iv. 8.

What in their tempers teased us or distressed

Is, with our anger anil the dead, at rest.

Crabbe, Works, II. 26.



distress

3. In law, to seize for debt
;
distrain. See dis-

train, 6. = 8yn. 2. Trouble, Haras*, etc. See afflict.

distress (<lis-tres'), n. [< ME. distresse, des-

ti-ame, < OF. desire/me, dcstrccc, destresci, //<*-

treche, destraiclte, F. de'tressc = Pr. destressa,

destreclia, constraint, distress; from the verb.

Hence, by apheresis, stress, n., q. v.] If. Con-

straint; restraint; forcible control
; oppression.

This Eolus, with hardc grace,
Held the wyndes in distresse.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1587.

2f. Compulsion; requirement.
The sayde John Brendon ... to make amends to the

sayde John Matthu after the distresse of the Master and
Wardouys forsayde. English Oilds (E. E. T. .), p. 323.

3. Pain or suffering of body or mind; great

pain, anxiety, or grief.
The thoniy point

Of bare dittress hath ta'en from me the show
Of smooth civility. Shak., As you Like it, li. 7.

With sorrow and heart's distress

Wearied I fell asleep. Milton, P. L., xll. 613.

4. In general, a state of suffering or trouble;
calamity ; adversity ;

affliction
; misery arising

from want or misfortune.

Upon the earth distress of nations. Luke xxi. 25.

There was not enough local distress for charity to find

Interest In relieving it Stubbs, Const. Hist., { 491.

From those thy words, I deem from some distress

By deeds of mine thy dear life I might save.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 330.

6. In late : (a) The act of distraining. See dis-

train, 6.

He would first demaund his dett, and yf he were not

payed, he would straight goe and take a distress of his

goodes and chattels, where he could find them, to the
valewe. Spenser, State of Ireland.

All who should set up such games should forfeit two
hundred pounds, to be levied by distress on the offender's

goods. Goldsmith, Richard Nash.

(6) The common-law remedy by distraining.
The practice of Distress of taking nams, a word pre-

served in the once famous law-term withernam Is at-

tested by records considerably older than the Conquest.
Maine, Early Hist of Institutions, p. 262.

(e) The thing taken by distraining; that which
is seized to procure satisfaction.

As these distresses cannot be aold, the owner, upon mak-
ing satisfaction, may have his chattels again.

Blackstone, Com., III. I.

(d) In old Scots law, a pledge taken by the
sheriff from those who came to fairs or mar-
kets for their good behavior, which at theirclose

was delivered back if no harm had been done.
Abuse of distress. See abUK. Distress sale, a sale

of the thing distrained, in order to satisfy the claim.
Distress warrant, a judicial process authorizing an of-

ficer to distrain. Double distress, in Scots law, a process
used by two or more creditors to attach the funds of their
debtor in the hands of a third person. Flag Of distress.
See _/taj2. Infinite distress, in law, a distress not lim-
ited in quantity, and which might be repeated from time
to time until the adverse party should yield. Signal Of
distress (naut.), a signal that help is needed. = Syn. 3.

Grief, Sorrow, etc. See affliction. 4, Hardship, straits,

perplexity.

distressed (dis-tresf or dis-tres'ed), p. a. Suf-

fering distress
; exciting pity ; miserable : as, a

poor distressed object of charity. Also distrest.

The poor distress'd Lear is I' the town.

Shak., Lear, iv. 8.

He exhausted all his fortune In relieving the wants of
the distressed. Goldsmith, Essays, Asem.

distressedness (dis-trest'nes), n. The state

of being distressed or greatly pained. Bailey,
1731.

distressful (dis-tres'ful),a. [< distress + -ful.]
1. Inflicting or bringing distress ; distressing;
calamitous : as, a distressful event.

And often did beguile her of her tears,
When I did speak of some distressful stroke
That my youth suffer'd. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

The separation of friends and families is, perhaps, one of
the most distressful circumstances attendant on penury.

Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

2. Indicating distress; proceeding from pain
or anguish : as, distressful cries.

One glance into Claude's face, darkened with perplexity,
anger, and a distressful effort to look amiable and com-
fortable, was one too many ; Tarbox burst into a laugh.

G. W. Cable, An Large, xxi.

3f. Attended with
poverty or misery ; gained

by severe or painful toil.

Not all these, laid in bed majesticnl,
Can sleep so soundly as the wretched slave,
Who, with a body fill'd, and vacant mind,
Get* him to rest, cramm'd with distressful bread.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

distressfully (dis-tres'ful-i), adv. In a dis-

tressing manner.

distressing (dis-tres'ing), p. a. Very painful
or afflicting: as, a distressing sickness. =syn.
Acute, grievous, trying, afflictive, torturing, miserable.
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distressingly (dis-tres'ing-li), adv. In a dis-

tressing manner.
distrest, i>. a. See distressed.

distreynet, . A Middle English form of dis-

train.

distributable (dis-trib'u-ta-bl), a. [< distributr

+ -able.'] Capable of being distributed
;
avail-

able for distribution.

Let them melt up their eagles, and add the mass to the
distributable fund. Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 421.

distributary (dis-trib'u-ta-ri), a. [< ML. dis-

tributarius, < L. distribu'tus, pp. : see distribute.']

Distributing ;
distributive ; designed for distri-

bution. Imp. Diet.

distribute (ais-trib'ut), v. ; pret. and pp. dis-

tributed, ppr. distributing. [< L. distrtbutus, pp.
of distribuere (> It. distribute, stribuire = Sp.

Pg. Pr. distribuir=F. distribuer), divide, distrib-

ute, < dis-, apart, + tribuere, give, impart: see

tribute.'] I. trans. 1. To divide or parcel out;
allot in shares ;

bestow in parts
or shares, or

in due proportion; apportion; divide among
several: as, Moses distributed l&nds to the tribes

of Israel
;
Christ ilix/i-ilmt,;! the loaves to his

disciples ; to distribute justice.
From hence a hundred rivers are supplied, which dis-

tribute health and verdure to the various countries through
which they flow. Goldsmith, Essays, Asem.

Walk your dim cloister, and distribute, dole.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

The shore ... is very vneuen, distributed into hills

and dales. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 112.

2. To separate and put in place or order; ar-

range by classification or location : as, to dis-

tribute printing-types into their respective
boxes (see II., 2); to distribute animals into

classes, orders, genera, and species ; to distrib-

ute the books in a library according to their

subjects.
His time, the day, and night, he distributed by the burn*

Ing of certain Tapours into three equall portions.
Hilton, Hist. Eng., v.

3. To spread; scatter; disperse.
The marques of Cadiz, with his confederate command-

ers, distributed themselves along the walla, to direct and
animate their men in the defense. Ircing, Granada, p. 43.

4. To spread out; cover a surface or fill a space
with: as, to distribute ink (that is, spread it

evenly and smoothly) on printing-rollers; to

distribute manure over a field
;
to distribute heat

in a building. 5. In logic, to employ in its full

extent, as a term. Distributed force. See forcei.
Distributed term, in logic* a term employed In its

full extent, so as to comprehend all its signiflcates, or

everything to which it Is applicable. =Syn. 1. Apportion,
Allot, Assign (see dispense); partition, portion out. 2.

To classify, arrange, sort, assort, dispose.

II. intrans. 1. To make distribution; exer-
cise charity.

Distributing to the necessity of saints. Kom. xil. 13.

2. In printing, to put dead matter (that is, com-

posed types that are no longer needed for print-

ing) into the cases, by holding a quantity of it

upright in the left hand on a support, and throw-
ing the separate types from a number taken be-
tween the thumb and first and second fingers
of the right hand into their proper boxes; to

"throw in": as, he distributes rapidly,
distributer (dis-trib'u-ter), . One who or that
which distributes.

I am also by office an assisting Bister of the deacons,
and a deuourer, instead of a distributer of the alms.

//. Jonnon, Bartholomew Fair, v. 2.

distributing-machine (dis - trib
' u - ting-ma -

shen'),n. Inprinting, an apparatus for the me-
chanical performance of the work of type-distri-
bution. It usually accomplishes its task through the

provision of a distinctive nick on the types for each char-

acter, and deposits the different characters in separate
rows or lines on slides.

distribution (dis-tri-bu'shpn), n. [= F. distri-

bution = Pr. distribucio = Sip. distribution= Pg.
distribuic

>
So = It. distribuzione, stribuzione, < L.

distributio(n-), < distribuere, distribute: see dis-

tribute.'] 1. The act of dividing or parceling
out; allotment in shares or according to re-

quirement; apportionment; division among sev-
eral: as, the distribution of an estate among the
heirs ; the distribution of justice or of alms ;

the
distribution of parts in a play.
Of great riches there is no real use, except it be in the

distribution. Bacon, Riches.

I know that it is common to rail at the unequal distri-

bution of riches as the great source of jealousies, broils,
and heart-breakings. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

It is evidently on the real distribution of power, and
not on names and badges, that the happiness of nations
must depend.

Macanlui/, I'tilitarian Theory of Government.

2. That which is distributed or apportioned.

distributional

Sit
((iiiet

in the soft showers of Providence, and favour
able dutributions in this world, either to thyself or others.

Hir T. Brovne, Christ. Mor., III. 5.

Our charitable distributions. Bp. Atlerbury.

3. The act or process of separating and arrang-
i 1 1 L% or the special arrangement secured

; sepa-
ration into distinct order, parts, or classes: sys-
tematic or natural arrangement: as, the distri-

bution of printing-types into their boxes (see
distribute, II., 2)

j
the distribution of plants into

genera and species.
The regular distribution of power into distinct depart-

ments. Hamilton.

Our knowledge of distribution In Time, being derived

wholly from the evidence afforded by fossils, is limited to

that geologic time of which some records remain: cannot
extend to those pre-geologic times the records of which
have been obliterated. //. Spencer, Prin. of Blol., 1 107.

The distribution of the positions and velocities of each
set of spheres is Independent of the remaining sets, and
ls in all respects the same as if tiiat particular set alone
existed in the region of space under consideration.

//. W. Watson, Kinetic Theory of Gae, p. 22.

4. The act of spreading out as over a surface ;

in printing, the spreading of ink in an even film

over the inking-rollers and the inking-table.
5. In rhet. : (a) Enumeration of several persons
or things, with attribution to each of a special

office, function, or characteristic. (6) The clas-

sification of the topics of a discourse by divid-

ing them under different heads : now more com-
monly called division.

I do not mean that in every discourse a formal division,
or distribution of it into parts, is requisite.

l:i:ii,-, Rhetoric, xxxl.

6. In logic: (a)
The distinguishing of a uni-

versal whole into its several kinds or species :

thus differing from division, by which an inte-

gralwhole is distinguished into its several parts.

(6) The acceptation of a term in a general
sense to apply to many individuals. This use of
dint rilmi in appears in the early part of the thirteenth cen-

tury. Petrus Hispanus says,
" Distribution is a multipli-

cation of a common term made by a universal sign ; thus,
when we say every man, the latter term Is distributed or
confounded by the sign every, so that there is a multipli-
cation."

He will tell you that this axiom containes a distribution,
and that all such axioms are general!; and lastly, that a
distribution In which any part is wanting, or abundant,
is faulty and fallacious.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

7. In arch., the arrangement of a plan with
reference to walls and open spaces, or to the
various services and uses to which the different

apartments of an interior are destined; also,
the artistic combination of masses, ornaments,
wall-openings, various kinds of masonry, etc.

8. lapolit. econ., the division of the aggregate
produce of the industry of any society among
the independent individuals who compose it.

9. In steam-engines, the operation by which
steam is admitted into and withdrawn from
the cylinder at each stroke of the piston.
Accommodate distribution. In logic. See accommo-
date. Civil distribution, in logic, the acceptation of a
term for nearly all its singulars, according to the every-
day loose usage of speech : as, everybody reverences Shak-
spere (where everybody excludes not only those who know
nothing of him, but also a considerable number of his stu-

dents). Distribution of a curve, In ijeom. See cunt.
Distribution of electricity, a phrase employed to

signify the density of the electricity on a body, as deter-
mined by its shape or the proximity of other electrified

bodies, which act Inductively upon it. (See density.) A
charge of electricity always tends to distribute itself over
the entire surface of the conductor. Distribution Of
heat, a phrase expressive of the several ways by which
the rays of heat, as they fall upon the surface of a solid
or liquid body, may be disposed of, as by reflection, by
absorption, or by transmission. Geographical distri-

bution. In bot. and zoot., that branch of the respective
sciences which treats of the distribution of plants and
animals over the surface of the earth, ascertaining the
areas within which each species is found, investigating
the climatic and other conditions which determine its

occurrence, and in general settling all questions with re-

gard to the areas occupied by the floras and faunas of the
different countries of the world ; chorology ; zoogeogra-
phy or phytogeography. Parametric distribution, in

math., the manner of correspondence of different values
of a parameter with points of a curve. Thus, when the
coordinates of the variable points of a bicursal curve are

represented by elliptic functions of a parameter, to each
point of the curve there belongs a twofold infinity of values
of the parameter, and the precise description of the corre-

spondence is the parametric distribution, Province Of
distribution, in bot. and zodl., a fauual and floral area ;

a chorological region. See the extract

Certain areas of the earth's surface are Inhabited by
groups of animals and plants which are not found else-

where. . . . Such areas are termed Provinces of Distribu-

tion. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 24.

Statute Of distributions, i" law, a statute which regu-
lates the distribution of the personal estate of intestates.
= Syn. 1. Apportionment, partition, division, disposition,

grouping.
distributional (dis-tri-bu'shon-al), a. [< dis-

tribution + -a/.] Of or pertaining to distribu-
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tion; specifically, in zoiiyeog., of or pertaining
to the geographical distribution of animals;

chorological.
The orang has the smallest distributional area, being

confined to the islands of Borneo and Sumatra.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 403.

distributionist (dis-tri-bu'shon-ist), n. [< dis-

tribution + -ist.] One who advocates or pro-

motes distribution; a believer in distribution.

[Rare.]
The distributionists trembled, for their popularity was

at stake. . . . The popularity of the distribution society

among the ladies of our parish is unprecedented.
Dickens, Sketches, Ladies' Societies.

distributival (dis-trib-u-ti'val or dis-trib'u-ti-

val), a. [< distributive, n., -i
1
-al] In gram.,

of or pertaining to a distributive ;
of the nature

of a distributive.

distributive (dis-trib'u-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

distributif= Pr. distributiu = Sp. Pg. It. dis-

tributivo, < LL. distributivus (in grammatical
sense), < L. distributus, pp. of distribuere, dis-

tribute: see distribute.] I. a. 1. That distrib-

utes
; dividing and assigning in portions ;

deal-

ing to each his proper share.

>ther part of justice is commonly called distributive,

ommanded in this rule,
" Bender to all their dues.

"

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iii., Pref.

The plain foundations of a distributive justice, and due
order in thia world, may lead us to conceive a further

building. Shaftesbury, in Fowler's Shaftesbury and
[Hutcheson, p. 111.

Specifically 2. In logic, showing that a state-

ment refers to each individual of a class sepa-
rately, and not to these individuals as making
up the whole class. The distributive acceptation of

such an adjective as all is that in which whatever is said

of all is said of each: opposed to collective acceptation,

in which something is said of the whole which is not true

of the parts. Thus, in the sentence "All the planets are

seven," the all is collective; in the sentence "All the planets
revolve round the sun," it is distributive.

3. Expressing separation or division : as, a dis-

tributive prefix: specifically, in gram., used to

denote the persons or things that constitute a

pair or number, as considered separately and

singly: as, a distributive pronoun ,
a distributive

numeral . The distributive pronouns in English are each,

every, either, neither. The distributive numerals in Latin

are singuli, one by one, one each ; bini, by twos, two each ;

terni, three each, etc.

4. In math., operating upon every part in oper-

ating upon the whole Distributive finding of
the Issue, In law, an issue found by a jury which is in part
for the plaintiff and in part for the defendant. Distribu-
tive formula, in math., a formula which expresses that

two operations, as F and *, are so related that, for all values

of x, y, z, etc., we have

F * (x, y, z, etc.) = * (Fa;, Fy, Fz, etc.).

In a more general sense, every formula which expresses
that the operations/, F, ,

are so related that in every case

F (x, y) = f(i>x, *i/). Distributive function, in math.
,

a function such that f (x + y) = tx + fy. Distributive

operation, in math., an operation subject to a distribu-

tive formula. Distributive principle, in math., a rule

expressed by a distributive formula.

II. n. In gram., a w6rd that divides or dis-

tributes, as each and every, which represent the

individuals of a collective number as separate.

distributively (dis-trib'u-tiv-li), adv. By dis-

tribution; singly; not collectively; in a dis-

tributive sense.

When an universal term is taken dittributimly, some-
times it includes all the individuals contained in its in-

ferior species : as when I say, every sickness has a ten-

dency to death, I mean every individual sickness, as well

as every kind. Watts, Logic, ii. 2.

Distributively satisfied composite relation, one of

which no factor is wholly unsatisfied.

distributiveness (dis-trib'u-tiv-nes), n. 1. De-
sire of distributing; generosity. [Rare.]
A natural distributiveness of humour, and a desire to be

employed in the relief of every kind of want of every per-
son. Bp. Fell, Hammond, 2.

2. In math., the fact of operating upon every
part in

operating upon the whole
;
the being

subject to a distributive formula,
distributor (dis-trib'u-tor), n. [< OF. distribu-

our, distribueur = F. distributeur = Pr. Sp. Pg.
distribuidor= It. distribuitore, distributor, < LL.
distributor, < L. distribuere, distribute : see dis-

tribute.] Same as distributer.

The suppression of unnecessary distributors and other
parasites of industry. J. s. Mill, Socialism.

. distrikt, < ML. dis-

trictus, a district within which the lord may
distrain, also jurisdiction, < L. districtus, pp. o"f

distringere, draw asunder, compel, distrain: see
distrain.] 1 . A limited extent of country mark-
ed off for a special purpose, administrative,
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political, etc.; a circuit or territory within

which may be exercised or to which are limited

certain rights or powers ; any portion of land

or country, or any part of a city or town, which
is denned by law or agreement, in British India

and in various European countries a district is a subdivi-

sion of a province. In reference to political divisions in

the United States, it generally imports that the inhabitants

act together for some one specific purpose : as, a highway
district; a school district; an election district (as a senate,

assembly, or congressional district). In some States the

term is applied to a class of towns. In South Carolina,

during most of the period from 1768 to 1868, the chief sub-

division of the State (excepting the coast region) was called

a district, instead of a county as in the other States. In

Virginia and West Virginia the chief subdivision of a

county is called a magisterial district, with reference to the

organization of local justice. In Tennessee it is called a

civil district ; in Kentucky, a justice's district; in Georgia, a

militia district ; in Maryland, an election district. In other

States these divisions are called lawns or townships. In co-

lonial and provincial Massachusetts the district was a part
set off from a town and made independent of it in respect
to local administration, but not in respect to choosing a rep-

resentative to the General Court. In the Methodist Epis-

copal Church the district is a territorial subdivision of a

conference, comprising a number of churches and societies,

under the charge of a presiding elder. A military district

of a country is a division of a military territorial depart-
ment. The federal territory containing the national capi-
tal is called the District of Columbia. Abbreviated dist.

Even the decrees of general councils bind not but as they
are accepted by the several churches in their respective dis-

tricts and dioceses, of which I am to give an account in the

following periods. Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, I. ii. 1.

2. A region in general; a territory within defi-

nite or indefinite limits : as, the district of the

earth which lies between the tropics, or that
which is north of a polar circle

;
the districts of

Russia covered by forest District attorney, an
officer appointed to act as attorney for the people or gov-
ernment within a specified district. District confer-
ence. See conference, 2. District court, a court of lim-

ited jurisdiction having cognizance of causes within a dis-

trict denned by law. District court martial. See
court martial, under court. District school, a public or
free school for the inhabitants of a specified district.

Metropolitan district, a title used in a few instances (as
in the territory collectively known as London, in England,
with its suburbs) for a division of country, including a
chief city, denned by statute for the purposes of govern-
ment and municipal regulation, such as for supervision in

respect to fires, health, police, etc. Mining district, a
settlement of miners organized after the plan which, in

the first years of mining in the westernmost part of the
United States, the miners, in independence of all other

authority, devised for theirown self-government. Parish
district, in England, a division of a parish for general
ecclesiastical purposes. Taxing district, in the United

States, the territory or region into which (for the purpose
of assessment merely) a State, county, town, or other po-
litical district is divided. H. H. Emmons. United States
district courts, the lowest courts of the federal judicial

system, having jurisdiction chiefly in admiralty, bank-

ruptcy, and criminal matters. = Syn. Division, quarter,
locality, province, tract.

district (dis'trikt), v. t. [< district, n.] To di-

vide into districts or limited portions of terri-

tory: as, in the United States, States are dis-

tricted for the choice of certain officers; coun-
ties or towns are districted for the maintenance
of schools, etc.

district! (dis'trikt), a. [< L. districtus, pp. of

distringere, draw asunder, stretch tight: see

distrain, and district, n."] Stringent; rigorous;
strict.

They should not inforce nor compell the citizens . . .

to more difficult or district proofes of their Articles of

complaints. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 165.

Punishing with the rod of district senerity.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 782.

districtlyt (dis'triktrli), adv. In a stringent
manner; stringently; rigorously.
We send our mandats againe vnto your brotherhood, in

these apostolical writings, districtlie and in virtue of obedi-
ence commanding you. Quoted in Foxe's Martyrs, p. 218.

distrifet, n. [ME., appar. irreg. < dis- + strife.]

Strife; contention.

For he wolde not haue in no wise distrif be-twene hem
two. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 636.

distringas (dis-tring'gas), n. [Law L., 2d pers.
sing. subj. pres., with impv. meaning, of ML.
distringere, distrain: see distrain.'] In law:

(a) A process, now little used, directing the
sheriff to distrain or make distress that is,
to seize and withhold the goods of the person
sought to be coerced. It was used to compel a de-
fendant to appear ; also, after judgment for plaintiff in
an action of detinue, to compel the defendant, by repeated
distresses of his goods, to give up the chattel detained.

(6) A process commanding the sheriff to bring
in the bodies of jurors who did not appear, or
to distrain their lands and goods, (c) A pro-
cess in equity against a body corporate refus-

ing to obey the summons and direction of the
court, (d) An order of chancery, in favor of
a party claiming to be interested in any stock
in the Bank of England, by which a notice is

served on the bank directing its officers not to

disturb

permit its transfer, or not to pay any dividend
on it.

distrix (dis'triks), n. [NL., appar. irreg. < Gr.

<5/f, &-, two-, + Bpit; (rpix-), hair.] Forky hair
;

a disease of the hair in which it splits at the
end. Thomas, Med. Diet,

distroublet (dis-trub'l), v. t. [< ME. distroublen,

distroblen, destroblen, also distourWen, distur-

blen, trouble, disturb, < OF. *destourble-r (cf. des-

tourblier, desturblier, destoublier, trouble, vexa-

tion, = Pr. desturbelhar), var. of destourbier,

destorbinr, desturbier, equiv. to destourber, des-

torber, desturber, > ME. destourben, disturbcn,

disturb, trouble, after OF. tourbler, trobler, tur-

bkr, > ME. troublen, trouble: see disturb and

trouble.'] To disturb
;
trouble greatly.

Mychel they [nettles, thorns, etc.] distourblede me,
For sore I drad to harmed be. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1713.

That was a thynge that gretly hem distntbled in her

armynge, and ther-ynne thei caught grete damage.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 154.

Her former sorrow into sudein wrath

(Both coosen passions of distroubled spright)

Converting. Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 12.

distroublet, [ME., < distrouble, v.] Trouble.

And rode so fro morowe to euen that no distrouble thei

ne hadde till thei com to Roestok.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 545.

distrust (dis-trusf), n. [< dis- + trust, n.] 1.

Absence of trust
;
doubt or suspicion ;

want of

confidence, faith, or reliance : as, to listen with

distrust; to look upon a project with distrust.

Therefore to the eude that thou shalt not bee in any
mannier distruste, it is God that is the maker of this pro-
misse. J. Udall, On Luke i.

So is swearing an affect of distrust, and want of faith or

honesty, on one or both sides.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 208.

The self-accusations of such a man are to be received
with some distrust, not of his sincerity, but of his sober

judgment. Southey, Bunyan, p. 13.

Nor does deception lead more surely to distrust of men
than self-deception to suspicion of principles.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 151.

2. Discredit ;
loss of credit or confidence

To me reproach
Rather belongs, distritst, and all dispraise.

Milton, P. L., xi. 166.

distrust (dis-trusf), v. t. [< dis- priv. + trust,
v. Cf. distrust, n.] To withhold trust or con-
fidence from

;
doubt or suspect ;

refuse to con-
fide in, rely upon, or give credence to : as, to

distrust a man's veracity ;
I distrust his inten-

tions.

I am ready to distrust mine eyes. Shale., T. N., iv. S.

1" intrench in what you grant unrighteous laws,
Is to distrust the justice of your cause.

Dryden, Hind and Panther.

distruster (dis-trus'ter), n. One who distrusts,

distrustful (dis - trust 'ful), a. [< distrust +
-ful.] 1 . Full of distrust

; wanting confidence
;

suspicious ;
mistrustful.

The doubtful and distrustful man Heaven frowns at.

Fletcher (and another"!), Prophetess, i. 3.

These men are too distrustful, and much to blame to
use such speeches. Burton.

2. Not confident
; apprehensive ;

diffident
;

modest : as, distrustful of ourselves.

Distrustful sense with modest caution speaks.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 626.

distrustfully (dis-trust'ful-i), adv. In a dis-

trustful manner ; with doubt or suspicion.

Many are they,
That of my life distrustfully thus say :

No help for him in God there lies.

Milton, Ps. ill. 6.

distrustfulness (dis- trust 'ful-nes), n. The
state of being distrustful or suspicious ;

want
of confidence.

But notwithstanding, many of them, through too much
distrustfulness, departed and prepared to depart with
their packets at the first eight of vs.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. ii. 159.

distrustingly (dis-trus'ting-li), adv. Suspi-
ciously ;

with distrust.

distrustless (dis-trust'les), a. [< distrust +
-less.] Free from distrust or suspicion; con-
fident.

The same Divine teacher enjoins his Apostles to con-

sider the lillies, or (as some would have it) the tulips of

the field, and to leam thence that difficult virtue of a

distrustless reliance upon God. Boyle, Works, II. 29.

distunet (dis-tun'), v. t. [< dis- + tune.] To
put out of tune.

For Adams sin, all creatures else accurst;
Their Harmony distuned by His iar.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

disturb (dis-terb'), v. t. [< ME. disturben, des-

ttirben, destourben, destorben, < OF. destourber,

destorber, desturber, disturber, also destourbier,



disturb

dcstorliii r, ili-xlurliirr = Pr. OSp. dcstorbar =
Sp. Pg. distiiiiutr = It. dinturltnn-, slurbare, < L.

dixturbare, drive asunder, separate by violence,

disorder, disturb, < din-, apart, + turbare, dis-

order, throw into confusion, trouble : see tur-

bulent, trouble. Cf. distrouble.] 1. To stir;

trouble; agitate; molest; move from a state

of rest or tranquillity: as, to disturb a sleeper;
to disturb the sediment.

It he be at In -
)xx>k, disturb him not.

B. Juiumn, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

2. To move or agitate ; discompose ; disquiet ;

throw into perplexity or confusion.

You groan, air, ever since the morning light,

A> something had diiturb'd your noble sprite.

Dryden, fuck and Fox.

We seldom mix long in conversation without meeting
with some accident that ruffles and disturbs us.

Bp. Alterbury, Sermons, I, x.

I feared my brain was disturbed by my sufferings and
misfortunes. Su<ift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 2.

Preparing to disturb
With all-confounding war the realms above.

Courper, Iliad, xt.

3. To interfere with; interrupt; hinder; in-

commode; derange.
For which men seyn may nought disturbed be
That shall bytyden of necessite.

Chaucer, Troilus, II. 622.

Care disturbs study. Johnson.

The utmost which the discontented colonies could do
wns to disturb authority. Burke.

4. To turn aside
;
cause to deviate ;

throw out
of course or order.

And disturb
His inmost counsels from their destined aim.

Hilton, P. L., i. 187.

= Syn. 1. To disorder, unsettle, molest. 2. To perplex,
trouble, annoy, vex, worry, plague. 3. To impede, inter-

rupt.

disturb! (dis-t6rb'), n. [(.disturb, v.] Disturb-
ance.

Instant without disturb they took alarm,
And onward moved embattel'd.

Milton, P. L, vl. 549.

disturbance (dis-ter'bans), n. [< ME. disturb-

ance, destourbaitce, de'stourbaunce, < OF. des-

tourbance, desturbance, disturbance, disturbance

(= It. disturbanza, sturbcmza), < destourber, dis-

turber, disturb: see disturb.'] 1. Interruption
of arrangement or order ; violent change ;

de-

rangement: as, a disturbance of the electric

current.

The latest measurements tell us that a light-prodacii
disturbance travels at the rate of 186,000 miles In a secom
of time. J. ff. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 28.

2. An interruption of thought or conversation;
as, to read without disturbance.

Sylvia enjoyed her own thoughts, and any conversation
would have been a disturbance to her.

Mrs. Gatkell, Sylvia's Lovers, viii.

3. A violent interruption of the peace ;
a vio-

lent stir or excitement tending to or manifested
in a breach of the peace ;

a tumult; an uproar;
in a more extended sense, public disorder

; agi-
tation in the body politic.
The disturbance was made to support a general accusa-

tion against the province. Bancroft.

4. Emotion or disorder of the mind
; agitation ;

perturbation; confusion: as, the merchant re-

ceived the news of his losses without apparent
disturbance.

They can survey a variety of complicated ideas without
fatigue or disturbance. Watts, Improvement of Mind,

5. In law, the wrongful obstruction of the
owner of an incorporeal hereditament in its

exercise or enjoyment: as, the disturbance of
a franchise, of common, of ways, or of tenure.

Stephen.
disturbantt (dis-ter'bant), a. [< L. distur-
Ixi n ( ?-)., ppr. of disturbare

t
disturb : see disturb.]

Causing disturbance
; agitating; turbulent.

Every man is a vast and spacious sea ; his passions are
the winds that swell him in disturbant waves.

Feltham, Resolves, I. 62.

disturbationt (dis-ter-ba'shon), n. [= OF. des-

tourbeson, destorbeson = It. stitrbazione, < LL.
disturbatio(n-), destruction, < L. disturbare, pp.
disturbatua, trouble, disturb, destroy: see dis-

turb.'] Disturbance.
Since by this way

All future disturbations would desist.

Daniel, Civil Wars, Hi.

disturber (dis-ter'ber), n. 1. One who disturbs
or disquiets; a violator of peace or harmony;
one who causes tumult or disorder.

He stands in the sight both of God and men most justly
blaniiililf, ;is a needless dixturbt'r of the peace of God's

church, and on author of dissension.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.
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2. One who or that which excites disgust, agi-

tation, or tumult
;
that which causes perturba-

tion.
And [they] wente the right wey to Sorhant wlth-out cny

other disturbier, and were gladde and mery after the aven-

ture that was hem befallen. Merlin (. E. T. 8.X u. 240.

Two deep enemies,
Foes to my rest, and my sweet sleep's disturbers,
Are they that I would have thee deal upon.

Shot., Rich. HI., iv. 2.

3. In in a-, one who hinders or incommodes an-
other in the peaceable enjoyment of his rights.

disturblancet, . [ME. distnrblaunce, < distur-

blen, distroublen, disturb: see distroublc, andcf.

disturbance.] Trouble; disturbance. Bp. Pe-

cock, Represser, I. 86.

disturnt (dis-tern'), v. t. [< OF. destourner,

destorner,F. detourner= It. distornare, stomare,
< ML. distornare, turn aside or away, < L. dis-,

away, + tornare, turn: see turn.'] To turn
aside.

Thl fader, prey, al thllke harm disturne.

Chaucer, Troilus, 111. 718.

Olad was to disturne that furious streame
Of war on us, that else had swallowed them.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 20.

distutor (dis-tu'tor), v. t. [< dw-priv. + tutor.]
To divest of the office or rank of a tutor.

Being found guilty of a strange, singular, and supersti-
tious way of dealing with his scholars, he was distutorfd.

Wood, Atheme Oxon., II. 636.

distyle (dis'til), a. and n. [= F. distyle, < Gr.

*iioTvfo(, < Si-, two-, + orW.or, column, style:
see style'.] I. a. Noting a portico of two col-

umns: applied rather to a portico with two
columns in antis than to a plain two-columned

porch. See cut under anta.

The coin shows a small distyle temple on a rock, flanked

by two toll terminal figures, and by two cypress trees.

B. V. Head, HUtoria Numorum, p. 347.

The favourite arrangement was a group of pillars "dis-

tyle in antis," as it Is technically termed, viz., two circu-

lar pillars between two square piers.
J. Fergutson, Hist Arch., 1. 184.

II. . A portico of two columns,

disulphate (di-sul'fat), n. [< di-2 + sulphate.]
1. In chem., a sulphate containing a hydrogen
atom replaceable by a basic element or radi-

cal; an acid sulphate. 2. A sulphate haying
the general formula R^iigO*; a salt of disul-

phuric acid : as, potassium disulphate, KoSgOy.
disulphid (di-sul'fid), n. [< dt-2 + sulphid.]
In chem., a sulphid containing two atoms of

sulphur.

disulpho-. In chem., in composition, indicating
certain acids formed by substituting two radi-

cals having the formula SO2OH for two hydro-
gen atoms in a hydrocarbon.
disulphuric (dl-sul-fu'rik), a. [< <i-2 + sul-

phuric.] Containing two sulphuric-acid radi-

cals. Used only in the following phrase Di-
aulphurlc acid, an acid, HgSaO?, formed: in the manu-
facture of Xordhausen sulphuric acid and separated from
It in white crystals. It decomposes easily, but forms stable

salts. Also called pyrosulphuric acid.

disunifprmt (dis-u'ni-f6rm), a. [< dis- priv.
+ uniform.] Not uniform.

disunion (dis-u'nyqn), n. [= F. desunion= Sp.
ili'Kiiiiion = Pg. desuniSo = It. disunione; as
dis- priv. + union.] 1. Severance of union;
separation; disjunction; rupture.
The royal preacher in my text, assuming that man is a

compound of an organized body and an immaterial soul,

places the formality and essence of death in the disunion
and final separation of these two constituent parts.

Bp. Horsley, Works, III. xxxix.

If disunion was out of the question, consolidation was
not less repugnant to their feelings and opinions.

J. C. Calhoun, Works, I. 193.

2. A breach of amity ; rupture of union in feel-

ing or opinion ;
contentious disagreement.

That rub, which must prove fatal to Ireland in a short

time, and might grow to such a disunion between the two
Houses as might much cloud the happiness of this king-
dom. Clarendon, Civil War, I. 327.

disunionist (dis-u'nypn-ist), n. [< disunion +
-ist.] An advocate of disunion

; specifically, in
U. S. hist., one of those who, prior to and dur-

ing the civil war of 1861-65, favored or sought
the disruption of the United States.

It would do for the disunionists that which of all things
they most desire feed them well, and give them dis-

union without a struggle of their own.
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 143.

The Federalists characterized their opponents . . . as

disorganizes, disunionists, and traitors.

//. Adamt, Albert Gallatln, it. 162.

disunite (dis-u-nif), v.
; pret. and pp. disunited,

ppr. disuniting. K LL. disunitus, pp. of disunire

(> It. disunire = Sp. Pg. desunir = OF. desunir,
desuner, F. ilctntitir), disjoin, < L. dis- priv. +
LL. unire, unite : see dis- and unite.] I, traits.

disvantageous

1. To separate; disjoin; part: as, to disunite

particles of matter.
The beast they then divide, and disunitr
The ribs and limbs. Pope, Odyssey, III.

2. To set at variance
;
alienate.

Oo on both hand in hand, O Nations; never be disu-

nited; be the praise and the heroick song of all posterity.
Miiinii, Reformation In Eng., II.

II. i a trims. To part; fall asunder; become
divided.
The several joint* of the body politic do separate and

disunite. South.

disunite! (dis-u-ni'ter), n. One who or that
which disjoins or separates,

disunity (dis-u'ni-ti), n. [< <Ji-priv. + unity.]
1. Want of unity ; a state of separation.

Disunity is the natural property of matter.
Dr. II. Morr.

2. The absence of unity of feelings or inter-

ests; want of concord.

disusage (dis-u'zaj), n. [< dis- priv. + usage.
Cf. disuse.] Gradual cessation of use or cus-

tom
; neglect or relinquishment of use or prac-

tice.

They cut off presently such things as might be extin-

guished without danger, leaving the rest to be abolished

by disusaye through tract of time. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

disuse (dis-uz'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. disused, ppr.
disusing. [< ME. disusen, < OF. desuser (= 8p.

Pg. desusar = It. disusare), disuse, < des- priv.
+ user, use: see dis- and use, v.] To cease to

use ; neglect or omit to employ ;
abandon or

discard from exercise or practice.
This custom was probably ditnised before their invasion

or conquest. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, ii.

disuse (dis-us'),"- [< disuse, r. Cf. use, n.] 1.

Cessation of use, practice,
or exercise: as, disuse

of wine; disuse of sea-bathing; disuse of words.

It is curious to see the periodical disuse and perishing
of means and machinery which were introduced with loua
laudation a few years or centuries before.

Emerson, Self-reliance.

2. Cessation of custom or observance ;
desue-

tude.
Church discipline then fell into disuse. Southey.

disused (dis-uzd'), p. a. 1. No longer used;
abandoned; obsolete: as, disused words.

Arms long disused. Sir J. Denham, .llm-id, ii. 11.

The tortures of the former modes of punishment are dis-

used. Ectrett, Orations, II. 200.

Below Its piers stand several Moorish mills, disused, but
as yet unbroken by age or floods.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 88.

2. Disaccustomed; not wonted or habituated :

with in or to, and formerly sometimes icith : as,
disused to toil.

Like men disused in a long peace ; more determinate to

do, than skilful how to do. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Priam in arms disused. Dryden.

disutility (dis-u-til'i-ti), n. [= It. disutilitA;

as dis- priv. + utility.] The state or quality
of producing harm, hindrance, injury, or other
undesirable conditions : the opposite or nega-
tive of utility.

For the abstract notion, the opposite or negative of util-

ity, we may invent the term disutility, which will mean
something different from inutility, or the absence of util-

ity. Jcoons, Pol. Econ., ill.

disutilize (dis-u'til-Iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. die-

utilized, ppr. disutilizing, [< dis- priv. -r util-

ize.] To divert from a useful purpose ;
render

useless.

Annulled the gift, disutUixd the grace. Brouning.

disvaluation (dis-val-u-a'shon), n. [< disvalue

+ -ation, after valuation.] Disesteem; dis-

paragement. [Bare.]
What can be more strange or more to the disvaluation

of the power of the Spaniard? Bacon, War with Spain.

disvaluet (dis-val'u), r. t. [< dis- priv. -r- val-

ue.] To diminish in value; depreciate; dis-

parage.
Her reputation was disvalued

In levity. Shot., M. for M., v. 1.

It is at least necessary that virtue be not disvalued and
imbased under the just price.

Biniin, Advancement of Learning, ii. 336.

disvaluet (dis-val'u), . [< disralue, v.] Dis-

esteem; disregard.
Csar's self [is]

Brought In dismlue. B. Jonson, Sejanus, lii.

disvantageoust (dis-van-ta'jus), a. [(= It, dif-

rantaggioso) contr. of disadvantageous.] Dis-

advantageous.
Warwick by and by

With his left wing came up, and charg'd so home and
round,

That had not his Hunt horse by disrantaveous ground
Been hiuder'd, he had struck the heart of Edward's host.

Draylon, Polyolbiou, xxii.
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disvelopt (dis-vel'qp), v. t. [< OF. desveloper:

see develop.] To develop. Johnson.

disveloped (dis-vel'opt), p. a. [Also written

disvelloped; pp. of disvelop, v.] In her., unfurled

and floating : said of a flag used as a bearing.
Also developed.
disventuret (dis-ven'tur), . [Contr. of disad-

venture.] Disadventure.

Don Quixote heard it and said, What noise is that. San-

cho? I know not, quoth he, I think it be some new thing ;

for adventures, or rather disventures, never begin with a

little. Shellon, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iii. 6.

diSTOUCht (dis-vouch'), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
vouch.] To discredit ;

contradict.

Every letter he hath writ hath dismuch'd other.

Shak., M. for M., Iv. 4.

diswarnt (dis-warn'), v. t. [< dis- priv. (here

intensive) + warn.] To warn against an in-

tended course; dissuade or prevent by previ-
ous warning.
Lord Brook diswarning me (from his Majestic) from

coming to Theobalds this day, I was enforced to trouble

your lordship with these few lines.

Lord Keeper Williams, To the Duke of Buckingham,
[Cabala, p. 73.

diswarren (dis-wor'en), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
warren.] To deprive of the character of a war-
ren ; make common.
disweapon (dis-wep'n), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
weapon.] To deprive of weapons; disarm.

disweret, [ME. diswere, diswayre, < dis- priv.

(here intensive) + were, doubt, hesitation.]
Doubt.
Dyswere, or dowte, dubium. Prompt. Pare., p. 123.

diswittedt (dis-wit'ed), a. [< dis- priv. + wit
+ -ed2.] Deprived of wits or understanding ;

demented.
Which when they heard, there was not one
But hasted after to be gone,

As she had been disunited.

Drayton, Court of Fairy.

diswontt (dis-wunf), v. t. [< dis- priv. +
wont.] To deprive of wonted usage or habit

;

disaccustom.
As if my tongue and your eares could not easily be dis-

wonted from our late parliamentary language, you have
here in this text liberty, prerogative, the maintenance of

both. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 19.

disworkmanshipt (dis-werk'man-ship), n. [<

dis-, equiv. to mis-, T workmanship.] Bad work-

manship.
When I would have taken a particular account of the

errata, the printer answered me he would not publish his
own disworktnanship. Heywood, Apology for Actors.

disworshipt (dis-wer'ship), n. [< dis-, equiv.
to mis-, + worship.] A perversion or loss of

worship or honor
; disgrace ; discredit.

A reproach and disworship. Barret.

A thing which the rankest politician would think it a
shame and disworship that his laws should countenance.

Milton, Divorce, i. 4.

disworshipt (dis-wer'ship), v. t. [Early mod.
E. also diswurship ; < disworship, n.] To dis-
honor

; deprive of worship or dignity ; disgrace.
By the vncomlynesse of any parte the whole body is

diswurshipped. J. Udall, On 1 Cor. xii.

diswortht (dis-werth'), v. t.

worth.] To diminish the wort!

There is nothing that diiworths a man like cowardice
and a base fear of danger. Feltham, Resolves, 11. 37.

disyntheme (di-sin'them), n. [< Gr. it-, two-,+ cvvthitM, aiivQefia, a collection, assembly, <

awTiShai, put together: see synthesis.] A set
of sets, each of the latter being formed of a
certain number of elements out of a given col-
lection of them, so that each element occurs
just twice among all the sets. Thus, (AB) (BC)(CD)
(AD) is a dyadic disyntheme that is, one composed of
pairs. See dyadic. Also diplosyntheme.

disyoke (dis-yok'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. disuoked,

ppr. disyoking. [< dis- priv. + yoke.] To un-
yoke ;

free from any trammel.
Who first had dared

To leap the rotten pales of prejudice,
Disyoke their necks from custom.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

dit1 (dit), v. t.; pret. and pp. ditted, ppr. dit-

ting. [< ME. ditten, dutten, < AS. dyttan, stop
up, close (an aperture, as the mouth, eye, ear),
prob. connected with dott, a point, dot: see
do*1.] To stop up ;

close. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]

The dor drawen, & dit with a derf haspe
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1233.

Ditt your mouth with your meat. Scotch proverb.
Foul sluggish fat dits up your dulled eye.

Dr. H. More, Cupid's Conflict.

[< dis- priv. +
h of

; degrade.
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partly < OF. dit, diet, a saying, speech, word:
see ditty, and diet, dictum.] 1. A word; a say-

ing; a sentence. Kelham.

From the second half of the 13th century the collections

of sentences, dits, apologues, and moral tales become very
numerous. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 354.

2. A ditty ; anything sung. Chaucer.

No song but did contain a lovely ditt.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 13.

dita, dita-bark (de'ta, -bark), n. Same as Al-

stonia bark (which see, under bark2 ).

dital (dit'al), n. [< It. ditale, a thimble, finger-

stall, < diio, < L. digitus, a finger: see digit.]
In music, a thumb- or finger-key, by which the

pitch of a guitar- or lute-string can be tempo-
rarily raised a semitone : in contradistinction

to pedal, a foot-key. Compare digital, n., 3.

Dital harp, a kind of chromatic harp-lute, invented and
named by Edward Light, an Englishman, in 1798, and im-

proved by him in 1816. It resembled a guitar in shape
but had from 12 to 18 strings, each string being furnished
with a dital, which could raise its tone a half step, thus pro-

ducing a complete chromatic scale. It is not now in use.

ditamy (dit'a-mi), n. An old form of dittany.

ditandert, . See dittander.

ditanet, ditanyt. n. See dittany.
ditationt (di-ta'shon), n. [< L. as if *ditatio(n-),
< ditare, enrich, '<; dis (dit-), contr. of dives

(dint-), rich.] The act of making rich.

After all the presents of those easterne worshippers
(who intended rather homage than dilation), the blessed

Virgin comes in the forme of poverty witti her two doves
unto God. Bp. Hall, The Purification.

ditch (dich), n. [Early mod. E. also ditche,

diche, dyche; < ME. diche, an assibilated form,
with shortened vowel, of dike, die, < AS. die,
a dike, ditch: see dike.] 1. A trench made
by digging ; particularly, a trench for draining
wet land, or for making a barrier to guard in-

closures, or for preventing an enemy from ap-

proaching a town or a fortress. In the latter sense
It is also called a foss or moat, and is dug round the ram-
part or wall between the scarp and the counterscarp. See
cut under castle.

For thei make Dyches in the Erthe alle aboute in the

Halle, depe to the Knee, and thei do pave hem : and whan
thei wil etc, thei gon there in and sytten there.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 29.

Thou art no company for an honest dog,
And so we'll leave thee to a ditch, thy destiny.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iii. 2.

The subsoil [in drainage] must be carefully examined by
digging test-holes in various places, and also by taking
advantage of any quarries, deep ditches, or other cuttings
in the proximity. Encyc. Brit., I. 332.

2. Any narrow open passage for water on the
surface of the ground.

Takes no more care thence-forth to those effects,
But lets the stream run where his Ditch directs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

It was characteristic of mining nomenclature that the
stream of pure swift-running water which formed this

peninsula, taken from the infant Arkansas, should be
called a ditch. The Century, XXXI. 69.

Advance-ditch. See advance, n., 6. Second ditch-in
fort., in low wet ground, a ditch beyond the glacis. To
die in the last ditch. SeecKei.

ditch (dich), v. [Early mod. E. also ditche, diche,
dyche; < ME. dichen, dychen, assibilated forms
of difre,make a dike or ditch: see dike, v.] I.
intrans. To dig or make a ditch or ditches: as,

ditching and delving; hedging and ditching.
n. trans. 1. To dig a ditch or ditches in;

drain by a ditch: as, to ditch moist land.
Lord. Where was this lane?
Post. Close by the battle, ditch'd, and wall'd with turf.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 3.

2. To surround with a ditch.

Than next we come to Bethlem, which hath ben a stronge
lytell Cytie, well walled and dyched.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 35.

3. To throw or run into or as if into a ditch : as,
to ditch a railway-train.
Often ditched by washouts in wild, unsettled districts,

there is no engine which can be so quickly set on its legs
again. Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8791.

ditch-bur (dich'ber), n. [Formerly spelled
dyche-bur; so called from its growing on sandy
dikes.] The clot-bur, Xanthium strumarium.
ditch-dog (dich'dog), n. A dead dog thrown
into a ditch.
Poor Tom, . . . that in the fury of his heart, when the

foul fiend rages, eats cow-dung for sallets
; swallows the

old rat and the ditch-dog. Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

ditcher (dich'er), n. [< ME. dichere, assibilated
form of dikere, < AS. dicere, ditcher, digger:
see diker, digger, and ditch, dike.] One who or
that which digs ditches.
A combined cultivator and potato digger. ... It has

a plow or ditcher shovel formed from a plate of metal
Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 74.
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dit> Par5y an ditch-fern (dich'fern), n. A name in Englandabbreviation of dite, ditee, a ditty, a sound, and for the royal fern, Osmunda regalis

ditionary

ditch-grass (dich'gras), n. An aquatic naiada-
ceous plant, Buppia maritima, growing in salt

or brackish water, with long thread-like stems
and almost capillary leaves.

ditch-water (dich 'waiter), n. The stale or

stagnant water collected in a ditch.

diteM, . *. An obsolete occasional spelling of

dight.
dite2 (dit), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dited, ppr. diting.

[< ME. diten, < OF. ditier, dieter, compose, write,

indict, < L. dictare, dictate : see dictate, and in-

dite, indict.] 1. To dictate: as, you write, I'll

dite. 2. To write. [In both senses obsolete
or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

He made a boke, and let it write,
Wherin his lif he did all dite [var. write].

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6786.

dite3t, n. A Middle English form of dit2 and
ditty.

diteet, A Middle English form of ditty.
dithecal (di-the'kal), a. [< Gr. Si-, two-, + dr/Kti,

a case, -r -al: see theca.] In bot., two-celled.

dithecous (di-the'kus), a. Same as dithecal.

ditheism (di'the-izm), n. [= F. ditheisme ; < Gr.

61-, two-, + feofj a god, + -ism. Cf. dyotheism.]
The doctrine of the existence of two supreme
gods ; religious dualism. See Manicheism. Arl-
anism was called ditheism by the orthodox Christians, who
asserted that the Arians believed in "one God the Father,
who is eternal, and one God the Son, not eternal."

Zoroastrism is practically ditheism, and Buddhism any-
theisni. Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 601.

ditheist (dl'the-ist), n. [As ditheism + -ist.]
One who believes in ditheism. Cudworth.

ditheistic, ditheistical (di-thf-is'tik, -ti-kal),
a. Pertaining to or of the nature of ditheism.
Cudworth.

dither (dith'er), v. i. [A var. of didder^, q. v.]
To shake; tremble: same as didder^, Mackay.
dither (dith'er), n. [< dither, v.] A trembling;
vibration.

The range of the reciprocation of the tool is so small
that it is not much more than a vibration or dither.

The Engineer, LXV. 163.

dithering-grass (dith'er-ing-gras), . Quak-
ing-grass, Briza media.
dithionic (dith-i-on'ik), a. [< Gr. dt-, two-, +
6elov, sulphur, + -on-ic.] In chem., an epithet
applied to an acid (H2S2Oe) formerlv called

hyposulphuric acid. It is a dibasic acid which
cannot be isolated in the pure state, but forms
crystallizable salts.

Dithyrat (dith'i-ra), n. pi. [NL. ,
< Gr. it-, two-,+ 6i>pa = E. door.] The Lamellibranchiata : so

called from being bivalve.

dithyramb, dithyrambus (dith'i-ramb, dith-i-

ram'bus), n.; pi. dithyrambs, dithyrambi (-rambz,
-ram'bi). [< L. dithyrambus, < Gr.

dtmipafi/3ofj
origin unknown.] A form of Greek lyric com-
position, originally a choral song in honor of

Dionysus, afterward of other gods, heroes, etc.
First given artistic form by Arion (about 626 B. 0.) and ren-
dered by cyclic choruses, It was perfected, about a century
later, by Lasos of Hermione, and at about the same time
tragedy was developed from it in Attica. Its simpler and
more majestic form, as composed by Lasos, Simonides,
Bacchylides, and Pindar, assumed in the lattr part of the
fifth century a complexity of rhythmical and musical form
and of verbal expression which degenerated in the fourth
century into a mimetic performance rendered by a single
artist. From these different stages in its history the word
dithyramb has been used in later ages both for a nobly
enthusiastic and elevated and for a wild or inflated com-
position. In its distinctive form the dithyramb is aAAoio-
orpo^os (consists of a number of strophes no two of which
are metrically identical).

I will not dwell on Naumann's . . . dithyrambs about
Dorothea's charm. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 238. t

dithyrambic (dith-i-ram'bik), a. and n. [< L.

ditliyrambicus, < Gr. SiOvpa/ifitKof, < iMpa/tflof,
a dithyramb: see dithyramb.] I. a. 1. In the

style of a dithyramb. Hence 2. Intensely
lyrical; bacchanalian.

So Pindar does new Words and Figures roll
Down his impetuous Dithiframbique Tide.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, iii. 2.

II. n. A dithyramb.
Pindar, and other writers of dithyrambics. Walsh.

dithyrambus, i. See dithyramb.
ditiont (dish'on), n. [< L. ditio(n-), prop, di-

cio(n-), dominion, power, jurisdiction, < dicere,

speak, say : see diction. Cf. condition.] Rule;
power; government; dominion.
He [Mohammed] destroyit the Christian religion throuch

out al tha pairtis quhilk nou ar vndir the dition of the
Turk. Nicol Burne, F. 129, 1).

ditionaryt (dish'on-a-ri), a. and n. [< L. as if

"ditionarius, prop. *dicionarius, < dicio(n-), do-

minion, power: see dition.] I. a. Under rule;

subject; tributary.
II. w. A subject; a tributary.



ditionary
lie aent one capltayne Hoieda, whom the ditionarits of

I'lmnalxia hatl enforced tu keepe Ilia houlde tiysiegeingc
for the space of \\x days the fortress of Saynte Thomas.

tr. ,.f I'. Martyr (Ord Ms.).

ditokous (dit'o-kus), a. [< Or. dirunof, having
borne two at a birth, < <Ji-, two-, + -roxof (cfT

roxof, birth), < TIKTCIV, roteiv, bring forth.] In

zool., having twins
; producing two at a birth;

also, laying two eggs, as the pigeon and hum-
ming-bird.
Ditomidffl (di-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dito-

11111.1 + -ida,'.] A family of Coleoptera, typified
by the genus Ditomus. Lacordaire, 1854. Also
Ditominai.

Ditomus (dit'o-mus), n. [NL. (Bouelli, 1809),
< Gr. Si-, two-, + ro/iof, verbal adj. of TC/IVCIV,

Tapelv, cut.] A genus of caraboid beetles, giv-
ing name to the family Ditomidce. The mcutum Is

strongly excavate, with an acute median tooth shorter
than ttic lateral lobes. The numerous species are mostly
confined to the Mediterranean region, though some occur
further mirth. They live in dark places, under stones,
and the lame resemble those of the Cicindelidai. D. tri-

cuspidatwi is a leading species.

ditone (dl'ton), n. [< Gr. Sirovov, the ancient

major third, neut. of tirovof, of two tones, < it-,

two-, + TdVof, tone.] In Gr. music, the interval
formed by adding together two major tones;
a Pythagorean major third, having the ratio
81 : 64, which is a comma greater than a true

major third. The use of this tuning of the major third
until about the twelfth century prevented Its recognition
till that time as a consonance. Diapason ditone. See
diapason.
Ditrema (di-tre'ma), . [NL., < Gr. St., two-,
+

T/jrj/ia, hole: see trematode.] A genus of

acanthopterygian fishes, the type of the family
Ditremidce. They are viviparous, and have two
apertures, an anal and a genital, whence the
name. See cut under Ditremidce.

Ditremata (di-tre'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. St.,

two-, + rp^a(r-), a hole.] 1. A division of

geophilous pulmonate gastropods, containing
those which have the external male and female
orifices widely separate : the opposite of Mono-
tremata, 2, and of Syntremata. 2. A group of
echinoderms. Gray, 1840. 3. A family of
fishes : same as Ditremidce. Fitzinger, 1873.

ditrematous (di-tre'ma-tus), a. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Ditremata.
ditremid (di-tre'mid), n. A fish of the family
Ditremida:.

Ditremidae (di-tre'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Di-
trema + -ida;.] A family of acanthopterygian
fishes, typified by the genus Ditrema. They have
an oblong compressed body, cycloid scales, entire lateral

line, moderate head, toothless palate, united inferior

pharyngeal bones, long dorsal fin with its anterior por-
tion splulgerous, and dorsal and anal tins ensheathed at

Blue Surf-fish (Ditrema laterals).

the base by a row or rows of scales differentiated from the
others. The species all inhabit the north Pacific, and are
especially abundant along the western American coast.

They are viviparous, thus differing from all related forms.
On account of some superficial resemblances, they are
called poryy and perch, as well as surf Ash and telp-jish.
They are marketable, but rather inferior as food-fishes.
The family is also railed Kmbiutocida.

ditrichotomous (dl-tri-kot'o-mus), a. K Gr. it-,

two-, + rpixa, threefold (< rpelf, rpi-,= K. three),+ ro/iof, cutting, < rifivtiv, ra/ulv, cut.] Divided
into twos and threes: specifically, in bot., ap-
plied to a leaf or stem continually dividing into
double or treble ramifications.

Ditriulyph.
Middle part of the western porch of the Propylaea. Athens.

1701

dltrlglyph (di'tri-glif), n. [< .fi-2 + triglyph.]
Iii arch., an interval between two columns such
as to admit of two triglyphs in the entablature
instead of one, as usual: used in the Greek
Doric order for the central intercolumniution
over gateways, where a wide passage was ne-

cessary, as in the Propyleea and the gate of

Athena Archogetis at Athens.

ditrigonal (di-trig'o-nal), a. [< rfi-2 + trigonal.]
In crystal., twice-three-sided. A ditrigonal

pritnn is a six-sided prism, the hemihedral form
of a twelve-sided or dihexagonal prism.
Ditrocha (dit'ro-ka), . pi. [NL. ,

< Gr. it-, two-,
+ rpoxof, a runner (cf. rpo^avrf/p, a runner, the
ball of the hip-bone: see trochanter).] In en-

torn., a primary division of the Hymenoptera,
embracing all those in which the trochanters
are composed of two distinct joints, it embraces
the Phyllophaga (saw-Hies), Xylophaya (horntails), and
Parasitica (ichneumons and gall-Hies).

ditrochaeus (di-tro-ke'us), n. Same as ditro-

chee.

ditrochean (di-tro'ke-an), a. [< ditrochee +
-an."] Inpros., containing two trochees.

ditrochee (dl-tro'ke), n. [< LL. ditrochceus, <

Gr. ii-rpAxatof, a double trochee, < Si-, two-, +
Tpoxalos, a trochee : see trochee.'] In pros., two
trochees, or a trochaic dipody, regarded as con-

stituting a single compound foot. As equivalent
to a trochaic dipody it can appear not only in its normal
form. -w w, but also with an irrational long in the last

place as an apparent second epitrite,
- w . Also called

dichoree, dicnoreus.

ditrpite (dit'ro-it), n. [< Ditro (see def.) +
-tte2.] A variety of elseolite-syenite occurring
at Ditro in Transylvania, and containing blue
sodalite and spinel. See ela-olite-syenite.

ditt1
!,

' t. An obsolete form of dift.

ditt'^t (dit), n. See dift.

dittander (di-tan'der), n. [Also formerly di-

tander; < ME. ditaundere; an altered form of

dittany, which name has been attached to sev-
eral different plants: see dittany.] 1. Same as

dittany, 1. 2. A popular English name of the

gepperwort,
Lepidium latifolium, a cruciferous

orb found in salt marshes. It has a hot bit-

ing taste, and has been used instead of pepper.
Also called cockweed.

dittany (dit'a-m), n. [Early mod. E. also dit-

tayne, ditten (also, in var. form, dittander, q. v.) ;

< ME. ditane, dytane, also detany. detane, < OF.
ditain, diptam, diptame, dictam, dictame, F. die-

tame = Pr. diptamni = Sp. Pg. dictamo = It.

dittamo = D. diptam = MHG. dictam, < L. dic-

tamnus, dictamnum (ML. also variously dicta-

mus, diptamnus, diptamus, diptannus, dictan-

num, diptannum. ditanus, diptanus, etc.), < Gr.

<5('/cra//vof, also oixrafivov and i'turu/iav, dittany,
a plant which grew; among other places, on
Mount Dicte (AiVri?) in Crete, whence, as popu-
larly supposed, its name : see Dictamnus.] 1.

A common name in England for the plant Dic-
tamnus albus.
Dictame |F.] : The herb Dittany, Dittander, garden Gin-

ger. Dictame de Candie: Dittany, and Dittany of Can-
dia, the right Dittander. Cotyrave.

Now when his chariot last
Its beams against the zodiac-lion cast,
There blossom'd suddenly a magic bed
Of sacred ditamy, and poppies red.

Keati, Endymion, L 655.

2. In the United States, Cunila Mariana, a fra-

grant labiate of the Atlantic States. 3. A
labiate, Origanum Dictamnus, the so-called dit-

tany of Crete.
A branch of sov'reign dittany she bore,
From Ida gather'd on the Cretan shore.

Quoted in Bacon's Advancement of Learning, It. 211.

dittay (dit'a), n. [Sc., < OF. dite, ditte, dictf, <
L. dtctatum, lit. a thing dictated; a doublet of

ditty and dift, and of dictate, n.] In Scots law :

(a) The matter of charge or ground of indict-
ment against one accused of crime. (6) The
charge itself ; an indictment.

dittent, M. An obsolete form of dittany.
ditto (dit'6), n. [It., that which has been said,
<L. dictum, a saying, neut. of dictusC>lt. detto),

pp. of dicere (> It. dire), say : see dictum, and cf.

ditty.] 1 . That which has been said ;
the afore-

said; the same thing: a term used to avoid

repetition. It is abbreviated do., and is also expressed
by two Inverted commas, ", sometimes by the dash, , and
sometimes, especially in writing, by two minute-marks, ".

2. A duplicate. [Colloq.]
It was a large bare-lookini; room, the furniture of which

had no doubt been better when it was newer, with a spa-
clous table in the centre, and a variety of smaller dittos in
the comers. Dickens.

There is an insect whose long thin body is a perfect dit-

to of the dry twig oil which he perches.
-V. and Q., 7th ser., II. 175.

dittolpgy (di-tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. 6irro\oyia.

aotoyia, repetition of words, < AirroUyof, oi

diuresis

3. i/l. A suit of clothes of the same color or
material throughout. Also called ditto-suit.

[Colloq.]
A sober suit of brown or snuff coloured dittos such as

beseemed In- profession. Southey, The Doctor, Ivi.

ditto (dit'o), adv. As before; in the same
manner; also.

dittobolo (di-tob'o-16). n. [< Gr. tirr6f, double,
+ o/3o/Wf, an obdlus.j In the Ionian isles, a

copper coin equal to two oboli, or two United
States cents.

dittography (di-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. "Arrovpa-
pz, *6iaao-)pa6ia, a double writing or reading
(lection), < "dirrajyxi^oc, *ttaooypa$o<;, writing in

two ways, < SITTOS, Attic form of common Gr.

otaa6f, Ionic difof, double, twofold (< tixa (**-)
doubly, < oVf, it-, double : see rft-2), + yp&Qetv,

write.] In paleography and textual criticism:

(a) Mechanical or unconscious repetition of a
series of letters or words in copying a manu-
script. (b) A passage or reading so originated.
Opposed to haplography (which see).

iia-

aao-

, speaking doubly, speakingtwo languages,
,
Attic form of common Gr. 6iaa6(, Ionic

,
+ teyttv, speak.] A twofold reading or

interpretation, as of a passage in the Bible.

ditto-suit (dit'6-sut), . Same as ditto, 3.

[Collofi.]

ditty (oit'i), M.: pi. ditties (-iz). [Early mod.
E. also dittie, ditie (also dit: see dit2); < ME.
dite, dyte, ditee (also dit), < OF. dite, ditte, ditie,

dittie, dictie, m.. a story, poem, song, or other

composition, < L. dictatum, a thing dictated
for writing, neut. of dictatus, pp. of dictare,
dictate : see dictate. Cf. dittay and dictate, n.,
and see dight, from the same source.] 1. A
song, or poem intended to be sung, usually
short and simple in form, and set to a simple
melody ; any short simple song, originally ap-
plied to any short poetical composition (lyric or ballad)
intended to be sung, the word came to be restricted

chiefly to tongs of simple rustic character, being often
used of the songs of birds.

This lltel short dyte
Rudely compyled. Lydyatc, Minor Poems, p. 48.

Meanwhile the rural ditties were not mute,
Tempered to the oaten flute. Milton, Lycldas, I. 32.

The shortest staffe conteineth not vnder foure verges,
nor the longest aboue ten ;

if It passe that number It is

rather a whole
ditty

then properly a staffe.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 54.

Those little nimble musicians of the air, that warble
forth their curious ditties.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 26.

The blackbird has fled to another retreat,
Where the hazel affords him a screen from the heat,
And the scene, where his melody charmed me before,
Resounds with his sweet-flowing ditty no more.

Courper, Poplar Field.

2f. The words of a song, as opposed to the tune

or music.
The dittie, or matter of a song. Cantlcum, perlocha,

praecentio, uJij. Bant, Alvearie, 1580.

Though there was no great matter in the ditty, yet the
note was very untuneable. Shale., As you Like it, v. 3.

3t. A refrain ; a saying often repeated.
To be dissolved and be with Christ was his dying ditty.

Sir T. Browne.

4f . Clamor
; cry ; noise.

The dyn A the dite was dole for to here,
Of men that were murtheret at the meane tyme.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 11048.

dittyt (dit'i), v.
; pret. and pp. dittied, ppr. dit-

tying. [< ditty, n.] I. intrans. To sing a ditty;
warble a tune.

Which bears the under song unto your cheerful dittyiny.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, i.

II. trans. To sing.
With his soft pipe and smooth -rfi'd'cd song.

Milton, Comas, 1. 80.

ditty-bag (dit'i-bag), n. [< 'ditty (origin ob-

scure) + bag.] A small bag used by sailors

for needles, thread, and similar articles; a
housewife.

And don't neglect to take what sailors call their ditty.

bay. This may be a little sack of chamois leather, about
4 inches wide by 6 inches in length.

G. W. Sears, Woodcraft (1884), p. 16.

ditty-box (dit'i-boks), n. A small box used
like a ditty-bag.
diuca (di-u'kS), n. [Chilian.] 1. A Chilian

finch. 2. [cop.] [NL.] A generic name of this

bird, Diuca grisea.
diuresis (di-u-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. as if *<Jrii-

P'/aif. < Stovpclv, urinate, < did. through, + oipeiv,

urinate, < ovpov, urine.] In pathol., an exces-
sive secretion of urine.



diuretic

diuretic (di-u-rot'ik), a. and n. [= F. diure-

tique = Sp. diuretico = Pg. It. diuretico, < LL.
diureticus, < Gr. diovprrriKo;, promoting urine, <

6iovpcii>, urinate : see diuresis.'] I. a. In med.,

exciting the secretion of urine.

II. n. A medicine that excites the secretion
and discharge of urine.

rtinretical (di-u-ret'i-kal), a. Same as diuretic.

diurnt. diurnet, [ME. diurne, < OF. diurne, F.
diurne= Sp. Pg. It. diurno, daily (as a noun, OF.
jour,jor, F.jour = It. giorno, day), < L. diurnus,

daily, < dies, day: see dial, deity. ] Daily; diurnal.

Performed hath the sonne his ark diurne.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 551.

Diurna (di-er'na), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. diurnus, daily,' of the day: see fKurn.1 In
entom.: (a) The butterflies; the diurnal Lepi-
doptera or Bhopalocera, as distinguished from
the Crepuscularia and Nocturna, or Heterocera

(moths). They correspond to the old Linnean genus
Papilio, and are so called because they show themselves
only dm-ing the day. ( J) An occasional name of
insects which in the mature state live only a
day or so, as the Ephemera or day-flies.

Diurnaet (dl-er'ne), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of

diurnus, daily: see diurn.] In ornith., the di-

urnal birds of prey, as distinguished from the
owls or Nocturnal.

diurnal (di-er'nal), a. and n. [< ME. diurnal
= F. diurnal = Sp. Pg. diurnal = It. diurnale,
< L. diurnalis, daily, < diurnus, daily : see diurn.
See also journal, a doublet of diurnal.'] I. a.

1. Of or belonging to day; pertaining to the

daytime ; belonging to the period of daylight,
as distinguished from the night: opposed to
nocturnal : as, diurnal heat

; diurnal hours
;
di-

urnal habits, as of an animal. 2. Daily; hap-
pening every day: as, a diurnal task.

Love's my diurnal Course, divided right
'Twixt Hope and Fear, my Day and Night.

Cowley, The Mistress, Love and Life.

3. Performed in or occupying one day; lasting
but for one day ; ephemeral.

In the short Course of a Diurnal Sun,
Behold the Work of many Ages done !

Congreve, Pindaric Odes, i.

4. Constituting the measure of a day, either on
the earth or one of the other planets: as, the
diurnal revolution of the earth, or of Mars or

Jupiter. 5. Characterized by some change or

peculiarity which appears and disappears with
the daytime, (a) In med., being most intense in the
daytime : as, zdiumal fever. (&) In ornith., flying abroad
by day, as the hawks, eagles, vultures, and other birds of
prey, as distinguished from the owls or nocturnal birds
of prey, (c) In entom., flying by day, as a butterfly; of
or pertaining to the Diurna: opposed to nocturnal and
to crepuscular, (a) In bet., opening by day and closing at
night, as certain flowers. Diurnal aberration of the
fixed stars, that part of the aberration which depends
upon the earth's motion of rotation, and is consequently
different in different places. See acceleration, and aberra-
tion, 5. Diurnal arc. See arci. Diurnal circle. See
circle. Diurnal inequality, in magnetism, meteorology,
etc., an inequality the period of which is one day. Di-
urnal motion of a planet, the number of degrees, min-
utes, etc., which a planet moves in twenty-four hours.

II. n. 1. A day-book; a diary; a journal.
[Obsolete or archaic.]
Certain diurnals of the honoured Mr. Edward Winslow

have also afforded me good light and help.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 10.

2. A daily newspaper. [Obsolete or archaic.]
We writers of diurnals are nearer in our style to that

of common talk than any other writers.

Steele, Tatler, No. 204.

He showed me an Oxford newspaper containing a full
report of the proceedings. ... I suppose the pages of
that diurnal were not deathless, and that it would now
be vain to search for it.

Peacock, in Dowden's Shelley, I. 124.

3. A Eoman Catholic service-book containing
the offices for the daily hours of prayer. 4. In
ornith., a diurnal bird of prey. 5. In entom
one of the Diurna.

diurnalistt (dl-er'nal-ist), . [< diurnal + -ist.
Cf. journalist.'] A journalist.

By the relation of our diurnalisto.

Sp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iv. 9.

diurnally (di-er'nal-i), adv. 1. By day; in the
daytime. 2. Daily; everyday.
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diuturnal (di-u-ter'nal), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. diu-

turno, < L. diuturnus, of long duration, < din,
for a long time, also by day, < dies, a day, a

space of time: see dial, deity.] Lasting; being
of long continuance. [Bare.]
Things by which the peace between us may be preserved

entire and diuturnal. Milton.

diuturnity (di-u-ter'nj-ti), n. [= Sp. diutur-
nidad = Pg. diu'turnidade = It. diuturnitd, < L.

diuturnita(t-)s, length of time, < diuturnus, of

long duration : see diu turnal. ] Length of time
;

long duration. [Rare.]
What prince can promise such diuturnity unto his rel-

ics 1 Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

div (div), v. [So., developed from a peculiar
pronunciation (du) of do.] A Scotch form of
do1

, auxiliary.
And div ye think . . . that my man and my sons are to

gae to the sea in weather like yestreen and the day, and
get naething for their fish 1 Scott, Antiquary, xi.

-div. See -dib.

diva (de'va), n. [It. diva, a goddess, < L. diva,
a goddess, fern, of divus, a god, divine: see

deity, divine.] Aprimadouna; a distinguished
female singer.

divagation (dl-va-ga'shon), n. [= F. divaga-
tion = Sp. divagacion = Pg. divagaySo, < L. as
if *divagatio(n-), < divagari, wander about, < di-

for dis-, in different directions, + vagari, wan-
der, < vagus, wandering: see vague, vagabond.]
A wandering ; deviation

; digression.
Let us be set down at Queen's Crawley without further

divagation, and see how Miss Rebecca Sharp speeds there.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

When we admit this personal element into our divaga-

diyaguely (di-vag'li), adv. [An absurd com-
bination, as if < "divague, L. divagari, wander
(see divagation),+ -ly%, after E. vaguely.] Wan-
deringly ;

in an aimless and uncertain manner.
[Bare.]
They drifted divaguely over the great pacific ocean of

feminine logic. C. Reade, Art, p. 1.

divalent (di'va- or div'a-lent), a. [< Gr. 61- for
<5/f, twice, + L. valen(t-)s, having power; cf.

bivalent, the preferable form.] In chem., having
power to combine with two monovalent atoms.
Thus, the oxygen atom and the radical CH2 are
divalent.

dive

divaporation (dl-vap-o-ra'shon), n. [< L. di-
for dis-, apart, + vaporatio(n-)" a steaming, etc.,
< vaporare, steam, emit vapor, < vapor, steam,
vapor: see vapor, and cf. evaporation.] The
driving out of vapors by heat.

divaporization (di-vap"o-ri-za'shon), . [< L.
di- + E. vaporization. Cf. evaporization.] Same
as divaporation.
divaricate (di-var'i-kat), v.

; pret. and pp. di-

varicated, ppr. divaricating. [< L. divaricatus,
pp. of divaricare (> It. divaricare), spread apart,
< di- for dis-, apart, + varicare, spread apart,
straddle, < varicus, straddling, < varus, bent,
stretched outward.] I. intrans. 1. To spread
or move apart ;

branch off; turn away or aside
;

diverge: with from: as, to divaricate from the
will of God.
The men of this age are divided principally into two

great classes, which divaricate widely in the direction of
their desires. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 241.

We infer then that all the languages in question are the
divaricated representatives of a single tongue.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 174.

Specifically 2. In bot. m&zool., to branch oft

at an obtuse angle ; diverge widely.
II. trans. To divide into branches ; cause to

diverge or branch apart.
Nerves curiously divaricated about the tongue and

mouth to receive the impressions of every gusto.
Derham, Physico-Theology, iv. 5.

divaricate (di-var'i-kat), a. [< L. divaricatus,
pp.: see the verb.] 1. In bot., branching off,
as from a stem or axis, at or almost at a right
angle; widely divergent. 2. In zool, diver-

gent at any considerable angle ; standing off
or apart from one another

; spreading away, as
two parts of something; forked or forficate:

specifically applied to the wings of insects
when they are incumbent on the body in re-

pose, but spreading apart toward their tips.
divaricated (dl-var'i-ka-ted), p. a. Same as
divaricate, a.

divaricately (di-var'i-kat-li), adv. In a divari-
cate manner

; with divarication.
divarication (di-var-i-ka'shon), n. [= F. di-
varication = It. divaricazione, < L. "divarica-

tio(n-), < divaricare, spread apart: see divari-

cate.] 1. The act of branching off or diverging;
separation into branches ; a parting, as from a
main stem or stock.

diurnalness (di-er'nal-nes), n. The quality of
being diurnal.

diurnation fdl-er-na'shon), n. [< L. diurnus,
aily, + E. -ation; cf. hibernation.] The qui-escent or somnolent state of some animals, as

the bat, during the day, as contrasted with their
activity at night. Marshall Hall.

diurnet, . See diitrn.

i

1

. Sp. Pg. divan = It. divano, divan, = D. G.
Dan. Sw. divan, < Turk. Ar. diwdn, Pers. divan,
diwdn, a council, a court of justice or of rev-
enue, a minister, esp. a minister or officer of
revenue (hence Anglo-Ind. dewan, q. v., and ult.
F. douane, customs), a council-chamber, also
a collection of writings, a book, account-book,
register, album, also (in Ar.) a kind of sofa.]
1 . A council, especially a council of state

; spe-
cifically, in Turkey, the chief or privy council
of the Porte, presided over by the grand vizir
and made up of the ministers and heads of de-
partments. It meets twice a week.

It is said that the Pasha must confirm such a person as
is agreeable to the Divan and country [Egypt].

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 162.

The Abbaside caliphs had a "Divan of Oppression
"

which inquired into charges of tyranny against officers of
state - Encyc. Brit., VII. 292.

2. A council-chamber; a hall; a court; astate-
or reception-room in palaces and the houses of
richer citizens.
The divan in which we sat was brightly coloured in ara-

besquethe ceiling being particularly rich.
W. a. Russell, Diary in India, II. 246.

3. A kind of coffee-house where smoking to-
bacco is the principal enjoyment. 4. A cush-
ioned seat standing against the wall of a room

;

a kind of sofa : a sense derived by transfer from
that of 'council-chamber' or 'tall' (def. 2) as
furnished with low sofas, covered with rich car-
pets, and provided with many cushions.
The only signs of furniture in the sitting-room are a

diwan round the sides and a carpet in the centre
(The diwan is a line of flat cushions ranged round the
room, either placed upon the ground, or on wooden
benches, or on a step of masonry, varying in height accord-
ing to the fashion of the day. Cotton-stuffed pillows, cov-
ed with chintz forsummer and silk forwinter, are placed

against the wall, and can be moved to make a luxurious
R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 188.

5. A book, especially a collection of poems by
a single author: as, the divan of Sadi.

Many Diwdns, or complete editions of the works of
poets, have come down to us. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 695.

[Used with reference to the Turks, Arabs, Persians, and
other Orientals ; in sense 4 also (in the form divan only)
used in a general application.]

lie government of external circumstances, its vari-
ation in space, its divarication into dialects.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 162.

2. Specifically, in bot. and zool., a crossing or
intersection of fibers at different angles: in

entom., applied to the parting of the veins or

neryures of the wings. 3f. A divergence or
division in opinion ; ambiguity.
To take away all doubt, or any probable divarication,

the curse is plainly specified.
Sir T. Browie, Vulg. Err., vi. 11.

divaricator (di-var'i-ka-tor), n. [< NL. divari-

cator, < L. divaricare, pp. divaricatiis, spread
apart: see divaricate.] That which divaricates,
as a muscle which causes parts to separate or
recede from each other; something divellent.
Specifically (o) In Brachiopoda, a considerable muscle
which opens the valves of the shell. See cut under Wald-
heimia. ((>) In Polyzoa, a small muscle which opens the
jaws of an avicularium.

Muscles pass . . . and doubtless act as divaricators of
the wall of the sac. Huxley.

dive (div), v.; pret. dived, sometimes dove, pp.
dived, ppr. diving. [Early mod. E. also dyve;
< ME. diven, dyven, deven, duven (pret. "difde,
defde), < AS. dyfan (weak verb, pret. dyfde) (=
Icel. dyfa), dip, immerse, causal of dufan (strong
verb, pret. deaf, pi. dufon, pp. dofen; early
ME. duven, pret. def, deaf), dive, sink, pene-
trate (in comp. ge-dufan, dive, be-dufan, cover
with water, submerge (= OLG. bediruen, be
covered with water, LG. bedaven, pp. covered,
esp. with water), thurh-dufan, dive through,
etc.). Perhaps ult. connected with dip, q. v.
The mod. pret. is prop, dived, but the pret. dove,
after the assumed analogy of drove from drive

(cf. strove for earlier strh-ed, pret. of strive),
is common in colloquial speech, and is found
in good literary use.] I. intrans. 1. To de-
scend or plunge head first into water; thrust
the body suddenly into water or other fluid;
plunge deeply : as, to dire for shells.

Provide me (Lord) of Steers-man, Star, and Boat,
That through the vast Seas I may safely float :

Or rather teach me di/ue, that I may view
Deep vnder water all the Scaly crew.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.



dive

Straight into the river Kwasind
I'lmurd as if li" were :in otter,
It'' ' <l [in early editions dove] as ff he were a beaver.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, vii.

Hence 2. To make a plunge in any way;
plunge suddenly downward or forward, espe-
cially so as to disappear: as, to dive down a

precipice or into a forest.

she stood for a moment, then ditve Into the dense fog
which lui'l floated in from the river, and disappeared.

0. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 23.

3. To plunge or enter deeply into something
that engrosses the attention ; engage deeply in

anything: as, to dive to the bottom of a sub-

ject ;
to dive into the whirl of business.

How can they pretend to dine Into the secrets of the
human heart? Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, IviL

I

Dived in a hoard of tales that dealt with knights,
Half-legend, half-historic. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

II. trans. To explore by diving. [Rare.]
The Curtii bravely <I'<"1 the gulf of fame.

Sir J, Denham.

dive (div), n. [< dive, v.] 1 . A descent or plunge
head first into water or other fluid

;
a "header" :

as, a dive from a spring-board. 2. A sudden
attack or swoop: as, to make a dive. 3. A
disreputable place of resort, where drinking
and other forms of vice are indulged in, and,
commonly, vulgar entertainments are given : so
called because often situated in basements or
other half-concealed places into which the re-
sorters may "dive" with little risk of observa-
tion. [Colloq.]
There are 150 gambling dives, the approaches to which

re generally so barricaded as to defy iwlice detection.
N. A. Ken., CXL1II. 33.

They (the New York police] have been well backed up in

closing the more iniquitous dives and disreputable resorts.

Contemporary Kev., L1IL 227.

divedappert, divedoppert (div'dap'er, -dop'-
er), . [See didapper7\ 1. Same as didapper.

Certaine dnui-doppers or water-foules.

Uakluyt't Voyages, II. 59.

2. A pert fellow : in contempt.
There's no good fellowship in this dandiprat,
This dice-dapper as is In other pages.
Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, ill. 1.

divel1
(div'l), w. An obsolete or dialectal form

of devil.

divel2! (di-vel'), v. t. [< L. divellere, pull asun-
der, rend, < di- for dis-, asunder, + vellere, pull.]
To pull asunder; rend.

At the first Uttering, their eyes are fastly closed that is,

by coalition or joining together of the eye-lids, and so con-
tinue until about the twelfth day ; at which time they
begin to separate, and may be easily diuelled or parted
asunder. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 27.

divelize (div'l-iz), v. t. An obsolete or dialectal
form of devilize.

diyellent (di-vel'ent), a. [= F. divellent, < L.

divellen(t-)s, ppr. of divellere, pull asunder: see

divelV.] Drawing asunder ; separating. /Swart.

[Rare.]
divellicate (di-vel'i-kat), v. t. [< L. di- for dis-,

asunder, + vellicatus, pp. of vellicare, pull,
pluck, < vellere, pull. Of. divefi.] To pull in

pieces. [Obsolete or rare.]

My brother told me you had used him dishonestly, and
had divellicated his character behind his back.

Fiflding, Amelia, v. 6.

diver1
(di'ver), n. [< ME. diver, dyver.] 1 . One

who or that which dives or plunges into water.
The sayd dytter dyde all that busynes beynge vnderneth

the water. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 76.

The king he call'd his divers all,
To dive for his young son.

Young Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 299).

Specifically (a) One who makes a business of diving, as
for pearl-oysters, to examine sunken vessels, etc. See sub-
marine armor, under armor, (b) A bird that habitually
dives, as a loon, grebe, auk, or penguin ; specifically, one
or any of the birds variously known as Brachypterce, Her-
gitores, Urinatores, Pyi'opodts, or Spheniscomorpka. The
term is especially applied to the loons, family Colymbidit
(which see). There are three leading species : the great
northern diver, CoIi/mftiM tori/vatus ; the black-throated
diver, C. oraHrat ; and the red-throated diver, C. septets
trionalis. All three inhabit the northern hemisphere
generally, and are noted not only for their quickness in

dlvttg, but also for the length of time they remain and the
distance they traverse under water, in which they move
both by swimming with the feet and by paddling with the
whi^K. See Ivnn. Also <lirin<i-l>inl.

2. One who plunges into or engages deeply in

anything Cartesian diver. See Cartesian.

diver2t, w. See dynour.
divert (di'verb), M. [< L. diverbium, the dia-

logue of a comedy (an imperfect translation
of Gr. <5SAoj<of, dialogue), < di- for dis-, apart
(or else repr. Gr. 6ia), + verbum = E. word.
Cf. prvverb.] A saying in which the two mem-
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bers of a sentence are contrasted; an anti-

thetical proverb. [Rare.]
Kn^land is a paradise for women, a hell for horses ; Italy

a paradise for horses, a hell for women : as the dieeroe

goes. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 687.

diverberatet (di-ver'be-rat), v. t. [< L. ili-

verberatus, pp. of diveroerare, strike asunder,
cleave, divide, < di-, dis-, asunder, + verberare,

strike, beat, whip : see verberate, and cf . rever-

berate.] To cleave or penetrate through, as
sound.

These cries for blamelesse blood diverberate
Tlie high resounding Heau'u's convexitie.

Dame*, Holy Koode, p. 14.

diverberationt (di-v6r-be-ra'shon); n. [< L. di-

verberatus, pp. of diverberare, strike asunder,

cleave, diviae, strike, beat : see diverberate, and
cf. reverberation.'] A cleaving or penetrating,
as sound.
diverbium (dl-ver'bi-um), n.

; pi. diverbia (-&).

[L.: see diverb.] In the anc. Bom. drama, any
passage declaimed or recited by the actors with-
out musical accompaniment or singing ; the dia-

logue, or a scene in dialogue : opposed to canti-

cum. The diverbia are generally composed in
iambic trimeters (senarii).

diverge (di-verj'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. diverged,

ppr. diverging. [= D. divergeren = G. divergi-
ren = Dan. divergere = Sw. divergera, < F. di-

verger = Sp. divergir = Pg. diverger, diver-gir
= it. divergere, < ML. "dwergere, < L. di-, dis-,

apart, + vergere, incline, verge, tend: see verge,

converge.] 1. To move or lie in different di-

rections from a common point ;
branch off: op-

posed to converge.
In the catchment-basin all the branches converge to the

main stream ; in the delta they all diverge from the trunk
channel. Huxley, Physiography, p. 145.

Hence 2. In general, to become or be sepa-
rated from another, or one from another

;
take

different courses or directions: as, diverging
trains of thought; lives that diverge one from
the other.

And wider yet in thought and deed
Diverge our pathways, one in youth.

Whittier, Memories.

3. To differ from a typical form
; vary from a

normal state or from the truth. 4. In math.,
to become larger (in modulus) without limit :

said of an infinite series when, on adding the

terms, beginning with the first, the sum in-
creases indefinitely toward infinity. A series

may be divergent without diverging. See di-

vergent series, under divergent.

divergement (di-verj'ment), . [< diverge +
-went.] The act of diverging. Clarke. [Rare.]
divergence (di-ver'jens), n. [Sometimes also

devergence; = G. divergenz = Dan. Sw. diver-

gens, < F. divergence = Sp. Pg. divergencia = It.

dirergenza, < ML. "divergentia, < 'divergen(t-)s,

ppr. of "divergere, diverge : see divergent and
-ence.] I. The act or state of diverging, or

moving or pointing in different directions (not
directly opposed) from a common point ;

a re-

ceding one from another: opposed to conver-

gence: as, the divergence of lines.

The nearer the direction of the incident rays to that of
the optic axis, the less the divergence between the ordi-

nary and the extraordinary rays.

Spottuwoode, Polarisation, p. 20.

Double images in sleepiness are certainly due to diver-

gence, not convergence, of the optic axes.
Le Conte, Sight, p. 253.

Hence 2. Departure from a course or stan-

dard; differentiation in action or character; de-
viation : as, the divergence of religious sects

;

divergence from rectitude.

In our texts, it is true, the employmentof the case-end-

ings is usually according to their original signification ;

the number of divergences from this is relatively small.
Amer. Jour. Pkilol., V. 494.

3. In math., the negative of the scalar part of
the result of operating with the Hamiltonian
operator upon a vector function, it is so called be-
cause if the vector function represents displacements of
the parts of a fluid, the divergence represents the decre-
ment of density at any point due to this displacement.
Angle of divergence. See angles.

divergency (di-ver'jen-si), n. [As divergence.]
The state of being divergent, or of having di-

verged. Also rarely devcrgency.
divergent (di-ver'jent). a. '[= D. divergent, < F.
ilii-cri/cnt = Sp. Pg. It. divergente, < ML. *di-

vergen(t-)s, ppr. of 'dirergere, diverge : see di-

verge.] 1. Moving or situated in different di-

rections from a common point, as lines which
intersect: opposed to convergent. 2. In gen-
eral, separating or separated one from another ;

following different courses or directions.

Divergent Parabola. /'/ o".

diverse

There was hardly an expedition, hardly a negotiation. In
which bickerings and divergent counsels did not appear.

Leeky, Eng. in Ibth lent., i.

3. Deviating from something taken us a stan-
dard or reference

; variant.

In England the ideas of the multitude are perilously
divergent from those of the thinking claw.

J. H. Seeley, Nat Religion, p. 199.

Divergent parabola, a name given by Newton to a cu-
bic paraliola or cubic curve hav-
ing tlic line at infinity as its in-

flexional tangent. Divergent
rays, rays which, proceeding
from a point of a visible object,
continually depart from one an-
other in proportion as they re-

cede from the object : opposed
to convergent rays. Concave
lenses render parallel rays di-

vergent, convex lenses con-

vergent. Divergent series,
an infinite series such that, if

we begin adding the terms to-

gether in their order, we do not
ultimately approximate indefi-

nitely toward a Unite limit, but
either oscillate from one value
to another or move toward in-

finity. Only in the latter case, according to the usage
of mathematicians, is a divergent series said to diverge.
Thus, for Instance, the infinite series 1-1+1 1 +11 + 1

Is divergent without diverging. Divergent strabismus.
See strabismus. Divergent Wings, In enlom., wings
which In repose are horizontal but spread apart, reced-

ing from the abdomen, as In many flies.

diverging (di-v6r'jing), p. a. [Ppr. of diverge,

v.] Same as divergent.

divergingly (di-ver'jing-li), adv. In a diverg-
ing manner.
divers (di'verz), a. [< ME. divers, dyvers, di-

verse, dyverse, < OF. divers, F. divers = Pr. di-

vers = Sp. Pg. It. diverse, < L. diversus, various,
different, also written divorsus, pp. of divertere,

divortere, turn or go different ways, part, sepa-
rate, divert : see divert. According to modern
analogies, the word divers would be written di-

verse (pron. dJ'vers); association with the F.

original favored the spelling divers; and this

form, with the plurality involved in the word,
caused it to be regarded as a plural (whence
the pron. di'verz). Hence in mod. speech di-

vers is used only with a plural noun. It is now
obsolete or archaic, the form diverse, regarded
as directly from the L., having taken its place.
In earlier use divers and diverse are merely dif-

ferent spellings of the same word
; early quo-

tations are therefore here all put under divers.

See diverse.] It. Different in kind, quality, or

manner; various.
In Egypt also there ben dyverse Langages and dyverse

Lettres, and of other manere condicioun, than there ben
In other parties. Mandeville, Travels, p. 53.

Thou shalt not sow thy vineyard with divers seeds.
Deut. \ M i. 9.

At what a divers price do divers men
Act the same things !

IS. Jonson, Fall of Mortimer, i. 1.

Thus, like Sampsons Foxes, their heads are diuers wayes,
but they are tyeu together by the tayles.

Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 39.

2. Several ; sundry ; more than one, but not a
great number: as, we have divers examples of
this kind.
There be divers fishes that cast their spawn on flags or

stones. /
. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 47.

I believe, besides Zoroaster, there were divers that writ
before Moses. Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, I. 23.

He has divers MRS.
,
but most of them astrological, to w<*

study he is addicted. Evelyn, Diary, July 23, 1678.

= Syn. Divers, Diverse. Dicers implies difference only, and
is always used with a plural noun ; diverse (with either
a singular or a plural noun) denotes difference with op-
position. Thus, the evangelists narrate the same events
in divers manners, but not in diverse. Trench.

diverse (di-vers' or di'vers), a. [Same as di-

vers, but resting more closely on the L. diver-

sus: see divers.] 1. Different in kind ; essen-

tially different
; different as individuals of one

kind or as different kinds, but not as being
affected by different accidents. Thus, Philip
drunk and Philip sober, though different, are
not diverse.

Four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one
from another. Dan. vii. 3.

The Pilgrims were clothed with such kind of raiment as
was diverse from the raiment of any that traded In that
Fair. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 155.

Woman is not undevelopt man,
But diverse. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

Owing to this variety of Interchangeable names for the

chaplaincy question, diverse minds were enabled to form
the same judgment concerning it.

Qtorgt Eliot, Middleman*. I. 201.

2f. Capable of assuming many forms; various;
multiform.

Eloquence is a diverse thing. B. Jonson.

-Syn. Divers, Diverse. See divers.



diverse

diverse (di-vers'), adv. In different directions.

And witll tendrils creep diverse. Philips.

diverset (di-vers'), . [< ME. diversen, < OF.

diverse); make or be diverse, differ, diverge,
= Pg. diversar, discern,
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2. That which diverts
;
that which turns some-

thing from its proper or natural course or ten-

dency ; specifically, that which turns or draws

the mind from care, business, or study, and thus

diversare, diverge, .__, . , ....
of divertere, turn or go different ways : see di-

vert, diverse, a., divers, a.] I. trans. To make

diverse; diversify. Chaucer.

II. intrans. 1. To differ; be diverse.

lewes, Gentiles, and Sarrasines iugen hemselue
Thatlecliche thei by-leyuen and gut here [their] law dy-

uerseth. Piers Plowman (C), xvm. 133.

2. To turn aside
;
turn out of one's way.

nisli an agreeable diversion to the studious.

Fortunes, honours, friends,

Are mere diversions from love's proper object,

Which only is itself. Sir J. Denham, The Sophy.

We will now, for our diversion, entertain ourselves with

a set of riddles, and see if we can find a key to them among
the ancient poets. Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

The necessities of hunger and thirst were his greatest
diversions from the reflection on his lonely condition.

Steele, Englishman, No. 26.

-If.]
in

differently; variously.
Wonder it is to see in diverse mindes
How dioersly love doth his pageaunts play.

Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 1.

In the teaching of men diversly temper'd different ways
are to be try'd. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

attack is to be made, as by an attack or alarm
on one wing of an army when the principal at-

is to be made on the other wing or the

diversifiable (di-ver'si-fi-a-bl), a. [= :

sifiable= Pg. diversificavel"; as diversify + -able.]

That may be diversified or varied.

The almost infinitely diversifiable contextures of all the

small parts. Boyle, Works, IV. 281.

diversification (di-vfcr"si-fi-ka' shon), n. [= F.

diversification = It. diversificazione, < ML. *diver-

sificatio(n-), < diversificare, diversify: see diver-

sify.] 1. The act of changing forms or quali-

ties, or of making various : as, diversification of

labor.

There will be small reason to deny these to be true col-

ours, which more manifestly than others disclose them-
selves to be produced by diversifications of the light.

Boyle, Works, I. 691.

In business, diversification and rivalry should be encour-

aged rather than stamped out by the iron heel of grasping
monopoly. S. Bowles, in Merriara, II. 388.

2f. Diversity or variation; change; alteration:

as, "diversification of voice," Sir M. Hale.

diversified (di-ver' si-fid), p. a. [Pp. of diversi-

fy, v.] Distinguished by various forms, or by
a variety of objects : as, diversified scenery ;

a

diversified landscape ; diversified industry.
diversiflorous (di-ver-si-flo'rus), a. [= F. di-

versifiore, < NL. diversifiorus, < L. diversus, va-

rious, + flos (flor-), > E. flower.] In bot., bear-

ing flowers of two or more sorts.

diversifplious (di-ver-si-fo'li-us), a. [< NL. di-

versifolius; < L. diversus, various, + folium, leaf,
+ -ous.] In bot., having leaves differing in form
or color, etc.

diversiform (di-ver'si-f6rm), a. [= F. Sp.
diversiforme, < L. diversus, various, + forma,
shape.] Of a different form

;
of various forms.

It [search] produced a marvellous facility for detecting
doubtful or imperfect truths, an instinctive recognition of
the manifold diversiform phases that every speculative or
moral truth must necessarily possess.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 305.

diversify (di-ver'si-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. di-

versified, ppr. diversifying. [< F. diversifier =
Pr. diversifiar, diversificar= Sp. Pg. diversificar
= It. diversificare, < ML. diversificare, < L. diver-

sus, diverse, +facere, make.] To make diverse
or various in form or qualities; give variety or

diversity to : as, to diversify the colors of a fabric
;

mountains, plains, trees, and lakes diversify the

landscape ; to diversify labor.

It was much easier ... for Homer to find proper sen-
timents for an assembly of Grecian generals than for Mil-
ton to diversify his infernal council with proper characters.

Addison, Spectator, No. 279.

This soul of ours . . .

Doth use, on divers objects, divers powers ;

And so are her effects diverstfy'd.
Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, xi.

diversiloquent (di-ver-sil'o-kwent), a. [< L.
diversus, different, + loquen(t-)s, ppr. of loqui,
speak.] Speaking in different ways. Craig.
[Rare.]

diversion (di-ver'shon), n. [= G. Dan. Sw. di-

version, < F. diversion = Sp. diversion = Pg. di-
versao = It. diversione, < ML. diversio(n-), < L. di-

vertere, pp. diversus, divert : see divert.] 1. The
act of turning aside from a course

;
a turning

into a different direction or to a different point
or destination: as, the diversion of a stream
from its usual channel

;
the diversion of the mind

from business or study, or to another object.
Cutting off the tops and pulling off the buds work re-

tention of the sap for a time, and diversion of it to the
sprouts that were not forward. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

draw one's attention away from a point aimed

at, or a desired object. =Syn. 2. Amusement, Recrea-

tion, etc. (see pastime), relaxation.

diversity (di-ver'si-ti), n.
; pi. diversities (-tiz).

[< ME. diversite, < OF. diversite, F. diversite= Pr.

diversitat = Sp. diversidad = Pg. diversidade =
It. diversitd, < L. diversita(t-)s, difference, con-

trariety, < diversus, different, diverse: see di-

verse, divers, a.] 1. The fact of difference be-

tween two or more things or kinds
;
essential

difference; variety; separateness : as, the di-

versity in unity of the true church
;
the diversity

of objects in a landscape.
That Babyloyne that I have spoken offe, where that the

Soudan duellethe, is not that gret Babyloyne where the

Dyversitee of Langages was first made.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 40.

Great diuersytie between pryde and honesty is seene.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 89.

Then is there In this diversity no contrariety.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Strange and several noises
Of roaring, shrieking, howling, jingling chains,
And more diversity of sounds. Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

2. That in which two or more things differ
;
a

difference
;
a distinction : as, diversities of opin-

ion. 3f. Variegation; diversification.

Blushing in bright diversities of day.
Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 84.

Diversity Of person, in law, a plea by a prisoner in bar
of execution, alleging that he is not the same who was at-

tainted. Diversity of reasont, that diversity by which
things are distinguished only in conception. Diversity
of reason reasonedt, a distinction arising from two
ways of conceiving a thing, as when we say that a trilateral

figure is a triangle. Diversity of reason reasoning!,
a distinction arising from a thing being conceived twice
over in the same way, as when we say that A is A. Di-
versity of the diameter, in the Ptolemaic theory of the

moon, an arc of the ecliptic by which the prosthapheresis
of the epicycle is greater in perigee than in apogee. Also
called the excess. Real diversity, such a distinction
that some fact is true of one or more things which is not
true of another or others. = Syn. Dissimilarity, etc. See

difference.

diversivolentt, a. [< L. diversus, contrary, +
volen(t-~)s, ppr. of velle, will, desire: see divers,

a., and voluntary.] Desiring strife. [Rare.]
Yon diversivolent lawyer, mark him ! knaves turn in-

formers, as maggots turn to flies ; you may catch gudgeons
with either. Webster, White Devil, iii. 2.

diverslyt, adv. See diversely.
diverse intuitu (di-ver'so in-tu'i-tii). [LL. :

L. diverse, abl. masc. of diversus, different
;
in-

tuitu, abl. of intuitus, look, view, consideration,
< intuere, look upon, consider: see divers and
intuition.] In law, from a different motive or

purpose ;
with a diverse intention. Thus, if two

persons together contract with a third, but each engages
for a separate thing on a separate consideration, although
by the same instrument, they may be said to contract di-

verso intuitu, as distinguished from contracting jointly,
or as by principal and collateral stipulations.

diversoryt (di-ver'so-ri), a. [< L. as if *diver-

sorius, < divertere, pp. diversus, divert: see di-

vert.] Serving to divert. North.
divert (di-vert ), v. [< ME. diverten = D. diver-
teren = Gr. divertiren = Dan. divertere = Sw.
divertera, < OF. divertir, F. divertir = Sp. Pg.
divertir = It. divertire, divertere, < L. divertere,

divortere, turn or go different ways, part, sepa-
rate, divert, < di- for dis-, apart, + vertere,

vortere, turn : see verse. Cf. avert, advert, con-

vert, evert, invert, etc.] I. trans. 1. To turn
aside or away; change the direction or course

of; cause to move or act in a different line or
manner: as, to divert a stream from its bed;
to divert the mind from its troubles

;
he was di-

verted from his purpose.
This tastes of passion,

And that must not divert the course of justice.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 3.

divertise

0, impious sight !

Let me divert mine eyes.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

Other care perhaps
May have diverted from continual watch
Our great Forbidder. Uilton, P. L., ix. 813.

2. To turn to a different point or end
; change

the aim or destination of; draw to another

course, purpose, or destiny.
He has diverted all the ladies, and all your company

thither, to frustrate your provision, and stick a disgrace

upon you. B. Jonxon, Epiccene, iii. 1.

Miss Noble earned ... a small basket, into which she

diverted a bit of sugar, which she had first dropped in her
saucer as if by mistake. George Eliot, Middlemarch, 1. 185.

3. To turn from customary or serious occupa-

tion; furnish diversion to
; amuse; entertain.

It [Emmaus] is the pleasantest spot about Jerusalem,
and the Jews frequently come out here on the sabbath to

divert themselves.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 48.

0, 1 have been vastly diverted with the story ! Ha ! ha i

ha ! Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

4f. To subvert
; destroy.

Frights, changes, horrors,
Divert and crack, rend and deracinate
The unity and married calm of states.

Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

=Syn. 1. To draw away. See absent, a. 3. Amuse, Di-

vert, Entertain,' etc. (see amuse); to delight, exhilarate.

Il.t intrans. To turn aside; turn out of one's

way; digress.
If our thoughts do at any time wander, and divert upon

other objects, bring them back again with prudent and
severe arts. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 7.

I diverted to see one of the prince's palaces.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 1, 1641.

diverter (di-ver'ter), n. One who or that which
diverts. /. Walton.

divertible (di-ver'ti-bl), a. [< divert + -ible.]

Capable of being diverted.

diverticle (di-ver'ti-kl), n. [< L. diverticulum,
more correctly deverticulum, old form devorti-

culum, a byway, a digression, an inn, < dever-

tere, devortere, turn away, turn aside, < de,

away, + vertere, vortere, turn.] If. A turning ;

a byway.
The diverticles and blind by-paths which sophistry and

deceit are wont to tread. Hales, Golden Remains, p. 12.

2. In anat., a diverticulum. [Rare.]

diverticula, n. Plural of diverticulum.

diverticular (di-ver-tik'u-lar), a. [< diverti-

culum + -ar3.] Pertaining'to or of the nature
of a diverticulum.

Another form of respiratory organ is developed from
the wall of the gut, in the form of a diverticular out-

growth of the anterior portion of that organ.
Geffenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 49.

diverticulated (di-ver-tik'u-la-ted), a. [< di-

verticulum + -ate2 + -ed2.]
'

1. Made or become
a diverticulum; given off as a blind process;
csecal. 2. Furnished with one or more diver-

ticula ; having blind processes.
diverticulum (dl-ver-tik'u-lum), n.

; pi. diver-

ticula (-la). [NL., a specific use of L. diverti-

culum: see diverticle.] In anat., a csscum; a
blind tubular process; a hollow offset ending
blindly ;

a cul-de-sac. Diverticula are very frequent
formations, especially in connection with the alimentary
canal, in which case they are usually known as cceca.

(See cut under alimentary.) The term, however, is of

very general applicability.

The lungs of the air-breathing Vertebrata ... are di-

verticula of the alimentary canal.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 59.

Diverticulum superius ventriculi tertii (upper di-

verticulum of the third ventricle), the recessus infra pine-
alis (which see, under pineal).

diverting (di-ver'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of divert, v.]

Pleasing; amusing; entertaining: as, a divert-

ing scene or sport.
The Little Plays were very Diverting to me, particularly

those of Moliere. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 171.

divertingly (di-ver' ting-li), adv. In a manner
that diverts

;
so as to divert

; amusingly.
He confuted it by saying that it was not meant of boys

in age, but in manners, . . . and then added, divertingly,
that this argument therefore arose of wrong understand-

ing the word. Strype, Aylmer, xiv.

divertingness (di-ver'ting-nes), n. The qual-
ity of affording diversion. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]
divertisantt, a. [< F. divertissant, ppr. of di-

vertir, divert,: see divertise.] Diverting; enter-

taining; interesting.
Doubtlesse one of the most divertisant and considerable

vistas in ye world. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 31, 1645.

divertiset, v. t. [< F. divertiss-, stem of certain

parts of divertir, divert: see divert.] To divert:

amuse
;
entertain.

But how shall we divertise ourselves till Supper be
ready? Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Master, i. 1.



divertisement

divertisement (di-ver'tiz-ment), . [= D. G.
Dau. Sw. dirrrtixxemcnt, < V. divertissement (cf.

Sp. divertimit'ttto = Pg. It. divertimento), diver-

sion, < divertir, divert: see divertise.] 1. Diver-

sion; amusement; recreation.

My haste, pel-hups, la not so (treat but It might dispense
with auch u divertisement as I promise myself In .vmr
comimuy. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, II. 22tl.

Ilnihinu, the poem which so mystified the readers of
the Atlantic Monthly, was one of his [Emerson's] spiritual
divertuementit. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 387.

2. A short ballet or other entertainment given
between acts or longer pieces,

divertisingt, /). a. [Ppr. of divertise, v.] Amus-
ing; entertaining.
To hear the nightingales and other birds, and hear fld-

dli-s, nud there a harp, and here a Jew's trump, and here
laughing, and there tine people walking, is mighty diver-
tixiii'i. Pepys, Diary, III. 188.

divertivet (di-ver'tiv), a. [< divert + -we.]
Tending to divert

; diverting.
For If the subject's of a serious kind,
Her thoughts are manly, and her sense refln'd ;

But if divertive, her expressions fit,

Good language, joln'd with inoffensive wit.

Pom/ret, Strephon's Love for Delia.

divest (di-vesf), v. t. [Also devest; < OF. de-

vestir, also desvestir, F. diee'tir = Pr. devestir, des-
vestir = It. divestire, svestire, < L. devestire, ML.
also divestire, disvestire, undress, < de- (or di-,

dis-) priv. + vestire, dress, clothe, < vestis, cloth-

ing, garment. The form devest, q. v., is now
used only as a technical term in law.] 1. To
strip of clothes, arms, or equipage; hence, to

strip of anything that surrounds or attends;
despoil: opposed to invest: as, to divest one of
his reputation.
Neither of our lives are in such extremes ; for you liv-

ing at court without ambition, which would burn you, or
envy, which would devest others, live in the sun, not in
the fire. Donne, Letters, Iv.

Even these men cannot entirely divert themselves of
humanity. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxv.

The people, who forever keep the sole right of legisla-
tion in their own representatives, but divest themselves
wholly of any right to the administration.

N. Webster, A Plan of Policy.

2. To strip by some definite or legal process ;

deprive : as, to divest a person of his rights or

privileges ;
to divest one of title or property.

By what means can government, without being divested
of the full command of the resources of the community,
be prevented from abusing Its powers?

Calhoun, Works, I. 10.

3f. To strip off; throw off.

In heaven we do not say that our bodies shall divest
their mortality, so, as that naturally they could not die ;

for they shall have a composition still ; and every com-
pounded thing may perish. Donne, Sermons, xvii.

divestible (di-ves'ti-bl), a. [< divest + -i&te.]

Capable of being divested.

Liberty being too high a blessing to be divettible of that
nature by circumstances. Boyle, Works, I. 248.

divestiture (di-ves'ti-tur), n. [= F. divestiture,
< ML. divestitus, for L. devestitus, pp. of deves-

tire, divest: see divest and -tire.] 1. The act
of stripping, putting off, or depriving.
He is sent away without remedy, with a divestiture

from his pretended Orders. Bp. Hall, Works, X. 226.

2. In law, the act of surrendering one's effects
or any part thereof: opposed to investiture.

divestment (di-vest'ment), . [< OF. deveste-

ment, desvestement, F. OMWMMM^ < devestir, di-
vest: see divest and -ment.] The act of divest-

ing. Coleridge. [Bare.]
divesturet (di-ves'tur), TO. [< OF. devesteure,
desves1ttre,< (leeestir,ai\eet: see divest and-nre.J
An obsolete form of divestiture. Boyle.
dividable (di-vi'da-bl), a. [< divide + -able.
Cf. divisible.] Divisible. [Rare.]
That power by which the several parts of matter, such

as stone, wood, or the like, firmly hold together, so as to
make them hard and not easily dividable.

Pearce, Works, I. ii.

dividantt (di-vi'dant), o. [Irreg. < divide +
-OMt1.] Divided

; 'separate.
Twinn'd brothers of one womb

Whose procreation, resilience, and birth
Scarce is diridani. Shale., T. of A., iv. 3.

divide (di-vid'), c. ; pret. and pp. divided, ppr.
dividing. [Early mod. E. also devide; < ME.
dividen, dyvyden, deviden = D. dimderen = G.
dividiren = Dan. dividere = Sw. dindera = Pr.
Sp. Pg. dividir = It. dividere (= F. diviser= Pr.
devezir, divi:ir, divide, from the L. pp. divisus :

see devise, n. and p.), < L. diwlere, pp. dirisus,
divide, separate, distinguish, part, distribute,
< di- for dis-, apart, + 'vidSre, of uncertain ori-

gin, prob. akin to videre, see (= Gr. tfciv, "piSelv,
see, = E. wit, know: see vision, and wit, v.), be-
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ing thus orig. 'see, or put ao as to see, apart.'
Some assume for "videre a root *vid or *vi, sepa-
rate ; cf . Skt. -/ rich, separate, vi, prep, and pre-
fix, apart, asunder, away.] I. trans. 1. To sepa-
rate into parts or pieces; sunder, as a whole
into parts ;

cleave : as, to divide an apple.
Divide the living child in two. I K i. iii. _.,.

To him which divided the Red sea into parts.
Ps. cxxxvL 13.

2. To separate ; disjoin ; dispart ;
sever the

union or connection of, as things joined in any
way, or made up of separate parts: as, to di-

vide soul and body ;
to divide an army.

In their death they were not divided. 2 Sam. L 23.

Calamity, that severs worldly friendships,
Could ne'er divide us.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, Iv. 1.

3. In math. : (a) To perform the operation of
division on. In common arithmetic, to divide is to

separate into a given number of equal parts: thus, if

we divide 22 by 7, the quotient will be 3 and the remain-
der l. See division, 2.

(ft) To be a divisor of, with-
out leaving a remainder: as, "7 divides 21."
4. To cause to be separate ; part by any means
of disjunction, real or imaginary; make or keep
distinct: as, the equator divides the earth into
two hemispheres.
Let it [the firmament] divide the waters from the waters.

Gen. i. 6.

Behold his goodly feet, Where one great cleft
Devideg two toes pointed with iron claws.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, II, 174.

5. To make partition of; distribute; share: as,
to divide profits among shareholders, between
partners, or with workmen.

Also next this place is an Aulter where the crucifyers
of our Sauyoure Criste deuydyd his clothes by chaunce of

dyce. Sir R. Quyljorde, Pylgrymage, p. 25.

The moon is up, and yet it is not night ;

Sunset divides the sky with her.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 27.

Division of labour cannot be carried far when there are
but few to divide the labour among them.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 9.

6. To mark off into parts ;
make divisions on

;

graduate : as, to divide a sextant, a rule, etc.

7. To disunite or cause to disagree in opinion
or interest

; make discordant.

There shall be five in one house divided, three against
two. Luke xii. 52.

The learned World is very much divided upon Milton
as to this Point Addition, Spectator, No. 285.

8. To embarrass by indecision
;
cause to hesi-

tate or fluctuate between different motives or

opinions.
This way and that dividing the swift mind.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

9. In music, to perform, as a melody, especially
with variations or divisions.

Most heavenly melody
About the bed sweet musicke did divide.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 17.

10. In logic: (a) To separate (in thought or
speech) into parts any of the kinds of whole
recognized by logic : as

;
to divide a conception

into its elements (species into genus and dif-

ference), an essential whole into matter and
form, or an integral whole into its integrate
parts.
The Law of Moses is divided into three ports, for either

it is men-all, judiciall, or ceremoniail.
Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1551).

He could distinguish and divide
A hair 'twixt south and south-west side.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 87.

(b) Especially, to separate (a genus) into its

species. Hence 11. To expound; explain.
They urge very colourably the Apostle's own sentences,

requiring that a minister should be able to divide rightly
the word of God. Booker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

Her influence was one thing, not to be divided or dis-

cussed, only to be felt with gratitude and joy.
R. L. Stevenson, Will o' the Mill.

Edging-and-dividing bench. See bench. To divide
the house, to take a vote by division. See division, 1 (c).= Syn. 2. To sever, sunder, bar apart, divorce. B. To
allot, apportion, deal out, parcel out.

II. intrans. 1. To become separated into

parts ;
come or go apart ; be disunited.

Love cools, friendship falls of?, brothers divide.

Shot., Lear, L 2.

She seem'd to divide in a dream from a band of the blest.

Tennyson, Maud, xxviii. 1.

2. To vote by division. See division, 1 (c).
The emperors sat, voted, and divided with their equals.

Gibbon.
When the liill has been read a third time, the Speaker

puts the question as to whether it shall pass. The House
then itiriiisit ; those in favour of the bill pass out into one
lobby, and those against it into another. The two divi-
sions are counted by the "

tellers."

A. Buckland, Nat. Institutions, p. 28.

divider

3. To come to an issue
; agree as to what are

the precise points in dispute, or some of them.
divide (di-vid'), n. [< divide, v.] 1. Inj>hi/s.

geog., a water-shed ; the height of land which
separates one drainage-basin or area of catch-
ment from another; often, but not always, a

ridge or conspicuous elevation. [In common
use in the United States, but much less fre-

quently heard in England.]
That evening we started over the low "divide

"
to Sun

Bay, where we were delayed for a few minutes In an
attempt to kill a wolf which was seen near.

A. W. Oreely, Arctic Service, p. 281.

In looking east from the summit of the great
"
conti-

nental divide
"
at this point, we saw in the distance a vast

plain bounded by a chain of lofty mountains.
llarper's Mag., LXXVI. 401.

2. The act of dividing; a division or partition,
as of winnings or gains of any kind : as. a fair

divide. [Colloq., U. 8.]
The . . . notion of an office is that it U a part of the

spoils of a political fight, and ought to be given out u a

part of the general divide after the battle is over.
Sea York Times, April 24, 1880.

divided (di-vi'ded),jB. a. [Pp. of divide, v.]
Parted ; separated ; disunited ; distributed : as,
a divided hoot

;
a divided estate. Specifically (a)

In bot., cut into distinct segments ; cleft to the base or to
the midrib: applied to a leaf, calyx, etc. (ft) In entom.,
said of any part that Is normally simple or undivided,
when by exception it is formed of two parts, (r) In mu-
sic, used of two instruments or voices that are usually In

unison, but are temporarily given independent parts :

as, with flutes divided; with sopranos divided. Divided
palpi, those palpi in which the last joint is split longitu-
dinally into two parts. Divided proposition, in luiiic,

a proposition in which a sign of modality intervenes be-
tween the subject and the predicate. Divided pygidl-
um, the last dorsal segment of the abdomen when It Is

formed of two plates, as in the males of certain Rhyncho-
phora. Divided sense, in logic, that sense of a sign of

modality which it has In a divided proposition.

dividedly (di-vi'ded-li), adv. Separately; by
division.

In this the middle term is taken dividedly or dlstrlbu-

tively in one premise. Atrmter, Logic, p. 168.

dividend (div'i-dend), . [= D. G. Dan. Sw.
dividend = F. dividcnde = Sp. Pg. It. dividendo,
< L. dividendus, to be divided, ger. of dividere,
divide: see divide, t>.] 1. A sum to be divided
into equal parts, or one to be distributed pro-
portionately. Particularly (n) In math., a number
or quantity which is to be divided by another called the
divnor, the result being called the quotient, (b) A sum to
be divided as profits among the shareholders of a stock

company, or persons jointly interested in an enterprise.
(c) A sum out of an insolvent estate to be divided among
Its creditors.

2. The share of one of the individuals among
whom a sum is so divided; a share or portion.

Concerning bishops, how they ought to behaue thein-
selues toward their clerks, or of such oblations as the
faithfull offer vpon the altar; what portions or diuidenti
ought to be made thereof. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 105.

Dividend Of (so much) per cent., a percentage on a capi-
tal stock or any other aggregate sum, of the rate named,
to be distributed proportionately among shareholders or
others entitled to it. Dividend on (or off), a stock-ex-
change phrase meaning that, on the day of closing the
transfer-books of any stock for a dividend, the transac-
tions in such stock for cash include (ordo not include) the
dividend up to the time officially designated for closing the
books. In stock-exchange reports usually written cum
(or ex) dividendo, dividend, dip., or d. Dividend war-
rant. an order or authority on which a shareholder or
stockholder receives his dividend. Stock dividend, a
division of profits, actual or anticipated, payable in re-
served or additional stock Instead of cash. To declare
a dividend, to announce readiness to pay a specified
dividend. To make a dividend, to set apart a sum to
be divided among the persons interested in the property
from which the sum Is taken. To pass a dividend, to
omit to make a regular or expected dividend. [U. 8.)

dividentH, n. [< L. dividen(t-)s, ppr. of di-

videre, divide.] One who divides; a divider.

[Bare.]

"Divide," says one, "and I will choose." If this be but
once agreed upon, it is enough ; for the divident, dividing
unequally, loses, in regard that the other takes the better
half. Harrington, quoted in J. Adams's Works, IV. 411.

divident-t, n. An erroneous form of dividend.
divider (di-vi'der), n. 1 . One who or that which
divides ; that which separates into parts.

According as the body moved, the divider did more and
more enter the divided body.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul.

2. A distributer; one who deals out to each his
share.

Who made me a judge or divider over yon ? Luke xii. 14.

3. One who or that which disunites or keeps
apart.

Money, the great divider of the world.

Ocean, men's path and their divider too.

Lowell, Bon Voyage !

4. pi. A pair of small compasses, of which the

opening is adjusted by means of a screw and
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There is much In their nature, much in their social

position which gives them a certain power of divmatton.

And women know at first sight the characters of those

with whom they converse. Emerson, Woman.

divider

nut, used for dividing lines, describing circles,

etc. ; compasses in general. See compass, 8.

6. An attachment to a harvester for separating
the swath of grain on the point of being cut

g_ jn aMC _ jfom . iaW : (a) A transaction in a

from the portion left standing. 6. pi. In cr'iminai suit, in which one of several accu-

mining, same as buntons Bisecting dividers, sers of one and the same person was chosen as

dividers having the legs pivoted in such a way that the ^ f proseoutor jn the case, the others
distance between one set of points shall .always be half

subscribers (b) The
of the distance between another set of points.- Propor- joining m it only as SUDS ,rs. (O) 1

a meuiugiau: as, a
;

tional dividers, dividers with a sliding pivot, so that the speech or oration asking authority to nil sucfi
t

-

f gt j h ^

divineness

II. n. [< ME. divine, devine, devyn, a sooth-

,yer, theologian, < OF. devin, a soothsayer,

theologian, F. devin, a soothsayer (cf. Sp. adi-

vino = Pg. adevinho, a soothsayer), = It. divino,

a soothsayer, theologian, < L. divinus, a sooth-

sayer, augur, ML. a theologian, < divinus, adj. :

see I. The last sense, 'divinity,' is directly
from the adj.] 1. A man skilled in divinity;

a theologian: as, a great divine; "the Revela-
V1U.CA O t

v' ! . . .

opening between the legs at one end bears any desired

proportion to that at the other.

dividing-engine (di-vi'dmg-enfjm)
n Anap

Prognostwation, etc. See prediction.

(div'i-na-tor), n. [= F. divinateur
" = It. divinatore (cf. OF. adi-~E> v

-
f.

. '{fi. -,no ioo = FT. aertnaaor = it. urvmuwto ^L. UE> i

paratusforproducmgthe ^ons
of the scak3s

aOMnador = Pg. adevinhador),
or hmbs of mathematical and phi lophica in-

LL divina^ < L ^mnare, pp . divinatus, di-
struments. Also called dividing-machine and

gradufition-engine.

dividingly (di-vi'ding-li), adv. By division,

dividing-machine (di-vT ding-ma-shen''), n.

Same as dividing-engine.

divi-divi (div'i-div'i), n. 1. The native and

.

vine : see divine, v.'] One who practises divina-

tion.

In the leading paper of Cambridge, Mass., published
within a stone's throw of the university, a professed dim-

nator has kept for years a large, business-like, and soberly
worded advertisement of his services. Science, IV. 559.

commercial name of Ccesalpinia coriaria and divinatory (di-vin'a-to-ri), a. [= F. divinatoire

its pods. The pods, ^^ .^K = Sp. Pg. It. divinatorio, < LL. *divinatorius, <

divinator : see divinator."] Pertaining to a divi-

nator or to divination
; divining.

We have seen such places before ; we have visited them
in that divinatory glance which strays away into space for

a moment over the top of a suggestive book.
H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 308.

divine (di-vm'), a. and n. _I. a. [< ME. divine,

which are about 2

inches long by } inch

broad, and curled in

a remarkable manner,
are exceedingly as-

tringent, containing a

large proportion of

tannic and gallic acid,
and are for this rea-

son much used by tai

Pods of Divi-divi ( Casalfittia coria

Voltaire was still a courtier ; and ... he had as yet

published little that a divine of the mild and generous
school of Grotius and Tillotsou might not read with plea-

sure. Macaulay.

2. A minister of the gospel ;
a priest; a clergy-

man.
It is a good divine that follows his own instructions.

Shak., M. of V., i. 2.

3f. A diviner ;
a prophet.

A grete devyn that cleped was Calkas.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 68.

And thys ther he knew by a good deuyn,
Which somtyme was clerke Merlyn vnto.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5973.

4f. Divinity.
I sauh ther bisschops bolde and bachilers of diuyn
Bi-coome clerkes of a-counte.

Piers Plowman (A), Prol., 1. 90.

Assembly of Divines at Westminster. See assembly.

Ecumenical divines. See ecumenical. = Syn. 2. Cler-

uyman, Priest, etc. See minister, n.

, , ; _ , devine, < OF. divin, devin, F. divin = Pi. devm, divine (di-vin'), v.
; pret. and pp. divined, ppr.

ners and dyers. The plant is a native of tropical America, divin = Sp. Pg. It. divino, divine, < L. divinus, divining. [< ME. devinen, devynen, foresee, fore-

2. A name given to the similar pods of C. tine-
divine, inspired, prophetic, belonging to a deity, tell, interpret, < OF. deviner, F. deviner (cf . Sp.

dividual (di-vid'u-al), a. and n. [< L. dividuus,
divisible (see dividuous), + -al. Cf. individual.]w/J v.. w.. .-.-.

_, Jr tJl LilllllUli LUj \J1. liLLV llOiUtilO *JLf \J1 /X VSUd?U-i..ug

; participated in; shared in com- from (jo(j
j
or a go(j or heathen deity: as, divine

ers. [Obsolete or rare.] perfections; divine judgments; the divine honors
I. a. Divided
mon with others

True love 'tween maid and maid may be

More than in sex dividual.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 3.

A man may say his religion is now no more within him-

self, but is becom a dividuall movable.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 39.

Her reign
With thousand lesser lights dividual holds.

Milton, P. L., vii. 382.

But inasmuch as we can only anatomise the dead, and
as nature certainly is not dead and dividual but living

and unity, we perforce sacrifice or lose much by these en-

forced divisions. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 283.

II. n. In arith. and alg., one of the several

parts of a dividend from which each separate

figure or term of the quotient is found.

dividuallyt (di-vid'u-al-i), adv. In a dividual

manner. Imp. Diet.

dividuous (di-vid'u-us), a. [< L. dividwus, di-

visible, < dividere, divide : see divide."] Divided
;

individual; special; accidental; without uni-

versal significance. [Bare.]
The accidental and dividuous in this quiet and harmoni-

ous object is subjected to the life and light of nature.

Coleridge, Lay Sermons.

divinalf, divinallet, [ME. divinaile, diyy-

< divus,dius, a deity, prop, adj., belonging to a adivinar=Pg. adevinhar)= lt. divinare,<."L. divi-

deity; cf. deus, a god, a deity: see deityT] 1. nare, foresee, foretell, divine, < divinus, divine-

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or proceeding ly inspired, prophetic, as a soothsayer, prophet:
see divine, a."] I. trans. 1. To learn or make out

by or as if by divination; foretell; presage.

Why dost thou say King Richard is depos'd?
Dar'st thou, thou little better thing than earth,
Divine his downfall? Shak., Rich. II., iii. 4.

Those acute and subtile spirits, in all their sagacity, can

hardly divine who shall be saved.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, I. 57.

2. To make out by observation or otherwise ;

conjecture ; guess.
She is not of us, as I divine.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvii. 7.

The gaze of one who can divine

A grief and sympathise.
M. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult.

paid to the Roman emperors ;
a being half hu-

man, half divine; divine oracles.

The Soul is a Spark of Immortality, she is a divine Light,
and the Body is but a Socket of Clay.

Howell, Letters, iv. 21.

" Know thyself," was the maxim of Thales, the old Greek

realist : a maxim thought so divine, that the ancients said

it fell from heaven. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 93.

Theology cannot say the laws of Nature are not divine;
all it can say is, they are not the most important of the

divine laws. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 22.

2. Addressed or appropriated to God; reli-

gious; sacred: as, divine worship; divine ser-

vice, songs, or ascriptions.
Ful wel sche sang the servise divyne.
Chaucer (ed. Morris), Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 122.

3. Godlike
; heavenly ;

excellent in the highest ...

degree; extraordinary; apparently above what *"

is human.

In you the heart some sweeter hints divines,
And wiser, than in winter's dull despair.

Lowell, Bankside, ii.

3f. To render divine
; deify; consecrate; sanc-

A divine sentence is in the lips of the king.
Prov. xvl. 10.

Over all this weary world of ours,

Breathe, diviner Air !

Tennyson, The Sisters (No. 2).

A snug prebendary, rejoicing in the reputation of being

^^SSB,**^*5^ dM- ^ d^' witandwi'"esVfe^s-
nation, a word or sign used in divination (cf.

divinal, devinel, divine), < deviner, divine : see

divine, v.] Divination; a sign used in divina-

tion.

What seye we of hem that bileeven in divynailes, as by
flight or by noyse of briddes or of beestes, or by sort, by
geomancie, by dremes, by chlrkynge of dores, or crakynge
of houses, by gnawynge of rattes, and suich manere wrec-

chednesse? Chaucer (ed. Oilman), Parson's Tale.

divination (div-i-na'shon), n. [< F. divination

= Pr. divinacio (cf. Sp. adivinacion = Pg. adevi-

nhagSo) = It. divinazione = D. divinatie = Dan.
Sw. divination (in comp.), < L. divinatio(n-), the

faculty of foreseeing, divination, < divinare, pp.
divinatus, foresee, divine : see divine, .] 1 .

The act of divining ;
the pretended art of fore-

telling by supernatural or magical means that
which is future, or of discovering that which
is hidden or obscure. The practice of divination is

very ancient, and has played an important part in the

theologies of almost all nations. The first attempt to
raise divination to the dignity of a science is attributed
to the Chaldeans. The innumerable forms which have
been in use for thousands of years may be reduced to two
classes : (1) that effected by a kind of inspiration or di-

vine afflatus ;
and (2) that effected by the observation of

certain dispositions and collocations of things, circum-

stances, and appearances, etc., as the flight of birds, the

disposition of the clouds, the condition of the entrails of

slaughtered animals, the falling of lots, etc.

Divination hath been anciently and fitly divided into
artificial and natural ; whereof artificial is when the mind
maketh a prediction by argument, concluding upon signs
and tokens ; natural is when the mind hath a presention
by an internal power, without the inducement of a sign.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 203.

She . . . seem'd of Angels race,

Living on earth like Angell new divinde.

Spenser, Daphnaida, i.

= Syn. 1. To prognosticate, predict, prophesy. 2. To
see through, penetrate.

II. intrans. 1. To use or practise divination.

They [Gipsies) mostly divine by means of a number of

shells, with a few pieces of coloured glass, money, &c., in-

termixed with them.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 109.

2. To afford or impart presages of the future
;

utter presages or prognostications.
The prophets thereof divine for money. Micah iii. 11.

3. To have presages or forebodings.
Suggest but truth to my divining thoughts.

S/wfc.,3Hen. VI., iv. 6.

4. To make a guess or conjecture: as, you
have divined rightly.

-Divine office the divinely (di-vin'li), adv. 1. In a divine or god-
like manner

;
in a manner resembling deity.

Born from above and made divinely wise.

Cowper, Verses from Valediction.

As when a painter, poring on a face,

Divinely thro' all hindrance finds the man
Behind it. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. By the agency or influence of God: as, a

prophet divinely inspired ; divinely taught.
In his [St. Paul's] du>fn<*/-inspired judgment, this kind

of knowledge so far exceeds all other that none else de-

serves to be named with it. Bp. Beveridge, Works, I. xviit.

3. Excellently; in the supreme degree: as, di-

vinely fair
; divinely brave.

The Grecians most divinely have given to the active

perfection of men a name expressing both beauty and

goodness. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Divinelier imaged, clearer seen,
With happier zeal pursued.

M. Arnold, Obermann Once More, st. 75.

[< OF. devine-

adivinamiento) =
is, etc. The divine remedy (divinum It. awmamento; as amne, v., + -ment.~\ Divi-

remedium), the root of Imperatoria ostntthium, or mas- nation. Nortli.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 10.

He [Wesley] saw the dead in sin coming to life all

around him ; he passed his happy years in this divinest of

labors. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 79.

4f. Divining; presageful; foreboding; pre-
scient.

Yet oft his heart, divine of something ill,

Misgave him. Milton, P. L., ix. 845.

5. Relating to divinity or theology.
Church history and other divine learning. South.

Divine assistance. See
stated service of daily prayer; the canonical hours.

Divine right, (a) Of kings, the doctrine that the king
stands toward his people in loco parentis, deriving his

authority, not from the consent of the governed, but

directly from God. This doctrine, which in English his-

tory was especially developed under the Stuarts, though
still held by some as a matter of theory, has generally
ceased to have practical political significance.

The Divine right of kings, independent of the wishes of

the people, has been one of the most enduring and influ-

ential of superstitions, and it has even now not wholly
vanished from the world. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 285.

(6) Of the clergy, a claim of divine authority for particular

persons and particular forms of ecclesiastical government.
An instance in the Roman Catholic Church is the still un-

settled claim of the bishops to power in their several

dioceses, as opposed to the papal theory that they rule

mediately through the pope. Divine service; the public
worship of God ; especially, the stated or ordinary daily
and Sunday worship ; in the Roman Catholic and Angli-
can churches, the hours or the daily morning and even-

ing prayer, and the celebration of the eucharist. Tenure

2. Figuratively, a sort of instinctive prevision; terwort, which was formerly highly esteemed in medicine djyineneSS (di-vln'nes), n. 1. Divinity; par-
. *.'.._J i, t..t. but seems to have few virtues except those of an aromatic

, *> . = tlio rKnine.a presentiment and knowledge of a future
event or events

; conjectural presage; omen.

ept those
stimulant. = Syn. 2. Holy, sacred.-3. Supernatural, BU-

perhuman.

, ,Q^O*,II-Q. oa tlio
ticipation m the divine nature . as, the

ness of the Scriptures.



divineness

He scconde person in dinineneae Is,

Who vi assume, and bring vs to the blis.

Ilakluyt'8 Voyages, I. 207.

All true work is sacred ; in all work, were it but true

hand-labour, there is something of dieinenea. Carlyle.

2. Excellence in the supreme degree.
An earthly paragon ! Behold ditinenett
No elder than a boy ! Shak., Cymhellne, ill. 6.

diviner (di-vi'ner), n. [< ME. tliriuour, deri-

nour, derinor, a soothsayer, a theologian, < OF.
devineor, devinur, F. devineur, < LL. dirinator, a

soothsayer: see dii'inator.] 1. One who pro-
fesses or practises divination; one who pretends
to predict events, or to reveal hidden things,

by the aid of superior beings or of supernatural
means, or by the use of the divining-rod.
And wetlth it wele that he is the wisest man, and the

bcste devynour that is, sat only god.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 35.

These nations . . . hearkened unto observers of times,
and unto diviners. Deut. xvili. 14.

2. One who guesses; a conjecturer.
A notable diviner of thoughts. Locke.

Blrd-dlvlnert. Same as bird-conjurer (which see, under
conjurer).

divineress (di-vi'ner-es), n. [< ME. devinerese,
< F. devineresse ; fern, of diviner.'] A female
diviner or soothsayer; the priestess of an an-
cient oracle. [Bare.]
The divinerets ought to have no perturbations of mind,

or impure passions, at the time when she was to consult
the oracle ; and if she had, she was no more fit to be in-

spired than an instrument untuned to render an harmo-
nious souiiil. Dryden, Plutarch.

diving-beetle (di'ving-be'tl), n. A popular
name for various aquatic beetles of the family
Dyttscidx. They swim freely in the water, and
may often be seen diving rapidly to the bottom,
whence their name. See cut under Dytiscus.

diving-bell (di'ving-bel), n. A mechanical con-
trivance consisting essentially of an inverted

cup-shaped or bell-shaped chamber filled with

air, in which persons are lowered beneath the
surface of the water to perform various oper-
ations, such as examining the foundations of

bridges,blasting rocks, recovering treasurefrom
sunken vessels, etc. Div-

ing-bells have been made of
various forms, such as that of
a bell, or a hollow truncat-
ed cone or pyramid, with the
smaller end closed and the

larger one, which is placed
lowermost, open. The air

contained within the bell pre-
vents it from being filled with
water on submersion, so that
the diver may descend in it

and breathe freely, provided
he is furnished with a new
supply of fresh air as fast as
the contained air becomes vi-

tiated by respiration. The
diving-bell is now generally
made of cast-iron in the form
of an oblong chest (A), open
at the bottom, and with sev*

eral strong convex lenses set
In its upper side or roof, to
admit light to the interior.

It is suspended by chains
from a barge or other suitable

vessel, and can be raised
Diving-bell.

lowered at pleasure, in accordance with signals given by the

persons within, who are supplied with fresh air injected
into a flexible pipe by means of a forcing-pump (B) placed
In the vessel, while the vitiated air escapes by a cock in

the upper part of the bell. An improvement on this form,
ralU'il the iiiiiifiln*. enables the occupant, instead of de-

pending upon the attendants above, as in the older forms,
to raise or sink the hell, move it about at pleasure, or
r:ii <r i;iv:it weights with it and deposit them in any de-
sirnl spnt.

diving-bird, . Same as diver*, 1 (6).

diving-buck (di'ving-buk), n. A book-name
of the antelope Cephalopnus mergens, translat-

ing the Dutch name duykerbok (which see) : so

called from the way in which the animal ducks
or dives in the brush. See cut under Cephalo-
nhus.

diving-dress (dl'ving-dres), n. Submarine ar-

mor (which see, under armor).

diving-spider (di'ving-spi'der), n. An aquatic
spider, Argi/roneta aquatica, which builds its

nest under water, and habitually dives to reach
it, carrying down bubbles of air, with which it

fills its nest on the principle of the diving-bell.
It is thus enabled to remain under water, though
fitted only for breathing air. See cut under
Argi/roneta.

diving-stone (di'ving-ston), n. A name given
to a species of jasper.

divining-rod (di-vi'uing-rod), n. A rod or twig
used in divining ; especially, a twig, generally
of hazel, held in the hand and supposed by its

bending downward to indicate spots where met-
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alliferous deposits or water may be found by
digging. It Is usually made of two twigs of hazel, or of

apple or some other fruit-tree, tied together at the top
with thread, or of a naturally forked branch, and is grasp-
ril by bntb hands In such a way that it moves when at-

tracted by tho sought for deposit. This method of search-

ing for ore or water has been in use for rnitui ii-s. but its

efficacy Is now rarely credited by intelligent persons.

Shall we have most likelihood of success if we dig from
east to west, or from west to east? or will you assist us

... with your divining-rod of witches-hazel V

Scott, Antiquary, xxlii.

The divining-rod of reverential study.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 47.

divining-staff (di-vi'ning-staf), . Same as

divining-rod.
The mitre of high priests and the divining-ita/ol sooth-

sayers were things of envy and ambition.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 695.

divinistert, [ME. dyvynistre; < divine + -ist

+ -cr.~] A diviner
;
a revealer of hidden things

by supernatural means.
Therfore I stynte, I nam no dyvynistre.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1958.

divinity (di-vin'i-ti), ; pi- divinities (-tiz).

[< ME. dicinite, devynite, < OF. devinite, divini-

te, F. divinit^ = Pr. divinitat = Sp. divinidad =
Pg. divindade = It. divinita, divinitade, divini-

tate, < L. divinita(t-)s, divinity, < divinus, divine :

see divine."] 1 . The character of being divine
;

deity; godhead; the nature of God
;
divine na-

ture.

When he attributes divinity to other things than God,
it la only a divinity by way of participation. Stillingfleet.

2. [cap.'] God; the Deity; the Supreme Being:
generally with the definite article.

'I'is the Divinity that stirs within us ;

"I'is Heaven itself that points out an hereafter,
And intimates eternity to man. Addann, Cato, v. 1.

3. In general, a celestial being; a divine being,
or one regarded as divine ;

a deity.

There's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Kough-hew them how we will.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

Prudence was the only Divinity which he worshipped,
and the possession of virtue the only end which he pro-

posed. Dryden, Character of Polybins.

4. That which is divine in character or qual-

ity; a divine attribute ; supernatural power or
virtue.

They say there is divinity in odd numbers.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 1.

There's such divinity doth hedge a king,
That treason can but peep to what it would,
Acts little of his will. Shak., Hamlet, Iv. 5.

There is more divinity
In beauty than in majesty.

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

When the Church without temporal support is able to

doe her great works upon the unforc't obedience of men,
It argues a divinity about her.

Milton, Church-Government, it 3.

6. The science of divine things; the science
which treats of the character of God, his laws
and moral government, the duties of man, and
the way of salvation

; theology : as, a system
of divinity; a doctor of divinity.

Hear him hut reason In divinity,

And, all-admiring, with an inward wish
You would desire the king were made a prelate.

Shak., Hen. V., L 1.

In some places the Author has been so attentive to his

Divinity that he has neglected his Poetry.
Addison, Spectator, No. 369.

One ounce of practical divinity is worth a painted ship-
load of all their reverences have imported these fifty years.

Sterne.

Children are . . . breviaries of doctrine, living bodies
of divinity, open always and inviting their elders to pe-
ruse the characters inscribed on the lovely leaves.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 67.

Berkshire Divinity, a name sometimes given to the the-

ological system of Edwards, Hopkins, and others, who
resided in Berkshire county, Massachusetts. Divinity
calf. See calf* . Divinity nail, the name given in Scot
land to a theological college, or to that department of a

university in which theology is taught. New Divinity.
New-light Divinity, names given to the New England
theology of Edwards and others, in the earlier history of

its development New Haven Divinity, a popular title

for a phase of modified Calvinism, deriving ite name from
the residence of ite chief founder, N. W. Taylor (1788-1858)
of Yale Theological Seminary in Sew Haven, Connecticut,

divinization (div'i-ni-za'shon), n. [= F. rfi-

riniyutivn = It. divinizzazione ; as divinize +
-ation.] The act of divinizing; deification: as,
the divinization of pleasure. Also divinisation.

[Rare.]
\Vith this natural bent [toward pleasure, life, and fe-

i-umiityl . . . in the Indo-Enropeun race, . . . wlu-tr
would they be now if it had not been for Israel, and UK-
stern check which Israel put npon the glorification and
divinizati<m of this natural bent of mankind, this attrac-

tive aspect of the not ourselves?
If. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

division

divinize (div'i-niz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. divinised,

ppr. divinizing. [= F. divininer = Sp. divinizar

= Pg. divinimir = It. divinizzare; as divine +
-i'.c.] To deify; render divine; regard as di-

vine. Also divinise.

Man is ... the animal transfigured and divinized by
the Spirit. Alcott, Tablets, p. 181.

In pagan Rome, Vice was not regarded as heinous, be-

cause the Deities whom Rome worshipped were vicious,
and thus Vices themselves were divinized.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 168.

diviset, a. [< L. divteus, pp. of dividere, divide :

see divide. Ct.devise,v.] Divided; loose; crum-

bling.
Thai (oranges] loveth lande that rare is and divitc.

Palladiut, lluebondrie (E. K. T. 8.), p. 110.

divisi (de-ve'ze). [It. ; pi.
of diviso, < L. divi-

sus, pp. of dividere, divide.] In music, sepa-
rate : a direction that instruments playing from
a single staff of music are to separate, one play-

ing the upper and the other the lower notes.

divisibility (di-viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. divisi-

bility! = Sp. divisibilidad "= Pg. divisibilidade =
It.

divisibility,
< ML. *divisibilita(t-)s, < LL. di-

visibilis, divisible: see divisible.] 1. The ca-

pacity of being divided or separated into parts.
2. In arith., the capacity of being exactly

divided that is, divided without remainder.
Infinite divisibility, the character of being divisible into

parts which are also divisible, and so on ad inflnitum. As
applied to matter, the term Implies properly that any por-
tion of matter may, by the exercise of sufficient force, be

separated Into parts. After the general acceptance of the
Daltonian theory of atoms, the term infinite divisibility o/
matter was long retained with the meaning of the Infinite

divisibility of space.

The geometricians (you know) teach the divisibility of

quantity in infinitum, or without stop, to be mathemati-

cally demonstrable. ;;///., Things above Reason.

I said at first that infinite divisibility of matter was the
doctrine now in vogue amongst the learned, but upon
second thoughts I believe 1 have misrepresented them,
and the mistake arose from want of distinguishing be-

tween infinite and indefinite divisibility.
A. Tucker, Light of Nature, HI. ill. I 12.

divisible (di-viz'i-bl), a. and n. [= F. divisible

= Sp. divisible = Pg. divisirel = It. divisibile, <

LL. divisibilis, divisible, < L. dividere, pp. divi-

sus, divide: see divide."] I. a. 1. Capable of

division ; that may be separated or disunited
;

consisting of separable parts or elements: as, a
line is divisible into an infinite number of points.
The outermost layer of the body is a dense chitinous

cuticula, usually dieinible into several layers.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 546.

2. In arith., capable of division without re-

mainder : as, 100 is divisible by 10.

H. n. That which is susceptible of division.

The composition of bodies, whether it be of divisible! or

indivisibles, Is a question which must be rank'd with the
indlssolvables. Olanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, v.

divisibleness (di-viz'i-bl-nes), n. Divisibility ;

capability of being divided.

The dirisiblenens of nitre into fixed and volatile parts.

Boyle, Works, I. S76.

divisibly (di-viz'i-bli), adv. In a divisible

manner.
Besides body, which is impenetrably and divitibly ex-

tended, there Is In nature another substance . . . which
doth not consist of parts separable from one another.

Cvdvorth, Intellectual System, p. 834.

division (di-vizh'on), n. [< ME. divisioun, de-

visioun, < OF. devision, division, F. division =
Pr. devision, devezio = Sp. division = Pg. divisSo

= It. divisions = D. divisie = G. Dan. Sw. divi-

sion, < L. divisio(n-), division, < dividere, pp.
dirisus, divide: see divide.'] 1. The act of di-

viding or separating into parts, portions, or
shares : as, the division of a word (as by means
of a hyphen at the end of a line) ;

the division

of labor
; the division of profits.

I'll make divition of my present with yon :

Hold, there is half my coffer. Shot., T. N., IH. .

Specifically (a) [L. dtcwi'o(n-), tr. of Gr. iiaipttrit.] In

logic, the enumeration and naming of the parts of a whole ;

especially, the enumeration of the species of a genus. The
latter is also distinguished as logical division. Division is

mainly distinguished from classification in that the latter

is a modern word, and supposes minute observation of the

facts, while the former, as an Aristotelian term, denotes a

much ruder proceeding, based on ordinary knowledge, and
undertaken at the outset of the study of the genus divided.

One of the distinctive doctrines of the Ramist school of logi-

cians was that all division should proceed by dichotomy.

Divition Is a divldyng of that whiche is more commune
into those whlchc are lesse commune. As a defmicion

therefore dooeth declare what a thing is, so the divition

sheweth how many thinges are conteined in the same.
Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1561).

Division Is the parting or dividing of a word or thing
that is more generall, unto other words or things lesse gen-
erall. Klviulrrille, Arte of Logicke (1599X il. 3.

(l>) In her., the separating of the field by lines in the di-

rection of the bend, the bar, etc. (called rtt'timon bendwite,



division

baninse, etc.), also for the purpose of impaling two shields

together, or in quartering, (c) The separation ol members
in a legislative house in order to ascertain the vote. This

is effected in the British House of Commons by the pass-

ing of the affirmative and negative sides into separate lob-

bies, to be counted by tellers ; in American legislatures,

by their rising alternately, or, as is frequently done in the

House of Representatives, by passingbetween tellers stand-

ing in front of the Speaker's desk. In the British House
of Commons the usual method of voting on any contested
measure is by division ; in the United States, by ayes and

noes, or affirmative and negative answers on a call of the

roll.

The motion passed without a division. Macaulay.

2. In math. : (a) The operation inverse to mul-

tiplication: the finding of a quantity, the quo-
tient, which, multiplied by a given quantity,
the divisor, gives another given quantity, the
dividend. In elementary arithmetic division is often de-

nned as, for example, "the partition of a greater summe
by a lesser" (Records, 1540); but such a definition applies
only when the quotient is an abstract number and an in-

teger. Division is denoted by various signs. Thus, a di-

vided by b may be written in any of the following ways :

~r> alb, a-'.b.
b

ab

Where multiplication is not commutative (that is, where
xy is not generally equal to yx) there are two kinds of

division ; for if xy = z, x may be regarded as the quotientuiviaiuu , lui 11 ;*</ ,
M> may uc legal ucvi as nio igwnBW

of z divided by y, or y as the quotient of z divided by x.

These two kinds of division are denoted as follows :

Division is one of the fundamental operations in arithme-
tic, common algebra, and quaternions ;

but in other forms
of algebra it generally gives an indeterminate quotient,
and so loses its importance. (J) A rule or method
for ascertaining the quotient of a divisor into
a dividend : as, long division, (c) A section ;

the separation of a geometrical figure into two
parts. 3. The state of being divided; sepa-
ration of parts : as, an army weakened by di-

vision; divisions among Christians.

Hate is of all things the mightiest divider ; nay, is di-

vision itself. Milton, Divorce, ii. 21.

4. That which divides or separates ;
a dividing

line, partition, or mark of separation ; any sign
or cause of separation or distinction.

I will put a division between my people and thy peo-
ple. Ex. viii. 23.

5. A part separated or distinguished in any
way from the rest

;
a minor part or aggregate ;

a distinct portion : as, the divisions of an or-

ange ;
a division of mankind or of a country ;

the divisions of a book or of a discourse.

Express the heads of your divisions in as few and clear
words as you can. Swift.

Specifically (a) A definite part of an army or of a fleet,

consisting of a certain number of brigades or of vessels
under a single commander.

For his divisions, as the times do brawl,
Are in three heads ; one power against the French,
And one against Glendower ; perforce, a third
Must take up us. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3.

(b) A part of a ship's company set apart for a certain ser-

vice in action. Those who serve at the guns are classed as

tbejirst, second, third, and/owr(A divisions; the powder di-

vinon provide the guns with ammunition ; the master's
division steer the ship and work the sails ; and the engi-
neer's division manage the engines and the boilers, (c)
A geographical military command, consisting of two or
more departments. Thus, the Military Division of the
Missouri consists of the department of Dakota, the de-

partment of the Platte, the department of the Missouri,
and the department of Texas. The United States is di-

vided for military purposes at the present time (1889) into
three divisions the divisions of the Atlantic, the Mis-
souri, and the Pacific, (d) In nat. hist. : (1) In zoological
classification, any group of species forming a part of a
larger group : in entomology, sometimes specifically ap-
plied to a group smaller than a suborder and larger than a
family, as the division Oymnocerata of the Heteroptera. A
section may be equivalent in value to a division, or a group
subordinate to it ; a series is a division in which the minor
groups show a regular gradation in structure. (2) In bo-
tanical classification, one of the higher grades in the se-

quence of groups, equivalent to mbkingdom or series, as the
phtenogamous and cryptogamous divisions of plants. It
is also often used as subordinate to class, as the polypet-
alous, ape tul i n is. etc., divisions ot dicotyledonous plants.
By some authors it has been used to designate a grade
between tribe and order.

6. The state of being divided in sentiment or

interest; disunion; discord; variance; differ-
ence.

There was a division among the people. John vii. 43.

Betwixt these two
Division smoulders hidden.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Earth, these solid stars, this weight of body and limb,
Are they not sign and symbol of thy division from Him ?

Tennyson, The Higher Pantheism.

7. In music, a rapid and florid melodic passage
or phrase, usually intended to be sung at one
breath to a single syllable : so called because
originally conceived as the elaboration of a
phrase of long tones by the division of each
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into several short ones. It was common in the

music of the eighteenth century.
Sweet as ditties highly penn'd,

Sung by a fair queen in a summer's bower,
With ravishing division, to her lute.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Music, advance thee on thy golden wing,
And dance division from sweet string to string.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, i. 1.

Now that the manager has monopolized the Opera-
house, haven't we the signers and signoras calling here,

sliding their smooth semibreves, and gargling glib divi-

sions in their outlandish throats?
Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

8. The precise statement of the points at issue

in any dispute. [Bare.]
The devision is an openyng of thynges wherein we agree

and rest upon, and wherein we stick and stand in travers,

shewing what we have to saie in our owne behalfe.

Sir T. Wilson, Rhetoric (1553).

9. See the extracts.

At the University of Cambridge, England, each of the
three terms is divided into two parts. Division is the
time when this partition is made.

B. H. Hall, College Words.

The terms are still further divided, each into two parts ;

and, after division in the Michaelmas and Lent terms, a
student who can assign a good plea for absence to the Col-

lege authorities may go down and take holiday for the rest

of the time. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 87.

Accidental division, a division of a subject according
to its accidents : as, good things are, according to Aris-

totle, either qualities of mind, qualities of body, or acci-

dents of fortune. Centesimal division. See centesimal.

Complementary division, a method of division given

by Boethius. The smallest round number larger than the
divisor is used, and also the complement of the divisor, or
the remainder after subtracting it from the round number.
The first figure of the quotient is set down, from the divi-

dend is subtracted the product of this by the round num-
ber, and to the remainder is added the product of the same
figure of the quotient by the complement of the divisor.
The sum is treated as a new dividend. Complex or com-
pound division, the division of a complex or compound
number either by a number of the same sort or by an ab-
stract number, as the division of 3 days 13 hours 17 minutes
by 1 day 18 hours 28 minutes 36 seconds, or by 7. Direct
division, (a) Division not complementary. (6) A rule
for dividing one number by another, so as to obtain the
entire period of the circulating decimal of the quotient.
Both dividend and divisor are multiplied by the same
number so as to make the last significant figure of the di-

visor 9. By striking off from the divisor so multiplied the

9, together with any ciphers which may follow it, and in-

creasing the truncated remnant by 1, a number is obtained
called the current multiplier. The last figure of the mul-
tiplied dividend is now struck off, multiplied by the cur-
rent multiplier, and the product added to the truncated
dividend. The sum is treated as a new dividend ; and this

process is continued until the dividends begin to repeat
themselves. The successive figures struck off from the divi-
dend from last to first are now written down from left to

right as a whole number, and subtracted from the circulat-

ing part of the same figures repeated indefinitely into the
decimal places. The remainder, after shifting the decimal
point as many places to the left as there were zeros struck
off from the divisor along with the 9, is the quotient sought.
Division by circulating decimals, a method of di-

viding by means of a table ofcirculating decimals. Divi-
sion by factors, the process of dividing successively by
factors of the divisor. Division by logarithms, a meth-
od of dividing based on the fact that the logarithm of the
quotient is the logarithm of the dividend diminished by
the logarithm of the divisor. Division Of a ratio, the
reduction of a proportion from a:b = c:d to b a:a = d
- c:c. Division Of labor, in polit. econ., the dividing
np of a process or an employment into particular parts,
so that each person employed can devote himself wholly
to one section of the process. Division Of the ques-
tion, in a legislative body, the division of a complex propo-
sition or motion into distinct propositions, in order that
each may be considered and voted upon separately: a
course resorted to, upon motion or demand, when any of
the members favor parts but not the whole of the mea-
sure. The presiding officer usually has the power of de-
ciding whether such division is admissible. Division
Viol. SeetiiW. General Of division. See general, n.
Golden division!, arithmetical division not complemen-
tary. Harmonic division of a line. See harmonic.
Iron divisiont. Same as complementary division.

Logical division, any division not a partition, being
either a nominal, substantial, or accidental division.

Long division, the common modern method of arith-
metical division when the divisor is a number larger
than 10. The greatest number of times that the divisor
is contained in the first figures of the dividend, beginning
with the left (a sufficient number being taken to make a
number greater than the divisor), is set down to the right
of the dividend, as the first figure of the quotient ; the di-
visor is then multiplied by this quotient, and the product
is subtracted from the left-hand part of the dividend ; to
the remainder the next figure to the right in the dividend
is then annexed, and the number thus formed is treated
as a new dividend ; and so on. The same method is ex-
tended in algebra to the division of polynomials in gen-
eral. The rule is of Italian origin. See scratch division.
- Nominal division, an enumeration of the different
senses of an equivocal word or expression ; a distinction.

Partible division, the mental division of a whole into
its parts, as of the English nation into sovereign, lords,
and commons ; partition. Real division, a division re-

lating to facts, not a mere distinction between different
meanings of a word, embracing substantial, partible, and
accidental division ; the explication of a whole by its parts.
Scratch division, the ordinary method of division be-

fore long division came into general use, late in the seven-
teenth century. The products were not set down at all,
but only the remainders. The divisor was set down under
the dividend

; the first figure of the quotient was then set

divisor

down and was multiplied by the first figure of the divisor,
and the remainder was set down over the corresponding
figures of the dividend, which were immediately canceled,

together with the first figure of the divisor. This process
having been repeated until the whole divisor had been

canceled, the latter was written down again one place fur-

ther to the left, the second figure of the quotient was set

down, and the whole proceeding repeated until a remain-
der was obtained less than the divisor. The following
shows the successive stages of the division of 351 by 13 :

The rule was derived from Arabian writers. Short di-

vision, a process of division practised with a divisor not

larger than 10. in which the quotient is set down directly,

being written from left to right, usually below a line under
the dividend without auxiliary figures. Substantial
division, or division per se, the division of a genus into

its species. To run divisiont, in music, to make florid

variations on a theme.

Running division on the panting air.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

He could not run division with more art

Upon his quaking instrument than she,
The nightingale, did with her various notes

Reply to. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 1.

She launches out into descriptions of christenings, runs
divisions upon a head-dress. Addison, Lady Orators.

= Syn. 1. Demarcation, apportionment, allotment, distri-

bution. 5. Section, Portion, etc. (see part, n.), compart-
ment, class, head, category, detachment. 6. Disagree-
ment, breach, rupture, alienation.

divisional (di-vizh'on-al), a. [< division + -al.~\

1. Pertaining to or serving for division; noting
or making division : as, a divisional line. Also

divisionary. 2. Belonging to a division, as of
an army, or to a district constituting a division
for any purpose ; having to do with a division :

as, a divisional general (that is, a general of

division in the French service); a divisional

surgeon of police.
Stem soldier as Davoust was, the correspondence shows

him to have been on friendly, if not indeed affectionate,
terms with his divisional generals.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 202.

Divisional bonds. See bondi.

divisionary (di-vizh'on-a-ri), a. [< division +
-aryi.] Same as divisional, 1. Imp. Diet.

divisionert (di-vizh'on-er), n. One who divides.

division-mark (di-vizh'on-mark), . In musi-
cal notation, a horizontal curve inclosing a nu-
meral which is placed over or under notes that
are to be performed in a rhythm at variance
with the general rhythm of the piece. The nu-
meral indicates the desired rhythm. See trip-

let, guintole, sextolet, etc.

division-plate (di-vizh'on-plat), . In a gear-
cutting lathe, a disk or wheel perforated with
circular systems of holes, representing the divi-

sions of a circumference into a certain number
of parts.
divisive (di-vi'siv), a. [= F. divisif = Pr. di-

viziu = Sp. Pg. It. divisive, < L. as if *divisivus.

< divisus, pp. of dividere, divide : see divide.]
1. Forming or expressing division or distribu-
tion.

Those numbers which the grammarians call distributive
or divisive, terni, quaterni, . . . &c.

J. Mede, On Daniel, p. 12.

2. Creating division or discord: as, divisive

courses.

In this discharge of the trust put upon us by God, we
would not be looked upon as sowers of sedition, or broach-
ers of national and divisive motions.

Milton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

There is nothing so fundamentally divisive as superficial
misunderstanding. Contemporary Rev., LI. 198.

Divisive descent. See descent, 13. Divisive difference.
Same as specijic difference (which see, under difference).
Divisive members, the parts which come into view

by the division of a whole. Divisive method, Galen's
method of treating a subject by successive definitions and
divisions : otherwise called the definitive method.

divisively (di-vi'siv-li), adv. In a divisive man-
ner ; by division. Hooker.
divisiveness (di-vi'siv-nes), . The state or

quality of being divisive
; tendency to split up

or separate into units.

So invincible is man's tendency to unite with all the in-

vincible divisiveness he has.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. iii. 1.

divisor (di-vi'zpr), n. [= G. Dan. Sw. divisor,
< F. diviseur = Sp. Pg. divisor = It. divisore, <

L. divisor, a divider, distributor, < dividere, pp.
divisus, divide: see divide.'] In arith.: (a) A
number or quantity by which another number
or quantity (the dividend) is divided. (6) A
number which, multiplied by an integer quo-
tient, gives another number of which it is said
to be a divisor Common divisor, or common mea-
sure, in math., a number or quantity that divides each
of two or more numbers or quantities without leaving



divisor

a remainder. CyclotomlC divisor, n divisor of a cyclo-
tomlc function. -Divisor Of a form, in arith., a whole
number which exactly divides some number of the given
form. Intrinsic (opposed to extrinsic) divisor, n <-y-

rlnt"Uii'- itivisur which at the >;Une time divides tllf ill'lrv

of the eonm-ueni-e. Method of divisors, a method lor

flmliiiK the commensurable roots of an equation by first

rendering them integral and then searching for them
among the factors of the absolute term. Theory Of

divisors, that part of the theory of numbers which relates

to the divisibility of numbers, embracing the greater part
of the subject.

divisural (di-viz'u-ral), a. [< "divisure (< L.

divisiirit, a division, "<. dividere, pp. diristis, di-

vide) + -al.] Divisional: in hot., applied to

the median lino of the teeth of mosses, along
which splitting occurs.

divorce (di-vors'), n. [< ME. dicorse, devorse,
< OF. divorce, F. divorce = Pr. divorsi = Sp. Pg.
divorcio = It. divorzio, < L. divortium, a sepa-
ration, divorce, < divortere, divertere, separate :

see divert.] 1. A legal dissolution of the bond
of marriage. In iU strictest application the term
means a judicial decree or legislative act absolutely ter-

minating or nullifying a marriage, more specifically called

divorce avinculo matriwonii. It is often used, however,
to signify a judicial separation, or termination of cohabi-

tation, more specifically called a limited divorce, or a di-

vorce a mensa et thoro (from bed and board) ; and it is

sometimes also used more broadly still of a judicial decree
that a supposed marriage never had a valid existence, as

in case of fraud or incapacity.

A bill of divorce I'll gar write for him ;

A mair better lord I'll get for thee.

Laird of Blackwood (Child's Ballads, IV. 290).

Hence 2. Complete separation; absolute dis-

junction ; abrogation of any close relation : as,
to make divorce between soul and body ;

the

divorce of church and state.

Never may 111 office, or fell jealousy, . . .

Thrust in between the paction of these kingdoms,
To make divorce of their incorporate league.

And as the long divorce of steel falls on me,
Make of your prayers one sweet sacrifice,
And lift my soul to heaven. Shak., Hen. VIII., 11. 1.

3. The sentence or writing by which marriage
is dissolved.

divorce (di-vors'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. divorced,

ppr. divorcing. [= F. divorcer = Sp. Pg. di-

vorciar = It. divorziare, < ML. divortiare, di-

vorce; from the noun.] 1. To dissolve the

marriage contract between by process of law
;

release legally from the marriage tie
;
release

by legal process from sustaining the relation

or performing the duties of husband or wife:

absolutely or with from in this and the follow-

ing senses. See divorce, n., 1.

She was diuorc'd,
And the late marriage made of none effect.

Shalt., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

Hence 2. To release or sever from any close

connection ; force asunder.
Sabbath rites

Have dwindled into unrespected forms.
And knees and hassocks are well-nigh divorc'd.

Cowper, The Task, t 748.

Dismiss me, and I prophesy your plan,
Divorced from my experience, will be chaff

For every gust of chance. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Sin sin everywhere, and the sorrow that never can be
divorced from eia. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xx.

3. To take away ; put away. [Rare.]

Nothing but death
Shall e'er divorce my dignities.

Shot., Hen. VIII., ill. 1.

divorceable (di-vor'sa-bl), a. [< divorce +
-able.] That can be divorced. Also divorcible.

If therefore the mind cannot have that due society by
marriage that it may reasonably and humanly desire, it

can be no human society, and so not without reason di-

vorcible. Milton, Colasterion.

divorcement (di-vors'ment), n.
[<

divorce +
-ment.] The act or process of divorcing; di-

vorce.

Let him write her a bill of divorcement. Dent. xxiv. 1.

Now haud your tongue, my daughter dear,
Leave off your weeping, let it be ;

For Jamie's divorcement I'll send over ;

Far better lord I'll provide for thee.

Jamie Douglas (Child's Ballads, IV. 288).

divorcer (di-vor'ser), n. One who or that which

produces a divorce or separation.
Death is the violent estranger of acquaintance, the eter-

nal dioowrof marriage. Druiniiwnd, Cypress Grove.

divorcible (di-vor'si-bl), a. [< divorce + -Me.]
Same as dirorceablc.

divorcive (di-vor'siv), a. [< divorce + -ive.]

Having power to divorce.

All the divorcive engines in heaven and earth.

Hilton, Divorce, I. 8.

divot (div'ot), n. [Sc. and North. E., also writ-
ten divet, and diffat and in different form do-
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watt; origin obscure.] A piece of turf; a

square sou, of a kind used to cover roofs, build

outhouses, etc.

The old shepherd was sitting on Ills divot-teat without
the door mending a ihoe. //</;, Brownie, ii. 163.

Fall and divot. Sce/atfa.

divoto (de-vo'to), o. [It.,< L. devotus, devout :

see devout, and devote, a.] In music, devout;
grave; solemn.

divot-spade (div'ot-spad), n. A spade for cut-

ting divots or sods, having a semicircular blade,
like a chopping-kuife, and a long wooden
handle with a crutch-head.

divulgate (di-vul'gat), r. t. [< L. divulgatun,

pp. of divulgarr, make common, divulge: see

divulge.} To spread abroad ; publish. [Rare.]
It were very perillous to dyuulgate that noble scyence

to commune people, not lerned in lyberall sciences and
philosophy. Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, iv.

divulgatet (di-vul'gat), a. [< L. divulaatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Published.

Faclence and sufferaunce, by which the fayth waa dy-
uiiltrate and spred almost thorowe the worlde In lltel

while. Sir T. More, Works, p. 110.

divulgation (div-ul-ga'shon), n. [= F. divul-

gation = Sp. divulgacion = Pg. divulgacao = It.

divulgazione, < LL. divulgatio(n-), < L. divul-

gare, pp. divulgatus, make common : see di-

vulge.] The act of spreading abroad or pub-
lishing. [Rare.]
Secrecy hath no lesse use then divulgation.

Bp. Hall, Lazarus Raised.

divulgatory (di-vul'ga-to-ri), a. [< divulgate
+ -ory.~] Publishing; 'making known. [Rare.]

Nothing really Is so self-publishing, so divulgatory, as

thought. Einrrmn, Speech, Free Religious Association.

divulge (di-vulj'), v. ; pret. and pp. divulged,

ppT.divulging. [= F. divulguer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
divulgar = It. divulgare, < L. divulgare, make
common, spread among the people, publish, <

di- for dis-, apart, + vulgare, make public, <

vulgus, the common people: see vulgar.] I.

trans. 1. To make public; send or scatter

abroad ; publish. [Obsolete or archaic in the

general sense.]
Of the beneflte and commodity wherof there was a book

divulged In Print not many years since.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 82.

After this the Queen commanded another Proclamation
to be divulged. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 3.

Specifically 2. To tell or make known, as

something before private or secret; reveal;
disclose ;

declare openly.
His fate makes table talk, dimlg'd with scorn,
And he, a jest. Into his grave Is Dome.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, 1. 218.

It would be endless to describe the different sensations
of both families, when I divulged the news of our mis-
fortune. Goldsmith, Vicar, ii.

3f. To declare by a public act; proclaim.
God . . . marks

The just man, and divulges him through heaven.

ililton, P. R., Hi. 62.

4f. To impart, as a gift or faculty ;
confer gen-

erally.
Think the same vouchsafed

To cattle and each beast ; which would not be
To them made common, and divulg'd.

Milton, P. L.,viii. 583.

= Syn. 2. To let out, disclose, betray, impart, communi-
cate.

H.t intrans. To become public; be made
known; become visible.

To keep it [disease] from divulging, let it feed
Even on the pith of life. Shale. , Hamlet, iv. 1.

divulgement (di-vulj'ment), . [= It. divulga-
mento; as divulge + -ment.] The act of di-

vulging. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

divulgence (di-vul'jens), n. [< divulge + -ence.]
A making known;" a divulging; revelation.

[Rare.]
The Chancellor, in particular, was highly incensed at

the divulgence of his threat to throw himself into the arms
of France In the event of his advances being rejected by
England. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 244.

diyulger (di-vul'jer), n. One who or that which

divulges or reveals.

We find that false priest Watson and arch traitor Percy
to have been the first devisers and divulgers of this scan-

dalous report. State Trials, Gunpowder Plot, an. 1808.

divulset (di-vuls'), v. t. [< L. divulsus, pp. of

dircllere, tear asunder: see diveF*.] To pull
or tear apart or away ;

rend.

Vaines, synewes, arteries, why crack yee not ?

Burst and dimtfst with anguish of my griefc.
Mars/on. Antonio and Mellida, I., i. 1.

divulsion (di-vnl'shon), n. [= F. divttlsion =
Pg. divulsdo = It. dii-nlsione, < L. divtilsio(n-), a

dizzy

tearing asunder, < direllerc, pp. dirulswt, tear
asunder: see divefl.] The act of pulling or

plucking away; a rending asunder; violent

separation.
Water and massy bodies move to the centre of the

earth ; but rather than to suffer a dirulsian in the con-
tinuance of nature, they will move upwards.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 265.

The divulsion of a good handful of hair. Landor.

On the divultian of Belgium from Holland, in 1831, the

treaty of separation again provided for the free naviga-
tion of this river [the Scheldt).

Woolney, Introd. to Inter. Law, | 58.

divulsive* (di-vul'siv), a. [< L. divulsus, pp.
of divellere, tear apart (see divefi), + -we.]

Tending to pull or tear asunder ; rending. Up.
Hall.

divulsor (di-vul'sor), n. [NL., < L. divulsus,

pp. of divellere, fear apart: see diveft.] In

surg., an instrument for the forcible dilatation

of a passage.
diwan (di-wan'), n. Same as divan.

diwani (di-wan'i), n. Same as dewani.

dizaint (di-zan'), n. [Early mod. E. also di-

zayne; < F. dizain, < dix, ten, < L. decent = E.

ten. ] A poem of ten stanzas, each of ten lines.

Davies.

Strephon again began this dizain.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, p. 217.

The Assolle at large moralized. In three Dizaynei.
Putteitham, Parthenlades.

dize (diz), f. t.
; pret. and pp. dized, ppr. dizing.

[E. dial., also dise : see dizen.] To dizen (in
def. 1). [Prov. Eng.]
dizen (diz'n or di'zn), v. t. [Early mod. E.

disen, dy#yn; not found in ME., but appar. ult.

< AS. *dise, E. dial, "dizen, dyson (= LG. diesse),

the bunch of flax on a distaff, whence in comp.
AS. dissteef, distarf, distaff : see dwtajp. Cf. be-

dizen.] 1. To dress with flax for spinning, as
a distaff.

I di/i/u a dlstaffe, I put the flax upon It to spin.
Paltgrave.

2. To dress with clothes
; attire; deck; bedizen.

Come, Doll, Doll, dizen me.
Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, iv. 8.

Like a tragedy queen he has dizrn'd her out.

Goldsmith, Retaliation, L 67.

dizzt (diz), v. t. [Developed from dizzy."] To
astonish; puzzle; make dizzy.

Now he [Rozinantel is dizzed with the continual circles

of the stables, which are ever approached but never en-

tered. Qayton, Notes on Don Quixote.

dizzardt (diz'Srd), n. [Also written dizard,
disard; < dizzy, foolish, + -ard. Cf. dotard.]
A blockhead.

How many poor scholars have lost their wits, or be-

come dizards ! Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 188.

He that cannot personate the wise-man well amongst
wizards, let him learn to play the fool amongst diaardt.

Campion, Chapman, and Beaumont, Mask of the Middle
[Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

dizzardlyt (diz'Srd-li), o. [< dizeard + -lyi.]

Like a dizzard or blockhead.

Where's this prating asse, this dizzardly foole?
Jt Wilson, Cobbler's Prophecy, sig. A, 4.

dizzen (diz'n), n. [Sc. var. of dozen.] A dozen;

specifically, a dozen cuts of yarn. [Scotch.]
A country girl at her wheel,
Her dizzen'B done, she's unco weel.

Hums. The Twa Dogs.

dizzily (diz'i-li), adv. In a dizzy or giddy
manner.
dizziness (diz'i-nes), n. [< dizzy + -ness.] Gid-

diness; a whirling in the head; vertigo.
dizzue (diz'u), . .

; pret. and pp. dizzued, ppr.
dizzuing. [E. dial. (Corn.).] To break down
or mine away the "country" on one side of a
small and rich lode, so that this may afterward
be taken down clean and free from waste. Also

spelled dissue, and occasionally dzhu. Pryce.

[Cornwall, Eng.]
dizzy (diz'i), a. [Early mod. E. also dizzie; <

ME.
dysy, dygi, desi, dusy, dust, < AS. dysig, dy-

seg, foolish, stupid (also as a noun, foolishness,

stupidity), = MI), duysigli, deusigh, foolish, stu-

pid, giddy, = Fries, diisig = MLG. dugich, fool-

ish, stupid, L.G. diisig, dosig (> G. dial, diisig),

giddy; also in comp., AS. "dysigJic, dyselic, dys-

lic, foolish, stupid, = D. duizelig = LG. duse-

lig, dusselig, diiselig, > G. (chiefly dial.) duselig,

dusselig, duselig, diiselicht, diislig, duslicht, gid-

dy; with suffix -lie, LG. -lig, G. -licJi, partly ac-

com. in LG. and G. to -ig (as if < "dusel + -ig),

whence the later noun, LG. dusel, "> G. dusel,

dussel, giddiness, vertigo (> MD. dui/selen, D.
duizelen = LG. diiselii, dusseln, "> G. duseln,



dizzy

dusseln, be giddy), < "dus, "dus (prob. con-

nected with MHG. tore, tor, Gt. thor, tor, a fool),

which may be regarded as a contr. of *dwas,

AS. dwces = MD. dwaes, D. dwaas, foolish. The

Dan. dosig, drowsy, belongs rather to the root

of doze: see dose and daze. The sense of 'gid-

dy' is not found before mod. E., and the word is

scarcely found at all in laterME. Hence dizzy,

v., and dizzard.] If. Foolish; stupid.

Than waxes his hert hard and hevy,
And his head feble and dysy.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 770.

Ase dusie men and adoted doth. Ancren Riwle, p. 222.

2. Giddy; having a sensation of whirling in the

head, with instability or proneness to fall
;
ver-

tiginous.
'Tis looking downward makes one dizzy.

Browning, Old Pictures in Florence.

3. Causing giddiness : as, a dizzy height.
How fearful

And dizzy 'tis, to cast one's eyes so low !

Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

So, with painful steps we climb

Up the dizzy ways of time.

Whittier, My Dream.

4. Arising from or caused by giddiness.

A dizzy mist of darkness swims around. Pitt.

6. Giddy; thoughtless; heedless.

What followers, what retinue canst thou gain,
Or at thy heels the dizzy multitude,
Longer than thou canst feed them on thy cost?

Milton, P. R., ii. 420.

dizzy (diz'i), v.
; pret. and pp. dizzied, ppr. diz-

zying. [< ME. *dysien, desien, < AS. dysigian,

dyse'gian, dysigan, dysian, be foolish, act or talk

foolishly (= OFries. dusia, be dizzy) ;
from the

adij I.t intrans. To be foolish; act foolishly.

II. trans. To make giddy; confuse.

If the jangling of thy bells had not dizzied thy under-

standing. Scott, Ivanhoe, ii.

Merrily, merrily whirled the wheels of the dizzying dances
Under the orchard-trees and down the path to the mea-

dows. Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 4.

diebel, . See jebel.

djereed, djerrid, n. Bee jereed, jerrid.

djiggetai, n. See dziggetai.

djinn, djinnee. See jinn, jinnee.

djolan Qo'lan), n. [E. Ind.] The native name
of the year-bird, Suceros plicatus, a hornbill

with a white tail and a plicated membrane at

the base of the beak, inhabiting the Sunda
islands, Malacca, etc.

D-link (de'link), n. In mining, a flat iron bar

suspended by chains in a shaft so that it may
be raised or lowered at pleasure, and used to

support a man engaged in making repairs or

changes in the pit-work. The man sits on the

bar, and is supported in part by a strap which

goes round his body under the arms.

D. M. In music, an abbreviation of destra mano
(which see).

D. M., D. Mus. Abbreviations of Doctor of
Music.

do1
(do), v.

; pres. ind. 1 do, 2 doest or dost (you
do), 3 does, doeth, or doth, pi. do; pret. did, pp.

done, ppr. doing. The forms doth and dost are

confined almost entirely to the auxiliary use
;

doeth and doest are never auxiliary, [(a) Inf.

do, early mod. E. also doe, doo, dooe, archaically

don, done (pres. ind. 1 do, early mod. E. also doe,
doo ; 2 dost, doest, earlymod. E. also doost; 3 does,

early mod. E. also dooes, do's; doth, doeth, early
mod. E. also dooth), < ME. do, doo,with inf. suffix

don, doon, done (pres. ind. 1 do, 2 dost, dest, 3

doth, deth, pi. do, don, doon, earlier doth), < AS.
don (pres. ind. 1 do, 2 dest, 3 deth, pi. doth) = OS.

don, duon, duan, doan = OFries. dua = D. doen
= MLG. LG. don = OHG. ton, tuon, tuan, tuen,

toan, MHG. tuon, G. tun, thun (not in Scand. or
Goth, except as in pret. suffix, Goth, -da, subj.

-dedjau, = Icel. -dha, -da, -ta = Sw. -de = Dan.
-de = AS. -de, E. -d, -ed: see -ed1 ); (b) pret.
did (2d pers. sing, didst, didest, diddest), < ME.
did, dyd, dide, dyde, dede, dude, pi. dide, diden,
dyden, deden, duden, < AS. dide, dyde, pi. didon,
dydon = OS. deda, pi. dedun, dadun = OFries.

dede, pi. deden = D. deed = MLG. LG. dede, pi.
deden = OHG. teta, pi. (3) tatun, MHG. tete, tate,

pi. taten, G. tat, that, pi. taten, thaten (in Scand.
and Goth, only as pret. suffix, Goth, -da, pi. (3)
-dedun : see above) : this pret. form being a re-

duplication of the present stem (cf. the redu-

plicated forms of the present in Gr. and Skt.),
and the only form in mod. Teut. which retains
visible traces of that method of indicating past
time (this pret. did, used in the earliest Teut.
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as a suffix to form the pret. of verbs then

formed, became reduced in Goth, to -da, in AS.

to -de, in E. to -d, usually treated as -ed, with the

preceding stem-vowel: see -edi) ; (c) pp. done,<
ME. don, doon, or i-don, y-don, often without the

suffix do, doo, i-do, y-do, < AS. gedon = OS. don,

duan, dan = OFries. den, dan = D. gedaan =
MLG. geddn, LG. daan = OHG. tan, MHG. getan,

G. getan, gethan; (d) ppr. doing, < ME. doinge,

earlier doende, doandc,< AS. donde= OS. OFries.

*duand (not found) = OHG. tuont, MHG. tuend,

G. tuend, thuend: a widely extended Indo-Euro-

pean root, 'do, make, put,' = L. -dere, put, in

comp. aodere, put away (see abditive), condere,

put together, put up (see condite, condiment),

abs-condere, put away, hide (see abscond), in-

dere, put upon, impose, subdere, put under, sub-

stitute (see subdititious), credere, trust (see cre-

dit) (the L. verb being merged in form and sense

with dare, in comp. -dere, give : see date1 ),
= Gr.

V/ *8e, *6?i, in reduplicated pres. Ttffevai, ind.

riOriiu, put, place, He/j.a, a thing laid down, a prop-

osition, theme, otatf, a putting, position, thesis,

Of/iai, a case, etc. (see theme, thesis, theca, antith-

esis, etc.), = OBulg. dtti, deyati = Slov. dyati,

put, lay, say, etc. (being widely developed in

the Slav, tongues),= Lith. deti = Lett, det, put,

lay, = OPers. -\/ da = Skt. / dha (pres. da-

dhdmi), put, lay. The orig. sense 'put' appears

especially in the compounds, originally con-

tractions, of do with a following adverb, name-

ly, don (< do on), doff (< do off), dout (< do out),

dup (< do up).
Peculiar inf. forms, consisting

of do combined with the prepositional sign, ap-

pear as nouns in ado and to-do. Deriv. deed,

doom, deem, -dom, etc. Cf. do2 . The uses of

do, as a verb expressing almost any kind of ac-

tivity, are so various, and are involved in so

many idiomatic constructions, that a complete
discrimination and exhibition of them in strict

sequence is impossible, the coloring of the verb

being largely due to its context.] I. trans. 1.

To put; place; lay. [The use of the word in this

sense is now obsolete, except in combination with certain

adverbs in some idiomatic phrases, as do away, do away
with, do up. (See phrases below.) In composition it ap-

pears in the existing words don (do on) and do/ (do o/),
and in the obsolete words dout (do out) and dup (do up).

All the examples given show obsolete uses except the
fourth and last : do to death has held its ground in litera-

ture as an archaic expression.]

He hit [the body] wolde do in golde.
Eleven Thousand Virgins (Early Eng. Poems,

[ed. Furnivall), 1. 154.

To Crist

That don was on the tre. Sir Trietrem, i. 36.

The gode erle of Warwik was don to the suerd [sword].

Langtoffs Chronicle (ed. Hearne), p. 47.

He dude to deth deliuerli flue gode knijtes.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3427.

And for he wald tell no resoun,
He was done in depe dungeoun,
And thore he lay in mirknes grete.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

In that place ther be done

Holy bones mony on.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 116.

Lady Maisry did on her green mantle,
Took her purse in her hand.

Chil Ether (Child's Ballads, IV. 300).

Who should do the duke to death ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

2. To perform ;
execute ;

achieve ; carry out
;

effect by action or exertion; bring to pass by
procedure of any kind : as, he has nothing to

do; to do a man's work; to do errands; to do

good.
This Josaphathe was Kyng of that Contree, and was

converted by an Heremyte, that was a worth! man, and
dide moche gode. MandevUle, Travels, p. 96.

"Certeyn," quod she,
"
I will gladly do your counsel!."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 8.

And Ther fast by ys the Place wher kyng David dyd
penaunce. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 36.

Six days shalt thou labour and do all thy work. Ex. xx. 9.

A miracle is, in the nature of it, somewhat done for the
conversion of infidels ; it is a sign, not to them that be-

lieve, but to them that believe not.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. i.

Take this one rule of life and you never will rue it

'Tis but do your own duty and hold your own tongue.
Lowell, Blonde!.

It is more shameful to do a wrong than to receive a

wrong. Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

3. To treat or act in regard to (an object) so

as to perform or effect the action required by
the nature of the case : as, to do (transact)
business with one

;
to do (dress) the hair

;
to

do (cook) the meat thoroughly; to do (visit
and see the sights of) a country; do (trim) my

do

beard first; be sure and do (make) the shoes

first; to do (work out) a problem in arithmetic.

In this use, do is the most comprehensive of

verbs, as it may assert any kind of action.

Many of them will, as soone as the Sunne riseth, light

from their horses, turning themselues to the South, and
will lay their gownes before them, with their swords &
beads, and so standing vpright doe their holy things.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 390.

AH y expences of y* Leyden people [were] done by
others in his absence.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 288.

You really have done your hair in a more heavenly style

than ever : you mischievous creature, do you want to at-

tract everybody? Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 51.

We had two brave dishes of meat, one of fish, a carp
and some other fishes, as well done as ever I eat any.

Pepys, Diary, March 2, 1660.

When he [Johnson] wrote for publication, he did his

sentences out of English into Johnsonese.

Macaulay, Boswell's Life of Johnson.

It was a lovely afternoon in July that a party of Eastern

tourists rode into Five Forks. They had just done the

Valley of Big Things. Bret Harte, Fool of Five Forks.

Another wrote: "I cannot understand why you do

lyrics so badly." R. L. Stevenson, A College Magazine, i.

4. To perform some act imparting or causing

(some effect or result), or manifesting (some in-

tention, purpose, or feeling); afford or cause

by action, or as a consequence of action ;
cause ;

effect; render; offer; show: with a direct ob-

ject, and an indirect object preceded by to or

for, or itself preceding the direct object: as,

to do good to one's neighbor ;
to do reverence

to a superior; to do a favor for a friend ; to do

homage for land, as a vassal ;
he has done you a

great favor; to do a patron honor or credit; to

do a person harm or wrong.
But the Comaynz chaced him out of the Contree, and

diden hym meche Sorwe. Mandeville, Travels, p. 37.

He waved indifferently 'twixt doing them neither good
nor harm. Shak., Cor., ii. 2.

But yesterday, the word of Csar might
Have stood against the world ; now lies he there,
And none so poor to do him reverence.

Shak., 3. C., iii. 2.

You are treacherous,
And come to do me mischief.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, it 2.

Their [the Hansiatic League's] want of a Protector did

do them some Prejudice in that famous Difference they
had with our Queen. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 3.

This had been to do too great force to our assent, which

ought to be free and voluntary.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. x.

It is a very good office one man does another, when he
tells him the manner of his being pleased.

Steele, Tatler, No. 182.

As it were a duty done to the tomb,
To be friends for her sake, to be reconciled.

Tennyson, Maud, xix.

5. To bring to a conclusion ; complete; finish:

as, the business being done, the meeting ad-

journed.
Thys don, we passed owt of the Vestre, and so to the hye

Auter. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

It is not so soone done as said.

Robin Hood and the Peddlers (Child's Ballads, V. 245).

As when the Pris'ner at the bar has done
His tongue's last Plea. J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 71.

6f. To deliver
; convey.

Foure or flue times he yawns ; and leaning-on
His (Lob-like) elbowe, hears This Message don.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

May one that is a herald, and a prince,
Do a fair message to his kingly ears?

Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

He injoyn'd me
To do unto you his most kinde commends.

Heyvjood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

7f. To impart ; give ; grant ;
afford.

Do me sikernesse thereto, seis Joseph thenne.

Joseph of Arimathie, 1. 623.

To contrite hertis I do remission.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 111.

It dooth us coumfort on thee to calle.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

8. To serve.

I went and bought a common riding-cloak for myself,
to save my best. It cost but 30s., and will do my turn

mighty well. Pepys, Diary, II. 415.

9. To put forth
;
use in effecting something ;

exert : as, I will do my endeavor in your behalf ;

do your best.

Do thy diligence to come shortly unto me. 2 Tim. iv. 9.

After him many good and godly men, divine spirits,

have done their endeavors, and still do.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 626.

10f. To cause; make: with an object and an
infinitive: as, "do him come," Paston Letters,

1474-85 (that is, cause him to come).



do

For she, that doth me all this wo endure,
Ne rekketh never whether I synke or rtete.

Chaucer, Knights Tale, 1. 1588.

I'miii 1rriis:i]i'iii he dede. hem come
Into the holy place of Home.

Political I'oems, etc. (oil. Furnlvall), p. 127.

Hut ye knowe not the cause why, but yef I do yow to
vndirstiiiHlr. Merlin(B. E. T. S.), lit. 03i

Then on his Im-st hla victor footc he thrust :

With that lie cryde ;

"
Mercy ! doc me not dye."

Spenser, F. (J., II. v. 12.

Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of the grace of
God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia.

2 Cor. vili. 1.

lit. To cause : with an infinitive (without to) :

as, he did make (that is, he caused to make) :

"to do make a castell," Palsgrave, 1530 (that is,

to cause to make a castle, or to cause a castle
to be made or erected).

lie estward hath upon the gate above,
In worachlpe of Venus, goddesse of Love,
Don make an auter and an oratorye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1047.

And he founde wyth him one his sone of the age of ten

yeres whom he dyde doo baptyse. and lyfte him fro the
fonte. Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 183.

12. To hoax; cheat; swindle; humbug; over-
reach : as, to do a man out of his money. [Fa-
miliar slang.] 13f. To outdo, as in fighting ;

beat; overcome.
I have done the Jew, and am in good health.

H. Humphreys.
To do away, (at) To give up ; lay aside. Chaucer. (b)
To put away ; remove ; annul ; abolish ; obliterate : now
usually in the form to do away with.

It [praise] is the most excellent part of our religious
worship ; enduring to eternity after the rest shall be done
away. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, 1. 1.

Time's wasting hand has done away
The simple Cross of Sybil Grey.

Scott, Marmlon, vi. 37.

To do (a person) brown. See brown.

Why they'll laugh at and quiz us all over the town,
We are all of us done so uncommonly brown f

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 287.

TO do duty for, to take the place of ; act as a substitute
for. To do no curet, to do no force. See the nouns.
To do one cheert. See ckeeri. TO do one proud, to
make one feel proud : as, sir, you do me proud. (Colloq.
or jocular.] To do one right*, to do one reason t, to

pledge one in drinking.

Do me right,
And dub me knight.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3 (song).

Your master's health, sir,
I'll do you reason, sir.

Take, Adventures of Five Hours.

To do one's business, to do one's diligence. See the
nouns. To do Over, (a) To repeat the doing of; per-
form again : as, do your exercise over. (6) To coat, as
with paint ; smear. [Rare.]

Boats . . . done over with a kind of slimy stuff. Defw.

To do the business for. See business. To do to death.
See death. To do up. (at) To put up ;

raise ; open. See
dup.

Up the wyndow dide he hastily.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 613.

(b) To wrap and tie up, as a parcel : as, do up these books
neatly, and send them oft at once. (.) To dress and fas-

ten, as the hair.

It is easy to be merry and good-humored when one's
new dress flts exquisitely, and one's hair hasn't been frac-
tious In the doing up.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, Iv.

(d) To freshen, as a room with paint, paper, and uphol-
stery, or a garment by remodeling.

An old black coat which I have had done up, and smart-
ened with metal buttons and a velvet collar.

Shelley, In Dowden, I. 389.

(f) To iron, or starch and iron : as, a laundress who does

up muslins well. To do with, (a) To effect or accom-
plish through employment or disposal of: as, I don't
know what to do with myself, or with my leisure.

There dwellen gode folk and resonable, and manye
Crlstene men amonges hem. that ben so riche, that the!

wyte not what to done with hire Godes.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 300.

What will He Do with It? [title of a book). Bulwer.

(b) To have concern or business with ; deal with ; get on
with : as, I can da nothing vnth this obstinate fellow.
To have to do with, to have concern or connection with.

What have I to do with you? 2 Sam. xvi. 10.

All things are naked and opened unto the eyes of him
with whom we hare to do. Heb. iv. 13.

I vow, Amintor, I will never eat,
(tr ilrink, or sleep, or ham to do with that
That may preserve life.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, T. 4.

Dangle. What has a woman to do with politics, Mrs.
Dangle ?

Mrs. Danfllf. And what have you to do with the theatre,
Mr. Dangle <

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

What'8 to do here? what is the matter here? what is
all this abniif:

Whaft to do here, Thomas Tapster? Let's withdraw.
Shak., M. for M., 1. 2.
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II. intrant. 1. To act; be in action; be ac-
tive in performing or accomplishing; exert
one's self in relation to something.
Doing is activity, and he will still be doitvi.

Shak., Hon. V., ill. 7.

Be but your self,
And do not talk, but do.

Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, iv. 1.

Mechanic soul, thou must not only do
With Martha, but with Mary ponder too.

(Jwtrlet, Emblems, Iv. 7, Eplg.

Let us then be up and doing.
Longfellow, Psalm of Life.

2. To act or behave ; conduct one's self : with
adverbial adjuncts indicating manner of act-

ing: as, to do well by a man.
If your Spirit will not let you retract, yet you shall do

well to repress any more Copies of the Satire.

II'.H-'I/. Letters, 11. 2.

Behold God hath judg'd and don to him in the sight of
all men according to the verdict of his owne mouthe.

Milton, Elkonoklastos, ill.

3. To succeed (well or ill) in some undertaking
or action

; get along ;
come through.

On the Tuesday they went to the tourney ; where they
did very nobly. Stow (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 478).

4. To arrange ;
contrive

; shift : as, how shall
we do for food t

How shall we do for money for these wars?
Shak., Rich. IL, U. 2.

How shall I do to answer as they deserve your two last
letters ? llichardson.

5. [Of. the equiv. OF. comment le faites^votist
lit. how do you make itt G. was machen sief
lit. what make you f The sense of do1 in this

usage merges in do2. See do2, dowl
.~\ To be

(well or ill) ;
be in a state with regard to sick-

ness or health
;
fare : as, we asked him how he

did; how do you dot
How does my cousin Edward, uncle ?

B. Jomon, Every Man In his Humour, i. 1.

SirJohn Walter asked me lately how you did, and wished
me to remember him to you, Howell, Letters, I. iv. 24.

My dear Lady Sneerwell, how do you do to-day ? Mr.
Snake, your most obedient.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Have done, desist ; give over.

Moses. Sir, this is Mr. Premium, agentleman of thestrict-
est honour and secresy ; . . . Mr. Premium, this is

Charles S. Pshaw ! have done. Sir, my friend Moses is

a very honest fellow, but a little slow at expression.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, Hi. 3.

TO do for. (a) To act for or in behalf of ; provide or
manage for : as, he do well for his family. (6) To ruin ;

defeat effectually ; injure fatally.

This pretty smooth dialogue has done for me.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, li.

"
They have done for me at last, Hardy,

"
said he [Nelson ],

as he was raised up from the deck ;

" my backbone is shot
through." Amer. Cyc., XII. 222.

To do without, to dispense with ; succeed or get along
without : as, I can do in I limit the book till Saturday.

The Romance words are some of them words which we
cannot do without for some particular purposes, but which
are not, by the first needs of speech, always on our lips.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lecte., p. 163.

To have done With, to have come to an end of
; have fin-

ished
;
cease to have part or interest In or connection with :

as, I have done with speculating ; I have done with you for
the future.

III. auxiliary and substitute. 1 . As an auxil-

iary, do is inflected, while the principal verb is

in the infinitive without to, and originally and
strictly the object of do : thus, / do know is I

perform an act of knowing. Compare shall and
will.

O blessed Bond ! O happy Marriage !

Which diiost the match 'twixt Christ and vs presage !

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 6.

The youth did ride, and soon dt'd meet
John coming back amain. Cowper, John Gilpin.

Certain uses of do as an auxiliary, with both transitive
and intransitive verbs, may be pointed out. (a) In form-
ing interrogative and negative expressions : as, do you
want this book ? I do not long for it ; does he do his work
well ? he doet not do it as well as I expected.

You seem to marvel I do not marry all this while, con-
sidering that I am post the Meridian of my Age.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 60.

(6) With the imperative, sometimes, to help the expres-
sion of the subject : as, do thou go (instead of go, or go
thou) ; do you stay here (instead of stay, or stay you here).
(c) To express emphasis : as, I do wish you had seen him ; I

did see him ; d be quick ; do not (don't) do that, (d) Some-
times (now chiefly in poetry, where it is often used for

merely metrical reasons, but formerly often in prose)
merely as an inflection of the principal verb, with no other
effect.

A fair smooth Front, free from least Wrinkle,
Her Eyes (on me) like Stars do twinkle.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 21.

Greeks and Jews, together with the Turks, doe inhabit
the towne, and are admitted their churches and syna-
gogues. Sandys, Travailes, p. 21.

doab
For deeds doe die, how ever noblle donne,
And thoughts of men do as themselves decay.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 400.

Bos. My lord, you once did love me.
Ham. So 1 do still, by these pickers and stealers.

Mnl... Hamlet, 111. 2.

This just reproach their virtue does excite. Dryden.

2. Do, being capable of denoting any kind of
action required oy the circumstances in con-
nection with which it is used, is often employed
as a substitute for the principal verb, or for the
whole clause directly dependent upon it, to
avoid repetition : as, conduct your business on
sound principles ;

so long asyou do. you are safe.
In such an expression there is an ellipsis either o( the prin-
cipal verb or of thu, that, these things to, etc. : as, I in-

tend to come, but If I do not you will know how to act ;

so long as you do (so), you are safe.

The next morow we sayd masse as we ded the tewysday
be for. Torkinyton, Dlarle of Eng. Travell, p. 45.

I held it great Injustice to believe
Thine enemy, and did not

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, Iv. 2.

Thus my Soul still moves Eastward, as all the heavenly
Bodies do. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 32.

I ... chose my wife as she did her wedding-gown, not
for a fine glossy surface, but for such qualities as would
wear well. GoUtmith, Vicar, L

do1
(dS), n. [Formerly also doe; < do1

, .] If.

Endeavor; duty; all that is required of one, or
that one can do.

No sooner does he peep into
The world but he has done his do*.

5. Butler, Hudlbraa.
"
But," says he,

"
I have done my do in helping to get

him out of the administration of things for which he U
not flt." Pepyt, Diary, III. 816.

2f. To-do; bustle; tumult; stir; fuss.

Dissenters in Parliament may at length come to a good
end, tho' flrst there be a great deal of do.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 8L
To Graham College, where a great deal of do and for-

mality in choosing of the Council and Officers.

Pepyt, Diary, April 11, 1666.

3. A trick
;
a cheat

;
a hoax. [Slang.]

I thought it was a do, to get me out of the house.

Dickens, Sketches.

do2 (d8). v. i. ; pret. did, pp. done, ppr. doing.
[Now identifier in form and inflection with the
much more common and comprehensive verb
do1 . The senses of do1 and do2

, v. i., are so

intermingled that it is impossible to separate
them completely. All uses not obviously be-

longing to do2 it is best to refer to do1 . Same
as Sc. and E. dial, dow, which is phonetically
the right modern form: see dow1

.] To suit; be
fit or suitable ; serve the purpose or end in view

;

avail
;
suffice : as, will this do t

Abs. Well, recruit will do let it be so.

Fag. O, sir, recruit will do surprisingly.
Sheridan, The Rivals, U. 1.

"Let women vote!" cries one. "Why, wives and
daughters might be Democrats, while their fathers and
husbands were Whigs. It would never do."

W. PhiUipi, Speeches, p. 24.

Not so careful for what is best as for what will do.

Lowell, Blglow Papers, Int.

To do for,
to suit for ; serve as ; answer the purpose of ; be

sufficient lor; satisfy: as, this piece of timber will dofor
the corner post ; a trusty stick will dofor a weapon ; very
plain food will dofor me.

Of course, it is a great pleasure to me to sit and talk
with Mre. Benson, while you and that pretty girl walk up
and down the piazza all the evening ; but I'm easily satis-

fled, and two evenings didfor me.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 6S.

dqSf. An old English form of done, past parti-
ciple of do1 .

With thy Rygth kne lette hit be do,
Thy worshyp thou mayst saue so.

rtun Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

do* (do), . [A mere syllable, more sonorous
than ut, for which it is substituted.] In solmi-

zation, the syllable now commonly used for the
first tone or key-note of the musical scale, and
also for the tone C (as the key-note of the typi-
cal scale of the pianoforte keyboard). About
1670 it replaced the Aretinian ut, which Is still somewhat
used in France. In the tonic sol-fa system It is spelled
doA, and indicated by its initial d; its significance is lim-
ited to the first tone of the scale, without reference to the
keyboard. In teaching sight- singing by the help of sol-

mization, two general methods are in use : (a) the/:ri-do
method, in which do is always applied to tones bearing
the letter-name C, whether they are key -notes or not; and
(6) the momblf-do method, in which do Is always applied
to the key-note, whatever be its letter-name. The second
method is generally regarded as the more scientific, and
is far the more practical, although the flrst has had the
support of many excellent musicians.

do. An abbreviation of ditto.

doab 1
(dob), n. [Ir. dob, plaster, gutter, mire;

dobaim, I plaster, daub.] A dark sandy clay
found in the neighborhood of many bogs in Ire-



doab

land. It isused for floors, and, mixedwith lime,

for plastering walls.

doab2
,
dooab (do'ab), n. [Hind, doab, also

duab, a tract of land between two rivers, < do,

in comp. also du (< Skt. dva = Pers. du = E.

two), + db, < Skt. dp, water, a river.] In the

East Indies, a tract of country between two

rivers. Also written duab,

doable (do'a-bl), a. [< doi + -able.'] Capable
of being done or executed. [Bare.]

It was doable, it was done for others.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 316.

do-all (do"al), n. [< do\ v., + obj. all.'] A ser-

vant, an official, or a dependent who docs all

sorts of work; a factotum. Fuller.

doandt. A Middle English form of the present

participle of do1
.

doat, doating, etc. See dote1
,
etc.

dob (dob), n. [Sc. ; origin obscure.] A Scotch

name of the razor-fish, a bivalve, Solen ensis.

dobbeldaler (dob'el-da-ler), n. [Dan., = E.

double dollar.] A coin formerly current in

Norway and Denmark, and worth about $1.12.

dobbin (dob'in),

proper personal
of Dob or

~

patronymic
variations of Robin, Rob, diminutives of Robert.

Cf. dicky
1
,
an ass, similarly derived from a dim.

of Richard.] A common English name for a

work-horse. [As a quasi-proper name it is

often written with a capital letter.]

Thou hast got more hair on thy chin than Dobbin my
phill-horse has on his tail. Shak., M. of V., il. 2.

The hard-featured farmer reins up his grateful dobbin

to inquire what you are doing. Thoreau, Walden, p. 171.

dobby (dob'i), n.
; pi. dobbies (-iz). [Sc. also

dobbie; dim. of Dob, Dobb, like Hob, var. of Rob,
abbr. of Robert; a familiar use of the proper
name. Cf. dobbin.] 1. A fool; a childish old

man. 2. A sprite or apparition. Grose. [Prov.

Eng.]
He needed not to care for ghaist or barghaist, devil or

dobbie.
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Agasia, the kyng of Britonia dochter.

Bcllenden, Chron., fol. 19, a.

taken only at

valuation.

dobson (dob'son),
n. [Origin ob-

scure.] The larva
DobraofJohnV.. KinzofPortugal, 1733. of one Of Various
British Museum. <S,ze of the ong,nal.) ^ Qf ^
ropterous insects of the family Sialidte, espe-

cially of the genus Corydalus (which see ). Also

called hellgrammite, clipper, and crawler.

dobllle (dob'ul), n. [< NL. dobula; origin ob-

scure.] A name of a fresh-water cyprinoid

fish, Leuciscus dobula (or vulgaris), allied to the

roach and dace.

3. Same as dobby-machine.

dobby-machine (dob'i-ma-shen''), n.

for weaving fancy patterns, constructed on a

principle similar to that of the Jacquard loom.

dobchick (dob'chik), n. Same as dabchick.

dobee (do'be), . Same as dhobie.

dobhash (do'bash), n. [< Hind, dobhashi, Tel-

ugu dubashi, dubasi, an interpreter, a native man
of business in the service of a European (Ma-
dras), < Hind, do, du (< Skt. dva = E. two), +
Hind. Skt. bhashd, language.] In the East In-

who spdies, an interpreter;
more languages.
dobie1

(do'bi), n. [By apheresis from adobe.]
Adobe. [Colloq., U. S.]

dobie2,
n. Same as dhoby.

Dobie's line, Dobie's stripe. Same as Krauze's

membrane (which see, under membrane).
dobla (do'bia), . [OSp. (= Pg. dobra), fern.

of doblo, now dobie, = F. double, > E. double, q.

dobrao(do-bra'o),

Sp
C

do
g
Wof

r

>f: docibility (dos-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< OF. dodbilite, <

doublon >E don- LL. docibilita(t-)s, < docibilis, docible: see doct-

bloon, q. v.] A W-l Teachableness; docility. [Rare or ob-

gold 'coin, equal solete.]

to 12800 reis, or To persons of docibility, the real character may be easily

about $14 for- taught in a few days. Boyle, Works, VI. 446.

merly current in docible (dos'i-bl), a. [< OF. docible = It. doci-

PortugaLbutnow bile, < LL. docibilis, that learns easily, teach-

able, < L. docere, teach : see docile.] 1. Docile
;

tractable
; ready to be taught; easily taught or

managed. [Rare or obsolete.]

Their Camels also are docible ; they will more bee per-

swaded to hold on a journey further then ordinarie by
songs then blowes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 657.

They shall be able to speak little to the purpose, so as

to satisfy sober, humble, docible persons, who have not

passionately espoused an errour. Bp. Bull, Sermons, vi.

2. That may be imparted by teaching; com-
municable. [Rare.]
Whom nature hath made docile, it is injurious to pro-

hibit him from learning anything that is docible.

Bp. Hacket.

docibleness (dos'i-bl-nes), n. Teachableness;

docility. [Rare or obsolete.]

I might enlarge myself in the commendation of Hunt-

ing, and of the noble Hound especially, as also of the doci-

blenessol dogs.' /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 81.

The World stands in Admiration of the Capacity and
Docibleneis of the English. Howell, Letters, iv. 47.

, ,, [Formerly also do-

cil; = F. docile = Sp. docil = Pg. docil = It.

docile, < L. docilis, easily taught, teachable, <

docere, teach. Cf. didactic.'] 1. Teachable ;
easi-

ly taught; quick to learn
;
amenable.

Dogs soon grow accustomed to whatever they are taught,
and being docile and tractable, are very useful.

H. Ellis, Voyage to Hudson's Bay.

2. Tractable ; easily managed or handled.

The ores are docile and contain ruby-silver and sub-sul-

phides. L. Hamilton, Mex. Handbook, p. 95.

The different ores of the Rayo Mine are docile in their

reduction, undergoing the common Spanish amalgamation

process. Quoted in Alowry's Arizona and Sonora, p. 148.

Of docility (do-sil'i-ti), n. [= F. docilitt= Sp. do-

2) '_ cilidad= P'g. docilidade = It. docilita, doeilitade,

docilitate, < L. docilita(t-)s, teachableness, < do-

cilis, teachable, docile: see docile.'] The qual-

ity of being docile; teachableness; readiness

or aptness to learn ;
tractableness.

The humble docility of little children is, In the New
Testament, represented as a necessary preparative to the

reception of the Christian faith.

Beattie, Moral Science, I. ii. 5.

Docetistic (do-se-tis'tik), o. [< Docetist + -ic.] docimacy (dos'i-ma-si), n. A less correct spell-

Of, pertaining to, or resembling the Docetse or ing of docimasy.... T^....:.
Docimastes (dos-i -mas 'tez),M, [NL. (Gould,

1850), also Docimaster (Bonaparte, 1850), < Gr.

6oiafiaoTr/c, doxi/iaoT^p, an assayer, examiner, <

Jo/afta&iv, assay, test, examine.] A genus of

humming-birds, notable for the enormous

length of the beak, which may exceed that of

all the rest of the bird. D. ensiferus is the only

species. The bill is from 3 to 4 inches long, the whole
bird being from ?i to 8J inches. The bill U used to probe

The church here is taken for the church as it is docent

and regent, as it teaches and governs.
Abp. Laud, Against Fisher, xxxiii.

do?ile (a<js'il or d6 'g11)) ? .

II. n. See privat-docent.
Docetae (do-se'te), n.pl [LL., < Gr. Aomp-a/, <

iomlv, seem.] A sect of heretics of the first and
second centuries who denied the human origin
of Christ's body, some holding that it was a

mere phantom, and others that it was real but

of celestial substance. Thus they believed the in-

carnation, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ to have
been mere appearances or illusions. Strictly this name
seems to have belonged to a single sect of the second cen-

tury, but it is commonly used indifferently or collectively
of the various Gnostic sects which held similar views on

this point. Certain Monophysites afterward taught a doc-

trine as to Christ's body related to that of the Docetw. See

Aphthartodocelce, Phantasiast.

Smtt'Rob Boy, xiv. Docetic (do-set'ik), a. [< Docetw + -ic.]

pertaining to, or held by the Docetse: as,

cetic gnosticism," Plumptre.
Taylor's loom does not appear to have come into use Docetism (do-se'tizm), n. [< Docetce + -ism.]

but a small Jacquard machine, or dobby, was introduced %; ," + oi rLtlw Af tv,t> Tlnootm
in the silk trade in 1830 by Mr. S. Dean, of Spitalfields.

The doctrinal system of the Docetffi.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 279. Docetist (do-se tist), n. [< Docetx + -tst.] One

A loom of the Doce'tea.

These Docelists, as they were called, had a whole series

of successors in the early church. Encyc. Brit., XI. 736.

their doctrines ;
Doeetic.

The Gnostic heresy . . . sunders Christianity from its

historical basis, resolves the real humanity of the Saviour
into a Doketistic illusion.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 73.

the

Almohade dynasty, and distinguished from the earlier di-

nars by having the full weight of a mithcal, while the fine-

ness was reduced so that they should be of the same value.

As coined by John II. of Castile in 1442, there were 49 to

the mark (230.04 grams), of a fineness of 19 carats, making
the value 82.47.

doblet, a. An obsolete form of double.

doblert, An obsolete form of doubler.

doblett, n. An obsolete form of doublet.

dobra (do'bra), . [Pg., a coin (see def.), also

a fold, plait, dou-
ble, fern, of dobro
= Sp. dobie = F.

double, > E. dou-

ble, q. v.] A gold
coin formerly cur-
rent in Portugal,
first issued by
John V., in the

eighteenth cen-

tury. Its value
varied: the spe-
cimen here illus-
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"
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about $17.35.

speaks two or doch-an-doris, doch-an-dqracb. (doeh'an-do'-

ris, -rach), n. [Sc. ,
also written deuch-an-doris,

deuch-an-dorach, repr. Gael, deoch an doruis, a

stirrup-cup, lit. a drink at the door: deoch,
drink ; an, the

; dorttis, gen. of dorus, door.] A
stirrup-cup; a parting-cup.
dochme (dok'me), n. [Gr. foxp>l or

space contained in a handbreadth, <

receive.] An ancient Greek measure of length :

same as palaiste. See palm.
dochmiac (dok'mi-ak), a. and n. [< Gr. 60x1*10.-

KOC, < Soxfttof : see dochmius.] I. a. In anc. Gr.

pros, : (a) Having or characterized by a differ-

ence of more than one between the number of

times or morse in the thesis and that in the

arsis: as, a dochmiac foot; dochmiac rhythm.
(b) Consisting of dochmii: as, a dochmiac verse,

trimeter, strophe. Dochmiac rhythm. See rhythm.
II. n. In anc. Gr. pros., a verse or series com-

posed of dochmii.
dochmius (dok'mi-us), n.

; pi. dochmii (-1). [L.,
< Gr. 06x1*101;, so. irovc, foot ;

lit. across, athwart,
aslant.] 1. In anc. Gr. pros., a foot consisting
in its fundamental form (^ ~

) of five syl-

lables, the first and fourth of which are short,
and the second, third, and fifth long. 2. [cap.]

[NL.] In zool., a genus of nematoid worms,
of the family Strongylida. D. duodeiudis is an intes-

tinal parasite from which a large part of the population
of Egypt suffer, often fatally. By means of its large, hard,
and dentate mouth it pierces the intestinal mucous mem-
brane and sucks the blood, the repeated bleedings thus
caused resulting in what is known as Egyptian chlorosis.

This formidable parasite is about four tenths of an inch

long. Another species, />. trigonocepJtalus, infests dogs.
Also called Ana/lostoma, Anchylostoma.
dochter (doch'ter), . An obsolete and dia-

lectal (Scotch) form of daughter.

Sword-bearing Hum astfs eH'iferus).

long tubular flowers for food, whence the generic name.
This remarkable humming-bird inhabits the United States

of Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. The male is chiefly

green, varied with bronze and purplish tints ; the throat,

bill, and feet are black, the throat varied with buff, and

behind the eye is a white spot.



docimastic

docimastic (dos-i-mas'tik), a. [= F. ilocimas-

lii/iii
1

, a., docimastic (cf. Sp. ilin-imiintien = Pg.
1 1 . ilni-iiiiiialicii, n., docimasy), < (ir. riom/taartitof,
< totifiaorfa, an ussayer, examiner, < ioiuu&^etv,

assay, test, examine, scrutinize, < Mtuuaf, as-

sayi'd, trslrd. examined, approved, < tV:^ea6ai,

!;i.ko, approve.] Proving by experiments or
tests; assaying; specifically, relating to the as-

saying of metals: as, the itorinitmtic art. Also
dokimastic.

docimasy (dos'i-ma-si), . [Also written doki-

HHI.II/, and loss correctly docimacy ; = P. doci-
masie = Sp. Pg. It. docimasia, < Gr. Soiuuaaia,
an assay, examination, scrutiny. < ooKt/td^civ, as-

say, examine: son doriiuiislic.
|

1. In (ir. aiilii/.,

particularly at Athens, a judicial inquiry into
the civic standing, character, and previous life

of all persons elected for public office, of

youths applying for enrolment on the list of full

citi/.ens, of persons aiming at political leader-

ship, etc. The Inquiry was public ; any citizen might
denounce the subject of it, aim his civic privileges were
suspended if he could not justify himself.

2. The art or practice of assaying metals, or
the art of

separating; metals from foreign mat-
ters, and of determining the nature and quan-
tity of metallic substances contained in any
ore or mineral. 3. The art of ascertaining the
nature and properties of medicines and poisons,
or of ascertaining certain facts pertaining to

physiology.
docimology (dps-i-mol'o-ji), M. [< Gr. Mia/M>f,
assayed, examined, tested (see docimastic), +
-fo)ia, < /Uynv, speak: see -ology.'} A treatise
on the art of assaying or examining metallic
substances.

docious (do'shus), a. [Appar. a var. of docile,
with suffix -ous. Cf. docity.] Docile; amenable.
[Colloq., western U. 8.]

I can hardly keep my tongue docious now to talk aliout
it. Spirit of the Times (New York).

docity (dos'i-ti), n. [Also written dosxity (Hal-
liwefi) ; a contr. of docility, q. v.] (Quickness
of comprehension ; docility ; gumption. Grose ;

Bartlett. [Local, Eng. and U. 8.]
dock 1

(dok), n. [Early mod. E. also docke; <
MK. docke, dokke (> OP. doque, docque, doke, P.
dial, doque, doyiie, dock, patience), < AS. docce,
rarely docca (gen. doccan, whence late ME.
dokan, E. dial, docken, dockan), dock (L. lapa-
tlnim, rumcjc), used also with descriptive adjec-
tives, seo feature docce, the fallow-dock, golden
dock (Rumex maritimug), seo redde docce, the red
dock (R. saitguineuii), se6 scearpe docce, the sharp
dock (R. acetoaa), and in comp. ed-docce (=
ODan. d-dokke), water-dock (water-lily, Nu-
pltar luteum), sur-docce, sour dock (R. acetosa),
wudu-docce, wood-dock (R. acetosa); = MD.
docke (in comp. docke-bltcderen (glossed peta-
irites), Plera. dokke-bladeren) = G. docke (prob.
< D.), Colchicum nntumnale, in comp. docken-

blatter, Rumex acutus; tloeken-kraut, burdock,
Arctium Lappa; wasser-docke, water-lily. The
relation of these fonus to the Celtic is not clear

;

cf. Gael, dof/ha, burdock, Ir. mcacan-dogha, bur-
dock (meacan, a tap-rooted plant, as the carrot,

parsnip, etc.).] 1. The common name of those

species of Rumex which are characterized by
little or no acidity and the leaves of which are
not hastate. They are coarse herbs, mostly perennials,
with thickened rootstocks. Some of the European speries
are troublesome weeds and widely naturalized. The roots
HIV astringent ami slightly tonic aiul laxative, anil have
been used as a remedy in cutaneous affections and numer-
ous . it her diseases. Particular designations are Milrr <li*'k.

R. Mnxi'fiili'iix; i-nrlnl or yellow dock, l{. mx/iim .- liiltlh-

(for* (from the shape of the leaves), R. pulcher ; golden
dirk, K. niaritiintix ; jxitienct dock, R. Patifntia ; sharp
or mur dock, R. acelom; siramp-dock, R. verticiUatiu ;

icatrr-durlc, R. Britanniea and 11. llydrolapathum ; and
trhiti- dock, R. salic(Miiu.

Nothing teems
But hateful dock*, rough thistles, kecksies, burs.

Slutk., Hen. V., v. 2.

2. A name of various other species of plants,
mostly coarse weeds with broad leaves, as dove-

dock, the coltsfoot, Tussilago Farfara; elf-dock,
the elecampane, Inula, Helcnium ; prairie-dock,
Sit/iliiinii tcri'lihitliiintm; round dock, the com-
mon mallow, .\falva sylvestris ; spatter-dock, the
yellow pond-lily, Nupliar adrena ; sweet dock,

PohfffOHHm SMerto; relvet dock, the mullen.
VtmoMtB* Thapssus. See l>nnl<-/:, i;niil/n-k, and
hnrdw.k In dock, out nettle, a formula used as an
Incantation in the north of England. If apersnn is -tuni;

ith a nettle, dock -le:i\es inv riihlK'don the affected part,
anil the formula is repeated. It was long used proverbially
to express unsteadiness or inconstancy, ursudtlen rlian-e.

I'licertaiue certaine. never loves to settle.
But here, there, everywhere : in dock, out nettle.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

1713
Who fight with swordu for life mire ran- but little,
since tin tin more than this, in <l>-k, out nettle.

Wrawjliny l,ooerg (1677).

dock- (dok), M. [Early mod. E. also docke; <

(1) ME. dok (rare), < Icel. dockr, a short stumpy
tail (Haldorsen); of. doggr, a conical projec-
tion (Haldorsen); supposed to be nearly re-

lated to (2) Icel. dokk, dtikka, a windlass, and
to Icel. docka (Haldorsen) = Norw. dokka =
Sw. docka = Dan. dukke, a skein, = Pries, dok,
a bundle, bunch, ball (of twine, straw, etc.),= LG. dokke, a bundle (of straw, thread, etc.),
a skein of silk or yarn, whence G. docke, a bun-
dle, bunch, plug, skein of thread, etc., a thick,
short piece of anything. These words, again,
are prob. identical with (3) Norw. dokka = 8w.
docka = Dan. dukke = MD. docke = East Fries.

dok, dokke = LG. dokke = OHG. toccha, toclut,
a doll, MHG. tocke, a doll, a young girl, G.
docke (after LG.), a doll. Prom the LG. form
in this third group are derived (prob.) E. duck?,
q. v., and doxy, q. v.] 1. The tail of a beast
cut short or

clipped ; the stump of a tail
;
the

solidpartofatail. 2f. The buttocks; therump.
I will not go to school but when mo lest [list],
For there l>eginneth a sorry feast
When the master should lift my dock.
The World and the Child (Hazlltt's Dodsley, I. 247).

Some call the Bishops weathercocks
\Vho where there heads were turn their dock*.

(MM.
3. The fleshy part of a boar's chine, between the
middle and the rump. Halliiccll. [Prov. Eng.]

4. A case of leather to cover the clipped or
cut tail of a horse. 5. A piece of leather form-
ing part

of a crupper. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
6. The crupper of a saddle. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.] 7. The stern of a ship. [Scotch.]
Hhe hare many canons, . . . with three great bassils,

two behind In her dock, and one before.

1'itscottie, Chrou. of Scotland, p. 108,

dock2 (dok), f. t. [< ME. docken, dokken, cut
off the tail, cut short, curtail, < dok, tail : seo

dock'*, n. The connection of thought between
'
tail' and 'cut short' appears again in the per-

verted form curtail, orig. curtal. The resem-
blance to W. tocio, ticcio, clip, dock, is prob.
accidental. Hence docked.] 1. To cut off, as
the end of a thing ;

cut short
; clip ; curtail :

as, to dock the tail of a horse.

His heer was by his eres round yshorn,
His top was docked lyk a preest licforti.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 590.

To pluck the eyes of Sentiment,
And duck the tail of Rhyme.

O. W. llolinet, Slusic-Orinders.

Hence 2. To deduct a part from; shorten;
curtail

;
diminish : as, to dock one's wages.

We know they [bishops] hate to be dnckt and dipt.
Mitton, Reformation in Eng., i.

They . . .

Came, with a month's leave given them, to the sea :

For which his gains were itock'd, however small.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

Some pretend to find defects in the work, and dock the
payments without a shadow of justice.

The American, XIV. 344.

3. Naut., to clue up (a corner of a sail) when
it hinders the helmsman from seeing: usually
with up. 4. To cut off, rescind, or destroy;
bar : as, to dock an entail.

dock3
(dok), n. [< MD. docke = D. dok = Plem.

ilok, a dock; cf. (from the E. or D.) Sw. docka
= Dan. dok, dokke = G. dock, docke = F. dock,
a dock. Origin unknown ; cf. OFlem. docke, a
cage (see dock*) ;

Icel. dokk, dokdh, a pit, pool,= Norw. dokk, dekk, dekt, a hollow, low ground
surrounded by hills. The word is by some
connected with It. doccia, a canal, conduit,
pipe, formerly also "a damme of a mill"
(Florio), ult. < L. ducere, lead (see douche, duct),
or with ML. doga, a ditch, canal, also a vessel,
cup, perhaps < Gr. 6x'i, a receptacle, < de^eo&u,
receive.] In hydraulic engin., strictly, an in-
closed water-space in which a ship floats while
being loaded or unloaded, as the space be-
tween two wharves or piers ; by extension, any
space or structure in or upon which a ship
may be berthed or held for loading, unloading,
repairing, or safe-keeping. The water-space may
communicate freely with the stream or harbor, or the en-
trance t" it. may be closed by a gate or by a lock. If pro-
vided with a lock or gate, the level of the water within
tlie doek remains at all times nearly the same, as the gate
is opened only at full tide, when the level without and
within is ttie same. If a loek is employed, vessels can
pass in and out at all stages of the tide, hut this does not
materially affect the level of the water Inside the dock.
In an open duck the tide continually lowers or raises the

vessel, and this interferes in some degree with the work of

loading or unloading. The closet! docks are free from this

dock

Inconvenience, while a greater advantage Is fotind In the
absence of currents. In a larger sense the term Is also

applied to a basin or inclosed waUT-spare for the storage
cif Moating tirnbi-r or the safe-keeping of river-steamers,
barges, or canal-boats laid up for the winter, and by a
further extension Is made to include the wharves and
warehouses on or in the neighborhood of a dock. The
largest closed docks are at Mvi<r]x>ol and London, in Eng-
land. In a particular sense the term Is also applied to
the construction and apparatus used in repairing and
building ships, as the floating dock, dry.duck, depvtiting-
ilnck, and sectuinal dock.

The saide shippc, called the Holy Crosse, was so shaken
In this voyage, and so weakened, that she was layd vp in
the docke, and neuer made a voyage after.

llakluyt'i Voyage*, II. I. 98.

Depositing-dock, a caisson or an elevator for lifting ves-
sels from the water and placing them upon stagings or
wharves erected for the purpose. The lifting apparatus
consists of a series of caissons or pontoons, placed side by
side and joined at one end to another pontoon that with a
series of upright tubular structures, forms a girder and
makes the back of a comb-like structure, of which the pon-
toons are the teeth. In the rear of the girder Is a largo
floating pontoon, connected with It by two rows of heavy
IHIOHIS that, being pivoted at each end, serve as a series of

parallel bars and keep the entire structure upright while
afloat. To lift a vessel, a row of blocks with shores and
chocks is arranged on top of all the pontoons. The air fa

allowed to escape, and the entire structure, except the float
in the rear, sinks till the vessel can be floated over the
pontoons. When the vessel is In position the water is

pumped out of the pontoons, and they all rise together,
lifting the vessel outofthewater. Dry-dock, a dock or an
excavated basin adjoining navigable water, provided with
a gate, and so arranged that, after the docking of a ship,
the water can be exhausted from it. Such docks are long
and narrow, with sloping sides formed in steps. The mod-
ern method of construction Is to excavate the basin In tho
shore, and to drive heavy piling along the liottom and upon
the sloping sides and rear end. I'[ion the piles are laid

heavy timbers to form the floor and the steps at the sides.
At the entrance are double gates opening outward, and
meeting at an angle when closed, to resist the pressure of
the water on the outside when the dock is empty. A re-
cent method of closing a dry-dock is by means of a float-

Dry-dock, or Graving-dock.

Ing gate or caisson with flat Iwttom and wide stem and
stern, which is Hoated into position across the entrance
and loaded with water-ballast till it sinks, fitting tightly
by a keel into a groove in the gateway. To use the dock,
the gate is opened, or floated away at high water, and the
ship is drawn into the dock and held afloat over a line of
blocks along the center of the dock. The gate Is then put in

position, and sunk till the dock is closed water-tight. Tho
water within the dock Is then exhausted by steam-pumps,
leaving the ship supported on the blocks, and braced on
lioth sides by shores extending to the dock-steps. A typi-
cal dry-dock Is the Brooklyn Navy-yard Dock No. 1, which
is 500 feet long,W feet wide at the bottom, and capable of
admitting a ship drawing 18 feet. Steam-pumps with a
capacity of 40,000 gallons of water a minute are used to

empty it. Floating dock, a capacious wooden or iron

structure, generally rectangular, intended to serve as a
graving-dock. Sometimes floating docks are built in wa-
ter-tight compartments, and can lie sunk to the required

Side and End Elevations of Floating Dock.

depth by the admission of water into these compartments.
When the vessel is docked, the floating dock is raised by
pumping, till its liottom touches the keel of the ship.
Shores are thru added to keep the ship in position, and the
duck is raised hiulier. Instead of compartments, water-
tight tanks are occasionally used, and the dock is raised and



dock

lowered on the same principle. A floating dock may also

be made so heavy as to sink by its own weight deep enough
to receive the largest vessel, and he raised by means of

empty water tight tanks, which lift dock and ship by their

buoyancy. Graving-dock, a dry-dock : so called because

used in graving or cleaning the bottom of ships. The grav-

ing-docks in the navy-yards of Brooklyn. Boston, and Nor-

folk are important examples. Half-tide dock, a basin

connecting two or more docks, and communicating with
the entrance-basin. Sectional dock, a floating dock

composed of a succession of pontoons or caissons attached
to a platform below the vessel. Steam-pumps are used to

remove the water from the caissons, and, as they float, the

vessel is raised.

dock3 (dok), v. t. [= D. Flem. dokken = Dan.

dokke, dock; from the noun.] To bring or draw
into or place in a dock.

It floweth 18. foot, that you may make, dock, or carine

ships with much facilitie.

Quoted in Cai>l. John Smith's True Travels, I. 111.

dock4 (dok), n. [Appar.
docks cf. pFlem. docke,

the same word as
a cage.] The place

where a criminal stands in court.

Here will be officers, presently ; bethink you
Of some course sodainely to scape the dock ;

For thither you'll come else.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 5.

dockage1
(dok'aj), . [< dock2 + -age.'] Cur-

tailment
; deduction, as of wages.

There is no docking for accidental delays. ... I do not
find in the time-book a single instance of dockage for any
reason. Phila. Times, March 20, 1886.

dockage2 (dok'aj), . [< dock3 + -age.~\ Pro-
vision for the docking of vessels

; accommoda-
tion in a dock ; the act of docking a vessel

;
the

charge for the use of a dock : as, the port has

ample dockage; dockage, so much (in an ac-

count).
The plethora of "cities" and "city sites," whose pros-

pects the vast dockage and trade territory of Chicago has

superseded. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXII. 334.

dockan, i. See docken.

dock-block (dok'blok), M. A pulley-block se-

cured to a dock, and used in loading and un-

loading vessels.

docked (dokt), p. a. [< ME. docked; pp. of
dock'2

, p.] Cut off short
; having the end or tail

cut off; specifically, in entom., cut off sharply
in any direction, as if with a knife

; truncated,
as a tip or apex.
docken, dockan (dok'en, -an), i. [Dial. var.
of dock1

.] The dock, a plant of the genus
Rnmex. [Scotch and North. Eng.]

Wad ye compare yer sell to me,
A docket! till a tansie?

Ritiorix Scottish Songs, I. 182.

docker (dok'er), .. [< dock2
,
v. t., + -erX] A

stamp used to cut and perforate the dough for

crackers or sea-biscuit.

docket (dok'et), M. [Formerly sometimes spell-
ed docquet (as if of r, origin), and with altered
form doggct; < late ME. docket; appar. < dock,
r., + dim. -et (less prob. < ME. docket, var. of

docked, pp. of dock, v., and thus lit. 'a thing
cut short,' 'an abridgment').] 1. In general, a
summarized statement

;
an abridgment or ab-

stract
;
a brief.

On the outer edge of these tablets a docket is occasion-
ally inscribed in alphabetic characters, containing a brief
reference to the contents, evidently for the purpose of en-

abling the keeper of the records to find any particular
document in the archives where they were piled up.

Imac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 2f>3.

2. In Jaw: (a) A summary of a larger writing;
a paper or parchment, or a marginal space,
containing the heads of a writing; a digest.
(6) A register of judgments, more specifically
of money judgments. Thus, a judgment for the fore-
closure of a mortgage and sale of the property is not dock-
eted in this sense

;
but if after sale there remains a deficien-

cy for which a defendant is personally liable, the judgment
for the deficiency is docketed against him, thus being made
a lien on his real property in the county or district,

(<;) A
list of causes in court for trial or hearing, or of
the names of the parties who have causes pend-
ing, usually made in the order in which the

causesaretpbecalled. (d!) In England, the copy
of a decree in chancery, left with the record and
writ clerk, preparatory to enrolment. 3. A
bill tied to goods, containing some direction, as
the name of the owner or the place to which
they are to be sent ; also, a ticket attached to
goods, specifying their measurement. See tick-
et. 4. A shred or piece. [Prov. Eng.] 5.
A woodman's bill. [Prov. Eng.] _ TO strike a
docket, in Eng. law, to give a bond to the lord chancellor
engaging to prove the debtor to be a bankrupt, whereupona fiat of bankruptcy is issued against the debtor : said of a
creditor.

docket (dok'et), v. t. [< docket, .] 1 . In law :

(a) To make an abstract or summary of the
heads of, as a document

; abstract and enter in
a book: as, judgments regularly docketed. (6)

1714

To make a judgment a lien on lands. 2. To
enter in a docket; write a brief of the contents

of, as on the back of a writing.

They were all docketed and marked, and tied with red

tape. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

3. To mark with a docket or ticket,

docking (dok'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dock2 , v. t."}

1. A cutting or clipping, as of a horse's tail.

2. The operation of cutting and piercing the

dough for sea-biscuit.

dockmackie (dok'mak-i), . A common name
in the United States for the Viburnum aceri-

foliitm, sometimes used as an application to

tumors.

dock-master (dok'mas"ter), n. One who has
the superintendence of docks.

dock-rent (dok'rent), n. Charge for storing
and warehousing goods in a dock.

dock-warrant (dok'wor"ant), n. In England,
a certificate given to the owner of goods ware-
housed in the docks

;
a warehouse-receipt. When

a transfer is made, the certificate is indorsed with an or-

der to deliver the goods to the pui'chaser. The warrant
thus becomes an authority for the removal of the goods.

The holder of a dock-warrant, has a prima-facie claim
to the pipes of wine, bales of wool, hogsheads of sugar, or
other packages named thereon.

Jevons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 207.

dockyard (dok'yiird), . A yard or magazine
near a harbor, for containing all kinds of naval
Stores and timber. Dockyards belonging to the gov-
ernment (called in the Vnited States navy-yards) usually
include dry-docks for repairing ships, and slips on which
new vessels are built, besides the storehouses and work-

shops.

docmac (dok'mak), n. A siluroid fish of the

genus Bagrus (B. docmac), inhabiting the Nile.

It is a kind of catfish.

The genus Bagrus, of which the Bayad (B. bayad) and
Docinac (B. docmac) frequently come under the notice of

travellers on the Nile, tiiiuther, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 68.

Docoglossa (dok-o-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fioKoc, a bearing-beam, a beam, bar, + yAuaaa,
tongue.] A group or order of dioecious gastro-
pods, characterized by having transverse rows
of beam-like teeth on the odontophore or lin-

gual ribbon. Different limits have been assigned to it.

() In Troschel's system it was made to include the lim-

pet-like gastropods and the chitons, (b) In Gill's and later

systems it is restricted to the limpet-like forms, as the
families Patellitla1

, Acm&idte, and Leitetidae.

docoglossate (dok-6-glos'at), o. and n. [As Do-
coglossa + -ate*.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Docoglossa; being one of
the Patellidce or limpets.
At any rate, it is certain that the old views of a close

relation between the Polyplacophore and the docoglosxate
Gastropoda had very little morphological basis.

Science, IV. 33S.

II. . A gastropod of the order Docoglossa.
docquett, . and r. An obsolete form of docket.

doctor (dok'tov), . [Early mod. E. also doc-

tour; < MK. doctour, doctur, doctor, doktor, a
doctor (of divinity, law, or medicine), < OP.
doctour, doctur, P. docteur = Pr. Sp. doctor =
Pg. doutor = It. dottore = D. G. doctor = Dan.
Sw. doktor, < L. doctor, a teacher, ML. esp. in
the university sense, < docere, teach : see docile.]
1. A teacher; an instructor; a learned man;
one skilled in a learned profession.
But freres hauen forjetten this, . . .

Wher [whether] Fraunceis or Domynik other Austen or-

deynide
Any of this dotardes doctur to worthe [become],

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 680.

Then stood up one in the council, a Pharisee, named
Gamaliel, a doctor of the law. Acts v. 84.

The best and ablest doctors of Christendom have been
actually deceived in matters of great concernment.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 877.

Who shall decide, when doctors disagree,
And soundest casuists doubt, like you and me ?

Pope, Epistle to Lord Bathurst, 1. 1.

2. In a university, one who has passed all the
degrees of a faculty, and is thereby empowered
to teach the subjects included in the faculty ;

a person who has received the highest degree
in a faculty : as, a doctor in divinity. The degree
is also regularly conferred by certain technical schools, as
those of medicine, and, under certain conditions, by col-

leges. An honorary degree of doctor, as of divinity or
laws, is often conferred by universities and colleges. The
degree of doctor differs only in name from that of master.
When there was but one degree in each faculty, the gradu-
ate was called a matter ill Paris, a doctor in Bologna. The
faculty of the decretals being modeled after that of Bo-
logna, those who took the highest degree in law were call-
ed doctors. This title was afterward extended to masters in

theology, and finally to masters in medicine. The degrees
of doctor conferred by universities, colleges, and profes-
sional schools include doctor of divinity (L. iimnitntix
doctor, abbreviated D. D. ; or sacros thrologiai doctor, ab-
breviated S. T. D. ; or doctortheulogice, abbreviated D. T.);
doctor of medicine, abbreviated D. St. (L. medicince doctor
abbreviated M. D.); doctor of laws (L. leijmn doctor, ab-

doctoral

breviated LL.D.)\ doctor of cicil late, abbreviated D. C. L.

(L. legis^
civili* doctor); dot-tor of both laws (civil and can-

on) (L. juris utriusquc doctor, abbreviated J. IT. D.)', doc-

tor of philosophy, abbreviated D. P. (L. philosophise doc-

tar, abbreviated Ph. D.); doctor of science, (L. scientice

doctor, abbreviated Sc. D.); doctor of nnisic, abbreviated
D. M. (L. inusic(e doctor, abbreviated Stun. D.) the ab-

brcviations of the Latin forms being more commonly used ;

doctor of dental surgery, abbreviated D. D. S.
;
doctor of

veterinary surgery, abbreviated D. V. S.

With us ther was a Doctour of Pliisik,
In al this world ne was ther non him lik

To speke of pliisik and of surgerye.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 411.

And the noumbre of doctouresot C'yuyle and physyk was
grete excedyngly. Sir R. fliiylfonte, Pylgrymage, p. 8.

The doctor of the civil law hnd in prove his knowledge
of the Digest and the Institutes.

Stttbbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 311.

Specifically 3. A person duly licensed to prac-
tise medicine

;
a physician ; one whose occu-

pation is to cure diseases. [In the second and third

senses much used as a title before the pel-son's name (and
then often abbreviated Dr.), or alone, as a customary term
of address: as, Doctor Martin Luther; Doctor Johnson ;

Dr. Holmes; come in, doctor.]
When ill, indeed,

E'en dismissing the doctor don't always succeed.

Caiman the Younger, Lodgings for Single Gentlemen.

4. A minor part of certain pieces of machinery
employed in regulating the feed or in remov-

ing surplus material
; specifically, the roller in

a power printing-press which serves as a con-
ductor of ink to the distributing rollers (see crab-
roiler, drop-rotter) : as, a color-rfocfor ; a clean-

\ng-doctor; a lint-rfwtor, etc. [In some uses
the word is probably a corruption of L. due-

tor, leader.] 5. An auxiliary steam-engine;
a donkey-engine. 6. In wine-making: (a) A
liquor used to mix with inferior wine to make
it more palatable, or to give it a resemblance
to a better wine, (ft) A liquor used to darken
the color of wine, as boiled must mixed with

pale sherry to produce brown sherry. See

sherry, mosto, and must. 7. A translation of

a local name in North Africa of the bird Em-
beriza striolata. See the extract.

The house-sparrow is not found ; between Morocco and
Mogador its place is taken by a beautiful bird (Emberiza
striolata), locally called tabib, or "the doctor."

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 883.

8. Same as doctor-fish. 9. pi. False or doc-
tored dice. [Old slang.]
Now, Sir, here is your true dice; a man seldom gets any-

thing by them ;
here is your false, Sir ; hey how they run !

Now, Sir, those we generally call doctors.

Sirs. Centlivre, Gamester, i.

Doctor Of philosophy, (a) In the German universities,
a degree corresponding to master of arts. (6) In Borne
American universities, a degree superior to that of mas-
ter of arts. Abbreviated Ph. D. See above, 2. Doctors'
Commons. See commons.

doctor (dok'tor), r. [= ML. doctorare, make or
become a doctor, confer the degree of doctor

on; from the noun. See doctor, .] I. trans.

1. To treat, as a doctor or physician ;
treat me-

dicinally; apply medicines for the cure of; ad-
minister medicine or medical treatment to: as,
to doctor a disease ; to doctor a patient. Hence

2. To repair; mend; patch up. [Colloq.]
3. To confer the degree of doctor upon. [Rare.]

I am taking it into serious deliberation whether I shall
or shall not be made a Doctor, and ... I begin to think
that no man who deliberates is likely to be Doctored.

Southey, Letters, III. 196.

Albertns Mugnus was thirty-five years of age before he
was doctored by the University of Paris in 1228.

Laurie, Universities, p. 218.

4. To disguise by mixture or manipulation;
especially, to alter for the purpose of decep-
tion ; give a false appearance to

;
adulterate

;

cook up; tamper with: as, to doctor wine or an
account. [Colloq. or slang.]
The Cross Keys . . . had doctored ale, an odour of bad

tobacco, and remarkably strong cheese.

Geori/e Eliot, Felix Holt, xxviii.

The news all came through Northern channels, and was
doctored by the government, which controlled the tele-

graph. //. Greeleij, in New York Independent, June, 1862.

II. intrans. 1. To practise physic. 2. To
receive medical treatment

;
take medicine : as,

to doctor for ague. [Colloq.]
doctoral (dok'to-ral), a. [Formerly also doctor-
all ; =F. doctoral= STp- doctoral= Pg. doutoral
= It. dottorale, < NL. 'doctornlis, < L. doctor,
doctor: see doctor.] Relating or pertaining to

tlie degree of doctor, or to the profession of a

teacher or doctor.
But Rabbi in Israel, and Tt;ib and Mm 1 in Babylon, be-

gan to be Doctoral titles about that time.

Purchax. Pilgrimage, p. 173.

Magisterial or doctoral nuthority and truth.

.Irr. Tail/or, Wnrks (ed. 1835). I. 311.

The dignity with which he [Nicias] wears the doctoral
fur renders his absurdities infinitely more grotesque.

Macaulay, -Machiavelli.



doctorally

doctorally (dok'to-ral-i), nilr. In tho manner
of a (li)ct(n-. lliil;nrill. [Rare.]
doctorate (dok'to-rat), n. [< F. doctoral = Sp.
doctoriitlo = PH. dniitoradri = It. dottorato = I).

ilni-liH-iiiit = Sw. iloctorat, < ML. doctoratux,

diictorsliip, doctorate. < L. doctor, a doctor: see
ilm-lur aim -ate3.] The degree of doctor.

I I hank you ... for your congratulations on my ad-
vancement Id tin- doctorate.

Bp. Hunt, To Warburton, Letters, ccvl.

According to Wood, in 1659 Nicolas Staughton, of Exe-
ter College, was admitted doctor l>oth of civil and canon
law; and it is not impossible that there were other at-

tempts to revive the canon law doctorate as an adjunct to

tlic degree in civil law.

StiMs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 330.

doctorate (dok'to-rat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dor-

toratctl, ppr. doctorating. [' doctor + -ate";

appar. with ref. to doctorate, .] To make a
doctor of; confer the degree of doctor upon.
ll'arton. [Bare.] Also doctorize.

Even after Salernum Imd a teacher of law it could not
doctorate in law. I^aurie, Universities, p. 123.

doctor-box (dok'tor-boks), . In dyeing, a

piece of copper attached to doctor-shears to

prevent the exposure of too much color to the

atmosphere: used for colors susceptible to

quick oxidation, such as pencil-blue.
There is less especial difficulty in printing pencil-blue

with the cylinder. Thousands of pieces are weekly printed
in America, and a considerable number here. The appa-
ratus used is a doctor-box.

W. Creates, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 483.

doctoress, doctress (dok'tor-es, -tres), n. A
female physician.
Should you say an ague were a fever, the doctore** would

have a shaking tit of laughter.
Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 47.

doctor-fish (dok' tor-fish), n. A fish of the ge-
nus Acantliurua: so called from the sharp and
glassy, lancet-like, movable spines with which
it is armed on each side of the tail, so that it

cannot be handled incautiously with impunity.
All the species, belong to the tropics. Also
called doctor, surgeon, surgeon-fish, barber-fish.

doctor-gum (dok'tor-gum), n. A South Amer-
ican gum of uncertain derivation, but usually
considered to be a product of Kiius Mctopium.
Also called lioa-fium.
doctorial (dok-to'ri-al), a. [< doctor + -in/.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of a doctor, pro-
fessor, or teacher.

His humour of sententiousness and doctorial stilts IB a
mask he delights in, but you ought to know him and not
he frightened by it. 6. Meredith, The Egoist, xxvil.

doctorization (dok"tq-ri-za'shon), n. [< doctor
+ -ise + -<wn.] The ceremony of investing
a candidate for the doctorate with the doctor's
hood.
doctorize (dok'tor-iz), r. t. [< doctor + -ize.]
Same as doctorate.

Lord Northampton and I were doctorized in due form.

Ticlcnor, W. II. Prescott.

doctorlyt(dok'tor-li), a. [< doctor + -iyl.] Of,

pertaining to, or like a learned man ; scholarly.
Rp. Hall.

electorship (dok'tor-ship), n. [ < doctor + -xliiji.]

The degree or raiik of a doctor; doctorate.

In one place of Cartwright's l>ook he spake of Whit-
gift's

"
bearing out himself, by the credit of his doctor-

sfti/i and deanery." Strype, Whitgift, an. 1573.

doctress, ". See doctoress.

doctrinaire (dok-tri-nar'), . and a. [= D.
doctrinnir = Dan. Sw. doktrinar, < F. 'doctri-

naire, < ML. 'doctrinarian, pertaining to doc-

trine, < L. doctrina, doctrine : see doctrine.']

1. n. 1. One who theorizes without a sufficient

regard to practical considerations; a political
theorist

;
an ideologist ;

one who undertakes to

explain things by one narrow theory or group of

theories, leaving out of view all other forces at
work.

He [Melbourne] said a doctrinaire was a fool, but an
honest man. Qreville, Memoirs, Sept. 25, 1834.

In our opinion, there is no more unsafe politician than
a conscientiously rigid doctrinaire, nothing more sure to
end in disaster than a theoretic scheme of policy that ad-
mits of no pliabilily for contingencies.

Lowell, study Windows, p. 160.

2. In French liixt., during the period of the Res-
toration (1815-30) and later, one of a class of

politicians and political philosophers who de-
sired a constitution constructed on historical

principles, especially after the analogy of tin-

British constitution. They ,-re opposed to absolu-
tism und to lv\Mliiti.>nar> Meas, anil were (le\ otcd to al>-

straot ilnctrines :unl theories rather th;ui tn practical poli
tics. Their .lii. i leader* \\civ It, .ycr-Collaitl and liui/ot.

II. (i. Characteristic of a doctrinaire or un-

practical theorist
; merely theoretical; insisting

1715

upon the exclusive importance of a one-sided

theory.
The whole scheme [of civil-service organization] of 1870

and 1S75 must be pronounced to have been a grave mis-

take : it IB doctrinaire, academical, and quite unsuited to

the practical requirement- >ii the public offices.

nineteenth Century, XX. 501.

In hiB [Justus Moser's] wayward and caustic style, he
often criticize! effectively the doctrinaire narrowness of

his contemporaries. Kncyc. Brit., XIX. 364.

doctrinal (dok'tri-nal). a. and n. [Formerly
also doctrinal/ ; = F". doctrinal = Sp. doctrinal

= Pg. doutrinal = It. dottrinate, < LL. doctrina-

lis, pertaining to doctrine, theoretical(ML. neut.

doctrinale, a book of doctrine), < L. doctrina,
doctrine: see doctrine.} L 1. Pertaining to

doctrine
; consisting of or characterized by doc-

trine
; relating or pertaining to fundamental

belief or instruction: as, doctrinal theology;
doctrinal soundness in religion, science, or poli-

tics; a doctrinal controversy.
There be four kinds of disputation, whereof the first is

called doctrinal, because it appertaineth to science. The
second is called dialectical, which belongeth to probable
opinion. Blundepille.

The doctrinal element IB not a thing independent,
purely theoretic, disconnected from the realities of life

and history. G. P. Fither, Begin, of Christianity, p. 3.

2. Serving for instruction or guidance ; having
the office or effect of teaching.
The word of God no otherwise serveth, than ... in the

nature of a doctrinal instrument. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Action is doctrinal, and teaches both art and virtue.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 39.

Doctrinal disputation. Sec diputation, 2.

II. TO. Something that is a part of doctrine ;

a tenet or article of belief.

Not such as assent to even' word in Scripture can be
said in doctrinaltt to deny Christ. South.

doctrinally (dok'tri-nal-i), adr. In a doctrinal

manner; in the form of doctrine; by way of

teaching or positive direction
;
as regards doc-

trine. Milton.

doctrinarian (dok-tri-na'ri-an), i. [< ML.
"dnctriiiarins (see doctrinaire) + -an.] A doc-

trinaire; a political theorist. J. H. Xewmau.
cloctrinarianism (dok-tri-na'ri-an-izm), n. [<
doctrinarian + -i,im.] The principles or prac-
tices of doctrinarians or doctrinaires ;

mere

theorizing or speculation, as opposed to prac-
tical principles ;

blind adhesion to one-sided
theories.

He [the student of Kussian civilization) will find the

most primitive institutions side by side with the latest

products of French doctrinarianixin, and the most child-

ish superstitions in close proximity with the most ad-
vanced free-thinking. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 82.

doctrine (dok'trin),. [< ME. doctrine, <. OF. doc-

trine, F. doctrine= Pr. Sp. doctrina = Pg. doutri-

na= It. dottrina= G. doctrin= Dan. Sw. doktrin
,

< L. doctrina, teaching, instruction, learning,
knowledge. < doctor, a teacher, < doccre, teach :

see doctor.] 1. In general, whatever is taught ;

whatever is laid down as true by an instructor
or master; hence, a principle or body of prin-

ciples relating to or connected with religion,
science, politics, or any department of know-
ledge ; anything held as true ; a tenet or set of
tenets: as, the doctrines of the gospel ; the doc-
trines of Plato

;
the doctrine of evolution.

If they learne pure and cleane doctryne. in youth, they
poure out plentye of good workes in age.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

That they may adorn the doctrine of Ood our Saviour in
all things. Tit 11. 10.

The New Testament contains not only all doctrine ne-

cessary to salvation, but necessary to moral teaching.
Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 294.

2f. The act of teaching ; instruction ; course of

discipline ; specifically, instruction and confir-

mation in the principles of religion.
For Seint Poul saith that al that writen Is

To oure doctrine it is iwrite ywis.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 622.

He shall be wel taught in curtesie and speche,
For suche doctrine schal hym lere and teche.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 77.

Tills art hath two several methods of doctrine, the one
by way of direction, the other by way of caution.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 223.

Doctrine of chances, s<>e probability. Doctrine of
correspondences. See correnpondence. Doctrine Of
cy-pres. See c<i-nre*. Doctrine of definite propor-
tions. *ce n'nuiir flfon/, under atomic. Doctrine Of
enumerated powers, see enumerate. Doctrine of
occasional causes. See necauianal. Monroe doctrine,
in American politics, the doctrine of the non-intervention
of European powers in matters relating to the American
continent. It received its name from statements con-
tained in Pre.-ident Monroe's animal message to Congress
in December. 1833, at the |>eriod of a suspected concert of

the iiuers in the Holy Alliance to interfere in Spanish
America in behalf of Spain. The following are the most

document

significant passages In the menage : "We could not vie*
an interposition for oppressing them |the Spanihli-Aineri
can republics] or controlling in any other manner their

destiny by any European power, in any other light than
as a manifestation of an unfriendly deposition toward tin

United states." ''The American continents should no

longer be subjects for any new European colonial settle-

ment."

The only thing which the Monroe Doctrine really con-

tains is the intimation on the part of tie i

a right to resist attempts of European Powers to alter

the constitutions of American communities.
O. P. Fither, Outlines of Universal Hist., p. 002.

= Syn. 1. Precept, Doctrine, Doyma, Tenet. Precept is a
rule of conduct, generally of some exactness, laid down by
Borne competent or authoritative person, and to be obeyed ;

it differs from the others in not being especially a matter
of belief. (See principle.) Doctrine is the only other of

these words referring to conduct, and in that meaning It

is biblical and obsolescent. In the Bible it refers ctiually
to teaching aa to the abstract truths and as to the duties

of religion : "In vain they do worship me, teaching for

doctrines the commandments of men." (Slat. xv. 9.) A>
distinguished from dogma and tenet, doctrine is a thing
taught by an individual, a school, a sect, etc.

,
while a doyina

is a specific doctrine formulated as the position of some
school, sect, etc., ami pressed for acceptance as iini>ortant

or essential. Dogma is foiling into disrepute as the word
for an opinion which one Is expected to accept on pure
authority and without investigation. Tenet is a belief

viewed as held, a doctrinal position taken and defended.
It is equally applicable to the beliefs of an individual and
of a number ;

it has no unfavorable sense.

Here [shall] patriot Truth her glorious precepts draw,
Pledged to religion, lilwrty, and law.

Story, Motto of Salem Register, Life of Story.

How the bold teacher's doctrine, sanctified

By truth, shall spread throughout the world dispersed.
H-ordmcorth, Wiclil

Dogma* and creeds concerning Christ have been built

up on texts taken from Paul's writings.
J. F. Clarice, Ideas of the A|K>stle Paul, p. 2B6.

His faith, perhaps, in some nice tenett might
Be wrong; Ills life, I'm sure, was in the right.

Cou'letj, Death of Crashaw.

document (dok'u-ment), n. [< ME. document,
< OF. document, F. document= Sp. Pg. It. docu-
mento = D. Dan. Sw. document = G. document,
< L. documentunt, a lesson, example, proof, in-

stance, ML. also an official or authoritative

paper, < L. doccre, teach : see docile, doctor.] If.

That which is taught; precept; teaching; in-

struction; direction; authoritative dogma.
For allc of tendre age

In ctlrtesye resseyve shulle document,
And vertues knowe, by this Mil content.

Babeet Boot (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.

If punishment were instantly and totally inflicted, it

would be but a sudden and single document.
Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1835), I. 815.

2. Strictly, a written or printed paper contain-

ing an authoritative record or statement of any
kind; more generally, any writing or publica-
tion that may bo used as a source of evidence
or information upon a particular subject or
class of subjects; specifically, in the law of evi-

dence, anything bearing a legible or significant

inscription or legend; anything that may be
read as communicating an idea (including thus
a tombstone, a seal, a coin, a sign-board, etc.,
as well as paper writings).

Saint Luke professes not to write as an eye-witness, but
to have investigated the original of every account which
he delivers : in other words, to have collected them from
such documents and testimonies as he . . . judged to be
authentic. Paley, Evidences, viii.

Document bill, a bill of exchange accompanied by a
document as collateral security, such as a bill of lading,

policy of insurance, or the like, of merchandise on its way
to market, given to a banker or broker in ret urn for an
advance of money. The bill is drawn against a part of

the estimated value of the goods covered by the collateral

security. Used especially of an Indian bill drawn on
London. Also called documentary eichanne. Public
document, one of the regular official publications of a

government, containing reports, statistics, etc. Often ab-

breviated jw&. doc.

document (dok'u-ment), r. *. [< document, .]

It. To teach with authority; instruct; school.

I am finely documented by mine own daughter.
Dryden, Don Sebastian, IT. 1.

What, you are documenting Miss Nancy, reading her a
Lecture upon the pinch'd Coif, I warrant ye.Mr*. Centlirre, Bold Stroke, ii.

2. To support by recorded evidence ; bring
evidence of; prove. Jamieson.

This city was so often destroyed, her monuments and
charters lost, that her original cannot well be documented.

Blue Blanket, p. 4.

Since the story (La Terre] cannot remain valuable as

literature, but must have other interest as a scientific

study, ... it seems a great pity it should not have been

fully documented. Harper'* Man., LXXVI. 642.

3. To furnish with documents; furnish with
instructions and proofs, or with papers neces-

sary to establish facts: as, a ship should be
documented according to the directions of law.

No state can exclude the properly documented subjects
of another friendly state, or send them away after they



document
have been once admitted, without definite reasons, which
must be submitted to the foreign government concerned.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 69.

There were 256 disasters to documented vessels.

The American, XII. 286.

documental (dok-u-men'tal), a. [< document
+ -al.] If. Pertaining to instruction. Dr.
H. More. 2. Same as documentary.
documentary (dok-u-men'ta-ri), a. Pertaining
to or derived from documents; consisting in

documents.
We have, through the whole, a well-ordered and docu-

mentary record of affairs. Tickiwr, Span. Lit., I. Ifi9.

Documentaryevidence. See emdewx. Documentary
exchange. Same as document bill (which see, under docu-

7nenf)T-3)ocumentary hypothesis, in Biblical criticism,
the hypothesis that the Pentateuch is composed of two or
more documents of which Moses or some later and un-
known author was the editor. See Elohistic, Jehovigtic.

documentationt (dok"u-men-ta'shgn), n. [<
ML. docitmentatio(n-), a reminding, < L. docu-

mentum, a lesson, example, warning, etc. : see

document.] Instruction; teaching.
"
I am to be closeted, and to be documentized," proceed-

ed he.
" Not another word of your documentations, dame

Selby ; I am not in a humour to hear them ; I will take my
own way." Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 157.

documentizet (dok'u-men-tiz), 11. [< document
+ -ize.] I. intrans. To be didactic.

II. trans. To instruct
;
admonish.

The Attorney-General . . . desired the wife would not
be so very busy, being, as he said, well documzntised,
meaning l)y this Whiteacre. HoyerXorth, Examen, p. 294.

dod1
(dod), v. t.-. pret. and pp. dodded, ppr. dod-

ding. [E. dial., < ME. aodden, cut off, lop,

shear; origin unknown. Hence dodded, dod-

dy1
.] To cut off; lop; shear.

Doddyn trees or herbys and other lyke, [L.] decomo,
capulo. Prompt. Pan., p. 125.

The more that he doddide the heeris [hairs], so mych
more thei wexen [grew]. Wyclif, 2 Ki. xiv. 26 (Oxf.).

dod2 (dod), n. [< Gael, dod, peevishness, a pet.
Hence doddy^.] A fit of ill humor or sullen-

ness. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
Your mother should na be egget on in her anger, when

she happens, poor body, to tak' the dods now and then.

Gait, The Entail, II. 143.

dod3 (dod), . [Origin obscure.] 1. The fox-
tail reed. [North. Eng.] 2. A shell. [Prov.
Eng.] 3. In tile-making, a
mold with an annular throat

through which clay is forced to

form drain-pipe.
dod*t (dod), v. t. [Same as dad2

,

beat, etc.: see dad".] To beat;
beat out.

Our husbandmen in Middlesex make a distinction be-
tween doddiny and threshing of wheat, the former being
only the beating out of the fullest and fairest grain, leav-

ing what is lean and lank to be threshed out afterwards.
Our comment may be said to have dodded the Sheriffes of
several Counties, insisting only on their most memorable
actions. Fuller, Worthies, xv.

dodaerst, . [A (Dutch) sailors' name; also
written dodaars, mod. D. as if "doodaars, <

dood, = E. dead, + aars = E. arse : see further
under dodo.'] Same as dodo. Bontius.

doddartt (dod
'

art), n. [Perhaps < dodl (in
reference to the stick) + -art, -ard.] The
game of hockey or shinny. See hockey.
dodded (dod'ed), p. a. [Pp. of dodl, cut off,

lop, shear: see doddy1
.] Being without horns,

as sheep or cattle
; polled. [Scotch.]

dodder1
(dod'er), re. [Early mod. E. also dod-

cr; < ME. doder, dodur, < AS. dodder, *doder =
MLG. doder, dodder,
late MHG. todter, G.
(totter = Dan. dodder
= Sw. dodra, dodder.

Perhaps connected,
with ref. to yellow-
ness, with AS. dy-
drin, *dydren = OS.
dodro = MLG. doder,
dodder, dudder =
OHG. totoro, tutaro,
MHG. toter, G. (with
D. d) dotter, dial, dot-
tern (cf. D. dojer),the
yolk of an egg.] The
common name of

plants of the genus
Cuscuta, a group of very slender, branched,
twining, leafless, yellowish or reddish annual
parasites, belonging to the natural order Con-
volvulacew. They are found on many kinds of herbs
and low shrubs. The seed germinates on the ground but
the young plant soon attaches itself to its host, from which
it derives all its nourishment. Some species have proved
very injurious to cultivated crops, especially to flax and
clover. See Cuscuta.
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dodder2 (dod'er), v. i. [Also E. dial, dadder,

equiv. to doddle, daddle^: see doddle, doddle^.]
To shake

;
tremble.

Eock'd by the blast, and cabin'd in the storm,
The sailor hugs thee to the doddering mast,
Of shipwreck negligent, while thou art kind.

Thomson, Sickness, iv.

doddered (dod'erd), a. [< dodder^ + -ed?.]

Overgrownwith dodder; covered with parasitic

plants.
The peasants were enjoined

Sere-wood, and firs, and doddered oaks to find.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii. 905.

dodder-grass (dod'er-gras), n. The quaking-
grass, Briza media: so called from the trem-

bling of its spikelets. Also called locally in

England doddering grass or doddle-grass, dod-

dering dickies orjockies, and dodderin' Nancy.
dodders (dod'erz), n. Same as malis.

dodder-seed (dod'er-sed), . A name gome-
times given to the seeds of Camelina sativa, oc-

casionally cultivated in Europe for their oil.

doddle (dod'l)', v.i.
; pret. and pp. doddled, ppr.

doddling. [So., = daddle^.] To toddle.

doddy1
(dod'i), n.

; pi. daddies (-iz). [Sc., also
written doddie, dim., equiv. to dodded, pp., <

dod1
,
cut off.] A cow without horns.

doddy2 (dod'i), o, [< dod2 + -1/1 ;
cf. Gael, do-

dach, pettish, < dod.] Ill-natured
; snappish.

Jamieson. [Scotch.]
I fancy dogs are like men. . . . Colley is as doddy and

crabbit to Watty as if he was its adversary.
(lalt, The Entail, I. 166.

doddypatet, n. See dodipate.
doddypollt, n. See dodipoll.
dodeca-. [< L. (NL.) dodeca-, < Gr. AMeica, poet.
(iwidf/ca, twelve, < Si'O, = E. two, + 6ina = E.
ten. Cf. E. twelve.] The first element in some
compounds of Greek origin, meaning

' twelve.'
Dodecactinise (d6"de-kak-tin'i-e), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. rfude/ca, twelve, + NL. Actinia.] A group
of polyps.

dodecadactylont (do
//

dek-a-dak'ti-lon), n.

[NL., < Gr. (!(i(5fKo, twelve, 4- rfo/trttf-of, finger.]
Same as dodecadactyhts.
dodecadactylust (d6"dek-a-dak'ti-lus), .

[NL., < Gr. <5<jrff/z, twelve, + (Wmvlof. a finger,

finger's breadth. See duodenum.] The duode-
num.
dodecagon (do-dek'a-gon), n. [< Gr. fw6eK&-

juvov, a dodecagon, < SuStna, twelve, + luvia.
angle.] A polygon having twelve sides and
twelve angles Regular dodecagon, one whose sides
are all equal and whose angles are all equal.

dodecagonal (do-de-kag'o-nal), a. [< dodeca-
gon + -ftl.] Having twelve 'sides and twelve
angles.

dodecagyn (do-dek'a-jiu), . [< NL. dodeca-
gynus, adj.: see dodecagynous.] Inbot., a plant
having twelve styles.

Dodecagynia (de"dek-a-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL.:
see dodecagynous.] The name given by Linnaeus
to the orders which in his system of plants have
twelve styles.

dpdecagynian (d6"dek-a-jin'i-an), a. Belong-
ing to the Linnean order Dodecagynia.
dodecagynous (do - de - kaj

'
i -

ims), a . [< NL.
dodecagynus, < Gr. SuStita, twelve, + j mi/, a fe-
male (in mod. bot. a style or pistil).] In bot. :

(a) Having twelve styles or pistils, (b) Same
as dodecagynian.
dodecahedral (d6"dek-a-he'dral), a. [< dode-
cahedron + -al.] Having the form of a do-
decahedron : as, the dodecahedral cleavage of
sphalerite. Also duodecahedral
dodecahedron (d6"dek-a-he'dron), . [= P.

dodecaedre, < NL. dodecahedron, < Gr. doStKa,
twelve, + edpa, a seat, base.] In geom., a solid

having twelve faces. Also duodecahedron.
Great dodecahedron, in geom., a regular solid each
lace of which has the same boundaries as five covertical

dodecasemic

hedron. It has 12 faces, 20 vertices, 30 edges, 5 edges per
face, and 3 edges per vertex. The succession of faces about
a vertex goes once round the vertex, while the succession
of vertices about a face goes twice round the center of the

face, and the center is quadruply inclosed. Ordinary
dodecahedron, in geum., a regular body, a species of

pentagonal dodecahedron. It has 12 faces, 20 vertices,
30 edges, 5 sides per face, and 3 sides per vertex. Its

surface is 20.64578 times the square of a side, its volume
7.663119 times the cube of a side. The ordinary dodeca-
hedron of geometry is an impossible form among crystals,
for its faces extended would cut the axes at distances from
the center having an irrational ratio to each other. The
form approximating most closely to it is the pentagonal
dodecahedron, or the pyritohedron, in which the faces
are five-sided, but not regular pentagons. Regular
dodecahedron, in geom., a dodecahedron whose faces
are all regular polygons, and whose vertices are all regu-
lar solid angles. There are in fact four such figures ; but
those which inclose the center more than once being com-
monly neglected, the term regular dodecahedron is used
for the ordinary dodecahedron. Rhombic dodecahe-

Rhombic Dodecahedron. Pentagonal Dodecahedron.

(iron, in crystal. ,
a solid contained by twelve similar faces,

each of which is a rhomb, the angle between any two
adjacent faces being 120. Small Stellated dodeca-

Lesser Dodder
( Cuscuta Efithy-

MMW).

Great Stellated Dodecahedron.

faces of an ordinary icosahedron. It has 12 faces 12 ver-
tices, 30 edges, 5 sides per face, and 5 sides per vertex.
The succession of faces about a vertex Inwraps the vertex
twice, the succession of vertices about a face incloses the
face once, and the center is triply inclosed. Great stel-
lated dodecahedron, in yeom. ,

a regular solid each face
of which is formed by stellating a face of the great dodeca-

Small Stellated Dodecahedron. Truncated Dodecahedron.

hedron, in geom., a solid formed by stellating each face
of the ordinary dodecahedron. It has 12 faces, 12 ver-

tices, 30 edges, 5 edges per face, and 5 edges per vertex.
The succession of faces about a vertex goes round the
vertex once, the succession of vertices around a face goes
round the center of the face twice, and the center of the
solid is twice inclosed. Truncated dodecahedron, a

dyocsetriacontahedron formed by cutting off the faces of
the regular dodecahedron parallel to those of the coaxial
icosahedron so as to leave the former decagons. It is one
of the thirteen Archimedean solids.

dodecamerous (do-de-kam'e-ms), a. [< Gr.

6u6eKa, twelve, + /if/xtf, part.] In bot., having
the parts of the flower in twelves. Also writ-
ten 12-merous.

dodecander (do-de-kan'der), n. [< dodecan-

drous, q. v.] In bot., a plant having twelve
stamens; one of the class Dodecandria.
Dodecandria (do-de-kan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL. :

see dodecandrous.] A Linnean class of plants
having twelve stamens, or any number from
twelve to nineteen inclusive, provided they do
not cohere by their filaments.

dodecandrian (do-de-kan'dri-an), a. Same as
dodecandrous.
dodecandrous (do-de-kan'drus), a. [< Gr. du-

6sxa, twelve, + avr/p (dv<!p-), a male (in mod.
bot. a stamen).]
Having twelve sta-

mens; belonging to
the class Dodecan-
dria.,

dodecapetalous
(do

" dek - a - pet
'
a-

lus), a.
['<!

Gr. <5<i-

(Sf/ta, twelve, + nt-

TOMV, a leaf (in
mod. bot. a petal).]
In bot., having
twelve petals ;

hav-

ing a corolla con-

sisting of twelve

parts.

dodecarchy (do'de-kiir-ki), n. [< Gr. 6v6cK.a,

twelve, + -apxia, < apxtiv, rule.] Government
by twelve chiefs or kings. [Bare.]
The so-called Dodecarchy, or "government of the

twelve
"
petty kings, appears now in an interregnum of

the Dynasties. a. S. Osbom, Ancient Egypt, p. 95.

dodecasemic (do'
i

'dek-a-se'mik), a. [< Gr. tiaot-

f&otftiot, of twelve times, < 66>Seita, twelve, +
ntj/idov, a sign, mark, mora, < aijfja, a sign, mark.]
In pros., consisting of twelve inoras or units of
time

; having a magnitude of twelve normal
shorts : as. u ilin/iciintimic foot (for instance, the
trochee semantus). An Ionic dipody. a dactylic or
an anap*tlc trinody, a trochaic or an iambic tetrapody,
is dadeauemic.

Dodecandrous Plant (Common House-
leek ).



dodecastyle

dodecastyle (do'dek-u-stil), a. and H. [< Gr.

iturStKH, twelve, + nrii'Mf, a column: see /rfyte
2
.]

1. a. In iti'fl/., havine; twelve columnH in front:
said of a portico, ((..

II. a. A portico having twelve columns in

Trout.

dodecasyllabic (d6*dek-a-si-lab'ik), a. [< do-

i/iriixi/l/iib-le + -c.] Containing twelve syl-
Inliles.

dodecasyllable (do'dek-a-sira-bl), . [< Gr.

AuAcKa, twelve, + av^\afiri, a syllable : see syl-

lable.] A word of twelve syllables.
dodecatemorion (do'dek-a-te-mo'ri-on), n.

[LL., < Gr. AuScKaT}ju6ptov, a twelfth part, < 6u-

SfKaroc, twelfth (< iuotKa, twelve), -r /i6ptov, a

part.] A twelfth part. [Rare.]
dodecatemory (doMek-a-tem'6-ri), n. [< LL.
dodecatemorion, < Gr. 6udeKani/i6pun>: see dodeca-

tcinorimi.] A twelfth part: a terra formerly
sometimes used for a sign of the zodiac, as

being the twelfth part of a circle.

Dodecatheon (do-de-kath'e-on), . [NL.,< L.

<lo(lecatheo>i, an herb, so called after tne twelve
greater gods, < Gr. e!<Meica, twelve, + feiif, a

god.] A North American genus of primula-
ceous plants, much resembling the cyclamen
of Europe. They are smooth perennials, with a rosette
nf radical leaves ainl an upright scape hearing an umbel of
handsome purple or white nodding flowers. The more
common eastern species, 1). Meadia, la known as nhimtin;/-
stnr. Tliero are several other very similar species of the
western coast, from California to Alaska,

dodecuplet (do-dek'u-plet), . [< Gr. iMena,
twelve, + -u-ple, as in quintuple, octuple, etc.,
4- -et. Cf. octuplet.] In music, a group of twelve
notes to be performed in the time of eight.
dodge (doj), v.

; pret. and pp. dodyed, ppr. dodg-
ing. [First recorded in early mod. E.

; perhaps
(the term, -ye being appar. due to a ME. form
"dodieit, *dodycn; of. soldier, pron. sol 'jer) con-
nected with So. ilml, jog, North. E. dad, shake,
whence the freq. forms dodder, doddle, dadder,
daddle; cf. didder, diddle!.] I. intrans. 1. To
start suddenly aside

;
shift place by a sudden

start, as to evade a blow or escape observation.
As I am an old fox-hunter, I should have turned and

dml'icd, and have played them a thousand tricks they
had never seen in their lives hefore.

Addimn, Sir Roger at the Play.

2. To shift about; move cautiously, as in

avoiding discovery, or in following and watch-
ing another's movements : as, he dodged along
byways and hedges ;

the Indians dodged from
tree to tree.

For he had, any time this ten years full,

Dodged with him, hetwixt Cambridge and the Bull.

Milltm, Ep. Hohson, i.

3f. To play tricks ; be evasive
; play fast and

loose
;
raise expectations and disappoint them ;

quibble.
Now I must

To the young man semi humble treaties, dodge
And palter in the shifts of lowness.

Shak., A. and C., ill. 9.

You know my passion for Martha, and what a dance
she hits led me ; she dodged with me above thirty years.

Addison.

4. To jog; walk in a slow, listless, or clumsy
manner. [Colloq., North. Eug.]

II. trans. 1. To evade by a sudden shift of

place, or by trick or device
; escape by starting

aside, or by baffling or roundabout movements:
as, to dodge a blow

;
to dodge a pursuer or a

creditor
;
to dodge u perplexing question.
A speck, a mist, a shape, I wist !

And still it near d and near'd :

As if it iliiil'ii'it u water-sprite,
It plunged, and tacked, and veered.

Culrridge, Ancient Mariner, iii.

It might have begun otherwise or elsewhere, but war
was in the minds and bones of the combatants, it was
written on the iron leaf, and you might as easily dodge
Kttu'itution, /;//,. /-.urn, Emancipation Proelamati.ni.

2. To play fast and loose with; baffle by shifts
and pretexts ;

trick. [Colloq.]
He dodged me with a long and loose account.

/'< mtitxim, Sea Dreams.
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A scurvy haggler, a lousy dmli/er, or a cruel extortioner.

i ;,i,/, ,1,.
.

Tie had a rather tlighty and dissolute mode of convers-

ing, and furthermore avowed that among hts intimate
friends he was . . . known by the sobriquet of "The Art-

fill Dodger." Diekent, Oliver Twist, viii.

2. A small handbill distributed in the streets

or other public places. [U. 8.]
A number of printed dodgert were distributed in differ-

ent parts of the city, and also jiosted on the doors of all

houses occupied by the Chinese.

J'hiladelj'hia Tiiiift, Sept. 28, 1886.

3. Same as corn-dodger, [U. 8.]

dodgery (doj'er-i), . [< dodge + -ery.] Trick-

ery ; a trick.

When he had put this dodgery upon those that gaped
for the vacancy, it was a feast of laughter to him.

Bp. llacket, Aim. Williams, p. 98.

dodgilyt (doj'i-li), adv. [< dodgy + -lyt.] Art-

fully ; cunningly.
The Ewercr strains water Into his basins, on the up|>er

one of which is a towel folded dodyily.
Babeet Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 323, note.

dodgy (doj'i), a. [< dodge + -yl.] Disposed to

dodge ; evasive ; artful
; cunning.

dodipatet, doddypatet (dod'i-pat), n. [< ME.
(ludi/pate, equiv. to dodipoll, both meaning
'dodded' (i. e., shaven) head, in contemptuous
reference to the priestly tonsure; < rforfl, ME.
dodden, shear, shave, -I- pate.] Same as dodi-

poll.

dodipoll, doddypoll (dod'i-pol), n. [Also writ-
ten dodipole, doddipole, doddypolc, dottipolt,
ME. dottypol, equiv. to dodipate, q. v. ; < rforf1 ,

ME. dodden, shear, shave, + poll, head.] A
stupid person ; a thickhead.

Rome will say, our curate is naught, an asse-head, a dotli-

poU. Latiiner, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI.

This Noah was laughed to scorn ; they, like dodipoltH,
laughed this godly father to scorn.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

dodkin (dod'kin), n. [Also written dotlciti;

var. of doitkin: see doitkin.~\ See doitkin.

dodinant (dod'man), n. [Early mod. E.
; origin

obscure. Also called hodmandod, q. v.] 1.

An animal that casts its she.ll, like the lobster
and crab.
A sely dodman crepe. Bp. Dale, Kynge .lohan, p. 7.

2. A shell-snail.

dodo (do'do), n. [< Pg. doudo, a dodo, < dovtln,

doido, a simpleton, a fool, < doudo, doido, adj.,

simple, foolish. According to Diez, this word,
which is unknown in Spanish, came from Eng-
land (t): E. dial. (Devon) dold, stupid, con-
fused : see dolt. Cf. booby, a bin! so named for
a similar reason. The bird was also named by
the Dutch (1) walgh-vogel, now walg^vogel, lit.

'nauseous bird'; also (2) dod-acrs, lit. 'dead-

arse,' "propter foedam posterioris partis cras-
sitiem" (note dated 1626), or because of some
resemblance to the dabchick or little grebe,
which was also so called ; also (3) dronte ( > Dan.
dronte = 8w. dront); origin unknown. The
NL. name is didus, 8p. dido : see Ztds.] A
recently extinct bird of Mauritius, Didus inej>-

dodge (<loj), ii. [< dodge, .] A shifty or ingen-
ious trick

;
an artifice

;
an evasion.

Smile, ulm ha\v 1 1.1-1 for good living, have many harm-
less arts, by which they improve their banquet, and iiino-

MntdMM*, if we may bi' permitted to DM an excellent
phrase that lias boooOM vernacular since the appearance
of the last dictionaries. IvCutaray.

In the friction of competition, expedients which their
successful deliver thinks fair enough may become dotliffg
in the eyes of his fellows, who had not happened to think
of them.

.In A. /.',,, !*, s,,menus ,,f some Continents, p. 84.

dodger (doj'iV), H. [< dodge + --l.] 1. One
who doilgrs or <>v:i<le.s

; one who practises artful
shifts or dodges.

Uodo (DMus iftfftHs;.

From a painting in the Belvedere. Vienna.

tun, the type of the family Dididtt and suborder
IHdi, now usually assigned to the order Columbic.
The dodo was living in Mauritius on the discovery of that
island by the Portuguese under Mascarenhas in the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century, and it 1s known to have
survived until July, 1681. Knowledge of -the bird was
for some time confined to the quaint and often question-
able narratives of voyagers, certain pictures, mostly by
Dutch artists, and a few fragmentary remains. In 1866
bones in abundance were found, and the osseous structure
has been described in detail. The dodo was a massive,
clumsy, flightless, and defenseless bird, about as large as
a swan, covered with downy feathers, with a very stout
hooked bill, short strong legs, short tail, and wings too
small for flight; so that it soon suceumlwd under the
new conditions which the occupation of the island intro-

duced, its extinction being probably due a- much to the
animals which man introduced as to the human invaders
of the island. The solitaire (Fezophaps soiitarius) of Rod-
riguez, an island of the same group, was similar to the
dodo, but sutVicicntly distinct to i>e placed in a different

genus. (See mlitaire.) The neighlwring island of Reunion
or Bourbou also had a dodo, in all probability a third kind.

does

You shall receue ... a strange fowlc : which I had at
the Hand Mauritius called by y Portingalls a Do Do:
which for the rareness thereof I hope wilbe welcome to

you. Kmanufl Altham, letter written In 1688.

(This U the earliest known English mention of the bird. J

The Dodo comes first to a description : hero and in Dygar-
mis [Rodriguez] (and no where else, that I ever could see
or hearo of) is generated the Doda (a Portuguize name it

U, and has reference to her simpleness), a Bird which for

shape and rareness might be call'd a i'liu-nix (wer 't In

Arabia). Sir T. Herbert, Travels (ed. 1S88).

Dodonaean (do-do-ne'an), a. [< L. Dodoiueut,
< Dodona, < Or. Audvivv, Dodona.] Of or per-
taining to the ancient town of Dodona, beneath
Mount Tomarus in Epirus, and to the famed
sanctuary and oracle of Zeus (Jupiter) seated
in a grove of oaks at that place. The oracle was
one of the most ancient of the Greeks, and ranked with
those of Delphi in Greece and of Zeus Ammon In Libya
as one of the three in highest repute. Recent excavations
on the site have brought to light a rich collection of works
of art, particularly of small bronzes, and a large number
of Inscriptions, many of them on leaden plates. Also
written Dodoiuiian, Dodoliian.

The wreath of wild olive distinguishes the Olympian
from the Dodaiuean Jupiter, who has the crown of oak-
leaves. C. 0. MuUer, Manual of Arducol. (trans.), 1 350.

It is in the great prayer, where Achilles addresses Zeus
as Dodtmaian and Pelasgic.

Contemjiorary Rev., LIII. 186.

dodrans (do'dranz), n. [L., contr. of 'dequa-
drans, three fourths, lit. less one fourth, < de,

away, + quadrans, a fourth: see quadrant.]
1. In Rom. metrology, three fourths; especially,
three fourths of a Roman foot, equal to 8.73

English inches. 2. An ancient Roman coin.

dodnun (dod'rum), n. [Sc. Cf. rforf2.] A
whim

;
a crotchet. Jamieson.

Ne'er fash your head wi' your father's dodnun*.
Oalt, The Entail, III. 21.

doe 1
(do), . [< ME. doo, do, earlier da, < AS.

da, (once, glossing L. "damma vel dammula")
= Dan. daa, in comp. daa-dyr (dijr = E. deer),

deer, fallow deer, daa-liind (hind = E. hind),
doe, daa-hjort (lijort = E. hart), buck, daa-kalv

(kalv = E. calf), fawn, = Sw. doj-, in comp.
oof-hind, a doe, dof-hjort, a buck, = OHG. tamo,
ddmo, MHG. tame, G. dam-, in comp. dam-bock
(bock= E. buck), dam-hirsch (hirnch = E. hart),
dam-thier (thier = E. deer), dain-irild, dann-,
tttnn-wild (wild= E. iri/rf), a deer, = F. daim, m.,
deer, daine, {., doe, = Pr. dam = Sp. dama =
It. daino, m., daina, f., damma, t., \ L. dama,
damma, (f., used also as m.), a deer, prob. con-
7iected with domare = E. tame, q. v. The AS.,
Scand., and mod. G. forms are variously altered
from the normal form in their derivation from
the L. dama. The native AS. word is hind:
see Ai'wd1 .] 1. The female of the deer (the
feminine corresponding to buck) and of most
antelopes.

There might men does ami roes yse,
And of squyrels ful gret plente.

Ham. of the Rose, 1. 1401.

It was a stag, a stag of ten,

Hearing his branches sturdily ; . . .

It was there he met with a wounded doe,
She was bleeding deathfully.

Scott, L. of the L., Iv. 25.

2. The female of the hare or rabbit,

doe'-'t, ". and H. An obsolete spelling of do 1
.

doe3 (do), n. [Sc.; origin obscure.] The
wooden ball used in the game of shinty. Also
called lifnc i.

doe-bird, . See dough-bird.
Doedicurus (de-di-ku'rus), . [NL., prop. *Dee-

dycurus, < Gr. Aoiivf (Aoiivx-), a pestle, + ovpa,

tail.] A genus of glvptodons or fossil arma-
dillos, having only three digits on the fore
feet and four on the hind. JO. giganteuy is the

typical species, from the Pleistocene of South
America. Burmeister, 1875.

doer (do'er), . [< ME. doer, doere, < AS. doere,
< don, do: see do1 .] 1. One who does some-
thing ; one who performs or executes ; an effi-

cient actor or agent.
If we should now excommunicate all such wicked doert,

tli- ie would be much ado in England.
Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

The doert of the law shall bo justified. Rom. ii. 13.

Tut, tut, my lord, we will not stand to prate :

Talkers are no good doen. Shak., Rich. III., I. S.

Thy story I'll have written, and in gold too,
In prose and verse, and by the ablest doert.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, Iv. 2.

Specifically 2. In Scots law, an agent or at-

torney.
does (duz). [Early mod. E. also dooeg, do's, <
M !',. ilos, dug, commonlv doth, deth : see do1 , p.]
The third person singular of the present indica-
tive of the verb do. See do1

.



doeskin

doeskin (do'skin), n. 1. The skin of a doe.

2. A very close and compact woolen cloth,

smoothly finished on the face, made for wear-

ing-apparel, especially for men.
doff (dof), v. [Early mod. E. also doffe; in 17th

century sometimes printed d'off; <TME. doffe,

orig., in impv. (in which form the word first

appears) dof, contr. of do of, inf. don of, put
off : see do and off. Cf . don, dout, dup. Cf . E.

dial, gmtf (for *goff), contr. of go off.'] I. trans.

1. To put or take off, as dress, or any article

of dress, especially the hat or cap.
Then to her he did doffe his cap.

Jitiin Hood and the Tanners Daughter (Child's Ballads,
[V. 335).

You have deceiv'd our trust,
And made us doffowe easy robes of peace.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

Heaven's king who doffs himself our flesh to wear.
Crashaw.

Would I could doff my royal robes, and be
One of the people who are ruled by me.

R. a. Stoddard, King's Bell.

2f. To strip ;
uncover

; lay bare. 3f. To put
or drive off; thrust aside or away.

Every day thou doff'st {daff'st or daffest in most editions]
me with some device. Shak., Othello, iv. 2.

With their tails do sweep
The dewy grass, to do/ the simpler sheep.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

4. To throw, as something taken off or re-

jected ; put or thrust so as to be out of the way.
[Rare.]
This need for a special organ, not included within the

range of sensible Experience, is doffed aside.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., III.

[vii. 84.

5. In textile manuf. : (a) To strip off, as cotton
or wool for spinning from the cards or carding-

cylinder, etc. (see doffer); also, to remove or

take away, as full bobbins, to make way for

empty ones. (6) To mend or piece together,
as broken threads.

II. intrans. To remove the hat from the head
in salutation.

And feeding high, and living soft,
Grew plump and able-bodied;

Until the grave churchwarden doff'd,
The parson smirk'd and nodded.

Tennyson, The Goose.

doffer (dof'er), n. One who or that which doffs
;

specifically, a revolving cylinder in a carding-
raachine, which doffs or strips off the cotton
from the cards. See cut under carding-machine.
The do/ers, who refused to pack yarn, are still making

trouble.
Strike of American Linen Co., New York Evening Post,

[March 1, 1888.

doflmg-cylinder (dof'ing-siHin-der), . A
carded cylinder in a carding-machine for remov-
ing fibers from the teeth of the main cylinder.

dofimg-knife (dof'ing-nif)
(

n. In a carding-
machine, a steel blade with a finely toothed

edge, which is reciprocated by a crank tan-

gentially to the teeth of the doffer, for the pur-
pose of taking off from it the carded wool
which is collected into a sliver.

dog (dog or d6g), . [Early mod. E. also dogg,
dogge; < ME. dog, dogge, < AS. docga (found
only once, in a gloss, in gen. pi. docgena) =
MD. dogge, D. dog = LG. dogge, > G. dogge,
dial, dog, docke = Sw. dogg = Dan. dogge, a
dog, mastiff; cf. (from LG. or E.) OP. and F.

dogue = Sp. dogo = Pg. dogo, dogue = It. dogo,
a mastiff, bulldog; origin unknown. The gen-
eral Teut. and Indo-European name for the

dog appears in hound, q. v. Hence in comp.
bandog, bulldog, etc.] 1. A quadruped of the

genus Canis, C. familiaris. The origin of the dog is

a question most difficult of solution. Some think the breed
is derived from the wolf, others affirm it to be from a
familiarized jackal ; all agree that no trace of it is to be
found in a primitive state, the dhole of India and the dingo
of Australia being wild descendants from domesticated
ancestors. The view now generally taken by naturalists
is that the dog is neither a species, in the zoological sense,
nor even the descendant of any one species modified by
domestication, but that the dogs of different parts of the
world have a correspondingly various ancestry, from dif-

ferent wild species of the genus Canis, as wolves, foxes,
and jackals. This view is supported not only by the enor-
mous differences between dogs, but also by the readiness
with which nearly all dogs cross with their wild relatives

;

and, accordingly, the name Canis familiaris is a conven-
tional rather than a proper zoological designation of the
dog as a species. No satisfactory classification of the differ-
ent kinds of dogs has been arrived at, what some natural-
ists regard as types being regarded by others as mere mon-
grels. An old classification grouped dogs in three classes,
the Celeres, Sagaces, and Pugnaces. Colonel Hamilton
Hniith groups the domestic dog into six sections : (1) the
wolf-dogs, including the Siberian, Eskimo, Newfoundland,
Great St. Bernard, sheep-dog, etc. ; (2) watch- and cattle-

dogs, including the German boar-hound, Danish dog, dog of
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the North American Indians, etc. ; (3) the greyhounds, as

the different kinds of greyhound, Irish hound, lurcher,

Egyptian street-dog, etc. ; (4) the houm.ls, as the blood-

hound, staghound, foxhound, harrier, beagle, pointer, set-

ter, spaniel, springer, cocker, Blenheim dog, poodle, etc. ;

(5) the curs, including the terrier and its allies ; () the

mastiffs, including the different kinds of mastiff, bulldog,

pug-dog, etc. All these are artificial varieties, having com-

paratively little stability, their distinctive characters be-

ing soon lost by reversion to a more generalized type if they
are left to interbreed. This tendency to reversion requires
to be constantly counteracted by "artificial selection" at

the hands of breeders, in order that the several strains

may be kept pure, and their peculiarities be perpetuated

along the desired lines of specialization. The best-bred

dogs, of whatever kind, are those furthest removed from
an original or common type of structure. The differences

between dogs of all kinds are vastly greater than those

found among individuals of any species in a state of na-

ture ; so great that, were they not known to be artificial,

the dog would represent several different genera of the

family Canidce in ordinary zoological classification. In

fact, some genera, based upon actual and constant differ-

ences in the dental formula, have been named in order to

signalize certain structural modifications which are found
to exist, affording an example of the evolution of generic
characters as well as of specific differences. These varia-

tions extend not only to size and general configuration,
character of the pelage, and other outward features, but
also to positive osteological and dental peculiarities, more
marked probably than those of any other domesticated
animals. The corresponding physiological and psycho-
logical differences are equally decided, as witnessed in

the dispositions and temperaments of dogs, their compara-
tive docility, intelligence, etc., and consequently the uses

to whicli they are or may be put. In the matter of size

alone, for example, some toy dogs are tiny enough to stand

easily on one of the fore paws of a large dog. Throughout
the endless varieties, however, the influence of heredity
is witnessed in the readiness with which dogs interbreed

with one another, and cross with wolves, foxes, and jack-

als, bearing fertile progeny in all cases, and the readiness

with which they revert to the wild state of their several

ancestors. See the names of the several breeds. See also

Canidai and Canis.

dog

ing a log in a saw-pit or on the carriage of a saw-mill, (f)

Any part of a machine acting as a claw or clutch, as the

carrier of a lathe, or an adjustable stop to change the mo-
tion of a machine-tool. (/) pi. The set-screws which ad-

just the bed-tool of a punching.press. (<j) A grappling-iron
which lifts the monkey or hammer of a pile-driver. (A) A
click or pallet to restrain the back-action of a ratchet-

wheel by engaging the teeth ; a pawl, (t) pi. In nhip-build-

ing, the final supports which are knocked aside when a
ship is launched ; a dogshore. (j) In a lock, a tooth, pro-

jection, tusk, or jag which acts as a detent, (k) A grab
used to grasp well-tubes or -tools, to withdraw them from
bored, drilled, or driven wells. (I) pi. Nippers used in

wire-drawing. They resemble carpenters' strong pincers
or pliers, and are sometimes closed by a sliding ring at the

end of the strap or chain which slides down the handles of

the nippers. A dog's age. a comparatively long time;
as, I haven't seen him in a dog's age. [Colloq.] A dog's
death, a humiliating or disgraceful death, such as is In-

flicted upon a worthless or dangerous dog.

Let neither my father nor mother get wit
This dog's death I'm to die.

The Queen's Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 119).

A hair of the dog that bit him. See hairi. Burrow-
ing dog, the prairie-wolf or coyote, Cani* latranx. Cur-
tal dog. See curtal. Dalmatian dog, the coach-dog ;

an artificial breed of dogs, resembling the pointer in form
and stature, but white in color, profusely spotted with
black. It is trained to run under a vehicle, and is kept
mainly as an appendage to an equipage, having little

sagacity, and being practically worthless for other pur-

Now is a dogge also dere that in a dych lygges.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1792.

Many pretty ridiculous aspersions are cast vpon dogyeis,

so that it would make a dogge laugh to heare and vnder-
stand them : as, I haue heard a man say, I am as hot as a

dogge, or, as cold as a dogge ; I sweat like a dogge (when
indeed a dogge never sweats) ; as drunke as a dogge ; nee
swore like a dogge; and one told a man once that nis wife

was not to be beleev'd, for shee would lye like a dogge.
John Taylor, The Worlde Bunnes on Wheeles (Works,

[1630), p. 232.

He asks no angel's wings, no seraph's fire ;

But thinks, admitted to that equal sky,
His faithful dog shall bear him company.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 112.

2. In distinguishing sex, a male dog, as op-
posed to bitch; hence sometimes used in com-

position for the male of other animals, as in

dog-fox, dog-ape. 3. pi. Canine quadrupeds in

general; the family Canida; (which see). 4.

The prairie-dog. [Colloq., western U. S.]
5. The dogfish. [Local, Eng.] 6. A mean,
worthless fellow; a currish or sneaking scoun-
drel : applied in reproach or contempt.
A ! dogg ! the deuyll the drowne ! York Plays, p. 82.

Whoever saw the like? what men have I?

Dogs .' cowards ! dastards ! I would ne'er have fled,
But that they left me midst my enemies.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 2.

7. A gay or rakish man, especially if young; a

sport or gallant: applied, usually with an epi-
thet (young, imjmdent, etc.), in mild or humor-
ous reprobation.

I love the young dogs of this age. Johnson, in Boswell.

Here, sir, I give my daughter to you, who are the most
impudent dog I ever saw in my life.

Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 4.

8. In astron.: (a) [cap.'] One of two ancient
constellations lying south of the zodiac, known
as Canis Major and Cams Minor. See Canis.

(b) The dog-star.
The burnt air, when the Dog reigns, is not fouler
Thau thy contagious name.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

9. A name of various mechanical devices,
tools, and pieces of machinery, (a) pi. Andirons:
specifically called Jire-dogs.

Dogs for andirons is still current in New England, and
in Walter de Biblesworth I find chiens glossed in the mar-
gin by andirons. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

(6) Same as dog-head, 1. (c) A sort of iron hook or bar,
with one or more sharp fangs or claws at one end, which

i

a. Bench-dog. *. Ring- or Span-dogs, c. Sling-dogs.

may be fastened into a piece of wood or other heavy ar-

ticle, for the purpose of moving it : used with various spe-
cific prefixes. See cut. (d) An iron with fangs for fasten-

let another use it, or who from mere perversity stands in

the way of the interest or enjoyment of another without

benefiting himself : referring to the fable of an ill-natured

dog which, stationing himself in a horse's manger, will

not let the horse eat the food in it, although he cannot
eat it himself. Dog to or for the bowt, a dog used in

shooting. Such dogs, being well trained and obedient,
were taken to typify humble or subservient people. Davies.

And eek to Januarie he gooth as lowe
As evere dide a dogge for the bowe.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 770.

Eskimo dog, one of a breed of dogs extensively spread
over the northern regions of America and of eastern Asia.

It is rather heavier than the English pointer, but appears
smaller on account of the shortness of its legs. It has

oblique eyes, an elongated muzzle, and a bushy tail, which
characteristics give it a wolfish appearance. The color is

generally a deep dun, obscurely barred and patched with
a darker color. It is the only beast of burden in arctic lati-

tudes, and with a team of such dogs attached to his sledge
the Eskimo can travel 60 miles a day for several successive

days. Field-dog, a dog used for the pursuit of game in

the field. In the United States the term is commonly ap-
plied to pointers and setters. Hunting-dog, (a) A dog^
used for hunting, (b) The painted hyena or cynhyene.
See Lycaon. Maltese dog, a very small kind of spaniel
with long silky hair, generally white, and with a round
muzzle. Newfoundland dog, a fine variety of the dog,
supposed to be derived from Newfoundland, where it is em-

ployed in drawing sledges and little carnages laden with

wood, fish, or other commodities. There are several vane-
ties of this dog, the principal being a very large breed with
broad muzzle, head carried well up, noble expression, wav-

ing or curly hair, thick and bushy curled tail, black and
white color. Another breed is smaller and almost entire-

ly black. Some breeds seem to be crossed with hounds,
mastiffs, etc. The Newfoundland dog is remarkable for

its sagacity, patience, and good nature, and for its affec-

tion for its master. No dog excels it as a water-dog, its

broad half-webbed paws making it an excellent and pow-
erful swimmer. Pouched dog, a marsupial, the thyla-
cine dasyure of Tasmania. See hyena, 2, and zebra-wolf.

Prairie dog. see prairie-dog. to rain cats and
dogs. See c(i. To the dogs, to waste, ruin, perdition,
etc.: used with give, go, send, throw, etc.

Give not that which is holy unto the dogs. Mat vii. 6.

Throw physic to the dogs, I'll none of it.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3.

If that mischievous Ate
1

that has engaged the two most
mighty monarchs in the world in a bloody war were sent

to her place, i. e.
,
to the dogs.

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 266.

dog (dog or dog), c. t.
; pret. and pp. dogged, ppr.

dogging, fEarly mod. E. dogge; < dog, .] 1.

To follow like a dog; follow with or as with

dogs, as in hunting with dogs; hunt; follow

pertinaciously or maliciously ; keep at the heels

of; worry with importunity: as, to dog deer; to

dog a person's footsteps.

We'll dog you, we'll follow you afar off.

B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 2.

I have been pursued, dogged, and waylaid. Pope.

On your crests sit fear and shame,
And foul suspicion dog your name.

Scott, Kokeby, ii. 25.

This it is to dog the fashion : i.e.. to follow the fashion

at a distance, as 'a dog follows the heels of his master.

H'halley, Note to B. Jonson's Every Man out of his

[Humour, iv. 6.

2. To fasten, as a log by means of a dog (see

dog, n., 9 (d)), for sawing.
When the log reached the carriage it was dogged, not

with the old-fashioned lever dog driven by a mallet, but

by the simple movement of a lever.

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 346.

It has novel features of construction, and is particular-

ly intended for dogging small tapering logs.
Sci. Amer., N. 8., LV1. 170.



dog

3. Nant., to grip, as a rope, to a spar or cable
so that the parts hind on each other, to prevent
slipping, and causing it to cling.

dogal (do'gal), a. [< ML. tt<H/fil<g, var. (after It.

done, doge:" soo <&/<) of ilncalin, ducal: see du-

cal.] Belonging or pertaining to a doge. Mill-

Illl/IXt .

dogana (do-ga'na), n. [It., = P. douane, cus-

toms, a custom-house : see iloiume, divan.] A
custom-house.

dog-and-chain (dog'and-chan'), n. In coal-min-

ini/, a bent lover with a chain attached, by means
of which props are withdrawn from the goaf
without endangering the safety of the miner.

dog-ape (dog'ap), n. A male ape.
If ever I thank any man, I'll thank you ; but that they

call compliment is like the encounter of two dog-apes.
Shak., As you Like ft, il. 5.

dogaressa (do-ga-res'a), n. [It., fern. < doge,
doge.] The wife of a doge.

Baa-reliefs of the doge and the dogaressa kneeling at
the feet of the enthroned Christ.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 205.

dogate (do'gat), n. [= F. dogat = It. dogato,
< ML. tluciiiiiH. docatus, a duchy : see ducat,

duchy.'] The office or dignity of a doge. Also
written dogeate. E. D.

dogbane, . See dog's-bane.
dog-bee (dog' be), n. 1. A drone or male bee.

2. A fly troublesome to dogs.

dog-belt (dog'belt), n. In
coal-mining^ a strong

broad belt of leather to which a chain is attach-

ed, passing between the legs of the men draw-

ing dans or sledges in the low works. [Eng.]
dogberry (dog'ber'i), n.

; pi. dogberries (-iz).
1 . The berry of the dogwood, Cormts sanguined.

2. In Nova Scotia, the mountain-ash, I'yrus
Americana.

dogberry-tree (dog'ber'i-tre), . 1. The dog-
wood. 2. In the United States, the choke-

berry, Pyrus arbutifolia.

dog-biscuit (dog'bis'kit), . A kind of biscuit
made with scraps of meat, for feeding dogs.
dogblow (dog'blo), n. In Nova Scotia, the ox-

eye daisy, Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum.
dog-boltt (dog'bolt), n. [Appar. < dog + bolt

(obscure) ;
a vague term of contempt. There

is no basis of fact for the fanciful explanation
of the word as "a corruption of AS. dolgbote
[meaning dolgbot, compensation for a wound]

dolg, a wound, andftote [meaning bot], recom-

pense ; hence, a pettifogger who first provoked
an assault and then sued for damages there-

for"!] A fool; a butt: a term of contempt.
On me attendeth simple Sir John, (a chaplaync more

meet to serve u thatcher, than in the church,) who is made
a doulte and a dog-bolte by every servinge-man.

Ulpian FiUwell, Ars Adulamli, the Arte of Flatterie.

I have been fool'd and jaded, made a dog-bolt :

My daughter's ruu away. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 1.

O, ye dog-bolts I

That fear no hell but Dunkirk.
Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

dog-brier (dog
'
bri '

er), . A brier, the dog-
rose, Rosa canina.

dog-cart (dog'kart), n. 1. A carriage with a
box for holding sportsmen's dogs ; hence, a car-

riage for ordinary driving similar to a village
cart, but with two transverse seats back to back,
the second of which, as originally made, could
be shut down, thus forming a box to hold dogs.
We have never yet satisfactorily discovered whether

the dog-cart be an English or French invention, as it is

common with both nations, where it is used for hunting
as well as fur pleasure-riding.

E. M. Stratton, World on Wheels, p. 240.

2. A small cart made to bo drawn by dogs.
dog-cheap (dog'chep), a. [Early mod. E. also

dog-eheapv, dogge-cheape, dog-chepe; < dog (us
a type of worthlessness) (see dog, n., 6) +
cheap, a. There is nothing to connect the word
with dagger-cheap, q. v.] Very cheap ;

in little

estimation.

Vil, vile (It.], vile, base, . . . good cheape, of little price,
dor/ge cheape. Florin.

They afforded their wares so dog-eheape.
Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, p. 22.

The nearest to the Chajronean in virtue and wisdom is

Trajan, who holds all the gods doff-cht'ttji. Landor.

dog-colet, . Dog's-bane. Palsgrave.
dog-collar (dog'kol'ar), . 1. A collar for a
dog. 2. An ornamental band or collar made
of metal, beads, velvet, etc., aud worn close
round the throat by women.
dog-daisy (dog'da'zi), . The field-daisy.
[North. Eng.]

dog-days (dog'daz), . /'/. A part of the year
about the time of the heliacal rising of the

dog-star. Various dates, from July 3d to August 15th,
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have been assigned for the first dog-day, and various du-

rations, from 30 to 54 days. Pliny says they began with the

heliacal rising of Procyon, which took place, he says, July
19th, N. 8.; and this date has been widely accepted. But
he also says the sun was then entering Leo, which rule,

making the dog-days begin July 23d, has also been used.

Hippocrates (450 B. c.) says they were in the hottest and
most unhealthy part of summer. If the season was of

Babylonian origin, it would originally probably have been
in early summer. Perhaps they are now most usually reck-

oned from July 3d to August llth, Inclusive.

I should have look'd as soon for frost

In the Day-days, or another inundation,
As hop'd this strange conversion above miracle.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hat er. III 1.

I generally lay aside the doy-dayi and the hot time of

the summer for the teaching of this part of the exercise.

Addison, The Fan Exercise.

dog-dravet (dog'drav), . A kind of sea-fish

mentioned in early charters. Hamersly.
dogdrawt (dog'dra), . In old Eng. forest laic,

an apprehension of an offender against the
venison in the forestwhen he was found draw-

ing after the deer by the scent of a led hound,
especially after a deer which ho had wounded
with crossbow or longbow.
doge (doj), n. [= F. doge = Sp. Pg. doge = D.
G. Dan. Sw. doge, < It. doge, prop. dial. (Vene-
tian) for *doce, duce, It. usually ducu (after
MGr. Sovim, ace. of oov^), < L. dux (due-), leader,
duke : see duke.] The title of the chief magis-
trate of the old

republics of Ven-
ice and Genoa, in
Venice the office was
established in the

eighth century ; the

doge was chosen for

life, at first by the citi-

zens, but toward the
end of the twelfth

century the election

was restricted to a
small committee of
the Great Council
The power and dignity
of the doges were
originally very great,
but gradually became
limited through the

jealousy of the Vene-
tian aristocracy. In
Genoa the dignity was
established in the
fourteenth century ;

the doge was at first

elected for life, but
from the first part of the sixteenth century the term was
restricted to two years, and the authority of the doge be-
came more limited. The office disappeared in Venice in

1797, at the overthrow of the republic, and in Genoa in the
same year, although there was a temporary restoration of
it in the latter city a few years later.

dog-eared (dog'erd), a. Having the corners of
the leaves curled over and soiled by use, as a
book. Also dog's-eared.

Statute books before unopened, not dog-eared.
Lord Mansfield.

dogeate (do'jat), . [< doge + -ate3.] Same as

dogate.

dogeship (doj'ship), n. [< doge + -ship.] The
office and dignity of a doge.

It is hard to acquit the Venetian commonwealth, under
the dogethip of Giovanni Mocenigo, of risking the lasting
interests of all Christendom, and of their Eastern domin-
ion as part of it, to serve the momentary calls of a petty
Italian policy. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 319.

dog-faced (dog'fast), a. S&me&s dog-headed (a).

dog-fancier (dog'tan'si-er), H. One who breeds

dogs and keeps them for sale.

dog-fennel, n. See dog's-fennel.
dogfish (dog'fish), B. 1. A name of various
selachians and fishes belonging to widely dis-
tinct families, (a) The shark Squalu* acanthioi. of the
family Squalida or Spinacidee, having similar teeth in both
jaws, of subquadrate form, with nearly horizontal cutting

Doge of Venice. Vecellio.

dogger

2. A name of the menobrauchus or mud-puppy,
\iTinnifi maculatus, a batrachian reptile,

dog-flshert (dog'fish* er), . One of the kinds
of fish called dogfish.

The dog-fisher Is good against the falling sickness.

/. Walton', Complete Angler.

dog-fly (dog'fli), n.
[<

ME. dogflye; < dug +
fly*.] A voracious biting fly,

common in woods
and bushes, and very troublesome to dogs. It

somewhat resembles the black fly which infeats

cattle.

dog-footed (dog'fut'ed), a. Digitigrade, with
blunt non-retractile claws, as a dog; cynopo-
dous: specifically applied to a division of the

Viverridee: opposed to cat-footed or celuropo-
dous. J. E. Gray.
dog-fox (dog'foks), n. 1. A male fox.

The policy of those crafty swearing rascals that stale

old mouse-eaten dry cheese, Nestor, and that same doy-

SHI, Ulysses- Is not proved worth a blackberry.
Shak., T. andC., v. 4.

2. A name of some small burrowing species
of Vulpes, as the corsak, V. corsac, with refer-

ence to their resemblance to both the dog and
the fox (which see). They inhabit the warmer por-
tions of Asia and Africa. The American representative
of the same group is the kit-fox, Vulpeit velox. See cut
under corsak.

dogged (dog'ed), a. [< ME. dogged, sullen,

morose, doggish; < dog + -erf2 .] If. Having
the meaner qualities of a dog ; malicious ;

mean ;

contemptible; surly.
How found tbou that fllthe In tlii fals wllle,
Of so ./..<,</ a dede In thi derf hert?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10379.

Arriving at Chlckahainania, that dogged Nation was too
well acquainted with our wants, refusing to trade, with a*
much scorue and insolency as they could exprcsse.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 198.

2. Having the pertinacity of a dog; silently
obstinate

; unyielding.
You will th 1

1 1 him [the barbel] a heavy and a dogged fish

to be dealt withal. J. Walton, Complete Angler, L 14.

In the Presidency, as in the war, he IGrantJ showed a

tenacious, dogged will, and a certain massive force, which
carried him far toward his ends.

a. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 112.

=8yn. 2. Stubborn, mulish, inflexible, headstrong.

dogged (dog'ed), adv. [< dogged, a.] Very :

as, a dogged mean trick. [Prov. Eng., and col-

loq., U. S.]

doggedly (dog'ed-li), adt\ [< ME. doggedly,

doggetly ; < dogged + -ly
2
.] 1. In a dogged

manner; with the pertinacity of a dog; per-
sistently; unyieldingly.
He [Johnson] verified his own doctrine, that a man may

always write well when he will set himself doggedly to it.

BotvxU.

Of all stupidities there are few greater, and yet few in
which we more doggedly persist, than this of estimating
other men's conduct by the standard of our own feelings.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 253.

2. Badly; basely; shamefully. Grose. [Prov.
Bug.]
doggedness (dog'ed -nes), n. The quality of

being dogged ; stubbornness
;
firm or sullen de-

termination or obstinacy.
Now you are friendly,
Your doggedness and niggardlze flung from you,
And now we will come to you.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, Iv. 7.

There was a churlish and unusual look about Rigby. It
was as if malignant, and yet at the same time a little

frightened, he had screwed himself into doggedness.
Disraeli, Couingsby, viiL .

dogger1
(dog'er), n. [= Sp. dogre = G. dog-

ger, < MD. doggher, D. dogger, also in comp.
dogger-boot, MD. doggher-boot, also dogghe-boot
(boot= E. boat).] A Dutch fishing-vessel used

Dogfish (Squ acanthitu).

edges pointed outward, and with a spine in the front of
each dorsal flu. It is the common dogfish of Sew England
fishermen, and is often called piked dogfish by the English.
It attains a length of from 1 to 3 feet, and is regarded as
a pest, being very destructive to food-fishes. (6) A general
name of sharks of the family Smialida or Spinacidoe. (c)
A shark of the family Galeorhinidce or Carchariidce, as
Miuitelus hinnulus, etc., having flattened teeth forming a

pavement in both jaws, and unarmed dorsal flns. (d) Any
shark of the subfamily Mtutrliiut. (e) A shark of the fam-
ily Scylliida!, as the spotted dogfish, Scylliorhinus catulwt,
the rough skin of which is used by joiners and other artifi-

cers in polishing various substances, as wood. The small-

spotted dogflsh is a second species, Scylliorhimti canicula.

(/) A name of the mudfish, Amia calva. (<j) A name of
Dallia pcetimii;*. See Iialliidcf. Also called Woc*/fA.
(A) A kind of wrasse, Crenilabrut canintu.

Dutch Dogger.

in the North Sea, particularly in the cod- and
herring-fisheries. It is rigged with two masts,
and somewhat resembles a ketch.
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dogger2 (dog'er), n. [So. also doggar: see be- dog-grass (dog'gras), n. A coarse grass, Agro- dogma (dog'mji), n.
;_pl. dogmas (-maz) or dor/-

The term was introduced into English pyrum caninum, resembling couch-grass, but mata (-ma-til).
'- Tt ^" ^

low.

geology by Young and Bird in 1822.]
and oolitic ironstone.

A sandy with fibrous roots and longer awns. Also dog's-
The term Dogger Series, how- grass, dog-wheat,

ever, is generally taken to include not only the dogger dog-grate (dog'grat), n. A fire-grate of the

gs or andirons.

A grate with standards, which we still call a dog-grate.
O. T. ISobiiuon, in Art Journal, 1881.

y ons. e ogger s , i , -, /

re which it contains. This dOggTCl (dog rel), a. and n. bee doggerel.
geologists is the equivalent doggy^ (dog'i), a. [X flog + -//!.] Doggish;

Pack hence, doggye rakhels ! Stanihnrst, JSneid, i. 145.

doggy1
(dog'i), .; pi. doggies (-iz). [< dog +

Lias) in Yorkshire, where dogger is a provincial word
meaning a rounded stone, in allusion to the rounded ap-
pearance caused by atmospheric action on the large blocks
into which the rock is divided by joints. The dogger is

much worked for the iron on
name as used by Continental gi _ DDir _ _

of that part of the Jurassic series which corresponds to vih FEny 1
the Lower Oolite of the English geologists. It is the Brown
Jura of the Germans, and is there divided into three

groups, distinguished by their fossil remains. The en-
tire series consists of many alternations of clays, marls,

u 88y i"
uS 1;

Z ''> P1 - uuyym,(-u>. \_\ uog T
shales, and sandstones, frequently containing iron ore, as dlm '

-?/ -J A little dog: a pet term tor a dog.
is the case in England. doggy2

(dog'i), ii. ; pi. doggies (-iz). [E. dial.]
doggerel (dog'er-el), a. and n. [Sometimes In coal-mining, the overlooker or "boss" of a
written doggrel ; < ME. dogerel, adj. ; origin un- certain number of men and boys. [South Staf-
known. There is no obvious connection with fordshire and north of Eng.]
dog; cf. dog-Latin.'] I. a. An epithet origi- dog-head (dog'hed), n. 1 . Part of the lock of a
nally given to a kind of loose, irregular measure gun ;

the hammer. [Scotch.]
in burlesque poetry, like that of "Hudibras," Also called dog.
but now more generally applied to mean verses
defective alike in sense and in rhythm.

" Now such a rym the devel I beteche !

This may wel be rym dogerel," quod he.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, 1. 7.

I confesse the most part to be so rude, blunt, and harsh, uuwci o.
and so full of tautologie (which I could not avoide), that A na hfirlpr] (<iop-'hfici"p<n n
they are not worthy to be uccompted for verses or meeters,

a g " eaae(* 1Q
, .

ne( a >> a -

but rather for rime doggrel. Having a head like that of

T. BUI, Arithmetic (1600), Pref. a dog; cynocephalous : spe-
Two fools that . . .

cifically applied (a) to sundry baboons, also
Shal, Uve in sp.te oUheir own

aog^elRhymes
u d dog.faccd; (6) to a South American boa>

TT -, T, , Xiphosoma camnum.

reSlar measure
^ P *' generallv m lr-

dog-hearted (dog'har"ted), a. Having, as it
lre -

were, the heart of a dog; hence, cruel
;

malicious.

Ye stand there hammering dog-
heads for fules that will never
snap them at a Highlandman.

Scott, Waverley, x\\.

2. A hammer used by saw-
makers.

s'hed"<

H"aving a
Dog-heatl.

Doggerel like that of Hudibras. Addison, Spectator.

2. Mean, paltry verses, defective in sense and
in rhythm.
The rhyming puffs of blacking, cosmetics, and quack

medicines are well-known specimens of doggerel, which
only the ignorant class style poetry. W. Chambers.
The author of the Dialogus de Scaccario and the Latin

biographer of Richard I. both run into what would be dog-
gerel if it were not Latin, apparently out of the very glee
of their hearts and devotion to their subject-matter.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 152.

doggerelist (dog'er-el-ist), n. [< doggerel +
-ist.'] A writer of doggerel. [Rare.]
The greatest modern doggerelist was John Wolcot, better

known as Peter Pindar, whose satirical and scurrilous
verses fill several volumes. If. Chambers.

doggerelize (dog'er-el-Iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

doggerelized, ppr. doggerelizing. [< doggerel +
-ize.] To write doggerel : as, to doggerelige for

advertising purposes. E. D.
doggerelizer (dog'er-el-!-zer), n. One who dog-
gerelizes ;

a writer of mean rimes.
A sarcastical and ill-tempered doggerelizer.

Annals of Phil, and I'enii., I. 178.

Master Dove, a doggerelizer and satyrist.

His dog-hearted daughters. Shale., Lear, iv. 3.

dog-hole (dog'hol), n. A hole or kennel for a

dog ;
a place fit only for dogs ;

a vile habitation.

[= F. dogmc = Sp. Pg. dogma= It. dogma, domma = D. G. dogma = Dan. dog-
mc = Sw. dogm, < L. dogma, < Gr. 66yfia(r-), that
which seems good, an opinion, view, a public
decree, edict, or ordinance, < donsiv, think, seem,
appear, seem good (that is, be one's opinion,
pleasure, or will, be decreed), = L. decere, be-
hoove: see decent.'] 1. A settled opinion; a

principle, maxim, or tenet held as being firmly
established. 2. A principle or doctrine pro-
pounded or received on authority, as opposed
to one based on experience or demonstration

;

specifically, an authoritative religious doctrine.

A dogma is a proposition ;
it stands for a notion or for

a thing ; and to believe it is to give the assent of the mind
to it, as standing for one or for the other.

J. 11. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 94.

The confused masses of partial traditions and dogmata
with which it has become encumbered.

Edinburgh Rev., t'XLV. 219.

3. Authoritative teaching or doctrine; a sys-
tem of established principles or tenets, espe-
cially religious ones; specifically, the whole
body or system of Christian doctrine, as ac-

cepted either by the church at large or by any
Ijraneh of it.

The truth of any religion lies not in its dogma,, but In
its moral beauty or poetical imperishability.

X. A. Ken., CXL. 319.

Literature and Dogma [title of a book]. M. Arnold.

4. In the Eantia-nphilosophy, a directly syntheti-
cal proposition based on concepts of the under-

standing. It is distinguished (1) from an analytical
judgment, (2) from a fact of experience, (3) from a mathe-
matical proposition, and (4) from an indirectly syntheti-
cal apodeictic proposition, such as the law of sufficient
reason. =Syn. Precept, Tenet, etc. See doctrine.

dog-mad (dog'mad), a. Mad as a mad dog; ut-

terly demented.
You are dog-mad, yet perceive it not ;

Very far mad, and whips will scant recover you.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

France is a dog-hole, and it no more merits dog-man (dog'man), n. One who deals in dogr's-The tread of a man's foot. Shak., All's Well, ii. 3. m at.

Shall I never return to mine own house again? We are And filch the dog-man's meat
To feed the offspring of God.

Mrs. Browning, Napoleon III. in Italy.

lodg'd here in the miserablest dog-hole.

Fletcher, Kule a Wife, iii. 2.

Though the best room in the house, in such a narrow dogmaolatry (dog-ma-ol'a-tri), . flrreg for
dogg-hole we were crammed that it made me loathe my * ' * " ''

company and victuals. Pepys, Diary, Jan. 23, 1662.

In the gallery there is a model of a wretched-looking
dog-hole of a building, with a ruined tower beside it.

(iremlle, Memoirs, Aug. 19, 1834.

doghoqd (dog'hud), n. [< dog + -hood.'] The
condition of being a dog ; dogs collectively.
But a lapdog would be necessarily at a loss in framing

to itself the motives and adventures of doqhood at large.

Qtorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xliv.

dog-hook (dog'huk), n. 1. A strong hook or

dogmatolatry, < Gr. &oyua(T-), dogma,
-

worship.] The worship of dogma ;
undue fond-

ness or reverence for dogmatic teachings or
doctrines. [Rare.]
The dogmaolatrg of the last two centuries (Popish and

Protestant). Kingsley, Life (1852), I. 268.

dogmata, n. Greek plural of dogma.
dogmatic (dog-mat'ik), a. and . [= P. dog-
matiqm = Sp. dogmdtico = Pg. It. dogmatico
(ef. D. G. dogmatisch = Dan. Sw. dogmatist), <
LL. dogmaticus, < Gr. <!oj flaring, < <56-)>fta(T-), a

2. A bar of iron with a bent prong, used in

handling logs. E. H. Knight.

doggerman
(-men). [< dogger!
mg to a dogger. f<5 do See

"
kennell

doggery (dog AM), .; pi. doggeries (-iz). [< dog-Latin (dog'laf'in), . Barbarous Latin.
- D

t
^sQ conduct; mean, low, or dog-leech (dog'lech), . One who treats the

of the nature of a dogma or an authoritatively
settled doctrine; pertaining to dogma or au-
thoritative doctrine in general: as, dogmatic
theology.
Lipsius therefore is wrecked on the antinomy between

dogmatic knowledge and spiritual incapacity of knowing.-
I. 472.

I quackery. Carlyle. 2. A
, ~, --, agroggery. [Slang, U. S.]

doggett (dog'et), n. An old form of docket.

dogging (dog'ing), n. [< dog + -gd.] The
method or practice of hunting game with dogs :

as, the dogging of deer.

doggish (dog'ish), a. [< dog + -islt^.'] Like a
dog; churlish; growling; snappish.
Or if we will be so vnordinate, and (with reuerenee be dog-legged (dog'legd), a.

it spoken, without offence to God or man) so doggish and
" 1 -" J r- -*~J

i-lll'l'lBh nna ftsv annMkAB <1... I ,. i l i...j.i_
'

i i "i
a

of *
This dog-leech,

You style him doctor, 'cause he can compile
An almanac. B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

Westminster Ret., ('XXVI.
The deliverances of the Roman Catholic Church upon the

also spelled dog- subject are dogmatic, and based upon the assumption or
belief that it cannot err, and must be obeyed, whether
reasons are given or not A'. A. Jiev., CXLIII. 356.

2. Asserting, or disposed to make positive as-
sertions of, opinion, doctrine, or fact without

Suspicion of "
Servility," of reverence for Superiors, the presenting argument or evidence, or in an over-

,-erydo^ecA,s anxious to disavow.
bearing and arrogant manner.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 161.

-r ., ,, In arch., a term ap-
, . plied to stairs which have no well-hole, the rail

er"whiD
e
vs

an
'' theLordlack^hn'this. dog

-8trik - aud biters of the upper and under flights
.-- - -- yrs, p. 17.

falling in the same vertical plane.
In a doggish man- dog-letter (dog'lef'er), n. The letter or sound

r. Also called canine letter. See

doggishly (dog'ish-li), adv.

ner; as a dog.

We grow more and more impatient of generalisations
and idealisations, and more and more intolerant of dog-
matic assumptions, the longer we study them.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 371.

3. In the Kantian jiJiilosopJiy, relating to that
kind of metaphysicswhich deduces its doctrines
syllogistically, or from the analysis of concep-ly\rr/riciTl n tA ''I. \ ml u*uv uwu^nA \jiMlvnnfv wl'liGI . IOCC It. f 9~*~ " JJ v * ^.i viii uuv * Ma vi viv^AJWCU-

38 (dog ish-nes), , The quality of dog-lichen (dog'U'ken),. The popular name of tlons
. setting out with those which seem per-

oeiug uoggisn. the rAant Pf.lfi^it'rn ^nninn TI, jj._ fectlv clear and distinct : onnnspH t.n pritimlthe plant Peltigera can'ina. Tluffrond is prostrate lectly dear and distinct : opposed to critical.

foliaceous, irregular in outline, membranous, brownish-
green or grayish above, whitish and spongiose beneath.

dog-gone, dog-on (dog'gon', -6a'),interj. [An
allusive mitigation of the oath God damn.'] A =--.,- .. oHU ,.s ,uoc uouci, t ,,. , ---. , , v ff~
minced oath, used imperativelv eouivaWr tn e aP tnec'a are attached to the upper side of extended tfnal >', Sure, Certain, Confident, etc. (see confident) ; orac-y?9 . i j- .

J J s~. lobes. It u varr flomtnnn /m Hnn Mvwn4 cf,, aD ,i ular, cateuorii-al.

.

Dogmatic Christianity. See Christianity, 1 (4). =Syn.
2. Authoritative, Magisterial, Dogmatic, etc. (see maait-

darn? as a euphemism for

low.]

dog-goned(dog'gdnd'), a.

T

Having a hang-dog

,

[Colloq. and low, A wretched kind of a dog-looked fellow.
Sir R. L'Estrange, tr. of Quevedo's Visions i

dog-louse (dog'lous), . A louse which infests

. dogmatize= Sp. dogmdtico = G.
X " Same a8

But when that choir got up to sing

ngA body ever heard. doglyt (dog'li), . [< dot) + -?)/
1
.] Like a dog

II ill Carleton, Farm Ballads, p. 80 churlish

lhc I)ossiMli* and the ~* <* * as do,,
' rest upon the specific nature of Christianity as the
Perfect form of a divinely given religion.

2 . A dogmatist.
d&matifal (dog-rnat'i-kal), a. and n. I. .

**"-' *

these auUl0 is ... so grave, sententious, dog-
matical a rogue, that there is no enduring him. Sutft.



Il.t

dogmatical

Same as dogmatics.
It had not been possible for wits so subtile as have man-

am-.l tin-He things li have ottered it to the world, tint Unit

tht-y basted to their theories :iinl iln.,,iinticiil, and were

imperious .li'i .scornful toward particulars.

llacon, Advancement o( Learning, ii. 214.

dogmatically (dog-mat'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In a

dogmatic manner ; positively; in a magisterial
or authoritative manner; arrogantly. 2. In

the Kiiiilinii /iliilii.io/ilti/, by a dogmatic method.
See doi/iiui/ir, il., 3.

dogmaticalness (dog-raat'i-kal-ues), . The

quality of being dogmatical ; positiveness.
In this were ti> be considered the natures of scepticism,

doffifutticalncml, enthusiasm, superstition, etc.

/;/i. JJitrd, Warburton.

dogmatician (ilog-ma-tish'an), n. [< dogmat-
ic + -IH.] One who practises dogmatism; a
maker or propounder of dogmas ; a dogmatist.
[Rare.]
Th traditions cif the duiimalifiann, or the imaginings

of the " Christian cimseiouMi. .

Jiibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 264.

dogmatics (dog-mat'iks), n. [PI. of dogmatic:
see -'<.] The science which treats of the ar-

rangementand statement of religious doctrines,
especially of the doctrines received in and

taught by the Christian church
;
doctrinal the-

ology. Also dogmatic.
The Avesta, then, is not a system of dogmatics, but a

book of worship. J. F. Clarke, Ten lireat Religions, v. C.

Dogmatics is a scientific unfolding of the doctrinal sys-
tem of Christianity from the Bible and Christian conscious

ness, and in harmony with true reason as enlightened by
revelation. Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 4.

I once studied theology, and was in my day well up in

dogmatics. New f'ri)icfton lies., II. 257.

dogmatisation, dogmatise, etc. See dogma-
tization, etc.

dogmatism (dog'ma-tizm), . [= P. dogma-
tixuie, < ML. dogmatismus,<. Or. as if *<5o}'/m<T/i<Sf,

< SoyfuiTi&iv, dogmatize: see dogmati:e.~\ 1.

The charactorofbeingdogmatic ; authoritative,

positive, or arrogant assertion of doctrines or

opinions.
The self-importance of his demeanour and the dogma-

tism of his conversation. Scott.

Nothing is more commendable in a philosopher than
the courage, in the face of the opposing dogmatisms of
materialistic and metaphysical theories of the universe,
to admit that there are some things which we do not know.

Mind, XII. 594.

2. In the Kantian philosophy, a dogmatic meth-
od in metaphysics; an uncritical faith in the

presumptions of reason.

Our critique is not opposed to the dogmatical procedure
of reason, as a science of pure knowledge (for this must
always be dogmatical that is, derive its proof from sure

principles, a priori), but to liw/uuitunnonly that is, to the

presumption that it is possible to make any progress with

pure philosophical knowledge, consisting of concepts, and
guided by principles, such as the reason has long been in

the habit of employing, without first enquiring in what
way, and by what right, it has Iwcome possessed of them.
Doytnatiifin is therefore a dogmatical procedure of pure
reason, without a previous criticism of its own powers.

Kant, Critique of Pure Keason, tr. by Max Muller.

Do we explain experience as the product of the non-Ego,
we have the system which may be called Dogmatism; do
we explain the whole as springing from the Ego, we have
Idealism. Adamstm, Fichte, p. 126.

3. The doctriue of the sect of physicians known
as Dogmatists.
dogmatist (dog'ma-tist), n. [= P. dogmatiste
= Sp. Pg. di><iinlinia,<. LL. dogmatistes,(QiT. Soy-

/laTiorfK, one who maintains dogmas, < d6y/ta(T-),

dogma: see dogma.] 1. One who is dogmatic
or maintains a dogma or dogmas ; a magisterial
teacher; one who asserts positively doctrines
or opinions unsupported by argument or evi-

dence.

lie who is certain, or presumes to say he knows, is in

that jmrticular, whether he is mistaken or in the right, a
:li>

:
iinatit. Sha/tesbury, Misc. Reflections.

The most unflinching sceptic of course believes in the

objections to knocking his In-ud against a post as impli-
citly as the most audacious i/...iiiinf .'*/.

Lttlie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. $ 57.

2. [<;>.] One of a sect of ancient physicians
founded by Hippocrates, and named in contra-
distinction to Empirics and Methodists. They
based tin ir practice on conclusions or opinions lirawn from
eertai ii theoretical inferences which they considered might
be logically defended or proved.

dogmatizatipn (dog*ma-ti-za'shon), n. [< dog-
matize + -(.] The act of dogmatizing; the
act of drawing up or stating in a dogmatic form.
Also spelled aogmaHaatio*.

Tin- syllahns is part of that scries of acts to which tin-

dogmataatumi ot i.s:,4aud 1870 also belong, and it bridges
uver the interval between them.

Gladstone, Harper's Weekly, March 20, 1S75.
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dogmatize (dog'ma-tiz), v. ; pret. and pp. dog-
iii. i/i nl. ppr. i/.i./wi'i/i-iiii/. [= !'. ilii;/iniiti/<er =
8p. g.(l<M/i>ti<ti:nr= It. dogmatism = G.dog-
iiKlliain n == l);in. </(I./IH/I."' r< = S\v. iliiiiiuilli

m i-ii. < 1. 1., ilin/iiiiiti-iiri', < Or. <5oj//<mC
>

, lay
down as an opinion, < 66}pa(T-), an opinion, dog-
ma: see dogma.'] I. intrans. To make dogmatic
assertions; utter or write positive statements,
but without adducing arguments or evidence
in support of what is asserted.

I question whether ever any man has produc'd more ex-

periment* to establish his opinions without doyinatuinj.
Evelyn, To Mr. Wuttun.

\\ hose pious hope aspires to see the day
When moral evidence shall quite decay,
And damns Implicit faith, anil holy lies,

Prompt to impose, and fond to dogmatise.
Pope, The ihmciad, iv. 464.

If a man dogmatize in a mixed company on Providence
and the divine laws, he is answered by a silence which con-

veys well enough to an observer the dissatisfaction of the
hearer. Emerson, Compensation.

H. trans. 1. To assert ordeliver as a dogma;
make a dogma of. [Rare.]
Then they would not endure persons that did dogmatize

anything which might intrench upon their reputation or
their Interest.

JUT. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, xiv. 4.

2. To treat dogmatically; make a subject of

dogmatism: as, to dogmatize a political ques-
tion. [Rare.]
Without adducing one fact, without taking the trouble

to perplex the question by one sophism, he placidly dog-
matises away the interest of one half of the human race.

Macaulay, Mill on Government.

Also spelled dogmatise.

doginatizer (dog'ma-ti-zer), n. One who dog-
matizes ; a bold asserter

;
a magisterial or au-

thoritative teacher. Also spelled dogmafiser.
An earnest disputer, or a peremptory dogmatizer.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 307.

dogmatoryt (dog'ma-to-ri), a. [< dogma(t-) +
-ory.] Dogmatical. E. D.

dog-nail (do^'nal),
n. A nail of large size hav-

ing a projection on one side, used by carpenters
and locksmiths.

dog-on, interj. See dog-gone.

dog-pan (dog'pan), n. A long, narrow wooden
water-trough lined with lead or iron, used in

grinding cutlery.

dog-parsley (dog'pars'li), n. Same as fooVs-
parsley (which see, under parsley).

dog-pi$ (dog'pig), n. A sucking pig.

dog-poison (dog'poi'zn), n. Same as fooTs-
parxlry (which see, under parsley).

dog-power (dpg'pon'er), n. An apparatus in

which the weight of a dog traveling in a drum
or on an endless track is utilized as a motive

power.
dog-ray (dog'ra), n. The dogfish. Harrison.

dogrose (dog'roz), . The Eosa canina, or wild

brier, natural order Sonaeete. It is a common
British

plant, growing in thickets and hedges.
The fruit is known as the hip.

dog-salmon (dog'sarn'on), n. A salmon of the

genus Ihicorhyiichus, as O. gorbuscha, the hump-
backed salmon (so called in Alaska), or 0. keta.

See salmon.

dog's-bane, dogbane (dogz'-, dog'ban), . 1.

The popular name of the plant Apocynum an-

drosannijblium. The root is intensely bitter, and has
been used in America as a substitute for ipecacuanha.
See Apocynum.
2. The Aconitum Cynoctonum.
dog's-body (dogz'bod'i), n. A name given by
seamen to a pease-pudding boiled in a cloth.

dog's-chop (dogz'chop), . A species of flg-

mnrigold, Mettcmbrianthemum caninum.

dog's-ear (dogz'er), n. 1. The corner of a leaf
in a book bent over like the ear of a dog by
careless use. 2. Naut., the bight formed in

the leech-rope of a topsail or course in reefing.

dog's-ear (dogz'er), v. t. [< dog's-ear, .] To
bend over in aog's-ears, as the leaves in a book.

I ;nly Slattern Lounger, who had just sent it [a novel]
home, had so soiled and dtuj's-ear'd, it, it wa'n't flt for a
Christian to read. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

A "
register."meagerly inscribed, led a terribly public

life on the little bare desk, and got its pages dog't-eared
before they were covered.

//. James, Jr., The Bostoniaus, xxxv.

dog's-fennel, dog-fennel (dogz'-,dog'fen'el),w.
M ayweed : so called from its bad smell and from
some resemblance of its leaf to that of fennel.

dog's-grass (dogz'gras), . Same as dog-grast>.

dog's-guts (dogz'guts), n. A fish of the family
M/II.K/IIII tiila; Hitrjiodon iul rciis; same as 6m-
Illllln.

dog-shark (dog'shiirk), . A scyllioid shark,
Set/Ilium caniculu.

dog-tooth

dogshore (dog'shor), . [< dog, 9 (i), + shore^.]
In xlnii-liiiililinii, one of the snores or pieces of

timber uscil ti> prevent a vessel from starting
iluriug the removal of the keel-blocks prepara-
tory to hiiincliing.

dog-show (dog'sho), n. An exhibition of dogs :

a oench-show.

dog-sick (dog'sik), a. Very sick; nauseated.

dogskin (dog'skin), n. and a. I. n. The skin of

a dog, or the leather made from it : also applied
to a kind of leather (sheepskin) not actually
made of a dog's skin. It is somewhat thicker than
the leather of which kid gloves are made, and I* used for

gloves for men's wear, driving-gloves, etc.

H. a. Made of the skin of a dog, or of the
leather so called.

dog-sleep (dog'slep), i. A light sleep like that
ofa dog, disturbed by the slightest sound.

Juvenal Indeed mentions a drowsy husband. whoraUed
an estate by snoring ; but then he i> represented to have

slept what the common people call doysleep. Addison.

My sleep was never more than what Is called dog-nleep;
so that I could hear myself moaning, and was often, as It

seemed to me, wakened suddenly by my own voice.

De (luincey. Opium-eater, p. 35.

dog's-meat (dogz'met), n. Scraps and refuse

of meat used as food for dogs; especially, in-

ferior meat set apart by a butcher to be sold

for such use.

dog's-mercury (dogz'meKku-ri), n. The com-
mon name of Mercurialis perennis, natural order

Euphorbiacea;. See mercury.
dog S-nose (dogz'noz), n. A kind of mixed
drink. See the extracts. [Eng.]

Dog's note, which your committee find . . . to Ite com-

pounded of warm porter, moist sugar, gin and nutmeg
(a groan, and " so it is," front an elderly female).

Dickens, 1'ickwick Papers, xxxii.

The sergeant rose as Philip fell back, and brought up
his own mug of l>eer, into which a noggin of gin hail been

put (called in Yorkshire dog's nose).
Mrs. GasJeell, Sylvia'* Lovers, xxxiv.

dog's-tail grass. See grogs.

dog-star (dog'star), . Sirius or Canicula, a

star of the first magnitude in the constellation

Canis Major, the heliacal rising of which (see

heliacal) occurring in the hottest part of the

year gave name to the dog-days (which see).
See also Canicula, and cut under Canis.

The Dog-star rages ! nay, 'tis past a doubt,
All Bedlam, or Parnassus, is let out.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 3.

dog-stone (dog'stou), . A rough or shaped
stone used for a millstone,

dogstones (dog'stouz), n. An orchidaceous

plant. Also called foolstones.

dog's-tongue (dogs tang), . A plant, Cyno-
glossum officinale. Also called hound's-tongue.

His remedies were womanish and weak. Sage ami
wormwood, . . . aog's-tunguf, . . . feverfew, and Faith,
and all in small quantities, except the last.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xclv.

dog's-tooth grass. See grass.

dog-tent (dog'teut), n. A kind of tent, so called

because its si/.e and form resemble those of a
common kind of dog-kennel.

If tents are used, the small dog tent Is the best
Sportsman's Gazette, p. 651.

dog-tick (dog'tik), n. A tick which infests

dogs. The commonest dog-tick ofGreat Britain, to which
the name specifically applies, Is Jxode* ricinntt. Another

species of Europe, /. reduviu*, is also found on dogs, but
more frequently on cattle and sheep. There is no distinc-

tive dog-tick in the United states, but /. l*i>-i* and /. mi.'.

punctata are often found on dogs.

dog-tired (dog'tird), a. Tired as a dog after a

long chase.

Tom is carried away by old Benjy, dog-tired and sur
feited ith pleasure.

T. Hughei, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 1

dog-tooth (dog'toth), n. 1.

The canine tooth of man ; a
canine. Also called eye-tooth.

2. A popular English
name of the shells of /><-
talium. 3. A steel punch
used in working marble,

dog-tooth (dog'tSth), a. and
. I. a. In arch., an epithet

applied to an ornamented
molding cut in projecting
teeth, of frequent occur-
rence in early medieval
architecture.

II. . Dog-tooth molding.
The western door [of the church]

adds Norman dog-toi>th and chev-
ron to the Saracenic billet

Dog-tooth Moldto,;.-J. A. Symondt, Italy and I, reeve, church of K.,iid.Ch.
[p. 172. rente-lnftrieurc, Fraace.



dog-tooth spar

dog-tooth spar, Violet. See the nouns,

dog-town (dog'toun), n. A colony or settle-

ment of prairie-dogs, Cynomys ludovioiamis or

C. eolutiiliiuiiiis. [Western U. S.]
The black-footed ferret . . . will . . . work extraordi-

nary havoc in a duff toum, as it call follow the wretched
little beasts down into the burrows.

T. ItooscvM, The Century, XXXV. 660.

dog-tree (dog'tre), . 1. The cornel or dog-
wood.
The knot faatned vnto it was of the barke of the Cor-

nell or dotjije-tree, wouen with such art that a man could
neither nude beginning nor end thereof.

Punkas, Pilgrimage, p. 326.

2. The alder. [North. Bug.]

dog-trick (dog'trik), n. A currish or mean
trick

; an ill-natured practical joke.
I will heere, in the way of mirthe, declare a prettie dog-

tficke or gibe as concerninge this mayden.
Polydore Vergil (trans.).

dog-trot (dog'trot), n. A gentle trot, like that
of a dog.
At half-past twelve we were oil again on a dog-trot,

keeping a straight course for the outermost point of a
large cape, hoping to reach it by noon of the following
day. Kane, Sec. Urinu. Exp., II. 346.

dog-vane (dog'van), n. [< dog + rane.] Naut.,
a small vane, composed of thread, cork, and fea-
thers or bunting, set on the weather gunwale
of a vessel to show the direction of the wind.

dog-watch (dog'woch), n. Naut., a watch of
two hours, arranged so as to alter the watches
kept from day to day by each division of the
crew. The first dog-watch is from 4 to 6 P. M.,
the second from 6 to 8 P. M. See watch.

As the dog-watches come during twilight, afterthe day's
work is done, and before the night-watch is set, they are
the watches in which everybody is on deck.

Ji. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 14.

dog-weary (dog'wer"i), a. [Early mod. E. also

dpgye-wearie.'] Verytired; much fatigued; dog-
tired.

O master, master, I have watch'd so long
That I am doy-weai-y. Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 2.

dog-whelk (dog'hwelk), . A popular Eng-
lish name of univalve shells of
the genus Nasaa, as N. reticulata
or N. arcularia.

dog-whipper (dog'hwip'er), n.
A church beadle. [North. Bug.]

It were verie good the dog-whipper in
Paules would have a care of this in his
unsaverie visitation everie Saterday.

Xashe, Pierce Penilesse (1592).

Dog-whelk In the neighbourhood of Sheffield a sex-
(JVassa reticu- ton is still called a doy-ichipper.

X. and Q., 7th ser., III. 316.

dogwood (dog'wud), u. [Appar. < dog + wood1
.

Some suppose dogwood, as applied to the wood
of trees of the genus Cornus, to be a corruption
of *dagwood (< dagl + wood1

), a name equiv.
to its other names, prick-wood, skewer-wood, so
called because, being firm, hard, and smooth,
it is used to make butchers' skewers

;
but the

form "dogwood is not found, and in this, as well
as in its other applications (see def. 3), and in
similar popular names of plants, it is not ne-
cessary to assume a definite intention in the use
of the animal name.] 1. A tree of the genus
Cornus; the cornel; especially, in Europe, the
wild or male cornel, C. sanguined. Also called
dogwood-tree. In the United States some of the species
arc familiar, as the flowering dogwood, C.Jtorida, a highly
ornamental tree, of moderate size, covered in May or earlyJune with a profusion of large white or pale-pink flowers ;

the California]! dogwood, C. Xuttallii; the swamp-dog-
wood, C. sericea; and the dwarf dogwood, C. Canadensis
See Cornus.

2. The wood of trees of the genus Cornus. Dog-wood 19 so exceptionally free from silex that watchmakers
use small splinters of it for cleaning out the pivot-holes
of watches, and opticians for removing dust from small
deep-seated lenses.

3. Any cornel-like shrub so called, as in Eng-land the Euoiiymus Europtem. The black dogwoodof Europe is; Manama Frangula and Prunu* Padu*,and of the West Indies, Piscidia Cartkaginenni ; false
or striped dogwood, Acer PennryliXHUmm ; Jamaica or
white dogwood, Pixidia Enjthrina ; poison dogwoodHhia vemnata; pond-dogwood, Cephalanthun occiden-
tals ; and the white dogwood of England, Viburnum
Upulwi. fhe New Zealand dogwood, Bedfordia salidna
I the natural order Composite, has a beautifully marked

wood, used in cabinet-work. The dogwood of Australia
'acktonto Koparia, a leguminous shrub, has a disagree-able odor when burning.

dogwood-bark (dog'wud-bark), n. The bark
ot the Cornus florida, used in the United States
as a substitute for Peruvian bark in cases of
tever. Ure, Diet., II. 69.

dogwood-tree (dog'wud-tre), . Same as doa-
wood, 1.

doil (doil), n. [A dial. var. of dwaul, a. v.]
Nonsense. [Prov. Eng.]

1722

doilt (doilt), o. [Sc., also written doylt, doil'd,

confused, stupid, crazed, appar. a var. of dulled

OT dolt: see dolt. Cf.dnil.] Stupid; confused;
crazed.

doily (doi'li), n.
; pi. doilies (-Hz). [Said to be

named from the first maker, Mr. Doily or Doy-
ley, "a very respectable warehouseman, whose

family had resided in the great old house next
to Hodsoll's the banker's from the time of

Queen Anne" (N. and Q.). The slight resem-
blance to E. dial. (Norfolk) dwile, a small towel,
a coarse napkin, < D. dwaal = E. towel, appears
to be accidental, but it may have affected the

present use of the word.] 1. An old kind of
woolen stuff. Also used attributively.
The stores are very low, sir ; some doiley petticoats and

mauteaus we have, and half a dozen pairs of laced shoes.

Dryden, Limberham, iv. 1.

We should be as weary of one set of acquaintance,
though never so good, as we are of one suit, though never
so fine ; a fool, and a doily stuff, would now and then find

days of grace, and be worn for variety.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 10.

2. A small ornamental napkin, often in colors,
fringed and embroidered, and brought on the
dinner-table on a dessert-plate, with the finger-
bowl, etc.

, arranged upon it : also used for many
similar purposes.
Also spelled doyley.

doing (do'ing), n. [< ME. doinge, pi. doinges;
verbal n. of rfo1

, D.] 1 . A thing done
;
a trans-

action, feat, or action, good or bad. [Rare in
the singular.]
Thou takest witnesse of God that he approve thi doynge.

Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 174.

"Yon are brave fellows !

"
said the bishop," And the king of your doings shall know."

Kooin Hood and the Bishop ofHereford (Child's Ballads,
[V. 295).

2. pi. Course of action
;
the steps or measures

taken in regard to something; proceedings;
movements.
For submitting your doinges to mi iudgement, I thanke

you. Atsckaiii, The Scholemaster, p. 5.

The long fantastic night
AVith all its doings had and had not been.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

doit1
(doit), n. [= LG. and G. deut = Dan. doit,

< D. dnit (pron. nearly doit), formerly duyt,
also called duycken, a small coin (see def.) ;

ori-

gin unknown. Cf. doitkin = dotkin = dodkin.']
1. A small copper coin (the eighth part of a

Dolabella sca-

fula.

Pontifical Dolabne.

Obverse. Reverse.
Doit struck for Java by the Dutch. 1765 ; British Museum.

{ Size of the original.

stiver) formerly current in the Netherlands and
the Dutch colonies, and worth about a farthing.

2. Any trifling coin or sum of money.
Morel. You will give me my gold again?
\st Guard. Kot a doit, as I am virtuous and sinful.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage.
And force the beggarly last doit, by means
That his own humour dictates, from the clutch
Of Poverty. Cowper, Task, v. 316.

Hence 3. A trifle : as, I care not a doit.
doit2t (doit), v. i. An obsolete (Scotch) variant
of dote^.

doited (doi'ted), a. [Var. of doted, q. v.] Same
as doted, 1. [Scotch.]

Thou clears the head o' doited Lear,
Thou cheers the heart o' drooping Care.

Burns, Scotch Drink.

doiter (doi'ter), v. i. [Cf. dodder^ and totter;
also doitf dote*.] To walk in a feeble
manner, as an aged or infirm person; totter

[Scotch.]
doitkin (doit'kin), n. [Also dodkin, dotkin; < D.
d/iitken, dim. of duit, a doit.] The name given
by the English to a small Dutch coin which was
illegally imported into England, especially in
the fifteenth century: also applied generally to

any small coin or sum of money.
Thence he brought him to an oil cellar, and where they

sold olives ; here you shall have (quoth he) a measure
called Cnoenix, for two brazen dndbint (a good market be-

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 126.

For, sir, you must understand that she's not worth a
dodkin for a queen. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote.

dokaret, . An obsolete spelling of ducker.
An obsolete spelling of ducki, duck'*.

doldrums

doke2
(dok), n. [A dial. var. of dalk^.] 1. A

deep dint or furrow. 2. A contusion. Dun-
glison. 3. A small brook. Hattiwell. 4. A flaw
in a boys' marble. Grose. [Prov. Eng. in all

senses.]

dokeret, An obsolete spelling of ducker.

dokhma, dokmeh (dok'ma, -me), >/. [< Pers.

dakhma."] A receptacle for the dead used by the

Parsees, consisting of a low round tower built
of large stones, on the grated top of which the
bodies are exposed till, being stripped of their
flesh by carnivorous birds, their bones drop
through the grating into the pit of the tower.
After all, there is something sublime in that sepulture

of the Parsees, who erect near every village a dokhma, or
Tower of Silence, upon whose summit they may bury their

dead in air. T. W. Higyinson, Oldport Days, p. 167.

dokimastic, dokimasy, a. Same as docimastic,

docimasy.
dokmeh, n. See dokhma.
doko (do'ko), n. [African.] A name of a dip-
neumonous lung-fish or mudfish of Africa, Pro-

topterus (Lepidosiren) armectcns. See mudfish,
and cut under Protoptcrus. Also called komtok.

dol. An abbreviation of dollar or dollars.

Dolabella (do-la-bel'a), n. [NL., < L. dolabella,
dim. of dolabra, a hatchet: see

dolabra.] A genus of tectibran-
chiate gastropods, of the family
Aplysiidm, or sea-hares : so called
from the shape of the shell. The
species are found in the Mediter-
ranean and eastern seas.

dolabra (do-la'bra), n.
; pi. dola-

bra; (-bre). [L., a kind of hatchet
or ax (see def.), < dolare, hew, chip with an ax.]
In Rom. antiq., a cutting or digging implement

of various shapes,
used, according to

shape and purpose,
as a hatchet, an ax, a

knife, a chisel, a mat-
tock, or a pickax. Do-
labne were used by the
Roman soldiers in making
intrenchments and de-

stroying fortifications,

others of a more ornate
form were employed by
the pontifices in slaugh-

tering their sacrificial victims, and others again of various
shapes were used in gardening.
dolabrate (do-la'brat), a. [< dolabra + -atel.]
Same as dolabriform.
dolabriform (do-lab'ri-fomi), a. [< L. dolabra,
q. v., + forma, shape.] Having the form of an
ax or a cleaver, (a) In M., applied to certain fleshy
leaves which are straight
and thick on one side, thin-

ning to an acute edge on the

other, and attenuate toward
the base. (4) In conch., ap-
plied to the foot of certain
bivalves, (e) In entom., ap-
plied to parts which are

cylindrical, or nearly so, at
the base, but spread out on
one side above, so as to form
a convex sharp edge or keel,

dolcan (dol'kan), n. Same as duldana.
dolce (dol'che), a. and . [It., < L. dulcis, sweet :

see dulcet.] I. a. In music, sweet : an instruc-
tion to the performer that the music is to be
executed softly and sweetly.

II. n. A soft-toned organ-stop.
dolce far niente (dol'che far nien'te). [It.,
lit. sweet do nothing: dolce, < L. dulcis, sweet;
far, fare, < L. facere, do

; niente, nothing : see

dulee, douce, and fact. Cf. faineant.] Sweet
idleness

; pleasing inactivity.
dolcemente (dol-che-men'te), adv. [It., < dolce,
sweet.] In music, softly and sweetly : noting a

passage to be so performed: a direction equiv-
alent to dolce.

dolciano, dolcina (dol-che-a'no, -che'na), M.

[It., < dolce, sweet, < L. dulcis, sweet.] A mu-
sical instrument of the bassoon kind, used in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
dold (dold), n. [See dolt.] Stupid; confused.
[Prov. Eng.]
doldrums (dol'drumz), n. pi. [Also in sing.
doldrum; perhaps connected with dold, stupid:
see dolt.] 1 . Low spirits ;

the dumps : as, he
is in the doldrums. [Colloq.] 2. Naut., certain

parts of the ocean near the equator that abound
in calms, squalls, and light baffling winds; also,
the calms or variations of weather characteris-
tic of those parts. The region of the doldrums varies
in breadth from sixty to several Imnilretl miles, and shifts
its extreme limits at different seasons between latitude 5
S. and 15 N. It is overhung at a great height by a per-
manent belt of cloud, gathered by opposing currents of
the trade-wiuds.

Dolabriform Leaf of Mesembri-
anthtinum ilolabrijortnt.



doldrums

Now. tins. HIV the' very month* when the equatorial
calm>, "i /"/</. -Kitix, arc tartlirst north (if thu equator

Seienrr, III. 41.

dole 1
(dol), ii. [< ME. dole, (lol, earlier dale,

dill, < AS. ilnl, u division, a part, ge-ildl, divi-

sion
;
the same as the more common umlauted

form. AS. diet, ME. <lcl, E. deal1
,
a part,

etc.:

see deal 1
.] 1. A part apportioned or divided

out; portion; share; lot; fortune: same as deal 1
,

1. [Now only poetical. ]

For vrthely herte myjt not suffyse
To the lenthc "'',/, of thu gladnea glade.

Mlttrnilii;- /v,,/i.-(i-il. Munis), I. !:!.

And crimeii were act to sale, and hard his ilule

Who could not bribe u passage to the skies.

Bi-yant, The Ages.

Flatter im- not. for hath not our great Queen
My dolt of lieuuty trebled?

Ti iiu'tnuu, Last Tournament.

2. In mining, one of the shares or parts into

which a parcel of ore is divided for distribution

among the various persons to whom it belongs.
[Cornwall, Eng.] 3. A portion of money, food,
or other things distributed in charity ;

what is

given in charity ;
alms

; gratuity.
To greden after lioddls men [cry for the friars] when ;e

delen dolt*. Pier* Plowman (B), ill. 71.

Alms are dole* uud largesses to the necessitous and
calamitous people. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 8.

Doles were used at Funerals, as we learn from St. C'hry-

sostom, to procure Rest to the Soul of the Deceased, and
that he might thul his Judge propitious.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 3.

Let me . . .

Walk your dim cloister, and distribute dole

To poor sick people. Tennyson, Guinevere.

4f. The act of dealing out or distributing: as,
the power of dole and donative.

It was your presurmise,
That in the dole of blows your son might drop.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 1.

Others whom mere ambition fires, and dole

Of provinces abroad, which they have feigned
To their crude hopes, and I as amply promised.

/,'. Jonson, Catiline, 1. 1.

Happy man be his dole t, his dole or lot In life be that
of a happy man : a proverbial expression.

If it be my luck, so
; if not, happi/ man be his dole .'

Shale., M. W. of W., 111. 4.

Let every man beg his own way, and hapity tnan be his
dole I Beau, and /'/., Wit at Several Weapons, i. 1.

dole 1
(dol), v. t.; pret. and pp. doled, ppr. dol-

ing. [< dole1
,
n. ; ult. the same as deal1

, .] To
give in portions or small quantities, as alms to

the poor ; apportion ; distribute ; deal : common-
ly with out : often implying that what is distrib-

uted is limited in quantity or is given grudg-
ingly.
The supercilious condescension with which even his re-

puted friends doled out their praises to him. De Quincey.

Some poor keeper of a school
Whose business is to sit thro' summer mouths
And dole out children's leave to go and play.

Broicnintf, In a Balcony.

dole2 (dol), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) dool, dule, dill,

< ME. dol, doel, domic, duel, deol, < OF. dol, doel,

duel, F. deitil (= Pr. dol = Sp. duelo = Pg. (obs.)
doilo = It. duolo), mourning, grief, verbal n. of
OF. doloir, F. douloir = Pr. Sp. doler = Pg.
doer = It. dolcre, < L. dolere, feel pain, grieve.
Hence also (from L. dolere) tilt. E. dolent, do-

lor, condole.'] 1. Grief; sorrow; lamentation;
mourning. [Now only poetical.]
She yede anoou to the holy mutt that hadde taught hir

the right creaunce, full hevy and ]H-nsif, mukynge grete
doell and sorow. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 7.

/'"</. endurand nyght and day. York I'laya, p. 30.

Till on a daye It so beffell

Great dill to him was dight.
Sir Cauline (Child's Ballads, III. 174).

And drest In dole, bewailde hir death.

Uaxcoiytic, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 101.

She died,
So that day there was dole in Astolat

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Specifically 2. The moaning of doves. 3. In

falconry, a flock of turtle-doves.

dole3 (dol) . [= F. dol = Pr. dol = Sp. Pg.
It. dolo, < L. dnlux, artifice, wile, guile, deceit,
fraud, < Gr. doAof, a bait, a cunning artifice,

wile, guile, deceit, akin to dtfaa/y, also (ScAof,
a bait.] In Scotx law, malevolent intention;
malice.

There can In- no piii)H-r crime without the ingredient of
</' Jirskine's institutes, IV. iv. ft.

dole4 (dol), n. [Also E. dial, dool, dou-l, Sc. also
iliMil, ilnlc, the goal in a game, dule, a boundary,
landmark, = D. doel, neut., the mark, butt,
mound of earth used as a butt, in archery; of.

duel, in., the place where the armed borgewea
used to assemble. The sense 'mound of earth'
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in correlative to that of MHG. G. dole, a canal,
< OHG. dola, an underground drain, entrance to

a mine, etc. Cf. Icel. da-la, a groove or trough,
=Norw. dula, a trough, channel, a little st ream,
etc. (T. iti>li"'.\ If. A boundary ; a landmark.

Accursed lie he ... who removi-th his neighbour's<M.-<
or murks. Homilies, II., Exhortation for liogation \N < <-k.

2. The goal in a game. 3. A strip of land left

unplowed between two plowed portions; a
broad balk. [Prov. Eng.J 4. A part or por-
tion of a meadow in which several persons have
shares. See dole-meadtw. [Prov. Eng.]
dole5 (dol), n. [E. dial., also doted; cf. Norw.
dol. a little dale, a meadow-lot near the house,
= Icel. dol, dtel, a little dale, < Norw. dal =
Icel. dalr = E. dale : see dote*. Cf . dole*.] A
low flat place. HaUiwell. [West. Eng.]
dole-bagt (dol'bag), n. A. bag formerly worn
by an official charged with the distribution of

alms, especially one worn on stated occasions
as a badge of office. [Eng.]
dole-beert (dol'ber), n. Beer given as a dole
or in alms.

I know, yo' were one, could keepe
The buttry-hatch still lock'd, and save the chippings,
Sell the dole-beere to aqua-viUc-mtn.

/;. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

dole-breadt (dol'bred ), n. Bread given as a dole,
or in alms; especially, bread begged on All
Saints' Day.
Paind'aumome (F.]. Dole-bread. Xomenclator.

dole-fish (dol'fish), n. 1. In Great Britain, the

portion of fish that falls to each of several fish-

ermen who work in company. 2. The common
cod: formerly so called by the fishermen in the
North Sea, because they took their pay or dole
in this kind of fish.

doleful (dol'ful), a. [< ME. doleful, dolful, dul-

full, daelful, etc.; < dole* + -ful.] 1. Full of
dole or grief ;

sorrowful.

How oft my doleful sire cry'd to me, tarry, son,
When first he spied my love. Sir P. Sidney.

2. Expressing or causing grief ;
of a mournful

or dismal character
; gloomy : as, a doleful

whine
;
a doleful cry.
All crysten men that walke me by,
Be-hold and se this dulfv.ll syjlit.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Kurnivall), p. 93.

She, poor bird, as all forlorn.
Lean d her breast up till a thorn,
And there sung the dolefull'st ditty.

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xxi.

Regions of sorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And rest can never dwell. Milton, P. L., i. 65.

3f. Crafty; cunning; wily, ilinsheu.

He . . . hadde wele ganiysshed alle the forteresses of his
londe that noon ne myght not gretly forfete, and thel were
so doilfull that the sarazins so distroied the londe as ye
bane herde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 19-2.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Mournful, woeful, rueful, lugubrious, dol-

orous, piteous, cheerless.

dolefully (dol'ful-i), adv. [< ME. dolfullij
dul-

fulli, dcolfulliche, delfulliche, etc.; < doleful +
-fy

2
.] In a doleful manner

; sorrowfully ;
dis-

mally; sadly.
God sente to Saul by Samuel the prophete,

That Agag of Amalek and al hus lyge puple
Sholde deye delfulliche for dedes of here eldreu.

Piers Plomnan (C), iv. 419.

dolefulness (dol'ful-nes), . The character of

being doleful
; melancholy ; gloominess ;

dis-

malness. Bailey, 1727.

dole-meadow (dol'med'o), . A meadow in

which several persons have shares, the portion
of each being marked by doles or balks. [Prov.
Eng.]
dolent (do'lent), a. [< ME. dolent = OF. doletit,

doleant, F. aolent= Sp. doliente = Pg. docnte =
It. dolente, < L. dolen(t~)s, ppr. of dolere, grieve,
sorrow: see dole2.] Grieving; fidl of grief;
sorrowful. [Obsolete or poetical.]
Whan Adragain saugh his felow fallen, it was no nede to

aske yet he wen- dolent. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 331.

lint. The king is angry.
Crate. And the passionate duke

Effeminately dolent. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 4.

Through me the way is to the city dolent.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, iii. 1.

dolert, H. An obsolete spelling of dollar.

dolerite (dol'e-rit), w. [= F. dolerite, < Gr. oW.t-

/xif, deceptive, < d<ttof, deceit: see dole3.] A
name given by Hatty to a rock of the basalt fam-

ily, called by some a basaltic greenstone, the

deception implied in the name referring to the

difficulty of distinguishing the rock from other
varieties also designated as greenstone. As lim-
ited at the present time, dolerite includes the coarser-

grained vurit-t it-sot tuu-alt. in which the component miner-
als can be detected by the nuked eye. See basalt andyr/i-
stone.

Dolichonyx

doleritic (dol-e-rit'ik), a. [< dolerite + -ic.]

Consisting of or like dolerite : as, doleritic lava.

dolerophanite (dol-e-rof'a-nit), n. [< Gr. ioh-
. deceptive, + -^aw/f, appearing, < QaivtaOat,

appear.] A sulphate of copper occurring in

small brown moiioclinic crystals at Vesuvius.
dolesome (dol'sum), a. [< dole'* + -gome.] Dole-

ful; gloomy; dismal; sorrowful.

The dolesotite passage to tli' infernal aky.

Pope, Odyssey.

dolesomely (dol'sum-li), adv. In a dolesome
manlier. K. D.
dolesomeness (doTsurn-ues), //. Gloom; dis-

maluess.

If the exceeding glory of heaven cannot countervaile the
dolesoinnesne of the grave, what doe I bcleeving V

/;/-. Hall, Meditation of Death.

dolesst (d6'les), a. [< do2
, ., + -less ; var. of

dowlfsx.] Shiftless; good-for-nothing. Jamie-
son. [Scotch.]
dolestone (dol'ston), //. A landmark : same as

dole*, 1. [Prov. Eng.]
dolfint, n. An obsolete spelling of dolphin.

clolia, . Plural of dolium.

doli capax (do'll ka'paks). [L. : <inli, gen. of

dolus, guile (see dole3 ) ; capai, capable (see <-
paciou-n).] In law, literally, capable of criminal
intention

; hence, of sufficient age to distinguish
between right and wrong. At common law a child
between 7 and 14 is presumptively doli incapax, but may
be proved to be doli capax. The limit is modified by mod-
ern statutes in some jurisdictions, as in New York by the
Mibslitnt ion of 12 for 14.

Dolichidset (do-lik'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Brulle,

1838), < Dolicktu + -ida:] A family of ground-
beetles, typified by the genus Doliclius.

dolichocepnali (dol*i-ko-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of dolichocephalus : see dolicliocciihaloux.] In

ethnol., those people whose cephalic index is

below 75, and who are consequently dolicho-

cephalic.

dolicllocepnalic(dol"i-ko-sef'a-likor-8e-farik),
a. [As dolicliocei>hal-ous + -ic.] Long-headed;
pertaining to a long head: as, a dolichocephalic
person or race ; 9. dolichocephalic fisxiA. This word
is applied in ethnology to the persons or races having
skulls the diameter of which from side to side, or the
transverse diameter, is small in comparison with the lon-

gitudinal diameter, or that from front to back. The \Vest
African negro presents an example of the dolichocephalic
skull. Broca applies the term dolichocephalic to skulls

having a cephalic index of 75 and under, and this limit is

generally adopted. Compare brachycephalic. Also doli-

chocephattnix.

dolichocephalism (dol*i-ko-sef'a-lizm), n. [As
dolichocephdl-oua + -ism.] In etlniol., the qual-
ity, state, or condition of being dolichocephalic.
The Esquimaux are long-headed, and are allied by lan-

guage and customs to the Kutchin and other races of
North America, who are of good bodily development ; so
that the imagined resemblance to them would not neces-

sarily militate against the stature or dolichocephalism of

the European aborigines.
Dairson, Nature and the Bible, p. 243.

dolichocephalous (dol'i-ko-sef'a-lus), a. [<
NL. dolicnorei>halus,(. Gr. 6oXix6f, long, 4- KtQa'/.f/,

head.] Long-headed: same as dolichocephalic.
The prevailing form of the negro head Is dolichocepha-

lous. Quoted ill Pop. Sci. Ho., XIII. 600.

dolichocephaly (dol'i-ko-sef'a-li), n. [As doli-

ehocephal-ous + -#
3
.] Same a&dolichocephalinni.

The existing cranial types most nearly approaching this

are those of the Australians and Bushnmns, but their doli-

chocephaly is equalled by that of the Mongoloid Eskimo.
N. A. Ret., CXXXIX. 251.

Dolichocera (dol-i-kos'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. (So^i^of, long, + icepaf, norn.] In Latreille's

system of classification, a subtribe of Muxcides,

including species of the genus Tetanocera and
its immediate allies.

Dolichoderus (dol-i-kod'e-rus), . [NL. (Lund,
1831), < Gr. 6ohx6c,, long,"+ 6epti, Attic for fctpt/,

the neck.] 1. A genus of ants, of the family
Formicida; confined to the new world. Four
species are found in North America and several in South
America, characterized by the cubical metathorax, the

horizontal, nearly flat face and wings, and the females
with two complete submarginal cells. D. pustulatus in-

habits the eastern United States.

2. A genus of beetles, of the family Tenebri-

onidte, founded by Castelnau in 1840. It con-
tains 3 species onlyi all from Madagascar.
dolichodirous (dol'i-ko-di'rus), a. [< Gr. S

xMeipof. long-necked, < oWjjcif, long,
the neck.] Long-necked.
Dolichonyz (do-lik'o-niks), n. [NL., < Gr. 60-

//jor, long, 4- owf, nail.] A genus of Ameri-
can oscine passerine birds, of the family Icteri-

dtf, having a conical bill and general fringilline

aspect, acute tail-feathers, and comparatively
long curved claws, whence the name. The type
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of the genus is the bobolink or reed-bird, D. orytivorus
there are several other species. See cut under bobolink.

Dolichopodid8e(dol"i-ko-pod'i-de), ./,. [NL.
< Dolichopus (-pod-) + -idee.] A family of tetra-

ehsetous brachycerous dipterous insects, con-

dollar

the word with East Fries, dolske
,
a wooden doll,orus; gects, of the family Pompilidce, or digger-wasps, the word with East Fries,

dptofce,
a woo on,

ink. There are two species, both European. dolcTce, dok, a doll : see f(*-5.J A puppet repre-

L., Doijdmg (dol'i-kus), n. [NL. (Bonelli, 1809), senting a child, usually a little girl (but also

tra-
< Gr ftfuytf long.] A genus of ground-beetles, sometimes a boy or a man, as a soldier, etc.),sometimes a boy or a man, as a soldier, etc.),

used as a toy by children, especially by girls.

Those who . . . live only to display a pretty face . . .

can scarce rank higher than a painted doll.

' *** tssays, 1.

Dolichopus (do-lik'o-pus), . [NL. (Latreille,

1796), < Gr. AMi^oVo't)?, with long

,. (if, long.] A genus of ground-beetles,
_-- .

. of the family Carabida?, containing, as at pres-

taining a number of flies with long legs, on -

ent restricted, the single south European spe-
liant metallic colors, and active predaceous hab- cjeg D _ jfoj,jconjjs. Five gouti, African species were

its, as the well-washers. About 1,200 species are included by Dejean, but were separated by Chandoir and
.^. ., ,..,.,., ,.. r^amut. doll3 (dol) [ge

.

origin obscure.] 1. Dung,
member of the Dohida:.

especiaiiy of pigeons. 2. A large cake of saw-

dust mixed with dung, used for fuel. Jamie-

en ui me mug short, the second unuea wnn me uiscai -iuu:.j .n. iauiiij \>L i,ecniv/6 "=ocv^ ,,., gon [Angus.] 3. A large lump.
:ell, and a terminal or dorsal bristle on the simple 3-joint- mous gastropods. The animal is very large, and has a Hollar (dol'iir) n [Early mod. E. also doller,
ed antenna, Aiso /Wf^d. and Dolic,^, . %^*^^^!*J% ,tofer dallef, daler ; < MD. daler, D daalder =

lated in front and having a horizontal groove. The shell LG. daler = Sw. Dan. daler = Pg. dollar (< JB.J

)ias a very large body-whorl, relieved by revolving ridges = It. tallero (NL. dalerus, tlialerus), < (*. Idler,

ff' ft 1
'

TV.fi
and corresponding grooves. The species are inhabitants

t/ia ier thallcr, now usually spelled thaler, a dol-

t^r^ eenus of ^tSSte&?"" ' "^ "" k" Wn " ""*
^, ^ort for' Jochimstaler, Jochimsthaler, Joa-

the family Doli- doliman (dol'i-man), n. Same as dolman, 1. chimsthalcr, orig JTrnMawtaler gtdden-grosch-

chopodidce, char- doliolid (d6-li'6-lid),. A tunicate of the fam- pfennig, i. e., the 'gulden-groschen (flonn

acterized by the ily Doliolidce.
'

penny (com) of Jochimsthal, so called because

presenceofspines Doliolidffi (dol-i-ol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Do- first coined (toward the end of the 15th cen-

on the hind meta- liolum + -ida;.] A family of oceanic cyclomy- tury) from silver obtained from mines in Joa-

tarsi. D.funditor, arian ascidians, related to the salps, represent- chimsthal, i. e., Joachim's dale (. thai

which is common ed by the genus Doliolum, and representing dale1 ), m Bohemia. They were also sometimes

in the eastern with some authors an order Cyclomyaria (which
see) of compound tunicaries. They are transparent,

Dolichopu
(Line shows natural s

United States, is

an example.
Dolichos (dol'i-

kos), n. [NL.,
named from the

length of the

pod, < Gr. cfo/ti^op,

long.] A genus
of herbaceous or
sometimes shrub-

by leguminous
plants, nearly re-

lated to the com-
mon bean, Piiaseolus, natives of tropical and

temperate regions of Asia, Africa, and Austra-

lia, with a few species in South America. Sev-

eral species are extensively cultivated for food in warm
regions, especially D. Lablab, often called the Egyptian
or black bean ; D. Sinensix, or China bean ; and D. bi-

Jlorus, the horse-gram of the East Indies. D. sesquipt-
dalii is the asparagus-bean of gardens, a native of South
America.

Dolichosauria (dol"i-ko-sa'ri-a), n. pi, [NL.,
< DoUcliosaurus.'] A group of" fossil Lacertilia

from the Cretaceous formation. They are charac-
terized by the great number of the cervical vertebra} (sev-
enteen in the typical genus, Doltehosaitrus) and the ex-

tremely slender elongated body. They possess limbs, and
a sacrum composed of two vertebra?.

Sexual AscidiozoOid of Doliolu i, highly magnified.

a, ganglion ;

posite end; ; z,
#, heart ; f, f,

c, endostyle ; cf, oral opening (atri

esophagus ; *', stomach ; 1, intestin

uscles.

l opening at op-
; /, /, /, testis;

free-swimming, cask-shaped organisms, moving by con-

tracting the body and so squirting water out of one or the
other end, developing by an alternation of generations,
and provided with ciliated ribbon-shaped branching divid-

ing the respiratory cavity into two portions. The bran-
chial lamellae are pierced with numerous slits. In sexual

generation the ovaries and testes mature simultaneously.

Doliolum (do-li'o-lum), n. [NL., dim. of L.

dolium, a very large jar: see dolium."] The
typical genus of the family Doliolida;. D. dcn-

ticulatum and D. miilleri are examples.
Dolichosaurus (doV'i-ko-sa'rus), H. [NL., < Gr. dolite (do'lit), n.

6oMxof, long, + aavpaf, a lizard.] The typical Dolium + -ites.]

genus of Dolichosauria. Dolium.
A very singular Lacertilian found in the chalk, and re- dolium (do'li-um), n. [NL., < L. dolium, a very

sembling an eel in size and form, has been described by ]arge -jar 1 1. pi. dolia (-a). In Rom. antia.,
Professor Owen, under the name

of^^o
gar. ^ ft v|ry

j

]ar^e jar or vage of^
'

h pottery, usual-

ly of approximately spherical form, used, like
^nril i Vn til i) IN 1 1 Iff l4i* nft/ 1

*-Ko tis),,n. _ ^JML,. (ci. ur. oo/.i-
ft oask at t])e

to

)olicnotlS (dol-i-ko'tis), re. [JNL. (cf. (jr. 6o/.i- a Cask at
xoi'arof long-eared), < Gr. Sobr*, long, + o f nt d
(UT-) (also ovat, ouar-) = E. ear1 .] A genus of

J..olltam ^

[< Dolites (Kriiger, 1823), <

A fossil shell of the genus

jju' :

Pdtagonian Cavy (Dolichfltis f(ltflcHonica^.

South American rodents, of which the Patago-
nian cavy, D. patachonica, is the type: so named
from the long ears, which are like those of a
rabbit.

(lolichuric (dol-i-ku'rik), a. [< dolichurus +
-ic.] In aiic. pros., having one syllable too many
at the end: an epithet of dactylic hexameters
the last foot of which is apparently trisyllabic.
Such verses are not really unrhythmical, the apparent
fault being obviated by synizesis, or due to the loss of
sonre ancient peculiarity of pronunciation (as in the Ho-
meric dialect) inadequately represented in the extant text.
See mumu and macrocephalic.
dolichurus (dol-i-ku'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. 60^1-

Xovpos, long-tailed, < dofaxot;, long, + ovpa, tail.]
1. Inpros., a dactylic hexameter with a redun-
dant syllable, or one apparently redundant, in
the last foot. See dolichuric. 2. [cap.] In

2007., a genus of fossorial hymenopterous iu-

DoliHtn gatea.

wme,
oil, and other

liquids, as well
as grain and
other dry com-
modities. It was
more anciently
called calpar,
and is equiv-
alent to the
Greek pitlios.
2. [cop.] The
typical genus
of gastropods of
the family DoK-
idte. Dolium rjalea
is a leading species.

They are all characterized by a ventricose spirally fur-

rowed shell, with a very small spire and an enormous
aperture with crenate lip, and no operculum. They are
known as tuns.

doll1
! (dol), re. [A general use of Doll, Dolly, a

woman's name, an abbr. of Dorothy, < F. Doro-
thec, < L. Dorothea, < Gr. kapodta, fern, of Aap6-
Beof, lit. gift of God, < iapov, a gift (< SMvai,
give : see date1 ), + 6e6f, God. Theodore, fern.

Theodora, is composed of the same elements re-
versed. Cf. do??2.] A sweetheart

;
a mistress ;

a paramour; a doxy. Also dolly. [Old slang.]
doll2 (dol), re. [In childish speech common also
in the dim. form dolly ; prob. a particular use
of Do??, Dolly, a familiar dim. of the proper
name Dorothy. See doll1

,
and cf. dolly

1
, dolly

2
.

Cf . alsojacfe, as the name of a toy. The common
explanation of doll as an abbr.' of idoll, idol, is

certainly wrong. There is nothing to connect

called Schlickcnthaler, because coined by the

counts of Schlick. The "Spanish dollar" is

called in Sp. a peso.] 1. The English name of

the large silver German coin called thaler : also

applied to similar coins of the Low Countries

and of Scandinavia; to the large silver coin

of Spain, the celebrated "Spanish dollar," or

peso, also called pillar dollar (from its figure of

the Pillars of Hercules) and piece of eight (as

containing 8 reals) ;
and later to a large silver

coin succeeding the Spanish dollar in Spanish
America.

The Duke of Wirtemberg is agreed w' Magister Teutonic!

ordinis, so that the duke shall have for his charges 06,000
dalers.

Ouoted in E. Lodge's Illus., etc., Reign of Kdw. VI.,

[No. 23.

He disbursed at St. Oolmes' inch
Ten thousand dollars to our general use.

Skak., Macbeth, i. 2.

Now touching Danske money, . . . they have their

Grasshe, whereof 30 make 1 gilderne, which is woorthe 4

shillings sterling, and they have also Dalian olde and new ;

their common dollar is 35 grasshe, but of their new dollars

some are woorthe 24 grasshe, some 26, and some 30.

Records, Groumle of Artes, fol. 15rf.

2. The monetary unit or standard of value of

the United States and Canada, containing 100

cents, and equal to about 4s. 1J<J. English.
In the United States it is represented in the currency by
gold and silver coins and by notes ; in Canada by notes

only. A two-dollar gold coin is current in Newfound-
land. This unit was established in the United States

under the confederation of the States, by resolution of

Congress, July
6th, 1787. It was
represented by a
silver piece, the

coinage of which
was authorized

by the act of Con-
gress,AugustHth,
1786, by which
was also estab-
lished the deci-

mal system of

coinage. The
coinage was not

begun until two
years after the
Jaw of April 2d,

1792, establish-

ing the mint.
That law pro-
vided for the

coinage of "
dol-

lars or units,
each to be of the
value of a Span-
ish milled dol-

lar," as that coin

was then cur-

rent, and to con-
tain 371$ grains
of pure silver, or
416 grains of
standard silver.

The Spanish dol-

lar above men-
tioned was that
struck in Span-
ish America.
Spanish - Ameri-
can dollars, and
coins represent-
ing halves, quar-
ters, eighths, and
sixteenths of
them (the last

two known as
xlullinfis and

Dollar of the United States, 1795

(Size of the original.)

nces in New York and some other States,
and by other names elsewhere), were abundant in the

United States during the latter part of the eighteenth
and the first half of the nineteenth century. The Spanish
dollar coined in Spain was rare, but the intrinsic value of

the two coins was the same, liy an act of January 18th,



dollar

1S3T, tin- dollar was made to consist of 412} grains ," line,

the quantity <>i pui . il\ .T nmainlDg the same, :>71i Kraius.
Thi dollar, lu-iiii; ivorih In market value fnnn 100 to 1U4

cent -, unit mil <>f circulation. An act of March 3d, 1840,
-In -til Mir i (.iii.i-. of M, ,|,| ,1,,liars of 26.8 grains ," fine-,

!.! liciiin pure Hold ; and l>y act of February lath, 1873,
this w;c. .1. .l:u. .1 ih.- unit f value of the United .States.

An act of I'Vl.nian isth, I -, -,, .In,-, tc.l I lie Secretary of the

XtMMry tonarchaM silver Lull ion, m it less than ^i,ooO,oo<)
nor more (linn ^1,0110,000 per mouth, and cause it to be
coined inio . i;in.l ii'.l silver dollars. The coins rep'

ing fractional parts of the dollar are: in silver, the half-

dollar and quarter-dollar, or 50-cent and '.!.. cent pieces,
and the .linn' or 10-cent piece; In nickel, the half-dim .....

M pi. ce (originally in silver, and iucon \enieiitly small);
and iu limn/.-, the . ni (originally in copper, and much
larger) and the ' cent pi. 're. There is also a 3-cent piece,
originally ruiur.! in silver und afterward in nickel, which
has )>een little ns<-< I owing to its inc. .nvcnirnt smallness in

both forms. By the term dollar in the United States notes
is intended the coined dollar of the United States, a cer-

tain quantity in weight and fineness of gold or silver,
authenticated a< such by the stamp of the, government.
Sometimes abbreviated dot., but commonly represented
by the symbol #(thu dollar-mark) before the number.

The Almighty Hollar, that great object of universal de-
votion throughout our laud, seems to have no genuine
devotees in these peculiar villages.

Irmity, The Creole Village.

The Congress of 1792 fixed the monetary unit of the
United States iu coin, gave it the name Dollar, made it

the unit of the money of account in their offices and courts,
land] named also Its multiples and fractions.

Jtei>ort of See. uf Treasury, 1886, 1. xlv.

Almighty dollar. See almighty. Buzzard dollar. See
buzzard. Dollar Of the fathers, iu American political
parlance, the silver dollar: a phrase used by those who
advocated the resumption of its

coinage,
effected In 1878,

when for a quarter of a century it had formed no part of
the coinage of the country, and when, owing to deprecia-
tion In the value of silver, it no longer possessed its origi-
nal actual value. Lion dollar [also lyon dollar; a Dutch
coin, so called because it bore the figure of a lion : D.

leetiw, a lion, also a coin HO called], a Dutch (Brabant) coin
In circulation in the province of New York In colonial
times.

There is an Act to raise the value of the Lyon Dollar*
which were apprehended to be all carried out of the Pro-

vinee, because under their proportion in value to other
foreign coin.

GOD. Ilurnr.t tn Ilia Lord* of Trade, Dec. 14, 1720 (Docs.
[relating to Colon. Hist, of N. Y., V. 583).

After the first day of November next there will be noun
of the bills formerly issued current, the Lifoti Dollars (a
species of money brought here by the first Dutch settlers)
are rarely now seen.
GOB. Moon In the Earl of llilUboruwik, May 14, 1788 (Docs.

[relating to Colon. Hist, of N. Y., VIII. 72).

Trade dollar, a former silver coin of the United States,
weighing 4-1) grains, authorized by an act of 1873, and in-

tended chielly for the uses of the trade with China and
Japan. All act of March 1st, 1887, authorized the Trea-
surer of the United States to redeem in standard silver dol-
lars all trade dollars presented within the following six

months.

dollar-bird (dol'tr-bted), n. One of the roll-

ers (t'nriK-i'ulir) of the genus Eurystomiis, as E.

pacificus or australis, of the Australian and
Papuan regions : so called from the large round
white spot on the wing. See cut under En-

dollardee (dol'ar-de), M. [< dollar + dee (a
mere finishing syllable f ) ;

cf. dollar-fink.] The
blue copper-nosed sunfish, Lepomis pallidus,
a fish of the family Cviitnircliidte, of common
occurrence in most parts of the United States.

dollar-fish (dol'iir-fish), n. 1. A oaraugoid
fish, Vomrr mii/iinniii : so named from the
roundness and silvery color of the young.
Also called moonfish (which see). 2. A stro-

matoid fish, Stromtttcus triacanthus : so named
from its round form and silvery color. Also
called buttcr-fwh and linrvest-fish. See cut un-
der bulli r-jixli.

dollar-mark (dol'ar-mark), M. The character
$, signifying 'dollar' or 'dollars.' Thus, $5
means five dollars; $3.75 means three dollars
and seventy-five cents.

dollee-wood (dol'e-wfid), n. The wood of My-
nxtira Siirinamensis, a tall tree of tropical
America, with aromatic foliage.

dollin (dol'in), n. [E. dial.] A small earthen-
ware jug with a spout. [Wales and west. Kng.]
dollop (dol'op), . [E. dial., also dallop, q. v.]
1. A lump ;'

a mass. [Colloq.]
The great blunderbuss, moreover, was choked with a

of .slough-take. It. D. Blackmor?, Lorna Doone, ii.

2. See dallnp.

dollop (dol'op), r. >. [E. dial.; cf. tlfillnp, n.]
1. To beat. 2. To handle awkwardly. [Prov.
Eng.]
dollyH (dol'i), ii. : pi. dollies (-i/,). [See doll* .

\

Same as doll 1
.

Drink, and dance, and pipe, mid play,
Ki". ,,iii dottfa ni^ht and day. //.//..-/,.

dolly- (dol'i), n.
; pi. ilnHim (-iz). [A dim. of

<IIV; ult. identical with dolly
1
.} A doll. See

doO.
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dolly3 (dol'i), n. ; pi. dollies (-iz). [Prob. from
the familiar name Dolly. Cf. doll1

, jack, jenny,
billy, etc., as similarly applied to various me-
chanical contrivances.] 1. In mining, the flat

<lisk of wood which moves up and down in the
keeve or dolly-tub in the process of concentrat-

ing ore by tossing and packing. Sec tux*.

[Cornwall, Eng.] 2. In pili -dririn<i, an exten-

sion-piece placed on the upper end of a pile,
when the head of thopile is beyond the reach of

the monkey. E. H. Kniyht. 3. A tool with an
indented head for shaping the head of a rivet

;

a snap-head. E. H. Kniyltt. 4. A primitive
form of apparatus for clothes-washing, con-

sisting of a wooden disk furnished with from
three to five legs with rounded ends, and a han-
dle with a cross-piece rising from the center.
The dolly is jerked rapidly around in different directions

in a tub or box in which the clothes to be washed are im-
mersed in water.

dolly3 (dol'i), v. t.: pret. and pp. dollied, ppr.
dollying. [< dolly

3
, .] In mining, to concen-

trate or dress (ore) by the use of the dolly.

dolly4 (dol'i), n.
; pi. dollies (-iz). [Hind, dale,

a tray.] In India, a complimentary offering of

fruit and flowers, sweetmeats, and the like,

usually presented on trays or brass dishes.
Yule andHurnell.

The English call these offerings dollie* ; the natives,
dalt. They represent in the profuse East the visiting
cards of the meagre West. O. A. Moxkay, All Balm, p. 84.

In the evening the liana's dotty, or offering, was brought
In, consisting of fruit, of atta, rice, grain, and . . . half-

a-dozen of champagne.
W, U. Russell, Diary in India, II. 202.

dolly-bar (dol'i-bar), n. [< dolly
3 + bar1

.] A
bar or block placed in the trough of a grind-
stone to raise the level of the water and bring
it into contact with the stone.

dolly-shop (dol'i-shop), n. [Now understood
as < dolly* (in reference to the black doll sus-

pended over the door as a sign) + shop; but
prob. a corruption of orig. tally-shop, q. v.] In
Great Britain, a shop where rags and refuse
are bought and sold

;
an illegal pawn-shop.

dolly-tub (dol'i-tub), H. The keeve forming a

part of the so-called dollying- or dolling-ma-
chine, used in Cornwall in the process of toss-

ing audpacking tin-stuff. See tons and dolly
3

.

Dolly Varden (dol'i var'du). [From Dolly
I'arden, a character in Dickens's "Barnaby
Budge."] 1 . A woman's gown of gay-flowered
material, usually a muslin print, made with a

pointed bodice and a skirt tucked up or draped
over a petticoat of solid color : worn about 1865-
70. 2. [In allusion to the coloring: see def.

1.] A species of trout or char of California,
Salcelinus malma.
dolma (dol'ma), n. [Turk, dolma, lit. stuffing,
< dolmaq, fillj' stuff, become full.] A Turkish
dish made of vine-leaves, egg-plant, gourds,
etc., stuffed with rice and chopped meat.
dolman (dol'man), H. [Also written, in first

sense, doliman,'tormer\ydollymant, < F.doliman
(def. 1), dolman (def. 3) = G. dollman, doliman
= Dan. Sw. dolman (def. 3) = Bohem. doloman
= Russ. dolomanti, dolman&= Bulg. Serv. dola-
ma = Hung, dolmany, < Turk, dolama (def. 1).]
1. A long robe, open in front, and having nar-
row sleeves buttoned at the wrist, worn by the
Turks over their other garments. 2. The uni-
form jacket of a hussar, richly ornamented.\vith

braid, and peculiar in that it is worn like a
cloak with one or both sleeves hanging loose.

3. An outer garment worn by women, with
a cape or hanging piece over the arm instead
of a sleeve; a Kind of mantle.
dolmen (dol'men), n. [Also sometimes tolmen;
= F. Sp. dolmen, < Bret, dolmen, < dol, a table,
+ men = W. maen, a stone. Cf. W. tolfaen, an
omen-stone (faen in comp. for maen, a stone).]
A structure

consisting of
one large un-
hewn stone

restingontwo
or more un-
hewn stones

placed erect
in the earth: a
term also fre-

quently used
as synony-
mous With Con*Uuitine Dolmen. I ,,in.,ll.

cromlech. The name i.- sometime* uhcn also to struc-
tures where several Mocks are raised upon pillars so as to
form a sort of gallery. The most remarkable monument
of this kind is probably that known as the Pierre rmivrrtc,
near Saumur, in France.. It is 61 feet long, 14 feet wide,

dolorlflc

and about A feet high, and consists of four upright stones
on each side, one at each end, and four on the top. The
great stone of the dolmen represented iu the accompany-
ing cut 1s ,13 feet long, 14 J feet deep, and Isj feet acrou ;

It is calculated to weigh 7SO tons, and U poised on the

points of two natural rocks. It U now generally lK'lie 1 , .1

that dolmens were sepulchers, although afterward they
in i\ have IKCII used as altars. They are often present
within stone circles. The dolmen was probably a copy of
a primitive rude dwelling, and may sometime* have neen
Hi actual structure In which the savage sheltered himself,
converted afterward into his tomb. In several cases one
of the stones is pierced with a hole. This Is supposed to
have been for the purpose of introducing food U> the dead.
Conclusions in regard to the original identity of various
races have been based on the similarity of such structures
In various parts of the world, as In Hindustan, C'lrcassla,

Algeria, and !.ui..p> ; but too much ini|...it;inc>- may IK
attached to this, as the inclosed dolmen Is simply the
structure which savages of a very low type, of whatever
race, would naturally erect for shelter. See cromlech and
HH-nftii .

dolmenic (dpl-men'ik), a. [< dolmen + -c.] 1.

Of or pertaining to dolmens. 2. Building dol-

mens.
The ethnological character and the migrations of the

supposed ttolmmic people.
X. Joty, Man before Metals (trans.), p. 158.

Dolomedes (dol-6-me'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. fo-

>j>/i^6r/f, wily, crafty, < 66)jx;, wile, craft, + ftijior,

in pi. iif/fca, counsels, plans, arts, cunning, <

fitl&caOai, plan, plot, contrive. ] A genus of citi-

grade spiders, of the family Lyeosidce, or wolf-

spiders. D. miralnlit is an example, and is one of the

spiders which carry their eggs about in special webs.

dolomite (dol'o-mlt), n. [Named from the
French geologist Dolomieu (1750-1801).] 1. A
native carbonate of calcium and magnesium,
occurring as a crystallized mineral, and also on
a large scale in white granular crystalline rock-

masses, and then often called dolomite marble.
The proportions of the carbonates vary from
1:1 to 1:3 or 1:5. 2. A rock consisting essen-

tially of this mineral. It occurs in large masses in

various regions, and especially in that of the upper Mis-

sissippi, where there are several members of the geological
series which are at least two or three hundred feet thick,
made up of dolomite in a remarkably pure form.

dolomitic (dol-o-mit'ik), a. [< dolomite + -ic.~\

Containing dolomite: said of a limestone when
it contains a considerable percentage of car-
bonate of magnesia, or of dolomite, intermixed
with the more or less pure calcareous material
of which limestone ordinarily consists.

dolomitization (dol-o-mit-i-za'shou), n. [< dol-

oniite + -ize + -ation.'] Conversion into dolo-

mite, either partial or entire : a term used by
geologists in discussing the origin of dolomite
or its probable mode of formation from lime-
stone. Also dolomitwativn, dolomi:ation.

dolomization (doFo-mi-za'shon), n. Same as
dolom iti:a tion.

dolomize (dol'o-miz), v. t.; pret. and pp. doln-

mi:ed, ppr. tlolomizing. [(. dolom(ite) -r -ire.]
To form into dolomite.

dolor, dolour (do'lor), . [< ME. dolour, dolur,
< OF. dolor, dolur, dolour. F. douleur = Pr. Sp.
Pg. dolor = It. dolore, < L. dolor, pain, smart.

ache, grief, sorrow, < dolerr, feel pain, grieve,
sorrow: see rfofr2.] If. Pain; pang; suffer-

ing; distress.

Shortly she his dolour hath redrest.

. F. Q., III. T. 41.

A mind fixed and bent U|MJII somewhat that Is good doth
avert the doluun of death. Bacon, Death.

Besides, it [the water of the Nile
|

. . . ciireth OM dolour
of the reins. Sandys, Travailcs, p. 78.

2. Grief; sorrow; lamentation. [Now only po-
etical.]

Where, for ouer moche sorowe and dolour of herte, she
sodeuly fell into a sowne and forgetfulnes of her mynde.

Sir jR. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 29.

Her wretched dayes in dolour she mote waste.

Spenter, F. Q., III. II. 17.

The tongue's office should be prodigal
To breathe the abundant dolour of the heart.

'

SAo*., Rich. II., i. 3.

Dolors of tee Virgin Mary, in the Rom. Cath. CA.,
certain events in the life of the Virgin Mary which are
made the subjects of special meditation and prayer. They
are seven, namely, the prophecy of Simeon, the flight into

Egypt, the three days' loss of Jesus, the meeting of Jesus
on the way to Calvary, the crucifixion, the descent from
the cross, and the entombment. Hence the Virgin is

entitled Our Lady of Dolors. Feast Of Dolors, in the
Rom. Cath. Ch. : (o) The Friday after Passion Sunday.
(b) A lesser feast established by Pope Pius VII. in 1814
for the t hi rd Sunday of September.
doloriferous (dol-o-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. dolor,

pain, + ferre, produce,"bear,
+ -OM.] Produ-

cing pain or grief.
Whether or not wine may be granted in such dolortfer-

"ii f atfects ill the joints.

Whitaker, Blood of the Grape, p. 74.

doloriflc, dolorlflcal (dol-o-rif 'ik, -i-kal), a.

[= Sp. dolorifico = Pg. It. dolorifico, < ML. doto-



dolorific

rifieus, < L. dolor, pain, grief, + facere, make.]
Causing or expressing pain or grief.

Dissipating that vapour, or whatever else it were, which
obstructed the nerves, and giving the dolorijick motion
free passage again. Bay, Works of Creation, ii.

doloroso (do-lo-ro'so), a. [It., < LL. dolorosus :

see dolorous.] In music, noting a soft and pa-
thetic manner.
dolorous (dol'o-rus), a. [< ME. dolerous, < OF.

doloreux, F. douloureux = Sp. Pg. It. doloroso,
< LL. dolorosus, painful, sorrowful, < L. dolor,

pain, sorrow: see dolor.} 1. Exciting or ex-

pressing sorrow, grief, or distress
;
dismal

;

mournful: as, a dolorous object; a dolorous re-

gion ;
dolorous sighs.

Ther was Carados of the dolerowc toure.

Merlin(E. E. T. S.), ii. 250.

But when the dolorous day
drew drearier toward twilight falling, came
A bitter wind, clear from the North.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

2f. Painful
; giving pain.

Ther was dolerouse fight, and the mortalite so grete,
that ther ran stremes of blode as a rennynge river thourgh
the felde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 337.

Their despatch is quick, and less dolorous than the paw
of the bear. Dr. II. More, Antidote against Atheism.

= Svn. 1. See list under doleful.

dolorously (dol'o-rus-li), a-dr. [< ME. dole-

rousely; 'dolorous + -?//
2
.] Sorrowfully; in a

manner to express grief or distress
; painfully.

v of tho pantonershym toke and ledde hym forth bet-

inge hym dolerousely, and I praye yow and requere that

ye will telle me what ye be, and for what cause ye be
come ? Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 544.

Made the wood dolorously vocal with a thousand shrieks
and wails. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, xii.

dolorousness (dol'o-rus-nes), n. Sorrowful-
ness.

dolour, n. See dolor.

dolphin (dol'fin), n. [< ME. dolpliyn, dolfn
(also delphin, delfin, < L.), < OF. dolphin, daul-

phin, F. dauphin = Pr. dalfin = Sp. delfin =
Pg. delfim = It. delfino, < L. delphimis, poet.
delphin, < Gr. aetyif, later tit%<j>iv (oetyiv-), a dol-

phin (DelpMnus delphis): see Delpninus. Cf.

dauphin.'] 1. The popular name of the ceta-

ceous mammals of the family Delpliinidce and
genus DelpMnus, most of which are also known
as and more frequently called porpoises, this

word being interchangeable with dolphin. The
dolphin proper is Delphinits ilelphu, having a longer and
sharper snout than the porpoise proper, divided by a con-
striction with convexity forward from the convex fore-

head. It abounds in the Mediterranean and the temper-
ate parts of the Atlantic, is an agile animal, and often
follows ships in large herds, executing amusing gambols,
describing semicircular curves which bring the blow-hole
out of water to enable itself to breathe. A usual length
is about 6 feet.

That even yet the Dolphin, which him [Arion] bore
Through the Ageean seas from Pirates vew,
Stood still by him astonisht at his lore.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xl. 23.

2. A general and popular name of fish of the

family Coryphcenidce : so called from some con-
fusion with the mammals of the same name.
Species are Curi/phceiia Mppiirus, C. equisetis, etc., of an
elongated anti-orsiform shape with ahigh protuberant fore-
head and very long dorsal fin, inhabiting the high seas of
warm and temperate latitudes. They range up to 5 or 6
feet in length, and are remarkable for the change of color
they undergo when taken out of the water. Also called
dorado. See cut under Coryph&na.

Parting day
Dies like the dolphin, whom each pang imbues
With a new colour, as it gasps away,
The last still loveliest, till 'tis gone and all is gray.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 29.

3. In Gr. antiq., a ponderous mass of lead or
iron suspended from a special yard on a naval
vessel, and, if opportunity presented, let fall
into the hold of a hostile ship to sink her by
breaking through her bottom. 4. Naut.: (a)A spar or buoy made fast to an anchor, and
usually supplied with a ring to enable vessels
to ride by it. (6) A mooring-post placed at
the entrance of a dock, it is generally composed of
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a series of piles driven near to one another in a circle, and

brought together and capped over at the top. The name
is also sometimes applied to the mooring-posts placed along
a quay or wharf.

5. In early artillery, a handle cast solid on a

cannon. Usually two of these were placed at the bal-

ancing-point, so that the gun would hang horizontal if

suspended by them. They were commonly made in the

conventional form of a dolphin ; hence the name.

6. [can.] In astron., an ancient northern con-

stellation, Delphinus (which see). 7. In arch.,

a technical term applied to the pipe and cover

at a source for the supply of water. 8. In

Christian archaol., an image or representation
of a dolphin, constituting an emblem of love,

diligence, and swiftness. It was frequently intro-

duced in architectural sculpture, etc., or worn as an orna-

ment by the early Christians. It was often represented
entwined about an anchor.

9f. Same as dauphin Dolphin ofthemast(<.),
a kind of wreath formed of plaited cordage, formerly
fastened round the masts of a vessel as a support to the

puddening. Falconer. See puddening.

dolphinet (dol'fin-et), n. [< dolphin + -et.~]

A female dolphin.
The Lyon chose his mate, the Turtle Dove
Her deare, the Dolphin his owne Dolphinet.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 886.

dolphin-flower (dol'fin-flou
/

'er), . A name
of cultivated species of Delphinium; the lark-

spur.

dolphin-fly (dol'fin-fll), re. An insect of the

apnis tribe, Aphis fabce, which destroys the
leaves of bean-crops, thus rendering the plants
incapable of bringing the ordinary quantity of

seeds to perfection. Also called, from its black

color, the collier-aphis.

dolphin-striker (dol'fin-stri"ker), . A ship's

spar extending perpendicularlydownward from
the cap of the

bowsprit, and
serving to sup-
port the jib-
boom by means
of the martin-

gale-stays. Al-
so called mar-

tingale.
dolt (dolt), n.

[First in early
mod. E.

; ap-
par. a var. of

E. dial, dold,

stupid, confus-

ed, < ME. dold,
another spell-

ing of dulled, dult, dulled, pp. of dullen, dollen,
make dull or stupid : see dull, v."] A dull, stu-

pid fellow; a blockhead
;
a numskull.

Ogull! Odolt!
As ignorant as dirt! Shak., Othello, v. 2.

dolt (dolt), r. i. [< dolt, n.] To waste time

foolishly ; behave foolishly. [Kare.]
doltish (dol'tish), a. [< dolt + -isftl.] Like a
dolt

;
dull in intellect

; stupid ; blockish.

The most arrant, doltish clown that I think ever was
without the privilege of a bauble.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

doltishly (dol'tish-li), a*. In a doltish man-
ner; stupidly.
doltishness (dol'tish-nes), n. The character
of a dolt

; stupidity.

In that comicall part of our Tragedy, we haue nothing
but scurrility, vnwoorthy of any chast eares : or some ex-
treame shew of doltixhnes, indeed fit to lift vp a loude
laughter, and nothing els.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

dolvent. A. Middle English past participle of
delve.

domH, n. A Middle English form of doom.
dom2

(dom), n. [Pg., = Sp. don, < L. dominus,
lord, master: see don2.] 1. The Portuguese
form of don2

,
used in Portugal and Brazil. In

Portugal this title is confined to the king and
the members of the royal family. 2. The joker
or blank card used in playing dom pedro. 3.

[Abbr. of L. dominus.'] A title formerly given
to the pope, and afterward to Roman Catholic

dignitaries and members of some monastic
orders.

-dom. [< ME. -dom, < AS. -dom = OS. -dom = D.
-dom = OHG. -tnom, MHG. -turn, Q. -turn, -thum
= Dan. -dom, -domme = Sw. -dom, -dome, prop.
an independent word, AS. dom, judgment, law,
jurisdiction, E. doom : see doom.] A suffix, ori-

ginally an independent word, meaning 'juris-
diction,' hence province, state, condition, quali-
ty, as in kingdom, earldom, popedom, etc., Chris-

tendom, freedom, halidom, wisdom, etc.: much

, Bowsprit-cap ; A, Dolphin-striker.

Dombeya
used also in colloquial or humorous formations,
as in uppertendom.
domablet (dom'a-bl), a. [< OF. domable, < L.

domabilis., tamable, < domare = E. tame : see

tame. Cf. daunt, domitable.~\ That may be
tamed. Bailey, 1731.

domablenesst (dom'a-bl-nes), . Capability of

being tamed. Bailey, 1727.

domage '

t, n. An obsolete form of damage.
domage2

!, [Hit. < L. domare, tame, subju-

gate : see domable."] Subjugation. Hobbes.

domain (do-man'), n. [= D. domein = G. do-

mane = Dan. donuene = Sw. doman, < OF. do-

maine (also demaine, ) E. demain and demesne),
F. domaine = Sp. dominio (obs. domanio, after

OF.) = Pg. dominio = It. dominio, domino, do-

main, < L. domiiman, right of ownership, prop-

erty, dominion: see dominion, dominate. Cf.

demain.'] 1. Dominion; province of action;

range or extent of authority : as, to trench on
one's domain by interference.

Me thought bi hym, as my witt couthe suffice,

His hert was noo thyng in his owen demayne.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fiirnivall), p. 66.

2. The territory over which dominion is exer-

cised
;
the territory ruled over by a sovereign,

or under the government of a commonwealth :

as, the domains of Great Britain. 3. An estate

inland; landed property.
The large domain his greedy sons divide.

Pope, Odyssey, xiv.

The village, in becoming more populous from some
cause or other, has got separated from its cultivated or
common domain; or the domain has been swallowed up
in it. Maine, Village Communities, p. 118.

4. The land about the mansion-house of a lord,
and in his immediate occupancy. 5. In law,

ownership of land; immediate or absolute

ownership ; permanent or ultimate ownership.
In the last two senses the word coincides with

demain, demesne. 6. The range or limits of any
department of knowledge or sphere of action,
or the scope of any particular subject : as, the
domain of religion, sciencej art, letters, agricul-
ture, commerce, etc.; the judicial domain.

Them unrelenting past !

Strong are the barriers round thy dark domain.
Bryant, The Past.

7. In logic, the breadth, extension, circuit, or

sphere of a notion. Crown domains, royal do-
mains. Same as crown land (which see, under crown).

Direct domain (F. domaine directe), in French-Cana-
dian law, a right of superiority which the feudal seignior
or grantor reserved to himself on a grant of real property
held under feudal tenure or by emphyteutic lease. Do-
main Of use (F. domaine utile), the use and enjoyment of
the right of ownership of real property held under a grant
from the feudal seignior or by emphyteutic lease, subject
to certain dues and services to the feudal seignior or
grantor, who retains his right of superiority. Eminent
domain, right of eminent domain, the superiority or
dominion of the sovereign power over all the property
within the state, by which it is entitled to appropriate,
by constitutional agency, any part necessary to the public
good, compensation being given for what is taken.

The Act of Virginia legislators which stretched the doc-
trine of eminent domain to the borders of modern social-

ism. Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies, 3d ser., p. 35.

Public domain, national domain, state domain, (a)
In Europe, the property belonging directly to and control-
led by the state, such as lands set apart for state or pub-
lic uses, roads, canals, navigable rivers, fortifications,

public buildings, etc. (6) In the United States, the lands
owned by the federal government or by a State ; the pub-
lic lands held for sale or reserved for specific uses.

domal (do'mal), a. [< ML. "domalw, < L. do-

mus, ahouse: seerfowe.] In astrol., pertaining
to a house.

News that ought to make the heart of a coward tremble.
Mars is now entering into the first house, and will shortly
appear in all his domal dignities.

Adduton, The Drummer, iii. 1.

domanial (do-ma'ni-al), a. [< F. domanial, <

ML. domanidlis, < domanium, an altered form
(after F.) of L. domininm, domain : see domain,']
Relating to domains or landed estates.

In all domanial and fiscal causes, and wherever the
private interests of the Crown stood in competition with
those of a subject, the former enjoyed enormous and su-

perior advantages. Uallatn.

domba (dom'ba), n. [E. Ind.] A large East
Indian tree, Calophyllum inophyllum. The seeds
furnish a fragrant oil, and the wood is hard and
durable.

dombet, a. A Middle English form of dumb.

Dombeya (dom'be-a), n. [NL., named in honor
of 3. Dombey, a French botanist (1742-93).] A
sterculiaceous genus of handsome shrubs and

trees, natives of Africa and the adjacent is-

lands, including about, 25 species. The bark of D.

platttnifolia, of Madagascar, yields a fiber that is used
for making cordage. D. Burgessiee, of South Africa, is

known ns the Zulu cherry.



Domboc

Domboc (AS. pron. dom'bok), . [AS., lit.

'doom-book,' i. e., book of lawn : *< ilnniii und

honk.] The book of laws, now lost, compiled
under tlio direction of King Alfred of England,
iinil containing the local ciisloins of the several

provinces of Hie kingdom. Also rtoiiii'biMik.

These would prohahly include the -Ian-lard work of

Alfred, known a- tlir />i.m/*"c, and those counterparts of

charters which served tin- purpose of :i primitive enroll-

nicnl. Mln nirum. Kit. 3083, p. 70H.

dome 1 (dom), ii. [< OF. <liiif, also spelled, er

roneously, ili>.*ir, a, tmvii-hoiiso, state-house, a

dome, cupola, P. dtiun; u cupola, dome, = It.

iliiiHiiii. a dome, enpola, i-nt hedral, = OS. dom
= OFries. dom = OHG. dom, doom, a house,
MHG. duoiii, tnom, a temple, a church, = G.
Ilium (obs.), dom, a cathedral (in comp. dnin-

kirche, whence the accom. Icel. domkirUa =
8w. tlomkyrka = Dan. domkirke, a cathedral),
< L. damns (ML. also prob. damns), a house,
ML. dornux Dei or simply domits, or with a
saint's name attached, o. g., domus flancti Petri,
a church, cathedral, often roofed with a cupola,
< (Jr. M/iof, a house, a temple, < M/teiv, build,
akin to E. timber, q. v. The above forms wero
partly mixed with ML. doma, a house, roof,

cupola, < LL. doma, ahouse, roof. < Gr. oufia(T-),
a house, a temple, < oeftetv, build.] 1. A build-

ing; ahouse; especially, a stately building; a

great hall
;
a church or temple. [Poetical.]

Approach the dome, the social banquet share. Pope.

The aspiring youtli that Ii red the Ephesian dome
Outlives in fame the pions fool that raised it.

r, Rich. III. (altered), iii. 1.

In Xanadu did Kuhla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree.

Coleridge, Kuhla Khan.

2. In arch., a cupola; a vault upon a plan cir-

cular or nearly so
;
a hemispherical or approx-

imately hemispherical coving of a building.

Dome of Briinnellcschi (1420), Santa Maria del Fiore. Florence.

This restricted application of the term arose from the
fact that the churches of Italy were almost universally
huilt with a cupola at the Intersection of the nave and the

transept, or over the sanctuary. In some instances dome
may refer equally well to the church or cathedral, or to
the cu|>ola which is its most conspicuous feature.

At the south side of the eonrt there is a fine mosque
covered with a large <I<>HH-.

/'"i-i.-J-c, Description of the East, II. i. 122.

Life, like a dome of ninny-coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of eternity.

Shelley, Adonais, Iii

The liaiid that rounded Peter's dome
And groined the aisles of Christian Rome,
Wrought in a sad sincerity.

Emerton, The Prohlem.

A true Gothic dome grand arches leading up to a

grander ilnnii- within, concentric story above story with
ont, rising with forests of pinnacles clustered around the
tall central spire.

C. K. Xnrliin, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 311.

3. Anything shaped like a cupola, (a) A hcmi-
spherical arch. (>>) T!ie steam-chamber of a locomotive.
M In metal., the tipper part of a furnace, resembling a
hollow hemisphere or small dome, (d) The raised roofor
monitor-roof of a railroad-car of American pattern, serv-
ini; for lighting and ventilation, or a similar feature over
the chief ealiin or saloon of some <teanici -.

4. The dome-shaped part of the roof of an astro-
nomical observatory, placed over a telescope.
It is usually hemispherical, and is so arranged that an>
desired part of tile heavens may lie disclose,! to the in-

strument. In some forms this is accomplished by means
of a continuous series of shutters; in others, a complete
longitudinal section of the dome, from apex to base, can
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\te- removed or thrown open as far aft desired, and ft mecha-
nism is provided to n Mil\ e the dome Mi that the a pi i t in

can In- inaile to rommanil any par! of tin heawn^.

5. In crystal., a form whose planes intersect,

the vertical axis, but are parallel to one of the
lateral axes : so called because it has above or

lidnw a horizontal edge like the roof of a

house; also, one of the faces of such a form.
In the orthornombic system, a dome, if parallel to the

longer lateral axis, is a macrodome; if parallel to the

shorter lateral axis, a lirarhiidimif. In the monoclinic sys-
tem a dome is an wtitodonM or i-liu"<linii' according as it

is patalli 1 In that lateral axis which is respectively per-

pendicular or oblique to the vertical axis. Floating
dome, a form of rotating astronomical dome floating In

an annular tank filled with a fluid, in which the base of

the dome Is plunged.
dome 1 (dom), v. t.: pret. and pp. domed, ppr.
i/iiniiiif/. [< dome'-, n.] To furnish or cover
with a dome

; give the shape of a dome to.

Once more the Heavenly Power
Makes all things new,

And domes the red-plough 'd hills

With loving blue. Tennyson, Early Kprlng.

So far as I know, all the domed buildings erected by the
Romans tip to the time of Constantine, and indeed long
afterwards, were circular in the interior.

J. Ferytason, Hist. Arch., I. 347.

The ceiling is divided Into square domed panels each

containing medallions and enrichment finished In citrine,

cream, light blue, anil a profusion of gold.
Keek's Jour. Dee. Art, II. 346.

dome'2t, and v. An obsolete form of doom.

Domebook, . Same as Domboc.
dome-cover (dom'kuv'er), n. In a locomotive,
the cover of copper or brass which incloses the
dome to prevent radiation of heat. See dome1

,

n., 3 (6).

dome-head (dom'hed), n. The top of the dome
of a tank-car.

domel (do'mel), a. A dialectal form of dumbh: 1
.

Grose.

doment (do'ment), . [< do1 + -ment.~\ Per-

formance; doings. [Colloq.]

A public hall, or any such great formal do-ment.
Jthoda Brourjhton, Joan.

domesdayt, domesmant, etc. Obsolete forms
of doomsday, etc.

domestic (do-mes'tik), a. andw. [Early mod. E.

also domestic!?, domestike ; < OF. domestique, ver-

nacularly domesflie, domcche, domeichc, dontcx-

gue, etc., F. domestique = Pr. dontcsguc, domet-

ftte,
domestic, domesteguc= Sp. dome'stico = Pf*.

t. domestico, < L. domcsticus, belonging to the

household, < domuK, house, household: see

dome.} I. a. 1. Relating or belonging to the
home or household, or to household affairs;

pertaining to one's place of residence, or to the
affairs which concern it, or used in the conduct
of such affairs: as, domestic concerns; domes-
tic life; domestic duties; domestic servants

;
do-

mestic animals.

Who addeth that they lined not without men, hut that

they put the men to domextike drudgeries, and exercised
the women in the field. fitrchax, Pilgrimage, p. 31*8.

Donmtie happiness, thou only bliss

Of Paradise that has surviv'd the fall
'

Cowper, Task, Hi. 41.

In these simple vales
The natural feeling of equality
Is by (loitictttic service urtimpalred.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

2. Attached to the occupations of the home or

the family ; pertaining to home life, or to house-
hold affairs or interests : as, a domestic man or

woman.
Well, yon see, master Premium, what a domestic, char-

acter 1 am ; here I sit of an evening surrounded by my
family. Sheridan, School for .Scandal, iv. 1.

His fortitude is the more extraordinary, because his

iliniif*l/<- feelings were unusually strong.

Macartlay, Bunyan.
The ilomextic man, who loves no music so well as his

kitchen clock, and the airs which the logs sing to him as

they bum on the hearth, has solaces which others never
dream of. Kmerson, Essays, Istser., p. 206.

3. Pertaining to a nation considered as a fam-

ily, or to one's own country; internal; not for-

eign: as, domestic dissensions; domestic goods ;

domestic trade.

to here mayc ye see this beast to be no stranger, borne
farr off, for Paul saith, he sitteth in the temple of Owl ;

he is therefore a domestyc eniinye.
Jotte, Expos, of Daniel, vii.

If there be any proposition universally true in ]Ni]itics.

it is this, that foreign attachments are the fruit of <foir-
tit- misrule. Macaulay, Disabilities of Jews.

Dmnestic peace is maintained without the aid of a mili-

tary cstal.lisl lit. Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., I., Ink

4. Home-made: an epithet applied to certain

cotton cloths of American manufacture. See

n., s.

domesticate

A stack of unldeaclied ti<,ni>-*ii<- cloth for a bolster.

K. KH:I/-""':II, 'I In- id, iniy, \ \\\. in.

Domestic architecture, (a) The art of designing ami
eventing buildings for domestic or priviite use, I

ta-es. fat in hoii-c.-, villas, mansions, etc. (//) Collectively,
lie i\les or methods pursued iii building for 'i-

pin poses; the character or i(,ialif \ ol <|I<HH .-I n lnnl'iin-

a>, the domestic architecture of England as compared \\ jth

that of I'Yancc. Domestic commerce, domestic cor-

poration. See the nouns. -Domestic economy, the

iiiaiincr in which matters relating to the family are con-

ducted; specifically, the economical management of house-
hold affairs; the art of managing domestic atfairs in the
i.i -t ami thriftiest manner. Domestic medicine, mcdi
cine as practised by unprofessional persons in their own
families.- Domestic motor. *ce m,,iar.

II. . 1. A household servant; a servant re-

siding with a family.
The master labours, and leads an anxious life, to secure

plenty and ease to the domestic*.

Knox, Duty of Servants, Sermons, xvf.

Many a gallant gay domestic
Bows before him at the door.

Tenni/son, Lord of Burleigh.

2f. A native of a country.
If he were a forreiner for birth, yet he was a thunextick

In heart /?/>. Hall, flood f'entiirlon.

3f. An inmate of a house.

The great Basil mentions a certain art, of drawing
many doves, by anointing the wings of a few with a fra-

grant ointment, and so sending them abroad, that by the

fragrancy of the ointment they may allure others unto
the house whereof they are themselves the domeftielu.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Iv., Int.

4f. A domicile
;
a home.

I found myself so unflt for courts, that I was resolved
to pass the rest of my life in my own domettiek.

Sir H". Temple, Memoirs, p. 345.

5. })l. Home-made cotton cloths, either bleached
or unbleached, of the grades in common use,
and neither printed nor dyed. [U. S.]
domestical (do-mes'ti-kal), rt. and . [< ME.
domcsticall ; < 'domestic -(-'-/.] I. . If. Same
as domentic.

Abandoned and forsaken, yea even of his own domexti-
cal servants.

Quoted in Raltiyh't Hist. World, Prcf., p. 34.

The original, proceedings and successe of the Northren
tlomextical and forren trades and tramqlles of this Isle of

l>ritain. llakliiyt't* Vintages, I. 124.

2. Of a home-like character
;
of local origin.

[Rare.]
The Catholic Church . . . has made in fourteen cen-

turies (in England] a massive system, . . . toncodonwv-
liral and stately. Kmermn, English Traits.

H.t n. 1. A family ;
a household.

Amongest whom, ther were many his pareutcs A tlo-

?m'sfK'a/xorhou8holdes. Xicoll*, tr. of Thncydides, fol. 41.

2. A domestic ;
a servant. fSoiithirell.

domestically (do-mes'ti-kal-i), (idr>. 1. In re-

lation to domestic affairs.

As the conception of life in the Hebrew heaven elab-

orated, . . . the ascribed arrangementsdid not, like those
of the Greeks, parallel terrestrial arrangements domesti.

rally. U. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., S 10r>.

Her brother's life struck her as hare, nngaruished, help-
less, socially and dowe*ticall\i speaking.

//. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., I.XXVII. DS.

2. Privately ;
as one of a family,

domesticantt (do-mes'ti-kant), . [< ML. do-

mestican(t-)x, ppr. of domcsticare : see dontexti-

rnte.] Forming part of the same family.

The power . . . was virtually residing and domrittirnnl
lit the plurality of his assessors.

Sir K. Derinn, Speeches, p. 71.

domesticate (do-mes'ti-kat), .
; pret. and pp.

domesticated, ppr. domesticating. [< LL. domr.t-

ticatus, p. a., prop. pp. of (ML.) dome/iticare (>
It. domesticare = Pg. Sp. domesticar = Pr. dn-

mcsgar, domesjar = F. domestiqnrr, OF. domeg-

cher), live in a family, trans, tame, < L. domcs-

tifus, domestic.: see domestic.'] I. irons. 1. To
make domestic ; accustom to remain much at

home: as, to domesticate one's self. 2. To make
an inmate of a household

;
associate in family

life
; hence, to make intimate or cause to be-

come familiar, as if at home.

Having the entry into your house, and heing half do.

meHticated by their situation.

Burte, To a Member of tin National Assembly.

1 would not be dome*tirated all my days with a person
of very superior capacity to my own.

Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

To marry is to domesticate the Recording Angel.
R. L. Stevenson, Virginibtls Puerlsqite, il.

Tills proposition I beg the reader to domesticate in the

most intimate and familiar part of his knowledge.
\\-,-ft in in*lcr lite., CXXVIII. 748.

If we dilate in beholding the llreek energy, the Roman
pride, it is that we are already domc*ticutini the same
sentiment. Emerson, Essays, 1st scr., p. 234.



domesticate "28 dominate

5. To convert to domestic uses, as wild ani- domically (do/mi -kal-i), ad, In a domical an animal lives: as t^^eture
or cultivation;' reclaim from a state of na- chapels.

ture. domicella (dom-i-sel a),

The domaMated reindeer still retains his wild Instincts,
do""f'J

*
^nSfJ

and never fails to protest against the necessity of labor. see aome.\ me
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 144. specific name

II intrans. To live much at home; lead a *
^Kg

1^ f

quiet home life; become a member of a family ^J4^^
<>lrcle -

la (Linneeus),
I would rather ... see her married to some honest and adoDted bv

tender-hearted man, whose love might induce him to do- .. J

mesticate with her, and to live peaceably and pleasingly

within his family circle, than to see her mated with a

prince of the blood. H. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 305.

domestication (do-mes-ti-ka'shon), n. [= F.

domestication = Sp. domestication = Pg. domes-

ticacao = It domesticazione < ML. as if *<to- Sy^Serm'i
8

ticatio(n-), < domesticare, domesticate: see do- nous with the sul) .

mesticate.] 1. The act of becoming domestic, family Lorinoe, in-

or the state of being domesticated; home life; eluding Eos, Cori-

home-like association or familiarity. 2. The _***.. etc.

[NL., dim. of L.

some authors
as the genus
name instead of

the barbarous
word. Lorius. In

Domicella (Lorius domtcella].

larly for the purpose of searching or inspecting it under

authority, as in police supervision or in house-to-house
visitation by sanitary officers.

Whether or not official oversight [in ancient Egypt] in-

cluded domiciliary visits, it at any rate went to the extent
of taking note of each family.

H. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 558.

domiciliate (dom-i-sil'i-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

domiciliated, ppr. domiciliating. [< NL. *domi-

ciliatus, pp. of "domiciliare, < L. domicilium, a
domicile: see domicile, y.]

1. To provide with
or establish in a domicile ;

fix in a place of

residence.

The domiciliated classes of one of the most interesting
nations of the world.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, Pref., p. iv.

2f. To render domestic
;
tame.

The domiciliated animals.

Poumall, Study of Antiquities, p. 61.

f= D Oomi- domiciliation (dom-i-sil-i-a'shon), n. [< domi-

domicile F ciliate + -ion.'} 1. The state of being domicili-

cover, iiiue : see UCM, witwwv.j A. AJ^ KCUCI&I, i. u _i_ u i*.-

a place of residence of a person or a family; in a house, household, + eultura cultiv,

a narrower sense, the place where one lives; a Housekeeping and cookery; domestic

nlooa nf ria.liit.iml abodfi. in contradistinction _
omy. J4. V. [Kare.J

[< L. domus,
"eultura, cultivation.]

econ-

domestication of the potato.
domesticative (do-mes'ti-ka-tiv), a. [< domes-

ticate + -ive.~] Tending to or of the nature of

domestication: as, domesticative breeding.

domesticity (do-mes-tis'i-ti), n.
; pi. domestici-

ties (-tiz). [= F. domesticite = Sp. domestici-

dad = Pg. domesticidade, < ML. domesticita(t-)s,

< L. domesticus, domestic: see domestic.] 1.

The state of being domestic. very nungry, go M^ewwn, gjjj^^ of MenU) xj
.

eng) into t
'

w
"

eive houses, in order to erect a

These great artists [who succeeded "the masters"] , , , ,. theme or horoscope by means of six great cir-

brought with them mystery, despondency, domesticity, 2. In law, the place where a person has his
cj cajjed circles of position .

sensuality : of all these good came, as well as evil. home, or his principal home, or where he has
fiom{na (dom'i-na) n pi domino; (-ne). [L.,

Jtuskin, Lectures on Art, 184. his (amily residence and personal place of busi-
mistregs

v

lady fe
'

m . Oi dominus, master, lord ;

Some of the aspects of a soldier's career, its nomadic ness; that residence trom which there is no uged ag yties in ML : see dominus.] In law, a
present intention to remove, or to which there

t;t]e formerly given to ari honorable woman
is a general intention to return. The domicile de- who j^ia a karonv ,n her own right.

currenceVf^wo'eleS dominance, dominancy (dom'i-nans, -nan-si),

2d, the intention of the person to make that place hishome. w . [< OF. dominance, dominence, f . dominance,

lr.moa+ir.i.70 fdri mPH'ti si-/^ r /-in-fit a I

Thus, a man may be a citizen of one counti-y,
have his < dominant, dominant: see dominant. Cf.prc-lomesticize (ao-mes ti-su), t. r.

, pret. ana
domicile , al)other an(i temporarily reside in a third. Oaminanae^ Rule control authoritv ascen-

pp. domestiCixed, ppr. OtmenMcMng. [< domes- Domicile is of three kinds : 1st, domicile of oriyin or na-

tic + -ize.~\ To render domestic
;
domesticate, tivttt/, depending on that of the parents at the time of Clancy.

Southea
'

birth ; 2d, domicile of choice, which is voluntarily acquired dominant (dom i-nant), a. and n. [\ Or . aomt-
'

^'cdf.Tn'of> . FPi-nV, from a TiT-nnpr by the party ; and 3d, dontc* fti/ operad'on o/ iaw, as that nan f p dominant = Sp. Pg. It. dominante, < L.
(domet), . [Piob from a roper (|f a wlfe arisi f ^.^ The term domicile is domln(Hl(t_)s ppr . of dominari, rule: see domi-

sometimes used to signify the length of residence re- '"y '*> V\

quired by the law of some countries for the purpose of es- note. Cf. jmdotmnant.] 1. a. 1. ^xeicising
tablishing jurisdiction in civil actions ; in Scotland, resi- rule or chief authority; governing; predomi-

character, its want of domesticity.
The Century, XXXII. fl:!5.

2. A domestic affair, act, or habit.

The domesticities of life. ./. ilartineau.

domesticize (do-mes'ti-slz), v. t.
; pret. and

name.] A plain cloth, of which the warp is

cotton and the weft woolen.

domeykite (do-ma'kit), . [After I. Domeyko,
\Thilian n^nVralorist 1 A native coppei- ar

Aeme for a*
!
east (OTty *5? !"""". ,

the col
!"try c?"^' "^nt : as, the dominant party or faction,

a cnilian mineralogist. J A native coppei ar-
tutes a Domicile as to jurisdiction. All questions relating

senid, occurring massive in Chili, of a tin-white

to steel-gray color and metallic luster.

domical (do'mi-kal), a. [< ML. "domicalis, do-

to personal property, in matters of debt, intestacy, or tes- From the beginning the militant class, being by force

tamentary disposition, are determined by the law of the of arms the dominant class, becomes the class which owns

place of domicile, while those relating to real property the source of food the land.
,, ! ^ __' , *,.,.- , -_- ,i ... Su.JLi-1 //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 463.HWUMM vu" *u*-*<>V> N^- """"' "'""- are subject to the law of the place where it is situated.

mtciahs, < L. domws a house, ML. a church, etc. : The property of a foreigner domiciled in a country with H _ 2 Having a controlling effect or in-
see dome.] Related to or shaped ike a dome

; which his own is at war is held to be subject to seizure as J*
*

.

*"
fgJlS,. or erfe(,tive . over.

characterized by the presence of a dome or

domes
;
influenced in construction by the prin-

ciples of the dome.

The kings of Mykene had reared those tombs or trea-

suries which show such a wonderful striving after the rfo-

mical form while the domical construction was not yet un-
derstood. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 405.

Domical Church, a church of which a dome is the char-
acteristic feature

; or, specifically, a church of which the
entire roof-plan is practically a series of domes, whether
boldly prominent, as in St. Mark's at Venice, and in the
church of St. Front at Perigueux, France, copied from it

that of an alien enemy.

It would be more correct to say that that place is prop-
erly the domicil of a person in which his habitation is fixed

without any present intention of removing therefrom.

Story, Conflict of Laws, iii. 43.

"Two things must concur," says the same eminent ju-
rist [Story], "to constitute domicile first, residence, and
secondly, intention of making it the home of the party,"
and when once domicile is acquired it is not shaken off by
occasional absences for the sake of business or of pleasure,
or even by visits to a former domicile or to one's native

country. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 67.

domicile (dom'i-sil), v. t.
; pret. and pp. domi-

ciled, ppr. domiciling. [= D. domicilieren = G.
domiciliren = Dan. domiciliere = Sw. domicili-

era, < F. domicilier = Sp. Pg. domiciliar, < NL.
*'domiciliare (see domiciliate), domicile; from
the noun.] To establish in a fixed residence,
or a residence that constitutes continuance in

abode; domiciliate.

He has now been a fortnight domiciled at Oriel.

Mem. of R. H. Barham, in Ingoldsby Legends, I. 86.

domiciliart (dom-i-sil'i-ar), n. [< ML. domi-

ciliarius, a domestic : see domiciliary.] A do-
mestic

;
a member of a household.

The dean of Strasburg, the prebendaries, the capitulars
and domiciliars. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 1.

.

fluence
;
most conspicuous or effective ; over-

shadowing.
In the view from the railway Saint Nicholas' tower is

dominant. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 16.

Moral existence is often thoughtlessly confounded with

spiritual, because it is so dominant a form of natural ex-

istence as to seem something apart from it.

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 116.

But once originated, the conception of the constancy of

the order of Nature has become the dominant idea of mod-
ern thought. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 2.

Dominant branch of a tree, in math., one containing at

least half of all the knots of the tree. Dominant chord
or triad, in music, the triad based upon the dominant or

fifth tone of the scale. This triad precedes that of the

tonic in the complete or authentic cadence. Dominant
section, in music, an intermediate section of a piece,
written in the key of the dominant, and thus contrasted

with the first and last sections, in the key of the tonic.

Dominant tenement, the tenement or parcel of land in

favor of which a servitude exists over another tenement,
called the seroient tenement. The owner of the dominant
tenement is sometimes called the dominant owner.

II. n. [= D. G. dominante = Dan. Sw. domi-

nant, < It. dominante: see I.] In music: (a)

The reciting tone in Gregorian scales or modes.

(6) The fifth tone in the modern scales or modes :

so called because of its importance in relation

to the key-note or tonic.

Ancient Greek music seems ... to have deviated from
ours by ending on the dominant instead of the tonic.

Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (trans.), p. 371.

domi-

Domical Church. Cathedral of Perigueux, France ; nth century.

in the eleventh century, or not apparent from the exte-
rior, as is common in the medieval churches of Anjou and
bordering provinces. This system of construction is of

Byzantine origin, and presents a highly interesting and
important phase of architectural development.

[P^rigord] is the land alike of flint implements and of
domical churches.

domiciliary (dom-i-sil'i-a-ri), a. [= OF. and
F. domiciliairc = Sp. Pg. It. domiciliario, < ML.
domiciliarius, prop, adj., domestic, < L. Awwd- dominantly (dom'i-nant-li), adr. In a
hum, abode, domicile : see domicile.] 1. Per- nant malmer ; so as to control or sway,
taming to an abode, or the residence of a per-

M. n fn ]
It is owing to its dominantly materialistic side, and to

or a ramny. its pf)wel
. jn increasing the capacity for pain, as well as

The personal and ilomiciliarji rights of the citizen. actual pain, that civilization has developed modern pes-

Motley, simism. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 27.

Doniiciliar;/ visitation of the poor is the great need of dominate (dom'i-nat), V.
; pret. and pp. domi-

the city- Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 325. ilate^ ppr . dominating. [< L. dominates, pp.
2. In eool,, constituting or pertaining to a pro- of dominari (> It. dominare = F. dominer = Sp.

Contemporary Rev., L. 325. tective or investing envelop or case in which Pg. dominar : see also domineer), i-ule, be lord.



dominate

< dominus, lord, master: see dominun. Hence
in comp. pfwfmtfMta] I. trans. 1. To bear
rule over; control by mastery ; govern; sway.
We everywhere meet with Slavonian nations rithn

dominant or dominated. Tookr, Hist. KuxHiit.

Hence 2. To affect controllingly or most
prominently ;

have chief influence over or ef-

fect upon ;
overshadow : as, a domitiating fea-

ture in a landscape.
The spectral form of nn awful fate dominating all things

human and divine. J. Caird.

The credulity of the Christiana was dominated by con-

science, anil they detected a polluted Impostor with as
sure an instinct as the most cultivated Epicurean.

Froude, Sketches, p. 13!>.

H. intrants. To hold control; predominate;
prevail.
The system of Aristotle, however, still dominated in the

universities. Ilallam, Introd. Lit of Europe, ill. 2.

The Mount of Olives is a steep and rugged hill, amui-

nating over the city ami the surrounding heights.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 70.

How explain the charm with which he [Shakspere] domi-
nates in all tongues, even under the disenchantment of

translation ? Lowell, Among my Books, 1st scr., p. 184.

domination (dom-i-na'shon), n. [< ME. domy-
nacion. < OF. dominatiun, domination, domina-

tion, F. domination = Pr. domination = Sp. do-

mination = Pg. dominacSo = It. dominazioiie, <

L. i/iiiiinnitin(ii-), rule, dominion (also used in a
concrete sense, in sing, or pi., rulers, lords,

ML. a title of kings, etc., also in pi. one of the

supposed orders of angels), < dominari, pp. do-

mina tus, rule: see dominate.'] 1. The exercise
of power in ruling; dominion; sovereignty;
lordship ; government.
This lyon crowned hadde in his companye xviij lyon-

sewes crowned, whereof eche of hem nadde lordshippc
and domynacion oner the tother bestes that were turned
to the lyon crowned. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 413.

Thou, and thine, usurp
The dominations, royalties, and rights
Of this oppressed boy. Shak., K. John, It. 1.

2. Control by means of superior ability, influ-

ence, position, or resources
; prevailing force :

as, the domination of strong minds over weak
;

the domination of reason over the passions.
That austere and insolent domination [of the aristoc-

racy]. Burke, Present Discontents (1770).

3. pi. An order of angels, supposed to be men-
tioned in two passages of the New Testament
(Eph. i. 21, Col. i. 16), where the authorized
version uses the word dominions, in the scheme
of the celestial hierarchy (see hierarchy) of Dionysius
the pseudo-Areopagite (first cited in the sixth century),
and afterward generally accepted, the dominations con-
stitute the fourth among the nine orders of angels, rank-

ing as the first order of the second or intermediate triad.

The form domination rather than dominion is due to the
Latin dominatio of the Vulgate, the rendering of the Greek
*i>pumjs, dominion, lordship, power and rank of a lord,
the word also used by Dionysius.

Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers ;

Hear my decree. Milton, P. L., v. 607.

= 8yn. 1. Rule, command. 2. Influence, Ascendancy, etc.

See authority.

dominative (dom'i-na-tiv), a. [= F. domina-

tif = Sp. Pg. dominaiivo, < ML. dominativus, <

L. dominari, rule: see dominate.'] Presiding;
governing ; dominating. [Obsolete or rare.]

Nothing should be despisable In the eyes of other, the
prince in majesty and sovereignty of power, the nobility
in wisdom and dominative virtue.

Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

dominator (dom'i-na-tor), n. [Early mod. E.

dominatour; = F. dominateur= Sp. Pg. doniitia-

dor= It. dominatorc,< L. dominator, a ruler,< do-

minari, rule : see dom inate.] A ruler; a ruling
power; a presiding or predominant influence.

The great pride of the Greekes and Latines, when they
were dominatours of the world, reckoning no language so
gweete and ciuill as their owne.

Puttfnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 209.

Jupiter with Mars [are] dominators for this north-west
part of the world. Camden, Remains, Britain.

(Jrojit deputy, the welkin's vicegerent, and sole domi-
nultir of Navarre. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

domineer (dom-i-ner'), >. [In the 17th century
also dominecrc, domminere; < MD. dominon'i,
feast luxuriously (lit. play the master; cf.

quot. from Shakspere under def. 2), D. domi-
neren = G. dominircn = Dan. domincre = Sw.
dominera, domineer, < OF. dominer, F. domi-

ner, < L. doniinnri, rule, be master: see domi-

nate.] I. intrans. 1. To rule in an overbear-

ing or arrogant manner; have or get the upper
hand.

The bishop of Ely, chaucelor,
Was left a vice-roy here,
Who like a potent emperor
Dii! proudly il'unminere.

True Tale of Robin Uuml (Child's Ballads, V. 362).
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A lustlce of peace hee is to dominrrrr in his Parish, and
doe his neighbour wrong with more right.

Do. Katie, Micro losnio^rnnliie, An Vp.start C'ountrcy
[Knight.

As when the feudal lords were strongest, the towns
sought protection under their castles, so in Italy, when
the towns and their factions domineered, the feudal lords

were fain to seek their safety in becoming citizens.

Brougham.

2. To (rive orders or directions in an arrogant,
blustering manner; make an overbearing as-

sertion of authority; play the master: often
with over.

Go to the feast, revel and domineer.

SAo*.,T. of the S., ill. 2.

His Wishes tend abroad to roam ;

And tier's, to domineer at home.
Prior, Alma, II.

Viragos, who discipline their husbands and dominf.er
over the whole neighbourhood.

Goldsmith, Female Warriors.

= 8yn. 1. To tyrannize. 2. To swagger, lord tt

n. trans. To govern; sway; influence.

The barbara domineereth all the other syllogisms.
Sir T. Browne.

Think'st tin in. because my friend, with humble fervour,
Kneels to Omnipotence, each gossip's dream,
Each village-fable, domineers In turn
His brain's distemper'd nerves?

//. Walpole, Mysterious Mother, II. 2.

domineering (dom-i-ner'ing), p. a. Overbear-

ing. = &yn. Authoritative, Dogmatic, etc. See magisterial.

domini, . Plural of dominus.
dominical (do-min'i-kal), a. and n. [= OF. do-

minical, F. dominical = Pr. Sp. Pg. dominical
= It. domenicale, < ML. dominicalis, pertaining
to Sunday (dominica, or, in full, dominica dies or

dominicus dies, the Lord's day, Sunday, > It. do-

menica = Sp. domingo = Pg. domingo, dominga
= F. dimanche, Sunday) (neut. dominicale, a
book containing the lessons or services for Sun-

day, also a costume or veil for Sunday), or to

the Lord, < L. dominicus (> Sp. dominico), per-
taining to a lord, LL. and ML. pertaining to
the Lord, < L. dominus, lord : see dominus.] I.

a. 1. Of or pertaining to the Lord's day, or

Sunday.
And who knows not the superstitious rigor of his Sun-

days Chappel, and the licentious remissness of his Sundays
Theater ; accompanied with that reverend Statute for Do-
minical Jigs and Maypoles, publisht in his own Name, and
deriv'd from the example of his Father James.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

2. Relating to Christ as Lord : as, the domini-
cal prayer.
Some words altered in the dominical gospels. Fuller.

Dominical or Sunday letter, one of the seven letters

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, used iu calendars to mark the Sundays
throughout the

year.
The first seven days of the year be-

ing marked by the above letters in their order, the follow-

ing seven and all consecutive sets of seven days to the end
of the year are similarly marked, except that in leap-years
the 24th and 25th of February receive the same letter ; so
that on whatever day the first Sunday of the year falls, the
letter which marks it will mark all the other Sundays of

the year, except in leap-year, when after February 24th the
dominical letter for the remainder of the year changes
to the one preceding. (Many modern writers make the
change of letter to occur after the end of February, the
29th taking no letter.) After twenty-eight years the same
letters return In their order. The use of the dominical
letter is primarily to aid in determining the date of East-
er ; but it may be used, by calculation, for finding the day
of the week on which a given date* falls In any year, past
or future. To find the dominical letter of any year, let p,
q, r, s, respectively, be the digits in the thousands', hun-
dreds', tens', and units' places of the number of the year.
Then, if the year is new style, find the sum 6 + Zq + 6r
+ 4* + 1, and diminish it by the quotient of the year di-

vided by 400 (neglecting the remainder). If it is old style,
form the sum 3(p + 1) + a + 6r + 4*. In either case in-

crease the result by double the remainder after dividing
the year by 4 (this remainder being taken as 4 for January
and February of a leap-year). Divide the result by 7, and
the remainder is the ordinal number of the dominical let-

ter in the alphabet(the ordinal number of G being called 0).

II.t n. 1. The Lord's day; Sunday. 2. The
Lord's house

;
a building used for religious ser-

vice.

Then began Christian Churches, Oratories, or domiuicals
to outshine the Temples of the Heathen Gods.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 361.

3. A dominical letter.

Kutli. Fair as a text B in a copy-book.
Kos. 'Ware pencils ! How ? let me not die your debtor,

My red dominical, my golden letter. Shak., L. L. I.. . v. -j.

4. A garment or veil for Sundays. See domini-
cale.

Wee decree that euery woman, when she dooth commu-
nicate, haue her dominical : if she haue it not, let her not
communicate vntil the next Sonneday.

'

Bp. Jeirell, Reply to Harding, p. 73.

dominicale (do-min-i-ka'le), n. [ML. : see do-

minical.] A general term for a costume orasin-

gle garment appropriated to Sunday and atten-
dance on divine service, especially a veil, of
which the use is retained in Italy to the present

dominion

day, and was common among Roman Catholics
elsewhere until a recent date.

Dominican (do-min'i-kan), a. and n. [= F. do-
iiiinii-iiiii = Sp. Pg. dominicano, dominico = It.

domcnicano (chiefly as a noun) = D. Dominikaan
= G. Dominicaner = Dan. Sw. I)iinii>iil;nner (as
a noun), < ML. Dominicanug, pertaining to Do-
minicus, a Dominican, < Dominicus, a man's

name, referring to Dominic de Guzman, called

St. Dominic. The name Dominicus, E. Domi-

nic, F. Dominitfue, Sp. Domingo, It. Domenico,
means '

belonging to the Lord' : see dominical.]
1. a. 1 . Of or pertaining to St. Dominic or the
Dominicans. 2. Noting certain South Ameri-
can tanagcrs of the genus Faroaria, as P. -

mi In in, of dark-gray color with a pointed scar-

let crest.

H. n. One of an order of mendicant friars

instituted by the Spaniard Domingo de Guzman
in Languedoo in France, and confirmed by the

pope in 1216. The official name of the order is Fratres
PraMlicatores (rendered In English Friars Preachers.

Preaching Brethren or Friars, Predicants, or Order of

Preachers), preaching and Instruction being the chief ob-

jects of Its foundation. It was established by Dominic
himself also in Italy and Spain, and spread rapidly In

other countries. In England its members were called

Black Friars, from their black cloaks, and In France Jaco-

bins, from the church and hospital of St. Jacques (Jaco-

bus), in which they were first established In Paris. Their

rules, based upon those of St. Augustine, enjoin poverty,
chastity, fasting, and silence ; but the last two may he dis-

pensed with when they would interfere with active duties.

The officers of the order are all elective. The highest,

holding his place six years, is termed general ; provincial
and conventual priors have charge respectively of prov-
inces and convents. The Dominicans and Franciscans,
originating about the same time and long vehement rivals,

were the leading orders of the Roman Church until the rise

of the Jesuits In the sixteenth century. They still exist in

many countries, but with reduced Influence. The dress

of the order is a black mantle and a white habit and scap-
ular. An order of Dominican nuns was also founded by
Dominic.

dominicide 1
(do-min'i-sld), n. [< L. dominus,

lord, master, + -cida, killer, < ccedere, kill.]

One who kills his master. E. D.
dominicide- (do-min'i-sid), n. [< L. dominus,
lord, master, +'-cidium, a killing, < c<e<fere,kill.]
The killing of a master. E. D.
dominie (dom'i-ni or do'mi-ni), n. [= Sp. d<f-

mine, a schoolmaster, < L. dominc, voc. of domi-

nus, a lord or master
;
the word being formerly

used in the vocative as a regular term of ad-
dress to clergymen, schoolmasters, and others
in authority.] 1. A schoolmaster; a peda-
gogue. [Scotch and Old Eng.]
The dainty dominie, the schoolmaster. Beau, and Fl.

Abel Sampson, commonly called, from his occupation
as a pedagogue, Dominie Sampson.

Scoff, Guy Mannerlng, II.

2. In some parts of the United States, a clergy-
man ; a parson ; especially, a settled minis-
ter or pastor : a title used specifically in the

(Dutch) Reformed Church, and colloquially in

other churches, particularly in New York and
New Jersey.
dominio (do-me'ni-6), n. [Sp. : see dominion.]
In Mexican and Spanish law, equivalent to domi-
nium.
dominion (do-min'yon), n. [< ME. dominion,
domynyon, (. OF. dominion (F. dominion, as ap-
plied to the Dominion of Canada), < ML. ao-

minio(n-), equiv. to L. dominium (> Sp. Pg. It.

dominio), lordship, right of ownership, < domi-

nus, lord: see domain, demain, demesne, all from
the same source.] 1. Lordship; sovereign or

supreme authority; the power of governing
and controlling ; empire : as, a territory under
the dominion of a foreign power.

Hit is also vnder the domynyon of the Venysians.
Sir B. Guy(forde, Pylgrymage, p. 10.

For till his dayes, the chiefe dominion
By strength was wielded without pollicy.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 39.

I praised and honoured him that liveth for ever, whose
dominion is an everlasting dominion. Dan. iv. 34.

2. The right of uncontrolled possession, use,
and disposal ; power of control.

Study thou the dominion of thyself, and quiet thine own
commotions. Sir T. Broom, Christ. Mor., i. 24.

He could not have private dominion over that which
was under the private dominion of another. Locke.

What am I

That I dare to look her way ;

Think I may hold dominion sweet,
Lord of the pulse that is lord of her breast?

Tennyson, Maud, xvl. 1.

3. A territory and people subject to a specific

government or control
;
a domain : as, the do-

minions of Prussia.

Judah was his sanctuary, and Israel his dominion.
Ps. cxlv. 2.



dominion

AU thay that dwell in that Dominion, whereof the city

is head. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

I have seen now all the King of Great-Britain's Domin-
ions. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 38.

Youth, Manhood, Age, that draws us to the ground, . . .

Glide to thy dim dominions, and are bound.

Bryant, The Past.

4. pi. Same as dominations. See domination, 3.

Whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principali-

ties, or powers. CoL L 16.

Act Of dominion, in law, an act tantamount to an exer-

ciseof ownership. Anns of dominion, in her. See arm?,
7 (a). Dominion day, a national holiday observed in the

Dominion ol Canada on the first day of July, in celebra-

tion of the proclamation of the union of the provinces
under that name on July 1st, 1867, in accordance with the

act of the British Parliament, passed March 29th of that

year, called the British North American Act. Old Do-
minion, a name popularly given to the State of Virginia.

And what more prolific mother of nobility wag there in

the eighteenth century than the Old Dominion ?

Schmiler, Hist. U. S., I. 9.

= Syn. 1. Sovereignty, sway, control, rule, mastery, ascen-

dancy.

dominium (do-min'i-um), n. [L., lordship,
dominion : see dominion.] In civil law, the own-

ership of a thing, as opposed to a mere life

interest, to an equitable right, to a merely pos-

sessory right, or to a right against a particular

person.
Dominium gives to him in whom it is vested the power

of applying the subject to all purposes, except such as are

inconsistent with his relative or absolute duties. Servi-

tus gives the power of applying the subject only to exactly
determined purposes.

Gordon Campbell, Roman Law, p. 251.

We cannot give a reason, other than mere chance, why
power over a wife should have retained the name of man us.

why power over a child should have obtained another

name, potestas, why power over slaves and inanimate

property should in later times be called dominium.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 313.

Dominium dlrectum. (u) The legal title to land, as

distinguished from the right to use it. (&) The right of
the feudal lord in land, as distinguished from that of his

vassal, (c) The right of the landlord in land, as distin-

guished from that of his tenant. Dominium utile, the

right of the beneficiary, vassal, or tenant in land, as dis-

tinguished respectively from the three meanings of do-

minium directum. Dominium directum and dominium
utile, whether vested in the same person or not, together
make up the ownership of the land in its widest sense.

domino (dom'i-no), .
; pi. dominoes or dominos

(-noz). [= D. G. Dan. Sw. domino = F. do-
mino = Sp. domind = Pg. It. domino, mas-
querade dress, < ML. domino (in sense 1), < L.

dominus, lord, master, in ML. a title common
to ecclesiastics (see dominie) ;

cf. ML. domini-

eale, a kind of veil. The game is said to be so
called from the black under surface or part of
the pieces with which it is played.] 1. (a)
An ecclesiastical garment worn over other
vestments in cold weather, made loose, and fur-

nished with a hood,

(ft) By restriction, the
hood alone. 2. A
garment made in par-
tial imitation of that
described in def. 1,

and used at masked
balls. It is usually
made of thin silk,

loose, and with large
sleeves and a hood.
His Majesty of Denmark,

Gold Domino, trimmed
with silver and Italian
Flowers.
Court Milliner's List of
[Kiny of Denmark's Mas-
[querade, N. and Q., 7th

[ser., III. 64.

3. A person wearing
a domino.
The Old Carnival . . . Sir Joshua Reynolds in Domino.-comes back and throngs After Thackeray,

the place with motley com-
pany, dominoes, harlequins, pantaloni, illustrissimi and
illustrissime, and perhaps even the Doge himself.

Howells, Venetian Life, viii.

4. A half-mask formerly worn over the face by
ladies when traveling, at masquerades, etc.. as
a partial disguise for the features. 5. One of
the pieces with which the game of dominoes is

played. See def. 6. 6. pi. A game regularly
played with twenty-eight flat oblong pieces of
ivory, bone, or wood, usually black on one side
the back, and white on the other, the face, the
latter being divided into two parts by a cross-
line. The face of one domino, the double blank is un-
marked, and that of the others is marked on one or both
ends with pips or spots from one to six in number the
highest piece being the double six. Dominoes, however
.re made in different styles, and for some games a largerlumber of pieces and higher markings are used. All plavwith dominoes consists in matching the pieces in a line
by the corresponding ends so long as this can be done
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and scoring the number of spots remaining in the beaten
hand to the account of the winner.

The two players at dominoes glanced up from their game,
as if to protest. Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 11.

dominotier (do-me-no-tia'), n. [F. dominotier,
a maker of dominoes (in def. 1, above) j hence,

by extension, as in def.
;
< domino, domino.] A

maker of colored or marbled paper; an en-

graver or a colorer of woodcuts.

The makers of such paper, as well as the engravers and
colourers of wood-cuts, were called dominotiers.

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 45.

dominus (dom'i-nus), n,
; pi. domini (-ni). [L.,

a master, lord, owner, proprietor, ruler, in LL.
and ML. applied especially to the Lord, in ML.
also a title common to ecclesiastics and gentle-
men (in this use being often abbreviated in writ-

ing and speech to "Dom."); fern, domina, lady,
mistress. Hence the Kom. forms dan1, don2,

dom2
, dame, dam2

, dofta, donna, duena, duenna,
damsel, dongel, madam, madame, madonna, etc.

L. dominus = Skt. damana, in comp., conquer-
ing, also as a proper name, < Skt. ydam, tame,
= L. domare = E. tame.] 1. Master; sir: a
title formerly given to a clergyman (in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge to a bachelor of arts),

gentleman, or lord of a manor. See dominie,
don2

,
(ton1 . 2. In civil law, one who possesses

somethingby right. 3. In feudal law, one who
grants part of Ms estate in fee, to be enjoyed
by another Dominus voblscum,the versicle "The
Lord be with you," employed in Western liturgies and of-

fices, like the similar Pax votriscum (Peace be with you), as
a brief prayer of the priest for the people, the people in

turn praying for the priest in the response Et cumspiritu
tuo (And with thy spirit).

domitablet (dom'i-ta-bl), a. [< L. as if *domi-

tabilis, < domitare, tame (> E. daunt), freq. of
domare = E. tame : see tame, daunt. Cf. denia-

ble.] Capable of being tamed.

Those animals of the more voracious and fierce nature
are less subject to be disciplined, tamed, and brought into

subjection ; the other are by their very nature more dom-
itable, domestick, and subject to be governed.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 369.

domite (do'mit), . [< D6me (Puy-de-D6me,
a department of France) + -ite*.] A variety
of trachyte occurring in the volcanic region of
central France.
domitic (do-mit'ik), a. [< domite + -ic.] Com-
posed of or similar to domite.
dom pedro (dom pe'dro). [Pg. Dom Pedro =
Sp. Don Pedro, lit. Sir Peter; Pedro being a

very common Sp. and Pg. Christian name, < L.

Petrus, < Gr. Tlerpof, Peter.] A name given to

the game of sancho pedro when the joker or
dom is used as one of the trumps.
dompynget, n. [ME., mod. as if "dumping, <

dump, plunge : see dtimp2.] The dabchick.

In mareis and in mores, in myres and in wateres
Dompynges dyueden [dived] ;

" deere god," ich sayde," Wher hadden these wilde suche witt and at what scole ?"

Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 169.

don1
(don), v. t.

; pret. and pp. donned, ppr. don-

ning. [A contr. of do on, at first prob. (like
doff, < do + off) in the impv. ;

ME. don on, AS.
don on, pret. dyde on : see do1

. Cf. doff.] To
put on

;
invest with.

Then up he rose, and donn'd his clothes.

Shale., Hamlet, iv. 5 (song).

Come, don thy cap, and mount thy horse.

Scott, Marmion, v. 31.

Odin donn'd
His dazzling corslet and his helm of gold.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

don2 (don), n. [< Sp. don = Pg. dom, a title

equiv. to E. Mr., < ML. dominus: see dominus.
The word is ult. the same as ME. dan : see dan1

.]
1 . [cap.] A title in Spain and Italy prefixed to a
man's Christian name, like Sir in Great Britain,
Formerly, in Spain, it was confined to men of high rank,
but is now applied to all persons of the better classes, and
is a mere title of courtesy.

The title of Don, which had not then been degenerated
into an appellation of mere courtesy.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., xvi.

2. A gentleman ;
a man bearing the title of or

addressed as "Don."
One will bee sicke forsooth, and bid her maid deny her

to this don, that earle, the other marquesse, nay to a duke.
Rawlins, The Rebellion, L 1.

3. Any person of high importance or leading
position : applied ironically to one giving him-
self airs of importance.
The great dons of wit. Dryden.

4. In Great Britain, a fellow of a college, or
any college authority. [University slang.]

I find that the reverend dons in Oxford are already
alarmed at my appearance in public.

Amhurst, Terra Filius, Jan. 28, 1721.

donation

The college authorities (in University slang-phrase the

Dons) are designated in the most general terms as the
Master and Fellows.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 31.

dona (do'nya), n. [Sp. : see donna, and duena,
duenna.'} A lady: the Spanish equivalent of

donna, especially as a conventional title of re-

spect.
There was the Countess of Medina Cell ; . . .

And Dona Seraflna, and her cousins.

Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 1.

donable (do'na-bl), a. [< L. donabilis, that de-
serves to be presented or presented with, < do-

nare, present : see donate.] Capable of being
donated or given. Bailey, 1727. [Rare or ob-

solete.]
Donacia (do-na'si-a), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775).
< Gr. 66va%, a reed"] A genus of chrysomelid
beetles, typifying the subfamily Donaciinai, and
somewhat resembling longicorns, the antennse

being filiform and the prothorax narrow and
not margined. They are small species, mostly of metal-
lic colors, and covered with water-proof hairs. The larvae

feed on the roots and stems of water-plants and algse. It

is a wide-spread genus, of over 100 species, 25 of which in-

habit the United States.

Donacidae 1 (do-nas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Do-
nax (Donac-) + -id<e.] A family of bivalve

mollusks, taking name from the genus Donax.
They are closely related to the Tellinidce, and by many re-

ferred to the same family. They differ in the form of the

shell, which is wedge-shaped, with the front produced and
rounded, and the posterior short and very oblique. Over
100 species are known.

DonacidEe'-' (do-nas'i-de), n. pi. Same as Do-
naciida!. Lacbrdaire, 1845.

Donaciidae (don-a-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Do-
nacia + -idee."] A family of Coleoptera: same
as Donaciince. Also written Donaciadce and Do-
nacidce.

Donaciinae (don-a-si-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Do-
nacia + -ina.] A subfamily of Chrysomelidce,

typified by the genus Donacia. Usually written
Donadnce. Lacordaire, 1845.

Donacinae '

(don-a-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Donax
(Donac-) +

-ince^]
A subfamily of Tettinidas :

same as the family Donacidai1
.

Donacinae2 (don-a-si'ne), n. pi. Same as Dona-
ciina!.

donacite(do'na-slt), n. [NL., < Donax (Donac-)
+ -ite%.] A fossil shell of the genus Donax, or

closely resembling a species of that genus.
Donacobius (don-a-ko'bi-ns), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831), < Gr. 36vat- (6ovaK-), a reed, + /Jiof,

life.] A genus of South American dentirostral
oscine passerine birds, of the group Mimina, or

mocking-thrusbes, connecting these with the
wrens. They have a long, notched bill, with entirely
exposed nostrils and nasal membrane, moderate rictal

bristles, and tail longer than the rounded wings. D. cya-
neus and D. albovittatus are the two species.

dona nobis (do'na no'bis). [L., give us (pacem,
peace) : dona, 2d' pers. sing. impv. of donare,
give; nobis, dat. pi. of ego, I (pi. nos).] 1. In
the Roman Catholic mass, the last section, be-

ginning "Dona nobis pacem." 2. A musical

setting of those words, especially as a move-
ment in a mass.

donary (do'na-ri), n.
; pi. donaries (-riz). [< L.

donarium, the place in a temple where votive

offerings were got, a votive offering, < donum,
a gift, votive offering.] A thing given to a
sacred use. [Rare.]

I conceal their donaries, pendants, other offerings.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 620.

donatt, n. See donet.

donatary (don'a-ta-ri), .; pi. donatories f-riz).

[= F. donataireW Sp. Pg. It. donatario, < ML.
donatarius, also donatorius, the recipient of a

gift, < donatus, a gift, < L. donare, give: see

donate.] Same as donatory.
donate (do'nat), v. t.; pret. and pp. donated,

ppr. donating. [< L. donatus, pp. of donare,

give, present (something ace.) to (a person
dat.), present (a person ace.) with (some-

thing abl.), grant, give up, remit, condone

(see condone), < donum, a gift, = Skt. dana, a

gift, akin to Gr. ddpov, a gift, < L. dare, Gr. 61-

86-vat = Skt. -y/ da, give : see date1.] To give ;

present as a gift; contribute. [U.S.]
More than a hundred thousand dollars have been do-

nated ... by members of his family. E. A. Park.

donation (do-na'shon), n. [= F. donation, OF.
donoison, donaison, doiiaeson, doimison = Sp. do-

nation = Pg. doacho = It. donazione, < L. dona-

tio(n-), a giving, < donare, give : see donate.]
1. The act of giving or bestowing; a granting.

He gave us only over beast, fish, fowl,
Dominion absolute; that right we hold
By his donation. Milton, P. L, xii. 6a



donation

2. That which is gratuitously given ;
a grant;

a gift.
And some donation freely to estate

On the bless'd lovers. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

3. In late, the act or contract by which the own-
ership of a thing is transferred by one person
to another without consideration. To be valid, a
donation supposes capacity both In the donor to give and
in the donee to receive, and requires consent, delivery,
and acceptance. Donatlo mortis causa (literally, a
gift by reason of death), a gift of personal property, made
in tlu- donor's expectation of speedy death, with the im-

plied or expressed conditii >n that the thing is to be return-
ed If he recover. Donation lands, in Pennsylvania, In
the period succeeding the revolution, lands set apart in
the northwestern part of the State for donation or gift to
citizens of the State who had served in the revolutionary
army. = Syn. 2. Contribution, benefaction. 3. Gift, Lar-
ae8, etc.

1731 donnism

gardens, and attaining a height of 8 or 10 feet, doni (do'ni), . [Also written dony, dhoney,
In Spain and other parts ol the south of Europe it grows dhony ; < Telugu done.'] A clumsy kind of boat
much taller, and IU stems are used for fishing-rods, looms,
etc. The leaves are beautifully striped like ribbon-grass.
2.

\ '"/>] A genus of siphonate lamellibran-
chiate bivalves, of the

family Donacida;, having
equivalve shells of tri-

angular form, the umbo
at the obtuse angle of the

triangle, the margin en-
tire and perfectly coap-
tated, and the surface

usually striped with col-
or from beak to margin.
The species are numerous, and are known as

wedge-shells. D. dentieulatus is a typical exam-

used on the coasts of Coromandel in India,
and in Ceylon, sometimes decked, and occa-

sionally furnished with an outrigger, it is about
70 feet long, 20 feet broad, and 12 feet deep, with one mut
and a lug-sail, and Is navigated in flue weather only,
doniferous (do-nif'e-rus). a. [< L. donum, a
gift, + ferre, = E. bean, + -ous.~\ Bearing
gifts. E. D. [Rare.]

See present.

donation-party (do-na'shon-par'ti), n. Aparty pie.
of the parishioners of a clergyman, who usu- doncella (don-sel'S), n. [Sp., a damsel: see

ally assemble at the clergyman's house, each damsel!.] A name of certain labroid fishes,

guest bringing him a present, as some article (<) Barve or Bodianut rufut, also called la/tiiiixh vwhlch

Of food or Clothing or of household use; also, .""*. (k) Platyglomuradiattu, theblueflshof Florida,

the custom of assembling for this purpose dondainet, n. [OF.,alsoaomda.ne.] 1. A cross-

sometimes, the things so presented, this CUB- boworarbahst; a mihtary engine ofthe ballista

torn prevails chiefly in rural regions. [U. S.] .
tvPe. 2

-.

A bolt or quarrel for such an engine.

donjon (prop, dun'jon, also don'jon, to suit the

spelling), n. [ME. dongeon, donjoun, etc., <

OF. donjon: see dungeon.'] The inner tower,
keep, or stronghold of a castle. See cut under
castle. It is simply another spelling of dungeon, to
which it Is preferred in the sense of the definition by some
writers, on account of the special Idea of prison now asso-
ciated with dungeon.
The gharry rumbles over the bridge towards the grand

donjon* of a giant keep that frowns over the flood.

W. H. RutteU, Diary in India, II. 52.

donjonne (don-jo-na'), a. [OF., < donjon, a

donjon, tower: see dungeon.] In her., having
a donjon or inner tower rising above the rest :

said of a castle used as a bearing.

Donatism (don'a-tizm), n. [< Donatus + 4>m.]
done (du

,

n
)> # ,

[The perfect participle ol do, donk, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of dank.

The doctrines o'f the Donatists * : Bee *f* P"* special uses of done are noted The dolly dikis war al donk and wate.

Donatist (don'a-tist), n. [< LL. Donatista,
here'l *:

A
f
an auxiliary, used to express Oamn Douyla,, tr. of Virgil, p. 201.

Donatist, < Donatus, a man's name.] One of aB!r5*^? actlon: originally causal after have donk, v. t. A dialectal form of danfc.
or Aad, followed by an object infinitive

;
in A te & . merkeneg ln mounuins aboute,

present use the ftare or had is often omitted All donkyt the dales with the dym showris.
and the infinitive turned into a preterit, leav- Dettruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 9839.

ing done as a mere preterit sign. [Proving, donkey (dung'ki or dong'ki), n. [First re-
corded about the middle of the 18th century,
also written donky, donkie; of dial, origin, form-
ed with double dim. -k-ey, So. spelled -fc-t'e (usual-

^^^-^-^-l-""""**- tM^ Ifi55.tfMS
I'selike a word dat somebody done said, and den forgot- beast), < dan, a familiar name for a horse, and

ten. The Century, presumably of an ass, with ref. to its color, <

2. Completed; finished; decided; accepted: dunl, a. : see rfwni. Cf. dunnock, a hedge-spar-
nsed in an exclamatory way to signify accept-

row
> similarly formed, < dun1 + -ock.] 1. An

ance of a proposition, as a wager. 3. Com- ass: a familiar term,

pletely used up; thoroughly fatigued; tired
out: sometimes with out or up (or with for:
see to do for, under do1

, v.).

an early Christian sect in Africa which origi-
nated in a dispute over the election of Ctecil-

ian to the see of Carthage, A. D. 311, occasioned

by his opposition to the extreme reverence paid
to relics of martyrs and to the sufferers for
the Christian faith called confessors, and the

rivalry of Secundus, primate of Numidia. Se-
cundus and the Niiiniilian bishops declared Csacilian's
consecration invalid because conferred by Felix of Ap-
tunga, whom they charged with being a tradltor. They
excommunicated Crecilian and his party, and made one
Majorinua bishop in opposition. The name Douatist
came either from Donatus of Casse Nigra, who headed the
party of Majorinus at the Lateran Council in 313, where it

was condemned, or (more probably) from Donatus "the
Great," who succeeded Majorinus in 315 and under whom
the schism became fixed. Repressed under Constans,
the Donatists revived under the favor of Julian the Apos-
tate. Repressive measures, provoked by their frequent
acts of fanatical violence, were resorted to from time to
time. These measures, Internal schisms, the conciliatory
conduct of the orthodox clergy at a conference held at Car-
thage in 411, and the arguments of St. Augustine caused
many to abandon Donatism, and the sect became insignifi-
cant, though not entirely extinct till the seventh century.
The Donatist party held that it constituted the whole and
only true church, and that the baptisms and ordinations
of the orthodox clergy were invalid, because they were in
communion with tradltors. They therefore rebaptized
and reordained converts from Catholicism. See Circum-
ceUion, Haximianut, Primianist, Rogatigt.

Donatistic,Donatistical(don-a-tis'tik,-ti-kal),
a. [< Donatist + -ic, -i'e-aZ.]

"

Pertaining to
Douatism or to the Donatists.
donative (don'a-tiv), a. and n. [< OF. donah/,
F. donattf= Sp. Pg. It. donativo,

'

and U. 8.
; a characteristic of negro idiom.]
When that Noe had done espye

How that the elrth began to drye.
Sir D. Lyndtay.

Not so the Holland fleet, who, tired and done,
Stretched on their decks like weary oxen lie.

Or in the London phrase, thou Devonshire monkey,
Thy Pegasus is nothing but a donkey.

Wolcott (Peter Pindar) (ed. 1830), p. 110.

2. A stupid or obstinate and wrong-headed
fellow.

Dryden, Annus Mirabills, 1. 70. donkey-engine (dung'ki-en''jin), n. In mach.,
a small steam-engine used where great power
is not required, and often to perform some sub-
sidiary operation. Donkey-engines on steam-vessel*,
etc., are used for pumping water into the boilers or from
the hold, handling the cargo, hoisting the anchor or the
sails, etc.

The horses were thoroughly done; . . . my steed Tgtel,
. . . with head lowered and legs wide apart, was a toler-
able example of the effects of pace.

Sir S. W. Baler, Heart of Africa, p. 116.

By this time I was pretty nearly done out, for running
along the steep ground through the sage-brush was most
exhaustive work. The Century, XXX. 228. donkey-pump (dung'ki-pump), n. 1. A feed-

4. [The same as done, completed, executed; pump for steam-boilers, also often used as
substituted for OF. done, donne, given (equiv.
to jj> fatum given, i. e., published : see date1 ),

. donah/, pp . of QF. doner, F. donner, give, < L. donare, when the main engine is not worki
, < ML. dona-

g{ve : see donate.'] Completed ; executed ; is- special work, such as washing decks,
, < L. donare, 8uea ; made public : used chiefly in the con- bilge-water, or in case of fire.
or vestin b - '-

supplementary to other apparatus. 2. An ad-
ditional steam-pump which can be employed
when the main engine is not working, or for

removing
tivum, a gift, neut. of "donativus.

J . -| V -Vf , J ' ,. .,
' OUAJV* j U1**U7 JJHUIIV, . UOCV* ^UlCllV All HJC Wll~ """ IBW*J v u i,iju v.*. invi

give: see donate.] I. a. Vested or vesting by ciuding clause of a formal document, express- donkey-rest (dung'ki-rest). n. lapaper^nanuf.
donation: as, a.donative advowson.

ing the place at which and the date on which it a frame against which the form is laid t<

II. n. 1. A gift ; a largess ;
a gratuity ;

a pres- received official sanction and became valid : as,
drain.

done at Washington this 15th day of May, etc. donna (don'ft), n. [It., = Sp. dona, duena (as
a title Dona) (see dona, duena, duenna), < L.

to

ent
;
a dole.

t
The Roman emperor's custom was at certain solemn Done brown, done for, done up, etc. See dol', v.

na- donet. An obsolete form of the infinitive (and
6

present indicative plural) of do1 .

donee (do-ne'), n. [< OF. done, donnt, pp. of

doner, donner, < L. donare
; give: see donate.']

1. A person to whom a gift or a donation is

made.
Either men,

Donors or iloneex, to their practice shall

They [the Romans] were entertained with publick shews
and donatives. Dryden.
2. In canon law, a benefice given and collated
to a person by the founder or patron without
either presentation, institution, or induction
by the ordinary.
He requested from the Duke the appointment to the

cliurch In the park, an extra-parochial donative, with no
visible source of income.

Find you to reckon nothing, me owe all. i.i"j
B. Joiuon, Underwoods, xxx. uonnaugnt, donnat, ".

2. Specifically, in law : (a) One to whom a vol-

untary conveyance is made.

domina, mistress, lady: see domina, dominus,
don2.] 1. A lady: as, prima donna, the first

female singer in an opera, oratorio, etc. 2.

[cap.] A common title of respect for Italian
and Portuguese ladies, and in foreign languages
also for Spanish ladies (in place of Spanish
Dona), prefixed to the Christian name: as,
Donna Margarita.

Dialectal forms of do-

donator (do-na'tor), n. [= F. donateur = Sp.
donador = Pg. doador = It. donatore, < L. dona- yet it is clogged with a' limitation andVo'ndition.

tor, a giver, < donare, give: see donate, and cf. state TriaU, John Hampden, an. 1637.

donor.] In law, a donor. (6) One to whom land is conveyed in fee tail,

donatory (don a-to-ri), n.
; pi. donatories (-riz). (c) An appointee; one to whom a power is

C ML. donatorius, more correctly donatarius : given. See power.
see donatary.~[ In Scots law, a donee of the donett, donatt, n. [< ME. donet, donat, < OF.
crown

;
one to whom escheated property is, on donat, a grammar, elementary book, so called

certam_ conditions, made over. Also donatory, from the much-used grammar (Arsgrammatica)
donaught (do'nat or dun'ot), . [< do1, v., +
obj. naught; cf. donothing'.] One who does no-
thing; an idle, good-for-nothing pei-son. Also
dialectally donnaught, donnat, donnot.

Crafty and proud donaughtt. Granger.
donax (do'naks), n. [L., < Gr. 66vaf, a reed,'

11-fish; pr('
'

donne1
!, a. A Middle English form of dun*.

donne2
!. v. t. A false spelling of don1

.

written donnard and donnort, stupid (cf. don-

nar, stupefy, bedunder'd, stunned with noise),
appar. <^ Dan. dundre = Sw. dundra, make a
lond noise, thunder, = E. thunder, .] 1 . Gross-

ly stupid. 2. Stunned; dazed.
The donnort bodie croon 'd right lowne,
Whyle tears dreeped a' his black beard down.

Cromek's Remains of Nithsdale Song, p. f
O ^JiFOJ/fw I'M "

f _ ' V 1 /' t-\ Ff J O A L 1.1 T T
of ^Slius .DonatiiS, a grammarian, commentator Clonnisn (don ish), o. (X don*, 4, + -wfti.] Per-

taining to or characteristic of an English uni-

versity don.
and rhetorician, who taught at Rome about the
middle of the 4th century A. D.] A grammar;
the elements of any art.

Thenne I drouj me a-mong this drapers, my donet to
leorne. Fieri Plowman (A), v. 123.

I'nless a man can get the prestige and Income of a don,
and write donnish books, it's hardly worth while for him
to make a Greek and Latin machine of himself.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xvt.

, ,

Arunao (A. Donax), occasionally cultivated in Dongan charter. See charter. slang.]



donnot

donnot, . A dialectal form of donaught.

donor (do'nor), n. [< OF. donor, donour, do-

neor, F. domietir, < L. donator, a giver, < donare,

give : see donate, donator."] 1. One who gives

or bestows ;
one who confers anything gratui-

tously ;
a benefactor. 2. Specifically, in law :

(a) A giver, (b) One who creates an estate

tail, (c) One who gives to another a power.
See power.
donothing (do'nuth"ing), . and a. [< do1

, v.,

+ obj. nothing. Cf. donaught.'] I. n. One who
does nothing ;

an idler.

II. a. Doing no work
;
idle

;
indolent

;
inac-

tive. [In this use commonly with a hyphen.]

Why haven't you a right to aspire to a college educa-

tion as any do-nothing canon there at the abbey, lad?

Kingsley, Alton Locke, iv.

In short, neither the extreme do-nothing policy nor the

extreme violence policy will solve the great problem.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 145.

donothingness (do'nuth"ing-nes), n. Idle-

ness
;
indolence

; inactivity.

A situation of similar affluence and do-nothingness,
Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xxxviii.

1732

in fact due to the comp. doodlesack, q. v.] To

drone, as a bagpipe. Scott, Old Mortality.

doodlesack (do'dl-sak), . [< G. dudelsaclc,

a bagpipe, < dudeln, play on a bagpipe (< Pol.

dudlio, play on a bagpipe, < dudy = Bohem.

duda, dudy = Slov. dude, a bagpipe, = Buss.

duda, a pipe, reed), + sack = E. sacfc1 .] A

dooS-wailah (dod'wol-a), . [< Beng. dudh-

wala, < dudli, a camel, + Hind. Beng., etc.,

-wdld, a keeper.] In India, an attendant who
has charge of camels ;

a camel-driver.

The moment the dood-wallah pulls the string, which is

attached to a piece of wood passed through the cartilage

of the animal's nostril, the camel opens its huge mouth.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 224.

dook1
(dok), . A dialectal form

dook2
(dok), n. A dialectal form of duclfl.

dock3
(dok), n. [Sc.; origin unknown.] Apiece

of wood inserted into a wall for attaching fin-

ishings to.

dool 1
(dol), . An obsolete or dialectal form

of doZe2 .

O' a' the num'rous human dools,

111 har'sts, daft bargains, cutty stools, . . .

trip), . L<. aon* "i- -wwp.J The Burns-
To the Toothache -

"state or "rank of a don: used, after your, his, dool2 (dol), . An obsolete or dialectal form

etc., in an honorary form of address or refer- of dole*.

ence to one entitled to be called don. [Bare.] doolful (dol'ful), a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of doleful. Spenser.
The brethren o' the Commerce-Chaumer
May mourn their loss wi' doolfu' clamour.

Burns, Epistle to William Creech.

[So., also written dule-

1 draw the lady
Unto my kinsman's here, only to torture

Your donships for a day or two.

Fletcher, The Chances, v. 1.

donsie (don'si), a. [Sc., also written doncie; dool-tree (dol'tre), n.
"

perhaps, in the first two senses, ult. < Gael.

donas, bad luck, mischief, harm, the devil, <

do- priv., not, + sonas, lucky, fortunate, < son,

good, profit, advantage.] 1. Unlucky.
Their do/i*ie tricks, their black mistakes,

Their failings an' mischances.

Burns, Address to the Unco Quid.

2. Bestive; unmanageable.
Tho' ye was trickle, slee and funny,

Ye ne'er was donsie.

Burns, The Auld Fanner's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

3. Affectedly neat and trim : implying the idea

of self-importance.

free; < dool1 = dole2 +' tree."] In Scotland, a

mourning-tree (see the extract). It resembled, as

marking a place of mourning, the dun deuriJiv.il (the
knoll of the tearful eye) of the Highlands, where the clan

usually assembled to bewail any misfortune that befell

the community.
The Earl of Cassilis fell at Flodden with many of his

followers; and there is still to be seen, in front of the

castle, a very large plane-tree, underneath whose melan-

choly boughs his sorrowing people are said to have spent
several weeks in lamentations of their own and their

country's calamity ; for which reason it bears the appel-
lation of the dule-tree. Land of Burns.

A whole chapter of sights and customs striking to the

mind, from the pyramids of Egypt to the gibbets and dule

trees of medieval Europe. R. L. Stevenson, Ms Triplex.

She was a donsie wife and clean. doolv (do'li), n. ; pi. doolies (-liz). [< Hind, dull,
Sammy, Poems, I. 221 Mar̂ t

v

hi doH (cerebral d), a litter.] A kind of

litter used in India and the neighboring coun-

tries, inferior to the palkee or palanquin, but
also lighter, and used on long journeys. Forbes.

Coolies, however, awaited me with a doobi, one of those

low litters slung on a bamboo, in which you may travel

swiftly and without effort

4. Sickly : ailing : as, he's sair kep'n doon wi'

a donsie wife and donsie bairns. [Colloq.]

donsky (don'ski), n. [Buss. Donsl-oi, of the

river Don, < Donii, Don.] A variety of Bussian
wool of coarse quality, first introduced into

English woolen manufacture about 1830.

don
r
t(dont). A contraction of do not, common ^

in colloquial language, and, more improperly, doom (dom), n. [< ME. doome, dome dom, < AS.

as a contraction of does not (doesn't). 'lorn, a judgment, sentence, doom, decree law
.

donzelt (don'zel), re. [(In ME. only in the form (= OS. dom = 0* nes. 06m = OHG. tuom = Icel.

damsel, etc.) < OF. darnel, etc., = Pr. donzel,
dansel = Sp. doncel = Pg. donzel = It. donzello, <

ML. domicellus, domnicellus, domimcellus, dim.
of L. dominus, master : see damsel*, domimts.'}

domr = Sw. Dan. dom = Goth, doms), judgment,
with formative -, < do-n, etc., E. do\ to til*

orig. sense of 'put, place, set'; cf. Gr. 04/uf,

established law, of the same ult. origin. Hence

A young attendant; a page; a youth of good -dom and deew, q. \.] 1. Judgment or deci-

quality not yet knighted.

Esquire to a knight-errant, donzel to the
S.

~ -

,
An obsolete spelling of do1 .

doo2 (do), . A Scotch form of dove\

dooab, n. See doab%.

doob (dob), n. [Also written doub, and more
accurately dub, repr. Hind, dub, < Skt. durvd,

doob.] An East Indian name for the plant
Cynodon Dactylon, used as a fodder-grass.
dood (d8d), n. [< Beng. dudh, a camel.] A
camel in military use ;

a riding-dromedary.
Poor dood, down with you on your knees ! At the word

of command, the sowar forces his beast to kneel.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 237.

Doodia (do'di-a), n. [NL.] A small genus of

ferns, natives of the southern hemisphere, and
common in cultivation. The fronds are from 6 to 18
inches long, pinnate or pinnatifld. The oblong or slightly
curved sori are arranged in one or more rows between the
midrib and margins of the pinna;, and the veins form one
or two rows of arches.

doodle1
(do'dl), v. t.

; pret. and pp. doodled, ppr.
doodling. [= Sc. doudle ; perhaps a var. of

daddle, dawdle, q. v.] To dandle.

An' he was tane to Craignethan's hall,
An' doudlit on his knee.

Edinburgh Rev., July 1, 1819, p. 526.

doodle 1
(do'dl), . A trifler; a simple fellow.

[Provincial.]
doodle2 (do'dl), u. i.

; pret. and pp. doodled, ppr.
doodling. [Prob. supposed to be imitative, but

sion
; specifically, a decision determining fate

or fortune ;
fateful decision or decree : origi-

nally in a neutral sense, but now generally im-

plying an adverse decision : as, the court pro-
nounced doom upon the culprits; to fall by
doom of battle.

This argument is fals, so is thi doome ;

Bi what right woldist thou me Wynne?
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 50.

Then was that golden belt by doome of all

Graunted to her, as to the fayrest Dame.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 16.

Therefore to Me their doom he hath assign'd,
That they may have their wish, to try with Me
In battel which the stronger proves.

Milton, P. L., vi. 817.

Alfred's main work, like that of his successor, was to

enforce submission to the justice of hundred-moot and
shire-moot alike on noble and ceorl, "who were constantly
at obstinate variance with one another in the folk-moots
before ealdorman and reeve, so that hardly any one of

them would grant that to be true doom that had been

judged for doom, by the ealdorman and reeves."
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 134.

His own false doom,
That shadow of mistrust should never cross
Betwixt them, came upon him.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Fate decreed or determined; fixed fortune;
irrevocable destiny.

Seek not to know to Morrow's Doom ;

That is not ours, which is to come.

Congreoe, Imit. of Horace, I. ix. 3.

O'er him whose doom thy virtues grieve
Aerial forms shall sit at eve.

Collins, Death of Col. Ross.

doom-palm
In an early stage of society slavery is the doom of the

prisoner of war ;
it is often the legal douni. of the criminal.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 180.

3f. Judgment or opinion ;
discernment.

Cassandra to councell then call thai belyue,
To haue a dom of that dede.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11810.

In him no point of courtesy there lackt,

He was of manners mild, of doom exact.

Mir. for Mays., p. 175.

That Islands space ;

The which did seeme, unto my simple doome,
The onely pleasant and delightfull place
That ever troden was of footings trace.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. -a. 21.

This one consent in all your dooms of him, . . .

Argues a truth of merit in you all.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

4f. The last judgment. See doomsday.

Thy Ane maria and thi credo,

That shalle the saue at dome of drede.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 303.

The Doom schalle ben on Estre Day, suche tyme as oure

Lord aroos. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 114.

Day of doom. See dni/i. Doom bark. Seebark?.

The crack of doom, the signal for the final dissolution

of all things ; the last trump.

What ! will the line stretch out to the crack of doom )

. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

Let him not quit his helief that a pop-gun is a pop-gun,

though the ancient and honorable of the earth affirm it

to be the crack of doom. Emerson, Misc., p. 87.

To false a doom*, in Scots law, to protest against a sen-

tence. =8yn. 2. Fate, Doom, etc. See destiny.

doom (dom), v. t. [< doom, n. The older form
is deem, q. v.] If. To judge ;

form a judgment
upon.

Him, through their malice fallen,

Father of mercy and grace, thou didst not doom.

So strictly ; but much more to pity incline.

Milton, P. L., iii. 401.

2. To condemn to punishment ; consign by a

decree or sentence; pronounce sentence or

judgment on; destine: as, a criminal doomed
to death

;
we are doomed to suffer for our er-

rors.

He was sentenced to be bound in chains, and doomed to

perpetual torments. Bacon, Physical Fables, U.

Absolves the just, and dooms the guilty souls.

Dryden, Knrid.

Souls doomed of old
To a mild purgatory.

Lowell, Fountain of Youth.

3. To ordain as a penalty; decree.

Have I a tongue to doom my brother's death ?

Shak., Rich. III., 1L 1.

Lost ' I am lost ! my fates have doom'd my death.

Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 3.

4f. To tax by estimate or at discretion, as on
the failure of a taxpayer to make a statement
of his taxable property. [Massachusetts, U. S.]

doomaget (do maj), . [< doom + -age.'} A
penalty or fine for neglect. [New Hampshire,
U. S.]

doomdayt, . [< ME. domeday, < AS. domdceg

(= Dan. dommedag Sw. dotnedag), < dom,

doom, + da-g, day.] Same as doomsday.
He asoyled hym surely, & sette hym so clene,

As dome-day schulde haf ben dist on the morn.

Sir Gauxiyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1883.

doomer (do'mer), n. [< ME. "dornere, < AS.

domere, an occasional form of demere (= D.

docmer = Dan. dommer = Sw. domare), a

judge: see doom, v., and -er1
,
and cf. deem."]

One who dooms, as a judge or a juryman.
[Bare.]
That fatal look of a common intelligence, of a common

assent, was exchanged among the doomers of the prison-
er's life and death as the judge concluded.

Bulwer, Eugene Aram, vi. 5.

doomful (dom'ful), a. [< doom + -/.] Full

of doom or destruction ; fraught with doom.

For Life and Death is in thy doomefull writing !

Spenser, To O. Harvey.

And by th' infectious slime that doomful deluge left

Nature herself hath since of purity been reft.

Drat/ton, Polyolbion, ix.

doom-palm (dom'pam), . A variety of palm,

Hyphaine Thebaica, remarkable, like other spe-
cies of the genus, for having a repeatedly
branched stem, each branch terminating in a

tuft of large fan-shaped leaves. The fruit is about

the size of an apple ; it has a fibrous, mealy rind, which
tastes like gingerbread (whence the name gingerbread-

tree, sometimes applied to this palm), and is eaten by
the poorer inhabitants of the places where it grows. An
infusion of the rind is also used as a beverage, being

cooling, slightly aperient, and beneficial in fevers. The
seeds are horny, and are made into small ornaments.

Ropes are made of the fibers of the leaf-stalks. The doom-

palm is a native of Upper Egypt and the central parts of

Africa, and in some districts forms whole forests. Also

spelled doum-palm.



doom-palm 1733
In the Court of Justiciary, the doom or sentence was re-

peated liy tin r\, nitiniier in the judge's words, with tin-

addition, "This I pronounce for doom."

Repenting after the Clerk of Court, he gabbled over the
words of the sentence, which condemned Euphcmia Deans
to be ... conveyed to the common place of execution,
and there hanged by the neck upon a gibbet. "And
tiiis," said the Doomster, aggravating his harsh voice, "I
pronounce for doom." ficnll, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxlv.

doon 1
(<16n), . [Singhalese name.] A large

tree of Ceylon, Doona Zeylanica, of the natural
order Dipterocarpaceie. The timber is much
used for building, and the tree also yields aresin
which is made into varnish.

doon2 (d8n), adv. and prep. A Scotch form of
down-.

doonga (dBng'gS), . [< Hind, dunga (cerebral
(1), a canoe, a trough, lit. deep.] A canoe
made out of a single piece of wood and carry-

Doom-palm (Hyphant Tkebatca).

dooms (doraz), adi\ [Altered toward .doom, by
way of explaining an obscure word, from doons,
doonsin, dunze, doon, done, doyn, also doonlinx

(-lins = E. -ling), very, in a great degree, < Icel.

daindis-, rather, pretty (adv.), a prefix to adjec-
tives and adverbs, < da-, very, prob. orig. 'won-

derfully,' < da, reflex, dost, admire, be charmed
at, = Norw. daa, daast, pity, compassionate.]
Very; absolutely: as, dooms bad (very bad).
[North. Eng. and Scotch.]

"Aweel,"he said, "this suld be nae sic doonut desperate
business surely." Scott, Guy Mannering, xlv.

doomsday (dSmz'da), n. [< ME. domesdai,
domesdeie, etc., < AS. domes daig, day of doom,
1. e., of judgment: domes, gen. of Mm, doom,
judgment; da:g{ day. Cf. doomday.~\ 1. The
day of the last judgment.

What shuld I make lenger tale ?

Of all the pepil I ther say,
1 coude not telle tyl domestlay.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1284.

An he wad harpit till domisday,
She'll never speak again.

Glenklndie (Child's Ballads, II. 14).

They may serve for any theme, and never be out of date
until doomsday. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. Any day of sentence or condemnation.

Buck. This Is All-Souls' day, fellow, is it not?
Sher. It is, my lord.

Brick. Why, then All-Souls' day is my body's domnxdaii.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 1.

3. [cap.} The Doomsday Book (see below),
or a record similar to it, as the Exon Dooms-
day, contemporary with it, preserved in Exeter
cathedral.

A Domesday of the conquerors was drawn up in the
ducal hall at Lillebonne, a forerunner of the great Domes-
day of the conquered.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, III. 200.

Doomsday Book [written archaically Douuiday Book, <
ME. Domesdeie Book, etc., so called because its decision
was regarded as final], a book containing a digest, in
Norman French, of the results of a census or survey of

England undertaken by order of William the Conqueror,
and completed In 10S8. It consists of two volumes in

vellum, a large folio containing 382 pages, and a quarto
containing 4&0. They form a valuable record of the own-
ership, extent, and value of the lands of England (1) at
the time of the

survey, (2) at the date of bestowal when
they had been granted by the king, and (3) at the time of
Edward the Confessor, when a somewhat similar survey
had been made ; the numbers of tenants and dependents,
amount of live stock, etc., were also returned. The book
was long kept under three different locks in the Ex-
chequer, along with the king's seal, but is now kept in
the Public Record Office. In 1783 a facsimile edition
printed from types made for the purpose was issued by
the British government. The counties of Northumber-
land, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Durham were not
included in the survey. There existed also local dooms-
day books.

doomsmant (dSmz'man), . [< ME. domcsman,
dMMMMM) domesmon, a judge, < domes, gen.
of rfom, judgment, + man.'] A judge ; an um-
pire.
For counteth he no kynges wratthe whan he in courte sit-

teth
To demcn as a domes-man. Piers Plomnan (B), xix. 302.

Nowe sir, ye ninste jnvsrntr this boy unto sir Pilate,
For he is donsymon nere and nexte to the kiii^'.

York 1'lni'n. }:. :v,:.

doomstert (dom'ster), n. [Early mod. E. also
domestcr; < doom + -ster. Another form is

deemster, drnijtstrr, q. v.
]

One who pronounces
doom or Judgment ; in Scotland, formerly, the

public executioner. In the case of a capital conviction

Doonga. From model in South Kensington Museum, London.

iug a square sail, employed for navigating the
marshes and the branches of the mouth of the

Ganges. The doongas are used chiefly in ob-

taining salt.

door (dor), n. [Early mod. E. also doore, dore;
in earlier speech the word appears in two forms
more or less mixed: (1) ME. dore, dor, < AS.
dor (gen. doren, pi. doru), OS. dor = OFries.
dore = MLG. dor = LG. door = OHG. MHG.
tor, G. thor = Goth, daur, all neut. ; (2) ME.
dure, dttr, < AS. duru (gen. dura, pi. dura, duru)
(also rarely nom. dure, gen. and pi. duran) =
OS. dura = OPries. dure = D. deur = MLG.
rfore=LG.dore=OHG. fun', pi., also sing.,MHG.
tiir, G. thiir = Icel. dyrr, pi., = Sw. dorr = Dan.
dor = Goth, davrons, pi., a door, all fern.

(Dan. common) except the Icel., which is also

neut.; all orig. pi.
The common Teut. form

is *dur- = Gr. 6><pa = L. foris, usually in pi.,

fores (> ult. foris-, forum, foraneous, foreign,
etc.), = Ir. Gael, dorus, later doras = W. drws
= OBulg. dvirf = Bohem. dvershe = Pol. Azwier-

ze, drzwi = Little Russ. dreri = Ktiss. dvert
= Lett, durwis = Lith. duris = Zend dvara (>
Pers. dar, > Turk, der) = Skt. drdr, dur, fern.

(> Hind. dvar. Gypsy duvar), all with the gen-
eral sense of 'door' or 'gate.' In another view,
referred to Skt. -\/ dhu, move quickly, shake,
fan (a fire), = Gr. Ovetv, rush, storm, as the

wind, being thus orig. (like window, q. v.) a
passage for the air or wind.] 1. A movable
barrier of wood, metal,
stone, or other material,

consisting sometimes of

one piece, but generally
of several pieces framed

together, commonly
placed on hinges, for

closing a passage into a

building, room, or other

A B



door-case 1734

The cornish, door case, and a sort of a basement above doorsteadt (dor'sted), . The entrance of or

the steps, are proofs that the architecture is antient. parts about a door; a doorway.
Pococke, DeBcription of the East, II. I. 134. *^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^.^ more than I(

Jamie- there would be room for all honest men.
Warburton, To Hurd, Letter cxci.

dopping

sew.] Cotton cloth used for tents and other

things requiring strong material, from Agra in

northern India. Also dosootee.

[< ME. *doppen (only as in

The step of a door;

A bonny marble stane.

Lord William (Child's Ballads, III. 20).

door-Stone (dor'ston), . The stone at the

threshold; the step-stone.

They durstna' on ony errand whatsoever gang owerthe
dore-stane after gloaming. Scott.

door-Stop (dor'stop), n. 1. A flange against

door-cheek (dor'chek), . A door-post
son. [Scotch.]
The next thing I admire in it [the Pantheon] is the door-Step (ddr'step), n.

doore-cheeks and couple, which is all of one peece of white foe threshold,
marble. Sir A. Balfour, Letters, p. 137.

doorea (do're-a), n. A variety of Dacca mus-
lin of the finest quality, printed in colors, and

striped.
door-frame (dor'fram), . The structure form-

ing the skeleton of a paneled door, it consists

of The stiles at the sides, the inontant or centerpiece, and
the rails or horizontal pieces. See cut B under door.

Doorga, . See Durga. , w..-,.w , \ ~.~r/ ,
-. -

door-guard (dor'gard), n. A light framework whieh a door shuts in its frame. 2. A device

of scantling on the inside of a railroad-car for
placed behind a door to prevent it from being

freight or other stowage, to keep the freight opened too widely.
from impeding the movement of the sliding door-strap (dor'strap), n. In some street-cars

doors. having no conductor, a cord or strap by which

door-hanger (dor'hang'er), n. A metallic hook the driver can close the rear door. ^ u ,

sustaining a sliding door from above, and slid- door-strip (dor'strip), . A border or weather- R^k] "Wright's AS Vocab.. ed. Wulcker,
ing on an iron track as the door moves. guard affixed to the edge of a door, and arranged 23 j 3Q and in c .

dufe-doppa, > E.
door-hawk (dor'hak), n. Same as dor-hawk. to fit tightly against the casing when the door r - * -

Montagu. is closed.

dopringt (dor'ing), . [< door + -inff
1
.] A door floor-treet (dor'tre), n. [< ME. doretre (= Dan.

with all its appendages. dartres = Sw. dorrtros) ;
< door + tree.'] The

So terrible a noise as shakes the doorings of houses . . . side-piece or jamb of a door; the door-post.
ten miles off. Milton, Hist. Moscovia, v. Dead as a door-tree. Same as dead as a door-nail

(which see, under dead).

For lames the gentil iugged in his bokes,
That faith with-oute the faite is rigte no thinge worthi,
And as ded as a dore-tre but gif the dedes folwe.

Piers Plowman (B), i. 185.

dapper. Cf. also OFlem. doppen, var. of dopen
= MD. dopen, D. doopen = MLG. dopen, etc.,

dip, baptize : see dope, .] To dip or duck.

So was he dight,
That no man might

Hym for a frere deny,
He dopped and dooked,
He spake and looked,

So religiously.
Sir T. More, A Merry lest.

Like tonny-flsh they be which swiftly dive and dop.

North, tr. of Plutarch.

(dop), w. 1 [< ME. doppe, a water-bird,

r, diver, < AS. doppa (in a gloss, "funix

\Julix, coot], gonot [gannet] vel
dopjpa,

enid

door-jamb (dor'jam), n. See jamb.
doorkeeper (dor 'keeper), n. 1. One who
guards the door or entrance of a house or an

apartment, and admits persons entitled to ad-

mittance ;
a janitor.

I had rather be a doorkeeper in the house of my God,
than to dwell in the tents of wickedness. Ps. Ixxxiv. 10.

UU1. <J* li tv ii JIM 1JU ViVJJ-ijj. wvyv**\rjsf*w) r *.

divedapper, divedapper, usually didapper, q. v.
;

<top-eed(lit.'dip-duck'), a coot, 1,.fnlica,fulix;

dop-fugel (lit, 'dip-fowl'), L. mergus, mergulus;
cf. E. dobchick, dabchick, prop. *dop-chick, dial.

dop-ehicken : see also dopper-bird and dopper),
< doppettan, dip, dive : see dop^, v.J A diving
bird ; a diver.

Hy plumten doune, as a doppe, in the water.

King Alisaunder, 1. 6776 (Weber's Metr. Rom., I.).

. dop1
! (dop), M.2 [< dop\ .] A very low bow.

doorway (dor'wa), . In arch., the passage of *
\

a door; the entranceway into a room or build- B jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

on a door-lock spindle, by which the door is

opened.
door-knocker (dor'uok"6r), . Same as knocker.

The visitor will certainly be sent to see a door-knocker

in a house in one of the streets on the western slope.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 215.

door-latch (dor'laeh), n. An attachment to a
door by which it is kept closed. It is either a latch

in the typical form, or a spring-bolt in a case of metal

having a spindle with knobs by which the bolt is released

from a keeper on the door-post.

door-mat (dor'mat), n. A heavy mat made of

hemp, flax, or jute, woven or tied, or of sedge,

straw, rushes, etc., or sometimes of caoutchouc,

placed before a door for use in cleaning the

shoes by those entering.
door-nail (dor'nal), n. [< ME. dorenail, dor-

nayl; < door + nail.'] A large nail or stud fixed

in a door to receive the blow of a knocker of

simple form. Dead as a door-nail. See dead.

door-piece (dor'pes), n. In a Cornish pump-
lift, the valve-chamber of the pump, it is a sec-

tion in which there is a door that can be taken away when
it is necessary to examine the valve and seat, or to make
repairs.

door-pin (dor'pin), n. A pin or catch used to

fasten the door of a freight-car.

door-placet (dor'plas), n. Same as doorway.
1 went up the hill to the west, opposite to the end of

the vale of Hinnom, and saw a great number of sepulchral
grots cut out of the rock, many of which have beautiful

door-places. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 25.

door-plate (dor'plat), n. A plate of metal or
other material on the door of a house or room,
bearing the name and sometimes the business
of the occupant.

dqor-post (dor'post), n. The post, jamb, or

side-piece of a door.

And thou shalt write them [my words] upon the door

posts of thine house, and upon thy gates. Deut. xi. 20.

door-pull (dpr'pul),. A handle used for open-
ing or shutting a door.

door-shaft (dor'shaft), n. A revolving iron
shaft extending from the front platform to the
rear door of a street-car having no conductor,

which the diamond to be polished is soldered

by means of a fusible metal. It consists of a bowl
to receive the diamond and molten metal, and a round
iron stem, which is held by the tongs.

dop-chicken (dop'chik
;

*en), n. [Same as *dop-

chick, which is found only in the altered forms

dobchick, dabchick, < dop\ v., + chick or chicken :

see dopl, n. *, and dabchick.'] Same as dabchick,
3. [Prov. Eng. (Lincolnshire).]

dope (dop), n. [< D. doop, sauce, dip, baptism,
< doopen, dip, baptize : see dip, and cf. dap1

,

doper.] 1. Any thick liquid, as a thick sauce,
thick gruel, or other semi-fluid or pasty thing
for eating. Specifically 2. A thick pasty lu-

bricant; specifically, axle-grease.

"Dope," a preparation of pitch, tallow, and other ingre-

dients, which, being applied to the bottom of the shoes,
enables the wearer to lightly glide over snow softened by
the rays of the sun. Set. Amer. Supp., XXII. 9033.

3. Any absorbent material, as cotton-waste or

sand, used to absorb and hold a lubricant or

other liquid. Thus, cotton-waste is used as dope on
railroads around the axles of the wheels to hold the oil

used for lubrication ; and in the manufacture of dynamite
sand is used to hold the nitroglycerin.

doperf, . Same as dapper, 2.

doppert (dop'er), n. [ME. dopper, spelled doppar,
a water-fowl, didapper (see divedapper, dive-

dopper, didapper, ME. dydoppar, etc., orig. dive

+ dopper), < doppe, dip: see dop1 ,
m. 1] 1. A

diving bird
;
a didapper.

Doppar or dydoppar, watyr byrde, mergulus.
Prompt. Para., p. 127.

Medieval Doorway. North Portal, or Door of the Virgin, of the
western front of Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris. ( From Viollet-le-

Duc's "Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

attention was bestowed upon the design and ornamenta-
tion of entrances, particularly those of churches and other
public buildings. In all good architecture the chief door-

way of a building is treated as a very important feature,
and is made of size and dignity corresponding with the
facade of which it is a part and the interior to which it

gives access.

The Pelasgic races soon learnt to adopt for their door-

ways the more pleasing curvilinear form with which they
were alreauy familiar from their interiors.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 236.

There are no flying buttresses, no pinnacles, no deep
and fretted doorways, such as form the charm of French
and English architecture.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 46.

doorway-plane (dor'wa-plan), n. In arch., a dopper-bird ^dop'er-berd),
. The dabchick or

space between the open passage or the door- didapper.

Doppar, byrde. Palsgrave.

2. A dipper: in contempt for an Anabaptist.
[Cf. Dipper, 2.] Also doper.

Fact. Have you doppers ?

2 Her. A world of doppers ! but they are there as luna-

tic persons, walkers only : that have leave only to hum and

ha, not daring to prophesy, or start up upon stools to raise

doctrine. B. Jonson, News from the New World.

proper and the larger arch within which
it is placed. This space is frequently richly
adorned with sculpture, especially in medieval
architecture.

loorweed (dor'wed), n. The Polygonum avi-

cnlare, a common low weed in yards, pathways,
and waste places.

A yard about the door

^oreau,^Waiden,"p. 47.

door-spring (dor'spring), . An apparatus for ^Ztt^TS^^fiSOftlSL i
automatically closing a door. Door-springs are yards." J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 20. Liter
made in a great variety of forms, and act by means of coiled, /Jnnanntoo frln aK'tS"! n rTTirirl a^m,t; a o~o
twisted, or curved metallic springs, strong elastic bands!

ao SOOt;ee (ao-SO te), n. [Uind. dttSMfe, a coarse

[It.,

doorshek (dor'shek), n.

used by Mohammedans. f ---a-- -a-
door-sill (dor'sil), n. The sill or threshold of
a doorway. doonrard (dor'yard), n.

Doorsill there was none, but a perennial passage for o* a T .

the hens under the door board. Thar""" '-1 -1 - "

or air-compressing appliances! which store the power spent cloth made of double threads, < do, dn (< Skt.
and latch it. dvi = E. two), + sut, thread, < Skt. / sit- = E.

The doppia of Piedmont was equal to 82.72 in American

gold, that of Rome $3.37, that of Lucca 83.37, that of Milan

$3.81, that of Venice $4.07, that of Malta ?4.68, and that

of the island of Sicily $5.05.

doppietta (dop-piet'ta), n. [It. dial., dim. of

doppia: see doppia.'] A former gold coin of

the island of Sardinia, worth $1.90 in American

gold.
;t (dop'ing), n. [Verbal n. of doj)

1
, t'.]

[y, a dipping or ducking; specifically,
in falconry, a number of sheldrakes together.

in opening the door and apply it to close an
A doppiny of sheldrakes.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.



dopplerite

dopplerite (dop'U-r-it), n. [Named by Haidin-

ger for the German physicist Christian Dopplcr
(1803-54).] A substance derived from the

maceration of peat or other vegetable matter.
It is soft and elastic when freshly obtained, but loses two
thirds of its weight of water when dried at the ordinary
temperature of the air, and then hoa nearly the composi-
tion of cellulose. When thoroughly dry it is brittle, and
has a vitreous luster ami a decided conuhotdol fracture.

It is found in many localities in peat-bogs, and associated
with lignite. It is one of the varieties of fossil vegetable
matter called by the Germans 1'echkohle (pitch-coal).

doputta (do-put'ii), . [Also doputtah; < Hind.

dopatta, dupatta (cerebral t), a kind of shawl
or wrapper, lit. having two breadths, < do, du

(< Skt. dui = E. too), + pat, a breadth.] In

India, a wide piece of stuff, worn as a shawl,
without cutting or sewing. It is the principal
garment of women of the lower orders.

dor 1
, dorr1

(ddr), n. [Early mod. E. also drr<;
doar, dore (and in comp. sometimes door); \

ME. "dore (not found), < AS. dora, a humble-
bee, bumblebee (AS. also feld-bed, 'field-bee');
cf. mod. comp. dumbledore, a bumblebee, also
a beetle or cockchafer. Origin unknown.] 1.

A lamellicorn beetle of the family Scarabceidce,
a species of dung-beetle, Geotrypes stercorarius.
It is one of the commonest British beetles, less than an
inch long, black with a metallic reflection, and is often
heard droning through the air toward the close of the sum-
mer twilight. Also called dor-beetle, sometimes dor-fly,
and provlucially in England buzzard-clock.

What should I care what every dor doth buz
lu credulous ears?

/;. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, 111. '2.

With broods of wasps, of hornets, doars, or bees.
i "Ini Dennyi (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 173).

2f. A drone (bee).

There is a great numbre of gentlemen which cannot be
content to live idle themselfes, lyke dorrei, of yat which
other haue laboured for.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ed. Arber, p. 3S.

3. The cockchafer, Melolontha vulgaris. [Prov.
Eng.] Also dor-beetle. 4. One of several

ground-beetles, species of the family Cardbidce
and genus Harpalus. More fully called black

dor. Kirby.
dor2t, dorr2t (dor), v. t.

; pret. and pp. dorred,

ppr. dorring. [Early mod. E. also dorre; ap-
par. < dor1

,
dorr1

,
a beetle, in the same way as

nttm, humbug, hoax, < hum, buzz; but cf. Icel.

dart = Dan. daare = Sw. dare, a fool, Dan. bc-

daare = Sw. d&ra, befool, infatuate, delude:
see dare2 . The G. thor, MHG. tore, tor, is a dif-

ferent word, connected with E. dizzy."] To
hoax; humbug; make a fool of

; perplex.

Abroad with Thomas ? Oh, that villaine dora me ;

He hath discovered all unto my wife.

B. Jonson, Every Man In his Humour, iv.

When we are so easily tiord and amated with every soph-
isine, it is a certain argument of great defect of inward
furniture and worth. Halett, Sermon on 2 Pet. iii. 10.

To dor the dotterel, to humbug a simpleton.

Here ho comes, whistle ; be this sport called dorring the.

dottrel) B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Iv. 1.

, dorr*, v."\ 1. Ador2t, dorr2
t (d6r), . [<

trick
;
a practical joke.

My love was fool'd, time number'd to no end
My expectation flouted ; and guess you, sir,

What dor unto a doating maid this was,
What a base breaking-off !

Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, ill. 2.

Now trust me not, Readers, If I be not already weary
of pluming and footing this Seagull, so open he lies to
strokes ; and never otfers at another, but brings home the
dorre upon himselfe. Milton, Apology for Smectynmuus.

2. A practical joker.
This night's sport,

Which our court-dor* so heartily intend.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 1.

3. A fool. Hawkins, iii. 109 (in Halliwell).
To give one the dor, to make a fool of one.

He follows the fallacy, comes out accoutred to his be-
lieved instructions ; your mistress smiles, and you give him
the dor. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Doradina (dor-a-di'nft), n. pi. [NL., < Doras
(-rad-) + -inn.]" In Giinther's system of classi-

fication, a group of Siluridaivrith the rayed dor-
sal fin developed and the anterior and posterior
nostrils remote from each other. It includes
the Doradince and other forms.
Doradinae (dor-a-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Doras
(-rad-) + -ince.]

"
A subfamily of siluroid fishes

with tho gill-membrane confluent with the skin
below, the nostrils remote, and a lateral row of

bony plates. It includes about 40 South Ameri-
can fresh-water

species.
doradine (dor'a-din), a. Of or relating to the
Doradiius.

Dorado (do-ril'do), n. [< Sp. dorado (< L. de-

auratus), gilt, pp. of dorar, < LL. deaurare, gild:
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see deaurate."} 1. A small southern constella-

tion, created by Bayer, north of the great Magel-
lanic cloud. 2. [I. c.] Same as dolphin, 2.

Dorataspida (dor- a- tas' pi -da), n. pi. [NL.
(Haeckel, 1862), < Doratasj>is + -ida.] A fam-

ily of acantharian radiolarians, typified by the

genus Dorataspig, They have a simple spherical lat-

tice-shell, composed of the branched apophyses of 20 equal
radial spines meeting in Its center. Properly written Do-

ratatpidtx.

The family Doratatpida is the most Important family
of the Acanthophracta, or of those Acantharia in which
the radial spines are connected by a complete extra-cap-
sular lattice-shell.

Harcltd, Radiolaria of Challenger, p. 802.

Dorataspidae (dor-a-tas'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dorataspis + -idas. ]' Same as Dorataspida, and
the preferable form of the name.

Dorataspididae (dor'a-tas-pid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as Dorataspidce.
Dorataspis (dor-a-tas'pis), . [NL. (Haeckel,
1860), < Gr. o6pv'j spear, + amrif, shield.] A
genus of radiolarians, typical of the family Do-

rataspida.
dor-beetle, dorr-beetle (d&r'be'tl), n. 1. Same
as (tor*. L 8. Same as dor1

, 3, and cock-

chafer, 1.

dor-bug, dorr-bug (ddr'bug), n. 1. The cock-

chafer of Europe, Melolontha vulgaris. 2. In
the United States,
the popular name
of several species
of the genus Lach-

nosterna, of which
there are altoge-
ther about 75. The

^_ |

commonest is L. Jwsca,

f\ f\ ahundantinthemonths
I of May and June, hencef I I "t '

sharing with some re-

jT ft \ luted beetles the name
/ ImilBflfli \ < lf June-bug. It is a

Wyv A stout beetle, about an
inch long, of a dark-
brown color, with com-
paratively long, slen-

der feet and hooked
claws, and well known
from its habit of enter-

ing lighted rooms at

night with a loud buzz-

ing noise. These bee-
tles feed upon the

leaves of various trees, preferably plum and cherry. The
large white larvae or grubs live in the ground on the roots
of turf, and are often very injurious, like those of the
cockchafer.

Dorcas (dor'kas), n. [NL., < Gr. dop/cdf, a deer,
a gazel (so called in reference to its large bright

eyes), < oipKcaOat, perf. Ae&opita, see, look at.

Drake2 and dragon are of the same ult. origin.]
A genus of antelopes. Ogilby, 1836.

Dorcatherium (d6r-ka-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. oopudf, a deer, + "Qriplav, a wild beast.] A
genus of fossil deer or Cervidai of the Miocene

period. Kaup, 1833.

Dorcopsis (ddr-kop'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. oopudf,
a gazel, + oi/xf, appearance.] A genus of Pa-

puan kangaroos. They are of small size and somber
coloration, with the hair on the nape antrorse, the tall

Dor-bug (I.achn03ter*aftuta).
( Line shows natural size. }

Doric

dor-hawk, dorr-hawk (ddr'hak), n. The com-
mon goatsucker, night-jar, or fern-owl, Capri-

mulgus ' a
rn/iii n.'i. Also door-hawk. [Local,

Eng.]
The dor-hawk, iolltary bird.

Round the dim crags uu heavy pinions wheeling.
Wordneorth, The Waggoner, L

doria (do'ri-ii), n. A cotton cloth woven with
stripes of different thicknesses.

Dorian (do'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Dorfug,
equiv. to Doricus, < Or. AiipiOf, &uptn6<;, Dorian,
Doric, pertaining to Doris, L. Doris, Or. Aup/r,
or to the Dorians, L. Dores, Gr. bupttls, eppnym.
bapof, Dorus.] I, a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Doris, a small district of ancient Greece, lying
south of Thessaly and northwest of Phocis;
relating to or originating with the inhabitants
of Dons. 2. Of or pertaining to the Doric

race; Doric.

There Shalt thou hear and learn the secret power
Of harmony, lu tones and numbers hit

By voice or hand ; and various-measured verse,
jEolian charms and Dorian lyrlck odes.

MMm, P. R., Iv. 257.

Dorian chiton, mode, etc. See the nouns.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Do-
ris in Greece. 2. A member of the Doric or
Dorian race, one of the four great divisions of
the ancient Hellenes or Greeks (the others be-

ing the ^Eolians, the lonians, and the Acheans).
In the historical period the Dorians occupied southern
and western Peloponnesus, the chief state of the race being
Sparta, as well as Megara, Corinth, Argos, Cnidus, Hall-

carnassus, Rhodes, Corcyra, Syracuse, Tarentnra, etc.

Doric (dor'ik), a. and n. [Formerly Dorick,
Doricke; = F. Dorique = Sp. Dorico = Pg. It.

Dorico, < L. Doricus, < Gr. Aum/cor, < Aup/c,
Doris: see Dorian."} I. a. 1. Pertaining to
Doris or its inhabitants. 2. Pertaining to the
Dorian race

;
characteristic of or derived from

the Dorians.
He touch'd the tender stops of various quills,
With eager thought warbling his Doric lay.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 189.

Doric cyma. See cyma, i. Doric dialect See IL
Doric mode. See mode. Doric order, in arch., the old-
est and strongest of the three Greek orders, in Its exter-
nal forms the simplest of all, but in its most perfect ex-

amples, especially as exhibited in the monuments of the

age of Pericles at Athens, combining with solidity and
force the most subtle and delicate refinement of outlines
and proportions that architecture has known. In a de-

Papuan Kangaroo (Dorcopsis iHctuosa).

naked and scaly at the end, the premolar teeth large, and
eye-teeth present. D. luctuosa of Papua is about 2 feet

long, with a tail 1 foot long. D. muelleri is a species pe-
culiar to the island of Misol.

,
An obsolete spelling of door.

dore2
t,
n An obsolete spelling of dor1 ,

retained
in dumbledore. '

doreet (do-re' or do're), n. Same as dory
1

.

Dorema (do-re'ma), . [NL., so called in allu-

sion to its product, gum ammoniac, < Gr. d<i-

ptl/ia, a gift, < oupclv, give, present, < iupov, a

gift, < oi-66-vai, give : see donate.] A genus
of umbelliferous plants, of about half a dozen

species, natives of western Asia. The most im-

portant is D. ammomocwm, which yields the gum ani-

raoniacum of commerce, its concrete milky juice. A very
similar gum-resin is furnished by D. Auchcri.

dor-fly, dorr-fly (ddr'fll), n. Same as dor1
, 1.

Done Architecture. Diagram of northeast angle of the Parthenon,
illustrating method of construction.

based and distorted form, the Doric constituted the sec-

ond order of the Romans, coming between their Tuscan
and Ionic. A characteristic of the Grecian Doric column
is the absence of a base ; the channellngs are usually 20 In

number, and in section approximate to a semi-ellipse ; the

capital has generally no astragal, but only one or more
fillets or annulets, which separate the channelings from
the echinus. The profile of the capital In the best exam-

ples is a carefully studied eccentric curve, neither flat

enough to be hard In effect, nor fall enough to be w*ak.
The echinus prior to the time of perfection spread oul far

beyond the shaft; the later Greeks made it a frustum of

a cone, and the Romans cut it as an ordinary quarter-
round. In good Greek examples, as a rule, no horizontal

lines are found in a Doric building, floor- and cornice-lines,

etc., being curved slightly upward ; the profiles of the col-

umn-shafts are slightly convex, and all columns are slight-

ly inclined toward the center of the building. All these

particularities have relation to optical effects so subtle

that their influence is felt rather than seen.

The first of the Roman orders is the Doric, which, like

everything else in this style, takes a place about half-way
between the Tuscan wooden posts and the nobly simple
order of the Greeks. J. Ftryutton, Hist. Arch,, I. 298.



Doric

II. n. The Doric dialect
; the language of the

Dorians, a dialect of the Greek or Hellenic,
characterized by its broadness and hardness:

hence applied to any dialect with similar char-

acteristics, especially to the Scotch.

Doricism. (dor'i-sizm), n. [< Doric + -ism.'] A
peculiarity of the Doric dialect; a character-

istic of Doric speech or manner.
Doricize (dor'i-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Dori-

cized, ppr. Doricizing. [< Doric + -ize.~\ To
render Doric in character. Also spelled Dori-
cise.

The Ionic order, for instance, which arose in the Grecian
colonies on the coast, is only the native style of this coun-

try Doricised, if the expression may be used.
J. Fergutson, Hist. Arch., I. 228.

Dorididae, Doridse (do-rid'i-de, dor'i-de), n.pi
[NL., < Doris (Dot-id-) + -ida;.] A family of

marine nudibranchiate gastropods, the sea-lem-

ons, having no shell or mantle, and the gills dis-

posed circularly in a rosette around the anus

(pygobranchiate),which is on the dorsal aspect.
See cut under Doris.

doridoid (dor'i-doid), a. [< Dons (Dorid-) +
-oid.~\ Like a sea-lemon; being or resembling
an animal of the genus Doris or family Doridi-
du: : as, a doridoid nudibranchiate.

Doridopsidae (dor-i-dop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Doridopsis + -ida>.~\ A family of nudibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Dori-

dopsis. They are superficially like the Doridi-

dat, but have a suctorial mouth without any
odontophore.
Doridopsis (dor-i-dop'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Supif

(6upiS-), a knife (see Doris), + oi/f, view, ap-
pearance.] The typical genus of the family
Doridopsida:.

Dorippe (do-rip'e), n. [NL., < Gr. 6upi( (see
Doris) + Iv'nof, a horse.] The typical genus of

Mabk-crab {Dorippe

the family Dorippidce, containing such species
as D. sima, the mask-crab. They are noted as
crabs with which certain sea-anemones are can-
crisocial.

Dorippidae (do-rip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dorippe+ -idee. ] A family of anomural decapod crusta-

ceans, typified by the genus Dorippe.
Doris (do'ris). n. [NL., < Gr. tupt; (also Sopif,

appar. after o6pv, a spear), a knife used at sac-

rifices, prop, a Dorian knife (so. Koirif, a knife),
being prop, adj.,

Aupi'f, Dorian
;

also, as a noun,
the country of the
Dorians : see Do-
rian.] The typical
genus of the fam-
Uy Dorididw, or "*!'***
sea-lemons, containing such species as D. tuber-

culata, D.johnstoni, and D. coccinea. Argo is a
synonym.
Dorism (do'rizm), n. [< Gr. tiupiap6f, speaking
in Doric, < dupifriv, speak Doric : see Dorize.~\An idiom or peculiarity of the Doric dialect; a
Doricism.

According to Brand, the latest writer on the subject all
those Doritnu which appear in the Boeotian dialect are
either survivals of the Doric speech of the conquered
inhabitants, or are importations from the neighboring
communities to the west. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 427.

Dorize (do'riz), v.
; pret. and pp. Dorized, ppr.

Dorizing. [< Gr. iopifecv, imitate the Dorians,
speak Doric, < Awp/?, Doris : see Dorian.'] I. in-
trans. To use the dialect or customs of the
Dorians.

II. trans. To make Doric.

Boeotia was originally an Aeolic land, and ... it was
partially Dorized at an early period of its history.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 431.

dorking (d6r'king), n. [So called from Dorking,in burrey, England, where these fowls have been
extensively bred. ] A breed of domestic fowls,
of good size, and of fair quality as egg-pro-
ducers, but especially valuable for the table
Ine breed is characterized by the long, low, full shane

d by having five toes on each foot. There are white!
silver-gray, colored, and cuckoo dorkiugs, having either
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single combs or rose-combs. The cuckoo dorkings are
barred black and white. The general characteristics of

the silver-gray and colored varieties are : hens, gray (in the
colored variety, brownish or spotted black), with salmon
breasts ; cocks, glossy black on breast, with back, neck,
saddle, wing-bow, and secondaries white.

dorlach, dorloch (d6r'lach, -loch), n. [Sc., <

Gael, dorlach, a handful, a bundle, a sheaf of

aiTows, a quiver, < dorn, a fist (of. dim. dornan,
a small handful), + luchd, a burden, load.] 1.

A bundle
; a knapsack.

These supple fellows [the Highlanders], with their plaids,
targes, and dorlachg. J. Baillie, Letters, I. 175.

2. A portmanteau.
There's Vich Ian Vohr has packed his dorlach.

Scott, Waverley, II. 389.

Callum told him also, tat his leather dorloch wi' the lock
on her was come frae Doune. Scott, Waverley, II. 319.

3f. A quiver.

Swordes, tairgis, bowes, dorlaches, and wther invasive

wapones. Acts of Charles /. (ed. 1814), v. 357.

[The Scotch dorlach, also spelled dourlach, is said to mean
also

' a short sword, a dagger' ; but this appears to be an

error, resting in part on a misunderstanding of the quota-
tion last cited.]

dorm (d6rm), v. i. [< Icel. Norw. dorma = G.
dial, durmen, slumber, doze, = F. dormir = Sp.
dormir, durmir = Pg. dormir = It. dormire,
sleep, < L. dormire, sleep. Cf. Gr. Sap6avetv,
Skt. / dra, sleep. See dormant, dormer, etc.]
To slumber; doze. [North. Eng.]
dorm (d6nn), n. [< dorm, v.~\ A slumber; a
doze.

Not a calm and soft sleep like that which our God giv-
eth His beloved ones, but as the slumbering donnes of a
sick man. Bp. Sanderson, Works, I. 146.

dormancy (d6r'man-si), n. [< OF. dormance,
< dormant, sleeping: see dormant and -ancy.]
The state of being dormant; quiescence.
To the conduct of their predecessor, Queen Mary, it was

an objection, that she had revived an ill precedent of pre-
rogative taxation after a dormancy of centuries.

State Trials, The Great Case of Imposition, an. 1606.

dormant (dor'mant), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
also dormaunt, sometimes dormond, dormount;
< ME. dormant, dormaunt, stationary, < OF. dor-

mant, F. dormant = Sp. dor-

miente, durmiente = Pg. dormente
= It. dormente, dormiente, sleep-
ing, dormant (Sp. also as a noun,
a beam, joist), < L. dormien(t-)s,
ppr. of dormire, sleep: see dorm.]
I. a. 1. Sleeping; asleep. Hence

2. In her., lying down with
its head on its fore paws, as if

asleep: said of a beast used as a bearing. 3.

Hibernating: said of certain animals. 4. In
a state of rest or inactivity; quiescent; not in

action, movement, force, or operation; being
or kept in abeyance: as, a dormant rebellion;
a dormant title

;
dormant privileges.

It is by lying dormant a long time or being . . . very
rarely exercised, that arbitrary power steals upon a peo-
ple. Burke.

We espied
Some indications strong of dormant pride.

Crabbe, Tales of the Hall.

The impulse which they communicated to the long dor-
mant energies of Em-ope. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 8.

Underneath every one of the senses lies the soul and
spirit of it, dormant till they are magnetized by some
powerful emotion.

Lowell, Among ray Books, 2d ser., p. 185.

Dormant bolt. See bolti. Dormant execution, a writ
which by neglect to enforce it loses its priority over a
subsequent creditor. Dormant partner, in com., a
sleeping or special partner. See partner. Dormant
tablet, a table, as of the dining-room, which is perma-
nent, forming a stationary piece of furniture, as distin-
guished from one made up of boards laid on trestles, as
was common in Europe in the middle ages.

His table dormant in his halle alway
Stood redy covered al the longe day.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 353.

The tabull dormounte withouten lette;
Ther at the cokwoldes wer sette.

The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 19).

Dormant Windowt, the window of a sleeping-apart-
ment; a dormer-window.

II. n. 1. Abeam; a sleeper: formerly also
dormond, dormant-tree. Also dormer. Halli-
well. Z. A dish which remains from the be-
ginning to the end of a repast, such as cold
pies, hams, and potted meats, placed down the
middle of the table at a large entertainment;
a centerpiece which is not removed. Imp.
Diet.

dormant-treet, n. Same as dormant, 1.

dormart, An obsolete form of dormer.
dormauntt, a. and . An obsolete form of
dormant.

Dormer-window of the H.'.tel de
Jacques Cceur, Bourges, France ; I5th
century.

dormouse

dormet, *' and . An obsolete form of dorm.
dormer (dor'mer), n. [Formerly also dormar;
< OF. dormeor, dormior, dormor, also dormitor,
a sleeping-room, < L. dormitorium, a sleeping-
room: see dormitory. ~] 1. A sleeping-room;
a dormitory. 2. [Short for dormer-window.

~\
A

dormer-window. Oxford Gloss. Arch. 3. Same
as dormant, 1. Halliwell.

dormered (dor'merd), a. [< dormer + -ed?.]

Having dormer-windows.
It was a square old edifice, with a porch which was n

model of gravity, and a high, solid, dormered roof of the
kind that seems to grow darker and more ponderous as

years go by. Xew Princeton Rev., III. 112.

dormer-window (ddr'naer-win^do), n. [< dor-

mer, 1, + window;
so named because
such windows are
found chiefly in up-
per bedrooms.] A
window standing
vertically in a pro-
jection, built out to
receive it, from a

sloping roof.

dormiat(d6r'mi-at),
n. [L.. let him
sleep : 3d

pers. sing,

pres. subj. of dor-

mire, sleep : see

dorm."] A license
for a student to be
absent from early
prayers. Gradus ad
Cantab.

dormice, n. Plural
of dormouse.
dormition (d6r-
mish'on), n. [=OF.
dormition, dormison,
F. dormition = Pr.
dormicio = Sp. dor-
micion = It. dormi-

zione, < L. dormi-

tio(n-), sleep, < dormire, sleep: see dorm.'} A
sleeping; the state or condition of sleep, espe-
cially a prolonged one. [Bare.]
Wert thou disposed ... to plead, not so much for the

utter extinction as for the dormitione of the soul

Bp. Hall, Works, VII. 296.

We consult him upon matters of doctrine, and quiz him
tenderly upon his powers of dormition.

S. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 70.

dormitive (dor'mi-tiv), a. and n. [= F. dor-

mitif = Sp. Pg. dormitivo, < NL. dormitivus, <
L. dormire, sleep: see dorm.'] I. a. Causing
or tending to cause sleep: as, the dormitive

properties of opium.
II. n. A medicine which has the property of

producing or promoting sleep; an opiate; a
soporific.

But for Cowslip-Wine, Poppy-Water, and all Dormi-
tines, those I allow. Cangreve, Way of the World, iv. 5.

dormitory (dor'mi-to-ri), n. ; pi. dormitories
(-riz). [= OF. dormitor, dormitoir, vernacularly
dormeor, dormior, dormor (> E. dormer, q. v.),
and dortor, dortour, dorteour (> E. dorter, q. v.)= Pr. dormidor, dormitori = Sp. Pg. It. dormi-
torio, < L. dormitorium, a sleeping-room, neut.
of dormitorius, belonging to sleep, < dormitor,
a sleeper, < dormire, sleep: see dorm."] 1. A
place, building, or room to sleep in. Specifically

(o) A place in convents where the monks or nuns sleep,
either divided into a succession of small chambers or cells,
or left undivided, in the form commonly of a long room.
The dormitory has usually immediate access to the church
or chapel, for the convenience of its occupants in attend-
ing nocturnal services.

Round each temple-court
In dormitories ranged, row after row,
She saw the priests asleep.

Shelley, Witch of Atlas, Ixiv.

(6) That part of a boarding-school or other institution
where the inmates sleep, usually a large room, either open
or divided by low partitions, or a series of rooms opening
upon a common hall or corridor : in American colleges,
sometimes an entire building divided into sleeping-rooms.
2f. A burial-place ;

a cemetery. See cemetery,
which has the same etymological meaning.
He had now in his new church (neere ye garden) built a

dormitory or vault with several repositories, in which to
burie his family. JSeelyn, Diary, Sept. 10, 1677.

dormondt, . Same as dormant, 1.

dormountt, See dormant.
dormouse (dor'mous), n.

; pi. dormice (-mis).
[< ME. dormous, spelled dormows, dormowse
(15th century), lit. 'sleep-mouse,' in allusion to
its dormant life in winter

;
< dorm, slumber, +

mouse: see dorm and mouse. Cf. MD. slaep-
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rattc = G. scMnfratte (lit. 'sloop-rat'), a dor- dorriet. . An obsolete form of dory1 ,

Dorrite (dflr'it), w. [< Dorr (see def.) + -ite*.]
In (7. <S. Aist., one of those who engaged in

or favored the revolutionary movement for a
reformation of the then existing oligarchical
State government of Rhode Island in 1841-42,
led by Thomas W. Dorr. The effort ended In a slight
insurrection called the " Dorr rebellion," after the irregu-

Common Dormouse (.\tnscarjinuj
avtllanariui"].

nouse.] A rodent of the family Myoxidte. The
onnoiise is peculiar auionu rodent- In having no circuit].

The Kenerni appearance is

Squirrel-like, hence the
nmne t'tinfi; / ,//(>< I

times given to these ani-

mals ; hut the structure
aiul ycnctal alliniiics are
inuriue. The dormice are
confined to the old world,
and are widely distribut-
ed in Europe and Asia,
with some outlying forms
in Africa. Their shape is

neat and gracile ; they
have full eyes, shapely
limbs, and a long hairy
tail, which in Myoxus
proper is busily and dis-

tichous throughout, in
Muscardinus bushy but
cylindrical, in Kliomys
tufted and flattened at
the end, and in Qraphi-
urus shorter and like a
lead-pencil. There are about 12 species of the 4 genera
named. The common dormouse is Muxcardinun avella-

narius, only at" ml as large as the house-mouse ; the fat
dormouse or loir (Myoxus alit) and the garden-dormouse
or lerot (Kliinnys nitrla) are both much larger. The dor-
mice hibernate in a lethargic or torpid state, occasionally
waking up in mild weather, and availing themselves of a
stock of provisions which they have hoarded.

I would
I were a Dor-House for a hundred yeer.
That I might sleep full twenty Lustres heer.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iv. S3.

He was made for other purpose then to be euer eating
as swine, euer sleeping as Vormise.

Dtkker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. SO.

Dormouse phalangers. See Dromicia. striped dor-
mouse, a book-name of the hackee, chipmunk, or ground-
squirrel of the United States, Tamias striatvs. Pennant.

dorneckt, dornext, . Obsolete forms of dor-
nick.

dornick (ddr'nik), n. [Also formerly or dial.

dornik, dornique, dornock, dorneck, darnick, and
(as if pi.) dorncr, darnix, etc. (cf. Icel. dornikar,
a kind of water-tight boots), so called from
Dornick (OFlem. Dornick, Flem. Doornik = F.
Tournai = ML. Turnacum, Tornacum, Tournay),
a town in Belgium where this cloth was origi-
nally made. A similar cloth is said to have been
made at Dornoch in Sutherlandshire, Scot-

land.] If. A stout -linen cloth, especially a
damask linen having a simple diaper pattern,
formerly much used for church vestments,
altar-hangings, etc.

He fand his chalnier weill arrayit
With dornik work on buird display!!.

Sir D. Lyndsay, Squyer Meldrum, 1. 884.

2. Linsey-woolsey : in this sense darnick. Halli-
wetl. [Prov. Eng.] 3. [Appar. from a fancied
resemblance to the figures of dornick, 1.] A
pebble or cobblestone ; any small fragment of
rock. [Western U. 8.]

dornixt, . An obsolete form of dornick.

dornock (ddr'nok), n. See dornick.

doront (do'ron), n. [L., < Gr. fupov, a gift, also

(perhaps not the same word) a handbreadth:
see dorema, donate.] 1. A gift; a present.
2. As an ancient Greek unit of length, a hand-
breadth or palm.
Doronicum (do-ron'i-kum), n. [NL.] A genus
of composite plants, much resembling the ar-

nica, natives of Europe and temperate Asia.
D. Caucamcum and D. Pardalianches are cultivated for
their (lowers, and are commonly known as leopard't-bane.

Dorosoma (dor-o-so'mS), . [NL., < Gr. S6pv,
a spear, -I- aa/ta, body;" in allusion to the form
of the body in the young.] The typical genus
of clupeoid fishes of the family Dorosomidce;
gizzard-shad. D. cepedianum is the common
gizzard- or hickory-shad orthread-herringof the
United States. See cut under gizzard-shad.
Dorosomatidae (dor'o-so-mat'i-de), n.pl. [NL.]
Same as Dorosomidec.
Dorosomidse (dor-o-so'mi-de), n. pi. [< Doro-
soma + -id<B.l A family of malacopterygian
fishes, typified by the genus Dorosoma. They
have an oblong, rather deep body, carinated belly, thin
deciduous scales, small head, and small mouth overarched
by the blunt snout, with narrow, short maxillaries having
each a single supplemental bone. They have a general
likeness to a shad, and the species in the United States
are generally called gizzard-shads. They are mud-loving
fishes, occurring in coast as well as inland waters of warm
regions, and of little or no value as food.

dorp (dorp), H. [< D. dorp = LO. dorp = AS.
and E. thorp, a village: see thorp."] A small

village. [Rare.]
No neigh 1 1' .u riii- dorp, no lodging to be found,
But blcaky plains, and hare unhospitahle ground.

Vnjdtn, Hind and Panther, 1. 1905.

dorr1
,
n. See dor1 .

dorr2t, v. and n. See dor'2 .

lar adoption by a majority of the people of a new con-
stitution and the election of Dorr as governor ; hut its ob-

ject was in great part effected by a constitution legally
formed and adopted in the autumn of 1842.

dorsa. . Plural of dorsum.
dorsabdominal (d6r-sab-dom'i-nal), a. [< L.

iliirxiiiu, the back, + abdomen, abdomen: see ab-

dominal. ] Pertaining to the back and the belly :

specifically
said of the situation of parts, or

direction of a line or plane, between the dorsal
and abdominal or ventral aspects of the body:
as, a dorsabdominal axis

;
a dorsabdominal di-

rection. Also dorsiventral, dorsoventral.Doi-
sabdomlnal symmetry, a kind of symmetry or reversed

repetition on the opposite (dorsal and abdominal) sides of
a plane passing througli the middle of the body perpen-
dicularly to both the median vertical or longitudinal and
the transverse planes ; one of the three kinds of symmetry
which an organism may present, the other two being bilat-

eral symmetry and anteroposterior symmetry. It la less

evident than either of the other two, and usually inap-
preciable.

dorsabdominally (d6r-sab-dom'i-nal-i), adv.
In a dorsabdominal direction or relative posi-
tion

;
from back to belly, and conversely ;

dor-

siventrally: as, a line drawn dorsabdominally.
dorsad (dor'sad), adv. [< L. dorsum, the back,
+ ad, toward.] In mint., toward the dorsum
or back

; backward, with reference to the ani-
mal itself, without regard to its posture: as,
the spinal cord lies dorsad of the bodies of the

vertebra; the aorta arches dorsad as well as
sinistrad: opposed to ventrad, and in Verte-
brata equivalent to neurad.
dorsadiform (d&r'sad-i-f6rm), a. [< dorsad +
-i-form7] In ichth., having that form in which
the tendency of extension of the body is up-
ward above the shoulders, as the common perch
and many other fishes. Gill.

dorsal (d&r'sal), a. and n. [< F. dorsal= Sp. Pg.
dorsal = It. dorsale, < ML. dorsalis (L. dorsu-

alis), pertaining to the back, < L. dorsum, the
back: see dorse1 , dorsum.'] I. a. 1. In ana t. :

(a) Of or pertaining to the back : as, the dorsal
fin of a fish

;
dorsal muscles, nerves, etc. (6)

Of or pertaining to the back of a part or organ :

as, the dorsal aspect of the hand
;
the dorsal sur-

face of the breast-bone; the
dorsal artery of the penis.
2. In en torn., pertaining to the

upper surface of the thorax or
abdomen Dorsal eyes, Inzoul,
those eyes which are situated nearly
In the middle of the upper surface,
as In certain Arachnida. Dorsal
fin, In ichthyol., the fin or fin-like

integumentary expansion generally
developed on the back of aquatic
vertebrates that is, leptocardians,
myzonts, selachians, true fishes, and
cetaceans. Abbreviated d. or D. See
cut under /in. Dorsal laminae, in

einbryol., longitudinal folds of blas-
toderm forming a ridge on each side
of the primitive groove of a verte-
brate embryo, and eventually unit-

ing over it to convert it into the cere-

brospinal canal : opposed to ventral

lannnif, which similarly Inclose the
rest of the body.

A linear depression, the primitive
groove, makes its appearance on the
surface of the blastoderm, and tile

substance of the mesoblast along
each side of this groove grows up, carrying with it the

superjacent epiblast Thus are produced the two dorsal
lamina. Huxley, An at. Vert., p. 12.

Dorsal muscles, in human ana/., those muscles which
lie upon the back. Those of the so-called first and second
layers, however, pertain to the anterior extremity or fore
limn. Dorsal nerves, those spinal nerves which emerge

in relation with dorsal vertebra.
Dorsal punctures, in en-

ttnn., impressed dots, few In
number and determinate in posi-
tion, found on the elytra of cer-
tain beetles, principally the Ca-
rabidtf. They are of great ser-
vice in distinguishing species,
and are not to t>e confounded with
the ordinary irregular punctures
of the surface. Dorsal seg-
ments, in entniu., the segments
of the abdomen

,
seen from above,

and numbered from the tiase to
' H--IH1UIH , * , ucur.ii thp nrwY T^nfcal aiivfa/*a in

spine; 4, diapopnysfc or
l

;
P6?:" Dorsal surface, 111

n .traverse process; i. facet <">itom., the upper surface of the
for articulation of head of whole insect, including the elytra
rib: /', demi-facet for head if these are present. Dorsal

S3Str3ffiL.%35.VE *. In **.. the outer suture

prezyitaixiphysisT --. loiei * "dge ' a carpel or pod, cor-

do.. or posuygapophysis, responding to the niidvein of the

Early Vertebrate Em-
bryo of Chick.

a, cephalic end ; b,
caudal end ; c, primi-
tive groove ; rf, dorsal
laminae, closing over c ,'

f, several protoverte-
bnc.

Side View ofHuman Thora-
cic or Dorsal Vertebra,

centrum; t', neural

dorsibranchiate

carpellary leaf. Dorsal vertebra, In anal., those Tr-
telinc which lie hetween the n r \ical and lumbar verte-

bra; thoracic vertebra-, fic.)iientl\ the only ones which
bear free-Jointed ribs. Abbreviated d, or D. See cut In

preceding column. Dorsal vessel, in cntam., the long
blood-vessel, or heart, lying along the back of an insect.

II. n. 1. In ichth., a dorsal fin. Pennant.
2. In anat., a dorsal vertebra. 3. EccUs. See
the extract.

The orphrey of the chasuble was often distinguished
Into three parts ; that in the front being called the "pec-
toral," the other, behind, the "dorsal,' and the two over
the shoulders the ''numerals."

Rock, Church of our Fathers, 1. 868, note.

dorsally (d6r'sal-i), adv. 1. In a dorsal situa-

tion; on the back; by the back. 2. In a dor-

sal direction
;
toward the back

;
dorsad.

At the point of their junction there is usually a single
median process projecting dorsally.

W. H. Flower, Osteology, p. 12.

Donally to the alimentary tract the ccxloin is spacious.
K. R. Lanketter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. S&

dorsalmost (ddr'sal-most), a. superl. [< dor-
sal + -most.] Next to the back. [Bare.]

The dartalmost pair of tentacles are the only ones which
actually belong to that part of the disc which forms the

great dorsal hood. K. R. Lankeiter, Encyc. Brit,, XVI. 674.

dorsalward. dorsalwards (ddr'sal-wftrd.
-w&rdz), adv. [< dorsal + -ward, -wards.]
Same as dorsad. [Rare.]

The dorsal division of the cceloni has passed dorsal-

wardt. Jour. Micros. Science, XXVIII. 395.

dorsch (dfirsh), n. [Cf. G. dorscli, the haddock, <

LG. dorsch = Icel. thorskr = Sw. Dan. torsk, a

codfish, > E. torsk, q. v.] The young of the
common cod.

dorse1
(d6rs), n. [< OF. dors, dos, back (cf.

ders, also dim. derselet, a canopy : see dorsel),
P. dos = Sp. Pg. It. dorso, < L. dorsum, the
back (of beasts, later also of men), a ridge, in

ML. the back of anything; perhaps akin to Gr.

teipfj, Stpii, the neck, a ridge, deipaf, a ridge.]
It. The back.

He had a very choice library of books, all richly bound,
with gilt dorses. Wood, Athente Oxon.

2. A piece of stuff used to cover the back of a
settle or chair, or hung at the back of an altar
or at the sides of a chancel; especially, a piece
of rich stuff forming the back of a chair of state
or a throne, reaching from the canopy to the
floor of the dais. In ecclesiastical use now dos-

sal. Formerly also dorser, dorsel, dosser.

A dorte and redorse of crymsyn velvet with flowers of

gold, In length two yards three quarters.
Will of Sir K. Sutton.

dorse2 (ddrs), . [See dorsch.] A young cod,
formerly supposed to be a distinct species
called the vanable cod, Gadtts callarias.

dorsed (ddrst), a. [As dorsel + -co?.] In her.,
same as aversant.

dorselt (ddr'sel), n. [< OF. dorsal, < ML. dor-

sale, tapestry, also called dorsalicum, dorsitale,

dorsile, dorserium, dorsarium, dorsoritim (> E.

dorser, q. v.), and (accom. to the F.) dossale,

dossuale, and dosserium (> E. dosser, q. v.); so
called because hung at the back of one sit-

ting down, < L. dorsum, the back : see dorse1,

dorsal.] 1. Same as dorse1
,
2. 2. [OF. dossal.]

A kind of woolen stuff. 3. Same as dorser, 2.

dorsert (ddr'ser), . [= Sc. dorsour, < ME. dor-

sour, dorsure, dorsere, dorcere, < ML. dorserium,
dorsorium, equiv. to dorsale, > E. dorsel, a cano-

py: see dorsel. Same as dosser, q. v.] 1. Same
as dorse1 , 2. Prompt. Pan. 2. A pannier or
basket. Also dorsel, dosser.

She is tin n d.

By this, some farmer's dairymaid ; I may meet her
Riding from market one day 'twixt her dorters.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, 1. 1.

What makes so many scholars then come from Oxford
and Cambridge, like market-women, with dorsers full of
lamentable tragedies and ridiculous comedies?

Shirlrii, Witty Fair One, IT.

Dorsibranchiata (d6r-si-brang-ki-a'tfi), n. pi.
[NL., neut. pi. of dorsibranchiatun : see dorsi-

branchiate.] In Cuvier's system, the second or-
der of Annelides, including free marine worms.
It closely approximated in significance to the order Cfurto-

l/oda of modern naturalists. They have the branchlte on
the back, whence the name.
dorsibranchiate (ddr-si-brang'ki-at), a. and n.

[< XL. dorsibranchiatus, < L. dorsum, the back,
+ bronchia, gills.] I. a. 1. Haying gills on the

back; notobranchiate, as certain nudibranchi-
ate gastropods and many marine annelids.
2. Specifically, having dorsal gills, as the Dor-
*il>rnnchiata ; of or pertaining to the Dorsi-
branchiata.

II. n. A member of the Dorsibranchiata.



dorsicollar 1738 Dorylsemus
dorsicollar (dor-si-kol'ar), a. [< L. dorsum, q. v.] A muscle which in some quadrupeds
the back, + coHum, the neck, + -ar.] Of or passes from the back to the elbow,

pertaining to the back and to the neck. Coues, dorsoflexion (d6r-so-flek'shon), . [< L. dor-
1887. sum, the back,,+ flexio(n-), a bending: seeflex-
dorsicumbent (dor-si-kum'bent), n. [< L. dor- ion.] A bending of the back

;
a bow. Froude,

sum, the back, + *-cumben(t^)s, ppr. of -cumbere Carlyle, I. 51.

(in comp. incumbere, etc.), otherwise cubare, dorso-intestinal (dor'so-in-tes'ti-nal), a. [<L.
lie down.] Lying upon the back

; supine: op- dorsum, the back, + intestina, intestine, + -al.]

posed to ventricumbent, or prone. In anat., situated on the dorsal aspect of the
dorsiduct (dor'si-dukt), v. t. [< L. dorsum, the intestine. B. Owen.
back, + ducere (pp. ductus), lead.] To bring or dorsolateral (dor-so-lat'e-ral), a. (X L- dor-

carry toward or to the back : opposed to ventri-
duct. [Rare.]

dorsumbonal (ddr-sum'bo-nal), a. [< L.

,
+ -al:

Dorsiduct the tail of the cat so as to expose the anus
and open it slightly. Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 84.

dorsiferous (d6r-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + ferre, = E. bear1

,
+ -ous.] In

[< L. i

the back, + latus '(later-), side, + -al.]

Pertaining to the back and the side
;
dorsal and

lateral in position ; situated on the side of the

back; dorsopleural. Also dorsilateral. Dorso-
lateral muscle or muscles, the large segmented mass
of muscle in fishes lying between the lateral and dorsalmo uatn., i jeire, = a. umtr-, T -uus.j j.11 septa, and the muscles in higher animals which are de-

zool. : (a) Same as dorsigerous. (b) Bringing rived from this,

forth upon the back; dorsiparous. dorsolumbar (dor-so-lum'bar), a. [< L. dorsum,
dorsifixed (d6r'si-fikst), a. [< L. dorsum, the the back, + lumbus, loin, +"-ar.] In anat., per-
back, + fixus, fixed, pp. of figere, fix : see fix.] taining to the whole dorsal (that is, the thi

In bot. and eool., attached dorsally, or by the
~'~~- ---*-t-

back : applied to anthers, etc.

dorsigerous (d6r-sij'e-rus), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, -1- gerere, carry, + -ous.] In eool.,
bearing or carrying on the back: as, the dor-

sigerous opossum, Didelphys dorsigera, so called
from the fact that it bears its young upon its

back. Also dorsiferous.
dorsigrade (dor'si-grad), a. [NL., < L. dor-

sum, the back, + gradi, walk.] In eool., walk-
ing upon the back of the toes, as certain arma-
dillos.

dorsilateral (dor-si-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. dor- dorsomedian (ddr-so-me'di-an), a. [< L. dor-

sum, the back, + latus (later-), the side, + -al.]
sum

i * back, + medius, middle, + -an.] Bit-

Same as dorsolateral. uated in the midline of the back. Huxley.
dorsilumbar (d6r-si-lum'bar), a. [< L. dor- [Rare.]

sum, the back, + lumbus, loin, + -ar.] Same dorsomesal (dor-so-mes'al), a. Same as dorsi-

as dorsolumbar. mesal.

dorsimesal (dor-si-mes'al), a. [< dorsimeson + dorso-orbicularis (dor"s6-6r-bik-u-la'ris), n.
;

-al.] Lying along the middle line of the back
;

P1 - dorso-orbiculares (-rez). A muscle 6f the

aining in any way to the dorsimeson. Also hedgehog,

cic and lumbar) region of the trunk of the body :

said especially of those vertebree, collectively
considered, which intervene between the cer-

In eool.',
vical and the sacral vertebra proper. The most
obvious and usual distinction between dorsal and lumbar
vertebraj being the presence of developed ribs on the for-
mer and their absence from the latter, and ribs being fre-

quently developed from the cervical to the sacral region
of the spine, the whole series of such rib-bearing vertebra;
is called dorsolumbar. The epithet is also used in the
phrase dorsolumbar region. Also dorsilutnbar.

The variations within the dorsolumbar region depend
on the ribs. Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 437.

arising on the back near the termi-
nation of the trapezius, and spreading upon the
orbicularis panniculi, which it antagonizes.

pertaining .._.
dorsomesal. Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 44.

[Bare.]
dorsimeson (d6r-si-mes'on), n. [< L. dorsum, dorsopleural (dor-so-plp'ral), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + NL. meson, q. v., coined by Wilder tne back, + Gr. irfoupd, the side, + -al.] In
and Gage.] The middle lengthwise line of the o-nat., of or pertaining to the back and the side,
back. [Rare.] dorsosseus (d6rs-os'e-us), .

; pi. dorsossei (-i).

dorsiparous (dor-sip'a-rus), a. [< L. dorsum, [NL- (Coues, 1887), '< L. dorsum, the back, +
the back, + parere, produce, + -ous.] 1. In sseus, of bone: see osseous.] A dorsal inter-

ior, bearing fruit upon the back : applied to osseus muscle of the hand or foot,

certain groups of ferns which produce fruit dorsourt, w. See dorser.

upon the lower surface or back of the fronds, dorsoventral (dor-so-ven'tral), a. 1. Same as
2. In zool., hatching young upon the back,

dorsabdominal.

dor-

sum, the back, + umbo(n^), a boss, + -al: see

umbonal.] In eool., both dorsal and umbonal,
as one of the accessory valves in the family
Pholadida;.

In Pholas dactylus we find a pair of umbonal plates, a
dormmiional plate and a dorsal plate.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 687.

dort (d6rt), n. [< ME. dort (in comp. canlcer-

dort, q. v.); origin obscure.] A sulky or sul-
len mood or humor; the sulks: usually in the
plural : as, he is in the dorts. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]
Andrew, that left yon in the dorts, is going to marry

Nanny Kemp. Petticoat Tales, I. 288.

dort (dort), v. i. [Sc. : see dort, n.] To become
pettish; sulk.

dortert (dor'ter), n. [< ME. dorter, dortour,
dortoure, dorture, < OF. dortor, dortour, dor-

teour, dortoir, F. dortoir, < L. dormitorium, a
sleeping-room, dormitory: see dormitory and
dormer.] A sleeping-room ;

a dormitory, es-

pecially of a monastery.
At home in cure dortour.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 147.

The Monckes he chaced here and there,
And them pursu'd into their dortours sad.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 24.

They thought there was no life after this ; or if there
were, it was without pleasure, and every soul thrust into
a hole, and a dorter of a span's length allowed for his rest
and for his walk. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 693.

dorty (ddr'ti), a. [Sc. ; < dort + -yi; see dort,
n.] It Pettish; prone to sullenness; sulky.

Your well-seen love, and dorty Jenny's pride.
ftainsay, Poems, II. 68.

2. Delicate; difficult to cultivate: applied to
plants.
doruck (do'ruk), . A water-bottle used in
modern Egypt.
dory1

(do'ri), n.
; pi. dories (-riz). [Also for-

merly doree, dorrie; < F. dor<!e, a dory, lit. 'gilt,'
fern, of dorii, pp. of dorer, < LL. deaurare, gild :

see deaurate. Also called John-dory, where
John is simply an expletive use of the familiar

proper name, though it has been fancifully ex-

plained from F. jaune, yellow.] 1. A popular

as certain toads do. In both forms the polypa show a well-marked bilateral
symmetry with regard to the dorsoventral axis.

Jour. Micros. Science, XXVIII. 35.

2. Same as bifacial.

dorsoventrally (d6r-s6-veu'tral-i), adv. Same
-

dorsiscapular (dor-si-skap'u-lar), a. [< L.
dorsum, the back, + scapula^' the shoulder-
blade, + -ar.] Of or pertaining to the back
and the shoulder-blade. Coues, 1887. - .

dorsispinal (dor-si-spi'nal), a. [< L. dorsum,
as dorsirentralhj.

the back, + spina, spine, '4- -al.] In anat., of or Dorstenia (dor-ste'ni-a), n. [NL., named after

pertaining to both the back and the spine.
T - Dorsten (died 1552), a
German botanist.] A ge-
nus of herbaceous plants,
of the natural order Urti-

caceas, nearly related to the

mulberry and fig, charac-
terized by minute naked
monoecious flowers crowd-
ed upon a flat or somewhat
concave fleshy receptacle.

Dorsispinal vein, in human anat., one of a set of vein:
which form a network about the processes ami arches of
vertebne.

dorsiventral (d6r-si-ven'tral), a. [< L. dor-
sum, the back, + venter, the belly, + -al.] 1.
In anat., same as dorsabdominal. 2. In bot.,
same as bifacial, 2.

Also dorsoventral.

dorsiyentrality (ddr'si-ven-tral'i-ti), n. [<
dorsiventral + -ity.] The condition of being
dorsiventral. [Rare.]
dorsiventrally (d&r-si-ven'tral-i), adv. In a
dorsiventral direction or situation

;
from back

to belly; dorsabdominally. Also dorsoventrally.
The girdle running dorsoventrally. Science, III. 324.

dorsocaudal (d6r-so-ka'dal), a. [< L. dorsum,
the back, + cauda, tail, +"-a?.] In anat., supe-
rior and posterior in direction or position.
dorsocervical (dor-so-ser'vi-kal), a. [< L.
dorsum, the back, -I- cervix (cervi'c-), the neck,+ -al.] In anat., pertaining to or situated on
the back of the neck; pertaining to both the
DaCrf. and tne neck. Dorsocsrvics,! vfirtpbrw
equivocal vertebra? between the thoracic and the cervical
series proper.

dorsodynia (d&r-so-din'i-ii), n. [NL., < L. dor-
sum, the back, + ofivvr,, pain.] Inpathol., mv-
algia in the muscles of the back.

Dory (Zetts /aber'i.

thickened rootstock. There are
about 50 species, natives of tropi-
cal America and Africa,with a sin-

gle species in the East Indies. The
rhizome usually possesses tonic
and stimulating properties. Con-
trayerva is the product of D.

Contrayena, D. Brasiliemis, and
some other species of Brazil,

dorsulum (d&r'su-lum), re.; pi. dorsula (-la).
[NL., dim of L. dbrsum, the back.] In entom.,
a name given bv Kirbv to the mesoscutum or

the thorax. It is con-

name of the acanthopterygious fish Zeusfaber,
the type of the family Zeidce. it is found in the
seas of Europe, and is esteemed very delicate eating It
seldom exceeds 18 inches in length. It is also called
John-dory.
2. A local name in some parts of the United
States andCanada, especially alongLake Michi-
gan, of Stizostcdion vitreum, the wall-eyed pike-
perch.

dory'
2
(do'ri), n.

; pi. dories (-riz). [Origin un-
certain.] A small boat; especially, a small

Inflorescence of Dorstenia
Contrayerva: a, recepta-
cle covered with minute
flowers. (From Le Maout
and Decaisne's " Traite
general de Botanique.")

, lor'sum), n.
; pi. dorsa (-sa). [L., the

back, a ridge : see dorse, dorsal.] "I. In anat. :

(a) The back, (b) The back of a part or organ :

as, the dorsum of the foot; the dorsum of the
. - . ,,. shoulder-blade. 2. In conch., the upper sur-

dorso-epitrochlear (d6r"so-ep-i-trok'le-ar), a ,

ace of the bodv of a shell
>
the aperture being

and re. I. a. In anat., of or pertaining"to the
downward. 3f. The ridge of a hill,

dorso-epitroehlearis or epitrochlearis muscle. A similar ridge, which . . . suddenly rises into a massy
II. n. Same as dorso-epitroclilearis.

T- "'arton, Hist. Kiddington, p. 69.

dorso-epitrochlearis (d6r"so-ep-i-trok-le- I^tisslmua dorsi [NL.], the broadest muscle of the

a'ris),(.; pi. dorso-epitrochleares (-rez). TNL '< SLTW^l. ?
ee

"I*
und

f
r """^-Longissinius

L. dorsum, the back, + Gr. M, upon, 4 trochlea, jLC ]l Dge8t muscle ' the back In man' See

Dory. Lower figure shows nest of dories on deck of fishing-schooner.

flat-bottomed boat used in sea-fisheries, in
w^ go out froni a 'arger vessel to catch

"'^^ Same aa^^'' /.<

2 -

s (dor-i-le 'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
p

"'.
a spear' 1' "**! throat.] A genus of

manne uematode worms, of the family Enopli-
&< D. maximus is a very common European
species, found in the mud.



Dorylidae

Dorylidae (do-ril'i-do), . />!. [NL., < Dorylus
+ -id<K.\ A family of ants, differing from the

Fnriiiii-idir in having only the first abdominal

segment forming tho peduncle.
Dorylus (dor'i-lus), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Dnri/lida.

Doryphora (do-rif 'o-rjl), n. [NL., < Gr. Aopmjio-

/KJC, bearing a spear'or shaft, <66/iv, a stem, tree,

shaft, spear, 4- -Qupof, < fipeiv = E. bear1 .] 1.

In entom. : (a) A genus of beetles, of the family
Chrysomelida;, closely allied to Chrysomela, but

differing from it in the form of the last joint
of the maxillary palpi, which is short, truncate,
and not dilated. Many species from South and Cen-
tral America are known. The few which ure found in

North America live upon solanaceous plants. The most
familiar of these is the Colorado potato-Indie, I>. dfcem-
lineatit (Buy), commonly known as the potatt>-lin<i. (See
cut under beetle.) Another very closely allied species, D.
juncta (Oermar), occurs in the eastern United States.
This differs from the former in the arrangement of the
black stripes on the elytra, the two outer ones being
united behind, and In the color of the legs, which are en-

tirely pale excepting a black femoral spot. The larva) of
the two species are distinguished by the black color of
the head of D. decemlineatii, that of I), juncta being pale.

(6) A genus of

Lepidoptera.
2. A genus of

Polygastrica.
Also Doryfera.
doryphorus
(do-rif'o-rus),

.
; pi. dory-

phori (-ri). [<
Gr. dopixfdpof,

bearing a

spear: see Do-

ryphora.] In
6r. antiq., and
in art and ar-

chceol., a spear-
bearer; a man
armed with a

spear; specifi-

cally, a nude
figure, or one
almost nude,
holding a spear
or lance : a fa-

vorite subject
with ancient

sculptors. The
most noted statue
known as a dory-
phorus was that

by the great artist

Polycletus, which
is regarded as his
celebrated canon.

A bold, self oplnioned physic
I deed, and kill him secundum

Doryphoru
Muse

s. Copy after Polycletus." ' - '

.

or type of what the perfectly proportioned human figure
should be.

His [Kresilas's] statue of a Doryphoros is suggestive of
influence from Polykleltos.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 241.

Doryrhamphinas (dor'i-ram-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dori/iiinmjilnis + -ina;.] A subfamily of Syn-
gnathidce, in which "the males have the egg-
pouch not on the tail, but on the breast and
belly" (Kaup).
Doryrhamphus (dor-i-ram'fus), n. [NL., <

Gr. 66pv, a spear, + pdfupoc., beak, bill.] A ge-
nus of syngnathoid fishes, typical of ths sub-

family Doryrhamphinai. Kaup, 1853.

dos a dos (do' za do'). [F. : dos, < L. dorsum, the
back

; a, to ; dos. the back. Cf. vis-a-vis.] Back
to back

; specifically, in dancing, an evolution
in reels, etc., in which two persons advance,
pass around each other back to back, and re-

turn to their places.
dosage (do'saj), n. [< dose + -age.] 1. lamed.,
tho act or practice of administering medicine
in doses

;
a course or method of dosing.

I pause in the dosage, and wait to see whether the symp-
toms improve. N. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 8.

Infinitesimal dosafje, increased potency by means of dy-
ttamlzatloii. the unification of disease, etc., have ceased to
be essential planks in the homoeopathic platform.

Pop. Sri. Ho., XXII. 530.

2. The operation of adding to wine, especially
to sparkling wine, such as champagne, what-
ever is needful to give it an artificial distinctive

character, as that of being dry or sweet, light
or strong.
The dosaiK varies with the quality of the wine [cham-

pagne] and the country for which it is intended ; but the
genuine liquor [for the dosage] consists of nothing but old
wine of the best quality, to which a certain amount of su-

gar-candy and perhaps a dash of the finest cognac has been
added. De Colange, I. 138.

dose (dos), n. [= F. dose = Sp. dosis = Pg. dose,
dosis = It. dose, dosa = D. G. Dan. Sw. dosis, <
NL. dosis, < Gr. Soaif, a giving, a portion pre-

1739

scribed, a dose of medicine, < tt-66-vnt, give:
nee donate.] 1. The quantity of medicine given
or prescribed to bo taken at one time or within
a specified time

;
of liquid medicine, a potion.

I am for curinK the world by gentle alteratives, not by
violent dunes. Irviny.

Many circumstances influence the doses of medicine.
Women require smaller dotes, as a general principle, than
mm. Dtinglitton.

Hence 2. Anything given to be swallowed,
literally or figuratively; especially, u portion
or allotment of something nauseous or dis-

agreeable either to the recipient or to others.

As fulsome a dose as you shall give him, he shall readily
take it down. South.

3. A quantity or amount of something regarded
as analogous in some respect to a medical pre-

scription, or to medicine in use or effect.

They [Romanists] have retirement for the melancholy,
business for the active, Idleness for the lazy, honour for

the ambitious, splendour for the vain, severities for the
sowre and hardy, and a good dose of pleasures for the soft

and voluptuous. StiUingJleet, Sermons, II. i.

No paper . . . comes out without a dose of paragraphs
against America. Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 343.

James Mill constantly uses the expression dose of capi-
tal.

" The time comes," he says, "at which it is necessary
either to have recourse to land of the second quality, or to

apply a second dose of capital less productively upon land
of the flrst quality." Jemns, Folit. Econ., p. 231.

4. In iciiie-manuf., the quantity of something
added to the wine to give it its peculiar char-

acter : as, a dose of syrup or cognac added to

champagne. See dosage, 2.

In some [champagne] establishments the dose is admin-
istered with a tin can or ladle ; but more generally an in-

genious machine of pure silver and glass, which regulates
the percentage of liqueur to a nicety, is employed.

De Colange, I. 138.

Black dose. Same as black-draught.

dpse (dos), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dosed, ppr. dos-

ing. [= F. doser; from the noun.] 1. To ad-

minister in doses: as, to dose out a bottle of

jalap. 2. To give doses to; give medicine or

physic to.

ician, . . . who shall dose, and
I n n i artem !

South, Sermons, I. 298.

3. In wine-manvf., to add su^Mr, cognac, or
whatever is neecftul to give a distinctive char-

acter to. To dose with, to supply with a dose or

quantity of
; administer or impart to in or as if in doses :

generally in a derogatory sense : as, to dose one with

quack medicines, or leith flattery ; I dosed him with his

own physic (that is, turned the tables upon him, paid
him in his own coin).

Invited his dear brother toa feast, hugged and embraced,
courted and caressed him till he had well dosed his weak
head with wine, and his foolish heart with confidence and
credulity. South, Works, I. xi.

doseh (do'se), . [Ar. dose, davse, a treading.]
A religious spectacle or ceremony performed in

Cairo during the festival of the Moolid, in which
the dervishes pave the road with their bodies,
while the sheik rides over them on horseback.
See Moolid.
The present sheykh of the Saadee'yeh refused, for sev-

eral years, to perform the Do'sch.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 201.

doseint, . A Middle English form of dozen.

doselt, n. An obsolete form of dossal.

dosert, 1. An obsolete form of dosser, 1.

2. Same as dorse1
,
2.

doshalla (do-shal'a), n. [Hind, doshala, < do,
du (< Skt. dm= E. 'two), + shdl, shawl.] The In-

dian shawl, somewhat more than twice as long
as it is wide, and anciently often as much as 8

feet long.
dosimeter (do-sim'e-ter), n. [< NL. dosis, a

dose, + L. metrum, a measure.] An apparatus
for measuring minute quantities of liquid; a

drop-meter.
Dosinia (do-sin'i-S), . [NL. (Scopoli, 1777), <

dosin, a Senegalese (west African) name of a

species, + -a.] A notable

genus of bivalve mollusks,
of the family Veneridce.

They have a large foot, united

siphons, and a very flat round
shell, as D. discus, a common spe-
cies on the Atlantic coast of the
United States.

dosiology (dd-si-ol'o-ji), n.

[< Gr. footc, (ooat-, ioae-),
a dose, + -Ijoyia, < Xeyeiv,

speak.] Same as dosology.
Dosithean (do-sith'e-au),
n. One of a Samaritan sect, named from Do-
sitheus. a false Messiah, who appeared about
the time of Christ. Its members were fanatical in
various respects, especially in a rigorous observance of the
sabbath. The sect, though small in numbers, existed for
several centuries.

Right valve ot Dosinia
exotrta.

dot

dosology (do-sol'o-ji), . [< Or. Mo*, a dose,
-t- -/oyw, < /iyttv, speak : see dose and -oloyy.]
1. What is known about tho doses or quan-
tities and combinations in which medicines
should be given; the science of apportioning
or dividing medicines into doses. 2. A trea-

tise on dosing.
Also dosiology.

dosootee, . See doosootee.

doss 1
(dos), v. t. [Prov. Eng. and 8c. Cf.

douse2 and toss.'] 1. To attack with the horns;
toss. 2. To pay: as, to doss down money.
doss2 (dos), . [E. dial.] A hassock.

dossal, dossel1
(dos'al, -el), n. [Written archa-

ically dosel; = Sp. aosel, a canopy, = Pg. do-

eel, dorsel = It. aossello, < OF. dossel, dostsiel,

dousiel, dossal, < ML. dorsale (also, accom. to

F., dossale), a canopy, tapestry: see dorsal, dor-

sel, and dorser.] A hanging of stuff, silk, satin,

damask, or cloth of gold at the back of an altar

and sometimes also at the sides of the chancel.
It is usually embroidered, and frequently a church has a
set of dossals of different colors, to be used according to

the festival or season of the church year.

dossel-, n. See dossil.

dosser1 (dos'er), n. [Written archaically doser;
< ME. dosser, dossour, dosur, doser, docer, < OF.

dossier, doussier, docier, m., also dossiere, dous-

siere, t., F. dossier = It. dossiere, dossiero, < ML.
dorserium, dosserium, equiv. to dorsale, tapes-
try, a canopy, curtain, etc.: see dorsel.'] 1.

Hangings of tapestry or carpet-work, some-
times richly embroidered with silks and with

gold and silver, formerly placed round the walls

of a hall, or at the east end, and sometimes the

sides, of the chancel of a church.

Hit wat3 don abof the dece, on doser to heuge,
Ther alle men for racruayl myjt on hit loke.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 478.

The cupborde in his wanle schalle go,
The domirs cortlnes to henge in halle,
Thes offices nede do he schalle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 311.

2f. Same as dorsel, 2.

There were dosert on the dels. Warton.

3f. Same as dorser, 2.

Al tli) s hous . . . was made of twigges, . . .

Swiche as men to these cages thwite
Or maken of these pauyers,
Or elles hattes or dossers.

Chaucer, House of Fume, L 1MO.

Some dosser of fish. B. Jonton.

You should have had a snmpter, though t had cost me
The laying on myself ; where now you are fain

To hire a ripper's mare, and buy new dossers.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

4. In her., same as water-budget.
dosser2 (dos'er), n. [Appar. < doss2 , a hassock

(also, a mattress T), + -!.] One who lodges at

a doss-house.

A dogger is the frequenter of the lodging-houses of the

poor. Spectator, No. 3059, p. 237.

doss-house (dos'hous), n. In London, a very
cheap lodging-house, furnished with straw
beds.

Between the fourpenny dung-house and the expensive
Peabody or Waterlow building, adequate lodging of a
wholesome and really cheap kind is so rarely to be found
as to be practically non-existent in more crowded quar-
ters of London. Fortnightly Bet., X. S., X I.III. 281.

dossiere (dos-i-ar'), n. [OF. dossiere, dottssiere,
a curtain : see dosser^.] In armor, a piece pro-
tecting the back

;
the piece which covered the

back from below the neck to the waist, in the

early years of the fourteenth century the dossiere was
divided in the middle, and the two parts were connected
by means of hinges. When worn with the brigandine of

splints, the dossiere covered the lower part of the back

only, corresponding with the pansiere in front.

dossil, dossel2 (dos'il. -el), n. [< ME. dosil,

dosyue, doselle, dosele, dussel, < OF. dosil, douzil,
dousil = Pr. dozil, < ML. docillus, ducillus, du-

eiculus, a spigot, a dim. form, lit. a little con-

duit, < L. ducere, lead, conduct: see duct.] 1.

A spigot in a cask
;
a plug.

Hel caste away the dosils, that win orn [ran] abroad.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 542.

2. A wisp of hay or straw to stop up an aper-
ture. [Prov. Eng.] 3. The rose at the end
of a water-pipe. [Prov. Eng.] 4. In

surg.,
a

pledget or small portion of lint made into

a cylindrical or conical form, for purging a
wound. 5. A roll of cloth for cleaning the ink
from an engraved plate previous to printing.
[In the last two senses usually dossil.]

dost (dust). The second person singular indi-

cative present of do1 .

dot1 (dot), n. [< ME. 'dot (not found), < AS.
dott, a dot, speck (found only once, applied to

the speck at the head of a boil) ; prob. = D.



dot

dot, "a little bundle of spoiled wool, thread

silk or such like, which is good for nothing"
(Sewel), = East Fries, dotte, dot, a clump, Fries.

dodd, a clump, = Sw. dial, dott, a little heap,

clump. Hence dottle; also (< AS. dott) AS.

dyttan, E. dit1
, stop up, plug.] A point or mi-

nute spot on a surface; a small spot of dif-

ferent color, opacity, or material from that of

the surface on which it is situated.

Long stood Sir Bedivere

Revolving many memories, till the hull

Look'd one black dot against the verge of dawn.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

Specifically (a) A small spot introduced in the variega-
tion of cloth : as, polka dots in women's dress-fabrics.

(6) In writing and printing, a minute round spot serving
(1) as a customary distinction, as the dot over the body

of i and j and formerly of y, or (2) as a special diacritic,
as the dots of '&, a, a, etc., in the notation of pronuncia-
tion used in this dictionary, or the vowel-signs or points
in Hebrew and Arabic, or (3) as a mark of punctuation, as

the period, which consists of one dot, and the colon, which
consists of two dots.

The dot on the letter [i] came into fashion in the 14th

century. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 161.

(c) In musical notation : (1) A point placed after a note
or rest, to indicate that the duration of the note or rest is

to be increased one half. A double dot further increases
the duration by one half the value of the single dot :

(2) A point placed over or under a note, to indicate that
the note is to be performed somewhat staccato (which see);
but in old music, when several dots are placed over a long
note, they indicate that it is to be subdivided into as many
short notes :

(3) When placed in the spaces of a staff with a heavy or
double bar, dots indicate the beginning or end of a repeat
(which see), (d) In embroidery, and in weaving imitating
embroidery, a simple, small, round spot, especially when
solid or opaque, on a thin and translucent ground. There
are several kinds, distinguished chiefly by their size, as

point de pois, point d'or, etc. (e) In plastering : (1) pi.
Nails so driven into a wall that their heads are left pro-
jecting a certain distance, thus forming a gage to show
how thick the plaster should be laid on. (2) A patch of

plaster put on to regulate the floating rule in making
screeds and bays.

dot1 (dot), v.
; pret. and pp. dotted, ppr. dotting.

[< dot1
, n.] I. trans. 1. To mark with dots;

make a dot or dots in or upon: as, to dot an i;
to dot a surface.

Some few places, which are here, and in other parts of
the chart, distinguished by a dotted line.

Cook, Voyages, II. ii. 7.

2. To mark or diversify with small detached
objects : as, a landscape dotted with cottages
or clumps of trees.

Dotting the fields of corn and vine,
Like ghosts, the huge gnarl'd olives shine.

M. Arnold.

3. To place so as to appear like dots.

All about were dotted leafy trees.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 233.

Dotted lino, a line of dots on a surface made for some
specific purpose, as in a map, diagram, or drawing to mark
an indefinite boundary, route, or outline, in printing to
mark an omission or to guide the eye from one point to

another, etc. Dotted manner (F. maniere cribUe), a sys-
tem of engraving in dots, peculiar to the fifteenth cen-

tury. When on metal plates the larger dots were proba-
bly punched out of the metal and the smaller indented,
but not to complete perforation. The work was either in
relief or in intaglio, according to circumstances. When
on wood the circular spots were cut out so as to reduce the
surface of the blocks. Dotted metal plates were intended
to serve as ornaments for book-covers and -corners, or for

pieces of furniture, and their indented dots were filled

with enamel. Before the enamel was put in the gold-
smith was accustomed to rub off impressions upon paper
with a burnisher ; and these impressions are known as
prints in the dotted manner. Dotted note or rest, in
musical notation, a note or rest with a dot after it. See
dotl, n. (e)(l). Dotted Stitch. Same as dot-stitch.

II. intrans. To make dots or spots To dot
and carry, or cany one, etc., in performing addition,
as in school, to set down the units of an added column
and carry the tens to the next column. [In the extract
used as a complex noun for the action.]

The metre, too, was regular
As schoolboy's dot and carry.

Lowell, Origin of Didactic Poetry.
To dot and go one, to waddle. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
dot2 (dot), . [< F. dot = Pr. dot = Sp. Pg. dote
= It. dote, data, < L. dos (dot-), dower: see dote2

(the prop. E. form, though now obsolete) and
dower2.] In mod. civil law, dowry; property
which the wife brings upon her marriage to the
husband, the income of which is in his control
for the expenses of the marital establishment,
the principal remaining her separate property.
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It is either formally settled by a written instrument, or

secured by expressing the marriage contract as under the

dotal rule.

The dos or dotal estate is something very different from
our "dower." It has become the dot of French law, and
is the favourite form of settling the property of married
women all over the Continent of Europe. It is a contri-

bution by the wife's family, or by the wife herself, in-

tended to assist the husband in bearing the expenses of

the conjugal household. Only the revenue belonged to

the husband, and many minute rules . . . prevented him
from spending it on objects foreign to the purpose of the

settlement. The corpus or capital of the settled property
was, among the Romans (as now in France), incapable of

alienation, unless with the permission of a court of justice.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 319.

dotage (do'taj), w. [< ME. dotage; < dote1 +
-age.] 1. The state of one who dotes

;
feeble-

ness or imbecility of mind in old age ;
second

childhood; senility.

This tree is olde anoon, and in his age
He goothe oute of his kyude into dotage.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

From Marlborough's eyes the streams of dotage flow,
And Swift expires, a driveller and a show.

Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes, 1. 317.

2. Weak and foolish affection ;
excessive fond-

ness.
Masit were our myndes & our mad hedis,
And we in dotage full depe dreuyn, by faith,
ffor the wille of a woman, & no whe ellis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9749.

Nay, but this dotage of our general's
O'erflows the measure. Shak., A. and C., i. 1.

3. The folly imagined by one who is foolish

and doting. [Rare.]
These are the foolish and childish dotages of such igno-

rant Barbarians. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 254.

Sure, some dotage
Of living stately, richly, lends a cunning
To eloquence. Ford, Fancies, i. 3.

[People] must, as they thought, heighten and improve
it [religion] till they had mixed with it the freaks of

Enthusiasm, or the dotages of Superstition.
Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. viii.

dotal (do'tal), a. [< F. Pr. Sp. Pg. dotal = It.

dotale, < L". dotalis, < dos (dot-), dower: see

dot2.] Pertaining to dower, or a woman's
marriage portion ; constituting dower, or com-

prised in it.

Shall I, of one poor dotal town possest,

My people thin, my wretched country waste?

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

dotantt (do'tant), n. [< dote1 + -ant1.] A do-

tard.

Can you . . . think to front his revenges . . . with the

palsied intercession of such a decayed dotant as you seem
to be? Shak., Cor., v. 2.

dotard (do'tard), n. and a. [Also dial, (in 3d

sense) dottard; < ME. dotard ; < dote1 + -ard.]
1. n. 1. One who is in his dotage or second

childhood; one whose intellect is impaired by
age.
And thoug this flaterynge freres wyln for her pride
Disputen of this deyte as dotardes schulden,
The more the matere is moved the [masedere hy] worthen.

Piers Ploinman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 825.

The nonsense of Herodotus is that of a baby. The non-
sense of Xenophon is that of a dotard.

Macaulay, History.

2. One who is foolishly fond
;
one who dotes.

3. An aged, decaying tree. [Prov. Eng.]
And for great trees, we see almost all overgrown trees,

in church-yards, or near ancient buildings and the like,
are pollards, or dotards, and not trees at their full height.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 586.

II. a. 1. Doting; imbecile.

The shaft of scorn that once had stung
But wakes a dotard smile.

Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

2. Decayed, as a tree. [Prov. Eng.]
Manie dottarde and decayde trees are within divers

manners surveyde, which are contynuallie wrongfullie
taken by the tenauntes. Lansdowne MS. (1613), 165.

dotardly (do'tard-li), a. [< dotard + -ly
1
.]

Like a dotard; weak.

dotardy (do'tar-di), n. [< dotard + -y3.] The
state of being a dotard.

dotation (do-ta'shon), n. [= F. Pr. dotation
= Sp. dotation = Pg. dotaySo = It. dotazione, <

ML. dotatio(n-),<. L. dotare, endow, < dos (dot-),
dower: see dot2.] 1. The act of endowing a
woman with a marriage portion. 2. Endow-
ment

; establishment of funds for the support
of some institution.

His dotation and glorious exaltation of the see of Rome.
Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc., 1853),

[II. 160.

Sometimes these dotations were made by common as-

sent of the people, without any corporation.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

dotchin (doch'in), n. [A corruption, through
the Cantonese, of Chinese toh, take up in the

dote

hand, + ching, weigh.] The name given in

the south of China to the portable steelyard in

use throughout China and the adjoining coun-
tries. In the smaller kinds, used for weighing silver

Dotchin, showing ingots of silver in the scale.

(sycee), medicines, etc. ,
the beam is of ivory or bone ; in

the larger ones, used in shops and for general marketing,
it is of wood. Those in use in Hongkong are graduated
for both English and Chinese weights.

dote1 (dot), v. ; pret. and pp. doted, ppr. doting.

[Also doat; <. ME. dotien, doten, dote (not in

AS.), = OD. doten, dote, mope, D. dutten, take

a nap, mope (cf. dut, a nap, sleep, dotage), =
Icel. dotta, nod from sleep (cf. dott, nodding,
dottr, a nodder), = MHG. tuzen, keep still,

mope. Cf. OF. redoter, F. radoter, rave, of

LGr. origin.] I. intrans. If. To be stupid ;
act

like a fool.

He wol maken him doten anon ryght.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 430.

Wise men will deme it we dote,
But if we make ende of oure note.

York Plays, p. 305.

2. To be silly or weak-minded from age ;
have

the intellect impaired by age, so that the mind
wanders or wavers.

He dredes no dynt that dotes for elde.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 125.

Time has made you dote, and vainly tell

Of arms imagined in your lonely cell. Dryden.

When an old Woman begins to doat, and grow charge-
able to a Parish, she is generally turned into a Witch.

Addison, Spectator, No. 117.

Wilhelm, Count Berlifltzing, . . . was, at the epoch of

this narrative, an infirm and doting old man.
Pan, Tales, I. 476.

3. To bestow excessive love
;
lavish extrava-

gant fondness or liking : with on or upon : as,

to dote on a sweetheart
;
he dotes upon oysters.

Aholah . . . doted on her lovers, on the Assyrians.
Ezek. xxiii. 5.

No Man ever more loved, nor less doated upon a Wife
than he [Henry IV.]. Baker, Chronicles, p. 166.

Death all-eloquent ! you only prove
What dust we dote on, when 'tis man we love.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 336.

4. To decay, as a tree. [Prov. Eng.]
The seed of thorn in it wol dede and dote.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 28.

n.t trans. To love to excess.

Why wilt thou dote thyself
Out of thy life? Hence, get thee to bed.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

Why, know love doats the fates,
Jove groanes beneath his waight.

Marston, Sophonisba, v. 1.

doteH (dot), n. [< ME. dote; < dote1
, v.] 1. A

dotard.
Thou hast y-tint [lost] thi pride,

Thou dote.

Sir Tristrem, p. 109.

2. A state of stupor ; dotage.
Thus after as in a dote he hath tottered some space

about, at last he falleth downe to dust.

Boyd, Last Battell, p. 529.

dote2t (dot), n. [< F. dot, < L. dos (dot-), dower:
see dot2 and dower.] 1. Same as dot2 .

In the article of his own marriage with the daughter of

France, there is no mention of dote nor douaire.

Wyatt, To Cromwell, April 12, 1540.

2. pi. Natural gifts or endowments.
I muse a mistress can be so silent to the dotes of stich a

servant. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 2.

As we assign to glorified bodies after the last resurrec-
tion certain dotes (as we call them in the school), certain

endowments, so labour thou to find those endowments in

thy soul here. Donne, Sermons, xvii.

Cor. Sing then, and shew these goodly dotes in thee,
With which thy brainless youth can equal me.
Men. The dotes, old dotard, I can bring to prove

Myself deserv's that choice, are onely love.

R. B.'s Continuation of Sidney's Arcadia, p. 516.

dote2
t (dot), v. t. [< F. doter, < L. dotare, endow:

see rfow4.] To endow
; give as endowment.



dote

Manic kinccR since thut l> mr Imvr ;iilv:im-cd lotteres ho

erecting sdmolcs, ami </"'/;"/ n \ i-mnien ti> their mainte-
nance. .1. Iliiini', Orthographic (E. E. T. s.j, lied., p. :;.

dotedt (do'ted), rt. [= Sc. doited, q. v.
; < ME.

doted, stupid, imbecile, pp. of doten, dote : see
(Me1

.] 1. Stupid; foolish.

.Henceless speach nnl </"/></ ignorance.

Spenser, f. ., I. viii. 34.

2. Decayed, as a tree.

Then beetles could not live

Upon the hony bees,
But they the drones would drive
Unto the </"/"/ tn-ts.

Friar Bacon's Brazen Heads Prophetic (1604).

Such an old oak, though now it lie doted, will not be
struck down at one blow. Bp. llowtxm, Sermons, p. S3.

doteheadt, [< dote1 + head.'} A dotard.

And the dotehead was beside himselfe & whole out of
his mynde. Tyndale, Works, p. 350.

dotelt, n. [< dote1 + -el ; equiv. to doter.] A
dotard. Davieg.

For so false a doctrine so foolish unlearned a drunkrn
diiiel is a meet schoolmaster. Pillrinytim, Works, p. 588.

doter (do'ter), n. [< dote1 + -<r1 ; equiv. to

dotard and dote/.] If. One whose understand-

ing is enfeebled by age ; a dotard.

What should a bold fellow do with a comb, a dumb
doter with a pipe, or a blind man with a looking-glass?

Burton, Anat. of Mel.

2. One who dotes; one who bestows excessive
fondness or liking : with on or upon.
Thus we see what fine conclusions these doter* upon

body (though accounted great masters of logic) made.
Cudwarth, Intellectual System, p. 240.

8. One who is excessively or weakly in love.

O, if In black my lady's brows lie deck'd,
It mourns, that painting, and usurping hair,
Should ravish doter* with a false aspect.

Shalt., L. L. L., iv. 3.

doth (duth or doth). The third person singular
indicative present of do1

.

Dothidea (do-thid'e-S), n. [NL.] A genus of

fungi, belonging to the Dothideacete, and having
dark-colored uniseptate spores. They grow on
dead brandies of trees. The species that grow on living

plants, which were formerly classed in this genus, are now
referred to Phyllachora.

Dothideaceae (do-thid-e-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Dothidea + -ace<c.] A family of pyrenomyce-
tous fungi, having the perithecia immersed in a
stroma with which they are homogeneous in

substance. Many grow upon living plants,
others on dead vegetable substances.

dothienenteritis (doth'i-en-en-te-ri'tis), n. [<
Gr. 6oOtf/i', a small abscess, a fioil, + Ivrepa,

intestines, + -iWs.] Inflammation of Foyer's
patches and the small glandular follicles of the
intestine.

dotbienteritis (doth-i-en-te-ri'tis), n. Same as
dothieiientcrili*.

doting (do'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of dote1
, .] 1.

Weak-minded
;
imbecile from old age.

She is older than she was, therefore more doting.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, lii. 1.

Let me not, however, lose the historian in the man, nor
suffer the doting recollections of age to overcome me.

Iroi.ng, Knickerbocker, p. 1 Hi.

2. Excessively fond.

Full oft her dotiivj sire would call

His Maud the merriest of them all.

Scott, Kokeby, iv. 6.

Also spelled floating.

dotingly (do'tiug-li), adv. In a doting man-
ner

; foolishly ; in a manner characterized by
excessive fondness. Also spelled doatingly.

They remain slaves to the arrogance of a few of their
own fellows ; and are doatinglu fond of that scrap of Gre-
cian knowledge, the Peripatetic philosophy.

Bacon, Physical Fables, li., Expl.

Thus did those tender hearted reformers dotingly suf-

fer themselves to be overcome with harlots language.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

doting-piecet (do'tiug-pes), n. [< doting, verbal
n. of dote1

, v., + piece."] A person or thing dot-

ingly loved
;
a darling.

"Pride and perverseness," said he, "with a vengeance !

yet this is your doatiny-piece." Richardson, Pamela, 1. 68.

dptish (do'tish), a. [< dote1
, n., + -w*l.] Child-

ishly fond
; weak ; stupid.

Dotterels so named (says Camden) because of their dot-

ish foolishnesse. Holland, tr. of Camden 's Britain, p. 54,X

dotkln (dot'kin),
n. Same as doif-

kin.

Doto (do 'to), n.

[NL., < Gr. Aur<i,
the name of a Ne-
reid, lit. giver, < 61-

io-vat, give.] l.A
Of brachy- &,, corimata, about natural ila
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urons decapod crustaceans, of the family I'in-

notheridiF. 2. A genus of nudibranchiate gas-

tropods, or sea-slugs, of the family Dendrono-

in/ii', or giving name to a family Dotoidce. D.
coronata is a small brilliantly spotted species.
dotoid (do'toid), n. A gastropod of the family
Dotoidtr.

Dotoida (do-tp'i-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Doto +

-i(/'.] A family of nudibranchiate gastropods,
typified by the genus Doto, containing sea-slugs
in which the tentacles are retractile into cup-
shaped cavities, and the branchiae are papillose.

dot-punch (dot
'

punch), . Same as center-

l> it lie/I.

dot-stitch (dot'stich), n. A name given to the

embroidery-stitch used in making the simple
decoration known as the dot, ana also plain
leaves and the like. It is a simple overcast
stitch. Also called dotted stitch.

dottard (dot'iird), n. Same as dotard, 3.

dotter (dot'erj, n. A tool for making dots ; spe-

cifically, a small instrument, made in various

forms, used in graining for imitating the eyes
of bird's-eye maple.
Before the colour is dry, put on the eyes [in bird's-eye

maple] by dabbing with the dotter.

Workihop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 84.

dotterel (dot'er-el), n. [Early mod. E. also dot-

tcri'tl, dottrel, dotrel; < ME. dotrelle, a stupid
or foolish person, a dotard, also the bird, so

called from its supposed stupidity, < dotien,

doten, dote, be stupid : seedote1
.] l.Thepopu-

lar name of a kind of plover, sEgialites or Eu-
dromias morinellus, abundant in Europe and
Asia. It breeds in high latitudes and performs exten-
sive migrations twice a year, appearing in temperate re-

Dotterel (Eudromias morinellus).

gions in April and May, and again in September and Oc-
tober. The dotterel is about 10 inches long, and weighs
4 or 5 ounces; the bill is an inch long ; the general plu-
mage is much variegated above ; the belly is black, the
breast yellow, with a white and black collar. It derives
its name from its apparent stupidity, or tameness, allow-

ing itself to be easily approached and taken. Its flesh
is much esteemed for food. Several related species receive
the same name, with qualifying terms.

In catching of dotterelt we see how the foolish birdplay-
eth the ape in gestures. Bacon.

The dotterel, which we think a very dainty dish,
Whose taking makes such sport, as no man mure can wish.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxv.

Hence 2. A booby; a dupe; a gull.

E. Our Dotterel then is caught.
/>'. He is, and just

As dotterels use to be : the lady first

Advanc'd toward him, stretch'd forth her wing, and he
Met her with all expressions. May, Old Couple.

3f. An aged, decaying tree: same as dotard, 3:

also used attributively.

Som old dotterell trees.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 137.

To dor the dotterelt. See dor*.

dotting-pen (dot'ing-pen), n. A drawing-pen
which makes a succession of dots on the sur-
face over which it is passed, it consists of a small
toothed wheel rotating in a stock by which it is supplied
with ink.

dottle (dot'l), n. [Also written dottel; < ME.
dottel, dotelle, a plug or tap of a vessel (cf. LG.
dutte, a plug), ult. < AS. dott, E. dot a point, >

dyttan, E. dit1 , stop up: see dot1 and di<>.] 1.

A plug or tap of a vessel. 2. A small rounded

lump or mass
; especially, the tobacco remain-

ing m the bottom of a pipe after smoking, which
is often put on the top of fresh tobacco when
refilling. [Scotch.]
A snuffer-tray containing scrape of half-smoked tobac-

co," pipe ilottli:*." at hcc:il)i-d them, which were carefully
resmoked over and over again till nothing but ash was left.

Kingsley, Alton Locke, vi.

dottrel (dot'rel), . A variant of dotterel.

dot-wheel (dot'hwel), . A tool used in book-

binding and other leather-work, also a larger

double

tool usod in other trades, consisting of a wheel
mounted in n handle allowing it to revolve

freely, and furnished with fine blunt teeth,
which when rolled over a surface produce a
dotted line.

doty (do'ti), a. [< dote1 + -y
1

. Cf. doted, do-

tard."} Decayed ; decaying. [Local, U. 8.]
A log may be doty in places, and even hollow, and yet

have considerable good timber In It

Philadelphia Teleyraph, XL. 8.

douane (do-an'), n. [< F. douane, customs du-

ties, a custom-house, = Pr. doana = It. doga-
na for doana = ML. duana, < Sp. Pg. aduana, a

duty, impost, custom-house (cf. Sp. duan, obs.

form of divan, divan), < Ar. al, the, 4- diwan,
a court of revenue, minister of revenue, coun-

cil, divan, etc.: see divan and dewati. Hence
the surname Duane.] A custom-house.
While the Douane remained here, no accident of that

kind happened. Je/erton, t'orresix>ndence, II. 491.

douar, dowar (dou'ar), n. [< Ar. daur, a cir-

cle, circuit.] A collection of Arab tents ar-

ranged in a circle as a corral.

On the southern and western sides, the tents of the vul-

gar crowded the ground, disposed in doicarn, or circles for

penning cattle. K. P. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 418.

doub. n. See doob.

double (dub'l), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

diibble.doMe; < ME. double, doble, dubble, du-
ble= 1 >. dnbbel, a., double, dobbel, n., gambling,
= LG. dubbel, dobbel = G. doppel, doppelt, a., =
Dan. dobbelt, a., double, dobbel, n., gambling, =
Sw. dubbel, a., double, < OF. double, doble, duble,
F. double = Pr. doble = Sp. doblo, now usually
do&te = Pg. dobro = It. doppio (also Sp. Pg. It.

duplo, E. duple), < L. duplus, double, < duo, =
E. two, + -plus, akin to plenus, full, and to E.

full: see/Mtt1
.] I. a. 1. Consisting of two in

a set together; being a pair; coupled; com-
posed of two equivalent or corresponding parts ;

twofold : as, a double leaf ; a double chin.

So we grew together,
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted ;

But yet a union in partition,
Two lovely berries moulded on one stem.

Shak., M. N. D., ill. 2.

Hee seemes not one, but double.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, ii.

Let ...
The swan, on still St. Mary's lake,
Float double, swan and shadow !

H'ordsimrth, Yarrow Unvisited.

2. Having a twofold character or relation;
comprising two things or subjects, either like

%>r unlike
; combining two in one : as, a double

office
;
to play a double part on the stage or in

society.

Capt. Minott seems to have served our prudent fathers
in the double capacity of teacher and representative.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

He [Olive] had to bear the double odium of his bad and
of his good actions, of every Indian abuse and of every
Indian reform. Jlacaulay, Lord Clive.

3. Twice as much or as large (according to

some standard); multiplied by two; contain-

ing the same portion or measure, as to size,

strength, etc., repeated: as, a vessel having
double the capacity of another

;
a decoction of

double strength; a double bed.

Take double money in your hand. Gen. xllll. 12.

Let a double portion of thy spirit be upon me.
2 Ki. U. 9.

4. Of extra weight, thickness, size, or strength :

as, double ale
;
a double letter.

The haubreke was so stronge of dubble maile, and the

squyer so full of prowesse, that he ne meved not for the
stroke. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), U. 198.

Here's a pot of good double beer, neighbour ; drink, and
fear not your man. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., U. S.

6. Acting in a twofold manner; diverse in
manifestation

;
characterized by duplicity ;

de-
ceitful.

With flattering lips and with a double heart do they
speak. Ps. xii. i

You are too double
In your dissimulation. Ford, Tie Pity, it 2.

She has found out the art of making me believe that I
have the first place in her affection, and yet so puzzles me
by a double tongue, and an ambiguous look, that about
once a fortnight I fancy I have quite lost her.

Steele, Lover, No. 7.

6. In bot., having the number of petals largely
increased by a transformation of the stamens
or pistils: applied to flowers. 7. In entom.,

geminate; beinginpairs. 8. In musical instru-

ments, producing a tone an octave lower : as, a
double bassoon, a double open diapason stop, etc.

Apparent double point, sw apparent. Cross don-
ble-claved, in her., a cross composed of double-warded
keys, either radiating from a common ring or bow, or hav-

ing the bow for one end of the cross, and three double-



double

warded ends. Cross double-crossed, in her., a cross

crossed, the smaller arms of which are crossed again.
Also called cross crosslet crossly. Cross double-parted.
See cross'. Cross double-parted flory, in her., a cross

flory of which each part is cut in two and separated : it

therefore resembles four flat crescents forming a cross.

Cross double portant, in her., same as cross double

(which see, under cross 1). Double action, in mech. : (a)

Action or power applied in two directions or according
to two methods, or by the agency of two parts or mem-
bers where a single part might be made to perform the

work ; or the property of exerting such action or power.

(i>) Specifically, in a steam-engine, the production of both

motions of the piston by the agency of live steam, applied
to each face alternately, as distinguished from single ac-

tion, in which the return motion of the piston is induced

by atmospheric pressure or by the weight of the parts.

See double-acting. Double algebra. () Ordinary alge-

bra with imaginaries. () A multiple algebra in which the

number of independent units is two. Double angle of a

quadrilateral, the sum of two opposite angles. Double
bassoon, a musical instrument, the largest and deepest of

the oboe family, having a compass of 3 octaves upward
from the third C below middle C that is, an octave low-

er than the ordinary bassoon. Its tube is conical, and
more than 16 feet long, but so bent upon itself as to be

compact and convenient. Double bottle, a vessel made
of two bottles combined at one or more points, so as to

make a group : usually for fantastic effect, but sometimes
for a useful purpose. Double bourdon, the lowest stop
in an organ, of 32-feet pitch. Double class (of feet), in

anc. pros., same as diplasic class. See diplasic. Double
Consonant, a character representing two consonant-signs,
as x = ks, Greek J< = pi. Double contact, contact at

two points. Double crown, an English printing-paper
of ithe size 20 x 80 inches. Double-current working,
In teleg., a method of signaling in which a current first in

one direction and then in the other is used for each signal.

In some cases the line is kept closed, and to transmit a

signal the current is reversed. In other cases, as in the

Wheatstone fast-speed automatic system, a current in one
direction is used to put the recorder in action, and a cur-

rent in the opposite direction to put it out of action and
discharge the line. Double demisemiquaver, in mitsi-

cal notation, a sixty-fourth note. Double generator of

a ruled surface, a line in the surface, the intersection of

two tangent planes. Double gloster, a rich kind of cheese
made in Gloucestershire, England, from new milk. Dou-
ble horizontal dial, a sun-dial having two gnomons and
so arranged that the meridian can be found, as well as the
time. Many problems can be solved by means of the in-

strument. Double Image, the appearance of two objects
in binocular vision. Double Joe, a Portuguese coin, the
double Joannes, about equal in value to a Spanish doub-
loon.

The fair Rose-Noble, the bright Moidore,
And the broad Double-Joe from ayont the sea.

Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 64.

Double medium, an American printing-paper of the size

24 x 38 inches. Double negative, a sign of negation
repeated. Double pistole, a former gold coin in Ger-

many, Switzerland, and Italy, generally worth about $8 :

but several kinds of Swiss double pistoles were worth
about 39.20. Double point (NL. punctum duplex), a

point upon a curve or surface which counts for two in re-

gard to the intersections ; on a curve, a point having two"

tangents, a node ; ou a surface, a point where a curve of the
second order is tangent to the surface, a conical point.
Double pot, an English printing-paper of the size 17 x 25J
inches. Double Question, one that offers two alterna-
tives between which the determination is to be made.

A double question standeth not in one woorde, but in
two several sentences, as thus : Is the studie of Philoso-

phic praise worthie, or is it not ?

Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1551).

Double rose. See rose. Double royal, an American
printing-paper of the size 26 x 40 inches. Double secant
of a skew cubic, a right line cutting the cubic three times.
Double sense of Scripture. See sense. Double

shuffle. See shuffle. Double Sixes, (a)Two sixes thrown
at once with two dice. (6) A certain system of lines on a
cubic surface. Double slider. See slider. Double
spiral, in math., the isogonal trajectory of a sheaf of cir-

cles ; a rhumb-line as it appears on a stereographic pro-
jection. Double tangent, a line which is tangent to a
curve at two points. Double-tangent plane, a plane
which is tangent to a surface at two points. Order of
the Double Crescent. See crescent. (For other phrases,
as doultle bar, consciousness, function, relation, refraction,
etc., see the nouns.) [Double is much used in composition
with participles to denote twice the regular number or
quantity: as, <2oWe-headed, douiifc-jointed.]

II. . 1. A twofold quantity or size; a num-
ber, sum, value, or measure twice as great as
the one taken as a standard.

And whereas he saith the emperour had but for his part
a dabble, as far as I can see, knowing what the wares cost
in those partes, he had trible. Haktuyt's Voyages, I. 35a

If the thief be found, let him pay double. Ex. xxii. 7.

In all the four great years of mortality ... I do not
find that any week the plague increased to the double of
the precedent week above five times.

Graunt, Bills of Mortality.
It is a dangerous way of reasoning in physics, as well

as morals, to conclude, because a given proportion of any-
thing is advantageous, that the double will be quite as
good, or that it will be good at all.

Contemporary Rev., I. 38

2. A backward turn in running to escape pur-
suers.

When each double and disguise
To baffle the pursuit he tries.

Scott, Rokeby, Hi. 2.

Hence 3. A turn
;
a place where a doubling

or turning is made, as by game in hunting.
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Often Lord Rothschild's hounds run a deer for a couple
of hours over the wide pastures, the doubles, and the

brooks of the Vale of Aylesbury.
Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 389.

4. A trick ;
a shift ;

an artifice to deceive.

I would now rip up ...
All their arch-villanies and all their doubles,
Which are more than a hunted hare ere thought on.

Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, iii. 1.

5. Something precisely like another thing ;
a

counterpart; a duplicate; an exact copy.
No gloom that stately shape can hide,
No change uncrown its brow ; behold !

Dark, calm, large-fronted, lightning-eyed,
Earth has no double from its mould I

0. W. Holmes, Birthday of Daniel Webster, Jan. 18, 1866.

My charming friend . . . has, I am almost sure, a dou-

ble, who preaches his afternoon sermons for him.
E. E. Hale, My Double.

It seemed as if her double had suddenly glided forward
and peered at me through her evasive eyes.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xv.

The host of hay-cocks seemed to float

With doubles in the water.
H. P. Spoford, Poems, p. 10.

Hence 6. A person's apparition or spirit, ap-

pearing to himself or to another, as to admonish
him of his approaching death; a wraith. 7.

A fold or plait ;
a doubling.

Rolled up in sevenfold double. Marston.

8. Milit., a contraction of double-quick (which
see). 9. In music: (a) A variation. (6) A
repetition of words in a song, (c) [F.] A
turn. (<j) In the opera, a singer fitted to sup-
ply the place of a principal in an emergency.
(e) An instrument, or especially an organ-stop,
sounding the octave below the usual pitch : as,
to play an organ-piece with the doubles drawn
(that is, with the 16-feet stops). (/) pi. In

change-ringing, changes on five bells : so called
because two pairs of bells change places. Also
called grandsire. 10. A size of Tavistock roof-

slates, 13 X 16 inches. 11. Eccles., a feast on
which the antiphon is doubled ; a double feast.

See feast, and to double an antiphon, under dou-

ble, v. t. 12. In short wMst, a game by which
the winners score two points, their adversaries

having scored only one or two to their five. 13.

pi. In lawn-tennis, games played by two on a
side: opposed to singles, played by one on a
side. 14. Inprinting, same as doublet. 15.pl.
Thick narrow ribbons for shoestrings and the

like, usually made of silk or cotton. To make
a double, in shooting, to kill two birds or beasts in suc-

cession, one with each barrel of a double-barreled gun.
double (dub'l), adv. [(double, a.] Twice; dou-

bly.
To do a wilful ill, and glory in it,

Is to do it double, double to he damn'd too.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, Iv. 2.

None Double see like Men in Love. Cowley, Ode, St. 5.

Arched double, beveled double, cottised double,
etc. See the adjectives. To carry double, to carry two
riders at once, as a horse.

His father, without any trouble,
Set her up behind him, and bad her not fear,
For his gelding had oft carried double.

Robin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 345).

To See double, to see, by illusion, two images of the same
object : an experience common in drunkenness.

double (dub'l), v.
; pret. and pp. doubled, ppr.

doubling. [Early mod. E. also dubble; < ME.
doublen, doblen, dublen, dubblen, < OF. doubter,
dobler, F. doubler= Pr. Sp. dollar = Pg. dobrar
= It. doppiare (cf. D. dubbelen, ver-dubbelen =
Q. doppeln, ver-doppeln = Dan. for-doble = Sw.
for-dubbla, double, = MLG. dobbelen, dubbelen
= Dan. doble = Sw. dobbla, gamble, play, with
dice), < ML. duplare, double, < L. duplus, dou-
ble: see double, a.] I. trans. 1. To make dou-
ble ; increase, enlarge, or extend by adding an
equal portion, measure, or value to : as, to dou-
ble a sum of money; to double the quantity or
size of a thing ; to double a task.

As if equitie pretended were not iniquitie doubled.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 26.

All his ills are made
Less by your bearing part ; his good is doubled
By your communicating.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, ii. 4.

2. To be the double of
;
contain twice the num-

ber, quantity, or measure of, or twice as much
as : as, the enemy's force doubles our own.

Doubling all his master's vice of pride.
Tennygon, Geraiut.

3. To bring or join together or side by side,
as two parts of a thing, or two things of the
same kind; lay or fold one part of upon ano-
ther : as, to double a shawl or a curtain : often
followed by an adverb of direction or manner:
as, to double a blanket lengthwise or crosswise ;

double-benched

to double up a file or files of soldiers, or teams
of horses ; to double over a leaf in a book

;
to

double down the corner of a page.
Thou . . . shall double the sixth curtain in the fore-

front of the tabernacle. Ex. xxvi. 9.

He bought her Sermons, Psalms, and Graces ;

And doubled down the useful places.
Prior, Hans Carvel.

There's a Page doubled down in Epictetus that is a
Feast for an Emperor. Congrcve, Love for Love, i. 1.

4. To clench, as the hand.

Then the old man
Was wroth, and doubled up his hands.

Tennyson, Dora.

6. To repeat ; duplicate : as, to double a stroke.

The rebel king
Doubled that sin in Bethel and in Dan,
Likening his Maker to the grazed ox.

Milton, P. L., i. 485.

6. To pass round or by ; march or sail round,
so as to proceed along both sides of: as, to

double Cape Horn.

Sailing along the coast, he doubled the promontory of

Carthage. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

John Gonsalez and Tristan Vaz, . . . having obtained a
small ship from him [the prince], resolved to double Cape
Bojador, and discover the coast beyond.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 97.

7. In music, to add the upper or lower octave
to the tones of (the melody or harmony).
Doubled glass. See glass. to double an antiphon,
to say an antiphon in full both before and after its psalm
or canticle, as is done on double feasts. To double and
twist, to add (one thread) to another and twist (them)
together.

II. intrans. 1. To increase to twice the sum,
number, value, or measure; grow twice as

great.
'Tls observed in particular nations, that within the

space of three hundred years, notwithstanding all casual-

ties, the number of men doubles.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. To turn in the opposite direction, or wind, in

running.

Doubling and turning like a hunted hare. Dryden.

But I began
To thrid the musky-circled mazes, wind
And double in and out the boles, and race

By all the fountains. Tennyson, Princess, Iv.

3. To put on more effort or speed.
He doubled to his work in a moment, and left the Can-

tab, who shortly afterwards gave up.
Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 104.

4. Milit., to march at the double-quick. 5.

To play tricks; practise deception.
Om. An 't please your honour
Count F. Tut, tut, leave pleasing of my honour, dili-

gence ;

You double with me, come.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

What penalty and danger you accrue,
If you be found to double. Webster.

To double upon, (a) Naval, to inclose between two
fires, as an enemy's fleet. (6) To elude (pursuers) by turn-

ing back in running.

double-acting (dub '1-ak" ting), a. In mech.,
acting or applying power in two directions;
producing a double result Double-acting cyl-
inder, inclined plane, pump, steam-engine, etc. See
the nouns.

double-bank (dub'1-bank), v. t. To work or

pull by means of men working in pairs, as an
oar or a rope that is, with two men at one oar,
or with men on both sides of the rope.
double - banked, double -benched (dub

'
1 -

bangkt, -bencht), a. 1. Naut., having two oppo-
site oars pulled by rowers on the same thwart,
or having two men to the same oar : said of a
boat. 2. Having two tiers of oars and of row-

ers, one over the other, as ships were worked
in antiquity Double-banked frigate. See frigate.

double-banker (dub'l-bang'ker), n. Same as
double-banked frigate (which see, under frig-
ate).

double-barreled (dub'l-bar"eld), a. 1. Hav-
ing two barrels, as a gun. 2. Figuratively,
serving to effect a double purpose or to pro-
duce a double result.

This was a double-barrelled compliment. It implied
that Mrs. Weller was a most agreeable female, and also
that Mr. Stiggins had a clerical appearance.

Dwkent, Pickwick, xxvii.

double-bass (dub'1-bas'), A musical instru-

ment, the largest and deepest of the viol fam-

ily, having 3 or 4 strings, with a compass of

over 3 octaves from the third E below middle
C. It was invented in the sixteenth century, and intro-

duced into the orchestra about 1700 ; and it is now one
of the most useful of orchestral instruments. The strings
are usually tuned a fourth apart.

double-benched, a. See double-banked.



double-biting

double-biting (dub '1-bi* ting), a. Biting or

cutting on either side: as, a double-biting ax.

l>ri/ilcn. [Hare.]
double-bitt (dub'1-bit), v. t. Naut,, to pass, as

a cable, round another bitt besides its own, or

give it two turns round the bitts, so that it will

be more securely fastened.

double-bodied (dub'l-bod''id), a. Having two
bodies. Double-bodied microscope. Sec microscope.
Double-bodied signs, in astrot.

,
the four zodiacal signs

Gemini, Virgo, Sii^iUiirius, and Pisces.

double-breasted (dub'l-bres'ted), a. Made
alike on both sides of the breast, as a coat or
waistcoat having two rows of buttons and but-

tonholes, so that it may be buttoned on either

side.

He wore a pair of plaid trousers, and a large rongh
double-breasted waistcoat. Dickens.

double-breather (dub'l-bre'THer), n. An am-
phirhine animal, or one which breathes through
two nostrils; one of the Amphirhina (which
see), or any vertebrate above the Monorhina.
Haeckel.

double-brooded (dub'l-bro'ded), a. Inentom.,
having two broods annually: applied to those

species which have two generations during the

year, one brood generally appearing in the

spring and the other in the autumn.
double-charge (dub'l-charj'), v. t. To charge,
intrust, or distinguish with a double portion.
Master Robert Shallow, choose what office thou wilt in

the land, 'tis thine. Pistol, I wiil double-charge thee with

dignities. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.

double-concave (dub'l-kon'kav), a. Same as
concavo-concave.

double-cone (dub'1-kon'), a. In arch., consist-

Double-conc Molding. Stoneleigh Church. Warwickshire, England.

ing of cones joined base to base and apex to

apex, as a Romanesque style of molding.
double-convex (dub'l-kon'veks), a. Same as

convexo-convex.

double-crown (dub'l-kroun'), n. A gold coin
of the value of 10 or 11 shillings, current in Eng-

Doublc-crown of James 1., in the British Museum.
( Size of the original. )

land in the seventeenth century. It was first

issued by James I.

double-darken (dub'l-dar'kn), v. t. To make
doubly dark or gloomy. [Rare.]

When clouds arise
Such natures double-darken gloomy skies.

LoweU, To O. W. Curtis.

double-dealer (dub'l-de'ler), n. One who acts
two different parts in the same business or at
the same time

;
one who professes one thing

and intends another
;
one guilty of duplicity.

Well, T will be -so much a sinner to be a double dealer.

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

double-dealing (dub'l-de'ling), . and a. I.

n. Duplicity; deceitful practice; the profes-
sion of one thing and the practice of another.

David, now satisfied as to the priests, thought he owed
to the Abuna a mortification for his double-dealing.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 590.

The affairs of the universe are not carried on after a sys-
tem of benign double-dealing.

U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 613.

II. a. Given to duplicity; artful; treacherous.

There were parsons at Oxford as double-dealing and dan-
gerous as any priests out of Koine. Thackeray,

double-decker (dub'l-dek'er), n. 1. A ship
with two decks above the water-line. 2. A
street-car having a second floor and seats on
top. 3. A freight- or cattle-car with two floors.

4. A steam-boiler with two tiers of firing-

1743

chambers. 6. A tenement-house having two
families on one floor: so termed by the police
of New York city.
double d'or (do'bl ddr). A kind of French

jewelry, formed from a plate of gold soldered

upon a copper plate eleven times as thick.

The compound plate thus formed is rolled thin
and made into any desired shape.
double-dye (dub'l-dl), v. t. To dye twice over.

double-dyed (dub'1-did), p. o. 1. Twice dyed.
Hence 2. Deeply imbued, as with guilt;

thorough; complete: as, a double-dyed villain.

double-dyeing (dub'l-di'ing), n. A method
of dyeing mixed woolen and cotton goods, by
which the wool is first dyed with a color which
has no affinity for cotton, after which the cot-

ton is dyed with some color having no affinity
for wool.

double-eafle (dub'1-e'gl), . 1. A gold coin
of the United States, worth two eagles or 820,
or 4 2s. 2d. English money. 2. The heraldic

representation of an eagle with two heads, as
in the national arms of Russia and Austria. It

is the ancient emblem of the Byzantine and

Holy Roman empires.
double-edged (dub'1-ejd), a. 1. Having two

edges.
" Your Delphic sword," the panther then replied,
" Is double-edged, and cuts on either side."

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 111. 192.

2. Figuratively, cutting or working both ways :

applied to an argument which makes both for

and against the person employing it, or to any
statement having a double meaning.
Double-edged as Is the argument from rudimentary or-

gans, there Is probably none which has produced a greater
effect in promoting the general acceptance of the theory
of evolution. Huxley, Evolution in Biology.

double-ender (dub'l-n'der), n. 1. Anything
with two ends alike, as a boat designed to move
forward or backward with equal ease.

Two ships, the Peruvian corvette "America "and the
United States double-ender "

Wateree," were carried [by a

great sea-wave] nearly half a mile to the north of Arica,
beyond the railroad which runs to Tacua, and there left

stranded high and dry.
R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 219.

It may be styled a double-ender spear, for each extrem-
ity of it is pointed In an Identical manner.

AHO'I: Antiquarian, IX. 370.

2. A cross-cut sawing-machine, with a pair of

adjustable circular saws, for equalizing pieces
of stuff by sawing both ends at once.

double entendre (do'bl on-ton'dr). [F. dou-

ble, double, and entendre, to understand, used
in the sense of entente, meaning, sense. The
French has no such phrase ;

its nearest equiva-
lent is mot a double entente, a word or phrase of
double sense, for which the E. phrase seems a

blundering substitute, with modified meaning.]
A word or phrase with two meanings, or ad-

mitting of two interpretations, one of which is

usually obscure or indelicate.

The French know no such expression as double entendre,
the nearest approach to it being double entente, a double
meaning : which is, however, wholly devoid of the ulterior

significance attached to double entendre. Saturday Rev.

Double entendre, whether right or wrong, has been nat-
uralized in English, and will be found in many of the best
dictionaries. Had I lieen writing in French, I should have
used double entente. If. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 87.

double-eyed (dub'l-id), a. Watching in all di-

rections ; having keen sight.
Prevelie he (the kid) peeped out through a chinck,
Yet not so preville buf the Foxe him spyed ;

For deceit full meaning is double eyed.
Spemer, Shep. Cal., May.

double-face (dub'1-fas), . Duplicity; insin-

cerity; hypocrisy.
double-faced (dub'1-fast), a. 1. Having two
faces or aspects : as, the double-faced god Janus.

Fame, if not double-faced, is double-mouth'd,
And with contrary blast proclaims most deeds.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 971.

2. Having both surfaces finished, so that either

may be used as the right side : as, a double-

faced cloth, shawl, or other fabric. 3. Deceit-
ful

; hypocritical ; practising duplicity.
O Lord, I am sure Mr. Sneer has more taste and sin-

cerity than to A damn'd double-faced fellow !

Sheridan, The Critic, 1. 1.

A man decided, unscrupulous, and energetic : a double-

faced, but not a double-minded man (Warwick!.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

double-facedness (dub'1-fa'sed-nes), n. The
state of being double-faced

; duplicity.
\Ve accustom ourselves and our children to live under

this double-faced morality, which is hypocrisy, and to
conciliate our double-facedness by sophistry.

nineteenth Century, XXI. 251.

double-nostriled

double-first (dub'l-fersf), n. In Oxford Uni-

versity: (a) One who gains the highest place
in the examinations in both classics and math-
ematics.

The Calendar does not show an average of two Double
First! annually for the last ten years, out of one hundred
and thirty-eight graduates in Honors and more tlinti twice
that number of graduate* altogether.

C. A. Brw//,T5ngllsh University, p. 120.

(6) The degree itself: as, he took a double-Jir*i
at Oxford.
double-flowered (dub'l-flou'erd), . Having
double flowers, as a plant.
double-footed (dub'l-fut'ed). . Diplopod:
applied to those myriapods (the chiloguaths)
which have two pairs of limbs to each segment
of the body that is, the round centipeds.
double-gear (dub'1-ger'), In mach., the gear-
ing attached to the headstock of a lathe to

vary its speed.
double-gild (dub'1-gild), v. t. To gild with
double coatings of gold ; hence, to gloze over ;

cover up by flattery or cajolement.

England shall dmible gild his treble guilt.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., IT. .

double-handed (dub'l-han'ded), a. 1. Hav-
ing two hands. 2f. Double-dealing; deceitful.

Glanville.

double-headed (dub'l-hed'ed), a. 1. Having
two heads : as, a double-headed eagle in a coat
of arms. 2. Supposed to have two heads: as,
the double-headed serpent (the amphisbeena).
double-header (dub'l-hed'er), 71. A railroad-
train drawn by two engines, or pulled by one

engine and pushed by another. [Colloq., U.S.]
A freight engine dashed into the rear of the train, crush-

ing the ends of nearly all the cars on the train, as well a."

damaging the second engine, the train being a double-
header. Philadelphia Ledger, Dec. 30, 1887.

double-hearted (dub'l-har'ted), a. False at

heart; deceitful; treacherous.

double-hung (dub'1-hung), a. In arch., beins:
both suspended so as to move upward or down-
ward : said of the two sashes of a window pro-
vided with cords, pulleys, and weights.
double-lock (dub'1-lok), . t. 1 . To fasten with
two bolts; secure with double fastenings. 2.

To lock by turning the key twice, as in some
forms of lock.

double-lunged (dub'l-lungd), .' Having two
lungs : specifically applied to the Diviieumones.

double-man (dub 1-man), n. In the iJniversity
of Cambridge, one proficient both in mathe-
matics and in classics. Compare double-first.

double-manned (dub'1-mand), . Furnished
with twice the complement of men, or with two
men instead of one.

double-meaning (dub'l-me'ning), . Having
or conveying two meanings; misleading; de-
ceitful.

He has deceived me, like a double-meaning prophesler.
Shak., All's Well, Iv. 3.

double-milled (dub'1-mild), a. Twice milled
or fulled, as cloth, to make it finer.

double-minded (dub'l-min'ded), a. Waver-
ing; unstable; unsettled; undetermined.

A double-minded man is unstable in all his wnys.
Jas. i. 8.

double-mindedness (dub'1-min'ded-nes), .

Indecision; inconstancy; instability,
double-natured (dub'l-na'turd), a. Having a
twofold nature.

Two kinds of life hath double-natured man,
And two-of death. Youny, Night Thoughts.

doubleness (dub'1-nes), . [< ME. doublenesse ;

< double + -ness.'] 1. The state of being dou-
ble or doubled.

If you think well to carry this, as you may, the double-
ne#s of the benefit defends the deceit from reproof.

Shak., M. for M., lit 1.

Doublenett is sometimes connected with proliflcation, or
the continued growth of the axis of the flower. Double-
ness is strongly Inherited.

Darm'n, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 151.

2. Duplicity; deceit.

For in oure dayes ills but covetise,
Doublenexs and tresoun and envye,
Poyson and manslawhtre and mordre in sondry wyse.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 63.

It is clear to you, I hope, that Stephen was not a hypo-
crite capable of deliberate doubleness for a selfish end.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 9.

double-nostriled (dub'l-nos'trild), a. Having
two nasal passages ; amphirhiue: a translation
of the term Amphirhina, applied to all skulled
vertebrates excepting the lampreys and hags,
or Monorhina. Haeckel.



double-quick

double-quick (dub'1-kwik'), n. and a. I. n.

Milit., the quickest step next to the run, con-

sisting of 165 steps to the minute, each 33
inches long. Also double-time.

The soldiers pushed doggedly ahead, and, thinking to

pass the crowd, broke into a double-quick.
The Century, XXXV. 009.

II. a. 1. Performed in the time of the double-

quick; pertaining to or in conformity with the

double-quick: as, double-quick step. 2. Very
quick or hurried : as, he disappeared in double-

quick time.

double-quick (dub'1-kwik'), adv. Milit., in

double-quick step: as, we were marching dou-

ble-gitick.

double-quick (dub'1-kwik'), )i. Lintrans. Milit.,
to march in double-quick step.
H. trans. Milit., to cause to march in dou-

ble-quick step: as, the colonel double-quicked
them.

Berry double-quicked his men to the point, but was too
late. The Century, XXXV. 962.

doubler1
(dub'ler), . [< double, v., + -er1

;
=

D. dobbelaar = ODan. doblere = Dan. dobler,

gambler, gamester.] 1 . One who or that which
doubles; particularly, an instrument for aug-
menting a very small quantity of electricity,
so as to render it manifest by sparks or the
electrometer.

The earliest of such continuous electrophori was Ben-
net's Doubler, the latest is Holtz's machine.

S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 26.

2. A still arranged for intercepting vapors of

distillation, and redistilling them. 3. A ma-
chine for doubling and drawing silk. 4. The
felting placed between a fabric to be printed
and the printing-cylinder. 5. Same as dou-
ble-ripper Norremberg doubler, a form of polari-
scope.

doubler2 (dub'ler), n. [< ME. doubler, dobler,
dobeler, < OF. doublier (= Pr. dobler, doblier), a

large plate, < double, double : see double, a.] A
dish or platter used in gathering and remov-
ing fragments from the table. Minsheu. [Now
prov. Eng.]

And wisshed witterly with wille ful egre,
That disshes and dobleres bifor this ilke doctour,
Were molten led in his maw !

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 81,

A bassyn, a bolle, other a scole,A dysche other a dobler.

Alliterative Poem (ed. Morris), II. 1146.

double-ripper (dub'l-rip'6r), n. Two sleds
placed one behind the other and connected by
a plank, upon which boys coast down-hill. Also
doubler, double-runner, bob-sled. [New Eng.]
The double-ripper is now laid aside with other engines

of calamity. Newspaper.
double-ruff (dub'1-ruf), n. An old game at
cards.

I can play at nothing so well as double-ru/.
Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

double-runner (dub'l-run'er), n. Same as dou-
ble-ripper or bob-sled.

double-shade (dub'1-shad), v. t. To double the
natural darkness of.

Now began
Night with her sullen wings to double-shade
The desert. Milton, P. R., i. 600.

double-shining (dub'l-shl"mng), a. Shining
with double luster.

The sports of double-shining day. Sidney.

boudle-shqt (dub'1-shot), v. t. To load, as a
camion, with double the usual weight of shot,
for the purpose of increasing the destructive
power. This practice is not employed with the
heavier and more perfect guns of the present
day.

double-snipe (dub'1-snip'), . A name of the
greater snipe, Gallinago major.
double-stop (dub'1-stop), . t. In playing the
violin, to stop two strings of simultaneously
with the fingers, and thus produce two-part
harmony.
double-Stopping (dub'l-stop'ing), n. In play-

ing musical instruments of
the viol family, the play-
ing of two strings at once,
especially where both of
them are stopped that is,
shortened by the finger.
The two simultaneous
tones thus produced are
called double-stops.
double-struck (dub'l-
struk), a. In numis., show-
ing a double impression
of the device (type) or in-
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scription, as a coin or medal, owing to the fact
that the metal blank accidentally shifted while
the specimen was being struck off from the die.

doublet (dub'let), . [< ME. dublet, dobbelet,

doblette, doplyt, etc., < OP. doublet, m., also dou-

blette, P. doublet, double stone, a garment so

doubloon

Whether matrons of the holy assembly
May lay their hair out, or wear doublets.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

His doublet was of sturdy buff,
Anil though not sword, yet cudgel-proof.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 305.

oietle, t. doublet, double stone, a garment so Doublet of defense or fencet, a brigandine.- To dight
called (also called doublier; ef. doublier, dou- one's doublet, see dight.

blour, lining for a garment), < double, double, double-time (dub'1-tim'), n. Milit., same as
+ dim. -et.j 1. One of a pair of like things; double-quick.
a duplicate: in most uses commonly in the double-tonguet (dub'1-tung'), n. [ME. double-

plural. tonge.'} Duplicity; deceitfulness.

Those doublets on the side of his tail seem to add Now comith the sinne of double tonge, swiche as speke
strength to the muscles which move the tail-fins. 'aire biforn folk and wikkedly bihynde.

N. Grew, Museum. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The occurrence of doublets, or pairs of variant versions, double-tongue (dub'1-tung), v. i. In music, in
Amer. Jour. Philol.

,
VIII. 427. playing the flute and certain brass instruments,

Specifically (a) In typography, an unintentional dupli-
cation of a word, phrase, passage, etc. Also double, (b)
In philol., a duplicate form of a word ; one of two (or, by
extension, three or more) words originally the same, but
having come to differ in form, and usually more or less

like the cornet, to apply the tongue rapidly to
*}, tf>flth ami SIB linrrl nnlatfi nltprnntplv sn usJ "ara Pa'ate alternately, so as
to insure a brilliant execution of a staccato pas-
sa

being generally descended and the later directly borrowed
from the same original (as benison, benediction; malison,
malediction, etc.), or two accidental variations of one ori-

gmal, sometimes slightly discriminated.^ otorni, alarum,
tlln \ ^ ~* n n Anrl n .^ lit-...*- -.1 _ Ji_l__i..l t__ /-L

ton the same subject at dif-

lerent times; deeeittul.

Likewise must the deacons be grave, not double-tongued.
i Tim Iii 8il.Ml. 11. u.

spota : usually in the plural : "as, to"throw doublets. able them to reduce sail with greater rapidity.
2. Something formed by a union of two like In thia rig tne lower topsail-yard is fixed to the cap, and

things; a duplicate combination. Specifically- ^^^the upper topsail are lashed to the lower top-

(a) A counterfeit gem composed of two pieces of crystal <|MI<I**.II /vi,,i,'i +,,,0, /\ . A , ,\,, \ *
wfthalayerof color between them, giving the effect of a dOUble-tOUCh (dub 1-tuch ), n. A method of

genuine colored stone. making magnets. See magnet.
You may have a brass ring gilt with a doublet for a small doubletree (dub'1-tre), n. Same as equalizing-

matter. X. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 330. bar (b) (which see, under bar1 ).

(6) In optics, a combination of two simple lenses, with the double-trouble (dub'l-trub'l), n. A character-
object of diminishing the chromatic and spherical aberra- istic step of a rustic dance or breakdown, de-
tion : in the former use called specifically an achromatic rived from the plantation negroes.

Ti

doublet. The Wollaston doublet (see the extract) consists
of two plano-convex lenses placed a short distance apart
in the eyepiece of a microscope.
An important improvement on the single lens was in-

troduced by Dr. Wollaston, who devised the doublet still
known by his name. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 23.

It usually
has a banjo accompaniment. [Southern U. S.]
He [Peter Stuyvesant] likewise ordered that the ladies,

and indeed the gentlemen, should use no other step in

dancing than "shuffle and turn
" and "

double-trouble."

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 406.

3f. pi. A game with dice upon tables, some- double-worked (dub'l-werkt), a. Graftedtwice.

what resembling backgammon.
They be at their doublets still.

Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

What ! Where's your cloak? .

See the extract.

When we graft or bud a tree already budded or grafted,
we call it double-worked. P. Barry, 1'ruit Garden, p. 100.

doubling (dub'ling), n. [Verbal n. of double, .]
1. Something doubled or folded over; a fold;

.ere s yi
To tell you truth, he hath lost it at doublets.

Cartwright, Ordinary (1651). a plait; specifically (naut.), the doubled edge
4. An outer body-garment such as was worn by or skirt of a sail. 2. That the addition of
men from about the end of the fifteenth until
about the middle of the seventeenth century,

which makes double. Specifically (a) In her., the
""ing of a mantle or mantling. (6) In slating, the double,

.
,

Originally it had short skirts, and was girded round the course * slates at the eaves of a house : sometimes ap-
body with a belt of leather or similar material. Later it plled to tne eaves-board. (c) In music, the addition to a
was cut and adjusted with great care, and even stuffed or

(Size of original.)

,'.Douhlet' "me of Edward IV. a. Doublet, from portrait of Sir
William Russell. 3. Peasecod-bellied Doublet. (Both 2 and 3 time
of Elizabeth. ) 4. Doublet, time of Charles I.

bombasted into an exact shape. At this period it some-
times had skirts, but was more often made without them.
Throughout the sixteenth century the doublet usuallyhad sleeves ; under the reign of Charles I. of England it
became universally an undergarment, being made with-
out sleeves, and was thus the prototype of the modern
waistcoat. So long as doublets were a common garment
for men, they were frequently imitated in the fashions of
feminine dress : thus, a similar body-garment for women
was worn about 1580, and again in the reign of Charles II
of England, corresponding nearly to the modern sack hav-
ing sleeves and short skirts.

Then lace his dublett euery hoole.
Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 178.

A silken doublet I a velvet hose ! a scarlet cloak !

Shah., T. of the S., v. 1.

tone of its upper or lower octave.

3. pi. Naut., that part of a mast included be-
tween the trestletrees and the cap. 4. The
second distillation of wine. 5. The act of

marching at the double-quick. [Rare.] 6.
In bot., same as chorisis. Doubling of tne bow
See bow3.

doubling (dub'ling), a. Shifting; maneuvering.
Lord Egmont was doubling, absurd, and obscure.

Walpole, Letters, II. 484.

doubling-frame (dub'ling-fram), n. A machine
on which double silk threads are wound.
doubling-nail (dub'ling-nal), n. A nail used
to fasten the lining of the gun-ports in a ship.
doubloon (dub-Ion'), n. [< F. doublon, < Sp.
doblon (= Pg. dobrcto = It. doppione), a doub-
loon, so called because it was originally of dou-
ble the value of a pistole, aug. of doblo (= Pg.
dobro = It. dopnio), double : see double. Cf.

dobla, dobra.~\ A gold coin of Spain and the
Spanish-American states, originally of double
the value of the pistole, the double pistole be-
ing equivalent from 1730 to 1772 to $8.24, from
1772 to 1786 to $8.08, and from 1786 to 1848 to
f7.87. The current doubloon of Spain (doblon de Isabel,
1848) is of 100 reals, and worth a little more than $5.02.

Doubloon of Isabella II.. Queen of Spain, in the British Museum,
i Size of the original. )

The old double doubloon, also called doubloon onza (ounce
of gold), is of 320 reals, or 16 hard dollars, being equiva-
lent to a quadruple pistole. The coinage of doubloons
has ceased in Sjiain.



doubloon

They hail succeeded in obtaining from him [the French
ambassador) a box of doubloons.

Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

doubly (ilub'li), adv. 1. In a double or two-
fold manner ;

in twice the quantity or to twice
the degree : as, to be doubly sensible of an ob-

ligation.
For fools arc doiM;/ fools, endeav'rlng to be wise.

Dryden, lliml ami Panther, 1. 2401.

When, musing on companions p >MC,

We doubly feel ourselves almir.

Scott, M:l] Inic.ll, li
, Itlt.

2. Deceitfully; with duplicity.
doubt 1

(dout), r.
[Early mod. E. dout, doute (the

6 being inserted in the P. and E. forms in the
16th century, in ignorant imitation of the orig.
L.

;
it does not occur in early E. or P.) ; < ME.

douti'/i.ilnirti -H, earlier dutcn, fear, be in fear, also,
less commonly, doubt, < OF. douter, duter, doter,
later doubter, mod. P. douter, doubt, fear, = Pr.

dii)ititr, tloptar = Sp. dudar = Pg. duvidur = It.

dottare, < L. ditbitare, waver in opinion, be un-

certain, doubt, hesitate, in form a freq. verb,
connected with dttbius, wavering in opinion,
uncertain, doubtful, dubious (see dubious), <

duo, = E. two, + -bi-, of uncertain origin. Cf.
Or. oo<//, doubt; Skt. dvaya, twofold; Goth.

tweifls = Dan. tvivl = Sw. tvifnel = G. zweifel =
D. twijfel, doubt ; AS. twcd, doubt ; all from the
word for 'two.' Hence (from OF.) redoubt 1

,

redoubtable, and (from L. dubitare) dubitate,

dubitation, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To be uncer-
tain as to a truth or fact ; be undetermined or

undecided; waver or fluctuate in opinion; hesi-
tate.

Here men doicttn comunly to whom men schulde re-

store the godes that the! have geten with wronge.
Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 174.

To them that doubt of Wine, of chesse, seallea, and of

tables, thou shalt say that such sports and such drinkes
are a great sinne. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 267.

He began to doubt of everything
Amidst that world of lies.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 173.

2*. To be in fear; be afraid.

Tho douteden the schepherdea, & in gret drede weren.
Oeburt Jetu, 1. 516.

Who so doutes for her menace,
Have he never syght off Qoddes face.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 6783.

Whan the kynge Arthur vndlrstode their menaces, he
yede oute by a wyndowe of karlion, for he douted inoche
of treson. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 108.

II. trans. 1. To be uncertain as to the truth
or fact of

;
hold in question ; question ;

hesitate
to believe : as, to doubt the truth of a story.
The phenix, were she never seen, were doubted.

Fletcher, Valentinian, 1. 2.

turn not back perverse :

Milton, P. L., vi. 663.

Doubt thoti not but I shall go again.
E'en as I doubt not that fresh misery
I there shall gather as the days pass by.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 324.

2. To be expectant or apprehensive of
; believe

hesitatingly or indefinitely.

Quath he, "heo duteth me to lite."

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

I fear I am pursued ; and doubt that I,

In in v defence, have ki I I'd an officer.

Beau. andFl., Honest Man's Fortune, ill. 1.

When we were come to where the three fellows were
hanged, he said, That lie doubted that that would be Ills

end also. Banyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 29e.

If they .

But that I doubt.

I doubt her affections are farther engaged than we
imagine. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

They doubted some sinister motive, or deeper policy than
appeared In the conduct of the French king.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., li. I.

3. To distrust ; be uncertain with regard to ;

be distrustful of: as, to doubt one's ability to
execute a task.

Amaiint . . . cutte a-somler the laces of his helme and
caste it a-wey, and than couered hym with his shelde,
for sore he dnuted his heede, whereon was no more but
the coyfe of mayle. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 368.

He is so devoted to his book,
As I must tell you true, I doubt his health.

Ford, Tts Pity, i. 4.

To teach vain wits a science little known,T admire superior sense, and doubt their own !

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 200.

4f. To fear; be afraid of.

Myche dut he his dreme, <S dred hym therfore.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13834.

Ho so douteth Jhesu Crist, him ne failleth 11031.
St. Brandan (ed. Wright), p. 13.

Philip . . .

Doughtye men douten for dreedful hee seemes.
Alisaunder of llacedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 167.
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At soonc as he saiigh the grete devell he lete renne to

hyra, for nothinge he hym douted.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 442.

5f. To cause to fear; put in fear; appal; daunt.

I'll tell ye all my fears; one single valour,
The virtues of the valiant Caratach,
More doubts me than all Britain.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

doubt 1 (dout), . [Early mod. E. doute (the 6

being inserted as in the verb); < ME. doute,

dout, earlier dute, fear, doubt, < OF. doute, dute,
dote, P. doute = Pr. dopte, dubte = 8p. dud<i =
Pg. duvida = It. dotta, doubt

;
from the verb :

see doubt*, v.] 1. Uncertainty with regard to
the truth of a given proposition or assertion;
suspense of judgment arising from defect of
evidence or of inclination

;
an unsettled state

of opinion; indecision of belief.

What prevents the admission of a proposition aa cer-
tain is called doubt. Sir II'. Hamilton.

When I say that Descartes consecrated doubt, you must
remember that it was that sort of doubt which Goethe has
called

" the active scepticism, whose whole aim is to con-

quer itself" ; and not that other sort which la born of flip-

pancy and ignorance, and whose aim is only to perpetuate
itself, as an excuse for Idleness and indifference.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 323.

2. A matter of uncertainty ; an undecided case
or proposition ;

a ground of hesitation.

It was doute whether [which] bonya were Petris and
whether wer Paulls.

Trevita, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, V. 77.

Give me leave to tell you, It would seem a kind of af-

front to our country to make a doubt of what we pretend
to be famous for. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, II. 224.

But though he now prayed wherever he was, at home or

abroad, in the house or in the field, two doubts still as-

saulted him : whether he was elected, and whether the day
of grace was not gone by. Southey, Bunyau, p. 21.

It Is one thing to believe that a doctrine is false, and
quite another thing to admit a theoretical doubt about it.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 303.

3. A difficulty suggested or proposed for solu-
tion

; an objection.
To every doubt your answer la the same. Blackmore.

4f. Difficulty ; danger.
Forced them, how ever strong and stout

They were, as well approv'd In many a doubt,
Back to recule. Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 47.

5f. Hesitating apprehension ; fear
;
dread.

He nadde of no prince in the worlde doute.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 89.

The dute of deth is swithe stronge.
Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 44.

Pope Urban durst not depart for doubt. /;. m.-rs.

In doubt, in uncertainty; in suspense.

Thy life shall hang in doubt before thee.

Deut. xxviii. 66.

Methodic doubt, doubt feigned for a philosophical pur-
pose, concerning a proposition really believed, as the
Cartesian doubt respecting one's own existence. No
doubt, without question ; certainly. Objective doubt,
that which Is occasioned by the insufficiency of the evi-
dence. Subjective doubt, hesitancy in accepting a
proposition because it is not such as one is antecedently
inclined to believe. To hang In doubt, to make no
doubt. See the verbs. =Syn. 1. Indecision, irresolu-

tion, suspense, hesitation, hesitancy, misgiving, distrust,
mistrust.

doubt2t, n. [By apheresis from redoubt*, q. v.]
A redoubt. Da vies.

Forward be all your hands,
Urge one another. Thisdou&t down that now betwixt us

stands,
Jove will go with us to their walls.

Chapman, Iliad, xii. 286.

doubtable (dou'ta-bl), a. [The 6 inserted as
in the verb; < ME. doutable, datable, < OF.
"doutable, later doubtable (= Sp. dudable) (cf.
OF. redoubtable, fearful, mighty, whence E. re-

doubtable), < douter, doter, doubt: see doubt*,
.] That may be doubted

; dubitable. [Rare.]
Sith that thy citee is assayled
Thourgh knyghtis of thyn owne table,
God wote thi lordship is doutable .'

Rom. of the Rose, \. 6274.

Tlierfore men comen from fer Contrees to have Jugge-
ment of doutable Causes: and other Juggement usen the!
nun there. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 172.

doubtancet, . [The b inserted as in the verb ;

< ME. doutance, earlier doutaunce, dotaunce, <
OP. dotance, dutance= Pr. duptansa, doptansa=
Sp. dudanza, = It. dottanza, < ML. dubitantia,
doubt, fear, < L. dubitare, doubt : see doubt*, t\]
Fear; dread; suspicion. Chaucer.

Eglentine, thys Kinges doughter fre,
Off Paynymes had gret fere and doubtance.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2130.

doubted (dou'ted), p. a. [< ME. douted, duted,

Sp.
of douten, etc., fear, doubt: see doubt*, r.]

. Questioned; not certain or settled. 2f.
Feared; redoubted; redoubtable.

doubtfulness

Domys the doghty, doutid in Aid.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 6360.

So sholde ye be the more dredde and douted thourgh
euery londe. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 681.

TIM iic thee to those that weld the awful crowne,
To doubted Knights, whose woundlesse armour rusts.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

doubtedlyr (dou'ted-li), adv. Doubtfully.
Good heed would bu had that nothing be daubtedly

spoken, which may haue double meaning, . . . but that
all our wordes runne to continue wholy our matter.

Sir T. Wilton, Art of Rhetoric, p. 108.

doubter (dou'ter), n. One who doubts: one
whose opinion is unsettled or whose mind is

not convinced.
The unsettled doubters, that are In most danger to be

seduced. Hammoiul, Works, II. II. 67.

doubtful (dout'ful), a. [< doubt* + -ful. The
earlier adj. was doutous : see doubtous.'] 1. Full
of doubt

; having doubt ; not settled in opinion.
To assist the doubtful Wouter In the arduous business

of legislation, a board of magistrates was appointed.
Ininy, Knickerbocker, p. 155.

2. Causing doubt ; dubious
; ambiguous ;

un-
certain

;
not distinct in character, meaning, or

appearance; vague: as, a doubtful expression ;

a doubtful hue.
A doubtful day

Of chill and slowly greening spring.
Whittier, What the Birds Said.

Till now the doubtful dusk reveal'd
The knolls once more where, couch'd at ease,
The white kine gllmmer'd.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcv.

Now the full-leaved trees might well forget
The changeful agony of doubtful spring.

William Morrif, Earthly Paradise, I. 280.

3. Admitting of or subject to doubt; not obvi-

ous, clear, or certain
; questionable.

I will adopt some beggar's doubtful Issue,
Before thou shalt inherit.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, Iv. 1.

For where the event of a great action Is left doubtful,
there the poet is left master.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, Pref.

It is always the person of doubtful virtue who is most
eager to assume the appearance of severe integrity.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 108.

4. Of uncertain issue ; precarious ; shifting.
Who have sustain'd one day In doubtful flght.

Milton, P. L., vi. 42S.

Inspired repulsed battalions to engage,
And taught the doubtful battle where to rage.

Adduon, The Campaign.

6. Of questionable or suspected character.
She never employed doubtful agents or sinister mea-

sures. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., il. 10.

6f. Fearful; apprehensive; suspicious.
So long they stayed that the King grew doubtfnll of

their bad vsage, that he swore by the Skies, if they re-
turned not well, he would haue warres with Opechanka-
nough so long as he had any thing.

Quoted in Copt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 86.

7. Indicating doubt; disturbed by doubt.

[Bare.]
With doubtful feet and wavering resolution
I came. Milton, S. A., 1. 732.

8. In pros., variable in quantity; capable of

being pronounced or measured either as a long
or as a short; common ;

dichronous. =syn. 1. Un-
certain, undecided. 2, Dubious, Equivocal, etc. (see oh-

ncure, a.) ; problematic, enigmatical.

doubtfully (dout
'
ful -

i), adv. In a doubtful

manner; with doubt or hesitation; so as to in-
dicate or admit of doubt.
When we speake or write doubtfully, and that the sence

may lie taken two wayes, such ambiguous termes they
call Amphibologia, we call it the ambiguous.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 217.

I came to the court . . . and very privately discovered
to her majesty this conspiracy. . . . She took it daubt-
fully. I departed with fear.

State Trials, William Parry, an. 1584.

How doubtfully these spectres fate foretel !

In double sense and twilight truth they dwell.

Di-yden, Tyrannic Love, IT. 1.

Tints softly with each other blended,
Hues doubtfully begun and ended.

tt'vrdfievrth, Bird of Paradise.

doubtfulness (dout'ful-nes), n. 1. A state of
doubt or uncertainty of mind; dubiousness;
suspense ; instability of opinion.
Faith is utterly taken away. Instead whereof is dis-

trust and doubtfulness bearing rule.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 29.

2. Ambiguity ; uncertainty of meaning.
Here we must be diligent, that . . . there be no doubt-

fulness in any word, and that alwaies there be one maner
of words that goe before, and also one maner of wordes
ende the sentence, plainly and without double voder-

standing. Sir T. Wilton, Art of Logic, fol. 20.

3. Uncertainty of event or issue
; indetermi-

nateness of condition.



doubtfulness

Every day that passed showed the doubtfulness of the

convention. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 265.

doubtingly (dou'ting-li), adv. In a doubting
manner; dubiously.

In the forty-first experiment I tendered ray thoughts
concerning respiration, but doubtingly.

Boyle, Works, I. 176.

doubtless (dout'les), a. and adv. [The b in-

serted as in doubt; < ME. douteles, < doute,
doubt: see doubt1 and -less.} I.t a. 1.

Free from doubt ; indubitable.

It is no prejudice to the precious charity of knowledge,
even in undoubted truths, to make truth more doubtless.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, ii.

2. Having no fear; free from fear of danger;
secure.

Pretty child, sleep doubtless, and secure
That Hubert, for the wealth of all the world,
Will not offend thee. Shak., K, John, iv. 1.

II. adv. Without doubt; without objection
or uncertainty; unquestionably; often, with
weakened sense, presumably, probably. [An
elliptical use of the adjective, standing for the

phrase "it is doubtless that."]
Doubtless he would have made a noble knight.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

The rock seems to have been dug away all round the

sphynx for a great way, and the stoue was doubtless em-
ploy'd in building the pyramids.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 46.

Doubtless, development increases the capacity both for

enjoyment and for suffering. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 239.

doubtlessly (dout'les-li), adv. Unquestionably.
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Adieu, I you say, my full doueet floure !

Adieu, my lady of full gret valoure !

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3898.

II. n. 1. A kind of pasty or custard.

Bakemetes or dowcettes. Babers Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 170.

Dousette, a lytell flawne, dariolle. Palsgrave.

2. A musical instrument, a kind of flute.

Many a thousand tymes twelve . . .

That craftily begunne to pipe
Bothe in doueet and in riede.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1221.

3. A testicle of a deer. Also written dowcet,
dowset.

All the sweet morsels, called tongue, ears, and dowcets.
S. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

dough-maker
This botcher looks as if he were dough-baked ; a little

butter now, and I could eat him like an oaten-cake.
Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, ii. 1.

Since we are so much indebted to Cod for accepting our
best, it is not safe ventured to present him with a dough-
baked sacrifice. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 265.

Nay, what is more than all, he [love] can make those

dowbak'd, senseless, indocile animals, women, too hard for

us, their politick lords and rulers, in a moment.
tt'ycherley, Country Wife, iv. 1.

dough-balls (do'balz), . pi. A marine alga,

Polysiphonia Olneyi, belonging to the order
Florideai.

In its typical form Polysiphonia Olneyi forms dense
soft tufts, sometimes called dough-balls by the sea-shore

population. Farlow, Marine Algee, p. 171.

douceur (do-ser'), n. [= D. douceur = Dan. dough-bird (do'berd), n. A local name in the

Why you may, and doubtlessly will, when you have de-
bated that your commander is but your mistress.

Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

doubtoust, a. [The ft inserted as in the verb
;

< ME. doutous, dotous, < OF. doutos, dotus, F.
dotiteux (= Pr. doptos, duptos = Sp. dudoso =
Pg. duuidoso = It. dottoso), doubtful, < doute, douche (dosh), n.

doubt: see doubft, n., and -OKS.] Doubtful;
dubious; of doubtful sense.

douceur, dusor = Sw. dusor, reward, < F. dou-

ceur, sweetness, a present, < OF. douqor, dol-

qor, dulyor (> ME. dousour) = Pr. dolzor = Sp.
dulzor = Pg. dufyor, < LL. dulcor, sweetness, <

L. dulcis, sweet: see dulcet.'} If. Sweetness or
mildness of manner; kindness; gentleness.

Now for synglerty o hyr dousour,
We calle hyr fenyx of Arraby.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 429.

Blame with indulgence, and correct with douceur.

Chesterfield.

2. A conciliatory offering; a present or gift;
a reward; a bribe.

The commander-in-chief of the Bengal army could have
had no ground for exasperation at being shut out from
the interview, had he not in like manner reckoned on re-

ceiving a handsome douceur.
J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 354.

United States of the Eskimo curlew, Numenius

3f. A kind or agreeable remark ;
a compliment.

With a good account of her health, she writes me many
douceurs, in which you have a great share.

Lord Lyttelton (1771), in Correspondence of David
[Garrick, I. 440.

Dough-bird (Ni

borealis, the smallest American species of the

genus Numenius. It has a slender bill only about two
inches long. It is abundant during its migrations, and is

much sought as a game-bird. Also doe-bird.

Accompanying and mingling freely with the golden
plover are the Esquimaux curlew, or dour/h-birds, in great
numbers. Shore Birds, p. 12.

Naut., a boiled dum-

For in these pointes wherein we vary, . . . either the
Scripture is plaine & easy to perceiue, or doubtouse and
hard to vnderstande. Sir T. More, Works, p. 457.

doubtouslyt, adv. [The 6 inserted as in doubt;
< ME. doutously, doutusli; < doubtous + -ly

2
.]

Doubtfully; dubiously.
And drow him toward the des, but doutusli after
He stared on his stepmoder stifli a while.

William o/Paierne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4338.

doubtsomet, a. [The 6 inserted as in doubt;

[F., a douche, a shower-bath,
= Sp. ducha = It. doccia, a water-pipe, spout, dough-boyt (do'boi), .

conduit, < docciare = F. doucher, pour, < ML. pling of raised dough.
*ductiare, < L. ducere, pp. ductus, lead, con- Bread and Flower being scarce with us, we could not
duct. Cf. COtiduit1

,
of the same ult. origin.] make Dough-boys. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 38.

1. A jet or current of water or vapor applied dough-brake (do'brak), n. A power-machine
to some part or a particular organ of the body, used in bakeries for kneading dough ;

a dough-as in a bath or for medicinal purposes. 2. An kneader. It consists of corrugated rollers, be-
instrument for administering such a 3et. Douches tween which the dough passes in a sheet,
are differently formed and named, according to the parts j-,,,,1,,,,., //IA'A-N , nvnr ,7. ,. /,?...,.]. j..
for which they are designed: as,a nasal dowAe.-Douche dOUghert (do er), . [ME. dcwe/, < dough,dow,
flliforme. Same as aguapuncture. dough, + -erl.] A baker.
doucine (do-sen'), n. [F.] In arch., a mold-

lOUDtsomet, a. |ine inserted as in doubt ; jng concave above and convex below, serving of the same, grynd att the Cite-is myllis, and
early mod. E. doutsum; < doubfl, n., + -some.] especially as a cyma to a delicate cornice; a els, as long as they mey have sufBciaunt grist.

Cul -

cyma recta.
Ang., Double or two edged ; doubt- doucker (do'ker), n. Same as ducker.Auceps [L.].

some.
" '

Calepini, Diet., 1590 (ed. 1605).

With doutsum victorie they dealt.
Battle of Harlaw (Child's liallads, VII. 186).

douc (dok), n. [< F. douc, of uncertain origin.]A name of the old-world catarrhine monkeys of
the genus Semnopithecus. There are many species
of these handsome apes, generally of large size and varied
coloration, with long limbs and tails.

(do), n. [Also dial, dow (formerly in lit-

erary use), and (with pron. as in tough) duff,
also dial, doff (see duff) ; < ME. dow, dowe, dou,
dogh, dog, earlier dagh, dag, < AS. dah, dat.

ddge = D. and LG. deeg = OHG. MHG. teic, G.
teig = Icel. deig = Sw. deg = Dan. deig = Goth.
daigs, dough ;

< / "dig, Goth, deigan, knead,coloration, with long limbs and tails. TJ' t -f Z"'
"" "v-"v ""> teen northern duunh faces

"

douce (Sc. pron dos), a. [Sc., also douse; <
m ld

'
form

.'

=
.
L

: ^fere Ofc'). mold
>
f Trl-T^ -. -, ,-* .. "- k '

"*"" ivvtvui/, N (nrht,,,f,r. nl + T? fait, -fimix-n Jl~t;l~ ~ \ If GT allV OHlCe. 81

And moreouer, that all Doirers of the Cite, and suburbis
grynd att the Cite-is myllis, and noo where

'

ive snfficiaunt grist.

\glith Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 335.

doughface (do'fas), n. A person who is pliable
and, as it were, made of dough; a flabby char-

acter; specifically, in U. S. hist., in the period
of sectional controversy regarding slavery, a
Northern politician disposed to show undue
compliance with the wishes of the South.

Randolph with his inimitable slang termed it [the Mis-
souri Compromise] a "dirty bargain, helped on by eigh-"

Schouler, Hist. U. S., III. 166.

ME. douce, < OF. F. doux, fern, rfowce, sweet,
soft, gentle, mild, < L. dulcis, sweet, etc. : see
dulce.'] If. Sweet; pleasant; luxurious.
And Diues in deyntees lyued and in douce vye [life].

Piers Plounnan (B), xiv. 122.

2. Sober
; sedate

; gentle ;
not light or frivo-

lous; prudent; modest. [Scotch.]
Sir George was gentle, meek, and douse.
Raid of the Reidswire (Child's Ballads, VI. 133).

There were some pretty Gallas, dowce-looking Abys-
simans, and Africans of various degrees of hideousness

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 473.

doucedt (do'sed), n. An erroneous form of dou-
eet, 2.

doucely (dos'li), adv. [< douce + -Zy2.] Se-
dately; soberly; prudently. [Scotch.]

Doucely manage our affairs
In parliament.

Burns, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

douceness (dos'nes), . 1. Soberness; sedate-
ness; modesty. [Scotch.] 2f. Sweetness. Da-
vies.

Some luscious delight, yes, a kind of ravishing douce-
ness there is in studying good books.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 166.

douceperet, See douzepere.
doucett, a. and n. [I. a. ME., < OF. doueet.
sweet, gentle, F. doueet, mild, demure, dim. of

sweet: see douce and dulcet. II. n. I.

(whence ult. E. feign, figure, fictile, etc., q. v.),= Gr. 'Oi% in TelXoc, wall, = Skt. ^ dih, stroke,
smear.] 1. A mass composed of flour or meal
prepared for baking into bread or cake by va-
rious processes, as moistening, mixing with
yeast, salt, etc., raising (after which it is called
sponge), and kneading, or for simpler kinds by
moistening and mixing only; paste of bread.
When they [camels] travel, they cram them with barly

dough. Sandys, Travailes, p. 108.

Fer any office, small or gret,
I couldn't ax with no face,

Without I'd ben, thru dry and wet,
Th' uurizzest kind o' doughface.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., vi.

In 1838 the Democratic Congressmen from the North-
ern States decided in caucus in favor of a resolution re-

quiring all petitions relating to slavery to be laid on the
table without debate. This identified the party as it then
existed with the slave-holding interest, and its northern
representatives were stigmatized as Dough-faces.

Quoted in Mag. of Awer. llist., XIII. 497.

, , doucete, < .

also called doucine, etc., a musical
perhaps a kind of flute

;
from the

Sweet; dulcet.

2. Something having the appearance or consis- doughfaced (do'fast), a. Pliable; easily mold-

tency of dough, as potters' clay, etc. ed; truckling; pusillanimous. [U. S. political

They renew this Image with new dow many times. J5>L {, ,A->C-,, \
Purchas Pilgrimage p 797 uOUgniaceiSm (do ta"sizm), n. [< dougnface +

3f. A little cake. [North. Eng.] :''
s"" ]

i Re character of a doughface ; liability

n . ,, to be led by one of stronger mind or will ; plia-

Cakerfhou^h^pl-operl^sJgn^sVMa^otVlo'ur tenf ^^5 specifically, subservience to proslavery
pered with Water, Salt, Yeast, and kneaded fit for baking

influences. [U. S. political slang.]
Bourne's Pop. Antig. (1777), p. 163, note. doUghinCSS (do'i-nes), n. [< doughy + -ness.]

One^cake Is dough. SeecaW. The state or quality of being doughy.
To make into doughing-machine (do'ing-ma-shen*), n. A

machine for cutting dough, in this apparatus a
piece of dough of the required weight is placed in a cir-
cular metal box, in which by a movement of a handle a
number of knives are caused to rise through slits in the
bottom, and these, passing through the dou^h, divide it

into thirty distinct pieces, each of the same weight. The
Engineer (London). LVII., No. 1483.

dough-kneaded (do 'needed), a. Soft; like

dough. Milton.

dough-kneader (do'ne Mer), n. A machine for

mixing or kneading dough
I /MI rrVi_wT^* fAn* - // !-.',,A * A VnPflflinfy

_ (do), v'.'i. [< dough, .]

dough. [Bare.]
The technical word used [in making Paraguayan tea]

is sevar mate (cebar, lit., to bait, to grease, applied in the
sense of doughing together the paste formed by the yerbaand water and accommodating the bombilla).

N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 16.

To dough In. See the extract.

The mixing of the malt required for one grist with

jse, and is deliv-
ered into one of Pfleiderer's siftiug-macliiues, in which,



dough-maker

by the aid of a spiral brush, a sack may be sifted In a very
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doulla (dii'li-a), n. See iliilin.

.

doulocracyt <;ia-lokTwi), n See dulocracy.
. doum-palm, . Sec dtmm-nalm.

doughnut (do'nut), . [Also dial, donnot; < doundake, doundake bark. See bark*.
iloiHjh + nut.] A small spongy cake made of doup (,1,,,,,,) . i&. also written doiep, doln;
dough (usually sweetened and spiced) and fried appar . < f>au. v, gw . "doiii, in corap. Cf.
iu lard.

~

An enormous dish uf hulls of sweetened dough, fried in

hog's fat, and called douyhnuts, or olykoeks.
Iruiny, Knickerbocker, p. 170.

Doughnut day. See the extract.

IlMHilfiiiit-ilay, Shrove Tuesday (Baldock, Herts). It

being usual to make a good store of small cakes fried In

hog's lard, placed over the flre in a brass skillet, called

dough-nuts, wherwith the youngsters are plentifully re-

giilr.l. Quoted In iV. and Q., 7th er., V. 30-2.

dough-raiser (do'ra'zer), . A pan or hot-wa-
ter bath in which pans of dough are placed to

rise under the influence of a gentle heat from
the bath. The pans are placed on perforated
shelves above the water and covered with

.cloths. Also called donah-trough .

doughtt, doutht, K ME. dought, douthe,

dittlie, dugeth, dogeth, < AS. duguth, dugoth (=
OFries. duged = MLG. ducht, dogct, dogent, LG.

dogt =s OHG. tuyundi, tugund, tugatlii, tugad,

tuged, MHG. tugende, tugent, tuget, G. tugend
Icel. dygdh = Sw. dygd = Dan. dyd), ex-

cellence, nobility, manhood, age of manhood,
power, strength; as a collective noun, men,
people, attendants or retainers, army, multi-

tude; < dagan, be strong: see doic1 , and cf.

doughty.'] 1. Manhood; the age of manhood;
manly power or strength ;

excellence. 2. Men
collectively; especially, men as composing an

army or a court; retainers.

That day doubhle on the dece wat the douth serued,
Fro the kyng wat3 cummen with knyjtes in to the halle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Kniyht (E. E. T. S.), 1. 61.

dought (Sc. pron. ducht). Obsolete or dialectal

Scotch preterit of dow1
.

doughtert, * An obsolete spelling of daughter.
doughtily (dou'ti-li), adv. [< ME. doithteli,

doughtiliche, etc.; < doughty + -fy
2
.] In a

doughty manner
;
with doughtiness.

Hit is wonder to wete, in his wode anger,
How doylttely he did that day with his bond.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9007.

Doughtily fighting in the chiefe brunt of the enemies.

Haltluyt's Voyages, II. 35.

doughtiness (dou'ti-nes), n. [< ME. douhty-
nessn, diilitif/iiffH; < /Im/i/lity + -ness.] The qual-
ity of being doughty ;

valor
; bravery.

Virtue is first of all, what the Germans well name It,

Tugend (Taugend, dow-ing, or Dought-iness), courage and
the faculty to do. CarlyU.

dough-trough (do'tr&f), n. Same as dough-
raiser.

doughty (dou'ti), a. [< ME. doughty, douhty.
dolity, duhti, etc., < AS. dohtig, also umlauted
dyhtig, strong, valiant, good, = MLG. duchtig,
LG. diigtig = OHG. tiihtic, MHG. G. tuchtig =
Icel. dygdliugr = Sw. dugttg = Dan. dygtig, able,

valiant, etc., adj. from a noun repr. by MHG.
tii/tt, strength, activity, < OHG. tugan = AS.
dugaii, etc., be strong, etc., E. dowl, do2 : Bee
dow1

, do2 . ] Strong ; brave ; spirited ; valiant ;

powerful: as, a doughty hero.

Patroculus the pronde, a prise mon of werre ;

With Diomed, a doughti mon & dernlst of bond,
A strouge man in stoure & stuernist in flght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3653.

Full many doughtie knightes he in his dayes
Had doen to death, subdewde In equall frayes.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 26.

She smiled to see the doughty hero slain ;

But, at her smile, the beau revived again.
Pope, R. of the L, v. 69.

But there is something solid and doughty in the man
[Dryden] that can rise from defeat, the stuff of which vic-

tories are made in due time.

l.nii'i-n. Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 18.

doughty-handed (dou'ti-han'ded), a. Strong-
handed; mighty.

I thank you all ;

For dtntghty-hamled are you, and have fought
Not as you serv'd the cause, but as 't had been
Each man's like mine. Shot., A. and C., Iv. 8.

doughy (do'i), a. [< dough + -i/
1
.] 1. Like

dough; flabby and pallid; yielding to pressure ;

impressible.
No, no, no, your son was misled with a snipt-taffeta fel-

low there, whose villainous saffron would have made all

the unbaked and doughy youth of a nation in his colour.

Shak., All's Well, Iv. 5.

2. Not thoroughly baked, as bread
; consisting

in part of unbaked dough ; half-baked.

Douglas heart, ring. See heart, ring.
douk (dok), t\ and n. A dialectal form of duck*.
itiicW.

doukar, . A dialectal form of ducker, 3.

Dan. dupsko = Sw. imuto (ska = E. shoe),

ferrule.] 1. Bottom ; buttocks ;
butt-end ; end;

extremity: as, a candle-doup.
The wight and doughty captains

'

Upo' their doup* sat down.
/'<ww.* in Buchan Dialect, p. 1.

2. A loop at the end. See the extract.

Six warp threads ... are passed through malls In the
leashes of the heaclle II, and thence through loops called

"daupt" fUed to a headle. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 193.

doupion, . See dupion.
dour (dor), a. [Sc. form of dure, a.] Hard; in-

flexible; obstinate; bold; hardy. [Scotch.]
He had a wife was dour an' din.

Burns, Sic a Wife as Willie had.

The Lord made us all, and you may trust Him to look
after us all better than these dour-faced pulpit-thump-
ers imagine. H'. Black, In Far Lochaber, v.

doura (dO'ril), n. See durra.

douree (do're), n. In the Levant, a necklace,

especially one of gold beads.
dourlach (dor'lach), n. See dorlach.

dourness (dSr'nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being dour; obstinacy; stubbornness.

[Scotch.]
If there's power in the law of Scotland, I'll gar thee rue

sic dourness. '.'"". The Entail, I. 309.

We are gravely told to look for the display of a dour-

nets, desperation, and tenacity on the part of Frenchmen.
The Nation, Jan. 12, 1871, p. 20.

douroucouli (d8-r6-k8'li), n. The native name
of one of the small, large-eyed, nocturnal South

dovo

As the brig came more upon the wind, she felt It more,
and we doused the skysails. hut k-'pt the weather stud-

ding-sails on her. H. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 75.

douse2 (dous), n. [Also written dowse; Sc.

iiniifi; doyce, douss, etc.; from the verb.] A
blow ; a stroke.

The porter uttered a sort of a yell, which came not
amiss Into his part, started up with his club, and dealt a
sound douse or two on each side of him.

Scott, Kenllworth, xxx.

douse3 (dous), v. t.
; pret. and pp. doused, ppr.

dousing. [Also written doaw ; perhaps a par-
ticular use of douse2. Usually taken as a cor-

ruption of dott/ 1
, but such a change would be

very unusual. Certainly not from AS. dtctescan,

extinguish.] To put out ; extinguish. [Slang.]
Douse the glim. See gUta.

douser (dou ser), n. [< douse 1
, v. .,

4- -er1.]
One whose business or occupation it is to search
for metalliferous deposits or water by the use
of the dousing- or divining-rod. Also dowser.

dousing-chock (dou'sing-chok), n. In ship-

building, one of several pieces fayed across the

apron and lapped
on the knightheads or inside

stuff above the upper deck.

dousing-rod (dou sing-rod), n. [< dousing, ppr.
of dowse1

,
v. i., + rod.] A divining-rod.

The virtues of the dountui-rod he (Sir George Airy, As-
tronomer RoyalJ wholly attributes to the excitability of the
muscles of the wrists. Caroline Fox, Mem. Old Friends.

doutH (dout), v. t. [Contr. of do out, ME. don ut,

i. e., put out: see do1
,
and cf. doff, don, <//'-]

To put out ; quench ; extinguish ;
douse.

First in the intellect it douts the light Sylvester.

I have a speech of flre, that fain would blaze.
But that this folly douts It. Shalt., Hamlet, Iv. 7.

Douroucouli (NyftifitHtcus trrvirfatufl.

American monkeys of the genus Nyetipithecus
(which see), as Jf. trivirgatus, or JV. rufipes.
Also written durukuli.

douse 1
(dous), v.; pret.

and pp. doused, ppr.

dousing. [Also written dowse, formerly douze,

douce, dause, etc.; perhaps of Scand. origin: cf.

Sw. dunsa, plump down, fall clumsily (duns, the

noise of a falling body), = Dan. dunse, thump.
Cf. douse2.] I. trans. To thrust or plunge into

a fluid; immerse; dip; also, to drench or flood

with a fluid.

I have . . . douz'd my carnal affections in all the vile-

ness of the world. Hammond, Works, IV. 515.

The Captain gave me my bath, by dousing me with
buckets from the house on deck.

Lmrell, Fireside Travels, p. 161.

II. in trans. 1. To fall or be plunged sud-

denly into a fluid.

It is no jesting trivial matter
To swing I' tli air, or douse in water.

5. Butler, Hudibras.

2. To search for deposits of ore, for lodes, or
for water, by the aid of the dousing- or divin-

ing-rod (which see).

douse2
, dowse2 (dous), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
doused, dowsed, ppr. dousing, dotcsing. [Cf. Sc.

douss, douce, doyce, throw; dugeh, rush, fall

with a noise, < ME. duschen, dusshen, rush, fall
;

cf. Norw. dusa, break, cast down from, OD.
doesen, beat, strike, G. dial, tusen, dusen, strike,
run against, East Fries, dossen, strike. See
also doss1 and dits*1 , which appear to be con-

nected.] 1. To strike.

Dowse, to give a blow on the face, strike. Bailey.

2. Xaut., to strike or lower in haste; slacken

suddenly : as, douse the topsail.

Very civilly they dausrd their topsailes, and desired the

man of warre to come aboord them.
Copt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 52.

^t, v . and H. An earlier spelling

doutancet, n- An earlier spelling otdoubtance.

doutet, r- t. An earlier
spelling

of doubt 1
.

doutelest, a. and adv. An earlier spelling of

doubtless.

doutht, See dought.
doutoust, . An earlier spelling of doubtous.

douzeperet, douceperet, . [An archaism in

Spenser; ME. doseper, dosyper, sing., developed
from pi. do:epers, duzeparis, duze pers, dosxe

pers, etc., < OF. doze (dou;e, duze, etc.) pers
(pars), mod. F. les douze pairs, the ' twelve

peers' celebrated in the Charlemagne ro-

mances: dose, douze, mod. F. dome, < L. duo-

decim, twelve (see duodecimal, dozen); per,
mod. F. pair, peer (see peer1

, pair, par).] One
of the twelve peers (les douze pairs) of France,
renowned in fiction.

Inne Franse weren italic twelfe iferan,
The Freiusce heo cleopedeu dusze pert (var. dosseperet).

1.II>I1IK'I1, I. 69.

Eydd in his kalander a knyghte of his chamhyre,
And rollede the richeste of alle the rounde table!

I ume the dussepere and duke he dubbede with his hondes.
Uorte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2643.

For to brynge this warre to the more effectual! ende,
he (Charles Martel] chase xii. perys, which after some
wryters are callyd doseperys, or kyngs, of ye which vi.

were bisshopys, and vi. temporal! lords.

Fabyan, Works, I. civ.

Big looking like a doughty Doitrepere.
Spen*er,.<}.,lll.x.Sl.

dove 1 (duv), n. [= 8c. doo, dou>, < ME. dote,

doure, dome, duve, < AS. "dufe = OS. dubha =
D. di/= LG. duve = OHG. tuba, MHG. toube,
G. taube = Icel. dufa = Sw. dufra = Dan. due
= Goth, dubo, a dove, lit. a diver, < AS. dufan,
etc., E. dive, dip. The application of the name
to the bird is not clear (perhaps "from its

habit of ducking the head, or from its manner
of flight"). The AS. form *dufe is not recorded

(but cf. dufe-doppa, translating L. pelicanus:
see under divedapper, didapper), the name cul-

fre, E. culreri, q. v., being used; this is prob.
ult. < L. fill u in iin, a dove, which also orig. means
a 'diver': see eolumba 1

.'] 1. Any bird of the

family Columbidai; a pigeon. The word has no more

Carolina Dove (ZfHatJitra carolimfitsit).

specific meaning than this, being exactly synonymous with

pigeon ; in popular usage it is applied must frequently to



dove

a few kinds of pigeons best known to the public, and m a

book-name is commonly attached to the smaller species of

oiiteons as, the ring-dove, turtle-dot* , stock-done, ground-

doee quail-rfom, etc. The Carolina dove, or mourning dove,

is Zenaidum carolinensis. The common doves of the old

world are the ring-di

dove. (See these

1748

Jean had been lyin' wakin' lang,

Ay thinkin' on her lover,

An juste's he gae the door a bang,
She was begun to dover.

A. Douglas, Poems, p. 139.

g-dove, rock-dove, stock-dove, and turtle- JJnver'S DOWder. See powder.
words.) ^.^^'i^^^SS' dove's-foot(duvz'fut),n. 1. The popular name

nuer anectkm
"

In' sacred literature and art it is a in England of Geranium molle, a common British

symbol of the Holy Ghost. plant : so called from the shape of its leaf.

The Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a dove 2. The columbine.
T- 22-

doveship (duv'ship), n. [< dove1 + -ship.] The
character of a dove; the possession of dove-

like qualities, as meekness, gentleness, inno-

cence, etc.

For us, let our dove-ship approve itselfe in meeknesse of

suffering, not in actions of cruelty.

Bp. Hall, The Beautie and Vnitie of the Church.

Oft I heard the tender dove

In firry woodlands making moan.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

2. Eccles., a repository or tabernacle for the

eucharist, in the form of a dove, formerly used

in the East and in France.

There generally were two vessels : the smaller one, or Jn_ot,,ji* canv'tfill n K dove + tail1 Cf
the pix, that held the particles of the blessed Eucharist ;

ttOVetail lr? tai;, n. |> "
; V1 -

- lar-er cup or dove within which the other was shut equiv. culvertail.] In carp., a tenon cut in the

form of a dove's tail spread, or of a reversed

wedge ;
a manner of fastening boards or tim-

bers together by letting tenons so cut on one
into corresponding cavities or mortises in ano-

ther. This is the

strongest of all

fastenings or

joints, as the
dovetails cannot
be drawn out ex-

cept by force ap-

plied in the di-

rection of their

length. Dovetails
are either expos-
ed or concealed;
concealed dove-

tailing is of two i. Common Dovetailing, a. Lap Dovetailing.

kinds,lapped and
mitered. See also cut under joint. Dental-cut dove-

tail, a dovetail having each part dented to fit into the
---- - J

.

-

, spaces between the teeth of the corresponding portions.
able height above the ground, as on a building Dovetail-file, dovetail-hinge. See/iZe, hinye. Dove-
or a pole, for the roosting and breeding of do- tail-Joint, in anat., the suture or serrated articulation,

ma<ri> riigeons a house for doves. as of the bones of the head. Dovetail-molding, an or-

nament in the form of a dove's tail, occurring in Roman-
Like an eagle in a dove-cote, I

Flutter'd your Volsciaus in Corioli.

Shak., Cor., v. 5.

dove-dock (duv'dok), n. Same as coltsfoot.

dove-eyed (duv'id), a. Having eyes like those

of a dove
; having eyes expressive of meek-

ness, mildness, gentleness, tenderness, or af-

fection.

dove-house (duv'hous), . A dove-cote. Shak.

dovekie (duv'ki), n. [Appar. < dove1 + dim.

-kie.] The sea-dove or little auk, Mergulm alle

or Alle nigricans, a small urinatorial or diving
bird of the family Alcidce. It is abundant in the

northern Atlantic and Arctic oceans, congregating to

up.

"' '

"Boci'church of our Fathers, III. ii. 203.

dove2 (dov). An occasional preterit of dive.

dove3 (dov), v. i.
; pret. and pp. doved, ppr.

doving. [E. dial., appar. ult. from an unre-

corded AS. verb, the source of the verbal noun
AS. dofung, dotage ;

cf. E. dial. freq. dover,

also doven, the latter perhaps < Icel. dofna,
become dead or heavy (cf. dofi, torpor), = Sw.

domna, become numb, dofna, numb; cf. Dan.

dime, blunt, bedove, stun, stupefy, from the

same root as deaf, q. v. Cf. dowf.] To slum-

ber ;
be in a state between sleeping and wak-

ing. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
dove-color (duv'kul"qr), n. In textile fabrics,

a warm gray of a pinkish or purplish tone.

dove-COte (duv'kot), n. [< ME. dove-cote, dowe-

cote (cf. Sc. doweate),< dove + cote: see cot1
,

cote1 .] A small structure placed at a consider-

Dovekie (Merzttlus alle}.

breed in some places in countless numbers. It is about

8i inches long, web-footed, three-toed, with short wings
and tail and short stout bill, the body glossy blue-black

above, with white scapular stripes, ends of secondaries

white, and the under parts mostly white. See Alle.

Joe, who had been out hunting, reported that he had
seen in the open water three dovekitt.

C. F. Hall, Polar Exp., p. 314.

dovelet (duv'let), n. [< dove1 + dim. -let.] A
little dove

;
a young dove.

dove-like (duv'lik), a. Having the appearance
or qualities of a dove

; gentle.
The young Spirit

That guides it lias the dove-like eyes of hope.
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii. 4.

doveling (duv'ling), n. [< dove1 + dim. -ling
1

.'}A young dove
;
a dovelet.

I will be thy little mother, my doveling.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 748.

doven (do'ven), v. i. Same as dove$.

dovening (dov'ning), n. [Verbal n. of doven,
r.] A slumber. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
dove-plant (duv'plant), . The Peristeria elata,
an orchid of Central America: so called from
the resemblance of the column of the flower
to a white dove with expanded wings. Also
called Holy Ghost plant.
dover (do'ver), v. i. Same as dove*.

Dovetail-molding. Cathedral of Ely, England.

esque architecture. Dovetail-plates, in ship-building,

plates of metal let into the heel of the stern-post and
keel of a vessel to bind them together. Similar plates are

used for joining the stern-foot with the fore end of the

keel. See cut under stem. Dovetail-saw. Seerawl.

Secret dovetail, a manner of joining in which neither

pins nor dovetails extend through the work, being con-

cealed by its outer face.

dovetail (duv'tal), v. t. [< dovetail, n.'] 1. To
unite by tenons in the form of a pigeon's tail

spread let into corresponding mortises in a
board or timber: as, to dovetail the angles of a
box. 2. Figuratively, to unite closely, as if

by dovetails ;
fit or adjust exactly and firmly;

adapt, as one institution to another, so that

they work together smoothly and harmoniously.
Into the hard conglomerate of the hill the town is

built; house walls and precipices morticed into one an-

other, dove-tailed by the art of years gone by, and riveted

by age. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 10.

He [Lord Chatham] made an administration so check-
ered and speckled, he put together a piece of joinery so

crossly indented and whimsically dove-tailed, etc.

Burke, American Taxation.

When any particular arrangement has been for a course
of ages adopted, everything also has been adapted to it,

and, as it were, fitted and dovetailed into it. Brougham.

dovetailed (duv'tald), a. In her., broken into

dovetails, as the edge or bounding line of an
ordinary or any division of the field. See

dove-WOOd (duv'wud), n. The wood of Alchor-
nea latifolia, a euphorbiaceous tree of Jamaica.
clovisht (duv'ish), a. [< dove1 + -ish1.] Like
a dove

;
innocent.

Contempte of thys worlde, doveyshe simplicitie, aer-

pentlike wysdome.
Confut. ofN. Shaxtou (1546), sig. G 4, b.

dow1
(dou), v. i.; pret. domed, dought. [< ME.

dowen, doghen, dugen, dugen, pres. ind. deh, deih,

degh, later dowe, doghe, pret. doitght, doughte,
douhte, doht, < AS. dugan (pres. ind. dealt, pi.

dugon, pret. dohte) = OS. dugan = OFries. duga
= D. deugen = MLG. dogen, LG. dogen = OHG.
tugan, MHG. tugen, tougen, G. taugen = Icel.

duga = OSw. dugha, dor/ha, Sw. duga = Dan.
f?MC = Goth, dugan (only in pres. daug), be good,
fitting, able : a preterit-present verb, the pres.,
AS. dedh, Goth, daug, being orig. a pret. from
a root "dug, be good, perhaps akin to Gr.

dowdy

fortune, luck, rvyxaveiv, obtain. Hence dought,

doughty. The word dow, becoming confused

in sense and form, and dialectally in pronun-
ciation, in certain constructions with the dif-

ferent verb do1 ,
was at length in literary use

completely merged with it; but dow remains in

dialectal use : see do1 and do2 . The difference

well appears in the AS. line " do a thffitte duge
"

('do aye that dows,' i. e., do always that which

is proper). The two verbs also appear (do1

twice, in the sense of 'put') in the first quot.

below.] If. To be good, as for a purpose ;
be

proper or fitting ;
suit.

Duden [did, i. e., put] hire bodi thrill in a stanene tliruh

rcofflnl. as hit deh hallie [saints] to donne [do, i. e., put].
St. Juliana, p. 77.

Ring ne broche nabbe 30, . . . he no swuch thing that

on [you] ne det'A forto habben. Ancren Rittle, p. 420.

2f. To be of use ; profit ;
avail.

Ther watz moon [moan] for to make when meschef was

cnowen,
That noxt domed bot the deth in the depe stremes.

Alliterative Poews (ed. Morris), ii. 374.

Thre yere in care bed lay Tristrem . . .

That neuer ne dought him day
For sorwe he had o night. Sir Tristrem, ii. 1.

3. To be able ;
can. [Scotch.]

But Pickie's heart it grew sae great,
That ne'er a bit o 't he dought to eat.

Dick o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 72).

But facts are chiels that winna ding,
And downa be disputed. Burns, A Dream.

Do what I dought to set her free,

My saul lay in the mire.

Burns, To Miss Ferrier.

4f. To be (well or ill) ;
do. See do2 .

dow'2 (dou), n. [An obsolete or dialectal form
of dough.] 1 . Dough. 2. A cake. [Prov. Eng.]
dow3 (dou), . A dialectal (Scotch) form of

dove1 .

Furth flew the dow at Noyis command. Sir D. Lyndsay.

dow4
t (dou), v. t. [< ME. dowen, < AF. dower,

OF. douer, doer, F. douer (F. also doter: see

dote*) = Pr. Sp. Pg. doter = It. dotare, < L.

dotare, endow: see dote2, v., dotation. Cf. en-

dow.] 1. To endow.
Dobet doth ful wel and dewid he is also,

And hath possessions and pluralites for pore menis sake.

Piers Plowman (A), xi. 196.

2. To give up ;
bestow.

O lady myn, that I love and no mo,
To whom for-evermo myn herte I dowe.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 230.

dow5
,

. See dhow.

dowablet (dou'a-bl), a. [< AF. dowable; as

dow4 + -able.] Fit to be endowed
;
entitled to

dower.
Was Ann Sherburne (widow and relict of Richd. Sher-

burne) "dowable of said lands, &c.," and how long did she

receive said dower?
Record Soe. Lancashire and Cheshire, XI. 84.

dowager (dou'a-jer), n. [< OF. douagiere (ML.
doageria), a dowager (def. 1), fem. of dotiagier,

douaigicr, dowaigier, adj., < douage (as if E.

*dowage), dower, < OF. douer, E. dow*, endow:
see dow*, dower2.] 1 . In law, a widow endowed
or possessed of a jointure. 2. A title given to

a widow to distinguish her from the wife of her

husband's heir bearing the same name: ap-

plied particularly to the widows of princes and

persons of rank.

This dowager, on whom my tale I found,
Since last she laid her husband in the ground,
A simple sober life in patience led.

Dryden, Cock and Fox.

Yea, and beside this he offereth to take to wife Elianor,

Quene Dowager of Portyngall, without any dower.

Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 19.

dowagerism (dou'a-jer-izm), n. [< dowager +
-ism.] The rank or condition of a dowager.
dowairet, A Middle English form of dower2 .

dowar. . See douar.

dowcett, n. See doucet, 3.

dowd1 (doud), a. [E. dial., < Icel. daitdhr =
AS. dedd, E. dead : see dead.] Dead; flat

; spir-

itless. [North. Eng.]
dowd2

(doud), n. [Origin obscure.] A woman's

nightcap. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
dowdet, n. A Middle English form of dowdy.

dowdily (dou'di-li), adv. In a dowdy or slov-

enly manner.
A public man should travel gravely with the fashions,

not foppishly before, nor dou'dibt behind, the central

movement of his age. K. L. Stevenson, Samuel 1'epys.

dowdiness (dou'di-nes), . [< dowdy + -tiess.]

The state of being dowdy.
dowdy (dou'di), n. and a. [E. dial, also daicdy,
Sc. dawdie, < ME. dowde, a dowdy; origin ob-

scure. Appar. not connected witli dawdle, idle,

trifle: see dawdle.] I. n.; pi. dowdies (-diz).



dowdy
A slatternly, slovenly, ill-dressed woman; a

slattern, especially <>ni- who affects finery.

1( she be never w> fowllc a ilmiilf.

r<:"nrleijMytteriet, p. 112.

Laura, to 1]U lady, was Imt a kitchen-wench; . . . Dido,

aifoHi/.x ; rieopatra, a uipsy. Shak., R. ami J., ii. 4.

Ili'Ji rnmpanv ; aiii'iiu i>!h. i .. the Dnehcssof Alhemurle,
who is ever a plain, homely dotcdy. 7V/>i/*, Diary, I. 158.

II. a. Slovenly; ill-dressed; slatternly: ap-

plied to women.
No huswifery the ilmnly creature knew ;

To sum up all, her tonKue confessed the Bhrew.

GUI/, Shepherd's Week, Wednesday.
I'allas in lier stockings bine,
Imposing, but a little domlii.

0. V. //../... The Kirst Fun.

dowdyish (dou'di-ish), a. [< doirdy + -ish 1
.]

Like a dowdy; somewhat dowdy.
dowel (dou'el), n. [Also formerly or dial. </<>til,

prob. < P. ilniiillr, a socket, the barrel of a pis-
tol (Cotgravo), < ML. 'ductillua (f), dim. of duc-

tus, a canal, duct: see duct, coiiduift, and cf.

dossil. On the other hand, cf. G. dobel for *tii-

M;<UHa.MM,OHO.wpii
1. A wooden or metallic pin
or tenon used for securing
togethertwo pieces of wood,
Stone, etc. Corresponding holes

fitting the dowel 1" hu made in

each of the t\v<> piei e-. mie half

of the pin is inserted into the hole
in the one piece, and the other

piece is then thrust home on it.

The dowel may serve either as a

permanent attachment of the two
pieces joined, or as a shifting one ;

in the latter case one end is secure



down

down2 (doun), adv. [Early mod. E. also downe,

doune; < ME. (loan, doun, doune, earlier dune,

dun, down, abbr. of adune, adun, E. adown
l

(.

AS. ddun, adune, also of-dune, adv., down, orig.

ofdune, i. e., from (the) hill: of, off, from; dune,

dat. of dun, a hill: see down1
,
n. Cf. adown,

adv., of which down 2 is an aphetic form.] 1.

In a descending direction; from a higher to

a lower place, degree, or condition : as, to look

down; to run down; the temperature is down
to zero.

And aftre is Libye the hye, and Lybye the lowe, that dc-

Bcendethe down toward the grete See of Spayne.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 263.

He's ta'en down the bush o' woodbine,
Hung atween her hour and the witch carline.

Willie's Ladye (Child's Ballads, I. 167).

2. In a direction from a source or starting-

point, from a more to a less important place or

situation, or the like : as, to sail down toward
the mouth of a stream; to go down into the

country.
In the evening I went down to the port at the mouth of

the river. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 129.

3. In a descending order; from that which is

higher or earlier in a series or progression to

that which is lower or later.

From God's Justice he comes down to Man's Justice,

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvi.

And lest I should be wearied, madam,
To cut things short, come down to Adam.

Prior, Alma, ii.

The Papacy had lost all authority with all classes, from
the great feudal prince doom to the cultivators of the soil.

Macaulay, Von Kanke.

4. In mime, from a more acute to a less acute

pitch. 5. From a greater to a less bulk, de-

gree of consistency, etc. : as, to boil doivn a
decoction. 6. To or at a lower rate or point,
as to price, demand, etc.

;
below a standard

or requirement : as, to mark down goods or the

prices of goods ;
the stocks sold down to a very

low figure ;
to beat down a tradesman.

I brought him down to your two butter-teeth, and them
he would have. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

7. Below the horizon: as, the sun or moon is

down.
At the day of date of euen-songe,
On oure byfore the sonne go doun.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 529.

'Tis Hesperus there he stands with glittering crown,
First admonition that the sun is doim .'

Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey.

8. From an erect or standing to a prostrate or

overturned position or condition : as, to beat
down the walls of a city ;

to knock a man down.

The creest and the coronalle, the claspes of sylver,

Clenly with his clubb he crasschede doune at onez.

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1108.

Pelleas . . .

Cast himself down ; and ... lay
At random looking over the brown earth.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

9. In or into a low, fallen, overturned, pros-
trate, or downcast position or condition, as a
state of discomfiture ; at the bottom or lowest

point, either literally or figuratively : as, never
kick a man when he is down; to put down a
rebellion ; to be taken down with a fever.

And thys holy place ys callyd Sancta Maria De Spasimo.
Seynt Elyne byldyd a chirche ther, but yt ys Downs.

Torkington, Diarie of Ellg. Travel!, p. 32.

He that is down needs fear no fall.

Banyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

His [Shaftesbury'sl disposition led him generally to do
his utmost to exalt the side which was up, and to depress
the side which was doum. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

There is a chill air surrounding those who are down in
the world. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iv. 2.

Hence 10. Into disrepute or disgrace ;
so as

to discredit or defeat : as, to preach down error
;

to write down an opponent or his character; to
run dffivn a business enterprise.

He shar'd our dividend o' the crown
We had so painfully preach'd down.

S. Butler, Hudibras.
11. On or to the ground.
No shot did ever hit them, nor could ever any Conspir-

ator attaine that honor as to get them down?.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 44.

In our natural Pace one Foot cannot he up till the
other be down. Howett, Letters, I. iii. 1.

12. On the counter; hence, in hand: as, he
bought it for cash down ; he paid part down and
gave his note for the balance.

I will kneel to you, pray for you, pay down
A thousand hourly vows, sir, for your health.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

Can't you trust one another, without such Earnest
dawn >

Steele, Conscious Lovers, iii. 1.

1750

13. Elliptically: in an imperative or interjec-

tional use, the imperative verb (go, come, get,

fall, kneel, etc.) being omitted, (a) Used absolute-

ly : as, down / dog, down /

Down, therefore, and beg mercy of the dnke.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Down, thou climbing sorrow,

Thy element's below ! Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

(b) Followed by with, being then equivalent to a transitive

verb with down (put, pull, take down), in either a literal

or a denunciatory sense : as, doirn with the sail ! down
with it ! down with tyranny !

Down with the palace, fire it Drydm.

14. On paper or in a book: with write, jot, set,

put, or other verb applicable to writing.
This day is holy ; doe ye write it down*,
That ye for ever it remember may.

Spenser, Epithalamion.

Doesn't Mr. Fosbrook let you take places for a play be-

fore it is advertised, and set you down for a box for every
new piece through the season ? Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

15. In place, position, or occupation; firmly;

closely.
He [a worshiper] that sees another composed in his

behaviour throughout, and fixed down to the holy duty he

is engaged in, grows ashamed of his own indifference and

indecencies, his spiritual dissipations and dryness.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xix.

Down Charge ! a command to a dog to lie down, used
when shooting with pointers or setters. Down east, in

or into Maine or the regions bordering on the eastern sea-

coast of New England. [U. S.] Down in the mouth.
See mouth. Down south, in or into the Southern States.

[U. S.] Down to date. See dofei. Down with the

dust, down with the helm, etc. See the nouns. To
back down, bear down, bring down, etc. See the

verbs. To be down at heel. See heel\ . To be down
on one's luck, to be in ill luck. To be down upon or

on, to fall upon ;
attack ; berate ; hence, to be angry or

out of humor with. [Colloq.J

Be kerful yer don't git no green ones in among 'em, else

Hepsy '11 be down on me. //. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 180.

To come down on, to come down with. See come.

To lay down, figuratively, to state or expound, especial-

ly emphatically or authoritatively : as, to lay down a prin-

ciple. To lay down the law, to give emphatic com-
mands or reproof. Union down. See fag of distress,

uiiderto/s.Up and down. Seewp.
down2 (doun), prep. [Early mod. E. also downe,
doune; < down, adv. Cf. adown, prep., of which
down 2 is an aphetic form. The prepositional
use of the aphetic form does not appear in ME.
or AS.] 1. In a descending direction upon or

along, either literally, as from a higher toward
a lower level or position, or from a point or

place which is regarded as higher ;
adown : as,

to glance down a page ; to ramble down the val-

ley ;
to sail down a stream; an excursion down

the bay; down the road.

Many do travel downe this river from Turin to Venice.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 97.

When the wind is down the range, i. e., blowing from
the archer toward the target, the elevation of the bow-hand
must be lessened. M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 39.

2. Along the course or progress of : as, down the

ages. Down the country, toward the sea, or toward
the part where rivers discharge their waters into the ocean.

down2 (doun), a. and n. [< down 2
, adv.] I. a.

1. Cast or directed downward; downcast; de-

jected : as, a down look.

Thou art so down, upon the least disaster !

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

A down countenance he had, as if he would have looked

thirty mile into hell. Middleton, The Black Book.

2f. Downright; plain; positive.
Her many down denials. Fletcher, Valentinlan.

3. Downward; that goes down, or on a road

regarded as down : as, a down train or boat.
Down beat, in music : (a) The downward motion of a con-
ductor's hand or baton, by which the primary and initial

accent or pulse of each measure is marked, (b) The ac-

cent or pulse thus marked. Down bow, in violin-play-

iny, the stroke of the bow from nut to point, made by low-

ering the right arm : often indicated by the sign i i.

II. n. A downward movement ; a low state
;

a reverse : as, the ups and downs of fortune.

A woman who had age enough, and experience enough
in downs as well as ups. F. Ii. Stockton, The Dusantes, iii.

down2 (doun), v. [< down2
, adv.] I. trans. To

cause to go down, (o) To put, throw, or knock down ;

overthrow ; subdue : as, to down a man with a blow.

The hidden beauties seem'd in wait to lie,
To down proud hearts that would not willing die.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

I remember how you downed Beauclerck and Hamilton,
the wits, once at our house. Mine. D'Arblay.

(b) To discourage ; dishearten ; dispirit [Obsolete or col-

loquial in both senses.]

The
lusty Courser, that late scorn'd the ground,

Now lank and lean, with crest and courage downd.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

II. intrans. To go down, (a) To descend; sink;
fall.

When one pulleth down his fellow, they must needs
down both of them. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

downcastness

And you may know by my size that I have a kind of

alacrity in sinking ;
if the bottom were as deep as hell, I

should down. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5.

If we must doum, let us like cedars fall.

Beau, and Fl. (Y), Faithful Friends, v. 1.

Does he instantly down upon his knees in mute, be-

cause ecstatic, acknowledgment of the Highest?
H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 301.

(b) To go down the throat
; hence, to be palatable ;

be ac-

ceptable or trustworthy.

This will not down with me ; I dare not trust

This fellow. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

If he at any time calls for victuals between meals, use
him nothing but dry bread. If he be hungry more than

wanton, bread alone will down. Locke, Education, 14.

down3 (doun), n. [Early mod. E. also dotnie,

doune; < ME. down, downe, doun= MLG. dune,
LG. dune (> G. daune), f. (perhaps of Scand.

origin), = Icel. dunn, m., = Sw. Dan. dun,
down. Prob. not connected with MD. donse,

donst, down, flock, pollen, D. dons, down: see

dust.] 1. The fine soft covering of fowls under
the feathers ;

the fine soft feathers which con-

stitute the under plumage of birds, as dis-

tinguished from contour-feathers, particularly
when thick and copious, as in swans, ducks,
and other water-fowls. The eider-duck yields
most of the down of commerce. See down-

feather.
He has laid her on a bed of down, his ain dear Annie.

Bonnie Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 48).

Instead of Down, hard Beds they chose to have,
Such as might bid them not forget their Grave.

Cowley, Davideis, i.

2. The first feathering of a bird; the downy
plumage or floccus with which a prsecocial bird

is clothed when hatched, or that which an al-

tricial bird first acquires. 3. The soft hair of

the human face when beginning to appear.
Here they also found the statue ... of naked Castor,

having a hat on his head, his chin a little covered with
doune. Sandys, Travailes, p. 224.

The first down begins to shade his face. Dryden.

4. A fine soft pubescence upon plants and some
fruits ; also, the light feathery pappus or coma
upon seeds by which they are borne upon the

wind, as in the dandelion and thistle.

As he saith, in truncke who wol hem doo
Must pike away the downe of alle the tree.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 195.

A part of Margaret's work for the season was gleaning
from the bounties of forest and field ; and, aided by Rose,
she got quantities of walnuts, chestnuts, and vegetable
down. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

In the down, downy ; covered with down-feathers, as a

chick, duckling, orgoslingwhenjusthatched. Seejloccus.
To drive down. See drive.

downa (dou'na). [Sc. i. e., dow na : see dow* ;

na = E.no,adv.,not; cf . canna3
, dinna.] Can-

not. See dow1
,
3. [Scotch.]

downbear (doun'bar), v. t. [< down2
, adv., +

bear1 .] To bear down; depress.
down-beard (doun'berd), n. The downy or

winged seed of the thistle. [Rare.]
It is frightful to think how every idle volume flies abroad

like an idle globular downbeard, embryo of new millions.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 263.

down-bed (doun'bed), n. A bed stuffed with

down; hence, a very soft, luxurious bed.

You must not look for down-beds here, nor hangings,
Though I could wish ye strong ones.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i. 4.

down-by (doun'bi), adv. [< down2
, adv., + by,

adv.] Down the way. [Scotch.]
downcast (doun'kast), a. and n. I. a. 1. Cast or

directed downward: as, a downcast eye or look.

Eyes downcast for shame.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 144.

Hence 2. Depressed; dejected: as, & down-
cast spirit.
Downcast he [Lessing] could never be, for his strongest

instinct, invaluable to him also as a critic, was to see

things as they really are.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 315.

3. In mining, descending. The current of air taken
from the surface to ventilate the interior of a coal-mine
is called the downcast current, and the shaft through which
it is conveyed the downcast shaft.

II. n. 1. A downward look: generally im-

plying sadness or pensiveness.
That down-cosf of thine eye, Olympias,
Shews a fine sorrow.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 2.

I saw the respectful Downcast of his Eyes, when you
catcht him gazing at you during the Musick.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

2. In mining, the ventilating shaft down which
the air passes in circulating through a mine,

downcastness (douu'kast-nes), n. The state

of being downcast
; dejectedness.

Your doubts to chase, your downcastness to cheer.

D. X. Moir.



downcome

downcome (doim'kum), M. [< down2 + come.]
A tumbling or falling down; especially, a sud-

den or heavy fall
; hence, ruin

;
destruction.

Ye sail William Wallace sec,
Wi' tllr */(/"// en/,/-- of Koliill Hood.
Sir H'iUiaM Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 242).

When ever Hie Po[>e shall fall, If Ills mine bee not like

the SHI I. If ii :inii-n rfi //!''< it n Tuwre, the Bishops, when they
see him tottering, will leave him.

M </t"u, Reformation in I'.n^., 1.

down-draft, down-draught (doun'draft), .

1. A downward draft or current of air, as in

a chimney, the shaft of a mine, etc. 2. A
burden

; anything that draws one down, espe-

cially in worldly circumstances : as, he has

been a down-draft on me. [Scotch pron. don'-

dracht.]
downdraw (dmm Mra), . Same as down-draft.
down-east (doun'esf), prep. phr. as a. Coming
from or living in the northeastern part of New
England: as, a down-east farmer. [U. 8.]
down-easter (doun'es'ter), n. One living
"down cast'' from the speaker: sometimes ap-

plied to New Euglanders generally, but spe-
cifically to the inhabitants of Maine. [U. 8.]
downed (dound), a. [< down3 + -cd2 ;

= Dan.

dunet.] Covered or stuffed with down.
Their nest so deeply downed. Young.

downfall (doun'fal), . [< down* + fall.] 1.

A falling downward ;
a fall

;
descent : as, the

downfall of a stream.
K:u-h thnrn/nll of a flood the mountains pour
Knuii tlirir rich bowels rolls 11 silver stream.

Dryden.

2f. What falls downward ; a waterfall.

Those cataracts or down/alii. Holland.

3f. A pit ;
an abyss.

Catrafosso [It. 1, a deepe, hollowe, vgly or dreadfull ditch,

hole, pit, den, treneh, gulfe, dungeon or downfall. Florin.

4. Descent or fall to a lower position or stand-

ing ; complete failure or overthrow
;
ruin : as,

the downfall of Napoleon.
The duke Is virtuous, mild ; and too well given
To dream on evil, or to work my downfall.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1.

6. Waning; decay. [Rare.]
'Tween the spring and downfall of the light.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

6. A kind of trap in which a weight or missile

falls down when the set is sprung ; a deadfall.

See the extract.

Another native method of destroying those animals

[hippopotamuses] is by means of a trap known as therfotm-

/"". consisting of a heavy wooden l>eam armed at one end
with a poisoned spear-head and suspended by the other
to a forked pole or overhanging branch of a tree. The
cord by which the beam is suspended descends to the path
beneath, across which it lies ii such a manner as to be set

free the Instant it Is touched by the foot of the passing
hippopotamus ; the Ijeam thus liberated immediately de-

scends, and the poisoned weapon passes into the head or
back of the luckless beast, whose death in the adjacent
stream takes place soon after. Encyc. Brit., XI. 866.

downfallen (doun'fa'ln), a. Fallen
; ruined.

Let us ...
II n], I fast the mortal sword ; and, like good men,
Bestride our diiutn-fall'n blrthdom.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

The land is now divorced by the down/alien steep cliffs

on the farther side. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

down-feather (doun'feTH'er), n. In ornith., a
feather, generally of small size compared with
a contour-feather, characterized by a downy
or plumulaceous structure throughout ; a plu-
mule. See plum n I/.

l>:i-,ih-tithers. . . are characterized by a downy struc-
ture throughout. They more or less completely invest the

body, luit :nv almost always hidden Iwneath the contour-
feathers ; like pudding about the bases of the latter.

Cowed, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 86.

downerowth (doun'groth), . The act of grow-
ing downward; the product of a downward
growth.
This space subsequently becomes enclosed by definite

walls by the daimyroiM of the mesoblast in this region.
Microg. Science, XXVIL 362.

dpwn-gyvedt (doun'jivd), a. Hanging down
like the loose links of fetters. [Bare.]

His stockings foul'd,

Vugarter'd, and doim-yyvfd to his ancle,

Shalt., Hamlet, ii. 1.

downhaul (doun'hal), n. Xaut., a rope by
which a jib, staysail, gaff-topsail, or studding-
sail is hauled down when sat.

1 ... sprang past several, threw the duwnhaul over
the windlass, and jumped between the knightheads out
upon the bowsprit.

K. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 32.

Peak downhaul. See ;o*.
downhearted (doun'har'ted), a. Dejected; de-

pressed; discouraged.

1751

Dlnna be overly down-hearted, when ye see how won-

derfully ye are ta'en care o'. Gait.

downhill (doun'hil),/>re/>. phr. as a. [< down2
,

/ircp.,
+ hill 1 .] Sloping downward ;

descend-

ing; declining.
And the first steps a downhill greensward yields.

Comjreoe.

downiness (dou'ni-nes), . 1. The quality of

being downy. 2. Knowingness; cunuingness;
artfulness; cuteness. [Slang.]
Downingia (dou-nin'ji-S), . [NL., named
after A. J. Downing, a horticulturist and land-

scape-gardener of New York (1815-52).] A
small lobeliaceous genus of Californian plants,

consisting of low annuals with showy blue and
white flowers. They are occasionally cultivated

for ornament.
downland (doun'land), n. [< downl + land.

Cf. AS. dunland, hilly land, < dun, a hill, + land,

land.] Land characterized by downs,

downless(doun'les), a. [< down3 + -less.] Hav-

ing no down.
Beauty and love advanc'd

Their ensigns in the downltm rosy faces

Of youths and maids, led after by the graces.
Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leander, v.

This callow boy with his downleti cheek eclipsed the

graybeards. llarper'i Mag., LXXVI. 621.

downlooked (doun'lukt), a. Having a down-
cast countenance; dejected; gloomy; sullen.

Jealousy suffused, with jaundice in her eyes.

Discolouring all she view'd, in tawny dress'd ;

Downlook'd, and with a cuckoo on her ftst.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 489.

downlying (doun'li-ing), n. and a. [Sc.] I. .

1. The time of retiring to rest ; time of repose.
2. The time at which a woman is to give

birth to a child
; lying-in : as, she's at the down-

lying.
II. o. About to lie down or to be in travail

of childbirth.

downpour (doun'por), n. [< down 2 4- pour.]
A pouring down

; especially, a heavy or con-
tinuous shower.
The rain, which had been threatening all day, now de-

scended in torrents, and we landed in a perfect downpour.
Lady Brattey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. viii.

downright (douu'rit), adv. [< ME. downright,

dounrif/ht, dounryht, also with adv. gen. suffix

dounrightes, earliest form dunriht, dunrihte, <

dun, down, + rihte, adv., right, straight: see

down2
, adv., and right, adv. Cf. upright.'] 1.

Right down ; straight down ; perpendicularly.
A stoon or tyle under the roote enrounde.
That it goo nought douneriyht a stalke alloone,
But sprede aboue.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 56.

A giant's slain in fight,
Or mow'd o'erthwart, or cleft downright.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

2. In plain terms; without ceremony or cir-

cumlocution.
Fairies, away :

We shall chide downright, if I longer stay.

Shak., M. N. D., Ii. 2.

3. Completely ; thoroughly ; utterly : as, he is

downright mad.
God gaf the dom hymselue,

That Adam and Eue and bus issue alle

Sholden deye doun-ryht and dwelle in peyne euere,
V f the! touchede the treo and of the (rut eten.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 199.

He Is a downright witty companion, that met me here

purposely to be pleasant and eat a Trout.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 84.

4. Forthwith ; without delay ;
at once.

This paper put Mrs. Bull in such a passion that she fell

downright into a lit. Arbuthnot.

downright (doun'rit), a. [< downright, adr.]
1. Directed vertically; coming straight down.

I cleft his beaver with a downright blow.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., 1. 1.

The low thunders of a sultry sky
Far-rolling ere the downright lightnings glare.

Whittier, What of the Day.

2. Directly to the point; plain; unambiguous;
unevasive.

I would rather have a plain downright wisdom than
a foolish and affected eloquence. B. Jonion, Discoveries.

3. Using plain, direct language; accustomed
to express opinions directly and bluntly ; blunt.

Your downright captain still,

I'll live and serve you.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

Reverend Cranmer, learned Ridley, downright Latimer,
zealous Bradford, patient Hooper.

fuller, Sermon of Reformation, p. 17.

4. Complete; absolute; utter.

If they proceed upon any other footing, it is downright
folly. Bacon, Moral Fables, iv., ExpL

downward
None could enter Into life but those that were In down-

riijht earnest. Huuthri/, llunyan, p. si.

It Is downright madness to strike where we him n<.

power to hurt xir Ii. I. I

downrightness (doun'rit-nes), n. Direct or

plain dealing.

Nay, was not Andreas in very deed a man of order,

courage, downrightneiu t Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 66.

downrush (doun'rush), n. A rushing down.

[Rare.]
A downruth of comparatively cool vapours.

A. M. Clerke, Astron. In 19th Cent, p. 201.

The doinirwihr* of the gases, which, though absolutely

intensely hot, are relatively cool. Stoket, Light, p. 2S8.

downset (doun'set), a. In her., removed from
its place by its own width. Thus, a bend down-
get is cut in two, and the two parts are slipped

past each other until they touch at one point

only. Double downset, in Itrr., having a piece cut out
and slipped past by the width of the ordinary, so as to

touch the remaining parts at two points only.

down-share (doun'shar), n. In England, a

breast-plow used to pare off the turf on downs.

downsitting (doun'sit'ing), M. The act of sit-

ting down ; repose ;
a resting.

Thou knowcst my dowiaitliny anil mine uprising.
Ps. cxxxlx. 2.

downsome (doun'sum), a. [< dow>ft, adv., +
-some.] Low-spirited; melancholy. [Colloq.]
When yon left us at 'Frisco we felt pretty dowmome.

F. R. Stockton, The Dnsantes, ill.

down-stairs (doun'starz'), prep. phr. as adv.

Down the stairs; below; to or on a lower floor:

as, he went or is down-stairs.

down-stairs (doun'starz), prep. phr. as a. Per-

taining or relating to, or situated on, the lower
floor of a house : as, he is in one of the down-
stairs rooms.

downsteepyt (doun'ste'pi), a. Having a great
declivity.
He came to a craggy and doimuteepju rock.

Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays (1613), p. 197.

down-stream (doun'strem'), prep. phr. as adr.

With or in the direction of the current of a
stream.
downtake (doun'tak), n. In engin., an air-pas-

sage leading downward ; speci6cally, sucn a

passage leading from above to the furnaces or

blowers of a marine boiler.

downthrow (doun'thro), n. In
mining,

a dislo-

cation of the strata by which any bed of rock
or seam of coal has been brought into a posi-
tion lower than that it would otherwise have

occupied. See dislocation and fault.
down-tree (doun'tre), n. The Ochroma Lago-
pus, of tropical America: so called from the

woolly covering of the seeds.

downtrodden, downtrod (doun'trod'n, -trod),
a. Trodden down

; trampled upon ; tyrannized
over.
The most underfoot and downtrodden vassals of perdi-

tion. Milton, Reformation in Eng.

downward, downwards (doun'ward, -wardz),
adv. [< ME. dounward, duncward, dunward,
also with adv. gen. suffix dounwardes, late AS.
aduneweard, < ddune, adown, down, + -weard,
-ward : see down2, adv., and -ward.] 1. From a

higher to a lower place, condition, or state.

Ever in motion ; now 'tis Faith ascends,
Now Hope, now Charity, that upward tends,
And doimward* with diffusive good descends.

Dryden, Eleonora.

Her hand half-clench'd
Went faltering sideways downward to her belt.

Tennyton, Merlin and Vivien.

2. In a course or direction from a head, origin,

source, or remoter point in space or in time :

as, water flows downward toward the sea; to

trace successive generations downward from
the earliest records.

A ring the county wears,
That downward hath succeeded in his house.

Shak., All's Well, Hi. 7.

3. In the lower parts ;
as regards the lower

parts or extremities.

And also for he bathe Lordschipe aboven alle Bestes :

therfore make thei the halfendel of Ydole of a man np-
wardes, and the tother half of an Ox dounwardes.

Manderille, Travels, p. 166.

Dagon his name ; sea monster, upward man
And doirnieanl fish. Milton, P. L., 1. 462.

downward (doun'ward), a. [< downward, adv.]
1 . Moving or tending from a higher to a lower

place, condition, or state ; taking a descending
direction, literally or figuratively : as, the down-
icarcicourse of a mountain path,or of adrunkard.

With ilotrniranl force,
That drove the sand along, he took his way,
And roll'd his yellow billows to the sea. Dryden.
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sKsKrSB!s- '"- S5iAtt^tiS&gS; pFir^lS^SI^HTennyson, Fair Women. 5
J| < ,;0/(ril; tginij expect: see dogma.] A lection of twelve things; twelve units, u

2 Descending from a head, origin, or source: hymn or psalm of praise to God; a form of with or without of: as, a doze eggs, or a dozen

ij** course of a rfver ;
a dovn- ^SSSjSj^Sjj'yS^ff^ SHCTtt^-JMSward tracing of records. specifically, the Gloria m i,xcelsis or great aox-

.*_ _*i Ti,n. A ^. 1 . . . , . i. j-l*"-v/\1/\rrv rtf
,

ology, the Gloria Patri or lesser doxology, or
thiugs to attend to at once.

some metrical ascription to the Trinity, like
How sweet it were, hearing the downward stream,

With half-shut eyes ever to seem . r

^&fSrr^ 5a^^*^*5v
downwardly (douu'ward-h), a*>. In a down- the gancfua or seraphic Hymn, founded

^on
Isa.

vi.^ 3,^to
a

Infinitely"great number : as, I have a dozen
Abbreviated doz.

ward direction. [Bare.] series of Halleluiahs (see Kev. xix. 4, 6), to metrical forms

of the Gloria Patri, and to other metrical ascriptions to

I bought you a dozen of shirts to your back.

S/iafr.,lHen. IV., iii. 3.

Perch'd about the knolls,

A dozen angry models jetted steam.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

Aframe . ,. is cushioned between sprin^which^,- ^ a^^Z^^FWS*^ *, In old Eng. law, a municipaltotrict con-

ten the jar/whether the latter be communicated upwardly ^nnon Vs'sornVtimeVcaUed a doxology.
or downwardly. Electric Jtev. (Amer.), 1JI. INO. M.

downwards, adv. See downward.

downweed (doun'wed), n. [< down* + weed1
.]

sisting originally of twelve families or house-
_ _ itAi.i j.-., Q i,.,., i , . t rT.

,

An old English name for a species of cudweed,

Filago Germanica.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 228.

rising
A different sin downweiyhs them to the bottom.

'

An express doxology or adoration, which is apt and fit holders. Compare tithing, riding^, hundred. [In

to conclude all our prayers and addresses to
God.^ ^ ^ this sense only historical, and usually spelled

dozein.']

The court there held clearly, that where a man of a

Dozein is amerced in the Hundred, or Leet, that his cattle

shall be taken, i. e., distrained well enough in what Place

soever they are found within the Hundred, altho' it is in
'

t. Vide 15 Eliz. Dyer, 322 a.

Richard Godfrey's Case (1615), 11 Coke, 45.

To which Leets come three Deciners with their Dozein,

The Psalms, . . . united three or four together under a

ingle Doxolomj, came next, according to their present

lent, in the version of the Great Bible.

R W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

_ _ ""."" "} ,. ;v" RiKio JJozem is amerced in tne nuncireii, or i^eei, mut u

*53ft^JiS^es m '"w> g^n^*'^^' wfesaJsfiS^*down, depre W
dQxy (dok

,

gi)) _
.

pl- doxies (
.siz ). [Also for- another Dozein. Vide 15 Eliz. Dyer, 322 a.

merly doxie, doccy; a slang or cant term, prob.

3sis?!rsrH /. *JSF *JSft?f ^^Wz^fitttt^ttgRg
downy1 <^k- ^ +

-^
="' ^tS^fE^AjS^A ^^^S^!^^^^^ing downs ; containing downs. ^ dim Qf^ LG dokke> a bundl6) Suppo8ed the stat(lte for y ,ew of Frankpledge made 18 E. 2, one

The Forest of Dartmore. and the downy part ol
to be tlle game word ag <j

j(.,
a dou : see under of the articles for stewards in their Leets to enquire of, is,,

ton, Islington, Bridford, Ac.
if all the Dozeins be In the assise of our Lord the King,

0. Doxy, Moll, what's that?

Cowell, Diet, and Interpreter.

Bakers' dozen. See baker. Long dozen, devil's

dozen. Same as bakers' dozen (which see, under b
So doth the swan her doimy cygnets save.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3.

2. Having the character or structure of down; re8t more^agreeable

resembling down : as, downy plumage.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.There lies a doimy feather.

Methinks I see the Midnight God appear,
In all his downy Pomp array'd.

Congreve, On Mrs. Hunt.

8. Made of down or soft feathers.

Belinda still her downy pillow press'd ;

Her guardian sylph prolonged
the balmy rest.

4. Soft; soothing; calm.

Malcolm ! awake !

Shake off this domvi sleep, death's counterfeit.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

6. Knowing; cunning: as, a downy cove.

[Slang.]

.If. Hiswench. Middletonand Dekker, Roaring Girl, i.l.
dozene(J (do'znd), a. [As doze + -en + -ed?.]

~

i no relish above sensations ;
he finds

Spiritless; impotent; withered. Jirockett. [Prov.
ble than motion ; and while he has a SF -,

doxy, never reflects that he deserves to J^ng.j , _, * r.

Steele, Spectator, No. 6. dozener (duz'n-er), n. [Early mod. E. and his-

n'-> TF a dean- see dean* 1 torically dozeiner, doziner, dosiner, etc., < ME.
a ), n. [*., a <M

I

JJJJJJV dozenierj < OF. (AF.) dozenier, < do-

warm fire and his di

be whipped.

doyen (dwo-yan
A dean.
Some years ago I submitted this emendation to the

doyen of all Shakespearians, Mr. HaUtwell-Phillipps, ask-

ing his opinion. JT. and Q., 7th ser., III. 264.

',
n. See doily.

See doilt.

Wae worth that brandy, burning trash ! . . .

Twins mony a poor, doylt, dmcken hash,
O' half his days.

Burns, Scotch Drink.

doz. A common abbreviation of dozen.

zaine. a dozen : see dozen. The word appears
to have become confused with decenner, deciner,

etc.: see decenner.] If. One who belongs to

the municipal district called a dozen. 2. A
ward constable; a city constable. [Local, Eng.]

The Police of the city [Litchfleld] is efficient. It con-

sists of 19 constables, termed dozeners, who are appointed
by the different wards. They were formerly confined to

their own wards, but are now appointed for the whole city

generally. Munieip. Corp. Reports (1835), p. 1926.

.
; pret. and pp. dozed, ppr. dozing, dozenth (duz'nth), a. [<. dozen + -th.] Twelfth.

"[Prob. < 'icel. dusa, doze (cf . dvs, also dos, a [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

IH'. J. J.1JU. W1A.TH5\>I;O . - . .

goods, or estate which a woman brings to her
rf takg ft an(J ^^ Ag d rf foolish,

husband in marriage; the portion given with a E ^ . gee $ and words there cited .

wife; dower. See dower* and dot*.
Connection with daze is doubtful.] l.intrans.

I could marry this wench for this device, . . . and ask j rpQ 8]eep lightly or fitfully; especially, to
no other dowry with her, but such Bother jest ^ ^ _. f^j int() &^ gleep unintentionally.

Cain's Line possest sinne as an heritage ;

Seth's, as a dou-ry got by manage.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

The Duke of Guise being slain in the Civil War, the

Queen of Scots Dowry was not paid her in France.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 333.

2. Any gift or reward in view of marriage.
Ask me never so much dowry and gift. Gen. xxxiv. 12.

To his dear tent I'd fly, ...
There tell my quality, confess my flame,
And grant him any dowry that he'd name.

Croxall, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

3. That with which one is endowed; gift ;
en- -&^*%*!>*^ *ft

dowment; possession.

Calm, even-tempered dozers through life. J. Baillie.

When he aroused himself from a nap in church, arose,

and looked sternly about to catch some luckless dozer.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 633.

dozinert, n. Same as decenner.

If he happened to doze a little, the jolly cobbler waked doziness (do'zi-nes), n. [< dozy + -ness.] Drow-

him. Sir R. L'Estrange, siness; heaviness; inclination to sleep. Locke.

Before I dozed off, I was going to tell you what Mr. and dozy (do'zi), a. [< doze + -y
1
.] Drowsy; heavy;

Mrs. Tulliver were talking about. _ inclined to sleep ; sleepy ; sluggish.

The yawning youth, scarce half awake,George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 1.

2. To be in a state of drowsiness ; be dull or

half asleep: as, to doze over a book.

The poppied sails doze on the yard.
Loivell, Appledore. dpt.

His lazy limbs and dozy head essays to raise.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, ill.

Dp. Chemical symbol of decijrium.

How can the Pope doze on in decency ?

He needs must wake up also, speak his word.
Dr.
dr.

An abbreviation of deponent.
An abbreviation of debtor and doctor.

An abbreviation of dram and drams.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. B7.

.p^^ ^ abbreyiation of dead-reckoning.
Byn. Drowse Slmnber, etc. See sleep. drab1 (drab), n. [Early mod. E. drabbe; prob.
II. trans. 1. To pass or spend in drowsiness : \ j drabog = Gael, drabag, a slut, slattern,
! tn rtnpA O.WQV nnfl'a t.iTnA -.. , TrL. i_ j' i__.-..-

as, to doze away one's time.

Chiefless armies dozed out the campaign.

.

cf. Gael, drabach, dirty, slovenly, drabaire, a
Adorn'd with wisedome and with chastitie,
And all the dowries of a noble mind.

Spenser, Daphnaida, 1. 216. icitvTOU ^ . ^^ ,,., ,

Every rational creature has all nature for his dowry and 2. To make dull; overcome as with drowsi- of ma]t whence Gael, drabhag, dregs, lees,
estate. Emerson, Misc., p. 24. ness. [Rare or obsolete.] little filthy siattern, drabhas, filth, obscenity,
dowse1

,
v. See dowse1 . Dozed with much work. Pepys. foul weather. Prob. connected with draff, q.v.j

dowse2
,
v. and n. See doM*e2.

floze (doz), n. [< doze, v. i.] A light sleep; a 1. A slut; a slattern.

fitful slumber.
It was no more than ... a slight slumber, or a morn-

ing doze at most. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 15.

To bed, where half in doze I seem'd
To float about. Tennyson, Princess, L

(duz'n), n. [Early mod. E. also dosen,

dowser, n. See douser.

dowsett, n. See doucet, 3.

dowstt (doust), n. [See dusft, douse2 .] A stroke.

How sweetly does this fellow take his dowst.

Stoops like a camel !

Fletcher (and another"!), Nice Valour, iv. 1.

Cl. \JTttCl. I*/ Wl/ltl/K, V4I1 V
,
Olv 2"*,7 ,

'

al . slovenly man, < Ir. drab, a spot, stain; prob.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 617.

relato/to Ip _ ;nd Gael . dVa6A, drkff, the grains

Palsgrave.

dowtt, dowtet,
doubfl.

Drabbe, a slut, [F.] vilotiere.

So at an Irish funeral appears
A train of drabs, with mercenary tears.

W. King, Art of Cookery.

2. A strumpet ;
a prostitute.

If your worship will take order for the drabs and the

Middle English forms of dozein, dosein, dozan, < ME. dozeyn, dozeyne, knaves, yon need not to fear the bawds..

Shak., M. for M., ii. I.
doseyn, dosain, etc. (= D. dozijn = MHG. duc-

dowvet, n. An obsolete form of dotie1 . Chaucer, zend, MG. tusin, tossin, G. dutzend = Dan. dusin drab1
(drab), n. i. ; pret. and pp. drabbed, ppr.

doxological (dok-so-loj'i-kal), a. [< doxology = Sw. ditssin = Russ. duizhina, a dozen), < OF. drabbing. [< drafci, n.] To associate with
+ -ical.] Pertaining to of of the_nature of a dozaine, douzaine, dosaine, dozeine, dozeyne, a strumpets.

dozen, a number of twelve (in various uses), a o, he's the most courteous physician,
You may drink or drab in 's company freely.

tiftcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn.

doxology ; giving praise to God. Bp. Hooper.
doxologize (dok-sol'o-jiz), v. i.

; pret. and pp. judicial or municipal district so called (F. dou-

doxologized, ppr. doxologizing. [< Gr. fio^oy-civ, zaine = Pr. dotzena = Sp. docena = Pg. duzia

give glory to, + E. -ire.] To give glory to God, = It. dozzina, a dozen), prop. fern, of dozain, drab2 (drab), . and a. [Orig. a trade-name,
as in a doxology. Also spelled doxologise. Sai- douzain, douzin, dosin, adj., twelve, as a noun a being a particular application (simple

'

cloth,

ley, 1727. dozen, a twelfth part (with suffix -ain, E. -an, i. e., undyed cloth I) of F. drop, cloth: see

doxology (dok-sol'6-ji), n.
; pi. doxologies (-jiz). -en, < L. -anus), < doze, dome, F. douze = Pr. drape.] I. n. 1. A thick woolen cloth of a yel-

[= F. doxologie = Pg. It. doxologia; < ML. dox- dotze = Sp. doce = Pg. doze = It. dodiei, < L. lowish-gray color. 2. A yellowish-gray tint.



drab

II. a. Of a yellowish-gray color, like the

cloth so called.

drab ;t (drab), M. [Origin obscure.] A kind of

wooden box used in salt-works for holding the

salt when taken out of the boiling-pans. Its

bottom is shelving or inclining, that the water
may drain off.

Draba (dra'bji), n. [NL., < Gr. Apafin, a plant,
l.i'/iiitiinii Draba.] A genus of cruciferous

plants, low herbaceous perennials, or rarely an-

nuals, often cespitose, distinguished by ovate
or oblong many-seeded pods with flat nerve-
less valves parallel to the broad septum. There
are ahoitt 100 species, mostly natives of the colder ami
mountainous regions of the northern hemisphere, of

which SO are found in North America, chicliy in the west-
ern ranges of mountains and in arctic regions. The whit-

low-grass of Europe, D. MTM, abo Introduced into some
parts of the United .States, is a small winter annual and
one of the earliest spring flowers.

drabbert (drab'er), n. [< drafti, v., + -erl.]
One who keeps company with drabs.

I well know him
For a most insatiate drabber.

Maanniirr, City Madam, iv. 2.

drabbets (draVets), n. [Prob. ult. < F. dra/i,
cloth ; cf. rfr62 .] A coarse linen fabric or
duck made at Barnsley in England.
drabbing (drab'ing), n. [Verbal n. of draft1

,
v. ]

The practice of associating with strumpets, or

drabs.
Which of all the virtues

(But dntnkenness, and drabbing, thy two morals)
llave not I reach'd?

Beau, and Ft., Four Plays in One.

<lrd HI : see draw.]

Obverse. Reverse.

Drachma of Phxstus in Crete, about 400 B. C.
struck on the /Eginettc system. British Mu.
seum. ( Size of the original. >

drabbishi (draVish), a. [< drafti + -w/

ing the qualities of a drab
;
sluttish.

Hav-

I raarkte the drabbi*he, sorcerers,
And harde their dismal! spell.

Dranl, it. of Horace's Satires, i. 8.

drabbisha (drab'ish), a. [< drafts +
Somewhat of the color of drab.

drabble (drab'l), v.
; pret. and pp. drabbled,

ppr. drabbling. [< ME. drabelen, drablen, also

dravelen (and in comp. bedrabelen, bidravelen,

bedrabble), slabber, soil, drabble, = LG. draft-

beln, slaver, dribble, = Dan. drme, twaddle,
drivel. Another form of drireft and dribble2 .

Prob. ult. connected with draft1.] I. trans. To
draggle ;

make dirty, as by dragging in mud and
water ; wet and befoul : as, to drabble a gown
or a cloak.

II. intrans. To fish for barbels with a rod
and a long line passed through a piece of lead.

drabble (drab'l), . [< drabble, >.] Ragged
and dirty people collectively ; rabble.

He thought some Presbyterian rabble
In test-repealing spite were come to flout him,
Or some fierce Alethodistic drabble.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar).

drabbler (drab'lfer), n. [Also written drabler;

appar. < drabble, u.] Naut., in sloops and schoon-
ers, a small additional sail, sometimes laced to

the bottom of a bonnet (which is itself an ad-
ditional sail) on a square sail, to give it a

greater depth or more drop.
And took our drablers from our bonnets straight,
And severed our bonnet* from the courses.
Gretnc and Lodge, Looking Glass for Loud, and Eng.

drabbletailt (drab'1-tal), n. A slattern.

Dracaena (dra-se'na), n. [NL., named with
reference to its producing the resin called drag-
on's-blood ; < LL. dracaiHa, a she-dragon, < Gr.

fpdnaiva, fern, of fpanuv, a serpent, a dragon.] A
genus of liliaceous trees, natives of the tropical
regions of Af-

rica, Asia, and
Polynesia, in-

cluding about
35 species. The
leaves are large,
lanceolate, and
entire, often
somewhat fleshy,
and are borne in

tuft- at the ends
of the branches.
The flowers are
small and the
fruit is barrnte.
Various species
are cultivated in

peenhouses
and : * '

; V -^in ornamental .WT/k^K/ iOMV;..

grounds on ac-
comitof their full,

age anil tropical
habit, though
snmr that are
known under the name belong rather to the related ge-
nus Curdylinc. The most remarkable species is the drag-
on-tree, D. Draco, of the Canary Islands, which yields a
resin called dragon's-blood. It is of rapid growth, and at-

tains sometimes a gigantic size. A famous tree at Oro-

'

Dragon-tree (Dracana Draco).

1753

tava, on Tcnerirfc, which was destroyed by a hurrirane In

18(17, was aUut 7.") f< -t liU'h and 79 feet in etrcumf-
near tin' I, ;(-', unit was of nearly the name size in 140*2.

dracanth, . [See <lmijnii<u>>, tragaetmtk.'] Gum
tniKacuiith. See tragacantli.
drachm (drum), . Same as drachma and drm.
drachma (drak'ma), . ; pi. drachma, drachmas
(-me, -mSz). [L.^ also rarely dracliuma, < Gr.

ilpaxp'i, later also dpay/ir/, dial, iapxpii, ddpxtul i

an Attic weight, a Grecian silver coin, lit. as

much as oue can hold in the hand, a handful
;

cf. Spaytui, a handful, a sheaf, ipa$, a handful, a
measure so called, < tpaaatoBai (t/ "Span), grasp,
take by handfuls. The E. forms are drachm,

1. The principal silver coin
oftheancient
Greeks. The
drachma coined

according to the
Attic weight-
system weighed
(normal)},) 67.4

grains ; the
drachma of the
.Kginrtic sys-
tem weighed 97

grains; of the
tineco - Asiatic,
56 grains ; of
the Rhodian, 60

grains : of the Babylonic, 84 grains ; and of the Persian,
88 grains. Roughly speaking, the average value of the
ancient drachma may be said to have been about the same
aa that of the modern one. or the French franc, but its

purchasing power was considerably greater.

By heaven, I had rather coin my heart,
And drop my blood for drachmas. Shak., J. C., Iv. 3.

There's a drachm to purchase gingerbread for thy muse.
JS. Jotaun, Poetaster, iv. 1.

The only cartel I remember In ancient history is that
between Demetrius Poliorcetes and the Rhodians, when
it was agreed that a free citizen should be restored for
1000 drachmas, and a slave bearing arms for 500.

Hunte, Essays, if. 11.

2. A silver coin of the modern kingdom of

Greece, by law of the same value as the French
franc, equal to 19.3 United States cents. It is

divided into 100 lepta. 3. A weight among
the ancient Greeks, being that of the silver

coin. See dram.

dracina, dracine (dra-si'na, dra'sin), n. [NL.
dracina, < L. draco, dragon, in reference to

dragon's blood.] The red resin of the substance
called dragon's-blood, much used to color var-
nishes. Also called draconin.

Draco (dra'ko), . [L. draco (dracon-), < Gr.

Spaxuv (Spanovr-), a serpent, a dragon, a constel-
lation so called, a sea-fish, etc. : see dragon and
drake2.'] 1. One of the ancient northern con-

stellations, the Dragon. 2. [I. c.] A luminous
exhalation from marshy grounds. Imp. Diet.

3. A genus of old-world acrodont lizards, of the

family Agamidce, having a parachute formed of

the integument stretched over extended hinder

ribs, by means of which the animal protracts
its leaps into a kind of flight. Dram volans,
of the Malay peninsula, is the common flying-
lizard or dragon. See dragon, 2.

Dracocephaium (dra-ko-sef'a-lum), n. [NL.,
< Gr. dpaxuv, a dragon, + Ke<fa).r/, head : in ref-

erence to the shape of the corolla.] A genus
of labiate plants, of about 30 species, natives of
the Mediterranean region and temperate Asia,
with a single species indigenous to North Amer-
ica. It is very nearly related to Xepeta. A few species
are occasionally cultivated for their showy flowers or the
fragrance of the foliage. D. Canaricnte has been called
sweet balm or balm of Gilead. A common name for plants
of the genus is dragon't-head.

Draconian (dra-ko'ni-an), a. Same as Draconic.

Refraining from all Draconian legislation, they have
put their faith in a system of ingenious checks and acorn-
plicated formal procedure. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 206.

Draconic (dra-kon'ik), a. [< L. Draco(n-), < Gr.

\PUKUV (Apaxoir-), a person's name, < ipaxuv,
a serpent, dragon: see Draco, dragon."] 1. Of
or pertaining to Draco, archon of Athens in or
about 621 B. c., and one of the founders of the

enlightened Attic polity ; or resembling in se-

verity the code of laws said to have been es-
tablished by him, in which he prescribed the

penalty of death for nearly all crimes for
smaller crimes because they merited it, and
for greater because he knew of no penalty more
severe. Hence 2. Rigorous : applied to any
extremely severe, harsh, or oppressive laws.
3. Relating to the constellation Draco.

Draconlcally (dra-kon'i-kal-i), adv. In a Dra-
conic manner; severely; rigorously.
draconin (drak 6-nin), n. Same as dracina.
Draconinae (drak-o-ni'ne), . /)/. [XL., < Dra-
c/i(n-) + -I/ice.] A subfamily of lizards, of
which the genus Draco is the type. They have

drafflesacked

wing-like lateral expansions of the intrgunient, supported
dy prolonged i ii>-, a meyderale mouth, and Kmall conic In-

cisors. Over 20 species are found in India and adjoining
countries. See cut under ill

draconitest, . [< L. draco(n-), a dragon, +
-ite.] A dragon-stone.

llaue In your rings cytlier a Hmaragd, a Saphlre, or a
Dracanite, which you shall heare for an ornament : for

in stones, as also in hearl>es, there is great elflcacle.

Haber* Book (K. K. T. *.), p. 217.

draconitic(drak-o-nit'ik), a. Sameasdra<-o/i<'.
Draconoidea (drak-o-noi'de-S), n. pi. [NL., <

Draco(n-) + -oidea.J A family of lizards, of

which the genus Draco is the type : now usual-

ly merged in Agamida:.
dracontiasis (drak-on-ti'a-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

dpanuv (ipanovr-), dragon," + -KT/f : see -iasis.]
In pathol., the presence in the tissues of the
Dracunculus medinenxis, and the morbid condi-
tions produced by it. See Dracunculus, 3.

dracontic (dra-kon'tik), a. [< NL. "draconti-

cus, < Gr. as if "A/xucovriKOf, < o/>aiiuv (Spanavr-),

dragon; the dragon's head, L. caput draconis,

being a name formerly given to one of the
nodes of the lunar orbit.] Pertaining to the
nodes of the moon's orbit (called the dragon's
headandtail). A.\sodraconitic.- Dracontic month,
the time which the moon takes in making a revolution
from a node back to that node. On the average, it is 27

days 5 hours 5 minutes 36 seconds, being about 2} hours
shorter than a tropical or periodical month.

dracontine (dra-kon'tin), a. [< Gr. f/Mnov (fpa-

KOVT-), a dragon, + -t'ne1.] Belonging to or of

the character of a dragon.
Dracontium (dra-kon'shi-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

opoKovr/ov, a plant of the arum kind, < ipdnuv
(SpuKovr-), a dragon; "the spots or streaks of

the plant resembling those of the dragon."] 1 .

A genus of araceous plants, natives of tropical
America. There are & or 6 species, which are among
the largest of the order. They have a milky juice, a large
tuberous root, a single very large 3-parted leaf, and a tall

peduncle bearing the very fetid flower. The root of D.

yolypttyllum is said to tie used as a remedy for snake-bites
and as an emmenagogue.
2. [I. r.l The pharmaceutical name for the
root of the skunk-cabbage, Symplocarpus fati-
dus (sometimes called Dracontium fcetidum).
The root is used as an acrid irritant, as an an-

tispasmodic, etc.

Dracunculus (dra-kun'ku-lus), n. [L., dim.
of draco(ii-), dragon, serpent : see Draco, drag-
on.'] 1. An herbaceous genus of the natural
order Aracea, including two species of south-
ern Europe and the Canary islands. The green
dragon, D. vulfjarig, with pedately divided leaves and
spotted stems, Is sometimes cultivated, but its large green
(lowers (purple within) are very fetid.

2. [/. c.] A dragonet, or goby, of the genus
Callionymus. 3. A genus of worms. D. (Fila-
ria) inedtnen*t#, the guinea-worm, a fine, thread-like worm
60 centimeters to 1 meter long, inhabits In its larval con-
dition certain small crustaceans (cyclopti), enters the hu-
man stomach in drinking- water, and finds its way to the
subcutaneous regions, especially of the legs and feet,
where it develops and causes abscesses. It is very common
in tropical Asia and Africa.

dradt. Obsolete preterit and past participle of
dread.

dradge (draj), . Same as dredge*.
draff (draf), n. [Also formerly sometimes

draugh, and by extension draft, draught; < ME.
draf, refuse, esp. refuse of grain, chaff, husks

(not in AS.), = D. draf, swill, hog's wash, cf.

draft, drabbe, dregs, lees, grounds, = OHG. trc-

bir, MHG. treber, G. treber, traber, pi., grains,
husks, = Icel. draf, draff, husks, = Sw. draf,

grains, = Dan. drav, dregs, lees. Perhaps of
Celtic origin : cf . Ir. draft* = Gael, drabh, draff,

refuse. Perhaps connected with draft 1
, q. v.]

Refuse
; lees ; dregs ; the wash or swill given

to swine
; specifically, the refuse of malt which

has been used in brewing or distilling, given to
swine and cows. Also called brewers' grains.

Defyle not thy lips with eating much, as a Pigge eating
drafe. Babeci Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 77.

I had a hundred and fifty tattered prodigals, lately come
from swine-keeping, from eating draff and husks.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

No, give them grains their nil,

Husks, draff In drink and swill.

B. Joruon, Ode to Himself.

Nothing-worth,
Mere chaff and draf, much better burnt.

Tennymn, The Epic.

drafosht (draf'ish), a. [< draff + -i**i.] Like

draff; draffy; worthless.

The dmjfish declaracyons of my lordc Boner, with such
other dirty dryselynges of Antichrist.

Bp. Bale, A Course at the Romyshe Foxe (1543), foL 97 b.

drafflesackedt (draf'1-sakt), a. Filled with
draff. Becon, Works, n. 591 (Parker Soc.),
noted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 302.



draff-sack

draff-sackt, [< ME. draf-sak; < draff +
sac*1 .] A bag filled with draff or refuse.

I lye as a draf-sak in ray bed.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 286.

draffy (draf'i), a. [< draff + -i/
1

. Cf. equiv.

draft;/
2
, draughty

2
.']

Like draff; waste; worth-

less.

The dregs and draffy part, disgrace and jealousie,
I scorn thee, and contemn thee.

Fletcher, Island Princess, iv. 1.

draft 1
, draught1

(draft), w. and a. [This word
has changed in prou. from draught (ME. and
mod. Sc. pron. dracht) to draft (pron. draft,

draft), and the fact has been recognized by the

spelling draft, which, dating from late ME., is

now the established form in the military, com-
mercial, and many technical uses, in which the

literary traditions in favor of draught are less

felt; in other uses the spelling draught still

prevails, though draft is notuncommon in many
of them. There is no rational distinction be-

tween the two forms ; draft is on all accounts

preferable. (The/represents the changed sound
of the orig. guttural ; a similar change is rec-

ognized in the spelling dwarf.) Early mod. E.

usually draught, rarely draft (dial, also drought,
drait: see drought2 , draif), < ME. draught,

draugt, drauht, draht, also rarely drafts, also,
with loss of the guttural, drawte, a drawing,
pulling, pull, stroke, etc., not found in AS. (=
MD. draght, draeht, D. dragt=~M.LG. LG. draeht,
a load, burden, = MHG. traht, G. tracht, a load,
= Icel. drdttr, a pulling, draft of fishes), =
OSw. drcekt, Sw. dragt = Dan. dragt, a burden,
litter, draft; with formative -t, < AS. dragon,
draw, drag : see draw. The uses of draft are

so numerous and involved that their exhibition
in linear sequence is difficult. All the senses
attached to the word in either spelling with
their quotations are here necessarily exhibit-

ed together under draft1 , draught^, although, of

course, most of the obsolete senses are found

only in the older spelling draught (in its vari-

ous ME. forms). Modern senses in which the

spelling draught is still prevalent over draft
are indicated. In cases not so indicated, draft
is the prevalent spelling. The compounds in

which draught is the only recorded spelling are

given under that spelling.] I. n. 1. The act
of drawing or dragging (in any sense} ;

a draw-

ing; a draw; a haul; a pull. [In this sense,
and in senses 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 16, 19, etc., gen-
erally spelled draught. See etymology and ex-

amples.]
And bent his bow, . . . and even there
A large draught up to his eare
He drew, and with an arrow . . . the queene a wounde
He gave. Chaucer's Dream, 1. 787.

She sent an arrow forth with mighty draught.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 31.

So doth the fisher consider the draught of his net, rather
than the casting in.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 211.

Upon the draught of a pond not one fish was left.

Sir X. Hale.

2. The capacity of being dragged or hauled
;

the yielding to a force which draws or drags :

as, a cart or plow of easy draft. 3. The act of

drawing water from a well, or any liquid from a
vessel

;
the state of being ready to be so drawn :

as, ale on draught.
Drawte of watyr owte of a welle, or other lycoure owte

of a wesselle, [L.] Idem est [ac. quod haustus}.

Prompt. Pan., p. 131.

4. That which is drawn, dragged, or pulled ;
a

load or burden to be drawn.
Delve diches, bere and drawe draghtes and berthens.

MS. in HalKuxll.

5. That which is secured by drawing or pull-
ing; specifically, that which is obtained by
drawing a net through the water in fishing; a
haul.

Som flscheres sold a draugte of fishes with the nettis.

Treoisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, III. 67.

For he was astonished ... at the draught of the fishes
which they had taken. Luke v. 9.

What stands for "top" in wool manufacture is called
first drafts in silk-combing.

W. C. Bramwdl, Wool-Carder, p. 44.

6. The act of drinking, as of water or wine.
In his hands he took the goblet, but awhile the draught

' rbore. Trench, Harmosan.

7. A quantity of a liquid drunk at one time
;
a

quantity, especially of a medicine, prescribed
to be drunk at one time.

Thou shalle have drynke, . . .

Have here the draght that I the hete (promised].
Tou-neley Mysteries, p. 228,
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For tfie whole Ocean would not serue the Snnne alone

for a draught. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 12.

My purpose is to drink my morning's draught at the

Thatched House. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 20.

Prepare a sleeping Draught, to seal his Eyes.

Conyreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Where once the sign-post caught the passing eye,
Low lies that house where nut-brown draughts inspired.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil.

8f. A drawing by sensuous or mental motives
;

attraction; enticement; inducement.

For any luste of loves draught.
Gouvr, Conf. Amant., I. 348.

9. The act of drawing or taking away a part ;

the act of taking a number or a portion from an

aggregate ;
a levy ;

the act of depleting or re-

ducing in number, force, etc. : as, a draft upon
his resources.

There remained many places of trust and profit unfilled,
for which there were fresh draughts made out of the sur-

rounding multitudes. Addiion, Vision of Justice.

10. A selection of men or things for a special

duty or purpose ; specifically, a selection or

drawing of persons from the general body of

the people, by lot or otherwise, for military ser-

vice; a levy; conscription; also, a selection of

persons already in service, to be sent from one

post or organization to another, in either the

army or the navy ;
a detachment

; also, a trans-

fer of vessels of war to a different fleet or squad-
ron.

Several of the States had supplied the deficiency by
drafts to serve for the year. Marshall.

The operation of the draft, with the high bounties paid
for army recruits, is beginning to affect injuriously the
naval service, Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 423.

11. A team of horses in a cart or wagon.
Brockett. [Prov. Eng.] 12. The depth of

water which a ship draws or requires to float

it ; the depth a ship sinks in water, especially
when laden : as, a ship of 12 feet draft. If the
vessel is fully laden, it is termed the load-water

draft; if unloaded, the light-water draft.

He is the first that hath come to any certainty before-

hand, of foretelling the draught of water of a ship before
she be launched. Pcpys, Diary, II. 378.

13. A written order drawn by one person upon
another; a writing directing the payment of

money on account of the drawer ; a bill of ex-

change ; particularly, an inland bill of ex-

change. Drafts are frequently used by the agents or offi-

cers of corporations, one agent drawing on another. One
reason for using them is the convenience in keeping ac-
counts and having vouchers for payments. Drafts are

frequently used between municipal officers, and are not

usually negotiable instruments when thus used. Abbre-
viated aft.

You shall have a drauaht upon him, payable at sight ;

and, let me tell you, he is as warm a man as any within
five miles round him. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

I thought it most prudent to defer the drafti till ad-
vice was received of the progress of the loan.

A. Hamilton.

He was driven to the expedient of replenishing the ex-

chequer by draughts on his new subjects.
Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19.

14. The distance to which an arrow may be
shot

;
a bow-shot. Also called bow-draught.

Fro thens a Bowe drawghte, toward the Southe, is the
Chirche, where seynt James and Zacharie the Prophete
weren buryed. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 96.

He with-drogh hym a draght & a dyn made,
Gedrit all his gynge and his grounde held.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1224.

He wente and com in sot-he maner till thei be come
nygh the wode, with-ynne a bowe draught where the kynge
and his thre bretheren were. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 514.

15. The drawing or moving of air; the air so
drawn or moved

; a confined current of air, as
in a room or in the flue of a chimney. The draft
of a chimney depends, apart from the mode of construc-
tion, on the difference of the density of the rarefied column
inside the chimney, as compared with an equal column of
the external atmosphere, or on the difference in height of
the two columns of elastic fluid, supposing them reduced
to the same standard of density. The velocity of the cur-
rent is the same as that of a heavy body let fall from a
height equal to the difference in height of two such aerial
columns. Drafts may be produced or increased (a) by a
blast which rarefies the air above the fire (a blast-draft), or
(b) by blowers which compress the air beneath the fire (a
forced draft).

The topmost elm-tree gather'd green
From draughts of balmy air.

Tennyson, Launcelot and Guinevere.
A draft of air came up the staircase and rattled the latch

of Philip's room. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 207.

16f. A move in chess or checkers.

With a draght he was chekmate. MS. in Halliwell.

Of the progression and draughted of the forsayde playe
of the chesse. Caxton, Playe of the Chesse, p. 4.

draft

But I deliuere weel this checke,
I leese my game at this draugte.

Uymnsto Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

17. pi. The game of checkers. The name draughts
(literally

'

moves') has reference to the manner of playing,
the name checkers to the kind of board used. See check-

er*, $.

The chekker was choisly there chosen the first,

The draghtes, the dyse, and other dregh games.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1621.

There are two methods of playing at draughts: the one
commonly used in England, denominated the French
Game, which is played upon a chess-board, and the other
called the Polish Game, because, I presume, the first was
invented in France and the latter in Poland.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 415.

18. A mild blister; a poultice. 19f. A drain;
a sink; a privy. Mark vii. 19.

Hang them, or stab them, drown them in a draught,
Confound them by some course. Shak., T. of A., v. i.

20. An allowance for waste of goods sold by
weight; also, an allowance made at the cus-

tom-house on excisable goods. [Eng.] 21.
The act of drawing ;

delineation
;
that which is

delineated: a representation by lines, as the

figure of a house, a machine, a fort, etc., drawn
on paper ;

a drawing or first sketch
;
an outline.

We are not of opinion, ... as some are, that nature
in working hath before her certain exemplary draughts or

patterns. Hooker, Eecles. Polity, i. 3.

The drafts or sea-plats being consulted, it was concluded
to go to certain Islands lying in lat. 23" north.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1687.

The cemeterial cells of ancient Christians and martyrs
were filled with draughts of Scripture stories.

Sir T. Browne, Urn -burial, iii.

For not only the judgment upon that nation [the Jewish]
was a draught, as it were, in little of the great day, but the

symptoms and fore-runners of the one were to bear a pro-
portion with the other. Stillinafteet, Sermons, I. xi.

Hence 22. A first sketch, outline, or copy of

any writing or composition ; the proposed form
of a written instrument prepared for amend-
ment and alteration, as may be required, pre-
liminary to making a fair copy.
In the original draft of the instructions was a curious

paragraph which, on second thoughts, it was determined
to omit. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

23f. A treatise
; a discourse.

Thetich habbe hier beuore yssewed [showed] . . . huer
(where] Uiet ic spek of the wyttes of the zaule [soul] ate

ginninge of the dragthe of uirtue.

Ayenbite of Imryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 251.

24f. A drawbridge : same as draught-bridge.

Thay let down the grete dragt, and derely out geden.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 817.

25. In founding, the slight bevel given to the

pattern for a casting, in order that it may be
drawn from the sand without injury to the mold.

26. In masonry, a line on the surface of a
stone hewn to the breadth of the chisel. 27.
In weaving, the cording of a loom or the ar-

rangement of the heddles.

The draught and tie-up, as it is called, for weaving the
twill. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 108.

28. The sectional area of the openings in a
turbine-wheel or in a sluice-gate. 29. The
degree of deflection of a millstone-furrow from
a radial direction. 30f. A stroke.

No man ne myghte asytte
Hys swordes drauqht.

Ottoman, L 1665 (Weber's Metr. Rom., III.).

xij draughtes with the egge of the knyfe the venison
crossande. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 141.

31f. Skill; art; stratagem.
He made wel the tabernacle als hem was tagt,
Goten and grauen with witter dragt.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3822.

For Arvirage his brothers place supplyde
Both in his armes and crowne, and by that draught
Did drive the Komanes to the weaker syde.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 51.

32f. A company or lot. [Slang.]
A draught of butlers.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

33. The heart, liver, and lights of a calf or

sheep: in this sense only draught. Also called

pluck. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] Angle of
draft. See angles. Black draught. See black-dravght.
Delivery draft, in molding, the construction of a pat-

tern by tapering its parts, or otherwise so forming it

that it can be withdrawn without breaking the mold.
Drifts in the sheer draft, in ship-building, those pieces
where the rails are cut off. They are ended with scrolls

and called drift-pieces. Effervescing draught, a solu-

tion of citrate of potassium given in a state of efferves-

cence, prepared by mixing lemon-juice, or a solution of
citric acid, with a solution of carbonate or bicarbonate of

potassium. Margin draft. See margin. On draught.
See def. 3. Reverting draft, in a steam-boiler, sucn an
arrangement of the draft that the current of hot air and
smoke is caused to return in a course parallel to its first

course. .B. //. Knight. Sheer draft, in ship-buildtng.
See the extract.



draft

The portion of the design which contains the three plans
we haw just liern clrsmlim-j, tiwlhcr ilh Hi.' positions
uf ilrrks, ports, and general outline of the Imll. is trnii.-.t

tli.' .<ln-<-r <l<-ni>>ttit, and thU is the dniwiiij; which is rhietly
i c .,ni! nl in laying-olf. Thearle, Naval Arch., 5 8.

Split draft, in a steam-boiler, such an arrangement of

the draft that tile curt nit of hot air and snmkc is divided
ami . iiiiscil topx-isolt l.y tun in- UK. re Hues. /;. //. Rni'lht.

To have a draft, in <v<r/<., iid of mortised work when
tile piiiholc through tile tenon is made nearer the shoulder
than the corresponding; hole through the cheeks of the

mortise, so that when the pin is driven it draws the purls
guiltily together. (Se,. nlsu irhrrt-tlrnft.)

II. a. 1. Used or suited for drawing loads:

as, draft cattle. [More properly in composi-
tion. See draft-cattle, etc.] 2. Being on
draught; drawn as required from the cask : as,

draught ale.

draft'^draught 1
(draft),*, t. [< drafft, draught,

n.] 1. To draw; pull. [Kare.]
The cold and dense polar water, as it flows In at the

In. ill-ill of the equatorial column, will not directly take
the place of that which has been drafted off from the sur-

face. H'. B. Carpenter, in Croll's Climate and Time, p. 164.

2. In weaving, to draw (thread) through the
heddles.

The weaver . . . adopts some other arrangement, to
devise which lie constructs a plan which will not only
represent the ilrau-ihtiii'j or entering of the warp threads

through the headles, but show also the cording or the at-

tachment of the treadles to the headlcs.
A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 108.

3. To draw out by selection, as for service;

levy; conscript; specifically, to select (persons)
by a draft for military purposes.
This Cohen-Caph-El was some royal seminary in Upper

Egypt, from whence they drafted novices to supply their

colleges and temples. Ilolwelt, Diet.

Soldiers were being drafted ; but the draft was very un-

popular. T. W. Higginsnn, Young Folks' Hist. U. S., p. 308.

4. To draw in outline
;
delineate ; sketch ;

out-

line. 5. To prepare the proposed form of, as
a document or writing of any kind; make a first

sketch of in writing : as, to draft a memorial
or a lease.

He [John Adams] drew up the rules and regulations for
the Navy, the foundation of the present naval code, also
he drafted the Articles of War.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

A proclamation, drafted by himself [Lincoln), copied on
the spot by his secretary, was concurred in by his Cabinet.

The Century, XXXV. 721.

draft2t, draught2!, n. Same as draff.
Y draftes of wine, floces.

Levins, Manip. Vocab., col. 0, 1. 19.

draft-animal (draft'an*i-mal), w. An animal,
as a horse, mule, or ox, usecl in drawing loads,

draft-bar (draft'bar), n. 1. A bar to which
the traces are attached in harnessing horses or
other animals for drawing; a swingletree. 2.
In a railroad-car, the bar to which the coupling
is attached,
draft-box (draft'boks), n. An air-tight tube
for carrying to the tail-race the water from an
elevated water-wheel,
draft-cattle (draft'kat'l), n.pl. Animals used
in drawing loads.
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draught's, poss.caseof draft
1
, draughfl,+ man.]

1. One who draws or prepares plans, sketches,
or designs ;

one skilled in drawing.
Exact knowledge of these principles ought to be at the

fingers' ends of every ornamental draughtsman.
Athenaeum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 60.

2. One who draws up a written instrument;
one skilled in the preparation of pleadings and

conveyances.
Tlie mischiefs arising from the amendment of hills arc

much aggravated by the peculiar canons of interpretation
which the insulation of draftsmen forces upon our tribu-

nals. Maine, Village Communities, p. 374.

3. One who drinks drams ;
a tippler. [Bare.]

The wholesome restorative above mentioned [water-
tirnel | may be given in tavern-kitchens to all the morniiii!

draughtsmen within the walls when they call for wine be-

fore noon. Toiler, No. 241.

4. A piece or "man" used in the game of

checkers or draughts. [In the last two senses

spelled only draughtsman.]
draftsmanship, draughtsmanship (drafts'-

inan-ship), . The skill or work of a drafts-

man.
This method of shading affords scope as well for survey-

ing skill as for draughtsmanship.
R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 281.

draft-spring (draft'spring), n. A spring form-

ing part of a trace or tog, used to relieve the
draft-animal from sudden strains. Also draft-

tug.
draft-tree (draft'tre), n. The neap or tongue
of a wagon.
draft-tug (draft'tug), n. 1. A trace of a har-
ness. 2. A short section attached to the draft-

eye of the hame in a harness, to which the trace

proper is buckled. E. H. Knight. 3. Same as

draft-spring.
drafty i, draughty1

(draf'ti), a. [< draffl,

draught1 ,
+ -yi.] Of or pertaining to drafts of

air; exposed to drafts: as, a drafty hall.

Some had no hangings for their great draughty rooms.
JMSa Yonge, Stray Pearls.

Had I not lost three of my best drautjht-cattle t

Pop. Set. Mo., XXIX. 023.

draft-compasses (draft 'kum/ pas -ez), n.pl.
Compasses with movable points, used for mak-
ing tne finer lines in mechanical drawings, as

l>lans, etc.

draft-equalizer (draft'e"kwal-I-zer), n. A form
of whippletreo designed for three horses; a
trebletree.

draft-eye (draft'i), n. In a harness, a short arm
attached to the hame, and with a hole drilled

in its end, to which the tug is secured.

draft-hole (draft'hol), n. An opening through
which air is supplied to a furnace.

draft-hook (draft'huk), H. A large hook of
iron fixed on the cheeks of a gun-carriage, there

being two on each side, one near the trunnion-
hole and the other at the train, used in draw-

ing the gun backward and forward by means of

draft-ropes.
draft-horse (flraft'hfirs), n. A horse used for

drawing heavy loads.

draftiness, draughtiness (draf'ti-nes), n. The
condition of bein^ drafty, or of abounding in

drafts.

draft-OX (draft'oks), n.
; pi. draft-oxen (-ok'sn).

[ME. dnight-ox.'] An ox used for drawing loads.

draft-rod (draft'rod), n. A rod extending be-
neath the beam of a plow from the clevis to the

sheth, and taking the strain off the beam. E.
H. Kniciht.

draftsman, draughtsman (drafts 'man), . ;

pi. draftsmen, drauyhtxiiicH (-men). [< draffs,

draftyst. draughty'-^ (draf'ti), a. [< drafft,

draught*, for draff, + -y
l

. Cf. draffy.~\ Like

draff; worthless; nasty. Chaucer.

To stand whole yeares, tossing and tumbling the filth

that falleth from so many draughty inventions as daily
swarme in our printing house.

Returnfrom Parnassus (1808).

drag (drag), v. ; pret. and pp. dragged, ppr.

dragging. [< ME. draggen, a late secondary
form of dratcen, early ME. drazen, dragen, due
to Scand. influence: cf. Sw. dragga = Dan.

dra-gge, search with a grapnel, drag (def. 3)

(associated with the noun: see drag, n.); cf.

also Icel. dragna, intr., drag, trail along; < Icel.

draga = Sw. draga = Dan. iirage = AS. dragan,
E. draw : see draw. Hence draggle.] I. trans.

1. To draw along by main force; pull; haul.

The other disciples came in a little ship, . . . dragging
the net with fishes. John \\i. 8.

He ... It not only content to drag me at his chariot-

wheels ; but he makes a shew of me. Stillingfleet.

The Church [of England] had fallen, and had, in its fall,

dragged down with it a monarchy which had stood six

hundred years. Macatdaii, Leigh Hunt.

2. To draw along slowly or heavily, as some-
thing difficult to move : as, to drag one foot af-

ter the other. 3. To draw a grapnel through
or at the bottom of, as a river or other body of

water, in search of something: as, they dragged
the pond. Hence 4. Figuratively, to search

painfully or carefully.
While I dragg'd my brains for such a song.

Tennyson, Princess, Iv.

5. To break, as land, by drawing a drag or har-
row over it; harrow. [U. S.] To drag in or

Into, to introduce unnecessarily or unsuitably : as, to

drag in an allusion to private affairs ; why is this subject
dragged into the discussion?

If he must suffer, he must drag official gentlemen into
an immortality most undesirable, and of which they have
already some disagreeable forebodings.

Emerson, John Brown.

To drag anchor. See aHrAri.=Syn. 1. Haul, Tug,
etc.(see draw); trail.

II. in trans. 1. To be drawn along or trail on
the ground; be pulled or hauled along: as, an
anchor that does not hold is said to drag.
2. To move or proceed heavily, laboriously, or

slowly ;
move on languidly or with effort.

The day drays through, though storms keep out the sun.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 32.

Through the whole piece he dragged along, just half a
beat behind the rest. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 4.

Most wearily
Month after month to him the days dragged by.

William Harris, Earthly Paradise, II. 291.

drag-bar

3. To use a grapnel or drag: as, to drag for

fish; to drag for a drowned person. 4. To
dredge: used among oystermen. 5. To drawl
in speaking. [Prov. Eng.]
drag (drag), N. [= MLG. dragge, a drag-anchor,
a grapnel; = 8w. dragg, a grappling, grapnel,
drag ; drag, a pull, draft; = Dan. drag, a grap-
nel, drag; drag, a pull, tug, haul, handle-shafts,

portage, a blow, stroke, etc.
;
= Icel. drag, the

iron rim on the keel of a boat or a sledge: as-

sociated with the verb drag, both being from
theverb (Icel. draga, etc.) represented by draw :

see dray1
,
v.

, drag, v. . and dra . ] 1 . Something
that is, or is designed to be, dragged, hauled, or

tugged. Specifically (a) A grapnel, a weighted net, or

other similar device for dragging the bottom of a liody of

water, as In searching for the body of a drowned person.

(6) A drag-net, (c) A dredge, (d) A heavy harrow : same
as timkr-*, 7. (t) A kind of stout sledge upon hlch heavy
bodies, especially stones, are dragged over the ground. [U.

8.1 (/) An artificial scent, usually a bog of anise-seed,

dragged on the ground to furnish a trail for fox-hounds.

The Myopia hounds are also used mainly after Reynard
himself; but at least nine out of ten runs witli the other

packs are after a drag. The Century, XXXII. 836.

(g) A tool used by miners for cleaning out bore-hole* before

putting In the charge. It U usually made of light rod-Iron,
and ends In a ta|terlng spiral, called a drag-twist. It is simi-

lar to a wormer, but of larger size. See scraper. (A) A de-

vice for retarding or stopping the rotation of a wheel or of

several wheels of a carriage in descending hills, slo|tes,

etc. See Aid.
(i)

A fence placed across miming water,
consisting of a kind of hurdle which swings on hinges,
fastened to a horizontal pole. [Prov. Eng.] (j) Xaut..
a kind of floating anchor, usually of spars and sails, used
to keep the head of a ship or boat to the wind or to dimin-
ish leeway, (k) Anything attached to a moving body
which retards its progress, as a boat in tow of a ship ;

hence, a person or thing forming an obstacle to the pro-

gress or prosperity of another.

We see it [the ocean] now in direct connection with the
solar system, i t-s tidal wave acting as a drag upon the earth's

rotation. Micart, Nature and Thought, p. 4.

(i) A device for guiding wood to a saw, used in sawing
veneers, (in) A long, high carriage, often drawn by four

horses, uncovered, and either with seats on the sides or
with several transverse seats. Often improperly used in

the sense of mail-coach or tallii-lm. (n) In masonry, a
thin plate of steel, Indented on the edge, used for finish-

ing the dressing of soft stone which has no grit.

2. The act of dragging; a heavy motion in-

dicative of some impediment ;
motion effected

slowly and with labor: as, a heavy drag up-hill.

Had a drag in his walk. Haililt.

3. In billiards, a blow, of the nature of a push,
on the cue-ball somewhat under the center,

causing it to follow the object-ball for a short

distance. 4. A hunt or chase in which an ar-

tificial scent is substituted for a live fox.

Sportsmen were rather disconsolate, except the happy
few who hit on the expedient of running a drag between
the out-line and in-line pickets for the hounds of Major
Frazer. '. //. Russell, Diary in India, II. 357.

5. The smell of a fox on the ground : as, the

drag was taken up by the hounds. 6. The re-

tardation and prolongation of signals received
from a telegraph-line or submarine cable of

considerable electrostatic capacity. 7. In

printing, a slight slipping or scraping of a sheet
on a form of types, which produces a thickened

impression on one side of each letter. 8. In
marine etigin., the difference between the speed
of a screw-ship under sail and that of the screw,
when the ship outruns the latter; the difference

between the propulsive effects of the different

floats of a paddle-wheel. Also called slip.

9. In music : (a) In lute-playing, a portamento
downward. (6) A rallentando. 10. The bot-

tom or lower side of a molding-flask. 11. See
the extract.

This clay-water [water containing disintegrated kaolin-

rock] is led into channels called ilragi, where the sand
and coarser flakes of mica arc deposited.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 1.

12. yaut., the difference between the draft
of water forward and that aft. Qualtrovgh,
Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 8. 13. A burglars'
tool for prizing safes open ;

a spread. Wor-
cester.

dragagantt, n. [< OF. dragagant: see traga-
c(i>illi7\ Tragacanth.
dragantt, [= D. Dan. Sw. dragant, < OF.
dragant: see tragacanth.'] Tragacanth.
dragantin (dra-gan'tin), n. [< dragant + -in2.]
A mucilage obtained from gum tragacanth.
drag-bar (drag'biir), n. 1. A strong iron rod,
witli an eyehole at .each end, connecting a lo-

comotive engine and tender by means of the

drag-bolt and spring. It is also generally at-

tached to freight-cars. In the United States
called draw-bar. 2. The bar of a drag for re-

tarding or stopping the wheels of carriages de-

scending inclines.



drag-bolt

drag-bolt (drag'bolt), n. A strong bolt cou-

pling the drag-bars of a locomotive engine and

tender, or those of freight-cars, together, and
removable at pleasure. In the United States

called coupling-inn.

drag-chain (drag'chan), n. A strong chain at-

tached to the front of the buffer-bar of a loco-

motive engine, to connect it with another en-

gine or a tender; also, the chain attached to

the drag-bar of goods-wagons or freight-cars.

[Eng.]
drag-driver (drag'drl"ver), n. One who drives

in the stragglers of a herd of cattle. [Western
U.S.]
The rest [of the cowboys) are in the rear to act as draff-

drivers, and hurry up the phalanx of reluctant weaklings.
T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 882.

dragge (dra-zha'), n. [F.: see dredge
1

^.] A sugar-

plum ;
inphar., a sugar-coated medicine. Dun-

glison.

dragenallt, . A dredger.

dragger (drag'er), n. One who drags.

draggle (drag'l), .
; pret. and pp. draggled, ppr.

draggling. [Early mod. E. (of. ME. drakelyn,
var. of drabelyn, drabble, in Prompt. Parv.),

freq. of drag : see drag. v. Cf. drawl, similar-

ly related to draw.] I. trans. 1. To drag or

draw along on damp ground or mud, or on wet

grass; drabble.

With draggled nets down hanging to the tide.

Trench, Herring-Fishers of Lochfyne.

2. To wet or befoul, as by dragging the gar-
ments through dew, mud, or dirt.

She's got from the pond, and draggled up to the waist

like a mermaid. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

Yesterday was a very bad, draggling day, and Paris Is

not pleasant at such a time.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

A bough of brier-rose, whose pale blossoms sweet
Were draggled in the dust.

William. Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 219.

II. intrans. To be drawn along the ground so

as to become wet or dirty.
His draggling tail hung to the dirt,
Which on his rider lie would flirt.

S. Butter, Hudibras, I. i. 449.

draggletail (drag'l-tal), w. [Early mod. E.

dragletail; < draggle, v., + obj. taifl-.] Abe-
draggled or untidy person ; a slut.

draggletailed (drag
'
1 -

tald), a. Untidy; be-

draggled.
Do you think that such a fine proper gentleman as he

cares for a flddlecome tale of a dragyletailetl girl?
Sir J. Vanbrtigh, The Relapse, iv. 2.

draggly (drag'li), a. [< draggle + -yl.] Be-

draggled.
A strange draggly-wick'tl tallow caudle.

Carlyle, in Froude, II. 56.

drag-hook (drag'huk), . The hook of the

drag-chain by which locomotive engines, ten-

ders, and goods-wagons or freight-cars are at-

tached to each other. [Eng.]
drag-hound (drag'hound), n. A hound trained
to tollow a drag or artificial scent. See drag,
!(/)-
What is often spoken of as fox-hunting around New

York is not fox-hunting at all, in the English sense of the

term, but an entirely different, although allied form of

sport, namely, riding to drag-hounds.
The Century, XXXII. 335.

drag-hunt (drag'hunt), n. A hunt in which a

drag or artificial scent, as an anise-seed bag,
is substituted for a fox

;
a drag. See drag, n.

,
4.

The advantage of a drag-hunt is that many men are
limited in time, and cannot potter round in the woods for
hours looking for foxes. The Century, XXXII. 345.

drag-link (drag'lingk), n. 1 . In marine engines,
a link connecting the crank of the main shaft
with that of the inner paddle-shaft. 2. A
drag-bar.
dragman (drag'man), n.

; pi. dragmen (-men).A fisherman who uses a drag-net.
To which may be added the great riots committed by

the Foresters and Welsh on the dragmen of Severn, hew-
ing all their boats to pieces.

Sir M. Hale, Hist Plac. Cor., xiv. 7.

drag-net (drag'net), n. [< drag + net; AS.
drcegnet = Icel. dragnet = Sw. Dan. dragnot.]A net designed to be drawn on the bottom of
a river or pond for taking fish, etc.

dragoman (drag'o-mau), n.
; pi. dragomans

(-manz) (sometimes dragomen, by confusion
with E. man; cf. Mussulman). [In several
forms: (1) E. dragoman = Q. Dan. Sw. drago-
man, < F. dragoman = Sp. draaomdn = Pg.
dragomano = U. dragommanno; ML. dragoman-
nus, dragumanus = MGr. Spayovfiavos ; (2) obs.
E. dragoman, drogman, < ME. drogman (= G.
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drogeman (MHG. trougemitnt, tragemunt) = Sw.

drogman), < OF. drogue-man, drogeman, drugue-

ment, F. drogman = Pr. drogoman = Sp. drog-
man = It. drogmanno = ML. drogamanus, droga-

mimdus; (3) obs. E. druggerman; (4) obs. E.

trugman, trudgeman, truckman, truchement =
G. trugman, < F. truelieman, truchement = Sp.

trujamdn = It. twrcimanno; all nit. = Turk.

Pers. tarjuman, < Ar. tarjumdn, an interpreter,

translator, < tarjama, formerly targama, inter-

pret, < Chald. targem, interpret, explain, > tar-

gum, explanation, interpretation, > E. targum,

q. v.] An interpreter. Specifically (u) An Inter-

preter and guide or agent for travelers.

Dragomans in Syria are more than mere interpreters:

they are contractors for the management of tours and of

caravans, and they relieve the traveller of all the difficul-

ties of preparation and of intercourse with the natives.

Baedeker's Guide to Palestine, etc.

But an Englishman journeying in the East must neces-

sarily have with him Dragomen capable of interpreting
the Oriental language. Kinylake, Eothen, Pref.

(b) An interpreter attached to an embassy or a consulate.

The term is in general use among travelers in the Levant
and other parts of the East.

We meet in state, accompanied by the Consul, with two
janissaries in front, bearing silver maces, and a dragoman
behind. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 204.

dragon (drag'on), n. and a. [< ME. dragon,
dragun, dragoun. < OF. dragon, a dragon, a

standard, = Pr. Sp. dragon = Pg. dragSo = It.

dragone (see the Teut. forms under drake%), <

L. draco(n-), a dragon, ML. also a standard so

called, < Gr. dpamw, a serpent, also a sea-fish, a

serpent-shaped bracelet or necklace, a bandage
for the ankle, etc., lit. the seeing one, 2d aor.

part. (cf. 2d aor. inf. ipa.K.elv) of SepKcaBcu, see,
= Skt. dare, see. Cf. Dorcas. The older E.
form is drake2, q. v.

;
a later form with another

sense is dragoon, q. v.] I. n. 1. A fabulous
animal common to the conceptions of many
primitive races and times, or, as in the Bible,
an indefinite creature of great size or fierceness.
When described or depicted, it is represented as either a

monstrous serpent or a lizard (like an

exaggerated crocodile), or a compound
of both, or (as in heraldry) as a com-
bination of mammalian and reptilian

characters; but always as winged, with

fiery eyes, crested head, and terrible

claws. It is often represented as blood-
red and spouting fire, and sometimes
with several heads, like the Hydra ;

and in the myths of the Scandinavians
and other races, dragons are often the

guardians of treasures, etc. The kill-

ing of a dragon was reckoned among the greatest feats of
heroes in both ancient and medieval times ; thus, the le-

gend of St. George and the dragon is one of the most cele-

brated in Christian literature. The dragon is the imperial
emblem of China, and is regarded by the Chinese as a sort
of divinity, but by other peoples generally as the type and
embodiment of fierceness and cruelty or watchful malice.
In the Apocalypse "the dragon, that old serpent" is a

synonym of Satan (Rev. xx. 2). In the Old Testament it

is either a large land-animal or a great marine fish (Isa.
xxxiv. 13 revised version, jackal; Ps. Ixxiv. 13 revised

version, dragon), a venomous land-serpent (Ps. xci. 13
revised version, serpent), or the crocodile (Ezek. xxix. 3
revised version, dragon). The same Hebrew word, than-

nim, is also sometimes translated lehale (Gen. i. 21 re-

vised version, sea-monster ; Job vii. 12 revised version,
sea-monster). The extinct pterodactyl comes nearest of
all known creatures to the most prevalent conception of a

dragon.

Eftsoones that dreadful Dragon they espyde,
Where stretcht he lay upon the sunny side
Of a great lull, himselfe like a great hill.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xi. 4.

2. In eool. : (a) A lizard of the genus Draco,
specifically called the flying-dragon, it is a harm-
less creature, of
about 4 inches
in length of head
and body, with a

long slender tail,

making the whole
length about 10
inches. It has a

large frill on each
side of the body,
formed of skin
stretched over six

elongated hinder
ribs, which like a

parachute sus-
tain the creature
in the air for a few
moments. The
structure is not a

wing, and the ani-

mal does not prop-
erly fly, the ar-

rangement some-
what resembling
that in the flying-

squirrel, flying-

lemur, etc. The
species are con-
fined to the old
world. (6) Any Flying-dragonf .Draw

Heraldic Dragon.

dragonet

one of the monitor-lizards. Griffith's Cuvier.

(c) In ornitli., a kind of carrier-pigeon. Also
called dragoon.
The English Dragon differs from the improved English

Carrier in being smaller in all its dimensions.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 146.

3. A fierce, violent person, male or female
;

now, more generally (from the part of guardian
often played by th'e dragon in mythology), a

spiteful, watchful woman ;
a duenna.

Peggy O'Dowd is indeed the same as ever
; . . . a tyrant

over her Michael ; a dragon amongst all the ladies of the

regiment. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xliii.

4. [cap.] An ancient northern constellation,
Draco. The figure is that of a serpent with several small

coils. It appears at a very ancient date to have had wings
in the space now occupied by the Little Bear.

5. A short firearm used by dragoons in the sev-

enteenth century, described as having a barrel

16 inches long, with a large bore. Grose. 6.

An old kind of standard or military ensign, so

called because it was decorated with a dragon
painted or embroidered upon it, or because it

consisted (like the Anglo-Saxon standard at

Hastings, as seen in the Bayeux tapestry) of a

figure of a dragon carried upon a staff. A similar

standard was in use as late as the reign of Richard I. in

England, and is especially mentioned as being in his cru-

sading army. Also called dragon-standard. Seedra*e2,2.

Edmond ydygt hys standard. . . . And hys dragon up
yset. Robert of Gloucester, p. 303.

Ther genfanouns and her penselles
Wer weel wroght off grene sendels,
And on everylkon a dragoun
As he fought with a lyoun.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 2967.

7. A name given to various araceous plants,
as in England to Arum maculatum ; the brown
dragon, Arisarma triphyllum; the green dragon,
Dracnnculus vulgaris, and in the United States
Arisafma Dracontium ; the female or water drag-
on, Calla palustris. 8. In Scotland, a paper
kite. 9f. See the extract.
A dragon Is a small Malacca cane, so called from its

blood-red colour.

Dobson, Selections from Steele, p. 479, note.

Demi-dragon, in her., the upper half of a dragon with
head and fore paws (see demi-), but always including the

extremity of the tail, which appears brought up behind
the back. Dragon china, in ceram., a table porcelain
made at Broseley in England, decorated with a design of

dragons imitated from Oriental patterns. See 'porcelain.

Dragon's head and tail, in axtrol., the nodes of the

planets, especially of the moon, or the two points in which
the orbits of the planets intersect the ecliptic : so called

because the figure representing the passage of a planet
from one node to the other was fancied to resemble that

of a dragon. The dragon's head was the point where the

planet passes from the southern to the northern side of

the ecliptic; the dragon's tail, the other. Dragon's
wings, in her., the two wings of a dragon used as a bear-

ing. They are generally represented as displayed, and
sometimes a spear or other object is shown between them.
Gum dragon. See tragacanth.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling dragons ;

performed by dragons ;
fierce

;
formidable.

The dragon wing of night o'erspreads the earth.

Skak., T. and C., v. 9.

Beauty . . . had need the guard
Of dro^ore-watch with unenchantcd eye.

Milton, Comus, 1. 395.

dragonade, dragonnade (drag-o-nad'), . [Also
written dragoonade; < F. dragonnade, < dragon,
a dragoon; from the use of dragoons in such

persecutions: see dragoon.] One of a series

of persecutions of the Protestants, chiefly in

the south of France, in the reign of Louis XIV.,
carried on by raids of dragoons, who were

quartered upon the heretics and exercised

great cruelty toward them; hence, any perse-
cution carried on with the aid of troops.
He learnt it as he watched the dragonnades, the tortures,

the massacres of the Netherlands. Kingsley.

dragon-beam (drag'on-bem), M. In arch., a
beam or piece of timber bisecting the angle
formed by the wall-plate at a corner, and serv-

ing to receive and support the foot of a hip-
rafter. Also called dragon-piece.
dragoness (drag'on-es), . [< dragon + -ess.]
A female dragon.

Instantly she gaue command
(111 to ill adding) that the dragoHOU
Should bring it vp. Chapman, Hymn to Apollo.

dragonet (drag'qn-et), n. [< ME. dragonet, a

young dragon, ^ OF. dragonet, dragonnet (=
Pr. dragonat), < dragon, a dragon : see dragon.]
1. A little or young dragon.

Or in his wombe might lurke some hidden nest
Of many dragonettes, his frnitfull seede.

Spemer, F. Q., I. xii. 10.

So when great Cox, at his mechanic call,

Bids orient pearls from golden dragons fall,

Each little dniimwt. with brazen grin,
Gapes for the precious prize and gulps it in.

Mason, Epistle to Ur. Shebbeare.
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They are of swift, strong flight, predatory habits, and great
voracity. Some of the species rival imtu-rllirs in the

2. Tin' English name of fishes of the genus of the tincture tawny when blazoning is done sel in a heavy gale, formed of a square b,.< .
-,,

Calliiiiii/Hiiis. fninily I'nlliiiniiinidte. The appella- by the heavenly bodies False dragon's-head, a kept stretched r>y metallic bars,
and attached

tlon drii'i/imft. w milistitutrd liy Pennant tor yellow gur- plant of the I'nited States, I'hysuttriiia VinjiiHea, which to a beam which serves to float it. Also called
nnrit, u name l>y whirh tin <

l

<i/i;<i/ntmitti lyra was previ- was originally referred to the genus Dracocephalum.
oiisiy known, jinn. ANo </.<>,/ ,n-fih. see cut under cuin dragon-shell (drag'on-shel), n. The shell of
""'""""

Ci,/>r<i;i H/li,ln. K.'i).

3. A name of the very large lizards of South
dragon's-tail (clrag'onz-tal), H. 1. In her., the

America of tho genus Crocodilurus (or Ada), name of the tincture" wiurrfw when blazoning is
hr]. .nging to the

family
Teiidte or Ameirida. done by the heavenly bodies. 2. In palmistry,

dragon-fish (drag'on-flah), n. Same as drag- game as discriminal line. See discriminal.
'""' - dragon-standard (drag'on-stau*dard),n. Same

dragon-fly (drag ou-fli), n. The common name as dragon, 6.
of any ueuropterous insect of the group Libel- dragon-tree 'drag'on-tre), n. The Dracama
litlina or Odonata, and families Libellulidti; Drmeo. SIT Uracima.

&scfmida!,^ii<l Agrionida. They have a
long^lcn- dragon-water (drag'on-wii'ter), n. A medici-

nal remedy very popular in the earlier half of

the seventeenth century.
Ran Into Bucklersbury for two ounces of dragon-water,

some spermaceti and treacle.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iii. S.

Carduus Benedictus
Or dragon-water may doe good upon him.

Randolph, Amyntas (1640).

dragonwort (drag'on-wert), n. The
bistort. Potygonitm Bistorta, and with
the old herbalists the green dragon,
Dracunculus vulgaris.

dragony (dreg'o-ni), a. Same as dra-

gonne'. Cotgrave.

dragoon (dra-g6n'), n. [Introduced
toward the end of the 17th century
(formerly also dragooner = D. dragon-
der= G. dragoner= Dan. Sw. dragon),
< P. dragon (= Sp. dragon= Pg. dranSo
= It. dragone, in this sense after P.),
a dragoon, so called, it is said, "from
dragon, a short species of carbine car-
ried by the original dragoons raised

by Marshal Brissac in 1554, on the
muzzle of which, from the old fable that the

dragon spouts fire, the head of the monster
was worked "

; but Littre' dates the sense ' dra-

A common Dragon-fly (Libellula trfmticutata], natural size.

i of aquatic plants, j ust below the sur-
-

Th larva Is predaceous, and lives on goon from 1585, and the name probably arose

brilliancy of their hues. The great dragon-fly,

gramlis, is about 4 inches long. Most of the species are

considerably smaller than this. The eggs are usually at-

tached to the stems of aquatic plants, just below the sur-

face of the water. The larva Is predaceous, and lives on
other water-insects ; the pupa Is active, and crawls from
the water to a plant-stem or rock, where it transforms
into the Imago. The adult is also predaceous, catching
its prey upon the wing. Libcllula trimaculata is a com-
mon species in the United States. Also called damsel-

fly, devil's darning-needle, and mosquito-hawk.

And it may be that the delicate-coloured dragon-flies
may have likewise some corrosive quality.

ll,i, -mi. Mat. Hist., g 729.

The burnished dragon-fly is thine attendant,
And tilts against the field.

And down the listed sunbeam rides resplendent.
With steel-blue mail and shield.

Longfellow, Flower-de-Luce.

dragoniert, n. [OP., also dragonnier, < dragon,
a dragon : see dragon."] Same as dragon.
dragonish (drag'pn-ish), a. [< dragon + -4sh.~]
In the form of a ilragon ; dragon-like.

Sometime we see a cloud that's dragonish:
A vapour, sometime, like a tear or lion.

from dragon in the sense of 'standard '
: see dray-

on, 6.] 1. A cavalry soldier. Originally dragoons
were a mongrel force, a sort of mounted infantry, armed
with musquetoons or carbines, and serving on foot as well
as on horseback ; but now they serve as cavalry only. In
the British army they are classed as heavy or light dra-

goons, according to the weight of men, horses, and equip-
ments. The term Is not used in the United States army.

Reports and judgments will not do 't,

But 'tis dragoons, and horse and foot.

Brome, On Sir O. B. his defeat.

We drave him back to Bonnybrigs,
Dragoons, and foot, and a'.

Up and War Them A', H'itlit (Child's Ballads, VII. 26).

2f. A dragonade.
Endeavour to bring men to the catholick faith (as they

pretend) by dragoons and imprisonments, not by demon-
strations and reasons out of Scripture.

Sp. Barlow, Remains, p. 266.

3. Same as dragon, 2 (e).

Shak., A. andc., Iv. 12. dragoon (dra-g8n'), v. t [< dragoon, n., after

dragon-leech (drag'on-lech), n. A kind of me- T-aragonner, dragoon, harass, persecute, lit.

subject to the violence of dragoons, < dragon,
dragoon: see dragoon, n., dragonade.} 1. To
set dragoons or soldiers upon, as in the drag-
onades (see dragonade); pewecute or oppress
by armed force. 2. To cause to submit, as by
persistent threats; compel by repeated acts of

any kind
; harass.

Deny to have your free-born Toe
Dragoon'd Into a wooden Shoe.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shephard.
Mr. Gladstone is not the only minister who has defied

public opinion, but he is almost the only one in recent
times who has dragooned a majority of Parliament Into
sustaining him in It for the lack of any representativeman to supplant him. ff. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 104.

dragon's-blood (drag'pnz-blud), w. The name dragoonadet (drag-JJ-nad'), n. Same as drag-,
.

of several resins of a 3ark-red color. The drag-
**** Bi>. Burnet.

dicinal leech, Hirudo interrupta. E. D.

dragonnade, n. See dragonade.
dragonne' (drag-o-na'), a. [P., < dragon, drag-
on: see dragon.} In her., having the hinder
or lower half that of a dragon : said of a crea-
ture used as a bearing, whose fore part is that
of a lion or the like : as, a lion dragonne. Also

drayont/.

dragon-piece (drag'on-pes), w. Same as dragon-

dragon-root (drag'on-r8t), n. A name giren in

the United States to the plant Ariseema Dracon-
tinm, and to the root of the Indian turnip, Ari-
K(ema trii>lu/l/nn

staining marble, etc. It is largely used by the Chinese.
The dragon's-blood of the island of Socotra in the Indian

met-like crest of feathers. Also called um-
brella-bird.

ocean known from a very early date under this name (tho dragOOnert (dra-go'ner), n. A dragoon.mutter of Dioscorides), and supposed to be the product j 5 t /ilnur'nllcl A lanrn lieaw
of species of Dntfaiui, is now but little sought. The ttrag-raKO (drag raK), n. A large neavy
dragon's-blood of the Canary islands is the astringent in- having crowded curved teeth like a dredge,
qiissatrd juii-i' of tin iiru, -irnii iintm. and is no longer in dragged principally in search of clams. Also
use. The name has also been applied toan exudation ob- palled clam-scraper.

euphorblaceuus tree of Mexico; but neither substance is

mrt with in commerce.

dragon's-eye (drag'onz-i), . The fruit of the

\</iliiliiiw I.oiii/nniim of China, much resem-
blingthe litchi, but smaller. Also called longaii.

dragon's-head (drag'pnz-hed), n. 1. A name
of plants of the genus DracooepkahMH, of which
term it is a translation. 2. In her., the name

one end and wooden handles inserted
between the strands at intervals, used by sol-

diers for dragging pieces of artillery, etc.

drag-saw (drag'sa), n. A saw the effective

stroke of which is given by a drag or pull instead
of a thrust.

drag-sheet (drag'shet), n. Naut., a sort of

floating anchor for checking the drift of a ves-

anchor-drag and sea-anchor.

dragsman (dragz'man), H.; pi. dragsmen (-men).
1. The driver of a drag or coach.

He had a word for the hostler, ... a nod for tin-

shooter or guard, and a liow for the dragtman.
Thackeray, Shabby' i;i-nt<-i-l story, I.

2. A thief who follows carriages to cut away
luggage from behind. [Eng. slang.]

drag-spring (drag'spring),
. In rail. : (a) A

strong spring placed near the back of the ten-

der. It is attached by the ends to the drag-bar which
connects the engine and tender, and by the renter to tin-

drag-bar which connects the train to the tender. (6) A
spring attached to the drag-bar to lessen tho

jerk when starting or increasing speed. [Eng. ]

drag-staff (drag'staf), . A pole pivoted to

the rear axle of a vehicle and trailing on the

ground behind it, designed to prevent a back-
ward movement of the vehicle when it stops on
a steep hill.

drag-twist (drag'twist), n. See drag, 1 (g).

drag-washer (drag'wosh'er), n. A flat iron

ring on the axle-arm of a gun-carriage, having
an iron loop attached for the purpose of fasten-

ing the drag-rope when necessary. Farrow,
Mil. Encyc.
draigle (dra'gl), .

; pret. and pp. draigled, ppr.
drawling. A dialectal form of draggle.

drailt (dral), t;. [A contr. of draggle (cf. dratcl).

prob. due in part to association with trail.] I.

trans. To trail
; drag.

He returned . . . towards his sheep on the top of tho

hill, drailing his sheephook behind him.
Dr. II. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, To the

[Reader.

II. intrans. To be trailed or dragged.
If we would keep our garment clean, It is not sufficient

to wash it only, unless we have a continual care to keep it

from drailing in the dirt. South, Sermons, VI. 449.

drail (dral), n. [< drail, v.} 1 . A toothed iron

projecting from the beam of a plow for hitching
the horses to. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A large piece
of lead placed around the shank of a large-sized
fish-hook, in the form of a cone : used in fishing
for bluefish. At the upper end a loop of wire is intro-

duced to hold the line, and the lower end tapers until it

meets the shank opposite the point of the hook. When
attached to the line a pickled eelskin is drawn over it

until the lower end just covers the head.

drain (dran), v. [E. dial, also drcan, dreen ; <

ME. "drainen, 'dreinen, 'drcgnen (not found), <

AS. drehnian, dreahnian, drenianj
ONorth. dreh-

nia, drain, a secondary verb (ong. 'dragnan =
Icel. dragna, intr., draw, trail along), < AS. dra-

onn=Icel. draper, draw: seedraw&nddrag. The
P. drainer, G. draniren, Dan. dra'ne are from E.

drain.] I. trans. 1. To draw off gradually, as

a liquid ;
remove or convey away by degrees,

as through conduits, by filtration, or by any
comparable process: as, to drain water from
land, wine from the lees, or blood from the body ;

to drain away the specie of a country.
Salt water, drained through twenty vessels of earth,

hath become fresh. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Colonies, by draining away the brave and enterprising,
leave the country in the hands of the timid and avari-
cious. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxv.

2. To free, clear, or deprive by degrees, as of
a liquid ; empty or exhaust gradually : as, to
drain land of water (the most familiar use of
the word); to drain a vessel of its contents; to
drain a country of its resources.

Rouse thee, my soul ; and drain thee from the dregs
Of vulgar thoughts. Quarleg, Emblems, t, Invoc.

He [the king] protested that he had been so drained in
the late Wars that his Chests are yet very empty.

Hawell, Letters, I. vi. 5.

We will drain our dearest veins
But they shall be free !

Burns, Scots wha ha'e.

Ida stood, . . . drain'd of her force

By many a varying influence.

Tennyson, Princess, rt.

To drain the cup to the bottom. See cup.

n. intrans. 1. To flow off gradually.
It Ithe meat] was then laid in such a position as to per-

mit the juices to drain from It Coot, Voyages, VI. Ill 8.

2. To be gradually emptied, as of a liquid: as,
the cask slowly il'mint.

drain (dran), n. [< drain, -.] 1. The at of

draining or drawing off, or of emptying by
drawing off

; gradual or continuous outflow,
withdrawal, or expenditure.
The drain on agricultural laliour for mill-hands, and

the vast cost of machinery, which two or three sand-storms
disabled, soon demonstrated his mistake.

Saturday ficv., Sept. 9, 1865.
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2. That which drains, or by means of which

draining is immediately effected.

When there are no such Natural Drains of Charity as

Children and near Relations which need onr Assistance.

Stillingjteet, Sermons, III. x.

Specifically (a) A passage, pipe, or open channel for the
removal of water or other liquid ; especially, a pipe or
channel for removing the surplus water from soils. Drains

may be open ditches or sunken pipes or conduits. Those
for wet lands are so made as to permit the percolation into

them of water from the adjacent soil, as by the use in a
covered conduit of porous earthen pipes or tiles, or of a

filling of small stones, of an open cut where there is a
sufficient slope, etc. See sewer.

Here also it receiueth the Baston dreane, Longtoft
dreane, . . . and thence goeth by Micliham into the sea,

taking withall on the right hand sundry other dreanes.

flolinshed, Descrip. of Britaine, xv.

(6) The trench in which the melted metal flows from a
furnace to the molds, (e) In sury., a hollow sound or
canula used to draw off purulent matter from a deep-
seated abscess.

3. pi. The grain from the mash-tub: distinc-

tively called brewers' drains Gun-barrel drain,
a cylindrical drain of small diameter. Rubble drain, in

agri., a drain formed of a layer of rubble-stones laid in a
trench.

drainable (dra'na-bl), a. [< drain + -able.]

Capable of being drained, as land.

drainage (dra'naj), n. [s drain + -age.'] 1.

The act or process of draining ;
a gradual flow-

ing off, as of a liquid. 2. The system of con-

duits, channels, or passages by means of which
something is drained.

Their [the Etruscans'] drainage works and their bridges,
as well as those of the kindred Pelasgians in Greece, still

remain monuments of their industrial science and skill,
which their successors never surpassed.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 283.

3. That which is drained off; that which is

carried away by a system of drains
;
the water

carried off by the systems of rivers and their mi-
nor affluents in any drainage-basin, or area of

catchment, or in any part thereof. See basin,
8, and catchment. 4. In surg., the draining of
the pus and other morbid products from an ac-
cidental or artificial wound Land-drainage Act.
See land-drainage.

drainage-basin (dra'naj-ba/sn), n. Same as

basin, 8.

drainage-tube (dra'naj-tub), re. In surg., a

tube, usually of india-rubber, introduced to se-
cure efficient drainage of a wound.
drain-cap (dran'kap), n. A vessel for collect-

ing the drainings or water of condensation from
a steam-cylinder.
drain-cock (dran'kok), n. A small cock at the
lower end of the cylinder of a steam-engine,
for removing water of condensation.
drain-curb (dran'kerb), n. A circular caisson
used to support the earth in sinking a shaft.
It is loaded with masonry, and gradually sinks through
the removal of the earth below it. It forms the base of
the shaft-lining.

drainer (dra'ner), n. [Early mod. E. also drayn-
er.] 1. One who drains; one who constructs
channels for draining land: as, a ditcher and
drainer.

But I am informed that the drayners of the fenns have
ol late . . . wrested the mace out of this bayliff's hand,
and have secured this county against his power for the
luture. Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire.

I beg the reader to take the word of an old drainer that
it [water] does get in. The Century, XXIX. 47.

2. A natural or artificial channel by which
drainage is effected.

drain-gage (dran'gaj), n. A device for esti-

mating the amount of moisture which perco-
lates through the soil.

drain-gate (dran'gat), n. A grid or grated
opening to a sewer.

draining-engine (dra'ning-en";jin), n. A pump-
ing-engine for removing water from mines,
low-lying lands, etc.

draining-machine (dra'ning-ma-shen'
7
), . A

centrifugal drier. See drier.

draining-plow (dra'ning-plou), re. A kind of
plow used in making drains. A form in common
use in England has three colters, two mold-boards, and a
share. The middle colter is vertical and splits the soil in
the middle of the furrow; the two side colters are in-
clined, to cut the sloping sides of the drain; and the
mold-boards lift the soil in two slices, which are delivered
on each side of the ditch. The usual dimensions of a
ditch thus made are 12 inches deep, 15 wide at top and 8
at bottom.

draining-pot (dra'ning-pot), n. In sugar-
manuf., an inverted cone-shaped vessel in which
wet sugar is drained. Also draining-vat.
draining-pump (dra'ning-pump), n. A special
form of pump used for raising water contain-
ing mud and sand. See pump.
draining-vat (dra'ning-vat), n. Same as drain-

ing-pot.
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A T>h>e used in drain- At their landing, the captains, with their companies in

arms, entertained them with a guard, and divers vollies of

shot, and three drakes.

Winthrop, Hist. Sew England, I. 80.

Drain-traps, shown in section.

drain-pipe (dran'pip),

ing.
All gas accumulating within drain-pipes is carried off

above the house. Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8785.

drain-tile (dran'til), n. A kind of tile employed
in the formation of drains.

drain-trap (dran'trap), n. A contrivance to

prevent the escape of foul air from drains, while

allowing the

passage ofwa-
ter into them.
Drain-traps are
of various forms.
In those repre-
sented in the cuts
it will be seen
that there must
always be a cer-

tain quantity of water maintained to bar the way against
the escape of the gas from the drain or sewer. When ad-

ditional liquid is conveyed to the trap, there is of course

an overflow into the drain. In the left-hand figure the

gas is prevented from escaping by a metal plate thrown

obliquely over the drain-mouth and dipping into the

water in the vessel beyond it.

drain-well (dran'wel), n. A pit sunk through
an impervious stratum of earth or stone to a

porous substratum, to draw off through the lat-

ter the water which gathers upon the former.
See absorbing^well, under absorb.

draisine (dra-zen'), n. [< G. draisine = F.
draisienne: see def.] An early form of the

velocipede, invented in 1817 by Baron Karl von
Drais of Mannheim in Germany, which was
propelled by the rider's striking his feet on the

ground. See velocipede. Sometimes spelled
draisene.

drait, re. [A dial, form of draft1, draught'
1
.'] A

team of horses with the wagon or cart. Grose.

[North. Eng.]
drake 1

(drak), n. [< ME. drake (= LG. drake),
an abbrev., by apheresis, of "endrake or *an-
drake (not found in ME. or AS.) (= MLG. ant-

drake, anderik = MD. endtrick = OHG. anetre-

clio, antrecho, antrache, MHG. antreche, antra-

che, antreich, G. enterich, entrich, dial, antrach
= Icel. andriki (Haldorsen) (mod. Icel. andar-

steggi ; stegg, male : see steg, stag) = Dan. an-
drik = Sw. andrake), a drake, < AS. ened, (Ened,

enid, ME. ened, ende (displaced in mod. E. by
duck : see duck2) (= MD. ende, endte, D. eend
= MLG. anet, ant, pi. ende, LG. aante = OHG.
anut, anot, unit, MHG. ant, ante, ente, G. ente =
Icel. o'nd (and-) = Sw. Dan. and, a duck

;

= L.
anas (anat-) (see Anas) = Gr. vijaaa (for*ai^rz)= OBulg. antui = Russ. dim. utka = OPruss.
antis = Lith. antis, a duck, = Skt. ati, a water-
fowl), + -rice, later -rike, -rake, a masc. suffix

appearing also in G. ganserich, a gander (G.
ganser, gans = E. goose), tduberich (= Icel. du-
riki = Dan. durik), cock-pigeon (G. taube= Icel.

dufa = Dan. due = E. done1 ), and in some prop-
er names (as G. Friedrich (> ult. E. Frederick)= Goth. Frithareiks; G. Dietrich = D. Derrijk:
see derrick), < Goth, reiks, chief, mighty, ruling,= AS. rice, mighty, etc., E. rich : see rich and
-ric.J 1. The male of the duck kind; specifi-

cally, the mallard.

Smiled she to see the stately drake
Lead forth his fleet upon the lake.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 5.

2. The silver shilling of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, having a martlet, popularly called a
drake, as the mint-mark. It is commonly supposed
that the mark is in allusion to Sir Francis Drake, the
famous admiral, but it is really the armorial cognizance
of Sir Richard Martin, who was made warden of the mint
in the fourteenth year of Elizabeth's reign.
3. A large flat stone on which the duck is

placed in the game of duck on drake. See
duck2 TO make ducks and drakes. See ductf.
drake2

(drak), n. [< ME. drake, a dragon, also
a standard (see dragon), < AS. draca = MD.
draeck, D. draak = LG. drake, OHG. tracho,
dracho, MHG. trache, G. drache = Sw. drake =
Dan. drage = Icel. dreki (see the Rom. forms
under dragon), < L. draco, < Gr. SpaKuv, a ser-

pent : see dragon. Ct. fire-drake.] If. A fabu-
lous animal: same as dragon, 1.

Lo, where the flry drake alofte
Fleeth up in thair [the air].

Gower, Conf. Amant., III. %.
And as hee wolde awei fle,
His thought* ther stode Diveles thre,
Al brennyng as a drake.

Kyng of Tars, 1. 408 (Ritson's Metr. Rom.).

2f. A battle-standard having the figure of a
drake or dragon. Layamon, II. 340, III. 85.

3f. A small piece of artillery. See dragon, 5.

Two or three shots, made at them by a couple of drakes
made them stagger. Clarendon, Great Rebellion!

4. A species of fly, apparently the dragon-fly,
used as a bait in angling. Also called drake-

fly-

The drake will mount steeple-height into the air; though
he is to be found in flags and grass too, and indeed every-
where, high and low, in the river.

/. Walton, Complete Angler.

drake3f, . A Middle English form of drawk 1
.

drake-fly (drak'fll), n. Same as drake2
,
4.

drake-Stone (drak'ston), . [In reference to

the play of ducks and drakes : see under duck2.]
A stone made to skim along the surface of the
water

;
the sport of making stones skim in such

a way.
dram (dram), n. [Now also spelled drachm, after
the L. spelling; < ME. drame, a dram (weight),
< OF. drame, also spelled, in imitation of the

L., dragme, drachme, mod. F. drachme = Sp.
dracma = Pg. drachma = It. dramma = D.
drachma = G. drachme = Dan. drakme (cf. Dan.
dram in sense 4, < E.) = Sw. drachma, < L.

drachma, ML. also dragma, < Gr. Spaxf'/, later
also Spayiir/, an Attic weight, a Grecian silver

coin.] 1. A unit of weight .less than an ounce.
The dram is generally supposed to be of Greek origin.
Many weights of this denomination and its multiples
have been exhumed at Athens, belonging to different sys-
tems, of 57, 67, 75, and 78 grains troy, and there were
doubtless others. The Solonic dram, the Athenian mone-
tary weight, had at first 67.4, later 66.6 grains troy. The
jSginetan weight was greater, and is fixed by the latest
authorities as normally 97 grains. A dram afterward ap-

pears in Fhenician systems as a half or quarter of a shek-
el ; and under the Ptolemies there was in Egypt a dram
of 54.6 grains troy. Under the early Roman emperors a
dram was introduced into the Roman system as $ of an
ounce, equal to 63.2 grains troy. This relation to the
ounce has been preserved in several modern systems.
Thus, in apothecaries' weight, a dram is of an ounce, or
60 grains, divided into 3 scruples of 20 grains each. The
avoirdupois drain, however (derived from the Spanish
adarme), is only ^ of an ounce, or 27JJ grains. In the old

Spanish apothecaries' weight a dram was J of an ounce.
In the Neapolitan system 10 drams made an ounce of 412J
grains troy. The Nuremberg drachm was 57.5grains troy.
The Tuscan dramma was 54.6 grains troy. In the Arabian
systems the dram is properly represented by the mitral,
but the derham is often called a dram, and was in fact de-
rived from the Attic drachma. Abbreviated dr.

We are not dieted by drachms and scruples, for we can-
not take too much. Donne, Letters, xxvii.

2. A small quantity. [Rare.]
An inhuman wretch

Uncapable of pity, void and empty
From any dram of mercy.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

For (concerning the divine nature) here was not a dram
of glory in this union. Donne, Sermons, i.

3. As much liquid as is drunk at once
; specifi-

cally, a drink of spirits : as, a dram of brandy.
I could do this ; and that with no rash potion,
But with a ling'ring dram, that should not work
Maliciously like poison. Sliak., W. T., i. 2.

I was served with marmalade, a dram, and coffee, and
about an hour after with a light collation.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 225.

From the strong fate of drains if thou get free,
Another Durfey, Ward 1 shall sing in thee.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 145.

4. A division (one twentieth) of a raft of staves.
See criftl, 13. [St. Lawrence river.] Fluid
dram, a measure of capacity, equal to one eighth of a flu-

id ounce, or about a teaspoouful. In Great Britain it con-
tains 54.8 grains of water and measures 3.55 cubic centi-

meters, while in the United States it contains 57.1 grains
and measures 3.70 cubic centimeters. In medical use
commonly written fluidrachm,
dram (dram), v.

; pret. and pp. drammed, ppr.
dramming. [< dram, .] I. intrans. To drink
drams

; indulge in the use of ardent spirits.

He will soon sink ;
I foresaw what would come of his

dramming. Ftiote, The Bankrupt, iii. 2.

II. trans. 1. To give a dram or drams to;

ply with drink.

Matron of matrons, Martha Baggs !

Dram your poor newsman clad in rags.
T. Warton, Newsman's Verses for 1770.

The parents in that fine house are getting ready their

daughter for sale, . . . praying her, and imploring her,
and dramming her, and coaxing her.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xxviii.

drama (dra'ma), n. [= F. drame = Sp. Pg.
drama = It. dramma = D. G. Dan. drama =
Sw. dram, drama (first in E., in the common
heading of plays, dramatis personal), < LL. dra-

ma, < Gr. 6pd/ui(--), a deed, act, an action repre-
sented on the stage, a drama, esp. a tragedy, <

rfpav = Lith. darau, do.] 1. A story put into

action, or a story of human life told by actual

representation of persons by persons, with
imitation of language, voice, gesture, dress,
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and accessories or surrounding conditions, the

whole produced with reference to truth or prob-

ability, and with or without the aid of music,

dancing, painting, and decoration; a play.

The church was usually the theatre wherein these pious
drama* were performed, and the actors were the ecclesi-

astics or their scholars.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 227.

Westward the course of empire takes its way ;

The four first acts already past,
A fifth shall close the drama with the day;
Time's noblest offspring i the last.

Dp. Berkeley, Arts mid Learning In America.

A drama is the imitation (in a particular way) of an

action regarded as one, and treated as complete. In the

observation of the process of n complete action, and In

the attempt to imitate It in accordance with such obser-

vation, must therefore bo sought the beginnings of the

drama. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit,, Ink, p. xvlL

2. A composition in verso or prose, or in both,

presenting in dialogue a course of human
action, designed, or seemingly designed, to be

spoken in character and represented on the

stage ;
a form of imitated and represented ac-

tion regulated by literary canons ;
the descrip-

tion of a story converted into the action of a

play, and thereby constituting a department of

literary art: as, the classic drama; the Hindu
drama ; the Elizabethan drama. The construction
of such a composition is, as a general rule, marked by
three stages : first, the opening of the movement ; second,
the growth or development of the action ; third, the close

or catastrophe, which must in all cases bo the consequence
of the action itself, as unfolded in acts, scenes, and situa-

tions. The drama, whether in actual life or mimic repre-

sentation, assumes two principal forms, namely, tragedy
and eomeily ; and from modifications or combinations of

these result the mixed or minor forms, known as tragi-

comedy, melodrama, lyric drama or grand opera, opera
boutfe, farce, and burletta. Other forms, suggested by the

subject and the manner of presenting it, are the nautical

drama, the pastoral drama, the society drama, etc. Both

tragedy and comedy attained a high degree of develop-
ment in t In- ancient Greek drama, which originated in

the worship of Bacchus.

Sophocles made the Greek drama as dramatic as was
consistent witli its original form. Macaulay, Milton.

It is sometimes supposed that the drama consists of

incident. It consists of passion, which gives the actor
his opportunity ;

and that passion must progressively in-

crease, or the actor, as the piece proceeded, would be un-
able to carry the audience from a lower to a higher pitch
of interest and emotion.

S. L. Stevenson, A Humble Remonstrance.

In the epic poem there is only one speaker the poet
himself. The action is bygone. The scene is described.
The persons are spoken of as third persons. There are

only two concerned in it, the poet and the reader. In the
drama the action is present, the scene is visible, the per-
sons are speakers, the sentiments and passions are theirs.

Diim Boucicault, in New York Herald, July 6, 1888.

8. Dramatic representation with its adjuncts ;

theatrical entertainment: as, he has a strong
taste for the drama.

It was on the support of these parts of the town that
the playhouses depended. The character of the drama
became conformed to the character of its patrons.

Macaulay, Comic Dramatists.

4. Action, humanly considered; a course of

connected acts, involving motive, procedure,
and purpose, and by a related sequence of

events or episodes leading up to a catastrophe
or crowning issue.

The great drama and contrivances of God's providence.
Sharp, Works, I. xlli.

Let us endeavor to comprehend . . . the part assigned
to us in the great drama of human affairs.

D. Webtter, Bunker Hill, June 17, 1825.

dramatic (dra-mat'ik), a. [= P. dramatique
= Sp. dramatico = Pg. dramatico = It. dram-
matico (cf. D. G. dramatisch = Dan. Sw. dra-

matisk), < LL. dramaticus, < Gr. dpapariKof, <

tipa/ia(r-), a drama: see drama.] 1. Of or per-
taining to the drama ; represented by action ;

appropriate to or in the form of a written or

acted drama: as, dramatic action; a dramatic

poem.
Dramatic literature is that form of literary composition

which accommodates itself to the demands of an art whose
method is imitation in the way of action.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. viii.

2. Employing the form or manner of the drama
;

writing or acting dramatically or theatrically:
as, a dramatic poet; a dramatic speaker.
The materials \vhich human life now supplies to the

di-ainatic poet give him a power to move our pity and
terror such ea ancient tragic art ... did not and could
not possess. J. Caird.

3. Characterized by the force and animation
in action or expression appropriate to the

drama; expressed with action, or with the
effect of action: as, a dramatic description; a
dramatic appeal.

l-'n>m thener, in my judgement, it proceeds, that as the
Iliad was written while his spiritwas in its greatest vigour,
the whole structure of that work is dramatick and full of
action. Pop?, Homer, Postscript.
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dramatical (dra-mat'i-kal), a. Same as dra-

matic. [Rare.]
Dramaticall, or representative [poesy], is, as It were, a

visible history ; (or it sets out the image of tilings as if

they were present ;
ami history, as if they were past.

Bacon, On Learning, 11.

Cicero, who is known to have been an intimate friend

of Roscius the actor, ami a good judge of dramatical per-
formances. Spectator, No. 141.

dramatically (dra-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In the

manner of the drama
; by representation ;

vivid-

ly and strikingly ;
as regards or concerns the

drama
;
from a dramatic point of view : as, dra-

matically related; dramatically considered.
This plea, though it might save me dramatically, will

damn me biographically, rendering my book from this very
moment a professed romance.

Steriu, Tristram Shandy, II. viii.

dramatisable, dramatisation, etc. See

dramati:able, etc.

dramatis persona (dram'a-tis per-so'ne).
[NL. : dramatis, gen. of LIJ'. drama, a play ;

personal, pi. of L. persona, a person : see drama
and person.] The persons of the drama

;
the

characters in a play . Abbreviated dram. pers.
dramatist (dram'a-tist), n. [< F. dramatiste=
Pg. dramatista, < LL. as if 'dramatista, < dra-

ma^), drama, + -igta, E. -ist.] The author of

a dramatic composition; a writer of plays; a

playwright.
In all the works of the great dramatist [Shakspere] there

occur not more than fifteen thousand words.
G. P. Marth, Lects. on Eng. Lang., viii.

dramatizable (dram'a-tl-za-bl), a. [< drama-
tize + -able.] Capable of being dramatized or

presented in the form of a drama. Also spelled
dramatisable.

dramatization (dram'a-ti-za'shon), n. [<
dramatise + -ation.] The act of dramatizing;
dramatic construction; dramatic representa-
tion. Also spelled dramatisation.
The spectators [of the ancient drama] lent their faith to

the representation, as we, at this period, should lend our

feelings If we could witness a perfect dramatization of the
life and death of our Saviour. ^V. A. Rev., CXXVI. 61.

dramatize (dram'a-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.draw-

atized, ppr. dramatizing. [= D. dramatiseren =
Q. dramatisiren = Dan. dramatisere = Sw. dra-

matisera, < P. dramatiscr = Sp. dramatizar, <

LL. drama(t-), drama: see drama and -fee.] 1.

To make a drama of; put into dramatic form;

adapt for representation on the stage : as, to

dramatize an incident or an adventure ; to

dramatize a legend or a novel.

At Riga, in 1204, was acted a prophetic play : that is,

a dramatized extract from the history of the Old and New
Testaments. Tooke, Russia.

2. To express or manifest dramatically ; bring
out in a dramatic or theatrical manner.
This power of rapidly dramatizing a dry fact Into flesh

and blood. Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

Mr. Farebrother . . . dramatized an intense interest in

the tale to please the children.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 242.

Also spelled dramatise.

dramaturge (dram'a-terj), n. [= P. drama-
turge = Sp. Pg. dramaturge = It. drammaturgo
= D. G. Dan. Sw. dramaturg, < Gr.

drapet

dram. pers. An abbreviation of dramatis per-
(MM.
dram-shop (dram'shop), n. A shop where

spirits are sold in drams or other small quanti-
ties, chiefly to be drunk at the counter.

drank (drangk). Preterit (and often past par-

ticiple) of drink.

drape (drap), v.
; pret. and pp. draped, ppr.

draping. [= D. draperen = G. drapiren = Dan.

drapers = Sw. drapera, drape, < OP. drti/in-,

make or full cloth, make into cloth, P. draper,
cover with mourning-cloth, dress, drape, etc.. <

drap, cloth (> E. drab
1

*, q. v.), = Pr. drap = It.

drappo Sp. Pg. trapn, < ML. drappus, drapis,
also trapus, cloth, perhaps of Tout, origin: see

trappings.'} I. trans. 1. To cover with or as with

cloth; clothe; dress, as a window, an alcove, the

outside of a house, etc., the human body, or a

representation of the human body, as in sculp-
ture or painting : as, the buildings were draped
with flags ;

the painter's figures are well draped.
Like some sweet sculpture draped from head to foot,
And push'd by rude hands from its pedestal.

TennyHon, Princess, v.

And I'll pick you an arbor, green and still,

Drape it with arras down to the floor.

R. U. Stoddard, The Squire of Low Degree.

Cheapslde, to outshine her rivals, was draped even more
splendidly in cloth of gold, and tissue, and velvet.

Froude, Sketches, p. 174.

2. To arrange or adjust, as clothing, hangings,
etc. Specifically used of adjusting (a) in drestnnaking,
the folds of stuff in the style called for by the fashion

or by taste; (6) in upholilery, folds, festoons, etc., as of

curtains or hangings ; (c) in the fine arta, the folds of a

dress, rol>e, etc., in a sculptured or painted representa-
tion. Compare drapery, 3.

3f. To make into cloth.

For Spanish wooll in Flaunders draped is,

And euer hath bee, that men haue tninde of this.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, 1. 188.

U. intrans. To make cloth.

This act ... stinted them [prices] not to exceed a rate,
that the clothier might drape accordingly as he might af-

ford. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

draper (dra'per), H. [< ME. draper, < OF. dra-

per, drapier, F. drapier (= OSp. drapero, Sp.

trapero = Pg. traneiro = It. drappierc), a dealer
in cloth, < drap, cloth.] One who makes or sells

cloths
;
a dealer in cloths : as, a linen-draper or

woolen-draper.
draperess (dra'per-es), n. [< draper + -ess.]

A woman who deals in cloths.

It Is no mean sign of the democratic day we live in

when a little draperesa lives to make such princely lar-

gess. Contemporary Ken., LIII. 320.

drapcried (dra'per-id), a. [< drapery + -td?.]
Furnished with drapery ; covered as with dra-

pery; draped.
There were some great masses [of rocks] that had been

detached by the action of the weather, and lay half im-
bedded in the sand, draperitd over by the heavy pendant
olive-green sea-weed. Mrs. Gatkell, Sylvia's Lovers, xviii.

draperingt (dra'per-ing), n. [Verbal n. of "dra-

per, v. (equiv. to drape).]

draping.

.

per, v. (equiv. to drape).] A making into cloth
;

a dramatic poet, a playwright, < c5pa//a(r-), a

drama, + "epyuv, v., work, Ipyov, work.] A
writer of plays ; a dramaturgist.
What was lacking to the tragedy in the law court was a

Chardin I mean a dramaturge to set it forth.

Athenaeum, No. 3151, p. 343.

dramaturgic (dram-a-ter'jik), a. [= P. dra-

maturgique; as dramaturge + -ic.] Pertaining
to dramaturgy; histrionic; theatrical; stagy;
hence, unreal.
Some form [of worship] it is to be hoped not grown

dramaturgic to us, but still awfully symbolic for us.

Carlyle, Cromwell, I. 145.

Solemn entries, and grand processioning, and other

dramaturgic grandeur. Lowe, Bismarck, I. 314.

dramaturgist (dram'a-ter-jist), . [As drama-

turge + -ist.] One wfip composes a drama and
directs its representation ; a playwright.
How silent now ; all departed, clean gone ! The World-

Dramaturgist has written, "Exeunt."
Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 2.

dramaturgy (dram'a-ter-ji), n. [< P. drama-
turgic= Sp. Pg. dramaturgia = It. drammaturgia
= D. G. dramaturgic = Dan. Sw. dramaturgi, <

Gr. ipa/taTovpyia, ^ dpa^aTOvpf6f, a playwright:
see dramaturge.] 1. The science which treats

of the rules of dramatic composition and rep-
resentation; the dramatic art. 2. Theatrical

representation ; histrionism.
Some ceremonial points, which, as they found no war-

rant for them in the Bible, they suspected, with a very
natural shudder in that case, to savour of idol-worship and
mimetic dramaturgy. Carlyle, Cromwell, I. 29.

drammock (dram'ok), n. Same as drummock.

By Drapering of our wooll in substance
Linen her commons ; this is her gouernauce,
Without wich they may not Hue at ease.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, I. 189.

drapery (dra'per-i), w. ; pi. draperies (-iz). [<
ME. draperie = D. G. draperie = Dan. Sw. dra-

peri, < OF. draperie, F. draperie (= Pr. dra-

paria = Sp. traperia = It. dranperid), < drap,

etc., cloth: see drape.] 1. The occupation
of a draper ; the trade of making or of selling
cloth. 2. Cloth, or textile fabrics of any de-

scription.
Hail be 30 marchans with gur grot packes of draperie.

Early Eng. Poems (ed. Fnrnivall), p. 154.

The duty on woollen cloths or the old drapery, charged
at so much the piece of cloth, was calculated after the rate
of two farthings and a half a farthing for every pound
weight for Englishmen ; but strangers paid a double rate,
besides the old duty of Is. 2d. the piece.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 20.

3. Such cloth or textile fabrics when used for

garments or for upholstery; specifically, in

sculp, and painting, the representation of the

clothing or dress of human figures ; also, tapes-

try, hangings, curtains, etc.

Like one that wraps the drapery of his conch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant, Thanatopsls.

Her wine-dark drapery, fold in fold,

Imprisoned by an ivory hand.
T. B. Aldrich, Pampinea.

To cast the draperies. See casti, v.

drapett (drap'et), n. [Dim. of F. drap, cloth.]
A cloth; a coverlet; a table-cloth.

Many tables fayre dispred,
And ready dight with drapett festival).

Spcnter, F. Q., II. ta. 27.



drappie

drappie (drap'i), . [Sc., dim. of drap = E.

drop.] A little drop; a trifling quantity.

We're nae that fou',

But just a dmviiie in our e'e.

Burn*, Oh, Willie Brew'd.

drappit (drap'it), . A Scotch form of dropped,

past participle of drop. Drappit egg, a poached
or fried egg. (Scotch.]

drassid (dras'id), n. A spider of the family
Drassid<e.

Drassidae (dras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Drassus +
-id.] A family of tubitelarian spiders, of the

suborder Dipneumones, typified by the genus
Drassus. The principal distinctive characters are the

development of only two stigmata and two tarsal claws,
the want of a distinct demarcation between the head and

thorax, and the second pair of legs not longer than the

others. The species have eight eyes disposed in two rows,
and they are mostly of dull color.

Drassoidse (dra-soi'de), n.pl. [NL.] Same as

Drassid(e.

Drassus (dras'us), . [NL., appar. irreg. <

Gr. dpaaacaffat, grasp, lay hold of: see drachma.]
The typical genus of spiders of the family Dras-
sidce.

drastt, drest2t (drast, drest), n. [Usually in pi.,

= E. dial, darsts, < ME. druste, dreste, alsodarste,

derate, pi. drastes, drestes, etc., < AS. dcerstan,

derstan, pi., dregs, lees, = OHG. trcstir, trester,

MHG. trester, G. trester, dial, trest = OBulg.
drostija, dregs. Hence drasty.] Dregs; lees.

Cocumber wilde, or sour lupyne in drestes
Of oil comyxt, wol dryve away thees beestes.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 85.

The dreste [var. drestw, draft] of it is not wastid out,
ther shal drink of it alle the synneres of erthe.

Wydif, Ps. Ixxiv. 9 (Oxf.).

Thou drunke it vp vnto the drestis [var. drastis, Purv.].

Wydif, Is. Ix. 17 (Oxf.).

drastic (dras'tik), a. and n. [= F. drastique=
Sp. drdstico = Pg. It. drastico (cf. G. drastisch

= Dan. Sw. drastisk), < Gr. opaariKof, active,

efficacious, < 6pav, act, effect, do : see drama.]
I. a. Effective

;
efficacious

; powerful ; acting
with force or violence

; vigorous : as, a drastic

cathartic. Compare cathartic, a.

The party was in such extreme and imminent danger
that nothing but the most drastic remedies could save it.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

The Coercion Act . . . had imprisoned 918 persons with-
out trial, and in many cases without even letting them
know the offences with which they were charged. But
these drastic measures, far from pacifying the country,
had brought it to the very verge of civil war.

W. S. Gregg, Irish Hist, for Eng. Readers, p. 195.

II. n. A medicine which speedily and effec-

tually purges.
drastyt, Trashy ;

of no worth
; filthy.

Myn eres aken [ache] of thy drasty speche.
Chaucer, Prol. to Melibeus, 1. 5.

. An obsolete contracted form of dreadeth

(dredeth), third person singular indicative pres-
ent of dread. Chaucer.
drat2 (drat), v. t. [A minced form of 'od rot:
see 'od and rot.] An expletive expressive
of mild indignation or annoyance, similar to

plague on, plague take, bother: as, drat that
child! [Low, and chiefly prov. Eng.]

And sleepers waking grumble "drat that cat."

T. Hood.

The quintain was " dratted
"
and "

bothered," and very
generally anathematized by all the mothers who had young
sons. Trollope.

drattle(drat'l),v.t Same as dra2. [Prov. Eng.]
Drattle 'em ! thaay be mwore trouble than they be wuth.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxiii.

draught, A corrupt spelling of draff.

draught 1
, n., a., and v. See drafft.

draught-t, See draff.

draught-hoard (draft'bord), n. The board on
which the game of draughts or checkers is

played; a checker-board.

draught-bridget, n. [ME. drauht brigge, drawte
brydge: see draffl, draught*, n., 24, and bridge

1
,

and cf. drawbridge.] A drawbridge.
Was ther non entre that to the castelle pan ligge
Bot a streite kauce, at the ende a drauht brigge.

Rob. o/Brunne, tr. of Langtoft's Chrou. (ed. Hearne), p. 183.

draught-houset (draft
'

hous), n. A sink; a
privy.
And they brake down the image of Baal, and brake

down the house of Baal, and made it a draught house
unto this day. 2~Ki. x. 27.

draughtiness, . See draftiness.

draughtsman, . See draftsman.
draughtsmanship, . See draftsmanship.
draughty1

,
. See drafty^.

draughty2t, . See drafty*.
drave (drav). Archaic preterit of drive.

1760

Dravidian (dra-vid'i-an), a. [< Skt. Drdvida,
with cerebral d, whence in Hind. Drdvida and
Drdvira: see def.] Of or pertaining to Dra-

vida or Dravira, an ancient province of south-

ern India : specifically applied to a family of

tongues spoken in southern India and Ceylon,

supposed by some to be Scythian or Ural-

Altaic, by others to constitute an independent
group of languages. It includes Tamil, Telu-

gu, Canarese, Malayalam or Malabar, Tulu,
etc. Also called Tamilian.

Dravidic (dra-vid'ik), a. Same as Dravidian.

They first entered India, became mingled with the

Dravidic race, and afterward were driven out.

Amer. Antiquarian, X. 59.

draw (dra), v.
; pret. drew, pp. drawn, ppr. draw-

ing. [< ME. drawen, draglien, dragen, drahen

(pret. drew, drewe, drowe, drowgh, drough, drag,

droh, pp. drawen, drawe, dragen), < AS. dragan
(pret. drag, droh, pi. dragon, pp. dragen), tr.

draw, drag, intr. go, = OS. dragan = OFries.

drega, draga = D. dragen, carry, = MLG. LG.

dragen = OHG. tragan, MHG. G. tragen, carry,

bear, = Icel. draga = Sw. draga = Dan. drage,
draw, pull, drag, = Goth, dragan, draw. Not

cognate with L. trahere, draw, whence E. trace,

tract, ete. Hence ult. drag, draggle, drawl,

drain, draughft = draft
1

, dray1 , dredge*, and

prob. dregs. Cf. indraw, outdraw, withdraw]
1. trans. 1. To give motion to by the action of

pulling ;
cause to move toward the force applied,

or in the line of pull or traction : often with an
adverb of direction : as, to draw a wagon, a train,
or a load

;
to draw down the blinds.

'Tis a bearded Arrow, and will more easily be thrust
forward than drawn back. Congreve, Old Batchelor, iii. 10.

They draw up the water by a windlass [from cisterns],
and carry it in leather bags on camels to the houses.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 6.

The carriage was drawn by a pair of well-kept black

ponies, furnished with every European appurtenance.
H. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 184.

2. To pull along, as a curtain, or to pull with

strings, as a purse, so as to open or to close

it
; pull across : as, to draw the bow across the

strings of a violin.

Even such a man . . .

Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night,
And would have told him, half his Troy was burn'd.

Shak., 2 lien. IV., i. 1.

We will draw the curtain, and show you the picture.

Shak., T.S.,1. 5.

Close up his eyes, and draw the curtain close ;

And let us all to meditation.

SAa*.,2Hen. VI., iii. 3.

I draw not my purse for his sake that demands it, but
His that enjoined it. Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, ii. 2.

Which [heart] shall ever when I am with you be in my
face and tongue, and when I am from you, in my letters,
for I will never draw curtain between you and it.

Donne, Letters, xxiii.

3. To remove or extract by pulling: as, to draw
a sword (from its scabbard) ;

to draw teeth
;
to

draw a cork.

Agranadain . . . drough his swerde, and appareiled
hym self to diffende. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 569.

Draw not thy sword ; thou know'st I cannot fear
A subject's hand.

Beau, atid Fl, Maid's Tragedy, iii. 1.

He durst not draw a knife to cut his meat.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, iii. 2.

4. To take or let out, as from a receptacle or

repository; remove; withdraw: as, to draw wa-
ter from a well or wine from a cask

;
to draw

blood; to draw money from a bank; to draw
the charge from a gun.
The Angell of Death drew from him his soule out of his

nostrils, by the smell of an apple of Paradise.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 261.

Myself drew some blood in those wars, which I would
give my hand to be washed from.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, I. 1.

5. To take, get, derive, or obtain, as from a
source: as, to draw supplies from home; to
draw consolation from the promises of Scrip-
ture.

I write to gou a tretice in englisch breuely drawe out
of the book of quintis essence's in latyn.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 1.

The colonies of heaven must be drawn from earth.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 25.

What I argue shall be drawn from the scripture only ;

and therin from true fundamental principles of the gospel.
M'dton, Civil Power.

The Poet draws the Occasion from an Invitation which
he here makes to his Friend.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi., Arg.
The genius of every remembered poet drew the forces

that built it up out of the decay of a long succession of
forgotten ones. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 234.

draw

6. To lead or take along, as by inducement,
persuasion, or command; induce or cause to go
with one : as, to draw a person to the top of a
hill.

Nay, rather wilt thou draw thy forces hence.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1.

Sir Francis improved his opportunity to buttonhole Mr.

Fillmore, and drew him into the next room.
J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 164.

7. To lead or cause to come
; bring by induce-

ment or attraction; call up or together; at-

tract: as, to draw a large audience; to draw

lightning from the clouds.

So they yede, and met with their enmyes, and saugh
that thei hadde drawe to hem grete part of the londe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 92.

He shal drawe into rememhraunce
The fortune of this worldes chaunce.

Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 5.

Why do melodramas draw larger audiences than Mac-
beth? Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 132.

8. In billiards, to cause to recoil after impact,
as if pulled back: as, to draw a ball. 9. To
allure ;

entice
;
induce : as, to draw the atten-

tion of an assembly.
She [Mary Queen of Scots] answered, That Letters

might be counterfeited, her Secretaries might be cor-

rupted ; the rest, in hope of life, might be draivn to con-

fess that which was not true.- Baker, Chronicles, p. 369.

I may be drami to shew I can neglect
All private aims, though I affect my rest.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

Some ladies of position actually engaged a famous mim-
ic and comic singer to set up a puppet show, in the hope
of drawing away the people from Handel.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

10. To elicit ;
evoke

; bring out by some induce-
ment or influence : as, to draw a confession from
a criminal

;
to draw the fire of an enemy in or-

der to ascertain his strength or gain some ad-

vantage ;
to draw down vengeance upon one's

head.
When he was spit upon, mocked, reproached and

scourged, none of all these could draw one impatient ex-

pression from him. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

The skill and care with which those fathers had, during
several generations, conducted the education of youth,
had drawn forth reluctant praises from the wisest Protes-

tants. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

11. To deduce; infer: as, to draw conclusions
or arguments from the facts that have come to

light ;
to draw an inference.

Some persons draw lucky or unlucky omens from the
first object they see on going out of the house in the

morning. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 340.

12. To extort; force out: as, the recital of his

sufferings drew tears from every eye.
He [William II.] set forth a Proclamation that none

should go out of the Realm without his Licence, by which
he drew much Money from many. Baker, Chronicles, p. 34.

13. To inhale or suck in; get or cause to pass
by inhalation or suction: as, to draw a long
breath ;

to draw air into the lungs ;
the dust is

drawn into the chimney.
'Tis bane to draw

The same air with thee.
B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 1.

14. To drain or let out the contents of ; empty
by drawing off a fluid from : as, to draw a pond.

"O father, father, draw your dam, . . .

There's either a mermaid or a swan.
"

The Twa Sisters (Child's Ballads, II. 241).

A lioness, with udders all drawn dry,

Lay couching. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

Or hath the paleness of thy guilt drunk up
Thy blood, and drawn thy veins as dry of that,
As is thy heart of truth ? B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

15. To drag along on the ground or other sur-

face; move in contactwith a surface: as, to draw
the finger over anything. [In an early form of the

punishment of death by hanging, the sufferer was violent-

ly dragged or drawn to the gallows at the tail of a horse.
Later the execution was rendered more humane, without

altering its form, by drawing the condemned on a hurdle,
or in a cart, instead of literally on the ground. See def.

16. and compare to hang, draw, and quarter, under hang, v. ]

With wilde hors he schal be drawe.
Iti'chard Coer de Lion, 1. 4632.

The howndes schuld the flesch drawe.
Sir Amadas, 1. 173 (Weber's Metr. Rom., III.).

16. To eviscerate; disembowel: as, to draw

poultry; hanged, drawn, and quartered. See

hang, v. 17. To extract the strength or essen-
tial qualities of; prepare by infusion: as, to

dra ic tea. 18. To extend by or as if by pull-

ing; stretch; lengthen; prolong: as, to draw
wire

;
to draw a long face.

His face drawn longer than 'twas wont.
B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

While the fatal sister sought to twine
His thread and keep it even, she drew it so fine

It burst. Webster, Monumental Column.



draw
In notes, with many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness IOIIK iti-iticn out.

Mittnn, I,'Alle;.TO, 1. 140.

19. To pull to a certain point, as a bowstrinp;
or a bow, in order to release it with an impe-
tus.

And a certain man "'" a bow at a venture, an<l

the king of Israel. I Ki. xxii. 34.

Our attention is directed to the proper manner of draw-

iny the bow-string. Strut/, .Sport* ami I'usi lines, p. 124.

20. To drag or force from cover, as a fox,

badger, etc.
;
force to appear. See badger-bait-

ing.
You may draw your Fox if you please, Sir, and make a

Bear-Garden Flourish somewhere else.

Congrem, Way of the World, v. 10.

21. To bring out by coaxing or stratagem;
cause to declare one"'s views or opinions ;

be-

tray into utterance.

We are rather inclined to think that Mr. f'oleman was
drawn on the occasion, and that lie failed to perceive it.

Westminster Rev., CXXV. 680.

22. To produce; bring in: as, the deposits
draw interest. 23. To get or obtain, especially
as due

;
take or receive by right, as for service,

success in competition, etc.

If every ducat in six thousand ducats
Were in six parts, ami every part a ducat,
I would not draw them I would have ray bond.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

After supper we drew cuts for a score of apricocks, the

longest cut still to draw an apricock.
ilarstoH and Wetatcr, Malcontent, Ind.

24. To trace; mark or lay out: as, to draw a

straight line.

He [God] draws the line of his Justice parallel to that
of his Mercy. Stillinyjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

Warring on a later day,
Round affrighted Lisbon drew
The treble works, the vast designs
Of his labonr'd rampart-lines.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, vi.

26. To delineate; sketch in lines or words
;
de-

pict: as, to draw a plan or a
portrait; he drew

a graphic picture of the condition of the city.

I haue drawne a Map from point to point, He to lie,
and Harbour to Harbour, with the Soundings, .Sands,

Rocks, and Land-markes.
Cap*. John Smith, True Travels, II. 180.

In which picture he is drawn leaning on a desk.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 52.

The flowers therein,
Drawn on the margin of the yellowing skin
Where chapters ended.

William Morns, Earthly Paradise, III. 209.

26. To make a draft of; write out in form; in

old use, to compose or compile : as, to draw a
deed

;
to draw a cheek.

This buke is on Ynglese drawen.
Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 336.

Oo, the condition's drawn, ready dated ;

There wants but your hand to 't.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 2.

He entreated Mr. Doctor her husband that nee would
draw a booke [a bill or brief] to intimate to the judge his

reasons, and hee would be very thankful! to him.
Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

He withdrew himself to his lodging . . . and drew out
both his propositions and answers to our complaints.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 241.

Then, strongly fencing ill-got wealth by law,
Indentures, covenants, articles, they draw.

Pope, Donne's Satires, ii. 94.

27. Naut., to require a depth of at least (so

many feet of water) in order to float: said of
a vessel: as, the ship draws 10 feet of water.

And then he fell to explain to me his manner of casting
the draught of water which a ship will draw baton-band!

Pepys, Diary, II. 378.

On account of their being so liable to run aground, the
boats of the Nile are generally made to draw rather more
water at the head than at the stern.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 27.

28. In med.
,
to digest and cause to discharge :

as, to draw an abscess or ulcer by a poultice or

plaster. 29. In card-playing, to take or re-

ceive, as a card or cards not yet dealt from the
pack, or one to which a player is entitled from
another hand. 30. In mining, to raise (ore) to
the surface. Drawing, hoiitinir, winding, and lifting
are all terms in use in various mining districts, and have
essentially the same meaning. The engine which does
the work is most commonly culled the irhiilinn ,

but the most comprehensive and generally used phrase
for raising coal or ore from the mine to the surface is

draiciiKj stuff.- Drawn forward, said of a furnace-nrc
when fuel is added to it and the draft is turned on. To
draw a bead on. See head. To draw a cover, to hunt
tin 'High it for game. To draw back, to receive back, as
duties on goods. To draw cuts. See ct<(. To draw
down, in /or;/my, to reduce the size of (metal bars) by
hammering. To drawdry, to draw olf or remove all the
contents from; empty completely: as, to draw a well dry.
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My purse is large and deep,
Beyond the reach of riot to draw dry.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

To draw In. (a) To contract ; reduce to a smaller com-
pass; cause to shrink or contract: as, to draw in one's

expenses.

MissGlsborne's flannel is promised the last of the week,
and it must be drawn in to-morrow.

S. Judd, Margaret, I. 2.

(//) To collect ; bring together: as, to draw in one's loans.

(c) To entice, allure, or inveigle : as, he was cunningly
drawn in by a schemer.

That a Fool should ask sneh a malicious Question!
Deatli ! I shall be drawn in before I know where I am.

Conyrene, Old Uatchelor, iil. 10.

To draw in the horns. See horn. To draw It One,
to make over-scrupulous, nice, or affected distinctions.

[Colloq. ] To draw it mild, to express something in

moderate terms; refrain from exaggeration. [Colloq.]
To draw off. (a) To withdraw ; divert : as, to draw of
the mind from a painful subject, (fe) To take or cause to

flow : as, to draw oj/" wine or cider from a vessel, (c) To
extract by distillation. To draw on. () To allure : en-
tice : as, to draw one on by promises of favor.

Some thought that Philip did but trifle with her;
Some that she but held off to draw him on.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

(o) To occasion ; invite ; bring about.

Was there ever People so active to draw on their own
Ruin? Howell, Letters, I. vl. 52.

Under colour of war, which either his negligence drew
on, or his practices procured, he levied a subsidy.

Sir J. llayward.

To draw out. (a) To lengthen ; extend.

Virgil has drawn out the rules of tillage and planting
into two books, which Hesiod has despatched in half a one.

Addison, Virgil's Georgics.

(o) To lengthen in time ; cause to continue
; protract.

Wilt thou be angry with us forever? wilt thou draw out
thine anger to all generations? Ps. 1\\\\ . 5.

Thy nnkindness shall his death draw out
To lingering sufferance. Shale., M. for M., ii. 4.

On the stage
Of my mortality my youth hath acted
Some scenes of vanity, drawn out at length
By varied pleasures. Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 5.

(c) To cause to issue forth ; draw off, as liquor from a cask.

When one came to the pressfat for to draw out fifty ves-

sels out of the press, there were but twenty. Hag. ii. 16.

(
.'

) To extract, as the spirit of a substance, (e) To detach ;

separate from the main body : as, to draw out a file or

party of men.

Draw out and take you a lamb according to your fami-

lies, and kill the passover. Ex. xii. 21.

(/) To range ; array in line.

It had bin a small maistery for him, to have drawn out
his Legions into array, and tlankt them with his thunder.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 1.

All his past life, day by day,
In one short moment he could see
Drawn out before him.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 288.

(.<;) To elicit by questioning or address ; cause to be de-
clared ; call forth : as, to draw out facts from a witness.

(A) To lead to speak or act freely ; obtain an unreserved
exhibition of the opinions or character of : as, to draw out
a bashful person at a party ; to draw one out on religion
or politics. To draw over, (a) To raise, or cause to
come over, as in a still.

Marewood, Essay on Inebriating Liquors, 1824, p. 28, says
that the Moslem physician Rhazes drew over a red oil by
distillation (A. D. 908), called oleum benedictum philoso-
phorum. AT. and Q., 6th ser., p. 159.

(b) To persuade or induce to revolt from an opposing party,
and to join one's own party : as, some men may be drawn
over by interest, others by fear. To draw rein, to tighten
the reins ; hence, to slacken one's speed ; stop.

He reached a broad river's side,
And there he drew his rein.

Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 226).

To draw the curtain. See curtain. To draw the
jacks, in weaving, to depress the jack-sinkers, one by one,
so as to form double loops. To draw the line, to make
a limit or division in thought, action, concession, etc. : as,
I will do no more ; I draw the line at that.

M. Robin seems to us to be wrong in supposing that It

is possible to draw any absolute line of separation between
the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

Pasteur, Fermentation (trans.), p. 313.

To draw the long bow. See6ow2._ To draw up. (a)
To raise

; lift ; elevate, (b) To bring together in regular
order or arrangement, as in line of battle ; array.

This select assembly was drawn up in the centre of a

prodigious multitude. Addison, Vision of Justice.

At the very flrst review which he [Tyrconnell held, it

was evident to all who were near to him that he did not
know how to draw up a regiment.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

On the 30th of May, General Halleck had his whole army
drawn up prepared for battle.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 380.

(c) To compose in due form, as a writing, in order to em-
body what has been proposed; prepare in writing: as, to
'//././ up i\ petition ; to draw up a memorandum of con-
tract.

The lady hereafter-mentioned, . . . having approved
my late discourse of advertisements, obliged me to draw
up this, and insert it in the body of my paper.

Steele, Tatler, No. 245.

A committee was appointed to draw up an answer.

itacaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

draw
= 8yn, 1. Drair, Dray, Haul. These words are In an as-

et -ndinj; .-i ale aeenrilin;; tn the eilort involved. They gen-
erally imply that the person or thing drawing, etc*., goes
before or along. Draw usually implies merely effective

pulling or persuasion. Drawling Is generally upon the

ground or surface, to overcome active or passive resist-

ance: as, to dra// a culprit to jail ; todra</a log to the mill.

Html more distinctly Implies the use of main force against
a counteracting impediment, as that of a dead weight, or

against active resistance, as that of a struggling person :

as, to li'in' a boat ashore ; to haul up a prisoner.

Equally a nuisance are the native cartmen, with their

long low carts drawn by mules or donkeys.
r'. Sartoriux, In the Soudan, il.

Death from a rough and homely feast
Drew them away.

William Morrin, Earthly Paradise, II. 243.

Hence will I dray thee headlong by the heels
Unto a dunghill, which shall be thy grave.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 10.

Thy Doll, and Helen of thy noble thoughts,
Is in base durance, and contagious prison;
IIn "I' i/ thither

By most mechanical and dirty hand.
Shale., 2 Hen. IV., v. 6.

II. intrans. 1. To produce motion, or move-
ment of any kind, by force of pulling, suction,
or attraction : as, an animal or an engine draws

by sheer strength or energy ;
a sail draws by

being filled with wind and properly trimmed;
a chimney or a stove draws by sucking in a
current of air; a magnet draws by its inherent

power of attraction; a blister or poultice is

popularly said to draw from its attracting hu-
mors to the surface or bringing an abscess to
a head.

An heifer . . . which hath not drawn in the yoke.
Deut. xxi. 3.

2. To have an attracting influence or effect;
attract attention or attendance; exercise al-

lurement, literally or figuratively : as, the play
draws well.

Example drawn, when Precept falls,

And Sermons are less read than Tales.

Prior, The Turtle and Sparrow.

They should keep a watch upon the particular bias in
their minds, that it may not draw too much.

.\it'i;.*-"H. Spectator.

It is a singular fact that Mr. Emerson is the most stead-

ily attractive lecturer in America. . . . Mr. Emerson al-

ways draws. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 375.

3. In billiards, to make the cue-ball recoil from
an object-ball. 4. To shrink; contract.

I have not yet found certainly that the water itself, by
mixture of ashes or dust, will shrink or draw into less
room. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

5. To move in some direction or manner in-
dicated by an adjunct or adjuncts ; go, come,
pass, etc., by or as if by being drawn or at-
tracted (with reference to some specific course
or destination): as, the wind drew strongly
through the ravine. See phrases below.

He, arriving with the fall of day,
Drew (o the gate. Spenser, t. O.., VI. iil. 37.

6. To unsheathe one's sword: as, draw and de-
fend thyself; he drew upon me.
Draw, If you be men. Gregory, remember thy swash-

ing blow. Shot., R. and J., 1. 1.

A nobleman can now no longer cover with his protec-
tion every . . . bully who draws in his quarrel.

Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of MilL

7. To use or practise the art of delineating
figures : as, he draws correctly. 8. To make
a draft or demand : with on or upon : as, to draw
on one's imagination, experience, etc.

It is on my own personal reminiscences that I draw for
the following story. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 98.

Draw not too often on the gushing spring,
But rather let its own o'erflowing tell

Where the cool waters rise.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 76.

Hence 9. To make a formal written appli-
cation through a bank or other medium for

money or supplies : with on : as, draw on the
firm when you need funds.

Yon may draw on me for the expenses of your journey.
Jay.

10. To be susceptible to the action of drawing
or pulling: as, the cart draws easily; the pipe
draws freely.

Thy balance will not draw ; thy balance will not down.
Quarlen, Emblems, i. 4.

11. In manuf., to leave the mold with ease,
because of the shape given to the mold and
therefore to the piece cast in it. in metal-casting,
molding of pottery, and the like, care is taken that the

shape shall be such that the least touch will disengage the

object from the mold : thus, the sides of the mold are not
normal to the hack, but slightly inclined, and similar pre-
cautions are taken in other cases. See deliver!

,
r. i.

12. To sink or settle in water: said of ships.

Light boats may sail swift, though greater hulks draw
deep. Shak., T. and C., il 3.



draw

Drawing curtains, curtains made to open and close

that is, to draw as distinguished from wall-hanging*,
dorsers, and the like. Inventory of 1682, in Jour. Archteol.

Ass.. XXX. 263. To draw aftert, to "take after"; re-

semble.

She is youre doughter with-oute doute, and draweth
litill after hir moder. Merlin (E. E. X. S.), iii. 434.

He is more suetter then is any maide.
Off that he drawith after that laydy
Ffro whom he is discended uerily.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6243.

To draw back or backward, (a) To retire ; move back
;

withdraw.

The soldier also that should go on warfare, he will draw
back as much as he can.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

Her conscious diffidence he saw,
Drew backward, as in modest awe.

Scott, Eokeby, iv. 4.

(i>) To turn back or away, as from an undertaking or a
belief

; give way ; recede.

Now the just shall live by faith ; but if any man draw
back, my soul shall have no pleasure in him. Heb. x. 38.

To draw by, to go or pass by ;
come to an end.

The foolish neighbours come and go,
And tease her till the day draws by.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ix.

To draw in, to shorten : as, the days draw in now.

As the days were drawing in, as old ladies say, it was
advisable to make the utmost use of the daylight.

Mrs. Chas. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania.

To draw near or nigh, to approach closely ; come near.

They draw near unto the gates of death. Ps. evil. 18.

Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you.
Jas. iv. 8.

To draw Off. (a) To retire ; retreat : as, the company drew
off by degrees.

Montpensier, finding no prospect of relief from home,
and straitened by the want of provisions, determined to
draw o/"from the neighbourhood of Benevento.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., it. 2.

To make good the cause of freedom you must draw off
from all foolish trust in others.

Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

(6) To prepare to strike, as with the fist, in a personal en-
counter. [Colloq.J To draw on. (a) [On, adv.] To ad-
vance ; approach.

Our nuptial hour
Draws on apace. Shah., M. N. D., i. 1.

(!>) [On, prep.] (1) To gain on ; approacli in pursuit: as,
the ship drew on the flying frigate. (2) Of a dog, to move
cautiously upon (the scented game).

The Wilson's snipe gives forth a strong game effluvium,
and it is no uncommon circumstance for a careful dog to
draw upon one at a distance of ... sixty feet.

E. J. Lewis, The American Sportsman (1885), p. 252.

To draw out, to move out or away, as from a station :

absolutely, or followed by of or from : as, the army dreiv
out of the defile slowly : the ship drew out from her
berth.

To-morrow we'll draw out, and view the cohorts ;

I' the mean time, all apply their offices.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

The train from out the castle drew.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 13.

To draw to or toward, to advance to or in the direc-
tion of ; come near

; approach : as, the day draws toward
evening.

Vnto his manoir comyn were many,
Which fro hunting were drawing to that place,
As wel of gret as smal, both hye and bace,

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 621.

The heads of all her people drew to me,
With supplication both of knees and tongue.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

TO draw to a head. Same as to come to a head (which
see, under head). To draw up. () To move upward ;

rise ; ascend : as, the clouds drew up and disclosed the
moon.

Whan the day vp droghe & the dym voidet,
Thus Jason full ioyfull to that gentill said.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 756.

(6) To form in regular order ; assume a certain order or
arrangement : as, the troops drew up in front of the pal-
ace ; the fleet drew up in a semicircle, (c) To come to a
stand ; halt : as, the carriage drew up at the gate.

I could see my grandfather driving swiftly in a gig along
the seaboard road, . . . and for all his business hurry,
drawing up to speak good-humouredly with those he met.

R. L. Stevenson, Some College Memories.

(d) To keep company, as a lover: followed by with.
[Scotch.]

Gin ye forsake me, Marion,
111 e'en gae draw up wi' Jean.

Ritson, Scottish Songs, I. 163.

O cou'dna ye gotten dukes, or lords,
Intill your ain countrie,

That ye drew up wf an English dog,
To bring this shame on me?

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 82).

draw(dra), n. [< draw, v.~] 1. The act of draw-
ing. Specifically (a) In card-playing, the act of taking
a card or cards from the pack or from another hand

; the
right or privilege of doing so : as, it is my draw next, (b)
In billiards, the act of making the cue-ball recoil from an
object-ball after impact, either straight back or slightly
slanting, by a quick low stroke and immediate withdrawal
of the cue.
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2. That which is drawn or carried; especially,
a lot or chance drawn. 3. That part of a draw-

bridge which is drawn up or aside. 4. A drawn
game; the result of a game or contest when
neither party gains the advantage: as, the
match ended in a draw. 5. The act or man-
ner of bending a bow preparatory to shooting.
The utmost care and great practice should be given to

acquiring the correct draw.
M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 19.

6. The lengthening of an iron rod in forging.
7. The action of the rollers on the fiber in

a drawing-frame. 8. The gain or advance of

a mule-carriage in drawing out the yarn. 9.

Among sportsmen, the act of forcing a fox
from his cover, a badger from his hole, etc.

;

the place where a fox is drawn. 10. Some-
thing designed to draw a person out, to make
him reveal his intentions or what he desires to

conceal or keep back
;
a feeler. [Slang.]

This was what in modern days is called a draw. It was
a guess put boldly forth as fact, to elicit by the young
man's answer whether he had been there lately or not.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, v.

drawable (dra'a-bl), a. [< draw + -able.'] Ca-
pable of being drawn.
drawback (dra'bak), n. 1. Any loss of advan-

tage or impairment of profit, value, success, or

satisfaction; a discouragement or hindrance;
a disadvantage.
The avarice of Henry VII. . . . must be deemed a draw-

back from the wisdom ascribed to him. Hallam.

It gives me great pleasure to think of visiting Scotland
in the summer ; but the drawback will be to leave my wife
and children. Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey, iv.

2. Money or an amount paid back
; usually, a

certain amount of duties or customs dues paid
back or remitted to an importer when he ex-

ports goods that he has previously imported
and paid duty on, as, for instance, tobacco, or
a certain amount of excise paid back or allow-
ed on the exportation of home manufactures.
Abbreviated dbk.

Sir John. Honour's a Commodity not voidable among
the Merchants ; there is no Drawback upon 't.

Fain. That's a Mistake, Sir John ; I have known a
Statesman pawn his Honour as often as Merchants enter
the same Commodity for Exportation ; and like them,
draw it back so cleverly, that those who give him Credit

upon 't, never perceiv'd it till the Great Man was out of
Post. Mrs. Centlinre, Artifice, i.

The Irish were allowed to import foreign hops, and to
receive a drawback on the duty on British hops.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvii.

3. In iron-founding, a loose piece in a mold.
In brass-founding such a piece is called a, false
core.

draw-bar (dra'bar), n. 1. A bar used to con-
nect two railroad-cars or locomotives. See
drag-bar. [U. S.]

The higher the draw-bar is above the rails the greater
will be the tendency to pull the engine down behind and
up in front. Forney, Locomotive, p. 334.

2. A bar, or one of a set of bars, in a fence,
which can be drawn back or let down to allow

passage, as along a road or path. [U. S.]

They were now stopped by some dram bars, which passed,
they found themselves ascending a steep incline sown with
large stones. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 202.

draw-bays (dra'baz), n. A species of lasting,
especially for making shoes.

draw-bench (dra'bench), n. In wire-drawing,
a machine in which wire is reduced in size or

brought to gage by being drawn through open-
ings of standard size. See drawing-bench and
drawing-block.

Solid wire can easily be reduced in size by means of the
draw-bench, a contrivance working with a windlass.

Goldsmith's Handbook, p. 103.

draw-bolt (drfi/bolt), . Same as coupling-pin.
draw-bore (dra'bor), . In carp., a hole pierced
through a tenon, nearer to the shoulder than the
holes through the cheeks are to the abutment
with which the shoulder is to come into con-

tact, so that a pin when driven into it will draw
these parts together.- Draw-bore pin, a joiners-
tool, consisting of a solid piece or pin of steel, tapered
from the handle, used to enlarge the pin-holes which are
to secure a mortise and tenon, and to bring the shoulder
of the rail close home to the abutment on the edge of the
stile. When this is effected the draw-bore pin is removed,
and the hole is filled up with a wooden peg.
drawbore (dra'bor), v. t. ; pret. and pp. draw-

bored, ppr. drawboring. To make a draw-bore
in : as, to drawbore a tenon.

draw-boy (dra'boi), n. A boy who helps a
weaver in drawing the heddles to form the pat-
tern of the cloth he is weaving; hence, a me-
chanical device employed for this purpose.

drawflle

drawbridge (dra'brij), n. [< ME. drawebrygge,
drawbrugye, < drau-en, draw, + brygge, etc.,

bridge.] 1. A bridge which may be drawn up
or let down to admit or hinder communication,
or to leave a transverse passage free, as before
the gate of a town or castle, or over a naviga-
ble river. Formerly also called draught-bridge
and draught. See draft1 . Drawbridges, as applied
to fortifications, date only from the beginning of the four-

teenth century. At
first they spanned
the foss, joining the

gate of the fort or
of the advanced
work with its outer
bank. Later, draw-
bridges formed only
the inner portion of
the platform of the

bridge, the outer

portion being sta-

tionary. The draw-
bridge was usually
raised by chains
attached to levers

projecting from the
wall at a proper
distance above it,

which levers were

Drawbridge. Chattau of Montis. France. *S^JtLhSdtZ
their inner extremities, the wall forming the fulcrum.
When raised, the drawbridge formed a barricade before
the gate, thus providing a twofold obstacle to the assailant

a chasm and a strengthened barrier.

From Iztacpalpan to Mexico is two leagues, all on a
faire Causey, with many draw-bridges, thorow which the
water passeth. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 787.

The entrance to the courtyard of the old mansion lay
through an archway, surmounted by the foresaid tower,
but the drawbridge was down, and one leaf of the iron-
studded folding-doors stood carelessly open.

Scott, Kenilworth, xii.

2. A bridge one or more sections of which can
be lifted or moved aside to permit the passage
of boats.

draw-cut (dra'kut), n. A cut produced by a

drawing movement of a cutting-tool.
drawee (dra-e'), . [< draw + -eel.] One on
whom an order, draft, or bill of exchange is

drawn that is, the one to whom its request is

addressed
;
the person requested by a bill of ex-

change to pay it. See extract under drawer, 3.

drawer (dra'er), n. [< ME. drawer, drawere; <

draw + -er1 .] 1. One who draws, as one who
takes water from a well, or liquor from a cask

;

hence, formerly, a waiter.

Let them be hewers of wood and drawers of water unto
all the congregation. Josh. ix. 21.

Put on two leather jerkins and aprons, and wait upon
him at his table like drawers. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

The Drawers are the ciuillest people in it, men of good
bringing vp, and howsoeuer wee esteeme of them, none
can boast more iustly of their high calling.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Tauerne.

2. One who or that which attracts. 3. One
who draws a bill of exchange or an order for the

payment of money.
The person, however, who writes this letter [a draft] is

called in law the drawer, and he to whom it is written the
drawee. Blackstone,Cora., II. 10.

4. A box-shaped receptacle, as for papers,
clothes, etc., fitted into a piece of furniture, as
a bureau, a table, a cabinet, etc., in such a
manner that access to it is had by drawing or

sliding it out horizontally in its guides or frame.

As little knowledge or apprehension as a worm shut

up in one drawer of a cabinet hath of the senses or un-

derstanding of a man. Locke.

5. pi. An undergarment worn on the legs and
lower part of the body by both sexes.

The Maltese harden the bodies of their children by mak-
ing them go stark naked, without shirt or drawern, till

they are ten years old. Locke.

Chest Of drawers, a piece of furniture having drawers
to contain clothing, linen, etc. The earlier ones common-
ly had a box-like compartment above and two or three
drawers below. The secretaries frequently found among
English and American furniture of the eighteenth cen-

tury, and still common in some parts of the continent of

Europe, are chests of drawers with a writing-table above.
The only form now commonly in use is the bureau.

The chest contrived a double debt to pay,
A bed by night, a chest of drawers by day.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 230.

drawflle (dra'fil), v. t. ; pret. and pp. drawfiled,
ppr. drawJiUng. To file by drawing the file

sidewise along the work, as a spoke-shave is

used.

The cutters are backed off un the ends only, their tops
being merely lightly draw-filed alter being turned up.

J. Rose, Pract. Machinist, p. 177.

The com- having been turned true, and its surface
slightly roughened by draictiliivj, it is then charged with
flour-emery and nil. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 61.



draw-gate

draw-gate (dr&'gat), . The valvo of a

draw-gear (ilni'ger), . 1. A harness adapted
for draft-horses. 2. The apparatus or parts
by which railway-carringes are coupled toge-
ther, etc. [Kng.]
drawglove (dra'gluv)j

n. An old game that
consisted in representing word* by the fingers:
also used in tlin plural.

I'uss anil her prentiee both tit tlraw-yLtivfn play.
Ili-riii-l:, He.-pendeH, p. 808.

After dinner the children were set to questions and com-
mands; but here our hero was beaten hollow, aa he was
afterward at <lmn-irl>if> and slinltle the slipper.

//. ISrm.kr, K.K.I ..( Duality, I. 21.

draw-glove (dru'gluv), H. Same as drawing-
glove.
The onlirmry ilratv-fflooe, with cylindrical points and

straps up the hack of the hand and around the wrist, is

preferred by many aivhers. Kiifyc. Ilrit., II. 376.

draw-head (dni'hed), . 1. The head of a
draw-bar. 2. In spinning, a contrivance in
which the slivers are lengthened and receive
an additional twist.

draw-horse (dra'hdrs), n. In carp., a device
for holding work upon which a drawing-knife
is used.

There is also a draw-horse, on which Hash smooths and
squares his shingles. S. Jvdd, Margaret, I. IT.

drawing (drft'ing), . [< ME. drawing (def . 1) ;

verbal n. of draw, v.~] 1. The act of imparting
motion or impulse by pulling or hauling. 2.
The act of attracting.
Will not this time of God's patience he a sufficient vin-

dication of his lenity and goodness in order to the <//'///</
men to repentance? XHllingJleet, Sermons, II. ill.

3. The act of forming or tracing lines, as with
a pen, pencil, point, etc. ; specifically, in the

fne arts, the act or method of representing ob-

jects on a surface, strictly by means of lines,

but, by extension, by means of lines combined
with shades or shading, or with color, or even
by means of shading or colors without lines

;

properly, a method of representation in which
the delineation of form predominates over con-
siderations of color. 4. A representation pro-
duced by the act of drawing ; particularly, a
work of art produced by pen, pencil, or crayon ;

also, a slighter or less elaborate work than a

picture, very frequently in the sense of sketch,
or a hasty and abridged representation of an
object, scene, etc., often intended as a study
for a more elaborate work to be executed later;
also, especially in architecture, etc., a represen-
tation of a projected work; a design ;

a plan.
When they conceived a subject, they made a variety of

sketches; then a finished drawing of the whole ; after that
a more correct drawing of every separate part heads,
hands, feet, and pieces of drapery ; they then painted the
picture, and after all retouched It from the life.

Sir J. Rrynoldi, Discourses, 1.

5. The art of a draftsman
; the art governing

the acts and methods included under sense 3.

6. The amount of money taken for sales in
a shop or other trading establishment: usually
in the plural. [Eng.] - Chalk, crayon, pen, pen-
cil, sepia, water-color, etc., drawing, n drawing in
the material or manner of the particular epithet, or the
art or method of producing such a drawing. See crayon,
sepia, aijuarclle, water-color, etc. Charcoal drawing,
a method of drawing In black and white with prepared
pieces of charcoal, or the work produced by this method.
The paper, which should lie of medium weight and regu-
lar grain, is first covered with an even Bat tone. When
the design has been sketched in, the darkest points are
marked with a light touch of charcoal, and the highest
light is formed by rubbing off the charcoal with a bit of

dry bread, so that the extremes may not be lost night of in

establishing gradations. The subject is indicated in broad
simple masses, and the delieato tones are blended and soft-
ened with a stump. Cut-line drawing, in stniiml-glass
work, a full-size cartoon or drawing on paper of the design,
with the leads marked. The glass, being laid over this, is

cut by following these lines. The same drawing serves af-
terward for leading up the work. Drawing from the
round, a drawing from a statue, a cast, or any other ob-
ject in relief or in the round ; or the art or practice of
making such drawings. Drawing In two colors. In
three colors, etc., a drawing in not more than two colors,
as in black and white, or in not more than three colors,
etc. The drawing in three colors, or in three crayons or
pencils, was much in vogue in the eighteenth century. It
was a simplified form of pastel, executed on tinted paper,
with a red or pink crayon for the flesh-tints, black for
shadows, drapery, etc., and white for lights. Drawing
on the block, or on the wood, the process of drawing a
picture, or a picture drawn, on a block of wood prepared
for the engraver, who follows it in cutting the surface for

printing. -Finished drawing, a drawing carefully work-
ed out in detail, as distinguished from a rough drawing or a
sketch. Free-hand drawing, a drawing produced by the
hand guided by the eye alone, without the use of any auxil-
iary instruments ; or the art of making such drawings.
Geometrical or mechanical drawing, a drawing made
with the aid of instruments, as compasses, scales, rulers,
etc.; or the method or art of producing such a <lniw ing. In
drawing a building, or the like, by this method, the shad-
ows are conventionalized geometrically, usually falling
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from left to right at an angle of 45*, and all rays of light
are ion>idered to he parallel.- In drawing, corrertu

drawn; synnnetrieal; in proportion : applied to a work of
a n or to a natural object, etc. Linear or line drawing,
a drawing executed strietiy in lines or with a point.
Monochrome drawing, a drawing executed In one color

only Out of drawing, incorrectly drawn ; out of pro-
portion ; inharmonious. Compare in drawing. WaSh-
drawlng, a representation of an object produced by lay-

ing in the shades in Hat washes, with merely the outlines
and chief details put in in line!; or the method, etc., of

producing such a representation. Tills method Is much
n-' ii for architectural drawings, drawings of machines. In-

dustrial designs, etc.; and it is also largely practised in

drawing on the block for engravers.

drawing-awl (dra'ing-al), n. A leather-work-
ers' awl having a hole near the point, in which
thread is inserted so that it may be pushed
through in sewing.
drawing-bench (ora'ing-bench), n. 1. An ap-
paratus, invented for use in mints, in which
strips of metal are brought to an exact thick-
ness and width by being drawn through a gaged
opening made by two cylinders at the required
distance apart and prevented from rotating.
2. A bench or horse used in working with the

coopers' drawing-knife.
drawing-block (dra'ing-blok), . In wire-draw-

ing, a drum or cylinder to which one end of the
wire is attached, and which by its motion draws
the wire through the drawing-plate, and at the
same time coils it.

drawing-board (dra'ing-bord), n. A board on
which paper is stretched for use in drawing.
drawing-book (dra'ing-buk), . A book for

practice in drawing, made of leaves of drawing-
paper, usually blank, but sometimes partially

printed with elementary designs to be copied
in the blank spaces.

drawing-compass (dra'ing-kum'pas), n. A
pair of compasses one leg of which has a pen
or pencil attached to it, or forming part of it.

See cut under bow-pen.
drawing-engine (dra'ing-en'jin), n. An en-

gine for raising or lowering men or materials in
the shaft or inclines of a mine. This is generally
effected by the revolution of a drum, which winds up or un-
winds a rope of hemp or steel wire to which the kibble or
cage is attached. The term winding is more frequently
used in the United States than drawing, which ft common
in England, although lx>th are current in both countries.

drawing-frame (dra'ing-fram), n. 1. A ma-
chine in which the slivers of cotton, wool, etc.,
from the carding-engine are attenuated by pass-
ing through consecutive pairs of rollers, each
pair revolving at a higher speed than itsprede-
cessor. 2. In silk-manuf., a machine in which
the fibers of floss or refuse silk are laid paral-
lel, preparatory to being cut into lengths by the

cutting-engine, to be afterward worked like cot-
ton. E. It. Knight.
drawing-glove (dra'ing-gluv), n. In archery,
a glove worn on the right hand to protect the

fingers in drawing the bow. Also called draw-

glove.
In addition to his bow and arrows, an archer, to be fully

equipped, must have a drawing-glow, to protect the fin-

gers of the right hand. Encyc. Brit., II. 376.

drawing-hook (dra'ing-huk), n. A clutch-hook
used in lifting well-rods. E. H. Knight.
drawing-in (dra'ing-in' ), n. 1 . In weaving, the
operation of arranging the threads of yarn in
the loops of the heddles. 2. In bookbinding,
the process of covering the boards of a book-
cover with leather.

drawing-knife (dra'ing-nif), n. 1. A cutting-
tool consisting of a blade with a handle at each
end, for use with a drawing motion. When used,
it is laid transversely to the work, and pulled toward the
person with both hands. The work is held by a shaving-
horse, clamp, or vise.

2. A tool for making an incision in the surface
of wood along the line which a saw is to follow,
to prevent the teeth of the saw from tearing
the surface of the wood. Also draw-knife.
drawing-lift (dra'ing-lift), n. The lowest lift

of a Cornish pump, or that lift in which the
water rises by suction (that is, by atmospheric
pressure) to the point from which it is forced

upward by the plunger.
drawing-machine (dra'ing-ma-shen'), n. A
machine in which a strip of metal is drawn
through a gaged aperture to make it even and
thin.

drawing-master (dra'ing-mas'ter), n. A teach-
er of drawing.
The method differs . . . materially from that generally

adopted by drawing-maslen.
"tin. Elements of Drawing, Int., p. ix.

drawing-paper (dra'ing-pa'per), n. A variety
of stout paper made in large sizes, and designed
for use in making drawings. For pencil drawings

drawl
It is generally white, and for chalk drawings tinted. It U
usually made of linen stock. There are fourteen regular
sizes, generally of aliout the following dimensions :

x 16 Inches
; demy, 15J x 18J ; medium, IS x 22 ; royal, 19

X 24; superroyal, 19 x 27; imperial, 21} x 29; elephant,
22} x 27) ; columbier, 23 x 33} ; atlas, 26 x S3 ; theorem, 28
x 34 ; double elephant, 28 x 40 ; antiquarian, 31 x 52 ; em-
peror, 40 x 60; and Uncle Ham, 46 x 120.

drawing-pen (dra'ing-pen), n. A pen used in

drawing lines. It generally consist* o( two adjustable
steel blades between which the ink Is held, the thickness
of the line depending upon the adjustment of the distance
between the blades. Double drawing-pen, a drawing-
pen which makes two lines at the same time.

drawing-pin (dra'ing-pin), n. A flat-headed
pin or tack used to fasten drawing-paper to a
board or desk ; a thumb-tack.

drawing-point (dra'ing-point), n. A steel in-

strument used in drawing straight lines on
metallic plates ;

a metal-scriber.

drawing-press (dra'ing-pres), n. A machine
for forming hollow sheet-metal ware, it consists

essentially of two dies, placed one above the other, and
operated by means of cams or other appliances. Each die
is In two parts, an exterior and an interior. A piece of
sheet-metal having been placed between the dies, power la

applied, and the two dies come together, first cutting the
metal into the required shape, then holding it firmly by
the edges while the interior parts of the dies press toge-
ther, bending and stretching the metal Into shape. The
machine makes pans, plates, dishes, covers, etc., complete
in one operation. See gtamping-pr&a.

drawing-rolls (dra'ing-rolz), n. pi. In spin-

ning-machinery, rolls set in pairs, each turn-

ing more rapidly than the preceding pair,
through which the sliver passes in succession
and is thus extended or "drawn."
drawing-room 1

(dra'ing-r6m)j n. [< drawing,
3, + room.] A room for drawing; specifically,
the apartment in an engineer's shop where pat-
terns and plans are prepared.
drawing-room2 (drS'ing-rom), . [Abbr. of

withdrawing-room, q. v.] 1. A room appropri-
ated for the reception of company; a room in
which distinguished personages hold levees, or

private persons receive parties, etc.

There is nothing of the copy-book about his [D'Arta-
gnan's] virtues, nothing of the drawing-room in his fine
natural civility.

R. L. Sleueman, A Gossip on a Novel of Dumas's.

2. The company assembled in a drawing-room.
Be would amaze a drawing-room by suddenly ejaculat-

ing a clause of the Lord's Prayer.
Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

3. A formal reception of company at the Eng-
lish court, or by persons in high station : as, to
hold a drawing-room.

Pay their last duty to the Court, and come,
All fresh and fragrant, to the drawing-room.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 215.

A drawing-room yesterday, at which the Princess Vic-
toria made her first appearance.

Greeille, Memoirs, Feb. 25, 1831.

Drawing-room car. See car'.

drawing-table (dra'ing-ta'bl), . If. In the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a table
the top of which could be lengthened by pulling
out slides or leaves. It was the prototype of
the modern extension table. 2. A table or
stand especially designed for use in drawing.
drawk1

(drak), n. [Also drauk, drook (and dra-

viek); < ME. drauc, drauke, drawke, drake = D.

dravig, dravich, cockle, darnel.] Darnel; wild
oats. [Local, Eng.]
drawk2

,
v. t. Another form of drovk.

draw-knife (dra'nif), n. Same as drawing-
knife. 2.

drawl (dral), t>. [A mod. freq. form of draw
(as draggle, freq. of drag)

j
cf . D. dralen= ODan.

dratle = Icel. dralla, loiter, linger, similarly
from cognates of E. draw.] I. trant. 1. To
drag on slowly and heavily ; while or dawdle
away (time) indolently. [Rare.]
Thus, sir, does she constantly drawl out her time with-

out either profit or satisfaction. Johnson, Idler, No. 15.

2. To ntter or pronounce in a slow, spiritless
tone, as if by dragging out the utterance.

Thou drawfst thy words,
That I must wait an hour, where other men
Can hear in instants.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, 1. 1.

n. intrans. 1. To move slowly and heavily;
move in a dull, slow, lazy manner. [Kare.]

While the first snow was mealy under feet,
A team drawled creaking down Quompegan street.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

2. To speak with a slow, spiritless utterance,
from affectation, laziness, or want of interest.

I never heard such a drawling-affecting rogue.
SHat., M. W. of W., a I.

drawl (dral), n. [< drawl, r.] The act of drawl-
ing; a slow, unanimated utterance.



drawl

This, while it added to intelligibility, would take from

psalmody its tedious drawl.
W. Mason, Eng. Church Musick, p. 223.

drawlatcht (dra'lach), . A thief who practised
somewhat in the manner of a sneak-thief,

watching to see if the people of a house were

absent, and then opening the door (drawing the

latch) and taking what he could get. Ribton-

Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy.
If I pepper him not, say I am not worthy to be cald a

duke, but a drawlatch. Chettle, Hoffman.

drawler (dra'ler), TO. One who drawls.

Thou art no sabbath-drawfcr of old saws.

Tennyson, Sonnet to J. M. K.

draw-lid (dra'lid), n. A lid that slides in

grooves.
The box containing the selenium was laid on its side,

and had a draw-lid which was kept closed except when

exposure was made. Ure, Diet., IV. 791.

drawlingly (dra'ling-li), adv. In a drawling
manner; with a slow, hesitating, or tedious ut-

terance.

drawlingness (dra'ling-nes), . The quality of

being drawling.
draw-link (dra'lingk), n. A link for connect-

ing two railroad-cars.

draw-loom (dra'lom), n. A loom used in fig-

ure-weaving. The warp-threads are passed through
loops made in strings arranged in a vertical plane, a string
to each warp-thread. The strings are arranged in sepa-
rate groups, and are pulled by a draw-boy in the order

required by the pattern, the groups being drawn up by
pressing upon handles. It was the predecessor of the

Jacquard loom.

drawn (dran), p. a. 1. Undecided, from the

fact that neither contestant has the advantage.
If we make a draim game of it, or procure but moder-

ate advantages, every British heart must tremble.
Addison.

If you have had a drawn battle or a repulse, it is the

price we pay for the enemy not being in Washington
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 253.

2. Eviscerated
;
disemboweled : as, a drawn

fowl. 3. Melted: as, drawn butter. 4. In

needlework, gathered or shirred
; puckered by

threads drawn through the material.

The Queen was dressed in pink silk, over which was a
lace dress, and wore a white drau-n gauze bonnet.

First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 171.

5. Freed from all particles of iron and steel by
means of magnets : said of brass filings. 6.

Having the sword drawn.

Why, how now, ho ! awake ! Why are you drawn?
Wherefore this ghastly looking? Shak., Tempest, ii. 1.

At daggers drawn. See dagger^. Drawn and quar-
tered, disemboweled and cut into four pieces. See draw,
v. t., 14. Drawn brush, a small brush, such as a tooth-
or nail-brush, in which the tufts of bristles are wound
with wire and drawn into holes, the wire being sunk in

narrow grooves in the back, which are then filled witli

cement. Drawn Clay. See clay. Drawn lace, drawn-
work.

draw-net (dra'net), n. A net made of pack-
thread, with wide meshes, for catching the

larger sorts of birds.

drawn-work (dran'werk), n. A kind of orna-
mental work done in textile fabrics by cutting
out, pulling out, or drawing to one side some of

the threads of the fabric while leaving others,
or by drawing all into a new form, producing a
sort of diaper-pattern. This work was the original
form of lace, the addition to it of needlework producing
the simplest varieties of lace. The early name for this

was cut-work. Modern drawn-work is generally left in

simple patterns without the addition of needlework.

Why is there not a cushion-cloth of drawn-work,
Or some fair cut- work, pinn'd up in my bed-chamber,
A silver and gilt casting-bottle hung by 't?

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 1.

Creva drawn-work, a kind of drawn lace made in Bra-
zil. Diet, of Needlework.

draw-plate (dra'plat), n. 1. A drilled plate of
steel or a drilled ruby through which a wire, or
a metal ribbon or tube, is drawn to reduce its

caliber and equalize it, or to give it a particu-
lar shape. The holes in the plate are made somewhat
conical, and where a considerable reduction in size is

sought the wire or rod is passed in succession through a
series of holes, each a little smaller than the preceding.
2. A similar instrument for testing the ductil-

ity of metals, consisting of an oblong piece of
steel pierced with a diminishing series of grad-
ually tapered holes.

draw-point (dra'point), n. The etching-nee-
dle when used on a bare plate ;

a dry-point.
E. H. Knight.
draw-poker (dra'po"ker), . A game : same
as poker. See poker2 .

draw-rod (dra'rod), n. A rod by which two
draw-bars, or the drawing-gears at the opposite
ends of a railroad-car, are joined.
draw-spring (dra'spring), n. 1. An apparatus
designed to counteract the recoil or shock when
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a tow-rope or cable breaks, it consists of a cylin-

der, having a piston-rod to which india-rubber bands are

fitted, and a chain to which the tow-rope of a boat or

the cable of a ship at anchor is made fast.

2. A spring connecting the draw-bar of a rail-

road-car with the car, and designed to resist

both tension and compression.
draw-stop (dra'stop), n. In organ-building, the

knob by which the slide belonging to a particu-
lar set of pipes or stops is drawn and the wind
admitted to that set, or by which a coupler is

Kut
in operation Draw-stop action, in organ-

aiding, the entire mechanism of knobs, bars, angles,

stickers, slides, etc., by which the stops and couplers are

controlled.

draw-taper (dra'ta/per), n. Same as delivery,
10. Also called draft, draught.
draw-timber (dra'tim

//

ber), n. One of two tim-
bers at the end of a railroad-car beneath the

frame, and generally extending from the end
timber of the platform, in passenger-cars, to

the bolster. In passenger-cars they mainly support the

platform. In street-cars usually but one draw-timber is

employed, and that is in the center of the car, and has the
draw-bar attached to it.

draw-tongs (dra'tongz), n.pl. An instrument
for drawing fine wire.

This method prevents plier-marks, and also preserves
the shape of the wire intact, by dispensing with the use
of draw-tongs, and this is of some importance in fancy
wire-drawing. Goldsmith's Handbook, p. 104.

draw-tube (dra'tub), . In a microscope, the
tube which carries the eyepiece and object-
glass. It consists of two parts, one sliding
within the other, so that its length can be va-
ried at will. Dana.
draw-well1 (dra'wel), n. A deep well from
which water is drawn by a long cord or pole
and a bucket.

They've thrown him in a deep draw well,
Full fifty fathoms deep.

Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 11).

draw-well2 (dra'wel), n. In old-fashioned fur-

niture, a deep drawer in which valuables were
kept.

I wish, for their sakes, I had the key of my study out
of my draw-well, only for five minutes, to tell you their
names. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 30.

dray1
(dra), n. [E. dial, also dree; < ME. *dreye,

a sledge, sled, < AS. draige, lit. that which is

drawn, found only in the sense of 'drag-net' (=
Sw. drag, a sledge, dray; cf. Icel. drag, the iron
rim on the keel of a boat, or a sledge), < dra-

gan = Sw. Icel. draga, etc., draw. The ME.
sense seems to be of Scand. origin.] 1. A
low, strong cart with stout wheels, used for

carrying heavy loads. Also called dray-cart.
It makes no difference . . . whether the conveyance

was by wagons, drays, or cars.

Soule vs. San Francisco Gaslight Co., 54 Cal., 241.

2. A sledge; a sled; a rude sort of vehicle
without wheels. [Eng.]
dray1

(dra), v. t. [< drayl, .] To carry or

convey on a dray.
All unclaimed goods . . . will be carted, drayed, or light-

ered by responsible cartmen, draymen, or lightermen, etc.

Lawn and Regulations of New York Customs Inspectors,
[1883, p. 47.

dray2 (dra), n. [Origin obscure.] A squirrel's
nest. Also written drey.

The nimble squirrel noting here,
Her mossy dray that makes.

Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

The morning came, when neighbour Hodge,
Who long had mark'd her airy lodge, . . .

Climb'd like a squirrel to his dray,
And bore the worthless prize away.

Cowper, A Fable.

dray3
t An obsolete variant of deray.

drayage (dra'aj), . [< dray1 + -age.'} 1. The
use of a dray; the act of haliling on a dray.

Coal was . . . removed by defendant on cars run upon a

tramway, . . . and was warehoused without being hauled
on drays. This was held equivalent to drayage.

Soule vs. San Francisco Gaslight Co., 64 Cal., 241.

2. A charge for the use of a dray.
dray-cart (dra'kart), n. Same as dray1 ,

1.

dray-horse (dra'h6rs), n. A horse used for

drawing a dray.
drayman (dra'man), n.

; pi. draymen (-men).
A man who drives and manages a dray.

A brace of draymen bid God speed him well,
And had the tribute of his supple knee.

Shah., Rich. II., i. 4.

To descend lower, are not our streets filled with saga-
cious dray-men, and politicians in liveries?

Spectator, No. 307.

drazelt, n. Same as drossel.

dread (dred), v.; pret. and pp. dreaded, formerly
dread, dred, drad. [Early mod. E. also dred,
dredde; < ME. dreden, pret. dredde, dred, rare-

ly dradde, drad, pp. dred, rarely drad, < AS.

dreadful

*drosdan, only in comp. on-drcedan, d-drcedan,

of-draidan, ONorth. on-dreda, usually reflex., be

afraid, dread, = OS. an-drddan = OHG. n-

trdtan, MHG. in-trdtcn, be afraid
;
remoter ori-

gin unknown.] I. trans. 1. To fear in a great
degree ;

be in shrinking apprehension or ex-

pectation of: used chiefly with reference to
the future : as, to dread death.

Admonishing all the world how that he is to be dread and
feared. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 109.

But what I drad, did me poor wretch betide,
For forth he drew an arrow from his side.

Greene, Sonnet.

What the consequence of this will be, God onely knows,
and wise men dread. Eoelyn, Diary, March 30, 1873.

So have I brought my horse, by word and blow,
To stand stock-still and front the fire he dreads.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 264.

2f. To cause to fear
;
alarm

; frighten.
This travelling by night in a desolate wilderness was

little or nothing dreadful to me ; whereas formerly the

very thoughts of it would seem to dread me.
R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 422).

3f. To venerate; hold in respectful awe.

This flour that I love so and drede.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 211.

He was drad and loued in countreis abowte,
Heyest & lowest hym Loved & alowte.

Arthur (ed. Furnivall), 1. 116.

II. intrans. To be in great fear, especially
of something which may come to pass.
Whan the princes and the Baronns herde the kynge thus

speke, thei were somdell a-shamed, forthei dredde leste he
sholde holde hem cowardes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 618.

Dread not, neither be afraid of them. Deut. i. 29.

dread (dred), n. [Early mod. E. also dred,

dredde; < ME. dred, usually drede, fear, doubt
;

from the verb.] 1. Great fear or apprehension;
tremulous anticipation of or repugnance to the

happening of something: as, the dread of evil;
the dread of suffering ;

the dread of the divine

displeasure.
Ac for drede of the deth I dar nougt telle treuthe.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 407.

When Gaheries and Galashin saugh Agrauayn falle,

thei hadde grete drede that he were slayn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 199.

Whence this secret dread, and inward horror,
Of falling into nought? Addison, Cato, v. 1.

2. Awe ;
fear united with respect ;

terror.

The fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon
every beast of the earth. Gen. ix. 2.

Shall not his excellency make you afraid ? and his dread
fall upon you? Job xiii. 11.

She turn'd her right and round about,
Saye, "Why take ye sic dreads o' me ?

"

The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 320).

3. A cause or object of apprehension; the per-
son or the thing dreaded.

Let him be your dread. Isa. viii. 13.

4f. Doubt.
Ther shuln ye sen expresse, that no dred is

That he is gentil that doth gentil dedis.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 313.

Out of dreadt, without doubt. Without dreadt, with-

out doubt ;
doubtless. = Syn. 1 and 2. Awe, affright, fright,

terror, horror, alarm, panic.

dread (dred), p. a. 1. Dreaded; such as to

excite great fear or apprehension; terrible;

frightful.
If he will not yield,

Rebuke and dread correction wait on us,
And they shall do their office.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v.l.

We will be dread thought beneath thy brain,
And foul desire round thine astonished heart.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, i. 1.

2. That is to be dreaded or feared; awful; sol-

emn
;
venerable : as, dread sovereign ;

a dread
tribunal.

Confounding Mighty things by meanes of Weak ;

Teaching dum Infants thy drad Praise to speak.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

God of all Nations ! Sovereign Lord !

In thy dread name we draw the sword.
0. W. Holmes, Army Hymn.

dreadablet (dred'a-bl), a. [< dread + -able.]
That is to be dreaded. Latham.
dreader (dred'er), n. One who dreads, or lives

in fear and apprehension.
I have suspended much of my pity toward the great

dreaders of popery. .SVn/f.

dreadful (dred'ful), n. and n. [Early mod. E.

also dreadfull, dredful; < ME. dredful, drcdeful ;

I dread + -ful.~\ I. a. If. Full of dread or fear.

"Certes, sir," seid Merlin, "in these two a-visions there
is grete signiflcacion, and it is no wonder though ye ther-
of be dredfull." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 416.

Dreadfull of daunger that mote him betyde.
Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 37.

2f. Full of respect, honor, or veneration.



dreadful

With dredful lierte and Rind devocioun.

Chauffr, (Jood Women, 1. 109.

3. Exciting or attended by great dread, fear,

or terror; terrible; formidable; direful: as, a

drea<(ful storm
;
a dreadful invasion.

And /it ia the Loud of Prestre John more ferr, bo many
drnlfallf ioimieyes. ilandeaille, Travels, p. 271.

The niriit and dreadful day of the Lord. Mat Iv. 6.

The lady may command, sir;
She bears an eye more dreadful than your wrn|in.

Fletcher and Rowley, -Maid In the Mill, 1. 1.

There Is nothing so Inconsiderable, which maynotappear
dreadful to an imagination that is fllled with omens and

prognostics. Addison, Omens.

4. Awful; venerable; awe-inspiring.
How dreadful is this place ! Gen. xxviii. 17.

A dreadful music. Jfatsinyer, Renegade, v. 3.

So Evangelist drew nearer and nearer, and, coming up
to him, he looked upon him with a severe and dreadful
countenance. Buiiiian, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 84.

= 8yn. 3. Fearful, Friffhtful, etc, (see awful); terrific,

horrible, horrid, dire, direful, tremendous.

II. n. That which is fearful or terrible : used

only in the phrases penny dreadful, shilling

dreadful, to denote a tale of vulgar sensation-
alism sold at a small price?

or a cheap sensa-
tional newspaper or periodical. [Eng.]
A drunken good-for-nothing, blind to his own absurdi-

ties and shortcomings, he [Ally Sloperl commenced his
career as the hero of a penny dreadful which, unfortu-

nately for its author, had hut little success.

Contemporary Ret)., L. 516.

By grace of a very rare genius, the best work of the
Brontes is saved, as by fire, out of the repulsive sensation-
alism they started, destined to perish in shilling dreadfuls.

F. Harrison, Choice of Books, iii.

dreadfully (dred'ful-i), adv. [Early mod. E.
also dredfulti/, < ME. dredfully; < dreadful +
-fy2.] if. With alarm ; fearfully.
Ac whan he hadde sigte of that segge a-syde he gan hym

drawe,
Dredfully by this day ! as duk doth fram the faucoun.

Piers Plowman (B), xviL 62.

Ful tenderly begynueth she to wepe ;

She rist her vp, and dredefully she qnaketh,
Aa dothe the braunche that Zepherus shaketh.

Chaucer (ed. Oilman), Good Women, 1. 2679.

2. In a dreadful or terrible manner.
Ffro Viterbe to Venyse, theis valyante knyghtez :

Dresses up dreilfully the dragone of golde,
With egles al-over, enamelede of sable.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2026.

Their beaten anvils dreadfully resound,
And .Etna shakes all o'er, anil thunders underground.

Addition, tr. of Virgil's Georgtcs, iv.

dreadfulness (dred'ful-nes), n. The quality of

being dreadful
;
terribleness ; frightfulness.

dreadingly (dred'ing-li), adv. In a manner
significant of dread or terror

;
with misgiving.

[Rare.]
Mistrustfully he trusteth.
And he dreadingly doth dare ;

And forty passions in a trice
In him consort and square.

Warner, Alhion's England, vl. 33.

dreadless (dred'les), a. [< ME. dredles, drede-

les; < dread + -less.] 1. Fearless; bold; not

intimidated; undaunted; intrepid.
And dreadless of their danger, climb
The floating mountains of the brine.

Cotton (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 217).

Gentle and just and dreadless, is he not
The monarch of the world?

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 1.

2. Exempt from dread or fear of danger ; secure.

Safe in his drcadles den him thought to hide.

Spenser, World's Vanltle, x.

3f. Without dread or apprehension : used ellip-

tically (like doubtless) with adverbial effect.

I)o dresse we tharefore, and byde we no langere,
Ffore dredlense with-owttyne dowtte, the daye schalle be

irnre/ ! Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2043.

dreadlessness (dred'les-nes), n. Fearlessness;
undauntedness

;
freedom from fear or terror.

Zelmane (to whom danger then was a cause of dreadles-
nest . . . ) with swiftness of desire crossed him.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, I.

dreadlyt (dred'li), a. [< ME. dredli, dredlii-h ;

< dread + -ly
1
.] Dreadful.

This drt'iidlit spectacle. Spenser.

dreadnaught. dreadnought (dred'n&t), . [<
<lrt'd, ., + obj. naught, nought.] 1. A person
who fears nothing. 2. Something that assures

against fear. Hence 3. A thick cloth with
a long pile, used for warm clothing or for pro-
tection against the elements; a garment made
of such cloth. Also called fearnought.

Look at him in a great-coat of the closest texture that
the looms of Leeds could furnish -one of those </*vat/-

nouijhtt the utility of which sets fashion at defiance.

Southey, The Doctor, Ivii.
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dream1 (drem), n. [< ME. dreme, dreem, drem,

dream, a dream, < AS. "dredm (not found in this

sense) = OS. drom = OFries. dram = D. droom
= MLG. drom, LG. droom = OHG. MHG. troum,
G. traum = Icel. draumr = Sw. drom = Dan.

driim, a dream; perhaps lit. a deceptive vision,

orig. 'draugmo-, < Teut.
\f "drug, seen in OHG.

triogan, MHG. triegen, G. triei/cn, now triii/ni

= OS. bi-<triogan (= OHG. bilriogan), deceive,
delude (cf. OS. drugi, deceptive, OHG. MHG.
ge-troc = OS. gi-drog, phantom, apparition, =
Icel. draugr, a ghost, spirit ;

= Skt. \/ druh (for

'dhrugh T), hurt (by deceit, wile, magic), cf.

OPers. drauga, a lie). Though generally iden-

tified with draw2
,
AS. dream, joy, a joyful

sound, etc., there is really nothing to connect
the two words except the likeness of form.] 1 .

A succession of images or fantastic ideas pres-
ent in the mind during sleep ; the sleeping state

in which such images occur.

And the! ete no mete in alle the Wynter : but thel lyjn
as in a Drem, as don the Serpentes.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 288.

Dreams are but Interludes which fancy makes ;

When monarch reason sleeps, this mimic wakes.

Drydfn, Cock and Fox, 1. 325.

A ilrfuni is a succession of phenomena having no ex-

ternal reality to correspond to them.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 244.

2. That which is presented to the mind by the

imaginative faculty, though not in sleep; a
vision of the fancy, especially a wild or vain

fancy.
Glories

Of human greatness are but pleasing dreams.
Ford, Broken Heart, ill. 5.

The potentiality of growing rich beyond the dreams of

avarice. Johnson, In Boswell, an. 1781.

They live together and they dine together ; . . . but the
man is himself and the woman herself ; that dream of

love Is over, as everything else Is over In life.

Thackeray, Henry Esmond, vii.

dream1 (drem), v. ; pret. and pp. dreamed or

dreamt, ppr. dreaming. [< ME. dremen (not
in AS.) = D. droomen = Sw. dromma = Dan.
dromme = OHG. troumjan, MHG. troumen, Or.

traumen, dream ; from the noun.] I. intrans.

1. To be
partially,

and with more or less con-
fusion or incoherence, conscious of images and
thoughts during sleep : with o/before an object :

as, to dream of a battle; to dream o/an absent
friend.

And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set upon the

earth, and the top of it reached to heaven. Gen. xxviii. 12.

The slave who, slumbering on his rusted chain,
Dreams of the palm-trees on his burning plain.

O. W. Holmes, Poetry.

So I dream, sometimes, o/a straight scarlet collar, stiff

with gold lace, around my neck, Instead of this limp white
cravat. G. W. Curtis, Pnie and I, p. 64.

2. To think idly or dreamily ; give way to

visionary thought or speculation; indulge in

reverie or waking visions.

They dream on In a constant course of reading, but not

digesting. Locke.

Franklin thinks, Investigates, theorizes, invents, but
never does he dream.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

3. To have indefinite thought or expectation ;

think of something as possible ;
conceive : with

of: as, he little dreamed ofhis approaching fate.

He ... [Jesus] takes this occasion to tell his Disciples
that they must no longer dream of the Glories and Splen-
dour of this world. StSlingfleet, Sermons, I. xii.

We might be otherwise ; we might be all

We dream of, happy, high, majestical.
Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

In Persia, no one with any pretence to respectability
would dream of stirring outside the door without at least
four men walking behind him. 0'Donovan, Merv, xt.

II. trans. 1. To see or think in a dream;
imagine in sleep.
Your old men shall dream dreams. Joel ii. 28.

Said he not so ? or did I dri-ain it so ?

Shak., B. and J., v. X
The dreams which nations dream come true.

Lowell, Ode to France.

2. To imagine as if in a dream
;
think about

vainly, idly, or fancifully.
Man errs not that he deems
His welfare his true aim ;

He errs because he dreams
The world does but exist that welfare to bestow.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna, i. 2.

3. To suppose indefinitely ; have a conception
of or about

;
believe in a general way.

The Atheists and Naturalists ilreanie the world to be
eternall, and com-ciue that all men could not be of one;
because of this diuersitie of Languages.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 45.

dreamy
She never dream* they used her for a snare,
And now withdraw the bait has served its turn.

Bruirniny, King and Book, I. 287.

4. To pass in reverie or inaction ; spend idly

orfancifully : followed by away, out, or through :

as, to dream away one's life.

Why then does Antony dream mit his hours?
Dryden, All for Love, i. 1.

dream-t, . [ME. drem, dreem, dreme, earlier

dream (rare except in earliest ME.), a sound,
esp. a joyful sound, jubilation, < AS. dream, a

sound, esp. a joyful sound, song, harmony, joy
(very common), = OS. drom, joy; hence the

verb AS. dryman, dreman, rejoice, make jubilee,

sing, = OS. dromian, rejoice. Prob. not con-

nected with dream 1
, q. v., but perhaps allied

to Or. Hpvfaf, a noise as of many voices, a shout-

ing, murmuring; perhaps also allied to drone1
,

q. v.] A noise, especially a joyful noise
; jubi-

lation; music.
Tha he mlhte (here . . . muchel folkes dream.

Layamon, I. 43.

Homes blast other [or] belles drem.

Bestiary (Old Eng. Misc., ed. Morris), L 665.

l.ii < I bus ! las ! das ! rowtyn be rowe
Swech dolful a dreme the devyl It to dryve.

Jiel. Ant., I. 240.

To hire louerd heo sede with stllle dreme.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 52.

dreamer (dre'mer), n. [< ME. dremere, dremer
= D. droomer = OHG. trpumare, G. traamer =
Sw. drommarc = Dan. drommer; < dream 1

, v., +
-er1 .] 1 . One who dreams ;

one who has dreams
or visions.

They said one to another, Behold, this dreamer cometh.
Oen. xxxvil. 19.

Alas ! the dreamer first must sleep,
I only watch'd, and wish'd to weep.

Byron, The Giaour.

2. A visionary : as, a political dreamer.

He must be an idle dreamer,
Who leaves the pie and gnaws the streamer. Prior.

3. A mope; a sluggard. 4. A South Ameri-
can puff-bird of the genus Chelidoptera, as C.

tenebrosa.

dreamery (dre'mer-i), n. [= D. droomerij = G.
trdumerei = Dan. Sw. drommeri; as dream 1 +
-ery, collective suffix.] A habit of dreaming
or musing: as, given to dreamery. Imp. Diet.

dreamful (drem'ful), a. [< dream 1 + -ful.]
Full of dreams ;

marked by dreams or vision-

ary thought.
Give us long rest or death, dark death, or dreamful ease.

Tennyson, Lotos- Eaters (Choric Song).

dream-hole (drem'hol), n. One of the open-
ings left in the walls of steeples, etc., for the
admission of light. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
dreamily (dre'mi-li), adv. 1 . In a dreamy man-
ner

;
as a dream.

I hear the cry
Of their voices high
Falling dreamily through the

sky.
Lonrjfellow, Birds of Passage.

2. As in a dreaming state
;
in reverie

; idly,
dreaminess (dre'mi-nes), n. The state of be-

ing dreamy, or given to reverie.

He was a dark, still, slender person, always with a trance-
like remoteness, a mystic dreaminess of manner.

6. W. Holme, Old Vol. of Life, p. 68.

dreamland (drem'land), . The land or re-

gion seen in dreams
; hence, the land of fancy

or imagination ; the region of reverie.

They are real, and have a venue in their respective dis-

tricts in dreamland. Lamb, To Coleridge.

dreamless (drem'les), a. f(=G. traumlos =Dan.
dromlos) < dream1 + -less.] Free from dreams.

Woni with misery,
He slept the dreamless sleep of weariness.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 207.

dreamlessly (drem'les-li), adv. In a dream-
less manner.
dreamt (dremt). Preterit and past participle
of dream1

.

dream-while (drem'hwil), . The apparent
duration of a dream. [Rare.]

Now and then, for a dream-while or so.

Lamb, Artificial Comedy.

dream-world (drem'werid), n. A world of

dreams or illusive shows. [Rare.]
But thou be wise in this dreaiH-icvrld of ours.

TeiiHi/iton, Ancient Sage.

dreamy (dre'mi), a. [(= MLG. dromech) <

dream* + -y
1
.] 1. Full of dreams; given to

dreaming ; relating to or associated with
dreams

; giving rise to dreams : as, dreamy
moods.

All day within the dreamy house
The doors upon th ir hinges creak d.

Tenuytun, Mariana.



dree

2. A boat or vessel used in dredging.
We . . . had sight of a brigandine or a dredger, which

the general tooke within one houres chase with his two

barges. Hakluyt's Voyages, 111. 586.

^ ,. 3. A dredging-machine.
'.reamy virtues of this kind he turned with some-

dredefult a. A Middle English form of dread- dredger2 (drej'er), n. [< dredge^ + -er1.] A
3 distaste. Talfourd, Cl ;s Lamb. M dredging-box.

A Middle English form of dread- dredgerman (drej'er-man), .
; pi. dredgermen

(-men). One engaged in dredging.
"&"! "Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 123. dreder (dred'er), n. [Sc., also dredour, dridder,

drear (drer), a. [An abbrev. of dreary, q. v.] d f^
aPPar ' < dread

>
v^

What aileth you, my daughter Janet,
You look sae pale and wan ?

There is a dreder in your heart,
Or else ye love a man.

Lord Thomas of Winesberry (Child's Ballads, IV. 305).

dreamy 1766

2. Having the characteristics of a dream; ,=8^1
and 2. Cheerless, comfortless, drear, dark.-3.

consisting of or resembling idle imaginations; dreccnet ,,. gee dretck1 ,
dretch?.

dream-like ; vague ;
indistinct ; visionary : as, dredt dredet ' and n. Middle English forms barges,

he led a dreamy existence. of (j,!eaa _ ^ 3. A
From drei

thing like distaste. jayo-ura, viuuico i,amM.

The atmosphere was not too clear on the horizon for -iL.!ipi.o+ ,.

dreamy effects; all the headlands were softened and areaeiesT, .

tinged with opalescent colors.

Dreary. [Poetical.]
In urns and altars round,
A drear and dying sound

Affrights the Flamens at their service quaint.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 193.

A drear northeastern storm came howling up.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook. dredge1
(drej), n. [Formerly sometimes written

dreart (drer), n. [Made by Spenser from drudge; of LG. origin, perhaps through OF
drege, dreige, a kind of net used for catching

In these courts they appoint . . . the quantity [of oys-

ters] each Dredtjerman shall take in a day, which is usually
called Setting the Stint.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 150.

dredgie (drej'i), n. Same as dirgie. [Scotch.]

dredging (drej'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dredge^,

v.] 1. The act of using a dredge.
Most of our coasts produce them [oysters] naturally,

and in such places they are taken by dredging, and are

become an article of commerce, both raw and pickled.

Pennant, Brit. Zoology, The Oyster.

dreary a ] Dread; dismalness; grief; sor- drege, dreige, a kind of net used tor catcmng -.

row- dreadfulness. oysters (cf. mod. F. drogue, < E. drag, n.),< OD. 2. The matter or material brought up by
'

'

.) 7,- T* ,/,.,,,,/ Mo^ n rlfatlfYa a. rlvaof-Tlpt. fPA r\Tt*f\rr&

The ill-faste Owle, deaths dreadful! messengere ;

The hoars Night-raven, trump of dolefull drere.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 36.

He to him stepping neare,

Right in the flanke him strooke with deadly dreare.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 20.

dreariheadt, drearihoodt (drer'i-hed, -hud), n.

[False forms, made by Spenser, < dreary -t

-liead,-hood,] Dreariness; dismalness; gloomi-
ness.

What evill plight
Hath thee opprest, and with sad drearyhead
Chaunged thy lively cheare ?

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 30.

But Fury was full ill apparelled
In rags, that naked nigh she did appeare,
With ghastly looks and dreadfull drerihed.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 17.

drearily (drer'i-li). adv. [< ME. drerily, dreri-

liche, dreoriliche ; < dreary + -fy
2
.] In a dreary

manner; dismally; forlornly.

A queer inner court, befouled with rubbish and drearily

bare of convenience. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 149.

drearimentt (drer'i-ment), n. [A false form,
made by Spenser, < dreary + -ment.] Dismal-
ness

;
terror ;

horror
;
dread.

To sadder times thou mayst attune thy quill,

And sing of sorrowe and deathes dreeriment.

Spenser, Hhep. Cal., November.

dreariness (drer'i-nes), . 1. The state or char-

acter of being dreary. 2f. Sorrow.

Let be thi wepynge and thy drerinesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 701.

drearingt (drer'ing), n. [A false form, made by
Spenser, < drear^y + -ing.] Dreariness; gloom.

All were my self, through griefe, in deadly drearing.

Spenser, Daphna'ida, 1. 189.

drearisomet (drer'i-sum), a. [< dreary +
-some.] Very dreary; gloomy; desolate; for-

lorn.

dreary (drer'i), a. [Early mod. E. also drearie,

drery, drerie; < ME. drery, dreri, dreori, drury,
< AS. dredrig, sad, mournful. AS. dredrig also

means bloody, gory, = OS. drorag = Icel. drey-

rigr = MHG. troric, bloody, < AS. dredr = OS.
dror = Icel. dreyri, drori = MHG. tror, blood,

gore, < AS. dreosan (=Goth. driusan, etc.), fall,

whence ult. E. dross and drizzle, q. v. But the
sense 'sad' is prob. reached from another di-

rection: OHG. *trurag, trureg, MHG. trurec, G.

traurig, whence prob. LG. trurig, D. treurig

(with HG. t), sad, mournful, connected with
OHG. truren, cast down the eyes, mourn, MHG.
trwen, G. trauern, mourn, orig. cause to fall,
causative of the orig. verb, Goth, driusan, etc.,

above.] If. Sorrowful; sad.

Thus praied thai all with drery steuyn,
Heueand up thaire heuides till heuyn.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 129.

They renue the funeral! pompe of these great men yearly,

dredge.
It is not a little curious that these two forms should

present themselves in the same dredging.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 474.

merlydrudgmg-box; <dredging + 6ox2.] Asmall

box, usually of tin, with a perforated top, used

to sprinkle flour on roasting meat, on a knead-

ing-board, etc. Also dredge-box.
Cuts of the basting-ladles, dripping-pans, and drudging-

boxes &c., lately dug up at Rome, out of an old subterra-

nean scullery. King, Art of Cookery, v.

dredging-machine (drej'ing-ma-shen"), n. An
apparatus for lifting mud and silt from the bot-

toms of rivers, harbors, canals, etc. Some dredg-

ing-machines employ a single bivalve or clam-shell scoop ;

others a series of scoops on an endless chain ; others some
form of suction apparatus. The earliest form appears to

have been a single box-like shovel or spoon, suspended
from a crane rigged up on a large flat-boat. It was low-

ered into the mud, dragged along by means of ropes till

filled, and then raised and emptied into the boat. An-

other early form is the chapelet or chain-pump, which, by
means of an endless chain carrying buckets traveling in

a trough, lifts mud and water, discharging them at the

top into a flat alongside the machine. On this plan are

now built some of the largest and most powerful dredging-
machines in use. They consist of large, flat-bottomed

draglie, D. dreg(-net), a dredge, a drag-net (see

drag-net and dray1) ;
cf . D. dreg = LG. dregge,

dragge = Dan. drceg Sw. dragg, a grapnel,

drag. The form dredge is practically an assibi-

lationof drag,n., ult. < drag, v.: see drag.] 1. dredging-box (drej'ing-boks), n.

A bush-harrow; a large rake. [Prov. Eng.]
2. Any instrument for bringing up or removing
solid substances from under water by dragging
on the bottom, (a) A drag-net for taking oysters, etc.

The oysters . . . haue a peculiar dredge; which is a

thick strong net, fastened to three spils of iron, and
drawne at the boates sterne gathering whatsoeuer it meet-

eth lying in the bottome of the water.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 30.

(6) An apparatus for bringing up marine animals, plants,

and other objects from the bottom of the sea for scientific

investigation. It consists principally of a frame of iron

and a net which is attached to the frame. As generally

constructed, the frame is transversely oblong, generally
about three times as long as wide, with straight ends and

slightly inclined sides, having the outer edges sharp to

serve as scrapers. The net is usually composed of heavy
twine, but sometimes of iron chainwork, and is attached
to the frame by holes near the inner edges. Fastened to

the frame are iron handles, to which a rope or iron chain
is attached, (c) A machine for clearing the beds of canals,

rivers, harbors, etc. See dredging-machine.
3. In ore-dressing, in certain mining districts

of England, ore which is intermediate in rich-

ness between "prill-ore" and "halvans"; ore

of second quality, more or less intermixed with
veinstone. Sometimes written dradge.

dredge1
(drej), v.

; pret. and pp. dredged, ppr.

dredging. [< dredge
1

, n.] I. trans. 1. To clear

out with a dredge; remove sand, silt, mud, etc.,

from the bottom of: as, to dredge a harbor,

river, or canal. 2. To take, catch, or gather
with a dredge ;

obtain or remove by the use of

a dredge : as, to dredge mud from a river.

A Oaryophyllia which was dredged up alive by Captain
King. Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 116.

II. intrans. To make use of a dredge ; oper-
ate with a dredge : as, to dredge for oysters.

dredge2 (drej), n. [Also dradge; assibilated

from earlier dreg, < ME. dragg, dragge, drage, a
mixture of different kinds of grain or pulse, mes-

lin; the same as ME. dragge, dradge, dragy, a
kind of digestive and stomachic comfit, < OF.

dragie, dragee, akind of digestivepowder, acorn-

fit, sweetmeat, also small shot, etc., mod. F.

dragee, a sugar-plum, small shot, meslin, < Pr.

dragea = Sp. grajea = Pg. grageia, grangea =
It. traggea, now treggea, comfits, sugar-plums,
sweetmeats (ML. dragetum, dragata, drageia,

dragia, after OF.), < ML. tragemata, pi., < Gr.

Tpayr/iiaTa, rarely in sing, rpayrnia, dried fruits

or sweetmeats eaten as dessert, < rpayelv, 2d
aor. of rpuyeiv, gnaw, nibble, munch, eat.] For-

merly, same as meslin; now, specifically, a mix-
ture of oats and barley sown together.

Thy dredge and thy barley go thresh out to malt. Tu

h all "night (Specially' ttiT^menT^nglng dredge3 (drej), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dredged, ppr.

dredging. [Formerly dreg; E. dial, dridge; <.

dredge
1

*, n.] To sprinkle flour upon, as roast-

ing meat.
Burnt figs dreg'd with meal and powdered sugar.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, ii. 3.

drerie lamentations. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 822.

2. Lonesomely dismal or gloomy ; exciting a

feeling of desolation, sadness, or gloom.
The messenger of death, the ghastly owl,
With dreary shrieks did also yell. Spenser, F. Q.

The breakers were right beneath her bows,
She drifted a dreary wreck.

Longfellow, Wreck of the Hesperus. dredge-bOX (drej'boks), n.
On the ridge of the slope [was] an old cemetery, so dreary game as dredging-box.

with its few hopeless fig-trees and aloes that it made the - - - - -

heart ache to look at it.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 245.

Hence 3. Exciting a feeling of tedium or en-
nui

; tiresomely monotonous : as, a dreary book.

Dredge you a dish of plovers.
Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, ii. 2.

Steam Dredging-machine.

boats, usually of iron, with a bucket-chain carrying near-

ly 40 buckets, each with a capacity of about 13 cubic feet.

In excavating the Suez canal, the lifting buckets of some
of the larger machines had a capacity of 5 cubic feet each,

and the delivery was 20 buckets a min ute. For the deliv-

ery of the sand or spoil both chutes and traveling buckets

were used, the spoil being, in some instances, delivered

230 feet from the dredger. The clam-shell dredger is

largely used in the United States, and has the merit of

ease of management, the scoop operating in a half-circle

about the boat, so that a wide channel can be excavated

without moving the boat. The scoop is suspended from a

crane at the bow of the boat, and is operated by means of

chains controlled by steam-power, two long flexible poles

serving as guides for the clam-shell. In the machines em-

ploying a suction or exhaust, a tube is lowered into the

mud and the mud and water are raised by means of a re-

volving disk in the tube, or by the aid of a vacuum or an

ejector. A large vessel on the boat, being exhausted of

air, is connected with the submerged pipe, when the mud
and water readily rise into the receiver. In another form of

pneumatic dredgera pipe is lowered into the silt and closed

air-tight, and steam is then turned into the upper part of

the pipe, driving out the air. Many other forms are useci.

Dred Scot case. See case1 .

dree1
(dre), . [< ME. dreen, dreien, dryeii,

drehen, dregen, dreghen, dreogen, < AS. dreogan,

bear, suffer, endure, also do, perform, = Goth.

driugan, do military service; cf. Icel. drygja

(a secondary form), connect, perpetrate, also

lengthen: see dree%. Cf. also dright.] I. trans.

To suffer; bear; endure: as, to dree penance.
[Now only Scotch or poetical.]

For what I drye or what I thinke,
I wil myselveii al it drynke.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1879.

[< dredge^ + box^.~\ Why dreghis thou this dole, & deris thi seluyn?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3586.

Chaucer is the first who broke away from the dreary
traditional style, and gave not merely stories, but lively
pictures of real life as the ever renewed substance of

poetry. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 255.

dredgeman (drej
'

man), n.
; pi. dredgemen

(-men). [< dredge^ + man.'] One who fishes

for oysters with a dredge.
dredger1

(drej'er), n. [< dredge^ + -er1.] 1.

One who works with or makes use of a dredge.
In the month of May, the dredgers (by the law of the

Admiralty court) have liberty to catch all manner of oys-
ters, of what size soever. Bp. Sprat, Hist. Royal Soc.

Ye have the pains o' hell to dree.

The Cruel Mother (Child's Ballads, II. 271).

To dree One's or a weird, to abide one's fate or destiny ;

endure au inevitable penalty. [Scotch.]

I kenn'd he behoved to dree his weird till that day cam.

Scott, Guy Manneriug, Iv.

A poor broken-hearted thing, that, if she hath done evil,

has dreed a sore weird for it.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, I. xii.



dree

Il.t i" trans- To endure; be able to do or

continue.

Neis wod of Ills wltt ho wax
neijj,

for dredo,
& lied as fast homward us fet niljt JnV.

\filliitiii wl ralrrne (K. E. T. S.), 1. 1772.

Ride on, ride on, Lord William now,
As fast as ye can <//>- .'

Lord William (Child's Ballads, III. 19).

dregginess (dreg'i-nes), . [< dreggy + -ness.]
The state of being dreggy ; fullness of d

dree2 (dre), a. [E. dial., = Sc. dreigh,

dreegh, < ME. dreg, dregli, drig, dr//j, long, ex-

tended, great, < Icel. drjugr = Sw. dryg = Dan.

droi, long, ample, substantial, solid, heavy; cf.

Icel. draugr, a sluggard; dryyja, commit, also

keep longer, lengthen ;
Sw. tlrilja, stay, delay,

= Dan. aroie, make a thing go far, go a long
way; ult. connected with AS. dreogan, bear,

suffer, endure, do, perform, E. dree: see dree 1
.]

If. Long; large; ample; great.
The kynge was lokyd in a felde

By a ryver brede and dreiihe.

MS. Marl, 2252. (tlaUiutU.)

The durres to vndo of the dreah horse.
Deitntction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11890.

2f. Great; of serious moment. 3. Tedious;
wearisome; tiresome. [Prov. Eng.]
"Thou'rt In great pain, my own dear Stephen?" "I

ha' been dreadful, and dree, and long."
Dickens, Hard Times, Hi. 6.

dree2 (dre), n. [E. dial., = Sc. dreigh, < ME.
dreghc, dregh, < dregh, dreg, etc., dree: see

dree2
, a.] Length ;

extension
;
the longest part.

Thus they drevene to the dede dukes and
erleSj

Alle the dreahe of the daye, with dredfulle werkes!
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2916.

dreely (dre'li), adv. [E. dial., = Sc. dreighly,
< ME. drely, dregly, dreghly, drygly, etc.; < dree2

+ -fy
2
.] If. Highly; largely; nobly; earnestly.

I drow into a dreme, & dreghly me thought
That Mercury the mykill God, in the mene tyme,
Thre goddes hade gotten goyug hym bye,
That come in his company clere to beholde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2379.

Drawene dreyhely the wyne, and drynkne thereaftyre.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2028.

2. Slowly; tediously. [Prov. Eng.]
dreen, <". and n. A dialectal form of drain.

dreg 1
,
n. An obsolete or colloquial singular of

dregs.

dreg-t, . An obsolete form of dredge^.

dreg3t, r. t. An obsolete form of dredge
3

.

[< dreggy +
fullness of dregs or

lees; foulness: feculence,

dreggish (dreg'ish), a. [< dreg1 (dregs) + -is* 1 .]
Full of dregs ;

foul with lees
;
feculent.

To give a strong taste to this dregyish liquor, they fling
in an incredible deal of broom or hops.

Harvey, Consumptions.

dreggy (dreg'i), a. [< ME. dreggy (= Sw. drag-
gig), < dreg>- (dregs) + -.i/

1
.] Containing dregs

or lees
; consisting of dregs ; foul ; muddy ;

fec-

ulent.

No relations of theirs, after all, but a dreggy hybrid of

the basest bloods of Europe.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 46.

dregs (dregz), n.pl. [< ME. dregges, also dra<7-

ges, rarely in sing, dreg, < Icel. dregg, pi. dreg-
gjar = Svf.dragg, dregs, lees; prpb. < Icel. and
Sw. draga = E. draw, the connection of thought
being like that in drain as related to draw:
see drain, draic.] 1. The sediment of liquors;
lees

; grounds ;
feculence ; any foreign matter of

liquors that subsides to the bottom of a vessel

containing them. [Formerly, and still some-
times colloquially, used in the singular.]

The dregs thereof, all the wicked of the earth shall wring
them out, and drink them. Ps. Ixxv. 8.

What too curious dreg espies my sweet lady in the foun-
tain of our love? Shalt., T. and C., iii. 2.

KinK John, in the meanwhile, was draining the cup of
bitterness to the dreys. Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., 1. 2.

You have stretched oat your hands to save the dregs of
the sifted sediment of a residuum.

W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 253.

2. Waste or worthless matter; dross; sweep^
ings; refuse; hence, what is most vile and
worthless : as, the dregs of society.

From the dreg* of life think to receive
What the first sprightly running could not give.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv, 1.

What wonder is it, if ever since, and especially now, in
these -/re/;-.- of time, there be wilful men found, who will

oppose their own vain fancies and novelties to the general
sense of the whole body of Christians ?

Up. Atterbtiry, Sermons, II. xi.

They increased, by their numbers and their vices, the
weight of that (/re;/ which, in great and prosperous cities,
evei sinks . . . to the lowest condition.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 538.

1767

3. Solid impurities found in raw fats. W. L.

Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 83 TO drain
the cup to the dregs, see nij,.

dreher (dra't-r), . [G., a kind of dance, a

turner, a winch, < drahi'ii, turn, = AS. tlirdwan,

turn, throw, E. throic : HCO throw.'} 1. An Aus-
trian dance similar to the landler. 2. Music
written to accompany such a dance,

dreier, dreyer (dri'er), H. [G. usually dreier,
< (/;<; = E. three.] A Silesian money, 3 hellers,

dreigh (drech), a. and n. A Scotch form of dree2 .

When thon an' I were young an' skeigh,
An' stable mealK at fairs \v> iv </< ><:li.

Burnt, The Auld Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

dreintt. An obsolete preterit and past parti-

ciple of drenc/i 1
.

Dreissena (dri'se-na), n. [NL., after Dr.
Dreys-

sen of Belgium.] A genus of bivalve lamelli-

branchs, of the family Mytilida; or mussels, or

made type of the family Dreissenid<e. D. poly-

morpha, originally an inhabitant of rivers and streams

emptying into the Aral and Caspian seas, has extended iU

range into many European localities. Also Dreyssena,
Dreissensia.

Dreissenacea (dri-se-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Dreissena + -aeea.~] A group of acephalous
mollusks: same as the family Dreissenidw.

Preissenidae (dri-sen'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dreis-

sena + -id<e.] A family of bi-

valve mollusks, typifiedby the

genus Dreissena. The mantle is

open only for the foot in front of the

umbones, and the siphons are situ-

ated at the distal margin. The
branchial siphon is tubular, the anal

subsessile, the foot ligulate and bys-
siferous, and the shell mytilifonn
with terminal umbones. There is an
internal ligament ; the pallial im-

pressions are obscure ; and there are
three muscular scars.

Dreisseninae (dri-se-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dreis-
sena + -ince.] A subfamily referred to the fam-

ily Mi/ti/itt<r: same as the family Dreissenidce.

Also Dreissensince.

Dreissensia (dri-sen'si-i), n. [NL.] Same as

Dreissena.

Dreissensinae (dri-sen-si'ne), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Dreisseninai.

dremH. dreme 1

1, . and r. Obsolete forms of

dream*.

drem'-t, dreme2
t, n. See drea 2

.

dremelst, . [ME., also dremeles, < dremen,
dream, -r -els, a suffix seen also in ME. metels,
a dream, and in the earlier forms of riddle, .]

A dream.
How that Ymagynatyf in dremeles me tolde,

Of Kynde and of his counynge and how curteise he is to

bestes. Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 14.

Dremotherium (drem-o-the'ri-um), n. [NL.,
for (I) 'Droiitotherium, < Gr. 6/>6/iof, a running,
course, + diipiov, a wild beast.] A genus of

fossil ruminants from the Miocene of France,
said to be related to the musk-deer.
drench1 (drench), v. [< ME. drenchen (pret.
drenched and dreint, pp. drenched and dreint),
drench, drown, < AS. drencan, give to drink, also

drown (= OFries. dreaka, drinka = D. drenkcn
= LG. drdnken, OHG. trenchan, MHG. trenken,
G. tranken =Icel. drekkja =Sw. drdnka), caus.
of tlrincan, drink: see drink. Cf. drown, of the
same ult. origin.] I. trans. 1 . To wet thorough-
ly; soak; steep; fill or cover with water or

other liquid : as, garments drenched with rain
or in the sea ; swords drenched in blood

;
the

flood has drenched the earth.
Oute of the see gravel the salt to bringe,
Let drenche it for a tyme in water swete.

Palladiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 14.

Some In the greedie flouds are sunke and drent.

Spenser, tr. of Virgil's Gnat
Order'd to drench his Knife in filial Blood ;

Destroy his Heir, or disobey his God.
Prior, Solomon, ill.

For there, with broad wig drenched with rain,
The parish priest he saw. Whittier, The Exiles.

2. To gorge or satiate with a fluid: as, he
ilrciiched himself with

liquor. 3. Specifically,
to administer liquid physic to abundantly, espe-
cially in a forcible way.

I continued extraordinary Weak for some days after his

[a Malayan doctor's] Drenching me thus : But my Fever
left me for above a Week. Dampier, Voyages, I. 503.

If any of your cattle are infected, . . . drench them.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

They were rough,
Dosed him with torture as you drench a horse.

Bromiiuj, Ring and Book, II. 76.

4f. To drown.
Him tlienketh verrayly that he may se
Noes flood come walking as the see
To drenchen Alisoun, his honey deere.

Chaucer. Millers Tale, I. 431.

drepanidium

8. To subject (hides) to the effect of soaking
and stirring in a solution of animal excrements
or an alkaline solution. Harper's May., LXX.
276. = Syn. 1. To steep, souse, deluge (with).

Il.t intrant. To drown.

Thus shal niaukynde drenche and lese his lyf.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 335.

drench1 (drench), n. [< ME. drench, drenke,

dra-nc, a drink. < AS. drenc, also drinc = OS.
OFries. D. and LG. drank = OHG. tranch, G.

trank, a drink, < AS. drincan, etc. (pret. dranc),
drink: see drint, r., and cf. drink, i>., and

drench*, v. In senses 2 and 3 rather from the

verb drench.} If. A drink; a draught.
'I her ne is neither king ne kuene thet ne SH! drinke of

deathes drench. Ayenbite <tf Invryt, p. ISO.

2. A large draught of fluid; an inordinate

drink.
A drench of sack

At a good tavern, and a fine fresh pullet.
Would cure him. B. Jonton, Staple of News, ii. 1.

Dregs and lees of Spain, with Welsh metheglln
A drench to kill a horse.

Matsinger, Great Duke of Florence, II. 2.

Hence 3. A draught of physic ; specifically,
a dose of medicine for a beast, as a horse.

The sugar on the pill and the syrup around the oil left

iiV. ,i,7i and purgative sufficiently heroic.

5. W. Curtit, Harper's Mag., LXX VI. 80ft

4. That with or in which something is drench-

ed; a provision or preparation for drenching
or steeping.

They [skins] are put into a drench of bran and water,
heated to about 186' Fahr. Kncyc. Brit., XIV. 388.

drench2!,
" -A. less correct form of dreng.

drencher (dren'cher), n. 1. One who or that

which drenches or wets. 2. One who adminis-
ters a drench to a beast.

drenching-horn (dren'ching-hdrn), n. A cow's
horn with perforations at the pointed end, the

other being closed, used in giving medicine to

sick animals.

drengt (dreng), n. [In historical books cited

also as drenge and drench; in Law L. drengus,

repr. ME. dreng, also dring, pi. drenges, dringes,

rarely drenches, a vassal, < AS. dreng, a valiant

man, < Icel. drengr, a valiant man, a youth, =
Sw. drdug, a man, a servant, = Dan. dreng, a

boy, an apprentice, obs. a footman (whence
Sc. dring, a servant).] In old Eng. law, a ten-

ant in capite. The term was usually or originally ap-
plied to tenants holding directly of the king or of ecclesi-

astics, but in virtue of a service less honorable than

kirighthood, including commonly some agricultural work,
and service as messenger and in the care of dogs and
horses. Its application seems to have varied greatly in

different places and times; but it implied generally a
servile vassal who aspired to be a military vassal.

Bothe of erl and of baroun,
And of drena and of thayn,
And of knith and of sweyu. llareluk, 1. 2182.

It seems, then, that the drengi were tenants in pure vil-

lenage, bound to the lord, and annexed to the manor,
and that they were usually sold with the forest to which
they belonged, as mere drudges, to perform the most ser-

vile and laborious offices.

Gentleman's May. Library, I. 188.

Lanfranc, we are told, turned the drengg, the rent pay-
ing tenants of his archiepiscopal estates, into knighU for

the defence of the country. Stiibbs, Const. Hist. , 5 %.

drengaget (dreng'aj), . [< dreng + -age.} 1.

The tenure by which a dreng held land.

There are also services connected with the bishop's
hunting expeditions. Thus there are persons holding in

drengage, who have to feed a horse and a dog, and to go
In the great hunt (magna caza) with two harriers and 15

"cordons," etc. Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 71.

2. The quantity of land, usually sixteen acres,
to be plowed, sown, and harrowed by a dreng.
drenket, An obsolete form of drench1 .

drenklet, r. See drinkle, dronkle.

drentt (drent). An obsolete preterit and past
participle of drench^.

Drepane (drep'a-ne), n. [NL., < Gr. ipeiravti,

also dpi iravov, a sickle, a pruning-hook, < dpiiretv,

pluck.] A genus of fishes, typical of the family
Drepanidce : so called from the elongated falci-

form pectoral fins.

drepania, . Plural of drepanium.
drepanid (drep'a-nid), n. A fish of the family
Drepaniila .

Drepanidae (dre-pan'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dre-

imiie + -ida1

.] A family of scombroid acau-

thopterygian fishes, represented by the genus
Drepane. They have a compressed elevated body, with
scalesencroachingonthedorsalfln: thedorsal flu is divided
into a shorter anterior and a larger posterior portion, and
the pectorals are falciform. The Drepane punctata is

common in the Indian and Australian seas,

drepanidium (drep-a-nid'i-um), n.; pi. drt/m-
niaia (-a). [NL., < Gr. lipevdvy, a sickle (see



drepanidium

Drepane), + dim. -Mtov.] In zoiil. : (a) The fla-

gellula or sickle-shaped young of certain proto-

zoans, as a gregarine, as hatched from a spore.

(6) The phase or stage of growth in which a

young gregariue is sickle-shaped, (c\) [cap.}

A genus of such organisms.

Drejicmidium ranarum, the falciform young of an unas-

certained coccidiide: Encyc. Brit., XIX. 853.

drepaniform (drep'a-ni-form), a. [< Gr. Spe-

Kavti, a sickle, + L'.' forma, shape.] Formed
like a sickle or scythe ; sickle-shaped ;

falciform

or falcate.

Drepaninae (drep-a-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dre-

pane + -ince.] A subfamily constituted for the

genus Drepane, by some referred to the family
Chcetodontidte, and by others to the Carangidce:
same as the family Drepanidce.

Drepanis (drep'a-nis), n. [< Gr. dpeiravif, a bird,

perhaps the European swift, so called from the

long, thin, falcate wings, < dpevavn, a sickle : see

Drepane.} A genus of Nectariniidte with fal-

cate mandibles, characteristic of the Friendly

Sickle-billed Sunbird (Drepanis pacifica}.

and Sandwich islands, sometimes giving name
to a subfamily Drepanince ; the sickle-billed

sunbirds. D. pamjica is an example. The genua is also
called Falcator, and some of the species are referred to

Afellithreptus. In some species, as Drepanis vestiaria, or
Vestiaria coccinect, the bill is enormously long and curved
almost to a semicircle. This is a scarlet species from the

plumage of which the Sandwich islanders manufacture
beautiful robes.

drepanium (dre-pa'ni-um), n.
; pi. drepania

(-a). [NL., < Gr. dpeiramov, dim. of Spitravov,

equiv. to Apenavr], a sickle : see Drepane.} In

bot., a sickle-shaped cyme, the successive flow-
ers springing always from the upper side of
their respective axes.

drepeM, See drip, drop.
drepe2t, v. t. See drib*, drub.

dreret, a. and n. An obsolete spelling of drear.

drerimentt, n. A variant spelling of dreari-

ment.

drerinesst, An obsolete spelling of dreari-
ness.

dreryt, a. An obsolete spelling of dreary.
Dresden point-lace. See lace.

dress (dres), v.
; pret. and pp. dressed or drest,

ppr. dressing. [Early mod. E. also dresse; <
ME. dressen, make straight, direct, rule, pre-
pare, clothe, address one's attention to, < OF.
dresser, drescer, drecier, erect, set up, arrange,
dress, = Pr. dressar, dreissar, drefar = OSp. de-
rezar = It. drizzare, dirizzare, direct, etc., < ML.
*directiare, an assumed freq. < L. directus, ML.
also drectw, drictus, straight, direct: see direct."]
I. trans. 1. To put or make straight; adjust
to a right line : as (in military use), to dress
ranks.

Schrewide thingis schulen be in to dressid thingis [L.
erunt prava in directa]. Wydif, Luke iii. 5.

2f. To regulate; direct; set right; keep in the
right course.

Thou schalt blesse God and pray hym to dresse thy ways.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Danmarke he dryssede alle by drede of hym selvyne,
Fra Swynne unto Swether-wyke, with his swrede kene !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 46.

Make clean [my soul] thy thoughts, and dress thy mixt de-
sires. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 7.

3f. To adjust ;
fasten

;
fix.

The vyne eke to the tree with bondes dresse.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

4f. To address
; direct : as, to dress words to

a person ; hence, with reflexive pronoun, to di-
rect or turn one's course, efforts, or attention

;

prepare or apply one's self to do something;
repair; betake one's self : as, they dressed fliem-
selves to the dance.

To the chambre dore he gan hym dresse.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 282.

1768

What for the Yles, what for the See, . . . fewe folke

assayen for to passen that passage ;
alle be it that men

myghte don it well, that myght ben of power to dresse

him thereto. MandeMle, Travels, p. 306.

The men of armys bothe with spere and sheld,
With grete corage dressid them in to the feld.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2191.

5. To prepare or make ready; treat in some

particular way, and thus fit for some special
use or purpose, (a) To till ;

cultivate ; prune.

And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the

garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it. Gen. ii. 15.

The vfell-dress'd Vine
Produces plumpest Grapes.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

(6) To prepare for use as food, by cooking or by the addi-

tion of suitable condiments, etc. : as, to dress meat ; to

dress a salad.

It were a folly to take the pain to dress a bad dinner at

home, when they may be welcome to good and fine fare

so nigh hand at the hall.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 5.

The people were very civil, lending us an earthen Pot
to dress Rice, or any thing else.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 1. 90.

We dined together on very excellent provision, dressed

according to their custom.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 298.

(c) To make fit for the purpose intended, by some suita-

ble process : as, to dress beef for the market ; to dress

skins ; to dress flax or hemp.
For their apparell, they are sometimes covered with the

skinnes of wilde beasts, which in Winter are dressed with

the hayre, but in Sommer without.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 129.

At that time it was customary to size or dress the warp
in the loom. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 239.

(d) To cut or reduce to the proper shape or dimensions,
or evenness of surface, as by planing, chiseling, tooling,
etc. ; trim ; finish off ; put the finishing touches to : as, to

dress timber ; to dress a millstone, (e) In mining and met-

al., to sort or fit for smelting by separating and removing
the non-metalliferous veinstone : as, to dress ores. (/) To
comb and do up : as, to dress the hair.

what need I dress up my head,
Nor what need I kaim doun my hair?
Laird of Blackwood (Child's Ballads, IV. 290).

(g) To curry and rub down : as, to dress a horse.

6. To treat with remedies or curative appli-
ances : as, to dress a wound.

To heal her wounds by dressing of the weapon.
Ford, Witch of Edmonton, iii. 3.

The wound was dressed antiseptically.
Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 8870.

7. To array ; equip ; rig out : as, to dress a ship
with flags and pendants.
We sent our skiffe aland to be dressed.

Hakluyts Voyages, I. 276.

And Caddell drest, amang the rest,
With gun and good claymore.

Battle of Tranent-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 172).

8. To attire
; put clothes upon ; apparel ;

adorn
or deck with suitable clothes or raiment : as, he
dressed himself hastily; to dress one's self for
dinner

;
the maid dressed her mistress for a ball.

All her Tresses ties behind ;

So dress'd, Diana hunts the fearful Hind.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Good-morrow, Sir : what ! up and drest, so early ?

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 236.

A young man came to the court dressed as a minstrel,
and carrying his Timpan at his back.

O'Currif, Anc. Irish, II. xxxiv.

9f. To direct toward
;
reach toward

;
reach

;

offer.
He dressyd hys bak unto the maste.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 2554.

Who of sou is a man, whom gif his soue axe breed, wher
he shal dresse to hym a stoon? Wyclif, Mat. vii. 9 (Oxf.).

10f. To prepare for action.

Segramor drough his suerde and dressed his shelde, and
com towarde Agravadain a grete spede, and he com for to
mete hym vigorously. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 669.

To dress up or out, to clothe elaborately or peculiarly ;

dress with great care or elegance, or in unusual clothing.

Our modern medals are full of togas and tunicas . . .

that have not been in fashion these thousand years. You
see very often a king of England or France dressed up like
a Julius Caesar. Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

=Syn. 1. To aliue. 7. To accoutre, array, rig. 8. To
attire, apparel, clothe, embellish.

II. intrans. If. To direct one's course
; go.

Fro derknesse I dresse to blysse clere.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 89.

2. To come into line or proper alinement : as
(in military use), to dress np in the center.

All that remains of the west side of the square running
southwards is continued on the same plan as the brick
house, and dresses with it in height.

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 344.

3. To clothe one's self
; put on one's usual gar-

ments, or such garments as are required for a

particular occasion: as, to dress for the day;
to dress for dinner, or for a ball.

dresser

I did dress in the best array,
As blythe as ony bird on tree.

The Laird of Warixtoun (Child's Ballads, III. 319).

The servant told me that Lord Grey was still at the
House of Lords, and that her ladyship had just gone to

dress. Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 209.

She always dressed handsomely, and her rich silks and
laces seemed appropriate to a lady of her dignified position
in the town. Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 61.

4f. To give orders or directions.

For als I hyde bus [it behooves] all thyng be and dewly
done als I will dresse. York Plays, p. 13.

5f. To get on or up ;
rise.

Deliverly he dressed vp, er the day sprenged.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2009.

TO dress up, to dress one's self with special care ; put on
one's best clothing, or different garments from those com-

monly worn. [Colloq., U. S.]

dress (dres), n. [< dress, v.} 1. A garment,
or the assemblage of garments, used as a cov-

ering for the body or for its adornment
;
clothes

;

apparel : as, to spend a good deal of money on
dress.

As Chastity, says Philander, appears in the habit of a
JI 01 luu i matron, in whom that virtue was supposed to

reign in its perfection, Piety wears the dress of the vestal

virgins, who were the greatest and most shining examples
of it. Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

Abs, Is Mr. Faulkland returned?

Fag. He is above, sir, changing his dress.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

Style is the dress of thoughts.
Chesterfield, Letters, Nov. 24, 1749.

Specifically 2. The gown or robe worn by
women, consisting of a skirt and a waist, either

made separately or in one garment.
Two evening dresses for a girl who had never had any-

thing better than the simplest muslin !

Mrs. Oliphant, A Poor Gentleman, xvi.

3. Outward adornment; elegant clothing, or

skill in selecting, combining, and adjusting ar-

ticles of clothing: as, a love of dress; a man of

dress. 4. In ornith., plumage: as, spring or

autumn dress; the breeding dress. 5. External
finish: used especially of the arrangement of

the furrows on a millstone. 6. Size; dressing.

Boil or soak [the canvas] for an hour or so in a solution

of soda and water to get out the dress.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 122.

Full dress, a style of dress which etiquette or fashion re-

quires to be worn on occasions of ceremony, or on certain

social occasions, as a fashionable private entertainment,
a ball, etc. =Syn. 1. Clothing, raiment, habiliments, ac-

coutrements, vestments, habit, attire, array, garb, cos-

tume, suit.

dress-circle (dres'ser"kl), n. A portion of a

theater, concert-room, or other place of enter-

tainment, originally set apart for spectators or

an audience in evening dress, but now gener-

ally used indiscriminately : in theaters, usually
the first gallery or circle above the floor.

There they [East Indians at the Queen's Theatre in Lon-

don] sit in splendid array, in the dress-circle, close to the

royal box, and no one objects. N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 484.

dress-coat (dres'kof), . A coat worn by men
on occasions of ceremony; especially, a coat

fitting tightly, and having the skirts cut away
over the hips. See coat'2, and/H dress, under
dress.

dresser1 (dres'er), n. [< dress + -er^. Cf. F.

dresseur, a trainer.] 1. One who dresses; one
who is employed in preparing, trimming, or ad-

justing something.
Then said he unto the dresser of his vineyard, Behold,

these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and
find none ; cut it down. Luke xiii. 7.

A very simple honest fellow, sir, one Demetrius, a dresser

of plays about the town here. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

Specifically (a) A hospital assistant whose office it is to

dress wounds, ulcers, etc.

The magistrate and clerk were bowed in by the house-

surgeon and a couple of young men who smelt very strong
of tobacco-smoke ; they were introduced as dressers.

Diekens, Sketches, The Hospital Patient.

(b) One who is employed in clothing and adorning others,
as in a theater.

She [the Empress Eugenie] had three maids, or dressers,
as they are called at the English court.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 617.

(c) In type-founding, a workman who dresses types ar-

ranged in rows, removes their defects, and prepares them
for sale.

2. A tool, apparatus, or power-machine for

cutting and dressing the furrows on the face

of a millstone. The simplest of the tools used for this

purpose is a pick or light hammer having one or more

sharp steel points ; a block of emery or corundum, pro-
vided with a handle, and having a sharp cutting edge, is

also used. In ,nore complicated apparatus, a pick or

other similar tool is supported on a frame that travels

over the face of the stone. In some cases the stone is set

up on edge, as in a lathe ; in others it is placed horizon-

tally in the machine under a revolving cutter, which trav-

els on a fixed arm radial to the stone, the stone revolving
beneath it.



dresser

8. A machine for splitting geological speci-

mens. It consists of a strong frame with a pair of chin-

the cuUels ami split l,y pressure.

4. A miners' pick. 5. A plumbers' mallet used

for clotting joints in sheet-lead.

dresser'2 (dres'er), n. [< ME. dressour, drcs-

nure, drcssore (ML. dressorium, after E.), < OF.

ilriToir, ilr: I'lioir, a. dresser (F. dressoir, a side-

board), < ML. dii-iTloriiiw, a dresser, < L. diree-

Cokes come with dryssynge Intyfe;

They brittened tham als thay were wode.

Thotnat of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, 1. 106).

dressing-machine (dres'ing-ma-shen'), . 1.

A machine for separating the bran from flour,

consisting of a skeleton cylinder covered with

wire, and carrying from six to eight brushes.

2. A machine in which twisted yarn is sized,

dridder

3. To entice step by step.
With daily lies she drib* thec Into colt

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, L

tus, straight, > ult. OF. drecicr, drexcer, etc., dressing-room (dres'ing-r8m), n. A room, as

dress, prepare : see dress, r.] 1. A table, side- o]lt, opening from a bedroom, intended to be

board, or bench on which meat and other things
are dressed or prepared for use,

4. In archery, to shoot directly at short range.

Not at the first sight, nor with a dribbed shot,

Love gave tin wound, which while I breathe will Mewl.
.-,/ /'. xiiliiey, Arcadia, Attrophel and Stella.

_. .._. . II. intrans. In archery, to shoot at a mark at

scraped, brushed, and dried by heat and an gi]Ort range.
air-blast, to remove the fuzz and slightly drib-t (drib), v. '. [A dial. var. of drip (ME.

gloss it.

Bnmmonlnnroor tenants at my dresser,

Which is, indeed, my drum.
Massinger, The Guardian, ui. 3.

A maple dresser In her hall she had,
On which full many a slender meal she made.

Dryden, Cock and lox, 1. 17.

It was formerly customar;
was ready, to knock on the <l

of summoning the servants to carry It Into the hall.

Oi/ord, Note to Massinger's Unnatural Combat, iii. 1.

ilriii/nii) or of the related ME. drepen, drop;
due prob. in part to the freq. dribble* for 'drip-

pie. See drip, dribble*, dribble
4

*.] To dribble ;

drivel.
Like drunkards that dribbit.

Skeltim, (larland of Laurel, 1. 641.

used for dressing: as, the dressing-rooms of a

theater.

dressing-sack (dres'ing-sak), n. Same as dress-

ing-jacket. [This word is the more usual in the drib2 (drib), n. [< drift2 ,
t'.

;
or else an abbr.

United States, and dressing-jacket in England.] of driblet, dribblet.] A drop ;
a driblet, or small

dressing-table (dres'ing-ta'bl), n. 1. A table quantity.
i.j _iiv :*, o^4,,<,t<T.< t.tia

Rhymes retailed in drill*. Steift, On Olbb's Psalms.

We are sending such regiments and drift* from here and

UAOOOHlft V**M*W \^~' -, . ,

provided with conveniences for adjusting the

dress; a toilet-table. 2. A dressing-bench.-
an formerlv customary lor the i-ooK, wni'ii amner ,., iPj A A rye are BemuiiK u

: ,.

lulv t.. knock on the Jreuer with his knife, by way 3. A bench on which ores are sorted. 4. A Baltimore as we can spare to Harpers terry.
.. _

'
i. .... i ;,.,.. (1,., K.,11 _ _!_ e^= [.. ...:.., t-*,,',,,r* n ml t)f*..! IrrVlf onlTlfr l.ltlCllln. ill KllVIlmachine for dressing, truing, and straightening Lincoln, in Raymond p.

stereotype plates. Bee stereotype. dribbert (drib'er), n. [< drift1, v., 4, + -er*.] In

2. A cupboard or set of shelves for dishes and dressmaker (dres'ma'ker), n. One, especially archery,
one who shoots at short range. Aseham.

cooking utensils. a woman, whose occupation is the making of dribbett (drib'et), n. [Var. of driblet.] Same
The pewter plates on the drester gowns and other articles of female attire. as driblet.

Caught and reflected the flame, as shields of armies the dressoir fdre-SWOr'), n. [F. : see dresser^.] A
sunshine. Lonojellow, Evangeline, I. .

si(leboar^ . a court Cupboard ;
a dresser.

dress-goods (dres'gud/.), n. pi. Fabrics used
dress-parade (dres'pa-rad'X n. Milit., a tac-

for women's and children's frocks or gowns. tical ceremonial or parade in full uniform,

dressing (dres'ing), n. [< ME. dressynge; ver- The dark ,s always on dm, par(ld(.. The moment he

bal n. of dress, V.] 1. The act of one who gets Into uniform he thinks the eyes of all men are upon

dresses
;
the act or process of adjusting, prepar- him. llarper'i Mag., LXXVI. 788.

ing, trimming, finishing, etc., in any sense of dress-spur (dres'sper), n. A name given to a

the verb dress. Specifically, in metal., the mechanical
spur, seen on medieval brasses, etc., the rowel

treatment which an ore receives after being brought to o jj wnjch js inclosed in a smooth ring, and which
the surface; concentration. This is almost always done

rfiftson thought to be merely

Their poor pittances are Injuriously compounded, and

slowly payd by dribbftt, and with infinite delayes.

Bp. Gatiden, Tears of the Church, p. 143.

in water, and with the aid of suitable machinery. (See cool,

jig, buddleV.) The dressing of an ore, or the mechanical

treatment, necessarily precedes the smelting, or chemical

treatment. In the former it is chiefly the difference In

has been for this reason thought to be merely
emblematic. It is probable, however, that the ring is

a mere device of shading used by the engraver to throw

.... - -, the rowel Into relief.

specific gravity between the metalliferous portion of the drCSS-uniform (dres'u'ni-fdrm), n. MlM.,tne
vein and the veinstone Itself of which advantage Is taken y prescribed to be worn on occasions of
for effecting a separation. In the chemical treatment the

result depends on the various reactions which the sub- ceren
"/ . .

stances present have with one another when exposed to a dressy (dres l), a. [< dress + -y
1
.] 1. r oml or

- x -
-laborate or showy dressing.

dribble1
(drib'l), v. ; pret. and pp. dribbled, ppr.

dribbling. [Formerly also drible; for 'dripple

(= LG. dripneln), freq. of drip : see drip, and
cf. drib*.] I. intrans. 1. To fall in drops or

small particles, or in a quick succession of

drops : as, water dribbles from the eaves.

Which receiver . . . allows the grain to dribble only

in small quantities into the central hole in the upper mill-

stone Paley, Nat. TheoL, xv.

'Twas there I caught from Uncle Reuben's lips,

In dribbling monologue 'twlxt whiffs and sips,

The story 1 so long have tried to tell.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

high temi>erature or smelted.

2. That which is used in dressing or preparing

anything, as for use or ornament, specifically (o)

In med. and suiy., the remedy or apparatus applied to a

wound or sore, etc. (fc) Tho manure or compost spread
over land in preparing it for cropping, (c) In cookery: (1)

The sauce, etc., used in preparing a dish for the table. (2)

Stuffing ; the flavored material, as bread-crumb, inserted

in a fowl, in veal, etc., for roasting. [Colloq.] (d) The

glaze, stiffening, or finishing applied to textile fabrics

to give them greater smoothness and firmness, to allow

of their being folded, packed, etc., with greater ease, and
sometimes with the dishonest intention of giving them ar-

tificial weight or the appearance of greater excellence of

manufacture, (<) In arch., the moldings around doors, j_*x.>,
windows, and other openings on an elevation. qresi t, '

, , , , , , .

3. A thrashing; a flogging or beating; arepri- dretch.lt, v. t. [ME. drechen, drecchen, later

drctclien, < AS. dreccan, vex, trouble, afflict.

Connection with dretch* doubtful.] To vex;
maud or scolding. [Colloq.]

If ever I meet him again, I will give him such a dress-

ing as he has not had this many a day.
Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xxx.

dressing-bench (dres'ing-bench), n. In brick-

nuikiitg, a bench with a cast-iron plate upon
which the bricks, after drying in the sun, are

rubbed, polished,
and beaten to make them

symmetrical.
dressing-boardt (dres'ing-bord), n. Same as

dresser*, 1.

She's laid him on a dressin board,
Whar she did often dine.

Sir Hugh (Child's Ballads, III. 148).

dressing-case (dres'ing-kas), n. A box con-

taining certain requisites for the toilet, as

combs, shaving apparatus, hair-, tooth-, and

nail-brushes, pomatum, etc.

dressing-floor (dres'ing-flor), n. In mining, an
area of ground near the mouth of the mine with

a floor of firmly beaten earth or paved with

stones, on which the ores as they arrive at the dretilt, '. i.

2f. To fall weakly and slowly.
The dribbling dart of love. Shak., M. for M., L 4.

3. To act or think feebly ;
want vigor or energy.

[Rare.]
Small temptations allure but dribliny offenders.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

4. To be of trifling importance. [Rare.]
Some dribbling skirmishes. Holland, tr. of Llvy, p. 597.

II. trans. 1. To throw down or let fall in

drops or bits.

Let the cook follow with a ladle full of soup, and dribble

it all the way up stairs. Swift, Directions for Servants.

2. To give out in small portions : often with out.

Stripes, too, at intervals, dribbled out the Marsala with

a solemnity which would have done honour to a duke's

butler. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxvii.

3. In foot-ball and other games, to give a slight
kick or shove to, as the ball, without intend-

ing to send it far.

As we wheeled quickly, I saw that one of the other two
men on our side had stopped it |thc ball], and was begin-

ning to dribble It along. F. M. Cravford, Mr. Isaacs, vill.

leSvenrand the gates of heaven
dribble1

(drib'l), n. [< dribble*, v.] 1. Any
Mt2&ilS3SSa; iSS quantity of dropping or trickling fluid;

dress; given to ela

[Colloq.]
" And don't trouble to dress," continued the consider-

ate aunt,
*' for we are not very dressy here."

Marriage, I. 33.

2. Having an air of fashion or dress
;
modish

;

stylish: said of garments or materials. [Colloq.]

Many hints had been given on the virtues of black vel-

vet gowns ; . . . they were dreggy, and not too dressy.

Marriage, I. 200.

drest1
. An occasional preterit and past parti-

ciple of dress,

trouble ; oppress
This chanteclere gan gronen in his throte,
As man that in his dreme is drecched sore.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 67.

"Truly," said the bishop, "I saw the angels heave up
Sir Laiincelot towards h

opened against him."
said Sir Bore,

" for I dou
ing but good." Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, III. clxxv.

dretch2t, v. i. [= Sc. dretch, dratch, linger, <

ME. drechen, drecchen, later dretchen, linger,

delay (not in AS. in this sense). Perhaps =
MHG. trecken, G. trecken = D. trelcken = Dan.

tr(ekke, draw, pull (D. and Dan. forms perhaps
of HG. origin).] To delay ; linger.

What shold I drecche, or telle of his array?
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1264.

Be than [by then] the Romaynez ware rebuykyde a lyttille,

With-drawes theyme drerelyand dreches no lengare.
Mortt Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 2154.

An obsolete spelling of drool.

a dropping or dripping: as, the dribble from the

eaves.
If that little dribble of an Avon had succeeded In engen-

dering Shakespeare, what a giant might we not look for

from the mighty womb of Mississippi ?

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 185.

2. Drizzly or wet weather. [Scotch.]
Now thou's tnrn'd out, for a' thy trouble,

But house or hald,
To thole the winter's sleety dribble

An' cranreuch cauld 1 Burnt, To a Mouse.

[A var. of drivel* by con-

Cf. drabble.] To drivel;

surface are sorted or receive th'eir first rough drevet, f t. See drove*.

treatment. See spalling-floor. drevilt, n. Same as driveP.

dressing-frame (dres'in'g-fram), n. A frame of drew (dro). Preterit of draw.

wire, having the general shape above of the dreyt, See dray2 .

shoulders and bust of a woman, and below fol- dreyet, An obsolete form of dry. Chaucer.

lowing the curves of a skirt : used in shaping dreyer, u. See dreier.

dresses, draping the folds, etc. dreyling (dri'ling), n. An old Danish copper

dressing-gown (dres'ing-goun), . A loose and coin, a quarter-skilling.

easy gown or robe worn while making the toilet dreyntt. An obsolete past participle of drench*.

or when in dishabille. Dreyssena, . See Dreissena.

dressing-jacket (dres'ing-jak'et), n. A loose dribH (drib), r. [A dial, var., like drub, of ME.

upper garment of washable material worn by drepen, hit, strike, slay: see drub. In part (def.

women while dressing. Also drexxitiii-HiicI;.

'

2) mixed with drib^, dribble*, q. v.] I. trans.

A variant of drivel2 .

A weak person ;
a driv-

i dressing. , .

dressing-knife (dres'iug-nif), n. [< ME. dress-

ingknifi', dr< ..xi/iiiiriujfe, etc.] A slightly curved
blade with handles, used by tanners iii shaving
off the fatty tissue from the hides.

1. To cut off; chop off. Dekker. Specifically
2. To cut off little by little; cheat by small and
reiterated tricks

; purloin.

fusion with dribble*.

slaver.

dribblet (drib'l), n.

dribbler (drib'ler), n.

eler.

The aspirants and wranglers at the bar, the dribblers

and the spit-fires. Southey, The Doctor, Intel-chapter vll.

driblet, dribblet (drib'let), n. [< dribble* +
dim. -et.] A small piece or part ; any incon-

siderable part of a whole: as, the money was

paid in driblets; the food was doled out in drib-

lets.

The driblet of a day. Dryden.

The savings banks of the United States had, in 1887,

some ?1 200.000,000 of deposits. . . . Saved in dribblets, it

would have been spent in dribblets, and would have passed
out of reckoning without doing the world any service, but

for the savings banks. The Century, XXXV. 966.

He who drives their bargains drib* a part. Dryden. dlldder (drid'er), . Same a8 dreder.
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driddle (drid'l), r. i.; pret. and pp. driddled,

ppr. driddling. [Se.. also written druttle, dru-

tle ; origin obscure.] 1. To play unskilfully,
as on the violin.

A pigmy scraper wf his fiddle,
Wha us'd at trysts and fairs to driddle.

Burns, Jolly Beggars.

2. To wander aimlessly or feebly from place
to place. 3. To work constantly without mak-

ing much progress.
drie :

t,
An obsolete spelling of dry.

drie2,
". t. A Scotch spelling of dree1 .

Would'st thou thy every future year
In ceaseless prayer ami penance drie,
Yet wait thy latter end with fear

Then, daring warrior, follow me !

Scott, i. of L. M., ii. 6.

drier (dri'er), . [< dry + -er1 .'] One who or

that which dries or is used in drying. Specifi-

cally (a) A machine or mechanical contrivance or appa-
ratus used in removing moisture from some substance : as,

a fruit-drier; a clothes-drier; a grain-drier. (6) Any sub-

stance added to a paint to increase its drying quality. It

may be a liquid, such as japan, or a dry material, as oxid
of lead, oxid of manganese, burnt umber, or sugar of

lead. Also spelled dryer. Centrifugal drier, a ma-
chine in which rotary motion is the direct means of ex-

tracting moisture. It consists of two circular tubs of
metal placed one within the other, the smaller one being
pierced with many small holes and revolving on its axis.

On placing sugar, wet fabrics, etc.
,
within the interior ves-

sel and setting it in rapid motion, the water is expelled
by centrifugal force. See evaporator aud lumber-drier.

drier, driest (dri'er, dri'est). Comparative and
superlative degrees of dry.

drifet, " A Middle English form of drive.

drift (drift), n. [< ME. drift, dryft, act of driv-

ing, a drove, shower of rain or snow, impulse
(not in AS.

;
= OFries. "drift (in comp. wr-drift)

= D. drift, a drove, flock, course, current, ar-

dor, = MLG. drift = MHG. trift, a drove, herd,
pasture, drift (of wood, etc.), activity, = Icel.

drift, dript, a snow-drift, = Sw. drift, impulse,
instinct, = Dan. drift, instinct, inclination,
drove, (naut.) drift, leeway) ;

with formative -1,

< AS. drifan, pp. drifen, drive: see drive.'] 1.

A driving; a force impelling or urging for-

ward; impulse; hence, figuratively, overbear-

ing power or influence.

The ffolke was so ferd, that on flete were,
All drede for to drowne with dryft of the se ;

And in perell were put all the proude kynges.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4635.

The dragoun dreew him awaie with drift of his winges.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 998.

A bad ma_n, being under the drift of any passion, will still

follow the impulse of it till something interposes.

South, Sermons.

There is a kind of undertow in that rich baritone of his
that sweeps our minds from their foothold into deeper
waters with a drift we cannot and would not resist.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 383.

2. Anything driven; especially, an assemblage
or a number of things or animals driven, or im-

pelled by any kind of force : as, a drift of trees
in a torrent ; a drift of cattle (a drove) ;

a drift
of bullets.

Anton Shiel, he loves not me,
For I gat twa drifts of his sheep.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VI. 100).

A dryft of tame swine.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

We saw a great drift ; so we heaved out our skiff, and
it proved a fir log, which seemed to have been many years
in the water. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 20.

Drifta of rising dust involve the sky. Dryden.

Beyond the lodge the city lies,
Beneath its drift of smoke.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

Hence 3. A heap of any matter driven to-

gether: as, a drift of snow, or a snow-drift; &
drift of sand.

A smooth white mound the brush-pile showed,A fenceless drift what once was road.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

4. Course of anything; tendency; aim; inten-
tion : as, the drift of reasoning or argument ;

the drift of a discourse.

And then he taketh him al to the deuises of his worldly
counsailers, and . . . maketh many wise waies as he
weneth, and al turne at length vnto foly, and one subtil
drift driueth an other to naught.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 41.

These Furies: who with fell despight . . . pursue (in-
censed)

Their damned drifts in Adam first commenced.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

Hovers betwixt two factions, and explores
The drifts of both.

B. Jonxon, Cynthia's Kevels, Hi. 2.

He threw in some . . . commonplace morality to con-
ceal his real drift. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 416.

6. In geol., loose detrital material, fragments
of rock, boulders, sand, gravel, or clay, or a
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mixture of two or more of these deposits, rest-

ing on the surface of the bed-rock. The term drift
was introduced by Lyell in 1840, to take the place of dilu-

vium, with which latter word the idea of a universal del-

uge, and especially the Noachian deluge, had been gener-

ally associated. (See diluvium.) The word drift is now
usually applied to detrital deposits when it is intended to

include at the same time the transportation from a dis-

tance. Almost all detrital material has, however, been
formed with more or less help from running water, and
therefore must in that process have been moved to a

greater or less distance from the place of its origin. It is

especially with reference to material lying on the surface

in northern Europe and northeastern North America that

the term drift is used at present by geologists, and it is

frequently called northern drift, since much of it has been
moved in a'southerly direction. And since ice is believed

by most geologists to have been the principal agent by
which this drift was moved, it is also denominated glacial

drift, while the detrital material transported by the agency
of ice at the present time is not so called. See glacier
and moraine.

6. In mining, a nearly horizontal excavation
made in opening or working a mine : nearly the

synonym of level. The levels or drifts are the nearly
horizontal openings in a mine ; the shafts are the nearly
vertical openings by which the levels are connected and
made accessible. (See level and adit.) A drift is wholly
within the soil or rock; an open cut is open to the sky.
Also driftway.
7. Naut., the leeway which a vessel makes when
lying to or hove to during a gale. Also driftway.

8. In ship-building, the difference between
the size of a bolt and the hole into which it is

to be driven, or between the circumference of
a hoop and the circumference of the mast on
which it is to be driven. 9. The horizontal

oversetting force or pressure outward exerted

by an arch on the piers on which it rests. 10.
Slow movement of a galvanometer-needle, gen-
erally due to changes in the torsional elasticity
of the suspending fiber. 11. In meek., a long-
ish round and slightly tapering piece of steel

used for enlarging a hole in a metallic plate ;
a

drift-bolt ; a punch. It sometimes has grooves
cut in spirals on the sides, to give it cutting
edges. Also called driver. 12. Milit.: (a) A
tool used in ramming down the composition
contained in a rocket or similar firework, (b)
A priming-iron to clean the vent of a piece of
ordnance from burning particles after each dis-

charge. [Eng.] (c) In gun., same as deriva-

tion, 6. 13. A green lane. N. and Q., 7th ser.,
V. 302. [Prov. Eng.] 14. Delay; procrasti-
nation. [Scotch.]

Trouble uppon trouble is the matter and exercise of pa-
tience, lang drift and delay of thinges hoped for is the ex-
ercise of true patience. S. Bruce, Eleven Sermons.

15. [D. drift, a course, current, a passing.] In
South Africa, a ford. 16. The distance tra-
versed in making a single haul of a dredge.
Drift epoch. See niacial epoch, under glacial. Drift of
a current, the rate at which it flows. Drift of the
forest, in Eng. law, a driving together of the cattle that
are in a forest, in order to ascertain their condition and
status, as to ownership, commonableness, etc. ; a kind of
"
round-up." Drifts in the sheer draft. See drafti.

Glacial drift. See above, 5, and glacial Northern
drift, in geol., a name given to boulder-clay of the Pleis-
tocene period, when its materials were supposed to have
been brought by polar currents from the north. See
above, 6. Road-drift, the materials scraped from a
road, as in repairing it.

drift (drift), v. [< drift, .] I. intrans. 1. To
float or be driven along by a current of water
or air; be earned at random by the force of
the wind or tide

; hence, figuratively, to be car-
ried as if by accident or involuntarily into a
course of action or state of circumstances.

We drifted o'er the harbour bar.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vi.

Half the night
Buoy'd upon floating tackle and broken spars,
These drifted, stranding on an isle at morn.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

After 1860 he [Tilden] drifted into New York State poli-
tics. Encyc. frit., XXIII. 387.

2. To accumulate in heaps by the force of
wind; be driven into heaps.

The nightwind smooths with drifting sand
Our track. Whittier, At Port Royal.

3. In mining, to run a drift. See drift, n., 6.

II. trans. 1. To drive into heaps: as, a cur-
rent of wind drifts snow or sand. 2. To cover
with drifts or driftage.
The sides of the road were drifted with heaps of wild

hawthorn and honeysuckle in full bloom.
Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 240.

The roads were drifted to such an extent that even the
ploughs could not be passed through in many places.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 187.

3. To excavate horizontally or in a horizontal
direction; drive. Shafts are sunk; levels or
drifts are driven or drifted.

drill

There is for every soil a limit in depth beyond which it

becomes more expedient to drift the required way, and
construct a vaulted tunnel of sufficient dimensions, than
to make an open cutting with the requisite slopes.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 448.

4. To delay ; put off. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
The Lord, suppose hee drifted and delayed the effect of

his prayer, . . . yit he heareth him.
It. Bruce, Eleven Sermons.

driftage (drif'taj), n. [< drift + -age.] 1.
That which is drifted; drift. 2. Naut., the
amount of deviation from a ship's course due
to leeway. 3. In gun. and archery, windage.
drift-anchor (drift'ang"kor), n. Same as sea-

anchor.

drift-bolt (drift'bolt), n. A bolt, commonly
made of steel, used for driving out other bolts.

drift-current (drift'kur'ent), n. A current

produced by the force of the wind.
A current thus directly impelled by wind is termed a

drift-current. Encyc. Brit., III. 19.

drift-ice (drift'is), n. [Cf. Sw. drifts = Dan.
driv-is.] Masses of detached floating ice which
drift with the wind or ocean currents, as in the

polar seas.

drift-land (drift'land), . In old Eng, law, a
tribute paid yearly by some tenants, to the

king or a landlord, for the privilege of driving
cattle through a manor on the way to fairs or
market.
driftless (drift'les), a. [<drift + -less.~\ 1. With-
out drift or aim

; purposeless ;
aimless. North

British Rev. 2. Free from drift or driftage.

Whitney describes the surface of the rock within the
driftlet region as being uneven and irregular.

Geikie, Ice Age, p. 500.

drift-mining (drift'mi"ning), n. A term used
in various gold regions to denote that kind of

mining which is carried on by following, by
means of drifts or levels, the detrital material
in the channels of former rivers, now obliter-

ated and covered with volcanic and other ac-
cumulations.

drift-net (drift'net), n. A gill-net supported
upright in the water by floats and distended by
means of weights below.
drift-netter (drift'net"er), n. A fisherman who
uses a drift- or gill-net.

drift-sail (drift'sal), n. Naut., a sail attached
to a hawser, thrown overboard and veered ahead
so as to act as a drag and keep the ship's head
to the sea in heavy weather.

driftway (drift'wa), . 1. A road over which
cattle are driven.

The horse-passengerway became in lapse of time a drift-
way. Contemporary Rev., L. 376.

2. Naut. and in mining, same as drift.
driftweed (drift'wed). n. 1. Same as gulf-
treed. 2. In England, the tangle, Laminaria
digitata, especially cylindrical portions of the
frond.

driftwood (drift'wud), n. Wood drifted or
floated by water.

drifty (drif'ti), a. Forming or characterized

by drifts, especially of snow.

Drifty nights an' dripping summers. Hogg.

drightt, . [ME., also drigt, earlier drihten, <
AS. drihten, dryhten, a ruler, lord, prince, esp.
the Lord (= OS. drohtin = OFries. drochten =
OHG. truhtin, trohtin, trehtin, MHG. truhten,
troitten, trehten = Icel. drottinn = OSw. drotin,
droten, Sw. drott = Dan. drot (Goth, not re-

corded), a ruler, lord), < driht, dryht, also ge-
driht, gedrylit, ME. drihte (= OS. druht, in

comp., = OFries. dracht, drecht = OHG. *tritht,
MHG. truht, trucht = Icel. drott), a host, com-
pany, retinue, following, people (of. Goth ga-
draithts, a soldier; cf. drauhtinon, serve as a
soldier, drauhtinassus, military service), < dreo-

gan, bear, endure (= Goth, driugan, serve as a
soldier) : see dree1

,
and cf. drossard.'] A lord;

a chief; in a particular sense, the Lord.
Me thinkth bi thine crois

Ijate [shining),
That thu longest to ure drigte.

King Uorn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1310.

Which dereworthe dright desires mee too haue?
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 692.

drigie (drij'i), . Same as dirgie.
drill1

(dril), v. [The meanings of drill are more
or less involved with those of trill, making their

separation, in history and definition, a matter
of some uncertainty. Drill1

,
< D. drillen, bore,

turn round, whirl, wheel, shake, brandish, ex-
ercise in the management of arms, train, =
LG. drillen, bore, also vex, tease, tire with im-

portunities, 'bore,'= MHG. dreUeti,twru round,
G. drillen, bore, train, also tire, 'bore,' = Dan.



drill

drille, bore, tire, 'bore,' drill (in agri.), = Sw.
drilla, bore (the G. and Scand. forms are prob.
of LG. origin), = AS. thi/rflian, lit. pierce, E.

I In-ill, raako a hole, < MD. drille, a hole, = AS.

/lii/i-<l, a hole: seo thrill. See also trilfl- and
trill'*, andcf. driH2.] I. bvuw. 1. To pierce or
make a hole in with a drill or a similar tool, or

as if with a drill.

Perforated sore,
And drilid in holes, the solid oak U found,
By worms voracious eaten tlinumh and through.

Couiper, Task, i. 26.

2. To mako with a drill: as. to drill a hole.

3f. To wear away or waste slowly.
This accident hath drilled away the whole summer.

Swift.

4. To instruct and exercise in military tactics

and the use of arms
; hence, to train in any-

thing with the practical thoroughness charac-
teristic of military training.

And drill the raw world for the inarch of mind.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, vii.

He drilled himself till Inflexible habit stood sentinel
before all those postern-weaknesses which temperament
leaves unbolted to temptation.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 78.

6. On American railroads, to shift (cars or loco-

motives) about, or run them back and forth, at

a terminus or station, in order to get them into
the desired position. 6f. To draw on; entice;
decoy.
At length they drilid them [Indians] by discourse so

near, that our Men lay'd hold on all three at once.

Dampter, Voyages, I. 114.

With faint Resistance let her drill him on.

Conyreoe, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

7. [< drill, ., 4.] laagri. : (a) To sow in rows,
drills, or channels : as, to drill wheat. (b) To
sow with seed in drills : as, the field was drilled,
not sown broadcast.

II. intrans. 1. To go through exercises in

military tactics. 2. To sow seed in drills.

drill1
(dril), . [= D. Aril = LG. drill = Dan.

dril = Sw. drill, a drill; from the verb.] 1. A
tool for boring holes in metal, stone, or other
hard substance; specifically,
a steel cutting-tool fixed to

a drill-stock, bow-lathe, or

drilling-machine. See cuts
under bow-drill, brace-drill,
and cramp-drill, in the widest
sense, the term is used to include all

drilling-machines, or machines for

perforating stone, metal, etc., such
as the rock-drill, diamond drill, den-
tal drill, etc. ; but not boring-ma-
chines which are used for wood. Also
called iiriH /n't.

A kind of patent drill

To force an entrance to the Nation's
till. Loivell, Tempora Mutantur.

2. In mining, a borer: the
more common term in the
United States. 3. In ai/ri.

planting seedSj as of grasses, wheat, oats, corn,
etc., by dropping them in rows and covering
them with earth. Such machines vary in form and
size from a small hand-implement sowing one row to the
gang-drill drawn by one or two horses, and heavy steam-
power machines drawn by a rope from a traction-engine,
as in steam-plowing. Horse-power drills are sometimes
fitted with self-feeding devices for regulating the speed and
the amount of feed from the hopper to the tubes that con-

vey the seed to the ground. They all have some form of
share or tool for opening or preparing the ground for the
seed, immediately in front of the tube that distributes the
seed. Nearly all forms have also an attachment for cov-

ering the seed after it has been dropped. Some of the
larger machines, particularly for steam-power, are com-
bined harrows and drills, (train- or seed-drilling machines
are sometimes called ireders or seedinij-machinet.
4. (a) A row of seeds deposited in the earth. (6)
The trench or channel in which the seeds are

deposited. 5. A shell-fish which is destructive
to oyster-beds by boring into the shells of young
oysters. In the United States the name is applied to

Uronalpinx cinerea, a muricino gastropod with a shell
about an inch long, of an ashy or brownish coloration,
with 10 or 12 undulations on the body-whorl. It lays its

eggs in capsules containing about a dozen eggs. It ranges
along the Atlantic coast from Canada to Florida, but is

rare north of Massachusetts. Also called borer and snail-
bore.

The destructive drill, which works its way into the shell
of the young oysters and then feasts on the nutritious oc-

cupants. Sci. Amer. Supp., p. 886S.

6. The act of training soldiers in military tac-
tics ; hence, in general, the act of teaching by
repeated exercises.

The second substitute for temperament is drill, the pow-
er of use and rout inf. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

Archimedean drill, same as Persian drill. Bur-
bead drill, a dentists' drill with an enlarged conical head

A, ordinary iron drill ;

P. twist-drill; C. coun-
ursink-drm ; O.H-drill.

a machine for
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the surface of which is formed into a series of cutting
edges: used to excavate a cavity for lining. Car-box
drill, a drill used to remove damaged cap-bolts from the
boxes of car-trucks. Centrifugal drill, n drill which
carries a fly-wheel upon tiie stuck to maintain steady mo-
tion. Dental drill, a dentists' instrument of various

forms, for cutting out decayed portions of teeth, open-
ing a nerve-cavity, etc. Diamond drill, (a) A drill or
borer which cuts by means of diamonds set like terth in

an annular bit or boring-head. The boring-head, winch is

a hollow cylinder, is made to revolve with rapidity by
suitable machinery, so that a large hole can be made by
cutting out only a small quantity of rock, a solid core of

which fills the hollow of the cylinder and is broken off and
removed from time to time. (6) In dentistry, a small iron
drill into the end of which is set a small piece of bort.

Double drill, a drill with two cutters: used for making
countersink-holes, as for screw- or rivet-heads. Double-
traverse drill, an adjustable machine-tool for making
exactly similar holes simultaneously at a distance apart,
as in the two ends of a bridge-link. It is used when several

pieces exactly alike are required. E. II. Kniyht. Ex-
panding drill, a drill with a pair of adjustable bits which
can be spread apart at any given depth, to increase the
width of the hole at that point. Finishing-drill, any
form of drill making a smooth cut, used to follov, a drill

doing rapid but rough work. Fluted drill, a drill upon
which are formed, on opposite sides, two longitudinal
grooves or flutes. The cutting faces at the point are form-
ed by the edges of these flutes, which are cut away in coni-
cal form. Forked drill, a slotting-tool with a forked

point, used in a slot-drilling machine. It is either forged
and ground from solid steel or formed by fixing two
movable cutters in a stock. Its action is rapid, but it

leaves a rough surface, and must be followed by a finish-

ing-tool. Lip drill, any flat drill upon the cutting edge
of which a Up is formed, either by grinding or during
the process of forging. Tin 1

lip adds to the speed and
cleanness of working. Persian drill, (a) A hand-drill

operated by a nut moved backward and forward over a

Suick
screw on the stock of the drill, (b) A screw-stock

rill in which, by means of bevel-pinions, the motion of
the screw-stock is transmitted to a drill at right angles
to the stock. Also called Archimedean drill, screw-stofk
drill. Piercing-drill, a drill for making a hole, as dis-

tinguished from a finishing-drill or a slotting-drill. Pin
drill, a drill having a cylindrical pin projecting from the
center of Its cutting face. It is used to enlarge a hole

previously made, or to face off the surface around such a
hole, the pin )>eing inserted into the hole and holding the
tool true. Plain drill, a drill of which the angular cut-

ting end is formed on a shank flattened on opposite sides
toward the point. Such drills do fair work for small holes,
but should be made with the narrow sides parallel for a
short distance from the point, to afford guidance to the
tool In the hole as well as for the needs of sharpening.
Pneumatic drill, a drill actuated by mechanism for

which compressed air supplies the power; an air-drill.

Rose drill, a drill with a cylindrical cutting face, cut on
the edge in a series of teeth : used for finishing, especially
in slot-drilling. Roughing-drtll, any form of drill adapt-
ed for speedy working, but producing a rough cut, such
as the forked drill. Screw-stock drill. Same as 1'er-

tian drill. Serpent's-tongue drill, a flat-ended drill of
which the point has the form of a sharpened oval. It is

used in a lathe, and is not suitable for very hard or for very
soft materials Square-ended drill, a drill of which
the cylindrical end is beveled off to a straight cutting
edge, from the center of which a small indentation is cut
out: used for slotting, etc. Swiss drill, a cylindrical
drill of which one half the body is cut away at the point,
and the remainder is sharpened in the form of one half of
a quadrangular pyramid. It is a form of single-acting
metal-drill. Teat drill, a square-faced cylindrical drill

with a sharp, pyramidal projection or teat issuing from
the center of the cutting face. It is used to flatten or
flnish the bottoms of holes. Twist drill, a cylindrical
drill around the body of which is carried a deep spiral
groove, so that the tool appears as if twisted from a flat

bar. The point is sharpened to an obtuse angle. Such
drills are used in all sizes, from a diameter of three inches
down. Vertical drill, a drill with a vertical spindle. E.
a. Knight. Wall-driU, a drilling-machine set up against
a wall, and not fitted with a table to receive the work.
The drilling-tool is often carried on a radial arm for facility
In adjusting it to the work. It is used for large work, not
adapted to be placed on a table. Watchmakers' drill,
a small drill with a spear-shaped head having an obtuse
or but slightly acute point, the edge of which is usually
sharpened evenly on both sides. In use it is generally
driven alternately backward and forward.

drill2 (dril), v. [Origin not clear ; cf. ME. dril-

len, a-drillen (rare, with doubtful meaning), slip
away; LG. drullen, ooze, =-Dan. dial, drille =
Sw. dralla, spill, as water out of a full vessel.
See the equiv. trill.'} I. intrans. To trill

;
trickle

;

flow gently.
All have cool refreshing rivulets of crystal, drilling over

pebbles of amber. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa.

Into which [pool] a barren spring doth drill from be-
tween the stones of the Northward wall, and stealeth away
almost undiscerned. Sandys, Travailes, p. 149.

II. trims. To drain; draw off in drains or
streams: as, water drilled through a boggy
soil.

drill2! (dril), . [< drill?, v.] 1. A sip, as of
water.

Drylle, or lytylle drafte of drynke, haustellus.

Prompt. Pan:
2. A rill.

So does a thirsty land drink up all the dew of heaven
that wets its face, and the greater shower makes no tor-

rent, nor digs so much us a little furrow, that the drills of
the water might pass into rivers, or refresh their neigh-
bour s weariness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 643.

Springs through the pleasant meadows pour their drills.

Sandys.

drill-press

drill" (dril), n. [Abbr. of drilling* (regarded
as a collective n. f); cf. equiv. LG. and G.

drell.] A trade-name for drilling?: often used
in the plural.

drill4 (dril), n. [Developed from mandrill, an

ape, appar. regarded as
* man + drill, the sec-

ond element being taken for a kind of ape. Sec
Mandrill.] Inzool., a baboon.

What a devil (quoth the midwife), would you have your
son move his ears like a drill t Martintu Scribterus, II.

Specifically, Mormtm or Cirnocephalua leucopheeia, a ba-
boon of western Africa, closely related to the mandrill,
but smaller, with a black visage, and a stumpy erect tall

scarcely two inches lonir

drill-barrow (Uril'bar'6). . Same as drill*, 3.

[Eng-]
drill-bit (dril'bit), . Same as drilli, I.

drill-bow (dril'bo), n. [= D. dritbooa.] A
small string-bow, generally made of a thin slip
of steel, used to turn a drill, the string being
twisted about the drill and the bow being re-

ciprocated forward and backward. See cut
under bow-drill.

drill-chuck (dril'chuk),. In a lathe or drill-

ing-machine, a chuck which grasps and holds
the shank of the drill.

driller (dril'er), n. One who or that which
drills.

In drilling, the driller turns the clamps, united to the

temper screw by a swivel. Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 116.

drillet (dril'et), n. The acorn-cups of Quercug
JEgilops, used in tanning.
drill-gage (dril'gaj), . A tool for determin-

ing the angle of the bezel or edge of a drill.

drill-harrow (dril'har'6), n. [= Dan. dril-harr."\
A small harrow employed to extirpate weeds
and to pulverize the earth between rows of

plants. [Bug.]
drill-holder (dril'hol'der), n. A stock, lathe-

rest, or other attachment for holding a drill

steady or in position, while it is kept up to its

work by the tail-center.

drill-husbandry (dril'huz'ban-dri), . In agri.,
the method of sowing seeds in drills or rows.

drilling
1
(dril'ing), n. [Verbal n. of drilP-, .]

That which is worn off by a drill from the sub-
stance drilled.

When the oil-sand is reached, specimens of the ilrillinyt
are taken for every run.

S. G. Williams, Applied Geology, p. 176.

drilling
2
(dril'ing), n. [Accom. to the form of

a collective n. in -inq, < G. drillich, drilling, tick-

ing, huckaback, < 6HG. drilih, MHG. drilick,

drilch, drilling, as adj. three-threaded, accozn.

(to G. dri-, drei= E. three) from L. trilix (trilic-),

three-threaded, < tri-, tres (= E. three) + licitim,
a thrum, a thread. Cf. dimity, samite, twill.'] A
twilled linen or cotton cloth, very stout, and
used for waist-linings, summer trousers, etc.

Also called drill and drills.

drilling-jig (dril'ing-jig), n. A portable drill-

ing-machine worked by hand.

drilling-lathe (dril'ing-laTH), n. A drilling-
machine on horizontal ways or shears, thus re-

sembling a lathe. E. H. Knight.
drilling-machine (driring-ma-shen

j
'),n. Aum-

chiin' for cutting holes in metal, rock, etc., by
means of a drill. See drill* Multiple drilling-

machine, a machine-tool having a number of drills which
can be adjusted as to their distance apart. It is adapted
for drilling holes at regulated distances in bars which must
be exactly alike, as in bridge- and car-work. Pillar
drilling-machine, a machine-tool of which the bed is,

supported by a post or pillar, and is adjustable vertically
either by means of. a rack and pinion or by a screw formed
about the pillar. Radial drilling-machine, a drilling-. -, -

machine of which the arm supporting the drilling-tool is

pivoted so that it will swing in the radius of a circle over
the work.

drill-jar (dril'jar), . A form of stone- or well-

boring tool in which the tool-holder is lifted
and dropped successively. E. B. Knight.

drill-master (dril'mas'ter), n. [= D. dril-mee.i-

ter.~\ One who gives practical instruction in

military tactics and the use of arms; hence, one
who trains in anything, especially in a mechan-
ical manner.

The number of educated officers was ... too limited
to satisfy the imperious demands of the staff, much less
those of the drill-master. X. A. Rev., CXXVI. 79.

drill-plate (dril'plat), . A breastplate for a
hand-drill.

drill-plow (tlril'plou), n. A plow for sowing
grain in drills.

drill-press (dril'pres), n. A form of drilling-
machine armed with one or more drills for bor-

ing holes in metal, and designated as rrrtiral,

horizontal, or universal, in accordance with its

mode of working.



drill-rod

drill-rod (dril'rod), n. In boring wells, etc., the
rod used to support the drill or boring-tool and
to connect it with the motor at the surface.

drill-sergeant (drirsar"jeut), n. Mllit., a non-
commissioned officer who instructs soldiers in

their duties and trains them to military move-
ments.
drill-Stock (dril'stok), n. In meek., the holder

(of which there are many kinds) for receiving
the fixed end of a drill.

drily, adv. See dryly.

Drimys (dri'mis), n. [NL., so named from
the bitter tonic taste of the bark, < Gr. dpipvf,

piercing, sharp, keen, acrid, bitter.] A genus
of evergreen aromatic shrubs or small trees,

Flowering Branch of Drimys Winteri.

belonging to the natural order Magnoliacea and
nearly related to the genus Illicium. There are 5

species, of which 2 are Australian, the others belonging
respectively to New Zealand, Borneo, and South America.
D. Winteri of South America yields Winter's bark (which
see, under tor*2).

drinesst, An obsolete spelling of dryness.
drink (dringk), v.

; pret. drank (formerly drunk),
pp. drunk (sometimes drank, formerly drunken),
ppr. drinking. [< ME. drinken (pret. drank,
dronk, pi. drunke, drunken, dronke, dronken, pp.
drunken, dronken, dronke), < AS. drincan (pret.
dranc, pi. druncon, pp. druncen) = OS. drinkan
= OFnes. dritika = D. drinken = MLG. LG.
drinken = OHG. trinchan, MHG. G. trinken =
Icel. drekka = Sw. dricka = Dan. drikke = Goth.
drigkan, drink. From G. come It. trincare =
F. trinquer, touch glasses, hobnob. Hence
drench1

, drown, q. v.] I. intrans. 1. To swal-
low water or other fluid.

The! ne ete ne dronke of all that nyght, and no more lie

hadde the! don of all the day be-fore, for the Ijataile hadde
endured all the day. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 171.

To drink or eat in earthenware we scorn,
Which cheaply country cupboards does adorn.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, iii. 281.

Specifically 2. To imbibe spirituous liquors,
especially habitually or to excess

; be intem-
perate in the use of spirituous liquors.
They drank, and were merry with him. Gen. xliii. 34.

To drink deep, to take a deep draught; indulge in
intoxicating liquors to excess.

A little learning is a dangerous thing ;

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring :

There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,And drinking largely sobers us again.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 216.

To drink to, to salute in drinking ; invite to drink by
drinking first ; wish well to in the act of taking the cup.

I drink to the general joy of the whole table,And to our dear friend Banquo. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

II. trans. 1. To swallow (a liquid) ; receive
(a fluid) into the stomach through the mouth

;

imbibe : as, to drink water or wine.
After drinking a glass of very good iced lemonade I

took my leave, much amused and pleased.
Macavlay, Life and Letters, I. 192.

2. To affect in a specific way by or in drinking ;

induce a condition in by the act or example of
drinking : as, to drink a bowl empty; he drank
his companions drunk.

Xerxes, whose populous Army drunk rivers dry and
made mountains circunmavigable.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 20.

3. To suck in
; absorb

; imbibe.
And let the purple vi'lets drink the stream. Dryden.

4. Figuratively, to take in through the senses,
as the ear or eye, with eagerness and pleasure :

with reference to utterance or appearance.
My ears have not yet drunk a hundred words
Of thy tongue's uttering. SAa*., R. and J., ii. 2.
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Still drink delicious poison from thy eye.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 122.

5f. To take in (vapor, fumes, or smoke) ;
in-

hale : as, to drink the air. Old writers often

used drink for smoke with reference to tobacco.

I did not, as you barren gallants do,
Fill my discourses up drinking tobacco.

Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

By this air, the most divine tobacco that ever I drunk.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

Thou can'st not live on this side of the world, feed well,
and drink tobacco.

G. Wilkins, Miseries of Inforced Marriage.

Fumosus cannot eat a bit, but he
Must drink tobacco, so to drive it down.

Dames, Scourge of Folly, epig. 148.

To drink down, to take away thought or consideration
of by drinking; subdue or extinguish : as, to drink douii
care ; to drink down unkindness. To drink In, to ab-

sorb ; take or receive by absorption, or through the senses
or the mind : as, a plant drinks in oxygen from the at-

mosphere ;
to drink in wisdom from instruction ; to drink

in the beauties of the scene. To drink off, to drink the
whole of at a draught : as, to drink of a cup of cordial.

We have no cause to complain of the bitterness of that

Cup which he hath drunk off the dregs of already.
Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. vi.

To drink off candles' endst. See candle. To drink
the health or to the health Of, to drink while express-
ing good wishes for the health or welfare of ; signify good
will to by drinking ; pledge. Todrinkup. (a)Todrink
the whole of ; as, to drink up a glass of wine.

That 'tis Decreed, confirm'd, and ratified,
That (of necessity) the fatall Cup,
Once, all of vs must (in our turn) drink up.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

(6) To draw up or exhaust : as, the heated air drinks up
the moisture of the earth.

drink (dringk), n. [< ME. drink, drinke, also
assibilated drinch, < AS. drine, drync, also drinca,
gedrinc (= Sw. drick = Dan. drik), a drink, <

drincan, drink : see drink, v., drench
1

, .] 1 . Any
liquid, as water or wine, swallowed or taken
into the stomach as a beverage for quenching
thirst, or for medicinal purposes.
Returning back to Rome, was chosen Pope by the Name

of Adrian the Fourth, and dyed, being choaked with a Fly
in his Drink. Baker, Chronicles, p. 58.

We drunk our first New England water, with as much
delight as ever we drunk drink in all our lives.

Chron. Pilgrims, quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., I. 160.

Specifically 2. Strong or intoxicating liquor ;

alcoholic stimulants collectively: as, a craving
for drink.

They fall to those spiced drinkes and sacriflceth flesh
with great mirth, and being well apayed, returne home.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 430.

3. A draught ;
as much of any liquid as is or

may be taken at one time
;
a potion : as, a long

drink of lemonade
;
have a drink.

If thou doe give or fill the drinke, with duty set it downe
Babees Book(E. E. T. 8.), p. 291.

We will give you sleepy drinks. Shak., W. T., i. 1.

Black drink. See black. Imperial drink, a sweeten-
ed and flavored solution of bitartrate of potassium, potus
imperialis. If. S. Dispensatory. In drink, drunk; in-
toxicated.

I could find it in my heart to beat him . . . but that the
poor monster's in drink. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

Strong drink, alcoholic liquor of any kind or all kinds.

But they also have erred through wine, and through
strong drink are out of the way. Isa. xxviii. 7.

drinkable (dring'ka-bl), a. and . [< drink +
-able.] I. a. That 'may be drunk; fit or suit-
able for drinking ; potable.
By this means the water would become drinkable with

some coolness. Boyle, Works, V. 698.

The water that is in it [the pool] seems to depend on the
rains, and is not drinkable.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 10.

II. n. A liquor that may be drunk.
I never have courage till I see the eatables and drink-

ables brought upo' table, and then I'm as bauld as a lion.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii. 1.

drinkableness (dring'ka-bl-nes), n. The state
of being drinkable. Imp. Diet.

drink-a-penny (dringk'a-pen"i), . The little

grebe, Podicipes or Tachybaptes fluviatilis. Also
penny-bird. Swainson. [Local, Irish.]

drinker (dring'ker), n. [< ME. drinkere, drynk-
are, < AS. drincere (= D. drinker = OHG. trin-

chan, drinkari, trinchare, G. trinker = Sw. drick-
are, drinker, drinkare, drunkard), < drincan,
drink.] One who drinks; particularly, one
who drinks spirituous liquors habitually or to
excess

;
a tippler.

The sonne of man came eatynge and drynckynge, and
they say, behold a glutton and dryncker of wine, and a
frende vnto publicans and synners. Bible (1551), Mat. xi.,

. .

Spiders are great drinkers, and suffer severely from
Encyc. Brit., II. 298.drought. .

drinker-moth (dring'ker-mdth), . The pop-
ular name of a large European bombycid moth,

dripping-pan

Odonestis potatoria : so called from its long suc-
torial proboscis or antlia.

drinking-bout (dring'king-bout), n. A con-
vivial revel

;
a set-to at drinking.

The drinking-bout and quarrels of the shepherds are
seasoned with homely English allusions.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 48.

drinking-horn (dring'king-hfirn), n. [= Dan.
drikkehorn.] A horn used as a drinking-vessel,
or a drinking-cup made of horn. See horn.

drinklet, drenklet,
'

[ME. drinklen, drenklen,
freq. of drinken, drink : see drink, and cf . drench.

See also dronkle, drown.] I. trans. To drench;
drown. Prompt. Pan., p. 132.

II. intrans. To drown.
drinkless (dringk'les), a. [< ME. drinkeles;
< drink + -leys.] Without drink

; having no-

thing to drink. [Rare.]
Though a man forbede dronkennesse,

He nought forbet that every creature
Be drunkynlees for alway, as I gesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, Ii. 718.

[Fairfax MS. Other MSS. have drinklesi.}

0, which a sorwe
It is for to be drinkeles !

Gower, Coal. Amant., III. 3.

drink-money (dringk'mun"i), n. Money given
to buy liquor to drink

; hence,, a fee or gratuity.

drink-offering (dringk'of"er-ing), n. A Jewish

offering of wine, etc., in sacrifices.

And with the one lamb a tenth deal of flour mingled with
the fourth part of an hin of beaten oil ; and the fourth

part of an hin of wine for a drink-offering. Ex. xxix. 40.

drip (drip), v.
; pret. and pp. dripped, ppr. drip-

ping. [< ME. dryppen (rare), < AS. dryppan
(pret. drypte, impv. dryp ; also drypian, pret.

*drypede, impv. drype), cause to drop, let fall

(= Sw. drypa = Dan. dryppe, drip), a causative
verb associated with the rarer secondary forms

dropian (dial, drupian; pret. dropede, dial.

drtipede) and droppan (pret. "dropte), whence
E. drop, v., < "dredpan, pp.*dropen, pret.*<fre<y),

pi. "drupon (occurring, if at all, only in uncer-
tain passages, but no doubt once existent), ME.
drepen, drop, fall, = OS. driopan (pret. drop) =
OFries. driapa = D. druipen = OHG. triufan, G.

triefen (pret. troff) = Icel. drjupa (pret. draup),
drop, drip. See drop, and cf. drib2

, v., drio-

ftfel.j I. intrans. 1. To fall in drops.
Of the yonge oute trie

Oon here, oon there, and elles where hem dripe.
Palladms, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 64.

2. To shed or let fall a liquid in drops, as a wet
garment or a roof.

The eaves dripped now
Beneath the thaw.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 84.

II. trans. To let fall in drops.
Her flood of tears

Seems like the lofty barn of some rich swain,
Which from the thatch drips fast a shower of rain.

Swift.
From the roofless walls

The shuddering ivy dripped large drops.
Words-worth, Prelude, ii.

drip (drip), n. [< ME. dryppe, later drippe =
Dan. dryp, a drop : see drop, n. In the other
senses from the verb. Cf. drib2

, .] If. A
drop. See drop, n. 2. A falling or letting
fall in drops ;

a dripping.
On the ear

Drops the light drip of the suspended oar.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 86.

The drip of water night and day
Giving a tongue to solitude.

D. O. Kosselti, The Portrait.

3. That which falls in drops ; specifically, drip-
ping, or melted fat which drips from meat while

roasting.
Water may be procured for necessary occasions from

the heavens by preserving the drips of the houses.
Mortimer.

4. In arch., a projecting member of a cornice,
etc., so cut as to throw off water, which would
without it trickle down upon the parts beneath.
See dripstone. 5. A receptacle for waste or
overflow: as, the drip of a water-cooler or a

refrigerator Right Of drip, in lair, an easement or
servitude which entitles one person to let the drip from
his eaves fall on another's property.

drip-joint (drip'joint), . In plumbing, a mode
of uniting two sheets of metal in roofing, where
the joint is with the current, so as to form a
water-conductor. E. H. Knight.
dripping (drip'ing), . That which falls in

drops; specifically, the fat which falls from
meat in roasting: commonly in the plural.

dripping-pan (drip'ing-pan), n. A pan for re-

ceiving the fat which drips from meat in roast-

ing.



drip-pipe

drip-pipe (drip'pip), n. A small pipe used to

convey away the water of condensation from a

steam-pipe.
dripple (drip'l), a. [E. dial., prob. < drift or

itr<ip.~\ Weak; rare. HalliwcU. [Prov. Enj,'.]

drip-pump (drip'pump), . A pump used by
plumbers to remove urip, or water which col-
lects when pipes are out of order.

drip-Stick (drip'stik), . In stone-natcin;/, a
stick with an iron hook or a blade at the end,
serving as a spout to conduct water slowly from
a barrel to the stone to keep the kerf wet.
dripstone (drip'ston), n. 1. In arch., a pro-

Dripstone Termina.
* at Ca"

To

Gate of Close, Salisbury Cathedral, England.
A A dripstone. (Right-hand figure shows a section of the gateway.)

jecting molding or cornice over a doorway, win-
dow, etc., to prevent rain-water from trickling
down. It is of various forms, and
terminates at each end in a head or
other sculptured device serving for

support or merely for ornament, or
sometimes in a simple molding. Also
called tceather-molding, or hood-mold-
ing, and, when returned square, label.

2. A filtering-stone: so called

by seamen.

dritt, . [< ME. drit, drift,
dritte (= MD. drijt, T>. drcet =
Icel. dritr, excrement; from
the verb : see drite. Hence-by
transposition, dirt, q. v.] Ex-
crement; dung; dirt. Wyclif.

dritet, v. i. [< ME. dritan,
gedritan = D. drijten = Icel.

drita, void excrement. See drit, dirt, n.]
void excrement.
drive (driv), v.

; pret. drove (formerly drave), pp.
driven, ppr. driving. [< ME. driven, earlier

drifen (pret. drof, drove, pi. driven, pp. driven),
drive (a ship, a plow, a vehicle, cattle), hunt,
chase (deer, etc.), compel to go, drive (a nail),
pursue (business), intr. go forward, press on,
rush on with violence, ride, etc., < AS. drifan
(pret. draf, pi. drifon, pp. drifen), drive (in
nearly all the ME. uses), = OS. dribhan =
OFries. driva = LG. driben = D. drijven =
OHG. triban, MHG. tribcn, G. treiben = Icel.

drifa = Sw. drifca = Dan. drive = Goth, drei-

ban, drive. Hence drift, drove2
, driveP, etc.]

I. trans. 1. To compel or urge to move
; impel

or constrain to go in some direction or manner,
(a) To compel (an animal or a human being, and, by figur-
ative extension, inanimate things), by commands, cries,
or threats, or by gestures, blows, or other physical means,
to move in a desired direction : as, to drive a Hock of sheep ;

to drive slaves
; to drive away a fear.

"
Vnkynde and vnknowing I

"
quath Crist ; and with a rop

smote hem, . . .

And drof hem out alle that ther Iwwten and solde.
Piers Plowman (C), xix. 159.

They vse also to drive them into some narrow poynt of
land, when they find that advantage.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 133.

Afterwards we met some of his [the aga's] men driving
off the people's cattle.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 179.

Specifically (1) To impel to motion and quicken : applied
to draft-animals, as a horse or an ox ; also, by extension,
to the vehicle drawn, and in recent figurative use to a
locomotive or other engine.

Day drove his courser with the shining mane.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead, ii.

Stage-conches were generally driven at a rapid rate down
long inclines. The Century, XXXV. 2.

(2) To chase (game) ; hunt ; especially, to chase (game) into
a snare or corral, or toward a hunter.

To drive, the deer with hound and horn,
Earl Percy took his way. Chevy Cha.tr.

He's ower to Tividale to drier a prey.
Jamie Telfer (Child's Ballads, VI. 106).

Driving is now quite a recognized branch of grouse-
shooting. Enci/c. ISrit., XXI. 834.

(f>) To cause to move by the direct application of a physi-
cal force : us, clouds or a ship driven by the wind ; to drive
a nail with a hammer.
There sprang a fountaine which watercth their Coun-

trey, and driueth their Mils. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 71.
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Swift as the whirlwind drive* Arabia's scattcr'd Sands.

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 7.

(c) In bate-ball, also in la ten-tennis, etc., to knock or throw
(the ball) very swiftly, (dt) To cause to pass ; pass away :

said of time.

Thus that day they driven to an ende.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2621.

Thus sho drof forth hir dayes in hir dcpc tboght,
With wcping and wo all the woke [week| oner.

I ' i faction of Troy (E. E. T. .), 1. 498.

2. To compel or incite to action of any kind ;

lead or impel to a certain course or result:
used in a variety of figurative senses : as, the
smoke drove the firemen from the building;
despair drove him to suicide

; oppression drove
them into open rebellion.

What nede dryveth the to grene wode?
Lytell Gesteo/Robyn Ilode (Child's Ballads, V. 90).

Such is the rarenesse of the situation of Venice, that it

doth even amaze and drive into admiration all strangers.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 199.

We ourselves can neither dance a hornpipe nor whistle
Jim Crow without driving the whole musical world Into
black despair. De Quincey, Herodotus.

3. To urge; press; carry forward or effect by
urgency or the presentation of motives: as, to
drive home an argument ;

to drive business
;
to

drive a bargain.
They . . . injoyned him not to conduct absolntly till

they knew y termes, and had well considered of them ;

but to drive it to as good an issew as he could.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 210.

Drive a Trade, do, with your Three penny-worth of small
Ware. Conyreve, Way of the World, v. 1.

Drive thy business ; let not thy business drive thee.

Franklin, Poor Richard's Almanac.
You drive a queer bargain with your friends and are

found out, and imagine the world will punish you.
Thackeray.

4. To force, in general; push vigorously, in a
figurative sense.
You must not labour to drive into their heads new and

strange informations, which you know well shall be no-
thing regarded with them that be of clean contrary minds.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), i.

We drove on the war at a prodigious disadvantage.
Svrift, Conduct of Allies.

5. To convey in a carriage or other vehicle:

as, to drive a friend in the park. 6f. To over-
run and devastate

; harry.
We come not with design of wasteful prey,
To drive the country, force the swains away.

Dryden.
7. In mining, to excavate in a nearly horizon-
tal direction. See drift and level.

A Theban king on ascending the throne began at once
to drite the tunnel which was to form his final resting
place, and persevered with the work until death.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 622.

8t. To endure.

Bettyr they were to be oute off lyve
Than soche payne for to dryve.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

To drive a nail in one's coffin. See coffin To drive
a ship, to make it carry a great press of sail. To drive
feathers or down, to place feathers or down in a ma-
chine which, by a current of air, drives off the lightest
to one end, and collects them by themselves.

My thrice-dricen bed of down. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

To drive over or out, in type-setting, to carry from one
line into another, or extend beyond its proper length for
the matter contained, by unusually wide spacing : as to
drive over or out a word or syllable ; to drive out a line or
a paragraph. To drive the backwood up. See back-
wood. To drive the cross, in target-skonting, to hit the
target at the intersection of two straight lines ; make the
best shot possible. To drive the nail, in target-shooting,
to stake the head of a nail with the bullet and thus drive
it into the wood ; hence, to make a good shot ; make a good
hit, as in an argument.
A shot which comes very close to the nail is considered

that of an indifferent marksman ; the tending of the nail
is, of course, somewhat better ; but nothing less than hit-

ting it right on the head is satisfactory. . . . Those who
drive the nail have a further trial among themselves.

Audubon, Ornith. Biog., I. 293.

To drive to one's Wit's end, to perplex utterly ; non-
plus.

Then the text that disturbed him came again into his
mind : and he knowing not what to say nor how to answer,
was "driven to Mtmts end, little deeming," he says,

"
that

Satan had thus assaulted him, but that it was his own
prudence which had started the question."

Southey, Bunyan, p. 21.

To drive to the wall, to force to accept unapproved
terms or circumstances ; push to extremity ; crush.

There was a disposition in Congress to keep no terms
with the President to drive him completely to the wall.

O. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. S3.
= Syn. 1 and 2. See thrust.

II. in trans. 1. To go along before an im-
pelling force

;
be impelled ; be moved by any

physical force or agent : as, the ship drove be-
fore the wind.
A Spanish Oarauell comming to water at Dominica, one of

the Caniball Hands, the Sauages cut her Cable in the night,
and so she draite on shore, and all her companie was sur-
prised and eaten by them. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 902.

drive

Lying with the helm a-weather, we made no way but
as the ship drove. Winthrap, Hist New England, I. 21.

Seven days I drove, along the dreary deep,
And with me drove the moon and all the stars.

/' unyson, Holy Grail.

2. To act or move with force, violence, or

impetuosity: as, the storm drove against the
house

;
he drove at the work night and day.

Fierce Boreas drove against his flying sails. Dryden.
He flew where'er the horses drove, nor knew
Whither the horses drove, or where he flew.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., il.

Heapt In mounds and ridges all the sea
Drove like a cataract. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Heroes madly drave and dashed their hosts
Against each other. Bryant, Earth.

3. To ride on horseback. [Now only provin-
cial.]

He cam driuende upon a stede. Havelok, 1. 2702.

Whan thel hadde thus rested a-whlle thel saugh her
meyne come full harde drititinge, ffor the sarazins re-
couered a-noon as the knyghtes of the rounde table lefte
the standard. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 335.

4. To be conveyed in a carriage; travel in a
vehicle drawn by one or more horses or other
animals. 6. To aim or tend

;
make an effort

to reach or obtain : with at: as, the end he was
driving at.

They are very religious & honest gentle-men, yet they
had an end y* they drove at & laboured to accomplish.
Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 401.

I don't know what you mean, Brother What do you
drive at, Brother? Steele, Tender Husband, T. 1.

6. To aim a blow
;
strike with force : with at.

At Anxur's shield he drove, and at the blow
Both shield and arm to ground together go.

Dryden, JEneM.

7. To work with energy ; labor actively: often
with away.
She had been kneeling, trowel In hand, driving away

vigorously at the loamy earth. The Century, XXXV. 947.

8f. To take the property of another
; distrain

for rent
;
drive cattle into a pound as security

for rent.

His landlord, who, he fears, hath sent
His water-bailiff thus to drive for rent.

Cleaveland.

The term driving was applied to a summary process for
recovering rent which the law In these days conferred up-
on the landlord, whereby he could drive to the pound the
cattle of any tenant who owed any rent whatever, without
previous notice to the tenant orany statement of the land-
lord's demand having been furnished to him, and the cat-
tle so impounded might be kept In durance until the rent
was paid. Trench, Realities of Irish Life.

To drive out, in type-setting, to space out lines so as to
make the matter flll a larger or the desired amount of
space. To let drive, to aim a blow ; strike.

Four rogues in buckram let drive at me.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

drive (driv), n. [< drive, v.'] 1. The act or re-
sult of driving ; something done by means of

driving, (a) An urging or impelling forward of an as-

semblage of animals, of a collection of logs in a stream,
etc. : as, a drive of cattle on the plains for the purpose of
branding or sorting them ; a drive of game for the con-
venience of sportsmen.
Sometimes an animal usually a cow or steer, but,

strangely enough, very rarely a bull will get fighting
mad, and turn on the men. If on the drive, such a beast
usually is simply dropped out.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 861.

(6) A strong or sweeping blow or impulsion, (c) In type-
founding, the deep Impress of the steel punch or model-
letter in a bar of copper. Also known as a strike or t/n-

jmtified matrix. It is usually made by a quick and strong
blow in cold-rolled copper. The drive, when fitted to the
mold, is called & justified matrix.

When the letter is perfect, it is driven into a piece of
polished copper, called the drive or strike. This passes to
the justifler, who makes the width and depth of the faces
uniform throughout the fount. Encyc. Brit.

, XXIII. 699.

(d) In base-ball, also in laim-tennis, etc., the knocking or
throwing of a ball very swiftly, (e) Conveyance In a
vehicle; an excursion or airing in a carriage: as, to take
a drive.

2. That which is driven; cattle, game, etc.,
driven together or alone.

In each of these tributaries (of St. Croix river] lay last

spring what is termed a heavy drive of logs.
Sri. Amer., N. 8., LV. 101.

3. The state of being driven or hurried ; ex-
treme haste or pressure : as, a drive of business.

[Colloq.]

Many collieries are now turning out 1500 tons a day, re-

quiring one incessant drive. The Engineer, LXV. 248.

4. A course upon which carriages are driven ;

a road prepared for driving: as, the drives in a
park. 5. The course or country over which
game is driven. 6. The selling of a particular
kind of goods, as gloves, below the usual price,
in order to draw customers. [Trade cant.]
7. A jest or satirical remark directed at a per-
son or thing. [Colloq., U. S.]



drive-boat

drive-boat (driv'bot), . A light rowing-boat
used by the drivers in driving menhaden into

the net or seine.

drive-bolt (driv'bolt), . A tool used to drive

a bolt home (that is, to its final position) when
this cannot be done with a hammer.
drivel1

(driv'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. driveled, driv-

elled, ppr. driveling, drivelling. [< ME. drivelen,
also drevelcn, var. of dravelen, which is another
form of drabelcn, drabble : see drabble and drib-

ble%, a,n& drool, acontr. of drivel1 .'] 1. To slav-

er
;
let spittle drop or flow from the mouth, like

a child, an idiot, or a dotard.

No man could spit from him without it [the tongue],
but would be forced to drivel, like some paraliticks or a
fool. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. 5.

2. To be weak or foolish; talk weakly or fool-

ishly; dote.
That folly of drivelling infidelity, which shivers at every

fresh revelation of geology. De Quincey, Herodotus.

drivel1 (driv'l), . [< drivel^, v.~] 1. Slaver;
saliva flowing from the mouth.

But when he spied her his saint,
He wipte his greasie shoes,

And clear'd the driuell from his beard,
And thus the shepheard wooes.

Warner, Albion's England, iv. 20.

2. Silly, unmeaning talk; inarticulate non-

sense; senseless twaddle, like the talk of an
idiot.

drive!2t (driv'l), n. [Also written drevil, drevill,

drevel, also dribble (see dribble3) ;
< ME. drivel,

a servant, slave (= MD. drevel = MLG. dravel,

drevel, a servant, = OHG. tribil, MHG. tribel,

treibel, a driver, a servant), < driven, etc., drive,
pursue business, etc. No connection with driv-

el1
,
with which dictionaries have confused it.]

A servant
;
a drudge ;

a slave.

Thu achalt be mare beon idrecchet then eni drivel i the
bus other eni hured hine [Thou Shalt be more oppressed
than any drivel in the house or any hired hiud].

Hali Meidenhed (ed. Cockayne), p. 29.

That foule aged drevttl. Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 3.

Amphialus having persuaded Clinias to write a bold an-
swer to Dametas, calling him a "filthy drivel," Dametas,
who was as great a coward as Clinias, would have drawn
back. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

driveler, driveller (driv'l-er), n. One who driv-

els; an idiot; a fool.

From Marlborough's eyes the streams of dotage flow,
And Swift expires a driv'ler and a show.

Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes.

Due mirth he loved, yet was his sway severe ;

No blear-eyed driveller got his stagger here.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

driven (driv'n). Past participle of drive.

driver (dri'ver), . [< ME. driver, drifer =
OFries. drivere = LG. driver = D. drijver =
OHG. tripari, MHG. tribaire, triber, G. treiber; <
drive + -er1 .] 1 . One who or that which drives.
Specifically (a) One who drives animals or men. (1)
One who drives horses or cattle ; a drover.

The multitude, . . . like a drove of sheep, . . . may be
managed by any noise or cry which their drivers shall ac-
custom them to. South, Works, II. i.\.

(2) One who drives draft-animals attached to a vehicle.

The carts with the driitfr*, and with the oxen, camels,
asses, and mules, with the whole carriage and victuals, he
tooke and brought with him. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. i. 84.

(3) Formerly, in the southern United States, specifically,
the overseer of a gang of slaves.

A driver is the foreman of a gang of laborers. On some
plantations the title of foreman is coming into use, the
negroes objecting to the old word.

The Century, XXXV. 110.

(4) By extension, a locomotive-engineer. (5) A subordi-
nate official formerly employed in driving for rent in Ire-
land, See drive, v. i., 8. (6) One who drives game to a
hunter ; In deer-hunting, one who puts the hounds on the
track of the game. (6) One who sets something before
him as an aim or object ; an aimer.

A dangerous driver at popery and sedition.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csesar, p. 80.

(e) One who drives logs down a stream. [U. S.] (d) An
energetic, pushing person. [Colloq.] (e) In the menhaden-
fishery, one who drives the fish into the net by throwing
stones at them from a light rowboat, a pile of stones being
carried for the purpose. (/) Naut. : (i) A large sail, like
a studdmgsail, formerly set abaft the mizzenmast where
the spanker is now set ; hence, the spanker. See cut under
sail. (2) The foremost spur to the bulgeways (o) In
mach.: (1) A driving-wheel. (2) The tread-wheel of a
harvester. (3) A tamping-iron, used to tamp the powder
in a blast-hole. (4) A curved piece of metal fixed to the
center-chuck of a lathe. (5) The cross-bar on the spin-
dle of a grinding-mill. (6) Same as drift, n., 11. (7) A
substance interposed between the driving instrument and
the thing driven. A cooper drives hoops by striking upon
the driver. (8) In weaving, a piece of wood or other ma-
terial, upon a spindle, and placed in a box, which impels
the shuttle through the opening in the warp.
2. A bird, the dowitcher. [Local, U. 8.]
driver-ant (dri'ver-ant), . The popular name
of a species of ant in western Africa, Anomma
arcens, of the family Dorylida; : so called from
its driving other animals before it.

1774

driver-boom (dri'ver-bom), n. Naut., an old

term for spanker-boom.
driveway (diiv'wa), n. A way for driving;
a drive

; specifically, a private road, as from a
house to the street entrance.

drive-wheel (driv'hwel), n. Same as driving-
wheel.

driving-axle (dri'ving-ak"sl), n. See axle.

driving-band (dri'viug-band), n. The band or

strap which communicates motion from one
machine to another, or from one part of the
same machine to another.

driving-bolt (dri'ving-bolt), n. A tool used

by wheelwrights for driving in nave-boxes.

driving-box (dri'ving-boks), n. 1. The journal-
box ofa driving-axle. 2. The driver's seat on
a coach.

driving-cap (dri'ving-kap), n. A cap of iron,
fitted to the top of a pipe, as in an oil-well, to

receive the blow when driven and thus to pro-
tect the pipe.

driving-chisel (dri'ying-chiz^el), n. See chisel"*.

driving-gear (dri'ving-ger), n. See gear.
driving-notest (dri'ving-nots), n. pi. In mu-
sic, syncopated notes that is, notes driven

through an accent without repetition. See syn-
copation.

driving-shaft (dri'ving-shaft), n. In mach., a
shaft from the driving-wheel communicating
motion to machinery.
driving-spring (dri'ving-spring), n. In rail.,
the spring fixed upon the box of the driving-
axle of a locomotive engine, to support the

weight and to deaden shocks.

driving-wheel (dri'ving-hwel), n. 1. In mach.,
a main wheel that communicates motion to an-
other or to others. 2. In rail., one of the large
wheels (commonly four, though occasionally as

many as ten, in number) in a locomotive en-

gine which are fixed upon the crank-axles or
main shafts.

Also called driver and drive-wheel.

drixy (drik'si), a. [Formerly also dricksie;
var. of druxy, q. v.] If. Decayed, as a tree or
timber.

Tile resemblance misticall : as when we liken a young
childe to a greene twigge which ye may easilie bende
enery way ye list ; or an old man who laboureth with con-
tinuall infirmities, to a drie and dricksie oke.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 251.

2. Dwarfish; stunted. [Scotch.]
drizzle1

(driz'l), v.
; pret. and pp. drizzled, ppr.

drizzling. [Early mod. E. drizle, drisel; prob.
< ME. "dreselen, an unrecorded freq. of dresen

(pp. ydroren; rare), fall, < AS. dredsan (pret.

dreds, pi. druron, pp. droren), fall (as rain, snow,
dew, fruit, the slain, etc.), = OS. driosan =
Norw. drjosa = Goth, driusan, fall: an orig.
Teut. verb, found otherwise only in the causa-
tive, OHG. troran, MHG. troren, cause to drop,
let fall in drops, pour, shed, throw away (=
Icel. dreyra, intr. ooze, bleed), and in other sec-

ondary forms : AS. drusian, sink, become slug-
gish (see drowse); E. dial, drose, droze, freq.
drosle, drip or gutter, as a candle

;
LG. drusen,

also drusken, fall with a noise, make a noise,
= MD. druysclien, make a noise; LG. droschen,
dreschen = G. dial, drauschen, dreuschen, for-

merly dreussfii, rain heavily, shower; Norw.
drysja, fall, fall and scatter, as grain, rush with
a noise, tr. scatter, spread, = Dan. drysse, fall
or drop in small particles, tr. sprinkle ;

and in
the derivatives dross and dreary, and their kin-
dred: see dross and dreary.] I. intrans. To
fall, as water from the clouds, in very fine par-
ticles; rain in small drops: as, it drizzles; driz-

zling drops ; drizzling rain.

Drizzling tears did shed for pure affection. Spenser.

Sometimes, though but seldom, when these Winds blow
the Sky is over-cast with small Clouds, which afford some
drizling small Rain. Dumpier, Voyages, II. iii. 45.

A silver car, air-borne,
Whose silent wheels, fresh wet from clouds of morn
Spun off a drizzling dew. Keats, Endymion, ii.

II. trans. To shed in small drops or particles.
The earth doth drizzle dew. Shak., R. and J., iii. 6.

drizzle1 (driz'l), n. [< drizzle*, v.~\ A light
rain

; mizzle ; mist.
drizzle2 (driz'l), n. A local English name of
the young ling. Also called ling-drizzle.

drizzly (driz'li), a. [< drizzle + -yl.] Driz-
zling ; consisting of or characterized by drizzle.
Winter's drizzly reign. Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics.

But the shapes of air have begun their work,
drizzly mist is around him cast.And a

.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 47.

drock (drok), n. [E. dial.] A watercourse. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

droit

drock (drok), r. t. [E. dial., < drock, n.] To
drain with underground stone gutters. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

droflandt, n. [An old law term, < ME. drof,

drove, drove, + land; also called drift-land and
drifland (dryfland) : see drift-land.] Same as

drift-land.

droger, drogher (dro'ger), . [Prob. of West
Indian origin.] 1. A small West Indian coast-

ing craft, having long light masts and lateen
sails. 2. Any slow, clumsy coasting craft.

We carried [two hides on the head at a time] for the
first few months ; but after falling in with a few other
"hide droghers," and finding that they carried only one
at a time, we " knocked off

"
the extra one.

S. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 99.

droghing (dro'ging), n. [< drogh(er) + -ingi.]
The West Indian coasting carrying-trade.
drogmant, drogomant (drog'man, -o-man), n.

Obsolete forms of dragoman.
drogue (drog), n. [See drag, .] The drag,
an implement used to check the progress of a

running whale by being bent on to the drogue-
iron. It is made in various ways. A common drogue is

made of two pieces of board, 12 or 14 inches square, nailed

together, with sometimes a third upright piece, to which
the drogue-lashing is made fast. Another is made like a
small wooden tub with an upright to which the lashing is

bent on. Also drug.

The drogue consists of a hinge-jointed iron ring ... to
which a conical canvas bag is sewn, and roped.

Qualtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 122.

droguet (dro-ga'), n. [F. : see drugget.] A
French term for various fabrics for wearing-
apparel : used in English especially for a ribbed
woolen material for dresses

;
a variety of rep.

droilt (droil), v. i. [Also droyl, droyle; prob. <
D. druilen, MD.

druylen, loiter, slumber, move
stealthily; connection with the noun uncer-
tain.] To work sluggishly or slowly ; plod.

Let such vile vassals . . .

Drudge in the world, and for their living droyle.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 157.

The soul forgot her heavenly flight, and left the dull
and droyling carcas to plod on In the old rode and drudg-
ing Trade of outward conformity.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

droilt (droil), n. [Also droyle, droile: see the
verb. Cf. Icel. drjoli, a drone, sluggard; Gael.

droll, an awkward sluggard.] 1. Labor; toil;

drudgery.
'Tis I do all the droil, the dirt-work.

Shirley, Gentleman of Venice, i. 2.

2. A drudge.
Peasants and droyls.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 1.

droit (droit; F. pron. drwo), 11. [< OF. droit,

droict, dreit, F. droit= Sp. dereclto = Pg. direito

= It. diretto, < ML. directum, contr. drecttim,

drictum, right, justice, law, neut. of L. directus,

right, straight, direct: see direct, adroit, and
dress.] 1. in old law, right, especially a right
in land

; right of ownership. The simultaneous
holding of actual possession, the right of possession, and
the right of ownership was termed droit -drot7 or jus dupli-
catum. This constituted a completely legal title.

2. In finance, duty; custom.
The pilferings of the orchard and garden I confiscated

as droils. Marryat, Frank Mildmay, i.

Argument en droit, argument of a question of law.
Defense en droit. See defense. Droit commun, droit
coutumier, common or general law. Droit d'ac-
croisseinent, in French law, right of survivorship.
Droit d'ainesse, right by birth ; right of primogeniture.
Droit d'aubalne. See aubaine. Droit de corvees,

right to feudal service. Droit de d^sherence, right of
escheat. Droit de fauteuil. See jauteuil. Droit de
suite, (a) Right to follow and reclaim from the hands of
a third person. (6) Right of stoppage in transitu. Droit
de tabouret. See tabouret. Droit d'execution, the
right of a stock-broker to sell the securities bought by him
for the account of a client, if the latter does not accept
delivery thereof. The same expression is also applied to
the sale by a stock-broker of securities deposited with him
by his client, in order to guarantee the payment of opera-
tions for which the latter has given instructions. Xapo-
leonArgle. Droits of admiralty, perquisites once at-

tached to the office of admiral of England, or lord high
admiral. Of these perquisites, the most valuable was the
right to the property of an enemy, as ships seized on the

breaking out of hostilities. The droits of admiralty are
now paid into the exchequer for the benefit of the public
service. A tenth part of property captured at .ea is al-

lowed to the captors. In American law droits of admiral-
ty are not as such recognized. Acts of Congress from time
to time have regulated the disposition of captured prop-
erty.

All those portions of the power of the admiral which
may be properly called executive or administrative are
unknown to th= American admiralty. The trappings, per-
quisites, prerogatives, and droils of the admiralty are left
to governments with which they are in harmony.

Benedict, Admiralty Practice, 33.

Plaider en droit, in French law, to interpose a defense
upon the law, as distinguished from a denial or plea of
facts.



droitural

droitural (<lroi'tu-ral), (t. [< OF. droiture, right,

the right side (<"filj'. ilircctura, right, < L. direc-

tus, right: see drottand dirrrt), + -al.~] Inltiit;

relating to a right to real property, as distin-

guished from possession. Droitural action, an ac-

tion employed to regain the possession of real property liy

one who has lost not only the possession, but also the right
of possession, and has nothing but the mere right of prop-
erty. Mil/",-.

droll (drol), M. [< OF. drolle, draulc, a good
fellow, boon companion, wag, mod. F. drole, a

rogue, knave, fellow, < MD. D. drol, a droll,

merry-andrew, humorous fellow, a troll, a round

lump; cf. G. droll, a short thick person (of LG.

origin). G. dial, droll, troll, a troll (see trull) ;

cf. Gael, droll, an awkward sluggard (see droil).

The relations of the several words are not clear.

See droll, a.] 1. A waggish fellow
;
one whose

practice or occupation is to raise mirth by odd
tricks ;

a jester, merry-andrew, or buffoon.

To the Dolphin taverne, where . . . Sir Thomas Harvy
and myself dined, . . . and very merry we were, Sir Thomas
Harvy being a very drolle. Pepys, Diary, II. 241.

Democritus, dear Droll, revisit Earth.

Prior, Democritus and Heraclitus.

We see one of these drolls holding a pair of bellows by
way of a fiddle, and using the tongs as a substitute for
the bow. Stnttt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 390.

2. A farce
;
a dramatic entertainment intended

to amuse. [Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

A droll, or Interlude among the Oreeks, I take to have
been one function of the chorus ; and with us at the thea-

tres, it is the dance in Tottenham-court-road, the ballad or
musical entertainment, which nils up the space between
the different parts of the performance.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

In a private collection, Langbaine had gathered about a
thousand plays, besides interludes and drolls.

I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 176.

A Droll or Drollery was a dramatic piece made up of
scenes from different plays, and acted chiefly at booths by
strolling companies.

A. Dobson, Selections from Steele, p. 450, note.

droll (drol), a. [< F. drole, odd, queer, comical,
funny. In both F. and E. the adj. appears
later than the noun. Cf. G. drollig, merry,
facetious, droll, odd. See droll, n.] 1. Wag-
gish; facetious; comical.

Dick, the merry-andrew, rather light fingered and riot-

ous, but a clever, droll fellow.

Macaulay, St. Dennis and St. George.

2. Ludicrous; queer; laughable; ridiculous:

as, a droll story ;
a droll scene.

I find in them [the masterpieces of wit and humor of

Italy] abundance of ingenuity, of droll naivete
1

,
of pro-

found and just reflection, of happy expression.
Macaulay, Dante.

There is a droll resolve in the Massachusetts records by
which he [Hugh Peter] is

" desired to write to Holland for
500 1. worth of peter, A 40 1. worth of match."

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 48.

=Syn. Comical, Funny, etc.
(sec ludicrous) ; amusing,

farciciil, waggish, fantastic, whimsical,

droll (drol), v. [= OF. droler,jest, trifle, play ;

from the noun.] I. intrans. To jest ; play the
buffoon.

The Romans were fallen into that degree of Irreligion
and Atheism that nothing was more common among them
than to droll upon Religion. Stillingflfet, Sermons, I. x.

Tipkln is an absolute Lombard-Street Wit, a Fellow that
drolls on the strength of Fifty thousand Pounds.

Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

H. trails. If. To lead or influence by jest or

trick; cajole.
Men that will not be reasoned into their senses may yet

be laughed or drolled into them. Sir R. L'Estrange .

Wise men may be argued out of a Religion they own,
but none but Fools and Madmen will be droll'd out of it.

Stillingfeet, Sermons, I. i.

2. To turn into a jest. [Rare.]
In fact, I don't know but the Colonel is a little too jolly.

This drolling everything is rather fatiguing.
ltowell, Their Wedding Journey, p. 280.

drollert (dro'ler), n. A jester; a buffoon.
And now he is making an experiment by another sort of

enemies, and sets the apes and drotlers upon it

Olanvtlle, Sermons, iv.

drollery (dro'le-ri), .; pi. drolleries (-riz). [<
OF. drolerie, dravlerie, waggery, a merry prank,
an antic figure or mask set on a scutcheon or
coat of arms, mod. F. drolerie, waggery, < drolle,
drole, n. See droll, n.] 1. The conduct of a
droll, buffoon, or wag ; something done to raise
mirth

; sportive tricks
; buffoonery ; fun.

They [the people of Judah] made sport with the Proph-
ets, and turned their threatnlngi into songs of mirth ;md
drollery. S/illing,rieet, Sermons, II. iv.

He contrived to make the most commonplace subjects
amusing, and carried everybody along with him in his
wildest flights of drollery.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, iv.

1775

2. The character of beiug droll
; comicalnesg;

humor.
The rich drollery of "She Stoops to Conquer."

Macaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

3. Comical action, as in a dramatic represen-
tation

; something used or done to excite mirth.

He is loth to make nature afraid in his plays, like those
that beget tales, tempests, and such like drollerie.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

4f. A comic picture.
We arrived late at Roterdam, where was their annual

marte or faire, so furnished with pictures (especially Land-

skips and Drolleries, as they call those clounlsh represen-
tations) that I was amaz'd. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 13, 1641.

Their [Dutch artists'] pictures, in their own age, were
not classed in the range of serious work ; they bore com-
monly the significant name of Drolleries.

F. T. Palgrave, Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 85.

droll-houset (drol'hous), n. A place where
drolls or drolleries were acted.

Should the senate-house where all our lawgivers as-

semble be used for a theatre or droll-house, or for idle

puppet-shows? Waits, Holiness of Times, etc., ill.

drollict (dro'lik), a. [< droll, n., + -ic.] Per-

taining to a droll or puppet-show.
Thalestris, Queen of the Amazons, Anna Bullen, Queen

Elizabeth, or some other high princess in drollic story.

Fielding, Jonathan Wild, 11. 3.

drollingly (dro'ling-li), adv. In a jesting man-
ner.

What confusion will one day cover the faces of those
that . . . speak slightly . . . and perhaps droUingly of
the supreme and infinitely perfect Being !

Boyle, Works, V. 156.

drollistt (dro'list), n. [< droll + -is.] A face-
tious person ; a jester ; a buffoon.

These idle drollisls have an utter antipathy to all braver
and more generous kinds of knowledge.

Glancille, Reflections on Drollery and Atheism, 3.

drolly (drol'li), adv. In a droll or comical man-
ner.

At first sight, nothing seems more drolly trivial than the
lives of those whose single achievement is to record the
wind and the temperature three times a day.

Loujell, Study Windows, p. 5.

Dromadidae (dro-mad'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Dro-
mas (Dromad-) + -idee."] A family of gralla-
torial birds of uncertain position, represented
by the genus Dramas alone. Also Dromidtf.
Dfomaeidae (tlro-me'i-de), . pi. [NL., < 7>ro-

maus + -ida:.~] The emus considered as a fam-
ily of ratite birds. See Dromceina:.

Dromaeinae (dro-me-I'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Dro-
mceus + -incs.] The emus as a subfamily of
ratite birds of the family Casuariidte, repre-
sented only by the genus Dromceus (which see).
Also written Dromaiince.

Dromseognathse (dro-me-og'na-the), n. pi.
[NL., fern. pi. of dromteognathvs : see dronueog-
nathotts.'} In ornith., a group of birds, embra-
cing only the tinamous (Tinamida; or Crypturi)
of South America

; birds which, although be-

longing to the Carinate, have the bones of the

palate disposed substantially as in the Ratitoe.

See droma'ognathism.
Dromaeognathi (dro-me-og'na-thi), n. pi. [NL.,
masc. pi. of dronueognatlius : see above.] Same
as Droma:ognalh(e.
dromseognathism (dro-me-og'na-thizm), n. [<

dromteognath-ous -r -ism.'] The arrangement
of the bones of the palate in the particular
manner seen in the Dronueoqnathce and all ra-
tite or struthious birds, as the ostrich and its

allies. The posterior ends of the palatines and the an-
terior ends of the pterygoids are very imperfectly, or not
at all, articulated with the basisphenoidal rostrum, being
usually separated from it, and supported by the broad,
cleft hinder end of the vomer. Strong hasipterygoid pro-
cesses, arising from the body of
the basisphenoid, and not from
the rostrum, articulate with fa-

cet* which are situated nearer
the posterior than the anterior
ends of the inner edges of the

pterygoid bones. Ilttxley.

dromaeognathous
'

(dro-

me-og'na-thus), a. [<
NL. dromtKognathus, <

Dromceus, the generic
name of the emu, + Gr.

jrdflofjaw.] 1. Exhibiting
dromfflognathism ; hav-

ing the palate-bones dis-

posed substantially as in
the ostrich. 2. Belong-
ing to or being one of the

Dronxeognu th<e.

All the Ratite liirds, and the
tinamous alone of Carinate
birds, are dronueognathovi.
Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 168.

dromedary

Dromaeopappi (dro-me-o-pap'i), n. pi. [NL. <
Gr. fpoualof, swift, fleet, + irairitoc,, a little bird.]
An order of extinct birds with teeth, conter-
minous with the subclass Odontolcce (which
see).
Dromaeornis (dro-me-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Dro-
inii-itK, q. v., + Gr. opvif, a bird.] A genus of
extinct Australian ratite birds : so called from
its affinity to Dromceus, the genus of living
emus. Also Dromornis.
Dromaeus (dro-me'us), n. [NL., < Gr. 6pofuuof,

swift, fleet, < Ap6/iof, a running, < Apauciv, run:
see dromedary.] A ge-
nus of ratite birds,
of the family Casua-
riidte and subfamily
Drommncc; the emus.
Three species are recog.
nized by naturalists, D. no-

rve-hollandue, D. ater, and
D. irroratus. In general
the characters are those of

Casuarius, the cassowaries ;

but there is no casque upon
the head, which is feather-
ed ; the beak is compara-
tively slender ; and the rudi-

mentary wings are entirely
hidden in the very long and
copious plumage which
parts along the back and
falls on each side in long
curly plumes, somewhat re-

sembling hair. The feathers
are double that is, two
or even three webs grow
from one main stem. See
emu. Also Droinaius, Dro-
miceius.

Droinaius, n. See Dro-

Pelvis and Hind Limb of Emu
(Drontaus).

II, ilium, with a, anterior pro-
cess, and *, posterior process; It.
ischium ; ff>, pubis; Am. femur;
T. tibia ; F, fibula ; As. astraga-
lus; Ca, calcaneum? i, head of

tarsal processes for second, third,
'

digits. Compare with

Skull of Nothura macu-
losa (with most of beak cut
off 1

, showing droiij.togn.i-
thous structure of palate.

Mxf. maxillopalatine ;

PI, palatine ; Pt, pterygoid ;

ISo, vomer ; +, basiptcYygoid
process.

Dromas (dro'mas), n.

[NL., < Gr. dpoprfc,

running, < Opa/ieiV,
run: see dromedary] -
The typical and only
genus of grallatorial birds of the family Dro-
madidtc. There is but one species, Dromas
ardeola, of India and Africa.

Dromatherium (dro-ma-the'ri-um), n. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. Spofia^, running, + 6t/ptov, a wild

beast.] 1. A genus of fossil mesozoic mam-
mals. D. silcestre, representing a very primitive type
of M'ltiiiiiiilin, has been found in the Triassic formations
of North America, in the Chatham dial-fields of North
Carolina. The Drowatherium is the oldest American
mammal yet discovered.

2. [/. c.] PI. dromatheria, dromatheriums (-a,

-umz). An animal of the genus Dromatherium.
dromedarian (drum-e-da'ri-an), n. [< drome-

dary + -an.] Same as dromedarist.

Ridden by dromedariaiu in Egyptian costume.
Daily Telegraph (London), Nov. 7, 1877.

dromedarist (drum'e-da-rist), . [< drome-

dary + -int."] One who rides or drives a drom-
edary.
As to 'Oguia'n Ibn El-Hheb'la and Mohham'mad Ih'n

K;i mil. the Dromedarist, they Journeyed until they en-
tered tin' castle of Kl-Kar'ak.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 131.

dromedary (drum'e-da-ri), n.
; pi. dromedaries

(-riz). [Early mod. E'. also dromedare; < ME.
dromedarie, -ary, also drowmondere, < OF. drome-

daire, F. dromadaire = Pr. dromadari, drome-
dari, drontoduri = Sp. dromedal, dromedario =
Pg. It. dromedario= D. drommedaris = G. Dan.
Sw. dromedar, < LL. dromedarius, prop. *droma-
darius, extended, with suffix -arius, < L. dramas
(dromad-), a dromedary, < Gr. 6po/i6f (dpo/aad-),

running (cf. fpo/ialos Ka/itj^, a dromedary, lit.

runningcamel).< 6pa/iclv, 2d aor. associated with
rptxeiv, run.] 1. A thorough-bred or blooded
Arabian camel, of more than ordinary speed
and bottom, expressly cultivated and used for

riding. The dromedary Is not a distinct or natural spe-
cies, but an improved domestic breed or race, bearing the
same relation to an ordinary camel that a race-horse or
hunter does to a common horse. Dromedaries are for the
most part of the one-humped species, Camelui dromeda-
ri<; but the two-humped Bactrian camel may also be
improved into a dromedary. See camel.

Abnlites there mette Alexander . . . and presented hym
amongst the reste of other thinges dromedary camels y<
were wonderful swift.

J. Brende, tr. of Quin tns Curtius, fol. 108.

After did a mightie man pursew,
Ryding upon a Dromedare on hie.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 38.

I was moving over the Desert, not upon the rocking
dromedary, but seated in a barque made of mother-of-
pearl. /;. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 138.

2f. Same as dromon.
The dromion, dromon, or dromedary, was a large war

ship, the prototype of which was furnished by the .Saxons.

Encyc. Brit., VII. 310.



Dromia

Dromia (dro'mi-ii), w. [NL., < Gr. Spouiac, a

kind of fish, <
ip6fu>f,

a running, < ipa/ie'tv, run:

see dromedary.] The typical genus of Dromi-

Sponge-crab ia vulgaris).

idce. They have 2 pairs of podobranchice, 5 pairs of an-

terior and of posterior arthrobranchia), and 4 pairs of pleu-

robranchiie.

dromic, dromical (drom'ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr.

ApofiiKOf, good at running, swift, fleet, also per-

taining to running or to a race-course, < <5p6fiof,

a running, race-course : see dromos.] 1. Of or

pertaining to a race-course or dromos, or to

racing. 2. In the Eastern Church, equivalent
to basilican as applied to a type of church, from
its plan resembling that of a race-course.

In the Eastern church, though the erection of St. So-

phia, at Constantinople, introduced a new type which al-

most entirely superseded the old one, the basilican form-
er, as it was then termed, dromical, from its shape being
that of a race-course (dromos) was originally as much the

rule as in the West. Encyc. Brit., III. 418.

These remarks of course apply only to churches of the

true Eastern type ; there are many of the kind called

dromic, or basilican, which exhibit the early Western ar-

rangement. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 170.

Dromiceius (drom-i-se'i-us), . [NL.] Same as

Drommus.
Dromicia (dro-mish'i-a), n. [NL. ,

< Gr. 6po/MK6;,

good at running, swift: see dromic.] A genus
of marsupials, including the dormouse phalan-
gers, such as D. nana. There are several species of

these little phalangers, resembling dormice in habits, and

1776

And of the merchants bought a dromond tall

They called the Rose-Garland.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 12.

Dromornis (dro-m6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. <Sp<Voc,

a running (se'e Dromceus), + bpvif, a bird.]

Same as Dromceornis. Owen, Proc. Zool. Soc.,

1872, p. 682.

dromos (drom'os), M. ; pi. dromoi (-oi). [< Gr.

Spottof, a running, course, race-course, < dpafidv,

run: see dromedary.] 1. In Gr. antiq., a race-

course. 2. In archceol., an entrance-passage
or avenue, as to a subterranean treasury; a

way bordered by rows of columns
;
an alley be-

tween rows of statues, as the usual approaches
of Egyptian temples.

Alleys of colossal rams or sphinxes form the approach or

dromos. C. 0. Muller, Manual of Archa;ol. (trans.), 219.

drone1
(dron), v.

; pret. and pp. droned, ppr.

droning. [Altered, in conformation to drone2
,

n., from "droun = Sc. drune, low, murmur, <

ME. drounen (rare), roar or bellow (said of a

dragon) ;
not in AS. ;

= MD. dronen, dreunen,

tremble, quaver, D. dreunen, make a trembling

noise, = MLG. dronen, LG. dronen, > G. droli-

nen, dronen, drone, hum, = Icel. drynja, roar

(cf. drynr, a roaring, drunur, a thundering), =
Sw. drona, low, bellow, drone, = Dan. drone,

peal, rumble, boom (cf. dron, a boom). Cf.

Goth, drunjus, a sound, voice
;
Gr. Bpijvos, a dirge

(see threne). Hence (remotely) drone
1

*.] I.

intrants. If. To roar; bellow.

Hee drouned as a dragon, dredeful of noyes.
Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 985.

2. To give forth a monotonous, unvaried tone;
utter a dull humming sound; hum or buzz, as

a beetle or a bagpipe.
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,

And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds.

Gray, Elegy.

Red after revel, droned her lurdane knights

Slumbering. Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

Like the national instrument of Scotland, the mind
drones wofully and will discourse most dolorous music,
unless an expansive and resilient force within supplies the

basis of quickly responsive action. Pop. Sci. Mo. , XX. 103.

3. To use a dull, monotonous tone : as, he drones

in his reading.
Turn out their droning senate, and possess
That seat of empire which our souls were fram'd for.

Otway, Venice Preserved, ii. 3.

Pale wizard priests, o'er occult symbols droning.
Whittier, Worship.

II. trans. To give forth or utter in a monot-

onous, dull tone : as, he drones his sentences.

I ask no organ's soulless breath
To drone the themes of life and death.

Whittier, The Meeting.

And the reader droned from the pulpit,
Like the murmur of many bees,

The legend of good Saint Guthlac,
And S;

drool

Hence 2. An idler; a sluggard; one who
lives on the labor of others.

I found myself a member of an active community in
which not a di-one nor an invalid could be counted.

IS. S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 134.

drone2 (dron), v. i. ; pret. and pp. droned, ppr.
droning. [< drone2

, n.] To live in idleness.

Why was I not the twentieth by descent
From a long restive race of droniny kings ? Dryden.

drone-bass (dron'bas), .. In music, a bass
consisting of the tonic, or of the tonic and domi-
nant, sounded continuously throughout a piece.
It is frequently employed for a pastoral effect.

drone-beetle (dron'be"tl), . A beetle of the

family Geotrypidw.
drone-cell (drdn'sel), n. One of those cells of

a honeycomb which are destined for the larvee

of male bees. The eggs are laid in these at a

later period than in the worker-cells.

drone-fly (dron'fll), n. A dipterous insect or

fly of the family Syrpntdce, Eristalis tenax: so

called from its resemblance to a drone bee.

drone-pipe (dron'pip), n. 1. A pipe produ-
cing a droning sound ; hence, poetically, the

droning hum of an insect.

You fell at once into a lower key
That's worse the drone-pipe of a humble-bee.

CoiVper, Conversation, 1. 330.

Specifically 2. The largest tube of a bagpipe,
which produces the droning sound ;

the drone.

drongo (drong'go), n. 1. A name given byLe
Vaillant, in the form drongeur, to a South Afri-

can bird afterward known as the musical dron-

go, Dicrurus musicus; then extended to the

numerous African, Asiatic, and East Indian

fly-catching crow-like birds with long forked
tails which compose the family Dicruridai.

Drongo (Buchariga atra}.

They are also called drongo-slirikes. The Bu-

clianga atra of India and the further East is an

example. 2. [cap.] [NL.] The generic name
of a Madagascan species usually known as Di-

crurus or Edolhts forfieatus. In this sense the

quasi-Latin form Drongus is found.

Dormouse Phalanger (Dromicia nana}.

to some extent in appearance ; some have a length of only
3 or 4 inches, with the tail about as long. The genus is

technically characterized by having only three true molars
above and below, and an incipient parachute ;

it is most
nearly related to the pygmy petaurists, or small flying-

phalangers, such as Belidetis and Acrobates.

Dromidse (drom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same as
Dromadidie.
Dromiidae (dro-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dro-
mia + -idce.~\ A family of brachyurous or ano-
murous decapodous crustaceans, the sponge-
crabs, having remarkably large chelw : a tran-
sitional group between the Brackyura and the
Macrura.

dromoi, n. Plural of dromos.

dromont, dromondt, . [< ME. dromoun, dro-

mond, dromund, dromande, drowmund, etc., =
MLG. dragemunt (assimilated to MLG. dragen,
draw), < OF. dromon, dromont, later dromant, a
small and swift vessel, < LL. dromo(n-), < LGr.
8p6[ujv, a light vessel, dromond, < Gr. 6p6/iof,
a running, < Spa/jieiv, run : see dromedary.] A
large, fast-sailing war-vessel

; hence, a similar
vessel of any kind. Also dromedary.
Whan at Hampton he made the great dromons,
Which passed other great ships of all the commons.

HaMuyt's Voyages, I. 205.

Roger de Hoveden ... and Peter de Longtoft celebrate
the struggle which Richard I., ... on his way to Pales-

tine, had with a huge dromon. . . . This vessel had three

masts, was very high out of the water, and is said to have
had 1500 men on board. Encyc. Brit., VII. 310.

drone1 (dron), . [< drone1
, v.] 1. A monoto-

nous, continued tone or sound; a humming: as,

the drone of a bee.

I am as melancholy as ... the drone of a Lincolnshire

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2.

If men should ever bee thumming the drone of one

* ll would

2. I-a. music: (a) A pipe in the bagpipe which

gives out a continuous and invariable tone.

The harmony of them that pipe in recorders, flutes, and
drones. Ep. Bale, Select Works, p. 536.

(6) A drone-bass.

drone2 (dron), n. [Early mod. E. also droane;
< ME. drone, drane, < AS. dran, also drain =
OLG. dran, MLG. drane, drone, LG. drone (> G.

drohne, and prob. Dan. drone = Icel. drjoni, a

drone
;
cf. Sw. dronare, a drone, lit.

'

droner') ;

akin to OHG. treno, MHG. trene, tren, G. dial.

(Sax., Austr.) trehne, trene, a drone. Cf. Lith.

tranni, Gr. (Lacon.) dpdrva^, a drone, rcvOpr/vn,

Tevdpnouv, a kind of wasp or bee, avSprjvri, avBpn-

3&v, a hornet or wasp (see Anthremts); all appar.
ult. from the imitative root of drone1

, v.] 1. The
male of the honey-bee. It is smaller than the queen
bee, but larger than the working bee. The drones make
no honey, but after living a few weeks and impregnating
the queen they are killed or driven from the hive by the
workers. See bee^.

I would be loath
To be a burden, or feed like a drone
On the industrious labour of the bee.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 1.

If once he [Love] lose his Sting, he grows a Drone.

Cowley, The Mistress, Against Fruition.

All with united force combine to drive
The lazy drones from the laborious hive.

Dryden, ^Eneid, i.

Nepal.
drongO-shrike (drong'go-shrik), n. Same as

drongo, 1.

dronish (dro'nish), a. [< drone? + -is)i^.] Like

a drone; lazy; indolent; inactive.

The dronish monks, the scorn and shame of manhood.
Rowe.

dronishly (dro'nish-li), adv. In a dronish man-

dronishness (dro'nish-nes), n. The state of be-

ing dronish.

dronkt. An obsolete (Middle English) form of

drank and of drunk.

dronkelewt, a. and n. See drunkelew.

dronkent. An obsolete (Middle English) form

of drunken.

dronklet, v. [ME. dronklen for *drunklen, freq.

of drinken, pp. drunken, dronken, drink: see

drink, drunk, and cf. drinkle.] I. trans. To

drench; drown.
II. intrans. To drown. Robert of Brunne, tr.

of Langtoft's Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 106, etc.

dronte (dron'te), n. [< D. dronte = Dan. dronte,

dodo. See dodo.] A name of the dodo.

drony (dro'ni), a. [< drone2 + -y
1
.] Like a

drone; dronish; sluggish. Johnson, [Bare.]

drook, v . t. See drouk.

drooket, p. a. See droukit.

drool (drol), v. i. [E. dial., also written droul ;

a contr. of driven, q. v.] To slaver, as an in-

fant; drivel; drop saliva. [Prov. Eng., and

common in the United States.]

There the slave-holder finds the chief argument for his

ownership of men, and in Africa or New England kidnaps
the weak, his mouth drooling with texts.

Theodore Parker, in Dean, p. 159.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

m., dj adjective.

abbr. abbreviation.
abL ablative.

ace. accusative.

acoom. accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adr adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agrl agriculture.
AL. Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
A 1 1 1 i American.
anat anatomy.
anc. ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor. aortal.

appar. apparently.
Ar. Arabic.
arch architecture.
archeeol archeeology.
arith. arithmetic.
art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beug Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
hot botany.
Braz. Brazilian.
Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp. carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
i -mli Catholic.
caus. causative.
cerain ceramics.
ef. L. confer, compare.
ch. ..church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
ch re 1 1 1 chronology.
oolloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

oomp composition, com-
pound.

compar comparative.
conch conchology.

conjunction.
contracted, contrac-

tion.
Corn Cornish.
eranlol craniology.
cranlom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
def definite, definition.
deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.
diff different.
dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.
K. East
B. English(u8i/allg/tnan-

ing moilrni English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect electricity.

cmbryol embryology.
Eng. English.

engln engineering.
rut i mi entomology.
Epls Episcopal.
eqnlv equivalent.

esp especially.
Eth Ethioplc.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol ethnology.
etym etymology.
Kur European.
exclam exclamation.
f.

. fern feminine.
IF. French (uwally mean-

ing modern French).
Flem Flemish.
fort. fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Frieslc.
fut future.

German
ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol. geology.
geom geometry.
Goth. Gothic (Mcesogothic).
Gr. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet. herpetology.
Hind Hindustani
hist history.
borol. horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
lev}. Icelandic (utuaUy

meaning Old Ice-

landic, otherwise call-

ed Old Norse).
Ichth Ichthyology.
i. e. L. id Mt, that is.

tmpers impersonal
Impf imperfect.
Impv Imperative.
improp Improperly.
Ina Indian.
Ind. indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
Indef. Indefinite.

Inf. Infinitive.
instr Instrumental.

inter] Interjection.
Intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.

IT. Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.
It Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.
LG Low German.
lichenol. lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit. literature.
l.ith Lithuanian.

llthog lithography.
lithol lithology.
1. 1.. Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
M Middle.
mach machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf. manufacturing.
math mathematics.
Mil Middle Dutch.
MK Middle English (other-

vnte called Old Eng-
lish).

Nile.

ML.

mechanics, mechani-
cal.

.. ..medicine.
ir mensuration.

metal metallurgy.
metapii metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Hex. Mexican.
MGr Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
millt military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
Ml', Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth. mythology.
n noun.
n.

,
neut neuter.

N. New.
N. North.
N. Amer. North America.
nat natural.
naut nautical.
nav. navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
New High German
(usually rimply G.,

German).
New Latin, modern

Latin.
nominative.

Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
immls numismatics.
O. Old.
obs. obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
mte called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.

odontog. odontography.
odonto! odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGaeL Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
ornith. ornithology.
OS. Old Saxon.
OSp Old Spanish.
osteol osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
P. a. participial adjective.
paleon. paleontology.
part participle.
pass. passive.
pathoL pathology.
pert. perfect.
Per*. Persian.

pers person.
persp. perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.

petrography.
Portuguese.

enician.

philol........... philology.
philosophy.phllos

phonog
.

phonography.

photog. photography.
phren. phrenology.
phya. physical.

Pj>fiol physiology.
pl.,plur. plural
poet poetical
polit political.
Pol Polish.

poss. possessive.
PP past participle.
ppr. present participle.
Pr. Provencal (uttially

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref. prefix.
prep preposition.
pros. present
prat preterit
pri v. privative.
pro! > probably, probable.
IT,, n. pronoun.
pron. pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. properly.
pros. prosody.
Prot Protestant
prov provincial
psychoL psychology.
q. T L. mud (or pi. jva)

mde, which see.
reft reflexive.

rag. regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Bom Boman.
Rom. Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Buss Russian.
8. South.
8. Amer South American.
sc L. tcilicft, understand,

supply.
Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv Servian.
sing singular.
Ski Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

8p. Spanish.
rabj subjunctive.
super! superlative.
snrg surgery.
surv surveying.
8w. Swedish.
yn synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
techno! technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratol teratology.
term termination.
Teut Teutonic,
theat, theatrical
theo! theology.
therap. therapeut lea.

toxlcol toxicology.
tr, trans transitive.

tripon trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.

tjpog typography.
nit ultimate, ultimately.
T. Terb.
rar variant
et veterinary.

T. L Intransitive verb.
v. t transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachlan.
W. Ind West Indian.

oogeog zoogeography.
lool zoology.
loot zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang.
A as iu fate, mane, dale.
)i as in far, father, guard.
& as in fall, talk, naught
a as in ask, fast, ant
a as in fare, hair, bear.
e as in met, pen, bless.
e as in mete, mecfc, meat
G as in her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, it, biscuit
i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.
6 aa in note, poke, floor.
ii as in move, spoon, room.
d as in nor, song, off.

u as In tub, son, blood.
u as in unite, uciite, few (also new,

tube, duty: see Preface, pp.
tx, x).

u as in pull, book, could.

u German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.
ou as iu pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable Indicates Its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xi.

Thus:

as in prelate, courage, captain.
I as in ablegate, episcopal

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat
as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable Indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound Is

variable to, and In ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican.
e as in prudent, difference,

i as in charity, density,
o as in valor, actor, Idiot
ii as iu Persia, peninsula.

Eas
In the book,

as in nature, feature.

A mark (-) under the consonants f
, d,

f, z indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, th, zA. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure.
<J as in arduous, education,

t as in leisure.

9 as in seizure.

th as in thin.
T! i as in then.
ch as In German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, aa in ton, en.

ly (In French words) French liquid (mon-

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent

(A secondary accent is not marked if at Its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/rom ; I. e., derived from.
> read whence ; L e., from which Is derived.
+ read and; 1. e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate trilh; i. e., etymologically

parallel with.
v' read root.
* read theoretical or alleged; I. e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or assorted but unveri-

fied, form.
:!il M I
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